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Preface

A theme, that in addition to highlighting the word DISASTER,
wants,as in all the editions of the Forum, place the emphasis on
the wordCulture, the systemic product of knowledge and
applications, whichhas a plastic strength as Nietzsche pointed
out, capable of healingbroken parts, to recover lost parts, and as
such belongs to humanity,the Man Artifex and Faber in its
historical self-reproduction.
A faith in humanity’s ability to achieve ever higher levels of
knowledgeto offer as patrimonial value, beyond disastrous
contingencies, whichcontains reparative stem cells and also
fortifies evolutionary processesinvolving the Skills and Work of
Man, the fate of Landscapes, Territories,Cities, Architecture and
Archaeology as Traces of Geography ofthe past that emerges in
the Geography of the Present........................
For these reasons, in Naples on 15 and Capri, on 16 – 17 June,
the15th “International Forum Le Vie dei Mercanti” will be held.
An establishedevent that in three decades has seen the
participation of ascientific community from around the world
grow, discussing multidisciplinarytopics relating to the
Landscape, Cultural Heritage, Governmentof the Territory,
Design and Economics................................
.Therefore, I expect, along with the International Scientific
Committee,contributions of studies and research relating to
theories, concepts,applications, best practices to protect and
preserve, in order to notonly transmit to future generations the
tangible and intangible patrimonyof the World Heritage but also
to orient the design processesand innovative planning for the
modification that derive from thehumus of identities and roots of
the places, the regenerating sap ofthe places and of a “new”,
which, citing Argan, possesses a contemporaryof what it does
not have the same date..................................
The location is exceptional. Campania, with six sites included in
theWorld Heritage List, two UNESCO Man and Biospheres, two
assetson the List of Intangible Heritage, is one of the richest
regions in theworld for cultural and landscape heritage. It is
therefore no coincidencethat the Forum will be held in
Aversa/Naples and Capri, with visitsto the sites and
presentations of operational projects by thescientific community
of Benecon*, a University consortium that hosts250 researchers
and distinguished professors of five Italian Universities,UNESCO
Chair on Landscape, Cultural Heritage and

.

Carmine Gambardella
President and Founder of the Forum
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Heritage Commodified – tangible and intangible values vs global commercialisation
Abstract
John Ruskin was perhaps the first to discover the value of travelling (and thus resultant personal
recognition) as an activity which helps to sustain historical sites. Over the past two hundred years,
travelling patterns have changed along with tourists, whose inducements to visit have also changed.
The concept of heritage which has emerged following the damage resulting from WWII is much more
complex than that which applies to a single monument or historic site. It seems that one of the turning
points was the concept of identifying outstanding universal value in 1975, which allows monuments to
be enrolled in the World Heritage List by UNESCO. Commercialisation of heritage, along with the
tourism which followed and the accompanying evolution of protection measures, has brought about
the critical danger of aggressive uncontrolled development by the tourism industry in response. We
face gradual loss of the authenticity of heritage, which seems to be being overwhelmed by commerce.
Around historical sites, these processes have caused precarious social problems due to transmutation
of historical habitats into tourist traps. It seems that we have reached the period of final opportunity to
combat the negative impact of heritage commodification if we are going to be able to address these
problems meaningfully. This paper discusses the issues with the help of case studies of famous
“destinations”, e.g. Venice, Cracow, Stonehenge and others.
Key words: commercialisation, commodification, tourism, heritage

Introduction
It took fertile imagination and deep sensitivity to see through the decrepit walls of the Venetian palaces
and discover something other than just Byronic testimony to the passing of time. To learn about the
world, the young John Ruskin ploughed voraciously through piles of books and joined his parents on
their numerous voyages. When in 1835 he arrived in Venice for the first time, he was only 13. Later in
life, he continued to return to the city, studying it virtually stone by stone. In Venice he recognized the
authenticity of the Gothic architecture, whose rules he found worth analysing and describing. Such
journeys played an instrumental role in the promotion of that neglected city, contributing to the onset of
conservation works on its monuments. At that time, travelling was essentially the only way to learn
about the world, see works produced by other civilisations or encounter remote cultures. It provided
much needed food for thought and was an indispensable element of proper education. And thanks to
their own travels, Ruskin’s contemporaries discovered the beauty and timeless value of Venice’s
forgotten masterpieces of the past for themselves.
Here in the 20th century, our attitude to historical works has changed, but our approach to them
continues to evolve. The topic of this paper is travel, or more specifically, tourism, which used to be
perceived as the source of cognition and whose role in the preservation of heritage was promptly
acknowledged. However, it is becoming apparent that this fascinating area of human activity has its
dark sides as well. Some of these will be presented in the following sections of the article, supported
by examples.
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1.

New Vocabulary

The origin of the processes we are witnessing today can be traced back to the transformations of the
1970s that brought about globalisation, and subsequently, mass access to areas previously only
available to a few. Those changes were precipitated by developments in transportation – travelling
became faster and much less expensive. In the last decade, the key factor contributing to this trend
was the acceleration of the flow of information and streamlined access to knowledge resulting from
transformation of the media and development of the Internet. It has never been easier or cheaper to
obtain information on a remote destination, and preparations for long journeys take much less time
than ever before. The second factor in the transformation of global relationships is commercialisation.
The belief that a free market, free trade, movement of goods and the unending pursuit of economic
growth would liberate people from the treadmill of labour, giving them free time that could be spent
enjoying entertainment, has since become the key driving force behind the development of modern
civilisation.
These changes are reflected in our approach to the past: the scale of damage caused by the two
world wars provoked a sense of co-responsibility for the works created in the past, making them
objects of international protection. Finally, the sentiment has also stimulated the establishment of
conservation organisations and the drafting of various documents of intended global effect. In the last
few decades, once the debate had moved to the international forum, certain terms defined in the
English language took on a sweeping career. We should ponder them for a while, as they reflect
transformations in our system of values and the way in which we perceive our world. These terms,
employed to obtain international forms of protection, financing or for the purpose of promotion, have
spread through various cultural areas and found (sometimes bizarre) equivalents in other languages.
Finally, their use has had a major impact on the contemporary protection of heritage and related fields.
First of all, certain historical objects were found to possess what the Paris UNESCO Convention of
1972 referred to as outstanding universal value [1]. This value is a condition for inclusion on the World
Heritage List. Inclusion on the list is a key factor in promotion of an object or site, and in consequence
– as was assumed – its protection and preservation [2]. However, the perception of protection itself
has changed, and its “static continental vision (...) has slowly been replaced with care for historic sites
and heritage objects, which is much more Anglo-Saxon in spirit” [3]. They have become universalised
and inherited by all humankind, not only local or national communities. Hence the change in
perception of historic sites and objects as such: international co-responsibility has turned them into
common “heritage” sites, which are not so much cared for as managed. The influence of the
internationalisation of the discussion on heritage is traceable in the modified perception of authenticity
– the idealistic vision of the “perfectly authentic” work has been replaced by a definition that takes
account of cultural diversity in how authenticity is construed [4]. What’s more, the volatile, intangible
value of historic works has been identified and is now appreciated.
The sense of co-responsibility for heritage have been stimulated by the promotion and the accessibility
of the sites. Today, the latter is an important element of any strategy aimed at obtaining funds for
conservation, chiefly driven by the willingness to ensure access to a facility. However, what transpired
is that this approach triggered a self-propelling mechanism: site conservation and its accessibility
boost the number of tourists who demand an appropriate quality of service and a variety of attractions.
The ever-growing range of new destinations incites competition for clients, while the growing number
of visitors causes damage requiring even higher profits to be put into repairs.
Pursuant to the prevailing free market concept, economic growth and commercialisation that continue
to spread to new areas of life, including culture, heritage began to be discussed as a kind of
commodity. A commodified object, subjected to marketing processes, becomes a flywheel for the
development of the region, generating profits and maintaining itself. The statistics that underpin the
European boom in cultural tourism speak volumes of this trend: in 2003, the construction heritage fund
generated annual revenue of 335 billion euros, employed 8 million people and brought 10 euros in
revenue for each euro invested. Furthermore, it was calculated that 6-10% of the expenses incurred
by the visitors stay on site, while 90% goes to the community around the site [5]. In this way, the
development of a system of sites worth seeing changes a small money-making machine into a factory.
This new-speak created the concept of the leisure industry, whose key components include sports and
recreation. And so horse riding and trekking ended up together with the social need to learn about the
history of the region. As the leisure industry developed, heritage objects ceased to be something
unique. Nowadays, this term can be applied to virtually anything that can be coupled with any
historical or cultural narrative addressed to a specific target group. Oftentimes, to incite the sense of
co-responsibility, members of the local community are referred to as depositaries and stakeholders –
terms borrowed directly from the world of finance. In consequence, an object with no stakeholders that
is disregarded by the target loses its raison d’être, and therefore also the rationale for maintaining its
existence.
As already mentioned before, the growing number of various cultural destinations necessitates
intensified promotion, requires site attractiveness to be boosted, its capacity improved, sometimes
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inadvertently leading to the destruction of the site itself (as with the Lascaux caves boom starting in
the 1950s). To encourage visitors to engage in sightseeing, travelling and learning, the human thirst
for experience needs to be constantly stimulated. This is why historical facilities are enhanced with
special attractions. This goal is achieved by the development of narratives that are supposed to
facilitate the interpretation of historical objects, but often actually create a distorted image of the truth,
and in some cases even deprive the objects of their authenticity. The most extreme form of this
phenomenon are the museums without exhibits and simulacra, which is discussed further in this
paper. Since people want to travel, we need to make sure that they want to visit specific sites, and
such sites require appropriate promotion. All these factors together resulted in one of the key qualities
factoring into the contemporary protection of heritage – its commodification.

2.

Commodification

Commodification is a process that covers different areas and takes various forms. The exploitation of
historical objects has made activities directly interfering with their substance, or sometimes even their
very essence, acceptable. Whether it's a priceless painting carried around the globe regardless of the
risks inherent to variations of environmental conditions, a medieval castle whose dim corridors have
been converted into a luxury hotel irreversibly depriving them of their authentic nature, or a town in
which the magic red line has been crossed and the flood of tourists has changed the historic treasure
into a tourist trap – each and every time exploitation prevails over the values attributed to heritage that
form the rationale for its protection.
Commodification, combined with the mass traffic to destinations, revolutionised the paradigm of
tourism itself – pleasure and satisfaction from sightseeing and learning, individual experience coupled
with aesthetic sensation or intellectual reflection have given way to the ‘scoring’ and recording of one’s
stay, not even in solid, material photographs, but volatile, purely virtual selfies. The overwhelming
variety of attractions on offer often discourages visitors from seeing the object itself, as their attention
is skilfully distracted by auxiliary services, the key source of the attraction’s revenue. Sometimes
tourists give up on visiting a site, put off by long hours of queuing for admission, or absorbed by other
attractions to such an extent that the actual purpose of the visit is passed over.

3.

The Charter

Faced with the growing importance of cultural tourism, in 1999 the ICOMOS General Assembly in
Mexico developed the International Cultural Tourism Charter, which provides both a diagnosis of the
situation and the general guidelines [6]. On the one hand, the Charter is grounded in the deep
conviction that the tourist industry plays a positive role in the preservation of heritage. On the other
hand, it voices concerns resulting from the growing awareness that the adverse effects of tourism are
not restricted to the historic objects themselves, but also to their cultural environment, including local
communities. In the subsequent part of this article, selected passages from the Charter will serve as a
starting point for analysis of the situation of several sites enjoying world-wide recognition, though for
obvious reasons these issues are much more complex and the case-specific concerns discussed
below are in no way exhaustive.

4.

Venice

“Excessive or poorly-managed tourism and tourism related development can threaten their physical
nature, integrity and significant characteristics. The ecological setting, culture and lifestyles of host
communities may also be degraded, along with the visitor's experience of the place.” [6]
Venice, which owes its success as a tourist destination to Ruskin, has for years been a showcase for
the negative impact that the developments described above can have. Being a synonym for beauty,
outstanding architecture and unique atmosphere, Venice is living proof of the gravity of risks inherent
in these processes. This key destination for anyone visiting Italy has witnessed an unstoppable
haemorrhage of inhabitants, who having failed to find jobs in education, the crafts or other services
instrumental to permanent residents, have had to move out to find work. Their abandoned homes
have then immediately been converted for the purposes of tourism [7]. Similar processes have been
taking place in many other historic cities, such as Barcelona, Prague and Krakow, where the freewheeling machine of mass tourism crushes everything that is not of direct benefit to it.
But there is one more, quite spectacular aspect to the Venetian case. Since the beginnings of the city,
the main threat to its urban tissue was flooding caused by high tides, or the so-called acqua alta. This
th
problem was exacerbated in the 20 century as a result of the general rising of the oceans. The 1980s
then marked the beginning of the MOSE project to build movable hydraulic dams shielding the lagoon
from the open sea. It is a true paradox that the investment, made to mitigate the physical threat from
the Adriatic, caused the city to drown – in debt. The gigantic scale of the civil engineering works,
estimated at 5.5 billion euros, became the seed of massive corruption scandals. Nearly 40 people
were convicted of defrauding 60 million euros and ended up in prison, and the large-scale spending
took its toll on the city’s treasury, which found itself short hundreds of millions [8].
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The only way to save the budget was to stimulate revenue from tourism, with the main idea being to
allow huge cruise liners access to the heart of the city. The statistics are staggering: one cruise ship
emits air pollution equivalent to 14,000 cars, generates immense noise (120 dB) as well as
electrosmog, massively contributing to the contamination of the lagoon’s ecosystem. One ship brings
as many as 3,500 passengers and 1,000 crew, who do not generate any particular profit to the city
itself – they don’t stay at the hotels or eat in the restaurants, and typically have little time to visit
museums. Cruise ships can bring Venice as many as 35,000 tourists per day. For the city’s
monuments, the greatest risk comes from the destructive effect of the movement of ferries passing in
direct vicinity of St. Mark’s Square – the thousands of square metres of water moved by the passing
ships are washing away the material from the city’s foundations, accelerating their corrosion and
weakening the stability of its underwater structures.
In response to this threat, Venetians have organised the No Grandi Navi (No to Big Ships) movement,
protesting against cruises in the lagoon, but unfortunately to no avail. Although the case was initially
widely publicised and the government made some small gestures, the passenger lines have won,
while the politicians, preoccupied with economic troubles, have put the problem of the flooded
Serenissima aside. Photographer Gianni Benenngo Gardin runs a campaign for the protection of this
beautiful city, and an exhibition of his work illustrating the scale of the problem, entitled Mostri a
Venezia, is travelling across Italy. Speaking publicly, the author raises the alarm about the ongoing
destruction of the city which has been converted into a toy, while the people responsible for this have
lost any sense of moderation [9].
However, the movement has managed to build strong resistance against the commodification of
heritage, and the entire range of issues related to it. These new trends also precipitated the
emergence of new terms, such as visual pollution, and touristification [10], the latter coined by N.N.
Taleb in reference to all the elements of an extremely commercialised approach to sightseeing and
visiting in general. The main problem touristification is to blame for is the loss of subjectivity: objects
become predictable, homogenised, while their viewers merge into a powerless, manipulated mass.
However, the new discourse does not change the fact that while city’s foundations continue to fall
apart under water, the city’s vaults are filled with cash and disoriented tourists fall prey to the
thousands of workers employed by the Leisure Industry, selling goods produced in China and offering
services that have nothing to do with the Serenissima’s sophisticated beauty.

5.

Cracow

“Principle 5. Policy makers should promote measures for the equitable distribution of the benefits of
tourism to be shared across countries or regions, improving the levels of socio-economic development
and contributing where necessary to poverty alleviation.” [6]
What Venice is to Italy, Cracow is to Poland. As one of few Polish cities to have survived both world
wars intact, inside its churches, museums, houses and palaces Cracow has been shielding
outstanding works of priceless value for Polish national identity and European culture. This fact has
been appreciated by many foreigners visiting the place; in 2010 Roger Scruton dedicated a moving
text to the city, recognizing its unique nature and authenticity, but adding a word of caution against the
greed of business “predators” [11]. As early as in 1990s, in the first years of systemic transformation,
Cracow attracted artists and intellectuals. Many of them, such as Nigel Kennedy, famous violinist, or
Polish Noble Prize winners chose the city as their place to live.
Unfortunately, tendencies that can be observed across Western Europe have hit the former soviet bloc
countries with accelerated force. In the blink of an eye, Prague or Cracow turned into “tourist traps”
and these transformations – despite negative experiences and lessons learnt elsewhere – turned out
to be unstoppable. The economic factor played a key role, but the changes enjoyed an exceptionally
strong social support. The development of tourism was seen as an opportunity for overhauls or repairs
of run-down infrastructure and neglected historic sites. These goals have partially been attained, but at
some point city authorities decided to put quantity above quality, disregarding expectations of more
ambitious clientele. Investment boom and the emergence of cheap airlines were additional factors
fostering this trend. For more than a decade, the city has been experiencing a tourist boom. In 2015
as many as 10 million people, including 2.5 million foreigners, visited the town. To meet their
expectations, one of the most beautiful markets of Medieval Europe, previously an elegant hub of
social life, has been converted into a gigantic tavern with cheap drinks. What is more, the site became
a venue for events incompatible with the quality of the surroundings, such as football games or
bicycle races. The sole purpose of this policy is promotion, and it does not generate any direct income
for the city. The sheer number of these events, coupled with the omnipresence of entertainment
facilities in nearly every single Old Town building, forced the residents, whose families often lived in
the area for generations, out of the city centre. The historic centre of Cracow has experienced
dramatic depopulation: over the last decade the number of residents decreased from 50,000 to
34,000, while the number of people registered as permanently residing in the city houses at the
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Market Square fell below 20. Deserted historical buildings are immediately converted into restaurants
and hostels – spacious flats with ancient fittings are divided into small cramped units, to “squeeze in
as many as possible”.
The flow of money into the city treasury enables grandiose investments, including those targeted at
tourism and entertainment: the International Conference and Entertainment Centre (ICE), Cracow
Arena and two football stadiums, erected right next to each other in the city centre, despite vivid social
protests. These projects are a heavy burden on the city’s budget, but provide authorities with a useful
excuse for the lack of investment in recreation and green areas, or the general neglect and disrepair
affecting public spaces outside the strict centre.
For the governing authorities, depopulation seems to be a lesser issue. Only in 2015 tourism
generated 4,450 billion zlotys, while nearly as many as 20% of the city’s jobs come from tourism or
related services [12]. In consequence, it should come as no surprise that historical pharmacies,
groceries or small artisanal workshops, some of them more than a century old, disappeared from the
centre. They have been replaced with pubs, hotels, discos or red-light houses located at the very
Market Square. The authentic city of culture and national identity morphed into a huge tavern with
cheap, poor quality popular entertainment. The intellectual and cultural potential of the city that stems
from its historic heritage is being silenced by profit-oriented mass tourism.

Fig. 1: Cracow, Main Square – the largest square of Medieval Europe during sport competitions with numerous
ads expected to “promote” the historic site. Photo. M. Bogdanowska, 2016.

6.

Stonehenge

“Principle 3.1. Conservation and tourism programmes should present high quality information to
optimize the visitor's understanding of the significant heritage characteristics and of the need for their
protection, enabling the visitor to enjoy the place in an appropriate manner.” [6]
th
In his analysis of the Hampton Court royal residence, opened to public already in the mid-19 century,
Simon Thurley delineates two areas of conflict that could be considered typical of many other cases as
well. They involve tensions between conservation (site preservation) and commercialisation, and
between authenticity and the didactic approach [13]. In the first case, the willingness to ensure
appropriate care for the object and maintain its condition is in conflict with commercialisation that does
generate profits, but also induces damage. Is it better then to lease the site and obtain much needed
funds (that would cover the cost of conservation), or maybe we should give up profits, but avoid the
risk of damage? The latter conflict is a consequence of the former and involves the extent of
interference in a site made with the aim of improving its didactic value (its accessibility and
attractiveness), at the expense of falsifying the object itself, or, in some cases, depriving it of its
authenticity. In the case of Hampton Court, the falsification takes form of the copies of “period”
furniture placed in residential premises. In a general context, it typically involves filling authentic
historical sites with various items in the spirit of reconstruction. The author of the article concludes his
argument saying that if success is measured in visitor's time, Hampton Court can indeed be called a
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success: over the last decade such time has doubled. It is a clear proof that the site is now perceived
as more interesting and more attractive. But what are the consequences of this choice?
For years site attractiveness to tourists has been recognized as a goal on its own. Even the most
precious sites compete for visitors. Since most of the tourists intend to “check off” the site, it must be
served as easily digestible and comprehensible to everyone; visitors expect objects to be complete,
equipped and accessible. Since monuments in their authentic form are usually found insufficiently
attractive and difficult to comprehend, they are being “upgraded", leading to a proliferation of various
pseudo-historic arrangements, multimedia tricks and museums without exhibits. Due to the constraints
of space, it will briefly illustrate the first strategy only.
Stonehenge was covered by conservation protection already in 1882, and since then the site has
become one of the most recognisable European monuments of the Neolithic civilisation. However,
works carried out in the period 1900-1960 had a decisive impact on the its character. They involved
the lifting of some of the stone blocks and grounding them in concrete foundations, as well as
extensive archaeological research during which the area was combed for artefacts that were
subsequently removed [14]. The transformations went so far that the English Heritage association
announced their intention to revise the available guidebooks [15]. Once the stone circle – initially an
element of an extensive structure – was adapted to the requirements of tourism, the links connecting it
to the other elements have been lost, while motorways and visitors’ paths intersected the extensive
earthwork structures. In a sense, the site has been robbed of its spirit – genus loci. But all that effort
was not enough: nowadays tourists would not come to Stonehenge to admire the ‘giant stones’
leaning slightly from a distance. And so a decision was made to erect a pavilion to explain the history
of the place with the use of multimedia. In consequence, the authentic site will be replaced with a
simulacrum which, in an accessible and visually friendly form, will offer information on the Stone Age
to anyone interested in it.
Simplifying, “simulacrum", a philosophical category introduced by Baudrillard, can be defined as
something which pretends (simulates) its authenticity, without being authentic [16]. This term has been
adapted to describe a trend in the heritage industry where the mass public no longer needs the
authentic work, and is satisfied with certain easily accessible narratives presented in an attractive
form, for instance as an “interactive” exhibition [17. In consequence, we ended up in a place where
neither the object itself nor even a narrative based on an actual story is needed! The object is not
indispensable, while the story may be a purely fictitious one – as long as it is attractive.

Conclusion
As already mentioned above, cases discussed in this paper are inspired by the text of the International
Cultural Tourism Charter and provide only a modest outline of the broad range of issues haunting
historical sites converted into tourist attractions. However, these examples seem sufficient to draw
certain general conclusions:
• First of all, commercialisation has devoured culture, education, art and all other aspects
related to heritage. In this process heritage has become an asset for the attainment of shortterm economic and political goals;
• Unfortunately, heritage sometimes serves as a tool for manipulating historical memory. This
process is described by Arrunnapaporn and illustrated by the decisions made by Thai
authorities, who, taking advantage of the popularity of “The Bridge on the River Kwai”
changed the original name of the site and skilfully commodified it, feeding tourists with a
falsified narrative. Today the bridge, converted into a tourist attraction located on the so-called
Death Railway route, is the venue of light and sound performances imitating, among other
things, bombardments [18];
• Historical sites and events are being turned into theme parks reminiscent of Disneyland.
Intellectual effort, aesthetic experience, stimulation of one's imagination are being replaced by
the pulp offered by leisure industry. To accept eating the pulp means to negate any sense of
travelling at all;
• The growing number of tourists and the multitude of attractions force residents out. Local
traditions, culture and customs are adversely affected;
• Objects are becoming decontextualised by being surrounded with a range of service facilities,
and simultaneously upgraded by the products of contemporary sculptural or design art.
Decontextualisation also takes non-material forms and includes, for instance, all kinds of
“Greek evenings” during which authentic folk art becomes reduced to a tourist service – a
forced, artificial add-on to consumption. As Arrunnapaporn is right to note, the result is the
atrophy of cultural forms that become commercial objects.
In order to prevent these trends, it is necessary to identify the underlying mechanisms. It seems that
those related to the commodification of heritage have already been scrutinized in much detail, and
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useful suggestions in terms of prevention have been laid down. However, from practical perspective,
commodification seems to be a huge self-propelling machine which, once triggered, is unstoppable.
The attention of contemporary humans is focused on here and now, and the now is undergoing
progressive and terrifying compression. Previously defined in terms of years or months, now it seems
to be reduced to milliseconds. People inhabiting such a constrained time-space are unwilling to reflect
on the past and on the future. Their key living function is uninterrupted consumption of their reality.
Whether there is still space for the matters untouched by consumptionism is a question that might
better be left unanswered.
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Abstract
Catastrophic natural events such as earthquakes, landslides and floods or anthropic ones like those
caused by a conflict of war are unforeseen phenomena which, in the blink of an eyelid, ravage the
natural evolutionary process of a city or a landscape which had previously been characterized by a
natural centuries-long process of development.
We only have to turn to the recent earthquake in Central Italy to understand the topical relevance of
these issues and the necessity of taking action in disaster situations limited to reduced areas hit by a
“traumatic” event. When a historical district or architectural heritage takes the brunt, the debate
became fueled as to what is the best modus operandi to carry out the “reconstruction”.
It is therefore useful to learn what mistakes were made in the past and to draw positive lessons from
post-catastrophe transformations. W e have chosen the centre of Tivoli, in the district of Rome, as the
subject of this study, a town whose history has been marked by two significant catastrophic events:
the “great flood” of the Aniene River in 1826 and the aerial bombardments of W orld W ar II.
Through the consultation of documentary and photographic material, such as maps of the areas
affected by the catastrophic event, it was possible to analyze the damage and the proc ess actions in
the reconstruction which sometimes can be attributed to more respectful attitudes towards the precatastrophe layout but other times are less coherent with the stamp of the city’s historical architectural
development.
Keywords: Tivoli; catastrophic events; River Aniene; war damage; reconstruction

1.

The history of the town: from the Roman settlements to the 19th century city

The city of Tivoli lies in the province of Rome in the Aniene Valley area, occupying a strategic position
in the region’s orography and in travel connections between the capital and the Abruzzo. It is in fact of
ancient origin with pre-Roman settlements, in the typology of small villages along the hill-crest routes,
which foreshadow the birth of Tibur. The first groups of huts lie in the hamlet of Castrovetere at the
end of the hill path. They cling to the safest part of the land, naturally protected by steep slopes on
three sides and bordered by the River Aniene, which represents the other natural boundary. Over time
the relationship with the river has characterized the life and history of both the inhabitants and the city. It
has been at once an agreeable place of everyday life, with washing of clothes and water collection
often depicted in the scenes of nineteenth-century watercolourists, but also a constant threat to the
houses built along its banks due to the continual floods [1].
The first town planning by the Romans, just outside the oldest hamlet of Castrovetere, goes back to
the third century B.C. It features a plan following the castra model, with regular lots of 240x400 feet,
orthogonal streets and a wooden defensive palisade which is still recognizable today in the S. Paolo
neighbourhood’s straight-running roads (fig. 1). Later, around the first century B.C., a first defensive
perimeter was built using blocks of tufa and travertine, partly visible today in the ruins incorporated into
the Town Hall and in the Porta Romana. The aim of the palisade was to include the fabric which had
spontaneously arisen along the outer routes of the first wooden surrounding wall, as well as fabric
which was the result of planning, such as the large dedicated area of the Foro. The course of the walls
contours the natural slopes of the promontory and the doors lie along the axes of the roads leading to
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the city, above all the Tiburtina Valeria, the valley-floor route between Rome and Abruzzo (fig. 2). The
Roman expansion of the city continued apace and already in the first century B.C., with the birth of the
empire, we witness an extension to the south of the walls, towards the open side of the promontory,
where groups of domus continued to be built. Moreover, the Foro area was enlarged to take
advantage of the last available area to the north, the extremity of the hill named Rinserraglio (fig. 3). The
Roman presence in the layout of Tivoli is therefore substantial and is reinforced by the great
monumental works constructed through the ages: the Vesta and Sibilla temples on the Acropoli
(second century B.C.), the Santuario di Ercole Vincitore (first century B.C.), the Manlio Vopisco,
Quintilio Varo and Adriano villas (second century A.D.) and the Bleso amphitheatre (second century
A.D.), all bear witness to flourishing Roman activity in Tivoli over a great many centuries [2].
From the end of the third century A.D. and in line with the beginning of the decline of Rome and her
empire, confirmed by the definitive fall of 476 A.D., Tivoli faced a period of political instability typical of
many medieval Italian cities. However, in the case of Tivoli, the fall in population and the consequent
urban decline can be attributed more to incidental causes such as war and epidemics. For a long
period, at least until the year 1000, the city continued to remain contained within the Roman perimeter
wall, but shortly after a new expansion would take place beyond the walls, with settlements of housing
rows along the access roads. I. Belli Barsali described it thus: «Not only were used the walls and the
area they enclosed, but there is no lack of mention of settlements along the town’s access roads to the
east and south-west, and to the south-east in the Trevio, where these settlements gathered into a
quarter» [3]. It is in the twelfth century with the domination of the Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire
Federico Barbarossa that a new outer wall was built, which encompassed those groups of buildings
which had grown up outside the Roman walls along the entry routes to the city; along the Via del
Colle, the Via Maggiore and the Via del Colsereno actual suburbs of housing rows had arisen, while
these axes correspond to the new city gates, respectively the Porta del Colle, the Porta S.Croce and
the Porta S.Giovanni or dei Prati (fig. 4).

Fig. 1: Roman phase, 3rd century BC.

Fig. 2: Roman phase, early 1st century BC.

Fig. 3: Roman phase, late 1st century BC.

Fig. 4: Medieval phase, 12th century AD.
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Fig. 5: The Catasto Pio Gregoriano of the city of Tivoli (1819-1820). In this re-working of the map we see how as
yet there has no building work outside the walled circle of the 12th century.

The southern limit, marked by the walled perimeter of the twelfth century, would be for many centuries
the final line of expansion of the city and a border between the town and the countryside. Even during
famously flourishing, lively times, due to economic growth and development such as the time of the
city-states and the Renaissance, the transformations to the city would take place totally within the
walls. These were both ages when the city, following a period of loyalty to the empire, began to
undergo great papal interference, witness to which was the construction of two great works demanded
by the Church, the Rocca Pia in 1461 and Villa D’Este, begun in 1550. The Rocca, designed with
circular towers and built into the perimeter of the medieval walls, was constructed by Pope Pius II in
order to ingratiate himself with the local population and to control the town. The Villa d’Este was
commissioned by the cardinal of the same name who was the governor of Tivoli. It was his personal
residence and built on the only area left free within the walls. The Villa is admired in its pomp and
splendor but is also widely criticized for how it has been fitted into the town ‒ a large number of
houses in the western part of the city were demolished to make way for the project and the whole
Valle Gaudente was removed from view and from the enjoyment of residents.
Despite the above-mentioned works, the city continued to change building styles and itineraries within
the medieval walls until the beginning of the nineteenth century, as evinced by the Pio-Gregorian land
registry (1819-20) – a town clearly circumscribed by a fortified perimeter and by the River Aniene, and
surrounded by the Lazio countryside (fig. 5). It was the result of a linear evolutionary process, with
periods of expansion and regression, in accordance with a path of slow, centuries-long change and
transformation. From then on the city needed to get ready to “welcome” catastrophic events such as
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Aniene flood of 1826 and the bombing of W orld W ar II. These caused sudden, unexpected change
and destruction necessitating by the same token rapid, immediate action quite out of keeping with the
natural transformational processes lasting centuries.

2.

th

The flooding of the Aniene in 1826: a natural disaster

On 16 November, 1826 a great flooding of the Aniene broke the lock near the Acropoli and dragged
into the flow a large part of the bank and the group of buildings above. It was th e first destructive event
to hit the city but before analyzing the damage and the solutions adopted it is useful to understand the
course of the river and the preventative work carried out to limit the continual flooding.
As mentioned above, the Aniene had always represented a constant danger for the city. During bad
weather, given the turbulent waters in the very area of the town where there was a waterfall, the river
would swell, posing a great danger to the neighbouring houses. W e know of great floods dating back
to the Roman age, such as that described by Pliny the Younger in 105 A.D. However, we must wait
until the fifteenth century to witness the first action taken to regulate the watercourse; the damage
caused by the river was by now too great and rem edy was sought, with the first repairs and
containment financed by the Bishop of Tivoli, Mons. Jannesio di Ciciliano, in around 1489. A sluice
planned by the architect Lorenzo Pietrasanta was built near the waterfall, a retaining wall against the
fall of water, with a central door to release water pressure (fig. 6). Further floods, however,
demonstrated the inefficacy of the sluice as they caused constant damage to the retaining wall. An
attempt to deal with the issue was made in 1576 with the building of a drainage channel, called the
Stipa, above the waterfall to carry excess water directly to the valley without weighing excessively on
the sluice in the proximity of the waterfall (fig. 7). Other building work was undertaken in the
seventeenth century, entrusted to Engineer Mattia de Rossi, who used the Stipa channel to deviate
the waters and leave the stretch of the waterfall dry. He remarked that «the wall [of the fifteenthcentury dam] in its outer part has two damaged areas and has been eaten away over time by the
waters» [4]. It was decided to proceed in the building of two supporting buttresses to the sluice and to
facilitate the entry of water into the medieval and Renaissance channels preceding the dam, so as to
not to focus an excessive rate of flow on the retaining wall. Despite being damaged and constant
flooding, the dam held up until the fateful flood of 1826. In an engraving, J. Reinhart immortalizes that
moment (fig. 8). The impetus of the water caused the collapse of the Pietrasanta dam on the right side
where the cracks already identified by M. de Rossi more than a century before were located; the water
level dropped considerably, the banks were no longer supported and the houses were swallowed up
by the waters.

Fig. 6: The Lorenzo Pietrasanta dam destroyed in the XIX century.

Fig. 7: The riverbed before the waterfall.

The cartographical documentation found in the Casanatense library and the plans collected by Carlo
Fea the lawyer (1753-1836) are precious in envisaging the scale of the damage. Around twenty
houses together with the S. Lucia Church were destroyed on the left bank, which was the more
densely inhabited. The same fate awaited a smaller number of dwellings on the right bank as well as
the S. Rocco Bridge, which had been rebuilt in wood after the preceding one in stone had collapsed in
1808, the only crossing point of the river located beside the Acropoli. (fig. 9). Some houses completely
disappeared along with the hill bearing them while others are still partially st anding but have no fronts
facing the river. The roads were engulfed by rubble and the river crossing was impassable. The area
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hit was not particularly large but represents to all effects, as we shall see, a significant transformation
of the city in terms of lay-out, infrastructure, and in its open and closed spaces (houses and roads). It
is the first documented reconstruction of an urban lacuna in Tivoli.

Fig. 8: C. Reinhart, Rovine cagionate in Tivoli il dì 16 novembre 1826 dall’escrescienza dell ’Aniene , 1826.
Fig. 9: Casanatense Library, Piante sui lavori eseguiti all’Aniene in seguito della rotta del 1826, 1826-30.

2.1 Post-catastrophe: the first (partial) rebuilding of Tivoli
The day after the tragic event it was necessary to act quickly in order to return the situation to
normality. W e can highlight three basic areas where at the time it was evident that solutions were
required: the course of the river, by then no longer under control with the breach of the retaining wall;
the Aniene river crossing; the town and road network, in part carried away by the river and for the
most part having collapsed and reduced to rubble.
A tender was therefore put out for providing an integrated plan to address the river and the flooded
areas. The winning proposal came from the Tivoli Art Council; it suggested building a new sluice
retaining wall further up river from the previous one with the aim of creating both a double barrier and
a double waterfall. The work was finished in a single year, in September 1828, shortly before the
death of Leo XII. However, already in 1831 another flood caused more damage to the city. The
commission of the Council therefore accepted the proposal by Cav. Clemente Folchi to alter the
course of the river and redirect it a long way from the town; the new pope, Gregory XVI, together with
the prefect of the River Authority, Agostino Rivarola, promoted the action [5]. A scheme, innovative in
its engineering solutions, was drawn up to deal with the three points mentioned above. The plan was
to build a double tunnel, with ogival underground passages, dug into Monte Catillo. The aim was to
distance the river from the critical area of the Acropoli, allowing the water to reappear in a hundred metre high artificial waterfall away from any dwellings (fig. 10). The works were directed by Engineer
Maggi and finished in 1835. The issue of the river crossing was resolved with equal determination ˗ a
new bridge was constructed, no longer at the river’s narrowest section at the Acropoli temples but
rather at the very spot where the houses had been destroyed. The bridge was twenty metres high with
a single arch, with piers resting on a base of Tibur stone. To the sides of the arch and piers were built
reticulated walls using old blocks to reinforce the bedrock. The banks were supported by side walls
with large niches growing out of an artificial rock face (fig. 11). Lastly, although not in order of
importance, the issues surrounding the city area had to be resolved. Primary action led to the
demolition of any buildings not standing on sufficiently solid foundations, as well as to containing
those river banks which had lost consistency, using temporary walls and by planting willows and
shrubs to shore the banks up. However, the area also required fresh town planning; in this instance it
was decided not to respect the former town lay-out nor the floor areas of the preceding blocks. The
new plan envisaged a new wide, curvilinear axis connecting the Gregorian bridge to Palatina Square.
If on the one hand the modification of the axes and the town fabric can be attributed to the technical
difficulties involved in restoring that portion of the hill which had collapsed, on the other the scheme
suggested was certainly the result of the pope’s will to leave a mark of his passing with magnificent
works and imposing lay-outs. Consequently, some houses still standing were deliberatel y demolished
to make room for the new road and square near the bridge; the square would be named Piazza della
Ruina (1826-1835) and then Piazza Rivarola, the name of the man responsible for all the work (fig.12).
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Completing the plans on the area affected by the catastrophe meant acting on the slopes lying below
the Acropoli. These had been first overrun by the whirlpools of water and the fury of the Aniene but
were then made accessible by the addition of paths, small squares and viewpoints, allowing people to
admire the remains of the Vopisco Roman villa and the new artificial waterfall. All together, these
walkways in nature, cut from the living rock or winding through Roman ruins, took the name of Villa
Gregoriana, after the pope who saw the entire work through to completion.
With the re-routing of the river, the building of the bridge, the repair of the escarpments and the new
town plan involving a road following the bend of the river bank, the thorny problem of the Aniene and
the issues connecting to the flooding were brought to a conclusion.

Fig. 10: The tunnels dug into Monte Catillo.

Fig. 11: The new Gregoriano Bridge over the
river Aniene.

Fig. 12: The damage suffered by the settlement after the flood and the repair work on the affected area .

3.

The bombing of World War II: the disaster of war

Between 1826 and 1835, with the rapid reconstruction and the regeneration of that area of the city
destroyed by the catastrophic event, we witness a natural development process in the town which,
according to the settlement models of the times, expanded beyond the medieval walls, which until that
time had been an insuperable barrier between town and country. This gradual process of construction
along the promontory, together with the birth of new transport connections between Rome and
Abruzzo (rail and tramway), can be witnessed in the Piano Regolatore (Development Plan) of 1884,
from aerial photographs of the Italian Air Force (in the 1920s and 30s) and from the pre-war Land
Registry of 1941. However, Tivoli again was forced to face a fresh traumatic event, this time not of
natural but anthropic causes; it was subjected to heavy bombing from the air during the Second W orld
War, which ravaged the city [6].
Tivoli, like many other cities of northern and central Italy, became involved in the conflict at an already
late stage. Two significant events marked a change in the outcome of the war: the American landing in
Sicily, marking the first enemy incursion on Italian soil, with the resulting fall of the government of
Mussolini, who Vittorio Emanuele III had arrested; the second event was the signing of an armistice
with the Allies only a few months later. Suddenly the Italian troops found themselves figh ting a new
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enemy who had first been their ally. In this climate of instability and confusion, the German armies,
therefore, took advantage of the situation to occupy, without meeting any particular resistance, the key
centres of northern and central Italy. The city of Tivoli was also subjected to German occupation due
to its geographical position at the meeting point of important road connections to and from the front to
the south (the Gustav Line), due to a large and varied industrial base helpful in supporting the war
effort, and the presence of an energy source as was the hydroelectric plant of Acquoria.
It was in 1943 when, straight after the German occupation, a series of Allied air attacks took place with
the aim of breaking the stalemate at the Gustav line and of creating the conditions for creating a
bridgehead around Anzio and Nettuno to circumvent enemy resistance. The first phase, Operation
Strangle, was fairly unsuccessful, given the excessively wide perimeter of the Allied air attacks which
were meant to damage roads and viaducts, and to interrupt communications with the front. It was
decided, therefore, to limit operations to the Lazio area only and with a new aerial strategy called
Shingle. In addition, a number of steps were taken to increase the extent of the damage: the aerial
strikes on the above tactical objectives were to be made preferably in the afternoon in order to
obstruct the movement of trains during the night and force a long night standstill of road traffic,
obliging vehicles to travel in daylight and thus expose themselves to the danger of bombardment.
Fresh strategic importance was given to the destruction of viaducts and rail bridges. Their repair was
either a long task or at times they were even never rebuilt, with the result that choose slower
alternative routes or less negotiable had to be found. The effectiveness of these actions led to the
nd
Allied landing on the Lazio coast on 22 January, 1944.
Tivoli was still exempt from direct conflict; the historical district was not h it, apart from some machinegun fire and bombs striking marginal parts of the city, mainly through inaccuracy by air forces. The
main objectives remained roads, bridges, railway lines, power plants and reservoirs, to the extent that
there spread amongst the civilian population the conviction that the historical neighbourhoods would
never be struck by bombs. Residents would often stand in the streets and watch the planes rather
than take refuge in private or public shelters. The damage in the months of February and March
affected buildings standing near the road arteries of Viale Trieste and Via Roma and in the
neighbourhoods of S.Anna and Via dei Sosii but it was again a matter of predictable damage with a
limited number of dead and injured, above all the result of inaccurate attacks whose real aim was to
strike at the aforementioned major suburban roads.
It was only with the Diadem operation in May 1944 that Tivoli was singled out as a strategic target in
the effort to block road communications, in this case to hamper the retreat of German armies towards
the north, after breaking through the southern front and encircling from the west, following the Anzio
th
landing. On 26 May, 1944, a group of four-engined aircraft in close formation flying in flights of six at
different heights, dropped no less than 450 bombs on the historical district in two closely-spaced raids.
The first attack took place at around 10am and the second wave caught the civilian population in the
open during rescue operations and while extracting survivors from the rubble. The outcome of this
catastrophic event was tragic both due to the number of victims and the scale of damage: «The
houses damaged or in ruins represent 3/5 of the city houses»; «The city has been hit hard by the war
and has lost a sizeable number of dwellings: 513 flats have been completely destroyed, 325 seriously
damaged to the extent of no longer being habitable, with only 622 rooms intact and 1765 damaged
[…]» [7]. Here we are dealing with devastation which struck the whole city, in contrast to the flooding
of the Aniene. In just a few hours the entire urban fabric was seriously affected; lay-outs and roads
had filled with rubble and disappeared in an instant (fig. 13).
However, it has been possible, through study of the pre-war land registry, archive photographic
documentation [8] and the Reconstruction Plan, to draw up fact sheets by theme on the subject of war
damage (fig. 14). This allows us to grasp the changes and transformations to the city pre- and postcatastrophe. A close analysis of the buildings hit by bombing or damaged by the shockwaves was
carried out by dividing the town into macro-areas; from these studies the following conclusions were
reached concerning the targets hit: the area most greatly damaged turned out to be the city’s central
area, the very one which had been spared from December 1943 to April 1944. Serious damaged was
inflicted without distinction on large structures, such as the Convitto Nazionale and the Collegio dei
Gesuiti, on smaller buildings like the agglomeration of medieval terraced house in Via dell’Inversata,
and on the monumental and architectural heritage, as for instance the damage incurred to Palazzo
Estense and the church of S. Sinforosa.
For a considerable period of time questions were asked about the motivation lying behind such violent
air attacks on Tivoli, given that until that time strikes had been limited to tactical targets with no danger
to people’s survival or to cultural heritage. A great many fanciful hypotheses have been made over the
th
years but the official version is reported in a document of the X II Air Force: «On 25 May, after Allied
forces broke the seventh-month resistance of the enemy at Cassino and were threatening his flank
from the bridgehead at Anzio, the powerful German forces were attempting to re-group along a
defensive line between Frascati and Tivoli, where it was proposed to halt the Allied advance
somewhere around Rome» [9]. Hence the Allied air attack on Tivoli fits into this context although it is
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nonetheless evident that the city was overvalued strategically, as were the true German forces. In fact
the Germans, in retreat from the Cassino front and giving way towards Anzio, did not seem to have
sufficient means or capacity to organize a defensive line of thirty kilometers, with all the transportation
of means that would be necessary. A military re-grouping around Tivoli looked therefore most
improbable.
Again Tivoli was forced to rise after a traumatic event causing sudden and total destruction of the town
fabric, roads and buildings, implying the need for massive and immediate action where in normal
circumstances no one would have dreamt of carrying out. The moment had arrived for the town to face
a second reconstruction.

Fig. 13: The Bonacci Palace in Piazza del
Plebiscito: photographic comparison between
pre- and post-war states.

Fig. 14: An example of a subject report on war damage: in each area of the city were identified completely
demolished buildings (red), seriously damaged buildings (orange) and those which could be repaired (yellow).

3.1 Post-catastrophe: the second Tivoli reconstruction
Following the initial operations to remove rubble and re-establish democratic political administration,
reconstruction proceeded, by then without American control. As Captain Raynolds, Governor of the
Military District of Tivoli, himself said: «You no longer have around you officers of the A.M.G. (Allied
Military Government) able to help and advise you, so you must prepare yourselves as soon as
possible to continue on your own under Italian law in every way possible» [10]. What is more and as
specified in the Allied final Report, Allied action taken with regards damaged monuments and buildings
was limited to strictly necessary work to prevent further deterioration, leaving the complete
refurbishment/reconstruction as a long-term Italian political issue.
Italian legislators decided to entrust the planning of Italian towns destroyed in the war to Piani di
Ricostruzione (PdRs, Rebuilding Plans). In fact, faced with the exceptional circumstances that needed
to be faced deal with, the law then currently in force regarding town planning, namely national urban
planning law 1150/1942, was felt too complex to be employed in such an emergency situation. The
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PdR were taken to be immediately operational, tempering the demands of the most urgent building
work with the need not to undermine the future development of the towns involved.
In Tivoli, Ministerial Decreee 8/4/1946 engaged Architect Alfredo Scalpelli to draw u p a plan. In
analyzing the reconstruction process and the shift from the plan to its fulfillment, it emerges that in
Tivoli, as can be noted in many other towns, this kind of plan, while on the one hand efficient in
speeding up bureaucratic procedures and overcoming legal obstacles as well as allowing the
reconstruction of the city without creating new towns, on the other it could not halt planning variations
nor attitudes to reconstruction little in keeping with the pre-war situation. In fact the small detailed
scale of the PdR allowed only an indication of volumes and lay-outs with a dearth of detail and with no
reference to technical niceties at all. The routing of the roads and the outline of new buildings
appeared to be insufficiently restrictive and led to a number of views on reconstruction which were too
arbitrary and subject to the personal taste of every single designer (fig. 15). The Plan in any case
already highlighted a building typology not in keeping with the characteristic design of the place in
terms of form and dimensions; the pre-war town had featured small-size living units of minimum
dimensions, while the new building proposals listed in the Plan appear as large uniform shapes with
absolutely no respect for the parceled divisions of the pre-war land registry.
In the move from the plan on paper to its realization there emerge even more strikingly the differing
attitudes to reconstruction; these differences bolster the thesis that the indications given by the PdR
were too general and unable to impose any general direction to the rebuilding. Two contrasting
approaches can be identified. On the one hand, in the better-preserved areas where damage was
limited to circumscribed areas with limited lacunas, we see a prevalence of
refurbishment/reconstruction action in keeping with the previous state and general respect for the
original architectural style; on the other hand, and above all in neighbourhoods which had been
seriously damaged or completely destroyed, it was decided to build in a manner little in keeping with
the surroundings and the pre-war condition, meaning that former distinguishing styles and lay-outs
were disregarded (fig. 16). The new building work, from Piazza del Plebiscito as far as the medieval
walls – destroyed almost totally – features houses which because of their volume, height, construction
methods, materials and surface colours adopted, differ from the adjacent houses which survived the
bombing.
When it came to refurbishment, the monumental heritage together with buildin gs for special purposes
such as churches and historical edifices received greater attention, just as did the initiatives taken by
individuals; in fact this proceeded along historical lines and re-used material recovered on site.
However, in this sector and in the very city of Tivoli we also witness differing attitudes towards the
reconstruction/non-reconstruction of the monumental heritage; these attitudes require greater
investigation and attention than this article can allow. As a result we only make ment ion of the two
symbolic cases of Palazzo Estense, rebuilt very shortly afterwards in the post-war years, and the
Church of Gesù, still partially intact and never rebuilt.
We have sketched the general lines of reconstruction and some interesting notions have emerged for
our final thoughts: public planning and private initiative; minor construction and monumental building;
attitudes to reconstruction and also renovation work never carried out. These are points to be
analysed and borne in mind in the face of any future requirements for post-catastrophe action.

4.

Final thoughts and conclusions

We have analysed two cases of post-catastrophe reconstruction: the first disaster was of natural origin
and less extensive, while the second was anthropic and involved the whole city. The former event
allowed us to examine a limited urban lacuna where the lack of attention to pre-existing markers and
lay-outs can be put down to technical difficulties and to the pope’s desire to leave a mark of his
passing. The latter situation, perhaps more interesting because closer to our times historically, gave
rise to a close analysis of the planning and redesign of totally destroyed fabrics. Having examined in
the preceding paragraph the types of planning and attitudes to reconstruction, it emerges clearly that
war damage, and above all the manner in which it was decided to rebuild, represent a heavy legacy
for Tivoli – the area of the city most affected by post-war building and by massive reconstruction has
lost much of its historical and architectural value. In contrast, this value has been retained in those
areas where more masterly and accurate intervention has succeeded in taking into account the
original environment and pre-existing layout.
In my view, therefore, we must take the past as an example – be it positive or negative accordingly –
for future reconstruction; in the specific case of Tivoli, it would today be helpful to intervene in those
urban spaces left empty by the war, often abandoned or degraded, with a view to re-enhancing the
city and returning strength to those roads layouts, and to those building and architectural features,
which allow us to still define Tivoli today as a historical town. More generally, and here once again I
express a personal opinion, one aspect always to bear in mind when faced with post-catastrophe
reconstruction is respect for land divisions, layouts on the ground and transportation axes. Once that
has been made clear, it becomes a matter of materials and construction techniques, but here we open
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a debate which is too wide to be had in this article but which I shall deal with in further analyses in an
independent text.

Fig. 15: A photographic comparison
between the damaged condition and rebuilt
post-war reconstruction of the Convitto
Nazionale Palace.
Fig. 16: Post-war building in the historical district inferred from the Plan of Reconstruction . The new buildings
indicated in the Plan with the definition “new alignments” were faithfully carried over into the re-working (in purple
with a red border).
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Abstract
On the night of the 12th June 1940, Turin was bombed by British planes destroying buildings near the
city centre. Following the war the city needed to create a new economy. Workers consisting of young
people and women poured in from outside the city. Before the war, "Turin, the industrial city" was the
largest manufacturing centre in Italy. The growth of modern industrial engineering continued after the
war. Companies such as Fiat transformed their manufacturing processes and their consumer
products.
During the early years of the second world war, Turin was subjected to sporadic bombing at night
resulting in moderate property damage and loss of human life.
From November 1942 until August 1943, Turin suffered twelve bombing raids which involved more
than 100 airplanes dropping large-caliber bombs and tens of thousands incendiary and phosphorus
bombs.
The sustained bombing resulted in half of the population of Turin leaving the city (338,000 of 600,000)
and returning each day to the factories for their work. This displacement of people changed the
character of the Turin as an industrial city.
The final bombs fell on Turin during the night of the 5th April 1945 and these damaged the railway
station and surrounding areas. By the end of the war, Turin had a total of 2,069 fatalities from the
bombing.
The tragedy is human however the destruction has created new horizons. Decades after the war,
reconstruction started and indeed some areas remain undeveloped. The destruction has revealed
buildings and articles of archeological interest predominantly from the medieval era.
Keywords: regeneration-fortifications-Torino

1.

Fortified analysis

It is very important, archaeological areas emerged, is that which is a part of the St. Anthony bastion of
the seventeenth century. with "ravellino" Vanchiglia connection between the outer moat of the walls
through a secret tunnel to access the bastions. The walls are located just below the layer of the road
in what was once the courtyard of the military district riding.
Of that walls are only a part of the walls of the Royal Gardens, the Bastion S. Lorenzo said "Green
Rampart" and the Bastion San Maurizio which dominates one side of the gardens, built during the
second expansion of the city, designed by Amedeo Castellamonte .
These bastions we can compare them with images from "Theatrum Sabaudiae" and period paintings,
and imagine them surrounded by a deep ditch 7-8 meters underground now, which made their
appearance much more imposing and fortified with Emanuele Filiberto had the 'idea of erecting
fortifications, following the decision to transfer the capital of the duchy in Turin; bringing with it the Holy
Shroud and, therefore, the religious center of the duchy.
The ambitions of Emanuele Filiberto not completed during his reign, for the scarcity of funds, which led
him to limit the process of militarization of Turin to the only building of the Citadel. The project was
continued by his son Carlo Emanuele I (Duke 1580-1630).
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We find a confirmation point of these structures, "COMMUNICATION MADE TO SOCIETY OF
ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS IN TURIN" at its meeting on 4 December 1916:
By notice published on July 26 the contract of the excavations, ground transportation and leveling of
all the external works of the fortifications, which were resolved the next day at 16 pounds, 10 to
trebuchet money cube.
It was so began the dismantling of Turin, and gradually fell throughout the fortified walls which in 1673
had drawn Amedeo di Castellamonte and additions made during the siege of 1706.
It remained standing that the citadel and ramparts S . Giovanni and Santa Adelaide in the south, which
is then reduced to the public garden called the shelters, and the S. Ottavio, said green Bastion; St.
Lawrence, St. Maurice, St. Charles and part of the (1) St. Anthony on the corner of Via della Zecca
towards Barolo and night.
The French, who occupied Turin from 1801 to 1814, dismantled the fortifications of the city and
destroyed the doors, leaving only standing up bastion that supports the king's garden, and the rampart
surrounding the city from the east at noon, converted now the public garden. New buildings , on the
ruins of the ancient works of defense. The leveling work was continued and completed in the reign of
Vittorio Emanuele. The wide and shady avenues that follow all the way around the perimeter of the
city was formed in 1818, [...] Luigi Cibrario, History of Turin Book II Fountain, Torino1868. (1) Here he
cites the bastion S. Antonio which is the subject of that investigation.
The card depicts cockerels with high detail the Baroque city, still circumscribed by the walls bastions,
after the important urban restructuring carried out within the old core in the second half of the
eighteenth century, and it is significant in that between the last representations of Turin in Old Regime.
E 'by Ignazio Amedeo Galletti made in 1790 shows the town of Turin at the end of the eighteenth
century, still fully circumscribed by fortifications with the characteristic shape "almond", before
Napoleon ordered dismantling.

Fig. 1: View of turin and the walls anonymous 1720 coll. Simeon Royal Library Turin.
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Fig. 2: View Turin Mapp 700 and contemporanea
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Fig. 3: Ignazio Amedeo Galletti made in 1790 shows the town of Turin

2.

Regeneration

The high detail of the representation allows us to see clearly the urban restructuring initiated by the
late twenties of the eighteenth century with the intention of physical and functional rationalization of
the old medieval core and to give in Turin image suited to the new capital of the Kingdom role
Sardinia, in fact completed only in the seventies of the century, "when the city plan crisscrossed with
increased economic operation of assets and land consolidation" and the housing needs of the city
population in continuous growth were felt most. (Comoli Mandracci 1983 p. 72)
The research is deepening through original documents: archives, manuscripts and drawings; the
bibliography has, however, allowed to deepen the period and highlight the most important moments,
through a photographic survey of the existing walls and identified in time images allowing them to
confirm their historical importance representative in the city are compared.
Urban regeneration of the post-war spared these places since the military even if located within the
city, letting the tragedy of war were investigated to discover an ancient town that otherwise would not
have emerged to date have not yet been funded, redevelopment of real jobs and their remains a blank
in the town center.
These places are worth a double interest to the 700 ', emerged bastions, and the disaster of the war,
the culture makes available its expertise, hoping that whoever manages able to give proper
recognition.
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Fig.4: Turin was bombed mole

Fig.5: Turin archeological area
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Abstract  
In  this  paper  the  principal  ideas  of  mechonomics  are  introduced.  Mechonomics  is  a  neologism  indicating  
the  possibility  of  predicting  the  behaviour  of  sociotechnical  organizations  in  the  complex  and  intercon-
st
nected  world  of  the  21   century  by  means  of  models  borrowed  from  structural  mechanics.  In  particular,  
the  concepts  of  growth,  resilience  and  robustness  of  the  organizations  are  discussed.  The  analogy  with  
structural  and  natural  systems  is  shown  to  be  sound  and  permits  to  interpret  the  effects  of  the  size  of  
the   organization   and   of   its   internal   arrangement   and   collapse   of   enterprises   and   institutions.   Conse-
quence-based  design,  as  the  tool  able  to  tackle  with  unpredictable  stimuli  and  external  effects,  is  intro-
duced   as   the   only   robust   philosophy   that   should   pervade   design   and   management   of   sociotechnical  
organizations.  
Keywords:  Mechanics,  economy,  resilience,  societies  

1.

Introduction

In  recent  years,  many  authors  have  pointed  out  the  need  to  take  into  account  unexpected  events  during  
the  functioning  lifetime  of  a  sociotechnical  system  (like,  e.g.,  healthcare,  education,  transportation  etc.).  
They  borrowed  from   mechanics’  terms  like  resilience  and  fragility  to  define  the  system’s  different  re-
sponses  to  those  actions.  The  different  proposed  approaches,  however,  still  fail  to  provide  models  for  
designing  and  managing  these  systems  in  a  quantitative  and  effective  way.  
In  the  literature,  many  attempts  to  transfer  physical  concepts  to  the  realm  of  economics  are  reported.  
However,  we  have  noticed  that  practical  and  applicable  tools  are  missing.  The  term  econophysics,  as  a  
subfield  of  statistical  mechanics,  includes  methods  developed  by  physicists  to  solve  problems  in  finance  
and  markets,  usually  including  stochastic  processes  and  nonlinear  dynamics  [1].  Georgescu-Roegen  
nd
[2] applied  the  concepts  of  energy  and  entropy  in  economics,  stating  that  the  2   law  of  thermodynamics
governs  the  economic  processes.  Despite  the  great  efforts  carried,  e.g.,  to  apply  chaos  and  fractal  the-
ory  to  economics  and  finance,  the  results  are  still  restricted  to  a  qualitative  reasoning.
The  objective  of  the  paper  is  to  introduce  new  theoretical  concepts  and  quantitative  models  and  strate-
gies  to  predict  and  control  functioning,  growth  and  collapse  of  sociotechnical  systems  like  enterprises
and  institutions,  starting  from  the  rules  of  mechanics  enriched  by  the  theory  of  complexity  and  by  the
strategies  of  Nature.  We  believe  that  quantitative  theories  inspired  by  structural  mechanics,  adapted  to
the   sociotechnical   realm,   can   describe   -   with   high   degree   of   accuracy   and   in   most   circumstances   -
functioning,  growth  and  collapse  of  sociotechnical  systems.
Artificial  and  natural  structures  obey  the  laws  of  mechanics  and  show  peculiar  features  at  collapse.  Mass
and  energy,  resulting  in  forces  and  displacements,  are  the  governing  entities  both  at  the  micro-  and  at
the  macro-level.  Mechanical  quantities  like  stiffness,  strength  and  ductility  define  the  structural  behav-
iour  as  elastic  or  plastic,  robust  or  brittle.  This  is  not  a  mere  qualitative  analogy,  but  we  believe  that  the
similitude  between  mechanical  systems  and  sociotechnical  organizations  can  be  made  quantitative  if
the  concepts  of  “mass”  and  “energy”  are  properly  identified  -  as  analogies  -  in  sociotechnical  organiza-
tions  like  enterprises,  institutions  and  groups  of  people.  A  pioneering  and  inspiring  source  of  such  anal-
ogy  is  the  masterpiece  “Crowds  and  Power”  by  Canetti  [3],  where  the  interplay  between  the  masses  and
the  power  at  the  sociological  level  is  investigated  by  means  of  metaphors.
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Based  on  these  assumptions,  our  target  is  to  find  innovative  tools  to  control  organization  processes  and  
predict  their  outcomes  in  a  range  of  situations  where  established  methods  fail.  The  resulting  theory  may  
be  called  mechonomics,  indicating  tools  and  models  borrowed  from  (structural)  mechanics  and  applied  
to   economics   and  social   sciences.   Deterministic   and   probabilistic   models,   defining   the   robustness   of  
artificial  and  natural  structural  systems  under  loads  and  environmental  stimuli  will  be  adapted  to  soci-
otechnical  organizations.  Not  only  financial  firms,  banks  and  companies  could  benefit  of  the  new  tools  
and  models,  but  also  public  institutions  like  large  communities,  health  care  and  social  security  organi-
zations  could  take  advantage  from  the  research  results  to  control  their  processes  and  gain  resilience  
and  efficiency.  
Dealing,  e.g.,  with  sociotechnical  practices  and  organizations,  already  many  years  ago  interaction  de-
sign  provided  interesting  observations  about  the  co-existence  of  actions,  activities  and  services.  Later  
system  design  focused  on  the  largest  wholes  that  human  beings  create,  examining  in  particular  collec-
tive  interactions  (see,  e.g.,  the  concept  of  fourth  order  design  by  Buchanan  [4]).  Therefore,  management  
theory  naturally  shifts  into  design  thinking,  as  the  four  functional  aspects  of  management  (i.e.,  planning,  
th
st
organizing,  directing  and  controlling)  naturally  belong  to  its  realm.  The  20   and  the  21   century  brought  
the   failure   of   traditional   management   theories   when   applied   to   complex   socio-technical   systems   like  
welfare,  healthcare,  environmental  control,  education,  transportation  etc.  Some  design  thinkers  argue  
that  most  of  the  disasters  in  these  cases  were  caused  by  a  lack  of  good  human-factors  and  human-
centred  design  [5].    
We  believe  that  complex  sociotechnical  systems  are  often  poorly  designed  with  regard  not  only  to  the  
lack  of  human-centered  design  but  also  to  a  lack  of  a  wider  nature-centred  design.  The  result  is  that  
people  in  charge  of  these  organizations  are  blamed  for  their  errors  although  the  problem  is  intimately  
rooted  in  the  organization  itself.    
In  this  paper  we  will  discuss  crucial  aspects  of  human-made  organizations  and  show  how  simple  lessons  
from  the  world  of  engineering  (where  basic  physical  and  mechanical  rules  define  all  the  performances),  
enriched  with  nature-inspired  strategies  and  complexity,  can  provide  resilience  and  robustness  to  soci-
otechnical  systems.    
The  theories  of  behavioural  economics,  i.e.,  the  study  of  the  effects  of  social,  psychological  and  emo-
tional  factors  on  the  economic  decisions  of  individuals  and  institutions  [6],  may  seem  in  disagreement  
with  our  conjecture,  as  one  may  claim  that  the  “human  factor”  is  not  present  in  mechanical  systems.  
However,  as  evidenced  by  the  game  theory  applied  to  economics,  this  is  not  true  as  what  really  counts  
at  large  scales  is  the  collective  behaviour  of  the  population.  We  believe  that  sociotechnical  organizations  
follow  laws  similar  to  those  of  complex  structural  systems  made  of  a  large  numbers  of  elements.  Mecho-
nomics  represents  a  new  tool  for  a  resilient  and  robust  approach  to  system  and  service  design,  including  
human  organizations,  societies  and  cultures.  Therefore,  it  can  be  considered  as  a  tool  in  the  context  of  
design  thinking,  taking  its  origin  from  physics  and  mechanics  and  evolving  into  economics  and  social  
sciences  [7][8].  

2.

The  glossary  of  mechonomics

The  words  used  in  mechonomics  take  inspiration  from  the  mechanics  of  materials  and  structures.  That  
is,  a  small  glossary  is  required  before  entering  into  the  details.  An  every-day  experiment  can  be  used  to  
describe  elasticity  and  plasticity  (Figure  1-A).  Take  an  object  (like  a  rubber  band)  in  your  hands  and  
observe  it:  it  has  a  shape  (in  the  case  of  the  rubber  band,  memorize  its  length).  Now,  it  is  time  to  apply  
forces  to  the  object:  pull,  squash  and  twist  it.  When  such  “actions”  finish,  if  the  object  is  not  broken,  you  
can  note  either  that  the  shape  (or  the  length)  is  the  same  as  at  the  beginning  of  the  experiment,  or  that  
the   shape   is   different,   i.e.,   maintains   permanent   deformation.   In   the   first   case   we   refer   to   an   elastic  
material,  in  the  second  case,  respectively,  to  a  plastic  material.  In  a  more  precise  definition,  the  elastic  
material  is  the  one  that  returns  to  the  original  configuration  when  the  external  actions  are  removed.  In  
addition,  you  may  notice  that  there  are  objects  that  are  more  difficult  to  squash.  As  an  example,  a  bicycle  
tire  can  be  stretched  more  easily  than  a  car  tire.  Although  the  two  objects  are  made  of  rubber,  car  tire  
is  thicker  than  bicycle  one:  this  makes  the  first  stiffer  than  the  second.  The  stiffness  is  the  capacity  of  
the  object  to  oppose  to  the  forces  acting  on  it:  the  deformation  of  a  stiff  (or  rigid)  beam  is  smaller  than  
the  deformation  of  a  flexible  one.  Last,  but  not  least,  the  ideas  of  ductility  and  fragility  emerge.  A  ductile  
material  is  the  one  that  requires  to  be  largely  stretched  when  it  is  broken;;  on  the  contrary,  a  material  is  
said  to  be  fragile  if  it  breaks  suddenly,  i.e.,  without  appreciable  stretching.  The  concept  of  ductility,  valid  
at  the  material  level,  can  be  extended  to  the  structural  level  and  in  this  case  the  capacity  of  a  structure  
to  avoid  brittle  collapse  under  damage  and  external  stresses  is  named  resilience.  
With  the  overall  target  of  providing  resilience  to  sociotechnical  organizations,  consequence-based  de-
sign  tools  need  to  be  developed  for  risk  analysis  and  management  of  enterprises  and  institutions.  Spe-
cific  approaches  must  be  individuated,  depending  on  the  size  of  the  system  and  on  its  peculiar  organi-
zation.  Consequence-based  approaches  are  not  currently  considered  by  management  theories  and  by  
most   of   the   economic   activities.   We   strongly   believe   that   they   should   be   included   in   the   design   and  
management  of  sociotechnical  organization,  exactly  like  engineers  do  for  the  design  of  aircrafts,  ships  
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and  bridges.  The  resilience  of  the  system  can  be  dramatically  enhanced  in  this  way  and,  whatever  the  
size  of  the  system,  a  more  robust  behaviour  can  be  achieved.  
Finally,  we  need  to  optimize  the  consequence-based  approaches  by  means  of  the  strategies  of  Nature.  
Natural  structures,  in  fact,  thanks  to  the  evolution  process,  have  optimized  their  behaviour  with  respect  
to  external  stimuli  and  have  implemented  complexity  at  its  highest  degree  of  efficiency.  We  will  consider  
for  instance  the  limits  to  growth  of  natural  systems,  the  redundancy  and  compartmentalization  strategies  
of  plants  and  skeletons  and  the  ductile/self-healing  characteristics  of  natural  tissues,  which  permit  to  
tackle  unexpected  dangerous  situations  without  evolving  into  global  collapse.  Inspiration  from  Nature  
will  lead  to  innovative  efficient  strategies  for  managing  more  robust  organizations  in  the  social  and  eco-
nomic  environment.  
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Fig.  1:  In  (A),  a  simple  experiment  illustrates  the  difference  between  fragile  and  ductile  material.  The  test  consists  
in  adding  weights  in  the  lower  basket  up  to  the  rupture  of  the  material.  If  the  material  is  fragile,  at  rupture  the  
stretching  is  small.  If  the  material  is  ductile,  at  rupture  the  stretching  is  large.  Notice  that  rupture  occurs  when  the  
same  quantity  of  weights  is  added  in  the  underneath  basket,  i.e.,  systems  may  show  different  response  under  the  
same  external  conditions.  Subfigure  (B):  in  (a)  an  example  of  progressive  collapse,  i.e.,  cascade  failure,  is  
sketched:  when  the  leftmost  domino  tile  is  moved,  it  collides  against  the  second  one  and  so  forth.  Two  strategies  
for  preventing  cascade  failure  are  pictured.  In  (b)  the  introduction  of  a  strong  element  (the  glued  tile)  stops  the  
propagation  of  the  movement.  In  (c)  the  compartmentalization  of  the  system  is  shown:  the  collapse  on  the  left  of  
the  system  cannot  propagate  to  the  right  side.  

3.

Progressive  collapse  of  the  economic  system:  fiction  or  reality?

“According  to  the  late  reconstruction  of  the  facts,  all  started  in  a  May  afternoon  at  Marvin  and  Phoebe  
Sellers’  house,  Camino  de  Palmas  4011,  Tucson,  AZ.  It  was  Friday  and  Marvin  Sellers  was  checking  
the  balance  of  its  accounts.  The  decision  that  would  have  changed  history  took  about  one  hour”.  This  is  
the  incipit  of  the  novel  "Depression  or  Bust"  by  M.  Reynolds  [9].  After  a  discussion  with  his  wife,  Marvin  
decided  against  buying  the  new  refrigerator  he  had  ordered,  because  he  worried  about  his  money.  When  
Jim  Wilkins,  the  owner  of  the  appliance  store,  heard  about  the  order  cancellation,  his  immediate  reaction  
was  to  call  the  agent  in  Phoenix  and  cancel  the  request  of  3  new  refrigerators  “…because  of  large  unsold  
merchandise”.   Then,   just   after   this   phone   call,   Jim   “…   who   had   fallen   in   a   blue   mood…”   called   Bill  
Waters,  the  car  vendor  in  his  town,  and  cancelled  the  order  of  a  new  car.  After  this  call  Mr.  Waters,  “…  
feeling   that   a   general   tendency   was   growing…”,   asked   his   secretary   to   call   the   Buick   sales   office   in  
Denver  to  cut  the  monthly  car  supply  by  two  cars  per  month.  And  just  after  that,  he  called  his  real  estate  
agent   announcing   the   decision   to   postpone   the   purchase   of   a   new   house.   A   few   days   after,   Marvin  
Sellers,  who  was  a  carpenter,  was  fired  by  his  company,  which  had  lost  the  construction  job  of  the  new  
Bill  Waters’  house!  
The  most  important  lessons  of  the  satire  are  the  following.  The  first  is  the  amazing  connectedness  of  
the  economic  system.  Due  to  globalization  and  technological  innovation,  all  business  sectors  are  con-
nected  via  direct  or  indirect  links,  and  finance  pervades  the  system  throughout  with  ubiquity  and  speed.  
Propagation   of   any   stimuli   is   random   and   uncontrolled   as   they   spread   through   the   system   incredibly  
fast.  Remarkably,  this  is  not  fiction  but  everyday  reality,  and  represents  one  of  the  drawbacks  of  the  
modern  liquid  society  [10],  not  adequately  taken  into  account  by  current  socio-economic  models.  
In  fact,  the  second  lesson,  which  is  a  consequence  of  the  first,  is  the  domino-like  cascade  failure  (Figure  
1-B),  that  is,  the  progressive  amplification  of  a  small-scale  event  to  larger  and  larger  scales,  up  to  the  
global  one.    
The  exponential  increase  of  links  between  firms,  enterprises,  institutions  and  individuals  provides  re-
dundancy  to  the  system  but  also  favours  rapid  propagation  of  perturbation  effects  to  the  global  scale.  
Exactly  as  a  snow  avalanche  may  originate  when  triggered  by  very  small  perturbations,  the  decision  not  
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to  purchase  a  refrigerator  produces  negative  consumer  reactions  leading  to  production  stagnation  and  
global  recession  at  larger  and  larger  scales.  Edward  Lorenz,  the  father  of  the  modern  theory  of  chaos,  
wondered  “…  will  the  flap  of  a  butterfly’s  wing  in  Brazil  set  off  a  tornado  in  Texas?”.  

4.

Weakness  of  large  organizations:  too  big  to  fail  or  to  survive?

When  the  World  population  will  become  larger  than  20  billions  people,  there  will  be  at  least  2  or  3  billions  
of  new  western  style  consumers.  Due  to  growing  market  opportunities  and  to  increasing  competition  in  
many  business  sectors,  the  tendency  to  increase  the  size  of  enterprises  and  banks  will  continue.  The  
operations  of  merging  and  acquisition  testify  the  need  to  attain  a  certain  critical  mass  for  many  busi-
nesses  (e.g.,  automotive,  air  transportation  and  energy  distribution  sectors).    
In  mechanics  it  is  well  known  that  the  main  cause  of  large  systems  fragility  is  represented  by  the  so-
called  size-scale  effect.  Galileo  early  in  1638  noticed  that  elephant’s  bones  are  intrinsically  more  brittle  
than  cat’s  bones,  although  the  constituent  bone  material  is  the  same  for  all  vertebrates  (that  is,  calcium  
th
carbonate).  At  the  beginning  of  19   century  the  maximum  possible  height  of  a  tree  was  calculated  based  
on  the  mechanical  characteristics  of  the  wood  and  on  the  buckling  limit  of  rods.  All  living  beings  auto-
matically  regulate  their  growth  up  to  a  specified  limit  corresponding  to  the  virtuous  balance  between  the  
energy  necessary  for  growth  and  functioning,  and  the  energy  that  can  be  assimilated  from  nourishment  
[11].  Engineers  know  that  structures,  as  their  size  increases,  dangerously  tend  to  brittleness.  The  theo-
ries   of   fracture   mechanics   explain   this   tendency   alternatively   deterministically   (e.g.,   according   to   the  
growing  strain  energy  which  drives  crack  propagation)  or  statistically  (e.g.,  according  to  the  probability  
of  critical  defects  of  the  microstructure)  [12].  However,  in  any  system,  as  system  size  increases,  propa-
gation  of  local  shocks  of  any  kind  occurs  more  and  more  rapidly  and  tends  to  extend  to  the  global  scale  
(total  collapse)  instead  of  remaining  confined  locally.  
A  topological  consequence  of  growth  is  the  progressive  unbalance  of  the  ratio  between  the  “volume”  of  
the  system  and  the  “area”  of  its  boundaries.  This  ratio  increases  with  system  scale,  and  this  can  explain,  
for  instance,  why  small  kids  dehydrate  faster  than  adults  and  why  small  animals  in  cold  climates  need  
thicker  furs  than  larger  ones.  In  economics,  the  above  reasoning  explains  why,  in  relatively  small  organ-
izations,   the   external   exchange   dynamics   are   more   efficient   than   in   the   case   of   large   organizations  
permitting  a  faster  permeability  and  tendency  to  adapt  to  external  stresses  and  stimuli.  
The  progressive  weakening  of  companies  and  banks,  which  in  the  last  decades  largely  grew  through  
merging   and   acquisition   strategies,   is   crystal   clear.   Good   management   and   financial   practices   were  
often  abandoned  in  the  name  of  irrational  or  at  least  uncontrolled  growth.  Therefore,  we  are  not  surprised  
at  the  fragility  of  big  enterprises,  even  under  relatively  small  stimuli.  As  an  example  we  quote  the  cas-
cade   effects   following   Lehman’s   Brothers   collapse   in   2008   and   the   subprime   bubble   highlighted   the  
fragility  of  the  world-interconnected  financial  system.  Interestingly,  analyses  carried  through  the  years  
2008-2015  showed  that  small  institutions  reacted  better  and  faster  to  the  effects  of  the  crisis  [13].  
On  the  other  hand,  some  institutions  (especially  banks)  have  been  considered  of  critical  importance  to  
become  recipients  of  beneficial  financial  policies  from  governments  or  central  banks  (the  Troubled  Asset  
Relief  Program  (TARP)  was  established  in  the  U.S.A.  for  this  purposes).  Proponents  of  this  theory  be-
lieve  that  some  institutions  are  so  important  that  they  should  become  recipients  of  beneficial  financial  
and  economic  policies  from  governments  or  central  banks.  Some  economists  believe  that  economies  of  
scale  in  banks  and  in  other  businesses  are  worth  preserving  so  long  as  they  are  well  regulated  in  pro-
portion  to  their  economic  influence,  and  therefore  that  the  “too  big  to  fail”  status  can  be  acceptable.  On  
the  contrary,  other  economists  say  the  giant  banks  must  be  broken  up.  Still  on  April  2014,  the  Interna-
tional  Money  Fund  warned  that  the  problem  of  banks  seen  as  “too  big  to  fail”  is  still  unsolved.    
The  limits  to  growth  in  the  economic  context  have  been  investigated  by  the  Rome  Club  since  1972.  In  
the  Meadows  Report  [14],  they  examined  the  five  basic  factors  that  determine,  and  therefore  ultimately  
limit,  growth  on  Earth  -  population,  agricultural  production,  natural  resources,  industrial  production,  and  
pollution.   Intrinsic   limits   to   exponential   growth   were   clearly   stated,   and   the   transition   from   irrational  
growth   to   global   (dynamic)   equilibrium   was   wished   for.   In   the   general   frame   of   economic   crisis   and  
resource   shortage,   inspired   by   early   ideas   of   counter-productivity   and   diseconomy,   theories   of   de-
growth  claiming  the  downscaling  of  production  and  consumption  are  becoming  more  and  more  popular.  
We  have  noticed  that  a  general  theory  concerning  the  optimal  growth  and  robustness  of  large  organi-
zations  is  missing  in  the  current  state-of-the-art.  Regarding  the  classical  theories  of  economic  growth,  
both  endogenous  and  exogenous  models  (e.g.,  AK  model  vs.  Harrod-Domar  model)  do  not  give  evi-
dence  of  the  tendency  to  brittleness  of  large  organizations.  Most  of  the  recent  studies  have  been  ori-
ented   to   specific   business   sectors,   thus   missing   the   intimate   features   of   the   problem.   For   example,  
Pamolli  and  colleagues  [15]  carried  analyses  of  processes  of  growth  at  different  levels  of  aggregation  
in  the  context  of  disordered  systems  and  random  processes.  Attention  was  focused  to  the  economics  
and  policy  of  pharmaceuticals  and  health  systems  in  Europe,  and  to  the  growth  of  business  firms,  lead-
ing  to  a  scale  free  model  for  the  firms’  network.  
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5.

Fragility  of  populations

In  order  to  make  other  analogies  between  disciplines  let  us  consider  the  way  we  are  connected  to  the  
internet:   glass   fibers   connect   our   Wi-Fi   routers   to   the   servers.   Such   thin   cable-like   objects   are   very  
flexible  and  very  strong.  Now,  let  us  consider  a  cup  for  drinking,  made  of  glass,  i.e.,  the  same  material  
of  the  fibers:  if  it  falls  on  the  ground  it  breaks.  How  it  is  possible?  It  happens  because  as  much  as  their  
size  increases,  materials  that  seem  ductile  and  deformable  at  micro-scale  become  more  rigid  and  brittle.  
Despite  the  simplicity  of  the  previous  example,  the  fragility  in  large  systems  is  not  new  in  science  and  
sociology.  Thinking  about  ancient  civilizations  (like,  e.g.,  the  Egyptians,  the  Roman  Empire,  the  Maya,  
the  Aztecs  and,  recently,  the  Soviet  Union),  societal  collapse  was  certainly  triggered  by  environmental  
or  climate  changes,  hostile  neighbors  or  trade  partners  and  by  progressive  resource  consumption.  How-
ever,  all  the  above  causes  are  not  sufficient  to  explain  the  (relatively  fast)  collapse,  as  noticed  by  Dia-
mond  [16],  since  the  response  that  different  societies  had  to  such  threats  was  the  crucial  point.    
Diamond   also   suggests   that,   today,   people   collectively   face   many   of   the   same   issues   with   possibly  
catastrophic  near-future  consequences  to  many  of  the  World's  populations.  In  the  context  of  developing  
countries,  the  Organization  for  Economic  Cooperation  and  Development  affirmed  that  “state  building”  is  
the  central  objective  for  international  partnerships  in  situations  of  fragility.  The  long-term  vision  is  “…  to  
help  national  reformers  to  build  effective,  legitimate,  and  resilient  state  institutions,  capable  of  engaging  
productively  with  their  people  to  promote  sustained  development”.  We  are  convinced  that  political  fra-
gility  has  multiple  underlying  causes  and  it  can  produce  multiple  consequences  like  vulnerability  to  in-
ternal  conflict,  inability  to  cope  with  humanitarian  disaster  and  high  risk  of  state  collapse.  
Thus,  the  response  of  human  organizations  against  extreme  external  stimuli  may  be  very  different.  As  
an  example,  consider  the  unexpected  capacity  of  the  Vietcong  people  to  survive  the  American  army  
(and  the  harmful  effects  of  the  forest).  The  heavy  bombing  made  by  B-52  between  1968  and  1970  did  
not  kill  any  military  chief  among  the  Vietcong,  and  the  ground  operations  were  always  favorable  to  the  
locals.  On  the  contrary,  the  Spanish  conquest  of  the  Aztec  empire  easily  occurred  although  many  sol-
diers   of   the   Cortés   expedition   of   1519   had   never   seen   combat   before   and   Cortés   himself   had   never  
commanded   men   in   battle   before.   Cortés   smartly   obtained   support   from   a   number   of   tributaries   and  
rivals  of  the  Aztecs,  like  the  Totonacs  and  other  city-states  and  even  penetrated  as  a  friend  in  the  Mon-
tezuma’s  entourage.  
Current  state-of-the-art  provides  only  partial  explanation  for  these  historical  events.  On  the  contrary,  we  
believe  that  the  mechonomics  analogy  can  give  new  insights  on  them.  Borrowing  terms  from  structural  
mechanics,  the  behavior  of  the  Vietcong  can  be  defined  “resilient”,  whereas  the  response  of  the  Aztec  
to  the  external  attack  was  “fragile”  (further  details  on  such  terms  are  given  in  the  following).  A  funda-
mental  aspect  is  represented  by  the  activation  of  internal  weakening  mechanisms,  within  the  Aztec  pop-
ulation,  strengthening  the  invaders,  which  were  not  activated  in  the  case  of  Vietnam.  These  mechanisms  
are   analogous   to   those   inducing   cracking   cascade   effects   inside   a   stressed   solid,   at   the   micro-   and  
nano-level.  The  micro-defects  and  cracks,  driven  by  the  external  supply  of  energy,  begin  to  coalesce  
and,  at  the  end,  lead  to  the  fracture  of  the  structure.  The  resilient  behavior  of  the  Vietcong  population  
was  mostly  due  to  their  strategies  of  compartmentalization,  which  prevented  cascade  failure  (see  Figure  
1-B).    
In  April  1968,  a  group  of  thirty  individuals  gathered  in  the  Accademia  dei  Lincei  in  Rome;;  they  founded  
the  “Club  of  Rome”,  an  informal  organization  initially  aimed  at  examining  the  complex  of  problems  that  
occurs   to   some   degrees   in   all   societies   and   that   contain   interacting   technical,   social,   economic   and  
political  elements.  The  first  study  on  the  predicament  of  mankind  [14]  showed  that,  even  if  technology  
pushes  to  new  discoveries  and  efficient  uses  of  energy,  unlimited  resources  do  not  appear  to  be  the  key  
for  growth  in  the  world  system.  In  a  recent  updated  study  [17],  the  prices  of  the  resources  in  a  deeply  
interconnected  system  are  the  switches  for  the  survival  or  the  collapse.  As  the  prices  rises,  geologists  
would  find  further  resources,  biologists  begin  to  squeeze  more  and  more  from  the  crops,  and  so  forth.  
Apparently,  the  only  sustainable  scenario  is  the  one  in  which  powerful  technologies  for  pollution  abate-
ment,  land  yield  enhancement,  land  protection,  and  conservation  of  nonrenewable  resources  are  imple-
mented.  This  would  ensure  stability  in  the  population  and  better  life  expectancy.  

6.

Network  topology:  implications  for  system  behavior  and  failure

Many  businesses  and  organizations  are  structured  as  networks.  A  possible  cause  of  default  of  large  
organizations  can  be  found  in  the  wrong  design  of  the  network  operations  that  are  put  into  place  for  
logistics  (see,  e.g.,  component  production,  goods  distribution,  marketing  and  sales  network).  For  more  
than  40  years,  science  treated  all  complex  networks  as  being  completely  random.  Recently,  attention  
has  been  drawn  to  the  topology  of  the  network  and  its  behavior  with  respect  to  all  failure  events  has  
been  investigated  accordingly.  
All  networks  are  made  of  interconnected  nodes  and  the  nature  and  distribution  of  the  links  defines  the  
network  topology.  The  two  more  important  classes  of  complex  networks  are  the  random  “homogeneous”  
networks  and  the  “scale-free”  ones,  see  Figure  2-A.  The  homogeneous  networks  consist  of  nodes  with  
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randomly  placed  connections  where  most  nodes  have  approximately  the  same  number  of  links.  There  
is  a  democratic  distribution  of  connection  and  all  nodes  have  the  same  importance.  Examples  of  such  
networks  are  the  highway  networks  in  US  and  the  network  of  hospitals  in  densely  populated  nations  like  
Italy  and  Japan  (i.e.,  hospitals  uniformly  distributed  across  the  territory).  
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Fig.  2:  Subfigure  A:  the  structure  of  a  random  and  a  scale-free  networks  are  compared.  In  random  networks  (left-
hand  side  sketch)  there  is  a  characteristic  vertex  degree  (in  this  case  equal  to  2)  that  is  more  frequent.  In  scale-free  
networks  (right-hand  side  sketch)  there  is  not  a  characteristic  vertex  degree:  the  nodes  with  few  connections  are  
more  than  those  with  many  connections  (called  hubs  of  the  network).  In  (B),  three  possible  scenarios  if  a  bomb  
explodes  close  to  a  building.  If  the  building  is  robust  and  resilient,  the  explosion  causes  a  damage  which  is  strictly  
confined  to  the  area  invested  by  the  injurious  phenomenon.  If  the  building  is  robust  but  not  resilient,  it  does  not  
collapse,  but  the  damage  caused  by  the  explosion  entails  cracking  and  further  damage  spreads  in  the  building.  If  
the  building  is  neither  robust  and  resilient,  the  explosion  causes  the  global  collapse,  i.e.,  the  total  destruction.  

On  the  opposite,  scale-free  networks  present  a  hierarchical  structure  containing  hubs,  i.e.,  nodes  with  
a  very  high  number  of  links.  In  such  networks  the  distribution  of  linkages  follows  a  power  law  in  that  
most  nodes  have  just  a  few  connections  and  only  a  few  have  a  tremendous  number  of  links.  The  system  
has  no  characteristic  scale.  Examples  of  such  networks  include  the  European  airline  system  (with  hubs  
like  the  Frankfurt,  Paris  and  London  airports),  the  World  Wide  Web  or  the  energy  distribution  system  of  
France  (with  19  big  nuclear  plants  producing  77%  of  electricity  in  the  country).  
The  accidental  failure  of  a  number  of  nodes  in  a  homogeneous  network  can  break  the  system  into  non-
communicating  islands.  These  network,  thus,  suffer  for  randomly  distributed  failures.  In  contrast,  scale-
free  networks  are  more  robust  in  face  of  such  random  failures.  But  they  are  highly  vulnerable  to  a  coor-
dinated  single  attack  against  their  hubs  [18].  Therefore,  adopting  a  scale-free  network  topology  can  be  
convenient  and  robust  as  long  as  the  safety  and  security  of  the  hubs  are  guaranteed.  Consider,  e.g.,  
the  world-wide  consequences  of  a  hacker  attack  to  Paris  Roissy  airport,  as  compared  to  the  negligible  
effects  (outside  France)  of  closing  for  some  days  Bordeaux  airport.  
In   the   case   of   enterprises   and   institutions,   the   network   topologies   show   different   characteristics   also  
depending  on  their  growth  history.  Of  course,  older  nodes  have  greater  opportunities  to  acquire  links.  
Interestingly,  we  have  noticed  that  public  institutions  tend  to  possess  homogenous  network  organiza-
tion,  whereas  private  companies  and  businesses  normally  select  scale-free  arrangements.  Another  ten-
dency  is  the  polarization  of  the  job  market  into  two  systems,  one  scale-free  network  comprising  a  few  
hubs  (high  qualified  and  well-paid  jobs)  and  one  homogeneous  network  made  by  many  low-level  occu-
pations.  Polarization,  as  argued  in  recent  times,  is  leading  to  the  disappearance  of  the  middle-class.  
According  to  the  state-of-the-art,  many  sociotechnical  organizations  have  not  been  designed  with  ade-
quate  “protections”  for  their  topology,  and  a  number  of  inefficiencies  and  failures  can  be  explained  by  
this  negligence.  

7.

Black  swans  and  unpredictable  events:  the  need  of  robustness

History  tells  us  that  unexpected  events  may  occur  creating  surprise.  After  Willem  Janszoon’s  discover  
in  1606,  a  similar  belief  had  been  certainly  experienced  by  the  first  ornithologists  across  Australia  when  
observing  the  Cygnus  Atratus,  alias  a  black  swan.  In  the  Old  Europe,  people  were  convinced  that  all  
swans  were  white;;  an  unassailable  belief  as  it  seemed  completely  confirmed  by  empirical  evidence.    
This  proves  that  a  learning  process  based  on  pure  observations  has  limitations,  as  already  pointed  out  
by  the  famous  inductivist  turkey  [19].  Just  one  observation  can  invalidate  a  general  statement  derived  
from  millennia  of  confirmatory  sightings  of  millions  of  white  swans.  This  example  can  be  framed  in  the  
category  of  “black  swan”  events  [20].  Such  situations  may  also  be  considered  a  subset  of  a  wider  epis-
temological  problem,  that  is,  the  problem  of  the  “unknown  unknowns”.  Black  swans  are  the  unexpected  
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events,  which  have  not  been  considered  at  the  time  of  the  original  design  of  a  certain  system  until  they  
appear  for  the  first  time.  The  concept  of  black  swan  is  accompanied  by  the  problem  of  weak  signals,  
which  we  often  fail  to  foresee  when  carrying  risk  analyses  or  stress  tests  upon  companies  and  human  
systems.    
Black  swans  and  weak  signals,  from  a  statistical  point  of  view,  are  related  to  the  broader  tail  problem  of  
probabilistic  distributions.  Silver  [21]  states  that  there  are  systems  that  are  inherently  chaotic  and  are  
characterized  by  unpredictability.  
In  engineering,  the  term  robustness  relates  to  the  capacity  of  a  structure  not  to  suffer  disproportionate  
damage  under  unexpected  events.  In  other  words,  damage  occurring  at  a  local  scale  must  not  trigger  
the  (global)  collapse  (see  Figure  2-B).  Engineers  have  found  various  strategies  to  provide  robustness  
to  a  structure,  mainly  by  playing  on  the  ways  the  loads  are  transferred  through  the  various  part  of  the  
structure   (e.g.,   redundancy)   or   inserting   structural   fuses   (e.g.,   crack   arresters)   in   order   to   compart-
mentalize  the  system  [22].  A  robust  system  is  able  to  develop  plastic  mechanisms  without  compromising  
the  overall  structure,  which  does  not  collapse.  
Resilience  relates  to  the  capacity  of  the  system  to  accommodate  the  (unexpected)  external  loads  and  
to  deform  elastically.  Because  of  the  basic  meaning  of  the  concepts,  the  term  “resilience”  is  well  diffused  
in  other  disciplines.  In  sociology  and  psychology,  resilience  is  defined  as  an  individual’s  ability  to  properly  
adapt  to  stress  and  adversity.  In  engineering  terms,  in  order  to  have  robust  systems,  resilience  goes  
hand-to-hand  with  stiffness.  The  stiffness  of  a  system  is  its  capacity  to  deform  once  subjected  to  external  
loads.  The  larger  the  stiffness  is,  the  smaller  the  displacements  are.  
We  believe  that  the  above  concepts  of  robustness  against  unexpected  events  can  be  applied  also  to  
banks,  enterprises  and  public  institutions,  especially  now  when  they  are  nodes  of  a  global  network.  For  
instance,  Europe  is  starting  to  be  worried  about  resilience  and  robustness  of  engineering,  economic  and  
social  systems.  In  fact,  the  Central  Bank  is  performing  the  so-called  “stress-tests”  on  the  principal  banks,  
and   the   Horizon2020   funding   program   includes   a   number   of   research   calls   concerning   resilience   of  
critical  infrastructures  under  accidental  events.  The  response  of  sociotechnical  systems  to  unpredictable  
stimuli  can  be  very  different  and  may  lead  to  failure  or  to  positive  counter-reactions  depending  on  their  
internal  organization,  on  their  capacity  to  absorb  and  distribute  the  external  stresses  and  on  the  ability  
to  direct  the  energy  toward  appropriate  channels.    
The  capacity  of  a  system  to  tolerate  damage  and  changes  is,  in  fact,  a  key  property  for  the  survival  and  
the  success.  The  response  of  a  system  to  an  external  unexpected  event  can  be  described  through  two  
different  concepts:  robustness  and  resilience.  The  former  refers  to  the  capacity  of  an  entity  not  to  be  
disproportionately  damaged  when  an  error  occurs.  In  civil  engineering,  as  already  mentioned,  the  ro-
bustness  is  the  ability  of  a  structure  to  withstand  events  like  fire,  explosions,  impact  or  the  consequences  
of  human  error,  without  being  damaged  to  an  extent  disproportionate  to  the  original  cause.  To  make  a  
comparison  with  computer  sciences,  a  robust  software  cannot  crash  when  a  wrong  input  is  given.    
On  the  contrary,  resilience  refers  to  the  capacity  of  the  system  to  cope  with  change.  A  clear  definition  of  
resilience  in  organizations  is  given  by  BS65000  as  the  ability  of  an  organization  to  anticipate,  prepare  
for,  and  respond  and  adapt  to  incremental  change  and  sudden  disruptions  in  order  to  survive  and  pros-
per.  Hollnager,  discussing  about  systems,  states  that  complex  entities  are  dynamic  and,  in  the  majority  
of  their  life  (e.g.,  the  operations  in  a  society),  they  are  in  a  stable  state.  But,  because  of  the  continuous  
external   stimuli,   the   dynamic   stability   can   turn   into   a   dynamic   instability.   In   such   situation,   a   resilient  
system  must  be  able  to  respond  to  changes  and  challenges  without  losing  its  control.  An  example  of  a  
resilient  system  able  to  cope  which  changes  is  given  by  FedEx  in  the  US.  Night  flights  connecting  the  
regional  hubs  to  the  central  hub  are  only  60  percent  loaded.  This  allows  the  aircrafts  to  be  diverted  to  
other  destinations  in  order  to  recover  “at  risk”  cargos  and  ensure  the  quality  of  the  service  to  the  stake-
holders.  

8.
Consequence-based  design  or  design  thinking  against  the  fragility  of  sociotech-
nical  organizations
As  a  general  methodology,  we  argue  that  the  fundamental  rigorous  approach  of  structural  mechanics  
can  be  transferred  to  sociotechnical  organizations.  The  methodology  will  be  split  into  the  following  well-
established  frameworks  (and  others  may  be  considered):  
• Application  of  the  linear  theory  of  elasticity  and  visco-elasticity;;
• Application  of  nonlinear  theory  of  plasticity  and  softening;;
• Application  of  the  theory  of  fracture  mechanics;;
• Application  of  the  complexity  theory;;
• Definition  of  consequence-based  models  for  enterprises  and  institutions;;
• Biomimetics,  i.e.,  model  inspiration  from  Nature  [23].
As  in  structural  engineering,  the  basic  considerations  in  Mechonomics  must  be  done  bearing  in  mind  
the  concept  of  elastic  material.  Elasticity  is  a  basic  property  of  solid  materials.  Applying  a  force  A  upon  
a  solid  body,  deformation  arises,  e.g.,  for  stretching  a  rubber  it  is  necessary  to  apply  a  force.  An  elastic  
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body  returns  to  its  initial  shape  after  removal  of  the  external  forces.   In  particular,  if  under  an  increase  
of  the  force  a  proportional  increase  of  displacement  R  occurs,  the  material  is  said  to  be  linear  elastic  
and  the  constant  of  proportionality  is  the  elastic  (or  Young’s)  modulus  K,  representing  the  stiffness  of  
the  material:  
R  (response)  =  K  x  A  (action)  
Linear  elasticity  is  the  behavior  of  the  majority  of  solid  materials  at  low  loadings.  Living  tissues,  like  e.g.,  
the  skin  of  human  body  exhibits  nonlinear  elasticity,  as  the  stiffness  K  is  not  constant  but  progressively  
increases.  This  behavior  gives  rise  to  the  so-called  J-curve,  which  represents  the  constitutive  behavior  
of  most  living  materials.  The  properties  of  the  J-curve  are  truly  remarkable,  as  the  progressive  increase  
of  the  stiffness  means  that  the  internal  stored  energy  (the  dashed  area  under  the  curve)  is  kept  very  low  
although  deformations  can  be  very  large.  Low  stored  elastic  energy  implies  good  safety  against  rupture  
under  unexpected  events.  In  any  system,  the  elastic-like  behavior  can  be  looked  for  when  considering  
a  dependent  variable's  sensitivity  to  a  change  in  another  (independent)  quantity.  In  human-based  sys-
tems,  the  elastic-like  behavior  can  be  achieved  when  positive  counter-reaction  mechanisms  R  and  ad-
ditional  energy  resources  are  present  in  the  intimate  organization.  An  example  is  the  capacity  of  a  man-
ufacture  plant  to  satisfy  the  growing  demand  for  goods  by  increasing  the  production  capacity  R  accord-
ing  to  the  increase  of  the  demand  A.  Of  course,  on  the  opposite  side,  when  the  demand  decreases  the  
company  must  be  able  to  reduce  production  without  permanent  consequences  on  its  functioning  regime  
(i.e.,  without  discharging  some  people  from  employment  nor  dismissing  production  plants).  
Although   the   above   behavior   may   appear   as   expensive   and   inefficient,   this   is   not   the   case,   as   the  
dormant   production   energies   can   be   usefully   applied   on   parallel   tasks,   provided   a   beneficial   flexible  
workforce  organization  is  put  into  play  for  example  in  smart  factories  in  which  objects  can  be  tailored  
and  3D  printed  on-demand.  We  have  stated  that  a  principal  cause  of  fragility  of  large  systems  is  repre-
sented  by  the  so-called  “size-scale  effect”.  The  intrinsic  weakness  of  companies  and  banks,  which  in  
the  last  decades  largely  grew  through  merging  and  acquisition  strategies,  is  crystal  clear.  Good  man-
agement  and  financial  practices  were  often  abandoned  in  the  name  of  irrational  growth.  However,  in  
many  business  sectors,  a  minimum  critical  mass  is  important  for  competing  in  the  global  market  and  
therefore  the  problem  of  system  size  cannot  be  merely  simplified.    
Sociotechnical  systems  are  usually  not  able  to  adapt  dynamically  their  internal  organization  to  external  
stimuli,  to  face  unexpected  scenarios,  they  should  be  designed  to  be  robust.  A  robust  system  is  able  to  
develop  plastic  mechanisms  without  compromising  the  overall  structure,  which  does  not  collapse.    
Structures  made  of  elements  in  parallel  have  shown  that  the  presence  of  preponderant  elements  largely  
affects   the   overall   behavior   once   damaged:   a   slight   variation   of   their   properties   implies   large   conse-
quences  on  the  entire  systems.  In  this  sense,  in  the  perspective  of  designing  a  robust  system  it  is,  thus,  
better  to  have  equally  important  elements  in  it.  At  the  final  stage  of  damage,  that  is,  when  the  element  
is  totally  removed,  the  impact  on  the  system  depends  on  the  value  of  the  complexity.  Structural  com-
plexity  measures  the  interaction  the  structural  elements  have  in  a  structural  scheme  (i.e.,  a  set  of  col-
umns  and  beams)  [24].  As  much  as  the  complexity  reduces,  i.e.,  there  are  preponderant  elements  in  
the  construction,  the  average  effect  increases  dramatically.  For  complex  systems,  i.e.,  where  no  pre-
ponderant  elements  are  present,  redistribution  mechanisms  are  present  when  a  part  is  removed.  Size  
effects  play  a  key  role:  the  larger  the  number  of  elements,  the  higher  possibility  of  redistribution  exists  
[25].  These  observations  are  valid  at  various  scales.  At  a  large  scale,  e.g.,  in  material  science,  it  is  well  
known  that  microstructural  disorder  and  complexity  provide  toughness  to  the  materials.    
In  order  to  provide  robustness  to  large  organizations,  we  suggest  to  use  the  approach  of  consequence-
based  design  (CBD).  The  concept  of  consequence-based  engineering  was  developed  in  the  framework  
of  earthquake  engineering  with  the  purpose  of  finding  alternative  strategies  to  reduce  seismic  risk  [26].  
The   problem   was   that   seismic   hazard   mapping   (and   the   corresponding   building   rules)   are   based   on  
statistical  analyses  of  historical  earthquake  events,  and  thus  it  is  not  possible  to  exclude  events  of  mag-
nitude  larger  than  the  maximum  expected  one  (i.e.,  black  swans,  as  the  quake  occurred  in  Japan,  2011).  
The  basic  concept  of  CBD  is  that,  before  any  engineering  calculation,  the  estimate  of  all  the  possible  
consequences  to  adverse  events  should  be  carried  out,  independently  of  the  expected  loads  and  exter-
nal  stresses  that  can  act  upon  the  structure  according  to  building  codes.    
The  designer,  before  any  engineering  calculation,  estimates  the  possible  consequence  on  the  system  
after  a  failure  on  one  of  its  parts.  The  attention  is  shifted  from  the  effects  of  the  external  stress  on  the  
element  on  the  consequences  on  the  whole  system.  This  approach,  called  consequence-based-design,  
does  not  require  a  complete  definition  of  the  hazards  on  the  system  and,  thus,  is  suitable  for  resilient  
and  robust  design.  Until  Sept.  11,  2001,  consequence-based  methodologies  were  restricted  to  nuclear  
engineering  or  particularly  strategic  infrastructures.  
A  four-step  decision  tree  can  be  adopted  to  determine  if:  (a)  estimated  consequences  are  acceptable,  
(b) if  acceptable  consequences  should  be  redefined,  (c)  if  modelling  parameters  should  be  refined  and
(d) if  further  interventions  should  be  considered.   If   anticipated   consequences   exceed   tolerable   ones,
and  no  further  redefinition  of  acceptability  is  feasible,  parameters  defining  the  hazard  can  be  refined  to
reduce  anticipated  losses  (assuming  that  the  preliminary  analysis  were  conservative),  and/or  system
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interventions  can  be  prescribed  for  the  same  purpose.  Iteratively,  consequences  will  be  estimated  for  a  
number  of  different  intervention  strategies  with  various  input  parameters  describing  the  hazard.    
Since  the  consequence-based  approach  deals  with  the  effects  of  an  event  rather  than  with  its  causes,  
it  is  suitable  for  dealing  with  black  swan  events.  Following  Nafday  [27],  a  two-stages  process  can  be  
applied  for  analysis  or  design  of  a  robust  organization  through  CBD.  In  the  first  stage,  the  system  will  
be  designed  following  the  common  rules  and  using  the  current  methods,  providing  appropriate  minimum  
redundancy,  continuity  and  inter-member  ties.  Afterwards,  the  components  of  the  organization  will  be  
selectively  redesigned  for  ensuring  adequate  fault  tolerance  and  integrity,  based  on  their  role  and  im-
portance  in  contributing  to  adverse  consequences.  These  consequences  can  either  be  the  system  col-
lapse  or  any  other  pre-defined  performance  criterion.  In  other  words,  local  events  will  be  randomly  ap-
plied   to   the   components   of   the   organization,   simulating   all   possible   negative   consequences,   and   the  
residual  capacity  of  the  system  will  be  evaluated.  Capacity  requirements  for  each  component  will  be  
quantitatively  upgraded  following  their  specific  role  in  contributing  to  pre-defined  adverse  consequences.  
The   concept   of   member   consequence   class   [26]   will   permit   to   differentiate   component   requirements  
based  on  their  role  within  the  organization.  The  basic  idea  is  to  control  the  consequences  of  a  failure  to  
minimize  the  risk.  The  consequences  of  failure  of  a  certain  member  can  thus  be  limited.  Even  if  the  size  
of  an  enterprise  has  to  be  large  for  some  reasons,  a  number  of  strategies  to  increase  its  resilience  can  
be  borrowed  from  engineering.  The  results  of  the  consequence-based  methodology  will  be,  for  instance:  
• to  increase  the  toughness  of  each  component  of  the  system  by  providing  ductile  characteristics
at  all  hierarchical  organization  levels  [28];;
• to  provide  guidance  to  design  the  organization  with  redundancy  and  include  alternate  load  paths
capable  of  by-passing  the  failure  or  inefficiency  of  specific  components  [29][30];;
• to  prefer  and  select  parallel  task  arrangements  to  serial  arrangements  whenever  possible;;
• to   optimize   the   system   division   into   a   series   of   mutually   independent   entities   (i.e.,   compart-
mentalize  the  system  by  means  of  fuse  elements  between  business  units  and  areas)  so  that
local  stress  and  damage  events  are  not  transmitted  from  one  entity  to  the  closer  ones;;
• to   design   counter-measures   to   network   failures   based   on   the   topology   (e.g.,   for   a   scale-free
organization  put  specific  attention  to  the  hubs);;
• to   exploit   complexity   at   all   levels   to   provide   anti-fragility   to   the   internal   processes
[24],[25],[26][31][32][33].
The  above  strategies  are  inspired  by  the  evolutionary  processes  of  Nature,  which  have  provided  living  
beings  with  adaptability  and  optimal  performances  against  unexpected  events.  
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Abstract
The brick furnace Penna in Pisciotto Country, Scicli, is now a stately and elegant ruin by striking
beauty, faded and mortified by the passing of time and by the neglect of man.
The Beautiful scenery, which formed the backdrop for the artefact, is now disfigured by illegal
constructions and tourist villages with high receptivity; while the rocky outcrop from which one day
stood the high smokestack, became "site of cinema", a bond that along with many others, in fact, have
done little for the safeguard of this place.
Time seems to have stopped in a night at late January 1924 (or 1926), when the whole factory was
engulfed in flames of an arson fire that has stopped forever the flourishing productive activity.
Nature has slowly regained possession of that area, invading the space occupied, at one time, by the
walls crumbling by now. The relentless degradation and the bureaucratic delay did the rest: the
majestic structure of the settlement slowly disintegrates and its white stones of hard limestone,
realized with wonderful skill by the artisans of the time, return to regain the ground.
Today the brick kiln Penna is one of the most interesting examples of industrial archaeology in Sicily. It
is the subject of great cultural interest and endless polemics and quarrels about possible interventions
aimed at recovering maintenance, restoration or only at the safety of the plant, but unfortunately
private interests and administrative complications hinder and delay any initiative.

Keywords: industrial archeology, cultural heritage, brick furnace, Scicli.

1.

The places of Pisciotto

The south eastern Sicily is theatre of this exciting and passionate story, known around the for its
Baroque treasures that embellish the urban centres of the area and the beautiful natural riches that
can be seen along the coast and inland ibleo the provinces of Ragusa and Siracusa.
The hilly plateau of limestone and marl of iblei mountains is etched by ravines marked by rivers and
streams and slopes gently toward the coast with its white beaches alternating with spectacular cliffs
reached the sea. Among them is a magnificent sandy cove of about three kilometres, ending with a
rocky headland, Punta, Pisciotto, stretching out until the Mediterranean. On this are the ruins of the
furnace Penna, commonly known as "Furnace Pisciotto", an establishment for the brick factory, more
familiarly called by the locals "O Pisciouttu".
The furnace still has a great visual impact today, both for the traveller arriving by sea who can see on
the horizon the impressive and solemn grandeur of the building, both for those who go down along the
road that leads from Pozzallo to Sampieri, they can see the summit of fireplace and the slow
emergence of the contours of those rocky ruins that seem to emerge from the mass of Punta Pisciotto;
just as it does along the coast from Donnalucata and from which you can see from a distance the
radiance of the white stone that glows in the light of the sun rays and becomes more and more intense
and blinding as they approach you.
It seems that in the vicinity of Punta Pisciotto was located the ancient port city of Scicli, that is today
one of the most appreciated testimonies of Sicilian late Baroque, recognized in 2002 UNESCO World
Heritage Site.
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Fig. 1: The furnace Penna from the sea.

2.

The story and its characters

«Not a word, not a single coin for the Pisciotto.», these were Ignazio Emmolo’s words of immediately
after the fire that destroyed the furnace he designed, in one night, built and live in the few years when
it was in business. Feelings of anger and deep disappointment at what had happened to his creature
so loved and for which he had sacrificed most of his professional activities, accompanied him to the
end of his days.
The Customers were the Barons Penna, belonging to a rich family of Scicli, traders and landowners of
great influence on the territory. The family Penna belonged for generations to St. Bartholomew
Brotherhood deeply engraved in the history of the city not only for the religious aspect but especially
for parallel activities related to it and not always legitimate. There are many archival sources where
you may encounter illegal activities, often accompanied by violent actions, conducted for profit and
with the support of powerful families and representatives of corrupt institutions.
The family Penna had for a long time the municipal authority's control thanks to alliance, depending on
convenience, even with political opponents. In the seventeenth century Francesco Penna buy the
noble title of Baron of Portosalvo.
2.1 The background
According to some sources it seems that it all began with the arrival of the Engineer Liparasi, who had
worked for a long time at the Spadafora furnace, near Messina. Liparasi met his Francesco Penna’s
wife, the Duchess Ines Crescimanno of Albafiorita, at hospital Busacca where Liparasi had been
hospitalized as a result of injuries sustained in the catastrophic earthquake that struck southern Italy in
1908, bringing death and destruction in the city of Reggio Calabria and Messina.
During a walk in the properties of the Barons Penna, he saw the massive bedrock of Punta Pisciotto
towards the sea. The site seemed suitable to host a plant for the production of bricks to industrial
character: the presence of a clay pit allowed the easy availability of raw materials along with water of
the nearby source and the silica sand of the beaches of the coast. Another peculiarity of Punta
Pisciotto was the seabed, deep enough for mooring ships.
The transport of the finished product, through the sea route, allowed to reach quickly the coast of all
the Mediterranean countries and the Sicilian ports. In addition, a short route of one kilometer linked the
factory to the main road and near the railway station of Sampieri, guaranteeing a constant and fast
connection with the inland towns.
The works were challenging enough both for the supply of the stone material, both for the laying of the
same that occurred only with the aid of ladders and scaffolding through which men carrying the blocks,
loaded into the shoulder, up to the most parts high of the structure, where the rowswere set skilfully.
2.2 The work in the factory
The furnace was opened in the spring of 1912, an event that marked a very important moment in the
history of Scicli and its people. The new factory gave hope for a future of work and the opportunity for
social redemption of a territory and a humiliated people from centuries of exploitation at the hands of
foreign nations before and since the end of the eighteenth century, even by the agrarian bourgeoisie.
The availability of so wide area allowed the construction of a factory by the monumental scale that, in
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the years when it was in business, boasted a production of 10,000 pieces per day. Hundreds of young
workers aged between sixteen and eighteen years worked from six in the morning until sunset. They
guaranteed meals and accommodation, available into the building placed in north of the plant.

Fig.2: Young workers at the furnace Penna. Historical Archives Bellia-Savà.

The factory work was very difficult and complex. The clay extraction was performed with spade and
wheelbarrow, then it followed the preparation of the raw material which included several stages:
hibernation, chopping, kneading and refining. From here the material passed to networks with
responsibility for modelling shapes and sizes established. Before cooking, the pieces had to be dried
so that they lose the excess moisture.
The work was limited to the period between May and September, ceasing the rainy season
approaches because the clay pit was filled with water and it was impossible to extract the raw
material. But despite this, the activity was very intense and allowed to produce a large amount of
material that provided the Sicilian market and that of the Mediterranean countries including the island
of Malta and Libya.
2.3 The epilogue
The outbreak of the First World War interrupted the production activity of the factory, both for the lack
of new orders, both because young workers were called to arms. The work restarted in 1919 but after
a few years a tragic fire, almost certainly intentional, wrapped in flames the entire complex, destroying
in a few hours all the wooden structures (floors, roofs, fixtures) and everything else completed the
manufacturing establishment, by collapsing the upper floors of the building and by providing for the
permanent cessation of activity.
No one did anything to bring back the furnace, of which was left intact only the skeleton wall that still
forms the backdrop to the cultivations of vineyards that soon reappeared in the north lands of the
establishment.
About the date of the fire, there are conflicting opinions as according to some witnesses, the disaster
took place in January 1924; according to other sources, it seems that it happened 30 January 1926.
However, about the arson fire there was never any doubt since, when it broke out, the factory was
closed for four months. Therefore, the hypothesis of a failure or an accident was immediately
excluded. Several hypotheses about the responsibility of the act have been advanced: it was decided
to revenge a socialist or a fascist revenge. The first hypothesis seems unreliable because the socialist
movement was a staunch defender of the workers' struggle against the conservative and reactionary
bourgeoisie. It is therefore unthinkable that the Socialists have been able to burn the factory depriving
of work about a hundred people. More acceptable it seems the second one, as the opposition to the
socialist movement was in those years in the Ragusa area, very strong and violent. In support of the
second hypothesis, or a fascist action, it is recalled that the first years of '900 marked the gradual
onset of the crisis of activities related to stone processing. The Art School in Comiso made several
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times this situation calling for the promotion of exhibitions, trade shows and the reduction of railway
tariffs to allow you to overcome the crisis and also the competition of the Pisciotto furnace with brick
production threatened to overshadow the local tradition. The Art School in Comiso was helped by the
fascist regime that does not spare the aid, perhaps even to fraud. The political thesis has been
repeatedly challenged by the designer's family.
As for other explanations about the causes of the fire, it is said that this was caused by a fire in one of
the barracks near the furnace and because of which he died a man who said he was the actual author
of the disaster. They are still stories without any feedback and confirmations. The fact remains that the
fire of Pisciotto was such an extraordinary and unexpected event that shocked for long life of the
locals who for years tried to get over it, sometimes speaking in imaginative or unreliable terms.

3.

The factory plant

The bedrock close to the sea, housed all the structures that made up the wide plant for the production
of bricks, developed on an area of approximately 18 thousand square meters.
At the right of the entrance there were three small buildings, one of which collapsed today, designed to
warehouses, storage of materials and fuel.

Fig. 3: Establishment plan. (Illustration by C. Bustinto)

A large open area of over 8 thousand square meters divided these artefacts from the main building,
located to the south and destined for the production of bricks. The monumental building in three
elevations, from the original neoclassical architecture, is spread over a rectangular plan. The ground
floor housed the engine room and other compartments of processing, storage for the material and the
Hoffmann oven, composed of an elliptical gallery which forms the cooking chamber, divided into
sixteen compartments by means of movable diaphragms. Upstairs locals for drying of the most
delicate and light products were placed.
In the vicinity of the south side of the building it stood the chimney with 41 meters high. Not far away, a
building with pitched roof housed, while the residence of the charge of the establishment stood
upstream area. On the south there were the dryers where bricks were made to dry before cooking. Of
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these structures remain today only traces of outcropping stands, arranged perpendicular to the longer
side of the furnace.

Fig. 4: Establishment view from above.

3.1 Morphological and structural analysis
Although the entire industrial plant would include a number of buildings spread over an area of about
two hectares, today the ruins of the building are what certainly steals the attention, that once housed
the furnace and machinery for the production of bricks. This is because the artefact presents formal
characteristics and very refined aesthetic standards for an industrial construction, as well as the
building was designed and in which the latest technology for those times were applied with no doubt.
While furnace Penna is almost similar to other industrial products destined for that type of production
until then built in Italy, however, style is inspired by neoclassical architecture and it reflects the flavour
of the designer.
Ignazio Emmolo was a very talented professional and a passionate lover of this form of expression. To
the simple and modest brick structures, stylistically anonymous and free of any architectural value, the
engineer Emmolo opposes an elegant and stately neoclassical building, with architectural design
inspired by religious buildings and expertly constructed with local hard limestone, decorated with sober
stylistic details. These are the characteristics that distinguish this singular work, and that for years
have intrigued academics and art enthusiasts in an attempt to give an explanation to the author's
design choices.
Today we can only see what remains, more than a hundred years after its construction, and in light of
the damages caused by the fire, by time and neglect of men.

Fig. 5: The furnace.
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From the point of view of the overall morphology, it is clear the reference to sacred architecture and in
particular to the Roman basilica, with a gabled roof and facade pitched roof, which is accompanied by
the slender and towering structure of the chimney remembering the steeple of a church. The artefact is
spread symmetrically along the longitudinal axis east-west, defining in plan the three characteristic
paths of basilica naves: the central one, larger which elevates the double order and the two lateral
sides with a smaller height.

Fig. 6: Ground floor. (Illustration by C. Bustinto)

Round arches, embellished with quoins and keystones, bush-hammed, pierce the ground floor the
impressive perimeter walls in hard limestone left bare, pale coloured, on which elegant windows low
arch lie. Also spine walls, higher than those perimeter, are divided by high arches and mullioned
windows above it.

Fig. 7: The great arches of the central nave heavily damaged.(Ph. C. Bustinto)

The presence of arches and windows, that mark with regular modularity the wall structure for the
entire length of the building, gives the complex a particular lightness together with the elegance given
by the mouldings of the doors and windows: peculiarities that go beyond the functional needs of a
common industrial building. But what is most surprising about this magnificent work is the material
employed for its realization and the adopted constructive technique. The use of natural stone is a
decidedly original choice for the construction of furnace that, by custom and constructive tradition,
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show a structural system in brick, this being the specific material obtained from production of that
factory.
The adoption of the local stone is explainable for a need to ensure a greater resistance of the masonry
to the environmental conditions of the place; the artefact, in fact, is particularly exposed to the erosive
action of the salt and the prevailing winds that blow from the west. But the local stone was also used
for aesthetic reasons: the designer wanted to ensure, even with the appropriate use of materials, the
full inclusion of his work in a place of special beauty. The walls were built with limestone blocks having
medium-sized pieces size and shape more or less regular, blanked with good facing technique. The
stone blocks constitute the external faces of the masonry. Smaller and irregular blocks were inserted
in the cavity wall along the aerial mortar. The interstices between an ashlar and the other of the facing
wall were filled with mortar and splinters of stones or bricks of various sizes.

Fig. 8: Measurement of stone blocks during an inspection carried out in February of 2012.(Ph. C. Bustinto)

The wall structure left to view shows the holes in correspondence of the space between storeys where
the beams of the wooden floors were attached to the structure in elevation. The unique structures built
with brick clay are the inner part of the furnace, the fireplace of the chimney, whose basement is
covered with stone blocks that enhance the contrast material and portions of the service buildings
annexed to the establishment.
3.2 The state of art
The main building is a ruin: the entire structure, devoid of horizontal elements, lost stability and spine
walls do not have any element of contrast transverse thrusts, except the partition walls of the engine
compartment and other service areas still existing. Some arches have collapsed as well as the upper
portion of the west elevation. The heat produced by the heavy fire load, consisting of all the wooden
components present, has undermined the masonry immobility. The lack of horizontal elements has
facilitated the corrosive action of rainwater infiltrating into connection elements, have contributed to the
degradation of the mortar used as a binder and the facing stone material.

Fig. 9: The furnace from above: the deteriorating conditions in which pours the artefact are evident.
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The northern wind Tramontana and the western one continue to strike mercilessly the now half-ruined
facades on the north and on the west and the salt air has completely undermined the structure. Weeds
and vegetation have been given back spaces emptied by machinery, and further on what remains of
the dilapidated structure. Collapse of large entities are observed on the high chimney which dominates
the building. The high base of limestone is still in good condition.

Fig. 10: The surviving structures of the plant, overgrown and littered by blocks that constantly and inexorably fall
to the ground (left); detail of the joints between the connections in which it highlights the lack of mortar eroded by
the action meteoric (center); the surviving structures of the chimney (right). (Ph. C. Bustinto)

The structure of the circular fireplace was struck by lightning in the mid-eighties of the last century and
in 1989 collapsed for almost the entire height of the chimney showing serious damage and major
injuries in the remainder of the complex structure, which have raised fears an imminent final collapse.
In much of the stone it is missing the mortar that once bound the bricks, many of which are severely
degraded and continue to break away from the product with serious danger to the safety of people
who come to admire the grandeur and accurate invoice. About the structures destined to driers for the
bricks and the more resistant material, only the traces remain today, which develop perpendicularly to
the south side of the building, for a changeable length of approximately 42 meters.
The walls of the building that housed the equipment located in the vicinity of the chimney are almost
completely ruined. But you can still see the low arch arches of the shorter prospectuses, realized with
solid brick that give a touch of colour to the white of the wall surfaces.
The northern buildings of establishment remain in fairly conservative state. Some of these artefacts
are inhabited by local farmers working the fields around the furnace.

Fig. 11: The ruins of the building near the chimney. (Ph. C. Bustinto)

4.
A still uncertain fate
The furnace was a great economic interest pole around which was held a flurry of activity that involved
not only the job of the workers but the interests of Sicilian and with them the skills, creativity, sense of
adventure that characterized the first Industrial Revolution.
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After the disaster no one wanted to deal with the ruins of burnt factory. Sold machinery and what little
remained of the equipment, everything was left as it showed up in the aftermath of the fire. The
Engineer Emmolo did not want to hear about the furnace and the Barons Penna lost completely
interest to plant, whose ground floor soon turned into pasture, surrounded by existing vineyards.
Subject of great cultural interest but also of controversy and disputes about the possible interventions
aimed to recovery, restoration or making it safe but which, unfortunately, is not being achieved by local
administrations and not by current owners.
Ordinary people, organizations, associations, have repeatedly moved over the years and in various
ways, in order to awaken the interest of the leaders on the need to preserve what remains about the
factory. But petitions, demonstrations, exhibitions, meetings, conferences, protests, articles published
in local newspapers, dissertations and recovery proposals are always finished in silence and the
whole area, more and more degraded, was reduced to a heap today garbage and a meeting place for
couples looking for privacy.
The problems leading to the stasis are several, first among them is the divergence of the intentions of
private and public administrations; then, there is the problem related to the high costs of
implementation of safety interventions, rehabilitation and eventual recovery of the area.
Private parties have always been interested essentially giving more emphasis to economic profit,
mostly for the complete demolition of the building or, alternatively, for the insertion of new structures
within the building. There have been, in that sense, the presented initiatives since the eighties of the
last century.
The Public Administration has instead opted for operational proposals initially targeted to the
reutilization of the area (but not of the artefact), in an attempt to rehabilitate abandoned areas, creating
panoramic and naturalistic routes and walks. Subsequently it was decided to preserve the collective
memory and to promote restoration of the surviving structures. For this purpose the Municipality of
Scicli has imposed a series of constraints to prevent the demolition of the plant and asking several
times in vain to owners an intervention of protection for the preservation of the artefact. In May of 2016
the investigation judge of the Court of Preliminaries Investigations of has ordered the seizure of
furnace Penna, at the request of the Public Prosecutor’s office. The 21 owners are currently under
investigation because they have not made the necessary maintenance and restoration, repeatedly
stressed by the Superintendent.
Meanwhile, the furnace continues to crumble under the eyes of all and its rich production plant now all
that remains is the memory of a recent past that comes to mind every time we approach with an eye to
this impressive structure.

Fig. 12: South-eastern view. (Ph. C. Bustinto)

The establishment is a valuable example of "Industrial Archaeology", one of the most interesting both
for stylistic values, undoubtedly original and impactful, both as a testimony of the first attempts in Sicily
industrial organization of work, the fact of commitment, enthusiasm, technological innovation, choices
sometimes risky but that mark the identity of a people and that will remain engraved on the walls as
long as time permits.
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These are the reasons why the furnace Pisciotto fits fully into the field of Industrial Archaeology
interests engaged in a complex work of investigation and recovery of all the evidence of our
production past that left a tangible mark on the land and have laid the foundation for the evolution and
technical progress of modern society.
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Abstract

The question of documentation of the architectural heritage after a catastrophic event, such as
landslide, flood or earthquake, is a topical subject, as shown by the latest events in our Country.
In the emergency after a disaster, the housing needs of evacuees by rebuilding as soon as possible,
coexists with the urgency to document the building heritage in order to supervise and plan compatible
recovery operations to preserve its features.
The modern technologies give the possibility to complete a proper survey by reducing the data
acquisition times as well as the measurement errors.
Leaving aside the use of laser scanners and drones, this paper is a presentation of the results
obtained using the photo modeling technique applied for the documentation of Alianello (MT) a small
town in Lucania, abandoned after the disastrous earthquake of 1980 . With the use of photo,
processed with specific software, it was possible to detect in detail this small village by returning
survey papers from which it is possible to analyze the crack pattern that affects the individual
buildings, operating in safety.
Keywords: survey, photo modeling, documentation, analyses

1. Introduction [Enza Tolla]

In the practice of survey and architectural representation, the survey method and the techniques used
for cataloging and data transmission play an important role.
The design for the project has not only an instrumental role, but it is also a theoretical elaboration, in
fact it contributes to the shaping of a spatial concept and a project design, on the contrary to the
survey design is predominantly attributed a data communication role, because the object we represent
already exists and design is the tool that allows its transcription on the drawing paper and then its
communication
This is just partly true, in the survey, the drawing is the means by which it carries out the analysis of
the building, redrawing what we have seen and measured, it obliges us to reflections and critical
thoughts that find materialization just in the drawing.
The survey drawing is an operational tool of the analysis conducted, it allows progressive control of
the adequacy of data, it allows to go beyond what we might call an aseptic return of real , to be itself
an interpreter of investigated reality.
In this sense, the drawing is an active element of the mental process, It is able to interact with the
researcher, to stimulate reflections and thoughts, along the operating path of research and study.
The survey drawing, like the project design, describes not only the existing, but it helps us to develop
the analysis of the building, given that the drawing helps to increase the knowledge and the advance
of knowledge changes and expands the content of patterns.
The project drawings seem to give a series of objective information, but they are the product of the
author's subjective interpretation who transfers in them his capacity for analysis and synthesis, his
culture and his knowledge.
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Drawing a measured building doesn’t mean give back an image like a photo, but it explains the result
of a series of choices, related to the critical ability to select the information to be given, in the right
way.
The survey is not a neutral and selective process, but a subjective one, and so, it allows us to analyze
the architecture by choosing the methodology to be used not only for the analysis and the measures
collected, but also as regards the graphic representation of detected data.
The process of analysis will necessarily differ according to the specific areas of study and to the
purpose of survey, as many will be the graphic rendering mode. The intentions behind survey define
also the type, the number and the quality of papers to be produced, from traditional graphics to the
virtual transcripts.
Computer graphics give the possibility to greatly expand the expressive range of our measurements,
one thinks of three-dimensional modeling, simulations or animations.
The three-dimensional models, created with graphics programs, may present a surface treatment, in
the texture and color, very similar to that of real surfaces, it is also possible to represent the model
with particular lighting conditions, to build in this way more realistic views.
The introduction of the time dimension in the representation, also through animation, allows more
detailed inspections and it offers a chance to return image otherwise not achievable.
The dynamic representation, the visual simulation of a path or the gradual breakdown of a complex
organism are some of the most interesting possibilities offered to us by the use of new technologies.
At this point, the creation of a real descriptive mode becomes useful, defined on the basis of survey
data which are: dimensional and geometric, functional and distributive, structural and architectural but
also environmental, compositional and historic-critical data.
The planning of graphics to be produced, ensures a conscious use of drawing during the steps of the
relief itself, in fact it is an investigative tool and it allows, at the same time, to provide graphical outputs
appropriate to the topic and the specific field of study.

2. The info-graphic template for survey [Antonio Bixio]

The “model” word includes a multiplicity of meanings that, in some way, bring back to a single
concept. In fact, “model” is a generic and transverse term and it affects different areas of study: from
mathematics to economics, from numerical systems to the molecular chemistry, etc.
This term defines, a specific role: to represent, in an effective way, a phenomenon or a real situation.
From this generic definition, which collects all model types, it is possible to include the 'info-graphic
model' among the best and current devices in the analysis of architecture, of the territory and of the
city, like a "bridge" between the reality and graphic analytical-planning process.
The info-graphic model combines the graphic designs, identified by traditional representations
(projections of Monge, axonometric, perspective or quoted projections), it becomes an integral part of
them. The classic elaborates, ( maps, fronts and sections) would be enough to fully represent a reality
built with fidelity and portability; but technological innovation and, therefore, the info-graphic model,
open the horizons of communication and knowledge, making it more immediate, intuitive and for a
large audience. The instant disclosure of an existing or planned architecture goes through the global
communication that, today, is organized in the network and that demolishes all the space-time limits.
The “facility” of modeling is affiliated with automatic software which become highly risky instruments
for the control and management of a project idea or of a reality analysis. In fact, the digital model in
architecture has to be thought like a sort of manual construction on a controllable scale, as a sculpture
which finds its forms by basic spatial elements or from volumes through the dynamic relationship
between a generating line and a directrix. CAD Digital modeling uses automated tasks from which we
can not dismiss but, like all automatic process, it is appropriate to have knowledge of the facts to be
able to govern and lead the instrument without subordination and dependency.
About the applications of survey laboratory, after the end of initial phase of the info-graphic design,
there is the three-dimensional modeling phase, it becomes a moment of great maturity it gives a
"form" to what the mind has already set in detection phases and in two-dimensional rendering. In this
way, it is a bit “shaping from memory”, as the instrument were the direct expression of the acquired
knowledge, space, analyzed and perceived geometry. It is considered to be the most appropriate
process to teach how to "think" the space and how to represent it and how to manage survey data
without any subjection to technology and innovation.
It is possible to have doubt about the usefulness of the info-graphic model made in advance, before a
traditional graphical analysis (two-dimensional), as a tool for the design and for the existing study, or a
doubt on its adequacy and on its use even during the creation phases or during the analysis of
architectural forms. The info-graphic survey template can not be conceived as the only analysis tool.
In fact, the cognitive process subject to an analytical path, as the one carried out on the existing, it
brings together a series of data composed in partial and precise representations, putting the
decomposed reality back together. The architecture relief is not a predetermined process, it is full of
accidents and conditions which can not be programmed.
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Fig. 1: Alianello, village of Basilicata.

The graphical analysis should be done in progress, as it is possible to acquire information and useful
elements for the work. The structure of a course of research depends on techniques that require very
stringent operational moments. For example the use of the instrument for the direct detection is
important to approach to the architecture to be analyzed with graphic notes, photos and horizontal and
vertical measurements, etc.
So the preliminary surveys have an important role, as well as it is not allowed to skip the phase of
graphic (plans, depiction of a plan, elevation, prospectus or section. They are obligated steps which
have their logic, and they find their completion in the info-graphic modeling, like the last analytical
form of representation.
It is also true that it is possible to create each of the two-dimensional graphic representation (maps,
fronts sections, axonometric projection and perspectives) starting from info-graphic model, changing
the observer's point of view and working with appropriate intersecting planes. Even if the model can
be executed with prowess, with precision and with the care of every single part, it can never give us
back all the information related to the traditional representation in different scales of graphic
reproduction. A model could be even executed in “full-scale” and so with the absolute definition of
each element of the reality to consider; from a doorknob to the covering of the entire building, from a
window pane to the type of an insulation package, everything may have an unlimited definition in the
virtual modeling. Each info-graphic model should be conceived by defining the level of detail and
specific themes to treat.
For this reason it is necessary to separate the traditional graphical analysis when performed on twodimensional CAD modeling from info-graphics that should be set according to what you want to
analyze. This approach, adopted in the Survey Laboratory, allows to follow a method of knowledge of
existing by using complementary but interconnected instrument. Moreover, the info-graphic modeling,
far to propose a complete virtual representation of reality, defines new forms of representation which
perfect those in the technical drawing.

3. Methodological approaches to the study of architecture in emergency through
photogrammetry [Giuseppe Damone, Carlo Plastina]

The documentation of the architectural heritage after a catastrophic event such as landslide, flood or
earthquake is a central point to monitor the state of heritage, and also to produce elaborates on which,
in a second moment, lead reflections about recovery and restoration projects.
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Fig. 2: Alianello's square.

Subsequently to a catastrophic event, as the latest events in our Country confirm, it is necessary to
give an answer to housing need of evacuees but at the same time, it is important to conduct the first
major operation that will become fundamental for the preservation of monumental and minor built
heritage.
To detect and then to know the status of building damaged by an earthquake, for example, allows us
to plan immediately first interventions to prevent its collapse. This interventions, obviously, are carried
out in a much more complex situations than the normal conditions when usually the relief is operated.
The problem of collapses, ruins and other extreme conditions make difficult the work of operator who
has to work in dangerous conditions.
Today, through the use of new technologies, it is possible to conduct great detail reliefs by standing at
distance from the object to investigate; one of them is photogrammetry.
The photogrammetric survey is a relief operated through the use of cameras machines - cameras, two
rooms cameras, etc. - which allow to extract from frames the information necessary to trace graphics
of the investigated object. This allows the return of metrics information of the detected object starting
from its photographic image, by adding qualitative data on its character. Necessary condition to
achieve this purpose is the visibility of the points to be detected.
Through this modern technology, which partly replaces the expensive equipment such as 3d laser
scanner, 2d and 3d rendering of buildings, or portions of urban areas are developed for a more
complete reading of the architectural organism and they coexist with the results obtained from more
traditional experiments. The cost of this technique is now guaranteed by the recent availability of
computers able to process large amounts of data and by technological advances got from computer
graphics.
Each photo shot is associated to a system of Cartesian axes which allows to deduce the coordinates
for each point of image by giving a metric value to the same picture. This shot is performed by
considering some technical measures, such as the overlapping at least 60% of the images.
3.1 The case of Alianello in Basilicata
Alianello is in the municipality of Aliano, province of Matera, it was built on a rock spur at 350 meters
above sea level to the left of the Agri river and its origin going back to the late Middle Ages.
The historical information about this small village are almost non-existent, cause it is just a tiny village
that in its moment of demographic peak numbered just over 200 inhabitants.
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Fig. 3: Photogrammetric model of Alianello.

The major historical events of Alianello are linked to the two great earthquakes: the first in 1857 and
the second one in 1980. With regard to the earthquake of December 1857, a big part of the hamlet
was condemned , about a quarter of the population died because of damage to the building stock, and
after several inspections to assess the situation, in 1925 Alianello was declared condemn and almost
the entire population moved to Aliano and to the neighboring towns.
With the earthquake of November 1980 even the latest families move out of the center which becomes
a ghost town.
Today the village is still in a disastrous state because of landslides, destroyed buildings, inaccessible
roads and conditions of total abandon, condition that led to the choice to conduct an experiment on the
use of photogrammetry for the assets monitoring.

Fig. 4: Photogrammetric model of Alianello.
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Fig. 5: Alianello's church.

Fig. 6: Alianello church's processed by Agisoft Photoscan- working phases.

It is precisely the conditions of the small town - quite similar to those found in a center just hit by an
earthquake – to dictate its choice as the scope of photogrammetry for its documentation – it was
possible to process a digital model using the Agisoft Photoscan.
From work done, it appears how important is this cheap, fast and accessible technique of relief and
how it is a very valuable one.
It has been possible to achieve the creation of accurate three-dimensional models and vector
drawings in CAD from a simple acquisition of digital photos, with the ability to use the results obtained
by drawing a map of crack patterns to analyze buildings damaged by earthquakes or by a state of
deterioration.
The advantages are many; among these the possibility of providing data from appropriate safety
distance (effecting a kind of remote sensing) in order to avoid coming in contact with precarious
buildings. Another point in favor of these important techniques is the rapidity to get a large amount of
information using lighter equipment, easier to transport and faster to use.
We can also remember that, given the "speed of execution" of this method and its cost (not only of
necessary equipment but also of staff employed), this work can be repeated over time to evaluate the
time evolution of cracks and of the structural instability.
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Fig. 7: Photogrammetric model of Alianello.

The phase of graphic and vector rendering of data enables the rapid identification of structural cracks
and it allows to read them in an overview, this can be very important to evaluate the structural
condition and the damage levels of a building, in order to implement repairs and safety interventions.
Photo modeling and photogrammetry represent the effective and immediate tools of relief and
monitoring of the crack patterns of a building.
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Abstract
The recent earthquakes that have invested some Italian Apennine regions, have highlighted the one
hand the inconsistency of preventive measures and protection of our heritage and on the other the
concern for their own "security" and the identity of the places affected, for the reconstruction of their
beauty.
The thesis is to reconstruct the collapsed city where they were, taking the permanence in the places
and the survival of the places, such as choice of identity and expression of the cultural roots of the
people affected to its territory, offering to the territory, the management authorities and businesses a
methodological tool capable of addressing the issue of security and material and immaterial identity of
the places as a whole.
The objective of the research is the study of models for the construction/reconstruction of the Italian
hill town, paying particular attention to issues of security and identity. The case studies considered
consist of some Italian hill town on the Apennines hit by the earthquake.
The research methodological framework is based on three fundamental aspects that characterize the
"experimental" phase, applied to the cases study: multidisciplinary (architecture, urban planning,
technology, structures), multiscale approach (morphology of the territory; urban spaces and fabrics,
single buildings), complementarity between theoretical study and applied research.
Keywords: Reconstruction, Urban design, nature, identity, safety

1.

Introduction

The beauty of our historic cities especially hilly, is often the result of a continuous process of
regeneration, following destruction by extraordinary events (Earthquakes, fires, floods) or to the
voluntary replacement of monuments or parts of cities with others.
The complexity, sedimentation, the historical stratigraphy, are the peculiarity of our cities.
"The earthquake must be faced up for its urgent needs, of course, but also intended as an opportunity
for the regeneration of the existing city". La bellezza delle nostre città storiche specialmente collinari, è
spesso l’esito di un continuo processo di rigenerazione, successivo a distruzioni per eventi straordinari
(terremoti, incendi, alluvioni, inondazioni) oppure per la volontaria sostituzione di monumenti o parti di
città con altri. La complessità, la sedimentazione, la stratigrafia storica, sono la peculiarità delle nostre
città. “Il terremoto deve essere affrontato per le sue urgenze, naturalmente, ma inteso anche come
occasione di rigenerazione della città esistente”.
In Italy there is a destructive natural event every five years (earthquakes, from certain disaster
hydrogeological land, etc.) Clear sign of the high risk of exposure rate that approaches our country to
those sadly famous for their vulnerability such as Chile, Japan, Turkey, India.
In Italia si verifica un evento naturale distruttivo ogni cinque anni (eventi sismici, calamità determinate
dal dissesto idrogeologico del territorio, ecc.) segno evidente dell’alto tasso di esposizione al rischio
che avvicina il nostro Paese a quelli tristemente più famosi per la loro vulnerabilità come il Cile, il
Giappone, la Turchia, l’India.
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Fig. 1: Conception Earthquake 1835

The high frequency of these events produces a strong sense of insecurity especially in those
communities already hit by an earthquake or a flood, or who live in areas with similar
geomorphological characteristics.
An important consequence is the loss of a "normal" condition life in the communities that inhabit the
territories exposed to risks, either because terrible events have already marked the physicality or
because the probability of being hit is high, recognizing that it is their greatest aspiration.
The awareness of having to live with a variety of environmental hazards seismic, geological,
ecological, sadly characterizes these society and oriented towards the continuous search for
"technological certainties" with which to face the risk and uncertainties that pervade it.
Cohabitation with it appears as inevitable although it is necessary to identify tools for risk assessment,
for its prevention and for the eventual reconstruction after the results of a tragic event, through the
definition of analytical models capable of interpreting complexity and unpredictability of the world.
But the awareness that inappropriate and incongruous territorial changes of recent years, combined
with the inexistence of a "maintenance policy" of the same territory and environmental areas put at risk
of the identity permanence of a territory offer the evidence of risk perception.
It is for this reason that, from the need to preserve the identity of these communities as a synthesis of
the identity of the families, of their bond with the places, with the urban forms, with the land after a
long season of permanent "emergency", now we are considering the idea of “rebuilding where it was"
abandoning the notorious speculative strategy of "new towns". E’ per questo motivo che, a partire
dalla necessità di preservare l’identità di queste comunità come sintesi della identità delle famiglie, del
loro legame con i luoghi, con le forme urbane, con la terra che dopo una lunga stagione della
“emergenza” permanente, ora si stia prendendo in considerazione l’ipotesi di “ricostruire dove era”
abbandonando la tristemente nota strategia speculativa delle “new towns”.
The desire to remain living in places, sometimes even large parts destroyed corresponds to an identity
choice as result of the cultural roots of those populations to their territory.

2.

Safety and Identity

The two problematic issues of the matter, represented by safety and Identity concepts, need to be
addressed with a truly multidisciplinary approach (geology, geotechnical engineering, structural
engineering, hydraulic engineering, architecture, urban but also sociology), complex, organic, divided
into phases, each characterized by the application of appropriate methodologies, the contemporary
reference to different disciplines and scales, (territory , settlements, architecture)
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Fig. 2: Amatrice before and after Earthquake 2016

One approach therefore not only scientific but also humanistic, ethical, that assumes the complexity of
living in all those aspects that synchronously are determined by the interaction between natural
processes and human intervention, but that must overcome the tendency to privilege the abstract
specialisms integrating more knowledge inside interdisciplinary analysis can offer holistic visions of a
certain reality.
This could happen through a process of knowledge of the identifying aspects that characterize the
territories (the forms of the landscape, urban and architectural forms, the construction forms),
developed in three phases, two analytical and one synthetic:
- the determination of dangerous phenomena and of vulnerabilities,
- the evaluation of parameters and thresholds of acceptable security,
- the prevention and/or modification of the locations through plans and projects.
The contingency plans must comply with the identifying characteristics of the Italian territory that have
made the image that of a "classical landscape", the result of age-old harmony between building and
terrain, including human forms and forms of nature ", built by thousands extraordinary small towns
from North to South susceptible to earthquakes or natural disasters.
To ensure the permanence of these values is necessary that any architecture or part of the city shares
the same design and construction criteria that made "monumental" historical heritage that they are
going to complete/replace, to avoid loss of memory, cultural, even economic identity for our country.
Internal or hilly areas account for about 30.6% of the national territory, from the islands to the Alps, but
geographically distant territories that shares common problems. The solution of these problems
passes through the definition of appropriate development plans from the prevention and mitigation of
seismic risk and hydrogeological risk and the maintenance of the territory. Draw a plan for the
country's Internal areas may allow you to achieve together three distinct but interrelated overall
objectives:
- Secure the area;
- To promote the natural and cultural diversity;
- Participate in a new development strategy. "
The importance of this project, also lies in the recognition of the concept of "Internal Areas" as a term
that identifies the homogeneity of a cross geographic region administrative perimeters, but with
morphological recognition of cultural, architectural, urban, landscape, united from similar problems and
strategic value within the Italian territory.
The internal areas, form the backbone of the social system and Italian landscape. This condition
raises the need for an applied research that the new earthquake disasters and recurring calamities
determined by the hydrogeological, have forcefully brought to light by directing the interventions
according to new targets.
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Fig. 3: Pescara del Tronto after earthquake

3.

Applied research. Principles and strategies for the definition of a method.

The fundamental principles that can ensure the success of this applied research are:
I principi fondamentali che possono assicurare il buon esito di questa ricerca applicata sono:
a) Multidisciplinary approach. The theme of the prevention/control/reconstruction can not be separated
from an organic vision of the problem similar to that which occurs in the process of the new project to
restore value to research and centrality of architectural and urban form.
b) Multiscale approach. Through an organic vision that puts in relation the different scales of influence
of a certain phenomenon allows to deal with the problems analyzed assuming the relational value of
individual interventions insofar as architecture, city, landscape become the constituent fields in the
construction/reconstruction of the territory.
c) Close relationship between the definition of a theoretical approach and its experimental verification
through an applied research. The project in fact it must articulate in different logical-temporal phases
growing on two different work plans but closely linked one to each other:
- The development of the theoretical and methodological aspects of general value and related
analytical, interpretation and design tools;
- The experimental phase of application and demonstration dedicated to a paradigmatic case study.
This also represents the ground on which concretely the various disciplines involved are called to
operate, interact, test and put into question approaches, models and methods proposed.

4.

Description and structure of the project. Content and phases

The application phases of research develop in sequence according to a related joint together, to the
contents of the relevant disciplines of each phase, always taking a scalar identification of the analyzed
space (territory, city, architecture).
4.1- Reconnaissance and knowledge
In a first step it must be defined the cognitive framework and theoretical reference for each subject
area concerned, to build the knowledge base, following a scale subdivision and the identification of
appropriate territorial geographical units that often do not coincide with the urban, provincial and
regional administrative boundaries.
In this phase we will be collected and systematized the data necessary to describe the territories, the
city, the historical and architectural heritage and environment in order to make an assessment of the
seismic, hydrogeological and environmental risk, by using ICT systems for the analytical thematic
assessments and mappings for the characters in the environment (geography, landscape, urban
settlements, the urban fabric, architectures, the geomorphological consistency and lithological of the
area).
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Fig. 4: Accumoli with a lot of houses damnaged but not ruined

This type of space analysis refers to the scale of the territory, the city architecture.
At the scale of the territory will be analyzed and described the geo-morphological and geophysical
features as topography, morphology, hydrology, geology, seismic hazard, to produce a "micro-zoning"
characterization.
At the urban fabric scale, the type-morphological characteristics of the urban fabric will be analyzed
and described to locate settlement models, paths, the logic of the buildings aggregation, types,
architectural and structural forms, urban vulnerability elements, considered in their dual relationship
with the macro and the micro scale.
At the scale of the architecture architectural and structural characters will be analyzed and described,
through appropriate mappings, to identify the relationships between form and structure, including
types and construction systems, including architectural elements, structural and technological,
construction techniques, the state of consistency, the state of degradation and the vulnerabilities.
4.2 Analysis and interpretation
The second stage is aimed at understanding and representation of the formal structure of the territory,
considered as articulated and complex system, through the recognition of the relationship between the
significant and identifying characteristics of each ambit analyzed in the context of knowledge phase.
They will be recognized the evolutionary and adaptive models of settlement and construction that
generated the current forms (structures) of the city at different scales (architectural, urban aggregates,
urban spaces, and geographical units spaces), and then identify the critical issues of generative
models and, at the identity characters to be taken as invariant in the phase of preparation of the
intervention protocols.
Even at this stage of the analysis his structure may follow a scale subdivision in territory, urban and
architectural body
4.3 Definition of models and simulation of design scenarios.
On the basis of the cognitive and analytical framework defined in step 1 and in step 2, in the third
phase it will be identified theoretical models and defined the design protocols, through systematic
definition of interpretative schemes and structural relationships between the interacting components in
the definition of urban settlement forms and spaces, and affect the functional efficacy and safety of the
city.
The objective is to define a protocol for the design of urban transformations that, in addition to
identifying the "rules" and lines-design guide on the basis of cognitive, analytical and interpretive
stages, (total conservation, safety measures, restoration/partial transformation to building scale,
renovation work of urban form and fabric), enabling the technical and structural compatibility testing
(structural and geotechnical safety aspects, living and functional comfort parameters and more) and
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the architectural value of the rules (formal relations between spaces, between structural forms and the
building types, between the architectural and urban forms and the form of the ground).
The disciplines are those of urban, architectural and urban composition, seismic engineering, technical
architecture, hydrology, geology, geotechnical, geomatics
The relevant scientific disciplines involved in these first three phases are architectural and urban
composition, earthquake engineering, technical architecture, geomatics, hydrology, geology,
geotechnical; them are all included in the construction of a multi-disciplinary collaboration.
4.4 Processing toolkit dedicated to process actors
The ultimate objective of this research is the realization of a design tool linked to the achievement of
transformation interventions and their standardization. This involves the design of a general
methodological instrument but applicable in every situation, intended to actors in the processes of
transformation in which the theoretical models defined in the previous steps must be implemented.
The toolkit can also take the form of a computerized tool in which the data acquired previously are
present in the form of algorithms/decision-making systems able to simulate the design process of
urban intervention.
The final stage will be represented by the application, verification and validation of the proposed model
(both from a theoretical point of view that the operational functionality) on case study.
At disciplines involved in the earlier stages you can definitely add those in the design of information
systems and use of ICT and BIM tools. All the operational phases of the project require the acquisition
of data through surveying in the field to verify the data and information previously acquired (literary
sources and simulations) to define a cognitive, analytical and complete interpretation of each case
study.
The application of the model implemented in the toolkit will enable to process and compare several
design scenarios, intervention and transformation (reconstruction, restoration, replacement,
integration, maintenance) of the system under test.

5.

A case study: Identity of the Apennine city.

5.1 Forms of the ground and forms of settlements of the Valle del Tronto. Cognitive action and
identification of a theoretical model
The objective of the first part of the applied research is the formation of a broad knowledge framework
on a theoretical level, historical, morphological, bibliographic, iconographic, on which to carry out an
analytical and comparative description of the features, of the elements, of the structures that connote
the identity and geographical settlement of the Apennine city and especially that in the high valley of
the Tronto. A central aspect of the research is certainly consistent multidisciplinary approach to the
complex issue that involves geography, landscaping, construction, geological, architectural and urban.
In this first phase of research the contributions of different disciplines will be directed to the mapping of
homogeneous areas, to recognize homogenous units at landscape scale, the city, the architectural
organism through the recognition and description of geographic systems, settlement systems , the
"territorial rooms", urban forms and architectural features.
Particular and specific attention will be paid to the relationship between the form of the ground and
construction systems, ie geomorphological analysis of the soil, of its consistency, of its stratigraphy,
but also of its form and topography, the type of structures and their behavior in depending on the
nature of the soil on one side and the building type on the other.
The cognitive phase will be developed into a “interscalar” way through the work on the field, the
collection of data and their mapping taking into account the three main areas of reference:
- The geographical area, where we will analyze and describe the physical form of the territory,
settlement structures, the landscape units or “territorial rooms”. So it will proceed to the recognition
and mapping of geo-morphological and geophysical land as topography, hydrology, geology, seismic
hazard, micro-zoning, through a comparative analysis;
- The urban environment in which they will be identified and analyzed the morphological features of
the urban fabric as settlement patterns, paths, logical aggregation of buildings, formal and constructive
structure of the isolated, urban vulnerability elements, through an order and a subsequent taxonomic
analysis benchmarking;
- The ambit of architecture and buildings, in which we will proceed to the recognition and mapping of
typological, architectural and structural of buildings, such as: the relationship between structural forms,
building types and construction systems, consistency state, degradation, elements vulnerability of the
architectural elements, structural and technical-constructive.
The cognitive part of the research will end with the critical interpretation of the cognitive framework
trying to formalize the structure of relations between the significant characters and identity recognized
at different scales. This will identify the critical issues of the historical forms of settlements and the
identifying characteristics to be taken as "invariant" in the project phase.
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Fig. 5: Molfetta, the structural system of a urban block

5.2 Settlement and structural models integrated for the reconstruction of the Valle del Tronto
cities after the earthquake
The specific case study will be identified as a function of both the scientific value that it could assume
as verification of the same theoretical approach of research as the possibility to have access to
places, the availability of historical documentation, territorial and urban mapping, the possibility to
rebuild a part of the city in relation with the places.
Based on the information obtained in the case studies and critical interpretations formulated in the
research phase, the design experimentation will address the issue of the definition of a new model of
settlement/housing responsive to earthquake standards that can ensure the permanence of identity of
places taking as principle that the reconstruction of the city "where it was".
The project will be faced with a real multidisciplinary approach in which structural research and the
development of architectural and urban form become consubstantial: risk assessment and the
identification of the most suitable preventive structural solutions (baseline isolation, development of
the elasticity of structures, strengthening the consistency of masonry structures and their stiffening)
will be confronted with the definition of architectural forms, the shape / surface ratio and the building
type consistent with the urban value and the extent of the planned actions.
The goal of the project is to experimentally verify the possibility of realizing a reconstruction
intervention from an urban design protocol capable of ensuring consistency and compatibility of the
project with the existing or previous architectural and urban features. It will be mostly verified the
capacity of the project to be responsive both to the reasons more closely "technique" (structural safety
aspects of living and functional comfort parameters) and to those "formal" (relation between substrate
topography and urban types; interpretation elements of the relationship between topography and
building formal value of the substructures, spatial relationships between the urban spaces and built
volumes), with the aim of achieving both security and identity.
Design protocol will be declined with respect to the articulated series of possible interventions and in
relation to the specific case study identified: total conservation and safety, restoration, partial
transformation, reconstruction or renewal of the urban form.
The most innovative aspect of the project lies in the intention to address the reconstruction taking an
elementary urban unit, corresponding to a small part of the city, as conform size of the
intervention/case study. From a urban point of view this is a morpheme that can organically express
the relation between spatial, typological and morphological features of the city, the specific one
between the urban topography and architectural form capable of interpreting it.
This report is indicative of the way the hilly Italian city has taken the form of the ground as its
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Fig. 6: Gibellina, Cretto by A. Burri

etymological root: its constituent forms, its spaces, are able to take on value and architectural
significance because of their interpretation skills of the relationship between architecture and nature,
to represent that is, through the architecture forms that establish a profound relationship with the forms
of the ground, the possibility to build a place.
The urban morphemes may correspond both to urban fabric parts at both collective and urban value
parts.
In this sense, the identification and the formal definition of all those elements that ensure the
relationship between the building and topography as stands, podiums, terraces but also curbs, stairs,
terraces, inclined planes, routes, helps to identify those urban units able to express continuity and
therefore a permanent element of the city, identifying the site as a place of the city.
A place that is a representative and identity unit of the city.
The identification of the elementary urban units must have two levels of verification in formal terms:
- the architecture one in which there must be irreducible unity of form and space;
- the structural one in which the architectural form must match the structural operation of a
constructional unit, a homogeneous structural whole.
Within many Italian historical centers urban units such as blocks (Molfetta) and courts (Polignano)
constructed with load-bearing masonry and mixed floors systems, archivolted masonry or framed in
wood and bricks, are constituted by individual house units that compose themselves side by side
inside the urban block limit, defining the internality of urban spaces.
But at the same time, the aggregation of these units compose itself into an organic whole that
assumes an overall static equilibrium together: in the case of Molfetta, the head of the block buildings
are rotated with respect to internal hosts and they brace the thrusts of the entire block, connoting
architecturally the head with respect the building curtain; in the old center of Polignano, in the
courtyards derived by the elevation of buldings inside the roman domus, each building shares the
firewall with the neighboring building and is arranged around the court with the load-bearing walls
staggered with respect to the opposite housing units, defining a bracing and an operating “box system”
of the court.
The main challenge that this approach offers is to be able to develop through projects and
consolidation of urban form and landscape strategies, the reconstruction of the intangible aspects of
reality (beauty, culture, social cohesion, participation) to be considered as substantial aspects of social
reconstruction and cultural identity of the communities affected by the earthquake.
In the project they will be developed, with appropriate scales, the following themes related one to each
other:
- define a regional planning (infrastructure and landscaping) capable of recognizing the "resources" of
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Fig. 7: Pescara del Tronto, the necessity to rebuild substructure and the city together.

places and exploit them in a general framework geared to sustainability in a broad sense;
- identification and definition of settlement/housing principles and "grammars" morphological and
structural corresponding to the themes and problems of reconstruction, the restoration, the
substitution;
- choice of construction systems and appropriate materials for the restoration, conservation,
transformation and new construction in relation to the prevalence of load-bearing masonry structures.
The morphological typological and constructive issues, (single building and the group) will be
addressed and resolved introjecting, in all project steps, the problem of sustainability. The
development of the Building Information Modeling (BIM) dedicated to the formal control in designing
with seismic criteria is another opportunity to define the most appropriate means to address the
multidisciplinary complexity of the reconstruction of the territory.

6.

Conclusions

Natural disasters that erase the identity of entire geographical areas produce within nations like the
Italian progressive loss of the very identity of the nation, its most typical representative in the physical
and social aspect.
The repair and reconstruction of these areas should be taking the problem of preservation of identity
of places especially to the extent that live their places, their land, taking in social and environmental
reconstruction process to the affected populations.
The intervention model that best interprets this need is that of reconstruction "where it was" the city in
the same place by responding to that a return to "normalcy" desired by the people affected.
In this sense, it is necessary to identify the theoretical tools and working methods better suited to
rebuild the city starting from the recognition of the profound significance of different scales
relationships with the land, with the urban fabric and its spaces, with individual architectures that new
interventions must restore.
Then Transforming to preserve starting from a deep knowledge of what was to define methodological
models and intervention protocols able to take the existing complexity and rebuild it with its own
identity.
In this sense, to recognize urban units as significant and meaningful morphemes of the founding
relationships of urban centers and operate from reinterpretation of features and spaces that
characterize the missing places, it seems to be the most appropriate solution to be adopted.
Is then necessary to operate into a truly multidisciplinary way, rebuilding through a deep process of
acquiring basic knowledge, taken inside mathematical models, algorithms and software tools, that
complex process of construction of the realities, of settlement systems and their stratification, that
characterizes the identity of the hill town and out throughout Italy.
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Abstract
Here it takes a reflection about historic architecture, of great value and significance, as the silo granary
of Arezzo, designed in 1936 by engineer architect Ubaldo Cassi from Arezzo, commissioned by the
local agricultural cooperative. As happened to many other contemporary systems of silage, even the
silos of Arezzo was abandoned, remaining today an empty building, almost simulacrum of himself. In
the 2000s it risks the demolition but will be "saved" by an urban intervention that, under a more
effective exploitation of the relevant area, manages to give it back to her community, simply because it
leaves at the edge of a square-parking. As if it were impossible his recovery, finding and dialing a
comprehensive set of more functions, without forgetting the heritage of the existing architectural
design. This study tries to represent as well, through a concrete case, the cornerstones of a sensitive
project Reuse, able to involve architecture as a qualifying subject of an entire environment: it will be
proposed significant relationships between values as an artistic-architectural Opera, functional
Versatility and urban Potential. These values are so frequently recall and too often disregarded or,
even worse, sacrificed.
Keywords: Architecture, Arezzo, design, reuse, silos

1. Introduction
Launched on the occasion of a thesis, this research analyzes the historical architecture as the granary
silo of Arezzo (Figg. 1, 2), designed in 1936 by engineer-architect Ubaldo Cassi for Arezzo agricultural
cooperative. Recently this building was the subject of a serious debate, thanks to which it was saved
from demolition, suggested by many but fortunately blocked by a decree of protection in 2006.
Its formal analysis, continuously filtered by the functional correspondence research and historical
coherence, showed not only that it is a sign of their time but, above all, a fine example of the
architectural composition. In fact, in addition to the necessary reference to the state of the early
twentieth century, in particular the engineering milling industry, however, it was recognized as Cassi
demonstrate the ability to understand and "dialogue" with certain cultural phenomena on a European
scale: it was enough to reconsider as stated Le Corbusier (1920) and review some interventions of
Walter Gropius and Frank Lloyd Wright. On the other hand, even the modern bibliography gave us
important confirmations, recognizing for example that, just in the thirties of the '900, the construction of
buildings for the grain put in place the main acquisitions gained around guiding principles of buildings
industrial refusing, as claimed Pineiro (2011), the idea that the industrial buildings were to be
considered a subspecies construction, to pull up quickly without being pretentious.
The very latest story, one that saw the silo risk abatement under a more profitable use of the
surrounding area, has reactivated the debate (Cresti, 2003) and noted, of our building, the role of
Subject able to qualify an entire environment.
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Fig. 1: The granary silo of Arezzo in a photo from the early '50s. It should be noted in the foreground the access
quay with the shelter and the towers of the elevators.

Fig. 2: The granary silo of Arezzo in a photo of 1975. It's visible on the side face, with the horizontal window that
illuminates the path from the top of inspection of grain-growing cells.
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1.1. The architecture of the granary silo of Arezzo. Technique and Art
In the two technical reports of 1937 – the "Descriptive" and the other "On static calculations.
Determinations of the pressures on the walls of cells" – the engineer Cassi illustrates their design
choices and defines, under various items, the main constituent elements, constructive and functional
silo. If the client wants a suitable structure to satisfy a capacity of silage equal to 39 050 tons of wheat,
for its part, the designer emphasizes the determinant weight of economic factors, the economy of
construction to that of exercise. The relief and the geometric-dimensional representation of the object,
the survey instruments, have helped then to glimpse into matter and form a tangible sign, measurable,
of the mentioned functional data, whose counterpoint has built a simple architecture, highly
expressive, evocative (Fig. 3). The grain-growing cells, for example, generate a unique geometric and
compact volume, alive mass marked by that contained horizontal window at the top, functionally
justified. And then on volume sizes are some reflections were made: between the original touches of
its design, in fact, also recognize modular metric relations, with whom Cassi addresses the rough and
containment of the construction costs and operating capacity problems. The same adoption of a
central row of two rectangular cells of 14 m x 3 m, instead of the six cells of 4.50 m x 4.50 m as in the
two lateral rows, it seems unusual and peculiar thing compared to other plants. This reduces the frontend dimension of the silo, in a certain sense enhancing the verticality of its mass, and houses, in the
basement and attic, those tapes horizontal conveyors for movement and parts of collections corn
masses. Even in the "tower of the elevators" (Cassi, 1937) the designer solves a function, highlighted
by special bellies and committed to a strong vertical dynamic, exciting, vintage sign and quotation of
artists. The shelter, bold, cantilevered from the well of 3.50 m, stretches on three sides and protects
the extension of the quay service tunnel but also reaffirms, in counterpoint with the tower, the
horizontal dimension and the ground. And so the coverage, appropriate and very consistent,
generates terraces and views from above.
Upon closer examination, therefore, the architect proceeds not moving away from a theoretical and
programmatic "classic view" of the design: obvious are the technicalities - among other not
insignificant for the time - on which he literally founded the construction and the work of his own party.
The functional characteristics, for their part, gave continuous evidence of good compliance, even up to
recent times. Among these we can put even the "requests" socio-ideological and cultural, due to be
answers, were at the time considered the "designer material" and any factors to make architecture.

Fig. 3: Floor plans of the granary silo of Arezzo (D'Amico, 2011).
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Conversely, when we wanted to think of a vision clear of partisan ideological inflections, or in some
conditioning, we must find a still determining occupational ability to make structural and formal data,
essential elements of the building as well as the compositional-architectural achievement. And so
those technical, economic, functional, and then again artistic expression, sublimate similarities and
allusions; the building escapes from that area where the jury is weak and unfounded, and to fit in a
cultural environment where organic unity and freedom of thought are of an entirely different dimension
and produce better effects. As written by Purini (2011), the architecture core issue is to channel all the
reasons that make it necessary, all materials that are implicated in the making and all the tools that
produce it, on the theme of the building. The architecture, according to the author, is therefore building
and its end is the building: a building not least to himself, not only to build a well, as you might think,
rather can be seen in the construction in a way that transcends an act yes technical but eminently
artistic.
Under such a look, in the granary of Arezzo silo therefore outlines more clearly the appearance of a
well-informed designer, linked to cultural contexts that had been present in Europe: we are calling the
"Modern Movement" of the period between the two world wars, with which tends to indicate the
complex theories and projects that gave foundations for innovation in architecture. If we then to
European masters who were its emblem, for instance interest us closer Le Corbusier and Gropius.
The first for its references, its indications and its definitions with regard to all those constructional
manifestations, such as precisely the silos, where in essence it must be able to regain the constituent
elements, the basic shapes on which rest the architectural constructs. The second for his
comprehensive and clear view of the relationship between Engineering and Architecture, as well as
those formative factors, not least, flowed within the breadth of the theme Bauhaus "Internationale
Architektur". This is a period during which, indeed, engineering and architecture seek co-existence,
though still living will remain the clear distinction between priority rights and supremacy on the one
hand, declared expansion of the territory on the other architecture. In the end, however, that the
dispute could not - we could stretch out in a "can not" - reside in a sterile formulation of the ranking,
not feasible because the fact still remains critical, last and conclusive, that architecture is that world
where all the answers are to be given and completed. Here applies Dirindin (2010) defines "way to
Watch": in the first half of the twentieth century, he said, a new way of looking at changing the cultural
history of technology, multiplying meanings and weakening the boundaries between different domains
of human activity. Looking, then, there remains action subordinate to the functions and purposes of the
technique, but it becomes necessary operation to the existence of one of its primary field of values.
Watching reveals, building it, a new face of technology and brings forth the aura of its aesthetic
appeal, so in some cases the architect-engineer manages to overcome the dichotomous aspects in an
organic vision of "stuff" (think of Pier Luigi Nervi).
In a context so broad and purposeful, as already mentioned, the scope of the act of Cassi's design
further appreciates turning attention to the installations of silage outlets on the Italian in the same
years. In a world where self-sufficiency was in fact the foundation of economic and productive life of
the country, as noted Cinquetti in 1992, too often we only occupied the technical and functional
characteristics, such as in the many mills of Buhler brothers. Nevertheless, the scholar recognizes in
some experiments the result of the skill and sensitivity of the designer, capable of assessing the
volume relations with the eurhythmy of lines: the cement silo, for plastic and color volumes, then
reaches brilliant architectural results , especially when it is proposed with cylindrical cells which,
placed one beside the other, they offer the ultimate aesthetic result recalling the grandeur of
cathedrals. And we want to add the reflections of Pineiro (2011) about the design experience, even in
the branch of grain silos, Cesare Scoccimarro, which always suggested stylistic and formal solutions
fully compliant with slogans such as clarity, simplicity, sense of harmony and solidity. He made use of
reinforced concrete, the political value of the transaction, the presence of the Fascist tower as well as
those rounded profiles, definite sign of recognition.
The Arezzo silo fits perfectly within the framework of all these instances, even assuming, in our view,
characters and social and economic values, capable of imparting to the urban environment
qualifications and broad dynamics.

2. The corn silo of Arezzo. Notes for a Reuse
The fate of the Arezzo silos have returned to the fore when, from the late 90s of the last century, it
began to advance options and formulas for a more "appropriate accommodation" area of Pescaiola
circumscribing the same artifact.
They generated controversy, no doubt dull because they are based on an alleged "fascisticità" of the
work, that have afflicted and affected that environment, truly masking even speculative in conflicting
directions as inane feeling of socio-political. They followed each other proposals, even the demolition
of the building requests, which moreover slid into aesthetic judgments of the whole incompetence,
where grossolanerie of various kinds it suggested to against the demolition with recovery of certain
areas: even circulated the idea that the destruction of the cell area, could "survive" only the front part
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of the whole building, in essence one that would identify the littorio tower. But the city reacted. The
architect of Arezzo Massimo Rossi (1999) pointed to the importance of the building engineer writing on
the figure Ubaldo Cassi, the artistic and architectural features of the silo and its potential against a
reuse; no less significant were, in 2003, articles of Carlo Cresti and Francesco Gurrieri contributions.
They made their voices heard even scholars and professionals coming to the city: in December 2004,
at the end of the work day on The granary silo of Pescaiola: Building for reuse – jointly organized by
well-known cultural associations and professional associations of engineers and architects of the
Arezzo province – they sent a final document to the city council Arezzo, a pressing appeal to the true
monumental structure was preserved in its entirety, by limiting interventions to the simple and
functional restoration, and in any case enhanced through a public use compatible with its
characteristics, avoiding any tampering.
To tell the truth, it must indeed be said that the urban vision that, between 1980 and 1990 destined to
the housing function the property areas of the agricultural consortium of Arezzo, precisely in the
Pescaiola zone, freed from the additions that, after the construction of silo, the expansion and the
articulation of the consortium had placed there. Not just treatment and silage grain - priority in that
particular historical period - but functional responses to the work of a consortium, articulated in several
neighboring areas until it had cause to function. That work designed and built by Cassi as needed, in a
large ground, linked to a railway line, was then freed from neighboring appearances but then, as
mentioned, again surrounded, attacked and in some aspects, carports, huddled roofs and various
building objects, placed on the site as simple correspondences more or less useful and related.
Nonetheless, we can say that strength and, let's say, personality and architectural significance of the
silo, albeit diminished or deliberately ignored, were, however, never overwhelmed nor canceled. For
these same values, he lives, and above it, the demolition hypothesis was beaten. In 2006 a regional
Decree (Direzione Regionale Beni culturali e del Paesaggio della Toscana), also urged the mentioned
conference, closed one of the building's history chapters: that urgent appeal, above, indicated a future
for the monumental structure, ie a compatible public use.
Even today it continues to support the opportunities, we can say obvious. In the aforementioned 1999
study, in fact, already the architect Rossi assumed the opportunity to provide the city with a forum for
the collection of all the constituent documents the recent memory of the city: this tracing the existence
of compatibility between the internal morphology the silo and directions archival architecture. It's a
compatibility which, incidentally, is not surprising when you consider that in this case re-use, while also
changing the structural destination, leaving unchanged the function of storage: no more grain, but of
all those documents to the memory of the recent history of the city . While considering valid, and
useful substance, the issue archives, we must however be noted that the storage of grain and its
internal handling – the current state – involve instrumental organization, specific and structured
equipment, not least an environmental aspect with deep characters other than those undoubtedly
necessary to the functions of study, and anything that can be derived, the activity of a working archive,
promotional and desirable movement of visitors, scholars and meetings.
About the subject of architectural restoration works meet for years and interesting studies, where we
find, and often happens, joints and variables that engage the architect before the expressive values,
broadly speaking, the place or the artifact, then on his evocative potential and therefore the same for
urban and socio-economic promotion qualification. Interesting and full of meaning for us are two
examples among many, that the Canepari and Cioni contributions (1997) and Freyrie (2014).
Our case moreover imposes, because of its peculiarities, a restructuring firm and decisive than
absolutely impractical interior space; It imposes a project that can never engage the outside with
denaturing tampering of the walls and all those details, structural and compositional, that characterize
it. The internal structural review of which we speak, yet, it should make accessible the building giving it
its rightful place. It comes back to say, in other words, not to be ignored, the symbiosis between the
unmistakable presence, and its functional potential, with all the effects on the life of the neighborhood,
the city, the territory. This research has wanted then define first of all be the cornerstones of a
hypothesis of the project, which in our opinion seemed to three: the reading of the Architecture, with its
decisive artistic value, the analysis of its functional values, typical of an organism alive and active,
finally enucleation of those planning capability inherent in the social and economic context in which the
work itself remains an integral, albeit no longer integrated. We speak, in essence, a project that you
find and colleagues usability, architecture and forms, enriching environment. The above has led now to
disavow superficial or trivial visions and/or speculative, advanced by projects where complacent from
mixing disparate functions in any homogeneous and inconsistent manner with the image of the work
itself, with so much of what unjustifiable arbitrary forcings the compositional and formal connotations:
denaturing effects would be produced without ensuring environment that Class that is, on the contrary,
a prime factor. It should also be clarified that to date the town planning rules building adds a strip of
land in which to hypothesize possible expansions, which in turn our study wanted to immediately
translate into interrelated functional responses, here figuratively chained in a kind of list -structure.
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Fig. 4: Project plan: the elliptical room on the first floor (D'Amico, 2011).

1

Fig. 5: Sketches of the elliptical room on the first floor (D'Amico, 2011).

First of all the municipal archive solution (Figg. 4, 5): as shown by many, would be to solve a logistical
problem of considerable scope ensuring, finally, a dignified arrangement to documentary material, with
a consequent improvement of the related activities. In our design the archive would be arranged on
the second floor of the silo, equipped with equipment suitable for the conservation and spaces and
furnishings for consultation; much of the material would provide vertically, along the rehabilitated walls
of the cells, with rotary shelving and machinery moved from the plane. Such rotary mobile shelves,
properly leveling along the inner walls of the cells, would recover spaces, distributing weights and
preserving the volume from outside tampering; furthermore they would provide suitable equipment to
computer versions, to the recovery, to the transmission, to the press and to all that, within its limits, the
archive would be able to ensure the same. Aware of having to express propositional dynamic and
organic activity, the archive could also become potential site-specific training initiatives, hosting study
tours and study (lectures, courses, master), the purpose of equipping the laboratory for the restoration
and the documentary play that ensure basic assistance and activate, if necessary, partnerships with
outside specialist circles, thus giving concrete contributions to the "cultural productivity" of the city and
territory. The complex of the various plans of the silo, also could see more distributed activities, which
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recognize the possibility of autonomy while still enjoying, in cases of interrelation, the elasticity of
operation of the facility, with administrative offices, laboratories, conference room. And therefore we
think of musical events, recitals and lectures, as well as in exhibitions and high-level exhibitions
devoted to antiques giving, thus, particular contributions to the city's vocation for decades been
consolidated in the now well-known antiques fair. Without being able to enter into this seat in terms of
the problem, delicate and not secondary, the comparison between structural standards and fire and
aesthetic-architectural compatibility, we can touch this design problematic - somewhat complex and
certainly such that they should be further deepened - summarizing some ideas matured around the
destinations in various levels of our building. The basement, zoomed and well connected with the
outside by ramps, suitably endowed with ventilation systems and lighting, could for onward to the store
and, in part, to the storage of non-perishable materials. The ground floor would instead be left free,
directly connected with the inputs, except for the dimensions relating to climb stairs to the upper floor;
for the latter, however, it should be sought location collaborating with the free movement of the public
of special exhibitions (art, antiques, jewelry, etc.), in a solution that enriches the other hand the
environment itself. The upper floors would then be connected with a single scale, in a passage lit
artificially, by descendants solar tubes, and suitably ventilated. In particular, the first floor would shrink
to assume planimetric elliptical shape and thus ensure practicability and a calculated capacity of about
150-200 seats, generating an aesthetic counterpoint sign in space. Finally, the former tarara attic
would be destined to relations with training and research agencies, as well as various meetings of
social and economic interest (Figg. 6-8).

Fig. 6: The transverse and longitudinal sections of the project: note the conference room on the first floor
(D'Amico, 2011).

Fig. 7: Project plan on the archive floor (D'Amico, 2011).
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Fig. 8: Sketch: interior view of the ground floor (D'Amico, 2011).

3. Some final notes
As already mentioned, the research presented here is part of that debate that generated in defense of
the granary silo of Arezzo, when the competent municipal administration decided to implement, in the
Pescaiola, new living environments, thus putting into question the fate of the our building. After a
series of more or less reasonable proposals - some even laughable for us - the silo has remained,
even if immersed in anything of a square-parking, closed without breath from scenes generated by a
mechanical superposition of box (Fig. 9, 10). The designer of the large residential complex, however,
did not disdain to copy the vertical elements of the prospectus, not knowing any other way to involve
the work as a subject very useful and qualifying for that context; as if a sensitive project of reuse does
not indeed find and dial a staff of more functions, without damaging the assets of the existing
architectural design.
Our cognitive path has moved his steps by the relief and the representation, mandatory, as saying that
the dimensional definition of the object and the interpretation of its geometry were functional to the
understanding of the same. If the architecture is the learned game of an assemblage of volumes under
the light, as stigmatized in 1920 Le Corbusier, only the drawing can mature compositional this act and
only the design can reread. The above examination was therefore a kind of journey back: started from
the acquisition of formal and mensorii data, it continued to search for the conditions and the design
choices that made the granary silo of Arezzo unmistakable architecture. The volumes and the
arrangement of the cells, the vertical ducts of the elevators and the bold loading platform and
unloading have proved thus the basic elements of a project that has been able to merge Form and
Function in a beautiful balance, impossible without sensitivity and invention. The analysis was then
continued in an attempt to represent, in the concrete case, the cornerstones of a sensitive project of
reuse, reworking significant relationships between values such as artistic and architectural work,
versatility functional and urban planning capability. Values as frequently recalled and too often
disregarded or worse, sacrificed.
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Fig. 9: Aerial view of the '70s with the annexes to the silo.

Fig. 10: View of the square adjacent to the silo with a glimpse of the residential complex.
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Abstract

During the high medieval period, the Europe was in cultural contact with the Islamic world and especially
with Baghdad. In particular, the adoption of the round plan, charged of political and ideological meanings,
and buildings of the Arab city, also described in many medieval stories, had a profound effect on the artistic
and architectural culture in the Old Continent.
The descriptions of Baghdad came to the West also through the report of the few travelers who arrived.
The comparison between two of these precious diaries, along with archaeological data, allows us to
reconstruct the forma urbis of Baghdad, before and after the fall of the city in 1251.
The Mongol sack lay almost seven decades in the past when Ibn Battuta first visited the city and he noted
that large sections of it were still for the most part in ruins. Though, in addition to describing visits to the
mosques and madrasas, supported by nobles or by the sultan himself, he faithfully notes Baghdad's
bridges, aqueducts, fountains, reservoirs, baths, fortresses, turrets, machicolated walls, palaces,
workshops, factories, granaries, mills, caravansaries, hovels and magnificent bazaars splendidly laid out.
This report, still little known in the West, and the journal of Benjamin of Tudela allow to understand the
cultural importance that Baghdad imago took place in the Middle Ages, despite the loss of most of the
monuments in a war-torn city.
Keywords: Baghdad, the round city, House of Wisdom.

1. The city of Mansur
The Round City in Western Baghdad which, according to tradition, was founded by Mansur in the year 145 (A.D. 762)
formed the nucleus of the great metropolis which afterwards, radiating from this centre, spread itself over both banks
of the Tigris. This burgh, generally referred to as City of Mansur, was built with a double wall and four gates, it was
exactly circular in outline, and stood closet o the right bank of the river, at the angle formed by the inflowing of the
Sarât Canal.
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Fig. 1: Baghdad’s plan.
Hardly, howewer, had Mansur begun to lay out the plan of his new city, when the work was stopped by reason of a
Shî’ah rebellion in the Hijiâz.
Of this Round City, apparently, no traces now exist, but the archaeolgical evidence and the precise descriptions by
medieval travelers - Benjamin of Tudela (1171) and Ibn Jubayr (1185)- are precious to rebuilt the forma urbis and its
influence on the contemporaries city.
Mansur caused workmen to be brought from Syria and Persia as also architects and land surveyors and was. For the
construction of the city, was abandoned the older method of counting the bricks prepared for building, and in its stead
he measured the stacks with a graduated rod and then computed their number. The plan of the city was first traced
out on the ground with lines of cinders, and to market to better, all along the outline they set balls of cotton. On the
lines thus marked were dug the foundations of the double walls, with a deep ditch outside, filled with water, and a third
innermost wall round the central area, the whole thus forming concentric circles, four equidistant gateways being left in
each of the circuits of the walls. In the centre of the city was a great circular area, at first only partially occupied by
palaces and the mosque, but which in time came to be built over like the rest of Baghdad.

Fig. 2: Baghdad’s image.
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As the Moslem writers remark, the main feature of the City was that it was circular and with four equidistant gates,
and this was a novelty in Islam, probably derived from Persia, and also this system of concentric circular walls with a
central palace was an innovation in the plan of a Moslem city, first introduced by Mansur, who declared that the
sovereign should thus live in the centre of all and equidistant from all.
The adoption of the round plan, sharply interrupting each continuity with the rectangular patterns of the Umayyad
foundations, of Hellenistic and Roman ancestry, expressed an explicit link with similar urban forms of Central Asia and
Middle Eastern preislamic. Charging of political and ideological meanings associated with the topographic centrality of
the power, it contrasted intentionally, as 'the world's iron and navel', other religious and political centers of Islam.
Such forma urbis, although early changed, for demographic expansion effect, it ended to influence imago of “perfect
city”.

2 Baghdad between platonic tradition and Hellenistic heritage
In the case of Baghdad, it was conceptualised as a circle mirroring a long tradition of ideal cities, including those of
Plato and Aristotle, their circularity suggesting ideas of equidistance, unity, purity and eternity. In the specific case,
round model is influenced by pre-Islamic practice cosmology through its resemblance to Assyrian military camps and
Sasanian royal cities, as well as to Islamic cosmology in its reference to God’s creation (Negoita 2011). The city as
described was a microcosm of Abbasid Empire and summarizes in itself a vision its social ideals with the prominence
of the Caliph’s palace and great mosque in the centre of the city.

Fig. 3: Baghdad’s image 1729.
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Fig. 4: Liber floridus, Jerusalem.
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Fig. 5: Baghdad’s immage 1729.

These elements seem also all clear reminiscences of Arrian’s account of Alexander’s design of Alexandria (III, 3, 1-5):
according Arrian, Alexander places the city walls with grain in a typical Hypocratean grid plan, a layout that was
ordered with space being made for Alexander’s own royal housing as well as religious structures and quarters for
various ethno-religious groups.
The similarities between the two foundation stories shows the significante throughout history of not just political but
also spatial manifestations of rule.

3 Baghdad in the medieval imaginary
Beyond its foundation, accounts of Baghdad’s spatial development are drawn from a variety of sources including
poetry, histories, religious accounts and iconographic references (Canard 1962; Massignon & Blachère 1962). The
medieval periods still feature most strongly in most modern imaginings of the city also thanks to the circulation of the
“Tales of the One Thousand and One’s Nights” (Burton 1885).
Though highly idealised and subjective, poetic tales serve as an exceptional source of information for the changing
public perception of the urban landscape. These tales reveal an early air of wealth: a city of canals, palaces and
gardens, a pearl of the Arab world.
The round forma urbis, melted with that of the Holy City, becomes a symbol of perfection in the era miniatures:
Baghdad, which replaces Jerusalem, and materializes the shapes and the round city, is in the West the emblem of
perfection.
The civil war and a series of natural disasters have a negative effect on the upkeep of urban infrastructure and the city
lost much of its splendour (Kennedy 2004). Ibn Jubayr, geographer, traveller and poet, mourns this decline within his
travel writings, ascribing it to the arrogance of the people and their moral debasement (Grammatico, Werner 2015).

Fig. 6: Baghdad’s pan.
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Fig. 7: Baghdad’s pan from 150 to 300 AH (Xc).

Equally important is Ibn Battuta’s account of the city (1327): as we learn from his story, despite the disastrous
occupation of the Mongols (1258), Baghdad was attempting to revive the brilliance and prosperity that had
characterized it during its Abbasid heyday.
Much of Ibn Battuta’s account of the city is elegiac, for in his time the western side of the city, where the caliph alMa'mun had built the great Bayt al-Hikma (“House of Wisdom”) and other monuments, was largely “a vast edifice of
ruins”.

Fig. 8: Baghdad, The Abbasid Palace, courtyard (Xc).
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In the sixteenth century German traveller Leonhard Rauwolff gives us a glum impression of the city, describing the
slum-like streets, the ruined buildings and the lack of western defences (Dannenfeldt 1968) and the poverty of the city
in relation to its early greatness is reiterared by European diplomat Tavernier (1677) and its broken defences
described at length, in the seventeenth century, by Ottoman courtier Evliya Celebi.
After a long period of instability, the Mamluk governors began to rebuild the city, specially the walls around the
neighbourhoods and gardens on the west bank of the Tigris.

Fig. 9: Baghdad’s immage (Xc)

4 Round city in medieval Europe
In the medieval Europe, the rotunda forma urbis –diffused from the diaries of the travelers- takes on heightened
religious values. The image of Baghdad merges with that of Jerusalem, in turn reinterpreted schematically through the
imago of his most famous monuments.
The round forma urbis realized a sacredness always associated, in the collective imagination, with the ideal city, as in
the Madaba mosaic (V c.).
In many miniatures, the holy city takes the round shape, symbol of perfection: the distant Arab city is so reinterpreted
in a Christian perspective, summarizing iconically ancient themes and topoi.
In a miniature of Liber floridus (MSS Latin 8878, f. 207v) -a medieval encyclopedia that was compiled between 1090
and 1120- the heavenly and the earthly Jerusalem are assimilated in a round ductus while the domed buildings
denounce clear Moresque ascendencies.
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Fig. 10: Baghdad’s pan.

5 Baghdad between past and present
The city walls were demolished in 1870, the first step away from the fortified medieval city as a bounded defensible
space to a city based around centres of production and consumption.
The Ottoman iniziative has been compared with Haussmann’s project in Paris in the mid nineteenth century though
on a smaller scale because of the connection between spatial order and behavior control. As early as 1869, Midhat
Pasha’s municipal council issues orders to clear the streets providing better clearing, drainage and lighting
(Elsheshtawy 2004, p. 64).
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Fig. 11: Baghdad’s pan.

From the early XX century, plans were put into action to make the city more open and accessibile, more appropriate
to modernity. More recently, the wars and the international embargo drained national resources and the large scale
renovations were abandoned in favour of projects on a smaller scale.
Based on the accounts of travellers and foreign officials and their maps we can trace the changes to the urban fabric
that occurred over the following centuries.
The sense of order and control of the ancient city returns with the XIX and XX century attempts to transform the city
into a modern entity (Widmer 2014).
The ancient form of the city, despite the successive transformations, crystallizes the value of city that even after the
demolition of much of the historic centre retains a meaning that transcends the same forma urbis.
In general, while the history of Baghdad’s spatial development clearly shows a number of changes into to urban
landscape, there are concepts (order, authority, tradition) that remain present throughout the various periods (Mitchell
1995; Ouroussoff 2003).
In order to conserve the heritage of an area that has undergone acute redevelopment, it is necessary to have an in
depth under standing of the conditions within which these changes occurred in the past, and continue to occur in the
present.
Conservation is after all not just a matter of keeping things the way they are. It should be a process of interpretation
and adaptation, one that takes into account the past, present and future of the object, structure or space being
conserved.

Fig. 12: Baghdad, The Abbasid Palace, courtyard (Xc).
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Fig. 13: Baghdad, The Abbasid Palace, courtyard (Xc).
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Abstract
The aim of the research was to study the Imperial Hotel, a well-known project by Frank Lloyd Wright,
in order to reconstruct the virtual model of it and try to understand better the quality of the design, the
organization of spaces, and the use of materials. We have to remember that in Japan earthquakes are
very frequent and buildings are tested so much by these natural events. In fact the inaugural day of
this architecture an earthquake struck the city of Tokyo, but it withstanded thanks to the plan
organization and the construction techniques used by the author.
The work started with documents’ analysis, the drawing of the geometry, the 3D digital modeling of the
spaces, thanks to the study of design drawings, historical photographs and images related to the
physical model present in the Meiji Mura Museum in Nagoya. A careful comparison was also
conducted with some precedent works of the author in order to identify similarities and differences that
could be useful to understand better the work.
After this phase, there was the texturing of all the surfaces to obtain a realistic simulation of the great
architectural system. Then we used the Global Illumination algorithms to simulate the real light of the
configuration. At the end a digital video animation allows to visit virtually the spaces, to understand the
quality of the project.
Keywords: Architecture, Frank Lloyd Wright, Imperial Hotel, representation, communication.

1.

Introduction

On September 1, 1923 at 11.58, a tremendous earthquake shock the Kanto region of Japan [1] [2].
Tokyo and Yokohama were devastated by the fury of the quake. The power was 7.9 degrees of
magnitude with a duration between 4 and 10 minutes and causing between 100,000 and 140,000
deaths, in addition to the dispersed who were 37,000. But the high number of victims was dictated by
the fact that the earthquake happened around lunchtime, when inhabitants were starting to cook. This
led many fires in homes, fueled by high winds of a typhoon approaching the coast. The fires did melt
the asphalt and caused the death of 38,000 people who had gathered on an open space and were
literally swallowed by the molten ground while thinking of finally being rescued. About 1,200 shocks
followed the terrible one for about a month, before the ground would stop. The earthquake was so
strong that he postponed for 2 feet (more than 50 cm), the largest Buddha statue in Kamakura. On the
same day there was the opening of a great accommodation in Tokyo, the Imperial Hotel, which
became famous for various reasons, among which surely there are these two: the reputation of its
designer - the American architect Frank Lloyd Wright - and the fact that the hotel has completely borne
the telluric shock, having no sign of breaking.

2.

Analysis of the design proposal

Wright's project was born following the demolition of a first version of the Imperial Hotel (fig. 1),
inaugurated in 1890, which, after 25 years, was already suffering in terms of size to the large amount
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of guests who wanted to stay there. In 1915, therefore, the hotel was torn down and simultaneously
the American architect was commissioned to take care of the design. A comprehensive account is
documented by the designer in his autobiography [3] in the chapter entitled Building against doomsday
(Why the great earthquake did not destroy the Imperial Hotel. In this case, Wright explains in detail the
conditions of the building, reflections about local issues, constructive hypothesis to overcome the
possible dangers of an earthquake, the modalities to construct, and the final results. The main theme
of the work is undoubtedly the static control as a result of a probable earthquake. “The terror of the
temblor - explains the architect – never left me while I planned the building nor while, more than four
years, I worked upon it” [3, p. 214].

Fig. 1: The first versione of the Imperial Hotel; Fig. 2: Frank Lloyd Wright and the design staff.

The proposal solution was to change the structural system in order to adapt it to the wave and
sussultory motion expected. “The foundation should be short or swallow. There was sixty to seventy
feet of soft mud below the upper depth of eight feet of surface soil on the side. That mud seemed a
merciful provision – a good cushion to relieve the terrible shocks. Why not float the building upon it?”
[3, p. 214]
The description provided by Wright has a laconic clarity, which can be easily understood by anyone.
“Why not, then, a building made as two hands thrust together palms inward, fingers interlocking and
yielding to movement – but resilient to return to original position when distortion ceased?” The
decision, therefore, was to bear the brunt of the earthquake without combat it in a rigid manner, but on
the contrary, bending and adapting the structural systems to the variability of the dynamics produced
by the earthquake. “Why – adds in the end – fight the quake? Why not sympathize with it and out-wit
it?” [3, p. 214]
A series of tests were conducted in site before starting the building, creating deep perforations of eight
feet (about 250 cm) in “cheese-like soil” [3, p. 215] and filling them with concrete, testing the structure
obtained. At the end the solution adopted was to create a system of concrete pillars away from one to
another by two feet (about 60 cm), so as to consolidate the foundations. Thus they obtained “the
desired shock-absorber, a cushion, pins and all, to be uniformly loaded and put to work against the
day of reckoning”. [3, p. 215]
But the main problem was to create a flexible structure, dividing the load evenly. They must, that is,
avoid that the bearing structure was put laterally in reference to the floors, to prevent any
displacement of them with the immediate collapse of the walls. The designer solution was highly
effective and genuine: “Why not then carry the floors as a waiter carries his tray on upraised arm and
fingers at the center – balancing the load?” [3, p. 215] This meant a distinct change in the procedures
of structural employment of the supports, since in this case they would have used the cantilever rather
than the classical distribution of tangential loads. “The cantilever is most romantic, most free, of all
principles of construction, and in this case it seemed the most sensible. The waiter’s tray supported by
his hand at the center is a cantilever slab in principles”. [3, p. 215-216]
More attentions were given to the exclusion of tiles from the roof, replaced by a light green copper
plate worked by hand, as well as to the outer walls it was added a taper upwards, so to reduce the
weight of the structure, while it was decided to use the solidified lava - so frequent in Tokyo - as an
external coating material.
Additionally all plumbing and electrical systems were placed in concrete channels, free to move and
flex in case of earthquake, but without impediments that would cause breakage of them. Indispensable
- finally - was the creation of a large water pool, located outside, to collect rainwater, which could
serve to feed off of fires – as often happened – caused by earthquakes.
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3.

Procedures of building construction and verification

The implementation phase involved around twenty Japanese students from the national Architecture
School, assisted by the only one American co-worker of Wright, the builder Paul Mueller from
Chicago, already involved in previous projects – such as the Midway Gardens - and jokingly called as
the “slave of the lamp” [3, p. 177] for its ability to lead to the realization of any design idea (fig. 2). The
building materials were made on site, baking the bricks and acquiring a quarry in Oya for the supply of
the coating material, by polishing and cutting the stone by masons who worked only for this. Despite
being a Western project, the technology and the methods of processing were typically Japanese. Even
the furnishings were based on design drawings of furniture arrived from America, disassembled in
order to understand the various interlocking systems of the singular components.
Some doubts, however, were reported concerning the structural system which, it was said, would not
hold the impact of an earthquake. In addition, construction costs went up constantly, until the Baron
Okura, also representative of the Imperial House, proposed to reduce it by avoiding some significant
parts of the project, such as the large pool of water, which would have cost 40,000 yen. The refusal of
the designer, especially for safety reasons rather than aesthetic ones, they came to the agreement to
maintain the project unchanged until the end.
A direct verification of the goodness of designed solutions would come soon, as a strong earthquake
would happen during construction. Wright himself tells about this very difficult experience: “I could
clearly see the ground swell pass through the construction above as it heaved and groaned to hideous
crushing and grinding noises […] At the time it seemed as though the banquet hall section, invisible
just beyond the work-room, had crashed down.” [3, p. 220] The proof of the correctness of the method
of work, however, emerged immediately after the earthquake: the architecture had withstood the great
landslide. Always the architect comments the incident in a short way: “We had just passed through the
worst quake in fifty-two years. The building was undamaged. A transit put on the foundation levels
showed ne deviation whatever. The work had been proved.” [3, p. 221]

Figg. 3-4: Some photographs of the Imperial Hotel by Frank Lloyd Wright.

When more than half of the complex was created, Wright returned to America, greeted warmly by all
the workers. In fact, due to the mirror symmetry of the volumetric configuration, it would have been
sufficient to replicate what was already built, taking care of doing a diligent copy of each individual
element (fig. 3-4).
But the real test was the disastrous earthquake of Kanto (fig. 5), which we quoted before. In that case
the city was destroyed and the Imperial Hotel was one of the few buildings remaining intact in the city.
The information coming from Japan were fragmentary and for ten days Wright was informed of the
likely destruction of the hotel. The error was due to the fact that all main “Imperial” buildings had been
erased by the fury of the earthquake – i.e. the Imperial University, the Imperial Theater, the Imperial
Hospital - and by mistake was also added the Imperial Hotel. Only few days later a cablegram signed
by the Okura himself came to the architect address: “Hotel stands undamaged as monument of your
genius. Hundreds of Homeless provided by perfectly maintained service. Congratulations”. [3, p. 222]
In fact the structure had resisted (fig. 6) and all the decorations too, so as to allow hundreds of
displaced people to find shelter within it. The water pool was also essential to stem the “wall of fire” [3,
p. 223] advancing towards the hotel. For Frank Lloyd Wright staying in Tokyo for 1009 days, as he
himself pointed out, enabled him to understand the best way to design a building in a problematic
situation, safeguarding the typical style of Wright’s architecture.
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Fig. 5: View of Tokyo after 2013 Kanto earthquake; Fig. 6: On the left the Imperial Hotel undamaged.

4.

Evolution of Wright’s building

The constructive result of such significant work of architecture unfortunately didn’t last for a long time,
since on November 15, 1967 the hotel was closed to be knocked down in a short time and replaced by
a very different structure in shape and size. The reasons for this decision are well described in the
book of Cary James, published just a year later, entitled The Imperial Hotel. Frank Lloyd Wright and
the Architecture of Unity [4]: the hotel façades were disfigured by environmental pollution; structural
damages were determined by a subway realized under a side of the hotel; inserting the air
conditioning and other electrical devices modified substantially the external shape of some parts; the
demand for space in that area, pushed towards a vertical exploitation of the area rather than
horizontal. The building then had to give way to a multi-levels structure, as happened everywhere. It is
interesting to note that the lodge and the hotel entrance, however, were rebuilt in the exhibition area of
Meiji-Mura (figg. 7-8), about 500 km south-west of Tokyo, in a theme park dedicated to architecture.
The building - despite being a small part of the large complex conceived by Wright - in reality is the
most dimensionally extended architecture in this area. Transferred and reconstructed between 1965 the year of the museum’s opening - and 1985 it allows to do a real visit of the Imperial Hotel, even if
limited to the access system of the work. Thanks to this physical presence, the many historical photos
and original designs can be integrated by the large amount of photographic images and video
recordings which are present in internet, allowing an accurate description of the construction details
and of the quality of its tectonics.

Figg. 7-8: Photographs of the entrance of the Imperial Hotel at the Meiji-Mura park.

5.

Documents’ analysis and comparison studies

Analyzing the geometrical structure of the Imperial Hotel we can find similarities present in some
buildings designed by Wright himself between 1902 and 1913. In the plan of the first floor the position
of the auditorium, the lobby and the rooms over the large dining room (reserved to the lobby and the
adjacent halls) clearly evoke the solutions adopted to model the restaurant/winter garden of the
Midway Gardens (1913) as well as the access tunnels to the hotel and the two residential wings which
remember the café terraces and the porches surrounding gardens in the Chicago structure (fig. 9).
More similarities can still be identified by comparing the sections of the two projects: both buildings
have a central body which, in the multiple connections to the side parts, define the shape of the
spaces reserved for gardens, the tray ceilings arranged at different level and masonry parameters
perforated by long vertical windows. Moreover, it is clear that the issues proposed in the decorative
setting of the great building in Tokyo derive from the ornamental and sculptural apparatus of the
Midway Garden, with the same rich and intricate details.
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Fig. 9: Midway Garden (1913) of Chicago. Plan; Fig. 10: Front of the George Barton House (1902) in New York;
Fig. 11: View of the Dana-Thomas House (1902) in Springfield.

The heads of the Imperial wings, formed by a volume of bricks with few openings, surmounted by
continuous windows and closed by a projecting roof clearly recall the solutions adopted in the George
Barton House (1902) of the Darwin D. Martin House Complex in New York (fig. 10). Finally, the raised
edges of the roof of the hotel are also found in Japanese copper roof of the Dana-Thomas House
(1902) Springfield (fig. 11). To these characteristics related to personal architect’s production is then
added a tribute to Mayan culture performed in the high pyramidal structure where there are the spaces
reserved to the bank.

6.

Geometric drawing

The plan of the Imperial Hotel is configured as a real logo consisting of the superposition of the initials
of the hotel. In particular, the area occupied by the guest rooms and by the corridor connecting the
central body forms the letter “H” while the public spaces - dance clubs and lounges for banquets –care
located in the part modeled in the form of “I” which crosses the center line of the “H” (fig. 12).

Fig. 12: Redrawing of the plans of the first and second floor of the Imperial Hotel in which it is highlighted the
modular grid (elab. N. Rizzo, S. Petricevic).

Conceived as a grand structure, the project give to the symmetry rules the aim to emphasize the
monumental and spectacular aspect of it. The plans of each floor of the Japanese hotel are in fact
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organized according to more axes of symmetry which divide the space into two crossing parts which
are inversely congruent: considering the sagittal direction one of these crosses the central part of the
building and two secondary ones organize the distribution of the compartments present in the two
residential wings, while examining the transverse orientation there are three axes that structure the
connections between the inner part and the two external ones of the hotel.
In addition, in the project drawings the proportional characteristics and compositional of the whole
work are entrusted to a quantity value. The interior space of the entire architectural organism is in fact
governed by a principle set on a three-dimensional grid built by a squared mesh, corresponding to the
anglo-saxon measure (ft = 0.3048 m), multiplied by four, and equivalent to 1.2192 meters.
Some plots of this modular grid constitute the distances in the middle which regulate the distribution
both in plan and elevation of the various structural elements, which dimensions are determined by the
amplitude of the basic module or by its declinations in the form of multiple or submultiple.
Consequently, without considering the final use of this space, the extension of each individual part
includes or corresponds to a certain dimension of the grid. The size of the terraces and of the
windows, as well as the geometry of the complex decorative apparatus, does not disregard this logic
which is also adopted in the distance attached to the respective distances.

Figg. 13-16: Digital reconstruction of some decorative elements and the relative position on the building.

Finally in the hotel each plastic decorative element inspired by a natural form is modeled taking care of
the rigor of geometry (figg. 13-16).

7.

Digital reconstruction and communication

The digital reconstruction activity has foreseen the use of geometric modeling procedures to allow the
use of the numerical model also for advanced visualization. In particular, in fact, graphic primitives
were used for the linear extrusion of edges and the Boolean modeling. Despite the rich photographic
collection in the book by Cary James, some difficulties in digital construction were found due both to
the amount of details of the work, and to the lack of iconographic material. A large part of the walls
that overlook the courtyards, in fact, appear to be poorly documented with images, as well as the rich
articulation of the spaces in the halls and in the interior areas. In addition, the lack of graphic material
of various levels, did not allow to completely reproduce the work. We decided to take into account
mainly the idea to simulate the external visual impact - as if we were in the presence of a small-scale
model - although richly defined in all its components. The presence of multiple versions of the
drawings, also determined the necessary comparison between the drawings and the available
photographic images.

Figg. 17-18: Rendering images of the digital reconstruction of the Imperial Hotel (elab. N. Rizzo, S. Petricevic).

After the modeling started the activities of texturing the objects, which are also treated individually,
taking samples from the various available images. The choice of colors was derived from full-scale
model reconstructed in the Meiji-Mura Museum, which thus preserves the original colors. Then, the
realistic simulation has used Global Illumination algorithms to simulate sunshine exposure, georeferencing the model with the geographical coordinates of the city of Tokyo, having latitude of 35 ° 41
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'22 N and longitude of 139 ° 41' 30 E. So it was possible to realize some perspective views (fig. 17-18)
an an isometric representation (fig. 19).
Finally it was realized a digital animation that would allow a dynamic exploration of the digital model,
starting from the entrance in the main courtyard - the one with the pool of water - up to see the various
outer surfaces both in general view, and in a detailed one (fig. 20).

Fig. 19: Global axonometry of the Imperial Hotel (elab. N. Rizzo, S. Petricevic).

8.

Conclusion

The work of geometric analysis and digital reconstruction allowed to understand better this
extraordinary architectural work which no longer exists, both in its linear graphic configuration, and in
the dynamic form of a walking-through animation. Alongside the documentary sources were essential
to integrate, to a precise geometric modeling operation, the added value offered by an accurate
reconstruction of the entire analyzed architectural work. The differences between the various versions
and the comparison with iconographic documents have helped to bring into focus the spatial
articulation of various parts of the building, to provide a comprehensive representation. Moreover,
precisely due to the redesign, it was possible to understand the particular structural solution adopted
by Wright, which allowed the Imperial Hotel to withstand the violent Kanto Earthquake of 1923.

Fig. 20: Some frames from the digital animation (elab. N. Rizzo, S. Petricevic).
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Abstract
The component parts of historic centres have become fragile either as a result of neglect or through
incongruent and incompatible extension and adaptation work. In the last century's "building frenzy" this
kind of work was often carried out without any concern for the original features of town planning
schemes, in the conviction that new materials and building technologies were able to master nature.
In the course of the last century Italy promulgated an intricate, and in some cases excessive, set of
regulations in an attempt to construct, transform, conserve and exploit the potential of historic cities.
Unfortunately, the results were not outstanding and today we need to rethink them all if we are to
reverse the abandonment of historic centres and make them "safe" again.
In an effort to understand if what has hitherto been fielded is sufficient or if new strategies are called
for, we have reviewed the technical measures issued over the last hundred years.
Commencing in the 1960s, the rehabilitation of historic city centres began in earnest, but not,
regrettably, before some underwent wholesale demolition. However, in a large number of cases such
work only increased their fragility while in many others, especially as concerns small centres with
traditional economies, no rehabilitation work was attempted, not even essential maintenance work,
and thus their functional and physical obsolescence became manifest.
Keywords: safety, earthquake, maintenance, reconstruction and prevention, regeneration of historic
towns and centers

1.

The component parts of historic centers and the “fragili”

Italy is a territory characterized by high levels of seismic risk whose history chronicles frequent
earthquakes. Suffice to recall the earthquake triggered by the eruption of Mt Vesuvius in 79 AD that
buried Pompeii, Ercolano and Stabiae, that of 362, which destroyed Sicily and Calabria, that of 801,
which devastated many cities in Umbria, that of 1046 in the Valley of the Adige, that of 1293 in Naples;
that of 1511 in Friuli; that of 1703 in Umbria, Marche and Abruzzo; that of 1908, which struck Southern
Italy, that of 1915 in Abruzzo, that of 1976 in Friuli; that of 1980 in Campania, but there were many
others besides.
Earthquakes have always destroyed buildings and settlements and in their aftermath towns have been
either abandoned or rebuilt on the ruins of their predecessors in a process of single building
reconstructions that gradually reconstituted entire districts.
Our own centuries’-old building know-how has led us to construct urban spaces and buildings able to
accommodate horizontal and vertical telluric movements. Such know-how was acquired over time and
required the use of good materials, correct building techniques, elementary structures but, above all,
ongoing maintenance and an aversion to transformations that disregarded a building’s original
architectural and structural conception.
Today, as in the past, we are aware that the built environment is extremely vulnerable to natural
events such as flooding, earthquakes, landslides, etc. However, our heightened awareness is also, in
part, the result of a large number of incongruous conversions of buildings and urban spaces, the
functional abandonment of many buildings, and the absence of systematic maintenance that has
made the built environment increasingly less resilient.
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Fig. 1: Data sheet AEDES 1° level of seismic damage

The component parts of historic centers have become fragile either as a result of neglect or through
incongruent and incompatible extension and adaptation work. In the last century's "building frenzy" this
kind of work was often carried out without any respect for the original construction features of either
buildings or urban designs, in the conviction that new materials and building technologies could control
nature.
Today such areas require urban planning and architectural measures to implement corrective actions
to contain the seismic, hydraulic, hydro-geological and environment risk associated with climate
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change and pollution. Nevertheless, we still persevere in considering builtscape questions and
problems singularly and fail to take due account of the specific complexity of the natural built
environment.
We carry out new building works and transform extant constructions with increasingly grandiose works
that, in some cases, have compromised structural and environmental stability.
With these sometimes unfortunate outcomes in mind, we continue to promote "informed planning"
hoping to achieve ever greater sustainability and respect for the extant, but, in practice, what we have
done amounts to very little. Indeed, today’s historic city centers remain neglected and are increasingly
"unsafe".
We build and transform buildings and builtscapes with theoretically "safe" technologies, but building
modifications, earthquakes, fires, flooding etc. demonstrate that the built environment is intrinsically
fragile, which induces administrators, politicians and engineers, under the pretext of fatality, to portray
whatever befalls the builtscape as inevitable, arguing that nature is inherently unpredictable.
For decades, historic centers and old buildings in Italy have been a major theme of discussion: their
historic and artistic value as also their economic potential and the opportunities they represent for
containing urban expansion are such and averred to be such that they cannot be abandoned. Yet,
they continue to languish in a state of neglect as further demonstrated by the diminishing attention
given to necessary maintenance and renovation.
Thus, paradoxically, despite the provision of national and European funding, tax incentives etc. the
actual functional and structural restoration measures have been few and far between.
Historic centers, especially in the small towns throughout the national territory, are ever more
neglected: much is proposed but little (and sometimes nothing) is done.
Only on the occasion of disastrous seismic events do we find this question exhumed, and the need
reiterated for the economic, physical, structural and, obviously, cultural regeneration of the built
heritage.
In the course of the last century Italy introduced an intricate, and in some cases excessive, set of
regulations in an attempt to construct, transform, conserve and exploit the potential of historic cities.
Unfortunately, the results were not outstanding and today we need to rethink our approach if we are to
reverse the abandonment of historic centers and make them "safe" again, with respect to such natural
calamities.
In an effort to understand if what was hitherto put in place is sufficient or if new strategies are called
for, we have reviewed the technical measures issued over the last hundred years.
The rehabilitation of historic towns and city centers began in earnest in the 1960s, but not, regrettably,
before some underwent wholesale demolition. Moreover, in a large number of cases restoration only
increased their fragility, while in many others, especially as concerns small centers with traditional,
agricultural-based economies, no rehabilitation work was ever attempted, not even essential
maintenance work, and thus their functional and physical obsolescence became manifest.

2.

The regulatory framework and the historic-centre rehabilitation project

For many years we believed that legislation could guide and help conserve extant structures and
render them safe. However, notwithstanding the significant amount of work dedicated to this objective,
historic centers and ancient buildings continue to represent a major problem.
In legislative terms, a great deal was done to conserve and enhance the architectural value of historic
centers and/or areas.
The 1964 Venice Charter, the 1972 Italian Restoration Charter and many other planning documents
convinced us that third-level urban planning instruments were the answer to conservation needs and
would leverage the intrinsic value of the oldest parts of our built environments.
We believed that urban planning indications could promote and coordinate the development and
protection of historic centers.
We began by putting regulatory safeguards in place for single buildings and thereafter whole systems:
from the historic center to the historic city, from the territory to the builtscape.
Thus, in Italy, and even as far back as the early years of the twentieth century we have produced
regulations to protect historic and architectural artefacts and builtscapes (law no. 1089 of 1939 and
law no. 1497 of 1939 and then law no. 1150 of 1942). Successively, Second World War damage and
the subsequent reconstruction work led to the preparation of the Gubbio Charter (September 1960)
that laid down some fundamental principles for conservation and redevelopment: - "fundamental and
unavoidable" operations for the development of modern cities, which had, necessarily, to be
incorporated in urban planning documents, as an essential and constituent phase in programing their
implementation.
The Gubbio Charter called for immediate constraints to be put in place to safeguard the extant built
environment in an attempt to suspend transformation work not subject to the restraints of urbanplanning or individual area plans. These measures were defined as conservative redevelopment
plans.
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Numerous national measures followed in the wake of the forward-looking Gubbio Charter: The Ponte
law no. 765 of 1967, law no. 457 of 1978, the consolidated law on cultural and environmental heritage,
legislative decree no. 490 of 29 October 1999, and the cultural and landscape heritage law, legislative
decree no. 42 of 2004.
Nor were legislative bills lacking: for example, one on historic cities of 1997 (no. 4015), another for the
Redevelopment and revamping of historic centers brought in 2007, and one that addressed Directives
for the revamping and redevelopment of historic centers and Italy’s heritage villages and hamlets of
2013.
Last but not least, in 2014 the Ministry of Cultural Heritage prepared guidelines for the analysis,
tutelage and creative use of landscape areas of outstanding beauty whose indications are also
applicable to historic urban builtscapes, urban panoramas and their landmarks.
Moreover, such national measures were supplemented by regional and provincial regulations that
postulated the need to take due account of the artistic, historic and architectural heritage of the extant
builtscape, and attendant social and environmental interests, along with hygienic and health aspects
and matters of safety and public order.
Other measures concerning historic centers and their environs were promulgated by UNESCO,
ICCROM, and IUCN; suffice to recall the Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (Unesco,
2011), and Guidelines for managing cultural heritage – Managing World Cultural Heritage (UNESCO /
ICCROM / IUCN, 2013).
Many Italian towns in the pursuit of this objective drew up rehabilitation plans and manuals and
undertook actions on specific buildings and building complexes.
The buildings making up housing settlements were catalogued and the types of action for each
building defined, after determining their intended uses and indicating the measures to be taken on the
basis of their constructive, morphological and architectural features.
Important studies were undertaken in many urban contexts in order to catalogue and list the building
heritage of historic centers. We catalogued the artefacts and buildings of many historic centers,
defined their housing, morphological, formal and constructive characteristics, made judgements (often
too subjective), and set forth principles and regulations to regulate adaptive, transformational and
extension work.
In all cases we stressed the importance of in-depth knowledge as the fount of all operations to be
carried out on the extant built environment.
In Italy, therefore, we promulgated an ever more intricate legislative machine but in many cases, and
in various ways, this only blocked instead of promoting the conservation work necessary.
However, in the wake of last century’s earthquakes an alternative approach to historic centers
emerged that has led to the laying down of specific legislative provisions for reconstruction work.
Laws setting out reconstruction guidelines were drawn up and approved for the historic centers of
Friuli, Basilicata, Campania, Umbria or Abruzzo, and even those of Emilia (e.g. decree law no. 74 of 6
June 2012, and a law for urgent measures to assist the population stricken by earthquakes in the
territory of the provinces of Bologna, Modena, Ferrara, Mantua, Reggio Emilia e Rovigo on 20 and 29
May 2012, namely law no. 122 of 1 August 2012, which was supplemented by regional law no.
16/2012 and the following bye-laws: no. 29 for minimal reconstruction work, no. 51 and no. 86 for
extensive reconstruction work and no. 57 for the reconstruction of industrial buildings).
Recently, following the earthquake that struck central Italy (Lazio and Marche) on 24 August 2016, we
have once again begun to discuss the need for measures to improve the seismic integrity of the entire
built heritage.
The earthquake triggered off a vast and interesting debate on the methods for constructing and
reconstructing devastated cities and on the guidelines to be followed for improving the safety and
security of the population, the cities and the built heritage.
At the start of October 2016, a decree law was passed entitled “Directive principles and resources for
reconstruction” that contained one article (n° 11) specifically addressed to historic architecture.
Thus, after every earthquake, legislative regulations and financing – specifically designed for this
territory and that earthquake – have been approved, but all end up ignoring previous experiences in
the field and hence, in each case, recommenced from scratch.
The latest legislative measures contain provisions designed to promote reconstruction but more
importantly to regenerate and revitalize historic centers through the wholesale rehabilitation of their
housing and productive functions and by implementing a carefully-designed repurposing/revamping of
the historic building and artistic heritage and the repurposing/revamping of public spaces and
buildings.
The Emilia region’s law no. 16 of 2012 introduced innovative provisions for historic-center
rehabilitation policies, especially as regards so-called primary redevelopment areas (UMI) and
reconstruction planning.
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Fig. 2: Data sheet Data sheet of redevelopment and revamping of a church
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Determining UMI boundaries and setting up single consortiums for carrying out synergetic measures
were proposed to carry out single structural, functional or energetic reconstruction actions, while
simultaneously enhancing seismic safety.
This legislative measure highlighted the need to reconsider the organization of the urban structure and
public spaces, deeming this to be a necessary operating postulate that should underlie reconstruction
planning. The kind of organization, by merging perfectly into existing planning tools, was, in effect,
conceived in order to define the future city, i.e. the post-reconstruction city.
The foregoing legislative measure, moreover, set itself the additional objective of improving the energy
efficiency of buildings because old buildings waste too much energy for heating, cooling, lighting, and
waste disposal, etc.
It must be remembered that we have tried, in recent years, to focus our attention on these problems
and, in the context of Italy, suggested the deployment of various tools in order to resolve them.
For example, as concerns energy matters, a municipal energy plan (PEC, article 5 of law no. 10 of
1991) was proposed, i.e. a planning document that supplemented the general regulatory plan.
The plan posed a dual objective: facilitating environmental improvement in cities and making a
contribution towards the national commitment towards lowering CO2 emissions. It was also proposed
to use this tool to analyze a city's energy consumption and various proposals were tabled to consume
less energy and promote the use of renewable energy sources. The historic centers were also studied
and in various municipalities a series of requirements emerged for the adoption of energy recovery
projects, occasionally linking them to volumetric increments.
The municipal lighting plan (PRIC) plan, considered a real “smart city” application, was also
associated with these projects.
As concerns the post-seismic reconstruction of historic centers, guidelines were drawn up for building
rehabilitation whose objective was to guarantee maximum structural safety and rehabilitate the
architecture's cultural, builtscape and socio-economic identity.
The awareness that prevention is a useful solution is certainly not a new development and, in this
sense, policies have been drawn up to safeguard the natural and built environment, especially as
concerns historic centers.
And given that Italy is a high-risk seismic territory guidelines have had to be developed for the
preventive adaptation of old buildings.
In this respect, law no. 84, the Hazard Map (19 April 1990), set out to evaluate the risks to which
buildings constituting our cultural heritage are exposed in order to program conservation work based
upon data and homogeneous indicators drawn from the entire territory.
Subsequently, in 1999 the Parametric Catalogue of Italian Earthquakes (CPTI) was drawn up.
Many useful measures were approved. For example, after the earthquake that struck Abruzzo in 2009,
law no. 77 of 24 June 2009 was passed (urgent measures for populations adversely affected by
seismic events in the Abruzzo Region in April 2009 and other urgent civil protection measures), which
was followed by a decree of the President of the Council of Ministers, no. 3907 of 13 November 2010
designed to coordinate contributions towards seismic hazard, that in addition to implementing
strategies for mitigating seismic hazard also had to define planning strategies.
This measure laid down:
• seismic micro-zoning studies;
• localized reinforcement, or seismic improvement or demolition and reconstruction measures
for buildings and public works of strategic interest for civil protection purposes. No
contributions were forthcoming for schools, except those having strategic functions in civil
protection emergency plans;
• structural measures for localized reinforcement, or seismic improvement or demolition and
reconstruction;
• other urgent and non-deferrable measures to mitigate seismic hazard, with special regard to
highly vulnerable and exposed situations.
This proposal for the seismic micro-zoning of many Italian municipalities is actually very important as it
is a key tool for initiating a strategy to mitigate seismic hazard.
The proposal could, however, have been extended to the entire national territory, and more
importantly it could have been coupled with other planning tools.
A panoply of studies highlights that seismic hazard is correlated not only to the geological features of a
given area, but also to earthquake type, and the distance between the epicenter and the area in
question. Such factors are very important for assessing seismic actions within a framework of
earthquake protection and also important in achieving a reduction in seismic hazard because they are
necessary to identify the areas where ground oscillations are greatest and the frequencies at which
they are likely to vibrate.
We have come to recognize that planned building conservation, namely taking action before functional
and physical degradation processes become manifest, could be the best procedure to follow in historic
centers.
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For this purpose, some guidelines for assessing and reducing the seismic risk of the built cultural
heritage were issued referring to technical building standards pursuant to the regulations laid down by
the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport of 14 January 2008. The directive posited the objective "....
of specifying a data-gathering procedure, the assessment of safety levels vis à vis seismic actions and
the design of possible actions conceptually similar to those for non-protected buildings but modified to
meet the needs and peculiarities of the built cultural heritage. Its purpose is to formulate in the most
objective manner possible a definitive judgement on guarantees offered by such seismic improvement
work in terms of safety and conservation. ...”.
Based upon the correct modelling of buildings, this directive provides indications for defining seismic
action in relation to an area’s hazards and the intended use of a building as also to its structural
capacity. The regulations also set out ".... criteria to follow for seismic improvement... and for each
problem ... possible operational techniques are indicated, each critically examined in relation to its
effectiveness, its impact in terms of conservation (non-invasiveness and durability) and cost. …”. It
should also be pointed out that these operational indications take account of the conservation needs
of a building, the desire to protect it and its environs from seismic damage, and the safety requisites
referring to its use and functions. And consequently, on this basis, minimal actions fully coherent with
the requirements of functionality and long-term stability can be performed that are in line with
effectiveness, invasiveness, compatibility and durability.
This directive, characterized by a safety-specification approach, clearly states that the choice to be
made in terms of adaptation and conservation must be based upon a design grounded in the real
knowledge of the extant built environment. This, in its turn, also entails structuring the design at three
levels (preliminary, definitive and executive) and measuring the economic viability of the intervention
against the cultural and historic value of the building or its setting.
The directive also illustrates the need to inspect, maintain and enhance our historic heritage by
recommending that inspections and actions, should proceed by stages, uninfluenced by the concept of
relevance central to heritage conservation claims, in order to reach a trade-off between conservation
needs -in terms of limiting alterations and the loss of historic testimony - and seismic protection needs
that guarantee the safety of the buildings in question.
Therefore, in Italy the Civil Protection Department (DPC) in harness with the Ministry for Cultural
Heritage and Activities (MiBAC) proposed a census on historic centers (around 23,000) exposed to
seismic risk by using electronic data sheets on a web site addressed to local government engineers to
collect data and information over the internet.
These web data sheets, based on direct and indirect sources, are structured in two parts- historic
center data acquired first at the level of individual buildings and second at the level of the urban
context. The data sheets by referring to existing city planning schemes (builtscape, regulatory,
renewal, etc.) provide general data on the area, and artistic, historic and socio-anthropological data on
the cities and historic-center perimeters and define building types based upon urban, construction and
housing characteristics.

3.

Conclusions

The variegated and complex fragility of such centers requires forms of planning that can take account
of the environment, deploy city-planning measures and undertake structural and architectural
adaptation.
Various regulatory arrangements, despite originating for different reasons, are suitable for achieving
the physical and functional rehabilitation of historic centers. The accumulation of knowledge on factual
conditions leads to the rehabilitation and revamping of spaces and public and private building heritage
as well as: improving and re-appropriating space not only for urban mobility but also for the removal of
architectural barriers; transforming public/private spaces into parks; reducing the seismic vulnerability
of houses and urban areas; safeguarding historic, artistic and cultural landmarks; protecting and
leveraging the builtscape (lighting, prospect, visibility); upgrading urban security with active and
passive systems and updating and adapting facilities for safety as also for functional, energetic and
environmental sustainability (a recent development performed in an ever-more intense manner).
However, the fact that each of these regulations is considered separately has made their application
extremely difficult. Consequently, it has often been preferred and is still preferred to opt for the
construction of new buildings and settlements outside historic centers thus determining abandonment
of the latter, notwithstanding the availability of numerous national and European redevelopment
models.
The overall results, with the exception of sporadic cases, reveal a widespread incapacity on the part of
local governments in terms of coordination, guidelines and resources, as also inadequate urban
planning tools and sometimes incoherent legislative regulations.
If regeneration is to lead to a "comprehensive and integrated vision" for solving urban problems,
economic, physical and social improvement and appropriate environmental conditions for an area
subject to transformation, it will require new national and local action policies able to guarantee
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physical safety, the conservation of cultural values and the social and economic regeneration of such
centers within a framework of policies for equilibrated urban development.
The process of urban regeneration, based upon a detailed analysis of the conditions of an historic
area overall, must adjust itself to social and physical structures, economic activities and the
environmental conditions of the sector. It must promote strategies developed in line with sustainable
development objectives, and make the best possible use of human, economic and social resources
while attempting to achieve consensus through mechanisms of participation and cooperation of all the
stakeholders involved in the process of regenerating the historic center.
An urban regeneration project, based upon a clear and detailed strategy, must specify the resources
to be used over a long-term temporal horizon, and must do so by defining the benefits to be obtained
a priori, identifying the public and private resources to be deployed and stating how they can be
achieved.
Moreover, it must indicate the procedures for integrating vertical and horizontal policies, monitoring the
results of the strategy and assessing their impact.
However, this is not just a matter of enhancing, conserving and rehabilitating buildings in historic
centers through traditional building design tools and the renovation of historic places. In the current
situation a capacity to imagine new approaches and policies from the point of view of an economic
and social "fresh start" is also needed.
Actions and initiatives, also immaterial ones, are required to sustain urban renewal, stimulate
economic activities, and repurpose/revamp urban functions and spaces designed for social living.
The processes of repurposing / revamping and giving leverage to historic centers must make use of
multidisciplinary approaches ranging from conservation needs to overall regeneration needs (from the
economic and functional needs to energetic needs) if we intend to continue to promote urban
enhancement and conservation.
Such themes generate considerable problems and conflicts. Modifying an architectural heritage
necessitates in-depth knowledge and extremely high quality controls, but these are, in part, impeded
by the regulatory arrangements upon which they are premised.
Therefore, new formulas are needed to enable us to combine conservation based on protective
constraints (direct or indirect) with formulas for rehabilitation, re-use and performance improvement
that are couched less in terms of sustainability, and more in terms of profitability, according to the
principle – repeatedly voiced in international forums – that assets are also economic resources.
Therefore, it will be necessary to proceed carefully, by drawing up a program of territorial development
strategies with due guarantees of feasibility and economic-growth prospects.
Rehabilitating centers is not a cultural luxury but a necessity that springs from the need to economize
territorial and economic resources. Consequently, a methodology should be formulated to produce, in
each specific case, a design jointly drawn up by town planners, architects, urban redevelopment
experts, structural engineers and with the participation of many other specialist figures such as
economists, sociologists, geologists, engineering physicists, etc.
Therefore, why not wipe the legislative and regulatory slate clean and draw up a single regulatory
code that can determine a simplified procedure and differential paths able to offer solutions to highly
diversified needs ranging from conservation and potentiation to seismic prevention and energy
savings, etc.? Considering them altogether will certainly enable us to set in motion practical
interventions on historic-center buildings and spaces.
As historic center regeneration and leveraging processes are extremely relevant today, they must be
structured through multidisciplinary approaches ranging from conservation needs to structural
revamping and energy requisites. And, in conclusion, thanks to this approach, regulatory
arrangements for seismic prevention or post-earthquake reconstruction could be omitted insofar as
already been studied and incorporated as part of urban regeneration.
An appropriate regulatory framework is certainly necessary for the regeneration of historic towns and
centers but an even more important role should be played by projects that optimize the use of
resources if we are to ensure that financing will be managed correctly and a connection created –
given the discontinuity represented by new constructions - between what remains of extant historic
and contemporary architecture and construction.
In this context, contemporary architectural design and urban planning can help meet the continued
requests for the refurbishment of consolidated cities and the reconstruction of earthquake stricken
towns.
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Abstract
One consequence of globalisation has been the design and construction of identical buildings without
regard to their geographical, cultural or economic setting, thus nullifying what, for centuries, was a
foundation of most architectural designs: the knowledge of a location’s defining physical and nonphysical (history, culture, customs, etc.) features. In his desire to define new forms and use new
materials and technologies, the architect frequently neglects the context in which they are to be
situated. However, the interpretation of the extant and thus its meaning is essential for acquiring the
conceptual model at the heart of our shared heritage.
In the past, a construction had to exploit the terrain’s morphology in order to optimise lighting,
permeability to wind and exposure to the sun. And besides being a function of field patterns and road
systems, a building’s location also had to underline the role intended for this architectural creation.
Therefore, when we today design and construct a sustainable building we should consider returning to
architectural tradition and hence take account of the functional and stylistic elements that characterise
a setting or place: a design based upon "processes of significant interactions between a place’s
material, energetic and cultural resources and the functional, structural and linguistic organisation of
architecture", in short, an environmental and cultural approach.
This point of view has been adopted to analyse the churchs constituted by religious buildings of
various volumes and periods build in an isolated Alpine area wherein lies the generating nucleus of
the place's residential architecture.
Keywords: preserving, enhancing, churchs

1.

Introduction

The formal, technological-constructive, functional and contextual questions facing architectural
designs referred to the relationship engendered between a building and its territory insofar as the
nature of a building’s location had always been one of the conditions that generated an urban and
architectural design.
The construction of any element (from the smallest to the largest building) had to deal with lighting,
permeability to the wind, exposure to the sun and the terrain’s morphology. The choice of any given
site depended on the lay of the land while field patterns and road systems were also factors that
determined how a building appeared at a distance and close by.
The relationship with nature did not end with the building’s position. Natural elements such as the sun,
wind, water and vegetation governed the use of the territory and became architectural design
parameters, defining a building’s form and construction technology.
Globalisation in contemporary society has led to the design and construction of identical buildings
without regard to the geographical, cultural or economic setting, thus nullifying architecture’s
dependency on local culture, economy and geography. Previously, this dependency made it possible
to achieve maximum environmental, architectural and constructive “sustainability”.
Today, the built environment no longer depends on a location’s physical features (morphology,
geology, climate, etc.) or its connotations (cultural, historical, customs, etc.) while the architect or
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technical planner has stopped seeking a relationship with the landscape or culture of a place when
defining constructions.
Notwithstanding the disassociation between architecture and context, the interpretation of the extant in
terms of its social and cultural meaning is still essential for acquiring the conceptual model at the heart
of our shared architectural heritage. This represents a germ for a transformation that may, in part,
remedy the abandonment of existing buildings that no longer serve social and functional needs as well
as limiting the construction of new edifices in territories hitherto used for other purposes.

Fig. 1:	
  The localisation of religious buildings

Therefore, when we today design and construct a sustainable building we should consider returning to
an architectural tradition and hence take account of the functional and stylistic elements that
characterise a setting or place: a design based upon "processes of significant interactions between a
place’s material, energetic and cultural resources and architecture’s functional, structural and linguistic
organisation", in short, an environmental and cultural approach.
“Architectural practice” today has ever more need for innovations based on the conceptual model that
produced the buildings in the area, and which made use of local resources (land, materials, work
force) without destroying them and reintegrated them into the environment when they were
decommissioned. The architectures of the past were a paradigm of the direct link existing between the
builtscape and contextual conditions; in other words, an apt and culturally aware architecture.
In pursuing this objective, it is necessary to remember that changes in needs, as also in the cultural
context and market economies, will mean that some elements cannot be replicated verbatim.
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This approach has been adopted to analyse the religious architecture constituted by religious buildings
of varying volumes and periods built in an isolated Alpine area (Valle di Gresta, Trentino, Italy),
wherein lies the generating nucleus of the location’s residential architecture.
The assets in question refer to an under-used and/or abandoned series of buildings on which
maintenance work has been discontinued and which calls for functional reappraisal by restoring the
symbolic and economic value of the individual buildings.
Only knowledge of the landscape, architectural, technological and cultural value can indicate a
modality for regenerating recently deconsecrated religious buildings (for example, the church of St
Michael in Ronzo Chienis).
An analysis of the religious heritage, meaning several real-estate assets that are gradually losing their
original function, conducted to determine the process of constitution and transformation in progress,
could allow us, on the one hand, to undertake careful restoration operations and, on the other, to
suggest future physical and functional modifications.

2.

Religious and basic architecture

Valle di Gresta is an ideal place for understanding the relationship between nature and artefacts,
between landscape and architecture. Natural elements (vegetation, water courses, reliefs, etc.)
combined with the insertion of artificial elements (roads, field partitioning, buildings) gave rise to a
network of relations and perceptions whose perfection made the landscape seemingly immobile.
At the same time, the interplay between benign neglect and remedial work produced minor and
gradual changes rather than complete overhauls; the buildings never underwent physical and
functional obsolesce and continued to fit into their natural context and meet societal needs, and an
active equilibrium was struck in which the landscape did not blatantly exhibit a process of growth and
transformation.
The all-pervasive globalisation, the introduction of different and radical models of transformation and
growth, of exogenous elements in terms of volume, materials and technology have spurred us on to
criticise the sudden and unsustainable alterations now being brought to bear on the natural landscape
and builtscape that inevitably entail the consumption of ever greater swathes of territory.
As with all buildings, religious buildings were conceived in a symbiotic relationship with the territory by
coming to represent the history of a place insofar as “testimonies to historical and cultural times and
events”.
Religious architecture possesses a series of symbolic references in its planometric and altimetry forms
that over time were “codified” by theologians and architectural theorists.
The “prescriptive” dimensions and figurative elements of religious buildings reflected the divine
proportions of the universe as described in the Bible for the Temple of Salomon, the Tabernacle of
Moses and Noah’s Ark, etc. The models, based on eurythmic proportions, mathematical relations and
a symbolism that expounded spiritual functions and underwent doctrinal interpretations in keeping with
the formal and cultural adaptions taking place at the time of the construction, led to the construction of
almost identical buildings, thus revealing the presence of underlying archetypes. The symbolism of
Christian spirituality was interpreted by the bishops as also by the lay magistrates who built the
religious buildings and integrated them into the civil life of the built environment.
Symbolic, geometrical and mathematical codification imposed a planimetric, altimetric and structural
design influence by practical themes that were based upon an experience that used mathematical
formulas without any theoretical support.
The elevations were structured according to principles that always remained the same: one or more
series of columns and other elements, with rectangular openings, “squared, curved, mixtilinear and
any figure other than those used in houses”.
Religious buildings were independent of the construction culture of their location: materials,
construction techniques and workmen were codified and underwent constant updating.
While urban religious buildings deployed layout, planimetric, altimetric and building models, the
religious buildings in isolated rural contexts had recourse to self-made precepts that drew on
“conscious references” as defined by theologians and designers.
The religious architecture of the Valle exhibited a fusion between model and type (i.e. the typology
developed in isolated settings), whereby the symbolic constants of location, morphology and form
contained in the religious code (specific to the model) were combined with the precepts of basic
architecture (specific to the type).
Thus, the religious buildings of the Valle were based on planimetric, formal and technological schemes
specific to their location. Continual contributions to structural, constructive and/or symbolic
interpretations influenced the process of differentiation with respect to residential architecture and
finished by achieving a coherent and compatible synthesis between the environmental and typological
characteristics reflecting the spatial organisation, formal solutions and the availability of materials and
technologies.
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Up until the twentieth century religious architecture was a reference for the development and
blossoming of residential architecture because its structural and/or building conceptions originated in
other territorial ambits (generally, those of cultural prominence, and situated in places where different
building approaches interacted), and also because the construction of such buildings could be tasked
to non-local workmen who made use of the local materials who could adapt the new forms to the
natural features of the site. The analysis of religious architecture, therefore, plays an integral part in
the knowledge and interpretation of the construction process and the transformation of the landscape.
As regards the interdependence between spatial organisation, formal solutions and the availability of
materials and technologies, which is also a factor in religious architecture, a very coherent and
suitable synthesis has always been achieved between environmental features and the construction
types specific to a territory, and hence to a culture, while within the framework of a phenomenological
knowledge of the various of phases to which the territory is put to use by man, this synthesis
constitutes a phase of clarification, unification and innovation in the succession of different phases of
the space-time fruition of the built environment, with respect to its various components – from urban
development to infrastructural features, and from the morphological to the constructive aspects of
buildings.
From this standpoint, churches are a fundamental expression of the territory’s anthropization.
The purpose of analysing religious structures in Valle di Gresta was to ascertain what elements were
shared with basic architecture in order to determine the rules that enabled buildings, albeit functionally
different from the landscape, to merge themselves within it in such a fitting and compatible manner.
These constants still influence the typological process on which new designs are based, thus making it
possible for them to act coherently and compatibly upon the extant built environment.

Fig. 2: The church San Rocco (Valle di Gresta)

3.

The costants and variants in the religious type structures

Religious structures are in part found along the main arteries and in part in the townships themselves.
Isolated religious structures, in secluded positions, far from the urban settlements, along main
roadways (usually those built by the Romans) were, in many cases, churches built by nobles or
landowners to symbolise their economic and social power.
Religious constructions that served urban settlements were usually positioned on the outskirts of
townships. This external position, sometimes in an elevated position, emphasised the religious
building’s presence and this attitude still survives today. The church has always kept itself on the
outskirts and to some extent blocked the township’s expansion, and forcing enlargement to always
proceed in an opposite direction.
Whether in linear or concentrated townships, churches were situated parallel to roadways, removed or
totally isolated from residential buildings. Their inclusions in urban contexts was only possible if there
was a hill that offered an elevated position or a very steep terrain that afforded maximum visibility. On
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uniformly sloping terrain religious buildings stood with their longest side parallel to the land’s contours
in order to avoid major excavation work.
If we consider concentrated townships, for example Valle San Felice, Pannone, Varano, and Ronzo
Chienis, which all have a modestly sloping terrain, the church stood in a secluded position (St. Felice
and Fortunato, St. Michael between Ronzo e Chienis). As regards linear settlements, religious
buildings, in an attempt to optimise the use of the areas, chose the high ground in sites outside the
township. Thus, in Manzano and Nomesino, the church was erected on a hill. A church adjacent to the
urban complex was placed in a position that maintained a linear direction by aligning itself to the main
roadway. In compact townships mainly built on plains, the church stood in the centre, to become the
point at which all the roadways converged. If there were other “catalysing” structures (church, castle,
court of law, etc.) in the township, they were juxtaposed to one another; for example, in Pannone the
church was placed opposite the castle.
The churches of St. Ann, St. Rocco, and St. Tomè were all erected on broad tableland while St. Agata
and St. Apollonius were built on sloping ground.
The religious building, in the manner of the constructions of the Valle, adapted itself to the morphology
of the terrain and attempted to encroach as little as possible upon cultivated land and only where
necessary had recourse to limited levelling work. Regardless of their location, religious buildings were
never surrounded by vegetation.
The churches of the Valle were aligned with their longitudinal axis oriented from east to west (“versus
solem orientem”) with the apse to the east. The main entrance was thus situated on the west side.
Only the most recent buildings have their axis in a south-north direction.
A reading of the plans of these buildings reveals the planimetric transformation of the naves: originally
squared, then rectangular and to which apses and chapels were successively added according to a
precise functional and symbolic logic.
The square structured the elementary layout but it was also adopted for enlargements or duplications.
And, in actual fact, through the multiplication and division of this square module, the definition of all the
parts of the construction was obtained through the unconscious use of the golden proportion. The
chapels and apses acquired square, rectangular, semi-circle and/or polygonal shapes with ever
different surface areas.

	
  
Fig. 3: The regulatory and dimensional schemas of religious buildings.
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In all the constructions in the Valle, the square module was the basic element for a building’s
planimetric and altimetric organisation.
The square and the rectangle were used in the preparation of the plans in order to determine the width
of the main and the lateral naves, as also that of the transept or the overall length of the nave. As
regards elevation, these figures also gave the façade its outline, determined the height of the roofs
and the arrangement of arcades and arches.
In its elementary configuration, the square was used to plan the church of St. Ann (6.8 x 6.8 m, Valle
S. Felice), the church of St. Agata (5.8 x 5.8 m, Corniano), the church of St. Rocco (4 x 4 m,
Pannone), while in a more advanced configuration it appears in the church of St. Martin 4.5 x 4.5 m,
Nomesino).
A rectangular form was used to define the church of St. Apollonius (6 x 3.7 m, Manzano) and that of
St. Fabian and Sebastian (8.5 x 7 m, Varano. The rectangular module was, moreover, evident in the
planimetric scheme of the church of St. Anthony Abate (9.5 x 4.75 m, Manzano) and in the religious
building of S. Felice and Fortunato (7 x 11.35 m, Valle San Felice).
Religious architecture reveals dimensional-modular ratios (6x6 m) and dimensional-proportional ratios
identical to those of residential buildings. Planimetric modularity was used in the altimetry of religious
buildings, and most of the structures of the Valle had heights ranging from 4.5 to 7.5 m.
The vertical modularity made it possible to determine the nave’s aeration and lighting: a few small
windows along the sides of the elementary plan guaranteed good lighting and aeration, while keeping
the access façade intact.
The elevations derived from planimetric geometries whereby religious architecture maintained
volumes similar to residential buildings; for example, gabled facades similar to and in keeping with
residential buildings. The simple fronts had small and regular openings. The principal front of singlenave churches had a portal (opening: 1 x 2 m) on the axis of symmetry and was flanked by one or two
square windows (1.2 x 1.2 m) at about 1 to 1.2 m from the ground. The sizes of the openings also
replicated those of domestic architecture (with a 1:2 ratio between width and height). The openings
were without frames and equipped with grates to allow wayfarers and the faithful to see the altar
without entering the church. Moreover, this solution made it possible to place the holy water font on
the sill. The increase in the nave’s surface area led to a proportionate increase in the opening.
Churches in residential centres had larger-sized portals (1.6 x 3.2 m). In order to render the openings
more grandiose they were surmounted by lunettes and oculi (for example the oculus in the church of
St. Martin, lunette in the church of St. Anthony Abate and St. Fabian and Sebastian.
The most important access was that in the front facade facing west, and opposite the presbytery in
order to allow the faithful to see the front of the tabernacle as soon as they entered the nave. Only
larger buildings (St. Felice and Fortunato, St. Philip and James) were endowed with lateral entrances,
generally near the holy arch.
In larger religious structures in the Valle, (St. Felice and Fortunato and St Michael), the principal
entrance was surmounted by a simple porch, partly sustained by the façade and partly by two stone
columns. A small portico protecting and covering the main entrance to the church was an element
inserted in the functional and formal code of urban religious architecture.

4.

Materials and construction techniques in the religious type structures

The religious buildings of the Valle that stylistically and morphologically recall residential buildings
used materials and building techniques specific to local culture.
Religious structures were mainly built with stone walls, comprising stones of glacial origin and various
types of limestone (grey and ammonitic red limestone) regularised by rows of slab-shaped stones
held together by hydraulic lime mortar produced in local lime kilns.
The walls (60-70 cm) featured angular connecting elements made from squared stones or small
buttresses. The configurations produced great box-like structural rigidity that had to be replicated in
supplementary works.
The building elevations had independent roofs placed at varying heights made from simple woodenbeam frames, barrel or cross-vault surmounted by elementary wooden structures.
In religious architecture, the roof was mainly made from sleepers, ridge beams and rafters (median
beams between the ridge beam and the eaves beam) that supported the purlins. In order to minimise
the roof’s downward thrust on the elevations, metal bars were included at the construction stage. The
purlins were covered with a covering of medium to small pine shingles, fixed down by poles and only
in more recent times by nails.
The length of the rafters, which varied between 4.5 and 6 m, depended on the trees found (fir trees) in
the valley, which guaranteed the best trade-off, in structural terms, between building needs and shortterm growing times (10-12 years).
The smaller naves were surmounted by vaults in stone or by simple wooden roofs.
The masonry openings accommodated wooden lintels or arch vaults made from hewed stone placed
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end-to-end. Only the principal openings at the front were endowed with simple stone cornices.

Fig. 4:	
  The church Ss. Felice e Fortunato (Valle di Gresta)

5.

Conclusions

The case study of Val di Gresta, in conclusion, made it possible to:
-lay down guidelines for a multi-disciplinary research aimed at understanding the interrelations
between the natural environment and the built environment, and between the territory and religious
buildings. In mountain regions, the religious heritage is one of the many facets of a constructive
spontaneity typical of partially isolated sites and helps to define local cultural identity. Unlike urban
environments, where the religious elements were commissioned and the structure built by non-local
workmen and thus constituted a stylistic, technological and constructive exception with respect to the
township, in small rural mountain communities the church, while retaining a hierarchical superiority
with respect to all the other buildings, is an anthropic product generated by environmental features
and the social, cultural and economic characteristics of a given Alpine territory, the shared matrix of
basic architecture.
-the research on the sample of churches and capitals analysed aims to focus attention on all those
artefacts to be found in the Alpine region, as the expression of a centuries-long local identity and
which are now abandoned and degraded because deemed of scarce historical and artistic importance.
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-identifying the typical construction features and the special use of local materials, helps to define and
correct and coherent procedures for the recovery of mountain religious architecture, comprehending
their potential value and hence avoiding their banalisation.
Our knowledge can help define a strategy for the correct understanding and fruition of the natural
landscape and the builtscape so that future construction work will take heed of this heritage and not
destroy the historical and artistic artefacts of mountain architecture.
The reconstruction of the evolutionary process undergone by the typical church and its similarities with
residential architecture should lead us to propose measures for a physical, functional and above all
sustainable transformation and avoid the “consumption” of new land.
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Abstract
The prerequisite of an appropriate technological retrofit design is a thorough analysis of the technicalconstructive DNA, so that both the types of work that the materials to be used can be selected in
relation to the specific performance deficiencies. This paper presents the results of a research funded
by the Campania Region, which investigated the issues related to retrofit of existing school building, in
order to improve the energy efficiency of the places for training and reduce the risks related to the
functional degradation, even in the event of environmental disasters. Starting from the evaluation of
the energy performance, the research has identified interventions that increase the technological
quality of the buildings, according to the specific construction types and effective even in terms of
costs. From a methodological point of view, the research started by the Ministry of Education
Guidelines for a good school, analysing the Environmental Unit and the internal distribution system in
order to verify as satisfying the functional regulatory requirements. Then, from the evaluation of the
energy performance, the research has identified interventions that increase the technological quality of
the buildings, according to the specific construction types and effective even in terms of costs. The
energy audit has been the most effective tool to achieve these goals. Particular attention was paid to
envelope's performance according to the Mediterranean characters.
Keywords: Retrofit, school building, energy efficiency, Energy Audit, technological requirements

1.
From the principles of “New didactic 3.0” to innovative requirements of energy
quality for technological retrofit
The issue of regulatory adjustment and improving of school use conditions is of great importance
because it involves security and energy saving. Moreover, schools representing a reference point for
the community should be opened to the neighbourhood and to the territory in extracurricular time in
order to provide space and equipment related to leisure time, sport and culture. So the school
becomes a "civic centre ". However, if designing and carrying out new schools can easily put into
practice all the most advanced strategies from the functional and technological point of view,
restructuring existing schools shows many critical aspects both related to the difficulties involving the
physical change of the existing spaces and for the high costs necessary for the real improvement of
the state of art. Moreover, schools in use can hardly allow long periods of interruption of activities
determined by particularly invasive work sites.
A research financed by the Region of Campania has just ended on this issue: "The energy and
1
functional rehabilitation of school building in the Mediterranean area" .
The research, starting from the Italian legislation on energy consumption saving in buildings, and
particularly on the goal of improving the energy performance of public buildings of useful surface area
larger than 1000 m2, aims at defining suitable strategies for energy retrofit (but not only) of the school
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building heritage . Acting on such a heritage means intervening on public buildings with high rates of
use and where training and information, related to didactic function, can effectively carry out the good
practices implemented in virtuous retrofit interventions. [3]
In this way, such interventions have a demonstrative aspect that make users of schools sensitive
towards the environment and energy saving.
The research work has started from an analysis of Campania school heritage in order to identify
homogenous families of buildings per type. The most frequent functional, regulatory and energy
criticalities have been identified together with the types (among those previously defined) that
frequently present such criticalities and that therefore more likely need restructuring interventions. For
each type, a sample building with a sufficient representative character has been chosen, on which an
energy diagnosis has been carried out in order to identify any performance criticalities of the buildingplant system.
Starting from the evaluation of the energy performances of the building at zero time, retrofit strategies
suited to specific criticalities and different construction types have been individualized, also verifying
the efficaciousness in terms of economic efficiency. The main problem, in fact, related to this type of
interventions is that in many cases the return of the investment starts in the medium-long term. If, as it
often happens, the return time is even higher than the useful life of the intervention, they are
absolutely disadvantageous from an economic point of view. When the interventions aimed at energy
saving and/or regulatory adjustment are made as technological and functional retrofit interventions,
foreseen and necessary anyway, the additional investment cost is significantly lower and it allows
much more interesting return times. In this direction, the research has explored ways to turn the
functional and regulatory adjustment interventions of school building into energy retrofit works. [1]
This design approach is necessary to put into practice the principles of the "New Didactics 3.0". In
fact, the school is changing significantly, so it is necessary that the educational spaces also change
according to the innovations determined by the digital technologies and the evolution of the didactics.
These principles have inspired the Guidelines for School Building approved by MIUR in 2013 that
3
renew the criteria for space design and equipment for new schools .
The Guidelines approach differs from the prescriptive nature of the previous technical standards in
force dating back to 1975 through listing a set of performance criteria for space design and equipment
for the school of the new millennium.
From reading the indications provided, the issue of environmental-energy sustainability emerges
strongly, such as:
- quality of the interior space through the design of thermo-hygrometric comfort, bright and acoustic
comfort, indoor air quality, ergonomics of furnishings.
- optimization of energy consumption for various uses, energy production from renewable sources,
regulation and control of home automation systems and consumption monitoring.
- correlation between the characteristics of the school environment and the potentialities for student
training.
The Guidelines propose modular spaces that are easily configurable and can respond to everchanging educational contexts, with flexible environments that are functional to more advanced
teaching and learning systems.

Fig. 1: a. Various possible configurations for group space (designed by F. Coppola);
b. Possible settings for the classroom depending on the different teaching methods (designed by S. E.
Ruocco Panico)

Several functional areas are "physically located spaces which perform a function specifically assigned
within the school unit."
Particularly, four different typologies of functional areas for learning are outlined:
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- GROUP SPACE, a space organized for collaborative activities among students where each one can
have an individual task but that makes a sense even within a group. In this environment the teacher
hasn’t got a 'fixed' place, but he/she moves among the various tables offering his/her irreplaceable
supporting role and learning facilitation that shapes within each group.
- LAB SPACE (atelier), that is the "working space" for which an environment is needed, where the
student can move autonomously by activating observation, exploration and artefact production
processes which, according to the various disciplines involved, becomes a multifunctional "equipped
space" granting tools and resources for creating contexts of experience.
- INDIVIDUAL SPACE, this space is an environment responding to the individual needs, separated
from the classroom and social meeting contexts, and must provide access to information and
contents, the possibility to both use technological tools and connect to the network.
- INFORMAL AND RELAXED SPACE where students can get away from structured learning activities
and find opportunities to interact with other people informally, either to relax or approach resources
even not related to school subjects. Here students must enjoy an adequate physical comfort given by
furnishings - particularly “soft” furnishings, comfortable seating, poufs and carpets - and adequate
thermo-hygrometric conditions.
The classroom survives as a space designed for frontal interventions, but this is now only one of the
many moments of an articulated learning path focused on the student. The new training approach
completely re-examines the distribution and dimensioning of the classroom, making it an environment
linked with a different and flexible distribution of workstations and the possibility to integrate new
networked multimedia tools (interactive whiteboards, projectors, computers and tablets).
The classroom is liquid and/or decomposed: there is no chair, furnishings are different from the
traditional ones: there is neither the chair nor desks, replaced by tables and seats, easily movable as
needed. It is an environment created for non-transmutable didactics, but based on students' activities.
The theoretical operational guidelines derived from the research have been verified in some design
proposals that, starting with the MIUR guidelines in 2013, have tried to limit demolition interventions by
setting up comfortable and flexible spaces adapted to the new trends of innovative didactics.

2.
The Environmental
requirements

System

Analysis:

integrability

and

transformability

The new configurations that School 3.0 must take are made possible, in existing buildings, by an
overall revision of the school furnishings, but also of the interior systems and partitions. The latter
should ensure, on the one hand, high flexibility, that is to say being mobile and transparent, but at the
same time providing also a high level of equipment to allow them to be used effectively in teaching
activities. The plant system, moreover, should be as independent as possible from vertical partitions,
or at least adjustable to their different positions.
The configurable flexibility of interior spaces is due to more general reasons too. Fast changes in
social background, the evolution of techniques and the reasons for the market economy determine the
conditions for the very rapid obsolescence of material products, including building products. Flexibility
of use, integrability and transformability are therefore highly relevant to the needs and require to be
balanced by configurative and constructive solutions focusing on environmental sustainability, with
particular reference to resource consumption reduction, reuse and recycling of materials and energy
saving during production and use phases. Thus, innovation and transitionality become structural
paradigms through which reading the construction process again.
The technical regulation identifies a strategic aspect of the design in the meta-project phase, which, on
the base of quantitative and qualitative data acquired and organized, is aimed at making decisions that
will form the fundamental elements of the design from both a technological-functional and a lexicalspatial point of view. It takes care of management and strategies of the transition process between the
design preparatory phase (data collection and analysis) and the design formalization and synthesis
phase.
A specific research segment has been focused on studying the environmental system of the confined
spaces in the school building, analysing its passive conditions influencing microclimate and interior
wellness in order to identify solutions that can reduce the energy consumption of the systems.
The possible conditions for adjusting the existing artefacts to the spatial and environmental
configurations proposed by the new MIUR Guidelines have been analysed, also considering the
improvement of the energy behaviour related to consumption.
In the rehabilitation design of existing school buildings, the setting of the environmental-spatial and
functional analysis of the state of art is oriented to evaluate the configurative, technological and
operational conditions through a demanding-performance approach. The analysis is carried out with
reference to the sample buildings considered for the research (case studies), evaluating for them the
existing qualities through a graphical-descriptive card system, structured on the reading of the
environmental system connected with the technological system, where you can notice:
positional features of the building
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settlement size
characteristics of the individual spatial elements, from a bioclimatic, distributive, functional,
enjoying, technological point of view
expected performances compared with the performances provided.
The results of the analysis are the basis for identifying appropriate strategies to produce possible
improvements with interventions of interior space transformation. The strategies will be defined in
reference to both their different distribution and new configurations of the technical elements and
systems that define them.

Fig. 2: Analysis of spatial elements and environmental units
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Fig. 3: Meta-design: natural ventilation of space units.

The cards are articulated into three parts: relief, environmental system analysis, technology system
analysis. In the relief section, the wider context is examined by identifying the features of the site and
its environmentally relevant surroundings in order to find the surrounding conditions that may be risk
factors or potentialities of interaction with the context. Relatively to the building relief, besides
individualization of the physical configuration of the site, the relationships between the parts and the
interconnections of spaces and functions are also highlighted.
The environmental system analysis is made for individual spatial elements within which the different
environmental units are identified, and for each of them needs, requirements, performances provided,
poor performances and classes of technological units providing such the performances are tabulated.
The cards are completed by the technological analysis of the surfaces delimiting the spatial element.
The technological system analysis is made with reference to the CUTs of the UNI 8290, identifying the
parts through planimetric and photographic reading and completed with a performance analysis with a
table describing
needs, requirements, performances provided, poor performances and a
correspondence with the environmental system.
This analysis provides information on the overall behaviour of the building exploring in an
interconnecting way the environmental, distribution, functional and technological aspects with an
emphasis on evaluating the behaviour of confined spaces in relation to quality and performance
deficiencies. Therefore, it will be possible to define design solutions in order to improve interior
environments in relation to uses, also reducing overall energy requirements of the building through
optimization of passive operation and plant system.
The hypotheses of improving the energy and functional behaviour of existing school buildings must
also be evaluated according to the principles of economic sustainability. To this end, priority criteria
can be identified among interior rehabilitation interventions in order to provide decision support that
allow an effective management of the design, compatible with resources availability and able to
maximize the benefits of the transformations introduced.

3.

From the energy audit to the technological retrofit

Then, the first step for a retrofit project is the definition of constructive DNA and the deficiencies and
potentialities of the building, both from the technological and energy point of view. [3]
The Energy Audit is a useful tool in order to analyse these characteristics.
The research has been based on the assumption that a close analysis of the state of the art is
required in order to properly set up a truly effective energy rehabilitation design. Such an analysis
enables you to select both the typologies of the interventions and the materials to be used, in relation
with the specific performance deficiencies. In this perspective, energy diagnosis is an essential tool to
investigate the energy quality of the existing building and it plays a strategic role to guide the public
Subject's path towards the energy efficiency of its building heritage.
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The survey has focused on the performance of the building envelope and, therefore, on the thermal
energy requirements for heating and cooling.
The energy diagnosis has been structured to achieve the following goals:
1. defining all elements of the energy balance of the plant building system
2. evaluating the useful thermal energy requirements and primary energy requirements under both
standard and actual use conditions
3. verifying, through a specific indicator, the congruence between the average actual consumption in
the last three years and the estimated consumption under actual use conditions
4. analysing heat dissipation through the building envelope, identifying the main performance
criticalities of the various building components, also in relation with the existing nZEB standards for the
existing building;
5. identifying the categories of the most needed energy rehabilitation interventions on the envelope
according to the criticalities individualized;
6. evaluating, in energy and economic terms, the variations resulting from carrying out the various
proposed solutions.
Performance deficiencies, the envelope as a whole and its various components have been shown
from this analysis, and the ones that most affected the energy balance of the building have been
identified.
The rehabilitation of the existing school buildings cannot be regardless of the legislative and regulatory
pattern that transposes the Directive 2010/31/EU, and therefore the nZEB standards introduced in
Italy by the Law 90/2013 and its implementing decrees. So a comparison has been made between the
real buildings and the nZEB standards for the existing buildings.
Particularly, a global evaluation of the building envelope has been carried out with respect to the
following indicators:
- Energy performance index for heating
- Overall heat transfer coefficient
- Energy performance index for cooling
- Equivalent summer solar area per unit area
- Opaque envelope periodic thermal transmittance

Tab. 1: Energy quality of the building envelope

Subsequently, the performance of the individual components have been analysed with respect to the
following requirements:
- Thermal insulation
- Thermal inertia
- Solar radiation control
Considering the climatic and environmental peculiarities of Campania, particular attention has been
paid to the envelope performances under summer conditions, and consequently to the last two needs
that highly influence the thermal energy requirements for cooling.
From the results given by the evaluation of the envelope energy performances in its whole and of its
various components both the typologies of interventions and the materials to be used according to
specific criticalities have been individualized.

4.

The Energy Audit of Amaldi school building

The public school building complex and more precisely the scientific high school “Edoardo Amaldi”,
4
located in the municipality of Santa Maria Capua Vetere (Caserta) is chosen as one of cases
study in the research project.
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The technological retrofit deals with the improvement of energy and environmental performances of
building, focusing, in particular, in its thermal and energy efficiency as long as its acoustic
5
performance . This contribution illustrates the energy audit made in order to know the current
performance of the building system and can properly plan the design actions of retrofit. In order to
address the objectives of this project successfully, there is an imperative: it needs to have a full and
thorough understanding of the current condition, so as to make a proper assessment and thus,
through a scientifically accepted process, to reach to the appropriate results which will guide the
technicians throughout appropriate proposals.
The research work has been conducted in four phases (the second of which is certainly the most
significant):
I PHASE: the research of all the necessary information about location, local climate surrounding area,
constructive characteristics, plant systems, uses and users, equipment etc. This can be done through
a variety of means, such as, drawings, photos, aerial photographs, maps, in situ observations and
measurements, surveys among the users, statistic data, experimental procedures, etc; [2]
II PHASE: the evaluation of the collected data, conducted in order for setting up the appropriate
computational models for further analysis that will provide us the requested results;
III PHASE: all the results generated previously will be extensively presented, analysed and
commented, to draw useful and discriminating conclusions that will guide through the final step;
IV PHASE: the most suitable retrofit proposal, after taking into consideration both the above
conclusions reported and the range of possible solutions as well as the appropriate technical means
for their implementation and the valuation of the incremental variation of performances. [3]

Fig. 4: Climatic (site matrix) and functional (destination use) analysis of the Amaldi school building
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Fig. 5: Rate of use analysis of the Amaldi school building

The analysis of direct users and the relative rates of use of the school is severely functional for
assessing both consumption and needs. Thus, it was found that the school hosts 90 teachers, 1020
students and 20 assistants. The main building is in use from 7.00 am until 5.00 pm, from September
till mid-June, as main educational destination use. During the afternoon and in the month of June and
July, there are also other kinds of activities served such as cultural, athletic, recreational etc (Fig. 5)
In order to assess the thermal performance and energy efficiency of the building the used tool is the
6
software SEAS 3.0 (Simplified Energy Auditing Software) , based on the MS Excel Suite.
The software provides simplified energy simulation models utilizing a multitude of data imported by
the user through a graphical user interface consisting of worksheets with input fields for each
parameter needed for the simulation. According to this a variety of data was analised and
assessed in order to be prepared to be inputted in the software.
The first type of data request is about geographic characters (Degrees-day, climatic zone, latitude,
wind zone, etc…); then, envelope’s characteristics and profile of use are fully documented. The
software requires all the measurable data related to the thermal zones and every possible parameter
that may affect the transmission of thermal loads within the building as much as incoming and
outgoing thermal loads. (Fig. 6)

Fig. 6: Thermal zones (Design by K. A. Kontonikas)

The Amaldi school building has a central heating system; Even if the thermal zone has to be identified
in relation to the heating system that serves it, however, from a functional point of view the project
takes into account the real conditions of use of the spaces. The thermal zones discrimination is done
for the period of winter when there is the need to use the heating system. About the heating system, in
this school building the temperature set point is 20° C. According the law requirements (UNI EN ISO
13790:2008 standard as a referral from the UNI TS 11300-1:2008 standard), the operating mode of
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the heating system needs to be continuous mode. Then, two tables need to be filled in with data
concerning the periods of use of the heating system, defined by the regional legislation. However,
despite the power-up period of the plant should be 6 hours a day, the actual period is 4 hours for
economic reasons. This condition not only determines energy sacrifice for direct users, but it makes
impossible correctly valuating the economical benefit of the plant efficiency action, because it is
extremely under-dimensive.
About the envelope, all kind of dispersive surfaces have been identified, according to the M. D.
26.06.2015. We distinguish the dispersive surfaces/volumes of the building, in addition and depending
to the thermal zones identified previously. A dispersive surface/volume separates spaces of different
temperatures and consequently thermal loads; energy flow is observed through these
surfaces/volumes from spaces of higher temperature to the ones with lower temperature. (Tab.2)

Tab. 2: Dispersive surfaces

Fig. 7: SEAS Software: Data input for the thermal analysis of opaque (on left) and transparent (on right) envelope

Similarly, all transparent casings have been analyzed, verified and classified. An abacus of the fixtures
was elaborated, containing all the dimensional, functional and energetic characteristics. Most of the
glazed surfaces are very dispersive (Fig. 7). The thermal transmittance (U) is calculated by the
software and verified by the Pilkington Spectrum software; the ranges is from 3,3 to 3 W/m2K but
the current Italian legislation (MD 26.06.2015 - Appendix A) imposes that the values for climatic zone
C must be less than 2.1W/m2K.

Fig. 8: Thermal analysis of transparent envelope – Pilkington Spectrum software

Other important steps are the accurate calculation/valuation of:
- all thermal bridges, according to the UNI EN ISO 14683 and L. 90/2013;
- Ventilation and internal contributions
- Hot water demand
- Thermal loads not free
- Natural and artificial Lighting, carried out with a specific energy audit procedures
- Other electrical loads
Finally, the software elaborates the results. (Fig. 8), in which we can observe the prevailing loads and
gains.
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Fig. 9: Dispersions and energy intakes of the Amaldi school building

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, the Energy Audit highlights the strengths and weaknesses of the building-plant system.
The table and chart point to four main factors that adversely affect the thermal efficiency of the
building:
- Losses through ventilation dispersion
- Losses through transmission dispersion by opaque partitions
- Losses through transmission dispersion by transparent partitions
- Losses by thermal bridges
The influence of these factors acts negatively in the formation of the thermal energy balance within the
building and thus there is the need of large amounts of thermal loads in order for this to be heated
sufficiently. These are the starting point for selecting the right technology solutions that improve the
performance and comfort of the building.
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national territory design references.
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The city’s coordinates are 41° 3'54.44"N, 14°15'11.01"E and the average altitude is 36m above the sea level. The climatic
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Abstract
The paper offers a state of art of Geomatics tools that it is possible to use after a natural and/or human
disaster on urban centers or natural landscapes to record the 3D shape. This knowledge is important
both for first aid initiatives devoted to safeguard human lives and for support decision on first technical
interventions. The same data, if correctly recorded, are the basic step to plan recovering actions and
reconstruction strategies.
The high automation level of the metric survey techniques open unsolved questions about the correct
use of automatic tools both to acquire primary data and the appropriate management of them to give
affordable and accurate metric information to the specialists.
Image based technologies (e.g. 3D photogrammetry, SFM) and range based instruments (e.g. terrestrial
and aerial laser scanning systems) are analyzed in terms of best rules to acquire the necessary primary
data by highlighting the most common mistakes that automation approach could generate; the same
analysis is developed for the software used to manage those primary data where automation processing
are in many cases not well understood.
A more skilled use of primary data acquisition instruments and management software will allow a better
quality of the resulting 3D models also considering the real needs in the different phases of the
emergency after disasters.
Keywords: photogrammetry, laser scanning, drones, 3D, metric survey

1.

Introduction

The metric knowledge of a space is, always, the main needed information before every kind of
intervention on natural and artificial assets.
The specific topic of the planned interventions strongly influence the level of detail and the accuracy of
the knowledge; other important factors, which influence the adopting strategies, are the morphology and
the nature of the objet itself. Of the same importance are the media that have to be produced by
considering the effective technological possibilities of the users and the deadline for the production of
the deliverables.
If in the usual applications of metric survey, the accuracy and the completeness of the final products are
the main topics to be reached, the actions planned for emergency situations have to be more oriented,
at least in a first step, to give basic information in the most rapid and effective way. The possibility to
integrate time by time both the aspects of accuracy and complete 3D modeling could be considered at
different times therefore all the steps must be planned and organized to avoid repetitions.
The practical impossibility to plan all the needed actions, due to the restricted times, asks for expert
professionals able to work in real time by considering the requirements and the true possibilities to use
one or more integrated techniques to give to the users the required instruments and to save the basic
data for subsequent elaborations.
All the Geomatics technologies should be considered by giving preferences to the ones who allow rapid
and possibly automatic production of the basic deliverables, such as orthophoto maps and point clouds.
The selection of the technologies and of the deliverables strongly depend on the dimension of the asset
of interest, and on the real needs.
Therefore, natural spaces and urban centers require different solutions then single buildings or
infrastructures: the different survey’s scales usually required for those different objects allow different
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approaches and need different considerations of the “pros & cons” to be analyzed for a correct
intervention.
In the following paragraphs an analysis of the today’s state of arts of the Geomatics techniques will be
developed by giving some considerations also about the preventive actions to be planned to speed up
the metric survey interventions in emergency situations.

2.

Image based metric survey techniques

The image based metric survey techniques range from Photogrammetry to Structure From Motion
(SFM) approaches and, in the contest analyzed in this paper, are mainly applied to the use of images
which record the emitted radiations in the visible band of the spectrum.
In a simplified approach, the management of images by using Photogrammetry or SFM seems to be the
same: actually, there are some details that have to be considered during both the image acquisition and
the image treatment.
Photogrammetry dates from the XIX century and developed its algorithms by considering the Eulerian
geometry of a perspective projection. SFM dates from the second half of the XX century and its
algorithms were developed by using the projective geometry.

Fig.1: sample of a Photogrammetric block with standard overlaps for natural areas

The main aims of the Photogrammetry is the metric 3D survey of an object in a specific time by using at
least two images taken from two different points of view, while the main goal of SFM was the control of
robot movements inside an unknown space. These different goals offer different developments of the
two techniques. Photogrammetry was more concentrated on the quality and completeness of the 3D
survey without considering too much important the speed to obtain the results; SFM was more
concentrated into obtaining solutions in the most rapid way without considering the assessment of
quality due to the fact that for robot control approaches the solution is computed and arranged time by
time.
The rapid development of the quality of the digital images sensors in terms of radiometric and metric
resolutions, and the parallel rapid development of the matching techniques, push the two different
approaches towards similar results. This similarity is only apparent because the main goals previously
mentioned are always visible in the final results obtainable by using the two different approaches.
The common primary data of Photogrammetry and SFM must be acquired by considering different
strategies: a good photogrammetric block just requires two different images for each point to be
acquired, while most diffused software based on SFM theory usually require at least three different
images to survey a single point to ensure a complete scene description.

Fig.2: Left: Planned (a) and realized flight (b) with a drone. Right: sample of an image mosaicking

Many experimental results show that the tradition of a good photogrammetric block should be used
without considering the subsequent used mathematical models because the obtainable precision
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strongly depends not only on the taking distance but also on the taking base (the distance between two
adjacent images along a strip).
Usually, overlaps are 60% and 20% of sidelap are the best parameters to consider for a good image
acquisition strategy. For urban centers or architectural objects, those overlaps must be increased up to
80% and 60% respectively: in this way, it is possible to image a point in four different images and to
avoid the perspective occlusions.
For aerial flights, with a direct measurement of external orientation parameters by means of GNSS/INS
systems, but also for aerial and terrestrial blocks oriented by using a regular grid of GCPs (Ground
Control Points), the addition of two transversal strips will guarantee an overall better quality.
When only one strip is used a more dense network of GCPs must be provided in order to avoid
unacceptable results in external orientation parameter estimation.
A special care must be taken for the images acquired by using drones or multirotor platform. In this
case, actually, the platform is not as stable as necessary and some of the acquired images con have
overlaps greater than the acceptable for a strong estimation of the external orientation parameters.
Usually when drones are used to acquire overlapping images for a subsequent photogrammetric
application the overlap parameters are fixed at higher values than the ones previously underlined;
therefore a selection of the usable images has to be carry out before to start with the photogrammetric
survey.

Fig.3: Strips orientation and GCPs location for standard photogrammetric blocks

By using aerial vehicles, oblique images could be acquired: the orientation of these oblique images must
be carried out in a different procedure than the one used for conventional aerial images due to the
different ground resolution that oblique images offer.
In every condition, it is better to use pre-calibrated cameras with a fixed focal distance and to solve
blocks of images taken almost at the same distance. The use of different taken distances in the same
block will cause problem especially during the matching due to the different obtained ground resolutions.
Image based techniques could be applied only when sufficient illumination conditions are satisfied.
Once all the orientation parameters are known, the matched homologous points could be estimated and
dense point clouds are generated. The main advantage of the point clouds generated by means of
photogrammetric algorithm is the possibility to estimate, point by point, the achieved precision. This
knowledge could also be used as a filtering parameter to avoid incoherent point cloud generation.

3.

Range based metric survey techniques

Range based metric survey techniques are today a common tool for quick generation of point clouds
comparable, at least in terms of density, to the ones obtainable by using image based metric survey
techniques.
A wide variety of instruments allow performing the acquisition in every condition: aerial, terrestrial and
drone devices are now on the market and almost fully automatic software allow solving the primary data
acquisition and treatment to obtain coherent point clouds of complex objects. Today almost all the LiDAR
instruments are equipped by integrated or externally calibrated digital cameras to allow the coloring of
the point clouds to speed up the interpretation of the 3D shapes.
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The rapid evolution of cloud-to-cloud registration methodologies, based on ICP (Iterative Closest Point)
algorithm, allows recovering many misalignment problems and a correct network of GCPs offers the
possibility to connect in an affordable way aerial strips and terrestrial single position point clouds.
Aerial LiDAR systems acquired adjacent strips of point clouds and sidelap of about 20% usually are
sufficient to guarantee a continuous and homogeneous covering; terrestrial LiDAR systems have to be
used to acquire single position point clouds with a minimum overlap of about 30% in both directions.
The GCPs have to be placed inside the overlapping zones to achieved the expected precision during
the registration processes.

Fig. 4: GCPs (red) and CPs (blue) for a correct multi scan registration and checking

If it is true that LiDAR instruments can acquired without any limit of illumination it must be clear that only
photographic images oriented in the same coordinate system where the point cloud are defined, allow
a correct and quick interpretation of the shapes and the subsequent coherent 3D modeling. Therefore,
also for LiDAR instruments the acquisition has to be performed when sufficient illumination conditions
are realized.
LiDAR instruments can be also used as Mobile Mapping Systems and specific integrated acquisition
units (LiDAR, imaging and GNSS/INS platforms) are now ready to solve the metric survey in all the
possible condition.
While digital cameras are relatively cheap, Lidar based instruments are usually more expensive but just
after the acquisition the points cloud are ready to be used for the modeling steps.
Last April, LEICA Geosystems launched on the marked a new terrestrial Lidar instrument, the BLK360
that represent a real innovation in terms of both costs and usability. With its 1.5 kg of weight the
instruments can be easily managed also in critical situation and the speed of acquisition (almost 360.000
pt/s) allow to foresee a rapid diffusion of this typology of instruments. The full integration with two digital
cameras and one thermic camera will offer a big variety of possible application of this new category of
instruments.

4.

Image and range based deliverables

By considering the most advanced development of the possibilities to produce affordable instruments
of metric documentation based on the use of the above-mentioned technologies, it is possible to split
them into two main categories by considering the time needed to produce them.
The separation into those two categories take into consideration the different needs that can follow a
natural and/or artificial disaster to act on Cultural Heritage assets.
The deliverables that can be produced in a short time are usually conceived to give the basic metric
information for emergency interventions while the results that require more time to be produced offer a
complete description of the 3D model of the surveyed asset by using suitable forms of representation
more conceived to support the planning of permanent interventions.
4.1
Fast deliverables
The integration between LiDAR and Photogrammetry open the possibility to produce in an almost
automatic way basic deliverables.
The first product is the orthophoto. Orthophotos are produced by transforming the central perspective
geometry of the photographic images into orthogonal projection on a given plan. The images to be used
have to be defined in terms of interior and exterior orientation parameter and a 3D model of the
represented objects has to be know.
The orthophoto production from aerial images could be performed just after the flight: usually interior
orientation parameters of the used cameras are known in advance and the exterior orientation
parameters are directly measured during the flight thanks to the GNSS/IMS platforms. LiDAR survey is
executed at the same time of the image acquisition therefore after some automatic data processing (e.g.
aerial block adjustment, point cloud filtering) the orthophoto production could be performed and
delivered inside the adopted cartographic system. The user can therefore access the final products
directly on a cloud system (e.g. WEBGIS) and extract the needed information.
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As it is well known orthophoto are not interpreted cartographic products: the semantic content of a
traditional map is not provided but the user can directly interpret the interesting phenomena by observing
the radiometric contents and digitize them, if needed, into a vector layer or, more simply, extract basic
metric information such as distances and areas.
DISTANCES
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Fig. 5: The Solid Image concept

The unavoidable differences between the geometry of the orthophoto and the one of the maps could be
neglected in most cases if the extension of the area of interest is limited to some kilometer squares and
the nominal scale of the orthophoto could be considered as the quality of the contained metric
information.
The production of orthophoto in urban centers could give unacceptable results if the traditional approach
of orthophoto production is used. In those cases, a possible approach is the use of specific resampling
algorithms, proposed at the beginning of the XXI century and now implemented in commercial software
platforms for precise orthophoto production.
Orthophotos just offer planimetric information: in case also altimetry information are necessary, another
quick deliverable is now available: the solid image.

Fig.6: Solid Image used to detect breaklines for 3D modeling of a point cloud

In the solid image the point cloud generated by using LIDAR devices are virtually connected to the
oriented images: the user access to the images and define on them the required metric information (e.g.
a distance by clicking the two points on the image, an angle by clicking three points, an area by clicking
the vertex of the polygon which define the interested area, etc.). The virtual connection between the E,N
coordinates of the selected pixels and the point clouds allow to interpolate the height to obtain the
numerical values of the requested geometric quantities.
One example of this approach is represented by the project URBEX of the C.G.R. Company
(http://www.cgrspa.com/prodotti-e-servizi/servizi-in-cloud-urbex/) where aerial images (both vertical and
oblique ones) are offered in a cloud platform allowing the previous mentioned queries. By introducing
inside the URBEX platform the images and the point clouds coming out after a flight on areas affected
by natural or human disasters it is possible to distribute the updated data to all the potential users
through network by allowing the access to a common cartographic documentation. Obviously, the
imaged and the point clouds could be updated and stored by using a chronology: in this case, a possible
monitoring of the evolution of the observed phenomena is conceivable.
The same approach could be applied also for terrestrial applications and for drone-based approaches
(e.g. building metric survey). In those cases some delay in the distribution of the data can occur due to
the necessity to estimate the exterior orientation parameters (and in some cases the interior orientation
parameters of the used cameras) of the needed images and to the registration of the acquired point
clouds.
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4.2
Complete deliverables
As described in the previous paragraph, the “fast deliverables” use directly the point clouds generated
by LiDAR systems (both mobile and static ones) and a set if oriented images.
The “complete deliverables” consist in the modeling of the point clouds obtained from LiDAR systems
or digital Photogrammetry after a segmentation process to produce 3D models and/or 2D traditional
representations.
As it is well known those products require a deep knowledge of the object to be surveyed and a lot of
time to elaborate in the best possible way the metric information given by the point clouds and the
semantic information given by the images.

Fig. 7: Geometric analysis of a point cloud

In this case particular attention is given to the real aims of the survey also by considering the approach
that will be adopted for the restoration intervention.
Sometimes those deliverables need the use also of historical survey to reconstruct lost shapes and
details. Those existing surveys are integrated inside the new measurements by putting in evidence the
possibility to recover old regularities.
Complete deliverables need also a check of the obtained results in order to guarantee the quality of the
survey: the check is not only about the achieved accuracies but also in the completeness of the survey
and in the coherence of the realized 3D model. Different strategies can be adopted to do those checks
and they have to be evaluated case by case by considering the real use of the metric survey.

5.

Metric survey common tasks

In any kind of metric survey, some common tasks have to be realized to guarantee the quality of the
primary data acquisition and the subsequent treatments.
During the planning of the metric survey activities a control network has to be defined and, in case,
realized in order to define the unique 3D coordinate system and to limit the error propagation.
For aerial and all the techniques based on the use of GNSS/IMU platforms this task do not require
particular attention: all the measurements will be defined inside the reference and coordinate systems
of the specific used GNSS constellation (e.g. GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO, etc.). Inside Europe, as a
common agreement defined in the INSPIRE directive, the cartographic system is the UTM/WGS84 that,
from 2011 is also adopted as the official cartographic system in Italy.
For terrestrial local surveys sometimes is not necessary (and sometime could be a mistake) to adopt
the official cartographic system. In those cases a local 3D Cartesian coordinate system could be defined
by materializing a control network with a set of point surrounding the space were the survey will be
performed. This network needs to be realized in such a way that it would be possible to use it also after
the survey.
When image and range based techniques are used a second order control network is needed to allow
the orientation of the image blocks and the registration of the single point clouds. The vertexes of this
network are the GCPs mentioned in the previous paragraphs. The number and the relative location of
the points of the second order control network need an effective planning in order to be able to satisfy
all the requirements in terms of precision and accuracy.
Usually those points (the so-called Ground Control Points) are surveyed by means of a total station by
ensuring a precision greater than the one required for the final deliverables.
During the GCPs survey it is possible also to provide a second class of point useful for the subsequent
checks of the survey. Those point are named Check Points (CPs) and must be distribute especially in
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the zones where the surveyor know some problems could arise in terms of precision and coherence of
the final 3D model.

6.

Conclusions

The technologic development opens every day new possibilities to perform affordable metric surveys,
which can satisfy the requirement in any kind of situations.
Aerial and mobile systems can provide in a short time all the necessary information for rapid
interventions such as people recovering, building reinforcements and possible transportation network
detection. The introduction of oblique images allows also building façade inspection in a coherent metric
system useful to plan reinforcement interventions as preventive actions to allow a correct plan of future
restoration actions. The only limits on the use of those solutions are the weather conditions and poor
illumination situations. When those obstacles are not present, aerial and mobile systems could provide
data ad any interesting level of accuracy.
Not yet implemented on commercial platform is the possibility to automatically extract the breaklines
from a point cloud and a set of digital images: the first results presented some years ago put in evidence
the possibility to speed up by using automatic tools and strong integration strategies between
Photogrammetry and LiDAR.

Fig. 8: Automatic extraction of breaklines from point clouds and digital image integration

Terrestrial methods are more suitable for the production of detailed 3D models as basic information for
restoration design and structural interventions.
To act in emergencies, to produce affordable metric survey could be helped if some preventive actions
are provided.
The most important thing that can be realized in advance is the establishment and materialization of
control networks useful for all kind of terrestrial surveys. Of the same importance is the acquisition of
metric data (e.g. image blocks for photogrammetric applications and/or point clouds) that do not need
to be elaborated in advance but can be used to provide ancillary information for reconstruction or
reassessments.
One of the possible actions always recommended by international organizations such as CIPA-HD is
the basic image acquisition by using the so-called 3x3 rules. Those rules were proposed many years
ago as a simple but effective action to document Cultural Heritage and they are updated regularly by
considering the technological advancements. The aims of these rules are to push the people to provide
basic information to acquire images and basic metric information to allow a possible metric survey by
means of photogrammetry of specific assets.
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Abstract
Risk mitigation represents one of the greatest challenges for conditions of sustainable development
facing today’s local planning. The growing critical incidents linked to the occurrence of “extreme”
climatic conditions have highlighted the unsolved problem of territorial vulnerability and the level of risk
with which a large portion of the population has to co-exist. The problem, which only recently became
apparent, has deep roots, the main one stemming from the alteration of the landscape and from the
related gaps within planning activities. Different elements became strategic in risk management.
Representation is a fundamental tool to transfer knowledge. Through the representation and visual
communication it is possible to encourage the awareness of public opinion on landscape dynamics
and on risks related to them. Starting from some case study, in this article will be discussed the new
research perspectives by proposing a path starting from the survey of urban and environmental
dynamics up to the communication and to the public awareness on risks, crossing the entire field of
landscape representation.
Keywords: Maps, landscapes, risks, communication, representation

1.

Landscape Representation

In recent decades, the research studies in the field of thematic mapping and graphics have been
recognized as subject areas of inquiry that need more attention from researchers who operate within
the larger family of the disciplines of representation [1]. In these areas, the procedures fostered by
new technologies delineate new research areas [2] requiring strong skills in visual perception
techniques and in symbolic representation methods.
While the field of studies related to the architectural surveying seems to be well-defined, both from the
methodological and technical point of view, the fields of studies related to the urban surveying urban
and to the landscape representation, seem to need more critic speculation about methods that can
use innovative tools [3]. Since the traditional dichotomies such as town and country, centre and
periphery have nowadays lost their traditional meaning, the difference between the urban scale and
the territorial scale must not be read as separate but diluted in a continuous system of urbanized
landscapes [4]
Research conducted over the years on the landscape representation and territorial analysis have
reinforced the idea that the landscape should always be investigated as a living organism in constant
evolution, of which it is necessary to understand the dynamics from which depend futures scenarios.
Therefore, the cognitive approach have to be an exploration of the multiplicity and complexity of a
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world involving several disciplines, each of which contributes to the acquisition of knowledge.
According to this multidimensional approach, the task of the representation science and practices is
the integration ant the management of knowledge, rather than the mere sum of individual
monothematic knowledge.
From the disciplinary debate on the research in field of the landscape representation – considering
technological innovations in the field of communication – emerges the need to extend the wellestablished methods of analysis of the real and to implement the ideology of survey as metalanguage; this is, ultimately, to build an experience-based on knowledge and sensitivity, wider and
wider, collective and hybrid [5]. Therefore, in this perspective the landscape survey become an active
and open process of acquisition and processing of knowledge, aimed to draw and to make available
and accessible in real time a set of information, with different purposes, from and for different publics,
on different media, by means of a representation system able to decode multiple types of the
images/information that today can be recognized as representations [6].
Referring to the people that observe and use the representations of urban space it is possible to adopt
the expression "the public", "the publics", preferring to other expressions usually used. Speaking of the
plural concept of "the publics", as collective subject to whom the representations are addressed,
implies a radical change in the way of observing and of represent the urban phenomena. The users of
the spatial representation are no longer implicitly passive but, on the contrary, they have opinions and
views on the urban phenomena. They are subjects able to reading and interpreting the
representations, to participate as an active part in the transformation processes exactly by means of
the information that the representation communicate to them [7]. The research activities have to focus
on the language conflict - and consequently communicative – which differentiated the insiders by the
publics considered in a general sense, or the ability to read and understand drawings, maps and
charts drawn with highly coded images, which, because of this, these were just understood only by
those who knew and practiced the code [8].

2.

Risk management

Risk management represents one of the greatest challenges facing today’s urban and territorial
planning since the rising dramatic situations linked to the occurrence of “extreme” climatic conditions.
Recent critical incidents occurred have highlighted the unsolved problem of territorial vulnerability and
the level of risk with which a large portion of the population has to co-exist. Even if undoubtedly the
problem is not new is taking on alarming proportions.
Various studies have inquired into the causes of this situation and the strategies to mitigate and
manage it. It is generally agreed that risk is the combination of several factors, many of which linked
with man’s action on the environment, particularly as regards treatment of the landscape and relations
between urban and environmental processes. In fact, the geological features, the acclivity and general
topological traits of places affect their levels of security, but the choices related to the management of
the territory are the real discriminant factor in terms of security.
In this sense, the planning discipline has had a great responsibility. The lack of a conscious vision of
the environmental sensibility, the lack of appropriate land management tools and some times the
excessive permissiveness in land use, have played an important role in this risk. The effects of which
we have nowadays to contrast. As several studies pointed some processes have negatively
contributed than others such as the urban sprawl, the lack of non-negotiable rules, the lack of
environmental sensitivity, the market power, the lack of coherence between planning tools and the
agricultural land abandonment.
Despite the social costs that it requires for its maintenance, the low-density model has become the
prevalent settlement model, and one legitimized by urban plan [9]. The built-up areas have grown
exponentially over the years independently of population trends. The urbanization has become a
worldwide phenomenon that manifests itself to varying degrees in the different countries. The growth
in the number of houses in the country led to an increase of the soil waterproofing [10] and
consequently to an alteration of the ecological balance, the stability of the land, water systems, the
ability to regulate climate and absorption of emissions, and the integrity of natural habitats.
Some times there was important building infractions that have contributed heavily to impoverishment
and territorial decay and to its risk exposition. For example, in natural disasters in the United States
and elsewhere, excessive building damage has been attributed to shoddy construction that is not in
compliance with building codes [11]. In Italy, after World War II in particular, the widespread and
unstoppable proliferation of planning contraventions in large cities and on the coasts of the South has
not only upset the character of the traditional historic landscape but also increased the exposure to
risk [12]. Repeated legitimizing of illegal construction through the practice of the “condono” (amnesty)
(1985, 1994 and 2003), which has officially endorsed the mismatch between the status quo and
planning rules, has also fuelled the culture of illegality. The belief that any abuse sooner or later would
have been legalised, has downsized - in some contexts - the significance and the meaning of
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planning. This phenomenon has caused significant negative consequences since the Italian peninsula
is on the whole one of the youngest, dynamic territories of Europe from a geological point of view.
Unfortunately until the 1970s the problem of land conservation was almost completely confined within
the world of science. In the political and urban arena, access housing and services was considered
the most relevant problem. The landscape has long been seen as mere aesthetic element and
environmental risk a possibility to be tolerated within the natural order of things. However, the events
of the landscape and the level vulnerability of territories are closely related. Frequently a significant
problem of exposure to risk occurs where the landscape was highly altered in the past. Unfortunately
on some instances there was a clear intention of putting economic interests ahead of environmental
protection, due to the pressure of the housing market. The intersection between land use and
production of financial credits, building cycles and real estate finance has become increasingly tight.
The potential transformation of the intended use of a land from agricultural to urban produces the
granting of a exchangeable credit in the financial market, independent of actual demand for housing,
business and services. Land has become pure reproduction of capital [13]. Faced with the shortage of
public resources and the mirage of secure income against low investments, the land is often used as
bargaining chip by local governments.
Furthermore, the lack of coordination of the many overlapping planning tools available within a territory
has also had negative effects. The fragmentation of the planning framework with different plans,
competent authorities and awarding bodies, often entirely isolated from each other, has led to an
excessively fragmented and compartmentalised knowledge of a single territory. The result is a lack of
knowledge of the real overall conditions and of the possibilities of danger. Finally farmers have always
had a role of territorial defence, through the on-going work of maintenance carried out in parallel to
their agricultural and livestock activities. However, the abandonment of many cultivated areas,
following the gradual exodus from the country, has left various areas “unattended” making them
available to a conversion of use that has often favoured urbanization.
For a long time the suburban territory was not, in fact, considered, assessed and treated in relation to
its own quality, but in its ability to enter the cycle of uses urban and economic values [14].
Simultaneously, the mechanization of the production process in agriculture has required a drastic
revision of existing landscape sometimes affecting, in the case of hilly areas, the stability of the slopes
as well as the balance of the soil. While the European countries most active on the side of
environmental protection have launched incentive policies to promote the maintenance of historic rural
landscape, alongside the traditional legal remedies, some countries like time Italy have remained
passive in the face of these processes [15]. As Agnoletti [16] points out although, in fact, the growth of
urban areas, from the point of perception constitutes one of the most evident phenomena of recent
territorial development, in reality it is the abandonment of agricultural areas which is the most
significant phenomenon of the last century, (about 100,000 ha per year), followed by forestry post
abandonment.
Although environmental catastrophes involving increasingly urban areas due to short-sighted land use
choices, often the source of the problems lies in the mountainous and hilly areas, where the important
phenomena of abandonment take place. Various studies have highlighted that the disruption of
traditional agro-forestry- livestock activities not only brought hydrological disorder and instability
phenomena, but, that even more so, the suspension of the practices of the establishment and
maintenance of agricultural water organization, followed by unchecked reforestation, have started
degradation phenomena that have significantly fuelled risk [17]. However, little investment has been
made in this sense. Statistical data show that in ten years the area of territories hit by fire, flood and
landslide has doubled in Italy, passing from an average of four to eight regions affected per year.
Special attention must be paid to suburban landscapes. The most exposed to the processes of
transformation, characterized by land use are not always adequately managed by planning, activities
economic-productive programming tools or by effective policy of natural and cultural local heritage.
Potential future risks underline the importance of research and intervention work. This means
contrasts the dangerous processes, motoring and mapping the territory analysing the landscape
transformations but also find ways to dialogue with population about risk management [18]. The risk
problem is not just a matter of technical interest but also social. The behaviour of the population is
important both in the prevention and the management phases of risk and therefore concerns impacts
and effects on things and people and, more generally, on the environment and the landscape [19].

3.

Representing landscape, communicating risks

Innovation in the technological field and the evolution of the users experience and perception of the
landscape claim new multimedia and multidisciplinary ways of knowing, offering even to insiders
multiple channels of representation for the observation and knowledge of reality, bringing the closer to
the generic publics [20]. Furthermore, it is necessary to speculate on the possible types of graphic
products that each tool can offer, considering the new needs of different publics. Indeed, the results of
a survey work become available on media that often are different from those traditionally understood.
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Consequently, it needs to study deeper the concept of interface between user and object that should
be represented keeping in mind that knowledge is not for itself but should be for design aims . The
development of new survey "procedures" should start from the integration of tools that are based on
"real" experience of places, but also on the "virtual experience" [21]. Media and network technologies
contribute in re-defining an approach to landscape made up by techno-practices of territories that are
detached from the physical context [22].
One of the most fertile research areas in the context of the representation disciplines is that of the
landscape with its transformations and dynamics from which emerge risk situations for the people who
inhabit those territories. With the increasing of the frequency and of the media attention to catastrophic
phenomena related to climate changes, it is strengthened the need to know with more accuracy the
urban and environmental dynamics and to identify the situations where they come into conflict with
each other. The implementation of systems of representation and monitoring networks efficient and
coordinated able to observe territories beyond their borders, be they administrative, disciplinary or
ideological, is a prerequisite for the analysis, design and management of landscape dynamics from
which emerge risk situations.
The role of the representation, in recent years, has profoundly changed and it has enriched by new
meanings towards a real knowledge of the environment, the landscape and the territory. The rapid
developments of technological tools are placed in a general sense of awareness about the importance
of planning and management the natural and build heritage, which if properly preserved can bring
development and prosperity to the community.

4.

Risk communications and maps features

Several studies have highlighted that only a minority of people living in a risk area are prepared for
future disaster events. So, for own safety measures, self-responsibility of the population at risk is an
upcoming target of risk management. For example, Steinfuhrer [23] argues that usually people see
flood protection as a responsibility of the authorities. Furthermore, some surveys on risk perception
conducted in different European countries as Germany, Austria and Switzerland agree that people’s
risk assessment on their own residential area is very different from the risk assessment of authorities.
The own residential area in fact is usually perceived as safe from natural hazard although is classified
as high risk area in official analysis (Shrems 1998; Hagemeier-Klose 2007).
In this sense the risk communication has to be adjusted to the specific needs of the people at risk in
order to give them the possibility to judging their own risk situation in an objective way and of making
informed decisions according to preparedness and personal safety measures (Hagemeier-Klose
2009).
Scholars affirm that the current existing risk maps or web mapping services or web GIS still lack a
good balance between simplicity and complexity with adequate readability and usability for the public.
There are many types of maps that can be considered risk maps and they can contained a calculated
or a perceived risk, a representation of history of risk in a specific area or a future scenario of it.
However, despite the varieties of maps (hazard maps, exposure maps, contamination maps,
vulnerability maps), typologies of risk (flood risk maps, fire risk maps, earthquake risk maps….), and of
different analysis methods of them, a number of general indications emerges from the literature about
a good risk communication.
For the purpose of making risk maps communication some issues are very important as readability,
design, visualization, and content. Several aspects affect these factors. Specific elements of
semiology for cartographic representation of risk include background consideration, legend proprieties,
scale used, contrast level, discretization, symbols, colours range and hue adopted as well as
information contents scripted.
In particular many studies highlighted that the choice of colours and symbols is a crucial factor. Colour
and symbols are used to differentiate areas and features but also to transmit their proprieties. As
established by scholars (Fuchs and al. 2009) approximately 90 per cent of the fixations of users is
concentrated in areas showing coloured zones and written information. However some times the
misuse of colours can determine a relevant problem in the legibility of a map. The use of bright colours
and large number of scheme colours may seem helpful since can attract the user but the presence of
different colours makes the image interpretation more difficult. In fact, it is more complicated to grasp
difference in intensity. So some authors suggest that although may come less impressive, the use of
monochrome schemes is more effective. However different colours can be used for mapping
qualitative information (Lahr and Kooistra 2010). Furthermore, the association of red with danger and
green with safety is very used but it is not something we can take always for granted (Frye 2001).
Instead, the adoption of natural association of colour with the risk maps contends is more appreciated
by users. For example the results of survey conducted by Hagemeier on laymen as maps evaluator,
concerning visual aspect on some flood hazard maps, shown that users suggest to use blue colours
gradient since can be immediately associated with water depths in place of red, blue, yellow for
hazard zones.
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Similarly it must be careful in choosing of symbols. It is useful avoid alarmist symbols when there isn’t
a reason and avoid symbols unclear or ambiguous that can easily be misinterpreted. Like the colours
also symbols have make the map lecture intuitive. Furthermore, the spatial localization of information
influences the perception by the reader considerably so legend has to be visible but limited in
quantitative contents. Several studies suggest to prevent technical terminology and to avoid it where
possible. The legend and the category classes have to be comprehensible and readable at first sight
(Hagemeier).
A map background should be in bright colour in order to increase the contrast to informative elements
and avoid an overload of information. Users frequently demanded that risk maps, which aim to inform
the public about risk have to be easily understandable, clearly arranged, and accompanied with clear
and simple explanations for laymen and pointed out in interview that this is not a frequent condition.
To this is added that in order to acquire more knowledge in some cases users suggests also
presenting map on the digital land register map, since landowner must be able to recognize his own
parcel of land.
Tough currently there is no commonly accepted guideline for risk map representation and
communication at international level, there are many studies like cited above on users expectations
that have to represent a reference element in the graphic restitution.
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Abstract

The irrigation system erected by the Assyrian king Sennacherib during the years 704-681 B.C., was
addressed to bring water to the new capital Ninive by means of a number of canals still widespread
2
on a territory of about 3.500 km . The monumental network is enriched by several rock reliefs,
inscriptions and technical solutions and represents one of the most important witness of northern
Iraq's cultural heritage.
Unfortunately, during the last thirty years, Iraqi Kurdistan has been the theater of war events that
caused not only the progressive decay of the monuments, but also the lost of much of the immaterial
cultural heritage.
The project carried on by CNR-ITABC within the frame of the training program “Land of Ninive”,
entrusted to the University of Udine by the Italian International Cooperation, is engaged in preparing
photogrammetric and 3D survey of Sennacherib’s monumental work in order to have a precise
documentation for eventual future restoration.
The main purpose is the collection of proper data in order to allow the Kurdistan Regional
Government to present a proposal for the admission of the archaeological complex in the Unesco
WHTL. This deserved future recognition, together with the planning of an Archaeological Park which
includes the most representative areas of Khinis and Jerwan, will encourage the knowledge of the
historical territory and strengthen the national cultural identity so to replace war and damages with
culture and valorisation.
Keywords: Sennacherib’s complex; archaeological park, KRG, Bavian inscription, Jerwan,
multimedia, UAV survey.

1.

Antecedents

2.

Historical notes on the region of northern Iraq

The CNR-ITABC (National Research Council-Institute for Technologies Applied to the Cultural
Heritage) is an operating partner of the project “Land of Ninive. Training for the valorisation of the
cultural heritage of northern Kurdistan” [1] with the specific task of providing the overall design of a
large archaeological and environmental park or “open air museum” in order to protect, preserve and
enhance the water system of Sennacherib and produce the necessary graphic documentation
through surveys of the monumental architectural structures and of the decorative elements
connected to the impressive waterworks. The graphic and photographic documentation necessary to
the design of the park, will be the basis to prepare a UNESCO World Heritage Tentative List
(WHTL) regarding the important archaeological complex.
The region which falls today within the borders of the KRG (Kurdistan Regional Government) in the
far north of Iraq has been, throughout history, a natural crossroads, where different civilizations have
had the opportunity to meet and exchange experiences.
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Because of the complex historical contingencies that developed especially in recent decades, the
scientific investigation of all evidences that ancient civilizations have left on this territory has never
been conducted in a consistent manner, as well as it has never been developed an adequate
network of museums nor a conservation program of the architectural heritage that favoured the
research or the simple enjoyment by the public.
Among the actions taken by the Assyrian kings from the end of the second millennium, and
especially between the ninth and sixth centuries B.C., there was that of the construction of long
channels of irrigation in order to increase the agricultural production in a territory for most desert and
subject to an unstable climate. It thus created a vast network of canals that in addition to protecting
the rural economy enabled, together with permanent or seasonal water courses, to transport large
quantities of goods, even of large size, in every part of the empire [2, 3].
The most important testimony of these initiatives is represented by the complex of canals built by
the Assyrian king Sennacherib to bring water to the land and to the gardens of his new capital
Nineveh (Fig. 1).
The abandonment of the old capital Dur Sharrukhin (or Fortress of Sargon now Khorsabad) built by
his father Sargon few kilometres further north, was dictated not only by the ambition of building an
exceptionally beautiful town that would include, among other beauties, "an unrivalled Palace", but
also by the intention of escaping to a sad warning. Sargon had died in battle and his body had not
been recovered. Considering the event a sign of bad omen the Assyrian king was even more
adamant in leaving the Fortress of Sargon and founding the new capital.

Fig. 1: Third (north-west) and fourth (east) phase of the construction of Sennacherib’s canals (in red) as it has
been surveyed by the M.A.I.A. (Missione Archeologica Italiana in Assiria) directed by Daniele Morandi. Khinis,
Jerwan, Maltai and Shiru Malikta are the archaeological sites of the open air museum. The perimeter of
Sennacheribs Archaeological Park is defined by the core zone (red) and the buffer zone (green).

3.

The monumental complex and the archaeological areas

As above mentioned, the Archaeological Complex that we want to preserve and for which we want
to create a UNESCO WHTL is constituted by the impressive hydraulic system built by the Assyrian
King Sennacherib between the years 704-681 B.C., a widespread complex composed of different
archaeological areas comprising bas-reliefs, channels, inscriptions [4].
Extremely important is the decorative and celebratory apparatus that accompanied the construction
of the various channels. It 's the case of the bas-reliefs of Maltai, perhaps the best preserved, and
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those of Faideh that, still partially hidden in a section of duct covered by earth, are risking their total
disappearance, due to cement plants operating only a few feet away.
The highlight of the celebration is reached at Khinis where was the beginning of the canal system
derived from the river Gomel. In this case a great relief of approximately 10 x 12 m. represented the
king Sennacherib at the sides of the panel in the act of paying homage to the figures of deities
placed at the centre. In front of the bas-relief stood a huge monolith, now lying in the water, which
was decorated on at least two sides to form the watershed between the Gomel and the beginning of
the channel (Fig. 2, 4).
Lastly, all the rock wall had a great number of niches, some of which were bearing the so called
Bavian inscription, in which the sovereign lists the major points of his endeavor, and bas-reliefs
reproducing the figure of Sennacherib [5] (fig. 7). The system of canals, in addition to its more
decorative aspects, also had works of articulated and yet little studied hydraulic engineering of which
the most important is the well-known aqueduct of Jerwan [6]. An imposing structure constructed to
allow the stone channel that brought water to Nineveh to overcome a vast wadi (Fig. 5).

Fig. 2: Archaeological area of Khinis, a 3D model of the decorated rock wall. From left: the rider’s panel, the
great bas-relief, the monolith with lamassu (in the water), the ramp of the quarry and, high on the bottom, the
niches with the Bavian Inscription.

4.

Kurdish cultural heritage and diaspora of the population

The work of conservation and enhancement of the archaeological complex of Sennacherib will pay
the right attention to the strong visual relationship between pre-existing archaeological structures
and landscape especially in view of the great damages suffered by the territories and by the
archeological findings in the last decades.
The people of Kurdistan has suffered, in fact, considerable changes in recent years due to a forced
emigration by the former Iraqi government that has caused incessant movement from the
countryside to the cities. Most of the inhabitants of the Kurdistan region, traditionally recognized as
"the Iraq’s bread reserve", lived in villages practicing agriculture and farming, while today live in the
cities of Dohuc, Erbil and Sulemanyeh working in public service, construction and trade.
Long internal struggles and the Diaspora of the Kurdish people have, over time, adversely affected
the population diminishing or canceling the awareness of their cultural roots. Traditional craft forms
have almost completely disappeared, supplanted by many retailers of mobile phones and electronic
games.
The incessant building activity carried on almost close to the peaks that surround the cities, is
gradually destroying the very meaning of the natural environment. And the great testimonies of the
past, so closely connected to the landscape, are ignored at best, if do not end up being then
subjected to serious vandalism that is everyday more difficult to recover with the passing of time.
The lack of maintenance causes water infiltration crossing the cliffs and leaving large patches of
damp on the reliefs that encourage the growth of mosses and lichens.
The absence of adequate supervision causes that some archaeological ruins are spotted with oil
paints or that entire parts of a bas-relief are removed (Maltai) (Fig. 3), that some inscriptions and
friezes are hit with bullets from firearms (Khinis, Maltai) or that someone tries to break through an
inscription niche in the belief that a treasure is preserved inside (Mila Mergi).
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5.

Geographical base and documentation

For what is regarding the planning of an archaeological park, the first step is represented by the
collection of all the territorial, archaeological and architectural data in order the create a proper
tridimensional archive to be use both in the conservation of the single artifact and in the designing
of the protected areas and the touristic itineraries.

Fig. 3: A 3D model of one of the four bas-reliefs of Maltai severely damaged by oil colours and fire arms.

For what is regarding the area of the project, failing a cartographic documentation of the region, we
used the satellite images Pleiades for the area of Khinis and Jerwan and the Word View2 for the
areas of Maltai, Faide and Bandaway.
The second step regarded the documentation of bas-reliefs, inscriptions and architectural structures,
was accomplished by laser scanner survey using the Faro Focus for small distances and the
Zoller+Frölich Imager, whose range is on the order of 200 metres, for larger distances [7].
Finally, the third step of the documentation phase is regarding a most detailed survey of the
archaeological areas by means of UAV technology and accomplished with a Swinglet drone
(elevation fly up to 600 m and camera CANON IXUS 127 HS, 16MP) and a Phantom drone
(elevation fly up to 200 m and camera DJI FC300X, 12MP).
Excavation's zones and archaeological sites are often vast areas which need to be surveyed from
above, due also to the short available time. On the other hand, in order to obtain elaboration such as
digital models of the terrain or accurate orthophotos, a large scale mapping of the interested area is
needed, which cannot be obtained with a survey carried on at the ground level.
Therefore, the research group started in 2016 a data acquisition campaign in the sites of Khinis
Jerwan, Maltai and Bandaway, which is an important element to increase the documentation of the
archaeological contexts within the park, thanks to the abundance of information.
The phases of the data processing can be described as follows:
●Editing of the data from drones;
●Identification of the coordinates acquired with the different GNSS systems; the coordinates were
obtained in the WGS84 system and transformed in the UTM38 S projection system, relative to Iraqi
Kurdistan;
●Data processing using software for 3D elaboration of data (Agisoft Photoscan [8], JRC 3D
Reconstructor [9]);
●Digitalization of numeric models (Autocad).
The processing of the images mainly dealt with the choice of the photos to import in the elaboration
software (Agisoft Photoscan), eliminating the ones not regarding the object to survey, and the ones
out of focus.
This software, based on the Structure From Motion technique, doesn't produce a metric model, so
that it is necessary to use topographic data, in this case GNSS coordinates, in order to scale down
the model.
The point clouds, transformed into georeferenced triangulated surfaces (mesh) with photographic
textures, have been used for different graphic elaborations.
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First of all we produced georeferenced orthophotos, used to accurately define the core and buffer
zone of each site. From the mesh models imported in JRC Reconstructor we obtained the contour
lines representing the sites' morphology (Figg. 5, 6). For this elaboration we used an horizontal
section-plane and several further planes, parallel to the first, at a pre-defined distance, depending on
the representations' needs. In this way we created the horizontal sections corresponding to the
contour lines of the examined sites.
Besides the territorial documentation, a terrestrial photogrammetry activity has been carried out,
mainly concerning Maltai's bas-reliefs, Jerwan's aqueduct' s elevations, the canal and the Khinis’s
niches. The aim, in this case, was both to integrate the laser scanner and photogrammetric surveys
carried out in the previous missions, and to have three-dimensional models of bas-reliefs and
inscriptions of all the sites, also considering the difficult conservation context.
The described UAV survey and the models obtained by processing the data acquired by means of
the drones, allowed us to go further in the process of knowledge and documentation of the vast
territory of the Archeological Park and the other archaeological areas connected to it.
The contour lines deriving from the models, imported and edited in Autocad, have been used to
generate "traditional" cartographic representations of the sites, which are the fundamental tool to
understand any geographical area, and to carry on further studies about different features of the
considered sites.
The orthophotos obtained from the 3D territorial models, thanks to their high level of detail, were
used in two ways: as clear representations of the sites, comprehensible also to a vast and nonspecialized public and as a mean for producing a more detailed cartographic drawing, by
superimposing them to the proper Autocad drawing, and adding the elements observable in the
orthophoto - such as roads, canals, rivers, buildings - thus obtaining a much more complete
representation of the sites (Figg. 4-6).
These elaborations gave us an exact geometric representation of the studied areas, and were
therefore indispensable starting points for the design process: the knowledge of the actual
morphology of the sites allowed us to find the suitable location of structures and facilities, and to
design the pedestrian paths necessary to the visitors to reach the interesting areas widespread in
the different sites of the park (Fig. 6).
The orthophotos of the single points of interest of the sites allow more in-depth investigations on the
archaeological remains: the detailed representations of Khinis' niches, for example, give to the
researchers a way to better observe and study the inscriptions present in some of them, and to
consider their state of conservation (Fig. 7). The use of 3dD modeling software, such as Autocad or
3d Studio Max, together with the rigorous survey data, can allow the creation of simplified 3d
reconstructive models, showing the possible original assets of different structures.
Besides, the amount, the quality and the variety of the data acquired during the missions give the
possibility of selecting information and images, in order to communicate the features of the park in a
more creative and effective ways: thanks to the use of software such as Adobe Premiere or Adobe
After Effects, the scientific data and all the materials acquired and produced can be part of the final
communication of the archaeological park, using the language of video making.

6.

The Archaeological Park

According to the Code of Cultural Heritage and Landscape enacted in Italy with d. L. 42/2004
defining Archaeological Park is as follows:"The Archaeological Park is a territory characterized by
important archaeological evidence and by the presence of historical, cultural, panoramic and
environmental values, subject to exploitation, on the basis of a scientific and managerial project “.
Generally we can recognize two distinct categories of parks, "parks with specific perimeter", when
portions of the territory, significantly extended, are circumscribed within a unitary perimeter, and
"fishnet parks", when archaeological sites, not necessarily contiguous, are conceptually reunited
and made coherent by a specific cultural project. The latter is certainly the case of Sennacherib
ducting system consisting of archaeological sites, inscriptions, bas-reliefs and aqueducts scattered
over a vast territory but all belonging to the same monument from the historical and constructive
point of view (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 4. The georeferenced orthophoto of the archaeological area of Khinis with the visualization of the touristic
itinerary: 1) the tunnel, 2) the rider’s panel, 3) the great bas-relief, 4) the monolith with lamassu, 5) the quarry.

Fig. 5. The georeferenced orthophoto of the archaeological area of Jerwan. Visible on the image are: the
CAD design of the great acqueduct, the contour lines of the terrain, the core zone (in red), the parking area (on
south-east) and the Jerwan information point with light reforestation (north-east).
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The Archaeological Park of Sennacherib reclaims and updates the idea of the “diffused Museum”
through the creation of an unitary managing structure in charge of the different areas of the same
environmental event. Therefore, the archaeological areas of Khinis, Jerwan, Maltai, or any other one
that will be brought to light by the future archaeological investigation, have to be considered
separately but also in connection with any other, since they all belong to the same complex that for
its historical, technical and artistic values, has to be preserved in its entirety [10, 11] (Fig. 1).
Anyway the vastness of the archaeological complex, that is extended over a territory of almost 4.000
2
km , suggests an operative strategy tended to do so that the proposal is realistically evaluated by the
UNESCO World Heritage Committee [12].

Fig. 6. A georeferenced orthophoto of the archaeological area of Maltai. The four Maltai bas-reliefs are placed
on the cliff just at the center of the core (red) and the buffer (green) zone. The restitution of the contour lines will
allow the planning of an easy touristic itinerary.

The planning of an open air museum or, using modern terminology, an Archaeological Park, will
allow the creation of a decision-making structure able to manage the maintenance, the monitoring
and the conservation of those sites located in its territory but, at the same time, to start the
necessary connections with the sites located outside the Park and belonging to the same system of
canalization, bas-reliefs and inscriptions.
A Museum Center provided with modern multimedia technologies will allow to manage not only the
archaeological areas of the Park, but also all those sites located at great distance that will be
possible to study and visualize both in their specific location and related to the entire complex of
Sennacherib.

7.

The GIS of the Archaeological Park

The main instrument able to create a connection among the archaeological areas of Sennacherib’s
hydraulic complex and able to manage the functioning of the different aspects of a vast open air
museum is the Geographic Information System.
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On this regard we have to remember that within an archaeological park we have to distinguish
“sensitive areas”, dedicated to the exhibition of the historical artefacts, and “functional areas” where
will be located all the structures connected to the managing of the park (entrance area, exhibition
rooms, conference hall, internal mobility ect.). Such complex system will be available in the Museum
Center with different levels of use which will regard the administration, the scientific activities and the
touristic information.
The GIS will contain the graphic project in digital form and, at the same time, the management plan
required by UNESCO for every site entered in the WHL and will be useful to develop the following
actions:





knowledge of the organization of the Park’s areas, and displays of images (photos, film footage, 3D
views, AutoCAD graphics) of the archaeological structures included in it and their access routes;
display and management of the operations of archaeological research, architectural restoration,
consolidation of the cliff and restoration of the surfaces;
management of tourist traffic;
enhancement of the Park via a dedicated website that will publicize all the scientific and cultural
events already scheduled or being planned.

Fig. 7. Some of the niches on Khinis rockwall where is reproduced the Bavian inscription. The translation above
is by Jacobsen and Lloyd [6].

Thanks to the use of mobile devices (smart phones and tablets), the Park’s GIS will enable tourists
to make their way through the territory along pre-established itineraries.

8.

Archaeology and landscape

The conservation of the original landscape is particularly important in the design of an open air
museum. The archaeological ruins appear often as the only evidence of the transformations
imprinted by humans on the environment and therefore they can be a powerful element of territorial
redevelopment, especially when closely related to the peculiarities of the landscape in which they
are inserted.
This relationship between archeology and landscape is particularly true and indispensable for sites
as Khinis, Maltai and Jerwan.
At Khinis the choice of the channel starting point is closely linked to the presence of the great rock
wall on which the large bas-relief was carved (Fig. 4). This choice is supported by the observation
that approximately 300 m. from its beginning, the channel meets a rock that bars the way. A possible
solution would have been to bypass the protrusion but, in doing so, the channel would have fallen
back into the river just a few meters from the spur tip. If the ruler had been interested only in the
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hydraulic work, it had been enough to start the channel 300 m. further downstream, immediately
after the rocky spur, and save the digging in the rocks of a tunnel of nearly 50 m. But what mainly
interested Sennacherib was the opportunity to celebrate his feat, consecrate it to the gods and hand
it down to posterity through the bas-reliefs and inscriptions carved in the rock.
The relationship between landscape and archeology also involves the aqueduct of Jerwan where the
imposing structure, built in square stone blocks, visually sews the two heights separated by a vast
depression, allowing the channel of Sennacherib to overcome the rushing waters of a wadi (Fig. 5).
While at Maltai the presence of cliffs along a hillside overlooking the vast plain where now stands
Dohuc, allowed the creation of an almost perfect place where to leave a "sign" of Sennacherib’s
achievement making four large bas-reliefs in an area almost unreachable but clearly visible also from
a long distance.

9.

Sennacherib’s “Garden of Peace”

The design of the archaeological park has its main objective in reassessing the archaeological
landscape and natural beauties associated with it. Besides the purpose of enhancing the historical,
archaeological and technical enterprise of Sennacherib by recovering and valuing the individual
archaeological sites throughout the region, the determining key point of the project is to create a vast
portion of territory that not only contains the archaeological evidence of the achievement (the Khinis
site, the features of the original channel along the Shifka valley parallel to the Gomel river and the
Jerwan acqueduct), but also constitutes an oasis of greenery and equipment for leisure able to
reconcile the population with its cultural heritage and its natural environment.
Large reforestation measures will be needed to define the boundaries of the park and of the
individual areas and to protect archaeological landscapes from modern intrusions. A large botanical
garden will revive the vegetation and the essence of the past praised by Sennacherib's inscriptions
that prides himself on bringing to his territories "... the plants from all over the world!".
The large museum and management center will allow a multimedia link with the beauty of the park
and the external archaeological areas while a management center will enable the adjustment of
internal mobility (rigidly with non-polluting vehicles), the organization of tourist visits, the creation of
in-depth and leisure services. Therefore, behind the establishment of an archaeological park there is
a scientific project that recognizes, analyzes and evaluates the historical-archaeological and scenic
character of the area.
Not far from the Multimedia Centre and the botanical garden a wide area will be dedicated to the
contemplation of nature and of the archaeological landscape: a large "Garden of Peace" rich in water
pools and fruit trees, with games for children, accommodation for leisure and information systems
based on multimedia, but also on a more direct contact through conferences and meetings, will allow
the population to re-evaluate the awareness of their cultural heritage and charming landscapes and
to develop a more complete integration between the various ethnic groups. “A garden in which
people can gather strength and inspiration, a place for calm reflection and individual introspection; a
sanctuary accessible to all, nurturing sentiments of peace, joy and healing” ( from “Garden of
forgiveness”, Beirut, Lebanon).
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Abstract
The contribution focuses on issues related to documentation and representation methods of the
territory, more and more compromised by event and calamity, both anthropological and natural, that
led to the depletion of many historical centres, rich in natural and cultural values. The phenomenon of
abandonment which has involved for years several villages in Abruzzo - due to the economic
impoverishment factors generated by the lack of productive activities, the changing lifestyles, the
displacement of infrastructures and traffic that has often modified the layouts of the past, moving them
away from the modern communication networks – is further exacerbated by the problems of
hydrogeological instability and the repeated seismic events (2009 and 2016). The several researches
conducted on the territory, the surveying activities realized for different purposes, methodologies and
opportunities for study, allow to analytically examine this scenery by combining their existing data with
the current updates, carried out with the help of drones and acquisition software image based. On
such documentary bases, organized in data-base, the cognitive process that aims a reading of pieces
from the territory is articulated, carried out at different scales, which are reassembled as in a puzzle to
provide analytical information, based on the survey and their graphical representations. All in order to
document the values of the places, the natural and architectural features that form them, to relaunch
them with enhancement strategies, regarding the tangible and intangible heritage that they are
preserving.
Keywords: Natural disasters, Abruzzo, surveys, Representation, Valorisation.

1.

Background information

The topics of the conference call for a reflection on the current, increasingly exasperated situation
created by the consequences of the environmental disasters that involve the territories and their
tangible and intangible heritage.
In this respect, the sequence of ill-fated events that affected Abruzzo are a testimony to what
happened. They connect the various studies carried out in the span of years that form a corpus of
knowledge that can help us monitor the current situation and inform prevention and valorisation
projects.
If we start from the critical issues - it is necessary to specify that the orographic characteristics of the
territory, covering the central Apennine range and the Adriatic Sea, cover two main sides – the flat
expanse of the Adriatic beaches on the east and the three highest mountains of the Apennine range
on the west, Gran Sasso, Majella and Sirente-Velino.
The Apennine range, as demonstrated by the series earthquakes replicated during the course of
history, surrounds an extremely complex and fragmented set of faults, the recent earthquakes of
August and October 2016 and the previous one of 2009 being somehow connected by a dynamic
relationship that by triggering small cracks can generate what seismologists defined as a “domino
effect”.
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Geological studies agree that the earthquakes of the Apennine range may affect different faults,
mainly oriented in the north-west south-east direction, generating an extensional movement that will
gradually cause a relentless stretching of the peninsula.
The institute of seismology has documented the presence of nine fault systems on the central
Apennine, the longest one in Abruzzo –39 km from Pizzoli to L’Aquila – is associated to those of the
neighbouring regions of Umbria and Lazio –27 km from Preci to Cittareale.
The high seismicity of the Apennine area and the unpredictability of the events, in addition to making
us scientifically analyse similarities and differences of what happened in recent and past history – for
example between the heavy earthquake that hit the L’Aquila area in 1703 with damages to the north
side of L’Aquila, in particular Arischia, Pizzoli and Barete, and the one in 2009 that affected the south
side of the territory – should be a warning to inform future choices. Since tools to minimize seismic
danger are not available, we should reduce seismic risk. Such reduction may be pursued with a
correct design and timely structural adjustment interventions, supported by multidisciplinary
contributions, by geo-seismic consultancies that may be able to consider ground stability in individual
cases, to identify local unstable terrains, subject to landslides, hydrogeological risk amplifying the
already serious effects of earthquakes.
It should be noted that unlike other nations that can manage the danger of earthquakes by building
new anti-seismic constructions from scratch, the characteristics of our city centres like the presence of
a unique artistic heritage with multi-layered buildings, made with traditional techniques, do not always
allow for radical interventions, but the actions mainly target consolidation and anti-seismic structural
adjustment.
The fragility of such building heritage should be previously examined and monitored to predict and
mitigate damages caused by earthquakes and seismic waves that can affect large parts of the
territory. Additionally, as broadly disclosed by the media debates on the topic, preventive interventions
would also be less expensive than post-earthquake ones, saving the building heritage as well as many
human lives.
In this respect, the commitment of universities, the multidisciplinary approach offered at the time of the
earthquakes that hit L’Aquila and many municipalities reunited in a large seismic crater, the research
and the surveys made during the emergency situations, already described in the previous Forums of
2009 [1] and 2012 [2], today represent a useful corpus of knowledge to monitor and analytically review
the territory, to take stock of the situation with evaluations and perspectives of past and future
interventions.

2.

Current situation – beyond the earthquake

The summary background information helps understand some of the physical features of the Abruzzo
territory, built up in centuries, but still inevitable. Other, theoretically controllable situations of
environmental danger add up, like hydrogeological instability and adverse weather conditions
increasingly affecting the territory and causing problems, mainly for organizational deficiencies.
Even if the Region earmarked funds to tackle a series of atavistic situations of environmental risk such
as the erosions of the coastal area, overflows, landslides, slumps and last but not least the threat of
avalanches to be managed through weather watch bulletins, the announced snowfalls of January and
the resulting risk of avalanches were not enough to avoid the avalanche that struck Hotel Rigopiano
[3] and resulted in the isolation and black out of many municipalities, even at a low altitude. In the XXI
century, it is paradoxical to realise that the administrators are not able to tackle situations that should
be of ordinary administration. The complexities of bureaucratic requirements slow down the adoption
of the - albeit partial – resources earmarked to face situations of environmental danger, turning them
into emergencies.
The issue is complicated; this paper, referring to the topics of the conference, is offering an input,
investigating the serious deficiencies found and the possible strategies to be implemented to help
solve some of the many aspects concerning natural and other disasters, for which the Abruzzo Region
applied for the status of natural disaster.
The phenomenon is not only limited to Abruzzo, it concerns the entire national and global territory, as
such it needs to become the focus of the cultural debate, recovering knowledge and cultural traditions
that can inspire the formulas to limit and repair the tears caused by nature and the neglect caused by
an ineffective governance of building and environmental assets.

3.

Knowledge and valorisation

Today more than ever these places, hit by natural disasters, require support and valorisation. After the
emergency phase, in which we witness the attention, sometimes even extreme, of the many operators
and media, these places should not be forgotten, but supported in the reconstruction, for the
valorisation of historical-environmental settings.
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Once the necessary reorganization of the houses following delimitations, categories and degrees of
interventions is completed, it is necessary to relaunch the economic and manufacturing system of the
damaged centres. In particular, the old villages already affected by depopulation, caused by the lack
of business and financial resources that can support the requirements of the inhabitants, are further
impoverished by the summation of recent natural disasters.
An example in Abruzzo may be the number of villages once connected with and by the infrastructural
network of sheep tracks that linked the main locations of economic and cultural exchange, including
Cugnoli, Brittoli, Civitella Casanova, Montebello di Bertona, to name just a few, located in the
Apennine piedmont area. They were analysed during the reconstruction [4] phase as part of the
steering projects [5] for homogeneous area 5, developed by the research group of the University “G.
d’Annunzio”, that applied multidisciplinary competences to examine the different problems and priority
methods of intervention.
The aggregation in homogeneous areas gave more power to these small municipalities that
associated to give more weight to their projects, obtaining more opportunities of recovery and
development, helped by a combined strategic plan. The whole vision of the Guiding objectives has
contemplated territory development perspectives at a super-municipal scale, setting out references to
be taken to address the interventions by both public and private stakeholders, coordinated on the
basis of the ownership of the administrations and the different functions of local governance. In
particular, despite the differences and characteristics of the individual city centres, it was necessary to
group them on the basis of the objectives to be achieved by analogy - in particular an initial distinction
was between hilly and flat areas.
The settlements located in flat areas are connected to the widespread metropolitan system, mainly the
Pescara river valley, that plays the role of hinge between the settlement of the river valley and the
surrounding hilly and mountain area. On the contrary, the piedmont areas are part of a multi-centric
settlement system, based on the road network located approximately at 500 m. of height, defined as
“circuit of villages” that the Guiding Vision identifies as a network of infrastructural and environmental
connections that requires strengthening in order to stay coherent with the flat territories, more prone to
develop than the hilly ones, at risk of a progressive marginalization. For the latter it is therefore
necessary to think of interventions focused on formats of cooperation that, leveraging on cultural and
landscape-related ties, established in history and impressed in the local DNA, can oppose the
worsening depopulation. It is therefore necessary to maintain or restore services and businesses in
the city centres, consolidating traditional functions, introducing others that are specialized and
complementary to those of the neighbouring municipalities, in view of an integrated network mainly
made up of farming, tourist and recreational territories, connected with the Pescara-Chieti metropolitan
area. In summary, the objective is to steer the local development towards the principles of
environmental sustainability, urging the itinerary of villages to set up an experimental laboratory that
can exploit local natural and cultural resources.

Fig. 1: Brittoli, image of the old town during the recent snowfall in January 2017.
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Fig. 2: Brittoli, image of the damaged historic centre.

Fig. 3: Brittoli, photoplan along Corso Umberto, survey of “via Palazzo”.

4. Conclusions
The experimental project initially required the housing requalification of the city centres with special
attention for the protection of the uniform image of the constituent urban centres. The latter have a
medieval layout and are in general defined by a main axis, placed on the ridge in which the main
architectural, civil and religious emergencies are concentrated. The presence of stretches of brick
houses and city gates located at the margins of the urban fabric was the cue to restore the
relationships with the landscape and the perceptual views from which the surrounding valleys are
visible. In this respect panoramic viewpoints have been identified from which the visual relationships
between the villages can still be perceived, that were once used for defensive purposes.
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The environmental scenery is qualified by the presence of the national park of Gran Sasso e Monti
della Laga, of which these municipalities are part. This could favour different slow treks between the
villages: historical-cultural itineraries crossing religious architectures, castles and the towers present in
the territory, or naturalist itineraries with access to the springs of the Pescara river, the WWF Oasis of
Penne lake, associated with treks. The highlights include the promotion of widespread
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accommodation, possibly rooted in the community of residents, through low-cost formulas that could
favour the encourage young residents to bring to life formats of home accommodations such as farm
holidays and B&Bs. The creation of broadband digital networks and technological services would also
favour the communication and interactivity of the rural city centres, encouraging innovation and
competitive development, addressing the new generations. The valorisation of the rural landscape is
also important in the local environmental protection - the preservation of the identity of the
consolidated traditions, the conservation of farming and woodland productions, the promotion of the
green economy and in particular winegrowing and winemaking procedures and olive production. In
conclusion, to implement a project that offers many cues for the valorisation of the village system, it is
necessary to attract investment on the basis of the objectives of the potential regional, national and
international investors, motivated by a culture that, if well planned and boosted by innovation and
creativity, may produce economy [6].
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Abstract

The transformations and the important socio-economic changes that prefigure our future style of life
occur mainly in the cities whose history is an important part of the identity of places. They are symbolic
and monumental environments characterized by the presence of a considerable artistic heritage which
implies a careful analysis of the structure and approach of the urban fabric.
With the Leipzig Charter we become aware of the social dimension of the problem and the need to
enable sustainable strategies to address the housing and the incipient upheaval environmental
malaise. It promotes integrated urban development by creating social and economic infrastructure and
facilities, and green spaces to improve air quality.
Kept account of the dismay for the actual difficult economic and social conditions of the cities, makes
him necessary to redefine the perimeter of the reflection on the urban environment, in the optics of the
active maintenance of the built one and to improve the planning.
One approach in this direction is a rethink of “Palazzo Prever” in expanding nineteenth-century palace
located next to the Porta Nuova railway station in Turin. After the wartime destruction of the second
world war, the reconstruction of the building in architectural form and the cultural ethical value, has
encouraged the use over time and allowed the storage and memory and identity icon. Signs of a new
urban tale that finds authenticity.
Keywords: identity, remembrance, sign, urban, redevelop.

1.

Section

The big social and economic changes that foreshadow our future lifestyle mostly occur in those type of
cities where the history represents an important element in shaping the identity of the places. We are
talking about poles of urban aggregation and attraction, symbolic and monumental environments,
characterized by the presence of a considerable cultural heritage. This entails a careful approach of
urban spaces and facilities. These are places where the identity is rebuilt starting from what is new
and different, enhancing its architectonic context and meaning.
Some statistical evidences demonstrate that in Europe 75% of the population lives in urban areas. The
process of urbanization is constantly evolving with a growth of population in the inhabited areas and
the additional occupation of peripheral areas. People leave the so-called “non-places”, where it is
impossible to distinguish what has been built from the free soil. These areas are characterised by the
shortage of public services and connection to the city centre, thus resulting in situations of social
iniquity.
Thanks to the Leipzig Charter people have finally become aware about the social dimension of the
problem and the necessity to introduce some sustainability strategies in order to solve the residential
discomfort and the incipient environmental upheaval. The creation of socio-economic infrastructures,
facilities and green areas that improve the quality of the air encourages the integrated urban
development.
Considering the dismay for the current difficult economic and social situation around the cities, it is
necessary to delineate the reflection about the urban environment in the perspective of the active
preservation of constructions and the improving of its development planning.
This kind of approach is visible in the redesign and renovation of Palazzo Sogno-Prever located in the
nineteenth-century expansion adjoining Porta Nuova station in Turin.
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During the 1852-1862 enlargement of the city a further expansion along the south side of the city was
envisaged. This had a start with the 1850-1852 Plan which expanded the urban orthogonal grid,
specifically the area around Porta Nuova Station. It has been completed through the years 1861-68
following the existing straight road, the tree-line boulevard leading to the Palazzina Reale di Stupinigi.

Fig. 1: Plain of Enlargement. 1850-1852.

On the area designated to be the Piazza d’Armi a first block of residential areas was planned. The
streets designed to embrace the future enlargements were extended. Considering the importance of
that street, the plan envisaged some buildings with arcades for the urban decoration and for
connecting the public and private life. The purpose of these arcades was to enrich the city with
covered pedestrian areas, in which people could stop, talk and buy what the shops offered.
After leaving the station, turn into the wide via Sacchi and you will find a continuous series of arcades,
which stretches up to the today’s Corso Stati Uniti. This kind of architecture creates a large passage of
air and sunlight and it intensely and strongly shows the corner, which collects alongside its whole
length the façade of Palazzo Sogno-Prever. It is now converted into a residential building but it still
reminds, in its social class, the seventeenth-century Palace. Above the so-called “noble floor” the
middle-class families used to have their dwelling, while above them there were the lower classes.
Starting from this point the arcades of the second block have a start. They were built later and they
create a unique continuity. Elegant columns with plastic capitals and round arches open up to flashes
of light and make a rhythm along the arcades. The sound of people’s steps reverberates under the
geometrical subdivision of the vaults and the six arches of the arcade, narrowly closed on the two
corners thanks to the strength of the wall arcades which squeeze its movement. The play of light
emphasizes the volumetric solidity of the masonry surfaces, marked by the large windows and
balconies on the noble floor, smaller on the second floor and absent on the last one.
Therefore, the building geometry harmonizes and matches with the building architectural
respectability.
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Fig. 2: Turin. Amplifications and Railway Layouts. 1882.
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The wall flaps on via Sacchi are repeated on the façade of Corso Stati Uniti and the same for the
ashlar that lays on the entire surface. The vertical aligned windows affirm their autonomy, enhanced
by the harmonious rhythm which characterize the wall mass. The balcony of the noble floor rises one
floor up, becomes simpler in its shape and it is now identified only for its functionality.
At the end of the 19th century the Gas Society Engineer Carlo Losio, a leading professional who
attended the 1911 Turin International Exhibition, assigned the parcel of land on which, in 1899, a new
building was erected. It is characterised by five floors above ground and two main bodies 14 meters
wide, running alongside the angular Via Sacchi and Corso Duca di Genova- nowadays Corso Stati
Uniti- and the third body, 7 meters wide, inside the plot of land.
The construction creates a harmony with the other buildings already built in the first block of via
Sacchi. It consists of a basement floor, a ground floor with arcades and shops, a mezzanine and three
residential floors. The facades, 20 meters high, run for 36 meters along via Sacchi and for 33 meters
along Corso Stati Uniti.

Fig. 3: Building project. Planimetria.1899.
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Fig. 4: Project Ing. Carlo Losio. Particular of the façade.1899.

“It seems as if a cloud of fire, lightened more and more by the darkness, oppresses Turin”. By these
words Emanuele Artom describes the city of Turin, damaged by Allied bombing the night between
20th and 21st November in 1942. Also via Sacchi, adjoining Porta Nuova Station, underwent heavy
attacks.
The building endured the destruction of the 2nd and 3rd floor, successively refurbished.
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Proudly, in its devastation, it was not overwhelmed by the war tragedy. Like a “lighthouse” it became a
landmark for heart, thought and rebirth.

Fig. 5: The bombed building. 1942.

Fig. 6: Turin. Map of the location of the bombs dropped on the city.
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The transition between the past and the present took place in 1975 by remaking the internal structural
parts, unstable for the war damage, and by changing its function. From a residential building it became
home to offices.
Part of the original shops were preserved. Since the beginning of the century these had represented a
meeting point and the commercial area for the neighbourhood.
The conservation intervention was realized considering the city as a favoured operating field and
following the economic development rules, in the light of the relation with the strengthen urban fabric
and the involvement of the business activities. The value of place, identity and memory has been
preserved. Nowadays, these local development actions should deserve a redesign and
reinterpretation, for the implemented cultural synergy and the mixité, especially for recovering and
regenerating the micro-zones of the city. In this way it will be possible to preserve the place identity.
Nowadays, under those arcades, we may admire and be enchanted by the beauty of a historical
centre, more and more appreciated by tourists. Contemporaneously it is possible go shopping, that is,
as everybody knows, one of the favourite amusement for the tourists who shift from the shop windows
to the museums, the shows and the delicious and quality food.
That is the symbol of a new urban story, which continues and finds again authenticity in the vision
towards the future.

Fig. 7: Yesterday, Via Sacchi corner Corso Stati Uniti. 1972.

Fig. 8: Today, Via Sacchi corner Corso Stati Uniti. 2017.
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Fig. 9: The arcade of Via Sacchi.

Fig. 10: Front Corso Stati Uniti.
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Fig. 11: Particular of the façade.

Fig. 12: The urban environment.
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Abstract

In an effort to create a new balance and better prospects in the urban fabric, we have realized that the
lack of a unified project, despite valuable architectural interventions, ignores the best expectations.
Often the actions on the city are revealed only episodes, according to the cd. logic of the village, and
although it is important and innovative projects, as well as the most modern ecocities, they fail to lay the
foundation for future cities.
It is ignored completely what Norberg-Schulz defined the orientation and identification factors. The
approaches are, in most cases, too functionalistic and tecnicist. It claims to rewrite the urban design
without considering that all the strategies and all the means of intervention belong to the same language.
There is only one environment and only one landscape, the territory should be seen in its uniqueness,
cities and landscapes have common and complementary logic and they are part of the same story, in
which man always remains undisputed star.
The project of contemporary places, therefore it must be a "social project."
Exemplary in this regard were the re-generation interventions of Malmö, the GMV and Hammarby
Sjöstad, where he pursued a great balance between natural and anthropogenic factors, including social,
economic and cultural, as they all fall and fit perfectly in the broader urban organism.
Keywords: urban design_ uniqueness of languages_ equilibrium_ identification.

1. Participatory Urbanism.
To reconstruct and regenerate the urban fabric is to have a comprehensive view of all the conditions of
the object, the physical, economic, environmental, but mainly social structures.
The starting point must therefore be the knowledge and use of human resources in the area, as well as
the participation and consent of both the actors of the regeneration target, trying to understand as much
as possible the aspirations, attitudes and potential.
This does not mean build some single episode of participation, but start and lasting activities with all
groups and individuals mobilized on the territory (city makers, decision makers, financiers, inhabitants
etc), remaining the next context as possible.
It must then take over the integration, or better to say, the constant voltage between the high and the
low, which must accompany all stages of the regeneration process, from design to implementation. Yet
the concept of participatory project is nothing new in recent years.
At the beginning of '900 Patrik Geddes and Lewis Munford suggested to start a project that would take
into account the whole set of existing conditions.
In his most emblematic texts, Survey before Plan and Cities in evolution, the father of modern urbanism
posed social analysis as an essential tool for urban and regional planning.
On the same wavelength in fact, Jane Jacobs, one of the largest urban sociologists, arises severely
critical of the urban planning from above, flawed of utopianism and forgets the actual nature of the real
city.
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We must first analyze the social behavior of the inhabitants and secondly understand the economic
functioning so as to make the necessary changes to different urban structures. Jacobs reverses the
traditional rules and replaces them with human measure, because the real body of a city that is more
abstract
rules.
In this sense, the sociologist was, along with Donald Appleyard with their Urban Design Manifesto, one
of the leading opponents of the planning of Le Corbusier.
After the second World War the urban redesign focuses mainly on the management of public spaces,
how they are to be lived and used, not only streets squares or parks, but the object of regeneration
should also be façades and private residences gardens when they competed to qualify the public area.
Consider the interesting Gehl theory that perceives the urban landscape at the speed of the pedestrian
and bicycle, rather than to that of the car bus and train stations.
Now think of the Lynch thought that, in his research represented a breakthrough in urban planning
theory, on issues ranging from environmental psychology to geography of perception.
Lynch has skillfully demonstrated that subjects who live in a place, interpret the same elements or
through precise mental schemes, creating maps that use certain categories, such as paths, margins,
districts, nodes and references.
Through these analytical procedures and these well-read certain criteria you can understand how the
inhabitants of a city perceived as pleasant and attractive and repulsive parts of it elsewhere, and on that
basis develop methodologies and the most appropriate design strategies.
The city, however, design is not just about the satisfaction of current needs but involves values and
fundamental human rights, such as freedom, control, safety, learning, access and creativity.
Therefore, only if the designers will be able to understand the way and the patterns with which people
perceive the constituent elements of the urban fabric, they will be able to achieve a satisfactory city and
overcome its mechanistic concept.

Fig. 1: Mode of citizen involvement.

These concepts, however, were in the sixties still in its infancy in Italy in fact only the most advanced
segments of urbanism appealed to the American and English anthropology and sociology .
Because a designer should in fact submit their work to a detailed public examination?
They are well aware of the risks of strong investments decisions, but it is equally true that only through
these processes the company is forced to understand and deepen the problems of this type.
Unfortunately for us, however, in our country the idea that the future of our cities should be in the hands
of a small elite of technicians and public officials is still widespread.
That's why the most beautiful examples of participatory planning are in most cases of northern European
origin.
In recent years, all these premises calling to New Urbanism, a movement that promotes the so-called
walkable neighborhoobs.
They should be different in relation to the customs and to the people who inhabit them, common areas
mainly be designed for pedestrians and must be provided for efficient equipment to make public spaces
accessible.
The urban project must celebrate local history, climate, ecology and the typical building practices of the
site.
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1.1 Concrete cases.
This is the common thread that underlies the neighborhoods as MalmÖ and Hammarby or the
Greenwich Millennium Village.
These are examples of cultural, economic, environmental, and particularly social way, in which the
project is moving on the path concepts, fabric and neighborhood units, like a kind of scalar sequence
that goes from the family until the entire urban community .
The street, the square or the simple courtyard are the social units in which people identify and recognize.
But in the first experiments of ecocities we often faced with excessively tecnic and functionalist
approaches, and despite the intervention of international architects, the project gave partial results and
episodic.
A MalmÖ and Hammarby instead the single episodes of settlement are designed and ranked in order
to create a unified design, civitas a complex, diverse and dynamic.
A MalmÖ in particular we see a great example of urbanism participated in which companies, architects,
coordinators, promoters, private and end users lenders weave a fruitful and continuous dialogue over
time, even organizing an Expo to show in advance what would be the lines driving the project.

Fig. 2: Malmo: aerial view.

Fig. 3: Malmo: residential typologies.
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The project covers an area of about 30 hectares, part of an abandoned port area.
Eighteen hectares were to be allocated to new residential fabric and twelve hectares were reserved for
the public green.
The choices companies to realize the buildings have been strictly selected by private treaty races, taking
into account a strict environmental quality program, with which they had to measure the buildings, open
spaces, materials and technologies used.
It was to be an experimental project to spread then in various European countries, with particular
attention to the possibility that the cells could be reused in case of demolition.
Also planned was to be an area for temporary exhibitions as well as to broaden the general knowledge
on topics.
The entire area is served by a system of pedestrian paths connected in turn with the more general public
transport system with stops at 300 meters distance from each side of the neighborhood.
We start here to see a complete urban structure, with a limit represented by slats of buildings that protect
the neighborhood from winter winds, with a beautiful promenade on the Baltic.
It has been defined extensively the organization of public spaces and green, with multiple types, for
example that of the linear park along the inner channel.
It found a good distribution of a collective nature buildings, special buildings in the center. How big
landmark we have finally Calatrava’s skyscraper, which in fact serves to locate the district in general
territory.

Fig. 4: Malmo: Turning Torso work of Santiago Calatrava.

It is a real neighborhood on a human scale, the same Turning Torso Calatrava seems, inspired by the
human taste, he wants to reaffirm that man is the driving force of each design strategy.
Nevertheless to Hammarby that all the theoretical premises become urban reality in all respects.
With the aim of creating a Hammarby Model is implemented a design strategy in which all functions are
redistributed in the new urban fabric and ensures the necessary social and economic mixitè.
They realize schools health facilities and cultural services, which is a complex of laboratories, theaters
and libraries, creating eight thousand new jobs.
We found here an excellent balance between sustainability and urban morphology, including the
anthropic and natural context.
The material culture of a place is storage of values, symbols, and formal choices, so you must reboot a
critical process, cultural and operational for the twenty-first century city.
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Fig. 5: Hammarby.

Fig. 6: Hammarby: population density for saving soil.

The regeneration has related to a disused industrial area.
The overall objective of the project was to reduce the environmental impact caused by homes built in
the past.
For this purpose was set up a team with the task of formulating a model on which to base all sustainable
strategies, both for the individual and for the community.
It was first operated a deep soil remediation, as there have been for years industrial and port activities.
Then it was decided to create a system of green spaces connected together by various environmental
corridors which are joined in their turn to existing parks.
The same polluting material yet produced routes it disposed precisely through a rich vegetation system.
The surgery is complex and of considerable size, is spread over two general guidelines and is divided
into six local units, which each have their own identity and recognizability, autonomous but closely
related to one another.
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One of the key problems to be addressed was the need to close the southern front to muffle the noise
from the traffic, but at the same time not to close to let the summer breezes.
The solution was to open the fabric of the waterfront and create a comb-building system that protected
from the north winds, alternating with gallery-buildings to pass the summer breezes along the
commercial front.

Fig. 7: Hammarby: floating structures for the picnic

Fig. 8: Hammarby: details
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Fig. 9: Plan of Greenwhich Millennium Village.

There were two major problems, both costly to overcome. One was environmental remediation.
The second was the parcel’s insular nature: it was hemmed in by Highway A102 on the southwest and
by the Thames on the northwest, north, and northeast.
Successful redevelopment would require a network of transportation linkages.
However there is no denying that the regeneration of this district is the most striking example of social
projects.
In the final analysis, one imperative may have superseded all others: Britain needed a place to stage its
official celebration of the millennium.
After purchasing the property in 1996, EP contracted with the architecture firm of Richard Rogers
Partnership to develop a conceptual plan.
Designers sketched a mixed-use urban quarter with a business district at the head of the peninsula; a
two-kilometer-long parkland spine; and housing on either side.
The focal point for millennium happenings would be a domed exhibition hall (Millennium Dome) within
the business district. The master plan also called for the construction of a 25.8-hectare model village at
the base of the peninsula.
The master plan features a landscaped village square (not built as of March 2006) in the first phase.
Cafés, shops, and restaurants will surround the square, which will host outdoor markets and musical
performances.
The square is located at the intersection of West Parkside and John Harrison Way and at the terminus
of the peninsula’s green-space spine.
Other pedestrian routes connect it to Southern and Ecology parks ,on the south and east, and the
Thames River.
Envisioned as a contemporary and sustainable version of a traditional English village, GMV was a
challenge to render, first in elevations and, later, in plaster, concrete, wood, steel, and glass.
The primary design challenge was to create a village on a barren site, relate it to existing social
structures and infrastructure, and endow it with the capacity to grow organically into a self-managing
community the designer hoped would evince “respect for human dignity, equality, and freedom.
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Fig.10: The GMV before regeneration.

Fig.11: The GMV after regeneration.
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Fig 12: the relationship with the water.

Fig 11: Residences in the project are a mix of one‐ and two‐story condominiums
Fig, 13 Residences in the project are a mix of one‐ and two‐story condominiums.
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Abstract

The top quality architectural heritage and the plethora of forms deriving from a variety of historic
periods give Krakow its clearly defined identify, recognizable both nationwide and globally.
Unfortunately, throughout its long history, Krakow has suffered a number of fires. This article
discusses the impact of the great fire of 1850 on the successive development of the city. A number of
precious monuments, churches, monasteries and about 160-180 palaces and town houses at the
Market Square and adjacent streets were lost to fire on one day alone. The calamity caused
irreparable damage to architectural heritage and depleted material assets of residents (furniture and
interior fittings, collections of paintings and books, etc.). Paradoxically, the fire that necessitated the
reconstruction or conversion of damaged buildings spurred an investment boom. It also contributed to
the straightening and regulation of the southern and eastern frontage of the Market Square and, later
on, the restoration of preserved buildings (the Cloth Hall). Newly designed palaces and town houses
were characterised by superior functional and aesthetic qualities – their facades were renovated and
fireproof materials came into widespread use. Finally, the fire raised awareness of the importance of
monument protection and contributed to the development of the field of monument conservation.
Keywords: Krakow town house, architectural detail, architectural decoration

1.

Introduction

The top quality architectural heritage and the plethora of forms deriving from a variety of historic
periods give Krakow its clearly defined identify, recognizable both nationwide and globally. Krakow’s
urban tissue consists of the oldest complex of city houses and palaces dating back to the Middle
Ages, Renaissance and Baroque [1], coupled with interesting residential architecture erected at the
turn of the 19th and 20th centuries.
Unfortunately, throughout its long history, Krakow has suffered a number of fires. A number of factors
contributed to the outbreaks of fires – the key ones included flammable construction materials,
building density, slack construction regulations, poor organisation and inadequate equipment of fire
fighting brigades, as well as the lightening systems used in buildings. The first documented city fire
broke out in 1125. The Wawel royal castle and the cathedral were in flames a number of times. Big
fires spurred significant stylistic changes to buildings and the modernisation of their functions.
Following the great fire of 1499, the destroyed castle was rebuilt in the Renaissance style. The
preserved fragments and details from that period testify to the great skill of designers and sculptors.
The fire of Kanonicza street in 1455 contributed to its gradual transformation (15th-16th century) into
homogenous urban space with opulent residences inhabited the canons of the cathedral chapter, and
bishops’ palaces. New development was characterised by high quality architectural details. Also the
Cloth Hall on the Market Square succumbed to fire of 1555. After this calamity it was rebuilt by
constructors from Poland (Master Pankracy) and Italy (Giovanni Maria Padovano of Padua, Santi
Gucci of Florence – an artist active at the court of Sigismund Augustus). A subsequent overhaul of the
Cloth Hall was carried out by Tomasz Pryliński (1874-1879), who preserved the exquisite 16th century
attic with mascarons sculpted by Santi Gucci. Fires also devoured city houses located within the old
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city centre delineated in the Great Incorporation Charter of 1257. This paper discusses the impact of
the great fire of 1850 on the successive development of the city.

2.

The great fire of Krakow in 1850

The middle of the 19th century was a particularly difficult period for Krakow, which found itself under
the Austrian rule. The incorporation into the Austrian customs area and a major tax increase
precipitated an economic crisis. In that period inhabitants were haunted by various calamities,
including the famine of 1847. During the national uprising of 1848 (the Spring of the Nations) its
participants were severely punished, while the Krakow’s city houses suffered damages caused by
bombardments. In 1853 the city lost its independent local government. However, the most serious
natural calamity of that time was the great fire, which affected as much as about 10% of all city’s
buildings. A number of precious monuments, churches, monasteries and about 160-180 palaces and
town houses at the Market Square and adjacent streets were lost to fire on one day alone.
Before 1850, in Krakow there were about 1,700 houses whose key construction elements, such as
porches and backyard passages, verandas, stairs, ladders, attics and roofs, were made of wood.
Wood was also the main construction material used in backyard sheds, coach houses and stables.
However, it was not the only flammable material – dry roof shingles also easily caught fire. At that time
inhabitants typically insured the upper part of their houses – roofs, attics and top floors. When in 1846
Krakow was annexed into the Austrian customs area, the financial standing of city’s residents
deteriorated. In consequence, they no longer insured their houses. In that period permanent fire
fighting brigades were non-existent. There was a shortage of qualified staff and efficient fire
extinguishing equipment was scarce. Following two rainless months, city wells dried up and water had
to be transported from the Vistula and Rudawa rivers. On a hot day of 18 July 1850, a fire broke out
near Krupnicza, the area then considered the outskirts of the town. A miller and a smith lit up fire in the
apprentice chamber of the mill in order to heat up an iron ring that they wanted to fit to the millstone.
Unfortunately, wooden millstone wedges that were placed in the chimney to dry up caught fire, which
then spread to the entire mill and the adjacent building. The attics of that building was used to dry
walnuts, which, combined with strong north-western wind, made the fire spread mire quickly. Despite
the arrival of fire fighters and efforts of people pouring buckets of water on the burning structures,
tearing down and removing wooden roofs, the fire spread immediately destroying 9 suburban houses.
Unfortunately, strong wind carried burning elements (shingles, smouldering walnuts) across the green
belt of Planty towards the town, and city houses at Gołębia and Wiślna streets went down in flames.
Luckily, thanks to the efforts of many students (about 150 people) and professors, the fire of Collegium
Maius (Fig. 1-2), hosting the collection of the Jagiellonian Library at that time, was contained.
Disastrously, the University Printing House, four churches, three monasteries (including St. Norbert
church and the Dominican and Franciscan churches), the Institute of Technology, two palaces
(Bishops' Palace and Wielopolscy Family Palace), most of the city houses along the southern line of
the Market Square and half of the houses along the eastern line, as well as the houses along the
southern line of the Small Market were lost to fire. At the Market Square, houses numbered from 9 to
26 were destroyed, except for the “Under the Painting” house marked with number 19 and the
Jabłonowscy palace – number 20. Only the houses covered with roof ties or metal sheet survived in
that part of the city. Only the houses covered with roof ties or metal sheet survived in that part of the
city. Fortunately, on 22 July a downpour extinguished the fire, still smouldering in many buildings.
About one thousand Krakow families lost their homes. The calamity caused irreparable damage to
architectural heritage and depleted material assets of residents (furniture and interior fittings,
collections of paintings and books, etc.). Losses were not contained to material damage – five people
lost their lives and many were injured. Upper floors of the buildings were the most vulnerable to fire,
but the basement level-premises survived. This is why stores and traders’ storage units packed with
precious goods remained mostly intact [2].
In 1851 the government extended a loan to the owners of the destroyed houses. The repayments
were to be made in instalments over 20 years, with a 3-year grace period. More than a half of home
owners took out the loan. At the same time, Poles living in areas occupied by other states and Polish
emigrants collected money for people who had lost their homes to fire. The donations included works
of art and precious objects. The proceeds on sales were to be donated to the victims. Thanks to those
gestures of solidarity, residents received about 18.5% of their lost assets [3], while the Town Council
exempted them from town fees. Even Franz Josef allocated some funds to victims, to enable them to
rent flats or purchase necessities. What is more, Austrian authorities made a customs exemption for
construction materials imported from Prussia and the Congress of Poland that were needed to
reconstruct the burnt buildings. Town houses were successfully rebuilt within three years. Additionally,
the areas surrounding the burnt structures were cleaned and tidied and the façades of the adjacent
buildings repainted.
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Fig. 1-2. Collegium Maius in Krakow (photo by B. Makowska 2017)

Paradoxically, the fire spurred a boom in the construction industry. It initiated a new period in the
successful growth of the city and the organisation of its urban development. The necessity to
reconstruct so many houses had a strong impact on the profound architectural transformations of the
urban tissue. In the end, this difficult experience contributed to the modernisation of city houses and
palaces, and incorporation of new trends in vogue at that time. The newly transformed and
reconstructed houses became a benchmark in terms of aesthetic and functional standards for the
buildings being constructed in other parts of the town. The fire propelled a gradual development of
new architectural forms, and their evolution from Classicism to Historicism. A particularly noteworthy
feature is the high standard of design (stained glass, cast iron ornamental elements) of the new
houses, as well as the meticulousness that characterised the manufacturing of their stonework details.
This environment fostered the development of a strong community of architects who, relying on local
traditions, but influenced by then contemporary trends, reshaped the form of the newly reconstructed
buildings. Prussian constructors active in Krakow (among others Piotr Rosenbaum, Plessner from
Berlin, Wilhelm Hofbauer, Bogumił Trenner and August Plasqude) had a significant impact on
architecture erected following the fire [4]. The façades of reconstructed houses gained clarity and
regularity. They incorporated eclectic solutions that substituted classicist forms. Ornamental elements
were used in moderation. According to Zbigniew Białkiewicz, the reconstruction after the fire of 1850
was characterised by the intensified influence of the Berlin school of architecture [5].
The fire also brought about the overhaul of fire-prevention laws. A ban on constructing habitable attics
was introduced along with the duty to ensure that cornices were made of fireproof materials. The
regulations had a significant impact on the appearance of the façades, and the emergence of the
typical format of the top floor structure with small windows. Stairs and porches also had to be made of
fire-resistant materials, the size of chimneys was regulated and a new law requiring that they stretch
90 cm above the roof top was introduced. What is more, single houses had to be separated from each
other by a wall at least 45 cm thick and free from any openings. Buildings had to be equipped with fire
extinguishing devices, and the tidying up of attics with the removal of unnecessary items was ordered.
The new construction directive, drafted by Karol Kremer, also contributed to the use of new techniques
and materials (metal sheet, asphalt, slate, Portland cement), typically imported from Silesia. Other
materials imported from that region included brick and roof tiles, since brickyards in Podgórze and
Kazimierz produced materials used exclusively for the purposes of fortifications erected by the
Austrians in Kraków [6]. In 1855 a Fire Act was passed [7], followed by the Construction Act of 18 July
1883, subsequently amended on 28 March 1905 and 28 March 1910 [8]. The new law prevented fires
from spreading. Though fires did break out in the city, they were contained to single buildings. Town
houses were renovated in line with new, stricter safety rules – their roofs were covered with light tin
sheet, that allowed for the introduction of new, flatter forms. In several houses third floor was added.
All these measures contributed to the formation of new, more homogenous nature of the southern and
eastern line of the Market Square (Fig. 3-4), with houses of similar height. Other changes followed: the
stone paving destroyed in 1849 by the Russian army marching towards Hungary was repaired [9],
trees were planted, wells and water containers rebuilt. In 1856 street lightening was modernised and
gas-fuelled lamps introduced. The reconstruction of destroyed houses at the Market Square resulted
in the straightening and regulation of the building line, which had become disorganized as a result of
intensified construction starting in the 13th century. The Market Square irregularity was caused by the
need to reconcile the plan of 1257 and previously existing development and transport routes. The fire
was also an occasion to broaden and organize the adjacent streets. One example is the eastern line
of Grodzka street, in its section between the Market Square and All Saints Square. The façades of the
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buildings were moved by 3 metres. These changes were a consequence of the need to adjust the
width of the street to the emerging necessities related to the growing vehicle traffic [10].

Fig. 3-4. The eastern and southern line of the Market Square in Krakow (photo by B. Makowska 2017)

3.

The impact of the great fire of Krakow in 1850 on the shapes of town houses

After the fire many city houses were completely rebuilt, while those that were not severely damaged
were undergoing overhauls. New design aimed at harmonising the façades of adjacent homes. The
façades were modest, with few ornaments and simple framing of windows and doors. By way of
exception, the façades of houses along Grodzka street were more ornamental (Fig. 5-6). The interiors
of the houses changed as well, for instance huge passage halls for horse carriage entry were gone.
As a result of civilisational changes, it became unprofitable to keep horses, as new, more modern
means of transport became available. In 1875 a horse car was introduced in Krakow, followed by
horse-powered railway referred to as tram (gradually extended by adding new stops) and, finally, the
electric tram in 1901 [11]. As a result, at the end of the 19th century stables and coach houses located
in backyards started to disappear. The construction of huge passage halls that would lead to them
was no longer needed. Initially, main staircases in city houses were located next to and above the
passage hall. Later on the staircase was located next to the passage and opened to it, and at the end
of the 19th century became completely separated [12].
The façades lost attics, removed as a result of the frequent addition of new floors and introduction of
flatter roofing. Burnt houses were often merged to create larger structures. The Rosenthal palace at
the corner of Franciszkańska 1 and Bracka 17 is such a case, as it replaced former Koniecpolscy and
Młodziejowscy city houses. The design was prepared by Plessner – an architect from Berlin (18511853) [13]. Also the Larisch palace at the corner of Bracka 12 and All Saints Square 6 (Fig. 7) was
erected in lieu of several properties – the Stefan Jordan palace, the annex at the All Saints Square
and the Rutkowski city house. In the 2nd half of the 19th century, following an extensive overhaul, the
building gained its current form. Since then until World War II, it served as the official seat of the
mayors of Krakow [14].
The reconstruction of city houses was an opportunity to change the function of certain premises,
especially those related to communication. New designs made better use of space and improved the
usable function of interiors, increasing their safety thanks to the use of fireproof materials. New houses
were designed putting more emphasis on the homogeneity of the structure of walls and the façade.
Dispersed forms were unified; frontal buildings were often merged with annexes whose functions
changed. Wooden structures (used as stables, coach houses and sheds) were demolished, while
brick annexes were erected instead. One example of such a change is the city house No. 18 at the
Market Square. Annex-type structures made of brick that had been erected in the yards of several
buildings, including houses marked with numbers 9, 10, 11 and 12 at the Market Square, were
modernised, while some of them were converted into flats.
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Fig. 5-6. Grodzka street in Krakow (photo by B. Makowska 2017)

The construction works also enabled several important discoveries that contributed to the
development of monument conservation. As an example one could refer to the discovery of 1881,
when a unique ceiling structure was found in house number 19 at the Market Square. At that time two
special committees – Technical Committee and Aesthetic Committee entrusted with the task of
supervising the quality of designs were established. Later on, members of the latter included
outstanding art historians, representatives of an academic discipline that was still new at that time.
Committees recommended that new buildings drew on local forms, typical of other historic structures
in Krakow. This is how the continuity of tradition in terms of architectural forms was preserved.
Fortunately, in many cases the bottom floors with precious ornamental details were preserved. The
examples include the portals with coats of arms of families or house symbols, and the preserved
stonework, as the one observed between houses number 7 and 8 at the Market Square.
During the reconstruction, staircases of many houses were modified (e.g. house No. 12) and new
façades were designed, mostly following the Berlin Neo-Renaissance trend. This tendency is best
illustrated by the house No. 19, designed by Stanisław Gołębiowski. As a result, the composition of
many façades became more harmonious. Sometimes adjacent houses were merged and a new
functional layout of the interior was introduced, coupled with the new interior design in terms of
ornamentation. One example is the reconstruction of the house No. 15 carried out by Ignacy Hercok,
who modified the layout of the staircase, the interiors and the look of the façade. Likewise, Feliks
Radwański Jr. merged the two adjacent houses marked with numbers 17 and 18.
In some cases the façade was not destroyed by the fire. Then the reconstruction and conversion was
carried out only with respect to the interiors. One of such buildings was the house number 16,
renovated under the attentive eye of Stanisław Gołębiowski, the designer. The works served as an
opportunity to increase the surface of houses. For instance, in the house No. 21 Kajetan Szydłowski
added a new, third floor. Whenever façades were damaged only partially, the designs aimed at
preserving their historic details. Many houses located at the Market Square are characterised by the
stylistic accumulation of elements from various epochs, for instance authentic Gothic and
Renaissance details. The house No. 17 is such a case. It was reconstructed on the basis of a design
prepared by Florian Straszewski, that assumed modification of the façade, but leaving the historic
portal intact. The plate commemorating the fire of 1850 has been preserved on the house to this day.
Following the fire, many houses changed hands, as not all of the families could cover the costs of
reconstruction. Many of them had taken out mortgages that were unpaid, while the houses were not
insured. The houses also lost their palace nature – previously owned by one noble family, they
became converted into bourgeoisie multi-family city houses. This was the case of the house No. 27, to
which Teofil Żebrawski added a new, third floor and a new backyard wing integrated with the rest of
the building. In this way the residential surface of the building was extended.
The Austrian defeat in Italy (1859) and in the war with Prussia (1866) contributed to the introduction of
the constitutional system in Poland and gave broader autonomy to Galicia. As a result, a modern city
government was established in Krakow, consistently pursuing the objective of organising the town
[15]. Attracted by the autonomy enjoyed by Galicia, many noble families moved to Krakow. In 1890 as
many as fifteen city houses at the Market Square belonged to land-owning nobility. For centuries,
palaces located at the square were also owned by aristocratic families (Jabłonowscy – palace No. 20,
Potoccy – palace No. 27). The nobility brought with them capital invested in local businesses. This in
turn fuelled local economy, contributing to the enrichment of the cultural (theatres, museums) and
commercial offer for sophisticated patrons (restaurants, cafés, etc.). Members of rich aristocracy,
intelligentsia and bourgeoisie had high demands in terms of aesthetics, usability and technical aspects
of their flats, which had a significant impact on the form of the houses in which they lived.
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Fig. 7-8. The Larisch palace at the corner of Bracka street and All Saints Square (on the left) and the Dominican
church (on the right) in Krakow (photo by B. Makowska 2017)

4.

Summary and conclusions

Paradoxically, the fire spurred an investment boost and marked the beginning of a period of growth in
the city. The process of degradation and prolonged economic crisis were gone. The fire also served as
an impulse for the reconstruction of the Cloth Hall (design by Tomasz Pryliński, 1874-1879) located in
the middle of the Market Square and the tidying up of the surrounding structures (destroyed shops).
The old, medieval market square was transformed into a representative square with the central edifice
of the Cloth Hall that performed mixed functions (commercial and museum).
The reconstruction of churches lasted much longer than works on city houses. It was partially the
result of the fact that it was financed with public donations [16]. The reconstruction of the Dominican
(Fig. 8) and Franciscan churches in particular gave an important impulse for the development of
conservation activity in Krakow. A broad range of revalorisation works carried out at that time
contributed to the development of thought on the general concept of monument restoration. At the end
of 19th century, the concept of historic restoration, preserving subsequent layers of additions,
prevailed [17]. The fire destroyed precious historic works of arts stored in churches and monasteries.
Had those events not taken place, the stained glass works and polychrome in the Franciscan church
by Stanisław Wyspiański, an outstanding painter, would not have been created.
Summing up the period of reconstruction and conversion following the fire of 1850, we could draw the
following conclusions:
•
the calamity caused immense loss to architectural heritage and property of individuals, but
contributed to the transformation of urban structure and reconstruction of buildings following new
styles;
•
the fire was a challenge to the city authorities that set out to modernise and convert vast
developed areas with the use of better materials and fireproof construction techniques;
Paradoxically, the fire that necessitated the reconstruction or conversion of damaged buildings
spurred an investment boom. It also contributed to the straightening and regulation of the
southern and eastern frontage of the Market Square and, later on, the restoration of preserved
buildings (the Cloth Hall)
newly designed palaces and town houses were characterised by superior functional and
•
aesthetic qualities – their facades were renovated and fireproof materials came into widespread
use;
•
economic rationale and stylistic changes contributed to the simplification of the façades of
reconstructed houses, and underpinned the sparring use of ornamentation; the façade designs
made creative use of tradition, but followed the spirit of the times in which they were elaborated;
•
the transformation of city houses after the fire contributed to the dissemination of Historicism and
served as a point of reference for other buildings erected in the adjacent districts; traditional
motifs were used creatively- the examples include the deep eaves (house at 45 Karmelicka Str.),
the Cloth Hall attics (house at 1 Studencka Str.), the motif of the Wawel portals, Venetian
windows, a pitcher inspired by the ornamental heads on the Wawel's cloisters designed by
Bartłomiej Berrecci (house at 8 Długa Str.), the stone balustrade (houses at 32-34 Piłsudskiego
Str. and 25 Straszewskiego Str. – a reference to Gothic and Renaissance), buttress, mascaron,
simplified biforia (house at 13 Na Groblach Square) [18];
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•

•
•
•
•

•
•

following the fire, new, innovative functional and formal solutions were introduced; the functional
quality of the layout became more important than the excessive ornamentation of façades; more
reasonable functional-spatial solutions were introduced, especially in terms of communication,
and the process of designing city houses "from the inside", ensuring higher degree of integration
with the façades;
the growing importance of the middle class resulted in the strengthening of the artistic and
functional value of the houses, which were a manifestation of the culture of their epoch, and the
historic culture that they originated from;
the fire precipitated the development and popularisation of modern stained glass work inspired by
the restoration of destroyed churches;
the fire raised awareness of the importance of monument protection and contributed to the
development of the field of monument conservation
the scale of damages gave a strong impulse for the count and cataloguing of historic buildings in
the city, which had been initiated by the Krakow Scientific Society; it also contributed to the
popularisation of photography and growing interest in documenting monuments and houses in
such a form;
special plans (Plan de la ville de Cracovie drafted by M. Niewiarowski, 1:5000 scale) were
developed marking buildings that were lost to fire (the proceeds on sales were donated to the
victims) – the collateral effect is the permanent record of the development at that time;
the conclusions drawn from the tragedy brought about positive effects for the city and its
residents; the investment boom and significant transformation of the city in the 2nd half of the
19th century were, in a broader perspective, positive phenomena in the city's history.

Thanks to the awareness of the value of the architectural heritage of Krakow, reinforced by the tragic
events of 1850, many precious buildings, with top class architectural details and ornamentation, were
restored in the years that followed. This heritage can be enjoyed and admired today, thanks to the
preservation of authenticity and stylistic accumulation.
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Traditional Architecture and seismic security. Earthquake in the Madonie inner
mountain of Sicily: damages and construction techniques
Between the years 1818 and 1819 a lot of Sicilian centres concentrated in the mountainous Madonie
area were damaged several times by earthquakes that caused widespread collapses to the
monumental and basic architectures. We would investigate the damages and also the reconstruction
interventions, particularly referring to building typologies and to that construction techniques adopted
in this area.
The verification and monitoring of the conditions of buildings, associated to the consequent
consolidations and repairs are effectively documented by the writers of essays and reports coeval to
the earthquake and above all by archival documents. We would identify the traditional building
techniques in the Madonie area, underlying their originality and diffusion in the analyzed centres; with
a particular attention to the anti-seismic reconstruction solutions adopted following the earthquake,
often based on the art-rules. The study intends to provide a knowledge of construction characters of
this homogeneous geographical area, which may provide the municipalities and the technicians of
parameters and guidelines for the necessary restoration works, as well as safety measures for the
mitigation of seismic vulnerability of building heritage.
Keywords: earthquake, Madonie mountain area, Sicily, XIX century, construction techniques

1.
The earthquake of the Madonie in the years 1818-1819 and the evaluation of the
damage

Between 1818 and 1819 a group of Sicilian towns in the mountainous area of the Madonie were hit by
a series of earthquakes, which caused a large amount of damage to historic buildings, both common
and valuable (fig. 1) [1]. These areas were characterized by a few rural villages, most of them founded
in the Middle Ages, and by economically backward conditions, partly due to the isolation of this area,
which was heightened by the lack of connections with the main roads on the island.
The strongest earthquakes were recorded on 8 September 1818 and 24 February 1819, after which
the government institutions decided to carry out a precise survey of the damage.
This paper aims to offer a synthesis of the situation after the earthquake in the area of the Madonie by
cross-referencing printed sources with documents that have emerged during archive research. It
highlights damage done to architectural heritage, the role of the institutions in the management of the
emergency and the procedures carried out.
At the time of the earthquake, after the unification of the two kingdoms of Sicily and Naples by King
Ferdinando I, the island was part of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies. Following the law of 12
December 1816, it was divided into seven valleys, each administrated by an intendant and in turn
divided into districts, while the praetor was responsible for the administration of the municipal territory.
At a higher level there was the general lieutenant, who replaced the viceroy of earlier times. The area
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of the Madonie was part of the Intendance of Palermo and the thirteen municipalities worst affected by
the earthquakes of the years 1818-1819 were partly in the district of Cefalù and partly in the district of
Termini. The districts were second order administrative bodies directed by a sub-intendant.
The most significant contribution to an awareness of the situation after the earthquake is offered by a
printed text by a contemporary author at the time of the event, the scientist Domenico Scinà [2],
professor of experimental physics at the Royal University of Palermo. His paper, Report on a Journey
to the Madonie [3], was written for the Intendance of Palermo on the occasion of a journey taken in
that area after the earthquake of 24 February 1819. It contains accurate descriptions of the areas hit
and includes interesting observations about the relationship between the seismic vulnerability of the
buildings, the quality of the materials and the efficiency of the construction systems.
The Report by Scinà is also an important source of information about the Madonie at a time when the
area was mostly unexplored. In addition to making observations about the effects of the earthquake,
he also looked at nature, society and the economy, demonstrating considerable scientific
understanding.

Fig. 1: Location of the Municipalities damaged by the earthquakes of the years 1818-1819
Fig. 2: Geraci Siculo (PA), Mother Church

The reasons for the task assigned to Scinà by the government are explained in a letter dated 30
March 1819 from the Ministry of State to the intendant of the valley of Palermo, which reads, “The
Ministry of State, having read the report by the sub-intendant of Cefalù returned by you with a
document of today about the damage the earthquakes have caused in the municipality of
Castelbuono, and principally in Geraci, knowing the necessity that the natural and immediate causes
that produce these phenomena in those places be recognized and examined by an able expert, has
decided, in agreement with your opinion, that the worthy and informed professor of physics at this
University, the abbot D. Domenic Scinà, be sent to that District immediately, to understand and
demonstrate, with his usual exactness, what nature has done in these extraordinary events, and what
it threatens to do in the future, as far as it is possible to investigate this, so that the provident remedies
of the Government are then based on real knowledge of the situation” [4]. In the meantime, as can be
seen from a letter sent from the minister Ferreri to the intendant on the 2 April, the government had
ordered the shoring up of dangerous buildings, the construction of wooden huts to house the large
number of homeless people, and the dispatch of expert craftsmen to verify the practicability of the
buildings and carry out the work necessary to secure them, as was the usual practice in similar
circumstances [5].
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With regard to the architectural heritage of the towns in the Madonie hit by the earthquake, the
scientist from Palermo provides important information in a concise way about the damage to the most
important buildings, closely relating instability with the height of the buildings. In fact, he stated that,
“The large buildings like the Churches, Bell Towers and Convents, since they are taller, were more
affected by collapsing, and deviated more from the perpendicular. Many stones fell from the bell tower
of the main Church of Petralia Sottana and the S. Mauro bell tower broke and the sphere fell down.
The bell towers of the cathedral of Castelbuono, clumsy and heavy as they are, still risk ruin even
though they are shored up, and others, like in Golisano, were left slanted” [6].
In relation to the basic architectures, he also observed that “Many country cottages in the north of
Ganci, in the Golisano area and elsewhere, were flattened, and most of the houses in the towns
situated around the Madonie were cracked and fissured to varying degrees. Some poor peasants’
shacks fell down at the moment of the quake in Geraci, Isnello and Golisano, and in many
Municipalities, many of these huts were left so shaken that it was considered excellent advice to knock
them down in order not to cause a greater disaster” [7]. Some considerations specifically relate to the
quality of the materials, as stated by Scinà in a letter written to Ignazio Migliaccio and Moncada, prince
of Malvagna on 21 April, in which he writes, “In each municipality I took a close look at the land and at
the mountains that surround it or on which it is built. Nor did I neglect to acquaint myself with the stone
and mortar used for building” [8].
Particular attention was paid to the town of Geraci, which had suffered severe damage following the
earthquake of 25 February 1819, so much so that initially the idea of moving the town to a safer place
was considered. The justification for this was that the seismic shocks would lead to the appearance of
a new volcano, with the result that the mountain on which the town was situated would split apart.
Scinà went to Geraci for the first time on 8 April, and after further inspection he reassessed the
problem and reached the conclusion that it was not necessary to rebuild the town from scratch,
deciding it would be sufficient to reconstruct the seriously damaged buildings in a flatter area towards
the plane of San Bartolomeo, just outside the town.
As well as being situated near the epicentre of the earthquake, Scinà also maintained that Geraci had
suffered significant damage to its architectural heritage because of poor quality construction
techniques, underlining that most of the buildings had been made using clayey earth as binding. In
fact, he stated, “Most of the houses in this town are made with mud, few with lime and very few with
lime that is sufficient to connect the pieces of stone that form the material of their buildings” [9].
The proof of what he said was provided by the fact that in San Mauro Castelverde the earthquake of
25 February had caused less damage, in spite of how strongly it was felt by the population, because
the buildings, which were also made of the same type of stone used in Geraci, were built more
carefully and joined with lime mortar, giving the walls greater resistance.
Furthermore, the scientist from Palermo also gave the amount of damage that needed to be
reconstructed in the individual towns, and related it to the existing population: for Caltavuturo 3492
onze (gold coins), Cefalù 300, Castelbuono 46109, Geraci 7239, Collesano 7968, Isnello 4224,
Lascari 421, Petralia Sottana 1955, Polizzi 11199, San Mauro 3759, Scillato 76 for a total sum of
86910 onze (excluding the costs relating to country houses) [10]. These were clearly not amounts
estimated by Scinà himself, but taken from the surveys carried out by Giuseppe Truglio [11], the
architect appointed by the Intendance of Palermo to estimate the damage in individual Municipalities.
This has been confirmed by comparing the information provided in the Report on a Journey and that
taken from the official documents drawn up by the architect.
A study of the records kept in the State Archive of Palermo (especially those relating to the Ministry
and Secretariat of State at the lieutenant general of Sicily) allowed the measures taken by the
government to be reconstructed, and a sufficiently precise picture of the damage to be recreated. For
the purpose of dealing with the critical situations that could have represented a risk for public safety,
one of the first operations involved verifying and monitoring the damage caused to buildings, a task
that was given to the architect Truglio. He carried out a series of site inspections in the areas hit by the
earthquake, accompanying the administrative officials, and in particular the sub-intendant of Cefalù,
Baron Giuseppe Carcamo.
The first evidence of the activity of the government in the areas hit by the earthquake comes from a
letter (4 march 1819) sent by Ignazio Migliaccio and Moncada, intendant of the valley of Palermo, to
th
the mayor of Collesano, in which he wrote, “Sir, I was greatly pained to hear, from their report of 27
th
February, about the damage caused there by the earthquake on the night of the 24 of the same
month. In the request that I have made to the Ministry for the necessary aid to be sent with means and
with superior authority, I have sent the Architect of this Intendance D. Giuseppe Truglio there and to
other places afflicted by the same misfortune, to visit the damaged places, and to report everything,
and also carry out those repairs and necessary measures that cannot wait, under the direction and
with the cooperation of the sub-intendant of the District” [12].
The result of these surveys was the compilation of Demonstrative states of the damage…, to be
understood as brief outlines relating to the individual towns hit by the earthquake, aimed at
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systematically identifying all the damaged buildings within a particular Municipality. These outlines
were drawn up for the thirteen towns worst affected by the earthquake: Caltavuturo, Cefalù,
Castelbuono, Collesano, Geraci, Lascari, San Mauro Castelverde, Petralia Soprana, Petralia Sottana,
Polizzi, Scillato, Isnello and Gratteri [13].
From an analysis of the assessments of the summaries, it can be seen how a thorough classification
of the buildings was carried out, by drawing up analytical tables containing a distinction between
damage to churches and public buildings and damage to privately owned houses. For both categories,
economic outlines were produced, containing the details of the costs to be incurred. In the case of
public buildings, a distinction was made between adequate, not very adequate and inadequate
buildings owned by the Municipality. These categories were also applied to private buildings. For the
churches and the other public buildings, each edifice, for which an exact estimate of the damage was
provided, could be accompanied by observations mainly regarding the sources of money to be drawn
upon for the necessary repairs, and was meticulously classified into one of the following categories:
a) “churches, public buildings and houses belonging to the Municipality”;
b) “churches, public buildings and houses that are maintained with incomes and can repair the
damage at their expense”;
c) “churches, public buildings and houses that have little income and can repair the damage with the
help of a loan from the Government”;
d) “churches, public buildings and houses that are maintained by charity and that are unable to repair
the damage”.
For privately owned buildings, on the other hand, the name of the owner or owners, and the district
within which the individual building was situated were duly noted, as well as the sum necessary for the
repairs, with a grouping of the buildings for each quarter the town, was made up of.
Unfortunately, unlike what was to happen a few years later for the earthquake of 1823 in northern
Sicily, for example, these “outlines” did not contain specific indications about the consolidation work to
be carried out and the construction techniques to be used for the individual buildings [14]. However,
from the information contained in these documents it is possible to draw a general outline of the
damage in each town, deducing the extent of the damage to individual buildings from the amounts
indicated. If a comparison is made between the various summaries, it can be seen that Geraci and
Castelbuono were among the worst affected municipalities. In Geraci the buildings that suffered most
damage were the monastery of the Benedictine nuns, for which damage worth 1500 onze was
estimated, and the Mother church (fig. 2), which needed 1200 onze to be repaired. This sum could not
be raised from the annual income of the building, as the attached observations show, and “cannot be
contributed by others if the Government unites its power it will not take the state of this building close
to collapse into consideration” [15]. In both cases the amounts were considerably higher compared
with other buildings in the same town, like for example the church of San Giacomo (500 onze), the
College of Maria (350 onze), the Convent of the Cappuchins (300 onze), the church of San Bartolo
with the Convent of the Augustinian Fathers (200 onze), the church of Santa Maria la Porta (90 onze),
the church of Santo Stefano and the church of Sant'Anna (40 onze each). Further indications
contained in some brief notes about damage were also written about Castelbuono, where the
destruction was concentrated in the castle with the adjoining baronial chapel of the Ventimiglia family,
for which the cost of the repairs was estimated at 3040 onze, and in the Mother Church, which
required 3000 onze to be rebuilt. More information was provided about the state of collapse of the
Mother Church, and it was specified that “this building has been shored up partly with aid from the
Government and partly with money from its income. The aftershocks damaged the bell towers and
walls just as much and it all risked imminent ruin, which because of their enormous size would cause
very serious damage to the neighbouring houses. The Mayor and all the population urge that haste be
made, so that such a magnificent and impressive church does not end up being destroyed. Other
reports written after Truglio’s confirm that the state of this building is really calamitous” [16].
There was much less damage to towns like Caltavuturo, where the building that suffered the most
damage was the church with the adjoining Convent of the Reformed Fathers (710 onze) [17], and
Cefalù, where the only collapses were in the Convent of the Capuchin Fathers of Gibilmanna [18].
1.
Construction characters and seismic vulnerability of the historic buildings
The Sicilian construction practice of the inner mountain areas, for which the influence of large cities
was more attenuated, is strongly characterized by typological-construction solutions intimately linked
to the reality and contingency of the sites.
The territory of Madonie, located on the ridge of Tyrrhenian Sicily, has been inhabited since antiquity,
with a reiteration and permanence of material, technological and aesthetic values based on local
tradition and architectural/aesthetic criteria consolidated by the "rule of art", well-known by categories
of specialized building workers. The urban centers that adhere to the Regional Park of Madonie have
quite similar characteristics of aggregation, architecture and construction, even if in their uniqueness
of history and orographic features of sites where such centers are located (hilly or mountainous ones).
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The particular orographic layout of territory, in fact, has greatly influenced the seismic vulnerability,
conditioning also the modalities of aggregation of housing units, making densely compact urban
tissues, interspersed by winding alleys and narrow streets, often on a steep slope and with steep
staircases, with few widenings and squares. The analysis of the damages caused by the telluric
shakes is closely related to urban planning-settlements and to natural environment features, which in
the serial and repeated typological choices - associated with constructive characters - immediately
recognizes the prevalence of widespread or smaller construction, that we could call as "basic
architectural type", compared to aulic architecture, numerically smaller and of greater and recognized
prestige or monumentality (noble palaces, churches and convents, other specialized building, ...). [19]
We will therefore focus on the basic construction typology as it’s prevalent and also representative of
urban landscape, above all exhaustive of construction limits attributable to the traditional construction
of that area in relation to seismic damage.
Except rare examples, the load-bearing masonry is made up of compact litho-types (limestone or
quarzarenite rocks) extracted from the quarries of the area, in the formats required by common
construction practice and the most rugged and finest grain varieties of these litho-types had been used
instead for the decorative parts to be left at sight and for molded plastic works (as elements of doors
and windows, cornices and shelves, balconies, etc.).Often it was an usual practice that to give over
dimension to structural sections, precisely to improve the seismic performance of certain technological
units considered to be at high risk of collapse, or to that elements that they should increase the
structural safety of a poor building urban tissue. The stone was worked out and perfected where it was
strictly necessary, and sometimes missing working for give a squared shape to elements could render
less efficient the final process of construction, the goodness of masonry apparatus and the
transmission of loads.
The brick (full or thin one) was used where there was a clay bench and apposite furnaces, or - for its
lightness with respect to stone - in cases where another volume had been erected, or where dumping
arches (archi di scarico) were built, or thin timbrel vaults (called "realine" vaults), or finishing elements.
Wood is one of the principal materials used in construction of floors and pitched roofs; the possibility to
employ other plant-related materials, such as reed with a large diameter, as well as gypsum and cork
(good as lightweight material, and capable of providing a congruous thermal-acoustic isolation), has
favored during the time the use of the same for the closure and fitting of structural spaces, instead of
the most expensive wooden planks.In a mountainous area where the rainy season covers a large
period of year, as well as snow, the sloping roofs often result in free drowsiness, projecting from the
"cappuccina" cornices, making with Sicilian curved tiles (“coppi”) gradually projecting, staggered and
overlapping with more orders, resting on thin plane bricks ("pianelle").
Though simple in constructive characters, widespread construction has more finishing elements and
embellishments on façade, which can be attributed to portals and balconies: the first are made of
compact stone blocks to define the jambs, topped with platbands, while arches are characterized by
the best definition of ashlars, for their volumetric shape, according to the stereotomia rules; the
balconies use the local compact stone for the structure of shelves and slabs of walk over ground, with
metal railings presenting typical drawings of western Sicily handcraft tradition.
The study of the constructive features of the historic building of Madonie area, compared with the
damage referred by archival sources and coeval reports, allows us to acquire, through the knowledge
of used technologies and materials, some practical rules that could well address the intervention of
rehabilitation, safekeeping and safeguarding of traditional buildings, aiming to improve its structural
qualifications; the phase of analysis must always - in our opinion - direct the technical culture to the
formation of a "code of practice" and guidelines in continuity with the ancient construction culture.
The study of the architecture of smaller Sicilian historical centers helps to protect the variety and the
difference of the regional ambit rather than the broader contextual homologation; for these reasons,
any recovery, consolidation/structural rehabilitation and transformation should spire to a "quality" that
never loses the relationship between the building manufacture and the surrounding environment
through improvement of construction/structural/functional performances compatible with its original
and sustainable features. About the vertical load-bearing structures, masonry are often visible in the
façades, and it’s possible to find different types of apparatuses; the possibility to observe on site many
collapsed or ruined allows to decipher construction sections, ways of making them, different textures,
connection systems and this condition appears as an indispensable tool for evaluating any intrinsic
lability and frailty, the presence of iron or wooden elements embedded and hidden within the masonry.
[20] Masonries employ a broadly compacted stone, which has leaded to a brief rough-hewing, with an
undefined texture (as opus incertum) and a rare use of ashlars posed into 2/3 part of the wall
thickness (semidiatoni); this need of economy and difficulty of handmade work of litho-types on side,
however, makes the load-bearing masonry more vulnerable and only for the walls defining the exterior
envelope that rule was deviated, using pseudo-isodomo apparatuses with ashlars decreasing for size
as they reached the higher floors. There is also the overwhelming use of shapeless pieces of stone,
even in small sizes, to define masonry layers useful to the regularization of courses horizontality, or to
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fill the very thick mortar strata, even to define the inner nucleus of cast-mixed masonry (as an opus
caementicium). Like these devices, often edging masonry with bricks or stone ashlars have been
made, still using squared ashlars framed with shapeless piece of stone; the layout of bricks into
courses - both in plane position and in an header way - contributes to the creation of mixed textures
(stone/solid brick) that are simple but efficient for aesthetic view and for the overall solidity of the
masonry. (Figures 3, 4 and 5) [21]

Fig. 3: From left to right; opus incertum and structural frames of compact stone to delimit the openings,
different choices in the construction application of stone and solid brick; strong use into masonry of
nucleuses made by shapeless stone and mortar, for guarantee the horizontality of courses and for filling
the joints.

Fig. 4: Abacus of masonry types and different treatment of found façade textures/apparatuses of masonry
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Fig. 5: Type of masonry utilizing split stone and types of connections inside the wall thickness [19]

Greater attention was paid to structural nodes considered to be highly risk for the lack of the “box
behavior” of the walls; we refer to the mutual connection of the different masonries, or to the corner
portions: the construction workers carried out well-squared, thick-walled, well-laid stones, alternately
spaced to ensure proper gearing behavior. Basic typologies of building does not neglect the use of
iron tie rods, indispensable if associated with pushing systems such as arches and vaults, which over
their static function not deprive the architecture in which they are inserted - if the external element that
put in power the iron plank remains at sight – of an artistic expression. (Fig. 6) [23]

Fig. 6: From left to right, angle masonry made using long compacted stone ashlars, arranged in a
staggered way; a stone portal with jamb
s having in the middle position ashlars well-connected to the bordering masonry; final element of a metal
tie rod. [19]
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The openings on the ground floor are surrounded by cornices and structural stony framework, both
structural and decorative; the main access is signed by a small, but well-constructed, portals, having
at the top an arched or plane profile (platband or stony/wooden lintel), which do not affect all the
thickness of wall, but only a part of the exterior façade; often in the middle portion of the jambs there is
a longer orthostat ashlars (“crocco”), which links the structural frame at the curtain wall.
More than vaulted load bearing systems, were preferred for wooden floors, and only when needed
they were sometimes used stony vaults for covered passages, as well as arches having an useful antiseismic defense realized in the alleys; we mention also – with the same function of anti-seismic
escort- the wooden and lightweight frames used for interior partition walls. However, the timbrel vaults
are widespread, realized with thin tiles jointed with of gypsum paste presenting three layers of tiles,
lightened by tiled counter-vaults having instead two layers of tiles, or those realized with a
conglomerate of lime or gypsum mortar and shapeless stone (“realine” vaults) [22], also in the most
original construction applications that use pieces of cork in the mix. (Figures 7 and 8)

Fig. 7: From left to right, anti-seismic arches built in a alley, a carved stone portal, pushing structures
(stony platband) at the top of an opening and with the function of dumping arch.

Fig. 8: "Realine" vaults, made with shapeless stone and gypsum mortar (on the left) and with thin tiles in
strata with interposed gypsum paste (on the right)

Elements with a strong visual impact, useful to protect the architectural façade from driving water in a
geographic area with consistent rainfall and stormy winters, the cornices represent, like other
structural protruding elements, such as balconies, high risk elements which in the case of earthquakes
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did not fail to point out collapses and conditions of instability, more or less serious in function of the
overhanging and of the more or less effective connection to the wall section; more than roughly
shaped ashlars, covered in a second time by plaster or carved moulding elements, the widespread
basic architecture uses the brick, with shelves supporting various degrading layers of full bricks and
thin tiles, capable of supporting the gutter of Sicilian coppi and on which the rain descendants are
engaged. (Fig. 9)

Fig. 9: Brickwork cornice, with brick brackets and thin bricks able to define the protruding part and the
support of different types of gutter; wooden frames for lightweight interior partition walls [19]

Note
In this unitary work, we can attribute to PhD arch. Federica Scibilia the first paragraph, to prof.
Tiziana Campisi the second paragraph.
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Abstract
The debate on the enhancement and management of real estate emphasizes the State Property
(45397 of which 13% historical heritage): it's brittle assets with risk of loss of identity. The case of the
La Marmora Barracks is emblematic: an interdisciplinary research has tested the method of the
valuation cycle.
The barracks is included in the list of the Properties Defense desused, which create the urban voids in
areas to return to the city with reuse strategic operations can’t be postponed.
The road map of support decision-making wed to valorization scenarios, abiding memory factory.
Attention is focused on the building to define restoration and put in efficiency, the cost estimate and
the timing in the preliminary works, according to the approach of the construction management.
The definition of the interventions represents an analytical phase of the factory knowledge through
reliefs, study of treaties and non-destructive surveys. The method requires a shift from the knowledge
to the intervention and valuation, that occurs the feasibility of the enhancement scenarios with
assessment tools of a strategic nature.
Costs and revenues are tested in the investment and management steps, to verify the feasibility. The
process instructed is aimed at defining strategies and a meta-project. It developed a plan of financing
and/or investment starting from social and economic requirements, given the complexity and the
planimetric.
Keywords: Properties Defense desused, decision-making, strategic operations, valorization
scenarios.

1. Introduction
Italy boasts one of the richest historical, artistic and cultural heritage, which in most cases pays in
advanced degradation conditions, in the absence of resources, or in the presence of scarce
resources, often without defining a strategy. Only in recent times it is recorded by the deputies
institutions they manage a greater awareness of their potential: in fact the legislative combined aiming
at a stronger involvement of the private and introduce new legislative tools that allow operators to
promote the heritage and identify new features that respond to the needs of current users, potential
and future.
Institutional reform also provides for the development of new lines of financing, funds, subsidies and
dedicated competitions, since the development of the cultural heritage projects are more costly than
any intervention of a traditional building: the high costs of the interventions on the artistic heritage,
history and culture are often limited to only rehabilitation in case of serious structural damage or
significant environmental and aesthetic degradation [1].
To limit and rationalize the costs necessary to identify targeted and specific that do not compromise
the nature of the building: to this end, requires a careful analysis of the factory in its entirety,
considering the current status and the evolution, its original functions and newer, as well as its
typological characteristics, construction and distribution. The case of the barracks La Marmora has
this degree of complexity that will outline in the following paragraphs.
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1.1. The case study

Fig. 1: Simenon collection D753, D753 tav XXII, Front to court. [2]

The complex of the former barracks is built between 1887 and 1888 under the direction of the Genio
Siro Brauzzi Captain and the Captain of Engineers project Ing. Giuseppe Bottero filed August 23,
1887. Initially, the barracks is titled "Dogali" in memory the battle that took place in the city Eritrean
January 26, 1887 as stated in the plaque affixed beside the main entrance on via Asti [3]. The area on
which stands the whole, free from manufactured prior to its construction, it was owned by the Società
Anonima Credito Torinese, which transferred it to the Administration Military 4 September 1886 [4].
The structure is made to host the permanent headquarters of an infantry regiment of twelve
companies. The original project is largely respected, but the complex is partially modified in 1897 to
accommodate the V Regiment of Engineers until 1920 [5]. In 1921 the barracks is entitled to
"Alessandro La Marmora", whose fame is also due to having organized some departments lightly
armed infantry and care placed in target practice (hence the term sharpshooters).
8 September 1943, is setting up in the barracks facilities General Office District Political Investigation
(UPI) of the National Republican Guard (GNR), established for the Suppression of the underground
struggle against the fascist regime. The UPI centers, despite depended by the National Guard, they
enjoyed greater freedom of action in research and repression [6]. The barracks of Asti street becomes
a place designed for detention and torture of members affiliated to the Resistance. The main
exponents of torture and ill-treatment are the Colonel Giovanni Cabras and especially the Greater
Gaston Serloleti. In those years the moat of the barracks B is used for the executions of partisans [7].
During the war phase, as a result of the bombing, the barracks suffered minor damage, mostly
concentrated on the command barracks. On 10 July 1944 it was made a tunnel that connects the
station to the protect the public air-raid shelter in the headquarters of the former local Duca D'Aosta
group [8]. In the night between 27 and 28 April 1945 the barracks was liberated by Partisan troops and
become the seat of the Battalion of Cremona links until 1954 when it allocates the Genio Battalion
Pioneers Cremona until 1975 [9]. In 1962, in memory of the victims of the shooting of partisans early
40s performed inside the barracks, is affixed a plaque on the wall of the barracks B. The April 21,
1977 we held the first ceremony organized by the National Partisans' Italy (ANPI) and other
associations that deal with resistance. The following year in an area of the barracks is obtained
classroom bunker that became the center of the process to the historical nucleus of the Red Brigades.
Since 2005 the complex is abandoned and is in a state of neglect. It is used only occasionally for
socially useful temporary events. In 2009, in fact, a part of the complex, corresponding to the three
barracks to the west, is renovated to house for some time the refugees from conflict areas and severe
socio-economic destabilization of the Horn of Africa. In 2011 instead of the barracks was renovated to
house the collective housings for the celebrations of the 150th anniversary of the Unification of Italy.
2 August 2012 the former barracks is subjected to restriction of protection following the verification of
cultural interest of public property procedure, especially for what he represented in the period of World
War II.
On the morning of April 18, 2015, a group of members of the association of Tierra del Fuego enters
the structure via Asti 22 to oppose the state of neglect of military, it closed for years and recently sold
by the city to the Cassa Depositi e Prestiti on the basis of an annex of real estate development project
[10]. Currently the project of reutilization of the former barracks has been entrusted to the Architect
Carlo Ratti from Cassa Depositi e Prestiti. Now the process is in stand by.

2. Methodology applied to the case study
The road map proposed by Authors foreshadows an accompanying process to the final scenario
enhancement of environmentally complex of factory memory and that creates values and capital value
through the identification of a coherent mix of functions with the intrinsic characteristics of the
barracks, with competitive framework of the context and social impacts that would trigger [11]. Are
considered all the historical and structural aspects of an underlying asset for establishing restoration
and commissioning efficiency, the estimated amounts and timing of the same in the preliminary works.
The development of the plan of action involves an analytical phase of knowledge of even the factory
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through effective representation tools. The phase of knowledge is instrumental to the operational steps
of intervention and enhancement. Finally, the assumption of a management plan to ensure the
economic and financial feasibility, management and social [12].
The following are the individual process steps.
2.1.

Building and context analysis: tools to support the decision making

Although the complex is present in good structural condition and is placed in a central location and
prestigious, it is unused for several years. This suggests the development of a strategy for enhancing
that can 1) provide a plan of restoration and consolidation processes suitable to the nature of the well
and a project; 2) identify, through the Anglo-Saxon policy of highest and best use (HBU) [13] functions
suited to both the nature of the building, to the needs of residents in the neighborhood; 3) fit coherently
with the current policy framework (Framework Agreement State - Cassa Depositi e Prestiti - City) [14]
and with local and national strategies. To this end we have been made specific and targeted analyzes
and the article that the context in which it is inserted.
2.1.1.

Knowledge and memory: the tools of representation

They were conducted surveys on well both in terms of the verification of the structural consistency and
material, both on the conservation status [15].
In the preliminary phase were made archival research, which provide for the sharing of technical and
historical manuals by building type and historical period, in order to acquire accurate geometric data
and information on the construction techniques of the time, in support of subsequent diagnostic
investigations not destructive [16] [17].
Consulting manuals provided
numerous advantages in the
quality and quantity of results,
managing to fill gaps developed
in the visual field research [18].
The
treaties
constitute
an
important basis for the survey
phase of the building, as they
provide very fine details of the
construction techniques of the
period, focusing on materials and
thus allowing a full reconstruction
and reinterpretation of the
building structure, essential to
define the nature the degradation
that can be submitted in time the
structure and to determine which
interventions are possible without
affecting the nature of the
building [19] [20] [21].
In the case of the barracks La
Marmora 800 different manuals
Fig. 2: Section Command barracks were consulted to identify the Source: Author’s work
building techniques used in each
node of the main building, in particular: "Mural Building Details and harnesses manufactured" by
Giuseppe Copperi and Joseph Musso (1885); "The art of masonry" Luigi Cattaneo (1889) and "The
practice of the maker" by Carlo Formenti (1893). By detailed representations present in the manuals it
was possible to return the main nodes of the structures and technologists represent the details of the
buildings of the complex of barracks La Marmora.
Subsequently we were conducted quantitative and qualitative analysis of the pathologies on the
surfaces of all the fronts of the buildings.
Over the years the complex has undergone continuous transformation interventions and routine
maintenance works which have meant that the artifacts currently present different states of
conservation by virtue of the numerous refunctionalizations that have occurred in the past, but in
recent times . The factories that are part of the barracks, despite dating back to the same era and
made with the same materials and construction techniques, are generally affected by the same
degradation and diseases however covered in much greater surface extensions in some artifacts than
in others. This is in fact seen through a simple visual examination, especially by comparing the
buildings of the barracks (A, B, C, D, E, F), from which it is evident what were those used in recent
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than those which have not undergone any years intervention of conservation in recent years. The final
phase of routine maintenance covered the front of Asti via both the Command barracks for both
barracks. Nell 'in August of 2013 by the Army Corps of Engineers, has mainly occurred on the
cornices and the cornices, which, because of the bad state of conservation, were beginning to lose the
superficial parts of the plaster coating [22].
Currently the artifacts do not show damage to structural parts: in fact, from a static point of view of the
elevated structures, as well as the horizontal structures and roofing elements maintain a good state of
preservation.
The most noticeable degradations is so manifest on the facing walls of the barracks and command on
the plastered surfaces of the barracks. However, these diseases have irreversibly altered the factory
and that it is therefore possible to eliminate through careful conservation work. The degradation
observed more concern adherence to the stone or plastered support of agents and foreign substances
(casting, crust, surface deposit, biological patina, efflorescence) easily removable with appropriate
surface cleaning operations [23].
In addition they are also very widespread in almost all exterior surfaces pathologies regarding the
plaster surface (exfoliation, lack thereof) that are eliminated with the appropriate repair or replace
deteriorated surface layer of the coating.
In addition to the degradation on the stone surfaces we were analyzed those relating to wooden
windows, the railings, the eaves and downspouts metallic materials. For the wooden elements have
been found especially diseases such as tooth decay and rotting of wooden materials, while the metal
elements are characterized by the presence of corrosion and oxidation [24].
The analysis of degradation has affected all elevations of the buildings forming part of the barracks
complex in the original plan of 1887-1888 and are listed below with reference to the lexicon of the UNI
11182-2006: "Cultural heritage - Natural stone materials and artificial - Description of the type of
alteration - Terms and definitions ".

Fig. 3: Analysis of degradations - Barracks C - Source: Author’s work

Classified materials and degradation, the campaign of diagnostic investigations is preliminary analysis
of the state of conservation objective of these investigations is the understanding of further aspects of
the progress made in the article and highlighted the presence of structural elements within structures
such as skylights and ventilation systems of the rooms, not shared with the visual examination alone.
In particular, when taken awareness of the consistency of the particular factory. In surveys were
defined it was decided to adopt the following techniques: endoscopy on the flanks of the time
characterized by holes that are allegedly part of a ventilation system of the dormitories; thermography
on surfaces subject to water infiltration to map the distribution of moisture and on internal walls to
detect the presence of light wells.
It is excluded from this type of investigation of the mapping of the detached plaster, because it is not of
particular value plasters.
Given the different extension of the buildings, the various types of defects to be investigated and the
different origins of the evaporation phenomena present, it was decided to structure the various
investigations by sector.
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The plan's assumptions of non-destructive diagnostic has been developed from the point of view of an
operator in charge, in order to develop a realistic plan to refer to either the timing, is the economic
aspect.
Performing in situ monitoring can capture information that can describe the state of conservation of
materials, highlighting possible relationships between the degradation processes and current
microclimate. It is also possible to recognize defects localized with greater accuracy, continuity
solutions and voids, variations of materials and the presence of water inside of the analyzed masonry,
not found with the only visual examination and at the same time it can establish targeted interventions
and ratings .
All this has the purpose of identifying the restoration operations and mass in efficiency and the
unwinding of the timing in the process of site operations.
2.1.2.

The process towards the enhancement scenarios

Simultaneously was conducted a careful study of the competitive environment of the area (analysis of
the population and its needs, the economic and tourist flows and cultural indicators) in order to identify
the most representative elements of supply and current demand, through the instruments of territorial
marketing and analysis of the structural frameworks of the territories in question [25].
These analyzes were incorporated in the Analysis SWOT [26] (the well-known strategic assessment
tool aimed at identifying, in a critical synthesis framework, of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats) applied to different spatial scales: District VIII, Borgo Po and barracks La Marmora [26]
[27] [28] [29].
Through the process of
refinement of the evaluation
parameters, the analysis have
led to a summary SWOT
which allowed the identification
of
sensitive
issues
and
strategic objectives to be
pursued as a main prerequisite for every hypothetical
scenarios,
regardless
of
functional proposals and in
order
to
establish
a
sustainable
project
and
exploitation.
Fig. 4: The process towards the enhancement scenarios-.Source: Author’s
From sensitive issues emerged
work
shows that are especially critical for the sector of services for citizens. After identifying the sensitive
issues were determined the strategic objectives to be pursued and applied the Genius Loci approach,
that (without any statistical basis and/or operations research), imposed a hierarchical logical structure
of assessment "targets -scenarios" inspired by the multi-criteria techniques (cross-functional vocations
with the levels of achievement of the objectives). This grid, although in its extreme elementariness,
provides a real support to the determination of the most suitable function. They are weighed the more
'compatible scenarios among which emerges strongly multifunctional scenario that includes cultural
activities (memory), accommodation facilities, activities for training and those smart sustainable
mobility. It follows a good or excellent levels most of the strategic objectives (at a higher quality level
than the other), and also generates greater benefits in relation to the state of fact [30].
Given the plan scope and complexity of the case study, the enhancement scenario is a functional mix
that includes tourist accommodation, cultural, aggregation, activities for the professions, for the
welfare and mobility / stop [31].

SCENARIOS
HYPOTHESIZED
Cultural activities (memory)
Business accommodation

Aggregation activity/spaces
for public use

ACTIVITY
- Museum of the Resistance
- Space for cultural events
- Resort
- Students & Families Hostel
- Enoteca / bar
- Gym
- Wellness
- Green area
- Space for markets and fairs
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MAIN USE
Public
Private

Public

Training activities

Use mobility / stop

-Training
center
for
the
promotion of typical products of
Piedmont
- Coworking
- Parking

Private

Public

Fig. 5: Functional mix of final scenario. Source: Author’s work

2.1.3.

The enhancement setting

The planivolumetric shape of the buildings allowed to distribute the various functions and create a
comprehensive project. For each building and to the external areas have been allocated one or more
functions compatible with each other.
The command barracks is employed as farm as Resort, since the layout of the rooms allows easy
adaptation to the function. The rooms are located on the first and second floor, the first floor includes
the reception services, public areas and conference room and the basement are provided the service
rooms.
At the barracks together with F barracks are used as co-working, rooms used to accommodate
workstations for professionals and students in order to carry out their activities by renting the only
desk.
The barracks B and C provide, on
the mezzanine floor and the first
floor,
further
accommodation
business: a smart guesthouse
called "Students and Families
Hostel", destined to a clientele
made up of young people and
families. The plans basements of
their barracks are designed to
accommodate the premises of the
Museum of the Resistance. The
museum is confirmed as a place of
memory and will have the function
of telling with multimedia products
the period of the Resistance,
guiding visitors in the path that led
the prisoners to the execution site,
where a memorial plaque was
affixed. In addition, some spaces
will be reserved to the history of the
barracks "La Marmora".
The barrack D is bound to the gym
on the first floor and the first floor
while the basement in the health
club.
The barracks and the mezzanine
and the first floor includes a training
center for the promotion of typical
products of Piedmont, in particular
chocolate, distillates and wines. In
the basement of the same building
there is a wine shop/bar around the
complex service.
The central square, previously used
by the military for rallies, is Fig.6: Valorization scenarios - Source: Author’s work
configured as an open space, usable and accessible to all people with Wi-Fi Zone, green areas,
spaces for markets and a central area for cultural events. Underground are located a public parking on
two levels.
As for the accessibility to the complex of the three accesses via Asti: the central one were maintained,
that project is the exclusive Resort, while the two sides have public access, one of which leads to the
underground parking.
To make more accessible the complex and to give it more visibility you have created a central gate on
the boundary wall on the front of Via Quintino Sella and designed a staircase even the valet parking to
overcome the height difference between the street and the courtyard.
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2.1.4.

Estimated cost of restoration and renovation

Identified the functions has been carried out a parametric estimation cost of restoration and
renovation, which has not been made analytically on individual degradations, but for major categories
of interventions. To compile the metric calculation was used the "Price List for Works and Public
Works of the Piedmont Region". It has performed an initial estimate of restoration costs and
subsequent costs related to the upgrading work [32].
2.1.5.

Worksite phase

The road map provides for an argument in terms of construction management: was simulated on a
Gantt execution timing of the restoration and redevelopment works: phases of construction provide a
breakdown by non-simultaneous lots, for a total minimum period two years. To rationalize the yard
work, the barracks has been divided into four lots of intervention:
• Lot 1: Comand Barrack and Barracks C - D;
• Lot 2: Barracks A – B;
• Lot 3: Barracks E – F;
• Lot 4: square and low buildings.

Lot 4

Lot 2

Lot 3

Lot 1

Fig.7: The construction management: the Gannt and work phases. Source: Author’s work

It was developed over time a foreshadowing of the scenario, it consists of several stages strictly
linked to each other, according to a concept of "work in progress", that does not preclude access to
the barracks.
Phase 0 is used for the pleadings, political and administrative underwriting of programs, agreements
and / or programmatic agreements between the parties, of inspections, surveys, feasibility studies and
design. Stage 1 sees the progressive start of construction lots with the consequent start of restoration
work, the construction of the underground parking and the subsequent arrangement of the green. In
phase 2 there is the launch of the "work in progress", in which the green area and the Resistance
Museum become available to the public. In the later stages 3 and 4 assists advancement of the
restoration and renovation works they are completed in step 5, in which all the factory areas are
accessible to the public.
Everything is designed to maximize and streamline the times of running the site, but also to make the
participant population and aware of the process towards the new functions and enhancement of the
property.
2.1.6.

The management: the future scenario

To verify the real practical and economic, in continuity with the restoration and renovation projects and
their cost estimates, feasibility studies have been done in order to identify the relationships between
investment-conservation-restoration / return of capital costs, overall risk / social impact of return.
Being the barracks a very large complex, it was assumed that Cassa Depositi e Prestiti, at the time of
the thesis owns done with private nature, give in management to private entities, public or mixed
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individual assets included in each building. The division of the asset management to more specialized
subjects in different sectors has different objectives, such as:
• pursue a portfolio of income from management activities;
• maximize the potential of the space in an integrated framework of functions;
• strengthen and keep alive the historical values, cultural and memory;
turn the structure into an advanced and functional center of attraction for economic benefits and
raise the level of acceptance and attractiveness.
2.1.7

Budget analysis: cost and revenue items for the private operators

In order to provide the basis for a re-functioning project and a loan and / or investment plan for each
new use it has been verified the convenience and operational feasibility, through a management plan
distributed in twenty years, in order to evaluate the costs and annual revenues, the economic flow, net
present value (NPV) and Internal rate of Return (IRR). the minimum conditions, average and
maximum employment were examined [33].
For the analysis of the annual management costs expenses were identified that those managers have
to support, such as rental fees, routine maintenance works, utilities and staff while revenues were
calculated the possible revenue related to the services provided. The rates of accommodation
facilities, aggregation and formation were calculated by averaging the prices of the structures with
similar characteristics present the same former barracks area. The Resistance Museum presents the
same rates of the Museum of the Resistance site in Corso Valdocco 4 / a, Torino. Below is a table
summarizing the analysis of costs and charged to operating revenue of the entities managers in midflow condition.
ENTREPRENEUR OF THE HOTEL SECTOR - RESORT
COSTS
REVENUES
FLOW STATEMENT
VAN
TIR
1.297.679,2 €

1.350.500 €

52.820,8 €

38.961,1

ENTREPRENEUR OF THE HOTEL SECTOR - STUDENTS & FAMILIES HOSTEL
COSTS
REVENUES
FLOW STATEMENT
VAN
324.944,5 €

343.100 €

18.155,6 €

34.014,9

8%

TIR
8%

MUSEUM ASSOCIATION OF WIDESPREAD RESISTANCE (Public-private)
COSTS
REVENUES
FLOW STATEMENT
VAN

TIR

226.503 €

8%

COSTS
226.503 €

COSTS
375.733,7 €

COSTS
375.733,7 €
COSTS
569.267,3 €

237.853 €

11.349,7 €

21.350,7

MUSEUM ASSOCIATION OF WIDESPREAD RESISTANCE
REVENUES
FLOW STATEMENT
VAN
237.853 €

11.349,7 €

IMPRENDITORE - COWORKING
REVENUES
FLOW STATEMENT
391.280 €

15.546,3 €

21.350,7

8%

VAN

TIR

13.860,5

ENTREPRENEUR – TRAINING CENTER & WINE SHOP-BAR
REVENUES
FLOW STATEMENT
VAN
523.800 €

13.435 €

ENTREPRENEUR – SPA & GYM
REVENUES
FLOW STATEMENT
582.600 €

13.332,7 €

Fig.8: Budget analysis. Source: Author’s work
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TIR

4.026,9
VAN
19.108,8

7%

TIR
6%
TIR
8%

3. Conclusions
The road map presented here, aimed at functional recovery and revaluation of the barracks "La
Marmora" Via Asti, simulated the methodological steps of analysis, understanding and evaluating its
interdisciplinary approach of valuation.
The study of the results obtained from the different levels made it possible to develop a meta-project
capable of responding to the needs and conveniences of the many stakeholders involved and to
satisfy the needs of users, keeping alive the historical values and building memory.
It is a very topical issue and constantly updated, large space was devoted to the debate, still in
progress, on the sale processes and ownership of the property.
In fact the identified scenarios took into account a margin of flexibility and the complex nature and
become the decision-making process related to such property.
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Abstract
Often, especially in Italy, the areas of high risk disasters, seismic or hydrogeological situations,
coincide with the central territories forsaken which are rich of history, culture and architecture, located
in areas of outstanding natural beauty.
In these situations, one of the most difficult elements is the lack of operational tools such as surveys,
thematic maps of fragility (cultural, economic, environmental, social) and analysis of the tangible and
intangible heritage. Frequently the existing documentation, especially in small villages, appears
fragmented and lacking in coherence both scientific and operational. This making it difficult to plan a
strategy for the prevention needed to safeguard human lives and the historical architectural, cultural
heritage, and reconstruction in the case of post disaster.
For example, the continuous seismic emergencies in central Italy recently have highlighted the
weakness of basic information on the correct approach to reconstruction.
It follows the need to identify shareable models of mapping of the fragility that at the same time
containing the information of the assets at risk.
The proposal is to investigate the possible methodological paths for the construction of multidisciplinary and multi-scale thematic maps as an essential process of planning, risk prevention and
enhancement of fragile areas such as those at risk of various disasters.
Keywords: Memory, mapping, fragility, project, models

1.

Maps as time

“SCORRE RAPIDO ED IMPREVISTO il tempo concesso agli uomini. Fragile è la loro memoria. Per questo
essi tendono a identificare gli eventi con le cose. Per questo aspirano a costruire paesaggi che
abbiano stabilità.
Solo immaginando corrispondenza con le cose, la memoria può vincere la propria mutevolezza e
definire un quadro, solo così trova modo di perpetuarsi e acquista respiro collettivo.
Singolare è il destino dell’architettura: perché essa nasce per corrispondere a bisogni concreti, ma
ponendosi come fattore di riconoscimento e di identità, da subito li oltrepassa e li trascende. Questo
spiega la particolarità del suo rapporto con il tempo. La città e i paesaggi si sono lentamente formati
nel tempo e se ne sono nutriti; ma essi rappresentano anche un modo di fermare il tempo, di
trattenerlo, di rinchiuderlo nel contorno di una forma. Nel corpo e nella forma rivelano le loro interne
profondità, come se vi fosse in essi una misteriosa risonanza delle epoche e delle generazioni.
L’architettura partecipa di questa risonanza.”
1

Daniele Vitale, Introduzione. Rafael Moneo, La solitudine degli edifici e altri scritti. Questioni intorno
all’architettura, page 9

1

VITALE Daniele, INTRODUZIONE. Rafael Moneo, La solitudine degli edifici e altri scritti. Questioni
intorno all’architettura, (eds. Casiraghi Andrea, Vitali Daniele), Torino, Allemandi,1999, p. 9.
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There is a sudden moment in time where the Architecture no longer aligns with that of Man.
A moment in time in which permanence of the past centuries no longer exist, a time of adaptation.
Architecture is no long in the hands of man, all ties severed: this is a natural disaster.
These, often appear unforeseeable, even though predicted, cutting off the bond between man and
architecture.
In the uncertainty of the occurrence of natural disasters, in the moment in which they happen they defy
any logical relationship between the structure and surrounding shape.
The space in which they occupy suddenly becomes unstable, losing its true reference, space and
logic. Therefore, rendering the passage of a semantic landscape impossible to read, using previous
maps, photos, because of the new space generated.
The landscape previously known by man with its materials and architectural space, become
something else: ruins, collapse of structures, destruction, despair, and bewilderment felt by all.
The dimension of a catastrophic sequence are far out reaching in intensity and devastation, involving
hundreds and thousands of people on a broad scale.
At the time of the catastrophe, a sudden vacuum settles over the area, with all the confusion the
emergency services, are at a standstill.
The safety of the inhabitants is paramount, with the necessity of providing safety, medical attention,
temporary shelter in a stable geographical area taking in physiological and social cultural differences.
The communities struck by the events are divided often physically, in permanently temporary
transfers. And again, the time that has governed this “nutrimento”2 between architectural space and
man, it returns to a primordial stadium in which the research of a “adaptive food” that could feed and
recover that relation, swings between an immediate need of a shelter and a wish of ordinaries’ and
return to the customs. In this reflection, the time and the catastrophes with their innumerable variations
that they induce in the space, require determining again the tools of reading and description of the
places and the space.
The sequence of the events, even in quick succession, as happened in the last earthquake in the
centre of Italy in 2016, it has put a further bound degree of indeterminateness, respect to the speed of
sequence of the events. The induced changes have not even had the time to settle. Inside this
indeterminateness this contribution is placed, that has a primary goal that of including some of the
necessary formalities to rebuild spaces, places, architectures, community through the architectural
project.

Fig. 1: Pescara del Tronto (AP), October_9_2016

2

VITALE Daniele, op. cit., p. 9,
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2.

Maps as relations

«Mi vuoi convincere, Beckett e Robbe-Grillet alla mano, che la verità non ha senso? Io ti seguo,
contentissimo, fino alle ultime conseguenze. Ma la mia contentezza è perché già penso che, arrivato
all’estremo di questa abrasione della soggettività, l’indomani mattina potrò mettermi - in questo
universo completamente oggettivo e asemantico - a re-inventare una prospettiva di significati, con la
stessa giuliva aderenza alle cose dell’uomo preistorico che, di fronte al caos di ombre e sensazioni
che gli baluginava davanti, a poco a poco riusciva a distinguere e definire: questo è un mammuth,
questa è mia moglie, questo è un fico d’india, e dava così inizio al processo irreversibile della storia.»
3

Italo Calvino, Corrispondenza con Angelo Guglielmi a proposito della Sfida al Labirinto, 1963

In each map there contains a message, a meaning, a system of relations, material or immaterial. In
this sense, we need to find the significance of the history in relationship to that of the foundation of the
place or subject.
Regarding the relationship that each map describes, you can design the chosen subject by the choice
of critic contained above all in digital framework, multimedia, in which the overexposure generates a
system of discord in the content and does not produce some productive instruments for the
architectural project.
The necessity is to individualize different formations structural maps taking into account numerous
criteria of interpretation, dynamically catalogued above all that of less important heritage.
One of the aspects often ignored in the process of fragile reading of the context is that of the
relationship and the reciprocity that they established by the secular balance that has governed them.
The experience that has be gained for example inside the plans of rebuilding the smallest villages of
the L’Aquila Cratere after the 2009 earthquake, it was clearly discovered the absence of adequate
maps, measurement, systematic and scientific restitutions of the consistency even of the smallest
heritage both private and public buildings and open spaces.
Therefore, creating a deficiency due to either the lack of contingency which are typical of that of
abandoned areas, and both in the lack of database systems and of systemic documentation.

Fig. 2: Pescara del Tronto (AP), May_2016

3

CALVINO Italo. Modo scritto e mondo non scritto, (ed. Barenghi Mario), Torino, Einaudi Editore,
2002, p. 42.
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In a state of post-emergency, it is necessary, for a precise and scientific procedure regarding a rebuild
or restoration operation, we require an exact knowledge of the consistency of the damaged patrimony,
in order to be able to carry out a strategy to enable a suitable rebuild regardless of useless promises,
in any case, it will be an urban design project act founded on social, spatial, architecture.
It is obvious that such a lacuna not only diffuses to the material property but also immaterial, often to
the disorientation of that of the urban morphology modified by a disaster.
This dyscrasia is a matter of research and planning, in which all the instruments of architecture should
converge to define order and protocol.
The real change necessary is to characterize a system of dynamic maps, updated, integrated with
detail and composition, descriptions, issues, prioritizing the sequence of the event, and then to
address them critically by comparison.
In this context, it is obvious that the representation is an innovative instrument, which must
characterize descriptive strategies of absent elements.
It is a plan, the base of the project and the design.
The representation of the fragile, smaller, immaterial elements is a theoretical structure and the
substance of an innovative dimension that must work on the identity of the places, the memory and
the expectations4.
The challenge is that to pursue models of representation of the maps which go beyond the mere data,
but succeeds to contain with it a multi-disciplinary that crosses the fields of architecture.
This requires an ability of openings towards other disciplinary fields, a pre-figurative ability to the maps
that transform them into a project.
The strategic ability is to work in balance of scale which is extremely variable, for descriptive contents
and specifying of the plan. It is necessary to find the way to cross variable sometimes in contrast,
resolving conflicts, characterizing interactive or oppositional categories, in which both the
representation techniques allow the project to move freely permeating the scales, the immaterial
contents, the vocations of the places, selecting with scientific and emotive ability materials and topics.
In this ability to synthesis it is possible to express opportunity and belonging.

Fig. 3: Pescara del Tronto (AP), August_2016
4

More information about the mapping and representativeness: Andriani Carmen, Corradi Emilia,
Massacesi Raffaella, Mappe e nuovi cicli di vita. Rappresentanza (politica) e rappresentazione
(autoriale) dei territori dell'abbandono. In: RE-CYCLE OP_POSITIONS II- (eds. Marini Sara, Roselli
Sissi Cesira, Aracne Roma, pp. 139-146, ISBN 978-88-548-7239-4.
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3

Maps as memory

«…sentivano il bisogno di storia nella misura in cui, proiettati verso un avvenire inimmaginabile, sotto
la pressione degli agenti esterni che non lo immaginavano più di loro, avvertivano la necessità di
identificarsi quanto meno con il loro passato, a costo, come spesso accade di reinventarlo da cima a
fondo. Ma l’oscurità del presente e l’incertezza dell’avvenire erano la ragione di quella reinvenzione.»
5

Marc Augè, Rovine e Macerie, 2003.

What remains after the earthquake and how much there was before the earthquake? In the saying of
“where it was and how it was”, and its strong emotional component, often there is no exact knowledge
that had existed before the earthquake or other types of disasters
In the experiences of the past earthquakes, as other disasters have often been an occasion of total
afterthought of whole cities, for example the disaster of Lisbon after the earthquake of 1755, or
London after the Great Fire of 16666, they return to different urban identities with spatial perception
and architectural images7.
In these circumstances, with the availability of the maps as instruments of afterthought for the city and
the architecture it would take into account a primary aspect or that of the destruction like consequence
of errors, of wrong choices, for obsolete or inadequate structural techniques, an oversight in the nature
of man.
The temporal indeterminateness of the cause of disastrous events should put in place preventive
actions being able to describe future configurations and manner of use of the urban space and
architectures in conditions of emergency.
These are often poorly planned beforehand or not foreseen or only encoded as guide lines and
protocols, not always suited to the scale and places of the territory and the landscape.

Fig. 4: Pescara del Tronto (AP), October_9_2016

5

AUGÈ Marc. Rovine e Macerie. Bollati e Boringhieri, Torino, 2003, p. 15, ISBN 9788833915166.

6

It is thought for example about the remarkable contribution given by Václav (Wenceslaus) Hollar in
the description pre-and post-fire of London of 1666 in which the gap determined by the destruction is
returned in his scientific and cultural dimension.
7

A very interesting experience in this regard is described by TORRENT, Horacio. El Suelo en la
Disputa por la reconstrucción urbana Chillán, 1939, ARQ, núm. 93, 2016, pp. 84-97, ISSN 0716-0852.
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4

Maps as mechanism

«”Radunare” significa che le cose sono raccolte insieme, ossia spostate da un luogo all’altro. Questo
spostamento in genere viene compiuto mediante la simbolizzazione, ma può anche consistere in un
trasferimento concreto di edifici e cose.»
8

Christian Norberg-Sculz,. Genius Loci, Paesaggio Ambiente Architettura, 1979.

In this system, involves various materials, like physical and intangible patrimony that is needed by a
recognition through pre-emptive mappings. This in turn should assume the list of instruments of
control or forecast of the transformations through the project.
In a basic argument, it is useful to rethink some categories of the places expressed by Cristian
Norberg-Schulz to the point of the «structure of the place» that «would be described in terms of
«landscape»9 and of «settlement »10 and analysed by the categories of «space»11 and «character»12.
If what is true that the «space forms, in fact receives characterizing always new interpretations during
the history»13,like a sudden, strong, historical earthquake with that kind of interpretation introduces
new events.
When the spatial points of reference disappear, the location of the instruments of the plan is set like
necessary reflection, beginning from the mapping of that which has got lost, giving back temporal,
spatial and environmental continuity.
In the first-place it is necessary to understand the causes of the economics, social change in the
processes of spatial evolution and culture with respect to that of devolution, characterized from
abandonment, disposal, through neglect and degradation, in order to characterize a possible able
future to fix the new bench marks of the plan.
Often, in the recent experiences above all in the reconstruction after L’Aquila earthquake, the project
and the plans of reconstruction have reconfirmed city, morphologic structures architectonic
precedence.
In rare cases, they have reconsidered the space, by transferring it in sure places, predetermined
morphology, architecture, relations and new instructions for live.

Fig. 5: Pescara del Tronto (AP), October_9_2016
8

NORBERG-SCULZ, Christian. Genius Loci, Paesaggio Ambiente Architettura. Torino, Electa, 1979,
p. 169, ISBN 8843519611.
9

NORBERG-SCULZ, Christian, cit. p. 11,
NORBERG-SCULZ, Christian, cit. p. 11,
11
NORBERG-SCULZ, Christian, cit. p. 11,
12
NORBERG-SCULZ, Christian, cit. p. 11,
13
NORBERG-SCULZ, Christian, cit. p. 11.
10
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Meanwhile the places, the space, the architectures are conjugated in numerous spatial and
architectonic combinations, before that of spaces created by the ruins and collapses, also provisional
space of the work for setting in transitory certainty, areas with its scaffolding, including places to live.
A metamorphosis that contains a not always linear and clearly identifiable temporal sequence,
returning spaces, places and architectures is not always homogeneous combinations of perfection.
That of the maps of the temporal configurations of disastrous events can assume a role of story and
projected action. In context in which the duration of the temporary configurations of architectures and
places become attached to the provisional works that often-become long permanence and of doubtful
future.
They are an investigation field a story still to be discovered, modality, restitution techniques, in which
some reflect on the form of the architecture of the “shoring” it has begun to define a new within of the
plan and the modalities of representation of these configurations14.
That adds collapses and ruins to itself to this first field to study, like ecologic questions but above all
like new timelines that they offer to the project through the recovery. Also, in this sense a criterion of
cataloguing, restitution and mapping, it might become a strategy of project and of exploitation of a
“dismantled memory” that has not the privilege, because poor materials and from structural
techniques, from a possible anastylosis, however they testify continuity, memory and belongings15.

Fig. 6: Pescara del Tronto (AP), October_9_2016

More information about cfr. NASTASI Michele. L’Aquila, 2010. Framework Town, in Lotus n° 144,
Milano, Editoriale Lotus, 2010, ISSN 1124-9064.
14

15

More information about cfr. ROMÁN, Juan. REHACER LO DES(h)ECHO, Revalorizazion de
materiales en Arquitectura, Arte y Diseño, Santiago del Chile, STOQ ed., 2016, ISBN 9789569741.
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What are the possible evaluations that the instruments of the project can carry out in the contexts of
the disaster and in the smallest architecture it is a necessary passage of research of the project as
repossession device of the discipline as an ethical choice.
The project and its representation need necessity to reevaluate all the configurations that the sudden,
violent modification has introduced to the architecture, to the space, to man.
In this field choice, the property of the “fragile” architectures, which, in any case, discounts a condition
of descriptive backwardness of the “concrete space”, assumes a fundamental list.
The scale of the devastations, the empty ones of collapses, the absence of future in lack of a sure
past and defined for loss progressive of population, customs, memory, habits along with the loss of the
community sense it is an element primary in order to recognize the value of a place.
What are the mapping criteria? Which information to identify, and which basic materials become
instrumental for the description of data qualitative strongly heterogeneous of a heritage full of
character and standards?
These questions are at present at the center of a series of researches by the Department DASTU_
Polytechnic of Milan with the FARB “Learning from disasters: methods, tools and techniques to build
resilient urban spaces”16, and the HUB “Territori Fragili”17, whose fields of investigation confronting
with multidiscipline methods, instruments and techniques to be adopted in the architectonic planning.
The territorial-urban planning in order to improve the resilience of human settlements subject to the
risk or the manifestation of natural catastrophes”.
Within these researches the job of reflection focuses on the study which has already begun.
The subjects are the recent seismic events that have hit Central Italy, through which is characterized
by strategies of the plan for a correct prevention procedure of the damages from catastrophic events
in the fragile territories.

*The photographic report is carried out in the within of WS “DISASTER CITY: Potentials for Risk Prevention, Emergency
Resilience and Reconstruction Management in Cities facing Catastrophes”
TU Berlin – PoliMi with the collaboration of Uni CAM.
Arquata del Tronto/Ascoli Piceno/Milano 9/15 ottobre 2016
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to investigate how a significant and historically radicated presence of migrants
contributed to a social, urban and economical change within the territory of Mazara del Vallo, an Italian
municipality in the province of Trapani (Sicily). From a social point of view this case study outlines the
crucial role that migrants had in the revitalization of the fisheries sector that had always been the main
economic activity of the territory of Mazara, but that was likely to be seriously affected after the
abandonment of the city by many native citizens who had moved elsewhere. Later, this bottom-up
revaluation of the historic fabric of the city has also mobilized the interest of municipal authorities
which, starting from the '80s with the General Urban Plan (PRG) and following with the Strategic Plan
adopted in 2010, considered to adopt new measures of management of foreign communities’ social
needs, implementing policies of cultural and urban development. The combination between citizensled initiatives and the recovery process launched by the Mazara’s Municipality has produced among
the results the return of many native citizens along with the definition of good premises for a process
of euro-Mediterranean integration now perceived as a real opportunity of renewal for the entire city.
On these bases the contribution offers a reflection on the role of citizens as main actors of the cityreality which surrounds and represents them, trying to indicate a series of planning guidelines able to
define and coordinate processes of urban regeneration.
Keywords: urban self-recovery, cultural integration, urban regeneration, Mazara del Vallo

Introductioni
"The city is a collective space which belongs to all the inhabitants, who have the right to find the
necessary conditions to satisfy their aspirations from a political, social and environmental point of
view, assuming at the same time their duty of solidarity... These rights are guaranteed by the
municipal authorities, without any discrimination related to origin, color, age, gender or sexual
preferences, language, religion, political opinion, ethnicity, national or social, or income". (Art. 1 and 2
of the European Charter of Human Rights in the City, 2001)
The hypothesis about the coexistence of various ethnic groups in a unique place that is not the one
they come from finds its highest expression in the context of the city, a place of meeting and
contradictions, where differences – in terms of age, ethnicity, gender, class, religion and culture - are
concentrated, at various scales and levels of intensity. The multiethnic city par excellence, according

1
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to Bernardo Secchi, is the contemporary city: "a place of co-presence of thousand of social figures and
thousand of metropolitan tribes [...] a city [...] pluriversa, crossing a thousand dialects, in which
ii
concepts of belonging, citizenship, representation and identity change”.
In contemporary metropolis, the distinctive and symptomatic feature is the multiplicity of conditions,
lifestyles, social groups, expectations, and needs. In fact, nowadays a plurality of experiences,
processes, and actors characterize – more than ever – the urban dimension in which differences in
age, ethnicity, gender, class, religion, and culture are summarized at various scales and levels of
intensity. In particular, groups that were born from the great migrations have affected – and actually
they still affect – the definition, transformation and use of urban spaces. The co-presence of
individuals with stories and needs partly different involves, therefore, mainly the urban dimension and
implies a high incidence in the definition, transformation and use of spaces. Each ethnic group, in fact,
"lives" the city in a differently and articulate way, with its own times and modes and helps to shape
new spatial arrangements and new forms of coexistence. The rules on which this coexistence should
be based belong to the sphere of political choices: the implemented policies define the way of
organizing the society and, therefore, they can foster or delay also the integration of newcomers with
the native population. The city, meeting place of the differences, is the privileged space where forms
of coexistence between different individuals have always been experimented and organized. Urban
society is, in fact, by definition, the resulting of diversities’ integration: men are different from women,
young people from the elder ones, the privileged from the poor ones, etc. Today the diversity of
foreigners, joining all the other differences, asks the city to face the task of reorganizing the common
life according to new subjects and their experience by the recreation – through integration – of a
spatial and social balance. Urban planning (the discipline that is in charge to organize the space) must
be able, simultaneously with the policies, to update and adapt itself to the emerging demand. In short,
it must be able to provide answers to the so-called "invisible individuals who are also carriers of new
iii
needs" , including surely immigrants.

1.

Research background: immigrants in Mazara del Vallo

"Outpost of Maghrebian Africa, Mazara del Vallo is considered - a bit ostensibly and a bit based on the
emphasis of some media rhetoric - the most Arabic city of Italy. The geographical proximity with
Tunisia and especially the conspicuous presence of Tunisian immigrants, who settled as early as the
end of the sixties, confirm the special relationship with the North African coast and the natural and
iv
historical vocation to maintain intense and assiduous relations with the Arab world".
Mazara del Vallo is an Italian municipality in the Province of Trapani, Sicily. It is located on the
Mediterranean Sea and it is less than 200 km far from the Tunisian coast of South Africa. Although the
territory of Mazara has been dominated by several populations which modified and transformed it
during the centuries, the city clearly shows an Arabic urban layout characterized by an organized
system of small streets which all start from a unique central axis giving shape to the historic centre,
still called “Casbah” by the inhabitants. Mazara del Vallo is a town with a foreign presence, now rooted
in the territory, which has seen the urban plan amended by foreigners.
Urban planning (that as already said aims to organize and plan the urban development of cities)
cannot ignore the effects induced by its choices on the population. In other words, urban planning
means to organize the coexistence, to plan the use of urban spaces and the interrelationship of
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spaces and people among themselves. Namely, it means to plan the spaces and relationships for the
different entities that make up the population: different spaces according to the different needs.

Fig.1: Mazara del Vallo and the Casbah

Mazara del Vallo is a town that, by virtue of this new presence, already during "the three decades
v
1971-2001 - has significantly transformed the city - both from urban and environmental point of view".
It is a town of about 50,000 inhabitants on the east coast of Sicily, one of the southern reality where
historically there has been a high number of immigrants, mostly of North African origin, who work
vi
predominantly in the fisheries sector and whose presence is more concentrate in specific quarters of
the historic centre. Since the early flows of the ‘60s, the immigrants mainly settle in the historical part
of the city of Arab mold (San Francesco and Giudecca districts), the so-called casbah, and only after
the earthquake of 1968, "they begin to deploy in other adjacent neighborhoods, abandoned by
vii
Mazara’s citizens in a filtering down process ". The Casbah’s urban layout dates back to the Arab
domination of the island and owes its present appearance to the earthquake of 1981 and to "the lack
of public intervention of redevelopment and construction renovation, except for some flooring
viii
stretches". However, as written by Vinci (2010) "... the identification of the old town with the African
ix
population has certainly helped to identify it as a small enclave from the rest of the city". Following a
typical replacement scheme, the "foreigners" occupied the houses vacated by Mazara’s inhabitants
who, benefiting from the investments of the post-earthquake reconstruction (Law 536/1981), have
moved into new residential zones.

2. The conceptual framework
The aim of this paper is to investigate how a significant and historically radicated presence of migrants
contributed to a social, economic and urban change within the territory of Mazara del Vallo, an Italian
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municipality in the province of Trapani (Sicily). The combination between citizens-led initiatives (social
and economic aspects) and the recovery process (urban planning aspects) launched by the Mazara’s
Municipality has produced among the results the return of many native citizens along with the
definition of good premises for a process of euro-Mediterranean integration now perceived as a real
opportunity of renewal for the entire city.
2.1 The economic perspective
The historic centre is unfortunately marked by an advanced urban and building decay process due
both to the effects of the 1981 earthquake and the progressive abandonment of the native inhabitants.
Moreover, even the suburban areas portray a quite bleak scenario where the environment is
dominated by the presence of uncultivated parks, blighted buildings and spreading illegal activities
together with the simultaneous absence of public transport and basic services.
The economy of Mazara is mainly based on the agricultural and fishery sectors. The first one is related
to the activities of viticulture and the plantation of vegetables, fruit and olive trees. The second one,
beyond involving workers on the fishing boats, also provides other business linked to the fishery
industry like the maintenance and construction of fishing vessels; preservation, refrigeration and
marketing of fish; transportation and shipping, etc. Although during the decades the fishing market has
been influenced by a generational discontinuity because of a diffused reluctance of younger
generation in following the management of activities on boats, it still definitely constitutes the
x
economic engine of Mazara.
The territorial and economic framework shortly just described offers a support to understand why and
how Mazara has historically represented one of the Southern realities most characterized by migration
flows.
First of all the location: Mazara is so close to North Africa that the arrival of migrants takes the form of
a return within “the bigger and incessant movement of people and things which for thousands of years
xi
have travelled across the depth of Mediterranean space” . In fact the relationship between Mazara
and Tunisia is nothing new since there have always been a continuous interchange between the
individuals of these two lands which brought on one side to the birth of several Italian enterprises on
Tunisian territory and on the other side to the activation of consistent flows of people towards the
Sicilian coasts. The historic common origins and cultural similarities of both realities simplified the
adaption of foreigners within the urban landscape of Mazara and it is not a case if since the beginning
most of them have settled in the the historic centre of the Casbah, taking advantage of the many
houses abandoned by Mazara’s inhabitants. This led to a real appropriation of the area by newcomers
and, even if some of them decided to invest their own economic resources in the revaluation of
buildings, the landscape of the historic centre is still characterized by a general state of decay as
earlier outlined in this paper.
Anyway, it is interesting to note how only from the end of the sixties has started the phenomenon of
migrant workers from the North African area to Mazara, which finds its reasons in the combination of
two main factors: the slow economic development on one side and the reduction of manpower in the
fishing industry on the other side. In this way if migrants had already substitute the native inhabitants
in the abandoned city-centre, they also filled the gaps of the most productive activity of the area
effectively contributing to the revitalization of this economic sector.
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Gradually during the decades the territory of Mazara has been interested by the arrival of other ethnic
groups and nowadays the city officially counts 2937 foreign residents with a slighty higher number of
xii
men (1605 individuals) compared to the number of women (1332 individuals). The total of them
constitute the 5% of the overall resident population. Tunisians (2132 individuals) represents the 4% of
the total population and are followed by Romanian, whose presence is characterized from a much
higher number of women than men. After them in smaller amounts there are Serbians, Kosovans and
Moroccans, where among the latter ones men are twice numerous than women. Moreover, it should
be noted that the percentage of minors among the total of foreign residents amounts to 25%.
2.2 The social perspective
From a social point of view while Tunisians and Moroccans are indistinguishable from each other
because of their cultural and somatic similarities, people arriving from the countries of former
Yugoslavia are “in the consideration of Italian and Tunisian populations ranked to the last place of the
xiii
not-so-tacit hierarchy of ethnic groups”. In fact, even if the case of Mazara is often presented by the
media as a successful example of social integration, the reality seems to be quite different from this
last statement. Some of the foreign workers complain about the local supremacy within the fishery
sector which does not allow them to elevate their occupational role from sailors to captains of the
boats they work for, further affirming that those who claim integration actually considerate migrant
xiv
workers only as labor force. At the same time locals, perceiving the multi-ethnic composition of the
territory they inhabit as a stranger and menacing element of it, often avoid to pass through the historic
centre, considering it as a dangerous area that does not belong to them anymore. Even if conflictual
episodes have not been registered until now, it is possible to affirm that the atmosphere of tolerance
which characterizes Mazara is actually based on mutual feelings of diffidence and indifference
between the coexisting ethnic groups. Within the described scenario institutions seem to be the only
ones to promote a social and economic integration process, at least in their intentions. In fact, as other
chapters of this paper show in detail, during the last decades there has been a quite strong interest by
the municipality towards the development of interventions able to foster the intercultural dialogue and
debate through appropriate cultural activities envisioning Mazara as a “small-big multicultural capital
xv
city”. Moreover, in additional to the institutional effort there are also other associations which during
the years have been promoters of social and cultural actions oriented to the development of a shared
multi-ethnic identity of Mazara. One of the most effective is the foundation San Vito Onlus which
among other activities has successful completed the project “Nuovi Italiani - interventions to support
social and working inclusion of immigrants of first and second generation" funded by the ESF OP
2007/2013 Notice 1- 2011 of the Sicilian Region”: during this initiative, fifteen Maghrebian women
have been trained in the field of confectionery production typical of Sicilian and North African tradition.
Six of them have then constituted a social cooperative with the aim of producing and selling the cakes
by themselves produced. To be mentioned also the activity of Periferica Project which since 2013 has
activate a process of investigation, design and participative construction in the suburbs of Mazara with
the aim of reactivating the abandoned areas through a multidisciplinary perspective and the power of
collaboration. It recently launched “10m ² - Space for hospitality: a temporary shelter for widespread
hospitality”, a contest which aims to collect the best ideas in the field of Architecture and Design
towards the planning of temporary and innovative equipments. Finally, in light of all the good ideas
and proposals supported by both institutions and other associations, why the problems related to the
coexistence of different etnies and cultures in Mazara have not been solved? What is missing? The
answer stay in the lack of a collaborative network between citizens, the municipality and other
organizations. In fact, it emerges the urgency of a deep analysis and comparison of both successful
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and unsuccessful results that have been reached within similar realities. What is needed, in the case
of Mazara and others too, is a transterritorial and transdisciplinary network able to archive best
practices, produce new inputs and communicate the results to all the actors actively involved.

3. The urban planning perspective in Mazara
On this basis, it is interesting to understand whether and how urban planning previously in force in the
municipality has supported and/or hindered the integration between two communities occupying the
same urban space. To date, moreover, in the historic centre coexist "local entrepreneurs still linked to
xvi
maritime trade, immigrants from North Africa and the local middle class". Formally, such coexistence
xvii
is considered central to the life of the City. To demonstrate this statement the municipal Statute , art.
34, established the so-called Consult of Migrants, in order to achieve "full integration between the
immigrant communities and Mazara del Vallo’s citizenry". However Mazara del Vallo is an emblematic
case because the integration between the communities takes place in a neutral field that is the sea;
this equal integration at the sea is reflected, then, to the ground. Therefore we need to understand
whether and how "on the ground" integration was addressed by the tools that deal with the territorial
government. The urban history of Mazara del Vallo is based on two PRG (the General Urban Plan),
one of 80s and one in 2003 (D. Dir. N ° 177 of 14/02/03), as well as a strategic plan in 2010 that aims
precisely to a multiethnic and multicultural integration. Although, as already anticipated, the massive
immigration in the Mazara territory occurred in the 60s and 70s. It is only "in the 80s - that- the PRG
takes into account the satisfaction of certain social needs of immigrant communities, by proposing the
establishment of an Islamic section of the local library and a service provider, and by reserving a quota
xviii
of affordable and popular houses". Il PRG in charge now can be dated back to 2003. After reading
it, it seems that there is no reference to the problem but the clarification (art. 53, in reference to ZTO
F) that there can be “churches of every religion”. This clarification stands for the awareness that
different realities (cultural and religious) coexist. Despite this small hint, however, nothing in the urban
plan offers a glimpse of the will of taking action – the only thing a PRG can do – not even on the
symbolic places of this coexistence. No intervention – except those related to the state of widespread
degradation – is planned in the historic centre, neither it is provided an incentive to the participation of
citizens in an urban self-recovery process. In spite of this "scarcity" of references in the Plan, the
administration has however anticipated in the plan of performances 2013-15 (ROP FESR 2007-2013)
specific interventions aimed at the revitalization of the historic centre. The Strategic Objective 5 of the
new Plan is, in fact, “the recovery and rehabilitation of the historical centre and the Casbash alleys”.
Then there are some operations of urban recovery and redevelopment still in place within the historic
fabric of the city: think of the multifunctional centre under construction at the former Corridoni Asylum
and restoration of the Jesuit complex, both dedicated to the integration of cultural services and support
to the tourism and hospitality development. A turning point in the spatial planning, even if it is a
extraneous tool to it, but which has great impacts on the territorial government, is, as anticipated, the
Strategic Plan "Mazara. Harbor city of the Mediterranean ", initiated in 2008 and approved in 2010.
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Fig.2: Mazara del Vallo

3.1 The European strategic planning in Mazara
The Strategic Plan is a programmatic document that draws the development stages of the city and its
territory over a long period. This methodology, born in the USA within the business sector, only in the
nineties has been "transferred" to the urban and territorial field. "Strategic planning of the city is
xix
essentially a social learning process". It aims to build a shared vision of the city, understood as idea
of the city. It is, therefore, an important "social construct" of the "urban" strategic plan that alienates it
from the business one. If strategic planning is read in this way it is clear that its main purpose is no
longer to streamline procedures or solve some problem in the administrative procedure – birth of
negotiated planning – but rather, it allows to share ideas and the convergence of citizens and users on
a common idea of city. This is the reasons why the strategic planning intervenes on physical and
spatial aspects of the city and at the same time, and – maybe – particularly, on the social component.
Among the topics discussed in the Strategic Plan, the immigrant’s condition in Mazara del Vallo is
cited and, in reference to it, the Plan provides the activation of a welcoming desk for immigrants and
xx
cultural mediation. To this “social” action the Plan also associates an action on the sites of the city,
through the provision of "one or more structures for the supply of functions to support the reception
and integration process of the immigrant community residing in Mazara del Vallo. Physical structures,
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urban places, able to secure some essential services such as information and guidance for school,
work and entrepreneurship, the social and health care, the first reception and cleaning for those
without home, and also able to play a role of cultural and linguistic mediation. Such structures could
also integrate the functions of a desk for immigrants, and provide a place in which to exercise the
xxi
need of prayer". Moreover, specific interventions in the historical centre are foreseen, repeatedly
tipped as a place of higher housing and urban degradation, aimed to "deal with the emergency
housing issue of migrants population while respecting their identity traditions, combining it with the
need to respect the qualities and peculiarities of the places, also enhancing the opportunities arising
from the recovery of ruins and abandoned spaces in the city as potential areas of intervention for the
xxii
construction of new buildings and the establishment of new functions".
These actions are based on three guidelines:
-

new houses built through a participated model which is focused on the idea of recovering
unused lands and abandoned buildings in the centre, through the reuse of materials and
obsolete objects;
- a multiethnic library, within the spaces of an old deconsecrated church;
- a guest house, according to the cohousing model, intended for students of the Arabic culture
Institute.
Apart from the goals, a strategic plan should be evaluated on very specific actions and funded
interventions that can be put in place. To date, however, nothing seems in fieri, although the Strategic
xxiii
Plan has issued a "shared vision of development of the city."
The goal of Axis 6 "Sustainable urban
development" is to "promote economic development, attractiveness and innovative capacity of cities
taking into account sustainable development and social integration." In this perspective, within the
intervention Line 6.1.4.1, Mazara del Vallo has proposed the "Tunisian House in the heart of the
Casbah. A meeting and integration place for foreigners of different origin with the idea of offering to
the immigrants in the territory a physical place where to meet, spend time together, compare oneself
xxiv
to each other and at the same time improve their quality of life.

Fig.3: Mazara del Vallo Strategic Plan
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On the basis of the intervention Line 6.1.4.3, the municipality obtained the financing of the
monumental complex of San Carlo Borromeo, meant to be a reception center for unaccompanied
foreign minors. The project is entirely funded by the Regional department for the Family with more
xxv
than 3 million euros as part of Pist and Pisu program (Integrated Plans for Urban and Regional
Development), it aims "not only to the functional recovery of the historical complex but also to the
xxvi
transformation of former church in via San Giovanni in a creative workshop ". Finally, based on the
xxvii
intervention Line 6.1.4.2, it is included the Zero barriers project.
"The intervention aims to develop
digital content and insert the new ICT technologies in the process of social inclusion of disadvantaged
xxviii
people (particularly those with an immigrant background)".
The latter three cases are funded
projects that, if evaluated in terms of their feasibility, should have real impacts on the city and its urban
organization.

Conclusion
In conclusion, as for social and economic aspects that inevitably identify Mazara as a multi-ethnic and
multicultural reality, it is clear that the road through a real process of integration is still quite long.
Although, the current state of things offers good premises to consider this territory as a working in
progress laboratory for developing and fostering the multi-ethnic identity of the city. Instead, as for
urban planning aspects, starting from a real strategic vision, the next step should be to put projects
and actions of the Strategic Plan in the revision of the municipal planning tool since this last plan is the
only one that can change, in a systemic and democratic perspective, the structure of the city for all
citizens.
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Abstract
In 1693 Catania was destroyed by a violent earthquake. The reconstruction was a slow and laborious
challenge that gave birth to an historic centre, which is nowadays recognised as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.
The panorama of the rebuilt city was soon dominated, in the second half of the XVII century, by four
baroque masonry domes, symbols of spiritual and temporal power: the domes of the Cathedral, Badia
di Sant’Agata, San Michele Arcangelo and San Nicolò l’Arena churches. These big vaults, which
survived several following earthquakes, represent the highest expression of the XVII century
architectural knowledge in eastern Sicily.
Each dome has been studied, both from a geometric and constructive point of view, in order to reveal
the secrets concerning design, proportions, profile, construction and statics. Archival documents and
unpublished sources have been consulted, while 3D laser scanner surveys and non-destructive tests
have been carried out to achieve complete and accurate results.
The opportunity of a close investigation allowed to reveal one of the most interesting and complex
pages of Catania’s baroque architecture and to investigate the cultural background and the mutual
influences of the involved architects and masters.
Keywords: Masonry Domes, 3D Laser Scanning Survey, Geometric Profiles, Proportions,
Construction Techniques

1.

Introduction

Catania’s historic city centre began taking shape after the earthquake that hit western Sicily on 11th
January 1693. The earthquake originated from the extinct volcano of Mount Lauro, near Vizzini, not far
from Catania, and it destroyed most of the ancient city of which only few parts survived [1]. The
decisive actors in the subsequent rebuilding in situ of the city were on the one hand the Spanish
administrators, while on the other hand this role was played by local powers, clergy and nobility, with
often conflicting interests and roles.
The disputes and disagreements among the religious and noble classes came about because of the
building criteria that facilitated the expansion of churches, conventual and medical buildings, to the
detriment of neighbouring edifices (Consiglio ed istruzioni fatte dal Vicario Generale Duca, che fu di
Camastra, col voto dell’Ill.mo Senato e corpo ecclesiastico, per la nuova riedificazione della città di
Catania, of 18 April 1694, in [1])
Enormous economic resources and power laid in the hands of the clergy. This privileged status gave it
the possibility to choose the best locations and to undertake building projects that were unparalleled
and in excess to the real needs of the religious community that had survived the earthquake. For this
reason, the reconstruction of religious buildings contributed significantly to shape the face of the
Eighteenth-century city, both for quantity, quality, and scale of interventions.
Particularly significant was the lavish construction of churches covered by eminent domes, such as the
Cathedral of Sant’Agata, Badia di Sant’Agata, San Michele Arcangelo and San Nicolò l’Arena (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Nineteenth century view of the city of Catania. From left to right: the domes of San Nicolò l’Arena (1), San
Michele Arcangelo (2), Badia di Sant’Agata (3) and Cathedral (4)

The dome has always been considered a privileged theme in the history of architecture, due to its
impressive shape and daring structure. It was considered the most majestic covering of any building, a
way to express – with a very clear symbolic allusion to the celestial vault – the sense of spiritual
elevation and eternal dwelling, or more laically, of authority and dominance.
Domes, furthermore, represented the maximum effort in terms of technical competence and economic
expense in the building of religious edifices. Those of Catania, in particular, had to comply with antiseismic requirements, which were considered fundamental after the disastrous earthquake of 1693.
The construction skills that allowed them reaching the modern time in a good state of conservation
(Fig. 2) – despite the intense earthquakes occurred in 1818, 1846, and 1848 [2] – belonged not only to
the architects, but also to the master builders, which had a central role in the reconstruction of
Catania, even if their valuable knowledge has been unfortunately lost.
Therefore, a complex structure like the dome – which is part of a whole system, as well as an
autonomous element that includes architectonic, structural, and urban features all at the same time –
needs multiple understanding approaches and control levels, tied to the rules of design, proportion,
profile, construction and to the static and dynamic structural behaviour. Nevertheless, there are still
today very few complete studies on these ‘mysterious’ structures that are considered ‘exceptional’
elements, even if extremely widespread all around our Italian territory. For this reason, it is necessary
to analyse them with a multidisciplinary and integrated cognitive approach.

Fig. 2: Current images of the four principal domes of Catania
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2.

Historical overview and domes description

The post-earthquake reconstruction of the Badia di Sant’Agata church began around 1732 [3, 4, 5]
and was entrusted to the renowned architect from Palermo, Giovanni Battista Vaccarini (1702 – 1768)
[6, 7]. Vaccarini oversaw the construction of the dome until its completion, i.e. from 1759 to 1767.
The dome has a diameter of 16 m and lies on an octagonal drum, with eight equally spaced large
windows all around. It has an ogival profile and pairs of protruding ribs on the extrados that rise up to
the springer of the lantern, on which alternate eight Ionic columns and eight windows. A walkway
encircles the springers of the cupola and of the lantern.
The dome of Badia predates the dome of San Michele Arcangelo (1771-1787), of San Nicolò l’Arena
(1778-1780) and of the Cathedral (1795-1800), for which it was, without a doubt, a reference and
example to imitate and to surpass.
In the past, the church of San Michele was thought to have been built by Francesco Battaglia, but it
was recently attributed as being the work of Giuseppe Palazzotto [8].
However, its dome was actually built by Fracesco Battaglia, who worked on it from 1771 to 1787.
These dates are confirmed by documented sources [9], but the completion date (without the finishing)
could have been as early as anywhere from 1775 to 1779. This hypothesis by Salvatore Calogero and
Giuseppe Pagnano is based on the fact that the dome appears complete in a painting by Houel (Fig.
3, left), who stayed in Sicily from 1776 to 1779 [8, 10].
The dome has a diameter of 11 m and lies on a cylindrical drum with eight equally spaced large
windows all around it. It has eight pairs of protruding ribs on the extrados, with corresponding thin
lesenes that are barely visible on the intrados. The ribs rise all the way up to the springer of the
lantern, where there are eight alternating Ionic columns and eight windows that are themselves topped
with straight and curved architraves. A walkway is found at the springer of the lantern.
The dome in the temple of San Nicolò l’Arena was built around the same time, in about three years,
from 1777 to 1780. This was an extremely brief period, especially when compared to the construction
of the church which took nearly a century and was never completed, as can be seen from the
incomplete façade [11]. The plan for the church dates back to 1686 and is the work of Roman
architect, Giovanni Battista Contini, who conceptualised it from the very beginning as being built with a
dome. However, during all of the various phases of construction, which were often interrupted, special
attention was placed on the resizing and on the technical precautions taken, with regards to the
support structure of the superior dome, that was planned and built at the intersection of the nave and
the transept by the architect Stefano Ittar (Fig. 3, right).
With a diameter of 13.75 m, the dome lies on a circular drum, pierced by eight large windows and is
surrounded both on the intrados and extrados by eight evenly spaced lesenes. Walkways are located
at the springers of the cupola and of the lantern. The imposing lantern is decorated by an impressive
crowning structure, evidence of Ittar’s creativity.

Fig. 3: On the left, the dome of the Church of San Michele Arcangelo by Jean Houel (1776 - 1779) [10]; on the
right, a nineteenth century painting of the dome of the Church of San Nicolò l’Arena (Private Archive)
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Fig. 4: On the left, a sketch of the Badia di Sant’Agata and the Cathedral in 1778, by Louis-Jean Desprez [10]; on
the right, the same view in a drawing form the first half of the nineteenth century (Cordaro Clarenza V.,
Osservazioni sopra la storia di Catania cavate dalla storia generale di Sicilia, Catania, 1833)

The construction of the current dome of the Cathedral began in 1793. This was the year in which the
former dome was demolished and replaced with a more imposing version based on a design by
Carmelo Battaglia Santangelo [10, 12].
The previous vault, which was completed in 1714, had a semi-spherical shape that was divided by
protruding ribs and placed on a low drum. It was designed by Girolamo Palazzotto, the first architect to
be put in charge of the reconstruction of the Cathedral. He began working with the remains of the
Norman apsis and transept that survived the earthquake of 1693. A 1778 sketch from Louis-Jean
Desprez shows the prominent position of the nearby dome of Badia di Sant’Agata in comparison with
that of the Cathedral in the shape of the skyline [10] (Fig. 4, left). However, in nineteenth-century
illustrations the perspective and volumetric relationship between the new dome of the Cathedral and
that of Vaccarini were inverted (Fig. 4, right).
The Cathedral dome has a diameter of 12.5 m and lies on a tall circular drum, surrounded by eight
large and evenly spaced windows. It is also surrounded by just as many pairs of Corinthian columns.
Its profile reaches up towards the sky and is punctuated by eight pairs of lesenes that jut out towards
the extrados and are slightly outlined towards the intrados. These lesenes rise up to the springer of
the lantern on which eight Corinthian columns are alternated with windows. Also here, an annular
walkway encircles the springer of the lantern.

3.

Geometry, proportions and construction

3.1 Geometric and construction survey
A precise geometric-architectonic survey and a careful study of the construction techniques are the
basic requirements to understand the complexity of the considered domed structures.

Fig. 5: Views of the point cloud model of the dome of San Michele Arcangelo
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Fig. 6: Views of the point cloud model of the dome of the Cathedral

This study began thanks to the restoration works that have been undertaken in recent years on the
churches of the Badia di Sant’Agata and San Nicolò l’Arena. These works allowed taking advantage of
the scaffolding already set up to directly examine the architectonic elements and building construction.
It was also possible to directly inspect the results of the diagnostic study with a particular focus on the
core drillings and endoscopies carried out for inspecting the masonries.

Fig. 7: Dome of San Nicolò l’Arena: vertical section and eastern façade
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Furthermore, the internal and external spatiality of the domes of Badia di Sant’Agata, of San Michele
Arcangelo and of the Cathedral, were investigated by means of a 3D laser scanning survey campaign
with GNSS geographic positioning (Figs. 5-6). The survey campaign was aimed at correctly tracing the
intrados and extrados profiles as well as of the measurement of the vault thickness at different
heights. A detailed topographic survey was instead used for the church of San Nicolò l’Arena (Fig. 7).
The in situ analysis were further integrated with in depth documented research, carried out at the
State Archive, the Diocesan Archive and the Superintendence of Catania.
It was possible to set a precise date to the various construction phases by reviewing the accurate
expense registers and the related notarial documents kept by the religious Orders. From these
documents it was also possible to know the key players involved in the realisation of the project, the
amount, origin and often the size of the material used, as well as any models and drawings that may
have been helpful, any problems and potential planning or building reconsiderations. The research
included further documentation from which it was possible to infer the damages endured and the
interventions carried out on the domes, particularly those following the nineteenth century earthquakes
and war-time damage from the last century.
3.2 Proportions and profiles
The importance attributed to a dome shape is not just a matter of aesthetic consideration but it also
arises from construction and static principles. During the XVII and XVIII centuries, when domes had
their widespread diffusion and when the breakdown mechanisms and the equilibrium laws typical of
modern Construction Science were still poorly known, theoreticians and architects referred to
empirical-geometrical rules, based on direct observations, for studying and implementing this kind of
vaults, whose stability was rather mysterious. The empirical-geometrical thought, prominently
represented by Carlo Fontana, aimed at obtaining the ideal shape best displaying, at the same time,
stability and beauty of a dome, and drawing general rules concerning proportions and geometry, that
each part of this class of constructions had to possess [13].
On the basis of Fontana’s ideas, particularly those arising from the observation of the Vatican dome
[14], and by adopting Northern Italy building techniques and tastes, Giovanni Biagio Amico from
Trapani wrote the most important construction treatise of Baroque and Renaissance Sicily [15]. During
the baroque reconstruction of eastern Sicily, it is reasonable to think that local architects drew
inspiration from the proportion rules and construction schemes proposed in architectural treatises, in
particular for the implementation of a challenging construction such a dome.
Recognizing, in the shapes of the analysed domes, the above or other similar rules, implies designing
their profile, on the basis of surveys, and comparing it with known geometries, in order to ascertain the
original architects’ modus operandi as well as the influence of local masters and building materials.
This work has been performed for all four domes in Catania and the results suggest interesting
observations.
Dome of the Badia di Sant’Agata: intrados and extrados vertical section profiles were extrapolated
from the point cloud; these can be assimilated to ogival arches, corresponding respectively to an arch
pointed fifth and an arch pointed fourth, relative to the internal diameter Di. The dome thickness at its
base is 1.3 m, corresponding to about 1/12 Di (Fig. 8). This value is smaller than the prescriptions
reported in the common treatises: from Fontana and Valadier who suggest a thickness s=1/10 Di, to
Amico who indicates a more conservative value of s=1/8 Di. The choice by Vaccarini can be explained
by the dome profile: since the arch is more raised, the thrust is weaker, therefore allowing for thinner
sustaining structures.
Dome of San Michele Arcangelo: the complete profile, arising from the point cloud, is in excellent
agreement with Amico’s suggestions, present in the drawing of a model dome where the architectural
proportions are graphically and analytically reported. In particular, intrados and extrados profiles are
arches pointed third, with the last one featuring a lowered centre. The dome thickness at its base is
1/10 Di (Fig. 8).
Dome of San Nicolò L’Arena: once the dome profile was determined, with reference to an external and
an internal rib, the best fitting ogival arches were drawn, obtaining an arch pointed fourth for the
intrados, and an arch pointed third for the extrados, again relative to Di [11] (Fig. 8). The dome
thickness at its base is 1.3 m, corresponding to about 1/10 Di, the same value suggested by Fontana.
Differences among the calculated and the surveyed arches are of the order of a few centimetres in the
upper part, and this can be easily justified by small discrepancies between design and construction.
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Fig. 8: Comparison between the geometric profiles of the four considered domes and the model dome by Amico

Dome of the Cathedral: by comparing the profiles obtained from the point cloud by ogival arches, it
was found an excellent match between the intrados profile and the geometric scheme depicted in
Amico’s treatise, for the pointed arch construction consisting of two circular sectors with centres
aligned along the radius [15]. In the extrados, the profile corresponds to a circular arch, whose radius
is equal to 3/5 of the external diameter (De). The dome thickness at its base is 1/8 Di, once again in
agreement with the indication by Amico (Fig. 8).
It is evident that the indications by Amico are widely used in the construction of the domes so far
analysed, indicating that the architects, engaged in the construction of such vaults, followed schemes
of well tested and implemented designs. Possible differences are connected to the use of particular
materials and to the employed masters.
Another kind of analysis, allowed by laser scanning survey techniques, concerns the comparison
between the real, surveyed surface and the theoretical one, obtained from its geometrical
construction, that can point out possible and variable differences, and relate most probable causes.

3.3 Construction Techniques
According to the in-situ analysis, the dome of the Badia was built by laying 22 concentric courses of
“giurgiulena” ashlars, a local limestone mined in the province of Syracuse. As confirmed by archival
documents (Archivio di Stato di Catania, Secondo versamento notarile, busta 1803, 14 ottobre 1767),
these ashlars were laid without any supporting falsework, thus sparing time and money. The possibility
of erecting domes that are self-supporting during the construction phase has been widely explored in
different treatises, e.g. by L.B. Alberti, V. Scamozzi, J.B. Rondelet, G.A. Breymann. They explained
that if the fabric is made of trapezoid voussoirs (Fig. 9), the use of light mobile falseworks and a
trammel rod will be sufficient to build the dome and control its geometry.
Another relevant aspect of the construction of this dome is represented by the presence of a peculiar
impost ring, whose masonry is unusually made of small cobblestones (Fig. 9). It could represent a
seismic protection device that through its deformability might dissipate and reduce the energy of the
earthquakes. This explanation, which is currently being verified by nonlinear static analyses, could be
confirmed by the absence of cracks, in spite of suffering several earthquakes during the last 250 years
and despite the lack metal tie rods.
Since the dome of the Badia was built before the others and due to its remarkable construction, as
already reminded, it was probably considered a reference model by the authors of the subsequent
domes. Not by chance the dome of San Michele Arcangelo and of the Cathedral have been realized
using a similar fabric, made of limestone ashlars. For San Michele Arcangelo, this fact has been
confirmed by several photos filed in the archive of Catania Superintendence, which clearly show the
limestone voussoirs structure, as well as the presence of iron tie rods, applied at the impost level in
1850, after the damages caused by the earthquakes of 1818, 1846 and 1848 [8]. With regard to the
Cathedral, this evidence has been deducted by archival documents (Archivio Storico Diocesano di
Catania, Capitolo Cattedrale, Carpetta 10, fascicolo 10), which explain that the dome fabric was made
of 21 concentric courses of “giorgiolena” ashlars. Nevertheless, a direct verification of this claim is still
missing.
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Fig. 9: Dome of the Badia di Sant’Agata: vertical section and southern façade, with evidence of the ashlar and
cobblestone fabric

The dome of San Nicolò l’Arena instead, has a different masonry structure. As confirmed by in-situ
inspections, the fabric is realized with irregular and elongated stones, made of light and porous basalt,
taken from nearby Etna volcano, and laid in the header position. Due to their irregular form, the stones
were arranged with an abundant quantity of mortar. In San Nicolò the big lantern was concluded with a
pine cone construction, decorated by green and white ceramic bricks, called ‘zoccoli’, and coming
from the nearby city of Caltagirone, as confirmed by the original expense registers (Fig. 10).
According to archival documents, direct analyses, and master mason practices, all of these domes
were finished with a “cocciopesto” waterproof plaster. It is a mortar of Roman derivation (the so-called
opus signinum), made up of burnt lime, small fragments of crushed brick and sand aggregates (in
Catania mostly volcanic ash); once laid, this compound was repeatedly and vigorously beaten with
wooden tamping tools to compact it and remove excess water. In the XVIII century, it represented
throughout Sicily the most common finishing to cover vaults, floors, and walls that were considerably
exposed to water.

4.

Conclusions

The results obtained up to this point, which belong to a broader research project currently still in
progress, have already allowed us to conduct interesting evaluations with regards to the comparison
of the four principal domes of Catania. In particular, on the one hand, the comparison of building
materials, construction techniques, profiles, and proportions has highlighted the common background
of technical and formal solutions, which were considerably influenced by the architectural treatises,
especially that of the Sicilian architect Giovanni Biagio Amico, as well as by the great expertise of the
master masons; on the other hand, this comparison has shown various elements of extraordinary
individuality, e.g. to accomplish the need of seismic protection and cost reduction during the
construction phase, as magnificently displayed by the technical solutions adopted in the dome of the
Badia di San’Agata.
This multidisciplinary study was aimed at expanding the framework of knowledge with regards to one
of the most fascinating architectonic elements, which have arrived in present day still intact.
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Fig. 10: Details of the lantern covering of San Nicolò l’Arena, with evidence of the ceramic decorative bricks,
called locally ‘zoccoli’

The end goal is to protect and to preserve them, in order to pass on this specific patrimony of
Catania’s Baroque historic centre – recognised today as a UNESCO World Heritage Site – to the
future generations.
Only a deep understanding of both physical and intangible aspects, which are a result of the
multifaceted culture that generated it, can contribute to better orient future knowledge, restoration and
valorisation projects.
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Abstract

The heritage of social housing of the early twentieth century in Turin characterizes entire portions of
the city and it is very diverse in terms of design solutions – which are innovative and in some cases of
considerable value - and building consistency. It differs not only for the typological-functional choices
adopted, but especially for the compositions of the façades, played on the close relation between the
colors and the materials of the outer surfaces. In most cases this relation is the main element of
architectural characterization of these complexes, from the urban scale to the detail scale.
The paper aims to emphasize the value of the color-material combination, which is expressed in this
built heritage in different ways, ranging from examples in which the decoration is left to the only color
or to graffiti, to solutions richly played on the chromatic characteristics and the texture of the materials
themselves. This combination, in its various facets, gives the building a unique aesthetic, historical,
cultural and technical value, which unfortunately is often not sufficiently appreciated, especially in the
redevelopment of these complexes.
In this context the two settlements built at the beginning of the twentieth century by the Società
Torinese per Abitazioni Popolari and designed by Pietro Fenoglio in Crocetta and Borgo San Paolo
districts, represent two exemplary cases. Through a careful analysis of the rhythm of the pattern of the
building envelope, the study aims to highlight as the calibrated relation between colors and materials
characterizes unequivocally the image of these buildings in the urban scene and as this relation has a
well-defined design dignity, because is the result of specific choices of the designer. Recognizing this
value - still fragile in its assertion - it is the basic assumption for conscious interventions of restoration,
able to preserve the distinctive characters of this widespread heritage, as a legacy of architectural and
technical culture of a precise constructive season in Turin.

Keywords: color, material, social housing, Società Torinese per Abitazioni Popolari

1.

Popular quarters, an architecture and city patrimony

Many urban fabric sectors, whose growth, between the 19th and the 20th century, is strictly connected
to the presence of the numerous productive installations that had transformed Torino into an industrial
city in a short time, are characterized by the social housing quarters, an architecture patrimony whose
imagine, in general consisting of some tenements, is strongly connoting to the urban scale. This
patrimony on one hand attests the particular moment of transformation and expansion of the city
thanks to its economic take-off, on the other hand it proposes some examples that are really
innovative in the way of conceiving architecture from the little scale to the big one, and so worthy of an
international comparison. However, the value of these complexes is not always recognized at local
level, also because they show a scarce conservation state or a compromised one by incongruous
interventions that hide their aspect; a casualness of Torino people's culture often justified by their role
of “popular quarters”, forgetting that their planned organization assumes a positive role in the urban
image, more than many accidental middle-class building complexes.
The historic origin of those quarters explains their value beyond every aesthetic opinion, finding in
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their creation reasons the explanation of the new typological, distributive and functional choices
adopted, that appear explicit in the composition and formal aspects of the architectures, often planned
to the last detail. When Torino begins to become an industrial city at the end of the 19th century, with
the settlement of production plants of different size and importance in the external areas of the
consolidated city historic center, actually it arises the necessity of creating houses and services to
accept the large number of workers involved in those new activities. So begins a building process that
gradually involves the whole urban context, carrying out many building complexes of various sizes
and consistency (they often occupy one or many blocks areas) which, from that moment, design a
new environmental image of the expansion areas, above all outside the city excise duty fence of 1853
[1].
These settlements – today incorporated in the urban fabric – have an different architectural, settlement
and town planning connotation, according to the estrous and the imagination of the different architects,
and especially according to their different historic building periods, they have been adapted to follow
the ongoing changing social needs and the manners to design and to realize architecture. In fact the
dozens of examples of social housing districts in Torino, realized above all during the 20th century (the
phenomenon, actually, have just began from the second half of the former century), materially reflects
the aesthetic, functional and constructive conception of their building period, suggesting a wider range
of composition solutions and functional schemes that represent, individually and in their entirety, an
historical and architectural heritage of uncommon value. Its value is what we'd like to highlight here
briefly, while reference is made to the detailed studies of Francesco Barrera, who explains precisely
the evolutionary stages of the phenomenon [2].
The variety of organizational conceptions of buildings is clear looking at their disposition, planned for
the orientation inside the lot and in order to create open spaces carefully designed; the same thing
happens to their architectural aspect, which reflects outside the variety from a composition and
technical point of view, that shows in its entirety an evolution of making architecture through really
experimental innovative episodes from all points of view. Those innovative solutions are popping
inside the buildings too, proposing new distributive organization and residential typology absolutely at
the forefront, suitable for solving the new social needs of poor classes.
The integration among every architectural aspect that characterizes these complexes, connecting the
image into a unique project conception at the different observation scales, is manifested in solutions
whose link between internals and externals, and among the single elements, from the big ones to the
little ones, is indissoluble. Here are joined aspects that go from the organization of spaces, free ones
or built ones, to the composition of fronts, until the single construction particulars and even materials,
on which there was an important focus during the planning moment. The accuracy of the project,
starting from the location to the littlest construction and decorative details, that characterizes the large
and varied economical-popular building patrimony in Torino, is very clear in some examples at the turn
of the 20th century, in which the skilled use of construction materials, both from the point of view of the
decorations and from the point of view of the technological contribution, is manifested in elegant and
unusual compositional solutions of the fronts, highlighted above all by the sophisticated combination
color-material. A duo that in those years has produced many examples of high quality houses, both
aesthetic and realizing, and that time after hasn't been produced anymore, making way for new
architectural solutions careful about the volumetric conception for masses of buildings and not to the
decorative details, following the new stylistic-design trends in vogue at that time.
The value of these buildings, rich in materially displaying an innovative design conception and an
aesthetic and executive sophistication of building of undoubted quality, it has been underappreciated
until recent times (as documented by the famous research of the Politecnico di Torino that has
classified the historical districts of popular buildings as “Site of historical-environmental interest”) [3],
and it has been compromised by inappropriate interventions or limited maintenance; these wrong
behaviors were caused by not to have recognized the Popular Quarters historical meaning, and
meanwhile, their image quality, essential to characterize successfully urban settings. Starting from
these assumptions, we would like to underline with this paper, starting from two examples in which the
highlighted characters are emblematic, the importance of recognizing those values, noting aspects
and interrelations, so that this patrimony, precious for the architecture and the city could be saved,
with interventions that could respect its characters, from those ones on urban scale to the detail ones.
This study arises from our conviction that this slogan is always true: “the knowledge of a resource is
the first step for its conservation”.

2.

A avant-garde project to realize “healthy and economical” quarters

The two building complexes here purposed have been both realized in Crocetta and Borgo San Paolo
districts by the Società Torinese per Abitazioni Popolari (STAP), founded in 1902 to create new
residential buildings to satisfy the urgent increasing request, those buildings had to undergo the new
rules and so be “hygienic and economical” [4]. This intention is part of a national scale project,
provided by the Luzzati law (1903) for the foundation of Istituti per le Case Popolari (Popular Buildings
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Institutes); this law was applied in Torino in a vast and convinced way, differently from other Italian
cities. The intervention of STAP was encouraged by the City Manager Frola, and by the City Council,
in favor of the poorest classes, highlighting that «The worker who lives for many hours in smoked
factories, with our houses won't have a sleazy and sad household mastery, (…) but after all his
troubles he will be able to enjoy his well-earned rest between the smile and happiness of his family, of
his children that will grow in healthy places, charming where the air, the light and the sun will shine
their vital support», hoping in a “hygienically and economically healthy” environment of the new
buildings, linked to “an intellectually and morally healthy environment for a higher dignity and
prosperity of our city” [5].

3.
Project innovations from conception to the realization in STAP quarter in
Crocetta district

The quarter project in Crocetta district, that was seen as a very important intervention for the city, was
carried out between 1903 and 1909 thanks to the contribution of the Municipality and of private
people, on a wide ground among Dego, Verrazzano, Polo and Pigafetta streets, near the coeval and
refined Liberty public restroom building, itself inside the same modernization concept pursued by the
city. This district was devised by important people of the city scene (involved not only in design but in
the same Company), just like Pietro Fenoglio, Stefano Molli and Marco Vicarj, it consists of parallel inline buildings. It is characterized by a sober but elegant uniform image, but also by a pleasant
environment, peaceful and wooded, of the courtyards between the buildings, that respect the
willingness of creating comfortable and hygienically controlled environments, with a declared “modern”
approach, following the requests of international avant-gardist trends [6].
The same attention is for the interiors, in which are introduced new distributive and functional
schemes, involving the single apartment, every building, and the whole complex, trying to calibrate
carefully every relationship between dimension and shape. For example the block of buildings
placement inside the lot is studied both in the orienteering and to create wide free spaces as
aggregation places; and the new organization and dimensional schemes of buildings, attentive to a
better life quality. For this Luigi Pagliani, a sanitarian doctor involved in the project, in an article of
1904 in which describes the pursued choices, he highlights the willingness of «giving those separation
conditions to the single apartment the ones to the others, and so independence from each other, such
that, who will live in there could really feel a sense of privacy, that makes the house a pleasant and
desired asylum», obtained distributing «the single apartment overlaid each other, as they constituted

Fig. 1: STAP quarter in Crocetta district. View of the complex between via Polo and via Pigafetta.
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Fig. 2: STAP quarter in Crocetta district. Composition and decorative solutions connoting the complex overview.

little houses, attached, but separated» [7]. So the single housing units are aggregated with a strong
distributive severity in three buildings designed for different social classes, changing from the four
rooms for apartment of the first building (on via Pigafetta), to the two or three rooms of the other ones.
The new orientations and projecting solutions adopted here soon became an important reference for
next quarters, proposed again with little variations by the Popular Buildings Institute until the first
postwar period.
The typological organization of STAP quarter, consisting of four flats buildings, and apartments with
double exposure and served in couples by a stair (please note that every apartment was stocked with
a direct access to the stair and a private toilet, originally aerated, then the ventilation was
compromised by the fenestration of porches converted into little kitchens), is reflected in the
composition of fronts, considered and cared in the same way, leaving the usual trend of preferring the
principal one. This approach has originated a complex of which you can feel its unitary conceiving at a
glance, from the urban scale to the detailed one, realized with refined composition choices, above all
with the alternation between exposed bricks cladding and others in smooth or coarse plaster, that
create refined rhythmic partitions that follow each other. This composition research, which
characterizes the prevalent imagine continuity, is further enriched by a clever and refined use of
materials, that create cantilever decorations or vibrations, given by the different surfaces finishes,
generating particular chiaroscuro effects, variable because of the light conditions, and that are linked
to the chromatic character of every material, proper one or given by painting. Painting not only
characterizes monochromatically some plastered parts, but is also used to create sober and refined
flowery decorations, whose conservation turns out to be more vulnerable than other front finishes. This
problem, that here we'd like to highlight, is close to our heart, because we have noticed that other
social housing quarters have been altered by bad conceived or realized with incongruous materials
“restoration” works, that have altered a fundamental character of this historical-architecture patrimony.
Actually the aesthetic value of this complex, as many others in Torino, is strictly connected to the
perfect and indissoluble link among composition, decoration, materials, colors, that well define in an
harmonic dialogue the continuity between the whole imagine and the detailed one, in which every
element plays a key role of costar. In the examined case, materials and colors are not only “finishing
elements”, but a project essential factor, actually the same Pagliani (in a written of 1904 where he
describes the project) declares the willingness of «adopting the best materials for buildings and an
almost perfect application of them» [7]. The attention for the materials, for their finishes and colors,
proper or added, as integral part of the whole composition, is proposed through the use directed to
create and underline decorative textures that draw the fronts with rhythmic cadences. This approach is
realized through the use of few materials, which generate an harmonic and well balanced architectural
trick among all the elements. That trick combines shapes and chromatic and chiaroscuro effects, using
proper or finishing materials characteristics, which are laid out and treated in a specific way.
The perfect dialogue among all front components, that helps to define the complex image uniformity,
can hide the mere appearance of that uniformity. By comparing the three buildings, and paying
attention to composition solutions revealed through the repetition of textures and rhythms apparently
identical, you can recognize the planners' ability of hiding the present irregularities. Those anomalies
come from the necessity of creating different size accommodations, marked by stair compartments;
the inevitable effects on the fronts rhythms, are cleverly hidden by the prevalence of the whole
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Fig. 3: STAP quarter in Crocetta district. Examples of the composition rhythms variation of the façade.

complex image. Actually the three buildings are made of different room sequences in the apartments:
in the first one (on via Pigafetta) 4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4, 3-2-2-3-2-3-2-3-2-2 in the central one, 3-2-3-2-3-2-32-2-3 in the one on via Verrazzano. The difficulty of absorbing on the fronts the changeable rhythm of
the apertures, caused by functional and distributive needs of the interiors, has been solved giving
precedence to a complex image, masterfully uniformed by an alternated rhythm between the exposed
bricks claddings marked tonality and the plastered surfaces fair ochre paint. This solution provides for
the alternation of bricks modules, scanned by three windows columns, and vertical fair bands on all
the long fronts (and on the head fronts, with changings of the windows number). The modular
variations, caused by interior organization needs, are particularly visible thanks to the different
openings in the middle of bricks module, or in the fair plaster bands, that have different sizes and
composition solutions, variable for the windows number or, sometimes, some of them are even on a
building corner.
Actually the fundamental color-material duo is the true protagonist of fronts, it is able to characterize
them and create rhythms, as you can see in other cases too, apart from those just mentioned.
An evident example is the twin between the ground floor sober wainscoting – made of overlapping
bricks, fair plaster and stone bands – and the composition trick on all the fronts, in which plaster bands
create a sort of feathering in the visual continuity of brick cladding; the same pattern is elegantly
replicated on the little pylons of the enclosure that closes the two the buildings yards.
The horizontal fair band theme is present (with an own aspect, because of the greater height) also in
the zones between the slabs and the windowsills, developing different solutions by weaving with the
various composition movements of the brick surfaces, and creating original “pattern in pattern”. In
correspondence of those marked string-course, on some fronts there are balconies, which
volumetrically move the fronts’ image with different composition solutions. On the front on via Pigafetta
there are balconies on the three highest floors, in correspondence of the vertical fair bands, in the
Eastern yard on via Verazzano they underline the lateral openings of the brick claddings of 2nd and
3rd floor, in the Western yard instead, their protrusion moves only the highest floor, in correspondence
of the double opening which characterizes fair bands (except those ones that “contradict the rule” and
that are present also at the first opening on via Marco Polo).
The refined composition of the couple materials-colors is reaffirmed with many details. In these you
can recognize clear references to Piedmont Eclecticism (for example transposed in Riccardo Brayda’s
or Antonio Vandone’s works) mixed with clear Liberty gestures, learned at the International Exposition
of Decorative Modern Art of 1902 and just expressed elsewhere by Fenoglio and Molli. For example
the ledge, that have a bigger overhang in correspondence of the vertical fair bands, creates an elegant
decorative effect of the profile; the protruding parts are even more enriched with couples of lintels with
spiral cast stone decorations, in whose center are inserted yellow ceramic disks. The last two floors of
the buildings are enriched by a frame made of a triangular brick disposition double pattern, which with
its three-dimensionality given by denticular decorations stands out by the fair color of plaster. A further
pattern is created at the fourth floor by the silent pattern of the curved brick architrave which is
diagonally cut at the sides in correspondence of the windows in couples and creates another
composition pattern with plaster. Other similar architraves, at the lower floor, are inserted into an
exposed bricks band, creating a pattern in pattern, given by the disposition, elegant because just
whispered.
The sober, but at the same time rich and refined, decoration system is reiterated in other parts of the
complex, for example in the wrought irons of balconies or in flowery pictorial decorations of some
boxes under the windowsills.
These ones and other decoration patterns are purposed with variable composition recurrences, whose
differences are tempered by the common image of the whole complex, and made homogeneous by
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Fig. 4: STAP quarter in Borgo San Paolo district. View of the façades and of the inner courtyard.

materials that form recurring textures and decorative themes (chromatically too).
The most important differences are visible in the head fronts of the three buildings: on via Marco Polo,
for example, the windows number that vertically scans the fronts goes from three to two in the building
on via Pigafetta. In the central block the access to the internal courts is indicated by two platforms on
the sides and on the street by two arched openings, those openings are separated by a couple of
windows that, with the same formal characteristics of the upper floors, are adapted in the central
module, personalizing the ground floor.
The attention and the care addressed to every composition aspect of this quarter, starting from its
entire to the materials and their laying, made their realization costs grow. So the original STAP
willingness of building up economical houses for poor classes was directed to middle classes,
because of the high rent cost, impossible for worker class to be reached.

4.
STAP quarter in Borgo San Paolo: the confirmation of the innovative principles
for design and executive technique

Once that the quarter had been built in Crocetta district, STAP sells it to the Cassa Mutua Cooperativa
Italiana per le Pensioni, leaving them the accommodations management. In 1908 the company
purchases a new plot of land in order to build another complex in Borgo San Paolo, very similar to the
other just built. The choice of building in this city area, the first one to be built outside the excise duty
fence of 1853, is linked to the high availability of wide buildable areas and to the large number of
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Fig. 5: STAP quarter in Crocetta district and the one in Borgo San Paolo. Analogies of the head fronts.

workers, attracted by some active industries as Diatto and Clément - designed by Fenoglio - and by
the Officine Ferroviarie Alta Italia.
The new complex is realized by STAP in 1910 and designed by the same group in the block between
via Luserna di Rorà, Revello, Perrero and Verzuolo. It consists of two multistory buildings positioned,
as the previous case, along two parallel sides of the block and related by a wide tree-lined courtyard,
conceived as an important meeting place for the inhabitants.
In general the designers reproduce the layout and the composition and construction solutions which
have already been tested in the exemplar of the Crocetta district [8]. Access to the complex is through
a small covered entrance hall, which is placed in the head of the building on via Revello: the entrances
to the five distribution nodes that mark each building are facing the inner courtyard. The building on via
Revello presents two flats per floor at every staircase, a three-room flat and a two-room flat, similarly
to the lodgment on via Verrazzano and the middle one of the complex of the Crocetta. The building on
via Verzuolo proposes, from a typological point of view, a solution of three-room flats, not considered
previously by designers.
The organization of the internal distribution is reflected in the composition scheme of the fronts. If the
first STAP houses are characterized by the refinement of the variations in the composition
arrangement of the different fronts, even in the same building, it should be noted how the complex in
Borgo San Paolo represents a simplified variation of the previous, while retaining some original
features.
The façades of the building on via Revello proposes again the decorative solutions and the
composition scheme already observed in the complex of Crocetta: vertical full-height plastered bands
alternate with articulated brick modules projecting on the façade plane. These modules are set on a
high plaster frame that delimits the upper portion of the brickwork, which extends to the height of
impost on the first floor. The modules are divided into two orders by a string-course which consists of
a saw-tooth cornice and a dentil molding. Complete the decoration the usual ceramic disks, placed on
top of the pilaster strips of the upper order. The front on the street is distinguished from the inner one
on the courtyard, by the presence of balconies and the absence of openings in the full-height
plastered band: this band on the courtyard instead presents a pair of windows per floor.
The singularity of the building on via Verzuolo is not limited to distributive aspects, but also affects the
composition design of the fronts. The brick modules are constituted by a monumental order of four
pilasters that extend seamlessly from the plaster string-course, at the base of the first floor, up to the
top of the façade, where we find once again the yellow ceramic disks, which characterize all the
prospects of the complex. The string-course with bricks protruding elements and saw-tooth motive
disappears between 2nd and 3rd floor, but there are again the horizontal bands decorated with
painted floral motifs, between the pilasters, placed below the windowsills of the 2nd and 3rd floor.
These painted decorations are present in all fronts and represent an element of continuity. Similarly
the parallel building, the front on via Verzuolo is completed by the presence of balconies, which are
absent instead on the side facing the courtyard. The plastered bands present a double window
towards the courtyard and an opening with a balcony facing the street.
Both buildings have a continuous base, which comes at the height of the sills of the ground floor
openings. It is divided at the bottom into a portion in natural stone, where the ventilation slits of the
basement open, and the upper part into an artificial stone band in rough surface, material which is
cheaper than natural stone, but more durable. In correspondence of the slit, the cladding slab stone is
simply cut out, while in the settlement of the Crocetta is observed a greater care of the constructive
detail, since the opening is defined by a frame.
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Fig. 6: STAP quarter in Borgo San Paolo district. Comparison between the two fronts facing the courtyard.

5.

The design of the constructive detail and the color-material relation

The careful reading of the two complexes showed that the very balanced pattern of the fronts of the
STAP houses is the result of an accurate design at the detail scale, which was able to select and
match the building materials, enhancing their physical characteristics and their constructive and
aesthetic values.
The decorative potential of exposed brickwork emerges by bending the brick layout pattern up to
define geometric motifs in low relief from the plane of the fronts of the buildings.
The decoration is not simply juxtaposed to the façade surface, but it is mainly an integral part of the
building envelope. The refined color contrasts are pursued by the designers on the one hand by
exploiting the color of the material itself, as in the case of the brickwork, and the other giving it a color
in counterpoint to the adjacent material, as for the plaster of the background surface and the ceramic
disks. The delicate pictorial decorations with flowers and festoons, which we find in both complexes,
played on shades of green, dark red and dove-grey, emerge on the plastered background harmonizing
with the color texture of prospects.
The color-material combination is also enhanced through the different surface finishes of the materials
making up the façade: the smooth plaster, the rough texture of the artificial stone, the glazed ceramic
discs, the hammered stone, the compact brick.
The exemplary nature of this case study also lies in the correspondence between the careful design of
the decoration, the high quality of construction materials used and the accurate laying.
Significant in this regard is precisely the contribution of the engineer Stefano Molli both in the planning
phase than in the operating phase of the building yard. On the occasion of the commemoration of Molli
at the headquarters of the Society of Engineers and Architects in Turin, Giovanni Angelo Reycend
underlines as Molli was thorough in preparing the overall designs, which were accompanied with a rich
array of full scale detail, personally executed. Molli attributed then particular importance to the
execution phase, on which he exerted a constant on-site supervision [9].
The compositional skill, the definition of the project till the detail scale, the expertise in the use of
materials, the mastery of building techniques and the iron control of the phase of laying work, which
characterize the modus operandi of Stefano Molli, bring in STAP houses to architectural outcomes of
high quality design, where just the color-material relation reaches one of its most successful
expressions.

6.
Knowing to protect: the preservation of a fragile widespread heritage and of its
values

The cutting-edge social footprint, which characterizes the construction of facilities for the working
classes in the 19th and 20th century, makes of Turin a quite unusual case in the contemporary Italian
scene.
Residential areas with green spaces and common services, such as kindergartens, schools and public
baths, as the two analyzed complexes, even today are a heritage in urban and architectural scale,
which especially qualifies the peripheral areas. We are facing to an extended and widespread
heritage, too often misunderstood, which needs protection, as a material document of the minor
history of the city in the process of transformation from capital to industrial center, but also as a
concrete example of a way of making architecture that gives formal dignity and constructive quality to
the building, regardless of the importance of the intended use.
The knowledge of this fragile heritage is the only way to safeguard its values, among which the colormaterial relation is revealed as one of the most connoting at the urban scale.
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Fig. 7: STAP quarter in Crocetta district and the one in Borgo San Paolo. Constructive and decorative details.
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Abstract
The dramatic latest events referred to the Central Italy earthquake draw to the international scientific
community’s attention the resilience concept, which original meaning, connected to the metallurgical
field, indicates the resistance expressed by a material when it’s exposed to a dynamic broken test. By
extension, in psychology, the term indicates the individual’s or community’s ability to positively react in
the face of a traumatic event by finding an ideal similar in the kintsugi (literally “to join by gold”) old
Japanese artistic practice, in which broken pottery fragments are recomposed using vegetal glue and
golden dust, by returning new sense to the object’s life though exalting its cracks with a valuable
material.
Being inspired by that art and applying its sense to the contexts hurt by the earthquake events, the
essay starts from a cases study selection (presented by dedicated detailed forms) to explore the
deeper meaning and the results that the artistic intervention, in common with the golden welding, it’s
able to produce in environment devastated by natural disasters, as well as the rule that the figure of
the artist has played in the past and is playing still now, with new meaning, in the post-quake
reconstruction. By assuming like a central idea the both emblematic and incomparable case
represented by the Great Cretto of Gibellina by Alberto Burri, in which the scar, memory of the drama
and destruction, rises to a real artistic value.
Keywords: resilience, art, earthquake, reconstruction, kintsugi

1.

Introduction

After each earthquake the public attention tends primarily to dwell on the quantification of material
damages, in the hope to proceed quickly with an action aimed at overcoming the urgent state of
emergency using solutions, even temporary ones, able to meet basic needs like cover, food, health.
And just like the immediate action focuses on the preparation of infrastructure and services that aimed
at their fulfillment, also the media debate deepens the views about physically reconstruction manner
(by sterilely pitting the reasons of “like it was and where it was” against the “new towns” ones). But it is
clear that, next to the material damages, the seismic waves cause as many immaterial damages,
involving social, psychological and human dimensions. And it’s also clear that it is necessary to
associate the physical reconstruction with a cultural one, intended to restore the identity of
communities, for example by carrying out activities linked to the instruction, religion and interpersonal
relationships. The artistic operation it is crucial in this respect, because it gives value to what remains,
by applying resilient mechanisms and by favoring the onset of a fertile humus, that is able to trigger
the regeneration through activator enzymes such as beauty, provocation, communication. As is the
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case in the ancient Japanese practice of kintsugi, in which the fragments of broken ceramics, despite
their extreme poverty, are put back together through the artistic intervention, that gives new sense to
the object life by evaluating their cracks, in addition realized using a precious material like the gold. A
number of international artistic experiences endorses this trend, by absorbing, reworking and
transforming the earthquake memory so to give it back like an art work, by involving different
expressive manners, from the photography to the painting, from the performance to the video art, from
the music to the street-art [1, 2]. Like that by Natalie Jeremijenko, that in Trigger. The Loma Prieta
Pony (1995) modifies a mechanic horse for children so that it simulates the fluctuations caused by the
namesake quake that hit the bay of San Francisco area in 1989, by acting a emotive short-circuit
between play and drama. Or that by Wolfgang Loos, that in Inner Earth symphony (1999) turns the
earthly movements recorded by seismographs into sound waves, from which conceives original
musical compositions. Similarly, David Vaughan Rogers installs Parkfield Interventional EQ Fieldwork
in 2008, a sculpture able to visualize, materialize and amplify, the seismological movements
characterizing the Californian park, through the fluctuation of thin metal beams. While in the Fault
Lines dance performance (presented at Melbourne Festival in 2012) the Leshan Song & Dance
Troupe, totally composed by dancer that have experienced at first hand the terrible Chinese quake of
Sichuan (that caused about 69000 victims in 2008) and led by the New Zealand choreographer Sara
Brodie (also scarred by the Cristchurch earthquake in 2011), states and claims its identity “by dancing
the eartquake”.
And in 2013 the designer Ramona Tschuppert uses like photo subject a device composed by a
submerged grill, set up into a simulator that operates according to the seismic waves generated by
known earthquakes, making possible to register snap-shots of the telluric movement, than collected in
the volume From India to Patagonia. Atlas of earthquakes. Furthermore, a lot of international streetartists paint the walls devastated by the earthquake that hit the New Zealand city of Cristchurch in
2011, on the occasion of two dedicated festivals, Rise (2013) and Spectrum (2015) [3]. The evocative
power of contemporary art breaks also in the works by Milan Rai, that invades the rubble of the places
destroyed by the Nepal earthquake of 2015 by using white paper butterflies and by realizing, together
with the Arts for Earthquake Nepal collective, an action of media awareness about the earthquake
dramatic effects. Finally the Ai Weiwei. Libero show in Florence, collects in 2016 the works realized
after the Sichuan earthquake of 2008, in particular Snake bag (2008), realized by using 360 scholastic
bags linked together to form a long snake in memory of the 5000 children killed by the quake, and
Rebar and Case (2014), that celebrates the memory of the thousands of victims by exposing the white
marble copies of the distorted reinforcing stills found in the rubble and symbolically placed inside finest
wooden coffins. And that is exactly the rubble theme, provocatively as admirably interpreted by many
artists at present (just think of the clandestine video taken by Banksy in the disfigured panorama of
Gaza [4]), to play the strong symbolic connotation that can be practiced by the artistic action: the
rubble is all that is left after the shock and at the same time it is what it was before the shock, the last
concrete trace that retains in itself an identity now lost. The rubble is what from which (re)start, the
initial stage of the community value reconstruction process. The innovative project proposal for an
urban scenography intervention inserts this scar, realized by the young artist Mariangela Stolfi on the
occasion of the second level degree thesis in Visual and Performing Arts, evocatively titled Frammenti
di identità and disserted in 2017 at the “Pietro Vannucci” Fine Arts Academy of Perugia [5]. That
prefigures an action of rubble “freezing”, using a layer of epoxy resin, in some emblematic sites
involved in the near Center Italy earthquake of 2016, by including in them sculptural totems composed
by elementary geometric forms in steel, aluminum and glass, at the same time symbols of the
happened disaster and signals of imminent rebirth.
It is not surprising that just Umbria, recently theatre of a retrospective concerning the biggest
earthquakes that have shocked Italy during the last century, on the occasion of the initiative 19682016 Dal Belice all’Italia centrale. Cinquanta anni di esperienze per la ricostruzione postsismica [6],
can represent a new research front, where the reconstruction of the earthquake of 1997 has already
elected contemporary architecture to cultural wander of the reconstruction [7]. In the light of these
considerations and starting from the watershed represented by the earthquake that destroyed the
Belice territory in 1968, that marks a turning point in the evolution of the artistic intervention role in
giving new meaning to places, the following six forms, for equal case studied incarnated by the biggest
Italian earthquakes, investigate the immaterial counterpoint of the physical reconstruction.
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Fig. 1: Alberto Burri, Grande Cretto, Gibellina, 1985-2015, digital processing.

Fig. 2: Mariangela Stolfi, Congelamento delle macerie, 2017, infographic simulation set in San Salvatore Church
in Norcia (second level degree thesis in Visual and Performing Arts, “Pietro Vannucci” Fine Arts Academy of
Perugia, 2017).
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2.

Belice 1968

During the night of 14 to 15 January 1968 two violent erthquakes do in the Belìce area a dramatic
groove: the seismic waves completely destroy the buildings of several built-up areas including
Gibellina, Montevago and Salaparuta that, reduced to ash and rubble and being restricted, soon
become ghost towns. The unpreparedness of the “rescue machine”, aggravated by the seism’s
unforgiveness (the classification of many of the damaged sites didn’t considered any riskiness) and by
the massive number of victims, contributes to the rapid crumbling of the affected communities’ identity
and social fabric. The open wound in Belìce (the television reports following the earthquake improperly
dubbed it Bélice, term which sets out the further affront represented by the loss of the linguistic identity
[1]) becomes a collective phenomenon, which draws the attention of many intellectuals, who read it as
the “opportunity for experiencing utopias and hypotheses of «participated politics» on a field
considered (…) fruitful both from material and cultural point of view because of its presumed condition
of tabula rasa” [2]. The emblem of the rebuilding politics is Gibellina, for which an actual action of
refoundation is undertaken: the city, relocated to twenty kilometres away, assumes factually the dual
role of an experimental laboratory-building site and of a participated town planning practise, in which
the main designers at the time are involved. The new urban settlement takes shape, under both an
inborn and fruitless vocation to the mere observance of the seismic safety criteria, to the detriment of
that spontaneous ways able to activate the town effect; moreover the possibility to transform it in an
opencast sculpture museum is also in sight, so that several world-class artists are mustered, each of
whom realizes and offers his own artwork for the revival of the town. Among them Pietro Consagra,
Mario Schifano, Andrea Cascella, Arnaldo Pomodoro and Mimmo Paladino. And above all Alberto
Burri, who moves his own gaze from the new city (affirming “here I’ll do definitely nothing” [3]) directing
it to the historic city, whose ruins declare the suffering and the authenticity of the wounded urban
fabric. Burri decides therefore to offer his own artwork to the old Gibellina, by drawing a shroud of
white concrete over what’s left of the houses betrayed by the earthquake violence and by shielding the
life they still shut inside them in compact clumps of a huge environmental Cretto, perpetual memory,
positive and negative at the same time, of the detroyed city. From this powerful conceptual action
symbolically results, for the first time at territorial level, the exhibition of the scar in the form of artistic
value, which compensates the ravage through the eternal burial.

Fig. 1: Alberto Burri, Great Cretto, Gibellina, 1985-2015.
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3.

Friuli 1976

The F.R.I.A.M. collection (Udine, Casa Cavazzani) represents the Friuli earthquake as a cultural
collection [1]. Indeed the 113 artworks given in the midst of emergency by important american artists
to the Friuli art and monument committee were initially intended to furnish an economical resource in
favour of the rebuilding through their sale. The forward-looking choice made by the then Udine mayor
Angelo Candolini not to scatter the works selling them, but to gather and leave them in the hands of
the town, has not allowed an immediate economic return, but rather such a cultural enrichment able to
produce an eternal and priceless value for the city. It was indeed a precious opportunity: the only
case, at national level, of a so extended collection of contemporary artworks (among whose authors
participated artists as Sol LeWitt, Christo, Joel Shapiro) able to entirely provide documentary evidence
of the american artistic research of the 1960s and 1970s.
Forty years after the wake of the “Orcolàt” (traditionally in Friulan it’s so called the “monster” which
getting upset causes the eartquakes, now synonymous of the awful 1976 earthquake) the tragic
reminder represents an opportunity for documenting, through art, a past which keeps on delineating
the future and for experiencing a remedy which exorcises the fear of the monsters and sends out a
positive signal. In this sense the exhibit Memorie - Arte, immagini e parole del terremoto in Friuli (Villa
Manin, 24 April - 3 July 2016) represents the earthquake as collection of memories [2]. Indeed it wants
honour the memory of the several persons involved in the emergency by retracing, besides the
rescues and the reportages, the exemplary restoration and rebuilding works which enabled to get a
huge heritage to safety. Furthemore, within the same anniversary, the artistic installation via della
Narrazione (Udine 1-3 July 2016, Gemona del Friuli 17-18 September 2016) represents the
earthquake as collection of stories [3]. Indeed a street is transformed in a monument of memory where
the walker is both viewer and player thanks to the application of various forms in which art arises:
vibro, an interactive installation where voices, noises and vibrations are converted into sounds;
frammenti, where 45 hexagonal paintings (memory of the 45 collapsed cities) are realized by as many
friulan artists and constitute a collective exhibition, as ideal reply to the collection offered by America;
crack, where a 100 metres long chink made of wood panels and longitudinally crossing the street
becomes support for a shared artwork which is able to overturn the effect of a damage, strengthening
the connection with the old ruins.

Fig. 1: Via della Narrazione, crack: design drawing; the artist Giorgio Celiberti at work.
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4.

Irpinia 1980

The violent shake that in the evening of 23 November 1980 hits the Irpinia territory lasts about 90
seconds; after, for the almost 700 involved municipalities, nothing will ever be the same again. The
charge of the delay in rescuing opens the long-lasting process of a slow because of the speculation.
Among the personalities who get themselves exponent of the drama lived by the lands of Irpinia
undertaking cultural actions aimed to healing the identity of the damaged places, the figure of Lucio
Amelio stands out, a known Neapolitan gallerist who, since February 1981, conceives and spearheads
the collection of artworks Terrae Motus. Whose title is emblematic, since it recalls at the same time
both the devastating energy released from earthquake and the creative energy extent of 72 works,
which from 1993 are entrusted to the Palace of Caserta and permanently exhibited (from June 2016
completely set-up [2]). The first artist to be involved in the collection is Joseph Beuys, who launches
the gathering of artworks with the performance-exhibition Terremoto in Palazzo (1981) which, realized
with objects recovered from the ruins, represents itself the manifesto by proclaiming the necessity of a
rebuilding on the basis of tradition [3]. To this first outcome follows the triptych Fate presto of Andy
Warhol (1982) that, by multiplying in silk-screen printing the first page of “Il Mattino” newspaper
published the third day after the earthquake, amplifies the intensity of a desperate cry for help. The
artworks increase progressively over the years, with the contribution of about fifty artists including
Keith Haring, Anselm Kiefer, Jannis Kounellis, Mimmo Paladino, Michelangelo Pistoletto, Robert
Rauschenberg, Mario Schifano, Cy Twombly, Emilio Vedova and many others. Who compose an
unparalleled cross section of the contemporary art, unique because of its monothematic aspect
character and, most of all, because of its renewer cultural action.

Fig. 1: Andy Warhol, Fate presto, 1982, Palazzo Reale di Caserta, Terrae Motus Collection.
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5.

Abruzzo 2009

The earthquake which hits Abruzzo in 2009 is an opportunity for several artistic projects characterized
by their diffusion in the seismic crater and by the selection of bluntly contemporary forms of art [1]. The
event L’Aquila forever of 2014, conceived by Alessandro Piccinini and handled by Archivi del
Presenteismo and Laura Turco Liveri, puts together 99 italian and foreign artists in order to create two
works of art, 99 rintocchi per la resurrezione and Onna nel cuore, which are housed in specific sites in
the two damaged city centers, after being exposed in several roman locations. In the meantime
Re_Acto is an urban art festival organized in 2014 and carried on for three editions, that see many
world-class street-artists like Diamond, Stelleconfuse e Zed1 setting their works in the damaged
places. In particular the 2016 so called Effimera Edition just involves condemned structures in the
smaller districts sorrounding the Abruzzese county seat: notably are DesX and Darek Blatta who
realize the collective work Effimera in Paganica in which the provisional works covering the buildings
are integral part of the artistic composition which is made “with the hope not to last”. Moreover
Re_Place is a light art festival which is active since 2010, that involves world-class artists like Mario
Airò [2] and Michelangelo Pistoletto, but that, particularly in the last edition in 2015, punctuates the red
zone in the historical center of L’Aquila with a series of light installations; including Loading of Stefano
Divizia on the roof of the Spanish Fort, which through neon lamps simulates the progress toolbar of a
video game software which represents the progression of the city reconstruction. In the end Off Site
Art / Art Bridge per L’Aquila by Veronica Santi is a project of public art aimed to use the scaffoldings of
the rebuildinging as exhibition outfittings of the wounded city [3]. The involved artists are selected
through a series of dedicated call for art (Arte in Costruzione, 2014-2015; L’Aquila In, 2015-2016;
Change!, 2016-2017) announced in parallel with the evolving of the buildings recovery. Among the
other artists Iolanda Di Bonaventura in Fragile in 2015 depicts herself as naked, wrapped up in ribbon
for package on which the lettering “fragile” is printed, so that she indissolubly links the artist’s body to
the damaged city.

Fig. 1: Iolanda Di Bonaventura, Fragile, 2015, L’Aquila.
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6.

Emilia-Romagna 2012

On 20 and 29 may 2012 massive earthquakes particularly hit the provinces of Ferrara, Modena,
Bologna and Reggio Emilia: a territory historically far from the seismic risk turns out to be exposed to
the event that causes a lot of victims among the population and hard damages to the historical,
architectural and cultural heritage. In this context the response of the contemporary art has a double
sense. On one side, in the short term, it is interpreted like an instrument to collect economic resources
intended for reconstruction, on the other, with a view to long term endpoints, it is used like a means of
communication and dissemination of knowledge. The first case includes the experience that took
place in Bologna five months after the event (on October 2012) in which Italian and foreign artists
donate about thirty contemporary works (signed, among other, by Alessandro Mendini, Arnaldo
Pomodoro, Mimmo Rotella ed Ettore Sottsass) then auctioned supporting the hit buildings, with
particular regard to the restoration of Castello dei Pico, in the historical center of Mirandola city [1]. In
the second case the project Terreferme. Emilia 2012: il patrimonio culturale oltre il sisma (cared by the
Direzione Regionale per i Beni Culturali e Paesaggistici dell’Emilia-Romagna, in collaboration with the
Fondazione Telecom Italia and presented on 29 May 2014 in the corner of Triennale di Milano)
deserves particolar attention [2]. It is a travelling exhibit in which contemporary art and advanced
technologies are integrated in order to support, share and declare cultural heritage, by giving a new
key to interpretation. The exhibition itinerary (destined to different museums) considers an overall
duration of sixty five minutes and it is organized in five thematic areas: the first three return of the
situations before and after the earthquake in an objective manner (in this sense consolidated
documentation techniques are used, like photography, historiography and Geographical Information
System), the last two offer an emotional interpretation. To this end, artists from different backgrounds
(including Fine Arts Academy of Bologna and Studio Marangoni Foundation students) create an
installation designed to describe places and people affected by the earthquake, by creating a
multimedia narration that, with the use of different expressive ways (like photographic art, virtual reality
and video art), gives image and voice back to both inhabitants and territory and recognizes in
contemporary art the instrument to recompose the fragments of memory.

Fig. 5: Terreferme. Emilia 2012: il patrimonio culturale oltre il sisma, mock-up of the installation.
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7.

Central Italy 2016

The earthquake stick that starting from August 2015 continues to get involved the Central Italy shows
the most serious events on 24 August and 30 October, epicentered in the provinces of Ascoli Piceno,
Perugia and Rieti. The loss of human life and the amount of damage to residential, commercial and
cultural heritage bring out fear in contexts already hit by the close earthquakes of 1997 and 2009 and
prepared for the emergency management in this regard [1]. In fact, whilst the territory replies with
immediate recovery actions of the art works, that are sheltered and protected in dedicated areas
waiting for the necessary operations, at the same time the contemporary art takes a role of care and
support to the affected areas, through fundraiser and operations of community’s awareness. As in the
case of Arterie project, for which artists and cartoonists donate their works in favor of the Associazione
Nazionale Pubbliche Assistenze (ANPAS), that is accompanied by artistic actions that physically work
on the hit objects. An example of this are the following experiences titled La crepa, by the artist
Vincenzo Pennacchi (and cared by Gianluca Marziani) and Light in the stone, by the art director
Sebastiano Romano (and cared by Rosaria Mencarelli, Gisella Gellini and Claudia Bottini) that take
place in Spoleto. Maybe it isn’t by chance that the wall is the object of both cases, defining component
in places identity that is really called into question by the seismic events. In particular, La crepa
concerns the internal walls of Palazzo Collicola Arti Visive ground floor; seven cracks are
compensated by using materials that are typical of the artist work (like mirrors, pieces of canvas and
painted paper), in close contact with the works by Alberto Burri, Alexander Calder, Tano Festa,
Leoncillo Leoncilli, Sol LeWitt e Pino Pascali, belonging to the permanent collection of the museum [2].
Unlike the previous one,the installation Light in the stone acts on the external surfaces of the Rocca
Albornoziana. From the closing time of the museum (a condition that is technically necessary to
ensure the ideal quality of vision) to the two in the night, three cracks are projected on south-east and
north-west façades, becoming a reference point for citizens and visitors. The temporary project
(launched in 17 December 2017 and concluded the month following) represents the first step of
Lightquake 2017: starting from December 2017, eleven artists (Nino Alfieri, Marco Brianza, Carlo
Dell’Amico, Giulio De Mitri, Nicola Evangelisti, Federica Marangoni, Saverio Mercati, Johannes
Pfeiffer, Ugo Piccioni, Lucia Rotundo, Maria Savino) will be called upon to donate author’s lights to the
Rocca spaces [3]. The artistic proposed reflects a real cultural and social program, conferring on
immateriality of light art the concrete role in support of reconstruction.

Fig. 6: From the left: Enzo Pennacchi, Le crepe; Sebastiano Romano, Light in the stone.
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Abstract

The plague spread over Southern Italy in 1690. It was so violent to cause a state of emergency that
blocked the economy and the commerce. The risk of getting infected brought about the complete
closing of the borders. Naples needed seclusion in order to survive. Addressed to this purpose,
government policy caused unpleasant consequences: firstly the stop of the commerce but also, on the
other side, the crisis of the hopes in the modern southern intellectuals, who looked to trade as a way
for the overall renewal of society. Their struggle against the traditional status quo seemed to be
destroyed at the end of XVII century also by the pestilence. It seemed that the plague had destroyed
not only many people but also ideas, hopes, projects, commerce, economy. But are we sure that it
really happened? The natural disaster caused an emergency condition that brought several problems
in many fields. Probably the risk of the infection was also exploited for political purposes. However
theories and projects outlived the pestilence and the ideas were born again after a few years: in 18th
century those seeds produced their fruits.
The historical path show us elements of continuity and discontinuity. Really the plague failed to break
the course of history: natural disaster can kill bodies not ideas.
Keywords: Pestilence, Southern Italy, commerce, policy, law, legal ideas.

1.

The coming of the plague

Natural disasters have always plagued Italy: earthquakes and volcanic eruptions have always
accompanied Italian history, and unfortunately, also today, they are a serious problem. What today is
more difficult to imagine is the dreadful effect that the sanitary emergencies had in the Medieval and in
the first modern age. Today, but more yesterday, the coming of an epidemic created serious
problems, also to political stability: it brought death and desperation; it caused the stop of all activities
and works; in a few words, the death of the commerce. The effects, both physical and emotional, were
felt as disastrous.
The pestilence, coming from Conversano, spread over Southern Italy in the last months of 1690. The
author of Giornali di Napoli, Antonio Bulifon, described the first impact of Neapolitans with the
pestilence in his reports. On January 1, 1691 he wrote: «Più con sospiri che con inchiostro principio
l‟anno seguitando questo mio giornale, mentre Dio ha fatto scoprire l‟infermità che da Conversano,
circa è due mesi, è principiata esser contagiosa, e si è comunicata in alcuni pochi luoghi vicini».
Concerned about the gravity of the situation, immediately, the government took the appropriate action:
«Li Eletti della Città […] chiamarono le Piazze a San Lorenzo, ove per la mattina seguente radunarono
il Magistrato della Sanità»: the court that should have taken the most appropriate measures to avoid
the health emercency. [1]
In Naples the ancient God punishment was almost announced on the 16 December 1690, when the
famous miracle of S. Gennaro took place 24 hours late. For Neapolitans this was the first sign of an
imminent disaster. And, in fact, on December 31, 1690 the Viceroy had met on Collateral Council to
warn that «dovea giudicarsi vera peste il morbo di Conversano, ivi comunicata da Levante per mezzo
di alcuni coriami in quelle marine sbarcati». [2]
The ignorance about the spread of the infection needed the adoption of more street measures.
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On January 2, 1961 it was decided that: “sotto pena di morte naturale da eseguirsi irremissibilmente,
et anche a modo militare, senza ordine e figura di giudizio”, everyone must tell to the Health‟s
Deputation the name of those who were arrived to Naples after having visited Conversano or other
towns in Puglia in the last month. [3] Some days later when the Health‟s Deputation made the first ban
in order to prevent the spread of the disease, members described the plague with a list of siymptoms,
including those generically referred to any common flu. [4] It was obvious that the rule was dictated for
precautionary purposes in a climate of collective psychosis.
But panic was understandable: the previous epidemic of 1656 was so devasting in Naples and
Southern Italy to bring the central and local authorities to implement more stringent measures in 1690
and until 1692 when the dreaded disease recurred threatening. [5]
Bulifon wrote that more and more drastic measures were ordered in the first week of 1690: “si seguitò
a far li cancelli in tutte le strade”, and even the earl of Conversano was brought to the “lazzaretto, sullo
scoglio tra Nisida e terraferma”. The doctors were obliged to report to the Health‟s Deputation on the
development of the infection every day, telling the names of the visited ills; the hospitals were closed,
to prevent the developing of the infection within the patients. Those who were suspected of being sick
were, without pity, «fabbricati» or walled in their homes and forced, under penalty of arrest, to remain
locked. To prevent the spread of contagion, easier in crowded places, all the Courts were closed and
also all the entrances of the city of Naples were locked. In order to the same purpose, couriers, who
arrived in Naples to bring the corrispondence coming from other parts of the Kingdom, were obliged to
the quarantine and their letters were purified and «bagnate nell‟aceto e rasciugate al forno prima di
dispensarsi». The panic spread over the population, becoming itself a more dreadful risk danger: “fu
tanto lo spavento dei popoli che ognuno cercò di provvedersi di farina quanto la loro possibilità lo
permise […], quei che tenevano denari ne‟ banchi cercarono di levarli e portarli a suo comodo,
essendone stati pagati circa trecentomila scudi in un giorno per tutti li banchi”. [6]
The long chronicle of Bulifon is very detailed: many are the episodes that the author quotes to show
the atmosphere of terror spread over the city and, as a logical and not negligible consequence, the
extreme poverty widespread in Naples. The town and the suburbs were physically and psycologically
devasted. Significant in this respect is the praise reserved to the Archbishop of Naples, Antonio
Pignatelli, who had «con gran zelo pastorale […] ritrovar modo di poter sovvenire li poveri,
precisamente gli artisti, li quali hanno perso tutte le loro faccende, non trovandosi alcuno che compri
altro che commestibili per la bocca». And, as the days went by, the spectacle of the Capital was ever
more catastrophic: «non tralascio di dire come, a causa de‟ romori correnti‟, si patisce gran necessità
in questa città e regno, precisamente dagli artisti, li quali, perché si dismesso il negozio, non hanno
che faticare, e, benché siamo ancora nel primo mese, si vedono tali miserie che fa compassione».
The poverty of the artisans echoed that of many people less fortunate: «molti studenti delle province si
sono ridotti a mendicare, perché non li viene li sussidi mensuali da‟ loro paesi. Quelli che possono, se
ne ritirano a loro patrie. Saranno in Napoli circa ventimila marinai, li quali perché in niun luogo sono
ricevuti per li sospetti, patiscono assai, essendo questi molto carichi di familia. Tante migliaia di femine
che campavano in rocchettare la seta, sono prive di quel picciol miser guadagno». [7]
The examples given by the reporter demonstrate the broad spectrum of social and economic
consequences arising from the natural event.
From the social point of view, it is clear the danger inherent in those rules which established the
compliant as a means to identify the sick and the segregation as a therapeutic path. Everything was
sacrificed in the name of security: «l‟abbondar nella sicurezza era l‟unico mezzo di preservare tutto il
Regno». From this idea was born the project «di chiudere tutti i luoghi infetti e sospetti dentro lo
spazioso recinto di un Cordone, o Linea di Circonvallazione composta di padiglioni con quattro o
cinque soldati di guardia per ciascheduno, nella distanza di un quarto di miglio l‟uno dall‟altro per
impedire l‟uscita al contaggio dai luoghi e territori […], sì come una sola gran Linea dovea tutti cingerli,
ad effetto di staccarsi dagli altri intatti, e sani della Provincia che dovevano munirsi e preservarsi
dall‟attacco». [8]
It‟s not hard to imagine how impressive would be the longer sanitary cordon that measured 60 miles
with several pavillons and soldiers, and how stiff would appear also coastal monitoring entrusted to
«due ben armate feluche di guardia». Bulifon described the incredible wall of the pestilence: «il
cordone fatto per conservazione de‟ luoghi sospetti nella provincia di Bari contiene lo spazio di circa
sessanta miglia principiando dalla marina del territorio di Giovinazzo e terminando nella spiaggia di
Ostuni. Questo viene diviso da un altro di sedici miglia, separando li luoghi stati infetti da quelli
sospettati […]. Questo cordone consiste in quantità di capanne, distante l‟una dall‟altra un quarto di
miglio, assistendo in ognuna cinque soldati del battaglione del regno, e per ogni cinque miglia un
soldato spagnolo riformato, mandato da Napoli con cinque auditori». [9]
But those provisions led a vicious circle that produced harmful effects also on the economic field,
where the crisis was already rampant. To cope with the weakness of Naples, on January 8, 1691 it
was published the ban for «l‟aumento della moneta», or the devaluation of the currency to the extent
of 20 per cent: the remedy was wanted for «impedire l‟estrazione delle monete dal Regno». The
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provision was enacted in absolute secrecy: «la notte si stampò la prammatica, ed all‟impensata la
mattina si pubblicò». [10]
The accurate description of the climate of secrecy with which the measure was launched is not
random: the reporter understand the wave of discontent that the provision had raised. It was an
unpopular measure that, in addition to being logically opposed by the entrepreneurs and the
productive classes, was also hateful for the rest of population because of the consequential price rise.
But, in the eyes of the government, that discontent appeared as the price to pay for having adopted an
urgent right fit. Indeed, in this way, the climate of fear generated by the plague could be exploited for
political and economic goals. That measure was necessary to prevent the escape of money, that had
been imposed by the disproportion between increasing imports, due to the propensity of the
Neapolitans to the consumption of foreign goods, and exports, more painful because of the low
productivity of Southern Italy. [11] It was known as a structural crisis condition with respect to which
the pest could only act as a further and additional harmful element. And, in fact the rules issued
because of the plague proved inadequate to solve the structural economic problems.
As a precaution the Viceroy imposed the blockade of trade with Rome. The block inevitably halted
imports. But, as an immediate answer, a few days later, on January 26, 1691, Rome blocked imports
from Naples with obvious disastrous consequences. Rome was in fact one of the main markets for
the Neapolitans products. Bulifon wrote that «li nostri pescatori non hanno portato a vendere li pesci in
quella città e sono venuti in tanta quantità in Napoli che li cefali si vendono per uno carlino il rotolo,
quando prima si vendevano circa due». [12]
Poverty induced by the closure of commercial border echoed to that induced by the growth of public
spending, greatly increased due to the spread of the disease. For an example, in order to maintain the
longer of the two sanitary cordons, the Collateral Council estimated that 18,000 ducats were needed
for 100 days: it was a significant expense as well as to suggest its abolition. On the financial side, the
Court of Sommaria described a situation no less catastrophic. To bear its own costs, the Deputation of
Health was forced to resort to the donations of the Monte della Pietà and other ecclesiastical bodies.
Nevertheless, in April of 1690, the deputies were forced to take another thousand ducats in addition to
the five hundred already obtained thanks to the gabelle on salt. Collateral Council was informed that in
the suburbs, especially in Puglia, the restrictive trade measures had become unsustainable and the
city of Monopoli had arisen because of widespread poverty.
The restrictive rules of free trade fueled a dangerous spiral that aggravated the already not prosperous
state of Naples and suburbs. The plight of a growing pauperism created the favorable conditions for
acquiring and weighed the consequences of epidemic. It was a critical situation in which the
Neapolitan government was aware, but it appeared irreversible because of the plague. Large sections
of the population were reduced to living in absolute poverty: thousands of artisans were forced to
survive on alms, not to mention that the fear of contagion prompted the wealthy class to preserve
carefully their capital for case of necessity.
On the other hand, the epidemic, during 1691, showed no signs of remission. In June, in fact, the
contagion comes regained strength: this was the reason because of the restrictive provisions were
back in vogue after a period in which the guard was in fact lowered. The contagion was presented in
all its gravity: at Mola, in seven days, more than 250 people had died and in the «lazaretto» more
than 100 patients were admitted. The new outbreak had shown the inability to assume a faster course
for the epidemic. On July 27, 1691 a new notice of the Deputation of Health ordered, under pain of
severe penalties, «resta prohibito ogni minimo commercio con li luoghi della detta provincia». And in
fact, the plague remains a concern for several months. [13] The contagion, in fact, appeared limited
only from November 1691, when no more infections were isolated. As a precaution, the repressive
and restrictive measures imposed by the Deputation of Health were however maintained and were
joined by new rules on the "purge": the disinfection of places and infected objects.
The evolution of the epidemic can easily be described by referring to the performance of the Collateral
Council sessions. In this regard, the Notamenti of the Collateral Council show that - only since the last
two months of 1691 - the concerns related to infection decreased significantly. Finally, on February 23,
1692 at Naples were taken off the rastelli and, a few weeks later, the contacts between the capital and
the provinces were restored. The nightmare was over.
2.
Government and rules in time of plague
The outbreak of the plague in Conversano and the abolition of rastelli in Naples, that are the beginning
and the end of the infection, are separated by a little more than one year: this fact is not negligible. It‟s
a period that, although evidently very short, influenced largely the course of history. Particularly, for
what is the heart of this study, the coming of the plague frustrated and conditioned the hopes of
renewal that, towards the end of the seventeenth century, modern and updated jurists were spreading
in Naples. They looked to commerce and trade as an engine of overall revival and, of course, they
found an insurmountable obstacle in the “wall” of the plague [14].
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This new vision of trade was certainly the result of the emphasis with which the economy had been
promoted, since the 60s of the XVII century, in different European contexts: in Sweden, Austria, Spain
and Portugal the governments had encouraged the establishment of institutional bodies that would
promote trade. In France, during the same years, Colbert‟s policy had enhanced the mercantilism as a
driving force of development for the state. [15]
In Europe, however, the French, English and Dutch experiences showed that business activities were
not only a tool for personal enrichment but they were the basis for improving the overall living
conditions of the State. The best affirmation of each country in the international context depended of
the strength of its commercial relations.
Inspired by the latest European models, some Neapolitan jurists had become interpreters of a new
economic ideology: new ideas to renew the economy and to improve the material conditions of the
South were born from their reflections.
But also precise and deep cultural motivations were placed at the base of the new feeling: the desire
to increase the practical experience as a pragmatic realism expression was inheritance of the scientific
revolution. [16] The new perception of the turbulent, dynamic reality, subject to the variety of time and
space, created the need for stable and lasting trade relations. Undoubted was the priority of trade.
Animated by a new sensibility, therefore, the modern jurists novatores, had gradually begun to
express concern for innovative themes such as economic freedom or individual interest respectability.
And it‟s indisputable that the assertion of new values, such as utility, efficiency, productivity was in
perfect and complete antithesis to stagnation and immobility usual for the inhabitants of the South. In
other words, the justification of the priority attributed to trade had been found in the field of ideas.
In short, in Naples, the focus on trade issues had originated, during the seventeenth century, by the
spread of a new legal mindset which had infected an elite of intellectuals, rather than by an
institutional change. Critical thinking had perceive new horizons in the economy, and consequently, in
the sphere of legal relations.
Not surprisingly, the modern jurists called novatores were, at the same time, legal experts,
philosophers, and free thinkers. The strong personality of Francesco D'Andrea, who was the real star
and the key animator of the new wave: a real opinion maker as was boldly defined. Francesco
D'Andrea was, in fact, lawyer, judge, minister, but also follower of Cartesian philosophy. Not
surprisingly, he was able to enjoy - since 1688 - the support of the Viceroy Francisco de Benavides,
Count of Santisteban del Puerto, which had a very favorable attitude to the modern culture. [17]
The initiative to create a Council of commerce was supported by D‟Andrea, but it was also the fruit of
the circle of modern ideas. Not by chance, the project failed because of the clash with adverse
institutional conditions, materials but also environmental.
Just below this last respect, the infection came from Conversano acquires an undeniable centrality. In
conditions of extreme difficulty arising from the danger of contagion, in fact, it appeared illusory as well
as unnecessary and even inappropriate to discuss about business, trades, exchanges. As a
consequence, the projects drawn up by the Council of commerce, in the already fragile socioinstitutional condition of the South, were destroyed by the restrictive measures imposed by the danger
of contagion.
A clear confirmation on the correlation between the results of the new commercial board and the
arrival of the plague is provided by the timing detectable from an examination of Collateral Council‟s
Notamenti. The new council worked from October 1690, but already began to appear bankruptcy since
March 1691. [18]
Also as a result of the situation indeed called, the trade council, in spite of the bold aspirations of
D'Andrea, was a fringe element in the Neapolitan institutional landscape. The total absence of
references to the activity of the Board by the chroniclers of the time brings confirmation of the
institutional marginality.
But to fully understand the correlation between the development of the infection and the inevitably fatal
outcome of the initiatives of the Government, although it is necessary to review briefly the main stages
of the institutional dialectic that had led to the founding of the Council.
The Council, created in 1690 by the advice of D'Andrea and the formal initiative of Viceroy
Santisteban, should have been a place for discussion of trade and financial problems to promote
business development. The threads, evidenced by the minutes of the Collateral Council, testify to the
competence of the council members. But the Board, since its origin, was not equipped with its own
autonomy, and was active as a section of the Collateral Council. If this feature was certainly the sign
of the primary importance of the organ, on the other hand it was true that the intimate connection with
the traditional legal system and the lack of independent decision-making power prevented the new
body to perform its function as driving force of innovative ideas.
Yet the problems examined by the Council were many. Particularly, in economic and financial fields,
the absence of rules was a source of a general crisis in which dominating abuses and extortion. Any
hope of renewal was illusory because of the acquiescence to the status quo of the wealthy classes.
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On October 21, 1690, at the first meeting of the Board, D'Andrea pointed to the priorities of its
program: it was first necessary to punish abuses and extortion that blocked the economic initiative and
harmed foreign merchants engaged in import operations and export of goods from the South.
But the "miserable state" besetting Naples was the result also of a general climate of moral
degradation: cynicism and irresponsibility dominated the market and generated mistrusts of foreigners.
In this climate it was necessary to open up the market but with new guarantees for merchants.
On the difficult conditions besetting the South there was a general consensus. In the Council all
members demonstrated a special praise for the diagnosis of D‟Andrea and offered their personal legal
support to promote the initiative. However, in practice there were the rumors that showed a strong and
obvious tendency to preserve the status quo. The enthusiasm, that originally animated the activities of
the Board, prevent these strengths to take over; but over time it was understandable that those trends
had luck.
The centrality of the role played by D'Andrea emerges very clearly in a meeting: on 18 November
1690, in the presence of the Viceroy Santisteban, he performed a lucid analysis of the causes that
prevented the trade and explained the means to overcome those difficulties. The Viceroy, who
frequently attended the meetings of the Board, expressed his feelings saying «fa meraviglia di veder
questo Regno così caduto, in tempo che si conosce più d‟ogni altro abbondante, nella presente
strettezza, cagionato tutto ciò solamente dalla perdita del Commercio, considerando all‟incontro che
per la suddetta buona qualità li sarebbe stato facile il risorgere e ritrovare al suo pristino buono stato e
dimandò dopo all‟Avvocato Fiscale quali erano gli ordini incamminati fin ora per questo ordinamento».
[19]
To answer the question, D'Andrea clearly put in close connection the existence of abuses and the
benefits for those who were owners of offices. When the revenue collected, regularly or maliciously,
were rich, the profit increased. The wealthy classes were interested to profit growth; thy were not
interested in the elimination of abuses. This was the critical turning point.
The acute jurist, however, looked at the question from a general point of view of national economic
interests, and not from that of the holders of public revenues. Therefore, he noted that if the abuses,
routinely committed, had been abolished: «si sarebbero incoraggiati li forestieri ad approdare coi loro
legni in questi lidi rinovando il commercio, sì come replicò di aver inteso per bocca dei negozianti
inglesi». The repression of extortion and collection of just rights would create a profit of about two
hundred thousand ducats: a very considerable sum. [20]
Even more serious difficulties were caused by the “steps”: the illegality of these exactions that were
alleged in many different places of the kingdom, was causing serious harm to the merchants.
In other words, it was urgent need to bring the trade in an atmosphere of order and security. But this
program represented a strong threat to privileged positions, that also included representatives of the
Council. The gap between the two positions was expressed very clearly by the Regent de Gaeta who
reported as the barons were intimidated by the new initiatives of the Board.
The deep-rooted custom of the barons to profit from the status quo made them refractory to any
innovation. The strong belief of the barons to profit from the status quo rendered them naturally
refractory before all innovation. [21]
Of course those strengths caused the Council weakening. But the spread of plague became an
invincible ally, whose importance has been properly highlighted by the chroniclers of the time.
It was obvious that the spread of the plague in the whole South, and the consequent trade block
eliminated any hope of economic renewal. Faced with an emergency so important, the focus could
only be given to safeguarding the capital from the infection through drastic restrictive measures for
patients and the complete of borders. The plague was came from the east: so it was necessary defend
Naples through some real health cords.
At a suggestion of the same Francesco D'Andrea, in January of 1691 it was banned trade with Rome,
with the result that, shortly thereafter, for papal decision, even the Neapolitans could no longer sell
their products in the papal territories.
The drastic nature of the measures imposed by the Deputation of Health to prevent a resurgence of
the pestilence imposed, in the first months of 1691, to Government to shell out several thousand
ducats impoverishing further the coffers. In these conditions of extreme difficulty it would have been
totally unnecessary and inappropriate to discuss business, trades, exchanges.
So the plague had infected people and ideas.

3.

The resilience of the ideas in a new political contest

Contagion, and perhaps even more, the fear of contagion had led the government of Naples to opt for
a policy of strong caution that sacrificed bluntly on the altar of fear all the aspirations of renewal and
commercial revival.
The few years since the terrible plague of 1656 justified the state of panic and the consequent
adoption of restrictive measures but, on the other hand, revealed the backwardness of the political and
economic system.
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European jurisdictions had, already, in this matter showed different orientations. To encourage trade
flows and not to influence the commercial flourishing with unnecessary quarantines, after the plague of
1656, London had banished the theory of contagion and quarantines. The legitimate need of defense
from infection could not involve the sacrifice of the economy, trade flows and the Kingdom vital. [22]
In Naples, on the contrary, the authorities had raised - ideally and materially - the wall of the plague.
The new health impassable border drawn by cordons manned by soldiers was erected to symbolize
the need to defend people from the rising criminality and, first of all, from the enemy: the „untore‟. [23]
It was widely believed that they belonged to this category, in primis, beggars, pilgrims, merchants: all
viewed with equal suspicion, that was a direct result of their inherent social mobility.
In this context, it may seem paradoxical that, the closing of borders was the counterpoint to practices
that, within the country, ended up increasing the contagion: for example, mass religious processions to
implore the grace of the end of the plague and home seizures for whole families who had a sick
member. [24]
In this context, dominated by the fear, the block of the commercial activities was an inevitable result
but, together with the material trade, even the hopes of revival and renewal of society, that looked to
trade as a tool to innovate society, ended. The death of trade acted on two different levels: material
and ideal.
In the long term, however, the hopes of renewal proved resilient: they absorbed the impact of the
environmental disaster without breaking definitively. They waited years to emerge, but in this way
proved to be stronger than the external and environmental influences.
An institutional and political event was functional to this goal: the Austrian conquest of July 7, 1707,
ended on June 24, 1709, with the investiture of the new king Charles III of Spain, who became
emperor in 1711 under the name of Charles VI. [25]
The conquest marked for the Kingdom the beginning of a different phase from many points of view: in
particular, it was born a new culture of government. [26] The new political course was the result of
intellectual harmony between the new Sovereign and one of the most influential jurists: Serafino
Biscardi. The Calabrian Minister, as well as being an expression of the most critical and updated legal
culture, was a competent partner for researchers and naturalists. [27]
The renewing action of the Court was directed very precisely: to lead the Kingdom under the control
and direction of the new central power in perfect consistency with what had already happened in other
great European powers, such as in Madrid.
In this context, Biscardi acted accurately on the line of the renewed vision of the legal world that had
already been expressed by Francesco D'Andrea who had clashed both against the resistance put up
by traditional power blocks, firstly by the barons, both with adverse environmental conditions
determined in large measure by the plague.
The resilience of those ideas allowed their spread in the early eighteenth century: they expressed an
ideological continuity with the culture of the 90's of the XVII century but they lived in a new political
and institutional context. The Habsburg imperial policy had already shown a strong interest in maritime
and commercial activity in Trieste and felt the need to project itself strongly in the Mediterranean. The
two kingdoms of Naples and Sicily represented the geographic concretization of this aspiration.
For this reason, the Biscardi‟s projects were bolder incomparably. Of course, everything stemmed
from new and more favorable environmental conditions and from the support of a Court that had clear
guidelines.
The full confidence that Charles of Habsburg showed to feed for the Biscardi‟s reform and the perfect
harmony between the two men are confirmed in the «Idea of the political and economic government of
the Kingdom of Naples», wrote between November of 1707 and winter of 1708 and the royal
measures adopted in April 1710 to establish a new commercial council in Naples. [28]
Of course, this sintony was not sufficient to avoid conflicts that, at this stage, were frequent especially
with the baronial class, obviously hostile to the innovation.
From the ideological point of view, between 1690 and 1710, that is between the experience of the
teacher and the student, there was, simultaneously, an extraordinary cultural continuity but also a
profound difference in the environmental, constitutional and international conditions.
The mercantilist addresses of the Catalan Court, in order to change the old system, wanted to open
the Kingdom to the sea and to promote better trading conditions in the Kingdom.
This action, far from remaining at the level of statements of principle, was accompanied by a concrete
initiative: the creation of a new council of trade, in the wake of that of 1690, preceded by Serafino
Biscardi. [29]
On April 30, 1710 the regulation of the new Court brought to the establishment of a new judicial model
and introduced elements of great originality compared to the previous of the 1690. [30] The first big
news concerned the composition: in addition to the members who were judges, two merchants had to
provide all practical information necessary for the management of the business.
The innovation was a tool to give a strong pragmatic guideline to the activities of the council. Several
provisions intervened to ensure the rapidity of the decision-making processes. The success of the
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trade demanded that the council was provided with independent power of decision and able to impose
itself like the other Courts of the Kingdom.
The whole organization was clearly functional to promote productivity and business. Government must
open the doors of the Kingdom. No wall was allowed.
The new Court had to play an advisory function for economy and business, with particular regard to
the tobacco management, but also a concrete judicial function deciding the causes related to that
matter.
The assignment of judicial functions properly was a great innovation. In this way, the legal and
institutional dynamics of the early eighteenth century are a precedent for the Bourbon reforms
promoted by the young son of Elizabeth Farnese.
The multiple links between the events of 1690, 1710 and 1739 are clear evidence of the continuity
guidelines of the modern legal culture in order to renew the State.
The engine that drove the reform project, and that was the central core was, therefore, the commercial
interest. The economic ideology was the immediate inspiration of the reforms.
The Kingdom, despite its natural «maggiore abbondanza», had fallen in «stato assai miserabile». The
absence of trade was at the origin of this crisis. [31]
In a context of extreme weakness, government, on the one hand, had to promote a new trade policy,
following the example of what had happened in the States of Holland who had become the most vital
part of the world, and, on the other hand, had to promote the typical factories in order to increase
exportations. The new legal and economic model was a direct expression of a marked mercantile
vocation.
In this way, a marked advantage was attributed to the arts of wool and silk, which had been developed
by the illustrious predecessors Aragonese. Attention to the manufactures and to their upgrading
would have had, on the economic level, a dual effect: it would have decreased the foreign imports of
products already processed and would have increased the consumption of local processing. [32]
The main reference models were the Netherlands and France, but also Genoa, Venice, Livorno: huge
was the gap between the Kingdom and these countries.
The construction of a new economic and trading system had not taken place only in big European
countries but also in small context that were able to impose their position.
A representative example of the fortunes that could come from the trade was offered by the States of
Holland: those States had based on trade, especially seafarers, their power.
This consideration could only build trust: the South was not only completely surrounded by the sea but
it was also rich: it could become the greatest emporium of the world.
As a consequence, Government began to promote international maritime trade and consequently the
construction of new ships was needed. [33]
A new South, active and dynamic, could well represent the spearhead of an Empire which aimed to
promote more and more the Mediterranean side of its territories.
The economic crisis had relegated the South to carry out the function of mere frontier eastward. The
Neapolitan coast, being considered as a barrier against extreme East dangerous, was not a
propulsive and productive coast. The consequence was the weakening of the country: the absence of
trades had produced ripple effects across all sectors, and the navy was in heavy underdevelopment.
But this was the past. The Government had to adopt good provisions in order to put the South at the
same good level of the others foreign nations, where laws were put to the pursuit «della felicità del
commercio».
The statement was the result of a now acquired awareness: the promotion of a new organizational
model based on the primacy of economy and commerce required the adoption of legislative
instruments that were able to support the development and to interpret in legal world its economic
dynamism.
As is evident, compared to the phase of the late XVII century, remarkable were the steps forward:
D‟Andrea ideas had been asphyxiated by a reality devoid of any propulsive attitude, inside and
internationally, while, at the beginning of XVIII century, a new culture of government gave hope for a
happy outcome for those same ideas.
The time was not spent in vain: the help and support of the state seemed essential conditions for
economic recovery. Theories and projects had outlived the pestilence and had resurrected more
strenghtly. Really the plague did not break the course of history: natural disaster bodies can not kill
ideas.
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Abstract
For years in Abruzzo inland areas have been involving in a slow and unstoppable phenomenon of
depopulation which received a violent acceleration by the earthquake in 2009. This research
investigates the conformation of some small centres in the areas most affected by the 2009 earthquake
through the combination of representations, infographics, texts and photographs. The study experiments
on field an analytical methodology, studying the anthropological and morphological characters of this
set of small towns in Abruzzo; it is a realization of the nowadays material condition of the settlements
as a starting point for every future process of regeneration. The survey also provides an opportunity to
investigate some proposals that civil society and local administrations are working out through
heterogeneous activities as responses to the phenomenon of depopulation after earthquake. This
research, so, wants to combine the survey of the existing and its forms of decay or abandonment, with
graphic and photographic narrative of grass-roots experiences ranging from local tradition issues and
self-subsistence economies to the relationship with past and present migrations. Thanks to the
multidisciplinary and multiscale descriptive approach, the study wants to offer a snapshot of the current
state that helps to broaden the shared knowledge on a phenomenon which, beyond the contingencies
related to the infamous disaster, involves most of the small towns in Italy as well as in Europe.
Keywords: Representation, survey, memory, historic-towns, Abruzzo

1. The urgency of an Atlas of Small Towns
The Abruzzo territory is dotted with a large number of small villages that we like to call micro-cities
because they include in small size, as in vitro, the history and the characteristics expressed by more
broad urban contexts. These micro-cities have been undergoing for a long time a slow and inevitable
phenomenon of depopulation. There are several studies that have taken place over time trying to define
the contours of a secular phenomenon. Fundamental, in this sense, the study published in 1996 titled
Centri antichi minori d'Abruzzo (Bonamico & Tamburini, 1996), in which the research is based on two
main parameters: the shaping and dynamics of abandonment and, secondly, the land resources that
can effectively contribute to the problem solution. These resources, whether they are in themselves
necessary, is not sufficient to identify all the possibilities for recycling and recovery in areas because
they do not consider the values not merely materials, such as urban planning, architectural, historical
and cultural. These resources, even if necessary in themselves, are not sufficient to identify all the
existing possibilities to value and recovery those areas because they do not consider also the not merely
material values, such as urban, architectural, historical and cultural. The goal here is to study the actual
territorial situation, based on the juxtaposition and the differentiation among cities, inner centers and
landscape – natural and man-made –, being a continuous and consistent living system in which each
center is reconnected by the common tradition and by a natural fabric that we recognize worthwhile.
The continuous relinquishment of these places due to exogenous and exogenous forces of various types
(economy, earthquake, society), has led to the disappearance or "liquefaction" of amazing landscapes
which, for centuries, have been important resources for the region. The impulse to urbanization
described by Pierpaolo Pasolini in the 1960s and 1970s, and now taken over by the novelist Franco
Arminio, resulted in the cancellation of much of the territory physiognomy from which new citizens came:
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abolition of forms of living but also mutation of annexed territories. In small towns areas, this condition
increased due for the absence of central economic policies that favored new and more modern
infrastructures, both material and immaterial. This is why the research presented here aims to accurately
investigate the traces of the history in the area and to survey the major cultural heritage existing in these
places as an essential reference of the culture and identity of people who have been here inhabiting.
Today, we feel the pressing urgency to document and pass on to future generations this important
heritage of cultures and landscapes, largely unknown, because we recognize to this inheritance the
fundamental task of developing and defending a local identity that has not been crystallized once and
for all, but that continues to transform over time. The framework in which we can create a conservation
and valorization process of local history is that of cultural heritage. Within this model recognised by
UNESCO, intangible cultures can be considered and revaluated linking them to the topic of place identity
and expecting an active citizenship to emerge. So, the analysis and survey of very small centres allows
us to bring to light a millenary history which has left deep traces in the body of these centres, left by then
on the outskirts of transformations imposed firstly by modernity and lately by postmodernity.

2. A complicated reconstruction after the 2009 earthquake
Speaking of the need to survey and update the phenomenon related to the abandonment of small towns
in Abruzzo, we initially only mentioned the influence that the numerous earthquakes had over the
centuries. Today, eight years after the last earthquake in the 2009 at L'Aquila, not to mention the recent
events of the earthquake in Amatrice (2016) and the extraordinary snowfall in Abruzzo, this atlas in
progress cannot fail to consider the effects that such calamities have had on these small villages, already
tortured by depopulation. For many of these centers the earthquake represented the final blow that
enshrined, in a tragic and violent way, the arrest of basic activities within the territory of Abruzzo. As we
all know, Abruzzo, in particular the parts closest to the Apennines, has been undergoing numerous
earthquakes over time, which have repeatedly influenced the settlements development. But the
Abruzzo’s history is also the history of continuous and undaunted rebirths by a territory and a population
that has always known how to react and rebuild their places. Going back to 2009, the earthquake, which
th
on the 6 of April struck L'Aquila and the 57 other municipalities in Abruzzo of the so-called 'crater', was
the fifth most severe in modern history of our country, after that of Messina-Reggio Calabria (1908),
Avezzano (1915), Friuli (1976) and Irpinia (1980). That gravity does not depend so much on the large
number of victims, 309, however much lower than that of before mentioned cases, but on the
phenomenon intensity related to the affected area. L'Aquila's basin, in fact, is a narrow but very
populated area due to the presence of numerous towns. The earthquake hit disastrously L'Aquila and
its historical center, but also the historical nuclei of many of its 56 villages (some of them as Onna and
Paganica completely destroyed) and the other neighboring towns. The effects were particularly serious
because they hit the most remarkable and fragile parts of the entire settlement system, which is the
historical ones. The more destructive effects on cultural and monumental heritage were precisely those
happened in historical centers where the damages, concerning public buildings, interrupted service
functions, and in general, broke off the main economic activities spanning from the tertiary and
commercial to the artisanal ones. Faced with such destructive effects, many criticized the choices made
in the emergency phases, considering the undertaken strategies as one of the causes that caused
reconstruction getting more and more difficult (Oliva, 2014). The choices were addressed immediately
along two different lines: on the one hand there was the much discussed and criticized C.A.S.E. Project
(Complessi Antisismici Sostenibili ed Ecocompatibili) launched by the Government in a meeting held in
L'Aquila in the days immediately following the earthquake, which involved the creation of prefabricated
buildings distributed in 19 areas of the city of L'Aquila; on the other the M.A.P. Project (Moduli Abitativi
Prefabbricati) normally made of wood and used in a much less number than those planned by C.A.S.E.
Project (860 accommodations against 4500) only for some L’Aquila’s fractions and for other
municipalities in the ‘crater’. There was, therefore, straightaway a differentiation of emergency activities.
In the city of L’Aquila, they took place with the creation of the so called ‘new towns’, which have actually
fragmented an already suffering settlement; pushed away inhabitants from downtown relegating them
into new suburbs; and slowed effectively the reconstruction in the historical center. In the municipalities
of the ‘crater’, instead, the emergency was dealt through the most rapid completion of temporary housing
placed nearby villages where residents were housed while waiting for the restoration of damaged
housing stock. Another criticism addressed to the reconstruction management regarded the under taken
legislative actions. The legislation initiating the Abruzzo reconstruction (regional law 77/2009 and
subsequent Decree 3/2010 of Special Commissioner, President of the Regional Government) contained
generic references to the need that municipalities, in agreement with the Commissioner and heard the
President of the Province, should be facing the municipal urban planning by defining strategic guidelines
to ensure the socio-economic recovery, the town redevelopment and a harmonious reconstitution of the
urban fabric. However, these general lines did not have the tools to implement them, as the only new
tool provided, the plan for the reconstruction of the historical centers, was not described specifically in
its nature, nor in its legal validity. In particular, this plan has been widely criticized since it was not clearly
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stated if it had confirmative or prescriptive value for the development rights, as the technical structure
of the mission (Ministry of infrastructure) stated, or whether it was a planning tool only helpful to size the
funding requirement policy. Besides issues concerning the strategic and legislative decisions, it was
also crucial the difficulty of working within particular areas such as historical centers. The complexity to
reconstruct historic center is objective and can be summarized in five interdependent aspects. The first
problem concerns the fact that historic fabric is extremely fractionated and this also means that the
social and economic conditions of the owners can be very different. The second issue concerns the
impossibility to proceed by individual buildings (or worse, by real estate units) like in the modern city,
but by construction aggregates. In fact, given the ever-present structural interconnection between
adjacent walls belonging to different properties, they must first be identified and then addressed with
unitary operations. The third problem concerns the consequent obligation for the owners to get their act
together in a consortium; the fourth regards costs and difficulties of operating in a medieval fabric; the
fifth, and final one, concerns the prescriptive urban legislation imposed by the old PRG that, almost
never, is comparable to the programmatic one of the new reconstruction plan.

3. The municipalities of the ‘crater’ involved in the research
‘Seismic crater’ is a term used to define the area affected by the earthquake of April 6th, 2009, which
devastated the territory of L’Aquila and interested 57 towns in provinces of L'Aquila, Teramo and
Pescara. Those are the municipalities which, on the basis of data collected by the Department of civil
protection in the aftermath of the quake, were affected by a drive equal or higher the sixth grade.
The Decree of the Special Commissioner Guido Bertolaso, April 16, 2009, No 3 (supplemented later by
Decree No 11, July 17th, 2009) identifies them in this way:
• 42 municipalities for the Province of L’Aquila: Acciano, Barete, Barisciano, Bugnara, Cagnano
Amiterno, Capitignano, Castel del Monte, Campotosto, Capestrano, Caporciano, Carapelle Calvisio,
Castel di Ieri, Castelvecchio Calvisio, Castelvecchio Subequo, Cocullo, Collarmele, Fagnano Alto,
Fontecchio, Fossa, Gagliano Aterno, Goriano Sicoli, L’Aquila, Lucoli, Montereale, Navelli, Ocre,
Ofena, Ovindoli, Pizzoli, Poggio Picenze, Prata d’Ansidonia, Rocca di Cambio, Rocca di Mezzo, San
Demetrio dei Vestini, San Pio delle Camere, Sant’Eusanio Forconese, Santo Stefano di Sessanio,
Scoppito, Tione degli Abruzzi, Tornimparte, Villa Sant’Angelo and Villa Santa Lucia degli Abruzzi;
• 8 for the Province of Teramo: Arsita, Castelli, Colledara, Fano Adriano, Montorio al Vomano, Penna
Sant’Andrea, Pietracamela e Tossicia;
• 7 for the Province of Pescara: Brittoli, Bussi sul Tirino, Civitella Casanova, Cugnoli, Montebello di
Bertona, Popoli and Torre de’ Passeri.
Moreover, Decree No 3 by the Special Commissioner for reconstruction and President of the Abruzzo
region (Guidelines for the reconstruction of Historical Centers of the Municipalities of the Crater) requires
the identification of homogeneous areas, to be made operational through the publication of the Strategic
Guidelines for Replanning of the Territory (art. 1, paragraph 2, point a). These lines were then officially
published in a final form on July 20th, 2010 and explicate the articulation of homogeneous areas
described on p. 58, chap. 1.7.6 (‘homogeneous areas’). The 57 municipalities are grouped into 9
homogeneous areas within which delegated municipalities were identified to manage relationships with
the Technical Structure of the Mission. (Fig. 1)
Stressing that this is an ongoing comprehensive research involving more provinces of Abruzzo and
different scholars of the Department of Architecture in Pescara, here we want to bring back some case
studies relating to the towns lying within the ‘Homogeneous Area 6’ in the province of L'Aquila:
Caporciano, Carapelle Calvisio, Castelvecchio Calvisio, Navelli, Prata D'ansidonia and San Pio delle
Camere. The six towns gravitate in the plateau of Navelli, a karst plateau situated about 700 m a.s.l.
and closed by the mountains of Gran Sasso to the North, Sirente-Velino and Subequana Valley to the
Southwest, Majella and the Peligna Valley to the Southeast. The district lies within the Mountain
Community of Campo Imperatore-Navelli Plateau and is an important link between the L'Aquila’s basin
and Conca Peligna - Pescara. The main economy was based on sheep herding and trade through the
migration route that took place along the regio tratturo L'Aquila-Foggia. After depopulation linked to
migration in the twentieth century, villages of the Valley lived a new economic growth thanks to the
production of Saffron and new touristic routes. Proceeding in a synthetic way, we give a brief description
of the centers in a path that follows the trajectory from South-East to the Northwest along the Plateau.
Navelli. We find, therefore, first the center of Navelli, founded in the middle ages through the union of
six villages that were assembled into a single castle built on the hill where it is placed now the town. The
fortress was equipped with a tower that, during the Renaissance, was converted into the Bell Tower of
the parish church. In 1632 Santucci Baronial Palace was erected above the castle ruins and around it
we can still see the remains of a moat. Typologically the village is characterized by the presence of
tower-houses and by a fabric erected over time on various existing buildings. Architectures with noble
elements are explainable by the existence of a class committed to the production and commerce of
saffron. In 2005 Navelli was home to an interesting project for the renewal of the historical center through
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the implementation of site specific art interventions sponsored by the Academies of Fine Arts of Milan
and L'Aquila. (Fig. 2)
Caporciano. Placed on a ridge, it presents two nuclei, one with a linear form and the other like a spindle
sloping to the lower plain and widening slightly. The original structure is related to the fortification called
‘terra murata’, topped with a polygonal tower transformed into a bell tower. The town urban structure
consists of a network of larger roads that follow the contour lines, which the animals could easily ride;
and a network of paths, almost all with steps, which link the outdoor areas of the country to the center.
In general, the quality of architecture appears good, leaving to assume, as for Navelli, that the cause of
such quality is due to the production of wheat and saffron, and to pastoralism. The major part of the
historic center was affected by the quake and is still in recovery (Fig. 3)
San Pio delle Camere. It was an important town, especially in relation to the overhead castle-fence. Its
morphology can bind to the type ‘at slope’, with terraces sloping from the castle to the old cattle track
that ran at the bottom of the Valley. The urban fabric does not present particular features, although some
medieval houses are still intact. Today, there are a few Art Nouveau buildings, some of them replace
existing ones. Apart from some homes still with barriers and others in reconstruction, the town does not
show traces of serious damages by the earthquake. (Fig. 4)
Prata d'Ansidonia. Unlike the other centers, it was not born as a fortified town. Its morphology is
characterized by blocks of flats arranged according to the contour map and disposed like terraces (or
cascades). The primitive village dates back to the Roman city of Peltuinum, ruled by Vestini. After the
social war (1st century b.C.), the town became a Roman municipality and an important economic center
for transhumance along the Via Claudia Nova. After the fall of the Roman Empire, the village of
Peltuinum was dismembered for constructing Prata and the nearby fortified village of Castel
Camponeschi whose village was inhabited until the 1950s, only to be abandoned because of emigration.
The town does not seem particularly compromised by the quake, except in a few episodes. (Fig. 5)
Carapelle Calvisio. The old town is situated on the top of a hill where defensive walls of the fortress are
still well recognizable. The buildings have the shapes of closed blocks, without inner courtyard, except
some rare common spaces. The lack of space for buildings led to the construction of interesting houses
up to 5 levels. The quake has damaged gravely the historical center that, even nowadays, is not
accessible for its larger part. (Fig. 6)
Castelvecchio Calvisio. The village, perched at 1045 meters a.s.l., has an urban conformation closed
externally by an elliptical fortified perimeter traversed by a central decumanus intersected by a series of
minor cardo paths with an almost rectum angle. The building type has the peculiarity of being based on
the repetition of a single residential module with external stairs that develop in a parallel orientation. The
old town currently is still badly damaged by the earthquake and completely uninhabited. (Fig. 7)

4. Methods and tools for the research
Representation today can give an important polysemous and multidisciplinary contribution to a research
of an Atlas of depopulation in Abruzzo. This survey of the remains of these abandoned centers presents
itself as a meeting point where design, sociology, history, demography and photography collaborate. In
particular, representation, with all its methods and its techniques, gives a fundamental contribution
working along with statistical survey and, above all, photography. In this ongoing investigation, we want
to use, next to drawings and statistical graphics, photographs taken by the architecture photographer
Giuseppe Marino who has specifically carried on a photographic campaign.
The representation of each village will be dealt through a scheme of synthetic cataloguing that takes
place along with three topics: cartographic maps and drawings (with highlighting of the footprint of the
buildings to point out the urban morphology) (Fig. 8); representation of the main statistical data regarding
year 2016 (including demographic changes during the period between 1861 and 2016; the population
pyramid distinguished by age and sex; presence of immigrant citizens; seniority index; indicators of
Demographic Malaise State; presence/absence of basic services) (Fig. 9); finally, a photographic
documentation (Fig. 10).

5. Conclusions
Today, the progressive reduction of historical spaces, because of the economy and knowledge
globalization, requires us to protect cultural heritage starting from his constant and continuous
documentation. Through this view, to represent is in itself an act of preservation and protection. Digital
networks seem to have reduced the importance of places and traditions, breaking boundaries between
real and digital space and creating a new hybrid nature. So, we need to cast off new connections
between people and places. But how can we create this new pact between man and environment that
will lead to the enhancement and rehabilitation of existing reality? The revitalization of old towns not
only involves a methodological and planning approach aimed to assume the return to a residential
function as broad as possible, even in the forms of social housing, but also to incorporate new social
components that might fit inside the material palimpsest of those historical cores. We need, then, to
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imagine new economic systems in which research, innovation, culture and tourism are integrated to
respond not only to the existing demand but also creating a new one, "leaving a logic committed
exclusively to a building reconstruction". (Oliva, 2014, p. 45). Whatever economic, urban and social plan
we will want to take, it is clear that we have a heritage made of architectures, landscapes, memories
and cultures that is a too important to let disappear. It I necessary, therefore, to develop a collective
reflection for the immediate preservation and subsequent enhancement. Through this research we
would like to give tools useful to imagine where the abandonment of small towns is not considered an
unavoidable tragedy but a metamorphosis of our human territory. The aim of the representation is to
encourage people to take care of these territories, finding all the possible resources and imagining new
strategies.

Fig. 1. Homogeneous Areas after the 2009 Earthquake in L'Aquila.
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Fig. 2: Navelli from North-West. Photo by Giuseppe Marino, 2017.

Fig. 3: Caporciano, composition of photographs through the streets in the South-Est part of the old town. Photo by
Giuseppe Marino, 2017.
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Fig. 4: San Pio delle Camere, composition of photographs through the streets and a view towards Navelli’s Plateau.
Photo by Giuseppe Marino, 2017.

Fig. 5: Prata d’Ansidonia, composition of photographs through the streets of the old town. Photo by Giuseppe
Marino, 2017.
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Fig. 6: Carapelle Calvisio, composition of photographs through the streets of the old town. Photo by Giuseppe
Marino, 2017.

Fig. 7: Castelvecchio Calvisio, composition of photographs through the streets of the old town. Photo by Giuseppe
Marino, 2017.
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Fig. 8: Navelli, introductory pages with overall presentation, satellite photograph, layout of existing and demolished
buildings, localization and accessibility. Photo by Giuseppe Marino, 2017.

Fig. 9: Navelli, on the left, layout example of demographic analysis of population; on the right, top, photograph from
Palazzo Santucci; down, photograph of the abandoned part of the old town. Photo by Giuseppe Marino, 2016.
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Fig. 10: Navelli, on the left, composition of photographs inside the old village; on the right, photograph of the street
to the Baronial Palazzo Santucci. Photo by Giuseppe Marino, 2016.
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Abstract
Particularly relevant is the appropriate agricultural land settlement. In recent times the widespread use
of farm mechanization has had a terrible impact on the territory (elimination of borders and trees; the
trend to have parallel to steep slope lines plough furrows), in particular, the transformation from the
use of forest estates to the vine cultivation.
The wine landscape is an important historical and cultural Italian tradition, but during the recent past
often it has been used in a worst way and finally it has sometimes created damage for the
recognisability of the landscape itself. The paper reflect on innovative strategies for continuing the
good ancient wine tradition and at the same time, avoiding to damage the cultural landscapes.
The cultural knowledge of a wine territory is a complex of different elements in which wine, man and
culture constitute an integrated tradition, making that no one no one can prevail over the other to
become a patrimonial value of the past, the present and the future.
There are some examples of good practice in which the wine landscape has been recovered and at
the same time has been rediscovered the identity of the place and new opportunities for the
communities have been found.
The arrangement of the terrain affects, not only on the perception of the landscape, but also on the
quality of cultivated products, which reflect in the final product the quality of the cultivation process.
Keywords: Wine landscapes, Perception, Disaster, Recovery

1.

Local identity and vineyards

How to set a wine landscape in an innovative way for increasing opportunities, and at the same time
avoiding to ruin the place identity? This question more and more arises for an appropriate agricultural
land settlement in a rural landscape.
An emblematic case, for example, is directly linked to the increasing demand for Prosecco wine, which
may be cultivated only in a restricted area, where the big number of vineyards often damages the
1
environment. In fact the cut of the trees that is necessary for planting new vineyards causes flood
events and landslides especially during the first years after planting, because the roots of cut trees
2
were necessary for absorbing water and for stabling the slopes. The trend to have parallel to steep
slope lines plough furrows is a further geophysical factor at the base of landslides and the widespread
3
use of farm mechanization has had a terrible impact on the neighboring human environment.
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Moreover there is also a perceptive impact, for the consequent homogenization of local identity, while
in the same places during the past a mixture of different elements was well disposed in a multi-layered
system, which was based on the interconnection between human activity and environment.
The wine landscape is a traditional Italian use of territories, so an appropriate approach must be
found, which is apt to continue this tradition, but at the same time capable of valuing alternatives in
order to put limits to an intensive use of land. It should be inspired by the traditional way of working in
a natural asset of people during time, realizing a process of cohesion among pieces of territories, in a
well-balanced relationship between functional organization and intangible perceptive values. And this
perspective could also be useful for the latent opportunities of territories to take advantage of
sustainable tourism.
Actually this approach should be applied to every rural environment, like for ecomuseum experiences,
4
looking at a local tradition, especially if a grade of community consensus is reached.
Naturally the idea of “eco-museum” has got differences with that of “enomuseum”, since an
enomuseum is focused only on one product, while there is an homogeneity in vineyards. So the
connotation that makes possible the reformation of diversity in space and in seasons should be
promoted. It is the combination of history and nature that compounds a variable diagram of diversity
into a rural environment.
It is true that cultivation has sometimes stop taking advantages for community while at the same time
a good balanced socioeconomic dimension hasn’t any more visible consequences onto territory
organization. But also today there is a way for reducing visual impact, realizing an integrated
component into territorial dimension and a well-functioning socially and politically context.
Speaking of vineyards a mosaic of properties into a landscape is essentially not invasive only if the
economic dominance is related to the community, with a variation of properties and the consequent
disposition of enclosures with an integrated variation of boundaries, dispositions, colors that
compounds a diagram of diversity. The seasonal variability is a further factor that influences tourist
strategies that are apt to have different fluxes during year and variability of experiences, with reference
also to the typology of people we can define as “wine tourist”. “There is a
subset of the ‘Wine Lovers’, which can be usefully identified, based on the ‘highly knowledgeable’
5
respondents. They show sufficiently distinct characteristics to be segmented in this way”. And specific
travelers don’t only visit a place, but want to meet people living in the same place, in such way
constituting a reasonable reason to contribute to the quality of a place in a more constructive mode.
Experience demonstrates that the appropriate measures for a wine territory are made by a complex of
different elements in which wine, man and culture constitute an integrated wine filière as “discussions
of the rural are about relationships between society, production and the environment, and their
6
regulation”.
For this reason into wine territories approach it is increasingly necessary to transcend insurmountable
disciplinary boundaries. Many problems may be solely solved with a cross-disciplinary approach and
the solution is often found once the researcher has risen above any kind of confinements. That meant
something like continuation in an unbroken tradition of wine product which had never been since now
apanage only of one experience field. And a multidisciplinary analysis is the only one that can identify
the perceptive values of the way in which a wine landscape is experienced, because it is based on an
complex dynamic of natural, social and productive factors that, if gathered in a compound
classification, may allow a synthesis in a systematic study. It is so possible to create a multi-factors
vision that is improved by the whole understanding of the environment, in order to ensure that the
multidisciplinary approach could effectively work for the safety of the landscape.
There is at least one explicit reason why a multidisciplinary approach is to be preferred in wine
territories, it is that the idea itself of terroir is bound to a variety of grapes typologies, soil
characteristics, climate, use of the communities, cultural tradition, giving to a place an ensure of
identity.

2 Wine landscape’s projects as examples of good practices

The land resettlement project is essential to the integrity of the recovery of a landscape, and it
assumes even more importance especially in the vineyards, where, in addition to the vines and rows,
the quality of the product is linked uniquely to the spatial arrangement of the planting soil.
The idea that any portion of a site, even if a small one, is characterized by unique relationship dates
back to the foundations of environmental ethics philosophy: "the land, says Aldo Leopold, is not only
7
the land; it is a source of energy that flows within a matter of circuit ground, the plants, the animals".
Generally speaking, in all landscapes the point to be considered is always the relationship between
winegrowing, water, settlement structures and infrastructural elements. In addition, these elements are
shaped by climate, soil, natural risks, and by the need of doing business on traditional structures in an
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economically successful way. These relationships are nowadays often changed and, to a different
extent in each site, at least altered, or even totally destroyed in some cases.
This is why the question whether the landscape is perceived as being aesthetic, and worth visiting,
also has to be taken into account, apart from any other substantial question. Sometimes, this matter is
especially controversial, since the view of the inhabitants living in the site – who are also those in
charge of keeping up the substance of the landscape, especially in a large cultural landscape - does
not always match the view of tourists travelling to a site of their choice.
It is very important to preserve at the same time the organization of the landscape and the quality of
products, within a perspective of identity of the place and of the specific terroir, rejecting any
homogeneity. On the other hand, it is right in the world of wine that the reference to terroir reiterates
the principle of singularity, tending to identify characteristic traits closely related to places and nonextensible indifferently in a comprehensive manner. The principle is reiterated in the project, in
promoting relations between the parts made of interruptions and connections, by placing barriers and
opening the opposite directed paths, guiding those who travel in a context to benefit with varied modes
and different phases of the times.
You would discover a serial connections for environmental restoration and landscape of exceptional
places in the encounter of beauty and quality of the products, for a "new rurality" taken from
experiencing cultural consciousness. It is in such contexts that the search for a ransom and a new
culture should then start again from the connection, remembered by Remo Bodei, between the two
different meanings of a same term: "culture", referred to history of human heritage and that gives
meaning up to the peasant and agricultural term "culture", "otherwise we would be only made of twigs
8
and brambles".
However new strategies for a different balance into territories may be found and we can look at some
reference case studies. In the resettlement of vineyards proposed as case studies, we take a
primordial relationship between the ground and the structure of the plants, recovering all the legacy of
traditional rural society, in a process that man always in the past used to experience with his own
hands.
We can refer to the containment of land through appropriate solutions to stabilize the slope in Irpinia
and the configuration of the Puglia organic vineyard rows (Fig.1), designed by Fernando Caruncho,
whose geometrical structure has a perceptual sign recognizable even from afar. The abstract idea
common to these cases is that of a reset of a "rift" that had arisen in the ground as a result of
cultivation of human intervention in Irpinia and, conversely, the abandonment of cultivation in Puglia.
And, in the complex, comprises as adequate agricultural arrangements may constitute an essential
step in the identity reconstruction of places within an organic system of morphological bioclimatic and
perceptive components.
In both examples the stability of these systems is very fragile, and contested. The potential risks and
problems can derive from both internal and external causes and factors. Climate change, growth of
monoculture, pollution, soil consumption: these are just a few of the threats to the conservation of the
values of cultural landscapes. These are accompanied, at this particular time in history, by problems
arising from a lack of economic resources capable of supporting effective management policies and by
difficulties in planning and programming, due to the rapid rate of change of socio-economic scenarios.
The chosen examples permit the identification of some previous critical cases that could be typical of
what is going on in different areas.
It can be seen as the soil is acting as an element of continuity, it is the tool that allows to pass both
from the culture of the past to that one of the present. And like in various examples, innovation is
evolving in the vineyards, always connecting the local memory production.
The landscape should therefore be read as a synonym for culture, history, nature, because it has in
itself a power of attraction that is given by the physicality of the forms; for which the diversity of the
vineyard landscape is linked to the concept of spatial variability, given by the variation of the sites and
the temporal variability.
If we focused in detail the recovery intervention in Irpinia, it is clear that the passage of system of
breeding, lives screw marquee to the spinning has constituted the predisposing factor for the
activation of the erosion and landslide processes.
The recovery project is started from a thorough analysis of all geological elements, pedological,
geotechnical, hydraulic and architectural, which were examined and compared giving rise to
interesting solutions that have achieved the objective of stabilizing the slopes, implementing cultivation
using effective procedures, having low chemical impact and reconfiguring the territories.
In this project it is aimed to work with the earth, with the hope that the earth would become an organic
part in a short time. The recovery of large area, located in the village of Camigliano, situated in the
municipalities of Santa Paolina and Tufo (AV), was carried out for allowing a restart of the vine
growing through industrial organization, which at the same time preserves all the values of a region
where the landscape value, the tradition of wine and the important economic significance attached to
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them are significantly elevated. It is the ground state resorting to low impact and techniques that would
allow the use of the soil on site as a construction material.
The identification of methods, techniques and technologies must confront the other goal which is the
industrial cultivation of grapes. In it live together new systems that optimize the cultivation process, the
tightness of the earth, which consists in conservation of the environment, habitats, landscapes, history
of the sites, image: all this aspects go into the wine.
It is also important not to lose sight of other important elements: the criterion of cost-benefit
optimization, the use of poor materials and closing of the construction cycle.
The conducted analyses produce as possible the conclusion that the recovery of the area between the
escarpment with deeps valley is possible by stabilizing the bed of the bottom of deep valley one.
Regarding the intervention of stabilization of the river bed, the project has resorted to traditional
methods: forming a new profile by introducing jumps, such as to reduce the slope between the jumps
and dissipate the energy of position by means of impact (Fig.2). The jumps were obtained by
embankments with geosynthetic reinforced polyester.
The need to employ smallest possible volumes of soil has determined the shape in plan view, it was
also possible to give such form having regard to the original profile of the slopes, devoid of slope
breakages.
With regard to the aspect that relates to the cultivation of the screw, it is important to predict the need
to traverse the rows of tracks that allow different means of being able to turn at the end of each of
them, at different stages of pesticide treatment, fertilization, cutting, shredding of grasses and
collection. This last step requires that the tracks also pass the trucks leave.
It should be noted that the choice of using the reinforced earth technique has resulted in the
realization of an intervention that the vegetation has undergone hidden; employment process of the
removed soils, on the part of plant organisms, is triggered immediately. Appearance shows the
effectiveness of the works. In fact, their proper functioning as hydraulic works has been verified, since
they have already endured two floods have triggered the growing process, moreover many hectares of
land have returned to cultivation, enhancing habitat and proved to be stable. Regarding instead the
appearance more specific and technical, it goes without doubt underlined the versatility of the
technique of reinforced soil with geosynthetics, which allows the use of materials with poor mechanical
properties. One line of research, which proves to be an additional tool for reflection on the results, can
be the comparison with the more traditional techniques, where the energy expenditure assumes the
role of measurement and comparison parameter.

Fig.1: Amastuola the vineyard designed by Fernando Caruncho before and after reforming
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Fig. 2: Camigliano: the slope before and after reforming
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Abstract

The historical city of Alghero, located on Sardinia northwest coast, still preserves a part of medieval
and modern fortifications which construction began during thirteenth century. The medieval defensive
line designed by the noble Genoese family of Doria is the object of significant adjustments in the
sixteenth century during Spanish Kingdom.
The fortress reaches its maximum expansion at the end of eighteenth century during Savoy kingdom;
by this time the modern fortifications enclosed the historical city that, washed by the sea on three
sides, was further defense by others outworks called ravelin.
The decommissions of the fortress (1867) gave the start to the urban grow and determined the
demolition of a significant section of the city wall, preserving the sixteenth towers and a part of the
military architecture that appeared during recent archaeological excavations.
The entire defensive system is accurately described in the drawings of Spanish and Piedmont
engineers; it allows an identification of the military structures demolished or buried below the current
urban street level.
The data derived from the analysis of historical maps also allows to prepare a geographical database
that supports the evaluation of the archaeological risk and the planning of any interventions in
historical city walled.
Keywords: graphical analysis, historical maps, protection, walled city, Alghero

1.

Survey, design and representation of the walled city (of Alghero)

Historical maps is a useful documentary source that supports the study of historical towns and urban
transformations.
Therefore, the graphical representations of the walled cities provide a precise description of the
defensive perimeter and the environmental context that characterizes the places.
Developing a critical analysis through the drawings can lead to interesting results of an
interdisciplinary study, if the examination of the drawings is supported by a conscious knowledge of
survey, design and representation of the city; these three actions are closely linked and necessary
steps for designers.
The survey in fact represents the moment of the direct knowledge of the places that are to be
measured and controlled by privileged positions and instrumental methodologies already used from
the thirteenth century [1]. These locations, easily visible landmarks of the territorial context and from
which it is easy to see the same places, become the key points of the project.
A constant monitoring of the defensive circuit modifications and a precautions motivated by safety
reasons also freeze the public update of the maps that describe cities and territories [2].
Despite the surveys methods improve over the centuries and are able to guarantee results
characterized by an highest quality value they retain an element of secrecy and can be effectively
analyzed only through the awareness of the quality of information kept by them.
An information that, depending on the intended purpose, faithfully describes certain elements to the
detriment of others, enhances a type of sign, message, exasperates him, deliberately deceives the
reader to showing an incorrect but useful image. In Alghero the modern fortifications designed during
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the sixteenth century [3] and completed in the eighteenth century will be summarily represented in the
Atlases and kept unchanged, as with the image of Sardinia, until the mid-nineteenth century. In fact,
starting from the end of the nineteenth century the work of landscape painters, a territorial
reconnaissance connected to a geodetic network and aerial photographs, provide a more careful
registration of the urban changes that allow a comparison between the historical documentary source
and the current landscape. Several representations contribute in the narrative of the historical and
urban planning events that led the urban transformations of Alghero.
The sixteenth-century drawings of the military engineers describe the conversion from the medieval
layout to the changing war strategies and - at least until the eighteenth century - ignore any description
of urban wefts but allows a useful recognition of " historical signs" within the current urban plan. The
graphic overlays between the maps, the descriptive quality offered by nineteenth-century views and
the comparison with a current survey allows a careful observation of the historical city and directs
research and recognition of possible traces of medieval and modern fortifications still present within
the existing urban fabric.
This opportunity is founded in the recognition of sixteenth-century towers as benchmarks for survey
and later design of the new defensive line (Fig.1), according to an operating method specified by Leon
Battista Alberti for survey of Rome using polar coordinates [4], a method which was verified a by
constant application in the design of Spanish fortifications of Sardinia [5].
The cartographic documentation for the study of the walled city includes the sixteenth century
drawings realized by Giorgio Paleari and kept at the Archivo General de Simancas (Valladolid, Spain),
the eighteenth Plan de la ville d'Alguer kept at the Turin State Archives (AS.TO), the Pianta della città
di Alghero (1863) and the Piano delle fortificazioni verso mare della piazza di Alghero con l'indicazione
della zona interna di servitù militare, riferiti i termini di limite a capisaldi (1864) both made by Genio
Civile and published in Principe 1984 [6]. The graphical analysis of the documents shows in particular
how the land front is represented more accurately than the seaside.
This happens because the line between the Torre dello Sperone and the Torre della Maddalena is
interested in the sixteenth century from the realization of the new bastioned front while in sea front are
made only a few works. This condition determines a good overlap between sixteenth cartography and
recent aerophotogrammetric surveys and a good compatibility with the traces of Bastione dello
Montalbano and of the Bastione dello Sperone both reappeared during archaeological excavation of
2006. Greater difficulties are found in front of the sea; the study of the transformation of this sector
must take place with the comparison between recent surveys and the seven-nineteenth century maps
more compatible with recent aerial photos.

Fig. 1: sixteenth designs for Alghero's fortifications. Drawings by Rocco Capellino (1552) and Giorgio Paleari
(1573). In both documents the sixteenth - century towers control the entire design/drawing process.
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1.1 The walled city of Alghero represented in the historical maps
The first graphical description of the walled circuit of Alghero is documented in the sixteenth designs
realized by Spanish engineers. These drawings offer a description of the medieval line, of the changes
realized in the beginning of the century and the new interventions planned and partly realized in the
period between 1552 and 1578. The seventeenth century did not involve big transformations, most
evident in the eighteenth century and described in the maps drawn up by the Piedmontese official.
A map kept in the Archives of the State of Turin (Fig.2), Section Carte topografiche e disegni/Carte
topografiche segrete, assumes particular interest in relation to its position in the Archives that
emphasizes the importance and the compliance with what is actually realized.

Fig. 2: Plan de la ville d'Alguer (AS.TO. Authorization to publish 10th March 2016, prot. 933/28.28.00-19).

The two ravelins proposed by the engineer Felice De Vincenti in 1726 - one of which indicated in 1740
by Ing. Craveri as a work realized [7] and the lack of representation of the Bastione di San Giacomo,
built close to the medieval line and dated by Marco Milanese at second half of the eighteenth century
(1770- 1780) confirm is a mid-eighteenth century document.
The map describes the urban fabric and the position of religious buildings with her pertinences,
showing a completion of the land front and a sea front that still retains the medieval line.
The detail of the map allows to look carefully the individual elements of military architecture: in fact we
observe the completion of the ramparts with Knight, the Bastione di Montalbano equipped with low
flank, a sortie (porta di soccorso a mare) in the curtain between the Bastione dello Sperone and the
Bastione della Misericordia, the Porta a Mare with its sortie, the connecting paths between the various
levels of the bastioned works and the vaulted paths between the works and the city.
In the analysis of the drawing we can still distinguish the Torre di San Giovanni incorporated in the
curtain that joined the Bastione di Montalbano to the Bastione della Maddalena, places of armes and
covered ways with traverses to protect defenders from ricochet and enfilade fire, chicane passage,
ditch, embrasure, panquet and wallwalk, sorties and access to the city. The ditch is closed on two
sides by a curtain provided of artillery in direct connection with the Bastione dello Sperone and with
the Bastione della Maddalena. The following XIX century maps of the Genio Civile have an interesting
graphics match with the eighteenth-century map and with the current cartographic representations;
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both maps integrate with a greater detail and confirm the informations of the document kept at the
AS.TO.
The representation of the military works is complete and is clearly represented the profile of the
bastioned works.
The drawings show the changes implemented at the end of the eighteenth century on the sea front
with the construction of the Bastione di San Giacomo, of the Bastione Bella Vista, of the Bastione delle
Salve and of the Bastione Reale and offer a precise description of the urban fabric and the access to
the city. The map of 1863 also shows the changes occurred in the area of the City's Gate (Porta della
Città) near the Torre di Porta Reale, and the Stradone per Sassari that crosses the Strada per Porta a
Mare lungo il Fosso near to Piedmontese Ravelin. This sector is well described in the late nineteenth
century watercolor drawing which shows the existing bridge called Ponte della Città (recently
rediscovered) located in the point of intersection between the two roads (Figg.3,4).

Fig. 3: the City's Gate (1) represented in the eighteenth and nineteenth-century maps. Vaulted paths of the
Bastione di Montalbano (2), the Torre di San Giovanni (3) the position of the Ponte di Città (4).
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Fig. 4: SE sector of Alghero's fortifications. 1- eighteenth-century map: sortie. 2- nineteenth-century map: ramps
and vaulted paths in the Bastione dello Sperone. A comparison of the maps shows a different representation of
the coastline.

Fig. 5: late nineteenth century watercolor drawings by Simone Manca di Mores pubblished in Mattone, Sanna
1994 [8]. 1- Porta di soccorso sul mare dietro la torre di Sulis. Dal vero. Medieval tower and sortie in the curtain
that connects the Bastione della Misericordia and the Bastione dello Sperone; 2- Alghero torre Sulis bastione
all’est. Dal vero. Bastione dello Sperone and the ditch; 3- Alghero. Porta di soccorso. Dietro la caserma dei R.
Carabinieri. Bastione di Montalbano and his sortie; 4- Alghero veduta disegnata dal terrazzo del bagnetto. Dal
vero. The Ponte della Città , the Bastione di Montalbano, in the background the Torre di San Michele, the Torre di
Porta a Terra and the Bastione della Maddalena.
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2.

The contemporary city and the "attention's map".

The new European trends and the decommissioning of Alghero (1867) from the role of military
stronghold give the start to the preparation of urban growth plans (Fig. 6) and to the partial demolition
of the fortifications of the land front.
The nineteenth-century plans [9] and later planning instruments will set the new urban fabric
demolishing the Piedmont ravelins, the Bastione di Montalbano, hidden beneath the new street level
the Bastione dello Sperone only saving the Bastione della Maddalena.
This plans does not permanently erase some parts of the city wall that re-emerge during the
realization of underground services and/or of archeological investigations: examples are the important
discovery of a portion of the Bastione dello Sperone, the sortie of Bastione di Montalbano and the City
Gate along the actual Vittorio Emanuele II street (Stradone per Sassari).
The making of a geo-referenced map that keep all of the informations obtained from the analysis of
historical maps and from the recent archaeological investigations therefore assumes the role of a
necessary and functional tool for the protection of historical structures and for a careful programming
of new works in urban areas.
This aim leads to the structuring of the "attention's map" (Fig. 7) - so called because it suggests a
particular care in some "vulnerable" areas of the historical city. Some feedback can be already
observed between the information present in the historical maps and recent discoveries and further
possible applications can be suggested by the map in which with a continuous line have been
identified the visible masonry segments known and with a dotted line the possible pathway of
demolished parts or segments incorporated in the current urban order.

Fig. 6: graphical elaboration of nineteenth-century plans by M.Dessì Magnetti and A. Musso. Both plans save
only the Bastione dello Sperone.

2.1 Some applications of the map
Numerous recent findings confirm the quality of the drawings by military engineers and the attention's
map can really become an effective instrument for the protection of historical structures, as recently
proposed by DICAAR (Department of Civil, Environmental Engineering and Architecture of the
University of Cagliari during the advice for the project of the Historical City Plan of Cagliari [10].
The portion of the Bastione dello Sperone reappeared during the emergency excavations coordinated
by Marco Milanese, the sortie of the Bastione di Montalbano and the location of the City Gate
(Figg.3,4) are coherent with what is shown in historical documents like the historical stratifications
found in the Bastione di San Giacomo.
Therefore, the folding of the curtain carried out in the area of the Torre di San Giacomo (Fig. 8) is
clearly visible in the drawing of Giorgio Paleari (1578) and confirmed by the archaeological survey that
have shown how " in the Bastione di San Giacomo, after several stratigraphic excavations aimed at
the evaluation of the archaeological potential (1996-98), a broader intervention that took place in the
winter of 2001 made possible to shed light on consistent fills realized - in the 70s of the XVI century to enable the old medieval defenses to resist firearms. This intervention has highlighted the continuity
of use (until the eighteenth century) of late medieval walls brought to light by the excavation, which are
supplemented by an embankment around the end of the sixteenth century and has allowed the
stratigraphic dating in the late sixteenth century of the embankment (of more than 4 meters thick)
leaning against these" [11]. The comparison between historical maps and recent excavations seem
therefore to indicate a "conservation" of the northern sea front medieval line, which is positioned
behind the current outer boundary line. Another interesting element appears during the examination of
sixteenth projects and eighteenth-nineteenth century maps (Fig. 9); it is the Baluardo di Periz
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designed by Rocco Capellino and referenced in a letter dated June 1558 and wrote by the Viceroy to
the Princess de Madrigal de Aragon and in which is reported [12, p.197] that "si e comandato e
provveduto con el parecer del enginiero a che se designassen dos Baluartes, que heran muy
necessarios, el Uno a la parte de la mar y el otro a la puerta principal de la tierra" (according to the
engineer's opinion it was given the order to built the two very necessary bulwarks, one in the sea front
and the other in the land front). The bulwark is present in the drawings that Giorgio Paleari realized in
1573 and in 1578 as work already done and represented in the map of the 1863 as Batteria Santa
Barbara and the subsequent 1864 as Bellavista Battery (termine riferito al piede della scarpa del
Cavaliere presso la batteria di Bellavista).
The graphical overlay between the information derived from the analysis of historical maps and
orthophotos of 2008 allows to identify the area originally occupied by the military work and now part of
the urban landscape. The analysis of the "attention's map" shows again how the south sea front
nowadays has a shape far from that described in the historical maps. This conformation derives from
some twentieth century changes that modify the shape of the curtains that connect the Bastione della
Misericordia to the Torre dello Sperone and to the tower of San Giacomo; this intervention has
incorporated the medieval tower and the sortie documented in nineteenth-century watercolors
drawings. At the end the area of Porta a Mare is object, from the middle of the eighteenth century, of
some transformations documented that suggest a focus close to the today's passage that could keep
part of the sortie (Fig.10).

Fig. 7: Attention's map. 1- Bastione di San Giacomo with the sixteenth embankment (puntinato), 2- Baluardo di
Periz, 3- Bastione dello Sperone, 4- Curtain of San Giovanni, 5- Bastione di Montalbano, 6- City gate called Ponte
della città, 7- medieval tower, 8- sortie, 9-Porta a mare and a probably sortie. The white line over the red indicates
the recently rediscovered structures and those parts already know.
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Fig. 8: graphic representation of the Bastione di San Giacomo in the 1578, 1750, 1864 and recent archaeological
excavations (photos by M.Milanese).

Fig. 9: the bulwark of Periz rappresented in the historical maps. We can identify his position within the urban
landscape.
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Fig. 10: Porta a mare represented in the eighteenth - nineteenth century maps and in water colors attributed to
Simone Manca di Mores (Alghero porta a mare veduta dal bagnetto Dal vero). The water colors shows a new
building with a sentry-box clearly represented in the nineteenth century map. 1. Sortie, 2-new building with sentrybox, 3- New Porta a mare with vaulted paths that increase the existing space 4- modifications post 1863.
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Abstract
Although the etrusco-roman site of Musarna, 10 km West of Viterbo, was discovered in the mid XIX
cent., its most comprehensive knowledge is due to recent excavations (Fig. 1), conducted jointly by the
École Française of Rome and the Superintendence for Southern Etruria, between 1983 and 2003 (see
lately, Jolivet 2013). The successive stages of the investigation have established that, apparently without
any interruption, the city has been occupied from the end of occupied IV cent. BC until the beginning of
the VII cent. AD. It is now possible to establish that it has been founded as a strategic and agrarian
internal colony by the Etruscan metropolis of Tarquinia, and remained in its dependency until about 280
BC, when Roma conquered the entire area. The inscriptions and epitaphs unearthed in the site or in the
necropolis show that up to I° cent. BC the only language spoken in Musarna seems was that of the
Etruscans, as well as, at least until all the Hellenistic period, the inhabitants retain the organization based
on the model of a large Etruscan cities. At this social structure, therefore, we must ascribe the recognized
public buildings, such as, i.e., the two temples probably dedicated to Hercules and Bacchus, a marketplace and a portico, built during various phases of renovation of the central square of the city. The
defensive works and infrastructure systems are also fully Etruscan.
To now, therefore, Civita Musarna is the only city largely investigated in the classical territory of Etruria
and, therefore, constitutes the most concrete example from which it is possible to develop studies and
detailed investigations into the urban tracking methods used by the Etruscans.
The study here presented is a subsequent increase in the knowledge of the gromatics tracking process
and has been developed with the scientific method of survey, according to the analysis backwards. This
method is applied together, surveyor and archaeologist, following a linear scan and preordained of
phases, whose individual results are discussed and verified as a whole.
Keywords: Etruscan, Musarna, groma, survey.

1.

territorial and urban framing and determination of the analytical instruments

The town lies on a plateau of 5ha, bordered to the north, west and south by steep slopes of which that
the one on the west ends on the left bank of the river Leia. At the east, out of the city, the terrain keeps
flat, and right on this side are preserved the remains of the biggest defensive works, of a type for the
first time fully documented in Etruria. Most external is a ditch, wide ca 16m to a maximum depth of 6m,
lined to the west by a first defensive wall; the main wall is reinforced by an agger width of 12m. Along
the remaining sides, thanks to the presence of the steep slopes, a single wall constitutes the fortified
structure. The urbanized area, which occupies the whole extent of the plateau, was accessible through
at least two gates, fully excavated, located north-east and south-east; the arrangement of the town and
the surrounding fortification makes it likely the presence of a third gate, probably opposite to a pedestrian
door, traces of which are preserved in the western wall (Fig. 2-5).
The archeological excavations, together with magnetic and electric prospections realized by Alain
Kermoravant, revealed clearly that the urbanized area presents orthogonal characters, underlined by
bipartition along the north-south axis. Such division is underlined by a highway median, 6.7 in width,
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whose intersections with five auxiliary axes east / west, each of them width about 4m, define the
boundaries of blocks 12 distributed in two rows.
The perimeters of the blocks have always at least one oblique side, or even mixtilinear, dependent, to
the east, by the limits of the foundation tufa, and by the limits of the plateau in the other sides. Among
the blocks and the fortification can be seen some sections of a perimeter road; the smallest identifiable
sections of that road have a width of about 2.8 meters and the road seems to have been designed to
create a connecting ring for the east-west streets. From the north/east gate, a further street presents an
oblique trend and directs towards the central axis (Fig. 5).
A rectangular square constitute the central connection of the city; the long sides of the square are on
average parallel to the north-south axis and pass through the center of the same square. In general, the
features described above recall those documented for the contemporary Roman colonies. From this it
is possible to roughly estimate the number of permanent inhabitants: the Ostia castrum, within an area
of 2.44ha, which is a bit less than half that of Musarna, housed about 300 settlers. Already, the similarity
with the Roman colonies suggests that the city was founded beginning with a project realized with
predetermined and common rules and principles. The urban orthogonality implies that the
implementation of this project took place following very similar geometric procedures, if not exactly the
same operational practices as applied in the Roman limitatio. Everything gets a first confirmation
observing the similarity between Civita Musarna and one vignette of Liber Diazographus (ps Agennius
Urbicus, Comm. de agrorum qualitate, Codex Arcerianus, f.39r) showing the typical case of a fortified
city, built on a plateau and surrounded by a river and steep slopes. (Fig. 5)
Based on these considerations the first moves of the study have started from historical sources (Varro
Lat., V, 143, 1-4; Plutarch, Rom., XI, 2‐4), from which it is deduced that after the inevitable rite, the
agrimensores traced a principal axis, preferably the north-south one (Front., Limit., 1-2; Hyg., Constit.,
132-135 Th). Later on, they delimited urban limits and then dug a sacral hole (mundus) in the central
point established by the priests. The subsequent operations aimed to the determination of the urban
borders through the positioning of the access gates, generally, arranged in morem castrorum ut viae
amplissimae limitibus diriguntur, i.e in line with the cardo and decumanus (Hyg., Constit., Th p. 144-145
= La p. 180-181) and aligned with the limits of the colonized ager.
With reference to the instruments used, old traditions refer to practices followed with a plow tied by a
rope attached to the mundus center, i.e. a process of concentric circles whose nodal points (often
adopted as angular origins of public buildings) correspond to the intersections of two main orientation
axes. From the most ancient traditions we can deduce that other instruments adopted include the
knotted rope, probably with thirteen knots and twelve intervals, each of them of a cubit length (1 + ½
pes), useful for the formation of the Pythagorean triangle. Furthermore, it is also known the use and the
graduated rod (generally equal to a cubit), whose size depends from the existing reference model
existing in the hegemonic city. From this, of course, it follows that the unit of measurement (pes) can
vary from place to place and, in this case, therefore, the unit of measure should be that corresponding
to the land of Tarquinia.
Among the instruments, besides, we cannot omit the groma; tool for the determination of the orthogonal
system, transmitted to the Etruscans by the Greek world, and subsequently adopted in Rome. With
specific reference to Tarquinia, finally, we must mention Tages - white-haired baby born from clumps of
earth raised by a plow, revealing the Etruscan discipline - whose legend would have originated in
Tarquinia, as refered by Cicero (Div. II, 23, 50a; cfr. Paul. Fest. 492, L 6-7): Tages quidam dicitur in agro
Tarquiniensi cum terra araretur et sulcus altius esset impressus exstitisse repente et eum adfatus esse
qui arabat. Is autem Tages, ut in libris est Etruscorum, puerili specie dicitur visus, sed senili fuisse
prudentia. Eius adspectu cum obstipuisset bubulcus clamoremque maiorem cum admiratione edidisset,
concursum esse factum, totamque brevi tempore in eum locum Etruriam convenisse. Tum illum plura
locutum multis audientibus,qui omnia verba eius exceperint litterisque mandarint. Omnem autem
orationem fuisse eam qua haruspicinae disciplina contineretur; eam postea crevisse rebus novis
cognoscendis et ad eadem illa principia referendis. Haec accepimus ab ipsis, haec scripta conservant,
hunc fontem habent disciplinae. Furthermore, as is known, the informations conveyed by Cicero, when
associated with the so-called “prophercy of Vegoia” preserved by Gromatici Veteres (La, p. 348 – 350)
makes it clear that the roman limitatio derives directly from the Etruscan world: Cum autem Iuppiter
terram Aetruriae sibi vindicavit, constituit iussitque metiri campos signarique agros. Sciens hominum
avaritiam vel terrenum cupidinem, terminis omnia scita esse voluit. Quos quandoque quis ob avaritiam
prope novissimi octavi saeculi data sibi homines malo dolo violabunt contingentque atque movebunt).
All of this suggests, therefore, that the principles of urban and regional regulations have found their main
center of diffusion precisely in Tarquinia and, so far, Civita Musarna is the only example available to
ascertain these principles.
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2.

Urban area and agrarian limitatio

During previous investigations (Broise, Cinque, Jolivet, 2017a-b), we have considered, identified and
verified some of the tracking cornerstones of Civita Musarna. Also, in particular, we have determined
the base module and, consequently, the unit of measurement used, at least in the Tarquinia's territory,
equal to 27.3cm; dimension, this, that very little deviates from the one evidenced by the ancient sources
as the pes oscus (also said italicus), considered equal to 27.5cm. In this regard, and remembering
Musarna’s history, it is useful to read La Regina (1999, p. 5) when he states that “La differenza risulterà
non tanto dall’incidenza dell’unità di misura (il piede osco di m 0.275, in luogo del piede romano di m
0.296), visto che il piede ‘osco’ è in realtà una misura comune, in uso anche a Roma e in ambiente
latino fino in epoca medio repubblicana”. With reference to this dimension, obtained through analysis
and comparisons between the masonry thicknesses and road widths, moreover, we also carried out the
necessary checks on the very few cases, known and recognized, of Etruscan settlements, from which
it applies in a fully satisfying way (Fig. 6).
One relevant issues regarding the difference, equal to 24°, between the orientation attributed to the
longitudinal axis and the main geographic axis north-south, was also previously analyzed, evaluating
also the possibility of an original amplitude decrease, of about 8°, in relation to the extensive evidence
obtained from the superposition of the urban plan over the Etruscan’s cosmic scheme. This evaluation,
waiting for a more appropriate verification in the astronomical field, comes from the identification of the
most likely location of the mundus, urban center, verified through geometric considerations and the
positional ordering, with respect to the geometrical mesh (Fig. 7).
The latest results, the subject of our current presentation, aiming to check the geometric mesh when
extended over the territory - adjacent and surrounding -, which appears to be an important outcome in
both fields of Etruscan and agrimensoria research.
Analyzing a large portion of colonized agger based on what was found around the city in the course of
the archaeological investigations are noticed some signs, widespread and significant, definable within
three groups. Each group corresponds to a single orientation whose rotations depend on the presence
of the Leia River. Overlapping the geometric mesh (divided into heredia = 240x240 pedes) above such
evidence allows to observe a surprising strict adherence. It is also remarkable that the mesh on the
portion of the territory in the same bank of the river has the diagonal mutually parallel and perpendicular
to what is believed to have been the position of the of north/south geographical axis adopted in the
process of foundation (Fig. 8).
Assuming that the north-south axis position is the same obtained by the superposition of the map map
of the city on the Etruscan cosmic system, i.e. rotated 8°north than the current, initially we can appreciate
how the necropolis fall in the area of the celestial heavenly gods. Furthermore, by tracing concentric
circumferences centered on the mundus, it is possible to observe the particular geometric coincidences
that elucidate the application of a symbolic logic to the tracking of the city and of the necropolis (Fig. 9).
Even more interesting and innovative are the results that emerge after application of the mesh (with
module formed by square = 10x10 heredia) to the portion of the territory of Tarquinia in which is located
Musarna. In this case it is possible to observe that Tuscania and Sorrina (Etruscan Viterbo) are located
on the vertices, diagonally opposite, of a golden rectangle. The basis of this golden rectangle is a square
with eastern side limited by Viterbo and Norchia. Musarna is aligned at the diagonal of the square, in an
almost central position, and close to the apex is situated Axia, one of the other cities built in the same
period and for the same purposes. Less clear is the latest vertex identification, over the side opposed
to Viterbo, around which are not known Etruscan settlements, although literature reported widespread
archaeological finds. Instead, so clear as to leave amazed is the Tarquinia position. The hegemonic city,
in fact, lies on the line Sorrina-Axia-Norchia and constitutes the vertex of another golden rectangle on
which the positions of other cities (Luni and Blera) are identifiable. As well as other Etruscan cities, as
Blera and S. Giuliano, constitute the vertices of another golden rectangle, built on the side Axia-Norchia
(Fig. 10).
The geometric rigor observed in the territorial organization directly addresses to the possibility that the
colonial program of Tarquinia, hence the foundation of Musarna, and its agrarian-territorial division,
started as a project actuated by a series of visual targets and resulting alignments (Fig. 11).
In addition, the same rigor allows to state that, at the time, this would be the only checked case that
clarifies some principles of the Etruscan discipline, in accordance with that reported by Festus (de Verb.
Sign., L. 1928, p. 158) about the Initia Urbis, which must be carried out following Rituales nominantur
Etruscorum libri, in quibus perscribtum est, quo ritu condantur urbes, arae, aedes sacrentur, qua
sanctitate muri,quo jure porte, quomodo tribus, curiae, centuriae distribuantur, exercitus constituantur,
ordinentur; ceteraque ejusmodi ad hellum ac pacem pertinentia.
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Fig. 1: A, Musarna around the mid-XIX century (from Canina 1851); B, first tomb of the Alethna family (from Catalano
1982); C, clay sarcophagus from the Eastern necropolis, found in 1898, now kept in Philadelphia (ibid.); D, second tomb
of the Alethna family (ibid.).

Fig. 2: Civita Musarna was founded in the center of the Tarquinian territory; views from North (up) and South (down).
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Fig. 3: Civita Musarna: orientation and orography.

Fig. 4: Corpus Agrimensorum, Arc. A, f. 39r.

Fig. 5: maps showing the location of all the remains and those that suggest the presence of roads.
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Fig. 6: Modularity of Musarna found in some walls of Tarquinia and (below) modular proportional relationships between
supposedly religious buildings of Musarna and the “Complesso monumentale – edificio beta” in Tarquinia and the
Marzabotto urban temple.
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Fig. 7: Studies for the determination of the geometric
centre of the city.

Fig. 8: Verification of modular grid on the
archaeologichal signs found in the surrounding
area.
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Fig. 9: Relationship between
Musarna map and Etruscan’s
cosmic circle.

Fig. 10: Scheme of territorial
division made with geometric
mesh found.
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Fig. 11: Visual alignments (Google Earth) between the analyzed cities.
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Abstract
This paper examines Cosmogonic Tattoos, my window installation linking two museums at
the University of Michigan, the Kelsey Museum of Archaeology and the University of
Michigan Museum of Art, using images based entirely on objects in their collections. My
discussion explores the architectural context, the objects from antiquity that are being
referenced in the designs, and the implications of reorganizing them into an epic narrative
tattooed in adhesive vinyl to over 1000 square meters of windows.
My project investigates the mutability of objects, how they change across time and space,
between materials, geographies and institutions. It explores how cultures thrive by borrowing
from one another, how the displacement and distribution of objects also narrates histories of
human displacement and exile. Woven through this narrative are the disasters that set those
displacements in motion, materialized on the windows of these buildings through images of
volcanic eruption, cyclone, tsunami, and invasion, all constructed from fragments of objects
collected within them.
Through close examination of objects separated from us by deep chronological and cultural
divides this project celebrates the power of architecture, ornament, and material objects to
shape knowledge, historical memory, and cultural identity. Its narrative speaks of distance,
movement, and migration, through sagas of disaster, appropriation, and plunder. Hands
changing hands, shaping histories we tell ourselves to somehow comprehend it all.
Keywords: museums, ornament, plunder, migration, spolia

Cosmogonic Tattoos
For nothing is fixed, forever and forever, it is not fixed; the earth is always shifting, the light is always
changing, the sea does not cease to grind down rock. Generations do not cease to be born, and we
are responsible to them because we are the only witnesses they have. The sea rises, the light fails,
lovers cling to each other and children cling to us. The moment we cease to hold each other, the
moment we break faith with one another, the sea engulfs us and the light goes out.
--James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time (1963)
Introduction

As an artist, I live to make things, especially through the forming of materials with my own
hands in the tangible, physical space within which I experience my own body and which I
understand my self to inhabit. Homo faber. I use making as a form of thinking. Making for me
is a way of learning about the world and a way of learning about myself, a way of situating
my self in the world among others. My making is essentially an investigative practice. What I
make is the residue. What I make is always inflected by Others, by what has transpired
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moments or millennia in the past, in the constantly slipping Now that we inhabit together. It is
never more so than in the project that I describe for you here. This is a project about making,
about what happens to what has been made, and what making means to human culture.
Museum collections

In celebration of the University of Michigan’s Bicentennial in 2017, I have been invited by the
University of Michigan Museum of Art (UMMA) and the Kelsey Museum of Archaeology to
create a set of window installations in response to the objects in their collections. Titled
Cosmogonic Tattoos, my project uses adhesive vinyl images applied in saturated colors to
more than a thousand square meters of windows in their two buildings, highlighting the role
of these museums in the life of our campus community.
While based on traditions of ornamentation in diverse societies, this project actively
ornaments the architectural skin of two prominent university buildings using sequenced
images of objects found within them. By articulating their exteriors to narrate what they
contain, it creates an analogy between their tattooed surfaces and the human experiences
explored within. We are reminded that the role of our museums is to encode human
histories narrated through knowledge networks fed, above all, by human imagination.
All of the images in my window designs are based on close study of the objects in the
collections of these two museums. However, my intent for this project is not simply to catalog
the fragments from societies that I am studying, ancient and modern, but to imaginatively
transform them, constructing a work of fiction based on scrupulous attention to the evidence.
As my knowledge of these objects deepens, I alter their narratives by re-contextualizing
them. I have molded their images to new architectural constraints, responding to what
viewers will experience from the exterior when walking past the windows and from within
when looking out, the framing and layering of forms, reflections, and views, from the
constructed rhetorical space of exhibition halls to exterior campus landscapes. By calling
attention to museum display as a picture plane through which one views the panorama of our
histories, my project proposes the museum as a fictive space built on coincidence and
personal narrative, the chance layering of objects and representations subject to the
reflections and curiosities of viewers as well as the obsessions of our current predicaments.
Cosmogonies are our explanations for how our world came to be. They reflect our
assumptions about the fundamental nature of the universe. They inflect our values and help
determine how we behave in the world, how we think of who we are as a species, as a
society, and as individuals. Through collection, curation, and display our museums narrate
the objects they contain to also make statements about how we see ourselves. By tattooing
the exteriors of these two museums, ornamenting their architectural skins with images of
what is found inside, I am reframing the stories they tell about who we are and how we came
to be who we are.
Contemporary museum practice aspires to bring encounters with gathered art and artifacts
closer to our everyday realities and to open those objects to the imaginations of their
audiences. Cosmogonic Tattoos aspires to accelerate those encounters by further blurring
the boundaries between museums and contemporary life outside their walls, literally at the
surface where they meet, on the skin of the structures that house them, and in so doing
heighten public awareness of the degree to which what we see in these collections is an
imaginative reflection of ourselves.
Cultures develop through acts of integration. They thrive by borrowing from one another.
Both the borrowed objects and the societies involved are altered in that transaction. Museum
collections are a register of those transactions, while also exerting unacknowledged power
over how we perceive conflicting philosophical, religious, and political cosmologies
embedded in the objects they gather. My project comments on museum collections to
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get at a larger issue, which is the mutability of all objects and meanings. The collected
objects in museums are only one small piece of evidence.
Drawing as investigation

I have spent many hours of this project drawing objects in these collections. Without
physically handling an artifact, I am probing details and relationships that a more passive
stance would miss. I am searching for a view from which I can effectively explore what I find
most striking about it, the curious detail, the narrative implied in its physical proximity to
another object, its resemblance to objects elsewhere, the enigma of its presence here.
I am particularly attentive to the human presence at the other end of this process, the laborer
who fashioned it, made present through traces of brush, tool, and hand on its surfaces. I am
also absorbing its fragility, a thing wounded by the violence of history, defaced by natural
disaster, reshaped through the normal course of physical decay. Each object testifies to
unknowable acts that have fragmented, excised, and displaced it within a pool of artificially
clear light inside a temperature controlled vitrine, framed by a carefully weighed explanatory
text, redeployed among objects gathered from unimaginably different circumstances. Each
object is further qualified, profoundly, by my utter inability to comprehend the ritual purposes,
power relations, or quotidian circumstances for which it was originally intended.
After drawing them, I can call each of the objects I examine to mind. Their shape, color, size,
and accumulation of detail are now part of my visual memory bank. In that impalpable,
unstable mental space they become subject to further distortion, decay, and hybridization. In
recollection I sequence them differently, in variable combinations, finding similarities and
differences in response to unpredictable stimuli. Curators narrate these objects through a
given set of organizational strategies. I narrate them through another, using reorganization
as a tool for opening their fragmentary narratives to the imaginations of viewers.
Windows

The gathering of my images on the windows of these institutions is essential to their
meaning. The views and reflections that the vinyl images are embedded within, how those
relationships morph as a viewer walks by, the light shifting according to weather and time of
day, the framing and echoing of objects on display nearby, and the interaction with the
architectural context all become part of the content of the work.
Large glass windows are such a common architectural feature of contemporary public
spaces that we hardly notice how they open out our built environments. Adhesive vinyl
technology enables me to transform those spaces while escaping the physical constraints
and social expectations of the white cube. Viewers encounter the work unexpectedly in the
places where they walk and congregate. They don’t need to be looking for it, or even identify
it as art. Through vinyl I am also exploring the potential of painting beyond the conventions of
brush and pigment applied to canvas. By displacing image making to this new, contemporary
context, I’m able to reinvigorate my own assumptions about what it means to make paintings
while still playing with elements common to both--even conventional expectations of a
painting as simultaneously window and embellished surface. Most importantly, this material
displacement also makes it possible to reinvigorate our assumptions about the objects that
are represented within its narrative.
Constraint and invention

This project has one fundamental overriding constraint: every detail of my installation has an
identifiable source in the objects housed within the two buildings whose windows it will
occupy. Constraints are always for me the wellspring of action. All of my artistic decisions
are constrained by the materials that I use and the context they will inhabit. Like a poet with
a verse form, wedding myself to craft is a contract with making. Material constraints are a
form of inheritance. The weight, shape, color, surfaces and spaces that come through other
hands to me have their own histories, their own borrowings and internal logic. Constraints
are an acknowledgement of collective realities and expectations that we all share. Material
constraints give me responsibilities that I must tend to, duties that keep me busy enough to
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be surprised when unintended consequences emerge unexpectedly. My research is not
driven purely by the rational, the will or the intellect. It emerges from a constantly shifting
balance of conscious and unconscious elements that cannot be entirely controlled or
predicted. In all of my experience as a maker, the constraints are where creativity is born.
In an early phase of this project I immersed myself in readings in archaeology, history, and
anthropology. I made numerous small sketches to acquaint myself with the artifacts in the
archaeological collections. I then photographed selected objects from the vantage points that
best served my purposes and made over two hundred and fifty small paintings based on
those photographs. I translated these paintings into Adobe Illustrator vector files and used
those translations to digitally construct my designs for the window installation. The adhesive
vinyl is machine cut from those digital files. I am applying them to the windows one small
section at a time over a period of several months. Installation will be completed in May 2017.
My vinyl images are not printed but are a mosaic assembled from multiple fragments. Each
color is machine-cut from a different roll and applied as a separate physical unit to the
windows. The cast vinyl color permeates the material, making it equally vibrant on both
sides. With varying degrees of transparency, it responds to the incidence and intensity of
light determined by weather and time of day, bathing viewers in shifting sensations of color.
At night, silhouettes defined by interior lighting enliven the exteriors, suggesting an oversize
cabinet of wonders. With direct sunlight, shadows of the designs projected onto interior
surfaces locate viewers inside amidst an insubstantial, floating world of mirroring, reversal,
and translation.
With its intricate presence on the outside of the windows, this installation draws attention to
the museum buildings even from a distance, evoking objects on view in their collections by
weaving elements distilled from my drawings into unexpected visual relationships. Negative
spaces within and between design elements frame views of the outside landscape or the
interior architecture. Sequence and rhythmic pattern respond to the movement of viewers;
the design itself seems to change as viewers move by, suggesting that the space beyond is
full of possibilities we have not yet begun to imagine.
My installation creates organic, visual and kinetic connections between windows, luring
viewers to follow its narrative in their passage alongside the buildings while inviting a variety
of perspectives into and out of the exhibition spaces. It accounts for the sight lines of
viewers and is concerned as much with framing views into and out of the windows as with
drawing attention to the designs themselves. From inside, my design forms a backdrop to
the exhibition halls and interior public spaces. Shades, when closed, transform elements
on the glass into a hovering presence for visitors within, hinting at the fragmentary nature of
historical memory and the imagination by which we narrate it to ourselves.
Plunder

To design my installation I have taken two hundred and fifty objects from different societies
with fundamentally different assumptions about what it means to be human and fused their
fragments in constantly shifting configurations. Their fragmentation and slippage are as much
due to my own befuddlement with what these artifacts might have meant to their original
makers as they are a product of any willed act of imagination. The project is a product of
committed research, but equally, too, of estrangement and wonder.
I am in a museum of archaeology drawing archaic objects in display cases. What are these
things? What and, more importantly, how do they mean? A common palmette design
tucked beneath the handle of an Apulian Greek krater is so intricately constructed that I
have difficulty sketching it with my ballpoint pen. Yet the display label for that vase makes
no mention of the vase’s ornament, how it blossoms strategically below the shoulder of the
vase and reaches to embrace the curve of the handle, nor the rich history of its origins in
the Egyptian lotus motif, focusing instead on the figurative scene that the pattern frames.
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The Roman memorial tablets with their intricate geometric alignments of chiseled Latin
frame meanings embedded in them as phonetic signs. If I put pen to paper while standing
before them, would I be writing text or drawing pattern? Multiple forms of writing are
displayed around me. Some I can easily recognize: Roman Latin, ancient Greek, Egyptian
hieroglyphics, Mesopotamian cuneiform. English labels identify Aramaic, Demotic, Hieratic
script. What about this display case of miniature seals? How am I to understand the
insistently repeated markings on this archaic Greek vase? What is the boundary between
drawing and writing, carving letters in stone and pressing seals in clay?
Nearby the seals, four delicate Parthian bowls are inscribed in their hollow concave
surfaces with hypnotically repetitive lines of miniature text. One of them bears apparently
intelligible writing and is labeled accordingly. The others are described on the exhibition
label as “gibberish intelligible only to the world of spirits.” Ornament as incantation.
Imported into my final design for the windows, the demons and their gibberish have
everywhere infiltrated my cosmic narrative, like fallen angels transmitting their indecipherable
messages from the past to the future, from the dead to the living and back again, uplifting
plains and bringing down mountains, crossing the gap from one museum to the other.
Other objects have been put to equally prominent use. A 19th century Burmese harp has
been requisitioned to sail across the dividing abyss of time and space. A geometric vase
from ancient Thebes has supplied the structural supports for towers capped by an array of
Roman flasks, acting as transmitters. The geometric vase has also supplied the slashing
whirls of a cyclone and the woven patterns of rippling pools. A conical Roman glass lamp
found in Egypt does service as a traffic cone to control the stampede of migration. The spiral
volute from a Seleucian stucco ornament has melted into roiling clouds, then rematerializes
into towering waves that engulf a flotilla of refugees, a tsunami that originated in ancient Iraq
still racing toward our shores today. The spirals and concentric circles that map the generous
rotundity of an Iron Age wine jug from Cyprus spin into galactic spirals. Clusters of brass
lampstands from Aplontis hold erect as nobly as classical columns. The Kelsey has neither
the budget nor the space for architecturally scaled spolia so I must invent my own
architectural fantasies from the fragments available, even columns from lampstands.
In using these objects I suggest identities radically different from what they appear to be
while on display in the collections, but those new identities are themselves unstable.
Following their metamorphoses is central to the humor and the poignancy of my narrative
and is essential to its content, a reminder that the whole project is about unstable meanings.
And, at a cosmological level, it is a nod to the fact that everything we know, including
ourselves, is constituted by the same cosmic dust that originated at the singular moment that
our universe formed, in a continual state of dissolution and reconstitution ever since. At
least, that’s the story that makes sense to me.
In the process of working with the Kelsey objects, again and again I found myself redeploying the hand from an image of Athena on a 5th c. BCE lekythos. Shifted from one
context to another, that one hand seemed to have unlimited expressive and narrative
potential. It was a reminder of the laborers who fashioned these objects. It was an
expression of my own fascination with the centrality of making in the development of human
cognition, and also of how we use our hands as a form of symbolic communication to shape
and express our inner states.
I also kept re-using that one hand because so many hands were missing in the objects
around me. In the paintings and sculptures at the Museum of Art across the street hands are
essential to narrating abstract concepts, the dynamics of human relationships, and the
identities of depicted figures. I began plundering the hands that I found at UMMA because I
needed them so desperately to bring the objects from the Kelsey to life, to give them
contemporary agency within my developing narrative. In the end, that plundering became the
narrative itself.
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Installation at the University of Michigan Museum of Art

As a viewer of art, I intensely dislike being instructed in how to experience it. For me, the
value of the encounter lies primarily in questions thrown back at me about what I am
experiencing and in a deepened awareness of my own perceptual and cognitive processes
as a result of the encounter. In the present circumstances, without space for visual evidence,
I have no choice but to verbally describe my project. No verbal description is value free. To
my chagrin, description veers wildly into interpretive narration in what follows.
The north facing windows at UMMA establish a rhythm of narrow niches running parallel to
the movement of pedestrians along a major walkway across campus. My design for the
window niches in this facade describes a procession making its way toward the Kelsey
Museum of Archaeology along that path. Their movements are constrained by intermittent
traffic cones of delicate Roman glass found in Egypt.
The long march of migrants measures this passageway, a parade of exiles burdened for their
journey. They migrate back across the street to the archaeology museum, carrying booty
from their sojourn at UMMA, items pillaged from those collections which are in short supply in
the lands of the antique where they come from. Most notably hands. Towers transmit
indecipherable messages from one side of the divide to the other.
There are herders among architectural fantasies and ruins. A stairway landing visible through
the semi-opaque glass wall of the museum offers a vantage for transmission relay. Beneath
the stairs Aphrodite showers in her mobile basin. Approaching the street at the front of the
march is Nydia, the blind flower girl of Pompeii. Rolling by ear on her longboard, she leads
her companions across the traffic to another volcanic eruption in progress at the Kelsey.
On the other side of this wing of the museum, my narrative occupies three sides of the
UMMA Commons, a cafe lounge filled with small tables where students work and socialize
through all hours of the day. Here the installation defines a distinctly different architectural
space, distinguished by uninterrupted views of the campus landscape seen through
generously scaled windows reaching from floor to ceiling. In contrast to the monochromatic
elegance of the procession along the walkway, the design for this box of natural light glows
with saturated color.
If the windows were chapters, the first portion of the sequence, facing a sculpure court,
would be titled Origins. The laborer who mapped in circles and spirals the rotund surface of
the wine jug from Cyprus has been recruited here to describe the origin of the cosmos and
the beginning of my narrative, the birth of time and space, the Unified Field on the cusp of
the Big Bang, at the moment of breaking apart. Arcing gestures lifted from off that jug form a
force field holding everything that is and ever will be within its jeweled net. The human hands
whose work I have borrowed have long since returned to floating cosmic dust.
In the next set of windows, that patterned field has separated into angles and arcs, heaven
and earth, dry land and water, embodied in the grammar of volutes and zigzags taken from
the Seleucian architectural fragment. A flood of color spills from that landscape into the
adjacent seating space by way of articulated patterns on an enormous rounded geometric
vase. Beginning here, transmissions are beamed from tower to tower along the sides of both
museum buildings all the way to the front entrance of the Kelsey across the street, signals in
a forever foreign language, persistently visible, sensed but never fully understood.
A colossal inverted human head straddles the glass doorway facing the courtyard. This
forceful presence is cousin to the Yoruba mask in the museum galleries above--Egungun,
the collective voice of the ancestors, ceremonially invoked to insure the forbears a place
among the living. My vinyl head has been assembled using fragments from the ancient
Mediterranean world. Cultural essentials scrambled. Colonization reversed. Creatures swarm
in its orbit, a teeming microcosm to honor and instruct.
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Fig. 1: Detail from window design for Cosmogonic Tattoos, University of Michigan Museum of Art. Installation
complete April 2017. Dimensions this view: 356 cm x 1016 cm.

The Great Voyage begins here. Migration by sea. Six hands from the painting galleries are
setting forth on the Burmese harp. Propelled by song and gesture, the harp navigates toward
the corner of the building under a cluster of eyes that have floated free from the elaborately
painted coffin of Djehutymose, priest at the temple of Horus at Edfu. Each eye is a sparkling
fountain, each framed within a separate medallion, each medallion sprouting hands: pointing,
reaching, cradling, teaching, clasping, writing, lifting, grasping, offering, touching, blessing.
The cloud of hands hovers high at the corner of the building, as if seeping onto the glass
from the galleries above. A pool at the base of the building holds their accumulated sorrows,
draining into a swirling vortex directly in the path of progress. These are the tears of
witnesses who know what is coming but are helpless to stop it. The hands have been
plundered from the European and American collections inside, but also from South Asian
sculptures, like the 10th century black schist figure of Vishnu, preserver of the universe and
maintainer of cosmic order, who has several extra hands to spare.
Around the corner, calamity waits. A confluence of disasters inundates an isolated
promontory: earthquake, cyclone, tsunami, invasion by incense censer and recumbent
Aphrodite with whirling rotors. This was 1755 Lisbon. It is 2010 Fukushima. It will be 2055
New York. Out of sight, the constant changing of the earth, plates buckling, winds shifting,
water racing and gathering into implacably moving walls sweeping before them the sediment
of human history. Change, constant change, visible and invisible, quiet and cataclysmic,
carrying human culture in its wake.
The trail of refugees begins here. They turn from the destruction to follow a path up the
window, carrying what they can salvage, migrating toward the chromatically more varied
geography above. We can see what they cannot, that this new land is an inverted image of
the doomed place they have left behind. An adjacent giant tree stands witness to the
catastrophe of their migration. Its roots spread upwards, into the archaeological layers
protruding down from the architectural mass of the museum housing the collections that gave
them birth. Beyond the tree, a new building project is being raised around a structural pillar of
the museum, the resurrection of folly. Viewers are then returned by way of transmission
towers to the north face of the building, where they join the refugees on their journey.
Installation at the Kelsey Museum of Archaeology

The Exhibit Wing of the Kelsey Museum lies along another pedestrian pathway, across the
street from UMMA. Floor to ceiling windows are set in pairs under a covered portico
alongside that walkway, spaced between narrow concrete pilasters. The windows offer open
views of the exhibit gallery inside. Freestanding sculptures and artifacts in display cases are
clearly visible from outside under the portico. Some cases are backed against the window,
their artifacts immediately visible to passersby.
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The front entrance to the Kelsey is at the far end of the portico, facing away from UMMA. Its
two sets of windows are a natural destination for my refugees, marking the last link in the
chain whose other end is in the Cypriot wine jar, in my narrative the origin of everything,
facing the UMMA sculpture courtyard across the street.
The Kelsey entrance, however, is not a terminus but a turning point. Like a cable on a spool,
the strand of travelers arrives at the entrance, marches across the top of the glass, descends
the far side then turns back across the bottom, returning to the Museum of Art across the
street. The front of the Kelsey has become a traffic roundabout for the march of ancient
figures traveling endlessly in a loop of influences and understandings. The pairs of windows
along the portico provide the settings for a series of linked incidents along their pathway.
Each episode brings to the window surfaces the story of objects visible behind the glass.
We enter the front of the Kelsey Museum between vinyl scrolls in narrow windows flanking its
massive wooden doorway. My scrolls are counterparts to figured scrollwork patterns
ornamenting Hellenistic architecture, originating in Dionysian vine scrolls, adapted to Imperial
Roman architecture and found throughout the Empire, passing from there into the symbolic
language of the early Christian Church. Borrowings of borrowings of borrowings.
The first pair of windows on that portico looks into the museum’s entrance foyer, centered on
its imposing interior doorway. Behind those doors lies the power of the classical past, a
specific set of cultures from a small corner of the universe, the ancient Mediterranean,
revered by European societies as the home of our cultural ancestors. An inverted tree
protects that entrance with its watchful eyes. Tears trickle through its branches to a cluster of
hands that catch them below. Like the Yoruba ancestral figure across the street at UMMA,
this presence blurs the distinctions between the animate and the inanimate, archaeology and
ancestor worship. Two smaller figures stand to either side below the tree, heads from two
Greek vases mounted on the scrollwork of a Parthian frieze, cradled in hands plundered from
a Flemish Madonna painting, borne on a chariot from a 6th c BCE Attic skyphos.
The permanent exhibition gallery occupying the ground floor of this building is visible inside
the next six pairs of windows. Standing directly against the glass of the first pair of windows
is a display case of clay female figurines from the eastern Mediterranean, headless torsos
arrayed like beauty contestants on their individual plinths. I have built a vinyl outcrop of
accumulated cultural debris in front of their display case. Standing atop those layers, two
clusters of figurines on either side of the mullion have acquired new heads. One group bears
the heads of a Roman horse, the other a coifed beauty from a 4th c BCE South Italian pelike.
The two groups eye each other warily. Around them hover a flock of female torsos that have
sprouted wings borrowed from the corners of a Roman architectural ornament and the
features of a goose from the painting on a 4th c. BCE oinochoe.

Fig. 2: Figurine outcrop, harbor with drowning refugees, eruption. Details from window design for Cosmogonic
Tattoos, University of Michigan Kelsey Museum of Archaeology. May 2017. Dimensions: 275 cm x 320 cm, each
pair of windows.
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In the next set of windows the silhouettes of burdened figures trudge, upside-down, across
the top toward the museum entrance. In the center of the windows two colossal heads flank
the entrance to a harbor. In a loop of self-regard, they are turned toward their progenitor,
their double, a limestone head from Cyprus from which they were taken, sitting on its
pedestal just inside the window between them. That head embodies a transitional moment
between Egyptian and Greek cultural influences, when Cyprus was the destination for Greek
refugees fleeing the collapsing centers of Mycenaean Greece. A flotilla of heads, a
congregation from the exhibition hall inside, tilts and sinks, half-submerged in the waves just
outside that harbor entrance, hands gesturing wildly above a lovely rippling surface that seals
them in. A tiny winged figurine splashes into the aqua lines of the sea between them. From
the shore, distant figures glance at those curious breaks in the patterned waves.
About suffering they were never wrong,
The old Masters: how well they understood
Its human position: how it takes place
While someone else is eating or opening a window or just walking dully along...
In Breughel’s Icarus, for instance: how everything turns away
Quite leisurely from the disaster; the ploughman may
Have heard the splash, the forsaken cry,
But for him it was not an important failure...
--W.H. Auden, Musee des Beaux Arts (1939)

In the neighboring window a volcano explodes from a display case. Its dark clouds and
tongues of flame are the first thing a visitor will see when passing the security desk into the
exhibition hall inside. An elegant display of Etruscan goblets, bowls, and pitchers is being
spewed into the upper atmosphere by the Parthian demons exercising their subterranean
mischief at the bottom of the window--violent fragmentation, shifting geological strata,
rearrangement of cultural foundations.
The palace next door is receiving a rain of burning debris from that eruption. The basement
on the near side has begun to collapse under the weight of blackened figures. In the adjacent
window, life goes on, sweetly and serenely, in layer after ascending layer of architectural
fantasy built from fragmented artifacts. Atop that palace, DULCISSIMO, like a neon sign
advertising the house of unending bliss at the moment of its collapse, text borrowed directly
from a Roman memorial tablet recording the sorrow of a mother mourning her lost son, the
most precious and sweetest there ever was. Hotel Dulcissimo. Giambattista Piranesi meets
Maxfield Parrish.
Next door, a procession of figures liberated from nearby ceramic vases parade the perimeter
of an ornamented pool. Just inside the window a display case of glassware is visible through
the rippling transparency of that framed oval. The figures circling the case each heft oversize
vessels from the display inside. They have become containers with legs, migrating cultural
vessels. Water, after all, invented humans in order to transport itself from one place to
another. Culture finds humans useful in much the same way.
In the last pair of windows under the portico a darkly silhouetted figure dashes away under a
mountain of plunder. A faience necklace from Egypt is draped from his arm, snatched from a
display case in front of the window. To the right of that case, the dismembered torso of Nilus
reclines atop a pedestal. At the top of that window, as if being transported across the bottom
of the sky, Nilus has been propped aboard a wagon being pulled by the hand of Athena
which reaches from enveloping clouds. For millennia the site of plunder, the Nile River itself
is finally being relocated, for its own safekeeping.
At the end of the portico, a two-story atrium connects the exhibit wing with the rest of the
museum. Its tall two-story window looms over the outside walkway, divided horizontally by a
heavy structural mullion. Sea level. The ship of hands from UMMA sails across that mullion,
guided by the great torch of Vishnu, radiating concentric circles of light from the Cypriot wine
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jug. Over them hovers a cloud of gesturing hands filling the sea with their tears.
The atrium space has become inundated below the mullion. A rippling pattern of water from
the Boeotian vase fills the windows. A procession of figures marches upside down under the
mullion, below sea level, under the threshold of consciousness. Floating jars, pitchers, and
vases have sprouted fins. Giant hands have sunk to the seabed. Others, like crabs, emerge
from barnacled amphora among a scattering of cracked Mesopotamian heads, like bivalves
on the floor filtering the debris.
A tablet at the bottom of the sea announces the title of the installation in letters borrowed
from the memorial stones inside. Cosmogonic Tattoos, in the deep ocean of time, in the ebb
and flow across the divide between the present and the past, the briefly living and the long
dead; somewhere in the gap between the experienced and the understood.
Coda

How do archaeological objects constitute a listening post to the hopes and constraints of
those who made them, used them, lost them, plundered them, those who found cultural
value in them, and those who link them to their own personal priorities and agendas? How do
their stories implicate us? How do we find ourselves in them?
Cosmogonic Tattoos celebrates the power of architecture, ornament, and material objects to
shape knowledge, historical memory, and cultural identity through close examination of
objects separated from us by deep chronological and cultural divides. Although the project
spans two institutionally and geographically divided museums, it is intended as a single
continuously unfolding narrative that includes the gap between the two buildings. That gap is
insistently evoked by the series of transmission towers broadcasting indecipherable
dispatches from one side of the divide to the other, and by the march of refugees between.
I want that gap to speak to us—about migration and exile, loss and longing; about objects
that were looted, exchanged, and destroyed in the movement of peoples through history;
about sagas of trade, conquest, appropriation, and plunder. Hands changing hands, shaping
histories we tell ourselves in order to somehow comprehend it all.

Fig. 3: Detail of Cosmogonic Tattoos. Shadows cast from windows in early morning light.
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Abstract
The rich cultural and environmental heritage asset of Italian provinces fails to attract a lot of tourists
and it doesn’t contribute to the wealth creation. Starting from this general consideration the
contribution aims to analyze the sectoral policies and programs - defined and implemented from the
Sixties up today that are focused on touristic development. Simultaneously, the paper analyzes the
provisions of the Campania Regional Plan - PTR and Province Plan - PTCP in force in Caserta
province. This is done since it is assumed that strategic management of territories should be able to
promote their development, not just growth, according to a wider perspective, incorporating local and
global aspects, and to avoid the same mistakes already made in the past. Only by providing
simultaneous measures for touristic development policies and physical planning it will be possible to
define and implement the strategic management of territories. This work points to summarize a clear
background of the past and tries to prospect the future of interventions infact the new European
territorial development programs emphasize the integration of the various sectoral policies with the
urban and regional planning to achieve a more sustainable development.
Keywords: Cultural heritage, Regional and territorial planning, Touristic development, sectoral policy
and planning

1.

Research background: tourism evolution in Campania Region

Natural and landscapes resources, goodness of climate, richness of archaeological historical and
artistic heritage have always attracted tourists to Campania Region. Interesting iconographic and
literary proofs document the influx of travelers in Campania, especially during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. In that age, a cultural, elitist and aristocratic tourism was spreading: poets, artists
and writers moved from various regions of Europe to Italy and Campania in search of art treasures to
be discovered and libraries to be explored (Marselli, 1998, p. 26). Since them, the touristic
phenomenon has undergone profound changes until it became, in the second half of the twentieth
century, a mass phenomenon. If the first real touristic revolution in Europe can be dated to the second
half of the nineteenth century, as a result of the new connections made possible by the expansion of
the railroad, the phenomenon explodes in Italy after the second World War, under the push of the
economic boom that characterized the fifties and sixties. At that time new models of consumption and
lifestyle were spreading and tourism, thanks to the popularity of the private cars, became a collective
phenomenon, no longer restricted to a select few of the aristocracy, but to social groups increasingly
wider and extended (La Rocca, 1998, p. 367 and next). The advantage that – in terms of overall
growth – would have resulted in the country, and especially in Campania, by this explosion of tourism,
has been thwarted for decades by the lack of an overall vision of the problem and the absence of a
touristic development plan in Italy. The inability to consider tourism as a strategic field for the
economic development of the country has prevented a proper increase of the sector that grew out of
an organic development policy. The organization of this sector has been lacking for years of
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coordinated actions and it has been entirely left to private enterprise or voluntary initiatives. Hence, the
lack of homogeneity within the tourist development has emerged: the private initiative, in particular,
has invested on the most economically advanced areas, while in other areas, although rich in natural
and artistic attractions, but economically depressed - it is also the case of the province of Caserta - the
launch of the tourist market has not occurred (Fig. 1).
1.1 Conceptual framework: tourism policies in Campania and Caserta Province
The strong concentration of tourist load in some areas (cities of art and coastline) produced damages,
often irreparable ones, to the natural environment: the bathing water and atmospheric pollution, the
disfigurement of natural and human landscapes and the reduction of forest areas are the result of the
disordered touristic boom (Citarella, 1997, p. 5 and next). In terms of territorial development,
Campania has been seriously affected by the institutional inaction.

Fig. 1: On the left Mondragone (Ce) in the fifties, on the right Castelvolturno (Ce) ruins of Borgo Domitio L. M.
Tufaroli, E. F. Paolini 1943

Emblematic was the case of Cassa per il Mezzogiorno-Casmez, which first triggered the testing of
policies for the touristic development in the south of Italy . Facing with a territory, rich in natural
beauty, but very lacking in terms of infrastructures and underdeveloped from the economic point of
view, the Casmez provided over the years three different modes of intervention: infrastructure policy
(1950-65); touristic districts (1965-70); special projects (from 1971 onwards). With law N. 717/1965 the
first tourism planning projects have been launched in the South of Italy, with the distinction in three
district levels: districts of tourism development, which include areas rich in untapped resources;
districts of further tourism development, those areas in which was visible a tourist development with
strong growth prospects; districts with mature economies, the areas that have become saturated from
the tourist point of view. Within the districts reality, the action of the Cassa aimed to: the realization of
infrastructure works related to tourist settlements; the provision of favourable loans for the construction
of accommodation facilities and watering places; the provision of favourable loans for the execution of
works, installations and services complementary to the tourist activity. If the territorial organization still
appears correct and compatible with the logic of integrated development, understood as homogeneity
of space/tourist resources (Citarella, cit., 1997, p. 6 et seq.) , the types of planned actions point out,
however, the prevalence of a sectoral vision of tourism policy and, therefore, the absence of an overall
strategy able to engage in a coordinated and integrated way the other sectors. The policy of the tourist
districts was completed in 1970 with the transfer of responsibilities on urban development to the
regions (Art.17, law 281/70). The last phase of Casmez was characterized by extraordinary measures,
the so-called special projects, a set of coordinates cross-sectoral and inter-regional works on the
territory (law 853/71). The Cassa was suppressed in 1984, but only in 1992, by law 488 , every
centralist perspective was eliminated and the model of regional policies at European level was
adopted as general directive. It is also necessary to mention the Territorial Agreement and the
Operational Programme Development and promotion of sustainable tourism in regions of the
Objective 1. The Pact, as it was defined from the last Cipe resolution dated March 21, 1997, consists
of the agreement between public and private operators for the implementation of a program of
integrated interventions in the sector of industry, services, tourism and infrastructure. The goal is the
promotion of local development at sub-regional level. There are three new elements of the Pacts: first,
the underlying logic, which involves no longer choices made from the top, but a program that, starting
from the local stakeholders, develops the potentialities of the territory; secondly, the involvement of
both public and private entities, who are called to be promoters of development through a joint and
coordinated action; finally, the reference to the need for investments, among which are explicitly
considered those related to tourism, which should be compatible with a sustainable development. The
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Operational Programme for the Development and promotion of sustainable tourism in regions of the
Objective 1 is one of the tools for implementing the policies promoted by the EU in support of
depressed areas for the 1994/99 period . Divided into three sub-programs, each of which includes a
number of sub-measures that clarify the objectives , the Program starts from the consideration that
tourism can really play the role of catalyst of development, only if related to the promotion of a joint
action that involves more productive sectors and institutional responsibilities at various levels. Inspired
by the logic of integrated territorial development, the Program differently from the Pact, does not
entrust the elaboration of the development strategy to the concerted action between public and private
entities, but requires the adherence to predefined strategies and it is primarily addressed to public
institutions. However, the logic of the partnership is ensured by the involvement of social and
economic partners in all the phases of planning, management and evaluation of the interventions
provided by the Program (Stanganelli, 1998). From the 1994/99 Community Support Framework also
derive the Operating Plurifondo Program (POP), which were the main implementing tool of the
Structural Funds in the regions of Objective 1. Regarding the POP of the Campania Region 1994/99
(Burc n. 61 bis of 12/27/95), it is divided into nine sub-programs, of which the third one is related to
tourism (Support to tourism). Subsequent articulations of the sub-program, the measures, clarify the
objectives and define the different forms of partnership. With the first measure, which consists of two
actions, the aim was to promote a balanced use of territorial resources and an increase in the offer of
goods and services, in order to encourage the diversification of the tourist offer and the progressive
seasonal adjustment of flows. The second measure provided interventions aiming at the enhancement
of the archaeological heritage and the creation of historical and cultural itineraries. In terms of
resources, to the sector has been assigned the 13% of the total amount (Burc 09/21/1999); the
commitment and expenditure capacity, of 49%, did not deviate much from the objective of 55% of the
total expenditure, as agreed by the European Commission and by the Government to the 12/31/98
(Burc 09/21/1999). The result of interventions, however, as it is recognized by the legislature, it was
not satisfactory from the point of view of the planning of regional tourism development, as persist
within the region some strong poles, dominated mainly from the seaside, while other areas and other
forms of tourism remain in a marginal position; in addition, the tourism industry in Campania continues
to have an imprint of spontaneous and random type, with a certain distance between the public
Administration and the activities of private operators (Burc 09/21//1999) . For the 2000-2006
programming period is approved the Regional Operational Programme (POR). This document, in line
with the objectives of the South Development Programme (Bocchino and Guerriero, 2000), presents
some new setting, both in general – revitalization of the partnership, adoption of new assessment
procedures – and in the specific field of tourism. The nine sub-programs of the POP are taken over by
six axes of action (Natural Resources, Cultural Resources, Human Resources, Local Systems of
Development, Towns, Networks and Service nodes), divided themselves into sectors and sub-sectors
which clarify the objectives and indicate the intervention measures. The choice of the axes favors an
integrated approach, in which individual sectors contribute to the promotion of resources and the
achievement of objectives. Tourism no longer appears on its own, but it is part, as sector 2, of Axis 4
Local Development Systems. The news is very important: for the first time it is taken note of the fact
that in the Region, as throughout the South, tourism (sector 2), industry (sector 1) and agriculture
(sector 3) have to contribute, as sectors of a unique system, to create the local development network.
It is then envisioned a combination of all the local resources for an integrated development. An
important innovation of POR to be outlined is the provision of interventions on the infrastructures, in
the specific touristic sector. This choice, which gets back to the logic of the first phase of Casmez
(infrastructure policy, 1950-1965), seems to confirm the seriousness of approach to the problem in the
new regional planning Fesr 2007-2013. Finally, the Axis 1 is specifically dedicated to Tourism; this
time the intervention are related to the sustainable use of environmental resources and the
enhancement of natural and cultural resources. It changes, therefore, the prospect: tourism is seen as
a tool that affects (positively and negatively) on the sustainable development of the territory. As stated
in the POR, in fact, ... the tourism-related activities lead to high pressures on the environment not only
due to the seasonality of demand which results in a spatial and temporal concentration of flows. The
tourism sector is an important economic reality, in particular in coastal areas, and an opportunity for
the diversification and the growth of local economies, but its growth in recent years has led to a
proliferation of structures not always coherently inserted in the landscape, cultural and environmental
system of reference . It is clear, therefore, that the aim of the new Axis is also to be able to protect the
natural capital through the provision of actions strictly compatible with ecotourism in those areas of
environmental value and, simultaneously, to aim for balance in the so-called mature tourism areas .
This new vision of tourism also highlights another fact: the sector can become the generator of
negative impacts on the environment if badly handled, and positive impacts on growth and
development, it must be understood as a driving and integration force of territorial policies. This vision
of tourism - centerpiece of the development- also seems to be confirmed in the 2014-2020 planning;
many are the programs put in place for different types of tourism and the problems related to it. First of
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all we must remember the Horizon 2020 program for research and innovation – which provides actions
to support the tourism sector – through innovative applications and solutions for tourist services;
secondly Life which supports sustainable tourism, Europa Creativa for cultural tourism and Europa per
i cittadini which finance twinning initiatives between European municipalities with the perspective to
get known their cities abroad. If it is thought that tourism ... is a key sector of the European economy,
which generates more than 10% of EU GDP and employs 9.7 million people and involves 1.8 million
enterprises it is easy to understand the need to invest in an industry that increasingly confirms itself as
engine of development and socio-economic growth.

2.

Research background: Italian planning tools

The italian planning system is relational and complex. In Italy the term city and regional planning refers
to activities that the public administration undertakes to formulate rules which establish the procedures
and forms of the physical transformation of cities and regions and ensure that transformations respect
these rules. Each level of administrative organisation of the Nation (state, region, metropolitan town,
province, and municipality) has specific competences for drawing up instruments that control and
direct transformations of cities and areas. In general, superior levels have the power to approve
instruments and plans and to authorise interventions for lower levels. Planning tools correspond to the
different levels of territorial and administrative organisation of the nation and so they have,
increasingly, concrete and operational effects following an institutional hierarchy from the national to
municipal level. Regional and provincial plan formulate directions and few prescriptions, that have a
legal value for land use. The state establishes policies for urban and regional planning through the
enactment of laws and reference regulations for a general framework that is valid for the entire
national territory. Regions, since 1971, took on power to guide transformations, but not to manage
them directly. Regions, enact regional laws, which take into account the directions of national
framework laws and draw up Regional Territorial Plan (PTR). The definition and approval of planning
instruments that they themselves draft and the approval of tools, drafted by Provinces and
Municipalities, felt under their competence if not delegated to the provinces. These have no legislative
power on urban and regional planning, since 1990, they draw up the Provincial Territorial Coordination
Plan (PTCP) which provides guidelines for matters of territorial organisation. Regional and provincial
plans (PTR and PTCP) govern and control the transformations of land use through the division of land
on which they operate into different zones (zoning). In each zone, there are specific regulations,
establishing the consistency and nature of the transformations, as well as the modes of actions and
interventions. The strength of geographic identity and administrative customs bequeathed by tradition,
together with new administrative impetus in recent decades due to planning and management of
European Union projects, have led to increasing autonomy of the Regions. It can be asserted that the
regional level has become central for planning, decisions, guidelines and controls for urban and
regional planning. In Campania Region (five provinces until 2015 now three provinces: AvellinoBenevento, Caserta, Salerno and the Metropolitan Town of Naples), today, territorial and urban
planning are regulated by regional law n. 16 dated 2004, which provides two territorial planning tools:
the PTR, in force with the regional law n. 13 dated 2008 and PTCP, approved by Caserta Province in
2012.
2.1 Conceptual framework: territorial planning tools in force in Campania-PTR and Caserta
Province-PTCP
The PTR is divided into five Quadri Territoriali Regionali (QTR): the framework of networks (Ecological
Network, Network Mobility and Logistics, Network Environmental Risk, the articulation and spatial
overlap of these networks are identified for QTR critical points on which it is appropriate to focus and
target the interventions), the framework of the Ambienti Inseditivi (AI), the context of the Sistemi
Territriali di Sviluppo (STS), the framework of the Campi Territoriali Complessi (CTC), the framework
of Modalità per la Cooperazione Istituzionale (MCI) among the smaller municipalities and
recommendations for the conduct of good practices. QTR-the Networks. The first QTR proposes the
General Territorial Framework for the physical protection of the integrity of the territory and cultural
identity; it is sub-divided into three networks: ecological, environmental risk and interconnects. The
ecological network objectives are the maintenance and enhancement of biodiversity and it can be
pursued by linking the network to the construction of ecological landscape planning and trying to
overcome the opposition between natural and artificial rising from an interpretation of the landscape as
real estate protected by law, to heritage formed by cultural, social and natural elements that the
environment has accumulated over time. From this point of view, the PTR proposal contains specific
guidance on: the landscape management, the preparation of the PTCP and the Plans of the Parks, in
order that they can obtain value about Landscape Plan, the construction of the Rete Ecologica
Regionale (RER), Rete Ecologica Provinciale (REP) and Rete Ecologica Comunale (REC). The
network of environmental risk and strategic guidelines for its mitigation. The quantification of the
overall risk level in this area allows to work for an informed planning, aimed to defining appropriate
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preventive policies of risk mitigation but also to define correct intended use of the land and
appropriate localization of strategic infrastructure. In this section the PTR frames the problem of
environmental risk in Campania, locates on the territory of the province of Caserta the various
anthropogenic and natural sources of risk, define a quantification process, which goes beyond the
procedures for specific types of risk. The network of interconnections and regional transport planning
identifies among infrastructure variations: the construction of a new commercial area near the military
airport of Grazzanise; the realization of an integrated system of marinas achieved through a
progression of three system scenarios which range from the requalification of the existing to the
integration and development with the construction of new ports; the realization of Afragola station on
the AV-AC line, the rail link between Villa Literno and the new Grazzanise airport; the conclusion of
Piscinola-Aversa Centro and the adjustment of the route Aversa Centro-Santa Maria Capua Vetere of
Alifana railway; the highway link Caserta-Benevento and the motorway link road with Anas variant of
Caserta and Benevento; the connection between the junction of S. M. Capua Vetere and CapuaDomitiana; the alternative route SS 7 Domitiana from Castel Voltuno to Garigliano; the link between
A1 Junction of Capua, Grazzanise airport and Domitiana area; the extension of Anas variant of
Caserta in the way SM Capua Vetere, bypass of Capua. QTR-AI. The draft plan identifies nine
settlement areas in the whole region, whose borders are not entirely defined. There are four
settlements environments in the territory of the province of Caserta: Piana Campana, Sannio, Media
Valle del Volturno and Valle del Garigliano. For each of them the plan describes issues, outlines the
strategic guidelines, illustrates the trend layout and traces guidelines. QTR-STS. The PTR locates in
Campania 45 STS, 7 of which are parto of the Caserta province. They are identified on the basis of
geography of self-recognition of local identities and the development of self-organization processes,
comparing the mosaic of the Territorial Agreements, Contracts of Area, the Industrial Districts, the
Natural Parks, the Mountain Communities and on the basis of a consistency check with the
intervention of the POR Campania 2000-2006, with all the PIT, the Prusst, of Gal and indications of
PTCP. The STS were also classified according to six different territorial dominants (in relation to the
characteristics and peculiarity of territories): naturalistic (2 Prov. Ce), rural-cultural (1 Prov. Ce), ruralmanufacturing (1 Prov . Ce), urban (1 Prov. Ce), urban-industrial (1 Prov. Ce) and landscapeenvironmental-cultural (1 Prov. Ce). QTR-CTC. These are priority areas of intervention, interested in
convergence and intersection of functional and environmental infrastructure processes so intensive as
to require the management of their impact on the region, also in terms of connection between the
various spatial planning levels. The CTC are defined from the observation of elements of conflict and
critical issues resulting from the intersections of the following three goals: network infrastructure,
network risk and network of ecological and landscape values. Different CTC, in the province of
Caserta, are characterized by more or less critical connections with other frameworks, in a system of
relations that defines three main situations: contradictory bind between networks (Caserta Urban Area
and the North direction Naples-Caserta), areas of concentration of environmental risk sources (Litorale
Domitio), impacts of infrastructure work and their territorial compatibility (Grazzanise, interprovincial
area Caserta / Benevento / Avellino). PTCP territory previsions about Caserta province, in line with the
guidelines of the PTR, face a number of sectorial issues which, if properly coordinated, could have
positive effects on growth and development of tourism. The provincial tourism economy is fixed at
modest values: 297,152 arrivals and 1,104,473 official annual attendance (Istat 2008) and it weighs on
the overall Campania industry only 5.9%. The territory is characterized by considerable and potential
resources: over the Palace of Caserta, which is the main tourist attraction of the area, the province
offers seaside attractions (over 40 km of coastline), important historical and artistic resources and
many naturalistic-environmental itineraries, especially in the area of Matese. The paragraph suggests
a thematic reading of the PTCP previsions interlinked with tourism. The topic about infrastructure is
take on through: The regional airport system. It is expected to transform the military airport of
Grazzanise in a commercial port and to strengthen Capua port and related infrastructure connecting to
road and rail networks. The new airport of Grazzanise is part of the project of development of the
regional airport system which will be structured on a number of airports that, differing by location,
technical characteristics, plants serving and duties, will be able not only to meet the specific demand
determined by the evolution of the current dynamic, but also to the one generated by the positive
effects that the same offer will produce on the economy and, in particular, on tourism. The system of
marinas. It is expected the improvement of the recreational boating facilities in continuity with all the
Campania coast, from the mouth of the Garigliano to the port of Sapri, with Lazio's system (in the
North) and Lucan (Maratea) and Calabrian ports (in the South ). Among the ten identified areas, one
which interests the province of Caserta is the area of Caserta itself. It corresponds to the Domitian
coast overlooking the Gulf of Gaeta, from the mouth of the Garigliano to Marina di Licola (excluded).
The only existing port is the marina of S. Bartolomeo in the coastal area of Pinetamare in the town of
Castel Volturno which is expected to expand to 1,200 berths (Fig. 2), while those provided ex-novo are
the landing on the Garigliano and Volturno rivers.
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Fig. 2: Project of the new Marina Pinetamare: general plan and two bird’s eye perspectives with the
transformations of the existing wet dock and the construction of new piers above and below wave

The transport system. The infrastructural projects in this field are strategic for the regional
interconnection target strengthening and are supported by a development model linked to the
establishment of tertiary functions in relation to the work plan of the airport in the Grazzanise area. A
new route connection will determine an overall improvement of accessibility for the provinces of
Naples and Caserta and their capitals. The realization of a transport service for the province is
congruent with the general guidelines of regional policy but it is addressed greatly to the realization of
the connections among the various areas of the province and the strengthening accessibility of wide
areas of great tourist and environmental value. The public transport system. The integration of public
transport by road with the regional subway system through a strengthening of the rail-road trade is
very important. The innovative transportation way for low population density areas (high Caserta and
Matese area) and the development of non-conventional modes of transport, should be encouraged in
high-density areas. There is a fundamental distinction between the conurbated systems with the
Neapolitan system and those located in inland areas of the province. The emergency situation from
the point of view of air pollution and congestion of the infrastructure system in the first case, obliged to
set a strategy mainly linked to the public transport and alternative means of transport; the urban
sprawl and the low level of infrastructural network impose instead, in the second case, policies of
network modernization, the development of interchange system, the creation of cycling lane. The
primary initiatives are: the reclamation of the Appia road, the tourist route vanvitelliano, the Roman
archaeological bike path and coastal bike path. The province of Caserta has organized interventions
for sustainable transport, especially cycling, with the project for the construction of cycle routes in the
territories of the municipalities of Maddaloni, San Marco Evangelista and San Nicola la Strada, called
Appian Cycle (This project is part of a wide project of developing a supplementary bike mobility and
replacing the private road, with connections to the tourist itinerary, included in Cy.Ro.N.Med project
that is part of the Community Initiative program Pic Interreg III B Archimed). The constructed territory.
The coastal areas of the Caserta province have been affected, over the last forty years by the higher
increase in urbanized areas at provincial scale, as the effect of the high pressure of tourism, of
settlement and infrastructure, with an increase of urbanized areas in the 1960 -2000 period of about
900%. At the same time, these areas show some important aspects of sensitivity and vulnerability to
various degradation processes (In time, the Caserta coast has become a jumble of houses and
cottages built quickly to entice a huge tourism from southern Lazio in Naples. No master plan on
domizia costs, no license. Then the houses from Castel Volturno to Mondragone have become the
new housing where to stow dozens of Africans and the designed parks, the lands that were meant to
host new clusters of villas and palaces for holidays and tourism have become uncontrolled landfills.
No treatment plant owned by coastal villages. A browny sea washes now beaches mixed with
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garbage. In a handful of years, every distant beauty twilight has been eliminated [...] Roberto Saviano,
Gomorra, p. 304), the impact of which is heightened by the significant level of human pressure (Fig.3).

Fig. 3: The uncontrolled anthropization in urban and natural environment two thematic mapping analysis of
PTCP, on the right The typologies of denied territory, on the left Denied territory: illegal settlements and
regulations in force of urban planning

The safeguard of the rural and open areas system located in the coastal strip of the province of
Caserta is a key factor in maintaining and improving the multi-functionality of these areas, as a key
resource for the environmental, ecological, territorial, socio-economic and the tourism balances, and
as a common good that can guarantee to the citizens the most extensive access opportunities for
recreation, leisure time, recreation and the outdoors life. Requalification and recovery of the territory.
Among the objectives of the PTCP have to be highlighted the following ones: stemming the process of
peripheralization of Caserta metropolitan area under the pressure coming from the Neapolitan area,
limiting the expansion of the Aversa area where should be concentrated interventions of urban
redevelopment; encouraging the consolidation of the Caserta urban role; strengthening internal areas
by encouraging their qualifications especially in the sectors of agricultural production, tourism, loisir;
initiating a radical renovation and reconversion process of the coastal area. The natural territory. The
strategy for the rural and open area of the Caserta province is that the mutual PTR Campania directly
borrows by the European Spatial Development Scheme, effectively summed up by the motto for a new
alliance between city and rural areas. The Park authorities (The three Regional Parks of the Matese,
Roccamonfina-Foce Garigliano, Partenio; the two Regional Natural Reserves: Lake Falciano and Foce
Volturno-Costa Licola; the three ZPS- Special Protection Zones: Variconi, Matese and Mortine; the
seventeen SIC Sites of Community Interest, ZSC-Zone of Special Conservation: Matese Casertano,
Volturno and Calore Beneventano rivers, Catena di Monte Cesima, Mountains of Mignano,
Montelungo, Garigliano river, Vulcano of Roccamonfina, Monte Massico, Carinola Lake, VolturnoVariconi mouth, Castel Volturno Pine Forest, Patria Pine Forest, Ridge of the Partenio Mountains,
Wood of San Silvestro, Tifata Mount, Catena Monte Maggiore, the southern slopes of Mutria Mount,
Pine forest of the Garigliano Mouth), will be valued as subjects of integrated development between the
environment, tourism, agriculture, culture, with the aim of giving importance to the role of the small
municipalities in the context of the rural realities and economies, and to this end will assume great
importance the Regional Parks Plans, the Regulations of the the Reserves and the Management
Plans of sites of community interest. Attention is directed to the multi-functionality of the rural and
open territory, to its ability to produce a flow of goods and services useful to the community, not only
related to primary production, but also to recycling and the recovery of basic resources (air, water and
soil), maintenance of ecosystems, biodiversity, landscape, tourism, to the opportunities for recreation
and outdoor life. Given the diverse range of environmental services provided by mountain areas in
support of the entire provincial economy and the quality of life of citizens, a significant portion of the
provincial mountainous areas meets the definition of disadvantaged areas characterized by a delayed
development and demographic, social and economic decline compared to other areas of the province
and region. Within them, the provincial mountainous areas highlight the trends towards an evolution
strongly polarized, with foothill bands characterized by prevailing processes of agricultural
restructuring and settlement development, while the areas of the middle and high mountain are
characterized by processes of population decline and abandonment of traditional agricultural and
livestock activities (during the last forty years the surface of semi-natural areas, such as forests and
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shrublands, has increased by more than 40%). Mountain areas represent at provincial scale a
strategic resource for the economic promotion, the creation of new jobs, the revitalization of small
towns, the cohesion and the harmonious development of the different portions of the province. To
make this possible it is necessary to rebalance the evolutionary dynamics in place, encouraging the
diversification and the integration of traditional activities related to forestry, animal husbandry, the
typical quality production, soil conservation, maintenance of the rural environment and landscape;
promoting sustainable activities in the tourism, hiking, and recreational sectors; strengthening the
vertical chains connecting high-mountainous and mountainous areas, the foothill zones and the valley
floors, also based on innovative activities. Agriculture in hilly areas represent a strong potential for the
production of healthy, safe, typical and quality products, with the use of techniques compatible with the
quality conservation of environmental and landscape resources (water, soil, ecosystems). A strong
push to the modification of the environmental, territorial and landscape structures in hilly areas is
linked to the evolution of urban systems, often linked to the dynamics of urban sprawl, with ribbon
radiation of settlements along the primary road network and a strong upward trend in housing
scattered. Ensuring the integrity of the countryside in hilly areas and the conservation of its multifunctionality allows the creation of a local development condition based on the diversification of
agricultural activities, the increment of the typical quality production (oil, wine, livestock production,
biological and integrated plantation) compared to the mass production, on the promotion of agroenergy systems, in regard to environmental and landscape balance and biodiversity aspects; on the
integration of agricultural activities related with extra-agriculture ones, these latter are related to rural,
hiking, wine and food and cultural tourism, to recreation and outdoor life, to sustainable production in
the handcrafted, manufacturing and services sectors.
3.
Conclusions
A resumption of the provincial tourism cannot start without a careful action of territorial government,
the promotion of resources until now untapped, and the elimination of the tangible and intangible
factors of inefficiency, decay, abandonment that still characterize today's image of Caserta area in
relation to the potential Italian and foreign touristic demand (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Regi Felix - The landscape re-naturalization and requalification project of Regi Lagni, design studio
Landscape Architecture Nature Development - LAND
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For a balanced and harmonious development of tourism, the sectoral policies have to be framed in a
general territory draft that organizes and coordinates more sectoral issues in a logic of systems and
networks. This project finds its addresses in the PTR, territorialisation in the PTCP of Caserta province
and prefigurations in a lot of urban plans and sectoral programs. Tourism does not contribute to the
production of richness of the population of Caserta province in a manner appropriate to its potential,
the role that the sector can play in this territory in the next years will increase through an effective
coordination action of the PTCP, general planning tool whose scale of intervention allows the
territorialisation of major infrastructures and equipments, and which constitutes a broad and articulated
framework so that the choice of public sector policies is guided by a coordinated vision of the territory
in order to fit into a more articulate and complex system of relationships able to reduce the risk of
episodic interventions, often uncoordinated, such as those implemented in recent decades, that may
lead to non-durable and of little significance effects.
Attributions:
Within the present contribution, which is the result of the authors’common drawing up, personal
contributions can be identified as specified as below: Research background: tourism evolution in
Campania Region, Conceptual framework: tourism policies in Campania and Caserta Province
(Claudia de Biase), Research background: italian planning tools, Conceptual framework: Planning
tools in force in Campania-PTR and Caserta Province-PTCP (Salvatore Losco), Abstract and
Conclusions joint drawing up.
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Abstract
The mountain territory that surrounds the Piedmont plain is dotted with settlements once inhabited and
alive. Today, having suffered from the depopulation that at the end of last century involved the
mountain areas, they preserve with difficulties their architectural and environmental appearence, and
even, more generally, their own permanence. One significant example is Val Sangone, which
branches off about twenty kilometres west of Turin. Its history is closely linked to the territory and the
historical events of which it had been the protagonist at one time. Its historic architectural heritage,
characterized by typical stone and wood mountain buildings, has undergone during the second half of
the twentieth century significant changes, due to the progressive abandonment and/or its conversion
into holiday location. The lack of preservation of this heritage caused profound changes and, in some
cases, the complete destruction, not only of single buildings, but of entire villages which lost their
architectural and environmental identity. This paper intends to analyse the typical Val Sangone
architectural features, expressions of local building culture, and to provide useful guidance to promote
the safeguarding of the few still existing buildings, through interventions aimed at preserving a
heritage which, if not properly protected and re-used, is likely to go completely lost.
Keywords: architectural heritage, mountains’ villages, safeguard, enhancement

1.

Historical architecture of Val Sangone: a heritage at risk

The mountainous landscape of Val Sangone, as well as that of other valleys surrounding the Turin
plain, is strongly characterized by the close dialogue between the natural environment and many
settlements that, since ancient times, reflect the ways of life in the Alpine territories. The valley fits in
with the Alps which, as said in an ANCSA conference, «compared to other mountains are the result of
their history. They had, since prehistoric times, acted as a connection between the Mediterranean
world and north-west Atlantic territories nor continental Europe. Crossed for millennia by migrants,
merchants, armies, pilgrims, all of them bearers of ideas, technical innovations, artistic and cultural
expressions the Alps are the result of various sedimentations; their heritage is richer than that of the
plains. Thanks to the considerable vertical development of valley slopes, the Alps are almost unique in
Europe in the manner of their agro-pastoral use (...) with settlements and different land uses,
generating specific landscapes» [1]. Val Sangone, affected both by the relations with the lowland
areas and by cross-border links with France, is characterized by settlements, fanned out along the
valleys, with different physiognomies related to their localization. Their diversity is due to the history of
the valley and to the connection between human beings and the topography of the area; nevertheless,
all of them have in common with one another the more or less significant presence of traditional stone
and wood constructions. The close relationship between building and nature, landscape and functions,
has its origins from ancient times and nowadays it is still preserved in many valleys, where it is
possible to come across atmospheres alien to the passage of time. There are still numerous material
traces which, although in many cases totally abandoned and affected by progressive destruction, are
still readable and contribute to characterize the mountain landscape. Unfortunately, as pointed out by
Giuseppe Dematteis, «while [...] voices are raised in defence of this or that monument or landscape,
however the mountain is still not considered by most people as an artwork that should be preserved
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and made able to continue to be inhabited and used. There are even those who think that the
abandonment and depopulation could be a good opportunity for it to return to its natural state» [1].
Since the Second World War, these territories have been subjected to a dual pressure from both their
gradual depopulation, because of the attraction exerted by the industrial centre, built in the valley floor
and close to the main cities, and from a gradual increase in mass tourism. While entire villages,
representing significant testimonies of vernacular architecture, "expression of the culture of a
community, of its relationship with the territory and, at the same time, the expression of the world's
cultural diversity" [2] were partially or totally abandoned, the same environment has in many cases
been swamped with tourist facilities, second homes and infrastructure that have overturned the
balance.
New buildings didn’t pay enough attention, nor respected the local architecture, which is the result of
an architectural Darwinism process [3] that brought the vernacular settlements to be in a state of
perfect balance and harmony with the territory on which they stand, and from which they have been
shaped in some way. New buildings aren’t mostly the result of a search for solutions capable of
adapting to the site characteristics, nor from the volumetric point of view (through the use of simple
volumes), nor from the material point of view, but they rather demonstrate a certain building
discrepancy which caused irreparable changes in the landscape. Those features, due to the strong
connection between constructions and territories, identifying the traditional building settlements have
disappeared. Those specific characters, which testify the adaptation process of human beings and
settlements to the territory, constitute, together with the architectural heritage, a cultural heritage. The
progressive degradation of these assets as a result of demographic retraction phenomena nor the
execution of inappropriate interventions, both in terms of composition and construction, caused and
still causes the loss of material and immaterial cultural heritage, expression of a specific community
and of its strong relationship with the context in which it had lived until no long time ago. As a matter of
fact, «the mountains’ depopulation, the crisis of local cultures and the transformation of these sites in
places devoted only to leisure and second homes lead to the continuous erosion and loss of
knowledge assets, lively traditions, cultures, architecture and landscapes, result of a human presence
which has, over the centuries, tamed, made productive and held back curbed a superb and
threatening nature» [4].
In the specific case of Val Sangone, all the villages dotting the territory are significant resources, not
only in terms of quantity but especially in terms of quality. They are an architectural heritage which,
although fragile, characterizes these places and helps to define the genius loci threatened by the
globalization, leading to the gradual loss of the natural relationship between man and the surrounding
environment (the Lebenswelt, ie the vital world, analysed by Edmund Hussel). Since the fifties of the
last century the inhabitants of these small settlements have moved to the valley floor towns (as
Giaveno and Coazze) or to the city of Turin in search of stable and more secure employment.
Abandoned and uninhabited they reveal a high fragility exacerbated by not being currently protected
by national laws for both their nature and their geographical wide spread [5].
Degradations, even though due to different causes, can also be found in the still inhabited villages,

Fig. 1: The Sangone valley: natural territory and built-up areas.
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where the construction of new buildings designated for temporary residences (second homes erected
since the sixties of the last century) or the necessary functional and performance upgrading of the
existing buildings to the needs expressed by the current user have irreparably compromised not only
the buildings’ characters, but also the landscape of which they are essential part. Interventions that
altered, often without any need, the original typologies were carried out and construction details
completely unrelated to the buildings’ architecture were adopted. Both of them are due to the lack of
adequate knowledge of the buildings’ structural design or construction features, and to the desire of
modernisation (which determines the transformation of the original types in modern single-family
buildings) compared to the will of preservation and protection of the buildings and the cultural heritage
they express.
An extensive survey work of 262 settlements in Val Sangone [6], carefully studied with respect to
various aspects, including in particular the connection between their current state of conservation and
the environment, has shown recurring events. The more difficult to reach by car the settlements are
the more preserved they are. Although substantially degraded as for the material point of view, they
keep almost intact the authenticity and the identity features that characterize and define this heritage.
Conversely, where accessibility is more easily ensured, the settlements have generally undergone
greater changes that have altered the character of both the single construction, and the entire village
or the landscape they mark.

2.

Building environmental characters in a compromised reality

The strict relationship that has always connected valleys’ orography and buildings has not only
affected positioning and structure organization of each settlement, but has also influenced their
conservation status, making them the expression of historical-funcional valley’s dynamics, in particular
marked by transformations in the way territories are used that, since the second postwar period, have
quickly upset the balances settled down in the centuries.
Val Sangone shows various housing units’ physiognomies, different for dimension, distributive
structure and for the architecture ability to adapt to functional needs. The biggest centres as Trana,
Sangano and Reano constitute special cases, they are affected by the greater closeness to the
industrialized plain of Turin metropolitan surroundings and are characterized by really anonymous
urbanized settlements, very different from the rural ones still readable in the upper valley territories;
Giaveno, Coazze and Valgioie, even if they have preserved a strict relationship with the mountain
landscape, are seriously upset by recent constructions that have partialy attacked the historical preexistences.
The physiognomy of minor housing units of the valley is of major interest, because they maintain, even

Fig. 2: Examples of typical constructions in the valley.
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in different ways, rural building made of stone and wood that characterize the environment. These
traditional buildings, even though they show different shapes and typological-organization models
adapting themselves to place features and single needs, are joined both by their formal and functional
simplicity and by the recurrence of peculiar architectural elements. All of them are, because of their
variety, witness of those building methods handed down from one generation to another in the valley,
and characterized by their inherent spontaneous simplicity.
In numerous aggregates, whose physiognomy has developed and transformed in a proper manner,
the traditional constructions have a really variable importance. In some of them the single vernacular
buildings, untoched or transformed, are isolated elements, representing only a past reference; in other
ones, instead, placed side by side one next to the other or grouped into very compact little housing
units, they still show an environmental configuration that leads back to the countryside or mountain
life. There aren't general rules to explain the very diversified persistence of traditional buildings,
because the history and the links with the territory of every unit have influenced their transformation
and conservation dynamics. However, in general, the lower valley settlements, especially if easily
accessible, are worse preserved when compared to the higher ones, where more significant traces
can be found. In particular, the most isolated villages, or even those ones absorbed by woods, have
better safeguarded their vernacular connotation, even if often hidden by decays which highlight their
fragility.
Every settlements’ physiognomy is linked on one hand to the architectural features of the buildings, on
the other to the distributive connections and relationship between the different parts, built or not, that
show, despite all the interventions carried out, a strict relationship between buildings and nature. The
disposition of every house is mainly organized along the streets or paths that scramble onto the single
fan-shaped valleys according to a forked scheme.
The roads’ organization, really various for dimensions and structures in relation to the territory
morphology, represents the key element both for the conformation of the single aggregate (linear or
articulated), and for traditional buildings’ preservation, highlighting, however, the equilibrium existing
among different environmental elements, natural or anthropological.
The traditional architecture of the valley reflects the very close link between nature and constructions;
the most common materials are stone and wood, which could easily found in this area. In Val
Sangone, as well as in many other sites of the alpine territory, the availability of high quality stone has
allowed to build stable structures over the centuries: masonry with more or less processed blocks or,
as an alternative, river pebbles merged in the earth characterize the buildings. Many constructions,
variable in relation to the single builder ability, they still keep qualitatively appreciable, although
roughly simple, wall textures. This is due to the fact that in some villages, as the Maddalena one,
specialized stonemason’s workers and bricklayers were trained. The ability of the local stone
manufacturing can be appreciated in the stone ashlars that sometimes define the houses’ corner or
serving as lintel, and also in the pillars two floors high, supporting the roof and the wood cantilever of
the balconies. Big stone slabs characterize the two slopes pitched-roofs, while the buildings are
dominated by the stone grey colours and wooden elements in the covering and balconies structures.
This constructions formal simplicity often couples with their irregularity, justified in the majority of
cases by the needed adaptation to different ground levels, or by the coexistence of various
transformation interventions occurred over time. The resulting building volume inhomogeneity, which
is a characterizing feature, contrasts with the homogeneity resulting from both the few materials
adopted and the recurrent organizational and compositional schemes.
The correspondence between individual and communities’ functional and distributive needs and the
architectural shapes is shown through typological and constructive characters that can be found more
or less in all the little villages. Small windows and doors openings, often randomly placed, or wooden
walkways and ladders (almost always located outside) are examples of these characters. It is to be
said that these ladders and walkways are the ones living up the simple forms of the buildings,
proposing variations and changes, formal or executive, to constructive schemes widely tested through
the centuries. One example is offered by the walkways’ wooden structure, once was used for the
agricultural products desiccation, designing thanks to the sunlight the fronts of the buildings.
This element of strong characterization in combination with the lime plastered walls and openings’
cornices, which alternate the white and grey stones colours in some buildings, contribute to define the
imagine and the architectural features of many valleys, connoting both the smallest buildings, and the
volumetrically biggest ones more widely spread in the lower altitude zones.
The remarks on the buildings of Val Sangone historical villages have been focused on private housing
typologies, including residences, stalls, barns and even tool storage. However, the settlements’
historical and cultural heritage is characterized, besides this building by others for collective use,
precious because integral part of the valley’s social history.
First of all ovens and wash houses, meeting places during the hard washing-up and the animal
watering: little stone and wooden structures which, although having lost their functional role, still
maintain their identity. A more refined architectural quality characterizes the churches and the chapels,
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Fig. 3: Borgata Rocco.

plastered and often painted, all social aggregation places. A spread material heritage expression of
the popular devotion with propitiatory function are the votive pillars: some of them are located inside
the houses, around which the inhabitants of the villages without churches or chapels used to come
together, others are placed in strategic points of the streets. They are little and graceful aedicules,
refined by votive frescos made by local painters; the same frescos can also be found on the houses
walls. Most of the pillars is in an advanced state of degradation, with the risk of disappearance of one
of the most significant testimonies of a centuries-old tradition.

3.

Proposals for the settlements’ preservation and enhancement

The fragile architectural and environmental heritage so far outlined, that characterizes the landscape
at different scales, although it is partially compromised by incongruous changes and decays, is a
testimony of what the Italian Cultural Heritage Code identifies as cultural heritage, highlighting its
historical and cultural relevance. In fact, art. 2 paragraph 1 of the Code states that both cultural
heritage and landscapes are protected, pointing out that constitute the "national cultural heritage" not
only the cultural heritage in the strict sense, such as historical, artistic, archaeological assets, but also
the Italian landscapes "whose deep culturalism connotation is unique in both European and world
experience and deserves all the relief and the due protection» [7]. The Cultural Heritage Code also
points out that «the protection and promotion of the cultural heritage contribute to preserve the
memory of the national community and of its territory and to encourage the cultural development» (art.
1 paragraph 2). It is therefore important to deepen the knowledge of this heritage characterizing the
culture of our country, to become promoters of its enhancement in order to both enable its
preservation over time and increase its use by the community.
The analysis of the interventions carried out in contexts similar, for features and problems, to the Val
Sangone’s villages allows to recognize two different operating ways. On one hand, the adaptive reuse
of these old settlements, defined "minimum" by Gianludovico Rolli [8], has been pursued through
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Fig. 4: The building in Borgata Rocco singled out as fulcrum of the retraining operation proposal. Survey executed
by C. Ferlanda and A. Lussiana.

interventions aimed at making them capable to answer in a positive way to nowadays requirements in
terms of architectural comfort, and telematics connectivity. The latter is in fact absolutely necessary to
reduce the disadvantages resulting from isolation affecting rural and mountain areas, to facilitate the
permanence of the still remaining population and to promote a longer stay of the new users. In this
case the centres are identified as «resources to be activated for a different level of development» [9],
providing for a significant, even though carefully controlled, possibility of transformation of the
settlements, capable at the same time of ensuring the fulfilment of «current needs without
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compromising the future generations’ ability to meet their own needs» [10], and of leading to the
preservation and enhancement of local resources, which could «raise the quality of [current and
potential users’, ed .] life and remain accessible»[11] today and in the future.
As highlighted by Arturo Lanzani, "it is not [simply] to build a new landscape which meets new logics of
production and living, taking into consideration the past, but to assume the inherited landscape as the
reason for a «different» development, where the legacy of a historic centre, set in a hilly area, may
offer the opportunity, to live in a way that does not require the car for getting around and a car-box
connected to the apartment, and to carry out a mix of agriculture and tourism, or even to get a
settlement and an economic structure where hybridization between urban and rural life takes place»
[12], thanks to the connection (via cable) to the metropolitan circuit.
On the contrary, in other case, the adopted intervention strategy has been diametrically opposite. It
was in fact deliberately chosen to omit a possible telematic "modernisation" preferring the rediscovery
of values and traditions that, even if partially or totally forgotten, represent an essential part of the
history and of the memory of the settlements reused. In this case, the projects aim to minimize the
transformation or adaptation, in order to attract a new type of user, such as tourists, interested in
getting away, even if for a limited period of time, from the frenetic pace of contemporary life, looking
for an environment that offers tranquillity, rest and a reconciliation with nature and cultural and
gastronomic traditions. In this case it is very important to pay attention not to become promoters of
actions which, only attentive to purevisibilistic aspects, could cause the creation of purely scenic
landscapes whose meaning turns out to be totally transfigured.
In Italian territory there are many proposals promoted by different regions, aimed at contributing to the
organic reuse of small towns and villages affected by a significant depopulation (consider the
examples commonly found in Liguria, Toscana, Sicilia and Calabria). Nevertheless, the measures
implemented up to now are quite limited. Despite the promotional activities carried out by institutions
such as the Italian Touring Club (even if it turns its attention exclusively to those centres still able to
attract some tourist flow) or the birth of associations such as the Club of the Most Beautiful Villages of
Italy (2001), which aims to «ensure through protection, reuse and enhancement, the maintenance of
monuments that would otherwise got forever lost » [13], the heritage represented by "minimum"
centres is still in danger and risks shortly its almost total extinction.
It is time to wonder if considering the massive dropout phenomenon and the consequent loss of a
tangible and intangible heritage characterizing these sites, it should be considered appropriate to let
these assets become "archaeological find" or vice versa if it would be better promote actions aimed at
their preservation and their transmission to future generations. Being unthinkable to keep everything,
since this would require the availability of resources that, especially in the current situation, would be
difficult to find, we might assume the safeguard of at least that heritage which, unique from both the
landscape and the cultural point of view, could more easily be networked with other resources
promoting a successful adaptive reuse intervention. The remaining assets could / should conversely
be detected, photographed, documented so that, whenever abandoned and therefore destined to
become a ruin, their traces and their memories would be however preserved, preventing their
dispersion or, worse, their total destruction (the Central Institute for Cataloguing and Documentation of
the Ministry of Cultural Heritage have been working in this direction for several years by drawing up an
atlas of the historical centres and a GIS in which steps were taken to the georeferencing of a
considerable number of historical centres).
It is therefore to manage this heritage consciously and «to let all of us, travellers and inhabitants, do
some exploration exercises of the territories apparently close [...], to facilitate the meeting with a
transforming and progressively disappearing landscape», thus offering the possibility of «a […] deep
contact [even though] «dumb» with past generations» [9].

4.

A village as network pole

Considering what mentioned above and what came out from the characteristics analysis of the
traditional architecture of Val Sangone villages we would like to present, as starting point for further
reflections, some guidelines and purposes of a study aimed, among other things, at suggest an
adaptive reuse intervention to be carried out on one of the best preserved historic village, the Rocco
one. A study guided by us [6] has been directed to identify sustainable solutions and aware and
coherent interventions, to support the safeguard and give a new life to a reality nowadays in the background.
Through the accurate examination of 262 villages it has been observed that it wouldn’t have been
possible to put the conservation of all the historical and cultural heritage of the villages forward. It
seemed instead possible to propose a network connecting the most significant settlements in every
valley, revitalizing the ancient paths system and creating an attractive pole intended as information
centre. In this way it could be possible to maintain the memory of the entire system of historical
settlements even if not all the villages would undergo adaptive reuse interventions.
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As polar element, among many units that have preserved almost intact the original architecturalenvironmental features, in Coazze municipality, Borgata Rocco has been chosen. This little village
surrounded by nature is characterized by typical stone houses, located on the slopes of the hill. It
preserves its historicized physiognomy, with an evident intimate relationship between man and nature,
still dominant and very fascinating, unfortunately damaged by the state of abandonment of many
buildings fallen into desuse. It is actually a situation that silently asks for help, and that could survive
only with projects able to guarantee its revitalization on the basis of sustainable logics.
Considering the information got through both the analysis of different scales context’s peculiarities and
the identification of the users potentially interested in reusing this little village, it came forward for
Borgata Rocco, as well as for other ones, the need to promote multifunctionality, considering the
possibility of activating (in some cases of re-activating) residential and cultural functions, in a largescale system that connects, reinforcing them, each resource. A proposal for making the little village
alive once again has been done. The project would include the reuse of some buildings as temporary
residence and exhibition and leisure centre to promote material and immaterial assets. Considering
the richness of the historical-cultural heritage which characterizes the context in which the village
stands, it was considered appropriate to support the creation of a local culture pole inside a building,
settled in the little square of the village, that summarizes on its own some primary aspects. A building
with all the features of the local building tradition and some exceptional elements. Actually it has a

Fig. 5: Proposal for the creation, within the building singled out in Borgata Rocco, of a centre dedicated to the
local culture (by C. Ferlanda and A. Lussiana).
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stone column, with a stylised capital, remarkable for its uniqueness, on the main front, supporting the
wooden structure of the balcony; there is also a lathe that one time was available to all the villages.
Furthermore, you can find in the semi-basement a cave excavated in the rock (one time surely used
as cellar), that has taken on a high symbolic value for the whole valley, because it has been a hiding
place for partisan brigades during the Resistance, brigades that constituted a really active presence.
The revitalization of Borgata Rocco could develop a network aimed at to recover the principal values
of this territory that can take advantage from the considerable qualities of the hilly and mountain
landscape surrounding it.

5.

Conclusions

The approach now described for a valley sector could be reflected also in retraining interventions in
alpine valleys at wider scale because, as Dematteis underlines, «the most part of the mountain
territory can continue […] hosting settlements and enterprises that provide employment to the
inhabitants, especially in those activities that are specific of alpine contexts» [1]. These ones can - in
some cases they must - necessary be supported by other activities that initiate and stimulate virtuous
restoration intervention to allow the conservation of the heritage characterizing them and to open new
development opportunities of the High Lands. This means working forward the enhancement and the
capitalisation of the cultural and material heritage as useful devices to make these areas, currently not
involved in tourist or settlement development processes, come out from a state of abandon. Certainly
it’s not possible to imagine, neither would be right, a landscape-document not convertible, to be
preserved just as it was and were it was; some modifications should be hypotized, accepting the
change challenge [15], the only available way to promote its protection and safeguard over time. So it
is required to involve assets and resources into the becoming dynamic, completely avoiding their
unsustainable embalming, starting from their “360°” knowledge, considering not only their physical
features, but also of the intangible marks of a rural culture, well established in the collective memory of
the local population. A knowledge that is able to address projects which find their strength in the
safeguard both of the architectural and lanscape heritage and of the local culture which may be
completely lost, especially when the last and rare oral sources, which testify the history and habits of
places now abandoned, but once alive, will disappear.
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Abstract

Mainly characterized by culture and tradition, the territories change and communities enhance
themselves, always requiring more ways of interaction and communication. It is precisely these
characteristics that bring new challenges, which can only be answered by enabling a continuous
process of innovation and requalification through the collaborative path of research and constant
dialogue between the actors involved.
Know-how, cultures, and techniques related to innovation, defined as a mix of shapes and disciplines,
are the main topics of the Innovation Design Laboratory of the Politecnico di Torino which fix itself the
goal to teach and understand changes and evolutions that can take place in the various fields,
developing concepts and projects of impact. This is the aim of the Food Innovation Design project,
where through the food topic, it was possible to open new design opportunities able to meet the
particular contextual need by forecasting and transmitting value with their action enabling sustainable
innovation.
This paper presents the path of the project with the explanation of the design process adopted within
his methodology and three real outcomes. As a case studies, choose among the most critical area of
the Turin's neighborhood, they explain how it was possible to transform the endogenous resources in
new innovative value able to increase the quality of life of his inhabitant.
Keywords: systemic innovation design, territory, food, sustainability.

1.

Introduction

Starting from territory and his elements of identity like natural and cultural heritage, infrastructures,
characteristics of economic systems and so on, strongly come to light the food question which
represents not only a primary good, but also a global common language, a means of expression of
community’s traditions, a vehicle for interaction and exchange among different ethnic groups and
cultures, a source of well-being and health for different populations target, both inhabitants (elderly
people, youth, children, foreigners-natives) and city users (employees, visitors), symbolic element of
socio-cultural identity and urban attractor, even against new emerging polarities like universities. This
scenario becomes even worst if we pair these kinds of issues with the growing demand for
sustainability in the society, economic and environmental factors. All these aspects are the
precondition why nowadays there is more attention to the research for tools able to handle the
increasingly complex phenomena.
How cans the food question influence the context is well being? How food and design can enable requalification process in the areas involved?
This is the challenge at the base of research and educational path developed during the last years in
the Innovation Laboratory of the Politecnico di Torino.
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The research exposed aim to understand changes, forecast, and evolutions that can take place in the
context of the city of Turin to develop innovative projects with impact by spreading value and enabling
enhancement and requalification with the use of the food topic and focusing it on existing resources.
More specifically, to do that, the Laboratory adopted an interdisciplinary approach where know-how,
knowledge, cultures, and techniques related to innovation, defined as a mix of shapes and disciplines,
with the contribution of three main fields: design for innovation, sociology of innovation and innovation
management.
The Innovation Laboratory is focused on driving, with a specific methodology, the innovation process
of development as a mix of creativity with particular attention to environmental, economic and social
sustainability themes [1]. With the sociology of innovation, the project aims to apply the appropriate
tools for the study and the evaluation of the territorial potentially, in the more general outline of urban
sustainability, with the social implications of innovation. These are factors influenced and shape by the
organizational models and processes of territorial technological advancement in the innovation field.
Therefore only with the help of innovation management, it is possible to go beyond actual system by
outline how the territorial system works, and which are the principal players involved.
A tangible multidisciplinary approach that allows learning and constantly experimenting the complexity
of relations at play and the strength among them [2], is the most important characteristic of the Food
Innovation Design project.
Through some specific case studies, the paper wants to show how an appropriate quality and
quantitative territory fieldwork and a multidisciplinary approach allows highlighting potentialities and
strong points otherwise not easily identifiable. This process can enable new good design practices in a
perspective of sustainable innovation and entrepreneurship, starting new requalification process in the
areas involved.

2.

Innovation Framework

The innovation practice involves many aspects, from technical and economical to cultural fields, and
its impact is a critical and a great driver for the construction of a better future [3]. Innovate is hard
because it requires a correct cultural approach, considerable time and resources, a strong
coordination and cooperation, hard work, appropriate spaces, knowledge, and tools [4].
As a matter of fact, when it comes to innovating it is necessary to have information and materials
organized according to specific logic, analyzed and verified for giving and organic and clarity unity to
all the results of the project able to explaining why such a result has taken shape in a particular way
[5]. This structure needs tools and method to increase the understanding of the complex system
where we will introduce our innovative initiatives as to reach real impact results.
For that reason, we developed and used our methodology, the Systemic Innovation Design
Methodology, during the educational and research path in the Innovation Laboratory.
Within this experience, the challenge’s project was to design and develop sustainable innovation into
different territorial contexts. Following the Systemic Innovation Design Methodology, the designers
involved in the project were able to go from the contextual analysis phase into the concept
development phase following specific steps taking into account the relations between people, the
activities and the resources of the context of action with the multidisciplinary approach described
before [6].
Starting from the analysis phase to arrive at development phase, and passing through the concept, the
outcomes results have the goal to enhance the resources existing according to with culture and local
knowledge and identity to produce new growth and well-being for individual, society, and context.
In the specific case of the Food Innovation Design, the project focus on introducing innovative design
project within specific areas of the city of Turin to enhance the territory from their existing resource
with the food vector.
The creation of social and environmental innovations involved the food as an innovation vector able to
connect the contextual identity, information, cultures, resources, and assets with the need of the
people living in it with the goal to reassemble all of them in new forms able to create new and better
values for the socio-economic development [7].
The design process formulated within the Systemic Innovation Design Methodology starts from an
overview of the thematic actions that an innovative sustainable project has to explore:
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1. carefully context analysis;
2. the requirements identification of that the project is seeking to fulfill;
3. the vision and the design of what it takes to meet them;
4. the result, regarding how this will be adopted and the measure of its performance.
It is possible to find each of these prerogatives in the three leading stage of the project process:
exploration and formative phase, research and analysis, concept and development. All the process is
thought to focus on real problems.
2.2 Exploration and Formative Phase
The intent of this phase is to introduce the themes of Innovation Design, the approach and the
methodology used in the Laboratory. The Innovation Design field of study acts with a vision and a
process that start from the meaning, by answering "why" we need to introduce or develop an
innovative initiative overturn the traditional engineering and economic perspective that starts from the
"how". To act in this point of view is it necessary to explore and analyze the context of action in many
perspectives very carefully.
The multidisciplinary approach in this phase, that include innovative trends, entrepreneurship, and
data visualization lessons is necessary to set the initial scenario around the topics and are preparatory
for the next stage.
2.3 Research and Analysis Phase
The research and analysis phase is a strategic and a basilar stage for the project’s development.
Identification, selection, and reorganization of the data in the context, where the project is acting, are
possible only with a deep analysis conducted on all the characteristic that compose the context itself.
To collect all this data, the course taught the tools and the method during the sociology innovation
course.

Fig. 1: Analysis Maps Examples
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The different teams analyzed different types of qualitative and quantitative information on the natural,
anthropic, social and economic context aspects [8]. These data were collected, analyzed and
structured from existing information, like database research, open data, reports, case studies,
scientific and general reviews and from a step of information integration research conducted in the
field.
During this step, all the existing data collected are blended with survey, direct perception and empathy
analysis. So every designer can build a careful analysis on the livability, the everyday life and the
perception of the area. These aspects made a significant contribution to know the neighborhood
aspects. This vast amount of data and information material is then structured by using the information
and data visualization rules [9] in different maps that are going to compose the project data book (Fig.
1). This report contains all the contextual data correlation, the list of criticalities and the list of
potentialities of the territory necessary to start to design the innovation initiative
2.4 Concept and Development Phase
In the last phase of the project, the designer starts to design an innovative initiative concept able to
introduce a value improvement in their neighborhood following the results of the analysis and research
phase. To do that it formalize some project guidelines to set the values and the goal of improvement
that they will introduce with their action.
Every decision, every project development has to be aligned and coherent with the data book and the
guidelines. This process leads the designer to design concept and develop a project based on
objective fact, trust on real data with a better possibility to reach an outcome of success.
All the project outcomes were accompanied with a project book where it will be possible to find all data
collected during the research and analysis phase, but also all the essential aspects of the concept as
clear purpose identification, user identification, value and functional maps, product or service blueprint,
business strategy, communication strategy and expected sustainable impacts.

3.

Food Innovation Projects Overall Results

The qualitative and quantitative analysis carried out on the field have allowed the teams to obtaining
an overall picture of the different neighborhood of Turin very exhaustive and complete with the
identification of specific potential and strengths of each district.
All this information were structured in several maps and visualization in the project data book.
The data analysis derived from ethnographic research has given rise to peculiar characteristics of
each reference district with the design of 27 innovative results very different to each other although the
food topics were the common theme.
The projects resulting differ by user and actors involved, theme and kind of outcome project.
In fact in the 27 projects developed we can find an innovative proposal for users ranging child to
senior users, from tourist to worker involving actors from the citizen to institutions (fig. 2).
The key issue is the construction of the network of actors involved in the project; networking is, in fact,
considered essential for the growth of an ecosystem because of cooperation and inclusion processes
help optimally managing the project [10].
Also, the theme has wide range spacing from various issues as the multicultural integration, the
cultural heritage, the social inclusion, the sport, and tourism promotion, the health enhancement and
the traditions and cultures valorization.
Even the outcomes of projects have followed this trend with the developing of a different series of
product, service and models design, digital or analogic.
However, considering different possibilities that bring out the expansion of the project to cross-cutting
themes, user specifications to which the project intends to address and actors that are thought to be
involved in the same project, it goes without saying that the tools are configured differently from time
to time, thus creating digital platforms and applications for smartphones, paper guides in support of
visiting and exploring the city, the cargo-bike projects associated with planning events or the proposal
of new services.
Three cases study were selected among those who turn out to be the most significant outcome, and
we will be described below.
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Fig. 2: Overall Projects Results.

All three projects start from the analysis of three different neighborhoods in Turin, but with similar
characteristics from the social point of view: they appear to be, in fact, the most marginal
neighborhoods of the city where the impact of the outcomes will be most considerable.
3.2 Mens Sana
Mens Sana is a project consisting of a network of services developed around the issues of food and
healthy living, by relating agricultural and socio-cultural resources that characterize the area and the
needs of the considered utilities, also controlling the isolation and impenetrability which have always
distinguished the neighborhood.
The area analysis has indeed shown that the Falchera district, one set in the far northern suburbs of
the city of Turin district unlikely of passage for non-residents because of the position that constitutes
and define a particular isolation, appears to be almost a separate town with an active industrial center
for the city itself.
On this basis, the project is directed towards two distinct categories of users with the goal of creating a
true social network between the resident community and the employees of the industrial area on the
edge of the same neighborhood.
The proposed network of services aims to promote the consumption of healthy food, creating a local
culture related to food and the conducting of a 360-degree style of life. The project consists of food
delivery services and packed lunch, delivered directly to the workplace and in offering agricultural and
sporting activities after work for CNH employees and residents. Membership of the network is based
on a system of credits you can spend on the same network for the proposed activities, the system
managed through a simple application designed specifically.
Cascina Falchera, a place that kicked off the expansion of the district and for this reason, it preserves
a particular value in the collective imagination of the community, was identified as an active and
proactive hub, ideal for the coordination of services and activities of an entire project. The impact of
the project can be multiple; the creation of a new service on the neighborhood could make this less
isolated, enhancing and reinforcing the sense of belonging and identity that characterizes the
community. The project also creates new jobs within the area, taking advantage of green areas and
farmland not widely used outside and bringing the strong industrial reality confined to the territory.
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Fig 3: Mens Sana – Functional Concept Schema.

3.3 Mirafiori
The Mirafiori project aims to create a new value chain connecting the local players in order to generate
economic, social and environmental objectives in the neighborhood, starting from the food surplus.
The analysis of the homonymous district, located in the southern suburbs of the city of Turin and
known historically to the strong impact of Fiat industry, which made the area one of the most populous
city, has shown that this area was severely affected by problems such as social isolation and
integration. Strong potential of the district, however, was detected in the CAAT (Centro
AgroAlimentare di Torino), which provides today, almost constantly, the majority of small retailers and
street vendors present in the city of Turin, but also a great source of excess.
The aim of the project then becomes to recover food surpluses identified in the structure of CAAT,
managing working through dislocated structures on the territory, enhancing the skills of those involved
in the distribution of the service and the food preparation, thereby generating actions social interaction
between people from different biographies.
Mirafiori is therefore proposed as an interdisciplinary laboratory oriented to the empowerment of
people in marginal condition, where food becomes a means to initiate and trigger a series of actions
for a return to the neighborhood community placing.
The Mirafiori project may have internal and external impact to the neighborhood, not thus remaining
confined to administrative boundaries. Within the district, it can offer an alternative to the food surplus
by supporting needy people in the area, through active community involvement and participation.
Externally, the implications are in terms of image, requalifying and bringing to a social plan an area
always associated with the gray industria.
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Fig. 4 : Mirafiori – Food Chain Schema

3.4 Walkeat
Walkeat is as an association able to create a network of connections between people and places food
on the Barriera di Milano district in Turin. The aim of the project is to use food as a vehicle for cultural
exchange, eliminating the prejudice of the inhabitants of Turin and integrating the ethnic groups that
live in the neighborhood.
The project stems from the analysis of Barriera di Milano district, a borough built as a proletarian and
laborer, located a few kilometers away from the city center. To date, this zone, it is one of the
neighborhoods with the highest rate of foreign inhabitants and is therefore of particular interest and
sensitivity of the issue of multicultural and integration.
The initiative includes a series of thematic food and wine tours for adults and children and school
groups. These routes different themes ranging from architecture to photography, to the enhancement
of street art, very present in the neighborhood. The tours are run by the ambassadors of the figures,
which offer their knowledge, ideas and experiences about the area and the food are being proposed,
making the experience more immersive and less touristy.
The project goal is to enhance the quality of the context to create a relationship between the places of
the food offering the user a complete experience is formed by local flavors and ethnic, immersed in the
characteristic culinary and cultural landscape that the district offers.
The service wants to make to feel participants and residents involved in the place that they reside and
live, increasing the flows of people who frequent it, improving the image of the area and its integration
in the city of Turin.
The enhancement of the food places of Barriera di Milano can have strong repercussions on not only
economic, but also social; improved communication and attractiveness of the area can requalify a
heavily discriminated neighborhood negatively associated because of the high percentage of foreign
residents.
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Fig. 5: Walkeat – Food and Street Art Tour Example.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of the workshop Innovation is double. On one hand, it wants to help, inspire and to
advocate into the innovative speech the new generations of designers by making them aware of their
important role, with a strategic responsibility, to shape the future of human society with their project
action. On the other hand it wants to test and redefine our methodology and tools to concretize in real
innovative activities, the approaches and the vision teach and experiment in the Laboratory.
After this project experience, and the first result, we can state that the results accomplished the
purpose with the creation of innovative initiatives going beyond the mere commercial and
technological aspect, focusing on the social and environmental requalification as a primary aspect.
The use of the same methodology with the same topic, the food, in different territorial context has
produced significant results with different souls. So we are confident that through the iteration of this
case study presented in this paper, our research team will validate and communicate even more the
importance of the role of design as a strategic guidance for innovating, preserve, and enhance the
territory peculiarity.
The design is a strategic tool for positive change and for affecting the territorial value systems by
creating new values and by leading the society towards a more sustainable life.
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Abstract
In the town of Mercogliano (in province of Avellino), there is a Door called “of the Saints” close to the
town hall square.
On the top of this door there are some fresco remains, dating back to the eleventh century.
The door of the Saints is among the five entrances, the one that has best withstood to the time, in fact,
on five inputs to Capocastello only two remain visible.
In this paper will be described the procedure for a correct B.I.M. (Building information modeling) model
generation and flows in crowds simulation in case of earthquake.
To the 3D B.I.M. digital model will be applied a subsequent procedure.
It will be developed a 3D application and accessible on the web able to show the
architectural/archaeological model appropriately retopologizzato in order to make it usable in real time
rendering.
Software agents will be modeled to simulate the people behavior in different states: stopped, walking,
escape, interacting with neighbors (avoiding them, aligning to the group, reaching a vanishing point).
Software agents will be programmed in C # so to have own local autonomous behavior. The
interaction between all the local individuals behavior will bring a global crowd behavior that will be the
simulation object that will attempt to cross the bow. They will be used Graphs and Dijkstra's algorithm
to calculate the shortest paths from the position of software agent to the destination escape.
Keywords: Building Information Modeling, earthquake, 3D modeling, photogrammetric triangulation.

1.

Building Information modeling process applied to the Cultural Heritage

Recently, the B.I.M. procedure [1,2] is spreading more and more in both enterprise and industrial
environments and in the arts. It is a process helping to achieve a proper analysis phase of the building
or the historical and artistic value architectural construction.
This paper shows the interaction between the architecture and ITC disciplines.
It is realized a software capable of creating a model in 3 dimensions inspired by the B.I.M. process
because on a single working platform several professionals can interact.
The simulation software realization has given indications about the prospect of escape in case of
danger of Capocastello village that is the oldest area of the Mercogliano city.
The B.I.M. procedure [3,4] application not shows how to break it down into parts of the historical
artifact but it indicate to realize an advanced interface and interconnections process. It means that in
each moment it will be possible to intervene during the realistic simulation and predict small measures
to improve the passage under the Door of the Saints without affecting the cultural asset.
Furthermore, the study case will lead to further work on defining costs of intervention and visualization
of virtual scenarios realization of the interventions themselves.
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The medieval village (Figure 1) was surrounded by thick walls, along which there were five gates that
gave access to the town. Of these gates only two have come today, the Door of the Saints [ in the
upper part of which can still be seen a fresco (Figure 2) depicting S. Modestino, S. Fiorentino and S.
Flaviano (the Patron), and the Gate of 'Water, near the "pear water" source.
Mercogliano is located at the southern foot of the massif of feverfew and presents an area that, from
the nature and landscape point of view, is among the most interesting of Southern Italy.
Mount Partenio, on which was built around the twelfth century the famous shrine dedicated to
Madonna of Montevergine (1493 meters high) dominates the entire surrounding area.
The municipal area, which falls partially in the Regional Park of feverfew, is dominated by the massif
characteristic woods of feverfew, mainly consisting of fruit chestnut and deciduous chestnut, up to
1000 meters above sea level, and beech forests above 1000 meters. Capocastello had five access
doors like all medieval villages surrounded by defensive walls (in addition to the narrow alleys, narrow
stairways, squares, churches and small houses one close to another).
One of the two remaining doors of the Capocastello is the "Water Gate” in the upper part of
Capocastelo not far from Mercogliano castle [7].
Of the remaining three gates, Cape Gate, Port Gate and Mazzocca round, there is no trace.

Fig.1: Capocastello inhabited perimeter [6].

Fig.2: The Door of Saints in Mercogliano (AV) and it’s fresco.
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2.

Simulation crowds moving software through arc escape

The purpose of the software [5,6] developed is that of providing a simulated 3D interactive
environment in which:


Load one or more 3D models of real scene on which to run a simulation;



Assign crowd source points and the crowd destination;



Select the individual or vehicle type to be simulated. In this case, the type is human and it has
parameters such as speed and impact resistance that are set randomly so as to make varied
and realistic the crowd behavior;

Fig.3: Flows in crowds simulation.

Fig.4: Data cloud.
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•
Each Individual is able to calculate its shortest path from source to destination and looking for
a competitive way to achieve it. Factors such as panic or shock affect the pace and the individual's
behavior.
•
The simulation items can collect statistics such as time, flow, impact and other is from the
crowd as an emerging entity is individuals that bring out interacting with each other (Figure 3).

3.

3D model

Using photogrammetry techniques or laser scanner it possible to get a 3D model of the real
environment based on which to run the simulation.
3.2 Data cloud generation
In this paper it was necessary to play one of the tangible world object in a digital world object
remaining as faithful as possible to the proportions, shapes, materials of the real object.
It was formed a data cloud (Points) to provide spatial information (x, y, z) with respect to a central
point from which derive vertices, polygons, normal and tangent of the 3D model.
3.3 Polygonal mesh generation from data cloud.
Using the Poisson algorithm a mesh not structured from the data cloud is generated. The mesh in this
phase is unusable and full of tears with millions of polygons (Figure 4).
3.4 Retopologizing
To repologize the not structurate mesh in a structurate way, using low number polygons to make it
light enough to be programmed in real time applications (particularly if 3D web fruition are minimized
vertices, polygons, etc.).
However, while reducing the number of vertices and faces (from a few thousand to millions of
polygons) is appropriate to maintain the photographic texure in the same pixel resolution of the original
mesh so that the effect is maintained in photorealistic 3d fruition program that will to write.
To facilitate the graphic engine converts the structured mesh in a triangular way, while remaining in
fact a structured mesh.
The texure in this manner are calculated more quickly when you are going to write the code in C
(Figure 5).
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Fig.5: Polygonal mesh from data cloud.

3.4 Software programming
The software, which has no commercial purposes but it was created only for university research, is
written in C # using the Unity engine.
The main design classes are:
GrafoOrientato:
allows to map the environment in a network on which it can run the shortest path algorithm that people
use to find and follow paths from source to destination.
The graph menor is organized as a list of vertices representing the crossings and arcs representing
the streets connecting two intersections. Each vertex in a so adjacency list that contains all outgoing
arcs from that vertex. Each arc has an associated weight that can be the length of the street, or the
cost / hazard to follow it, or the capacity etc. The algorithm minimizes the cost of the overall path from
a source to a destination and the individual tries to follow him, trying to interactions of other individuals
of the crowd, the obstacles he encounters etc.
The result is a numerical and graphical simulation that allows to check when it is safe or usable in a
specific escape route as a function of how many people can support as flow or capacity etc.
Vehicle:
a class that encapsulates the behavior of a person able to move and interact with the environment
how to detect obstacles, any shock, vary speed, finding shortest paths etc.
ManagerFolla (Figure 6):
allows to handle the crowd, collect statistics on the crowd and provide support classes for graphical
user interfaces (Figure 7).
Vehicle Class:
This class go esthete implemented and that is to be specialized by individual class biped with
inheritance and polymorphism of O.Ö. languages implements both the physical code, of the
movement, and the shortest path but also animations related to the locomotion, the parking, the
collision, etc.
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Fig.6: Manager crowd.
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Fig.7: Source code: main classes.

4.

Concluisions

The dialogue between architectural and ITC fields is very important phase to enhance the earthquakes
future scenarios visualization and to predict how to deal.
Those who conduct scientific research related to the realization of a simulation crowds moving
software and seismic safety evaluation of cultural heritage play a very interesting role.
The B.I.M. process realizes real models in which each professional skills, work at the same time on
different construction aspect.
The ability to travel within the building or desing object you get to predict any kind of probable error. In
addition, tourist paths in the virtual environment are created for example in archaeological sites with
the advantage of making functional solutions, quality but also attentive to the economic aspect.
The computerization of structures belonging to archaeological site or to cultural heritage, by using
B.I.M. methodology, allows to increase the sharing, collaboration and exchange of information
between different disciplines. To visualize preventively the future recovery or maintenance scenarios
of the same work involves the risks reduction and unforeseen events related to the construction site.
Through the use of software that verify that there is no interference between operations on the
structure, finishing and plants, for example, it also optimizes the management of cultural heritage and
its enjoyment.
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Abstract

Seismic retrofitting of historical structures is a complex operation often needed to save their cultural
value. This requires background knowledge acquired from several research and application fields.
Suitably designed strengthening systems are required that do not adversely affect the nature of the
structure itself, in order to efficiently protect cultural heritage buildings against earthquakes. When put
into practice, any interventions for cultural heritage conservation should be easy to of install, noninvasive and the reversible.
In this work, cable systems made of high-strength materials are proposed for the seismic
reinforcement of masonry domes. Because of the significant influence of geometrical factors on the
performance of the strengthening system, interventions must take into account the specific
characteristics of the building, the stages of its construction, and its current state, which is inherently
subject to variations. A cable dome system can also support self-diagnosis and re-tensioning tools in
order to facilitate control and maintenance activities.
The structural response of the reinforced domes and their capacity to react to horizontal and vertical
seismic loads is investigated and assessed through numerical simulations. Finally, a cable dome
system is proposed for the relevant case of the Vicoforte Sanctuary, which contains the largest oval
masonry dome in the world.
Keywords: seismic retrofitting system, reinforcing cables, masonry domes, Vicoforte Sanctuary

1.

Introduction

The preservation and seismic retrofitting of architectural heritage is a fundamental issue for both
modern architects and structural engineers and requires a great combined effort of different skills
(structural, architectural, historical, etc.). Masonry structures are an important part of the historical
heritage to be preserved. The recent seismic events which have occurred in the last few decades
(Umbria-Marche 1997-1998, Abruzzo 2009, Emilia Romagna 2012, Amatrice 2016) have highlighted
that ancient masonry buildings are particularly susceptible to seismic damage [1][2][3]. Therefore, the
safety assessment of these structures and their vulnerability to earthquakes appears to be of great
importance for cultural, social and artistic reasons. However, analysing the structural behaviour of
historical buildings under seismic loads is a complex issue because of the geometrical complexity, the
nonlinear behaviour of the materials, very low tensile strength, frequently dubious mortar joint
arrangements, and uncertainties about the steps and techniques of the construction. Moreover, the
massive and continuous interaction of elements such as arches, pillars, vaults and domes makes
load-carrying behaviour very complex. Masonry buildings represent a large portion of the Italian
cultural heritage and are particularly susceptible to damage and to partial or total collapse due to
intrinsic problems or to seismic events. The mechanic and seismic behaviour of historical masonry
structures has already been extensively addressed in literature [4][5][6].
The complexity of the seismic retrofitting of historical buildings is represented by the cultural and
architectural relevance of these structures, which may limit, in many cases, the possibility to
traditionally upgrade the building from the seismic point of view because of the risk of diminishing the
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cultural significance of the monument. The strengthening interventions have to mitigate the seismic
risk and, at the same time, have to ensure the protection of the architectural originality, consistency
and beauty of the structure, avoiding any massive impact. Nowadays, research in the field of
restoration and seismic retrofitting for masonry structures is very common and several technologies
are used for strengthening interventions: concrete spraying [7], reinforced concrete jackets [8], metal
strengthening rings [9] and much more. Moreover, during the last few decades, the use of high
strength materials has been increasing for reinforced structural interventions on historical buildings.
Several types of these organic and inorganic fibres (glass, aramid, carbon, etc.), possibly combined
with polymeric matrices (epoxy, polyester, vunylester, etc.) have often been applied in the
strengthening and seismic retrofitting systems of historical structures [10]. These materials offer an
outstanding combination of properties, such as low weight, very high strength and chemical
resistance. As a result, high-strength materials are increasingly becoming useful in numerous
application, such as the one presented here.
Masonry historical domes are widespread in the Italian cultural heritage, therefore the development of
an efficient strategy to protect these elements from earthquakes can be considered a priority in the
cultural heritage preservation field. Although the structural behaviour of masonry structures under
seismic loads is much debated in literature, the seismic behaviour of masonry domes has so far been
little investigated [11]. At present, because of several difficulties in analysing the structural behaviour
of historical buildings, numerical simulations play a fundamental role in providing insight into the
assessment/retrofitting of existing masonry structures. The assessment of strengthening systems is
mostly performed using the finite element method (FEM), although the definition of the parameters
required to properly feed this numerical simulation may present significant difficulties and requires
good engineering experience. Firstly, an accurate investigation of the current state, the geometrical
shape and the material characterisation of the building is necessary. In addition, structural surveys
and geotechnical investigations are required in order to design the finite element (FE) model.
Considering a much investigated methodology that uses cable for seismic retrofitting systems [12], this
paper aims to highlight several problems that occur in its practical application on historical structures,
while not claiming to completely resolve these problems. In fact, any kind of intervention on historical
structures requires a multidisciplinary approach because of the intrinsic peculiarity of each historical
building, which should be taken into account and preserved.
This work aims to explain the preliminary steps needed in order to design a seismic retrofitting system
with high-strength materials for the dome of the Sanctuary of Vicoforte, which is the world's largest
masonry dome. The paper will show the initial studies required, which belong to a range of knowledge
fields, from the structural and dynamic behaviour of the structures to the geometrical issues, the
material engineering and the numerical calculation.
First of all, a brief description of the methodology behind the present project is explained. Then some
considerations about geometrical aspects are given because of their relevant significance with regard
to the system performances. Starting from a study about the geometry of common masonry domes
and common single layer cable domes, a first project for a seismic retrofitting cable system in highstrength materials for the Vicoforte dome is presented. This paper focuses on the indispensability of a
multidisciplinary approach in order to plan interventions on historical buildings, due to the uniqueness
of each historical structure. The difficulties that have occurred in the project for the presented case
study are described. This is a very complex case-study because, despite the extensive investigations
and research work, the geometrical and material complexity of this building is an issue to be solved in
order to design a cable dome reinforcing system. Finally, the project is presented in a very preliminary
stage with a geometrical approach, laying the foundation for a numerical calculation that will be carried
out in the next step.

2.

A reinforcing system for masonry domes

Using external post-tensioning steel cables is a common used method in the strengthening of masonry
structures because it combines efficiency, simplicity and reversibility. It has been applied to many
historical structures. One of the most representative applications is the reinforced arch method (RAM)
developed by Jurina [13][14]. RAM uses post-tensioning steel cables that immediately distribute radial
forces immediately over the whole surface of the arch, and eventually the dome. This is a very
versatile active confinement system because the cables can be applied on both the intrados and the
extrados of the surface and positioned through geometrical considerations given that the shape of this
reinforcing system largely influences its performances. The stay-cables can be re-tensioned and are
suitable for maintenance operations. For the considerations here presented, the most interesting
application is the case of Santa Caterina church in Lucca [15], where an oval dome needed a
structural and seismic reinforcing intervention. The cable strengthening system designed for this
purpose has the ability to both solve local instability problems and provide a box-like behaviour of the
masonry structure under seismic loads. The dome was reinforced with post-tensioning cables placed
along the meridian and parallel axes: horizontal rings reduce the tensile stress leaving only the
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compression, instead, radial cables along the meridians, placed along the masonry ribs, largely limit
the horizontal loads which may be induced by earthquakes.
In this study, high strength materials are proposed instead of metal cables. In fact, steel cables have
been found to have some disadvantages related to the excessive price of steel, ageing phenomena,
creep and relaxation. As an alternative, fibre reinforced plastic (FRP) materials (composites) offer
excellent physical and mechanical properties. Besides the lower weight, which is fundamental in noninvasive interventions, they have a good resistance to corrosion and may be applied to the historical
structures in a reversible manner [16]. Because of the relevant influence of the geometrical
configuration on the efficacy of these cable systems, single layer cable dome have been investigated
in order to define some frequently utilised geometrical shapes [17]. Starting from these considerations,
the most common cable dome shapes (Ribbed, Schwedler and Lamella) are analysed and redesigned
for a regular elliptical dome (Fig.1). A Ribbed dome has cables, which extend down from the crown of
the dome and rings placed horizontally around the dome. A Schwedler dome is similar to a ribbed one
but also presents diagonal cables extending from the intersections between the ribs and rings, from
one horizontal ring to the one below. A Lamella dome has diagonal cables extending from the crown
down towards the impost of the dome, in both clockwise and anti-clockwise directions, and may or
may not have horizontal rings, but has no meridional ribs.
Figure1 shows these selected geometrical configurations on regular elliptical domes but is a
theoretical simplification that is not applicable to historical structures because, in this way, the
peculiarities and the uniqueness of each historical building are not taken into account. In fact, masonry
domes are structural elements often used in historical structures in order to span and cover large
surfaces, in addition to arches and vaults. Although their shapes are developed starting from regular
geometries, often the practical design significantly deviates from Euclidean geometry because of the
limits of the materials and the ancient construction techniques. The most common profiles in the
projects of masonry domes are the semicircle, parabola and ellipsis (Fig.2). These domes are
constructed with masonry blocks of stone or brick, commonly resistant to compression but not to
tension, and are able to support massive loads thanks to their specific weight and bearing capacity,
strictly connected to their geometry. The crack pattern localisation that often occur in masonry domes
is representative of the forces and stress distribution related to the dome shapes, because it often
appears in geometrically vulnerable areas. Masonry domes suffer meridional stress in compression,
instead, ring stress is compressive only in the upper part of the surface, and the stress is tensile below
a defined angle related to the profile geometry (e.g. 51,80° for hemispherical domes). Often buttresses
or ring system are used to limit the outward thrust of the meridians and tensile stress in the parallels at
the bottom of the structure [18].

Fig. 1: (a) Ribbed cable dome; (b) Schwedler cable dome; (c) Lamella cable dome.
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Fig. 2: (a) Hemispherical dome; (b) Parabolic dome; (c) elliptical dome.

Elliptical domes are based on the elliptical shape that is a conic section formed by the intersection of a
right circular cone by a plane that cuts the axis and the surface of the cone. However, elliptical domes
have been very rarely used in buildings because a regular elliptical shape involves several problems in
real practice owing to the variation of radius of curvature. However, witness of oval constructions
dates back to Mesopotamian period. The oval geometry used in architectural field is defined using
circular arcs with common tangents at the points of change of curvature, and has two axes of
symmetry. It is considered as an approximation of the ellipse [19].
A relevant thing to take into account, in the geometrical classification of masonry domes, are the
vertical sections. In fact, defining these domes as revolution solids is often an impossible operation
due to the different section arches used in the vertical sections. Below, the difficulties to ascribe
regular geometries to the historical buildings and the fundamental relevance of a study on a basis
case-by-case will be shown.
3.
The Sanctuary of Vicoforte and its oval dome: a complex problem
The Sanctuary of Vicoforte is a significant example of the Italian architectural cultural heritage in
Piedmont. The construction of the monument began in 1596 based on a project by the architect
Ascanio Vitozzi and was intended to be an imposing mausoleum for the Savoia dynasty. The initial
project included a central plan church with a magnificent elliptical dome.
Unfortunately, the construction of the building was often postponed because of several problems as
the jurisdiction, wars, and popular revolts. Above all, the factor that mainly slowed the work down was
the unhappy choice of the site for the construction: due to the presence of a clay layer in the soil,
subject to periodic plasticization phenomena, the site chosen for the construction was not able to
support the structural weight. Moreover, the Vitozzi’s project was probably too ambitious because of
its dimensions (Fig.3a), and several practical problems arose during the construction activities.
When Vitozzi died in 1615, the dome had not been built and the sanctuary remained incomplete for
several decades, exposed to the weather and to the degradation of the materials (Fig.3b).

a

b

Fig. 3: (a) The initial project by Ascanio Vitozzi (1596), BNT, Tesauro, ff. 39v-40r, 41v-42r, 43v-44r; (b)
Assumption of the building construction stage in 1700 (Vacchetta, private archive).
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In order to complete the basilica, in 1701, Francesco Gallo started to design a solution for the dome.
Several years were required for the project, and the royal architect Filippo Juvarra was asked to
deliver an opinion in order to find statically efficient solutions. Gallo made changes to the original
project by Vitozzi, raising the drum level and building an oval dome instead of an elliptical one. These
changes were required because of the massive dimensions of the dome with internal axes of 37.15
and 24.80 metres. Although the project lasted many years, the construction was terminated in a few
months and the dome was completed in 1735 (Fig. 4a,4b). Due to the aforementioned issues which
arose around the years, Gallo's dome is not a perfect geometrical shape, but has a peculiar geometry.
A monumental scaffold with pillars of about 4m2 was required in order to build the dome, and when it
was taken down, several cracks occurred due to balancing phenomena. Moreover, during the
centuries, the crack pattern has increased because of soil subsidence. In 1934, the engineer Martino
Garro measured and dated the soil failure (Fig.4c). During the last few decades of the past century,
concerns over the structural stability of the Sanctuary prompted the decision to undertake several
kinds of investigations, in order to design a reinforcing system and to start monitoring activities. Firstly,
geotechnical investigations proved that the soil was not suitable for a monument with these excessive
dimensions and weight, because of a thick clay layer that degrades from West to East [20] In fact, only
three of the eight pillars are built on a rigid rock support. For this reason, a strengthening system was
put in place in 1987 (Fig. 4d), in order to limit the crack openings, located especially in the dome-drum
area. This system is composed of 56 active steel tie-bars, divided in four rings, located at the drum
level near the ancient strengthening system designed by Gallo during the dome construction.
The efficacy of the strengthening system, and several other parameters (temperature, pressure, crack
openings, etc.) have been monitored since 1987 by a static monitoring system composed of 133
different types of instruments [21]. Since 2016, a permanent dynamic monitoring system also acquires
daily data in order to better investigate the global behaviour of the building [22].

a

b

c

d

Fig. 4: (a) The dome of the Sanctuary;(b) The Sanctuary of Vicoforte, external view;(c) Crack pattern distribution
by M. Garro 1934; (d) Strengthening system put in place in 1987.
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As mentioned before, any kind of intervention on historical buildings has to be supported by overall
multidisciplinary knowledge about the monument. For example, in-depth information about the
geometrical aspects are required, but these are often a complex issue.
For the present case of the oval dome of Vicoforte, several studies have been carried out in order to
understand the geometrical configuration of the dome. The investigations have been conducted by
consulting original drawings and using modern technologies [23][24]. Despite the large quantity of
drawings of the dome designed by Vitozzi, the actual dome built by Gallo is less well documented,
probably because the construction was a trial and error process as the structural problems were
solved when they arose during the construction. Fortunately, precious drawings about the project for
the ribs, generally attributed to Juvarra, who visited the construction site in 1728, have been preserved
(ASV, Disegni).
In Novello & Piumatti [25] several aspects regarding the geometrical configuration of the dome are
debated. First of all, the historical units of measure used in the drawings from the archives were
defined and then the scales of representation were performed. Although these documents report the
geometrical construction of the dome in orthogonal projections, the data are not sufficient to have a
three-dimensional idea of the vertical section of the dome. For this reason, the drawings were
compared with a geometrical model developed by using data from a laser scanner survey campaign
conducted in 2004 [26] (Fig.5a).
These studies prove that the dome constructed is different from the dome in the drawings regarding
the ribs. Moreover, they accurately describe the considerations about the regular shapes that may
approximate the real form of the dome (Fig. 5b). Therefore, it appears that the intrados surface of the
dome cannot be described as a simple regular shape, differently from other elliptical domes, such as
San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane in Roma [27]. The dome of Vicoforte is not a rotation solid and,
therefore, a complex geometrical model is required to define the dome geometry as a whole. Since
most of the structural problems that affect the Sanctuary of Vicoforte are related to the geometry of its
dome, investigations in this field are becoming increasingly important.
4.

The project for a seismic retrofitting system for the Vicoforte dome: a preliminary
stage

These considerations aim to clarify the complexity involved in designing a seismic retrofitting system
for masonry domes. Once the efficiency of the technology has been verified, a multidisciplinary
approach is required before intervening.
In fact, the case study show, several difficulties related to the geometrical aspects, to the construction
period and the doubts about the various stages of the work, and to the overall material
characterisation. As often happens with historical structures, the use of numerical models represents a
fundamental tool to investigate the structural behaviour of the building and to design strengthening
interventions. The numerical model of the Sanctuary was built starting from geometrical data obtained
by the laser scanner survey, while the material characterisation was defined by data from nondestructive in situ survey campaigns and from literature [26]. Subsequently, the geometrical model has
been rendered suitable for numerical calculation. A recent model updating procedure takes into
account data from the monitoring system (especially temperature data) in order to better understand
the influence of environmental parameters on the structural behaviour of the dome-drum system [28].
a

b

Fig. 5: (a) Point cloud from laser scanner survey (Aoki 2004); (b) Overlap of the longitudinal section of the dome,
longitudinal section of the point cloud and mesh surface from laser scanner LINAR data. In red, hypothesis of the
polycentric curve that approximate longitudinal rib, in Novello&Piumatti (2012).
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The first step required to design a seismic retrofitting system is the geometrical configuration. The
present proposal is based to the ribbed dome shape which is the simplest among those mentioned
previously. In Fig.6a geometrical shape is shown in plane. The number and the orientation of the
meridian cables is due to the position of the anchor points that could be placed on the existing
strengthening system.
The active tie-bars (dywidag bar with a diameter of 32 mm) are located at the top of the drum, along
14 tangents around the perimeter and are connected by metallic elements that allow for continuity
(Fig.6b). In 1997, in order to compensate the stress losses, the bars were re-tensioned, and since
then have been periodically subject to maintenance. The rigid frames between the bars represent a
point of structural stability where the cables of seismic retrofitting systems can be anchored.
The preliminary draft of the system is composed of 20 cables positioned along the meridians of the
dome, so that it will be possible to anchor them to the rigid frames. The connection between the
cables on the dome and the strengthening system is a complex issue that will be defined in the
successive steps. In fact, being able to avoid opening holes in the masonry would be preferable, but at
the same time, as the internal surface on the drum is entirely frescoed, it is not possible to put the
cables on the internal surface.
A preliminary hypothesis on the vertical cable placement is shown in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b, and some
anchor, pulley and tensioner drafts are shown in detail in Fig.7c. Eight horizontal post-tensioning rings
are located along the parallels of the dome, connected to the vertical ones.
Another peculiarity of this case study is the double curvature of the extrados of the dome: the
presence of a masonry crown influences the system design, which will inevitably have to be an ad hoc
project. In Fig.7d a preliminary simplification of the project for numerical calculation is shown.
Cables will be modelled with link element and high-strength material properties will be assigned to the
elements in order to conduct linear and non-linear analyses. In the light of the recent studies
conducted at Politecnico di Torino about high-strength materials, the cables will be designed using the
materials tested in [29]. Here, a novel method for measuring the damping, the elastic modulus and the
non-linear behaviour of high strength low damping fibre materials such as para-aramids, silicon
carbide and carbon is presented, therefore these results will be used to choose the best performing
material.
In addition, due to the frequent relaxation of cables, a self-diagnosis system will be implemented in
order to constantly monitor the efficacy of the system; the existing monitoring systems themselves
could be actively used to support the self-diagnosis system.
a

b

Fig. 6: (a) Preliminary draft of the system in plane; (b) Frame of the strengthening system.
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a

c

b

d

Fig. 7: (a,b) Proposal of cable placement; (c) Anchor, pulleys and tensioner in detail;
simplification for the numerical calculation.
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(d) Geometrical

5.

Conclusion and future scenarios

This paper has proposed the preliminary steps required for the project for a seismic retrofitting system
in high-strength materials for the world's largest masonry oval dome. As often happens for historical
buildings, a multidisciplinary approach is required in order to have a global knowledge of the
monument and to plan the best solution. The considerations in this contribution aim to highlight the
complex issues related to this kind of intervention: the geometrical aspects, the material
characterisation, and in-depth knowledge about the structural behaviour of the building are
fundamental factors to take into account. The multidisciplinary approach is not simple requiring
different kinds of problem to be solved before definitive decisions can be made. Next steps will include
the interaction of several skills, first of all in order to define a correct geometrical configuration of the
system and its material characterisation. Analyses will be conducted using software for the numerical
calculation; in fact, the use of numerical models is the only way to reduce doubts about the efficacy of
the designed system. Despite the various uncertainties related to the preliminary project, to the
authors’ knowledge the present study constitutes the first example of a high-strength material seismic
retrofitting system for an oval masonry dome with such large dimensions. The complexity of the
problem is proportional to the complexity of the monument, but a quick fix solution is unthinkable for a
building with such a long and complex history.
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Abstract
The recent earthquake occurred in the Emilian territory has left many open questions. These issues,
far to be definitely solved, are still committing technicians, scholars and safety operators.
Immediately after the first safety procedures, operations of restoration, consolidation and regeneration
were needed. These actions must be leaded by a general research method based on survey, a
fundamental activity leading towards all operations of knowledge and conservation.

1. Integrated, advanced and scientific surveying1
The diction architectural surveying is commonly associated to the practical measuring operation of a
building. It is still necessary today to point out that surveying is not a simple reading and translation of
metric data, but should seek representation by a graphic transcription of the global knowledge of the
work, obtained through integrated studies, methodically planned and conscious of the constructive
reality, capable of capturing its shape, special, dimensional, perceptive, technological and constructive
values. It is an act of critical reading to be conducted rationally and scientifically, with complete
consciousness of the building that is being surveyed, of its visible and invisible parts (Docci-Maestri,
2009; Mandelli, 20009).
Following these general principles of the discipline, our research group has used widely diffused
instrumentation and advanced techniques (laser scanner, total station, Leica 3d disto and
fotomodelling) in an integrated manner on artefacts affected by the earthquake. We aimed to
elaborate a three-dimensional model, scientifically queried about both the quantitative data, for
example, the extrapolation of the geometry of space and of their measurements, using both qualitative
characterization of material surfaces subject to degradation and collapse. In this case, the new
fotomodelling technologies have shown themselves to be especially effective, since from simple digital
photographs it was possible to obtain the spatial position of the pixel of the "n" frames taken of the
object. The result is the creation of a three-dimensional cloud of point, like that produced by a laser
scanner.

2. Surveys and emergencies: The case of Santa Maria della Consolazione Church3
The Santa Maria della Consolazione Church of Ferrara, among the last works attributed to Biagio
Rossetti, was built in the first fifteen years of the XVI century under order of Sigismondo and Ercole I
d’Este. It was later annexed to the neighboring convent occupied by the Congregation of the Servants
of the Observance.
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3

2.1 Laser scanner surveys
The integrated survey of this article is a good example of documentation of an architectural monument
of value through the use of advanced technology to extract metric/geometric characteristics and
subsequently convert them into digital data (Figg.1,2). The building was closed to the public for two
years because of serious damage reported during the earthquake of 2012. It needed an accurate
measurement campaign that, in addition to providing the usual dimensional data, would accurately
highlight the failures and injuries flocked to the structures by the many earthquakes, in order to put in
the technics in the condition of drawing up a focused and effective consolidation and restoration plan.
The building, part of a larger architectural complex, is made up of a 18.5 m wide main body of the
Church, which is spread over three aisles, with a total length of more than 53 m and an internal height
that exceeds 18.5m in the presbytery. The considerable size of the building and the particular static
conditions following the earthquake necessitated a targeted planning of the relief operations. Having to
occur in a very short time and in a situation of risk associated with the instability of the structures (a
small portion of the intrados of the vault of the nave has collapsed during the survey, Fig.3), the survey
has seen the main use of laserscan equipment. The choice of a measurement system of an indirect
type allows also the surveying of all those inaccessible areas because of distance or danger - that a
direct survey would not have been able to capture with the necessary accuracy and precision. The
laserscan technology, allows the extrapolation of a large amount of data in extremely short times, able
to describe all parts of the building in maximum detail.
For the survey of the Santa Maria della Consolazione Church (team: M. Incerti, G. Lavoratti, S Iurilli,
P. Lusuardi, A. Tonelli, C. A. Bozzi), a Faro Focus 3D laserscan station was used (Fig.3), with an
accuracy of 2 mm, a range from 0.6 to 130 m and an integrated 5 megapixel digital camera. This
allowed us to acquire a model of the entire building in a single day of scans, returning a dense and
complete PointCloud including the most affected and inaccessible areas of the building. The
measurement campaign was carried out through the placement of 52 stations. The recording carried
out in Faro Scene has produced .fls files exported in .ptx format, subsequently imported in Cyclone
(Leica Geosystems HDS), where it was possible to interact with the complete PointCloud model,
extrapolating screenshots and slices able to describe maps, elevations and vertical sections in detail
(Fig.4).
The quality of the cloud thus obtained, in addition to allowing the detection of collapse and
degradations – has made the necessary interventions of consolidation, restoration and careful
planning of the monitoring of structures feasible. It will also allow us to subsequently analyze the
artefact various times, freeing the operator from the obligation of repeated visits, without affecting the
scientific nature of the entire operation.
2.2 Data integration and comparison with image-based modeling tools

2

The laser scanner survey returned geometrically rich and extensive data, describing the architectural
object in all its parts. However, we choose to operate on some points, and on considerable details,
using the current techniques of structure from motion. The aim was to integrate color data and
facilitate the reading of the lesions (as in the case of the apse half-dome) or, locally, to document in
greater detail morphologically complex organisms located in parts of the church made dangerous by
the earthquake. Furthermore, it has been possible to make a geometric comparison (qualify) between
two models, the one extracted from photomodelling operations and the one coming from the
elaboration of laser scanner data; this procedure is useful to establish methodological protocols to
control the reliability (and thus the integrability) of different data, coming from differentiated tools and
techniques
In the case of the apse, the starting point is constituted of a set of 16 photographic shots (resolution
3872x2592) taken by a Nikon D700 digital camera mounted on a tripod. The photos, which returned a
5,800,000 polygons mesh, perfectly continuous and connected unless the inevitable occlusion zones
above the cornices. The comparison between the two models has provided a measure of the average
distance and standard deviation that are nearly identical, both equal to 0.11 cm, with a maximum
distance measuring 1,53 cm; the gap between the two surfaces is almost reduced to zero if we only
consider the longitudinal section of the shell. (Fig.5).

3. From surveys to multimedia communication. The case of Palazzo Schifanoia1
In recent years, research on current methods of media communication based on the use of interactive
virtual spaces has paved the way for the adoption of new systems to support visits to sites of cultural
interest and museum spaces. The largest and most important museums of the world are replacing
traditional audio guides with multimedia movies and innovative interactive guides, allowing use of
content to be more engaging, effective, intuitive and customizable. Following the earthquake of 2012,
Schifanoia Palace, a small but prestigious structure and Musei di Arte Antica in Ferrara, has been
closed to the public. Still today, the Salone dei Mesi is the only accessible room. In synergy with the
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recovery operations of the building, a project for the creation of a museum using digital representation
as its main instrument for communication of possibly complex scientific content was developed. The
research project, supported by an agreement stipulated with the Musei di Arte Antica, concerns the
creation of multimedia products aimed at solving the problems of the informative apparatus, already
recognized and reported by the manager himself (Incerti, Iurilli 2015).
For these reasons, a 4 phase program was developed. This program includes the execution of digital
models of the building obtained from the recently integrated surveys (Director of the museum: A.
Andreotti. Research Team: A. Andreotti, M. Bertozzi, M. Incerti, S. Iurilli, G. Sassu. Scientific
coordinator M. Incerti).
2

3.1 Four interactive "stories" for Palazzo Schifanoia
The narrative program built for Palazzo Schifanoia opens with an initial multimedia product, an
animated sequence lasting about 7 minutes that chronologically narrates the transformation phases of
the building from its foundation to the present day. The animation shows the volume of the building as
a set of 3D diachronic models, which are gradually enhanced with increasing detail drawn on the
available historical sources. Iconographic sources, materials and historical documents supporting it
accompany each transformation. The models allows a comparison between the architectural solutions
at different eras, communicating the historical and critical criteria used in the analysis of the artifact in
a simple way (Fig.6).
The third phase (in progress) is still focused on Salone dei Mesi, and it will illustrate different points of
view and symbolic meanings of the frescoes. Models, initially shown in animated clips, will become
explorable, immersive and accessible through tablet devices, using I-Visit technology or exploration
devices like Oculus 3D.
From a strategic point of view it is essential that, in the general visit of the palace, the viewing of
information takes place inside the Salone. The experience gains value from being able to compare
past and present, the visible and what has now disappeared, and to discover, thanks to the narrative
patterns, hidden meanings and secret paths, as in the case of the painted perspectives.
3.2 Digital museumification and filing
Multimedia museumification brings together state-of-the-art technology with the historical object being
described, thus anticipating the interaction between the communicative equipment and the area
housing it by means of a careful design project connecting the site with virtual guides.
The various possible approaches differ depending on the content (strictly linked to the functionality of
the guide itself), the size of the asset being exhibited and its nature (a tangible or intangible asset).
One can therefore find large touch-screens containing databases of works where the visitor can freely
cross-search information relating to history, iconography, authors, etc. (Uffizi Gallery in Florence), just
as one may also find the same large interactive screen positioned in front of a single artwork (as is the
case with the Polyptych of the Misericordia by Piero della Francesca in the Museo Civico of
Sansepolcro). The latter will be positioned so as not to interfere with the viewing of the work, but rather
to provide information – to those interested – regarding the restoration of the work, the technical and
scientific procedures involved, and the views and comments of scholars and critics. Using multimedia
devices to present a very large cultural heritage site whose characteristics are tangible,
environmentally large-scale and to a certain extent also emotional, is of course a very different matter.
The full-immersion experience proposed at the Museo delle Alpi (Alps Museum) at Forte di Bard in the
Val d’Aosta succeeds very effectively in keeping together historical architecture and technology in
order to describe the intangible dimension that makes this mountain chain so unique.
It is hoped that these virtual devices never actually substitute the asset itself, but rather accompany
the user’s knowledge of it; that they are not the object of attraction, but are used to enhance
awareness through multi-level study and investigation according to the interests of the user. Moreover
a keen design sensitivity favoring the integrated enjoyment of the asset together with the multimedia
explanations relating to it (fixed or mobile, contemplative or interactive) should be a prerequisite for
contemporary promotion appropriate to the value of our country’s cultural heritage.
The acquisition of knowledge takes on a different nuance when the asset, as in the case of Palazzo
Schifanoia, has suffered a trauma (an earthquake) that has temporarily compromised public access to
parts of it. Areas off limits by force majeure will nonetheless be virtually represented inside the
museum system to ensure “integral” viewing of the building.
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Abstract:
The current war in Syria destroyed most of the historical context of Aleppo, despite the presence of
many reconstruction studies and proposals, but they did not take into account the obstacles,
implications and challenges that faced the rehabilitation processes of the old city of Aleppo pre-war.
Whereas, the environmental design has not been considered during these processes. Balancing the
relationship between local materials, building techniques, and climate conditions should be considered
as the core of conscious and responsible approach for residential buildings reconstruction in Aleppo
post-war, through employing and improving the local traditional architecture elements to serve local
architecture and environmental circumstances.
High-performance buildings and sustainable design seek to reduce heating and cooling loads of the
building. Therefore, the well-structured decision-making process is the basis for finding an optimal
integration of building components to maximize the energy efficiency.
The research aims to apply both quantitative and qualitative analysis for the decision-making process
at the early stage of the building design. The main question is how much the new bio-climatic
conceptual design could influence the environmental building behavior and performance? Finally,
different scenarios will be analyzed using green building performance technologies, which could lead
toward proposing environmental design guidelines, to manage the deficiencies of the reconstruction
processes in the historical city of Aleppo.
Keywords: Rehabilitation Process, Reconstruction Residential Buildings, Bioclimatic Design.

1.

Introduction

During the last five years, most of the residential buildings in the historical context of Aleppo were
destroyed, a huge urban gentrification has done, and a major disaster affected directly the tangible
and intangible heritage in Aleppo. Some initiatives have started to develop a reconstruction process
post-war, looking to face the current challenges optimally. Due to the significant value of the historical
structure, thus selective development should respect the rules that make these perspective
interventions compatible with the traditional structure, and maintain the cultural identity of the city.
Syria's energy sector was in poor condition since the lengthy time before the war. Where the peak
producing from oil was in 1996, due to a lack of investment and the technical challenges of operating
mature fields, oil production declined in 2011. The energy consumed at buildings sector in Syria
formed 34% of total final energy, approximately one-third of primarily energy supply is consumed in
building sector [1]. In this regard in 2007 Syrian Green Building Council was established working to
transform Syrian buildings sector towards an environmental architecture for achieving more
sustainable buildings. Consequently, the trend towards more efficient architectural design is causing
challenges to the Syrian Engineers to provide healthy and low-energy buildings [2] [3]. Therefore, an
urgent need has emerged for involving the passive design strategies, energy efficiency measures, and
utilising renewable energy resources in the reconstruction processes. From another hand, due to the
climatic changes especially in Paris Agreement (COP21) 2015, 195 countries adopted the first-ever
legally-binding24 global action plan to put the world on track to reduce emissions and global warming.
Furthermore, during coming years the building design community will be triggered by mandatory
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codes and standards that aim to reach neutral or zero energy built environments (IEA2009) [4].
Therefore, for rehabilitating the residential buildings in Aleppo, the bioclimatic approach could be
considered as an urgent need to be embodied for developing a more responsible approach. In this
regard, employing passive design strategies such as shading, orientation, massing, thermal mass, and
natural ventilation would form an important shift for developing more efficient buildings. Whereas, the
main objective of the low energy buildings is enhancing their capability to adapt to local climatic
conditions. Accomplishing this aim requires integrating at an early stage of the design process the
energy performance goals, which prompts the architects to expand their scope of responsibility
beyond function and aesthetics [5]. Bogenstitter 2000 claimed that during early design phases 20% of
the design decisions taken subsequently influence 80% of all design decisions. In this regard applying
tools like Building Performance Simulation (BPS) during early design phases is a fundamental part of
building design process [6]. To design Low Energy Building (LEB), it is important to assure informed
decision making during the early design phases [5] [6]. Energy simulation offers an adequate
evaluation method for thermal comfort, in addition to performing a sensitive analysis that permits a
better understanding and optimization of the complex design balance between the demands of the
heating and cooling loads [7]. Where energy consumption in the buildings is determined by buildings
design, construction, and building use, some investigations limited their optimization goals on the
building shape, and another studies optimized different goals like the construction type of the building
envelope, the insulation level for walls, roofs, and floors [8].
Therefore, environment simulations have been applied to two scenarios (each one has multiple
architectural and construction parameters). For selecting optimum building envelope at the
architectural level two main parameters, are concerned courtyard location, and building type, while at
construction level other parameters are concerned (external wall construction, glazing type, roof type
and construction). Building energy analysis has performed by utilizing (DOE) tools as the simulation
engine for whole-building energy. Finally, an analysis of the results formulates general design
processes for generating new high-performance energy buildings through improving their adaptability
with the prevailing climatic conditions in hot arid climatic zones.

2.

Low- Energy Building Design Process

During last decades, energy-economic crises prompt many initiatives to design low-energy
consumption buildings urgently, based on environmental and energetic requirements. The impact of
strategic decisions on energy and environmental characteristics of bioclimatic design could be better
when these decisions are applied in the early stages of the design process. Kalay and Torcellini
argued that the Performance Building Design (PBD) approach emphasises the decision-making in
relation to performance [9]. Designing the high-performance buildings depends on both building
design, construction, and use. Their design process is based on performance-based decision making
that effectively integrates early on all aspects of passive building design, energy efficiency, daylight
autonomy, comfort levels, renewable energy installations, HV AC solutions, in addition to innovative
solutions and technologies [10] [11] [12].
Conceptual early design stages of LEB can be divided into five sub-stages: (1) Specifying
Performance Criteria, (2) Generating Ideas, (3) Zones-Layout Design, (4) Preliminary Conceptual
Design, and (5) Detailed Conceptual Design. In this regards, for rehabilitating the traditional residential
buildings within the old city of Aleppo authors firstly had been identified multi-criteria to enhancing the
residential buildings’ performance [13]. These criteria have been implemented for optimising the urban
design of the case study Bab Al-Faraj area which aimed to fulfil the requirements of the
neighbourhood energy design and sustainable building design. Multiple parameters have been
evaluated such as building orientation, massing, courtyard ratio and direction; these parameters
showed a large capacity to influence the out/indoor environment, occupant well-being and the energy
footprint of the building. An infinite number of solutions were obtained, and the optimum solution that
achieves minimum radiation loads at both building and urban scales had been selected as a pilot case
project [14]. In addition, in the second phase a new bio-climatic design for efficient residential building
has been developed, takes the advantages of specific design concepts (which prove their compatibility
with the future development of Aleppo) of courtyard house by considering the spatial characters of the
earlier building and adapt them to the new environmental and social needs. However, during last
decade’s most of the urban interventions in Aleppo abandoned the bioclimatic design and did not
consider the existing vernacular buildings as the predecessors for a modern bioclimatic architecture
practice. Instead, the built environment witnessed a continuous rapid urbanisation which does not
respond to climate, coincided with increasing use of fossil fuels and electricity [15]. Aleppo city is in
the northern part of Syria about 50 Km from the western side of Mediterranean Sea, according to
Koppen-Geiger climate classification Aleppo has a hot arid climate with dry summer.
Finally, in this paper research is evolving two different scenarios as a pilot case project, and applying
BPS tools to assess the energy performance simulation at private residential building in Bab Al-Faraj
Area, which located exactly in the Northern-Western part of the historical city of Aleppo, to verify the
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effectiveness of the building shape, thermal mass, and new architectural technologies for optimizing
the energy performance of the residential buildings in terms of two main aspects: the sustainability and
adaptability to the local climatic conditions.

3.

The Workflow for Analysis

The implement of qualitative and quantitative analysis prior to the decision making considered as a
fundamental part of the bioclimatic design process. The main purpose of the simulation is to illustrate
how variations in building design and construction parameters can affect the thermal comfort and
energy performance. In these regard the applied method for pilot case can be subdivided into several
steps as following: select the objective functions, define problem constraints, identify design variable,
choose simulation software and appropriate weather data, describe model and specify model
assumption, run energy simulation and detect the configurations of design variables that optimize
selected objective.
Generally, energy use in residential buildings is dominated by skin or envelope loads specifically for
heating and cooling loads, while understanding building loads is a complex topic because there are so
many interrelated terms to navigate. High-performance buildings and sustainable building design seek
to reduce these loads as much as possible and meet these loads efficiently as possible. Determination
the quantity of heating and cooling loads related to the amount of heat imparted from and within the
building during its operation (internal, or core loads) and between building and external environment
(external, envelope, or fabric loads). Several studies as (Ansari 2005, Samar 2011, Bojic 2013) have
been performed for estimating heating and cooling loads of the residential buildings. While other
researchers as (Mehmet Azmi, Ucar, Hasan) were concerned to developing a systematic approach for
optimizing the insulation material thickness. Ernst Müller mentioned that three primary thermal
parameters can describe the thermal characteristics of the housing buildings:
Total heating loss.
Effective thermal capacity.
Total heating gains.
These parameters are crucial for the designers to acquire proficiency of how to optimize the building's
elements and materials. The heat conductivity of the material related to its thermal properties and on
its effective heat capacity. To estimate the annual energy loads of the building, several BPS tools have
been developed during 80 s to assist architects in performing early energy analysis and creating more
sustainable buildings [21]. The problem that most of these BPS tools are not compatible with
architects because most of these tools developed by technical researchers, building scientists, HVAC
engineers, however, architects have different background, knowledge processing methods and
visually oriented [22] [23]. In this context, the research is studying utilizing green building performance
technologies, in Revit software which provides the simulation of heating transfer from architectural
perspectives. This software calculates total annual energy, renewable energy potential, carbon
emission per year, monthly heating and cooling loads, monthly electricity and fuel consumption,
diurnal weather averages and humidity percentage of the building. Furthermore, green building
performance technologies can support sustainable design and optimization phase, and make a
comparison between different building design and equipment measures [24].

4.

Case Study Description

The trend towards more efficient architectural designs is causing challenges to the engineers to
provide healthy low energy design solutions [25] [26]. Passive design means intelligent control of
natural energy flows to improve thermal comfort. A proper simulation analysis can be a useful starting
point that enables designers to take energy and comfort-conscious decisions to reach the final
performance goal. In this context, research is adopting two different scenarios as a pilot case study in
Bab Al Faraj Area.
4.1 First Scenario (Traditional Typology):
Consist of residential building (for one family) with traditional typology and technology, emphasizing on
the centralized courtyard, and internal windows with single glaze, to provide a realistic mechanism of
how to deal with the rubble the authors proposed to recycle and re-utilize these materials for
construction the residential buildings. The conceptual design includes: floor area 197m2, external
walls area 299m2, the courtyard has west orientation, the ratio of the open space is 30% of the
building volume. Table 1 describes building materials which considered in the optimization process
and their thermal properties. In this scenario, the research aims to create a new separate and
balanced composition, but without destroying the significant value of the traditional elements that
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compose it. On one hand, the integration of original materials in reconstructing buildings enables the
hybridization between old and new components. On another hand, the technique of reusing recycle
materials is common also in other Mediterranean countries. An illustrative example is the Warehouse
8B in Madrid, where the architect Arturo Franco have restored the interior space through building walls
made from the old tiles of its roof, thus providing an economic and very special aesthetic solution.
Table 1. Thermal Properties and Thickness of Materials are used in the First Scenario

Materials
lightweight

Roof

concrete

Floor

heavyweight
concrete

Exterior

lightweight

Walls

concert block

Interior

lightweight

Walls

concert block

Interior

clear single

Window

glazing

Thermal

Thermal

conductivity

resistance

Density

W/(m•°K)

W/(m²•°K)

Kg/m3

0.20

-

0.5363

-

0.20

1.95

3.1500

2240

0.40

0.53

0.8108

1280

0.20

0.53

1.2583

1280

0.03

-

5.9050

-

Thickness
(m)

4.2 Second Scenario (Contemporary Typology):
The research aims to achieve a balance between conservation and development for improving the
energy performance of the building. In this regard, contemporary building typology is applied including
the new technologies design (double roof, green roof, solar chimney in the living spaces, utilizing the
tilt slab wall in the external surfaces, corner courtyard, and double glazing at the external windows)
with high thermal mass and insulation materials as shown in Fig1.
During last decades, various studies have been carried out by passive house institution identified that
the transmittance value (U value) for walls must be ranging between 0.2-0.3 W/(m2K), and the best
mean value for the roof is 0.14 W/(m2K) for the hot arid climatic conditions. The authors are
considering these values during their study. For selecting appropriate materials three parameters are
considered in addition to previous one: high efficiency, cost and the availability in the local areas.
Building design in this scenario has floor area 191 m2, and external walls area 398 m2, the courtyard
has south-west orientation, and the ratio of the open space is 25% of the building volume. Table 2
describes the building materials which considered in the optimization process and its thermal
properties.
The initial step in the load's calculation is identifying the climatic conditions data (solar radiation,
ambient temperature, relative humidity) which obtained through selecting the geographic location
(Aleppo city) and specifying the nearest weather station to the case study. The second step is
determining the indoor conditions data through identifying the occupancy type assigned to the building
(housing for one family). Energy rates used are based on residential Syrian national averages and
equal to $0.17/kWh for electricity and $2.08/therm for fuel.
Table 2. Thermal Properties and Thickness of Materials are used in the First Scenario

Materials

Roof

waterproof
covering
insulation
Screed
Heavy concrete
Plaster dense

Thickness
(m)

Thermal
conductivity
W/(m•°K)

Density
Kg/m3

0.10
0.175
0.15

0.19
0.025
0.41
1.13

960
30
1200
2000

0.012

0.5

1300
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Thermal
resistance
W/(m²•°K)

0.2200

Floor

Exterior
Walls

Interior
Walls
Window

5.

heavyweight
concrete
outside surfaces
stucco
super insulation
concrete block
gyp board
inside resistance
concrete block
stucco
finishing material
clear double
glazing with
low E

0.10

1.95

2240

0.03
0.025
0.08
0.20
0.16
0.20
0.025
-

0.72
0.05
1.11
0.16
1.63
0.72
0.012

1856
19
800
800
2300
1856
1249

0.03

-

5.9050

3.8651

0.2204

0.3406

1.987

Simulation Results and discussion:

Estimating the energy loads and cost required for achieving thermal comfort is the core of the
environmental design. simulation results show that total annual energy consumption for achieving
thermal comfort in the contemporary building typology with high thermal mass and insulation materials
is 824 MJ/sm/yr and the annual energy using cost is 4336 $as shown in Fig1. While total annual
energy consumption in the traditional building typology with war recycle materials is 1083MJ/sm/yr and
the annual energy using cost is 5243 $ shown in Fig1. In addition, results confirmed that annual
energy consumption in the second scenario is 31% less than the first scenario. Despite, the ratio of
external walls area in the second scenario is 33% more than traditional building typology.

Fig.1: (A) Contemporary typology, (B) Annual Energy Use/Cost for the second scenario
(C) Traditional typology), (D) Annual Energy Use/Cost for the second scenario.
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Fig.2: (A) Weather chat for traditional typology, (B) Heating loads for traditional typology.
(C) Weather chat for contemporary typology, (D) Heating loads for contemporary typology.

5.1 Heating Loads:
Increasing the effective solar gain is considered as the simplest technique to minimise heating loads
during the winter season. The heating chart represents the amount of heating generated from and
within the building in positive values (window solar, misc equipment, light fixture, occupants activities)
and represents the amount of heating must be added to maintain the thermal comfort in negative
values (heating losses through roof, wall, window conductivity, underground surrounding, infiltration).
Fig2 (B) (D) displays that the contemporary scenario requires 50% higher heating loads from the
traditional scenario. The chart of the new bio-climatic design Fig2 (A) (C) indicates that most of the
heating losses are through walls, and window conductive, while in the traditional building most of the
heating losses are through the roof. From one hand, the central location of the open space in the
building has offered the best access for the solar radiations on the building in the winter season.
Consequently, warming up exterior and interior building surfaces then diffusing the heat into the rooms
during the afternoon period, thus reduces heating loads which required to achieve the thermal comfort
in the coldest interval. On the other hand, the location of windows and shading screen effects directly
the building performance, where the internal openings with shading screen have shown effective
capacity in reducing heating loss through conductivity, better than the external openings without
shading screen (despite using high-efficiency glazing). Furthermore, simulation results showed that
using a green roof with insulation material decreases the heating losses approximately 10 times lower
from the flat uninsulated roof. This result means that roof type and construction are firmly control and
enhance energy efficiency in the residential buildings.
5.2 Cooling Loads:
Minimize heating gain from the solar radiations is considered the important issue in the hot arid
climate zones. The cooling load's charts represent the amount of energy must be removed from the
building in positive values, and represent the amount of cooling energy must be added to maintain the
thermal comfort in negative values. Fig3 shows that traditional scenario requires 25% cooling loads
higher from the contemporary scenario during hottest month (August). From one hand, the heating
gain in the uninsulated flat roof approximately 10 times higher than in the insulated green roof. On the
other hand, single glazing windows with shading screen have more ability for saving cooling energy
than double windows without shading devices. In addition, simulation results demonstrate that using a
high thermal capacity materials with thermal insulation has the largest potential for cooling energy
saving.
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Fig.3: (A) Cooling loads for the Contemporary Typology, (B) Cooling Loads for the Traditional Typology.
(C) Chart of Building Humidity for the First Scenario, (D) Chart of Building Humidity for the Second Scenario.

On the other hand, the location of windows and shading screen effects directly the building
performance, where the internal openings with shading screen have shown effective capacity in
reducing heating loss through conductivity, better than the external openings without shading screen
(despite using high-efficiency glazing). Furthermore, simulation results showed that using a green roof
with insulation material decreases the heating losses approximately 10 times lower from the flat
uninsulated roof. This result means that roof type and construction are firmly control and enhance
energy efficiency in the residential buildings.

6.

Conclusion:

Quantitative and qualitative analysis has been carried out in this paper through utilizing BPA tools as a
method to enrich the decision-making process in the early stage for fulfilling optimal environmental
performance in the hot arid climate. Different building shapes were investigated as part of the
envelope optimization. In addition, different parameters associated with building envelope have been
considered as walls construction, roof type and construction, windows type and location, and
insulation material. Furthermore, a researcher in this paper focused on the positive and negative
features of the building envelope components to finding an optimal integration of building components
for maximizing the energy efficiency of the residential buildings and managing the deficiencies of the
reconstruction processes in the historical city of Aleppo. Results confirmed that the proposed bioclimatic design with high thermal mass and insulation materials succeeded in reducing the annual
energy consumption 31% more than the traditional design with war-recycle materials. The
experimental and computational results demonstrate that cooling energy demand is highly affected by
thermal transmittance values. Table 3 describes that the addition of insulation materials and shading
screen drastically reduces the summer energy demand of the buildings, increasing the thermal
resistance of the exterior walls and roofs, cooling energy needs are reduced comparison to noninsulated buildings.
The chart of diurnal weather averages explained the correlation between the location of courtyard and
quantity of the solar heating gains, where more solar accesses have been obtained into all internal
spaces in the traditional building typology. Due to the courtyard’s central location, which achieves
equal distribution of the direct solar radiations during all months of the year. Whereas, in the
contemporary building typology the corner location of courtyard achieved contrast distribution of the
direct solar radiations during winter and summer seasons. In this regard, central open space
succeeded in achieving more heat gain from the sun, especially in cold months. In addition, simulation
results proved that external openings without shading did not fulfil high performance during different
seasons. Because they failed in reducing both solar gains in hot months and heating losses in cold
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months (despite of using high-performance glazing). Thus, the design of windows requires a special
attention particularly in Aleppo city which has approximately 3000 hours of full sunshine. Therefore,
there is an urgent need for effective shading devices to avoid the solar heat gain, consequently, to
enhance thermal comfort inside the building.
Finally, bioclimatic design in Aleppo can provide thermal comfort and reduce the energy consumption
for residential buildings. In this regard, employing contemporary solutions for rehabilitating residential
buildings adapted to the local climatic conditions, and based on the traditional architectural strategies,
it demonstrated the need to consider as one of the important tasks for architects during reconstruction
process in Aleppo.
Table 3. Dominant Parameters that Control the Bioclimatic Design Efficiency

Dominant
Parameters

Heating losses
(January)

Cooling loads
(August)

Walls Components

A < B 25%

B < A 1%

Roof Type & Structure

A > B 45%

B < A 11%

Window Conductivity

A < B 10%

B > A 28%

A: First Scenario, B: Second Scenario
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Abstract
Traditional wooden buildings are a valuable part of European cultural and architectural heritage.
Construction of wooden buildings presents a wide variety of technological, formal and typological
types of buildings between various European countries as it is strongly influenced by the nature,
availability of local materials and cultural aspects of various communities.
For the construction of wooden buildings in Lithuania all local natural resources were used: various
species of wood for building construction, a compact stone for groundworks, clay and bricks, lime
mortar, dried moss used for building insulation and straw or wooden shingles essential for roof
cladding etc. Also, each region presents specific architectural features which are often associated with
different choices of constructive materials and decorative elements.
This study would analyze the wood species and other construction materials traditionally used for
cultural heritage in Lithuania (stone, brick, mortar, metal, ...), woodworking processes carried out using
specific traditional tools which can be found in various Lithuanian ethnographic museums. Most of
these carpentry tools still could be applied for the safeguard interventions using a still actual
philological handicraft techniques during consolidations, recovery works and partial reconstructions.
To preserve the local culture heritage, it is necessary to expand the knowledge of original building
materials and construction technologies to be able to carry out restoration works correctly.
Degradation of wooden structures depends on maintenance and recovery works and interventions
which often contribute to deterioration of timber. Furthermore, it often occurs that new structural
elements used for replacement and strengthening have under dimensioned sections and materials
used for protection of wood and wood coating are often incompatible.
Keywords: Lithuania, wood, construction, technics, heritage.

1.

Know for recognize. General categories and features of construction materials

1.1 Stone materials
Stone materials were only used for the realization of groundworks and in some cases for external and
internal flooring of wooden buildings. Stone materials, frequently used for Lithuanian historical building
construction, are granite, gneiss, trachyte, some types of magmatic rock and sandstone. Lithuania has
vast land of forests which provide huge quantities of timber, however, this territory does not offer large
amounts of natural stones. Stones can be found in small quantities in the close proximity of rivers,
some forests and especially in the agricultural fields. Stones of various sizes were taken from these
fields as they obstructed the cultivation works.
Boulders and smaller stones taken from fields, were brought to the construction area by horse-drawn
carriages. Large stones were used only for foundations, because they didn’t have to be crushed. Only
in nineteenth century workers began to modify large stone blocks in polygonal shapes or squared
blocks to make solid foundation footer. Hewn stones were also used to make flooring and outdoor
staircases (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Stone used for foundation structures, external flooring and stairs.

Fig. 2: Clay used for foundation reinforcement, indoor flooring, and to fill the spaces between the wall trunks.

1.2 Artificial stone materials: bricks
Clay is mainly composed of silicate minerals, hydrocarbons, silica, alumina and calcium [1]. In
Lithuania, there are several areas rich in clay which is situated in a sandy soil at a depth of about 10
cm. Clay was used for different functions at different parts of the building, in some cases raw or
associated with other materials (Fig. 2). Usually clay is used as a main binder for construction of stone
foundations; in this case mortar is composed of clay, sand and water. Clay was also used for internal
flooring: just extracted, it was transported to the places of construction for commissioning of a jet with
constant thickness of about 10-15 cm. Afterwards, newly made pavement was dampened with water
before adding the next layer of clay, in order to guarantee adequate adhesion between the layers.
Then new layer was well levelled, beaten and smoothened by a large wooden mallet. The rustic
surface was then finally finished with a mixture of clay and water, well leveled using a wooden board
and left to dry for 3-4 days [2]. Production of raw or baked bricks was carried out by beating clay with a
wooden mallet to eliminate air bubbles after adding straw and, sometimes, flax tow. The brick shape
was realized using wooden moulds [3]. Clay bricks of rectangular, square and trapezoidal formats and
sizes were used for internal flooring.
Clay, which was used to manufacture interior plaster of wooden vertical walls, required special
preparation. It was mixed with water and battered to obtain a perfectly smooth mass; later finely
sieved sand was added to the mixture. The obtained mortar must be sufficiently dense to adhere
perfectly to the wooden walls [4].
Clay was also used to fill the spaces between the wooden vertical walls, consisting of logs positioned
horizontally: the mixture was prepared by pouring water, animal dung and chopped straw. The space
between two adjacent logs was manually saturated with this mixture, forcibly inserted between the
cracks, regularizing any inaccuracies.
1.3 Artificial stone materials: mortars
Lime was used as a binder for the construction of the masonry foundation and for indoor plaster
mortars. To perform the shutdown (extinguishing) cycle of lime, it was placed in rectangular shape
wooden container up to the half of it and covered with water until it fills the entire chest; mass had to
be well mixed and compacted to obtain a liquid and smooth texture. The mixture was stored in deep
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graves in the ground and left to mature up to ten years. The lime used for the foundations was taken
from these graves and mixed with small and / or medium-sized aggregates, in the same proportions.
This method allowed to obtain a very resistant mortar suitable to be used for masonry works.
Lime for interior plaster was mixed with water to reach the density of the milk, then from this
compound very fine sand was extracted. It’s density had to be a little more liquid than clay [5].
1.4 Plant materials
In Lithuania many plant materials were used for the wooden constructions to provide thermal
insulation: among these materials are the dry moss (sphagnum), flax tow, foliage, wood shavings,
wooden tar, straw, reeds (Fig. 3).
Most of these materials are collected during the summer period, such as moss, that is found in very
humid forest soils and must be dried in the sun. Moss was used for filling existing empty spaces
between the horizontal logs or as an intermediate layer in the ceiling systems, like flax tow. The
preparation of flax tow is long and laborious: after uprooting, the stalks of flax are tied together in
bundles and left to dry; afterwards the seeds are threshed, while the stems are trampled and combed.
In this way flax tow is separated and ready to use.
The foliage and wood shavings which are already dried, were applied on the extrados surface of the
ceiling of the building, to ensure thermal insulation. Straw was used as a secondary material
associated to the mixture of clay and was also placed above ceilings as a thermal insulation; straw
and reeds together often constituted the completion of the cover layer and coating.
1.5 Metallic elements
In Lithuania iron is the metal most commonly used for the construction for its easy workability.
Collected from wetlands full of minerals, its production was entirely based on craftsmanship, using
simple equipment and tools, such as anvils, pincers and hammers. Heated with fire iron was
reinforced by adding a small amount of carbon; this process made it suitable to produce various parts
of tools, such as axes, hammers, saws, knives, drills, blades. In addition to the carpenter's tools, small
elements of studied architectures such as hinges, reinforcement brackets, hinges, nails of various
kinds and type, bolts, crosses, stiffening elements with different profiles, harpoons, metal fences, etc.
In rural areas iron was a very expensive material and for this reason it has been used only when it
could not be replaced by other materials; that's the reason why so many wooden buildings until the
second half of the eighteenth century were built without metal nails but using only pins and wooden
nails or, in some cases, entirely without nails. In the nineteenth century the metal stiffeners began to
be used in structural wooden nodes subject to high risks of instability. In the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries metal connections were used widely in many traditional wooden buildings.
Iron was commonly used for decorative elements. The valuable work of simple or adorned iron
crosses, became part of UNESCO heritage list.
In the twentieth century lead and zinc started to be used, especially in flat sheets of corrugated
formats otherwise useful to the roof coating, or in hollow tubular profiles for the realization of
downspouts, or in thin metallic plates useful to coat the external window sills and to constitute
flashings for the parts of the building exposed to direct contact with rainwater.
1.6 Wooden species
Wooden buildings were predominantly built using coniferous trees, which still represent 60% of
Lithuanian forests: pines, spruce pines and larches. These types of trees are the most suitable for the
construction of buildings as they have fewer defects of constitutive growth and their intercellular gaps

Fig. 3: Dry moss, and flax tow used to ensure thermal insulation between the logs (a,b), straw for the roof coating (c).
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are filled with resin; accordingly, this type of timber is more resistant to decay, has more constant
colouring and texture, is easier to cut and plane. Coniferous wood is lightweight and has relatively
short periods of maturation; the wood species can, in those latitudes, grow to a height of about 30-40
meters, with a trunk diameter of approximately 1 meter [6]. It is preferred to use pine wood, because in
the maturation phase it presents less minor cracks formed by shrinkage in comparison to spruce.
Coniferous wood, especially pine, is used for all load-bearing structures (logs for foundation, structure
of wooden vertical walls, beams and isolated supports, roofing systems, frame structure of bell towers,
...), pine wood is also used for technological finishing and external covering (internal and external
coating of the wooden vertical walls, and the roof coating) and for the production of doors, windows
and external fences. Other types of wood species were used for interior decoration and furniture.
Usually the conifer trees are cut at the age of 80-120 years, because at this age they no longer
change in volume and are more resinous.
To identify the best quality of trees it’s necessary to pay special attention to the soil in which they
grow: if it is full of nutrients, trees are stronger and full of resin. The best tree for bearing large loads is
the one that is compact and has fewer branches, with a large marrow and with dense annual rings. It
is better to cut down the trees that grow in middle of the forest, because those growing in the margins
are more contorted due to the winds and have larger number of branches.
Sometimes removing a small piece of bark from the tree helps to see if the same tearing is straight or
oblique, so we can understand the trend of tree fibers. In order to produce the best quality of timber it
was preferred to cut the trees during the winter season, taking an advantage of the stasis of the
vegetative cycle. In winter trees contain a minor amount of liquids, which remain in the roots, so wood
quality could be better preserved during this season. Furthermore, all wood types used for building
construction could be left at the open air to facilitate the desiccation.

2.

Safeguard of handcraft works. Carpenter’s tools, accessories and procedures

2.1 Felling, Transportation
Cut tree trunks were bound together and individually drawn by a horse or loaded in groups on special
sleds. Sometimes sleds proved to be too short for trunks loading so they were connected to a smaller
sled to facilitate the transportation of timber from the forest to the construction zone. One end of the
trunk was placed in the first sled, the other one in the second small sled: in this way it was possible to
carry a maximum of four logs at a time. In dense parts of the forest, impossible to reach by sleds, tree
trunks were directly tied to a horse and pulled one by one.
2.2 Debarking
Once reached the construction site, logs were loaded on two other logs placed perpendicularly on the
ground to keep logs raised from the ground and to facilitate preparation work. The following phase
was debarking, as leaving the bark on could proliferate insects and dry rots which would affect wood
quality. Debarking was usually performed only after the wood drying phase, in order to facilitate
separation of the bark. Debarking was performed with axes, knives and/or debarks (Fig.4 a, b).
To perform this operation, it was necessary to have movable trunks to be able to rotate them easily
and to debark them from all sides. If the trunk appeared very unstable, woodworkers quickly made
grooves with the axs on the trunks on which the debarked trunk leaned to secure them in place or
alternatively the were bound by a vise (Fig. 4c).

Fig. 4: Tools for debarkling (a,b), vise tool for consolidation of logs.
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2.3 Wood forming
To treat the squared section logs with an axe, at first cutting line had to be marked using a thread
coated with sprinkled carbon, stretched between two nails attached to the log ends, then this operation
was repeated for all four sides of the trunk which was later cut along these markings. Following
operation of grooves or slots were completed using axes and / or saws. Another type of squared
section logs processing is made using a saw. Once the bark was removed, trunks were placed on
wooden trestles. This work was carried out by two workers: one carpenter standing on the trunk; the
second one is cutting the log with a special saw into planks. Cut planks were left to dry outdoors,
stacked in a particular way: following a triangular pile or one above the other. Unlike the planks, logs
could be used for wooden construction just after debarking, because it was considered that they could
dry later. Wood was processed using ancient carpentry shaping, which were elementary but essential
for the construction of buildings that required much time and a significant number of workers.
2.4 Preparation of the log grooves
The upper and lower parts of the logs which were used for the support of vertical walls were shaped
through the grooves to overlap perfectly and to obtain maximum air and water tightness.
To do this, it was necessary to draw the profile of the lower trunk on the upper trunk, using a tool with
two tips as a pantograph which brings the silhouette of a lower trunk (Fig.5a).
Subsequently, following the cutting line, larger parts of the trunk were eliminated with an ax, and
afterwards with a smaller ax with semicircular blade the final groove of the trunk was made (Fig. 5b,c).
2.5 Realization of the holes and hollows
Each log positioned horizontally had to be made integral with the lower ones using long wooden nails.
During the installation of the second log of perimeter walls, holes were made with a thin shape drill
and long wooden nail, which connects and consolidates two or three trunks, was subsequently
inserted. This operation was repeated for each new pair of upper logs, until the top of the wooden wall.
Woodworkers used two types of nails: ones with narrow in the centre or at the bottom and ones with
oval tip, to ensure adequate consolidation.
2.6 Turning and planing
Turning is a method of wooden shavings removal: it is defined by a rotary motion of the wooden
element and by a mostly straight tool. Blade penetrates into the wood, removing the excess and
shaping the element as a solid of rotation. The machine tool used for turning is the lathe. Turning was
carried out to manufacture decorative elements such as railings, some shaped parts of the pulpits, the
altar and confessionals (Fig. 6).
Planing is a process that serves to make the surface of the wood more regular and smooth,
eliminating surface residues caused by cutting operations, ensuring a higher level of finishing and
make the wood ready to receive the subsequent finishing treatments. Planing is also a preliminary
step, essential for the definition, for example, assortment of wooden boards, widely used in the
construction and in particular for the pavings, the cladding of the interior ceiling structure, the covering
of the perimeter bearing walls, both inside and outside.
2.7 Auxiliary elements
For realization of the vertical wooden walls, logs which had to be placed on the top, were lifted above,
used two wooden canes which were employed as a binary: one end of cane lays on the ground, the
other on the walls, subsequently, using strings, logs were lifted to the desired position. Inside the

Fig. 5: Preparation of the log grooves.
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Fig. 6: Tools for turning and planing (a), lathe (b), turning (c).

perimeter of the wooden supporting walls was installed a small scaffolding, mobile or fixed, in order to
perform works at high altitude. Raised logs were placed with care in order to ensure maximum
adherence to the lower logs. Sometimes woodworkers erected a new building using remains of a preexisting building as a internal scaffolding, these remains were finally removed when the new wider
perimeter wall was finished.

3.
Assortment of sawn elements
All parts of the tree were fully utilized: in fact, the longest and straightest logs are perfect for the
beams, the most resinous and free of bends were suitable for the base parts of the wooden vertical
walls, the most compact and solid logs - for the columns; less resinous wood - for the window fixtures,
not perfectly straight wood was used for decorations and finishing elements, stumps - for foundations.
Wood residues were used to make pins, nails and handles for tools; from the bark resin and shavings
were obtained and small pieces were used for the thermal insulation or heating, while the foliage could
also be used for isolation or as a soil fertilizer.
It was considered, that all wood used for the constructions must dry well in the air before it can be
used. Newly cut trunk contains about 40% relative humidity and in these conditions timber is not
suitable for constructions, because it later loses about half of humidity while drying. For this reason,
trunk’s density tends to decrease and form typical shrinkage cracks, causing various and serious
deformation and structural damage.
From portioned and debarked logs beams, rafters, battens and boards were obtained.
Only logs, prepared for the wooden vertical walls were utilized without drying and straight away were
placed in horizontal position, because the weight of the same structure, together with the weight of the
roof construction, prevents the further deformations.
Wooden material, selected for window and door fixtures and the coverings, must be well dried
because otherwise thin and still wet boards, already used or placed tend to deform while drying.
Trunks and boards prepared for constructions must be dried in well ventilated areas, without direct
sunlight, preferably in the shade, as they do not favour quick drying, which can result in timber cracks
and various deviations of the fibres that would weaken the mechanical characteristics of the wood.
Solid wood and planks were placed in a row one above the other and separated from each other by
battens, while boards of smaller dimensions were arranged in a triangle without spacers.

4.

Improvement of the wooden features

Sometimes, to improve characteristics of the logs, especially of those which would have to support
large loads, after drying logs were immersed in water for about 5 -10 years. At the end of this long
period, logs were left to dry completely. In rare cases, another method was used – it consisted of
immersing logs in spacious tanks filled with cow's milk for a period of one year: wood, as a result of
impregnation with milk, developed such a strong resistance, that it could hardly be scratched with an
ax. Some existing examples built using this procedure and are found in the Žemaitija region. The
effectiveness of this practice can be seen in very minor, for that age, degradation and structural
damage. Logs, that were in direct contact with foundations, were impregnated with pine resin to
protect wood from moisture. Sometimes before cutting coniferous trees, woodworkers removed all
branches and bark and left the tree bare for some time. In order to resist against atmospheric agents,
tree produced large amount of resin in the outer part of the trunk. These logs were placed in the
lowest parts of wooden walls to protect walls from ground moisture.
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Note – In this unitary work, coordinated by prof. Tiziana Campisi, we can attribute to eng. Liucija
Berežanskytė the paragraph 1 and 3, to prof. eng. Tiziana Campisi the paragraphs 2 and 4.
All images used in this article are made by the authors.
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Abstract
Excavations of the settlement of Montella in the province of Avellino have been conducted by Prof.
Marcello Rotili since 1980, in order to investigate the conditions of the medieval settlements of inland
Campania. The archeological research, has made it possible to retrieve a great amount of clay
material, which covers a very wide time span. In this analysis the pottery from 1/90 trench of Rasola 2
have been examined, referable to pottery cooking. The analysis performed on the materials has also
focused on local eaten food during early Middle Ages. Common forms are the unglazed jars (olle) of
modest size with traces of fumigation at the bottom and belly of the jar. They are distinguished
according to some formal characteristics, for example the rim form, presenting sometimes traces of
food substances inside. Alongside the jars, there are basin lids (catini-coperchi), breat baking trays
(testi) and lids. The analysis of archeological data suggest that alimentation was commonly based on
cereal components (soups and polenta in place of boiled meats). This relates to eating habits
connected to social economic structures, which, on the whole, are rich in protein targeted to meet the
nutritional needs of the population.

Keywords: Medieval archaeology, Archaeological Excavation, Castles, Pottery, Community.
1.

Introduction

As part of the plan of investigation and study of medieval settlements in the inland Campania [1] [2]
[3], archaeological intervention at the site of Montella (Avellino, Italy) took place between 1980 and
1992 and then continued between 2005 and 2007. The activities, under the responsibility of the
professor Marcello Rotili, have affected the ‘Castello del Monte', a powerful Norman-Swabian era
architectural layout and Angevin and the walled area that develops around.
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Fig. 1: ‘Castello del Monte’.

1.2 The excavations and the main phases
The excavations and studies (still in progress) show that the site (Fig. 6) was concerned, as early as
the sixth-seventh century, by an articulated occupation that developed over time [4] [5]. Witnessed by
homes and structures in mixed media present in the summit [6], as well as a small cemetery identified
by burial in the bare earth, carved into the rock or stone chest [7], the allocation has experienced a
first fence of area in the ninth century, the structures of which were first damaged by the 989
earthquake, then doubled in the course of the 13th century.
In fact, between the thirteenth and fourteenth century, the construction of castrum were covered under
those of the feudal castle and the fence of the XIII-XIV century, enclosing an area of nearly three
hectares, in which he was created a park for entertainment and stately idleness which they reference
paths, aqueducts and 'fountains' identified by the excavations in the spacious terracing defined rasole
[8] [9]. This is a term used in the eighteenth century Dichiarazione della […] Pianta di tutto il Monistero
de P. Riformati sotto il titolo di S. Maria del Monte [10] (fig. 7) to indicate precisely the Angioini
terracing, but that in medieval Latin corresponded to an agricultural measure.
Following the abandonment of the castle, which took place around the first half of the sixteenth
century, were built, towards the end of the same century, the convent and the church of S. Maria del
Monte through the work of the Friars Minor Conventual barefoot, then replaced by the Minor Reformed
in 1603.
The area was finally abandoned in 1921 when the Conventual, returned at the end of the nineteenth
century, were forced to leave those places.
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Fig. 2: Trench 1/90 of Rasola 2.

1.3 Ceramic finds from 1/90 trench of Rasola 2: cooking ware (acroma da fuoco).
The large amount of artifacts found during the excavation activities during the summer of 1990 is still
in the process of study and analysis.
Here, we intend to present the preliminary data relating to the ceramic class of ‘acroma da fuoco’ or
generically cooking ware coming from the stratigraphic units relating to 1/90 trench (8,4x4 m). It is a
significant selection that provides insights about aspects of Montella’s material culture.
This analysis of archaeological observation as based on the type of containers used, designed mostly
for cooking foods, places directly in contact with the fire. For this reason, the fragments are to be
covered by a layer of burnt, often on one of the two sides, highlighting just the accommodation of the
containers next to an open flame.
The highest percentage is certainly witnessed by jars (olle) (fig. 3 n. 2, fig. 5 n. 4; fig. 3 n. 3, fig. 3 n. 7;
fig. 3 n. 4, fig. 5 n.2; fig. 3 n. 5, fig. 5 n. 5; fig. 3 n. 6, fig. 5 n. 6; fig. 3 n. 7, fig. 5 n. 3; fig. 3 n. 10, fig. 5
n. 9; fig. 4 n. 14), characterized by variable diameter (Ø 2,2-9,2 cm) and heterogeneous forms of the
rim and the bottom. They represent the most widely used tool in the field of fireware production, but
because of the fragmentary nature of the finds you will not rebuild any ceramic shape integrally.
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Fig. 3: Cooking ware from trench 1/90.
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You can identify four types of rims:
- Extroflexed rims (fig. 3 n. 2, fig. 5 n. 4; fig. 3 n. 3, fig. 5 n. 7; fig. 3 n. 6, fig. 5 n. 6; fig. 3 n. 5,
fig. 5 n. 5; fig. 3 n. 7, fig. 5 n. 3; fig. 3 n. 4, fig. 5 n. 2; fig. 4 n. 16; fig. 4 n. 17; fig. 4 n. 14; fig. 4
n. 18) relevant forms of diameter varying between 2.2 cm and 9.7 cm. The dough is slightly
adjusted and the color varies from red (5YR Reddish Brown) to gray almost brown access
(5TR 3/1 Very Dark Gray);
- Rounded rims, slightly extroflexed or convex. Some fragments have obvious traces of burning
on the outer surface;
- Harpoon rims, which generally are used in such a way as to allow to rest a lid (fig. 3 n. 10, fig.
5 n. 9; fig. 4 n. 14);
- Rights rims, which have a reddish color of the dough almost yellow (5YR 7/8 Reddish Yellow).
Most of the artefacts coming from the layers ranging from the ninth to the thirteenth and fourteenth
century and they are comparable with small jars from Torella dei Lombardi [11], Sant’ Angelo dei
Lombardi [12], Capaccio [13], Altavilla Silentina [14] and Montella [15].
In association with the rims there are some bottoms (fig. 4 n. 19), which are apodus plan that are
certificates mostly in high and late medieval age levels (US 1, 6, 25, 28, 31, 51, 54, 56).
The relevant technical choice to the shape of the apodus plan bottom or at most convex could be
linked to the use of the container: the jars with the flat base were placed on a side of the firebox
on a tripod-shaped support, whereas those with a convex base had to be suspended on a hook or
deposited on a tripod or directly between the carbons [16].
Three types of lids have been identified (Fig. 4 n. 11, fig. 5 n. 13; Fig. 4 n. 12, fig. 5 n. 12; Fig. 4 n. 13,
fig. 5 11) . A first type comes from the us 45, the level of the ninth century, which shows a slight bulge
in the middle and with a slightly curved rim. The second type, coming from the layer of soil us 57,
which acts as a plot of the ninth century wall foundation (usm 5500), is identified by a fragment with
curvilinear section and extroflexed rim and broken curve. A third type is represented by two fragments
(Fig. 4 n. 11, fig. 5 n. 13; Fig. 4 n. 12, fig. 5 n. 12) of conical-shaped lid, with truncated cone knob.
The fragment n. 32 in particular shows the center of the knob a hole of 0.9 cm in diameter.
Possible comparisons can be established with specimens from levels of IX and IX-X century same in
Montella, respectively environment P [17] and in Rasola 1 [18].
It is also attested a fragment of basin-lid (catino-coperchio) (fig. 4 n. 15) from the diameter of 17 cm. It
has sub-oblique wall with a straight profile and pointed strip and facing upwards.
Of considerable number, although less frequent than the jars, they are the breat baking trays (testi)
(fig. 3 n. 9, fig. 5 n. 10), low containers with little raised rim and double bottom. This form is widely
distributed in central and northern Italy, but it is present in a minimum percentage even in the
productions of Campania.
An example is a fragment of the convex wall relative to a tray that presents rounded rim at the top.
Outside are obvious traces of burn and read relevant streaks to lathe machining. Cooking is uneven,
while the dough, very rich in degreasing elements, especially quartz, is not purified.
This type of trays can be compared with specimens of Campania from Alife [19], Sant' Angelo d'Alife
[20], Benevento [21], Rocca San Felice [22], Torella dei Lombardi [23], Suessola [24] , Lettere [25],
Altavilla Silentina [26] [27] and Capaccio [28] [29]. The date is fixed around the ninth century.
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Fig. 4: Cooking ware from trench 1/90.
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In smaller percentage are large containers, cooking pots and amphoras (fig. 3 n. 8, fig. 5 n. 8). The
fragments are very small, are machined with a coarse texture, rich included, with rather rough
surfaces. By us 3 comes the fragment of a large pan (fig. 3 n. 1, fig. 5 n. 1) from 7.8 cm in diameter
with slightly indented rim and flattened at the top; outside there is a slight bulge.
Similar shapes are in Capaccio in second half XI-XII century layers [30], but also in Montella [31] from
the twelfth and thirteenth century levels.

Fig. 5: Ceramic fragments of cooking ware. Trench 1/90.
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1.4 Conclusions
Despite the fragmented nature of the findings, it was possible to ascertain a certain standardization of
the forms, generally attributable to the cooking of food containers (jars) characterized by apodus
bottoms. The ceramic articles are comparisons with neighboring productions, in Irpinia (Torella dei
Lombardi, Sant'Angelo dei Lombardi) or in some coastal area settlements (Capaccio, Altavilla
Silentina). This suggests the presence of small shops of potters in the local area, in which artifacts
were made with the same characteristics, machined with little purified textures. From a functional
standpoint, these findings make sense their use and methods of cooking food.
Think about the fact that on one of the sides of the containers often have obvious traces of burning,
which presuppose their proximity to the fire or direct contact with it.
In the end, the elements analyzed are attributable to a restricted period (IX-XIII century), or when the
human presence on the Mount must have been allocated in all respects.
They distinguished some, attributed to the seventh and eighth centuries, when it appeared the first
forms of the rise in employment.

Fig. 6: Montella.
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Fig. 7: Pianta di tutto il Monistero de P. Riformati sotto il titolo di S. Maria del Monte.
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Abstract (ID 57)
The Memory Palace – a method in which emotionally charged imagery, attached to locations
sequentially arranged in an architectural space, seen in the mind’s eye, triggers a desired memory –
was invented by the Greek poet, Simonides, in 500 BC. However, it has profound modern potential.
The mythic story of the Memory Palace is that the gods Castor and Pollux saved Simonides from the
collapse of a palazzo, where everyone else was crushed beyond recognition. Simonides identified all
the victims by visualizing the order in which they had been seated at the table.
Experts Frances Yates, Lina Bolzoni and Andrew Riggsby have studied the vivid imagery and spatial
order that interact in the Memory Palace. But Andrew Riggsby has identified the modern relevance of
the myth of Simonides: “I fear the story just may be true. It might be that the element of total
annihilation in the story is significant. The story may be too poetic to be random.”
A modern Memory Palace, complete with vivid imagery, spatial order and poetic significance, can
serve those who have lost their architecture and streetscapes to earthquakes in Italy. If they preserve
their cultural patrimony via Memory Palace techniques, and through tangible architectural cues
reinforce their imagined triggers in sites under reconstruction, they can regain and sustain their
cultural bearings as they rebuild their towns.
Keywords: Modern Memory Palaces, Simonides, Earthquakes

Fig. 1: A visual representation of the desire to preserve the culture of Italian medieval hill towns, threatened by
earthquakes. (Image courtesy of Chris McCall)

1.

The Memory Palace
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The Memory Palace, first built in ancient Greece, is a really, really old house.
Like many old houses, it comes with a fantastic story. It’s about a famous feast that took place circa
500 BC. [1] Through the centuries, many people have told the story, including Quintilian, Apollodorus
and Eratosthenes [2], More recently, Frances Yates, Lina Bolzoni and Andrew Riggsby told it. But the
first to tell it was Cicero (106-43, BC). Here is his story:
I am grateful to the famous Simonides of Ceos, who is said to have first invented the science
of mnemonics. There is a story that Simonides was dining at the house of a wealthy nobleman
named Scopas at Crannon in Thessaly, and chanted a lyric poem which he had composed in
honor of his host, in which he followed the custom of the poets by including for decorative
purposes a long passage referring to Castor and Pollux; whereupon Scopas with excessive
meanness told him he would pay him half the fee agreed on for the poem, and if he liked he
might apply for the balance to his sons of Tyndaraus, as they had gone halves in the
panegyric.
The story runs that a little later a message was brought to Simonides to go outside, as two
young men were standing at the door who earnestly requested him to come out; so he rose
from his seat and went out, and could not see anybody; but in the interval of his absence the
roof of the hall where Scopas was giving the banquet fell in, crushing Scopas himself and his
relations underneath the ruins and killing them; and when their friends wanted to bury them
but were altogether unable to know them apart as they had been completely crushed, the
story goes that Simonides was enabled by his recollection of the place in which each of them
had been reclining at table to identify them for separate interment; and that this circumstance
suggested to him the discovery of the truth that the best aid to clearness of memory consists
in orderly arrangement.
He inferred that persons desiring to train this faculty must select localities and form mental
images of the facts they wish to remember and store those images in the localities, with the
result that the arrangement of the localities will preserve the order of the facts, and the images
of the facts will designate the facts themselves, and we shall employ the localities and images
respectively as a wax writing tablet and the letters written on it. [3]
This story is hard to believe. The presence of not one Deus ex Machina – but two, the instant
retribution visited on Scopas, and Simonides dramatic performance of the art of memory makes for a
great read. But these aspects are at odds with the practical elements of a memory system that still
exist today. These elements are: 1) a familiar space, pictured in the mind’s eye, 2) a sequence of
specific points (called loci) within that imagined space, and 3) a series of vivid images, attached to the
loci, one after the other, as shown here:

Fig. 2: Representation of a Memory Palace, used in parlor trick fashion, to remember the order of a deck of cards
http://www.nationalgeographic.it/wallpaper/2012/03/31/foto/il_palazzo_della_memoria-920623/1/?refresh_ce
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2.

The Memory Palaces of the Renaissance

Today, anyone who wants to store things in memory - words, ideas, facts or objects - can use those
practical elements to create a personal Memory Palace. One only needs to create vivid images to
represent those things and mentally attach them, one after the other, to a sequence of points imagined
within a familiar space. To evoke those memories, one imagines each locus in order with its attached
image, and they come to mind.
Of course, a Memory Palace created today will not have the same importance as one created by an
ancient Greek orator, who before the invention of printing, had no other means of recalling his poetry.
In fact, some believe Simonides had already invented the techniques of the Memory Palace long
before he used them to dramatic effect when the house of Scopas collapsed. [4] As Anne Carson
says, “Memory has a starkly quantitative aspect, of which Simonides shows his mastery when he
mentally reconstitutes Scopas' dinner table. This is the ars memoria so admired by Cicero and others.”
[5]
After the invention of the printing press, there was less reason to admire them. One would have
expected the Memory Palace to disappear entirely. However, such was not the case – during the
Renaissance interest in the art of memory exploded. According to Lina Bolzoni, the Memory Palace,
which had been at the service of orators and politicians in ancient times, and preachers and mystics in
the Middle Ages, and merchants, doctors, lawyers, professors and prophets in the 1400’s, had its
greatest triumph in the 1500’s. It was transformed in complex ways thanks to the innovative and
intricate mnemonic systems created by Giulio Camillo and Giordano Bruno. Their adaptations of the
Memory Palace gave form to experiments of the imagination, and expression to ways of knowing that
characterized an entire age. [6]
According to Frances Yates, “Giulio Camillo [...] was one of the most famous men of the 16th century.”
[7] He claimed to have designed and built an actual, wooden Theater of Memory, in which a spectator,
located on the stage instead in the seats, could look out into the theater and see an array of images,
displayed and stored, which would spontaneously trigger a kind of artificial intelligence – a
spontaneous encyclopedic knowledge of every known subject. He never actually built it. No one ever
stood on its stage. No one ever really experienced this artificial intelligence. But the influence of the
idea of it is still felt even now: a wooden Archive of Memory was featured in the Pavilion Zero at Expo
’15, in Milan.
Frances Yates also explored the innovations of Giordano Bruno, the monk famously burned at the
stake in the Campo de’ Fiori in Rome by the Inquisition. He freed the images from the Memory Palace
and arrayed them in a wheel, creating a type of memory “slot machine:”
One [of his methods] involves storing words by their syllables, [he] advises envisioning these
stored sets of syllables and their imagery on concentric wheels, each with thirty compartments
corresponding to the various combinations of letters. The outermost wheel in the system
stores the [...] first syllables of words, the second wheel stores the [...] second syllables, the
third wheel stores [the] third syllables, and so on inward to the fifth wheel. A single sentence
thus becomes a pageant of mythological characters set in strange places, engaged in strange
actions in strange company.
How marvelous, and how utterly incomprehensible! [8]
These Renaissance figures who transformed the Memory Palace shared a fascination with its
imagery. Intricate arrays of images are central to both Camillo’s theater and Bruno’s “slot machine.” A
similar visual focus can be seen in modern practices of the art of memory. Joshua Foer’s recent book,
Moonwalking with Einstein, gives credence to the ability of emotionally shocking imagery to recall
memories. [9] A modern mobile app, Memrise (www.memrise.com) designed to aid the acquisition of
new languages depends only on the use of shocking imagery. (In my opinion as a student of Italian, it
is of limited value. It gives a student just one more thing – a contrived image – to try to remember.)
Thus, this fascination with image may go too far. Neither the theater nor the slot machine delivered all
that they promised. Perhaps these adaptations of the Memory Palace, and modern scholarship, have
discounted the other essential element of the Memory Palace: the sequence of the loci. According to
Andrew Riggsby, Professor of Classics and History of Art at the University of Texas at Austin, the true
value of the loci is that they form a motor system that is mentally walkable, a process essential to
memory. In a lecture at New York University in the autumn of 2016, Professor Riggsby said that while
the images are important, they are of secondary importance to the loci system. This raised some
questions: if the value of the Memory Palace lies in its systematic function, why does the myth of
Simonides, with the intervention of Castor and Pollux, survive? Why, after all this time, do we still need
Simonides? He replied, "I fear the story just may be true.” He elaborated, “It might be that the element
of total annihilation in the story is significant. The story may be too poetic to be random.” [10]

3.

Modern Memory Palaces for the earthquake-ravaged towns of Italy

This suggests that the real power of Memory Palace, with its familiar spaces, and sequential loci,
anchoring vivid images, derives from the motivation for its creation. Perhaps the ability of the Memory
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Palace to address the threat of annihilation elevates it from the realm of a parlor trick of memorization
to an essential tool for preserving the culture of earthquake-damaged Italian towns.
In the earthquakes that occurred in Italy between 2009 and 2016, cities such as L'Aquila, Amatrice
and Norcia lost many homes and businesses. Architecturally important buildings and culturally vital
streetscapes were destroyed. Many extraordinary sites now exist only in the memories of the people
who lived and worked there. In this sense, earthquake survivors are modern-day Simonides, holding
the remedy to the annihilation of their cities in their imaginations.
In some of these cities, rebuilding or restoration of lost architecture and streetscapes may be
impossible. In others, where restoration is feasible, it will take years and years. But in all cities, citizens
can undertake a primary act of preservation and secure their memories.
This may be a lot to ask of them. The survivors of earthquakes have needs for food, clothing and
emergency shelter that must be met immediately. However, the need to preserve the culture of the
community before it becomes lost also matters. This was evident in the documentary, The Wounded
Brick, produced by the Austrian filmmakers, Eduard Zorzenoni and Sue-Alice Okukubo. Their film
presents the citizens of L'Aquila and its environs after the earthquake of 2009. According Okukubo,
We started filming in December 2009, nine months after the quake, [...] We were in contact
with a lot of the people we talked to in the film for years, but now, most of them are frustrated
and [have] left the area. Almost nothing happened in the last 7 years. The center of town is
still a "red area". You are not allowed to get in. There was no political effort to address these
matters. [...] this is not new: there have always been big quakes in Italy and the government
always reacted the same way: building new homes for the victims or relocating them and
having no interest / money to rebuild the damaged historical places [11]
In the book Fault Lines, Giacomo Parrinello noted that this pattern of nonresponse could be seen in
the early 1900’s. The largest earthquake in Italian history took place in 1908 in Messina when the city
was entering an age of change and starting to plan major transformations:
On the eve of the earthquake, however, much of the planned urban changes remained
unachieved. While issues such as the port renewal and peri-urban reforestation expanded the
urban reform debate, minor earthquakes struck the city in 1895, 1905, and 1907. Surprisingly,
those earthquakes did not provoke any response by the authorities, despite the persistent
memory of past disasters. The lack of effective measures after those earthquakes contributed
largely to the extent of destruction in 1908. [12]
Okukubo goes on to explain that absent other resources, the citizens become the experts of what was
lost and what might still be saved:
It was not our goal, to make a film about L'Aquila after the quake, but about the issue of
creating living spaces [on] a human scale. To learn how deeply connected history, social and
cultural needs are with the subject of housing and urban planning. How important it is to
create spaces [that] have an identity. The quake victims, [...] having lost their homes and living
spaces can tell more intensely about this need, [...] the awareness of the link between history,
culture, architecture and social activities is much, much more present in the Italian mentality.
This makes these people so special. [11]
In The Wounded Brick, we meet Italo Flammini from Castelvecchio Calvisio, who is over 90 years old:
he chose to live in emergency quarters indefinitely instead of leaving his village. We meet Charles
Mangolini from L'Aquila: a gallery owner who "lives" in a shed on his parents’ property. We also see
Giuseppe Santoro: an architect who sees Castelvecchio as a ghost town, but continues to work to give
hope to the few remaining inhabitants of the city. [13] Resilient people like these could be the ones
most able to fashion a Memory Palace. Without government assistance, with no resources beyond
those of their imagination, they are most able to preserve the culture connected to their lost
architecture and urban landscapes. Okukobo noted:
Having a roof over one's head is only one part of a dignified life and it is not always a matter of
money to provide [...] little things, but of thoughtful planning, of breaking common ways of
thinking, of daring something new. And the question of how to save the tremendous cultural
heritage is not even properly touched [...] And you can see in the statements of the victims
how aware they are of the cultural richness they had before and how they considered it part of
their cultural identity. [11]
In this sense, in the hands of citizens of earthquake-damaged towns, the context of the Memory
Palace may be, to echo Gaston Bachelard, French philosopher and author of the book, The Poetics of
Space, "one of the greatest powers of integration for the thought, memories and dreams of mankind."
[14] The ability to visualize a lost space, and fashion it as a Memory Palace puts survivors at the
forefront of urban planning, even if they have never had the desire for the role. Using the spatial order
and vivid images they imagine, citizens create an inventory of cultural content, a first step in a process
to preserve their culture. This constitutes an auto-ethnography, something that now exists within the
theoretically adventurous modern discipline of cultural geography, which can and should make
demands on those wishing to access the inventory in the future:
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…auto ethnography and memory work are important precisely because of the new demands
they place upon and the fresh connections they may forge with readers. Auto ethnographic
writing is frequently characterized by its capacity to affect the reader, to lay out sufficient detail
of the author’s everyday life to spark connections with readers and subsequently afford
hitherto unacknowledged aspects of broader cultural, social or political processes. […]
research that has used auto ethnography and memory work has been significant in fostering a
spirit of experimentation. [15]
Thus, the Memory Palace is well aligned with the fundamental goals of historic preservation:
Heritage is not a passive process, but an active assembling of a series of objects, places and
practices that we choose to hold up as a mirror to the present, associated with a particular set
of values that we wish to take with us into the future. As such, heritage is not inert or passive,
but has the potential to engage directly with questions of contemporary global concern.
Thinking of heritage as a creative engagement with the past in the present focuses our
attention on our ability to take an active and informed role in the production of our own future.
[16]
However, if the Memory Palace is to serve as a bridge from the past to the future, it will have to make
itself tangible. The Memory Palace that exists in the mind must take up residence in some physical
form in order to create a sharable inventory of a threatened culture. An existing, very successful
notebook project serves as inspiration: The Sketchbook Project, a traveling library, based in the
Brooklyn Art Library in Williamsburg, consists of 31,316 notebooks, written and drawn by hand by
individual contributors from 130 countries, available digitally and in their original physical form, for
anyone to read. [17]

Fig. 3: Physical and digital examples of notebooks from the Sketchbook Project
https://www.sketchbookproject.com/about https://katygilmore.wordpress.com/tag/the-sketchbook-project/

A similar collection of Memory Palace notebooks would create an important resource: each would
illustrate what it was to walk through a building now lost, or would put into words – prose or poetry –
what it meant to live in the architecture and streetscapes of an Italian town, damaged by earthquakes.
Once these images and their text have been inventoried on the page, they can escape it. In any city
dealing with the aftermath of earthquakes, the inventoried images and text of Memory Palace
notebooks can be made visible. Imagery from a Memory Palace can become visible on the walls of a
temporary shelter…
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Fig. 4: The Better Shelter from IKEA
http://www.archdaily.com/804247/ikeas-better-shelter-wins-design-of-the-year-2016

…or on the “hoardings” or fencing around a construction site in a city under reconstruction. [18]

Fig. 5: Construction site “hoardings” are platforms to display artists’ work in the “Canvas for London” Initiative.
http://www.primebuild.co.uk/canvas-for-london/

These images can provide tangible visual cues to citizens who remain, to those involved in
reconstruction and to the world at large which remind them of what was lost and what is to be
remembered. One way to transfer words and pictures from a notebook to a wall is stenciling. It is the
method of choice for Banksy, a notable graffiti artist, who said, "A wall has always been the best place
to publish your work." [19]
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Fig. 6: A hopeful image stenciled on a wall by Banksy.
http://hubpages.com/art/banksy-girl-with-balloon

Site-specific imagery and explanatory text, created for a Memory Palace, can also be digitized, geolocated and experienced in a mobile app, similar to the Float app of New York City:

Fig. 7: Float combines the actual and virtual experiences of a city’s art, culture, architecture and streetscape.
http://float.city

Thus the inventory of vivid words and pictures – anchored to the sequential loci in the familiar spaces
of Memory Palaces, recorded in notebooks, and made visible in the cities by any means possible –
can preserve lost or damaged buildings and streets. It can sustain cultural bearings and a sense of
identity in the aftermath of an earthquake. It can be of particular value in cities determined to rebuild.

Fig. 8: Before and after the 2016 earthquake in Norcia
http://www.catholicworldreport.com/Blog/5161/earthquake_destroys_norcias_basilica_of_st_benedict.aspx
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Norcia is one such city, with a long-standing dedication to preserving its culture:
Norcia['s] most famous native son [is] St. Benedict. The son of a Roman noble, he was born
around the year 480 and went on to establish monasteries under the Rule of Benedict and
become known as the founder of Western monasticism.
Norcia's own Benedictine monastery was active from the 10th century until the congregation
was suppressed under Napoleon 200 years ago. [20]
The monks were sent into exile and the monastery was abandoned. However, in 1998, 5000 citizens
of Norcia signed a petition asking the monks to return. The monks, under Father Cassian Folsom,
OSB, came and began to create a new life for Norcia. The majority of them are American, and they
brought a sense of American entrepreneurship with them. In addition to making and marketing beer,
they produced a CD, Benedicta, of their daily sung prayers, available for purchase on Amazon. [21]

Fig. 9: The Benedictine Monks CD
https://www.amazon.com/BENEDICTA-Marian-Chant-Norcia-Monks/dp/B00V66GNMQ

When the earth shook and the walls came tumbling down in Norcia […] after a 6.6 magnitude
earthquake struck the medieval town [...] the town's 16 Benedictine monks, including 12
Americans, launched an ambitious fund-raising campaign called "Deep Roots" to rebuild both
the 14th-century basilica and monastery - and breathe new life into Norcia. The monks had
already been planning to raise money for needed repairs and restorations, with an initial goal
of $ 7.5 million. But that was before Sunday's devastating quake - the most serious to hit Italy
in 36 years - and the figures will now be much higher. [20]
Thus, while the recorded chant of the monks represents a financial resource, it has an even more
important role during this time of extraordinary challenge. It provides the citizens of Norcia, no matter
where they live now, a powerful means to sustain their emotional ties to the town. It can be a
soundtrack to their Memory Palaces. It can accompany their vivid images of Norcia, which either scroll
sequentially in their imaginations, or are actually in view in what remains of the town. It can make a
Memory Palace of Norcia the most evocative ever created.
In this way, the monks of Norcia represent a great hope for the future. As Father Benedict Nivakoff,
the new Prior of the Monastery of San Benedetto, appointed last fall to succeed Father Folsom, wrote
in January of 2017:
By the evening of the 5th, First Vespers of the Epiphany, 6 inches of snow had fallen at San
Benedetto in Monte. This fluffy white coating, in the matter of a few hours, did what would
have taken us years to accomplish: all the ruins of rocks, metal, wood and rubble in our own
monastery and throughout the valley were suddenly restored, cleaned and purified. One had a
glimpse of the future, of a Norcia brought back to its original splendor. No destruction in site,
just a white covering and a sense that God will bring all this to a good end just as brought the
long arduous journey of the Magi to the place of Majesty. [22]
Clearly, at least in Norcia, the door to the Memory Palace is wide open.
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Abstract
Italy has the second-highest level of prison overcrowding in Europe. Since 2013 with the “Prisons
plan”, the state has provided for the creation of additional prison accommodations, trying to
reformulate the techniques of punishment. This new sensibility, springs by the so called “Torreggiani
and others vs. Italy case”, in which Italy was condemned by the second section of the European Court
on Human Rights in Strasbourg for violating article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights
(ECHR). Unfortunately, the emergence of Italian prisons has not been yet solved. So, it’s necessary to
find new opportunities for ensuring a period of rehabilitative detention by the use of decentralized and
urban low-impact areas. Starting from the acquired knowledge, it is developed a scientific research to
propose an ‘open prison’, an institute designed as a community involved in agricultural activities.
Sicily is rich of old buildings and stone wells, an integral element of the charming landscape, what
remains of the industries that were the protagonists of the world economy for the last centuries. This
kind of buildings may be a good opportunity to realize this new concept of prison, as it is verified in the
work here presented. In particular, by assuming Grottacalda Mine, one of the most important sulphur
production centre of the XIX century, as study case, it has been verified the relationship between the
farm and the functional standards of the prison, such as the precautions for safety.
Keywords: Industrial Archeology, Refurbishment, Prison building, Rehabilitation.

1. Detention and imprisonment
1.1 Imprisonment: history and evolution of the concept
A prison is a is a building complex that serves two main functions: custody, through the deprivation of
freedom for the inmate, and re-education, intended as recovery path applicable in the structures
equipped with the necessary services.
In the ancient times the term carcer was used to indicate a place where it was possible to restrict
people’s freedom. In the ancient Greece and during the Roman Empire everyone was considered an
“social misfit”, while who committed a crime paid with his life. For many years, prisons remained
places where criminals placed under arrest, waiting for their processes. During the Middle Ages many
convents and monasteries were converted in buildings for the inmates’ solitary confinement, the
punishment provided for them by the canon law. The oldest detention center was opened in 1556 in
Amsterdam: the Rasp Huis was built for the imprisonment of beggars, young criminals and misfits. But
the typical model of prison during this age (and later) was the English one, which was a private
institute supervised by the State and managed by an Inspector, who expected his remuneration by the
prisoners. The idea of imprisonment as a punishment was introduced by Christianity, because in
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compliance with the precepts of the Bible, the Church could not decree death sentences. So in 1655
Pope Innocent X ordered the construction of the first building prison, the New Prisons, projected by
Antonio del Grande, where prisoners were condemned to silence and isolation. Another important
case was the House of Correction for Boys in the Hospice of Saint Michael in Rome, an old complex
transformed by Pope Clement XI in a new prison concept, which consisted of several courts with
buildings round them, where 600 well illuminated cells were allocated [15]. Besides there were rooms
for arts and crafts, in which orphans or destitute were allocated, educated and instructed. During the
XVII century in the Republic of Venice detainees were associated with each other in order to organize
their activities in autonomy, supervised by confraternities. The current prison system , was born in the
period of the Enlightenment1, thanks to the theories based on imprisonment, deprivation of freedom,
against corporal sanctions, consisting on the death penalty and mutilation. Meanwhile the prison
architecture developed in new models, starting from the typology of unique buildings for judicial
function and prison destination, with other ones in which prison was located in in the first level and the
tribunal was in the upper one, to a plan of two separated building for the two functions. Experiments of
isolation and forced labor for inmates, as an alternative sentence to death or transportation, were
introduced in England with the Penitentiary Act of 1779, which also included the construction of two
new structures in London and another one in Gloucester. However, this reform process was slowed by
the deportations to the overseas penal colonies. In 1787 the English philosopher and social theorist
Jeremy Bentham designed a new type of institutional building, the Panopticon, which consisted of a
double circular structure. The inner one was the "inspection house", from which the manager or staff
of the institution were able to monitor the inmates, who were stationed around the perimeter of the
external one. This model was not realized and remained the ideal concept to adopt for an
imprisonment based on iron discipline conducted by observation and not by force2. With the reform of
the penitentiary system in the United States two new concept were proposed. The Pennsylvania
System maintained the complete separation of inmates at all times, by the daytime and night time
isolation of the detainee, in order to encourage prayer and work [15]. The state's Eastern State
Penitentiary outskirts of Philadelphia and Western State Penitentiary at Pittsburgh were designed as a
central building for the surveillance with different detention block around. Instead the Auburn or
"Congregate" System became the archetypical model penitentiary in the following period, between
1830s and 1840s. According to this method, inmates were kept in solitary confinement only at night
and worked during the day in groups out the cells, with enforced silence at all times. Consequently,
the architecture of the buildings was different than the previous model, in fact the Auburn prison, built
in 1818, was characterized by a system of rooms for the daytime activities near the detention blocks.
In the early 1850s another important model was invented by Sir Walter Crofton in Ireland. The Irish
system made a distinction between the different level of imprisonment. So prisoners were placed on
different floors depending the phase of their imprisonment. For the first period they were kept in
solitary confinement, in a second one they were set out for congregate work, and finally they had a
period in “intermediate prisons” with minimal supervision, during which they had to demonstrate their
employability in the outside world. In the following period the evolution the penitentiary law in different
countries influenced the development of imprisonment strategies, often made as the result of the
solutions presented previously. In Italy, for example, the advanced penitentiary laws3 were the Tuscan
law, which imprisonment method classified three types of prisons, and the Sicilian one, which adopted
the principles of the Panopticon concept for the construction of Ucciardone Prison in Palermo. With
the born of the Italian Kingdom, all the regions which formed the country adopted a unique penal code,
the Sardinian one. It was the most important of them because it distinguished crime from murder by
the gravity. Consequently, the first attempt for a prison construction was made in 1889 with a new law
on the subject. But the true renewal on imprisonment in Italy arrived only in 1975, thanks to the Law
354/75, which introduced the principles of humanization and treatment, looking to imprisonment in a
new way. Therefore, new prisons were built, using flexible schemes and the separation between
detaining sections, depending on individualized treatment [9]. So the new approach led to realize
structures with intermediate zones and areas for different functions, such as the separation between

1

The Enlightenment was an intellectual movement which dominated the world of ideas in Europe during the
18th century. For the first time in the history it came to advance ideals like liberty, progress, tolerance,
fraternity, constitutional government, and separation of church and state, influencing science, politics, society.
2
Michel Focault, Surveiller et punir. Naissance de la prison, Editions Gallimard, Paris 1975.
3
The Kingdom of Italy was founded from 1861 as a result of the unification of the Italian peninsula into the
single state. In fact, until this event, it was divided into several states: the Kingdom of Sardinia, the Kingdom of
Lombardy-Venetia, the Grand Duchy of Tuscany, the Papal States, the Duchy of Parma and the Kingdom of the
two Sicilies. The state for a long period of time did not include Trieste or Trentino-Alto Adige/Südtirol, which
are in Italy today, and only annexed them in 1919.
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detention blocks, work areas and rooms reserved to policemen. During XX century in Italy, four
principal concepts of prisons were adopted (Fig. 1):
1) court complex, obtained from historical buildings such as castles, monasteries or palaces;
2) radial complex, composed of a central building and detention blocks around;
3) telegraphic complex, characterized by detention blocks disposed in parallel like arms of a
telegraph pole;
4) differentiation of blocks, developed as an evolution of the previous model.

Fig. 1: Principal concepts of prisons.

1.2 Prisons and imprisonment in Italy
The prison is a place for the rehabilitation of the inmates, where criminals could be prepared for a new
life over the bars. But nowadays the condition of Italian prisons is strictly different, worse than
expected. The prisons of the late XX century are representation of an obsolete system, in which
marginalization, mobbing and lack of respect for prisoners’ dignity have the better of discipline and
reeducation [10]. So, taking a look at the last statistics, it is possible to discover that in Italian prisons
are overcrowded. Although on January 13, 2010, the Italian government declared a state of
emergency, predisposing the construction of new prisons through the so called Prison Plan (Law n.26,
February 26th, 2010), in order “reformulate the implementing techniques of imprisonment”, a real
transformation of the penitentiary system wasn’t carried out. The triennial plan had provided the
construction of 21 new prisons and 47 detention blocks for existing buildings to obtain new 17129
posts, but finally only 11 new institutes and 20 pavilions for the expansion of as many prisons were
built [29]. So, the inmates’ condition has remained the same, and cause of the overcrowding of the
prisons, especially after ruling in the “Torreggiani and others vs. Italy case”, on May 27, 2013, the
second section of the European Court on Human Rights in Strasbourg condemned Italy for violating
article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), intimating the Italian government to
put the condition right by adopting corrective measurements within a year [31].
Nowadays in only 193 structures are about 50000 posts, against a population of 54000 prisoners, a
better situation than other countries in Europe, such as Belgium and France. The problems of the
imprisonment system in Italy are not only connected to the capacity of the buildings, but
marginalization and mobbing are connected to the quality of life inner the bars, because the lack of
specialists for the inmates’ psychological rehabilitation and the absence of work programs totally
influence the reeducation process. The last data of 2016 suggest that the suicide rate is very high,
because since 1992 to 2016 the rate is equal on average to a suicide every 7 days among inmates.
On the other hand, almost 100 prison officers have committed suicide over the last 16 years. For this
reason, the Italian presidency of the council of ministers published a document called “Health within
the walls”4, which presents a report on the detainees’ mental and physical health: about a fifth of the
prisoners use drugs and there is a high incidence of HIV infection among them. So it is necessary to
resolve the emergency in another way, looking to improve the living conditions inner the bars. A
solution is giving opportunities of job or study experiences for detainees, because work represents an
effective therapy for the rehabilitation. In fact, according to the data published by the Ministry of
Justice in 2007, only the 19,02% of inmates who have worked during their holding period return in
prison, whereas the 68,45% of prisoners who weren’t sent to work are recidivist [25]. Since 1991 the
perceptual of inmates sent to work has decreased, in spite of the data demonstrate that job within the
prisons improves the prisoners’ life during their period of imprisonment and prepares them to a new
life after it. Furthermore, job for inmates gives an important contribute to the reduction of the huge
costs of imprisonment, which represent a major expense for the state. So, it is necessary to study new
models and to apply what is declared in the Law 354/75 from article 20 to 25, in which is exactly
expressed how and why sent prisoners to work. Some of the most important examples are the recent
4

SALUTE DENTRO LE MURA, Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri, Comitato Nazionale per la Bioetica, 27
settembre 2013.
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cases of Sardinian and Tuscany: the old penal colony located in Isili, Is Arenas, Mamone (Sardinia)
[28] and on the island of Gorgona (Tuscany) were improved with new services and spaces for job and
then converted in innovative attenuated enclosure prisons, where inmates are engaged in agricultural
and fishing jobs.
1.3 Methodology
The research presented in this paper was organized in accordance with the following methodological
practice. The analysis of the current state of prisons in Italy has allowed us to focus the attention to the
main weakness of the system. Afterwards it was delineated a possible strategy to get to higher levels
of efficiency.
Particularly this step was based on the studies carried out in 1971 Philip Zimbardo, professor of the
Stanford University, who started an experiment on social sciences trying to demonstrate the theories
suggested by Gustave Le Bon in 18955 about the strength of the sense of belonging of the people in a
group. The work of Zimbardo is better known as the Stanford prison experiment6. After a long SWOT
analysis for finding the better proposal among the alternatives to traditional detention, and after
studying the cases of the open prisons in Sardinia and Tuscany, the solution turns out to be the
realization of structures less oppressive7. From these elements it was deduced the necessity to adopt
the design of a new model of prison, that could fully meet security rules and inmates’ needs in farming
activities.
In order to maximize the operational sustainability of the prison expansion program it was advanced
the idea of transforming the ancient buildings in new prisons. So, a search of existing places in rural
areas where it is possible to apply the dimensional standards prescribed by law, has allowed. By it, it
is selected the typology of industrial archaeology as suitable for the purpose, because the large
spaces, the structural quality and the constructive resilience of this kind of buildings. Consequently, it
was drawn up a comprehensive framework of needs of the potential users, in order to have a
summary of performances., also suggested by the literature search. The selection of the solution was
carried out through the comparison with the guarantor of prisoners, who told about the improvement of
conditions. Meanwhile, the director of a major prison offered to collaborate for the organization of the
path and the surveillance apparatus. The study was also focused on the analysis of the field, in order
to make several proposals for the processing of agricultural products and farming activities. This part
of the work was e work realized conducted in collaboration with the Department of Agricultural
Sciences, through the search of crops related to the tradition of the place, aimed to plan a profityelding firm company connected to the prison. Finally, the architectural process was validated through
the application of the model on a case. So the choice fell on a decommissioned mining facility, for
three reasons: the significant presence of this kind of structures in the region, the distance from
population centres and the availability of spaces for the farming activities.

2. Analysis of the case study.
2.1 Industrial Archeology in Sicily
Industrial Archaeology (IA) is a new discipline that treats the preservation of the memory of the ancient
industrial activities. In the last century the technological evolution quickly makes the processes archaic
and obsolete, so the instruments, that could be used yet but made useless, became object of interest.
Although Sicily is far from the heart of Europe, where the Industrial Revolution had become, it was the
protagonist of an important renovation of techniques for the extraction of sulphur, the transformation of
tuna and the production of salt. Besides the simple industries were considered as part of the most
important industries of the North Europe, which counted higher levels of mechanization and rates of
production. Nowadays the entire complex of this ancient instruments represents an integral
component of the charming landscape of the island, especially what remains of the sulphur mines that
were the protagonists of the world economy for almost two centuries. Among the ruins of the
countryside of Caltanissetta and Enna, it is possible to follow the evolution of the techniques for the
extraction and transformation of sulphur, the transition from archaic mechanical elements moved by
animal power to more modern electrical motors, melting tools overtaken by the new efficient inventions
5

Charles-Marie Gustave Le Bon was a French polymath. In his most important work, The Crowd: A Study of the
Popular Mind, he studied the role of the masses in the society of the time, giving it a negative meaning.
6
He used this experiment to study the effect of sensory deprivation, the effect of unrestrained power. It was
conducted at Stanford University on August, 1971 using college students. Some participants had the role of
guards, while others were the prisoners. The experiment should be go on two weeks, but after 6 days it was
stopped because participants' behaviour was seriously modified due to the facts.
7
The same advices could be found in the law 354/75 (Italian penitentiary system), art. 15: ‘the treatment of the
offender and the boarding is primarily done through education, work, religion, cultural, recreational and sports
activities, and facilitating appropriate contacts with the outside world and relationships with the family’.
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of chemical engineering. It represented a thriving business in the European outline, even though it was
pegged to archaic and obsolete production systems, which have decreed its death. In this context
could be identified the Grottacalda Mine, part of the Floristella-Grottacalda mining complex, near the
city of Enna.

Mines
Road network
Boundary of the sulphurous areas explored until 1873

Fig. 2: Mines in Sicily.

2.2 The case of Grottacalda Mine
The first activities of discovery in the ore body of Grottacalda started in early XIX century, and allowed
few activities in the vicinity of the outcrops. In 1815 the mine site went into operation, and it had
proved among the most productive mines with a production capacity of 1000 tons per year.
Afterwards, during the 1820s and 1830s, other mines of the ore body were opened, while other mines
in the territory of Agrigento started their activities [2]. Prospecting and exploration activities continued
until the opening of a first level at depths of 155 m in 1870. But the inadequacy of the rail network in
Sicily stopped the growth of the mines in the central territories, involving the development of those in
Agrigento, nearer to the coast. Finally, thanks to the opening of the last railway line in the end of the
century, the business of the central mines restarted. Meanwhile a process of modernization involved
the mine in 1868, with the construction of the Great Well, the first one of the vertical extraction wells,
designed by the engineer Lorenzo Parodi [16].

Fig. 3: Great Well and houses for miners. 2013

Since 1896 to 1906 the Sulphur deposit came under the management of the company Trevella & Co.,
then between 1906 and 1907 came part of the Societé Générale des Seuffres, which managed the
mines of Iuncio-Testasecca and Stretto-Giordano in Caltanissetta, and also two sections of the San
Giovannello deposit near Casteltermini, representing one of the most important groups, thanks to a
production capacity of 5000 tons per year (a quarter of the total production in in Sicily) and about 7000
workers [1]. However, the First World War reduced the exportation of Sulphur, because the Italian
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Kingdom adopted a neutral behaviour towards other countries. So, Grottacalda and other mines near
Casteltermini, San Cataldo and Favara, had to stop their production. Fortunately, after the
intercropping between the Societé Générale des Seuffres and the Società Solfifera Siciliana, founded
in 1917 and directed by Officier Carl Sarauw. Besides Grottacalda came part of the biggest group in
Europe, which counted the management of the mine of Bosco (San Cataldo) and Gallitano.
Consequently, the instruments for the extraction were innovated, near the 15 old calcaroni furnaces,
fire-brick lined round furnace (5-20 meters diameter) very similar to calcarella furnace in layout and
working, the new Forni Gill were installed, which were continuous furnaces with a series of coneshaped chambers connected sequentially, where the heat from the first chamber being used to
preheat and to set fire to the second one and so on. In 1933 the excavation activities for a new well
began, after two survey activities in south-western area, about 800 meters far from the other two wells,
the S. Rosa Well and the Great Well. Then, in 1940, the new building was inaugurated with the name
of Mezzena Well.

Fig. 4: Mezzena Well. 1945

The period among the 1930s and the 1940s was the last when the mining sector recorded a modest
rise in production, and during it the Grottacalda Mine was the second most important mining site in
Sicily. In fact, in 1936 Grottacalda counted a production rate of 18297 tons per year, with 800 workers
employed. In 1940, the two society of management asked for the grant on behalf of Montecatini
Society [17]. After the Second World War, the mining sector recorded the lowest rate in the history, so
the Montecatini Society converted Grottacalda in a farm, dividing all the area in 12 properties. Every
mining activity was stopped in 1986, and the management of the ancient mine passed into private
hands.
2.3 Description of the site
Nowadays Grottalcalda is inserted in a rich landscape contest, which is an important evidence of the
Sicilian history and culture. In fact, important cultural sites of Sicily, such as the Villa Romana del
Casale8 and the Parco Ronza reserve about 3 km outside the town of Piazza Armerina, the
archeological site of Morgantina and its Museum near Aidone, and Lake Pergusa, 5 kilometres from
Enna. The mine extends in a vast area of 267 hectares, including about 150 hectares of arable land,
the seat area of the former mine buildings and a thick wooded band at the border with the Floristella
complex. Actually the buildings and most of the arable land are managed by the director of the farm,
while other part of the site are others’ properties. Grottacalda is a complex system of buildings, more
articulated than other mining sites. It is possible to distinguish two main zone: a first one where there
are located the structures for the extraction and production of sulphur, a second one where there are
placed the buildings connected to workers’ life. The old wells of extraction were built at the perimeter
8

In 1997 it has been designated as one of 49 UNESCO World Heritage Sites in Italy, because it contains the
largest and most complex collection of Roman mosaics in the world.
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vertices of the entire area, the richest parts of the sulphur deposit. The Great Well is positioned in the
first point of extraction, near the early structures of production, in the south-eastern zone. The minor
wells, S. Rosa Well and Vittorio Veneto Well, are located respectively in north-western and northeastern vertices, while the biggest well, Mezzena Well, dominates the south-western area of the mine.
It was connected to the area of extrusion (furnaces) by a rail way, now decommissioned.

Fig. 5: View of the village. 1905

The small village is formed by several buildings with a functional characterization (for mining activity
and residential for mines employees), built during the period of the main growth of the mine. But some
buildings had suffered damage during the years [12]. In 1980 the little village counted 20 buildings,
placed in two main areas, following the functional organization of the typical villages realized in the
end of XIX century. It was full of all community services, so that workers had not to travel a lot during
the week. Around the Great Well, centre of the entire village, a complex of building is located,
compose of houses for miners, workshops and storehouses, the big building of the powerhouse and
after-work, composed by 5 rectangular blocks, is positioned in the southeast of those constructions.
In the western part of the village there are the blocks for dormitories and community services. The first
group is characterized by three buildings, two of them have an elevation above ground (dormitories for
miners) and the third one has two elevations (housing for employers), while the second one is formed
with two houses for directors. In sequence, near those, there are the school and the hospital, actually
in a critical condition. Far from the power house, near the entrance to the village, is positioned another
house for miners, realized in the last period of activities. Meanwhile, other buildings are located far
from the small town: the railway station near the road to Valguarnera, the post office, the S. Barbara
Church (patron of firemen and miners) and the S. Elia Palace on the top level of the entire area. The
architectural value of the builds is low, but they represent a historical evidence, thanks to their layout,
a unique example of mining site in Italy.
2.4 The ‘open prison’ Grottacalda
Starting from the acquired knowledge, the planning proposal of an “open prison” was advanced for the
recovery and the rehabilitation of architectural factories, an institute designed as a community for 57
inmates involved in the agricultural activities in the surrounding lands and products processing inside
the prison [15]. The guideline is to transform the ancient buildings in new blocks for the several
functions of the prison, simplifying the surveillance work and the detainees’ movement within the
prison. It is possible to individuate three macro zones:
- Services and administration
- Detention blocks
- Area for work and free-time
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Fig. 6: Project of the ‘open prison’.

The first area, in the west, includes five buildings: the ancient houses for employers is assigned to the
administration building, with 15 rooms for director and co-director, section chiefs and offices. The two
original houses for directors will be transformed in the infirmary and the porter’s lodge, in order to
define a reserved zone for the first inmates’ examination and guests’ check. The old school will be
designed as conversation-rooms for periodic visits and the hospital will be transformed in the barrack,
furnished of rooms and other services for policeman. The detention blocks will be placed in the ancient
houses for miners, because their planimetric position with a central court aids the prisoners’
surveillance either inner the cells and during their daily hour outdoors. Environments for inmates are
double and triple large collective cells, totally 26 cells, are air-conditioned and equipped by toilets.
They further are illuminated by natural light to allow the work and reading: these are fissures in Corten
steel, wounds that somehow altered the everyone’s lives. You can learn from your mistakes and
change, these cuts are windows on the roof and allow them to look at the sky, to observe the fields
and imagine a new life behind the bars. Between the second detention block and the third are located
the kitchen and the laundry. Instead the area for working and education are positioned in the
powerhouse, because the large rooms could be easily adapted to several uses, while the old storage
aim the collocation of all the necessary machines for the transformation of agricultural products. The
field between this complex and the building for conversation room is transformed in two sports fields
for prisoners’ free time activities. All these buildings are fenced with a perimeter wall, a surveillance
path and finally a long anti-climb fence. The Great Well remains over the fence and is assigned to the
nearby Floristella-Grottacalda Park. For apartments for policeman are realized in the house for miners
near the entrance to the village.
2.5 The agricultural holding of the ‘open prison’ Grottacalda
One of the most important aspects of this typology of prisons is the job offers for inmates, in order to
improve their path of rehabilitation and give them good opportunities for their life over the bars. In the
prison designed, prisoners have to work in the fields near the detentions blocks and inner the centres
for products processing. The selection of crops is reflected in the analyses carried out in the fields
around the prison:
Field 1

Field 2

Field 3

%Clay

22,8000

5,5000

19,7000

% Silt

16,6000

31,3500

28,5500

% Sand
60,6000
Tab. 1: Results of the analyses

63,1500

51,7500

The availability of field, added to favourable climate and strategic location, represents a good condition
for the cultivation of 56 hectares of those outside the Floristella-Grottacalda Park [15]. So, it is divided
in 4 different farming lands:
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1) 8 hectares for the cultivation of olives, of which inmates are responsible for the picking, pressing
and bottling, working in the oil mill placed in the ex-powerhouse, in order to produce about 2.2
tons of olive oil annually;
2) 1 hectare for the cultivation of saffron, which will be picked and packaged by the prisoners;
3) 14 hectares for planting an almond grove, that would produce about 19 tons per year of
commercial almonds;
4) 32 hectares for the cultivation of two-row barley, that will be used for the production of 1280 hl of
beer per year by the inmates, who treat the process of malting barley to bottling inner the expowerhouse.

4
3

2
3

1

Fig. 7: Individuation of crops.

This job programs would encourage the rehabilitation of offenders, because during the year they have
the opportunity of doing several activities, learn a lot from the work in a team, such as the processes
for the production of beer. All these works, added to the support of trainers, teachers and
psychologists, would improve the condition of offenders and policeman. Consequently, the occasion of
give new life to an abandoned village represents an important opportunity for territory rich of history
and traditions. The examples of other countries, and also of Sardinian and Tuscany, demonstrate that
the rehabilitation of offender could be improved by their employment in job activities, but also by the
opening of prisons, because inmates who have worked during their holding period usually don’t return
in prison.

3. Conclusions
It is necessary to find solutions for the problem of prisons in Italy because the results of the Piano
Carceri demonstrate that the emergency is not resolved yet. The examples of the open prisons in Italy
and the social experiments of the last years, such also the reports of the Italian government, show the
advantages due to convert the old structures in new buildings where life conditions for inmates and
policeman could be improved by a reorganization of activities. Meanwhile new prisons should be
realized by transforming the ancient fabrics of Industrial Archaeology in modern complexes, equipped
with large spaces for work and educational activities. In fact, using an old building for new functions is
the better way to give it a life. The availability of spaces and the resistance of structures aim their
refunctionalization, simplifying the organization of the prison activities according to the dimensional
standards prescribed by law. So the case study of Grottacalda has allowed to provide a transformation
and verify the methodological hypotheses. The recovery of this kind of structures is necessary, but it is
also a duty to make possessions in vital equipment and congruent with local aspirations. The actions
of putting in motion a chain, turning on a memory and at the same time providing the opportunity to
give a new life to the abandoned area, seems to be a viable alternative to reserve for future
generations a better world.
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Abstract
It’s been more than an hundred of years since the Big One that destroyed the city and the towns on
the Messina’s Strict. One of the minor destroyed center was Villa San Giovanni, a small town with an
important past, that thanks to a municipal archive recently rebuild, it give us the richness of a really
atypical environment for these territories. Ante litteram industrial town, Villa San Giovanni at the end of
the XIX century hosted many spinning mills for the production of the silk and the social state was very
emancipated thanks to the work dignity of women, first entertainers for the making of silk. With the
1908’s earthquake, the destiny of the little town deeply changed.
The projects of the reconstruction, stored in the municipal archive, show an important production of
single-family houses, wanted by a middle class clients, educated and affluent, interested to the social,
economical and urban recovery.
Today, after an hundred of years from the reconstruction, we want to promote a museum place that
will be able to gain the memory of the cultural Heritage of the Villa San Giovanni’s Reconstruction,
designed after the earth-quake.
Though the digitalizing of many projects, we drew many models that compose the digital 3D scene,
useful to create a different reading for the cultural heritage, destroyed or strongly modified, hanged to
the emotional and sensitive involvement.

Keywords: Earth-quake, Strict of Messina, Historic Memory, Cultural Heritage, Digital Archive
In the early morning of December 28, 1908 a 30 to 42 seconds long earthquake with a reconstructed magnitude
of 6.7-7.2 hit the Italian cities of Messina and Reggio Calabria. The earthquake damaged 90% of the buildings
and broken pipes fuelled a firestorm, an aftereffect known from many other earthquakes; however one of the most
unusual effects of this earthquake was an 8 meter high tsunami which killed almost 2.000 people.
The earthquake killed estimated 40.000 people in the two cities alone, 27.000 people along the shores of the
Strait of Messina - some historic documents claim 100.000 to 200.000 victims - one of the deadliest natural
disasters recorded during historic times in Europe.
(By David Bressan on December 28, 2012, History of Geology, Scientific American)

1.

Villa San Giovanni on the Messina’s Strict. The Big One on 1908.

It’s been more than an hundred of years since the Big One that destroyed the city and the towns on
the Messina’s Strict. A consideration on the architecture beyond the building, as the Biennial of Aaron
Betski promised, introduced us to reflect another time on this subject. This time the considerations are
oriented to Villa San Giovanni, known today only for the alternated events linked to the Bridge on the
Strict.
A small town with a rich past full of promises, today for the most part forgotten. But, thanks to a
municipal archive recently rebuild, it give us the richness of a really atypical environment for these
territories. Ante litteram industrial town, Villa San Giovanni at the end of the XIX century hosted many
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Fig. 1: l the ruins of the city of Villa San Giovanni (RC), after the 1908’s earthquake.

spinning mills for the production of the silk and the social state was very emancipated thanks to the
work dignity of women, first entertainers for the making of silk. Indeed in Villa San Giovanni, they
made the precious organdy, a translucent and transparent obtained from the super thin spun and this
production needed female hands, small and nimble ones. With the 1908’s earthquake, the destiny of
the little town deeply changed. Furthermore, the national politics of the new Italian Kingdom didn’t
facilitate the industrial maintenance of the area of Villa San Giovanni and the spinning mills had been
abandoned and the equipment had been sent to Venetian region and to Piedmont.
During 1910 and 1939, it has been considered the possibility to recover the city with a new urban
planning. The projects of the reconstruction, stored in the municipal archive, show an important
production of single-family houses, wanted by a middle class clients, educated and affluent, interested
to the social, economical and urban recovery. Moreover, we find some projects of the emergency, in
other words those mandatory constructions, useful to hinder the earthquake’s disaster: shacks for the
earthquake victims, a leper hospital for the infected sicks, a serie of projects for the industrial spinning
mills’s recovery, little structures for the transformation of the agricultural products, build for the
worship, and other thins of the recovery of the social activity in the urban and suburban setting.
From the archive’s draws come out a complete schema that appears homogeneous and shared,
outcome of that Aaron Betsky though in its Biennial: ‘architecture is what make us feel ‘a house’ in the
world’’. And after a disaster, that it is important is, first of all, the sense of belonging to a place,
searching the community in addition to the place.
Today, after an hundred of years from the reconstruction, we want to promote a museum place that
will be able to gain the memory of the cultural Heritage of the Villa San Giovanni’s Reconstruction, of
its working- class suburbs and the bourgeois houses designed immediately after the earthquake,
when the community was still animated by a very strong civic sense further the Architecture.

2.

The Place, the Disaster and the Resilience

‘The catastrophic event’ defines the breakage of the relationship between theory and practice,
reconsiders its connections with the site trying to re-establishing the obliteration’s effects of the
historical memory.
Through all the interventions that contribute to make grow - or to make die - an urban built up area, the
site has a role of transmission agent, useful to absorb and to transform each action; it has that
characteristic, clear and essential, to exist, first of all, above everything and to survive (more or less in
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Fig. 2: Villa San Giovanni destroyed and the realization of the first Barracks (1920)

an alternated way) through every happening. The pace becomes the guaranteeing of the historic
continuity, and through daily ‘disasters’ that come in succession and settle down, it gives back, little by
little, the real substance of history.
After more than a century, the architecture that drew again the face of the destroyed cities, and maybe
also the soul, not always maintained a connection with the history of the living heritage, that settled
down during centuries and that has been deleted by the seism. The organisms of the city (both lost
and rebuilt), write again the morphology of the territory and the new image that appears, compared to
the old one, shows the unavoidable differences for a reconstructed identity. The reading of old
archive’s documents compares the historical outliving’s tracks in regard to the lacerations, the
transformations and the replacements.
The Disaster may be interpreted as a point of breakage of of crisis, but also as a turning point or a
new incipit.
The reconstruction of Villa San Giovanni represented, unavoidably, a chance to reconsiders the
strength of the local identities, to deal with its griefs and the strenuous reconstruction, to bust the new
building techniques of the anti-seismic houses and of the new technology of the reinforced concrete,
the urban concepts for the residential area and, things harder and more necessary, the recomposition
of the memory and place’s identity.
The city, at the beginning of the last century, was described as an hand-working, industrial and avantgarde commute, and already on 1906 the city roads was enlightened with lampposts.
The area of Villa had already been interested by earth-quake events since the last decade of the XIX
century. On the November 1894, there was a first earth-quake, that didn’t make victims, but it
destroyed most of the building, and Villa entered in the group of the town affected by an earth-quake,
and it could benefit to the n° 535 law on the 8th of August, 1895. In the following decade, other two
seismic events occurred, the earth-quake on the September 1905 and that on the 23h of October
1907. But the real tragedy was the earth-quake on the 28th of December of 1908, event that
destroyed the entire Strict’s area, the cities of Reggio and Messina, making many victims. The entire
residential area was destroyed, with the harbor with its new slipways, with the train station and the
railway, as well as the most part of the spinning mills, and other remained seriously damaged; all the
churches and the public buildings felt down.
The reconstruction started the following year, and end definitely only on the during the fist fiftieth
years, with many mutation for the Villa’s urban asset.
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Fig. 3: Leper hospital sited in the Fiumara’s district, by Muro (around 1909)

The first reconstructed buildings, already on 1909, were the spinning mills, to recover the industrial
activity and to guarantee the occupation in the territory destroyed by the seism. The popular
residences, the churches and the other public building were hosted, still the twenty’s into shacks,
waiting for the completion of the new building. During the first years of thirty’s, the citizen center had
been rebuilt for the mostly part.
We wish that the evaluated communication and the information and service interchange make useful
data, not only for the monitoring of the city, but to clarity a narrative power of its own memory, of which
we can make a cultural and formative resource.
The narration of the reconstruction after the earth-quake for Villa San Giovanni can test the good
practices to launch a relationship between city and tale, memory and architecture. This need a soft
approach, made of suggestions and superimpositions, to promote expositive shapes and narrative
‘gentle’ themes, in other words, not aggressive and of difficult comprehension.
We think to the reconstruction of a digital city, able to show in a simple way an energetic and
evocative projects’ review for the reconstruction of Villa, in accord to an innovative and simple way of
conception. ‘Simple’ means a synthesis of a complex path, and we can estimate the importance and
the value, and most of all, the difference from that can be considered ‘easy’.

3.
Digital storytelling to narrate the disaster and to furnish proof of the
reconstruction
According to J. Bruner, there are two different modality for the management thought: from one side the
rational one, that is scientific and logic or paradigmatic and it has a linear, sequential, rational shape;
for the other side, the narrative one, that has a connective function to build the sense of the actions
through the developing of some interpretative process of reality. The narrative though is not linear, but
it has a wire fenced and it build this arguments by means of inferences and choose clues during the
reading of the reality.
For the construction of a digital storyteller, quoting J. Bruner, the supporting expressing of the
narrative through, is the narrative discourse, thanks to with the living may become understood,
communicable and it may be reminded.
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Fig. 4: Imerti Crea living houses (1932)

Fig. 5: Villa San Giovanni’s slaughterhouse (around 1930).
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The narrative though may be express through many textual shape and related modality of
dissemination and, seeing as how the ‘text’ must be interrupted as a whichever mean of
communication, the expression of the narrative speech will be the orality, the alphabetic writing, the
iconic tale, the movie tale, the digital tale, the multimedia narratives. Villa San Giovanni needs of a
place where the narration of the disaster is remembered.
Through simple documentation’s systems, expositive systems of the documents and of the built of a
narrative string able to explain the history. Using the ICT, the tool of narrative argument’s constructs
will be able to be transformed into synchronic images and words, and they will allow to the community
to interact. This is an incisive way to tell the city ‘that was’.
The main prerequisite from which we started was that to believe that the cultural heritage’s valorization
doesn’t run out in the preservation of its materiality. The valorization may be achieved only if the
cultural heritage and its knowing, and on the relationship between this and the related belonging
context, may be relished and used by the community: this find its own sense through a full access to
the knowledge of the cultural heritage.
From the ‘3D digital scene’ descends those modality to go at fiercely to the cultural heritage, based on
the emotional and sensitive engagement. The modality that for the mostly part are materialized
through communicative and visual models, that use the memory, the tale, the complicity, promoting
the engagement and the participation.

Fig. 6: Funeral chapel of the Conti’s family (1928); Funeral chapel of the Iannì’s family (1928)

4.

Conclusions

Today, after almost a century from the Disaster, we feel the necessity to talk about the reconstruction
of the lost identity. Maybe a cataclysm may destroy host, but the matter of the identity, may be often
impeded by the little daily catastrophes, generated by a ‘inattentive’ management of the heritage that
History gives us.
This happened also to Villa San Giovanni, because of all those projects designed between the 1920
and the 1940, today we can see only a residual track. Many of those architectures, found in some
archive’s documentations don’t exit anymore or they have been hardly altered. Is a type of architecture
with particular featured, deriving for the international ninety, simple but refined architecture, built using
concert, bricks and iron decorations.
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From the found documentations, we designed a digital models, useful to fill blank of the missing
graphic drawings. We also tried to interpretate the living space with forniture and floors, thanks to
comparison with other architecture of the same period, pull out from textbook of that age. After all,
Villa San Giovanni, as Reggio and Messina, was a continuous shape’s lab for the experimentation of
the new anti- seismic technology, innovative for that period.
Today Villa has not anymore that role of industrial city, for its new role of passage and transit between
Calabria and Sicily. The idea of the bridge on the Strict catalyzed the attentions of the whole world,
destroying the reasons of its history and of the identity of the place.
We are glad to cite, with the hope of a possible ‘happy ending’ of our history, treated from the recent
European Convention of the Landscape: ‘Landscape is in every place, an important elements of the
quality of live (...): in the urban and rural areas, in the demean territories, as in those of a great quality,
in the area considered extraordinary, as in those of the daily life; (...) fundamental component of the
contest of population’s life, expression of the diversity of their common cultural and natural heritage,
and base of their identity’.

Fig. 6: Cogliandro’s spinning mill in Cannitello, for the making of the silk (1894, rebuilt on 1910).
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Fig. 7: Cogliandro’s spinning mill in Cannitello, for the making of the silk (1894, rebuilt on 1910).
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Abstract
Italian waste management legislation had a strong development through the transposition of the
guidelines disposed by EU principles in matter of environmental protection (i.e. polluters pays,
prevention and precaution principles).
Legal sources taking action on this matter are numerous as well as the involved institutional actors;
nevertheless, despite such significant regulation, the southern part of Italy has experienced a real
waste crisis in the last decades due both to local authorities’ inactivity and to organized crime’s
interests in waste management business.
All of this has led to severe consequences not just on the environment and local populations’ health,
but also on the image of the area. Videos of waste piles dumped on cities’ streets have been shown
by national and international media for a long while, which did not involve the prompt adoption of any
kind of long-term measures by the competent institutions.
Currently, the institutional solutions adopted to improve the management of waste cycle treatment are
several, although they pursue the same purpose: obligation for separate waste collection, awareness
campaigns on recycling importance, restoration of dangerous landfill sites and, finally, building of
waste-to-energy plants equipped with the most advanced technologies for health protection with low
environmental impact.
The present work, indeed, also analyses the case of Acerra’s waste-to-energy plant, subject of heavy
disputes by local population.
Keywords: waste management, environmental impact, right to health, waste-to-energy plants, Acerra

1.

Italian legislation and EU principles.

Management and recycling of waste is still an unsolved problem for today’s consumer society,
notwithstanding the attempts of the Legislator to regulate it in order to protect environment and
citizens’ health from potentially dangerous impact due to negligence or inappropriate management.
According to the Italian legislation, the waste management is subject to the specific sector regulations,
strongly influenced by the EU principles for the Environment. Indeed, the implementation of such
European Principles for the Environment as the principle of prevention and precaution together with
the polluter-pays principle plays an important role at different stages of waste cycle management: from
the prevention of waste packaging formation to the disposal and pollution related responsibility.
At EU level, the legislative framework on this matter refers to Directive 2008/98/CE of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 19 November 2008 on waste. This Directive sets not only basic
concepts and definitions related to waste management, but also establishes the measures for its
proper treatment and disposal, seeking to ensure the right to a healthy environment.
In addition to this Directive, among other sources of EU legislation and case law an important role
plays Regulation (CE) No. 2150/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November
2002 on waste statistics. This Regulation has enhanced the importance of proper communication
regarding the transmission of qualitative and quantitative data on waste, which in its turn has allowed
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a uniformity of action by all European countries, conforming the decisions of investors and
governments called to implement environmental rehabilitation.
In addition to the mentioned above Directive and Regulation, the European Union has also adopted
specific directives for particular categories of waste and for specific waste management operations,
such as for instance disposal.
The Italian environmental law governing waste is enshrined in the Part IV of the Environmental Code
(Legislative Decree 152 of 3 April 2006, Articles 177 - 238) as amended by Legislative Decree 205 of
3 December 2010. The rules incorporated in the consolidated text appear also as a framework for the
regional legislation, which shall be implemented to regulate certain areas of the subject in matter,
highlighting the features and peculiarities of individual situations.
However, in order to achieve the objectives of the environmental and human health protection in the
field of waste management, in addition to the mentioned legislation, the synergistic action of
institutions is required. It may be recalled the action of control and organization entrusted to the
Minister of Environment, the Minister of Economic Development, Local authorities and Local Health
Units, Law Enforcement and in general all institutional stakeholders involved in environmental
protection and in the proper environmental impact assessment of waste management. Finally, the role
of NGOs is also crucial, as they are responsible for the balance of public and private interests in
environmental issues and can take part in administrative processes provided by the Environmental
Code, invoking the legislative initiatives and proposals to give voice to public opinion.
Historically the Legislative Decree No 152/2006 was preceded by a waste legislation that since 1982
has increasingly conformed to EU directive criteria. This is confirmed by numerous infringement
proceedings initiated by the European Commission against Italy for failure or incorrect transposition of
EU legislation, in general or on specific issues related to waste management.
The provisions set down in the Environmental Code can be relatively divided into two parts: a general
part and a special part dedicated to certain categories of wastes. In order to define a right field of
application of the associated provisions, the definition of waste is determined as the by-product and
end of waste.
The definition of waste is fixed in point (a) of the first subparagraph of the Article 183 of the Legislative
Decree No 152/2006 as “any substance or object which the holder discards or intends or is required to
discard”.
Whereas the notion of “by-product” is defined in accordance with the Article 184a of the
abovementioned consolidated text, which refers to “any substance or object created by way of a
specific production process’ ancillary activity and reused, without any other different treatment but the
normal industrial practice, during the same or other production process”.
Besides the definition of by-product, Article 184c of the abovementioned environmental code defines
the notion of end of waste, which refers to the final stage of waste recovery, including recycling or reuse, without causing any negative effects on the environment or human health.
Notwithstanding the mentioned above Decree is quite exhaustive in the provisions dedicated to the
waste management, multiple instruments of different legislative ranking on this matter are often
implemented as well. Indeed, it is worth pointing out that over the past few years due to the
exceptional circumstances of the problematic issues related to waste management and disposal that
were arising from time to time, the non-standard legal instruments were implemented, such as, for
example, emergency orders. Such decisions were often the subject of the high attention for the
various levels of governance.

2.

Waste crisis in Campania: institutional and “non-institutional” actors.

In this regard, the situation that occurred in the South of Italy was typical. It referred to a waste crisis,
an emergency concentrated in particular in the south part of the Country, caused by the inertia of the
State Institutions and local authorities responsible for the waste management and environmental
protection and for the infiltration of organized crime in the “business” of waste management.
Indeed, it cannot be denied that a state of emergency declared in Campania from 1994 until 2008 due
to the dire situation was caused by the non-disposal of regional landfills and waste storage sites.
Given that the landfills in Campania were completely saturated, the Local Authorities were no longer
able to manage the disposal of waste. Campania is a highly-populated region that per se makes it the
third region in Italy in terms of waste production per capita.
In order to overcome the emergency, a Special Commissioner for the waste emergency was
appointed in 1994 in order to implement the specific dedicated measures aimed to end the crisis that
risked jeopardising not only of the due conditions of places, but also of the health conditions of
citizens.
To be honest the emergency state was not cause just by the by the inertia of the State institutions and
local authorities, but also by the numerous illegal behaviours in the waste management related to the
Camorra infiltrations.
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Since the early 80s, the Camorra clan of “Casalesi” having the support of some politicians and
corrupted administrators together with the local entrepreneurs has created a flourishing business
traffic on waste disposal, carrying on site and illegally burying in the ground toxic industrial wastes
coming from the northern Italy.
The illegal market of waste management provides the conditions for the establishment by organized
crime of so-called apparently "clean" companies that deal with the entire management waste cycle.
The mentioned companies are usually involved in illegal traffic but in fact, they should operate on the
legal market, which is possible due to the mafia infiltration in corporate administrations and local
authorities.
The business of waste is very lucrative for those who get profit from it; however, it has a very high cost
in terms of the impact on environment and health of contaminated places’ inhabitants. Campania’s
territories have been poisoned by urban and industrial waste for more than twenty years. In effect, the
State registers severely contaminated soil, groundwater, atmosphere and even landscape,
compromised by the eco-balls’ scam.
According to the numerous epidemiological investigations carried out on the territory of Campania, it
follows that the Province of Caserta is the most devastated area as it is morphologically equipped with
numerous quarries filled with waste. In addition, the investigations register that also the Neapolitan
hinterland is battered with the problem of waste: between the cities of Acerra, Nola and Marigliano the
highest concentration of diseases related to the massive presence of toxic substances in the soil and
air is registered.
For these specific reasons, Campania has been nominated as the "Land of Fires" by national and
international media because of the high number of cases of illegal waste fire burnings. Being more
precise, the exact area that has been affected by the higher number of illegal fires that created
columns of toxic inhalation is situated between Giugliano, Qualiano and Villaricca.
According to the investigations conducted by the National Research Council and World Health
Organization, the conditions mentioned in the previous paragraphs could result in the higher incidence
of cancer, respiratory diseases, genetic malformations and infant mortality. This public health hazard
is also caused by the presence of illegal dumps and heaps of illegal toxic waste often buried
underground, which in turn caused fires and perennial noxious fumes, called “fumaroles”. The highest
incidence of the abovementioned diseases was registered both in the Province of Caserta and in the
so-called “Triangle of Death” or “Triangle of Poison”, located between Acerra, Nola and Marigliano.
Due to the massive presence of dioxin in the soil on those territories, the risks of cardiac diseases,
diabetes and leukaemia became even higher.
Unfortunately, the agricultural and animal husbandry activities were still carried out on those territories
and often the potentially harmful products ended up on the markets, which imposed bigger risks for
the health conditions. The dramatic emergency waste besetting the Campania had a strong media
response that brought the whole world’s attention to a negative image of the region. The most popular
were the images of Naples’ streets invaded by waste, in particular in 2004, when they captured the
attention of the national and international media. Unfortunately, some pictures captured also people in
revolt on the streets, protesting against the measures taken by the government and against the deaths
that were afflicting their territories of origin.
Before the scandal occurred, the population had never been properly informed about the corrupted
system of the waste cycle management and the illegal underground disposal conducted by organized
crime groups as well as about the health risks that could be caused.

3.

The incinerator “solution” and the case of Acerra.

Unfortunately, the institutional measures adopted at the beginning were not adequate to resolve the
issues, as they referred to the short-term measures, did not cover the whole gravity of the issue and
could not completely resolve the problem.
Between 2001 and 2002 and until 2007, when the institutional attempts to establish a complex
program on waste recycling failed, the use of the old landfills significantly increased and the abusive
creation of the new ones took place.
Such governmental decisions together with the decision to create several incinerators right on those
territories already compromised from the unlawful spilling of waste, increased public discontent. The
conflict with the resident population, that felt being excluded from the decision-making processes
concerning their territories of origin, was constantly growing up.
The local communities, initially gathered for disorganized protests, had created many problems for
public order: it is worth mentioning protests against the construction of the Acerra incinerator, the
protests against the constant waste spill in the Pianura dump and the protests against the
irresponsible use of Lo Uttaro landfill in the province of Caserta.
The protests were so violent that the systematic repression by the law enforcement were transmitted
by the mainstream media as a symbol of the people imposition to governmental decisions that were
not shared.
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The emergency state lasted until 2008, until the moment, when the streets of the provinces of Naples
and Caserta were literally flooded with waste of all types. In May 2008, the national government
adopted the Decree No 90 as a response to the crisis. The Decree provided the construction of the ten
new landfills and four incinerators in the Region. It entrusted the wide powers of management and
decision-making to Guido Bertolaso, the head of the Civil Protection, whose main task was to ensure
that all the provisions of the Decree were fulfilled, in particular those regarding the completion of
construction of the Acerra incinerator.
Unfortunately, there was no innovation in the waste management system which remained anchored to
the old logic Lobbyists and corporate interests. Once again, the Government failed ending the
corruption that existed in the management of the waste cycle.
Due to the high voltage that caused the measures adopted by the head of the Civil Protection, as well
as the numerous clashes that characterized the construction of the incinerator in Acerra city (known as
the “Impregilo affair”), the waste disposal and storage sites identified in Decree n. 90/2008 were
declared areas of national strategic interest and thus were militarized.
Later on in 2009, few months after the incinerator of Accera was put into service, the Government
adopted a new Legislative Decree, which effectively ended the state of emergency, notwithstanding
the construction of all the planned incinerators was not completed, the policies on waste recycling
were not implemented, nor the remedies were established for the continuous accumulation of the ecoballs formed in disregard to the technical regulations. Indeed, these were the main reasons of the
Acerra incinerator malfunctioning. The plant was burning materials which were not in line with the
standards set and, therefore, the polluting emissions far exceeded the threshold provided and
authorized for that type of plant.
However, despite the declared end of the waste emergency in Campania, EU Institutions were still
concerned about the waste situation in Italy as well as they were not satisfied with the response to the
problem provided by internal Institutions.
Nowadays, by virtue of EU practice on environmental management principles implementation (in
particular those related to the waste management), the key objective of the Legislator and institutional
entities involved is no longer the waste management, but the prevention of its formation.
The recycling has become the mechanism aimed to achieve closed-loop economy, able to enhance a
“good” waste and underline the utilities.
The existing hierarchy between the methods of waste management gives the priority to the prevention,
followed by reuse, recycling and then recovery. The institutional and private actors that operate in the
field of waste management are called to fulfil specific preventive measures; otherwise, the European
Community shall sanction such failure. It should be ensured citizens’ access to clear and transparent
information, so that they can understand how to implement the preventive measures in waste
treatment. For instance, the waste separate collection should be promoted and encouraged in order to
reach the higher implementation percentage year by year, as well as reuse of materials from
household waste should. The citizens are sensitized not only by the recovery and recycling of waste,
but also by the possibility to avoid their production, according to the well-known slogan “the best waste
is the one not produced”.
This shall minimize the environmental impact of consumer goods’ production and in its turn protect the
health and environment.
The precautionary and the "polluter pays" principles are also commonly used in waste management
current regulation: this is the underlying rationale of waste tax predicting, as well as the more virtuous
business incentives towards eco-friendly goods production (because such goods are both durable and
recyclable).
Within the institutional framework for cooperation, Regions and local Authorities shall ensure they are
aligned with local realities and needs of the community. The role of civil society is crucial for the
creation of recycling society, for the implementation of principles in compliance with international
environmental law standards (e.g. Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment of 1972, World
Charter for Nature of 1982, European Charter on Environment and Health of 1989, Rio Declaration on
Environment and Development of 1992).
Among the remedies valid in the long-term prospective is the rehabilitation of the storage at risk, which
was adopted to foster an appropriate waste management in order to implement the programs of
decontamination of polluted soil and enhance the healthy microclimate.
The abovementioned principle is based on the choice (from both technical and legislative prospective)
to construct the waste-to-energy plants, which are equipped with efficient and advanced technologies
able to reduce the waste disposal impact on environment to the minimum.
The legislation on the incinerators establishment and management, because of the central role they
play in governmental strategies related to waste management, has a predominantly technical nature
and refers to precise scientific parameters. In particular:
• Emissions in the atmosphere;
• Management of the waste accepted in landfills and products from incinerators;
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• Water withdrawals and discharges;
• Contamination of soil and subsoil;
• Water intended for human consumption;
• Noise input.
Before its recent repealing by the Decree No 46/2014 (Decree on Industrial Emissions), the internal
subject of the sector was covered by the Decree No 133/2005, transposing the Directive 2000/76/CE
on the incineration of waste. The abovementioned Legislative Decree regulates all the waste
incineration process’ stages, from receipt of the plant to disposal of residual substances, dictating
specific provisions concerning:
• Criteria and general technical standards for the construction and functional characteristics of the
plants;
• Limits and operating conditions of the plants, with reference to the needs of the protection of the
environment from emissions produced by incineration;
• Emission limit values of the installations;
• Sampling methods, analysis and evaluation of the pollutants from such plants;
• Time adjustment criteria for the adaptation of the equipment according to already existing standards.
According to the mentioned above Decree, each provider shall hand over an annual mandatory report
on operation system and compliance with the prescribed emission limits that shall be sent to the
relevant competent Authority (Province).
In March 2014, the Legislator intervened to modify the regulation on waste incineration, repealing the
aforementioned Legislative Decree. N. 133/2005 and transferring some parts into the Title 3a of the
Legislative Decree No 152/2006, with subsequent amendments and integrations.
The “new” regulation <<defines the measures and procedures aimed to prevent or, whether not
possible, to limit the negative effects of waste incineration and co-incineration activities, in particular,
the emissions caused by such activities in the air, in soil, surface water and groundwater, in order to
achieve a high level of environmental protection and the protection of human health>>.
In addition, it introduces the definition of incineration and co-incineration plant, provides the treatment
that is subject to periodic renewals (called as the Integrated Environmental Authorization IEA) for
authorization to operate both on newly established and already existing plants. To this end, it
establishes additional specific regulations on the treatment of wastewater from the cleaning of waste
gases outside the incineration or co-incineration plants.
The incinerator of Acerra is the first waste-to-energy plant constructed in Campania and represents
one of the most technologically advanced plant in its sector. According to the data provided by the
Civil Protection, the plant at full capacity can transform urban waste quantity equal to 1950 tonnes per
day (a total of 600,000 tonnes per year) into electricity and/or heat. The ash and slag produced by
combustion are then collected and cooled in tanks filled with water in order to be furtherly treated in
part (and reused) and disposed in part in special dumps (at the moment outside the Region). The
fumes are released into a purification circuit created to slaughter the gaseous macro pollutants,
powders, micro pollutants and oxides of nitrogen and then are furtherly released into the atmosphere
through a 110 meters high three-vented chimney.
The best available technologies aimed to ensure the lowest environmental impact caused by air
emissions, liquid discharges, solid waste, noise and traffic of vehicles have been adopted for the
Acerra plant. According to the Civil Protection, the limits on emissions guaranteed by the plant are
much lower than those set by EU legislation. In addition, specific control systems automatically block
the operation of the plant in case of exceeding the established limits. Finally, in order to provide the
public with a clear and transparent information about the plant operation and its emission monitoring
the Environmental Observatory of the Acerra incinerator was established, which has also made such
data available on its website.

4.

Critical insights and future perspectives.

Although the Acerra incinerator represents a cutting-edge facility and is equipped with the best
available technologies, some important clarifications should be observed. In the first place, it is worth
pointing out that the concentration of polluting emissions provided by the abovementioned sector
regulations are expressed in cubic meter of flue gas and not in total release: in other words, such
limits refer only to the quality of the emissions but not to its quantity. That means that the current rules
are not set as a function of the total emissions of pollutants and their effects on health and
environment, but rather as a function of the values that can be technically achieved with the adoption
of the best available technologies.
Thus, it becomes paradoxically possible to stay within the emission criteria established by current
legislation while burning more wastes and consequently polluting more our environment.
Secondly, the incineration of municipal solid waste emerges contrary to the logic of the recovery of
material-reuse-recycling, which is the basis of the separate collection and waste management
hierarchy. Indeed, the abovementioned Decree on Environment, transposing subparagraph 1 of Article
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179 of the Framework Directive 2008/98/CE, establishes a clear hierarchy in waste management
process, where the waste-to-energy (e.g. the energy recovery through incineration) takes penultimate
position after the prevention, preparation for reuse and recycling, but precedes the disposal, extrema
ratio in waste management.
Consequently, it follows that both national and EU legislation tend to favour the material recovery over
energy recovery, in particular due to the growing scarcity of raw materials. The Sixth Environment
Action Programme of the European Union targets 20% of waste production cut for 2020 and 50% cut
for 2050 compared to 2000. The Programme also sets the replacement of all the incinerators in
Europe should be completed by 2020.
On the basis of this guidance, it follows that many EU countries (such as Denmark) have initiated a
gradual incineration exit strategy, while in the USA and in Germany the incinerators are not realized
anymore and have been replaced by separate collection and bio-mechanical waste treatment plants.
Given the mentioned above analysis it becomes clear that incinerators are old-world instruments that
remain promoted just in developing countries and are often uneconomical, if not for incentives and
public funding they receive.
In the light of the above considerations, it becomes evident that the regional policy (and, if possible,
also national) of the entire cycle of production and waste management needs to be reviewed. The
"non-solution" incineration characterized by a negative and uneconomical energy yield and by strong
environmental and health repercussions should be also progressively avoided. In conclusion, the
definition of the future operating trends should be based on the 3R strategy: reducing, reusing and
recycling.

Fig. 1: Termovalorizzatore di Acerra, emblema di uno Stato che prevarica, promette e non mantiene, di Emiliano
Stella, http://www.lultimaribattuta.it, 2014.
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Fig. 2: INCENERITORE ACERRA / La battaglia si sposta al Tar: presidio con le donne del 29 agosto, di Lucio
Righetti, http://www.identitainsorgenti.com, 2015.

Fig. 3: Caivano: Zona ASI, Marciscono Trecentomila Ecoballe. Discarica a cielo aperto che non interessa Più a
nessuno, di Francesco Celiento, http://caivanoweb.blogspot.it, 2011.
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Fig. 4: Acerra, lavoratori minacciano di lanciarsi dal termovalorizzatore, di Francesca Saveria Cimmino,
http://www.campaniasuweb.it, 2013.

Fig. 5: Dopo Scanzano continua la lotta per la salute. Acerra resiste!, di Giovanni Savino e Jacopo Renda,
http://www.marxismo.net, 2004.
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Abstract
Contemporary cities are always more overheated for the anthropogenic effect linked to the general
process of warming of the climate, but also because of their conformation, of vehicular traffic, of
mineralized materials, and - in particular - of the decrease of the relation between built heritage and
vegetable biomass. Instead the cities that have maintained large green surfaces inside them, have
pleasing environmental conditions, because the vegetation, as well as improving the climate, filters out
pollution, absorbs noise, increases biodiversity and contributes to many recreational, cultural and
educational activities.
Since the seventies, the green systems are starting to be seen as focal centers of the environmental
regeneration of the city, both in the recovery of built heritage that in new buildings. In the last thirty
years the structural integration of the green with the building envelope was a new challenge - even
technological - for the project, which is outlined with green walls solutions, "green skin", vertical green,
green roofs, etc.
The paper aims to illustrate the new urban green types, designed as a microclimate control tool of
urban areas in order to improve the conditions of environmental and psychological wellbeing,
especially in high-density residential areas and also to highlight the critical issues of a project culture
which is not always able to fully control the new technological solutions of detail.
Keywords: Urban green, living walls, vertical gardens, building envelope.

1.

Introduction

The cities we live in are continuing to warm, not only due to a man-made effect linked to the general
process of global warming but also due to the urban layout, traffic, mineralised materials and the
diminished relationship between the built environment and organic biomass. Evaporation is going
down while radiation absorption is increasing, which results in the increased heating of surfaces and
air. What's more, in order to mitigate the hottest summers, people are increasingly resorting to air
conditioning, creating a vicious circle that increases air temperature and pollution. However, not all
cities are the same. Those that have kept a larger surface area of parks and greenery around and
within city limits enjoy liveable and pleasant environmental conditions because the vegetation not only
improves the climate, it also filters pollutants, absorbs noise, increases biodiversity and encourages a
number of recreational, cultural and educational activities.
From the 1970s on, inspired by the anarco-naturalist tradition of Anglo-Saxon urban planning and with
the contribution of the American and European environmental movements, a new awareness of the
relationship between man and nature emerged, an awareness that adopted the ecosystemic rationale
as one of the guiding principles for environmental improvements made at various different scales. The
contributions made by environmentalism, bioclimatic architecture, bionics, certain factions from within
landscape architecture and urban protection proposed green structures as the focus of urban
environmental regeneration.
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After the large-scale overbuilding that occurred from the post-war period to the 1980s, new city
'greening' policies gained popularity. Such policies were grafted onto the tradition of green structures
at different scales: from the largest (parks and regional green corridors) to intercity levels (green
corridors, parks covering more than one borough, district parks) to the urban and micro-urban scale
(parks, peri-urban agriculture, tree-lined squares, Finger Plans etc.) and down to single buildings (roof
gardens, green walls, etc.).
Taken as a whole, the intensive projects put in place as part of the transcalar continuum of green
structures could offer significant results in terms of environmental regeneration and mitigation in both
large metropolitan areas and small-to-medium-sized cities, if pursued with strategic long-term
programmes.
The contribution of the environmental – as well as aesthetic – performance of a 'green skin' is part of
just such a framework, characterised by a new symbiotic approach to nature and the built
environment.
The main environmental effect of green walls and roof gardens is to diminish the heating load
(particularly on walls facing east-west), to 'bionically' filter radiation from glazed windows and to
diminish the heat that radiates from buildings onto people in the vicinity of perimeter walls; they can
therefore be used to help mitigate the microclimate of urban spaces and increase environmental wellbeing. Partnership-based practices that regulate the use of green walls are becoming widespread,
offering private individuals as well as the community environmental benefits.
In the past decade, we have seen a growing interest in vertical gardens, encouraged by trade media
and supported by research and experimentation into new technologies carried out by designers,
companies and university institutes from all over the world, fostered by a renewed environmental
sensitivity and stimulated by the widespread adoption of regulations concerning environmental
sustainability and energy efficiency, not to mention a fascination for the use of new techniques and
styles in order to meet the need to bring a bit of nature back to our residential areas.
Alongside the traditional use of climbers, plants that are naturally predisposed to cover the walls of
buildings, alternative techniques have been looked into that make vertical gardens a complex field
where the combined efforts of experts from different disciplines are even more precious and diverse.

2.

Vegetation as an architectural material

Vegetation in urban spaces has always fulfilled a variety of functions: symbolic, aesthetic/ornamental,
productive functions as well as the regulation of the microclimate. The way vegetation regulates
temperature during the summer months has been known from the most ancient of times throughout
the Mediterranean area. The use of plants in Greek, Roman, Hispano-Moorish homes etc., suitably
combined with a range of architectural structures (pergolas, porticoes, tanks, patios, viridaria),
highlights the constant search for summer cooling. The specifically utilitarian aspect of greenery
emerges above all in the first centuries of the Roman era. During the Empire, vegetation became more
important within city walls, but only as an inextricable part of those construction elements that
decorated the large gardens of stately villas, places designed for the intellectual otia of their owners
and that recreated the illusion of farmland. In the Middle Ages, the vegetation within city walls and
monasteries was almost entirely devoted to food production, as it was the only source of sustenance
in case of siege. From the 1400s on, the microclimatic function of gardens was taken into
consideration once more, so as to create shelter from winter winds and summer heat, particularly in
suburban villas. In the gardens of sixteenth and seventeenth-century villas, the use of vegetation as
shelter from wind, and pergolas covered in vines for walks on hot days, became widespread.
Otherwise, garden design was dominated by scenic effects. Whilst ancient cities had been a part of
the surrounding countryside, this relationship changed with the first large-scale urbanisation
processes, setting the city and the countryside against each other. As part of a gradual process of
urban expansion, gardens took on new roles that were no longer merely symbolic or decorative. This
trend first saw a U-turn in eighteenth-century France: parkland took on importance as part of urban
conurbations. This was the dawn of the concept of a 'public garden' and the areas it was to occupy
were those created with the demolition of city walls. Apart from the specifically ornamental function of
vegetation, which was sought using exotic species of plants as well, its hygienic function, linked to air
quality, was also recognised. The phenomenon of urbanisation that affected nineteenth-century cities
further contributed to raising the issue of urban parkland as a solution to environmental decay and the
decline in liveability. From the late 1800s to the early 1900s, town plans envisaged vast areas set
aside for public parks. Later, in Italy, vegetation would remain mostly superfluous and limited to street
ornamentation. In Italian town planning, the functions assigned to greenery remained those set down
as town planning standards, with the obligation to abide by an abstract relationship between the
quantity of areas to be earmarked for services (that included public parks) and those earmarked for
building residential areas within functional town planning zones. The energy crisis of the 1970s
encouraged the development of research into conservation and energy savings, first in the United
States and then in Europe. Such research led to recognition of the important microclimatic function of
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vegetation, encouraging its use for creating comfort in man-made outdoor and indoor areas. Given
such growing awareness and faced with the current environmental imbalances of modern-day cities,
the concept of a 'green city' is gaining ground, understood to mean the re-naturalisation of cities
through initiatives that structurally integrate vegetation with the built environment. We have come a
long way from considering parks and gardens as merely decorative elements, given that they can
contribute significantly to guaranteeing high living standards as part of an ecological view of cities.
Thus, large-scale projects are being implemented, involving the redesign of neglected areas and
including the replanting and restoring of minor urban spaces such as courtyards and residual areas.

3.

Vegetation and physical and mental well-being

The presence of vegetation in urban spaces is also undoubtedly essential for the psychological wellbeing of its residents, in that it contributes enormously to creating a sense of serenity, mitigating the
monotony of vast, grey urban neighbourhoods.
The psycho-physiological function of gardens and parks in cities has been studied by psychologists,
particularly in the United States in the 1970s and 80s. They proved that vegetation reduces stress and
fear and actively creates positive feelings. It has also been shown that the need for vegetation is
reflected at a physiological level as well. Research conducted by Ulrich in 1981 proved how the sight
of natural landscapes and the sight of urban landscapes with no vegetation have different psychophysiological effects, for example, on people's heart rates. The presence of vegetation affects electric
activity in the cerebral cortex, it heightens attention and generates a greater number of Alpha
brainwaves, resulting in a more moderate heart rate and greater levels of relaxation compared to what
occurs in built-up areas where the view of purely artificial materials predominates. In view of such
research, a number of attempts have been made to bring nature back into production and working
environments, particularly in Germany. This is the case, for example, when it comes to a number of
projects extending office blocks with conservatories.

4.

Identifying spaces suitable for vegetation in built-up city centres

Given that the need for more vegetation in urban areas clashes with the actual difficulty in finding
suitable spaces, efforts have been made to develop a kind of greenery that could interact in a
balanced way with the built environment, so that one need not exclude the other. That is why the use
of surfaces that are directly attached to buildings – such as roofs, terraces and façades – can prove to
be a valid alternative when adding natural features to urban spaces.
Alongside the use of plants to protect buildings – trees, espaliers and hedges – which requires the
availability of horizontal space around a building, the type of vegetation that is directly attached to
buildings is particularly important in urban environments, particularly densely built-up areas.

5.

Towards a new concept of vegetation

Throughout history, right from the time of the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, we can find a number of
examples of the use of vegetation when constructing both single buildings and cities in their entirety.
Le Corbusier is given credit for having included the idea of a roof garden in the principles of the
Modern Movement, having grasped how important it was for vegetation to integrate with buildings in
order to attain better living standards within urban environments choked by traffic and disturbed by
unchecked construction.
In contrast, the credit for having introduced green walls to building façades must go to German
architects of the early twentieth century (Muthesius, Schneider, Maab, Schulze and Migge). They saw
climbers as construction elements that would allow nature and architecture to mix and integrate. The
design of buildings also took into account the inclusion of suitable supporting structures such as
espaliers and trellises, which not only provide better support for plants but also influence the direction
in which they grow. They believed that the use of climbing plants, combined with espaliers, should be
used in cities to a greater extent, as a kind of urban street furniture that would be unfettered and would
change with each season.
After the Second World War, the development of this particular field suffered a setback due to the
temporary yet serious problems that needed addressing (the reconstruction of housing to meet the
demand for homes) and due to radical changes in construction techniques. The pure, essential forms
of post-war Rationalist architecture, in not envisaging green walls as part of architectural composition,
did not offer fertile ground for the development of vegetation as an architectural feature. The low cost
of energy resources, which were considered unlimited at that time, did not encourage research into
natural technologies designed to limit consumption and pollutants in big cities.
During the energy and environmental crises of the 1970s, the potential of vegetation as a valid way of
controlling the environment was taken into consideration, alongside research and experimentation into
technologies for the use of renewable fuels with a view to the conservation and rational use of energy
in buildings. These were the circumstances that saw a number of building design projects drafted by
German architects who put such elements into practice thanks to the integrated use of climbing plants.
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Fig. 1: Ateliers Jean Nouvel, Musée du Quai Branly, Paris, 2006 (www.contrepoints.org).

In these designs, the greening of building façades becomes important for monitoring temperature and
the proper microclimatic control of buildings, in the face of a specific need to keep energy consumption
to a minimum. Oswald Mathias Ungers, in particular, fine-tuned design solutions that take into account
a number of bioclimatic temperature control strategies. They include the orientation of a building, the
creation of a number of buffer zones, the use of materials such as glass, vegetation and earth, as well
as a particular building layout.
During the same period, Thomas Herzog's housing designs demonstrated the same intent: the use of
climbing plants attached to espaliers made from wood and metal tension cables contributes
proactively to improving the heat balance of a building, reducing heat gain in summer.
Since the 1990s, we have seen an increasing number of green city projects, using plants attached to
buildings, in German-speaking countries north of the Alps. The use of vegetation in close contact with
buildings has been applied in a number of different ways – on roofs, façades and in confined spaces –
and all kinds of buildings have been affected.
Since the 2000s, green façades have found fertile ground for their development and widespread
adoption.
In France, Édouard François's designs for Chateau Le Lez in Montpellier and the Tower Flower in
Paris have introduced plants at a structural level in plans for their façades, in order to seek out a close
relationship between natural elements and homes.
In the former example, the perimeter walls, consisting of prefabricated modular 2.7x1.35 m panels,
feature an external layer made of dry stones in gabion steel baskets where a number of different
colonising plants have been placed. These were inserted in a thin planting sub-layer deeper within the
wall, held in by jute felt that is watered and fed by a dense system of channels placed along the panel
joints, allowing the plants to wind their way through the stones and grow along the façade, covering it
completely.
In the latter project, the building – a ten-storey tower – features façades lined with large vases
containing bamboo plants arranged in rows along the balcony floor ledges of each storey. The plants
are watered and fed by an automatic system that is built into the parapets. In this way, this green
vertical filter is managed independently of the apartments.
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Fig. 2: Roberto Gabetti e Aimaro Oreglia d’Isola, SNAM Fifth Office Block, San Donato Milanese, 1992
(www.architetturadelmoderno.it, photo Bruno Cattani, 2016).

In France, green walls have taken on high-impact decorative connotations in recent years, thanks to
the contribution of the botanic researcher Patrick Blanc. His green walls, the result of 30 years of
research and study, are like gardens laid out on vertical plains. The plants are carefully chosen to suit
the site and the requirements of the commissioning client and are placed and planted on a synthetic
felt layer, without the need for a planting layer. The felt covers the entire treated surface and is
watered from above with a water and nutrient solution. This irrigation/fertilisation system eliminates the
weight of the planting layer and permits the realisation of large surface areas attached to perimeter
buffer walls. This type of vertical garden has met with enormous success, both in France and in other
European countries, to the point where it has been applied to an enormous range of different buildings
(from homes to museums, offices and shopping centres, both inside and out) and used in a number of
high-profile projects as a prominent feature of an architectural style (Musée du Quai Branly, Paris,
Ateliers Jean Nouvel, 2006; CaixaForum, Madrid, J. Herzog & P. De Meuron, 2008).
Similar projects have been tried out in other countries such as the Netherlands and Korea (Venhoeven
CS Architects, Minsuk Cho). Even if the technology and the selection of plants used to make these
vertical gardens are different from those patented and fine-tuned by Patrick Blanc, the green wall
concept remains similar, given that the plants chosen are grown and evenly distributed over the wall
surface available, creating different textures.

6.

Integrating plants and building envelopes: Italian examples

6.1 The SNAM Fifth Office Block in San Donato Milanese
In the 1980s, the architects Gabetti and Isola undertook a pioneering project: the SNAM Fifth Office
Block in San Donato Milanese, completed in 1992 on the basis of a winning design by Roberto Gabetti
and Aimaro Oreglia d’Isola. The design combines the use of a horizontal garden, a commonplace
feature in architecture, and the new concept of a vertical one. The abundant vegetation envisaged for
hanging gardens and green walls – placed inside a double glass façade – functions as a microclimate
regulator, delivering energy savings and environmental well-being. The garden – whose green colour
also dominates construction components both inside and out – was also delegated the function of
acting as an identifying feature of the entire architectural style, in order to achieve the aim of creating a
close relationship between the building's garden and offices.
When choosing the right plants to be placed in the glass wall cavity, SNAM turned to Bologna
University's botanical department, which began preliminary experiments on samples. This phase
lasted nine months (the duration of the Fifth Office Block building site), during which the plants that
had initially been selected were tested. When the experimentation phase ended, a list of the species
that would be best suited to living at the various different exposures and micro-environmental
conditions was identified.
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Fig. 3: Mario Cucinella Architects, Ex Ducati headquarters, Rimini, 2006 (www.archdaily.com).

In order to do this, a programme simulating the heat behaviour of dynamically performing buildings
was used and the photosynthetic efficiency of the plants was evaluated (by measuring incoming and
outgoing carbon dioxide levels), monitoring temperature, humidity and solar radiation. Despite the
project's validity, the completion and fine-tuning of this type of vertical garden has involved high
maintenance costs. To date, plants only cover the building's roofs while the vertical greenery
envisaged within the double glass façade is totally absent.
6.2 The Ex Ducati headquarters in Rimini
The Ex Ducati headquarters in Rimini, designed by Mario Cucinella Architects, involved the creation of
a double envelope of vegetation that helps filter solar radiation in summer on south- and south-westfacing façades. The layer of climbers grows along a rigid metallic structure attached to the wall. The
balcony walkways leading to the offices on the upper floors are sheltered by the same grid that
supports the climbers, which are planted in contoured containers placed inside the floors.
6.3 The Fiordaliso shopping centre’s garden in Rozzano
The Fiordaliso shopping centre's garden in Rozzano – with its 44,000 plants and a surface area of
1263 square metres – made the Guinness Book of World Records in September 2012. It was
designed by the architect Francesco Bollani, in partnership with an architecture firm based in
Montpellier and the Peverelli company. A total of 200 species of plants were placed in groups of four
crates in a green box containing 11,000 metal containers. The basic element is sphagnum, a longfibered moss from Chile.
This green wall, which is also unique due to the scrupulous choice of plant varieties, creates a
kaleidoscope of changing colours of enormous impact, depending on the season, with evergreens and
flowering plants that create red, white, pink, yellow and blue patches.
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Fig. 4: Francesco Bollani, Fiordaliso shopping centre's garden, Rozzano, 2012 (www.gesal.it).

Extra care was taken over the choice of species, which took two factors into account: how the plants
coped with a year in a greenhouse, where they were placed on smaller walls to accustom them to a
vertical position; and their ability to adapt to the Milanese climate. The design was the result of the
desire to integrate the shopping centre – at least visually – with nearby Parco Sud parkland, in
accordance with a town planning model that envisages a continuum between buildings and the
surrounding environment.
This project also provides further added value when it comes to the principle of reversibility, which is
synonymous with total environmental sustainability. The green wall was designed to be easily taken
down and reused as compost, while the steel supporting structures can be recycled. Rozzano's
vertical garden is also innovative when it comes to its complex irrigation control and maintenance
system. Thanks to the high water retention characteristics of the soil sub-layer, which can absorb up
to ten times its weight in water, the wall's vegetation has a guaranteed reserve even at high
temperatures, while the micro-drip irrigation system, of a type that is also used in agriculture,
guarantees significant water savings.
The wall also features an interesting fertilisation/irrigation device that uses a system of channels to
distribute and feed each plant with the right fertiliser for each season. For example, in spring, the
fertiliser is enriched with nitrogen in order to encourage flowering, while in summer the amount of
potassium is increased in order to aid both autumn flowering and strengthen plants to endure the
extreme winter temperatures that are on the way. The application of the most modern remote control
and maintenance technology, using a modem directly connected to the water cisterns, reduces the
amount of manual labour required on site to just two sessions per year, when the most extreme
changes in season occur.
6.4 Milan's Vertical Forest
The first-ever example of a vertical forest consisting of two towers, 110 metres (24 floors) and 76
metres (17 floors) tall respectively, was completed in 2015 in Milan city centre on the edge of the Isola
district and is home to 900 trees (up to nine metres tall) as well as a number of bushes and flowering
plants. When it comes to trees, Milan's Vertical Forest is the equivalent of a woodland surface area of
approximately 10,000 square metres.
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Fig. 5: Stefano Boeri Architetti, Vertical Forest, Milano, 2015 (www.giornalepop.it).

The variety of plants and their characteristics produce humidity and absorb CO2 and particulates; they
also produce oxygen and shield the towers from the rays of the sun and noise pollution, improving the
quality of life inside the building and saving energy. The choice of plant species prioritised the use of a
mixture of evergreens and deciduous plants, climbers and fragrant species – including holly oak,
downy oak, manna ash, strawberry trees and jasmine – which were considered suitable both from an
environmental point of view, due to their ability to adapt to the atmospheric conditions found at
different altitudes, and from the point of view of their allergenic neutrality.
The layout of the façade is not random. The 550 trees of the first tower and the 350 trees of the
second are arranged in order to give the whole garden a distinctive identity compared to its
surroundings and make a pleasant aesthetic impression. A number of parameters were kept in mind
during the design phase in order to ensure the vertical forestation plan would work and successfully
get through the most critical phase of root development, which is limited to the first two years, when
the plants strengthen their roots and therefore become properly anchored to the structure. Apart from
the usual micrometeorological analyses, the safety of the entire structure was carefully studied
through a number of operations: calculations to determine the size of the tank/vases that would
contain no less than five cubic metres of soil; the design and strengthening of the welded steel grille of
the base onto which the roots of the plants would grip; environmental aerodynamic tests studying the
resistance of the trees, whose growth is estimated to be between six and nine metres in height; and
the study of the air currents found at different altitudes.
Nothing was left to chance, with solutions that will allow the towers to handle even the most unusual
cases, such as accidental breakages, falling trees, high winds and guarantee the safety of
maintenance personnel. The methods adopted to ensure the right level of monitoring and the
successful development of this ecostructure over time are innovative and ground-breaking. A series of
sensors will allow the constant monitoring of any changes, particularly as regards watering
requirements, the state of the tanks and the conditions of the plant roots. Most of the irrigation occurs
through a centralised system that filters the grey water produced by the building itself. What's more,
wind power systems and solar panels will contribute to increasing the energy self-sufficiency –
combined with the abovementioned microclimate – of the two towers. The centralised irrigation system
will also tap ground water that is already used by the building's heat pumps, which will be drawn
during particularly dry spells that will be detected by humidity sensors placed in the hedges. The
Vertical Forest provides all the benefits of a vertical garden on a grander scale, making it an important
step in its evolution. It allows us to create a microclimate on a human scale that is cooler in summer:
up to an estimated 2-2.5 degrees cooler because the plants produce new oxygen through
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photosynthesis and absorb CO2, reducing the amounts of particulates caused by urban pollution. The
way the plants are arranged on the walls protects the buildings from summer heat, allowing light to
penetrate during the winter months, whilst at the same time creating a noise barrier, conditions that
make these homes the perfect combination of comfort and energy efficiency. The project will also play
an important role in open-air research, because sensors monitoring the vertical garden will collect data
that can be studied, tracing its various different ecological functions particularly in view of an expected
animal repopulation process. The towers are the perfect nesting sites for birds, providing highly
interesting birdwatching posts. What lies at the heart of this architectural achievement are strong
environmental concerns that not only overturn the traditional weighting between built environment and
nature, but also allow the building to become a leading player that promotes a new urban ecological
consciousness and understanding, thanks to an information desk that is open to the public and an
information service designed for schools. The Vertical Forest is one of the six ideas featured in
Stefano Boeri's new BioMilano, designed to create a metropolis that is preparing to become an icon of
biodiversity, of a new balance between nature, man and productivity. The projects worth mentioning
include the Planetary Botanical Garden envisaged for Expo 2015, which will involve the regeneration
of large neglected areas in the north-west of the city; the Metrobosco, a large swathe of greenbelt
forest envisaged as a symbol of the most up-to-date European environmental policies; the Casa
Bosco, a sustainable model of social housing; and the biological and botanical decontamination of
polluted urban soil, i.e. the reclamation and conversion of industrial land and outdated infrastructure to
make way for new urban areas and public gardens. The efforts of Studio Boeri are part of a wider
movement for the environmentally sustainable urban regeneration promoted by the Porta Nuova
project, destined to become a model of green excellence in both Italy and the rest of Europe, thanks to
the commitment demonstrated in the completion of buildings certified according to the North American
LEED system – Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design – and the promotion of urban living
projects that are not only entirely sustainable from an environmental point of view, but from a civic
point of view as regards infrastructure and safety as well.

7.

Conclusion

Any talk of vertical or hanging gardens in Italy would have been difficult just twenty years ago. Modern
technologies that had been applied for some time abroad were viewed with a certain degree of
suspicion, except in sporadic innovative projects that were all too few and far between. Thankfully,
over time, things have changed, perhaps not as quickly as they should have, but they have changed.
Twenty years later, any talk of vertical gardens (and hanging gardens) has sometimes become, in
contrast, too easy, in that it is discussed quite often but the necessary techniques and designs have
not adequately evolved.
The most significant aspects that are missing if we want to bring our technological culture into line with
this field include:
- the view of vertical and hanging gardens as a 'finishing layer', as if they were a construction material,
without keeping in mind that plants are, on the contrary, complex organisms involved in a continuous
and complicated evolutionary balance with the external environment and require a specific type of
maintenance.
- The lack of interdisciplinary cooperation in the design process. The element that suffers most from
this lack is the vegetation itself, which is often planned by those who, either partially or totally, lack any
particular knowledge of such aspects.
- The lack of proper in-depth research and analysis regarding technological problems as well as
specific guidelines.
- An incomplete understanding of the physiology of plants and the physics of water in the design of
technological layers.
Even though it has been finally codified by a UNI (Italian Standardisation Organisation) directive,
which serves as a benchmark when designing and creating hanging and vertical gardens – and while
a number of Italian authorities, such as the town council of Bolzano, have introduced incentives –
nevertheless what has not yet changed is the suspicion with which this consolidated technology is
viewed, technology that outside Italy is already considered one of the main instruments in the fight
against pollution and particulates, in the search for energy savings and the mitigation of the urban
climate.
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Abstract
The paper aims to analyze the peculiar relationship between urban-architectural conservation or
requalification of cultural heritage and the need to achieve, in ancient centers, high levels of security
against static and dynamic loads. In addition to the structural vulnerability, defined in literature, the
study supports the innovative concept of “urban vulnerability”, conceived as the interrelation between
urban fabrics and each building.
This vulnerability depends on many factors that may be related to the characteristics of settlement
sites. In fact, these ones present various criticalities due to geomorphological and seismic
characteristics; to building materials and spontaneous building techniques; to the sequential
stratifications; to the functional and structural changes; to contiguity of the constructions jointed in
masonry building aggregate; to the morphology of the paths and open spaces. To define the concept
of urban vulnerability, important issues are the road networks and the public spaces, representing
escape routes, accesses for emergency vehicles and safe places for the collection of people.
Distinguish isolated buildings from the aggregated ones or highlight the strategic buildings, which
represent great crowding points, are other important steps in the present paper.
The definition of different parameters to quantify an “urban vulnerability index”, in addition to that
structural, will allow quantification of an overall vulnerability of historic centers.
Keywords: Cultural Heritage, Ancient Centers, Seismic Hazard, Urban Vulnerability, Seismic Risk
Assessment

1.

Introduction

The major earthquakes which recently hit the Italian territory, as those of L’Aquila (2009) [1-3], Emilia
Romagna (2012) [4-5] and those recent in Amatrice and Norcia (2016), have demonstrate the seismic
buildings vulnerability in ancient centers. Those events highlighted the widespread weakness through
the entire constructed old cities, with just sporadic buildings survivors. These catastrophic seismic
events, that caused severe damages on structures, have foreseen the authority’s attention on the
mitigation of the seismic risk in Italy.
Nowadays, the historic towns represent not only touristic and economic resources, but also a
testimony of identity, civilization and culture. For this reason, the topical legislations aim at the old
towns’ conservation, recommending the assessment and retrofitting of existing buildings and cultural
heritage. Therefore, the search domain is identified within the debate on the historical areas’
vulnerability for the conservation and the structural retrofitting, finalized to the safety of cultural
heritage and of its identity.
In this regard, an important issue is seismic risk assessment of the historic centers, in which very often
are sited buildings and structures of cultural value. As a whole, ancient towns can be analyzed as
“extensive cultural heritage”. In fact, as they are places of important monuments (churches, palaces,
castles, city walls, etc.), the historical centers are, in their entirety, representation of stratified culture,
of past memories, of identity and recognizability of a community.
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So, the issue of security of ancient centers, which often accommodate resident population and public
functions, is presented with all its dramatic urgency, since they are almost always parts of the city
suffering the most damage in the telluric events.
Nowadays, cultural heritage is commonly in degraded conditions altering the cultural value and
reducing the structural efficiency, increasing its vulnerability. Ancient centers have suffered a depletion
with consequent structural problems because of poor maintenance, material’s deterioration, additions
(sometimes with incompatible materials), new technological elements, fragmentation and changes in
distribution and use. The knowledge of the risk level of the architectural heritage is of prime
importance for its preservation and for safe use.
To address this theme, the paper aims to analyze the peculiar relationship between urbanarchitectural conservation or requalification of cultural heritage and the need to achieve, in ancient
centers, high levels of security against static and dynamic loads.
Many issues influence the conservation and retrofitting of ancient centers and edifices, such as ground
types, structural and building types, “spontaneous” building techniques [6], building materials and their
mechanical parameters, anthropic and material degradation, functional and structural changes,
contiguity of the constructions jointed in masonry building aggregate. These factors are particularly
related to a structural topic and are, in fact, those considered in the structural modelling and in the
evaluations of the buildings behavior under static and dynamic loads. So, these are fundamental to
define, as a consequence, a “structural vulnerability” that has a predominant influence on the overall
old town behavior: the first topic to ensure is the structural strength of the constructions placed in old
cities.
In addition to this one, already studied in literature, the study supports the innovative concept of “urban
vulnerability”, conceived as the interrelation between urban fabrics and each building. This
vulnerability depends on many factors that may be related to the characteristics of settlement sites. In
fact, these have various criticalities due to geomorphological and seismic characteristics, to the site
types, to the chronological stratifications, to the morphology of the paths and open spaces and, more
in general, to the urban conformation and assembly.
The purpose of the paper is to propose a methodological approach to outline an overall vulnerability of
historic centers. The study, in fact, aims to define some widespread characteristics to look at and to
index for the conservation, valorization and structural retrofitting of ancient cities.
The proposed method is based on a qualitative-expeditious approach that would define the
parameters to analyze for the definition of an innovative “urban vulnerability index”, in which also some
structural parameters are included. The index so defined, would not be related to the single Structural
Units (SU) or building aggregate, as nowadays used, but will refer to macro areas, from the
neighborhoods to all ancient center, considering the relationship between the urban-architectural
conformations and the built cultural heritage.

2.

A critical analysis of the state of the art

Following the L’Aquila city’s earthquake in 2009, the topic about the vulnerability of ancient centers
spreads within the national scientific debates. In fact, this event highlights the critical issues and
weaknesses characterizing the Italian historical cities: not only among the edifices, but also among the
whole functional urban structure, with amplifications of the earthquake effects and repercussions in the
phase of first responders.
About the theme of the seismic risk assessment, different discussions and studies have been carried
out by scientific and legislative committees. The subsequent study wants to investigate the two
aspects of vulnerability of ancient centers: a first purely structural and a second referring to an overall
extension and urban structures of old cities.
Through the analysis of the state of the art, it could be highlighted how dissimilar goals have been
achieved in the field of the two vulnerability’s types. If a detailed definition has been given for the
structural one, on the contrary lower studies have been spread about the urban vulnerability. In fact,
this concept is still seen as an extension of the structural analysis from the single building to an
aggregate or to the aggregates composing a district. Until now, just few studies highlight the
relationship between the urban particularities of ancient centers and the seismic hazard. Furthermore,
even fewer analysis have tried to list and index these factors.
At first, the following report on field studies would examine the vulnerability depending on structural
characteristics, mostly relative to single edifices and buildings materials. By a critical analysis, the
study wants to extrapolate some parameters to considerate for a qualitative analysis of ancient
edifices and, more in general, of old towns.
A crucial passage in the conservation and security of antique nuclei is the knowledge of the peculiar
techniques of the historic-monumental architectures. That knowledge is related to the history of
constructive and structural characteristics, as well as those formal and functional. In the historical
settlements, the built fabric is a result of articulated and protracted constructive events, so it is
characterized by layers whose historic aspect has, in general, a cultural value. Such conditions, if
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related to seismic hazard and, specifically, to prevention actions, bring out fundamental issues for the
safety assessment.
Moreover, masonry buildings, mostly widespread in ancient centers, have generally been designed to
withstand vertical loads without respecting modern mechanics principles, but by using an intuition and
observation-based approach. By means of a rigid-body equilibrium and experiencing the behavior of
ancient buildings, proportions criteria, configurable as the “rule of art”, ancient structures have been
gradually refined. This approach is not scientifically rigorous but is definable as “spontaneous” [6] and
shows a territorial specificity depending on local resources. The different types of materials and
building techniques, the absence of known seismic criteria and the variety of parameters are
fundamental elements for the masonry buildings seismic analysis, making intricate the definition of a
structural vulnerability. A meticulous survey of geometries, materials, damage, anti-seismic devices
and past structural retrofitting has been required for the correct formulation of numerical analyses and
for the design of strengthening intervention’s system [7].
First of all, documents to look at, to extrapolate some structural data, are the technical regulations,
those Italian [8-9] and more in general European [10-11], in which important information are given
about buildings material, technical details and structural behavior of existing constructions in seismic
regions: Reinforced Concrete (RC) edifices as well as Unreinforced Masonry (URM) buildings. A major
attention is given, in this sheet, to URM edifices, which are most widespread in the studied ancient
contests. In order to have an exhaustive variety of constructive typologies, RC buildings should be
also considered if largely present.
Indeed, by studying the national regulations, it could be seen how different masonry’s mechanical
properties are given depending on the constructive type (masonry blockwork; masonry stone, with
river pebbles as well as hewn stone; rubble masonry; masonry brickwork; etc.). That classification
could be considered a useful basis to extrapolate some parametric values awarded to the different
building materials. This parameter, as made in the regulation, could vary on the basis of the quality
and arrangement of building techniques and the relative value could be fixed by parameterizing the
mathematical gap of the mechanical resistance values.
The same documents give also coefficients for the ground types (divided in five classes: rock or other
rock-like geological formation; deposits of very dense sand, gravel, or very stiff clay; deep deposits of
dense or medium-dense sand, gravel or stiff clay; deposits of loose to medium cohesion-less soil; a
soil profile consisting of a surface alluvium layer) valuable for the definition of the seismic forces. By
using these coefficients about soils types, a parameter could also be defined.
Furthermore, another issue influencing the structural behavior of the built heritage, is the blending of
edifices in building aggregates. In ancient centers, indeed, buildings rarely are isolated; instead are
merged in a large and composite structural group that often shows constructive, geometrical, materials
and technical differences. The most common types are continuous curtains of masonry buildings with
different heights, floor numbers, building ages and structural typologies. These variabilities are due to
spontaneous assembly through the ages, without an organic project. The recent earthquakes
demonstrate that aggregated buildings generally show a group behavior which improves seismic
performances of the single components, also when they are made of low quality masonry [12]. The
Italian technical regulation highlights the problems and the difficulties due to analyze an aggregated
building instead of the single building. For that reason, the analysis of the state of the art demonstrate
the importance, in the evaluation of the structural vulnerability, of defining a parameter depending on
the mode of aggregation.
Another important document, for the evaluation of factors influencing the structural vulnerability, is the
regulation edited by the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage (MiBACT) [13]. These guidelines introduce
the definition of simplified methods for the safety assessment, through which quantify a “seismic safety
index”. That expeditious procedure, defined as a preliminary Evaluation Level (LV1), gives just basicentry information about the structural vulnerability of buildings and it is useful particularly for the
analysis extended to urban fabrics. Because of the great number of elements that constitute such
heritage, indeed, assessment tools must be rigorous but sufficiently agile as to be applied on an urban
scale. For that reason, the LV1 is based on the cataloging of information through modules, on the
qualitative assessment of the structural behavior and on the formulation of a preliminary judgment on
the risk level (in particular seismic). Through this approach, the structural functioning of a building is
analyzed by studying the behavior of recurrent macro-elements, by using the geometries and the
masses. This represents a process faster than making the structural modelling of all the buildings
composing an ancient center. According to the MiBACT regulation, then, an accurate finite element
model and an evaluation of the structural interventions could be made, in successive steps (LV2-LV3),
for buildings shown more vulnerable in LV1. The formulation of the seismic safety index and of the
parameters influencing it, as well as of the LV1 level, has been useful to highlight the importance of
building materials and to extrapolate the idea of applicate a qualitative-expeditious approach, useful
for large context as that urban.
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Furthermore, about the following study, food for thought has been deduced from the study of LV1 level
associated to churches. For that building’s type, the study of structural vulnerability is given by
analyzing the acknowledged collapse mechanism, by parameterizing the possibility of occurrence and
the existing anti-seismic technological elements. This formulation suggests the idea to introduce a
score referring to the presence, if widespread in the city, of anti-seismic devices, as that urban (arches
above the roads, contrast arches, rue) as well as that referring to buildings (tie beams, radiciamenti,
bolted truss, scarp walls) [6].
Indeed, the methodological approach suggested by this guideline has inspired a computer tool for the
seismic risk evaluation of cultural heritage (SIVARS). This system, edited by MiBACT, has been
created for a regional scale assessment, allowing to organize and put in order the collected data and
to simply apply the mechanical-based model set up for the LV1 seismic analysis. As previously
highlighted, also in SIVARS, fundamental parameters to look at refer to mechanical, geometrical and
aggregation features. The importance of these elements is also pointed out in the data sheet for
damage’s survey (AeDES/GNDT modules) in which dimensional, technological, mechanical properties
and ground typologies are requested.
In conclusion, technical guidelines, bibliographic studies and projects about the structural vulnerability,
suggested the method for the existing buildings’ investigation, provided some input parameters (such
as, the masonry mechanical parameters or ground coefficients) proposing elements to consider for the
built heritage's vulnerability, but also gave an example of expeditious formulation for the seismic
analysis.
As previously said, different knowledges have been achieved between the structural and the urban
vulnerability. If extensive and exhaustive appear the regulatory and scientific literature for the first
type, the same cannot be said for the urban aspect. None technical regulation has been edited and
few projects have been already started. About this topic, the following paper aims to give an innovative
contribution, increasing the formulation and proposing a new approach to the concept of urban
vulnerability.
About the state of the art, some studies have been written, in which the vulnerability of ancient centers
or of some district is analyzed. Among all, the studies published by Antonino Giuffrè are noteworthy
[14-16]. The examination of these researches, in addition to the importance of knowing traditional
materials and structural techniques, introduces other aspects that the present paper would consider.
In fact, the studies on the Ortigia ancient center (Syracuse, Italy) represent a cognitive investigation of
building typologies and of urbanistic fabric’s evolution, by cataloging the invariant features and those
that change. Even the study of the historic seismicity, of damage, of deterioration and of building’s
height is developed. From these bibliographic works, the importance of building typologies (terraced
houses, palaces, profferlo houses), of aggregation modalities (even in elevation) and of urban
structure has been deduced: some parameters have been considered in the proposed methodology.
Furthermore, the project designed for a sample constructed sector in Ortigia [17] analyze another
factor: the improvement of the escape routes through the demolition of abusive structures or by the
redesign of the urban fabrics. Even this element has been considered as an important factor in the
definition of an urban vulnerability index.
A first attempt to standardize the concept of urban vulnerability in Italy, that has not yet implementing,
was developed in the document by a working group [18] as a result of the earthquake in L'Aquila city
center. The main issue addressed by the work regards the transition from the study of individual
buildings (or structural units) to the urban analysis of the historical centers, with seismic safety
purposes. In fact, the document should lead to the definition and extension of Knowledge Levels (KL),
so far defined for the structural units, to the entire settlement, assuming an analysis according to
morphological, typological, functional and structural parameters. The goal is to identify emerging
factors of historical settlements for retraining and to highlight the areas subject to greater
environmental risk (the seismic one, evaluated in a qualitative way). The document provides
definitions of three Knowledge Levels to create a hierarchy between the buildings in an old center and,
therefore, between the intervention’s priorities. Despite this, however, this study is still ongoing and it
does not punctually define the valuation parameters and their mode of application. In this sense, the
present work wants to define some elements to be analyzed, by parameterizing and indexing
according to gravity and/or dissemination.
Finally, during the years, about the topic of cultural heritage’s seismic weakness some projects have
been edited, focusing their major attention on the structural buildings vulnerability and trying to extend
this to an urban scale.
Useful for the following paper is the SAVE project (updated tools for the seismic vulnerability
evaluation of buildings and of urban systems -in Italian-), started up in 2002 with the realization of
vulnerability’s maps on the national scale. Through this project, a vulnerability's inventory among the
public and strategic buildings in South of Italy was compiled. By using histograms and diagrams, an
analysis of the percentage of vulnerable people relating to types of buildings is given. The study of this
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project has suggested, about the following paper, the introduction of a parameter related to the
crowding's degree and to the intended use.
Another similar, with comparable finality, is the project “System Integrated for Security Management
Activities (SISMA)”, that uses a semi-quantitative evaluation of the seismic vulnerability in urban
systems. This approach, yet used in the Emilia Romagna Region, has been modified and enabled to:
analyze even larger centers, considering the assessments on the seismic behavior of technological
networks (due to functional and technical specifications models); improve the reliability of expeditious
vulnerability’s estimates; introduce a semi-quantitative valuation of the vulnerability due to an
aggregated composition; verify the methodology’s usefulness for the economic policy of governance.

3.

Towards an innovative definition of “Urban vulnerability index”

As regards the interventions of recovery, nowadays they mainly concern the single building or, even
more precisely, the individual SU that make it up. Rarely, in fact, the interventions are globally
designed on the entire structure but, more frequently, they are executed on specific parts of the
building.
Because of the need of conservation of consolidated nuclei in their entirety, it is clear, however, that
the intervention limited to the building or portions of it cannot solve the problem of structural safety,
that should be ensured to all the users of the centers. The Technical Standards [8-9] have tried to give
a global overview of the consolidation design, by requiring and by prescribing comprehensive and
global structural modeling, but it should be achieved a definition of urban vulnerability and its
application for the preservation of the entire historic centers. This issue lies in the recent UNESCO
Recommendations on “Historic Urban Landscape” [19] which introduced a new approach to “urban
conservation”. It also is compatible with the recent laws enacted for the rehabilitation and retrofitting of
historic centers and ancient towns.
About this scope, the seismic vulnerability assessment should be developed in two different scales: a
local one, that is of the building or of the aggregate, and an urban one. The first, more structural, it is
already defined by technical sheet, with qualitative and quantitative analysis procedures. The second,
as analyzed previously, since today has been mostly interpreted as an extension of the structural
analysis to the whole built fabric.
According to the new Italian proposal [18], this paper would to refer the “urban” concept not only to a
territorial extension, but also to morphological and typological factors characterizing the ancient
centers. Even the relationship between these features and vulnerability is investigated.
Through the analysis of the state of the art, of the ongoing studies and of the recent Italian seismic
events, the paper aims to catalog parameters that possible could influence the seismic vulnerability of
a whole ancient centers. The final purpose is to define an “urban vulnerability index” by indexing these
parameters.
By the critical analysis of the state of the art has been highlighted the importance, about that issue, of:
building materials, building techniques, soils types, mode of aggregation, anti-seismic devices,
building typologies, urban structures, escape routes, crowding's degree and intended use.
Instead, by examining historical earthquakes and their effects, Italians and not, (with particular
attention to that of L'Aquila city), critical issues have been pointed out. These elements can amplify the
effects of the earthquake and, so, increase the urban vulnerability, as analyzed in the paper.
At first, for example, the presence of other hydro-geological risks may cause amplification of the
effects: it thinks of the avalanche risk (hotel Rigopiano’s tragedy, Farindola, AQ, 2017); landslide risk
(town of Fossa, AQ, 2009); tsunami risk (Reggio Calabria, RC, the Messina’s Strait earthquake in
1908).
Another detected critical problem is about the use of ancient centers and the deployment of public
functions, which have high crowding degree. In the case of the L'Aquila earthquake in 2009, for
example, it can highlight how the final death toll would have been higher if the earthquake had
occurred during the day, because the old town was home to school buildings, administrative offices,
economic-financial buildings, cultural attractors open to the public and university faculties.
Furthermore, location, number and state of the access roads are significant factors. During the Irpinia
earthquake in 1930 and 1962, in fact, more serious effects of the telluric event have been due to the
delay of emergency and relief vehicles (five days) that hardly arrived in the more isolated areas.
Even the presence of risky elements can be influential, thinking to the tragedies in Fukushima Dai-ichi
(Japan) and that in Vajont (Italy), although the latter was not triggered by an earthquake.
Moreover, the elements that became symbol of the earthquake in L’Aquila city (the civic tower) and in
Amatrice (Saint Agostino’s church tower) have highlighted the importance assumed by elements
predominant in the skyline on a built dense fabric.
Finally, because of rubbles and population that simultaneously pour on the road, streets dimension,
number and type are very important, as well as the presence of large and sheltered places to be used
as safe places. These elements are, also, in agreement with the evacuation plans proposed in case of
earthquake.
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Therefore, critical analysis of the state of the art, carried out in the previous paragraph, as well as the
analysis of the critical issue noticed in the Italian historical earthquakes, have led to highlight the
“urban parameters” that should be taken into account in the definition of the new concept of urban
vulnerability index.
Following are the identified parameters divided in classes:
STRUCTURAL DATA
- Spatial and structural relations (contiguity between buildings, fragmentation and redistribution of
housing units, accretions) that may increase the expected damage;
- Structural types and their spread (masonry> 90%, masonry with great number of RC buildings,
masonry with sporadic isolated RC structures, masonry with sporadic RC buildings inserted into
aggregates, framed house);
- Buildings materials (ordered good quality masonry, ordered poor quality masonry, disorderly
masonry, brickwork, clay);
- Widespread presence of active anti-seismic devices (urban and structural);
- Materials degradation and its spread;
-Ground types;
URBAN DATA
- Urban morphological types (dense, sparse, linear development, concentric development);
- Building types and modes of aggregation, which can lead to uneven remelting with mixed shapes
and materials;
- Size of the roads;
- Number of driveways (to be measured in percentage than the building fabric);
- Volumetric ratios between the built and the road system with particular attention to frontage heights;
- Height of the buildings;
- Presence of prominent elements in the skyline (steeples, civic towers, bridges higher than urban
fabric, antennas, pylons, building with a predominant height);
- Presence of open areas useful as safe places (to be measured in percentage than the building
fabric);
- Underground utilities collocation;
USE AND IMPORTANCE
- Heritage cultural value;
- Functional role, with particular attention to the strategic buildings (headquarters of the police,
municipal offices, government buildings, hospitals);
- Crowding degree and times of greatest influx;
FOREIGN RISKS
- Interrelations with other risk areas (flood risk, landslide, soil liquefaction, avalanches);
- Presence of elements already damaged (ruins, collapsed elements, elements with advanced crack
pattern and collapsing elements)
- Foreign risks and influence of factors such as: type and condition of access to the ancient center,
presence of bridges, possible access different than those driveways (it thinks to the presence of rivers
or waterways), proximity of the dangerous elements (dams, power plants, factories dangerous).
All the parameters to collect have been grouped by main areas and groups and subgroups could be
defined within these.
So, unlike to the building scale, the seismic risk prevention extended at an urban scale, depends not
only on the constructive and material characteristics, but also on the functional organization of the
urban system and fabric.
Through the proposed methodological approach, the city is seen as a center of services and functions,
similar to a built complex system, in which different parts assume functions connected to each other.
The main prevention’s purpose in ancient centers is to maintain the “vital” functions to prevent the
collapse (delivery services, residential function, production function where present, tourism function,
essential streets). For that reason, the prevention is strictly connected to the organization’s loss
propensity of an urban-territorial system or of a significant part of this, as the old town is. The losses,
as a result of earthquake damage, could be investigated for the different components and the various
functional systems that ensure the urban services (housing, production, services, mobility, cultural
heritage, etc.) [18].
Therefore, that procedure presupposes a high knowledge of the historical, architectural, urban,
morphological and evolutive context of the analyzed center.
To these parameters, some scores will be associated to implement a qualitative assessment and to
define an overall urban vulnerability index. Therefore, the method is developed through cognitive large
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analysis, more or less exhaustive. By compiling a cataloging module on which scores are reported, a
qualitative overall urban vulnerability could be extrapolated. Such a procedure is an expeditious
process, applicable to extended and large contexts.
Because of the variety of data to be collected and the diversity of historical contexts, it is expected an
application of that methodology in two different steps: a first about the districts and a second about the
entire historic center. This analysis’ procedure, that is gradual and divided in phases, allows a clearer
view of different parameters and an analysis on more homogeneous areas, as neighborhoods are.
The systemic analysis, so performed, could identify a hierarchy among the complex units of the
historic settlement (aggregates or districts) in order to understand the performance standards to strive
for the preservation of buildings with historical-cultural and historical-documentary interest. But allows,
finally, to have a general framework for the timing and intervention’s priorities to assign new uses
compatible with the safety requirement and safeguard life.

4.

Conclusions

This is the first part of ongoing experimental investigations which would lead to the quantification of
the highlighted parameters and, finally, to the formulation of an urban vulnerability index.
Preservation of historic buildings is a demanding task, especially in seismic zones, where vulnerable
constructions can suffer severe damages and losses. In order to act consistently and in compliance
with the vast cultural heritage, it is necessary to implement a cognitive process that, through different
surveys, leads to the evaluation of geomorphological features, of the processes of
formation/stratification in buildings, of materials and building techniques. Also, a good knowledge of
formal characters and typologies that make up the stratified fabric, of structural interrelationships
resulting from buildings' aggregation, of the morphology of paths and open spaces is required.
The study so developed implies a methodological approach, that through the intersection of different
and inhomogeneous data, comes to the knowledge of stratified ancient centers related to the seismic
hazard. The basis is a deep and good knowledge of the urban particularities and parameters. As seen,
in fact, the urban vulnerability depends on many factors that may be related to the characteristics of
settlement sites.
The proposed procedure is suitable for several purposes:
- Expeditious analysis to make a classification of more vulnerable city’s parts;
- Expeditious analysis of historical centers to program interventions and to design projects among the
public administrators;
- Expeditious analysis of historical centers for the relocation of public functions in the less vulnerable
and safest areas;
- Evaluation of thinning operations and urban organization;
- Civil protection purposes, particularly for the construction of damage scenarios;
- Increase of the seismic vulnerability data compared to those currently available in Italian towns.
Particularly, about the first three finality of the expeditious analysis, that procedure could be
implemented by most exhaustive analysis to deepen the Knowledge level with structural modelling
(LV2) and interventions design (LV3).
In conclusion, the proposed study aims to extrapolate a methodology that, through expeditious and
knowledge procedures, could give an overall qualitative vulnerability measure. This finality, according
to the recent Italian and European topical legislations, could be pivotal for the conservation and
seismic retrofitting of ancient centers, allowing to generate re-using projects that are compatible with
the seismic safety’s principle. By using a similar study, in fact, more conscious and responsible
interventions could be designed, by considering priorities about the structural reinforcement and the
urban organization. Moreover, being based on the knowledge and the study of the fundamental
characteristics, the project could be respectful of the identity, of the story and, more in general, of the
cultural value of ancient centers, allowing the transmission of their memories to the coming
generations.
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Abstract

If we know anything about Tragedies: disasters, cataclysms, disorders happening in a World that we
believe to be ordered; fires, tsunamis, gales, etc.; it is first and foremost due to the graphical
representations of such events.
Rather than written descriptions, images represent these episodes in a more evident way; and because they are images - these are visually more tangible, more concrete or more impressive to our
memory.
Wittgenstein: “The image is a model of reality.”[1]
However, these images were – from a certain point of view – “dreamt”.
And, they were “dreamt” for, at least, two reasons:
1. A practical reason; through examples:

Fig. 1: XVIII Engraving of Lisbon earthquake.

The image that we presented of the earthquake of 1755 (1st November, 08:00 am) in Lisbon, could not
have been – for obvious reasons – realized in loco; that is, simultaneously to the event of the
earthquake; that is, “in face of the reality of existence”[2].
This representation is, in fact, a “dream” of someone who later represented it; and,
2. A motive of a philosophical order; more vague, but no less evident:
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Nietzsche: “As the philosopher behaves, in the face of the reality of existence, so behaves man,
artistically impressionable, before the reality of the dream; He likes to contemplate, and looks
attentively; [...]. And it is not only the pleasant and joyful images that you experience in yourself with
that unlimited understanding; Also the grave, melancholy, sad, somber, sudden impediments, the
impositions of chance, the anxious hopes; In short, the whole "divine comedy" of life with hell [...] It is a
dream! I want to continue to dream it!”[12]
Keywords: drawing, dream, graphical representation, tragedy.

The “Dreamt” Graphical Representation of Tragedy

If we know anything about Tragedies: disasters, cataclysms, disorders happening in a World that we
believe to be ordered; fires, tsunamis, gales, etc.; it is first and foremost due to the graphical
representations of such events.
Rather than written descriptions, images represent these episodes in a more evident way; and because they are images - these are visually more tangible, more concrete or more impressive to our
memory.
Wittgenstein: “The image is a model of reality.”[1]
However, these images were – from a certain point of view – “dreamt”.
And, they were “dreamt” for, at least, two reasons:
1. A practical reason; through examples:

Fig. 1: XVIII Engraving of Lisbon earthquake.

The image that we presented of the earthquake of 1755 (1st November, 08:00 am) in Lisbon, could not
have been – for obvious reasons – realized in loco; that is, simultaneously to the event of the
earthquake; that is, “in face of the reality of existence”[2].
This representation is, in fact, a “dream” of someone who later represented it.
However it may be, this “dream” shall not be exclusive to the representation of tragedies (of disasters,
cataclysms, disorders, fires, tsunamis, gales, etc.). Other examples of “dreams” exist, be it in Theory
and/or in the History of Image and Representation.
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Fig. 2: XVIII Engraving of Lisbon earthquake, Mateus Sautter (private collection).

Several other examples, concerning the representations of other objects, exist - objects that by being
present or non-present in face of its drawer - were built through this “dreamt” action. To an extent, we
might even say that all representations are “dreamt” (in order to do so, it would suffice to think that
even in representations referred to as “observational”, the fractions of a second it takes for the drawer
to take its eyes from the model in order to almost immediately look towards the surface of its
representation, with the intent of drawing it, will be enough to adulterate - in a dream-like fashion - the
model’s characteristics, thus turning it into something else; it would be beautiful to make an History of
Drawing, Image or Painting, with this sense, instead of believing that the world was really like “this” “this”, meaning, the world was drawn and painted, by artists, exactly as it was).

Fig. 3: XVIII Engraving of Lisbon earthquake (private collection).
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[I know how to draw, and I do; but I know that my drawing, even whilst I’m drawing it, shows a world
which is more that-which-could-be than that-which-is; why?
Because while I draw, I dream. So, I don’t draw the model which is in front of me; rather, I draw the
reality relating to my circumstance, and therefore, through me; in short, I draw my model - be it a nude
body, a house, a tree, in relation to myself. And even if the viewer of my drawing recognises that nude
body, that house or that tree - which he is contemporarily seeing with me while the drawing is being
made - it is only because he is witnessing it re-happening in my drawing, as an image, dreamt by me;
he - the spectator of the figuration - consents himself in my dream and dreams by my side, as if we
were lovers dreaming the same dream.]

Fig. 4: XVIII Engraving of Lisbon earthquake (private collection).

“That nude body, that house or that tree…”
To represent is always to re-presentificate.
And in this representative movement, or of re-presentification: there is a dreamt gesture.
[A dreamt gesture which, hypothetically, and unwillingly(?), wishes to narrate a happening? Which
wishes to tell us, by means of an image, that an earthquake, a fire and a river that turned into a 30
meter wave, a tsunami, ruined almost the entirety of the city of Lisbon in the XVIIIth century?
What does Goya wish to tell us with his maja desnuda?
What does Picasso wish to tell us with his green Gertrude Stein? (note: “To a complaint that his
portrait of Gertrude Stein did not look like her, Picasso is said to have answered, ‘No matter; it
will.’.”[3])
What does an al vif drawing of a lion wish to tell us?
What does the image of a rhinoceros, that never arrived to its destiny in Rome, wish to tell us? - and
despite the fact of its non-arrival, we know it all so well…]
“That nude body, that house or that tree…”
“That trembling city, that wave, that fire, those sinking boats in the Tejo river, that tragedy.”
To represent is always to re-presentificate. But what exactly do we mean?
Is it not commonly accepted - even by the Academy or by the University - that art, through the images
it produces, represents reality? [or, as Wittgenstein would put it, are the images themselves to
propose “models” of/for reality?]
[Models, “yes”; (reliable) representations, “maybe”.]
Let us see what Image and Representation Theories have to say - from an obviously iconoclastic
standpoint:
Groupe μ states: “In the iconic field, […] through transformation, the visual image retains something
from the subject as well as the object. Placing, therefore, the image itself as a mediator between its
producer and its model. To exemplify we can take into consideration the personal styles of the
painters or the stylisation of each school. The transformation affects the global properties of the
structural units.”[4]
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However, the
understood if
expression paradoxically
tragedy.

produced image/expression, which delivers itself to the viewer’s recognition, will only be
the code utilised by the viewer coincides with that of the artist when building that same
this is, after all, the tragedy of art and its maker. It is however, precisely - and
- this same tragedy that nurture both art and artist. No art, nor artist exist without

Fig. 5: XVIII Engraving of Lisbon earthquake (private collection).

Fig. 6: XVIII German Engraving of Lisbon earthquake; Vinkeles and F. Bohn (private collection).

Nowadays, we would say that the rhinoceros that Albrecht Dürer represented through drawing doesn’t
correspond to an actual rhinoceros, or, putting it in another way, Dürer’s representation doesn’t
correspond to our representational expectation of a rhinoceros, “it corresponded to a cultural
description of a rhinoceros which was popularised by medieval bestiaries”[5]. Curiously, this same
drawing will help restrain the representation of the typology ‘rhinoceros’, from the XVIth until the XVIIIth
century, due to the fact that the drawers of this period take Dürer’s drawing as a model, even though
they drew rhinoceros whilst directly observing them: “When Dürer published his famous woodcut of a
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rhinoceros, he did so basing himself on secondhand information, coloured, no doubt, by the
descriptions he had gathered of the most famous of all exotic animals, the dragon with an armoured
body”[6].
Yet another case, would be that of Villard de Honnecourt and his al vif drawing of a lion, also quoted
by Gombrich[6]. Honnecourt inscribes the following in his drawing: “Know that it is drawn from life”.
However, the lion is drawn with base on heraldic imagery and its conventions in the XIIIth century. [8]
We may therefore understand the importance of cultural properties tied to the phenomena within the
definition of objects, and in which way these may be determinant in the convention of iconic rules
which are at the base of representation. Through these examples, which are given merely to illustrate,
we may understand the reach of what Francastel wishes to pass when he talks about referential
elements to intelectual values, previously elaborated and known.
By being changeable throughout time, the icon is, as we’ve seen, a relative entity which conditions the
perception of the phenomenon, as well as the construction and perception of the image - the same
applies for dreamt representations of that trembling city, that wave, that fire, those sinking boats in the
Tejo river, that tragedy.

Fig. 7: XVIII German Engraving of Lisbon earthquake; Markowsky (private collection).

The viewer beholding the image experiences the need to recognise the objects it represents; however,
it seems certain that “the place, the figurative field, is only the base of the image, it doesn’t identify
itself with it. We have, therefore, a whole series of levels: the real object, the figurative object, and the
object of civilisation, all of them belonging to possibilities of intelectual comprehension which are
irreducible between themselves.”[9]
When such image is figurative, it stands to the necessity of recognition, and proposes, within itself,
the objects brought forth to be recognised. However, it may happen, that the spectator feels
unsatisfied by images which are apparently non-figurative or even with those which are over-figurative.
Nevertheless, this dissatisfaction won’t be related as much to the amount of information which is
available through the image, while representation of a certain object or situation; but rather to how
easily the information that is brought forward is read: “Just here, I think, lies the touchstone of realism:
not in quantity of information but in how easy it issues. And this depends upon how stereotyped the
mode of representation is, upon how commonplace the labels and their uses have become.”[10]
And, because of the easiness in which the image is read, we may state, with some certainty, that
realism is relative. For it is determined by the ruling system of representation, or standard - as
Goodman would put it: “Realism is relative, determined by the system of representation standard for a
given culture or person at a given time. Newer or older or alien systems are accounted artificial or
unskilled.”[11]
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“That nude body, that house or that tree…”
“That earthquake, that thirty meter wave which in 1755 broke over medieval and renaissance Lisbon”
– that tragedy that was so represented; so dreamily represented.
To represent is always to re-presentificate. But, the re-presentification is always a “dream” - only a
naive may truly consider that the artists who drew the tragedy were there, representing it in loco,
drawing away with pen on paper, all of it, the earthquake, the fire, and the tsunami; truth of the matter
is, those images of the earthquake, the fire and the tsunami, which took place in Lisbon, on the 1st of
November of 1755, which travelled all throughout Europe and the New-World, were dreamt
imaginations, made in studio, posthumous, already dead, dreamt artistically by the hands and eyes of
its builders.
And this we’ve just said - which is a mere example - may be applicable to all the history of oil painting:
only a naive, who knows not the time it takes for oil to dry on canvas, wood or copper plate, may truly
consider that the painter’s model would stand still for the entirety of time in which the paint would dry
and the painter would finish his portrait.
All drawings and all paintings which speak of battles, storms, rough seas, tragedies, earthquakes and
tsunamis, were “dreamt paintings”, “dreamt drawings” - without mentioning the technique that goes
into an engraving, copper plate and chisel… “dreamt engravings” which crossed the times until today,
to talk to us about the thirty meter wave that crashed into Lisbon in 1755 (to make way to the “new
city”, illuminist, illuminated, structurally “new”, which Voltaire announces in his Candide, ou
l’Optimisme, a few years later in 1759, meanwhile confronting Leibniz… - but that is another subject
altogether, as well as another approach to the representation of tragedy, which we will not go into
now.)
However, if we are now able to imagine those “moments”, those “happenings”, those “tragedies”,
although it may seem paradoxal it is precisely because of those “dreamt images”. Furthermore, as
paradoxically as it may seem: That is good! - because without them, without those representations, we
wouldn’t even be able to imagine these events which make us heirs of that culture which is passed on
via an imagetic heritage.
[Heirs of a heritage“dreamt” by drawers and painters?
Hypothetically: Yes!]
and,
2. A motive of a philosophical order; more vague, but no less evident:
Nietzsche: “As the philosopher behaves, in the face of the reality of existence, so behaves man,
artistically impressionable, before the reality of the dream; He likes to contemplate, and looks
attentively; [...]. And it is not only the pleasant and joyful images that you experience in yourself with
that unlimited understanding; Also the grave, melancholy, sad, somber, sudden impediments, the
impositions of chance, the anxious hopes; In short, the whole "divine comedy" of life with hell [...] It is a
dream! I want to continue to dream it!”[12]
My memory – or, should I say: my individual heritage – of the earthquake on the 1st of November
1755, 8 a.m., is a dream after all!
A “’dream’(-through-images)” that I want to continue dreaming. Otherwise: if that earthquake, if that
day and hour, was not like those dreamed graphical representations – those dreamt images – I saw
and know, what would that tragedy be like, what would that day and that hour be for me?
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Abstract
Friends of Cultural Heritage (FOCUH) located in Istanbul, Turkey celebrated the 10th
anniversary of its establishment by translating “UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbook” from
English into Turkish with its own means in 2016.
The publishing work was crowned with an authorization to use logos of UNESCO Headquarter
and of Turkish National Commission for UNESCO on the publications.
The translated hand books are: 1-Security at Museums, 2-Care and Handling of Manuscripts
3-Documentation of Artefact’s collection, 4-Disaster Risk Management for Museums
5- Handling of Collections in Storage, 6-Securing Heritage of Religious Interest
Those handbooks expose core principles for the six topics of security at museums, securing
heritage of religious interest, disaster risk management for museums, documentation of artefacts’
collections, care and handling of manuscripts and of collections in storage. Those principles are aimed
to guide museums, religious heritage managers, museums experts, security officers, collectors and all
others concerned. There is no doubt that applying those principles is less expensive, yet more
effective than conservation and restoration activities.
In the first part of the paper, all handbooks and the activities realized to ensure the
sustainability and increase public awareness of “UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbook” in
Turkey are summarized. In its second part “Security at Museums”, “Disaster Risk Management for
Museums” and “Securing Heritage of Religious Interest” from “UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection
Handbook” is explained in detail.
Keywords: UNESCO, security, risk, museum, FOCUH

1. Introduction

Friends of Cultural Heritage-FOCUH (Kültürel Mirasın Dostları Derneği-KUMID) was founded
as a voluntary non-governmental organisation in Istanbul in 2006. Among the members and board
members of the association are academics, experts, archaeologists, architects and citizens with
different professions voluntarily working for the purpose of protection of cultural heritage in Turkey and
around the world at times of peace, conflict and risks. FOCUH took roles in European Union (EU)funded projects both as lead applicant and project partner or associate member. The association
organized trainings for its members, presented papers at national and international conferences and
published books. FOCUH has had an institutional member to EUROPA NOSTRA, a Pan European
Federation for Cultural Heritage since 2006 in addition to being a member of the Scientific Committee
of the international “Conference on Archaeology and New Technologies (CHNT) organized in Austria,
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Vienna on annual basis. FOCUH has been elected as a member of the Advisory Board of Historic
Area of Istanbul Site Management Directorate Istanbul – Turkey in January 2017.

2. “UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbook”
2.1 Preparation Phase
It would not be wrong to describe FOCUH as the one and only non-governmental organisation that
perform activities for protection of cultural heritage in Turkey and around the world at times of peace,
conflicts and risks. Below is a list of projects FOCUH has taken part in so far:
“European Union Cultural Heritage Legislation and Turkey Project “(1)
Duration: December 2006-2007
FOCUH: Project Leader
“Experience for Change within the Cultural Heritage Sector Project (exCHange)” (2)
Duration: April 2011-2012
FOCUH: Project Leader
"Scientific Techniques and Risk Management in Museums Project (STERM-Musee)” (3)
Duration: October 2011-2012
FOCUH: Project Partner
“War Free World Heritage Listed Cities” (4)
Duration: 2011-2013
FOCUH: Associate Member of the Project
Looking at the project outputs and feedback from the members working in museums in
Turkey, FOCUH came to realize that there was a need for handbooks containing core knowledge on
topics such as security in museums, disaster risk management, etc., which are issues often ignored in
Turkey. To that end, the association decided that it would either prepare cultural heritage protection
handbooks to be used as reference books by museum officials, security staff and other relevant
sectors working for cultural heritage protection, or instead it would translate similar publications by
international organisations into Turkish.
In 2015, FOCUH Board of Directors asked the members to suggest an activity to celebrate the
association’s tenth anniversary of foundation in 2016. Costs of the activity would be met by the
association’s own means.
Assoc. Prof Dr Mahmut AYDIN, one of the authors of this paper, suggested to translate,
publish and distribute translations of 6 of the Cultural Heritage Protection Handbooks series published
on the website of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO). On
its website (5) UNESCO recommended that the handbooks be translated into various mother tongues.
FOCUH Board Members welcomed the suggestion by Mr Aydın as it matched the association’s
objective as described above. Then works for translation of the Handbooks from English into Turkish
was commenced by FOCUH members under the leadership of Assoc. Prof. Dr Mahmut AYDIN.
Proofreading was also carried out by the members of the association and translated handbooks got
ready for publication.
FOCUH Management notified this activity to the Turkish National Commission for UNESCO
(UTMK), Ankara, Turkey. UTMK officers appreciated the activity and the books were edited once by
UTMK experts. The translation was brought to perfection with the touch of experts. At last, the
publishing work was crowned with an authorization to use logos of UNESCO Headquarter and of
Turkish National Commission for UNESCO.
2.2. Public Awareness
Having a first edition of 1000 copies, UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbooks
translated into Turkish from English (Fig.1) were introduced by FOCUH on March 11, 2016 at a
ceremony in Istanbul Maritime Museum with the participation of an UTMK representative. During the
ceremony handbooks were presented to guests for free.
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Fig.1: UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbooks

Throughout 2016 and for the first quarter of 2017, promotion, awareness raising and free
distribution activities were maintained for translations of UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection
Handbooks”. Thanks to efforts by FOCUH members and under the auspices of officers concerned,
translations of UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbooks were introduced at Mardin Museum,
(Mardin, Turkey), Batman University Rectorate Conference Hall (Batman, Turkey), Dokuz Eylül
University Rectorate Conference Hall (Ġzmir, Turkey) and Sabancı Cultural Centre (Kocaeli, Turkey).
During the meetings bookstands were opened as well.
The most impressing publicity meeting of 2016 was held at IMMIB Erkan Avcı Vocational and
Technical Anatolian High School (Ġstanbul, Turkey). With an audience of some 400 students, the
Summer Time Youth Fest of the school was inaugurated with a seminar on Cultural Heritage,
Protection Methods and UNESCO Cultural Heritage Protection Handbooks.
2.3 Contents - “UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbook”
The handbooks were prepared within the scope UNESCO’s Movable Heritage Outreach
Programme Handbook Series. They appeal to users’ visual memory with attractive yet thoughtprovoking cartoon-like drawings. In general, those handbooks expose core principles for the six topics
of security at museums, securing heritage of religious interest, disaster risk management for
museums, documentation of artefacts’ collections, care and handling of manuscripts and collections in
storage. Those principles are aimed to guide museums, religious heritage managers, museums
experts, security officers, collectors and all others concerned. There is no doubt that applying those
principles is less expensive, yet more effective than conservation and restoration activities.
2.3.1. Book 1 Security at Museums
A detailed account will be provided in the next chapter as the paper is intended for the “Safety”
Session.
2.3.2. Book 2 Care and Handling of Manuscripts
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“Manuscripts, the precious products of our culture, form the first hand sources for the science and arts
communities as they incorporate core knowledge on the era and place of their production in terms of
history, religion, language, philosophy, geography, astrology and physical sciences. Such
manuscripts, the oldest of which can be dated back to 10th century, display pages of some 900-year
history. They rest with libraries and museums dependent on TR Minister of Culture and Tourism as
well as with universities, public and private institutions and organisations, and real people. The
manuscripts, most of which were created in Seljukian and Ottoman eras, bear the impact of languages
used across the vast geography of the Ottoman Empire, covering Asia, Central Europe, North Africa,
Arabian Peninsula and the Ural Mountains”. (6) They are mainly garnished with pictures,
illuminations“.
Intended for manuscript collectors and fanciers as well as for those in charge of public and
private manuscript collections and rare books, this handbook uses drawings to introduce manuscripts
peculiar to the West as well as the ones in Arabic. Then it explains the core principles of care and
handling under the topics “Introduction, Occidental Manuscript, Arabic Manuscript, Library and
Reserve Collection Rooms, Furniture, Book Storage, Handling, Dust Removal, Transport,
Consultation, Display”.(7)
For the reasons explained above, the Cultural Heritage Protection Handbook 2- Care and
Handling of Manuscripts will serve as a reference book for care and handling of rich manuscripts in
our country, in some museums of which manuscripts are still stored together with archaeological
artefacts.
2.3.3. Book 3 “Cultural Heritage Protection Handbook 3-Documentation of Artefacts’ Collection
As it is known, museum objects constitute the foundation for museum activities.
Documentation in museums, in other words inventory-taking, is the acts of producing and recording
any kind of information and document on museum objects throughout the period starting from
acquisition of a museum object and to the abandonment thereof. Documentation is a legal obligation
for those engaged in museum work. It is also applied when an object is moved from one section of the
museum to the other (e.g. taking an object from the display hall to the conservation laboratory).
Documentation is a significant parameter that helps prove the possessor and finder of an object.
This handbook is intended for those responsible for public and private collections along with
collectors and fanciers of artefacts with social, artistic and/or historical value. Recommendations inside
cover the best practices to be implemented insofar as possible. This handbook explains the core
principles covered under the topics of “Introduction, Why Documentation is Important, Documentation
Standards, Describing and Cataloguing Objects, Photographing Objects, Managing Intellectual
Property Rights, Computerized Databases, Objects Entering the Museum, Acquiring and Accessioning
Objects, Borrowing Objects, Location and Movement of Objects, Object Condition Checking Lending
Objects, Disposing of Objects, Objects Leaving Museum” (8).
Like their counterparts around the world, museums in Turkey show ultimate attention to
inventory works. On the other hand the significance of this handbook is recognized considering that,
there was no reverse side photo either in the inventory or anywhere else when the Golden Winged
Seahorse (Hippocampus), one of the most important piece of Karun Treasure, was stolen from Uşak
Museum/Turkey. Therefore this handbook can be considered a reference book for users as it contains
core principles to apply for documentation of museum collections.
2.3.4. Book 4, Disaster Risk Management for Museums
More details will be provided in the next chapter as this paper is intended for the session on
“Safety”.
2.3.5 Book 5, Handling of Collections in Storage
Protection is the core function of a museum.
When preparing architectural plan for a new modern building to be used as museum, attention
is paid to the fact that light, climate, moisture, damp, insects, water pipes, electricity wiring, furniture,
etc. will harm artefacts in exhibition halls and in storage. On the other hand, museum buildings of
today were indeed not constructed for museum purpose. Such kind of museum buildings is created by
converting a historical building into a museum or vacant buildings or warehouses are still used as
museums in Turkey. Although exhibition halls have a spectacular design storage areas do not meet
ideal storage conditions. Given that the storage of museums accommodates 9 times more artefacts
than exhibition halls, storage areas are the “heart and treasure chest of any museum”. For this reason
measures should be taken to store artefacts under ideal conditions.
Cultural Heritage Protection Handbook - Handling of Collections in Storage – 5 explains the
core principles of protection of artefacts in storage under the following topics.(9)
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Chapter 1-Introduction: Storage Area, the Heart of the Museum, Preventive Conservation and
Storage, A Good Storage Area Management, Inventory, Minimum Documentation Standards, Storage
Area Location Codes, Unique Designation of the Museum Storage Area, Involvement of all Museum
Staff, Rules and Regulations for Security and Access, Reducing Threats to Storage Areas such as
Fire, Water, Electricity and Gas Pipes, Security, Biological Agents , Insects, Rodents, MicroOrganisms, to prevent pests, Quarantine
Chapter 2-Collection Storage: Facilities, Factors affecting the Choice of Storage Location, Storage
Room Specifications
Chapter 3-Storage Area Conditions: Climate, Humidity, Temperature, Lighting: Intrusion of Natural
Light, Contaminants
Chapter 4-Storage Furniture : Open and Closed Storage Systems, General Characteristics of Storage,
Furniture, Furniture Materials, Dimensions of Storage Furniture, Aisles, Further Equipment
Chapter 5-Materials for Storage Area: General Considerations, Materials for Short-Term Use, List of
Materials,
Chapter 6-Placing of Objectives in Storage: Classification and Shelving of Objects, Types of
Placement, General Rules, Mounting of Objects, Objects needing Individual Support, Types of
Support, Mounts and Frames,
Chapter 7-Handling and moving the Collection within the Museum: (What does Handling an Object
mean?, Risks of Handling, General Guidelines, Necessity of Staff Training, Support Considerations,
Handling Procedures-Clothing, Gloves, Equipment, New Location, Route, Group, Inspecting Objects,
Picking up Objects, Carrying Objects, Moving the Collection-General Considerations, Trolleys,
Transportation,
Chapter 8-Maintenance: Housekeeping, Typical Cleaning Regime, Dusting of Objects, Inspection and
Monitoring,
“Materials commonly used for storing and transporting objects” are listed on the last pages of the
Handling of Collections in Storage – 5.
2.3.6. Book 6, Securing Heritage of Religious Interest
A detailed account will be provided in the next chapter as the paper is intended for the “Safety”
Session.

3.Safety and UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbook”
In this part “Security at Museums”, “Disaster Risk Management for Museums” and “Securing
Heritage of Religious Interest” from “UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbook” is explained in
detail.
3.1. Security in Museum – 1
Security has become a notion of utmost importance in all areas. It is as inevitable for
museums as for a country, city, place and airport. Security in museums covers the interiors and
exteriors of museum building, exhibition halls, and artefacts exhibited, storehouses, artefacts therein
along with visitors and staff. Security in museum is guaranteed by qualified security guards employed.
In addition, manual, physical and digital security tools and measures are used. In today’s world,
technology and especially information technologies play an essential role for security in museums.
Advanced technology prevents waste of time and ensures faster access to data. Those facilities help
decision makers make effective and quick decisions for intervention.
UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbook - Security in Museum – 1 formulates core
principles to be applied by security staff working at night and day when providing security with manual,
physical and digital tools (10). As is stated in the introduction part of the handbook, it should be kept in
mind that instructions disclosed by a curator or other museum staff in charge takes precedence over
those inside the handbook. Security staff should always count on their experience, decision and skills
to overcome extraordinary incidents or unexpected situations.
It is understood from the handbook that security in museum may never be interrupted and also
that security staff should watch for a missing artefact during day-night shift (an artefact could have
been taken to a restoration laboratory at daytime), and systematically, carefully, calmly and politely
monitor the windows, doors, locks, keys, water pipes, electricity wiring, garbage, fire extinction
installation and equipment, burn-out light bulbs, first aid cabinets, loading-unloading works, video
camera systems, emergency exit routes and doors, interior and exterior phones, visitors, their clothes
and behaviours and undesired activities close to the museum even if outside (e.g. the homeless trying
to get warm by making a fire).
We also learn from the handbook that it is security guards’ primary duty to protect the museum
itself and those guards are not tourist guides and, when faced questions from visitors, should give
information on only the museum building itself and rules that apply.
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For the reasons cited above, FOCUH invited security officials and staff of museums to the
publicity meetings on handbooks held across Turkey.
Finally, a recent incident at a Taiwan museum proves the importance of the following core
principles described on the pages 29-30 of the handbook, respectively.
As can be remembered, students visited an arts gallery in Taipei, Taiwan on September 15,
2015 in a school trip. They walked around the gallery in company with their teacher seeing artefacts
among which were priceless paintings. A student with a can of drink in hand lost his balance while
passing by a painting known to cost 1.5 million dollars. Instinctively he held the wall, indeed the
painting, to support himself. And the foregone conclusion. In the end the painting, which was
conserved in the best state for centuries, came to a permanent damage within seconds (11).
3.2. Disaster Risk Management for Museums – 4
As is known, natural disasters (earthquake, flood, tsunami, air pollution, etc.) and man-made
ones (war, armed conflicts, terrorism, civil disturbance, etc.) have cost people’s life and infrastructural
collapses in recent years. Such disasters make it harder to protect museum. Such disasters cause
irreversible destruction on museum collections, make them subject to theft, plunder and illegal
trafficking. In the end, such actions erase communities’ heritage and historical memory.
At this point, it should be noted that Turkey, being located on active seismic belts, face
devastating earthquakes and floods due to changing climate conditions. On October 23, 2011, an
earthquake hit Van, Erciş District followed by another one in Van City Centrum on November 9, 2011.
As no measures had been taken after the first earthquake, the second one caused serious damage
not only to Van Museum and but also the artefacts it accommodated. (Fig. 3)

Fig.3: Van Museum after earthquake in 2011 – Artefacts (Photo by AYDIN Mahmut)

Aiming to prevent air attacks, Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), a terrorist organisation in
Iraq neighbouring Turkey, launched an attack on a sulphur facility in Musul on September 26, 2016.
The attack resulted in emission of poisonous gas. Then NASA released a map showing that
poisonous gas was heading towards Turkey. A newsbreak forecast rainfall in southern part of our
country within upcoming days and warned that the poisonous gas had a risk of acid rain. The
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expected rain fell in the South-eastern Anatolia. Mahmut Aydın, co-author of this paper, documented it
with photos in Batman, Turkey (Fig.5). As a result it was the first time that acid rain became an issue
that was talked over with anxiety.

Fig.5: Possible acid rain and Batman Museum’s Garden in 2016 (Photo by AYDIN Mahmut)

Natural disasters in recent years such as Great Hanshin Earthquake of 1995, Marmara
Earthquake of 1999, Hurricane Katrina of 2005 and Sri Lanka Tsunami of 2009, Chili Earthquake of
2010, Haiti Earthquake and Pakistan Floods, Tohoku Earthquake of 2011 and Nepal Earthquake of
2015 had brought losses for humans, environment and cultural heritage.
“By a resolution of the United Nations General Assembly, the International Day for Natural
Disaster Reduction was designated for the first time in 1989 with a view to promote a global culture of
natural disaster reduction, including prevention, mitigation and preparedness. Held every 13 October,
the day encourages cooperation between all the citizens and public institutions and organisations in
order for a society and country that are more resistant to natural disasters” (12).
Worried by the fact that natural disasters posed a serious threat for cultural properties in the
second of the 20th century, many institutions working in the field embarked on a quest of measures in
1974. As a result of efforts made since 1974, United Nations organized the World Conference on
Disaster Reduction in Kobe Hyogo, Japan in 2006 for the period of (2005-2015) with the participation
of relevant experts. (13). In 2013, United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR) was
founded and began providing trainings. (14). United Nations World Conference on Disaster Reduction
was held in Sendai, Japan from March 14 to 18, 2015. Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction
was accepted for the period of 2015-2030. (15) This history shows us that notions of disaster risk
reduction/disaster risk management have their foundations laid in recent history
In recent years a Project was conducted in Turkey on risk management and outcomes
produced were published both in Turkish and English. The Leader of the Project was the Museum of
Anatolian Civilizations, Ankara, Turkey (MAC) whereas the International Commission of Museums
(ICOM) Paris, France and the Friends of Cultural Heritage (FOCUH) Ġstanbul, Turkey were the Project
partners. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) took part in the Project as associate
member of the Project to train the trainees on Scientific Technics in Museum. Co-funded by the EU,
the “Project for Scientific Techniques and Risk Management in Museums” (STERM-MUSEE) was
carried out for one year from November 2011 to 2012. Within the scope of STERM-Musee, experts
from ICOM and UNESCO gave a 3-day training on risk management in museum to 15 experts; in
other words staff members from MAC (3 persons), FOCUH members (4 persons), experts from
Macedonia (6 persons), staff members from a private museum (1 person) and Fire Department of
Ankara Metropolitan Municipality (1 person).” In addition, a conference was organized with the title
“Risk Management in Museums”, conclusions of which were published both in English and Turkish
(16).
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In the lights of those realities, “A perfect reference book for all countries”, UNESCO-Cultural
Heritage Protection Handbook - Disaster Risk Management for Museums – 4 describes disaster risk
management principles for museums in a plain language under the topics below:
Introduction, First Steps in the Risk Management Process (First steps) , Risks from location –
Geological (Geological; Geographical, Meteorological, Structural) Maintenance, Documentations,
Signs and Maps, Communication, Ways of Communicating and Issues to Consider (Introduction,
Audible Communication, Visual Communication, Physical Communication) External Communication,
Professional Best Practices, Personal Priorities, Emergency Preparedness, Establishing a Response
Network, Training, (Approach to Training) Basic Steps Toward Risk Education, Monitoring.
The purpose of the handbook is to guide museums staff throughout the circle of awareness
raising, disaster and emergency planning, communication and mitigation of risk of damage to cultural
heritage in emergencies” (17).
Primary lessons learnt from the handbook are as follows:
 Protecting the human (staff and visitors) is the first priority and protection of collections must
be planned only after issues of safety of life have been resolved (or planned for).
 An intra-family communication line must be established for staff before an emergency occurs.
We consider foregoing two topics as the most important lessons learnt from the handbook. We do
so because when we as FOCUH mention protection of cultural heritage in disasters in public we face
protests asking why to protect-save cultural heritage instead of people? Therefore this handbook is not
only a reference book for FOCUH but also forms a basis in Turkish for the argument put forward by
FOCUH.
The handbook makes it clear that museum inventory is essential and if possible, should be kept
outside the museum building to prevent the risk of inaccessibility during a possible disaster.
In addition to the above, following lessons are deduced from the handbook for risk management
planning in natural disasters:
 Risk management plan should be made in consideration of the number of staff and visitors;
 Possible risks (earthquake, flood, volcanic eruption, etc.) should be determined, previous
natural events should be learnt about along with risks they posed;
 Positions of artefacts exhibited, windows, doors, locks, keys, water pipes, electricity wiring, fire
extinction installation and equipment, video camera systems, emergency exit routes and
doors, direction signs and maps, etc. should be checked, kept sound and in working order all
the time;
 Building and installation designs, list and contact details of employees, details and contacts of
material providers and of emergency action institutions in addition to inventory records of
artefacts in exhibition and in storage, lending information, photograph records and insurance
information should be kept up-to-date all the time, and one copy of each should be stored
outside the museum building, if possible;
 All means of communication (siren, whistle, torch, social media, posthitis, direction signs,
barriers of different types, museum staff guiding in a polite but decisive way, press and public
relations representative, press releases, etc.) should be exploited given that effective
communication is a fundamental component of risk management principles and of methods
promoting security;
 An Emergency and Disaster Planning should be done in cooperation with the staff assigned
under an organizational chart that has been formed with the participation of museum
personnel;
 Museum staff and other officers (security guard, cleaning worker) should receive fundamental
training defined in the Emergency and Disaster Plan;
 Joint and sustainable drills should be conducted based on possible risk scenarios built with
the participation of museum staff and that of relevant institutions (fire brigade, search and
rescue);
 Measures to be taken and trainings planned within the scope of the Emergency and Disaster
Planning should be monitored and kept updated continuously.
3.3. Securing Heritage of Religious Interest – 6
Heritage of religious interest such as mosques, tombs, churches, synagogues, temples..etc
are used by clergymen and congregants/believers, in short by congregation and managers. Heritage
of religious interest may feature or accommodate tile panels, manuscript religious books, rugs, and
candlesticks made of precious stones, etc. Despite this, they are so vulnerable and frequently subject
to malevolent actions like theft and looting.
To give an example from Turkey, there is often news on theft of shoes, bags or similar
personal belongings of congregation who have visited mosques. And what is more saddening is that
we often hear about theft of precious Ġznik tile panels, valuable rugs, manuscript Quran and sacred
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relics from mosques. Such examples prove the necessity of protecting heritage of religious interest.
Simple yet deterrent measures are available in UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbook Securing Heritage of Religious Interest – 6. This is the reason why FOCUH invited the responsible
persons for heritage of religious interest in Turkey to meetings held for introducing the handbooks.
As stated in the part of the Introduction “this handbook is intended for all people (religious
figures, the faithful, managers and owners) who are in contact with heritage of religious interest and
wish to protect it more effectively from malicious acts (theft, vandalism, intrusion, even arson and
terrorism). It contains general advice, applicable to places of worship of various kinds and of different
denominations, which is practiced in most cases. However, as each site of religious interest has its
own characteristics, some measures recommended cannot be adapted in all cases. Heritage of
religious interest is often very vulnerable. It is nevertheless always possible to protect this heritage
more effectively from prejudicial acts.”(18)
UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbook - Securing Heritage of Religious Interest – 6
explains core principles for protecting heritage of cultural interest under the following topics:
Introduction, A Crucial Prerequisite, the Inventory, Measures, Required to Ensure the Security
of a Site, Site Management Measures, Physical Protection of the Site, Physical Protection of Items
Simple and Drastic Measures, Complimentary Electronic Protection of the Site and Its Items, Video
Surveillance, What To Do in the Event of Theft? Conclusions,
The handbook makes it clear once again that inventory holding is crucial. It also attaches
importance to the following subjects:
 Protection measures should be developed to make things harder for burglars and deter them;
 Before taking those measures, the building at hand should be observed from a burglar’s point
of view;
 Arrangements should be made to give the impression that there are many visitors on the spot
and the place is not abandoned at all (e.g. music may be playing);
 Plants close to the building should be prevented from over-growing and the surrounding area
should not be left deserted;
 Visitors should be allowed to use one exit only, preferably one that officers can monitor;
 Objects inside should be placed in a way that makes them invisible from outside;
 More attention should be paid when there is an undergoing work and there is a working
scaffold inside the building, in addition, at times of fest holidays, on new year’s day, during
championship final matches and such big events;
 Windows, doors, keys, locks, water pipes, electricity wiring, litter bins, fire extinction
installation and video camera systems should be kept in safe and checked regularly.
4. Recommendations
It is recommended that a piece be photographed from every angle and information on its
weight, diameter, etc. should be recorded. Important though it is, such measures are not sufficient. For
instance, weight of the Golden Winged Seahorse of the Karun Treasure changed after it was replaced
with a fake one because stones at its tips were taken out and then fitted onto the fake one. Its
diameter might have changed too as its needle was broken during moulding. That example shows that
some physical features may change when artefacts are substituted with fake ones. Therefore,
UNESCO’s documentation criteria should be updated in light of the current technology.
1. In that regard, Dr Mahmut AYDIN suggests that chemical compositions of artefacts should be
determined with non-destructive archaeometric tools, and results should be kept somewhere
independent. This way, checking the chemical composition will make it possible to understand
if an object has been replaced or not. If the object has been stolen and then found we may
run chemical composition analysis on it, compare the results with the previous ones and see if
the object found is actually the one that has been stolen.
Additionally;
1. Before they start working, security staff and cleaning personnel should certainly be trained on
safety in the museum as well as artefact-museum cleaning.
2. Security and cleaning staff lacking such previous training should receive basic trainings
required.
3. Such trainings should be updated and reiterated periodically.
4. Such training should make use of UNESCO-Cultural Heritage Protection Handbooks in
addition to specific guidelines of the museum concerned.
5. Those handbooks should be translated into various mother tongues as UNESCO
recommends.
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Abstract
The subject of this research is the evolutionary discontinuity between Architecture and Ship that is
detectable where there is a temporal and dimensional shift between the two poles. On one hand, in
fact, you may experience a strong dimensional continuity with the historical buildings while on the
other it is possible to observe, especially in recent decades, an increasing gigantism that generates
absolutely ‘out of scale vessels’ compared to the architectural references.
This gap opens the way to further studies on logistic and perceptive consequences, aiming at
achieving a number of reflections on the changing images of our towns and on any potential
consequences, even very serious as it has unfortunately already happened in some Mediterranean
ports. The research is organized following different levels: the first examines the collection of graphic
repertoire as the object of this study, identifying the categories and types of prevalent architectural
organism in the chosen area, in order to define some architectural and urbanistic models and their
prevalent declinations, above all especially inside the context of Mediterranean and Italian harbours.
Then the research analyzes the evolution in the naval fields from a dimensional and formal point of
view.
Finally, the research consists of a critical reading of cases in which any logistics, functional and
morphological discontinuity may become critical within the reading of the perception and image of an
urban setting.

Keywords: Perception, image, harbour, town, ship

1

Foreword

Looking at the evolution of many forms of architecture and large vessels we can see, over the last 20
years, a deep analogy in dimensional terms. It is possible, in fact, to underline a clear trend towards
'gigantism', ever more insistent. The consequent result is that in many contexts this evolution, when it
is not evolved in parallel, creates dimensional contrasts that are far more evident than those related to
the evolution of a mere architectural or technical language. In the specific context of many port areas,
especially in the Mediterranean, this development has not progressed in parallel, or both in
architectural and naval terms, but has thus giving rise to imbalance phenomena that sometimes,
unfortunately, have had serious consequences not only on the perception of the town, but also about
practical and logistical environment with, sometimes, tragic consequences
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Fig. 1: Comparison among the dimensional evolution for sky scrapers an containers ships in last decades.

2

The Italian ports and industrialization of the last two centuries

Almost all the ports of the Mediterranean and especially the Italian ones, have very ancient origins,
sometimes pre-Roman ones, and developed mainly in areas where the natural morphology well suited
to the realization of a safe harbors, often constituting, just the old and original nucleus around which,
over the centuries, a true urban center developed.
In fact there are many cities that still show the oldest urban part around the site of what was the
original port area. It is precisely in the civilizations on the shores of the Mediterranean that we can
understand what their mercantile activities were and how, depending on them, it was possible to build
a wide city [1] carefully choosing the location to situate it.
Although many of these ports have very ancient origins, their forms and their organizations remained
substantially unchanged until when the evolution of the vessels that moored within them, underwent a
substantial evolution.

2
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Fig. 2: Maritime terminals in Genoa (1930 - Genio civile), Naples (1936 - C. Bezzani), Trieste (1930 – G.
Zamattio, U. Nordio).

Up to 1492 the ships of the coastal regions considered the Mediterranean sea as their referential
water surface. Therefore there was little need to reach considerable sizes. Later on the large galleons
that had to be able to face the Oceans were depending on the sail propulsion. So their direct landing
to the harbour internal piers [2] became consequently rare but that could be arranged either by
equipping large deep basins or by building them in existing ports.
These two considerations make it easy to understand why, under a system of centuries, the
substantially rare mutations of the naval means have guaranteed the gradual and physiological growth
of the towns around them, thanks to the efficiency of the ports.
The real substantial changes began with the advent of industrialization and the consequent possibility
of having vessels with mechanical propulsion. Iron studded hulls, coal and later on oil engines,
revolutionized the marine world and therefore the ports necessary for the landings.
Shortly we could say that the expansion of routes and the availability of technology for speed and
capacity increasing, have substantially contributed to the growth in size of ships and to the need to
create appropriate structures for the logistical aspects related to them. In the XIX c. and in the first
part of XX c. the most important harbors were equipped with maritime stations for passenger transport
management - quickly developed as a result of the extraordinary success of the first and second
generation liners, originated first by the migration flows and subsequently by tourism, from one
continent to another.
Obviously the handling of incoming goods, in larger and larger quantities, gave birth the creation of
facilities for the handling of goods, arriving and departing from the dry land and contributed to the
change of port connotations.
Even nowadays it is possible to discover the original structures of this period and it is necessary to
highlight the substantial formal continuity with the architectural language of the surroundings, allowing
them to combine innovative aspects with formal continuity: Genoa, Trieste, Naples, still have traces of
this happy relation among towns and seas [3].

Fig. 3: Comparison between the Titanic (1911) and the Oasis of the Seas (2008). It is evident the dimensional
passage of scale. The improvement is not only about the length but about the complete volumes.
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3

Containerships and Cruise vessels : forms and dimensions of the last 30 years

The analysis of the urban developments in many towns, with the obvious distinctions among the
Mediterranean and overseas realities, shows how these, even when moved with the aim to adapt
their waterfront to contemporary needs, unfortunately have not been always able to carry out
interventions that really and effectively changed the nature and above all the sizes of the port area,
because they didn’t take into account the actual developments in the maritime sector.
At the end of the ‘80s, the sea debate was directed to infrastructure planning that started from the
assumption that the merchant container ships would arrive in the future at a capacity of about 4-5,000
containers.
Today we have to consider different vessels whose capacity is of about 20,000 containers. That’s why,
as mentioned, in port areas such as in China, Japan, America, but also the Netherlands or Germany,
infrastructures have undergone a very rapid and massive evolution, managing to keep up with the
design acceleration of the reference vessels.
By its very nature a ship is intended to move, but this prerogative creates serious inadequacy
dimensional situations where the poles of origin and arrival are not congruent with each other.
Similarly, this consideration can be made for cruise ships that now, thanks to their volumes, have
arrived to carry up to 6,000 people.
We must take into account that, in our seas, the preferred destinations are still those historical towns
that traditionally for centuries have been hosting sailors and ships from around the world and whose
charm consists in still being closer to their original shape, medieval and even earlier, suffice it to think
of Venezia.

4
Historical and modern vessels Spaces: the iconography of a dimensional,
perceptive and functional dystonia.
The clearly recognizable dystonia among vessels and context creates a series of images with a strong
visual impact: the photographic collection, for example, of the largest cruise ships in transit just in front
of Piazza San Marco, is not only a reference to the Italian liners of the 60s, seen as an icon of our
‘made in Italy’ overseas, but nowadays it has also an even more impactful value precisely because of
the apparent contrast. It is as if the presence of certain vessels aimed at setting up a challenge, until
recently considered impossible, with respect to a context with a clear fragility.
Moreover, the naval iconography and in particular precisely the liners’own has always tried to
emphasize the ‘show’ also due to their dimensions [4].
Similarly, even without the search for a specific symbolic aim, the images of merchant ships in
medieval ports give rise to perceptive considerations that are quite similar. It is also important to
consider how this hazardous manoeuvre, even if charming, logistically speaking has unfortunately
had, and may still have, dramatic consequences [5].
There is also no doubt that the size of these ships may face severe difficulties in the management of
operations within a stretch of water totally inadequate for their needs. Analogously the modern
instrumental ability to manage complex movements can not be an absolute guarantee to avoid
consequences of possible accidents or mistakes.
For instance the events that took place in the port of Genoa can but emphasize the drama of the
actual consequences due to the collision of the cargoship Jolly Nero with the Pilots Tower, where 9
people were killed. In this event the ship passed through a channel whose design dates back to more
than 60 years ago.
This instance doesn’t want not to enter the dynamics of that tragic event, but rather to advance the
reflections of an ongoing trend and the actual formal conditions determining its perception.

4
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Fig. 4: Cruise ships area in Hong Kong and in Miami harbour. The dimension of the terminal and of the
manouvring area are proportional to the vessels.

Fig. 5: Cruise ships affiches at the beginning of XX century. The image is always focused on emphasizing the
dimension and the powerfull identity of the ship.

5

What prospects for the future: redesigning routes, landings and skylines

Beyond the charm that certain contrasts can determine and emphasizing the spectacular aspects of
certain naval means, just because of the forced passage of scale, it is necessary to introduce a
meditation on the possibility of combining spaces, which by their nature cannot be changed such as
precisely the historical ports, with vessels that we can think are likely to get an even bigger future [6].
From a certain point of view the countries producing certain types of ships have already done a
substantial relocation of the delegate areas: suffice it to think about the American solutions in the port
of Miami, or the new Maritime Terminal in Hong Kong.
Here the structures for safely passenger reception and to ship traffic have been created, of course to
provide a network of services that can overcome the distance of these structures from the real
centers. However, it seems obvious that these solutions can not always be realized in all the
Mediterranean coasts concerned about this phenomenon [7].
And then it can be particularly interesting to analyze what happened in the distant past when it was
necessary to address the issue of large ships (such as the Spanish galleons and British ships) within
reduced areas of water. Those ships, in fact, very rarely had direct access to the docks, but remained
at anchor within protected areas and made every exchange with the mainland by means of small
vessels. In this sense recent researches [8], at national and international levels, have been carried on,
dealing with the study of auxiliary vessels and allowing a new conception of passengers, handled in
accordance with the needs of low pollution, speed and flexibility compatible with the realities of ports
with even particularly reduced dimensions.
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Fig. 6 (a-b-c): Cruise ship in Savona, Venice and in Genoa harbour. The historical areas create a bold contrast
with the image of the ships.

Fig. 7: A Cruise ship in Genoa, near the terminal, view taken from The Palazzo del Principe. It is evident the
proportional gap between ship and architecture.

6
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Fig. 8-9: The Pilot Tower (on the left) and the cargo ship Jolly Nero (after the disaster). In the first picture we can
see the new tower and the ancient one, this one remained without damages.
Fig. 10: The disaster of 7 th may 2013, when the Motor Ship Jolly Nero crushed against the Pilots Tower. 9
people lost their lifes.
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Abstract
Resilience as the ability to return to one’s initial state after a disturbance that altered it, with the
contribute of different factors, either natural or manmade.
So, you can define the catastrophe as a natural phenomenon and a disaster as a man-made
phenomenon (see. The Charter of Rome on the Resilience of Art Cities to natural catastrophes of the
InterAcademy Partnership). Consequently, the balance recovery may be natural or anthropogenic;
Here, we deal with the human activities.
The ROLE OF REPRESENTATION, understood in all its forms, is the ability to highlight, transcribe,
interpret and communicate contemporary signs, traces of the past for works overcoming the crisis and
for the possible keeping of the memory.
THE ROLE OF THE HISTORICAL AND PROCEDURAL TYPOLOGY is given by the ability to use the
marks and transcripts of representation in order to read, understand and develop ideas and projects
leading to rebalancing acts.
Representation and historical-trial typology are a fundamental binomial to read space, in order to form
a virtuous process of widespread knowledge of possible crisis phenomena and the prefiguration of
possible and appropriate human intervention, especially future, identifying the attitude of a place as a
necessary condition to draw any operational and solving suggestions of possible crises; the correct
action in the above described situations can, thus, lead to conscious remedial actions of recovering or
acceptance, to recover or accepte the changes.
Keywords: Representation, typology, critical reading

1.

Introduction

From the short premises of the opening, a reasoning can descend, trying to connect the
anthropogenic causes of resilience to possible revisions or containment solutions, the acceptance of
the results or, on the contrary, the restoration of the previous status; here it will be only to reason
about human interventions, that is of “disasters", according to the cataloguing and the short list made
in the Charter of Rome on the Resilience of Art Cities to natural catastrophes [1].
The human intervention within the territory –either already established or only covered- substantially
moves according to two directions: on one side there are the building interventions, at various levels
and sequences of realization, on the other hand the destructive interventions; one could speak of
anthropization with potentially positive valence, in the former case, and anthropization with potentially
negative valence, in the latter.
"Potentially," because the valence of the intervention is not only linked to the increase or decrease
gesture, but also – and perhaps even more - to the aim of such a gesture; in this regard it is
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sufficient to think of two borderline cases, which are represented by the excess of urbanization
or overstructuring inside existing buildings and to the demolition of semi-abandoned elements, ruined
because of wars or needing remediation.
It is in fact evident that an excess of urban or structural loading not only can’t be considered as
positive, but can lead to really disastrous consequences at multiple levels, while, on the contrary, the
demolition for reclamation purposes -as is the case for structures with asbestos- or reconstitution of a
building tissue – as it still takes place today in the areas subject to bombardment and never renewed
or permanently deleted- can but bring undoubted advantage to the context, with at least the reduction
of the degradation that always accompanies the individual structures or the abandoned parts of cities.

2.

Representation, historical and procedural typology

These short remarks have the inevitable consequence to let us understand how we face human
interventions that need to be carefully evaluated, regardless of their "label"; but, then, what can the
guidelines be in order to read and understand the disturbances that have altered a previous state of
balance and what are the possible contributions to resilience?
As mentioned in the opening, two elements are certainly detectable and we will try, here, to
understand their role and importance, as well as the bond of reciprocity: the representation, on one
side, and the historical-case type, on the other.
First of all, representation, deliberately identified as such and not as survey or drawing: speaking of
representation means, in fact, in its first meaning, to deal with the activity and operation of
representing with figures, signs and sensitive symbols , or by means of various processes, also not
material ones, the objects or aspects of reality, facts and abstract values, and what is so represented
[2]; but, specifically, in the technical design and cartography, it is the graphic reproduction, carried out
on a reduced scale and with conventional signs and various symbols of objects, regions and
geographical areas, various entities, or of their particular elements and in mathematics it is the
visualization by drawing (or graph or diagram) of a function in one or more variables, mirroring the
pattern of a phenomenon, and the graphic itself.
And if just from these early indications it already appears evident the multiplicity of facets that lead to
an equal visual of the term meanings, even more the matter is divided, when the abstract [3], artistic
[4] or legal [5] meaning is examined.. The common aspects, that must be emphasized, are those given
by the possibility to evidence (also in the metaphorical sense of introducing) the elements considered
essential for reading and the subsequent understanding of the examined matter and, in particular,
therefore, of the built and of the environment around us, from time to time by means of a fit visual
language, which is believed to be the best for the intended purpose in that context.
This means, therefore, to recognize to representation a pivotal role in the treatment of resilience
phenomena due to the work of man, since the ability to understand them also passes through their
visualization, with the consequent possibility of analysis, comparison and propositive synthesis: as
already mentioned, the possibility to highlight, transcribe, interpret and communicate contemporary
signs, traces of the past in support of measures to overcome the crisis and to eventually keep the
memory of what was and / or what it is. And the instruments are certainly ‘design’, survey, but also
computer graphics, photography, video, virtual reality and augmented reality, up to the last stage of
spreading and dissemination of results, that invades the sphere of communication and which it is
essential to the network and social support.
Now the historical and procedural type [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] is dealt with: the precise meaning of a more
general typological indication, which can be defined as a Subdivision, distribution and classification of
a multiplicity of individuals, objects, events, items and factors, homogeneous or similar, in groups
characterized by belonging to certain formal and functional types, or at least the possibility to be led
to many types [11], has its roots precisely in the folds of those second and third meanings of the term
"representation ", ie the relationship between what is known and physically perceived and mental
processing.
Unlike tout court typology, which has its high expressions in positivism, in the guides or in
experimentation, the historical and procedural typology directly links the concepts of space and time,
reasoning on the idea that in a given historical moment and in a certain civil team there may be a
spontaneous or critical idea of a house, which is the product of previous building experiences; this
means to be aware that the process of edificatory building is part of a continuum, where you can go
back over the various stages through a documented knowledge that is perceived partly instinctivly,
partly critically [12, 13].
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As an example, suffice it to think of what nowadays, for us as urban residents, is the concept of
building type: certainly in the interpretation linked to the "spontaneous" conscience the building type
coincides with the image of a flat, an apartment, which is the common residence of inhabitants of a
town, while at the level of mediated information, it is equally clear – above all for those who are in
contact with the so-called historic centers – how the apartment too is an updated version of living,
changed through undefined steps.
Typology as an "a priori synthesis", therefore, not as a result of surveys and "a posteriori" readings,
but as a result of countless details that exist "upstream" of designing and building. It cannot be
avoided noting how such an approach involves a connection with what surrounds us-whether it is a
settled territory or only covered- based on the consciousness that Man is placed in a context, that he
can dominate and modify, even forcedly, but always with the understanding of a limit that can’t be
exceeded; a limit beyond which he undergoes possible phenomena of resilience, which tend to cancel
the effects of the excess.
There are numerous examples and conclusions, often very different: excessive overbuilding or not
correct for the site, which have deranged the territory causing real disasters; settlements "out of
scale", which led to environmental degradation and social imbalances with the community; out of
scale interventions, punctual or distributed, that needed to be polarities of excellence, but have not
paid attention to the actual state of the surroundings, little or just never really integrated and,
therefore, abandoned or not maintained and so on.

Fig. 1: Genoa, buildings on a unsuitable site, which led in time to the disaster of a collapse and the subsequent
need to remedy, reinforcing the wall on top of which the buildings are built.
Fig. 2: The topography of the city of Genoa led to realize part of the expansion, made during XIX cent,
perpendicularly to the level curves, in order to obtain straights with a considerable dimensional continuity.

Here lies the value of historical and procedural typology in solving the problem of resilience or, more
correctly, in the prevention of resilience. And here also lies the certainty that a critical consciousness is
necessary to all scales of building works, from the territory up to the individual building, whether
residential, or specialized, related to the function and / or to representativity.
From what has been expressed, it is clear that the bond between the two described components -the
representation and historical-processual typology is really strong, since the latter feeds the former,
without which it would not be possible to express these meanings in a critical, lucid and complete way.
And always dealing with the problem of resilience, it is still worth noting how the scale of intervention
that mostly require critical reading and awareness is that of the territory, starting from the lowest level
of urbanization of areas of settlements, infrastructural and productive: in such cases, in fact, the risks
of resilience are commensurated with the possible disasters induced by a poor, erroneous or absent
critical reading of the premises of that certain environment, with often devastating consequences. For
instance, suffice it to think about the instabilities that those buildings, edificated on unsuitable soils,
with significant forcings from a technical and technological point of view, have produced or to think
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about the realization of infrastructural works torn off from the experience of the past, then "rejected"
by the environment itself; nowadays, of course the legislation tends to regulate, in a rigid manner, and
to limit the possibility of a-critical operations, nevertheless they are still many cases of possible
resiliences on intervents of the past, not properly remote.

3.

Critical reading

Fig. 3: Genoa, exemplification of a critical reading of the possible crisis elements at various levels within a part of
building made in the expansion zone.

Combining the representation of the preparation of maps leading the reading of a ‘status quo’
parameterized to the "life" of the surroundings and the consequent previous experiences undoubtedly
allows a greater chance of envisaging signs of resilience and effective early interventions.
We want here to quote a track, which will serve as an input to subsequent studies and research,
drawn up in Genoa by a group of teachers of the representation area (Annamaria Parodi, M.Linda
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Falcidieno, Raffaella Patrone, Carlo Garuti, Fabrizio d’Angelo e M. Monica Amore), with phd thesis
too, and is based on the possibility to recognize, in design, survey, computerization and in the critical
reading of the collected data, together with the historical and procedural typology, a "new" road,
development and maintenance of insights that in many occasions have appeared in Genoese works
on the subject of degradation.
In Genoa, in fact, the risk of episodes of resilience are still nowadays very present, starting from the
old subject of floodings in the covered areas of the rivers with occasional capacity, to continue with the
weaknesses of the entire built-up areas of excessive gradients; the ideas are, unfortunately, many and
so far the answers are not always completely effective.
The proposed theme starts, as always, from an accurate survey of the existing works and from the
drafting of cards, firstly made of paper and later on digitalized- allowing a critical and a continuous
update of what is happening in a given environment.
The steps provided to define the cognitive process are: the necessary localization and perimetration
of the study by means of maps drawn according to the pertaining scale of the object under
investigation; targeted photographic and possibly video campaign; the preparation and compilation of
a summary card; the final drafting of a short technical card.
For what concerns the first two phases, the contents and transcription means are certainly
immediately deducible and usual; here all that matters is to underline how the editing of possible
videos is a very useful tool, for instance when you want to witness a crisis situation at any level, which
is repeated during a given period, even with different meanings. Weather warnings are a case in point
in the study of possible flooding forecasts with varying intensities, depending on the strength of the
precipitation, but also on the p places that may probably suffer that damage; visually testifying natural
events and their consequences on certain anthropic phenomena with the possibility of immediate
comparisons shows in a very effective manner the link among the same cause (the weather
precipitation) and the different effects (a context more or less able to receive and absorb the anomaly).
From a careful analysis of the data it will be possible to obtain more valuable indications about the
resilience and possibilities related to the relationship between the critical phenomenon and human
intervention; the more the anthropic act will have neither forced, nor gone against the natural situation,
the less permanent damage and traumatic changes will take place.
On the contrary an approach to the preparation of the card is to put in direct relation the components
of the town and the aspects of a possible critical degradation; in this sense, it is compulsory first to
divide the anthropization into the essential aspects, that is built-up areas, open areas and distances
[14, 15, 16]. In turn, the built-up areas will be divided into residential areas and areas with specialized
destinations, be it productive, of aggregation, representation, celebration of worship; the uncovered
areas be they public and private, whether they are used as green and / or equipped; finally, the road
net, articulated in relation to fruition, pedestrian and vehicle. For this last point, a further consideration
must be made on how, as for the pedestrian traffic the essential characteristic is to have a
differentiation among main and secondary routes, while as for the vehicular one the difference will be
given by the urban street or crossover character.
Once determined the series of the themes to be examined, it is important to read the main possible
aspects of the degradation with resilience criticality; also in this case, the reading will take place for
each of the topics, to highlight the peculiarities of each of them, always taking into account the
common underlying cause, which consists of an anthropogenic environmental use of immediate
advantage (economical, time savings, operating authorship ...). In this way there will be, thus,
consequences at physical, fruition, social and managing levels, according to their links with the state
of use of the object, the amount and quality of use, to arrive at investigating on its more or less fit use.
The resiliency risk levels will be equally articulated, always potentially measured in three successive
steps, from a minimum level, to an intermediate, up to a maximum one : for the physical situation of
the object, it will be possible to go from a limited maintenance to an absent maintenance and to decay;
for its amount of use, the steps will be from an over- or under-dimensioned fruition, to an occasional
use, to the abandonment; for the quality of use, however, the critical consequences will involve social
resilience phenomena, from an occasional exclusion of individuals or groups, to a systematic
exclusion, to an actual ‘ghetto’ reducing; finally, the appearance of the object management, which
invests its convenience, is certainly the one that presents more risks of resilience, since the levels of
risk will arrive at a devastating intervention, through inadequate and not qualifying interventions.
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Fig. 4: It is reported a schematization of the foregoing considerations, synthesized through three tabs-type.

Fig. 5: Brisbane, Boston, New York, Singapore. Loss of correspondence between land, ability to build certain
materials and structures is also due to the positive circulation of models and acquired technological and technical
skills "globalized"; such contemporary change is evident in the human actions, starting by the international style,
which lead to a formulation of image of similar built, even in very distant areas. Pictures by A.M. Parodi

All the above mentioned readings represent the basic knowledge heritage of the areas "at risk", on
which it is possible to act in a preventive ways; only through the awareness of the real surroundings,
examined in relation to the level of forcing of the natural reality, it will, in fact, realistically be possible
to intervene with corrective measures, more or less radical, up to the extreme limit of acceptance of
the status quo and the consequent renunciation, when the
exceeded limit is revealed
"insurmountable" [17].
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4.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the representation and the historical-procedural typology can, together, contribute to the
formation of a virtuous process based on knowledge and critical awareness of the limits and
potentialities of anthropogenic artifacts, which leads from one side to the diffusion of data on the
phenomena of crisis and on the other side at the pre-planning of interventions aimed at avoiding or
limiting them. Such an approach means above all to recognize in the neighborhood that surrounds us
an effective and equal partner and not a place to exert continuous pressures, without any constraint,
not given by technical and technological impossibilities; Man is a part of Nature, he is not its owner but
he is the manager and the custodian, through the continuous delivery from one generation to another.
It means, in short, to recognize an attitude of the place [18] to host, more or less, certain determined
actions; doing so the crisis and disasters, not deriving from natural events, will certainly be more
manageable and the search for knowledge will be continuous and profitable.
Representation and historical-processual typology are a fundamental binomial for space reading, in
order to form a virtuous process of widespread knowledge of the possible crisis phenomena and
prefiguration of possible and appropriate human intervention, especially future, identifying the attitude
of a place as a condition necessary to draw any operational and solving suggestions of possible
crisis; the correct action in the above described situations, so may lead to conscious remedial actions,
to recover or accept the changes.
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New business models of museum
The process of converting art and cultural heritage handicrafts into digital formats occurs utilizing
different techniques that dedicate part of the work to three-dimensional reconstruction of the artworks
and handicrafts with an eye towards ensuring no damage or harm occurs, which could lead to
irreplaceable losses for humanity.
The method of digitization of any kind allows for the management of large amounts of data to be
transferred throughout the world utilizing the Internet. The foremost concern is ensuring the digitized
version remains true to the original. It is also necessary to understand how to properly approach the
digitization and modern communication technologies with regards to the protection of artistic heritage
within the framework of museums and collections.
This effort researches the ways in which the discipline of design addresses issues related to the
digitization of the world's artistic heritage and its dissemination and describes possible data discovery
activities, aimed at developing a 3D scanning process with innovative and attention to the quality of
the finished digital product, its communication and dissemination of museum that generate new
business models.
Keywords: museum, design, digital design, new business models, 3D scanning process.

1.

Introduction

The cultural heritage for its historical value and beauty is an asset that represents the identity of
mankind. It plays an assured role, often implicitly, in the formation of citizens and affects the
productive sectors – not just national – and it is wealth of knowledge. It can stimulate young people
knowledge of the history and culture of the territory and contribute to local and national identity
formation. The cultural heritage is a "common good", such as air or water, the desire and the need for
its conservation and development require extensive documentation, both in historical and artistic
terms, and the physical characteristics of position, shape, color and geometry.

A new use of 3D technology
2.
In recent years, the progress made in the field of digital technologies have opened new sceneries and
suggested multiple applications. In the field of Cultural Heritage the spread and the continuous
improvement of dissemination tools to capture and return three dimensional data, allow us to
document and communicate information by determining new ways of access to knowledge. Current
technologies and methodologies for the documentation of cultural heritage generate very realistic 3D
digital products, which could be used for creating digital archives, alternative museum tours and
connected with communication interventions of artwork in other places; research and teaching, and
more. [1]
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3.
Design and Culture
The Cultural Heritage in communication may take the connotation of a cultural product, considering
that the transfer of technologies and the entire process of digitization are in fact the result of a project.
One of the most interesting features of Design for Cultural Heritage is to transfer its innovative
processes from other sectors and other fields of application to the cultural sector, usually less willing to
be the subject of design in this field. One of the design skills is to give form to the contents to allow
sharing, disclosure, and knowledge. Shaping not only in material terms. However, even using the
immateriality of their tools of new technology. Designing the relationship between cultural heritage and
user but also design the process through which this relationship occurs. The action of design for the
enhancement of cultural heritage activates specific expertise, for initiating integrated systemic
processes. In particular, design, a discipline that to operate in the contemporary complexity relates to
different fields of knowledge, can contribute to the enhancement of assets, using the potential offered
by new forms of communication, creating new systems, tools and lexicons for building "communicative
architectures" appropriate and participatory.
Research has so described a method of operation with the definition of Cultural Heritage Digitization,
used at first for the creation of digital archives of historical Italian manufacturing firms, and
subsequently transferred to the historical-artistic interest. This procedure allows to develop an agile
and innovative 3D scanning process, with a focus on the digital quality of the finished product, on the
possibilities of communication and spread of a three-dimensional digital model. This attention to
perceived quality meets with the theme of "experience design" as a last frontier of design. The ability
to foresee design project scenarios with the attention to new contexts of use becomes key
competence to support the innovation process, to the point that sometimes it takes a consultative and
independent dimension in which the object of the project is no longer the product but the scenario
itself. [2]
The substantial progress in the field of digitization of cultural heritage have enabled the acquisition
through digital products of a rich archive of goods and specialist knowledge. This acquisition is
therefore a crucial step to make the world's cultural heritage not only a legacy to preserve and protect
in case of accidental loss,, but also a well of values on which to develop cultural and economic
models, to support research, conservation and restoration, and also to provide models that can be
used by all. One of the areas that mainly provides the ability to create new usage models and
consultation of historical and artistic heritage is surely that of the interaction by user and Cultural
Heritage. Digital media can then allow users to access to new ways of knowledge, to the experience
of new museums forms, to innovative opportunity of the consultation of great evocative artwork,
although sometimes difficult to understand. All this allows to spread the values of knowledge and
enjoyment of artwork through new design-oriented interactive models, for their protection,
preservation, disclosure. The research, conducted by the disciplines of design, leads to compose new
services that affect the value of the assets, as well as outline new scenarios and new models of arts
management.
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Abstract

Italian architectural scene is center of research and intervention campaigns for its preservation, due to
its location in a territory of natural hazards which since ancient times have denoted the issue of
transmission. Investigations performed a great variety of studies, through multidisciplinary approaches
within centuries in analysis and monitoring, from environmental safety to damage and structural
mechanisms. In time an archive of knowledge was structured, with a fragmentation and difficulty of
consultation due to the lack of a union instrument of architectural morphology to scientific content.
The paper shows how Pavia, historical and university city, is starting a research that combines urban
morphology to heritage preservation through the development of a 3D database, as a valid system of
representation and container of heterogeneous data for archiving. The historical center of the city,
between conservation and contemporary evolution, can experiment an N-dimensional database of
information, where the drawing is basic tool to represent complexity of systems and the model, result
of laser and photogrammetric survey, becomes a graphic interface to transform buildings in
informative containers for seismic, architectural and environmental monitoring actions. 3D modeling
can generate new frontiers of interaction between city and users, and creates in Pavia the bases to
design a smart city, building the groundwork for new protocols of conservation and planning.
Keywords: Digital survey, 3D modeling, structural seismic risk, historical centers, Pavia

1.

Introduction

The topic of documentation of historic centers has always been, and today even more, a research field
of primary importance for our country. Its strength is the common will to develop a research project
about analysis systems and phenomena interpretation of all the elements that occur in the definition of
the urban identity, from the architectural till the general scale. This is not for the only understanding of
the image of city limits, but also to highlight the necessity of safeguarding policies for the protection of
cultural heritage. Earthquakes and natural disasters in Italy are rising awareness among public opinion
and governments (in particular after the earthquake in L'Aquila, in Abruzzo in 2009, and in Amatrice,
Lazio, last 2016), about the value of historic centers and about the absence of appropriate
documentation systems for restoration or reconstruction, in particular after the breakdown of entire
cities areas.
The city of Pavia, historic Longobard capital, is located on a flat land of North Italy, where there is an
architectural richness related to constructive and typological traditional systems, due to the many
cultural and historical events that have affected over time. The buildings of the historic city center
present a range of morphological characteristics that are common to most of the Italian historic towns,
related to the original Roman planimetry (that in many cases has been maintained even in the Middle
Ages), whose current form is affected by urban renewal operations conducted in the last two
centuries, that have led deep changes in the image of the city, including the demolition of the
perimeter wall system.
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Fig. 1: From left: B. Lanzani fresco (1527), in S. Teodoro Church, representing the historic center of Pavia with
the high towers system, of which still today some examples survive (in the central image). On the right laser
scanner survey operations.

The area analyzed in this research, located between San Michele Maggiore Church and the area of
University colleges, is one of the busiest areas of the city. It is characterized by the presence of many
commercial establishments along the main street of Corso Garibaldi and buildings of architectural
value and historical interest, such as Basilica of St. Michele and the old Church of St. Filippo e
Giacomo, whose façade is in Baroque style, overlooking the front of one of two slender towers that are
along the way. This heritage is part of a closely context of natural risk events: the presence of Ticino
river is an historical cause of flooding phenomena (among many, the recent one in 1994) who
cyclically involved the edge of the historic perimeter, the end of the old ramparts, the basilicas and the
area beyond the shore of the old center. In addition, the recent increase of earthquakes in Italy has
also affected Po Valley, in the past considered a "non-seismic" area, by increasing magnitude events
over time, that has had an impact on the historical heritage. In recent years, several specific research
initiatives have affected structural analysis and interventions for the safety of some monuments of the
historic center such as Duomo cathedral [1] [2] and the historic towers [3]: these studies have
confirmed a static scene of critical aspect, where the poor mechanical quality of masonry structures
shows conditions of imminent collapse under minimum stresses, but without extending these
investigations to the complexity of the entire buildings.
The issue of smart cities is transposed in terms of safety and reliability, in which urban analytics,
understood as the ability to translate in numbers and schemes the full aspects of the city, develop a
request of spatial enablement [4], information in a spatial reference, which in big data Era is
experimentally answered in the field of interactive 3D models and representation of complex space.
These three-dimensional databases are developed as reliable descriptive equipment, that recreate the
image and the three-dimensional aspect of the scene, and evolve allowing interactions between virtual
and real levels, with several tools and auxiliary descriptive equipment. In this way, through descriptors
and query research [5], information anchored to billions of points, oriented in space, are extracted,
useful for the preparation of projects for the development of monitoring protocols and intervention on
building complexes. Within national safeguard guidelines, the project on the documentation on Pavia
city center provides metric documentation, diagnostic investigation and virtual reconstruction of the
historic center through the use of digital technologies and innovative instruments. The project, started
in 2013 and still developing, has been promoted by the joint Laboratory LS3D Landscape, Survey and
Design and Dada Lab, afferent to DICAr, Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture, University
of Pavia, scientific director Prof. S. Parrinello, with the participation of students, graduate students and
research fellows of the DICAr. The research aims to acquire, manage and represent, through reliable
responsive systems of representation, the multidimensional system of the center. Specifically, has
been planned to develop a database able to generate informative three-dimensional models to
safeguard the image of the historical center, developed and adopted as a basis of excellence to
support more informed observation and less invasive intervention methodologies.
The historic center of Pavia, virtually represented, configure new scenarios and a different approach to
the urban structure: using an innovative methodology of diagnostic survey, it will be planned an
instrument able to monitoring the state of conservation of the buildings and to evaluate deformations,
to draw up action plans, both at large scale than punctual, for the protection of its heritage in
prevention of seismic and flooding events.
(SP)
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2.

Integrated Survey systems for comparison between different databases

The study and the representation of architectural fronts has established, for the purpose of
documentation of an historical city center area, a key to understand and structure the investigation
project to seismic risk phenomena. Graphic transposition operation is not just necessary referred to
the definition of the image and to urban development systems, but also in relation to structural
phenomena that characterize the historical structure, influencing the static behavior for both building
units that for urban clusters. Analyze the object of investigation and arrange for a valid system of
representation was the preliminary operation of the research project described in this paper. The
documents concerned the interpretation of morphological complexity of the space and their graphical
transposition by the drawing. The survey instrument had, as main objective, to explain the spatial
components and divide the area into sub-systems, such as to facilitate the subsequent acquisition and
data management. The subdivision was carried out for different levels on the basis of signs and
structures present in space: open spaces, paths and volumes, are configured as macro categories on
which is possible to relate the points of each element that determine the peculiar image inside urban
structure. In this scenario, towers, domes, projecting or recesses elements, with respect to the general
conformation of the path, become autonomous and privileged entities in the space, taking over the
general urban image of street fronts. The drawing, much more complex as much are the categories to
describe, has required a combined action of perceptual capacity, to identify it, and representative
capacity, to express it. Synthesizing data from drawing and, then, decompose the space to set up a
campaign for macro-investigation areas, has been a necessary operation for the knowledge of space,
condensing into one cultural brokerage system a communication system that could be easily
understood.

Fig. 2: Drawing of object volumes of the survey campaign project, with highlighted elements that characterize the
urban image of the old town.

For the first step of data acquisition (2013) it has been planned an integrated digital campaign of
survey, carried on a set of urban blocks of the historic center, including the area of Corso Garibaldi
(the original Roman decumanus) and San Michele Maggiore, for a total area of about 40,000 square
meters. The area has been selected within a perimeter made up of a particularly complex urban fabric,
able to collect many of the key identified characteristics of the old town. The choice, in fact, has a
greater presence of historical and expressive languages than other portions of the historic center, for
which is necessary to develop specific levels of investigation.
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To reply to a different scale of representability requirements and on different urban categories, it has
been planned an integrated survey, that would produce a digital database capable of guaranteeing a
high level of reliability, both regarding the position of each point in space (expressed by coordinates x,
y, z), and its colorimetric value with regards to the evaluation of conservative aspect of each urban
front. For obtaining a point database responsive to the state of preservation of buildings, two of the
main data acquisition methodologies have been used, obtained by the integration of Laser Range
Scanners and photogrammetric-based Image-based instrumentation.
The matrix of digital survey has been the laser scanner instrumentation, a privileged methodological
metric tool acquisition for the reliability and the management of the corresponding criticality, related to
the morphological conformation of complexes and blocks of the historical center. This procedure was
then elevated to a "gold standard" level for the comparison with the reliability of documentation
protocols by photographic processing, such as SFM Structure from Motion processes of virtual
modeling of built environments.
Laser scanner measurements, carried out on the analyzed area, have been planned in 116 scanning
stations, which have produced a digital system of three-dimensional metric data collected to generate
point clouds, single and combined, in a virtual space. The implementable process has led to specific
critical due to the complex morphology of the context: the distribution of urban fronts on paths from the
road sections of less than one quarter of their height (approximately 4 meters wide for fronts up to 18
meters in elevation development) has often compromised the clear reading of the data with the
gradual increase in the vertical dimension. The scan management and their union in a global model,
thanks to the overlapping of shared portions of data through the use of target and remarkable
architectural points, has allowed the completion of missing data, and it has guaranteed a total
coverage of street fronts. The obtained three-dimensional model is a virtual documentation system of
the urban complexity contained in, both at large-scale and in the architectural particularity, with
approximately 512.000.000 million points of spatial coordinate.
During the second survey campaign (between May and June 2014) it has been carried out, in parallel
to the product obtained by laser scanner, a second digital database, consisting of data obtained from
the photogrammetric SFM acquisition campaign.

Fig. 3: Image of the overall point cloud scans recorded by laser scanners. Starting from the individual
workstations, the merge process has followed the acquisition path according to closed polygonal, and then it has
connected the blocks obtained too define the urban structure. The display color scale is given by the reflectance
values of each surface material in response to the laser beam.
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Fig. 4: View of the point cloud of Via Luigi Porta. The building units and the monuments of the medieval towers
are distinguishable (San Dalmazio and Belcredi towers). The point cloud is configured as highly reliable
instrument for the measurement of urban architectural morphological aspects.

The application of photogrammetry on such a large scale allows to obtain models capable of
reproducing metrically the interrelationships between the elements of an urban scene, and propose
them virtually in the form of a system in which each complexity can be approximated to a manageable
level of schematization, queryable and easily transmitted. The streets of the examined area present an
irregular development, with an irregular pattern, often paved with river pebbles and stone slabs,
arranged along the longitudinal direction of the road. The limited width of streets and the elevated
height of urban fronts along the development of the path, have forced to perform the photographic
campaign on the basis of the semantic decomposition planned in preliminary investigation drawing:
each set was divided by horizontal and vertical elements, and each of them into further subsets,
identified by individual urban fronts. The elevated height of the buildings that overlook the road profile
and the presence of balconies or ledges projecting more or less with respect to the floor of the
building, has often caused extensive occlusion portions. At the same time, the proximity of the street
fronts and the volumetric and spatial articulation of buildings allowed more careful in identifying
homologous points between the various photographic sequences. The photogrammetric model
obtained from SFM survey has been compared with that one obtained by laser scanner in order to be
able to make a qualitative assessment of the level of metric reliability [6].

Fig. 5: Photogrammetric acquisition and three-dimensional model obtained from SFM detection. The database is
composed by Colorized point cloud and a 3D model to which is applied the corresponding texture, describing the
state of conservation of the architectural heritage for each point of system coordinates x, y, z.
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Fig. 6: Comparison for the reliability of the model obtained from the SfM system (orange) with that obtained by
laser scanner (in blue) on the case study of San Filippo e Giacomo church.

The survey digitization has enhanced the interactivity of models generated on both data typologies
obtained: in this context the three-dimensional visualization goes beyond the representative aims to
move between content and cognitive interface, between documentation source and archiving tools,
presenting itself as scientific instrument for diagnostics, and diversifying the data according to possible
query variables.
This integrated approach of acquisition of urban morphology, metric and colorimetric, has allowed a
complete assessment of the most visible aspects linked to the conservative states of building units,
from the degradation of the structural and materials pathologies till deformational evaluations and
kinematic phenomena.
The adopted survey methodology has as its objective to produce a monitoring instrument capable to
be updating, available on multiple levels of understanding and constantly queryable to monitoring the
progress of deformation or instabilities in case of earthquakes.
(FP)

3.

Digital databases for monitoring and diagnostic investigation

NTC08, Italian Technical Guidelines in civil engineering (2008) have highlighted the problem of
architectural documentation for the structural evaluation, developing Confidence Factors and Levels of
Knowledge systems that from the level of reliability of detection surveys would allow thorough the
evaluation of engineering parameters to structural calculations and dynamic simulations. This correct
legislative request, however, collides with a documentation lack in the ability to provide representative
systems of structural reality, often limited to sample evaluations then extended in a homogeneous way
to entire elements. Such procedures represent a critical link in the analysis process that risks to
compromise the precautionary assessments made in NTC, for the excessive generalization of
structural morphologies.
In the case of a historical center, in fact, it is possible to find a collection of structural types, historical
interventions and load mechanisms widely extended: the same case of Pavia shows a presence of
buildings (churches, historic palaces, commercial buildings, noble medieval towers, etc. ...) often
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adapted to destinations of use different from the originals, which are affected by different
characteristics and behaviors strongly interacting between themselves in complex building
aggregates.
Facing these realities of particularity and extension, the action of a technical operator, despite
scientific competences, can easily lose sight of the particularities of each building and could not be
able to control the whole architectural reality of the area, threatening to not confer the appropriate level
of detail that instead it requires. The availability of a unique documentative tool, collecting punctually
the structural deformation data, make it possible to integrate the capabilities of technical figures in the
management of these realities.
The diagnostic evaluation, developed from visual and photographic inspection phases on the site,
culminates in the identification of systematic collapse phenomena taking place into buildings.
Structural failures, attributable to the consequences of a seismic event or constructional weaknesses
and successive intervention phases, generate kinematic mechanisms in constructive elements that
only rarely are able to equilibrate themselves, and that constitute self-increasing phenomena.
Monitoring, diagnostics and management of the data acquired by suited representations, in these
cases, turn out to be the fundamental step for the identification of these events and the development
of appropriate interventions.
One of the applications offered by point clouds is the possibility to analyze orthogonal deflections
present on the surfaces of urban fronts. By setting the coordinates of a reference plane, parallel to the
front, and a tolerance range, it is possible to assign a chromatic scale (from red to blue) where each
colour is associated with a displacement interval outside the analysed plan. In this way, each strain
framework can be identified, mapped and linked to the corresponding kinematic phenomena, with the
reconstruction of its genesis and causes and the evaluation of possibility of intervention and
rehabilitation.
The developed database provides a system of information already pre-established where the query for
research set of values allows stakeholders to directly interface with the data; in this way it is possible
for professional operators to develop targeted investigations with different tolerance and displacement
range, evaluating the value scales in any particular situation.

Fig. 7: Elevation map of the front of an urban aggregate, c.so Garibaldi. The analysis shows an intermediate
failure: the phenomenon is probably due to a shear stress, with a translation in the plane that pushes a portion of
the wall outwards of plane. The phenomenon is highlighted by deviation range relatively high, about 15 cm from
the reference plane. The photographic documentation reflects the instability phenomenon with the presence of
cracks on the external facade visible from the street, despite the presence of layers of plaster that can hide other
possible phenomena of damage.
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Fig. 8: Elevation map of the front of an urban aggregate, c.so Garibaldi. The analysis shows a localized failure:
the phenomenon is probable due to a horizontal force perpendicular to the plane of the external front, which
generates a reversal of the facing outwards (about 70 mm) common of press-bending behaviours. The thrust
epicentre height suggests the possible presence inside of an unbalanced system. Inspections focused on
buildings, including interiors, are essential in the control of hypotheses suggested by survey elaborates.

The implementability of the system, that can expand unlimited to contain blocks of information
obtained from temporally successive campaigns, also provides the opportunity to develop a map of
kinematic mechanisms evolution, including new data from successive survey campaigns. The system
acquires a relevant importance if, after seismic events and natural hazards, the surveys are compared
with two different clouds performed at a distance of time, capable of defining displacements, faults and
levels of risk of structural failures. The same comparison can be carried out on products obtained from
different survey methods, and can allow to deepen the experimentation of procedures for
photogrammetric fast survey through the metric reliability evaluation of different products and the
possibility of implementation in SfM acquisition.

Fig. 9: Elevation map of the face of a medieval tower inserted in an urban aggregate, c.so Garibaldi. The analysis
shows a higher angular failure of the masonry inwards. Refining the analysis to smaller tolerance range (0.01 to
0.001 m), it is possible to highlight how the instability of the wall is extended to more than half of the entire face.
(The color scale is repeated outside the range of values, from red to blue).
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Fig. 10: Elevation map of an urban front of Via Luigi Porta, analyzed on point cloud from laser scanner (left) and
SfM survey (right). The analysis shows a failure at the base of the masonry outwards, with a tolerance of 5 mm in
color scale. The phenomenon can be evaluated in the products of both methodologies, with greater accuracy in
laser survey, while the photogrammetric product tends to overestimate the magnitude of the phenomenon. SfM
methodology evolves exponentially today, in terms of accuracy and reliability of 3D reconstruction, and represents
a potential tool for fast survey for structural diagnostic in urban aggregates. (The colour scale is repeated outside
the range of values, from red to blue).

This investigation, applied downstream of survey operations, represents a fundamental evaluation tool
that develops its full potential in post-production data phases, and that allows a scientific evidence of
diagnostics performed on site with numeric data of deviation in millimetric terms. The mapping,
already in the database, can be made explicit in drawings extended to all surveyed buildings,
generating a detailed survey system for each front and extended around the entire perimeter of
investigation, controlled and structured according to the virtual model obtained through the points
cloud.
The database represents a well-structured information system where a similarly structured query
process can lead to monitoring plans for the assets of old town for the development of policies of
safeguard on territory.
(RDM)

4.

Conclusions

The process that leads complex urban systems to transform from heterogeneous spaces, loads of
chaotic and unorganized informations to comprehensive digital archives, structured data containers
semantically based on specific goals and objectives, is anything but conventional, and uses the
activity of drawing and organization of "cascading" information as a base to carry out the entire survey
process. [10] The digital archives, whether they are points clouds or mesh models generated by
reverse engineering processes, constitute the starting point for a thorough investigation on virtual

Fig. 11: The evaluations conducted on data extracted by the database can represent a monitoring tool of
structural instability risk in the old town complex. The schematization of possible mechanisms in place in threedimensional models allows a mapping of risk epicentres both planimetric at urban level and specific of urban
fronts, defining evaluation tools for the implementation of preventive guidelines and of safety interventions.
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space, performed at various levels and with multiple communication purposes. To metric reliability of
laser survey, it should also be considered the difficult management of so complex point clouds: on the
contrary, three-dimensional photogrammetric products are more flexible and compatible with software
management for urban planning. One of the purposes in which three-dimensional model obtained from
structure from motion methodology may be employed, appropriately optimized in the number of
polygons and semantically decomposed according to a hierarchical structure, is that it can be viewed
and managed within a GIS system, through which it is able to provide information that range from the
state of conservation of material surfaces to contents relating, for example, to the history of restoration
interventions that have affected the building.
The research experience modes in which three-dimensional databases are associated, through the
separation of components and the construction of models-containers, to heterogeneous information,
managed and questioned at different levels of detail. The virtual space configured speaks, it is able to
relate with technical experts, structural engineers and common users, showing itself queryable on the
basis of its investigation levels, explaining itself according to the most realistic representation in which
it may appear, using the communication possibilities of digital data to communicate the real world.
(SP)
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Abstract
The paper proposes methodological notes on the qualitative assessment of seismic vulnerability in
historical centers, derived from the exegesis of the historical series on earthquakes and of archival
documents.
The study of seismic effects suffered in the past by a historical site, allows an evaluation of the local
character of seismic motion, the maximum historical intensity, the expected intensity, and the
sensitivity that the building fabric has to respond to the earthquake.
The research of historical data is a first essential action to achieve a local seismic history, a
knowledge of earthquakes over the centuries in the chosen area and damage on the historic fabric.
The study has found application in the historical center of Cosenza, and analyses have provided a
knowledge base on historical buildings (evolution of formal and construction types), together with
notes on the effects of the earthquake, evaluating the capacity that buildings have to respond to
earthquakes.
From documentary sources and from a comparison with historical maps the damage caused to
heritage of interest and by particular urban areas was deduced.
From analysis of the effects we deduced the greatest intensity occurring in the site, the expected
intensity, the identification of vulnerate areas and risk elements.
The Significance of the heritage to be preserved and the complexity of seismic dynamics classify this
study as an initial knowledge survey, fundamental to address appropriate actions of prevention.
Keywords: Knowledge, Conservation, historical centers, seismic vulnerability

The proposed paper indulges on some primary method phases, essential to attain the knowledge and
the qualitative assessment of seismic vulnerability in historical centers. This qualitative assessment is
obtained through a historical-philological reading of archive documents and the critical interpretation of
the historical series of earthquakes that had hit a site.
The study starts from the assumption that the punctual reading of the effects of past earthquakes on a
historical center, allows analyzing the local characters of seismic motion, the highest intensity ever
registered, the expected intensity and the sensibility of response that a building, as a whole, gives to
seismic action.
The maximum level of intensity that occurred in a certain place, mostly if repeated in time, and if the
return periods have been assessed systematically, will be considered as the maximum intensity
expected in that site. Simultaneously, the response of the built fabric to seismic action, gives
information of the vulnerability of the center.
Therefore, the research of historical data is essential to the definition of a local seismic history, to gain
knowledge about the considered center, to assess the vulnerability, to identify the areas historically
damaged and to recognize the typical collapse mechanisms.
This gives rise to a delicate as complex issue concerning the knowledge of seismic risk and its
consequences on the heritage represented by the buildings and monuments of a historical center.
Defining this risk becomes necessary to conservation, as a preventive action, that sees in the
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acquisition of the urban facts and its relations with the territory, a first and essential step towards
safeguard and protection.
The protection of architectural heritage form seismic risk becomes a central issue, made even more
urgent by the seismic events that have recently hit our Country.
Every time a seismic event takes place, it causes terrible, often irreparable, damages to the existing
heritage, which is made of unique cultural assets, usually identified with the entire historical centers.
The force and the extent of the damages provoked by an earthquake are usually connected to other
reasons of decay and risk that, combined together, determine catastrophic events.
The first essential action to perform is to search for historic documents in which we have a record of
the seismic events that had occurred in time in a certain place and that, subsequently, have registered
the damages caused on the historical fabric by these events. Therefore, in the journey towards the
knowledge of the environmental events, the direct investigation on local sources cannot be excluded.
These sources, in fact, can provide detailed information of the damages suffered by structures, urban
areas, buildings of historical interest, but also data about the geology of certain areas or the structure
of certain urban fabric.
The following method step consists of an accurate knowledge of the elements that are necessary to
define historical architecture, from a seismic point of view. This can be gained through an analytical
procedure that investigates the single asset, or different assets, according to formal, functional,
constructive and structural characters.
In particular, through historical-philological operations and critical interpretations, an accurate dossier
of notes and data on the object of interest can be defined, specifying its formal composition, typology
of reference, development logics, the evolution of urban fabric and its subsequent layering, the
constructive systems, the quality of the materials, the structural typology and its state of solidity.
The importance and complexity of the heritage needing preservation, combined with the difficulty in
comprehending seism’s dynamics, underpins the necessity of proposing adequate actions, in
accordance with technical legislation, to predict the attended damages and propose suitable
prevention activities.
To predict means to understand the possibility in which a certain seismic event could cause damages
to people and structures and, therefore, speculate on the possible response of the categories exposed
to this risk.
It means to evaluate the possibility that a seismic event could hit a certain site and appreciate what the
expected damage could be. In this case, research is oriented towards probabilistic studies that, using
sophisticated digital techniques, are able determine the return period. By combining the results
achieved through statistical methods with data taken by the seismic catalogues, the result achieved is
both historical and statistical.
The study of probable seismic events derives from the projection of past events, registered in
historical chronicles, that determine the seismic history of a site and the percentage of damages
reported. If the data we dispose of covers a period long enough (up to a millennium), we can presume
that, in a future period of the same length, the tectonic activity of the site will have the same
characteristics.
Thus, historical research becomes a constant in seismic studies and, together with an accurate
knowledge of local phenomena, it becomes essential to study the actual risk to which buildings and
entire built areas are exposed. Besides, it allows defining priorities in the prevention operations from
seismic risk on cultural heritage.
In this direction, the need to describe these phenomena and understand their essence is linked to their
connection to previous events that make it possible to find analogies, warnings, causes and effects,
which could be avoided in the future. The description of the damages and their extent makes it
possible to define the characters of local seism, in accordance with the features of the built fabric. The
analysis of the damages suffered by the buildings during past earthquakes provides informations
about the collapse mechanisms that, often reproducible and typical, can be considered valid for the
different types of building. This is especially suiting for churches in which the overturning of facades or
other walls, as well as the damages that occur to steeples, are usually repeated in time and, therefore,
could happen again in the future.
To be acquainted with the structures of an urban center, allows the study of the buildings in terms of
development. Therefore, we can define and evaluate the constructive principles of the first
establishment, the different steps of construction, its transformations and its technological and
compositional features.
The combination of these phenomena can lead to the qualitative evaluation of the elements exposed
to high risk in the layering city (ancient centers, historical centers, architectonical, artistic, historical
assets, streets of first establishment, etc.), together with the qualitative esteem of the vulnerability, in
terms of the building’s sensitivity to seism [1] and that of the entire area.
The analytical procedures conducted on the consolidated city and the interpretative reading of the
series of historical earthquakes allow a good level of knowledge of the relations between seismic
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effects and the characters of the buildings. This also allows the evaluation of the ability of the buildings
to respond to seismic actions, deduce the historical and evolutional dynamics, the research
concerning the mechanical behavior of the buildings and, finally, through a statistical approach,
understand the probability that a seismic event could hit a certain site and what the expected damage
will be.
In this case, data taken from seismic catalogues [2] and from documented sources represent per se a
historical record.
Several information concerning the effects of earthquakes on structures, notes related to the layering
built fabric, data of the damages that a seismic event had caused in time on buildings, can be
intercepted from documented sources. This procedure is also useful to deduct the effects that another
event could cause on base built fabric and/or monumental buildings, highlighting the expected risk of
some elements or pieces of city, that have been repeatedly hit by seism.
From this information, we also deduct how seismic effects, if repeated in time, affect the formation,
composition and development of entire areas of a city.
From this point of view, the city of Cosenza becomes emblematic in the southern part of Italy. Through
the centuries, this city has been repeatedly hit by catastrophic seismic events that had influenced the
definition and development of the entire urban area.
Cosenza was founded on the Pancrazio hill, dominating the entire valley of the Crati River, and exactly
where another river, the Busento River, merges in the Crati. The city has been subject to several
earthquakes that have brought its inhabitants to think over the city’s first establishment by moving
towards the valley and avoiding the most damaged areas, in terms of buildings and human lives.
One of the most devastating earthquakes was that on 24 May 1184, with epicenter in the Crati Valley
(6.0-estimated moment magnitude; 9 Intensity), west of the town of Luzzi. Back then, the
establishment of Cosenza was placed on the top of Pancrazio Hill, where the Bruttian fortress was
built and where there the castle and the cathedral were later constructed. The entire city was almost
completely torn down: the cathedral, dedicated to San Pancrazio, the castle, the Benedictine
monastery, the Riformati convent, the quarters of Motta-Pancrazio, the Capopiazza area, the church
of San Michele Arcangelo and San Francesco d’Assisi’s convent were all destroyed. Even many other
towns, around the middle Crati Valley, were devastated (like Bisignano and San Lucido) and the
number of victims was of about 2000. After this seismic event, the city changed completely: it was
rebuilt on the bottom of Pancrazio Hill, near to the Rivers, placing the Cathedral in the spot where it
still is today, the virtual center of a pyramid-shaped town. Therefore, the most ancient quarters are
those placed on the middle height of the hill, while, closer to the rivers, are more humble base
buildings.
Furthermore, the evolution of entire areas of the city, and of its built fabric, was deeply influenced by
other environmental risks, such as the recurring floods of the two rivers, which brought the inhabitants
to move beyond the rivers, on the Triglio Hill and in the valley, where the construction of the new
Rivocati village represented the first step towards the modern city.
Natural disasters have had an important role in the architectonic and urban definition of the city. In
fact, in most of the built fabric, many spontaneous remedies can be found. To contrast seismic stress
many buttresses were built against existing walls, many arches between near houses, which were
often transformed in covered walkways, to make the structures work together against earthquakes.
Against the hydrogeological risk, the ground floors of the buildings were left open to make the water
flow with no harm, as happened in the quarter of San Giovanni Gerosolimitano, placed on the Crati’s
bank and frequently subject to floods. Furthermore, the typology of the buildings near the rivers would
have a courtyard enclosed by walls, to contain the water from the flooding rivers [3]. This can be easily
verified by consulting a famous document that depicts the city of Cosenza at the end of the XVI
century, drawn by an anonymous author and named “carta dell’Angelica”, in which the houses
overlooking the rivers are portrayed with gardens surrounded by walls with arches.
Another catastrophy that changed the apparence of the city was the earthquake swarm that took place
in the month of March 1638, with a moment magnitude of 7.0 and an intensity of 8-9, one of the most
violent seism in the history of Italy. Near the epicenter, the intensity reached 11 (in the areas between
Conflenti and Nicastro).
The earthquake was devastating for Cosenza but, in one of the chronicles, we can read that the city
did not completely disappear: “giovando che si trovasse nel basso dei fiumi, mentre se si fusse
ritrovata nel castello dove era prima si saria rovinata tutta, come si rovinò cinquecento anni or sono
con un altro tremendo terremoto dove morirono più di centinaja d’uomini” [4]. From this passage, we
learn, once again, how the evolution of the urban composition of the city has been influenced by
seismic events. In fact, it refers to the city of the year 1000, placed on the top of Pancrazio Hill, in
opposition to the the XVII century city, built closer to the rivers, far from the places that were damaged
in the past. In a deed drawn up by notary Francesco Maria Scavello in 1639, the damages caused by
the earthquake can be acquired: “palazzi case chiese et monasterij di questa Città che nelli passati
terremoti delli ventisette di marzo et otto di giugno dell’anno passato 1638 patirono in questa Città (…)
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tutte per detta causa parte si aprirono et parte si rovinarono (…) perché il primo danno causato dallo
terremoto delli 27 marzo si raddoppiò et fece molto maggiore co li due terremoti che seguirono
appresso alli 8 di giugno” [5]. This document takes note of the countless damages suffered by the
buildings in the city, describing the condition of the most important ones and giving also an economic
evaluation of the damages.
Another historical source says that the earthquake distorted the city’s face: “tornò a tremar da un capo
all’altro del Regno, e alle ore 22, giorno di sabato, Cosenza atterrita dal nuovo flagello, rovinata nelle
case e nei migliori edifici, ritornava ad esser cacciata tra gli spaventi e le lagrime (…) Il terribile
fenomeno (…) si ripeté per dieci volte in un solo giorno; poscia si riprodusse per tre anni interi. (…) il
Campanile della Cattedrale cadde, rovinò la torre maggiore del castello, e tutti i migliori edifici furono
scossi, devastati e l’intera città rovinata” [6]. Buildings collapsed and others craked or partially fell
down. Many churches and monasteries were destroyed or damaged. All the city fountains fell and the
Pignatari Bridge collapsed. The area around the castle and the nearby quarters was also damaged
and this time even the lowest part of the city was affected. In the XVII century the city was already
completely developed and could be compared to the current one, so the seismic event affected a
much bigger area, therefore identifying new vulnerable areas and recognizing as highly vulnerable
great part of the historical built heritage.
In the sequence of seismic episodes, the earthquake of 5 February 1783 is considered the most
trenchant one in Calabria’s history, with an estimated moment magnitude of 6.9 and epicenter near
Oppido Mamertina. This event generated a “seismic crisis” made of two strong aftershocks, one on
February 7 and the other on March 28, with epicenters all along the same fault line. A series of telluric
movements between the Catanzaro isthmus and the Gioia Tauro Plain, with catastrophic
consequences along the entire Tyrrhenian coast, deeply changed the geological balance of the region.
The seism provoked severe transformations in the territory’s orography and hydrography. Giovanni
Vivenzio [7] testifies that the earth was torn apart, the mountains split, rivers and streams changed
their course, lakes and volcanoes of mud rose from the ground. The city of Cosenza mutated its
physiognomy: the Pancrazio Hill “smotta sia verso il Savuto che verso il Busento, lì cancellando i resti
della città romana e qui seriamente compromettendo il tessuto urbano intorno al convento di San
Francesco d’Assisi. La frana più imponente interessa il pendio che guarda verso la vallata e nel breve
volgere di poche ore inghiotte le case sulla collina” [8]. A passage taken from a deed by notary
Giovanni Casini, dated 1800, follows: “nell’anno 1783, in tempo che questa Città era bersagliata dalla
Divina mano di Dio, da continue orribili scosse di terremoto, principiate dal dì 5 febbraio di quello
anno, in maniera, e con vemenza tale, che indicavano la totale distruzione della Città e Provincia;
ricorse questa Cittadinanza alla protezione ed intercessione della Madre SS. l Pilerio,(…) per essere
preservata da sì tremendo gastigo…” [9].
Reconstruction following the earthquake was slow and only partial. Some of the towns torn down were
rebuilt in places that were thought safer. The destruction of entire centers was favored by local
geological conditions: towns were built on hilltops, on steep slopes and with houses leaning against
each other. This situation was even worsen by poor building materials, such as river stones, mortars
of poor quality, clay sun dried bricks, all elements unable to resist the energy released by strong
earthquakes [10]. The use of inappropriate materials and the lack of a solid construction culture, made
Calabria even more vulnerable to earthquakes. If we exclude earlier monumental buildings, the entire
corpus of base buildings were made of terraloto or brest, bricks made of clay and straw and sun dried,
which was considered unsafe technique already in the 1700s [11].
Therefore, the city of Cosenza started to increase building beyond the two rivers, in the Rivocati and
Pignatari burgs, connected to the first establishment center by the Santa Maria Maggiore bridge and
the Rivocati bridge, that was seriously damaged during the 1638 earthquake and later rebuilt.
From October 10, 1835 to 1836, a series of telluric events hit the Crati Valley. Sources report that the
buildings “trasformaronsi in confusi monti di macerie” [12] (were transformed into confused amasses
of ruins). These earthquakes reached moment magnitude of 6 and maximum intensity of 8.
Historic series indicate that there was another catastrophic event in 1854, in the Crati valley with
epicenter around Donnici (esteemed moment magnitude 6.1 and highest intensity 9). Among the
destroyed places were Sant’Ippolito, Paterno and Rende. Also Cosenza was seriously damaged.
Ancient writings highlight that the most damaged area was the top of Pancrazio Hill. In particular, from
a deed signed by notary Carmine Mazzei on May 7, 1854, we learn which parts of the city were most
affected: “l’antico castello, le chiese del Carmine, di San Francesco d’Assisi, il Collegio dei R. P.
Gesuiti di recente aperto ed abbellito, i Conventi de’ Mendicanti, la Cattedrale, il Seminario Diocesano,
l’Episcopio, il Palazzo dei Tribunali, Santa Teresa, Caserma di Gendarmeria, il Palazzo d’Intendenza,
l’Orfanotrofio e tutti gli altri edifizi, che lungo sarebbe enumerare, palazzi e case più solide di opulenti
Cittadini venivano in tutte o in parte crollate ed abbattute” [13].
After about twenty years, another earthquake (esteemed moment magnitude 6.1) hit the Crati valley.
The epicenter was in Cellara. The catastrophic results were in both the Crati and Savuto valleys. The
most affected towns were: Longobucco, Mangone, Aprigliano, Rossano, Lazzaro, Figline, Rovella.
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Also Cosenza, Castiglione and Rovito were damaged. The entire territory was subject to slope
instability and ground cracking. In a document of the time, written by Dr. Domenico Conti, we find the
description of the damages in the city of Cosenza: the castle, the roof of the Cappuccinelle convent,
the monastery of Santa Maria di Costantinopoli, the buildings belonging to the Barracco and Cosentini
families, which were described as “solidi come castelli” (solid as castles). The Cathedral was
damaged in the left nave and in the Palace of Justice the vaults were destroyed. “Le scosse furono tre
gagliarde e a queste prime scosse ne seguirono moltissime di minore intensità……se ne contarono
42, dal giorno 4 al 18 ottobre…” (there were three violent shakes that were followed by many other
minor tremors…..42 tremors were counted from October 4 to 18…). Since that moment, in the territory
around Cosenza there were earthquakes of modest intensity that caused bearable damage: the
earthquake on 21 May 1877, one on 6 March 1886, one on December 1877 and another one on June
1902.
On 8 September 1905, a violent earthquake (moment magnitude 6.9) sent the citizens of Cosenza into
a state of panic. While it was almost harmless to people, it caused several damages to the buildings.
The Carabinieri’s barracks were cracked, a wall in the Castle collapsed, Cosentino building, the
Vergini’s hospice, the Hospital, the Umberto I Hospice (the old Cappuccini Convent), Falco’s house in
Portapiana, Spada building, Grisolia building [14] were all affected. This time, the entire historical
center was damaged, even the part beyond the rivers.
Since then, Cosenza has been hit by few and weak seismic events, that have caused bearable
damages.
From this review, it is easy to understand that the data deduced from the sources, helps to define the
character of local earthquakes and its effects on the buildings and the most vulnerable elements. From
the exam of the historical series, we can deduce that Cosenza, repeatedly victim of seismic events,
th
through the centuries, has never been hit by an earthquake higher than the 10 degree and, in the
th
future, should not be hit by earthquakes higher than the 11 degree. These sources also give
information about the most vulnerable elements and the damages that earthquakes have caused to
them. In this case, the areas that have been hit more frequently, therefore recognized as wounded
areas, have been identified in the quarters Pancrazio-Motta-Padolisi, while the areas closer to the
rivers have been defined as mildly wounded areas. The most vulnerable elements have been
identified in the castle, the monasteries, the convents, the case palaziate and the cathedral,
repeatedly damaged.
Also relevant to this review, are the notes about the building typologies present in the historical center,
the traditional techniques adopted, the materials used.
In fact, in the notarial deeds, informations about the formal composition of the houses and connections
to the base typology can be found. The noble’s building, for example, was usually called casa
palaziata centered on an open courtyard, and the base type was the casa a schiera (townhouse). In
the built fabric were also present case torri (tower houses), case con profferlo (with external stairs)
and rural houses together with conventual complexes, churches etc. We deduced, and verified in situ,
that the historical center is almost entirely derived from the combination of more units that has
produced a dense and solid fabric. At the same way, noble buildings, while maintaining recognizable
facades, often grew to other units by side connection and, while this gives an organic aspect to the
entire historical center, it represents a risk factor. In other words, the risk associated to a building
made by the coalescence of more units is bigger than the one associated to a single casa palaziata.
Therefore, it is fundamental to pay attention to the transformations that the buildings have undergone
through time and, in particular, to the processes of height growth and splitting processes of a single
unit in to more than one. In these cases, the mutation provoked can lead to structural problems,
affecting inevitably, the risk factor associated to the building. Another important aspect that concerns
all the buildings of the center, is the opening of new windows and doors and enlargement of the shops
present on the ground floor, phenomena that interrupts the continuity of the masonry and increases
the extent of the risk. In this case, an analysis of the materials and of the masonry is necessary to
evaluate the continuity of a wall, fundamental quality for the stability of a structure, and to find critical
points.
An accurate knowledge of the constructive systems and of the materials, gives further important
information about the dynamics of risk; historical sources can be very useful in this sense. As an
example, the deed edited by notary Francesco Maria Scavello, after the earthquake of 1638, highlights
an important character of the historical center of Cosenza and about the building materials used:
“essendo tutte le fabbriche di detta Città fatte di pietra viva et molto pesante come comincia una a
levarse dal suo loco tutte le altre poi vengono a rovinare così per il suo peso come per la mala lega
che fanno con la calce”. The buildings of this ancient center, are all built of poor material derived from
the riverbeds, they are made by river stones held together by a mortar rich of sand, sometimes
interspersed by a layer of bricks to help improve stone layering. Big-sized limestone was used as
masonry in case palaziate and in corners to reinforce these delicate points and ensure a better
connection between the two walls. This device, together with the levelling guaranteed by the layers of
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bricks in the stone masonry, allows an almost constant load distribution, and can be considered as
spontaneous seismic-resisting techniques [15].
Many notes concerning the materials used can be found in the 1800s legal reports, in which is often
described: the way the mastro muratore (head bricklayer) would implement the stone elements; the
size and the composition of the masonry; the constructive practices. Notary deeds often hold
agreements, between the bricklayers and the owners of case palaziate, on how to build “per fabricare
et consare e resarcire tutte le mura” [16].
To this point, the attention is drawn to how the analytical procedures and the exegesis of historical
documental sources, can lead to a documented knowledge of a considered historical context and how
to arrive to a qualitative evaluation of the risk related to the built heritage. From the analysis of the
effects, the highest intensity that has taken place in a site can be deducted, and, subsequently, the
expected one can be defined; the wounded areas and the elements in risk can be identified. The
damages suffered by a single relevant element or of particular urban areas can be achieved.
The importance of the goods that need preservation and the complexity of seismic dynamics, classify
this review as a first survey that, through the constant comparison and intersection of data derived by
different experimentations, leads to a first qualitative evaluation of the seismic vulnerability, essential
information to engage adequate conservation and preservation actions.
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Abstract
There are many abandoned green areas in urban contexts and this aspect deprives the city of a
resource that, if treated, would lead to benefits so as to improve the aesthetics, the attractiveness and,
above all, the livability of each district.
Having a neighborhood that has green spaces created depending on the needs and desires of the
citizens, is to have a collection of many territorial portions that are able to meet the demands of the
citizens to achieve an improvement in the quality of life, as well as in the perception that each
inhabitant has of the urban and social context in which he lives.
This work deals with the requalification of three areas with poor ecosystem-environmental quality
located in Maddaloni, Campania. The requalification intervention allows not only to serve three nearby
structures with specific functions, but above all to create open spaces where activities could be carried
out, which have caught more and more the interest of the citizens. These activities are related mainly
to the care of the environment and the city's green areas, but also to the necessity to involve the
citizens in the decision process for transparency and active sharing. A space that the citizens have
helped to create is a space that they will consequently have a strong desire to live and care for.

Keywords: urban green spaces, environmental-ecological design, citizens participation in the decision
processes.

1.

Green areas as new urban aggregators (Antonio Bosco)

Town planners and architects when called upon to draw up plans and projects for the city often face
the issue of the relationship between green spaces and buildings; this relationship is never trivial
because it includes in its interior the most complex issue of how man perceives the urban space. The
city of his birth embodies the dream of humanity to dominate nature, because the man with the power
of his intelligence created a completely artificial space, alternative to the natural environment, able to
protect him with his own morphology. Nevertheless, the citizen remains tied to his primary needs, like
the countryman he is affected by the natural cycles of the nature. For this reason the nature, directly or
indirectly, continues even in the urban environment to defining the ways of human life. The supply of
food, for example, since ancient times has forced, often in a conflicting way, the city to dealing with the
suburban areas and the distant campaigns to regulate the traffic of goods delimit the areas of the
market and then manage the disposal of waste.
In modern cities, the "natural" needs of the citizen are accompanied by needs that are more
sophisticated, we may call "naturalistic", which derive from contemporary man's ecological awareness.
From this stems a new urban green concept, which is no longer perceived as a simple surrogate for
open territory lived mainly as a garden of delights. After passing the outdated concept of "picturesque
garden”, we ask the city park the ability to meet the new pressing need for body care through the
availability of spaces designed and properly equipped for jogging, meditation and outdoor sports.
However, the new ecological awareness of citizens also brought other requirements in the foreground,
which only a few years ago seemed of interest just for small groups of people. You can include the
increasing demand for natural foods, healthy and not contaminated by industrial processes, as well as
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the growing success of vegetarian diets that determine the need to find horticultural products on site
according to the principle of "farm to table".
These and other anthropological and social factors related to the new urban culture have accelerated
the search for new ways to integrate natural and the artificial into the structure of our cities. The small
urban gardens distributed on the territory become the widespread alternatives to large parks, the latter
turn out to be much frequented during the day but completely deserted during the night hours for lack
of surveillance and consequent insecurity of visitors, while the former are under the continuous control
of adjacent buildings. Nevertheless, the green neighbourhood areas are also alternatives to small
private gardens made in the narrow spaces of the balconies by pushing people to leave home to share
a common passion; they offer additional benefits to citizens such as those resulting from physical
activity to care them and the possibility of direct access to genuine products.
As you can see, looking at the current urban areas, these new ways to decline the relationship
between the public space and the citizen are transforming slowly but surely our cities. The shape of
public space evolves and changes the use of urban places. New hybrid spaces are gradually
supplanting abandoned places. A flowerbed uncultivated and abandoned, the semi-public space of a
courtyard, an abandoned industrial area, may be the possible locations of the new urban project that
becomes a promoter of new ways for social gatherings and support for eco-oriented activities.
The new green spaces created in the cities of the world show that they are able to generate significant
transformation of social relations, but also highlight the difficulty of citizens to accept a different
sharing of public space. Then we need new rules of use for new green spaces, other than those who
have previously adjusted the use of the traditional places of the city; these rules will tend to balance
conflicting requirements such as individual needs and collective needs, economic sustainability and
social benefits, management requirements and maintenance costs.
In terms of the project, the standards of good practice for the architectural configuration of these "neoplaces" have to consider that every site is different from all others. So you need to develop guidelines
for design according to the size and degree of naturalness of the site, always having due regard to the
social value of each urban area. The public space in many cities has lost the primitive role of
relationship and dialogue between residents, becoming only the space of fast crossing to reach homes
and workplaces. In contrast to the speed of use of streets and squares, the definition of new green
spaces may slow city times and redefining the relationship between citizens and public space,
enriching it with meanings now forgotten.
The deficiencies mentioned above, typical of big cities, are added, in the medium and small towns of
southern Italy, to other types of discomfort associated with evolution of these urban settlements. The
peripheral centers of the Campania region are often characterized by the lack of services for
residents, deemed essential in the contemporary city; this deficiency due to several concurrent factors
including the hybrid dimension of these urban centers too small to allow the presence of some
services but also too big to bear the lack. The absence then of an efficient public transport network to
allow quick connection between services centers located on the territory emphasizes the discomfort.
From the urban point of view, some of the smaller towns of the Campania region also suffer from the
lack of a real core of the city, which attracts residents for activities related to leisure. The
contemporary shortage of spaces for leisure and basic infrastructure (hospitals, courts, high school,
etc.) leads to a marked tendency to social isolation and sometimes-deviant behaviours of some
segments of the population. The creation of green spaces disseminated throughout the municipality
could significantly contribute to the formation of the community spirit that over time has steadily
decreased.

2.

Eco-participatory aspects in the regeneration of urban areas (Rossella
Franchino)

The natural environment has been anthropized over time to satisfy the needs for residential, leisure
and production activities as well as social relationships: these needs have been met with interventions
that have created both open relationship areas, including streets, squares, parks, etc. as well as
closed one such as buildings, interconnected by networks that give services and supplies. This work
focuses on urban open spaces and in particular their peculiarities to be configured as nodal elements
which perform the delicate function of connection between the urbanized and surrounding natural
systems.
Due to considerable urbanization, these open spaces very often are in severely compromised
ecological and environmental conditions, with the regeneration process assuming a special role in
what appears as a renewal of the urban context.
The analysis and design technologies used in the environmental consolidation interventions of open
urbanized contexts differ from the traditional ones related to interventions on a single or more
buildings, since when being used in open environments they should consider a complexity of various
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interrelated factors. Furthermore, the environmental water, air and soil components of these contexts
are often in a state of emergency.
The environmental transformations are, therefore, dynamic and essentially depend on how moving
systems are inserted into and possibly alter static systems, such as, for example, the morphological
and landscape ones.
The passage from the analysis to the project still has a particular typicality due to the object of the
design being to protect the local environmental conditions from the impact of development and
anthropisation.
The development of intervention methods in the context of the sustainable redevelopment of
urbanized territories in parallel with all the technical and design aspects, nowadays includes the need
for the participation of individuals, social groups and communities involved. This need is particularly
felt in the context of the case study examined in this discussion in which the object of the
redevelopment is an open urban space, with it, therefore, being particularly important to the
participatory needs of the people involved by the design effects in their relationships and work
activities.
With the purpose of structuring the participation of the users in the urban requalification, their
involvement is very important in the earliest phases of the intervention. An opening of the initial
analysis stage becomes necessary, which usually very attentive, for example, to the ecologicalenvironmental issues, as well as the social vision of the intervention. From an ecologicalenvironmental perspective, sustainable urban redevelopment aims to limit the traces that the
intervention leaves on the surrounding environment, so as to increase the load capacity of the
environment, which can be defined as the ability to absorb and control all the problems with a
sustainable impact on the ecosystem.
Environmental design tends, among other things, to give priority to minimizing the ecological footprint,
while socially oriented design tends to prefer the needs of the social groups that are users of the result
of the design. Codes and protocols cannot be defined or proposed in the abstract but must be
structured in relation to the particular circumstances (time, place, history) and contexts (objects,
layers) of the design with a focus on:
preceding the request of the participants for the satisfaction of basic needs that have been
long awaited;
for those needs to adopt means of ecological and environmental compatibility;
comply with safety, protection and prevention regulations of the environmental water, air and
soil components.
The possibility to carry out a design that can be developed both in “compatibility” (intended as
consistent with the overall attention to environmental preservation problems) and “acceptability”
(intended as the acceptance of design solutions by those who will be affected the consequences, or
using the results) is proposed.
Having defined and identified who is entitled to participate in the preliminary environmental analysis
and setting up of the project, appropriate procedures of effective, efficient and informed involvement
should be implemented. One tool that can help the designer to grade compatible and acceptable
project interventions can be to draw up a “user satisfaction sheet” that can be used as a means of
monitoring the work involved. This sheet could be articulated to the project interventions on the three
constituents of the environment: air, water and soil. The user could give judge his and/or who he
represents satisfaction, but the judgment must be filtered of the special interests with a weight which in
turn will give the designer the user’s judgment. This gives a more objective assessment.
The sheet can be drawn up using a matrix whose rows are the types of stakeholders who can
participate in the environmental and territorial planning, the institutional authorities, the community of
citizens, organized groups, families, legal persons (companies) and individuals, while the columns
could be the recurring instances of participation and the particular instances for that single design.
Upon obtaining from the participants, a gradual assessment which must be weighted with the
corresponding judgment of the designers taking part in the project, this results in, from the average of
the columns and rows, the average of the averages, the requested evaluation index.
In defining the environmental consolidation interventions of open urbanized contexts, resorting to the
participation (of institutional authorities, down to individual stakeholders) is to be expected from the
analysis phases and general approach so as to obtain the best possible result for the user, while
preventing potential conflicts that could subsequently arise.

3.

Development of urban green areas for social activities (Barbara di Vico)

As previously stated sociality is one of the main goals pursued by architecture, in this case considered
as the creation of functional areas to improve the experience of living in the city in the right way
pursuing the livability of places and their sustainability, it is important to create spaces which are
useful to make citizens come together enjoying urban life.
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The cities’ growing areas should be expanded following the idea that green and sustainable spaces
should be part of a common thought process to ensure a better future to a highly urbanized and
congested context.
1
The case study presented below concerns three areas located in Maddaloni in the province of
Caserta in Campania were chosen to develop three main themes to serve nearby structures such as a
market, a church and a school (Fig. 1):
•
Green city, using new technologies that allow to grow vegetables in the city area in order to
stop their transport on the road reducing the production of carbon dioxide;
•
Sociality, creating spaces useful for social integration, dialogue, exchange and outdoor
activities;
•
Education, providing outdoor spaces for activities related to teaching recycling, how to protect
the environment and the local flora.
Regenerating urban spaces also means giving people a widespread culture of living the city: citizens
must feel as comfortable outside as at they are at home. This is possible only if they also become
active members in the decision-making process.
As a citizen of this city myself I know that other citizens feel the urge to have green areas to carry out
group activities to spend their free time.
The presence of green elements themselves in the city is now seen as a real technology to improve
the quality of living conditions: buildings were constructed without thinking much about how important
the environmental context is, so that now it is necessary to recreate the green net that once was
natural to have in the territory.
There are several projects and associations in Italy that organize and coordinate the installation of
urban gardens in the cities. An example is "Orti urbani", a national project by Italia Nostra started in
2006 that, according to the instructions taken with ANCI —the association of municipalities of Italy —
with whom a memorandum of understanding was signed and then joined by Coldiretti and Fondazione
Campagna Amica, announced that to this day urban gardens covers an area of over 500,000 square
meters, because of the economic crisis and the attention of Italian families to the quality of food [1].
The Green city theme has been developed with the installation of urban gardens, as well as the
synergistic agriculture experimentation, that allows the citizens to learn about ways to overcome their
growing concern towards the quality of agriculture land cultivation by working all together; this is the
reason why the urban gardens’ care becomes a sharing moment between citizens who come together
and spend their time to become more aware of the products they bring on their table as well as the
different ways to do so.
The Sociality theme has been developed especially in the area next to the local church, so that social
activities may be held outside of the walls surrounded by nature, carrying out exchange activities
between individuals, these being physical or not physical activities as charitable activities or the simple
contemplation of nature. This is why no natural or artificial visual barrier was used between the
requalified area and the church.
There is a space where charitable events can be held, one for dialogue and exchange characterized
by the central presence of an olive tree, which is a symbol of peace; another one dedicated to the
activities of the oratory community. All these spaces have not been over-organized in order to give
freedom to the citizens to use them depending on their needs of the moment. This is also a way to
ensure the users live freely their city: although the designer is the one who realises the project, he
must be able to understand their wishes and needs and to let them be capable to feel fully free to
manage these given spaces depending on their needs. (Fig. 2, 3)
Similarly, the Education themed area dedicated to environmental education has been designed
because in recent years different schools in town have set up this kind of workshops. However, many
of them lack open spaces suitable for teaching the respect for nature, so there isn’t the right context
that would lead to a better understanding and appreciation of the natural world thanks to a direct
contact with it.
Even in this area many urban gardens have been placed, using the square foot garden approach that
is a soilless cultivation of vegetables divided by type with a 4’ by 4’ grid [2]. This technology has been
chosen so that each school, class or family has the chance to adopt one square to grow their
vegetables and get fresh products or they can decide to take them to the nearest market that will
donate them to those in need.
Another technology used is the photovoltaic tree that allows the production of energy for electronic
devices and a free Wi-Fi station thanks to the photovoltaic panels on a tubular metallic structure. In
fact, sociality also means following the society trends: it doesn’t make sense to expect that citizens of
the new millennium will turn off their smartphones once they find themselves in an open space. The
main point is to offer a service using innovative and educational technologies: the photovoltaic tree is
also equipped with a screen that displays data indicating the amount of solar energy converted and
the energy saved by using a natural source [3].
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In this area there are also desks and seats, as well as an exposition area, made out of wood for
creative workshop with recycled materials that can be both used by students from the nearby school
and by those who need a working space: the objects, drawings or other craft projects that will be
created here may be used as urban furniture.
Another service needed by citizens and provided in this area is a little dog park, which is currently nonexistent so that dogs’ owners have no open space where to free them from the leash. (Fig. 4, 5)
The actions proposed try to give an answer to the tendencies and desires of the citizens of Maddaloni,
so as to give them spaces that are not currently present in the urban area, which stops people from
being able to carry out participatory and educational activities outside schools or even any other kind
of association.
The re-development of the chosen area may represent an important opportunity to create a local
ecological network capable of connecting Maddaloni to the surrounding big natural areas, such as the
Regional Park of Taburno Camposauro and the Regional Park of the Partenio.
Specifically, the requalification project involves inserting vegetation strips consisting of rows and field
hedges along the edges of the agricultural areas with particular attention to their height, width and
length. In particular, the rows will be placed along the North-South direction to protect the cultivation
from the wind, while the field hedges will be placed along the West-East direction. Besides the
combination of different tree species will create a more diversified natural design [4].
Another type of intervention concerns the linear infrastructures that cause the phenomenon known as
environmental fragmentation. Placing trees along urban roads is a simple intervention that allows
many local animal species to orient themselves in the urban environment without endangering their
own existence (Fig. 6, 7).

Fig. 1: Concept and function distribution
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Fig. 2: Sociality_Activities and Greeneries

Fig. 3: Sociality_Outdoor area
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Fig. 4: Education_Functions, greeneries and technologies

Fig. 5: Education_Outdoor area
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Fig. 6: Regional ecological network

Fig. 7: Local ecological network
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Notes
1

This case study is a part of the graduation thesis in Architecture of Barbara di Vico, coordinated by
professor Rossella Franchino in the academic year 2015/2016 - Department of Architecture and
Industrial Design "Luigi Vanvitelli", Università degli Studi della Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli”
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Abstract
When analyzing the past fifty years of architectural production in Recife, we find a significant
transformation in the local architectural culture. We can sum it up through the identification of three
moments: aesthetics of recesses, aesthetics of phantasmagoria and aesthetics of elasticity.
These three periods of architectural production, far from being distinguished by mere formal aspects,
express deep changes in the way of thinking and making the architectural object, to the point of
questioning what we could call local architectural tradition - including architectural practice and also the
way projects are thought and taught in architecture schools.
We will show that these transformations are not solely the result of internal decisions to the field of
architecture, but they join together and respond to social, economic and technological requests,
precisely because in some moments they question the architectural tradition and cause a substantial
urban modification in the city’s landscape, they bring some sort of uneasiness to those that seem to be
the main players: the architects.
Keywords: architectural projects; architectural aesthetics; history of the profession.

1. The aesthetics of recesses.
The first stage of vertical architectural production in Recife is characterized by a great freedom in
projects concerning the use of materials and also in the way the volumes built are defined. Schematically
we can say that the aesthetic outcome of it is the sum of two key features: the use of recesses and/or
cantilevers in a given original volume. That is the reason why we call this stage the aesthetics of
recesses.
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SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig. 1: Mirage building.
Rua dos Navegantes 1617.
Boa Viagem. Recife-PE.

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig. 2: (Detail of) Mirage building
Rua dos Navegantes 1617
Boa Viagem. Recife-PE

This stage - between the decades of the 60’s and 70’s - matches the consolidation period of Brazilian
architecture and is developed in an environment of strong economic and urban growth, where the
vertical architecture of buildings for family use stands out.
The craving architects have for creativity finds grounds, back then, in the high economic growth rates
and also in the social demand for architectures’ contribution for the renovation of taste or of the Brazilian
cultural image, where architecture fits in.
This coincidence of opportunities grants architects a vast freedom to design which is expressed in
volumes of a great formal variety that use large areas of balance (cantilevers) and cuts. The field of
architectural rendering finds, in that period, a nearly endless repertoir of formal variations then free of
the economic and technical restrictions that would be imposed by construction companies in the
following years.
Moreover, in this inaugural moment of architecture, the architecture thought in the field of practice is in
strong sync with the field of education in architecture.
That is the reason why, at that moment, more precisely from the educational reform of 1963, there is a
consolidation of courses related to architectural rendering, called plastics 1 and 2, where composing
reasoning mimics exactly what was going on in the field of professional practice: from an original
prismatic volume (prism, cube, sphere etc) in clay, recesses and protrusions are applied until the formal
rendering desired is achieved. [2]
These new aesthetics, born in the atmosphere of architectural modernism, would put down roots through
the creation of formal distinctions for preceeding historical styles and where the operation or project
gesture of “recess” and “protrusion” would take a strategic position. It is through these rendering
mechanisms that the ornamental treatment of surfaces is replaced by volumes in relief enriched by the
effect of light and shade of the recesses. The disconfort with the ornamental treatment of surfaces typical of historical styles - is so strong that architects cannot conceive a change in material or color of
the façades without implying in a change of plan: hence, once again, the usefulness of “cantilever” or
“recess”.
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SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig. 3: Vila Cristina building.
Av Rosa e Silva 197.
Graças. Recife-PE.

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig. 4: (Detail of) Vila Cristina building.
Av Rosa e Silva 197.
Graças. Recife-PE.

In the field of professional practice and in the field of education a set of formal procedures and rules
availabe for architects are established, thus consolidating a new tradition - modernist, in this case - of
architectural rendering.
The quality of vertical building production during this period reinforces the image of the architect as an
agent that renews the culture of the city’s landscape. The search for original formal solutions is treasured
with unique and specific construction details for each project. The word of order is, then, a formal and
experimental invention and not, as we will see further on, standardisation and standard models.
The architect’s leading role is not played solely in the field of formal solutions, for, during that period,
this professional stood out in the search for new technical solutions in construction - acting as the job
site coordinator - and actively participating in the creation of new programs in architecture.
It shows that the vangardism of architects takes place not only in the field of architectural shape and
technical innovation, but also in the field of social renovation in the way people live and inhabit the city!
Thus we find a generation of architects whose professional thinking and practice consolidate a
professional ethos in tune with the historical values of the profession: the free artist creating forms,
master at the job site, and also, teacher and creator of new social practices.

2.The aesthetics of phantasmagoria.
From the decades of 1980 and 1990 on, the architectural production in Recife undergoes a strong
process of rationalization and standardization that does alter the image society had of our architecture
and the social role of the architect.
Therefore, if we stated that the search for an original plastic solution justified the search for new technical
solutions in the old stage, now, aesthetics are completely subsumed to the technique and the economic
determinations. This is further emphasized, on one hand, by the drastic reduction in terms of economic
growth and, to the level of internal logic of construction companies, by the fierce competition among
companies, which leads to a reduction of operational costs.
The visible consequence of these new economic - and, hence, technical - determinations is the
progressive replacement of the “aesthetics of recesses” for something that, externally and at a distance
from the architectural object, may look like the old cantilevers and recesses, however it is not exactly
the original object now referenced. This is the composing logic of what we call “aesthetics of
phantasmagoria”. That is the aesthetics of “what you see (cantilevers and recesses), is not what you
get”! Actually, it is mere painting or composite graphics made of tiles in different colors, where light and
dark stand out, precisely because they bring back the lost effect of planes and recessions!
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SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig. 5: Alameda Prince building.
Rua José Aderval Chaves 230.
Boa Viagem. Recife-PE.

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig. 6: (Detail of) Alameda Prince building.
Rua José Aderval Chaves 230.
Boa Viagem. Recife-PE.

It is visible, therefore, a clear subversion of the composite grammar of aesthetics of recesses - and, so,
the modern composite tradition - for now the change of materials or colors in the same plane or surface
of a building is allowed. Somehow we are back to composite work on the very same surface, something
that mordernist architects fought so hard against!

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig. 7: St. Jaques e St. Thomas building.
Av Visconde de Jequintinhonha
2390 e 2392. Setúbal. Recife-PE.

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig. 8: (Detail of) St. Jaques e St. Thomas building
Av Visconde de Jequintinhonha
2390 e 2392. Setúbal. Recife-PE.

But is this the result of a free and deliberate choice of the architects?
In fact, from the decade of 1990 on, construction companies, boosted by the competition amongst
themselves and by the consumers’ defense movements, undergo a process of rationalization of
activities, consolidating a new field of work expressed in the so called departments of product conception
in construction companies.
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These product departments - and not the self-employed architect anymore - based on scientific analysis
of user profiles and speed of sales, are in charge of defining more economical formal solutions,
architectural programs and control of the architecture and other engineering areas interface - something
that takes the job of coordinating the job site away from the architect.
There is, thus, a separation between the aesthetic dimension under the responsibility of architecture
offices and the technical-constructive and market dimension, now under the umbrella of the product
departments of construction companies. This new rationale will also cause the standardization of
volumetric solutions, in constrast with the so acclaimed creativity of local tradition - what is even more
visible due to the excessive constructive density and the proliferation of vertical buildings in the city of
Recife.
A new division of work is then consolidated. It affects not only new wage-earner architects from
construction companies, but also the profession as a whole, because the image of the architect as the
sole person in charge of the architectural conception of a building, for the coordination of a project and
for the job site is now dissolved (RINGON, 1997). Their image as humanist professionals, creators of
new sociabilities is also disrupted (MOULIN, 1973).
It is as if a new scientific rationale defined architecture along with the reproduction of the status quo. It
is as if it was concerned with the characterization of a standard user, repetitive behaviors and standard
programs whereas before, the architectural thinking - based on the field of art and social innovation
searching for a unique innovative behavior - would contribute to social changes if the professional
believed so!
In education, even though there were some movements in favor of the bond with the real market, the
vision of an architect as a free creator prevails.
Whether this refusal in embracing this new rationale of architecture in the field of education puts it in its
traditional function of thinking of the future, instead of serving the pratical demands of the present, on
the other hand, the new market professionals will be in charge of this debate.

3. The aesthetics of elasticity.
The transformations from the end of the 20th century bring an important change in the professional ethos
of the architect, consolidating at the same time an urbanisation process based on a vertical architecture
excessively rationalized and standardized. All these factors along with the impact of verticalization and
of the growing number of buildings in the landscape ended up making architects uneasy, especially
because the vertical building became the main demand in architecture offices.
However, amidst this uneasiness, a new representative aesthetics comes into being. It is a new way of
conceiving architectural volumes that tries to go around technical and economic restrictions imposed on
architecture back then.
Thus, if recesses and cantilevers, in the engineers’ opinion, made the construction more expensive and
exposed it to severe pathologies (deformities in the structures, brittle slabs and beams, leakages,
increase in the façade perimeter), the solution found by architects in search of a new aesthetic
expression seems to have been the “deformity” or “elasticity” of architectural shapes and volumes.
In fact, it was through the elasticity of the shapes of traditional prismatic volumes that architects gave
the buildings a new plastic expression while keeping a rationalized constructive conception, once it is
based on straight beams (even though slightly curved) differently from the fragmented structural solution
from the architecture of the aesthetics of recesses.
It is from this new compositive and constructive thinking that many buildings with elastic shapes based
on eliptical, round and even free blueprints- these last inspired by the architecture of Oscar Niemeyerappear in the landscape of Recife.

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig. 9: Casa Alta building.
Av Boa Viagem 2054.
Boa Viagem. Recife-PE.

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig. 10: (Detail of) Casa Alta building.
Av Boa Viagem 2054.
Boa Viagem. Recife-PE.
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SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig.11: Zara building.
Av Boa Viagem 1478.
Boa Viagem. Recife-PE.

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig.12: (Detail of) Zara building.
Av Boa Viagem 1478.
Boa Viagem. Recife-PE.

These formal novelties do not respond, exclusively, to an attempt to reconcile the plastic expression
and technical and economical requirements of the construction (straight beams, absence of recesses
and cantilevers), but they result from the search of a better use of urban plots of land, something
especially important when we see a significant rise in prices of urban plots and a fierce competition
among construction companies.

Fig.13: Increase in the amount of buildings in Boa Viagem, a neighborhood in the south zone of Recife. SOURCE:
web:http://www.skyscrapercity.com

Moreover, elastic shapes favor a significant increase in the sight area of façades and also a great
approximation of the building to the street (reduction in setbacks). These facts end up favoring a greater
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economic appreciation of the property once they allow for a greater sight to natural landscapes, just like
the buildings on the coast line of Boa Viagem beach, a neighborhood in the south zone of the city [3].
These formal innovations are the result of the experiments of self-employed architects. These
experiments were then incorporated into the urban legislation of Recife.
Therefore, if the legislation in the early years of architecture in Recife - typical of the aesthetics of
recesses - favored the use of cantilevers to beyond the limits defined by the recessions (such as the
area of wardrobes and window boxes), from the beginning of this century on, a series of interpretations
and legal instruments - the most important one is the “setback in the midpoint” - allow for a greater
approximation of the building to the street, which is specially important for very high vertical buildings,
and also, as we said before, for a better use of the sight from frontal façades facing the landscape [4].

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig.14: João Heráclio building.
Av Boa Viagem 342.
Boa Viagem. Recife-PE.

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig.15: (Detail of) João Heráclio building.
Av Boa Viagem 342.
Boa Viagem Recife-PE

SOURCE: Author’s image.
Fig.16: New interpretation of recession for volumes from the “aesthetics of elasticity”: setbacks based in the middle
point of the façade (segment AB).
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SOURCE: Author’s image.
Fig.17: Conventional recession for prismatic volumes paralel to the street.

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig.18: Eng. Júlio Maranhão Filho building
Av. Boa Viagem 998, Boa Viagem, Recife-PE

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig.20: Villa Manguinhos building
Rua Cardeal Arcoverde 85
Graças, Recife-PE.

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig.19: (Detail of) Eng.Júlio Maranhão Filho building
Av Boa Viagem 998, Boa Viagem, Recife-PE

SOURCE: Author’s picture.
Fig.21: (Detail of) Villa Manguinhos building
Rua Cardeal Arcoverde 85
Graças, Recife-PE.
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It is worth highlighting that these new legal interpretations and the new plastic language of the building
come from the contribuitions of the field of professional practice, and then finally from 2008 on the old
courses of plastics 1 and 2 are extinguished for good. The exercise of thinking the vertical building,
when not forgotten, seems to have been placed in the backburner of the current courses of architecture
programs in Recife.

Conclusion
By analysing the stages of vertical architecture of Recife, we realize the shift from an architectural
repertoir based on recesses and protrusions - typical of the golden age of local modernism - to a period
of tight restrictions in the aesthetical repertoire that, because of its attempts to repeat previous shapes
with graphisms, we call aesthetics of phantasmagoria.
After this period of great aesthetic simplification, we find a new stage of aesthetical renovation that tried
to match technical and economic restrictions - imposed by construction companies - with the search of
a new formal expression using elastic shapes.
However, if the aesthetics of elasticity gives the architects the opportunity to override the criticism to the
excessive standardisation and simplification of architecture, it rises in the moment that society and
academia have just created a strong criticism to the urban model based on the vertical building. The
isolated vertical building isolated from the urban context is criticized at the same time that a reflection
based in the appreciation of the landscape of the city is appreciated. It is through this path, then, that a
demand said to be contextualized arises.
What remains to be known is how architects are going to harmonize this architecture of thinner and
more elastic lines - thus more favorable to a strategy of “impact” or “highlight” from the urban context with this new demand that claims for a dialog with the existing city.

Notes
[1] Consult NASLAVSKY (2012) for information on the history of the modern architecture in Recife
between 1949 and 1972.
[2] Consult LAPROVITERA da MOTTA (2009) for information on the history of architecture education
from 1959 to 2009.
[3] See figures 16 and 17, where we compare the traditional setback based on a prismatic building
ortogonal to the street (Fig. 17) to the new interpretation of the recession for volumes of the “aesthetics
of elasticity” (Fig. 16), where the setback is measured to the midpoint of the façade (segment AB). Note
also in these drawings how elasticity generates a advanced section approximating the building to the
street, in addition to enlarging the façade area (segment AB), thus increasing the visions to the exterior
of the building, that is, to the urban or natural landscape.
[4] See note 3 and Fig. 16.
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Abstract
In his essay “Sull’abbellimento di cui è capace la città di Napoli” from 1789, Vincenzo Ruffo, with a
clear illuminist expression, highlights the importance, for the city’s progress, of having a botanical
garden and naming it amongst the architectures capable of renewing the city’s urban structure. The
often spoken idea was made real only in 1798 when Ferdinando IV entrusted the project, to be built
near the Albergo dei Poveri, to architect Maresca. The project had birth in 1807, with Giuseppe
Bonaparte signature of the Real Orto Botanico executive decree. The Royal Garden was built at the
foot of Capodimonte hill, where years earlier the Reggia Borbonica arose, on the limit of the Foria
urban axis, built during the eighteenth century in the area of the deep valley that delimited the end of
the historic city center, and in which torrential waters from Stella, Infrascata and Veterinaria hills
accumulated. Today, the Botanical Garden counts more than 25000 exemplars of 10000 different
species from all over the world; the park, with its 12 hectares extension works as a green diaphragm
that separates and unites urban landscape and Capodimonte hill and that, in spite of the architectural
massacre that took place, is still an element of the city’s landscape characterized by an important
naturalistic interest that covers the Royal Garden as well as other agricultural areas.
Keywords: Botanical gardens, green infrastructures, Naples, urban landscape, Capodimonte hill.
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1.

A botanical garden suspended between the hill and the city

In the course of its urban history, Naples has always shown its tendency to conform the urban
landscape to its geographical morphology, tendency which has evolved in a natural process of fading
and shading where urban and extra-urban have merged in a spatial continuum. These environmental
characteristics have broadly prevailed till the beginning of the nineteenth century between via Foria
and the Capodimonte hill; in fact the area in which the Orto Botanico was built is between the end of
Capodimonte and Miradois hills, between via Foria, the Albergo dei Poveri, piazza Santa Maria degli
Angeli alle Croci and the wester limit of the street in which the homonym convent arouse. The Orto
Botanico was used as panoramic terrace with its main entrance on via Foria, architectural solution that
masterfully solved the issue of about 7 meters drop between the garden and the underlying street; the
entrance on via Foria was built with a double staircase and a piperno stone balustrade, on which pots
holding Fascicularia pitcairniifolia (Menale,De Luca, 2007) were placed. The roof garden still today
performs the function of green diaphragm between the urban environment and the Capodimonte hill,
which is characterized by a great naturalistic interest itself including several agricultural areas and
patterns tightly bonded with ancient farming traditions. The Orto Botanico setup was perfectly inserted
in the city’s regeneration and embellishment program of the plan edited by Vincenzo Ruffo, described
in his essay “Sull’abbellimento di cui è capace la città di Napoli” from 1789, the plans of which were
designed in 1979 by the research group coordinated by Gaetano Borrelli Rojo using the Duca di Noja
map as cartographic base.

Fig. 1: Planimetric restitution of Ruffo’s essay, designed in 1979 by Gaetano Borrelli Rojo

In his essay the architect describes a series of interventions aimed at enhancing and regenerating the
urban pattern, demonstrating his reception of Laugier’s debate on cities’ regeneration; in fact, hi
proposes the image of the city as a woodland crossed by boulevards with different patterns in which
we see the dialogue between beauty and nature. From the essay we have a glimpse of the will of
solving Naples’ problems and deficiencies such as: traffic, spaces, public buildings and the lack of
organic green areas. Ruffo does not worry about the city’s re-design (delegated to a man of taste),
instead he prospects the adjustment of the city’s main entrances with triumphal arches thought to be
as regular shaped squares from which tree-lined boulevards start; the urban architecture project’s
description continues, foreseeing several following poles connecting the urban center and the
surrounding territory. Entrances, streets, squares and buildings concur, according to his personal
vision, to the rationalization of the urban fabric and to the enhancement of the capital’s functional
1
apparatus . Deeply analyzing his description, it appears to be clear that his project intuitions actually
anticipated interesting solutions that will be realized in Naples many times later (Bertoli, 2014). Ruffo,
twenty years before Gioacchino Murat modified the urban plant surrounding the Albergo Dei Poveri, in
his essay regarding the Real Giardino di Piante construction area, imagined a different appearance,
1

Cfr. V. Ruffo (1979), Sull’Abbellimento di cui è capace la città di Napoli, page 22. “[…] the beauty and magnificence of a city depends from
four things. 1) Its entrances 2) its streets 3) its squares 4) its buildings, both public and private.
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even more majestic than the one actually built. From his detailed description, we see that the architect
arranged a triumphal entrance north-wise, with a great arch and a rectangular square placed in front of
the Albergo dei Poveri. For what regards the building of a Botanical Garden, Ruffo proposed to place it
in the former convent of the Teresian Order, attached to the Palazzo degli Studi (now National
Museum of Naples), and such structure would have also hosted the astronomical observatory, the
Physics Bureau and the Laboratory. Ruffo’s solutions, though brilliant, were not actually realized but
his lecture appears to be well received given the urban arrangement that took place during the french
decade.
1.2 The Botanical Garden: Arts and Science
Starting from the sixteenth century, Naples was already the building site of several gardens according
to the new vision of the Renaissance, cultural trend that awakened interest for the study of nature. In
fact, since 1558 Naples private houses were embellished with science-oriented gardens, based on the
model of monastery gardens were medicinal plants were grown. The first ante litteram botanical
garden of which we got record is the Giardino della Montagnola, founded at the end of the sixteenth
century by Gian Vincenzo Pinelli on the Miracoli hill, where medicinal plants were grown already
(Catalani, 1958).

2

Fig. 2: Alessandro Baratta (1629) Veduta di Napoli and Duca di Noja (1775) Naples’ Topographic
3
Map

In the same area, Tommaso Donizzelli prepared the Orto dei Semplici, the first public Botanical
Garden in Naples (Menale & De Luca, 2007); so, over time, the area’s vocation to host Botanical
Gardens thought as research laboratories affirmed. In 1615 viceroy Count of Lemos already
announced the realization of a Botanical Garden in Naples, in the frame of the University Reformation
outlined by himself (Gravagnuolo, 2009), intention that did not come to life but that re-appeared when
Naples’ cultural atmosphere underwent an important transformation that produced in 1735 the
University Reformation by Galiani that encouraged the development of new disciplines amongst which
Botany (Zecchino, 2005). The idea was recalled by Ferdinando the Fourth as demonstrated by the
project by Francesco Maresca from 1798, unbuilt due to the Jacobin revolution in 1799, which
included Domenico Cirillo’s martyr, the famous botanist that classified several species of Southern
Italy, with Linnaeus’ classification model. The idea took shape in 1804 when Vincenzo Petagna,
professor of Botany, started in the Monteoliveto cloister an University Vegetable Garden with a
pronounced scientific vocation, the setting of which was directed by the other botanist Michele Tenore;
the intention was to promote the research on terrestrial flora, aimed at the production of scientific
practical-applicative and development activities that could allow growth and development of human
and economical conditions (Amodio and Di Donato, 2006). Nonetheless, being insufficient for
research, Petagna’s Botanical Garden was decommissioned in 1807.

2

on the Castle background, Santa Maria degli Angeli slope and the street that divided the land that was expropriated for the Orto
Botanico.

3

Cartography designed and elaborated by the CNR - IBAF research group.
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Fig. 3: Orto Botanico and Albergo dei Poveri in Salvatore Fergola’s portrait (1779-1875) Rientro di
Ferdinando I a Napoli and the Orto Botanico di Napoli plan, 1845.

The master’s work was completed by his pupil; in fact, thanks to Michele Tenore’s commitment, the
foundation of the new Orto Botanico was decreed by Giuseppe Bonaparte, at the foot of Capodimonte
hill and side by side with the Real Albergo dei Poveri, Enlightenment building requested in 1751 by
Charles III of Spain with the aim of guesting the reign’s most poor population. The architectural and
landscape implant of the Real Orto Botanico is a work by Giuliano De Fazio, same author of Via
Foria’s alignment and of the street that lead from the Albergo dei Poveri to Capodichino. De Fazio,
adhering with the Neoclassical language, designed the Orto Botanico as an northeastern entrance
element of the Enlightenment Naples as pointed out by Vincenzo Ruffo in his essay “Sull’abbellimento
di cui è capace la città di Napoli” from 1789. The enlightenment philosophy renewed eighteenth
century botany as well, as Domenico Cirillo’s works demonstrate, who renewed with his research the
interest for natural history; the teaching he recieved by his uncle Santolo made him a great botanist
and painter from the Enlightenment. Cirillo perfected to such an extent his drawing that he personally
illustrated his botanical works. In this regards Naples’ Orto Botanico preserves a precious patrimony,
which has been partly lost, for botanical research: the ‘live portratits’ of plants, flowers and fruits from
the garden’s flora, illustrated in over 160 pencil or watercolor art-boards. The botanical boards
illustrated by scientific drawings were realized starting from 1838, by Michele Tenore’s will. The
scientific divulgation of illustrations had an artistic feedback thanks to Michele Tenore’s relationship
with Naples’ Academy of Fine Arts; in fact he asked to director Niccolini to assess the artistic character
of such drawings, and so the authors’ professional figure was enhanced, and their artistic skills shifted
towards “Naturalism”. This art movement was joined by Lettieri, Dehnhardt, Calyò, De Angelis, Valletta
e Bracco; the latter was, till 1856, the absolute personality of the Orto Botanico’s plants drawings,
author of 76 art-boards of the drawings’ collection that enrich the special collection of botanical artboards signed by renowned artists that followed for the production of the rich iconographic body
supporting botanic studies.

Fig. 4: Allium neapolitanum and Pavetta foetidissima (from Plantarum Rariorum Regni Neapolitani) by
D. Cirillo (1788), Campanula garganica Ten. and Erodium guissoni Ten. (from Flora Napolitana) by M.
Tenore (1811-1815)
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1.3 The Botanical Garden: Architecture and Botany
The expropriation decree (December 28th, 1807) origin is due to Giuseppe Bonaparte, and it acted on
the land owned by the Ospedale della Cava and by Padri Religiosi della Pace, based in the area
between the Albergo dei Poveri and Piazza di Santa Maria degli Angeli alle Croci, donated to the
construction of the Real Giardino di Piante. The supervision of architectural works was entrusted to
Giuliano de Fazio (1773-1835), while Petagna and Tenore respectively administered and organized
the scientific aspects of the institution. Giuliano de Fazio, who curated the interventions during the
French Decade, was the author of the architectural implant of the Botanical Garden together with de
Tamburi and Carelli, member of Consiglio degli Edifici Civili (council for civil buildings) and Real
Giardino delle Piante commissary; given the building’s function, the architects’ first issue was to
design an adequate irrigation system aimed at serving the huge garden. The plant was modified by
Paolotti between 1813 and 1814, and by Avellino amongst the Restoration Pediod works. In the years
of Bourbon restoration, concerning the architectural works within the Real Giardino di Piante, the
Castle was restored, a sort of fortified manor part of the acquired land; as seen in the Baratta table in
1629. The Castle, once called the Torretta or Casa, was refurbished in 1815 by Vincenzo Paolotti; for
a long time it has been the Orto Botanico’s seat of learning activities in which the lab, Museum,
herbarium and library were located. Another significant architectural intervention realized within the
garden’s perimeter was the Botanical Institute Palace; designed by Umberto Travaglini, local architect
from the civil engineering division and built between 1913 and 1920 based on a variation of Camillo
Guerra’s project.

Fig. 5: Stove in the Real Orto Botanico and Facade of the Institute of Botany by Camillo Guerra

Today, the botanical garden has an extension of over 12 hectares in which about 10000 vegetable
species from all over the world are grown. The activities that take place are mainly cultivation,
scientific research and teaching; the vegetable collections are studied and presented according to
three criteria: ecology, group based on the environmental parameters in geographical origins;
systematical, grouping analogous species according to phylogenesis, ethnobotanical, grouping
species based on anthropic usage. The areas in which the plants are arranged with a systematical
criteria are: the filiceto (fernery), the Pinophyta area, the palm grove, the citrus grove, the
Magnoliophyta and minor areas dedicated to individual groups of flower plants. The areas in which the
plants are arranged following the ecologic criteria are: the “desert”, the “beach”, the “peat bog”, the
“rockery”, the “Mediterranean maquis” and the pools for water plants. The ethnobotanical area is
characterized by the experimental section of medicinal plants. Adjacent to the exhibition sector there
are two small areas built recently, of which one hosts the route for the blind and the the other is
dedicated to the plants quoted in the Bible. The arboretum, bulbous, tuberous and rhizomatous plants
and
the
plant
nursery
do
not
follow
any
of
the
aforementioned
criteria
(http://www.ortobotanico.unina.it/).
Amongst the theme areas in which the Botanical Garden of Naples is divided, particularly interesting is
the Filiceto (fernery); for this area several shades and humidity conditions have been reproduced to
cultivate ferns. To create the wanted amount of shade the area was surrounded by evergreen trees
and the humidity is controlled with artificial ponds and streams (Menale, De Luca, 2007) This
intervention of artificial ecological balance is an example of how the urban landscape can be
regenerated with the usage of plants.
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Fig. 6: The Filiceto photographs of Maria Vittoria Piccirillo and FrancescoTondi

Conclusions
For the research on Naples’ historical green, historical maps are a precious iconographic and
documental reference; studying them it is possible to analyze the transformations that the green areas
have had throughout history. Amongst the dense production of cartographies produced throughout
history, the Duca di Noja from the eighteenth century and the Real Ufficio Cartografico from the
nineteenth century maps are very important. The thematic character of the sources and the detail
scale used allow to comprehend the structure, organization and typology of the surveyed areas. The
study and analysis of historical cartographies are essential to think about sustaiable evolution of the
urban landscape and its ecological rebalancing.

Fig. 7: GIS cartography designed by the CNR IBAF research group and excerpt from the area from
the Schiavoni from 1880.
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Abstract

If there was any moment where despair has been felt with great intensity in Portuguese society it has
been during the earthquake of November 1st, 1755, in Lisbon.
The Lisbon earthquake shook much more than the city and its buildings: it shook the faith of the
population. The fact that the earthquake occurs on a holy day, raised many important religious issues
across Europe. For the religious mentality of the eighteenth century, it was a manifestation of divine
wrath.
The painter Glama Ströberle, an eyewitness of the tragedy, captured the collective trauma of a
terrorized population by the devastation and horror of the earthquake on his painting "Allegory of the
1755 earthquake in the City of Lisbon".
Using the above indicated painting as case study, we intend to identify the several emotional states of
the population of Lisbon at that time of tragedy and the way the population react and faced this
disaster.
With this paper we will present our understanding on the representation of emotional states and
reactions facing disastrous events in the age of Romanticism and illustrate the way how this particular
event could have been perceived in that time.
As part of our research project on Harmony and Proportion, it is our aim to foster academic reflection
on the importance of the memory and the cultural identity of each space, as elements able to foster
and develop avenues for a development of a new and current architectural language by understanding
its past
Keywords: Lisbon, Earthquake of 1755, World Heritage, Disaster, Glama Ströberle

1.

Introduction

2.

Lisbon - a city in ruins

On the morning of November 1st 1755, All Saints Day, a violent earthquake plagued Lisbon for nearly
ten minutes. [1] The earthquake was so strong that the replicas reached Finland. The magnitude hit
8.6 of the Richter scale. The people who survived the quake left the city center and began a flight to
the riverside where they were taken by a 20-meter-high tidal wave (tsunami) which struck the city
about 30 minutes after the earthquake and destroyed all that still remained standing - people, animals
and buildings. Following the earthquake and the tsunami, the candles and bonfires lit throughout the
city and ignited large fires that lasted several days. It is estimated that one quarter of the population of
Lisbon succumbed - about 60,000 people.
Most affected by the earthquake of 1755 were the more densely built quarters: the central area of the
Baixa, from Terreiro do Paço to Rossio, extending into the east and the west to the slopes of the hills
of Castelo and of San Francisco, and also the area between Alfama, Campo de Santa Clara and
Nossa Senhora do Monte.
Lisbon was reduced to rubble, about 10 000 houses collapsed. Many palaces churches and convents
were destroyed. The Ribeira Palace, the royal palace of Alcáçovas, the palaces of the Marquis of
Tavora, the Marquis of Nisa, of the Count of Castelo Melhor, of the Duke of Cadaval and the Duke of
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Bragança, the churches of S. Domingos, Mártires, Sacramento, S. Julião and S. António, the convents
of S. Francisco, Carmo and Trindade, among many others were destroyed. Other buildings
disappeared, or suffered irreparable damage, like the Opera House that opened seven months before
the tragic event, the castle of St. Jorge, the archive of Torre do Tombo. The fire and the water
destroyed many artifacts, some of them priceless, like the collection of rare books of the library of the
Palace of Ribeira, countless works of art, religious objects, furniture, etc. In the words of art historian
José-Augusto França, Lisbon presented itself as "a vast field of smoldering ruins, covered in debris,
threatened by the plague and victim of pillage." [2]

3.

Facing Disaster – Emotions surrounding the earthquake

But the Lisbon earthquake shook much more than the city and its buildings – it shook the faith of the
population.
Lisbon was then the capital of a Catholic country of great economic strength, with a great tradition of
building monasteries and churches and committed to the evangelization of their colonies. [3] The fact
that the earthquake occurs on a holy day and destroys the most important churches of the kingdom
raised many questions not only in Portugal, but across Europe. For the population, with the religious
mentality of the eighteenth century, it was difficult to understand this manifestation of divine wrath.
This is one of the reasons why this event has been inspiring poets and philosophers such as Voltaire,
Kant, Rousseau and Goethe, among others, to reflect on the social, economic and religious impact of
the phenomenon.
A traumatic event of this size, naturally, provoked a wide range of emotions in the population affected
by the earthquake. John Glama Ströberle (1708-179), [4] an eyewitness of the event, captured some
of these emotions in his painting "The earthquake of 1755. "
At a time where there was no other way to record images of the event, the painting of John Glama
Ströberle is both a record of the devastating effects on parts of the city of Lisbon, namely the parish of
Santa Catarina, and an allegorical representation of the physical and psychological effects that the
earthquake triggered.
First, let us observe some of the physical effects.
As mentioned, the painting depicts a square near the church of Santa Catarina in the Uptown Lisbon.
In the background is represented what was left of the parish church of Saint Catherine of Mount Sinai.
This church, dating from the sixteenth century had been designed by Alfonso Alvarez commissioned
by Queen Catherine of Austria, wife of King John III, being its administration entrusted to the
brotherhood of the booksellers. During the earthquake the church was completely destroyed.
To the left and right of the church we can see buildings in ruin. They are stately houses of architectural
significance, reflecting the high status and wealth of the place in focus. We can also identify a cross on
the left side of the canvas.
The location of all architectural elements included in the painting are in compliance to the records of
the time, as we can corroborate by comparison with the picture by an unknown author entitled "Lisbon
before the earthquake of 1755" and the model of the City of Lisbon, which gives an overview of the
city at that time, both on display at the Museum of the City of Lisbon. [5] The model was built by the
model maker Violante Titian under the guidance of Gustavo de Matos Sequeira, in the 1950’s and was
presented to the public in 1958, included in an exhibition on the 200th anniversary of the earthquake.
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2

Fig. 1 and Fig.2: Model of the City of Lisbon before the earthquake of 1755. Museum of the City of Lisbon.
Site In: http://mariomarzagaoalfacinha.blogspot.pt/2012/12/lisboa-como-era-dantes.html
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The scenario chosen by Glama is thus a realistic representation of the physical effects on the urban
environment caused by the earthquake and plagues that followed: we have the ruins, in result of the
earthquake, we have the smoke billowing from the wreckage and the colour and brightness of the
picture that reflects the sensation of the fire that hit the city for days. Fig 3

Fig. 3: Oil painting, 1760. Painter João Glama Ströberle (1708-1792). Museu de Arte Antiga. Largo de Santa
Catarina, near the district of Bairro Alto, one of the seven hills of Lisbon.

It is our conviction that the author was quite familiar with the scenario that he chooses for this allegory
of the psychological effects of disaster that we will analyze below.
In this realistic scenario Glama represented a lot of characters, some imaginary, as the winged figures
who populate the sky filled with smoke and dust, some realistic. However, since Glama included
representatives of all social strata from the noble class, to the bourgeoisie, the clergy, servants and
slaves, we can assume the symbolic nature of the choice of the characters, showing that the disaster
affected an entire population regardless of their wealth and social status.
By observing the various represented groups, we can identify, by their postures, attitudes and
expressions, the various emotional states that the event triggered.
Emotion is a mental and physiological state associated with a wide variety of feelings, thoughts and
behaviours. Emotions are a prime determinant of the subjective sense of well-being and appear to
play a central role in many human activities.
Resulting of its importance, the theme was explored by many, if not all, of the humanities and the arts
and many different scientific areas have produced works on emotions, like psychology, neuroscience,
sociology, psychiatry, anthropology, ethnology, archaeology, economics, criminology, law, political
science, history, philosophy, communication, etc. [6]
Let us try to identify the emotions represented in the painting that we consider most important.

3.1.

Anger, rage and fury

The emotions anger, rage and fury are present in the representation of the winged figures that
populate the upper part of the painting. The presence of these heavenly furies which remain indifferent
to the plight of humans, are an allegory to the feeling of the time. At the time the event was considered
by many a divine punishment for human sins, the materialization of the biblical "Judgement Day", a
view that the painter seems to share.
The figures that symbolize the divine justice were possibly inspired by models of Cesare Ripa (15551622?). [7] Glama's winged figures with its swords and flames closely resemble the images of the
punishment, the wrath and the scourge of God by Cesare Ripa.
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3.2.

Pain and suffering

3.3.

Fear, horror and martyrdom

3.4.

Affection, sorrow and empathy

3.5.

Despair, fear and hysteria

3.6.

Curiosity and wonder

3.7.

Hope

4.

Conclusion

We can find representations of pain and suffering in most parts of the painting. We emphasize here
especially a female trapped beneath rubble and debris of a cart, and another woman, lying slightly to
the side. Both figures, featuring expressions of pain and suffering, stretch out their arms asking for
help. But while the first woman seeks physical help from the male figure that stands near her, the
second female seeks spiritual help from the monk who performs an act of extreme unction on her.
The emotions of fear, horror and martyrdom can be identified in two male figures represented on the
left, in the foreground. The two standing men, express in gestures their horror at the scene of ruin and
death around them. The posture and attire, especially of the figure facing the viewer, reminds the
classic poses of the representations of the holy martyrs, for example the image of S. Sebastian by
Marco Palmezzano (1460 – 1539), which leads us to believe that Glama wanted to express people's
martyrdom and subjugation to the divine designs and punishments.
The emotions of affection, sorrow and empathy are evident in the group of characters represented in
the center foreground. A young woman holds affectionately the hand of a dying lady that is lying in
her lap. She is crying. While supporting the moribund with the right hand, she extends her other arm,
as if asking for support, towards a crucifix that a male character holds reverently. It is a scene of death
and therefore sad, yet full of affection, empathy and charity.
In the painting, we find several groups that evoke emotions of despair, fear and hysteria.
Clinging to the cross are two male figures that seem to seek shelter and protection from the divine
wrath, their posture shows pure desperation.
Kneeling in front of the crucifix, we can observe another frightened male figure raising his arms to
heaven in a gesture of supplication.
Behind the cross, a group of people are represented fleeing, in hysteria, from the still raging fire in the
buildings further away.
Almost at the edge of the painting, on the right hand side, a male figure, that stands out from the
scene by his groomed and well-dressed appearance, is represented. His expression shows curiosity
and amazement by what surrounds him. It is the portrait of the painter who included himself in the
scene. His placement on the composition of the scene is similar to a figure of invitation, typical of tile
panels of that time. Like a modern day journalist, he seems to invite us to visit with him the place and
to get to know what is happening.
In the background, but in the geometric center of the screen, we can observe a priest in white
vestments. He is represented standing, with open arms, looking to the sky and seems lit by a ray of
divine light. While everything around him is cloudy and gloomy, full of pain, suffering and anguish, he
turns to the sky, not in an attitude of supplication, but confident. He conveys hope in the midst of
chaos.
We may, in conclusion, say that the picture by John Glama Ströberle transmits the physical and
emotional effects of the earthquake on the city and on the people of Lisbon. Among the images of
ruins and debris, Glama shows the suffering, the feelings and the emotions of the people, creating a
framework for analysis and reflection on the impact of the earthquake in Portuguese society of the
18th century.
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Abstract

The city of Matera, included in the UNESCO list of world-heritage sites and the European Capital of
Culture for 2019, is characterized by the Sassi, the historic center of cave dwellings. A remarkable
question arises because of the phenomenon of tourism, with the consequent transformation of the
historical center into a museum: which contemporary project guidelines would be valid to limit risks
such as the loss of identity in cities named world-heritage sites? We propose to create an urban
laboratory source of new proposals for Matera, analyzing the following aspects:
- Building atop the built, that is, contemporary living spaces within historical sites which should be
investigated through architectural and urban design, in order to find strategies of intervention for a
necessary balance between conservation and development.
- Construction of the border, through nodal buildings placed along the limit imposed by the natural
configuration of the site, which became visual and functional landmarks on the landscape, thus
upgrading the traditional point and line system.
- The contemporary excavation, to interpret the ancient method of inhabiting the Sassi, based on the
subtraction of the tuff rock to create carved space, which even influenced the manner by which
architecture and urban voids were shaped.
- Mobility and city gates, with the aim of connecting the old town with the expansion districts, so as
to enhance the existing rail network. It is intended to overcome the concept of "limit", both urban
and infrastructural.
Keywords: Matera - grafting - border architecture - carved architecture - city gates

1.

Contemporary architecture in world-heritage sites: the case of Matera [1] [2] [3]

This paper aims to be a reflection of Matera, a main city in Basilicata (Italy), chosen as a case study to
elaborate contemporary intervention strategies in architectural heritage. The Rione Sassi of Matera is
the study area, whose singular shape derives from the symbiosis of the anthropic settlement and
space of a ravine, called Gravina, that is the perfect integration between architecture and landscape,
and it derives also from the balance between the economy obtained by the use of local materials and
the typological complexity of living spaces. The minimal space of the carved cave and urban voids is
compared with the large size of the karst erosion of the ravine and of perspective triangulations
created by the monumental buildings built on the natural limit or on top of the urban center.
The evolution of the original settlement experienced a moment of crisis in the expansion of the city
with the construction of the Piano area, to which the housing and representative functions of the
community were transferred (Seventeenth century). This expansion of the city produced a state of
decay and overcrowding of the ancient town, kept as residence only by the poorer classes, who began
to occupy any existing space, even rock churches. The choice to live in these carved spaces,
originally conceived as work or religious places, turned into a negation of a choice.
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Fig. 1: Photo of Sassi, taken from the Parco Archeologico Storico Naturale delle Chiese Rupestri del Materano

In the 1950’s , the Sassi were in a dreadful hygienic state, a symbol of “national shame”, a condition
leading to the forced "displacement" of people, that is the transfer of the inhabitants to new
neighborhoods and newly developed villages. Matera became a case study on which merged the
ambition of national and international programmes aimed at finding architectural and social solutions
to the state of underdevelopment in Southern Italy. The modern urban expansions became
opportunities for experimentation for many town planners, including Ludovico Quaroni, Luigi Piccinato,
Carlo Aymonino, Giancarlo De Carlo, who were coordinated by the German sociologist Friedrich G.
Friedmann. These architects created the first laboratory for urban design, building the modern city,
whilst the old town, emptied and ignored, was abandoned. Compared to the recent past, today the
Rione Sassi, a symbol of identity for the city appears revitalized by the postmodern attention to
aesthetic and cultural value of historic sites. With the adoption of new management policies of the
existing urban-architectural fabric since the Seventies, the town has been subjected to a musealisation
process, accentuated by the inclusion of the Sassi in the list of World Heritage sites by UNESCO
(1993). The prestigious qualification, turning the spotlight on this "common good", on the one hand
has ensured the protection of the town and on the other, it has inhibited the opportunity to include new
contemporary spaces and architecture. Definitely, a conservative approach has been adopted, in that
recovery interventions can only be made through traditional building techniques, materials and
construction elements. Such an attitude now influences the natural and necessary evolution of a
dense and complex place as that of the Sassi. This aspect was recently worsened by the changes
related to the phenomenon of mass tourism, increased after the proclamation of the city as European
Capital of Culture for 2019. This research is the result of many lines of investigation and focuses on
some possible guidelines for a project to adopt in the existing fabric of the city of Matera, in order to
increase its value, at the same time avoiding the danger of transforming the town into a museum. We
propose a model of territorial development, where contemporary architecture is chosen as an element
of interpretation of reality and as a tool for enhancing historical, cultural and environmental resources.
In order to save the identity of the site, the contemporary architectural project, as a new stratified
layer, must start from precise and careful knowledge of the history of the places and of growth
opportunities they offer.
In the case study, the reading has enabled the identification of four strategic directions:
- Building atop the built: In a site of great value of the Sassi of Matera, which is protected by strict
conservation rules, new living spaces need to be investigated by means of the instruments and scales
of architectural and urban design. The city-heritage must start from its ancient form to create a
contemporary spatial dimension, in order to understand the potential new strategies and methods of
intervention aimed at a necessary balance between conservation and development, particularly in the
public space. In the urban-architectural project you can discover new quality characteristics, such as
measure, flexibility, accessibility, security and identity, which are necessary to adapt to such contexts
to "continue" the history.
- The construction of the border: Man's fear of open spaces and the search for security are the
reasons that led to the formation of sites like meanders on rocky ridges. These sites have seen the
rise over time, along its limit, of nodal buildings that are configured as functional and figurative
emergencies on the landscape. Most medieval centers in Basilicata are characterized by point-line
pair, in which the former are memories of an architectural past, while the latter represent the trackedlimit imposed by the natural shape of the site. The analysis of the two entities allows the interpretation
of the landscape, an essential starting point for reflections on the recovery of traditional building
methods for contemporary design.
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- The contemporary excavation: In the ancient city of Matera, the cavity is the way of inhabiting the
place, from the occupation of natural caves, to the spaces obtained by subtraction of tuff, to the
architecture built as an extension of the underground. The same material excavated with amorphous
forms in the depths of the rock, was then worked to construct geometrical volumes, giving absolute
uniformity between the invisible spaces underground, the urban spaces and the natural rock
formations. To regenerate the archetypal and existing layout of this ancient city, it is essential to
reinterpret the building elements of the excavation in contemporary projects capable of maintaining the
unbreakable relationship between the shape of the place and of the architecture.
- Mobility and city gates: The accessibility and implementing of a network of connections are a current
need for the city of Matera in its next development. It is difficult indeed to intervene in a stratified
historical context to adapt the sites to the new requirements for mobility, but through good design
practices it is possible, both to expand the connections, both to create public points of access to the
city that are representative of its character. Hence the need to equip Matera with new "city gates" that
they may receive the visitor introducing him into the city, indicating the main directions through the
conformation of the urban space. The aim is to overcome the concept of limits, both infrastructural and
urban.
An "architectural question" has been based on these four strategic directions that, starting from the
identifying characteristics of Matera and its geomorphological context, is looking for an answer in the
comparison with other regeneration projects of historical fabrics in sedimented contexts of the
Mediterranean area.
4

1.1 Building atop the built
The theme represents a strategic direction for intervention through sustainable design practices in the
consolidated urban fabric wherein its history plays a pivotal role. Expression of an attempted dialogue
between languages, contemporary architecture is proposed as a means to respect and enhance the
quality of the existing heritage areas to overcome conservation paradigms that "generate appearance"
[4]. "The possibility of renewing the use of settlements shaped by history, re-attributing their evidence
and enhancing those differences that are now at risk of being written off as tourism is in its fruition,
and thus it opens another scenario to the work of architects." [5]. We have chosen to delve into the
intricacies of the research, starting from a geo-historical context similar to that of Matera, considering
as a case-study, the Spanish city of Teruel and three recent project interventions in its historical fabric.
Founded at the beginning of the twelfth century, Teruel preserves a historic medieval center that is
known for its presence of monuments belonging to the mudéjar architecture of Aragon, which was
inserted into the UNESCO heritage list in 1986. Significant evidence of the rich Spanish Islamic
building tradition, this architecture was recognized in four buildings located in the historic center: the
Cathedral of Santa Maria Mediavilla and the churches of San Pedro, San Martin and San Salvador
with their towers, covered in ceramic tiles, very similar to ancient oriental minarets. In the following
year, through the appointment of its patrons, in Galve, 60 km north of Teruel, the remains of a
aragosaurus ischiaticus (the first dinosaur found in Spain) were brought to light. The discovery urged a
plan for the promotion of international tourism to rediscover the underground Teruel of ancient history,
and so be able to combine culture and entertainment.
It is clear that Teruel has long based its identity, its city and tourism, on its historical-cultural heritage
and urban-architecture in which it is still immersed. The chosen strategy, which is typical of contexts
that have a rich history, culture and tradition, was disjointed from the new millennium when the city
government began to focus on forward-looking urban, economic, tourist and social development. The
plan focused on possible new public spaces for the city center, showing an attempt to redefine its
image, making it appealing and attractive. Relying on interventions that were commissioned to
professionals belonging to the Spanish cultural context, the administration began the transformation of
places which had been forgotten, in order to improve usability and increase the supply of spaces for
leisure time. Amongst the actions that were undertaken, the redevelopment of the plaza del Torico
(b720 Fermín Vázquez Arquitectos, 2008) emerged, as well as the new center of culture and leisure
Teruel-Zilla (MI5 arquitectos and PKMN [pac-man] Arquitectures, 2014) and the transformation of the
urban void into the plaza de los Amantes (José Ignacio Linazasoro, 2014).
Plaza del Torico is the nerve center and community symbol of Teruel, and is recognized in the small
bronze sculpture placed there which depicting a bull. A meeting place for the flow of citizens and
tourists, the square has a particular longitudinal development which is the outcome of topography and
the geographical area rather than urban planning. Started at a time when streams flowed then
transformed into roads, today Plaza del Torico boasts art nouveau and modernist buildings preceded
by a portico system. In the underground spaces, as a testament to the ancient presence of water, two
tanks are used to supply the city with water. The redevelopment project includes interventions on the
area of the square, on one of the porches and on the underground spaces: the construction of a new
stone floor in basalt in which an original lighting system consisting of linear elements is distributed
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Fig. 2: Plaza del Torico, Teruel-Zilla, Plaza de los Amantes (Teruel, Spain)

along a well-defined, logical composite; the restoration of the facades and porches enhanced by the
inclusion of elements to redefine the idea of illumination and the reutilization of the two tanks turned
into museum spaces for public use. The project represents the realization of a simple design strategy
which, through a new design, assigns a renewed, abstract and iconic dimension. A continuous surface
to which, both during nocturnal and diurnal hours, the repetition and variation of the light elements
gives the appearance of a water course traversed by currents, so as to recover and enhance the
memory of the historical traces, as well as emphasize the movement and the fluidity of the routes, or
essentially, the idea of a collective daily use of the urban space by both inhabitants and tourists of the
Spanish town.
The project won an international competition (2006) for the construction of a new center of culture and
leisure, Teruel-Zilla, as an interesting contemporary graft inside the ancient urban fabric. It owes this
name to the imaginary Japanese monster Godzilla, with the reference highlighting the formal character
pop and underlying the fact that the intended audience are predominantly young users. The new
public space, developed inside a semi-underground volume on three levels, occupies most of Cascon
Domingo plaza, where an ancient market was located, first abandoned and then demolished. The
powerful structure comes from the underground, breaks the surface of the earth and creates a new
artificial urban landscape: reinterpreting the role associated with the market and the breaking up of the
cover gives form to the equipped square on which alternates, according to a structured game of
quotas, green spaces and seating, ramps and stairways. Through the large glass entrance, placed on
a portion of the first basement level and facing the old town, you can see the internal rooms connected
by ramps and stairs which allows for visual and practical permeability, and allows users a dynamic
usability of the broad public structure. The use of reinforced concrete and steel structures covered with
red color is a daring, symbol of the project, highlighted by careful lighting that helps one to forget the
size of the underground spaces. Seen as a building or as a raised plaza, the new urban segment
intervenes on two levels: it favors an unexpected life-use of the urban space (the urban fabric) and
promotes interaction between its different users (the social fabric). This is a provocative proposal for
the revitalization of a historic downtown that points to the composition of an element with a strong
identity with which designers rework the elements that define a city's public space and re-interpret the
characteristics of the city, and the needs of the citizens.
Close to the Plaza del Torico, Plaza de los Amantes today is the result of the transformation of a void
which was caused by the bombing of the civil war that devastated Teruel. For a long time there have
been attempts to redefine the formal characteristics and possible urban uses of its advantageous
position from which you can admire the tower of the Church of San Pedro, beside which lies the
Mausoleum de los Amantes, one of the most visited tourist sites in the city. Winner of the international
competition (2008), the project equips the place with meaning. The main idea is to redesign a land line
as the tower base that enhances the silhouette, improves access to the Mausoleum and puts the
different dimensions into perspective. The element of the monumental scale becomes the pivot around
which the plans and volumes are articulated in a dynamic way: widening and bending as it rises from
the lower altitude, the staircase takes the visitor to the intermediate terrace which symbolically
welcomes him before leaving him to visit the urban heritage. On a sloping beam and on a pillar V, the
stairway leaves beneath one the large intermediate level space that allows access to the new
business premises. Under the main stand which forms the top layer, there is a fountain with a
contemporary design: the large concrete wall, opens onto a surface decorated with colorful ceramics,
which enrich the project by retrieving the memory of polychrome mudéjar, over which flows a fountain
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of water. A seat in travertine emphasizes the horizontal course of the project that reinforces the
verticality of the tower. The process of poetic reconstruction of the Plaza de los Amantes defines a
new public space in the consolidated historical context, achieved through compositional elements with
a contemporary but timeless and clean look, expressed through a measured use of shapes and
materials that assign the square as one solid aspect.
These are operations where contemporary design is intertwined with concern for restoration [4]. In the
new public spaces, the value of the traces of identity left over time are in a dialogue with the original
character of the last layers of history. One way to rethink the old towns without limiting their value to
only that which has been inherited is to plan ahead and also give value to the importance of these
sights as tourist destinations.
3

1.2 Construction of the border
Man's attitude to building nodal buildings along the perimeter of hilltop towns to create visually
pleasing domains on the landscape as part of the urban network, although functional, cannot be
solved exclusively with practical requirements. It is also an aesthetic issue, defining the urban limits
through a strong sign, a building that interprets and exceeds the potential of natural forms, showing
man's design for the city. Just where nature shows prohibitive conditions, man imposes himself,
redesigning the forms with rational traits, that rarely reflect the meandering of the mountains and
surrounding hills, using materials other than the local rock. This section of the article aims to highlight
the "positivity" of this approach on the confines of a city, which can be assumed as contemporary
architecture’s response to the redefinition of the limit between the built and morphology, between
signs and nature. A building on the confines that recognizes the natural beauty of the place, but which
can be related to with the conviction that it is an architectural project that cannot be resolved by merely
mimicking the landscape, but must have originated from the study of the characteristics of the land,
reflecting settlement choices made at the time of origin. Citing the experience of various masters is an
opportunity to highlight the value of this approach of construction. The projects examined are all
placed in sites with similar characteristics - buildings perched on natural limits and acting on these
limits, operating on slopes with elements that mark the orography for contrast. Given the
contemporary tendency towards the mythologizing of vast landscapes, encouraged also by legislation
that hinders building in historical and natural areas, these projects could be seen as erroneous and
intrusive to the landscape. The study of these interventions is to highlight how architecture can
generate new landscapes. In the past, places of literature and landmark buildings were the city walls,
the towers, the city gates, castles, monasteries and viewpoints. Today, there are differing needs to
defensive ones, with requirement of connections between the city and the land and interpretations
between the inside and the outside.
The first case study is the project of F. Venezia for the recovery of the buildings of the ancient world of
the center of Salerno [6]. This complex consists of three monasteries and a noble palace, started in
1810, when all orders were suppressed, and these monastic structures were used as prisons and the
noble palace as a middle school. These buildings were used up until 1985 and subsequently
abandoned. In 1997 the City Council held a competition to generate ideas about this forgotten area
and had the following objectives: to formulate a hypotheses for the restoration of the abandoned
buildings so as to break the isolation of this part of the city and improve accessibility and parking, as
well as redesign the public space. Contestants were invited "to explore the limits of conservation and
innovation, to test the possibility of including, as in the past, a testimony of our time within the ancient
city, without mimicry, without adaption, without ties and seams that would reduce the meaning and
scope". The project area includes a portion of Salerno’s historical, ancient city that was moved away
from the coastline to a higher altitude to ensure protection from Saracen raids. Today, on the contrary,
the city has expanded towards the sea as it is no longer a threat. The competition was for linking the
part of the perched town (excluded from the present traffic) to that on the flat area which is open to the
sea, but it was not followed through, beyond identifying the winners.
The predominant character of this place that struck the architect Venezia is the lay of the land, which
is severely steep because of the collapse of this part of town. The designer said he was inspired by
the Temple of Fortuna, seeing it as the project of impeccable strategies on a steep terrain. Venezia
revisited the pattern of the Temple and designed a peripteros with wings, gathering the buildings and
building a kind of "crown" of the city with optimal standards of parking and circulation. The wings are
made of materials with reduced thickness that traverse space in opposition to the orography of the
land, allowing the union between the different units and at the same time the autonomy of levels.
The second case study designed by the architect Venezia is the restoration project of the Buida Oli in
Alcoy area [7]. This is still an old town founded strategically on a rocky outcrop. The city has a valley
of erosion, the bottom on which flows the Barxell and Molinar. The context geomorphology is therefore
very similar to that of many centers of Basilicata. The original settlement was characterized by the
need for insulation from external threats. However, in the early twentieth century, this led to the
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Fig. 3: Recovery of: Salerno's historic center; district of Buida Oli, Aloy; Teora's historic center

occupation of the spur, following the cessation of defensive needs as the city began to expand beyond
the valley, on the plain to the northwest. This involved the marginalization of the old town which was
subjected to a strong process of abandonment, already seen in the eighties. The first connecting
operations between the parties were made in the first half of the twentieth century, building numerous
bridges, including the most significant, the San Jorge bridge. The project area is next to this strong
landmark and is resolved by Venezia through a bridge building, between the portion of the valley and
the city. The project aims to connect the old and the modern city through a typological intervention on
an urban scale: a complex structure on the boundary of the Old Town, capable of transforming a
marginal parking in a central place in the contemporary city. At the higher altitude of the city, Venezia
planned a front, obtained by vertical extension and thickening of the natural limits of the spur. This
front has a concave trend, linked to the clifftop curve that "embodies", thus extending the forms of the
architectural artifice nature and amplifying its expressive power. But at the altitude of the valley, he
designed a monumental front, rising to the level of the belvedere, to define and resume traditional
substructures and the ancient city limits. This intervention is exemplary because on a historical site
and on a landscape, the solution to the point of discontinuity of the urban front has been through the
interpretation of the traditional constructive approach: the definition of the urban edge through works of
consolidation. From this rises an architectural interpretation of the exceptional geography of the site.
The third case study is the restoration project of the old town of Teora designed by the architect G.
Grassi [8]. Teora is a perched village, which has grown around the ridge road that connected the main
church to the Angevin castle. A profound change in the form of the city was caused by the 1980 Irpinia
earthquake that hit the place hard and raised the question of reconstruction. The city was rebuilt in
situ, following the principles of its location and scientific data. A map of seismic micronization was
drawn up to join each area to an index of danger. The study pointed out that the entire area between
the main church and the castle, both excluded, had a high seismic threat, so it was no longer possible
to build, even though in the past, it was the densest part. The Teora profile, a compact time signalled
just by emergencies of the church and the castle, was then found to relate to this broad interruption.
Therefore, the project under examination started as a matter of fact: the reconstruction had to take
place in distinct "parts", placed in different portions of the rocky ridge. One major consequence of the
design of parts of Teora is that the areas of residence, characterised by its compact nature, assumes
an autonomous value, becoming an emergency, such as the new main church and the building block
of the castle.
The reconstruction was carried out according to three different levels: the restoration of partially
damaged buildings; the reconstruction of some construction sectors of the old center, implemented
through a painstaking study of archival documents and photographs; the new construction of the main
building blocks of the old town which were destroyed - the main church and the block of the castle, as
well as the residences and new buildings for assistance. The project preserves the value of the ridge
path through the revived alignment between the church and the building complex of the castle. Adding
to this, the streets, squares and the stairs are preserved in their original layout, apart from the
adjustments needed to make good use of the space. This type of intervention is fragmented in its
placement, and can be seen in the discontinuity of the historical center, where Grassi resorts to
stylistic and architectural coherence of the different parts.
2

1.3 The contemporary excavation
The topic of contemporary excavation is investigated through three recent projects which exemplify
three compositional issues that subtraction architecture involves: the balance between masses and
voids, the section and light forms, the ground line moulding.
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The balance between masses and voids [9] - The Thermal Bath Peter Zumthor designed for the
village of Vals (1986-1996) is conceived as a great stone monolith, partly excavated and partly
emerging from the natural topography of the mountain where it is embedded. The subtractive process
is used in this case to empty the rock creating an introverted space characterized by a perfect balance
between the mass tension and the voids composition.
A series of blocks seem to have been detached from the mountain, splitting into masses that appear
more dense and close together on the back side of the building, and which become smaller coming
near the front, leaving more space to the void, and even to the atmosphere and the light penetrating
into the cave through the large openings to the valley.
A continuous space winds among these stone pillars, to be understand and moved through as a
sequence of different rooms, since the geometrical masses have been arranged and sized to organize
the spatial composition. The rules used to align and give a mutual proportion to the masses, allowed
him to weave among the blocks using untraceable lines which divide the continuity of the void in
spaces to experience it in different ways; to select only special and favoured points of view from which
it is possible to enjoy the view of the landscape; to create visual perspectives suggesting the directions
of a journey and inviting users to stay or move to specific points of the Thermal Bath; to change the
heights of the spaces following one another and to connect them with ramps and stairs that make the
path dynamic and prevent full control of the space, in spite of the absence of visible closure elements.
The apparently solid pillars are actually emptied to accommodate some small and intimate rooms that
mould the stone mass from inside. Zumthor uses void as an abstract concept to be applied to all
scales of the composition, an active matter able to dig some spaces into the mass with very different
proportions and volumes: the narrow and deep entrance tunnel, the large central bath/room between
four large pillars, the openings connecting the building with the landscape, the small cavities inside the
blocks, the thin cuts on the roof that filter the natural light. Void is not a remaining space resulting from
the building of a shell, but it is the positive opposite of the matter, with which a dialectical and mutual
complementarity relationship is established.
The architectural process has allowed him to build an almost monolithic structure made by a concrete
construction covered by stone slabs (local gneiss). This kind of framework perfectly corresponds to the
mass not affected by subtraction and therefore to the building plan. The monomateric continuity
between walls, ceilings, pillars and floors allows you to read the voids as really excavated into the
homogeneous mass, giving the feeling of being in a hollow and essential space, that is to say a
contemporary cave.
The section and light forms [10] - The De Carlo design project to expand the local history museum in
Salzburg (1988) was never built. However, it is paradigmatic for the forms chosen to compose an
inner space totally included in a rocky mountain, whose external front had to be left as intact as
possible, because local people considered it sacred. To compose and give a proportion to the
volumes excavated in the enormous mass of rock, the architect uses a concatenation system, with a
sequence of circular expository rooms arranged along a distribution path, which begins in the lower
part of the mountain and digs deep up the plateau.
The narrow galleries follow the "concretions", as De Carlo calls these large and domed cavities, which
are stocky, solid and enclosed in their interior fronts at the beginning of the way, and so closer to the
underground condition, and they gradually become higher and thinner thus reaching the surface of the
rock, opening to the sky to pick up the light. In the last rooms, instead of the domes, there are
skylights in the shape of inverted cones, which are also useful to distribute the lighting and the air
coming in from the outside to the underlying levels.
With its intensity and direction change, natural light not only “activates” the underground space and
gives the users the measure of the passing of time, but it also works as an “anti-overturning
coordinate”, because it allows one to view the sky and orientate themselves according to the direction
of light rays, thus avoiding the risk of feeling a sense of loss he might have in the underground
condition. The central oculus breaks the continuity of the rock, providing the only possibility of
connection between the excavation and the city, a relationship difficult to obtain in the carved
architecture. The overhead light is not only an external reference for each of the domed spaces, but
also a guide through the underground path, since it invites one to stop and stay in the rooms, hence
illuminating and differentiates them from the transition paths, which are darker and marked by an
artificial and punctual light. Moreover, the natural light gradually increases from the first galleries
placed at a lower level to the final ones, placed at the end of the path and nearest the museum exit.
De Carlo gave the section a peculiar shape, choosing the dome not only as a reference to the cavity of
the ancient architectures, but also as a profile that is able to expand the inner space of the museum.
The dome and the particular section of the skylight interrupt the horizontal progression of the path and
introduce a vertical dimension, an ascension axis connecting earth to sky.
The ground line moulding [7] - In several works, Francesco Venezia uses excavation as a soil
modelling operation for his architecture. Rather than simply placing the building on a flat surface, he
works with subtraction and addition on the one side of the ground-level and on the other, building
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Fig. 4: Sketch of the thermal baths in Vals; section of the project for the museum of Salzburg; Theatre in Salemi

spaces rooted to the ground which outline a new limit between the depths of the earth and the external
environment. Using the soil as an organic element of the composition, the architecture designed by
Venezia highlights and enhances the natural morphology, the different topographies and altitudes,
turning into a device that not only organizes the open space and redefines urban and rural parts, but
also always maintains the human scale. The soil architecture is also a means of intervening with areas
of destruction. For example, where an earthquake has destroyed the previous shapes of the territory,
leaving a free and little dense horizon where only the soil remains as a witness of the local identity and
as a memory of all the layered events. In these vast and horizontal areas, Venezia’s architecture
introduces a vertical dimension, an interior and introverted space that serves as a measure and a
pause in the vastness of the surrounding area.
For the village of Salemi (Sicily), partially damaged by an earthquake, Venezia designs a theatre
(1983-1986) in order to reorganize and fix a piece of urban fabric. It is shaped as a small space
defined by walls without a roof, which seems to take place in a pit dug in the ground. The central
terrace, at the lowest altitude, is between two sloping inward surfaces, one of them moulded with
stairs as a parterre, and the other with the shape of a stage that incorporates the fragments of a
building destroyed by the earthquake so as to bring them to the foreground. The irregular pavement,
made up of a mixture of raw concrete, pebbles and dust of tuff, gives the impression of having been
dug into the natural ground. Starting from the concave space of the stage, you can go up through the
ramps which connect the different levels and design the new soil profile, to finally reach the highest
part of the theatre, an elevated horizontal surface, from which it is possible to sight the mountains and
the old city landscape.
The theatre has taken the form of a stone groove cut into the terrain, a simple and strict architecture
digging and emerging from the ground and giving it a new configuration, introducing a threedimensional journey in a space not totally enclosed but lived and experienced as internal, whose
horizontal levels serve to visually connect parts of the city with pieces of the rural landscape.
1

1.4 Mobility and city gates
Since their appearance, train stations have played a key role in urban areas, representing the main
stimulus for the planning of new parts of the city or for their transformation. They constitute elements
to enter the city, such as ancient "city gates" and symbolise the identity of a place.
Since the beginning of the nineteenth century, questions have been raised about introducing the
railway buildings in the surrounding urban fabric. Upon construction of the railway buildings,
consolidated nineteenth-century urban centers have had to deal with the arrival of an infrastructure
that spoke a different “language”, a new architectural type, with the consequent problems linked to the
choice of its location. Similarly, in the contemporary era, new issues have had to be dealt with
regarding the railway system, as a result of changes in transport needs (slow and high speed mobility)
which involve the transformation of portions of the city.
The subject of research is therefore the identification of places to be preserved as common heritage.
Each transformation of a building brings urban consequences, such as the changing of the vocation of
the neighborhood, new buildings and especially the loss of identity of the place (genius loci), an effect
also caused by the railway building.
The analysis of the case studies aims at identifying areas of intervention in the context of layered
historical urban contexts. It focuses on a few major issues: the construction of infrastructure and the
creation of public space, the importance of heritage to be preserved without musealizing it, and thus
encouraging its fruition. For these reasons the framework for the transformation and regeneration of
contemporary times has three main addresses:
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- historical: analysis of the consequences resulting from the arrival of the railway in the nineteenthcentury city, with particular attention to the choice of the location and future urban expansion;
- contemporary-heritage: the need to reuse and renovate abandoned historical buildings, as a
community heritage and symbol of local identity;
- contemporary-modern monument: contemporary projects of reconstruction and transformation of
identity of a place, railway buildings become monuments of contemporary architecture and
consequent loss of connection with the context.
Analysing contemporary cases we focus on examples of strong value identity at an architectural or
urban level, where their original purpose has been preserved or a new one attributed.
Madrid. The train station in Madrid represents a case of renewal of a railway building, considered as a
highly integrated element within the urban settlement context. The relevance of the place where it
stands, together with the inadequacy of the nineteenth-century station to new technology and the
increase in transport demands highlights the need for adjustments and additions to several levels.
These processes typically involve new uses of the station as well as an opportunity for the city to
redevelop the entire area surrounding the building. In the new Atocha station (1992), the architect
Rafael Moneo recovers the great room of the train covered in iron and glass, eliminating the tracks
and moving them backwards. The station is converted from "rail node" to "urban node", creating a
large greenhouse decorated with tropical plants, a covered square that continues in the outer urban
square. The designer displaces the town square, as it was first in front of the head of the old station,
but now it is re-created on the side of the station. A hinge element between the high-speed station and
one for the local trains is constituted by a cylindrical volume that connects the two sides of the station.
Near the old building a tower is erected with a clock, a symbol of architecture and of the relationship
with the past, present and future. He refers to the "sacral" role of the nineteenth-century station,
reiterating its value as an urban landmark. The key of this architecture is continuity, meant as an
understanding of the design culture of the context and update to meet the needs of the present time.
[11] The material adopted, in fact, are the bricks, the same material used in the nineteenth century
station. The station is transformed into an intermodal hub integrating high-speed trains, local trains
and metro, so it is no more a recognizable building type, but the combination of volumes articulated at
different levels that establish areas of relationship with the city. For Madrid, the Atocha Station
represents the construction of a new urban center for citizens, as well as for travelers. This is
considered a restoration of the nineteenth-century station and simultaneously an expansion.
Perugia. Minimetrò of Perugia is an example of light mobility intervention in a historical context. This
solution in the mobility sector has contributed to the transformation of architectural and landscape
views. Perugia's acropolis is an unresolved point and the recent creation of the Minimetrò (2008),
designed by the architect Jean Nouvel, has introduced a new use of the land and the city. It connects
the old center and urban expansions. The Minimetrò is an alternative automatic transport system, a
train that comes to town like a tram. The Pincetto arrival station of the Minimetrò actually makes this
place a gateway to reach the acropolis of Perugia, in spite of the residual area, the "back" of Piazza
Matteotti, which it had always been. The realization of this infrastructure has triggered a cascading
series of transformations for the reorganization of pedestrian mobility. The most attractive features
involve the insertion of infrastructure linked to the architectural look of the context, rather than being
tied to the technological solution to the problem of mobility. The architect Jean Nouvel has designed
the stations along the route, paying particular attention to the criteria of their inclusion in the context,
integration of the external elements at the stations, through the use of materials such as steel and
cement and, above all, glass to give transparency to casing. In this way, the external vegetation is
visible from the interior, as well as proposed with gardens in the covered area. The fluidity of the
space between the exterior and interior is also obtained through the dissolution of the supporting
structure. This choice is adopted for stations scattered around the area; other stations are
underground and combined with escalators. The construction of the Minimetrò stimulated interventions
in favour of pedestrian mobility. Escalators in the Rocca Paolina were built since 1983, to facilitate
pedestrian links between the high and low parts of the city. The Minimetrò is an urban element, that
will evolve along with the structure inducing modifications to the context.
Turin. The Spina Centrale (2007), is an urban project on larger scale in Turin, a railway project that
represents a successful mending between urban parts. One of the first difficulties resulting from the
arrival of the railroad in the city is linked to the barrier effect created by the rails. [12] The problem of
overcoming the railway lines as a result of the city expansion has been solved through the
reorganization of the railway tracks in the city, so as to overcome the physical barrier even with landfill
operations. A large area occupied by the Turin railway tracks has been cleared by the infrastructure
and transformed into Viale della Spina, on the previous area of the tracks. It is a great urban axis,
north-south directed, which has a transverse and longitudinal connection between different urban
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Fig. 5: Atocha railway station Madrid; Minimetrò Perugia; Torino Spina Centrale

areas, transforming them from a condition of isolation to accessibility. The area has become a big
boulevard with the central part intended for vehicular transportation, green areas and new paths. The
General Regulatory Plan drafted in 1993 by the architect Vittorio Gregotti included the burying of the
tracks and the recovery of the entire station area through the construction of a new underground
railway station, a shopping arcade integrated into the urban fabric and a tower for hotel and offices, in
addition to creating a modal interchange. The long central Viale della Spina is divided into four areas,
with a different vocation each, because infrastructural interventions were combined with recovery and
reorganization. Spina I is the green area that houses the Politecnico di Torino, Spina II has the
underground railway station Porta Susa. Spina III is characterized by industrial buildings abandoned in
the '80s, its interventions designed by renowned architects and a segment of the Dora Riparia. Spina
IV is a residential area and has a metro station. The adopted choice of where to build a new railway
station, in this case, confirms the adequacy of the original site, which in times has become a focal
point in the urban fabric, still able to support the complexity of the new transport system. This is the
case of Porta Susa, where the new station is built next to the original.
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Abstract
In May 2012, the Emilian territory were suddenly overwhelmed by a seismic sequence of historical
significance that has deeply affected the area. A critical event that uncovered elements of fragility and
crisis in a highly structured settlement. Buildings of historical and architectural interest as churches, bell
towers, fortresses or municipalities and urban centres have suddenly lost their identity, showing the
fragility of the local memory. It is not only the logic of reconstruction that led the actions after the disaster,
but also the will of a regeneration strategy, which is the starting point of a model of innovative
development, quality and sharing.
From the structural damages evaluation to the preservation of the territorial memory, several campaigns
for integrated survey in emergency situations were performed thanks to the collaboration between the
laboratory DIAPReM/TekneHub of the Ferrara Technopole (Construction Platform of Emilia Romagna
HTN) and the Regional Directorate of the Ministry. Below a short list of 3D scanning activities and data
collection on:
 Bell tower of Buonacompra, Bell tower of Reno Cento and Town Hall of Sant’Agostino (Ferrara
district)
 Municipal building and historical residential fabric, Tower of Carabinieri, Cathedral, Church of
St. Catherine, Church of Fossa in Concordia sulla Secchia, Bell tower of Novi di Rovereto, Bell
tower of Church of SS. Senesio and Theopompus in Medolla, Campanile di San Martino di Carpi
(Modena district)
 Cathedral of Pieve di Cento (Bologna district).
Keywords: integrated, 3D Survey, earthquake, protection, emergency

1.

Introduction and research framework

Buildings, settlements and urban fabrics are records of humanity’s relationship to the world, past
achievements, and discoveries. Cultural heritage assets represent our memory while, at the same time,
they are threatened by several elements, from the thoughtless human intervention to environmental
disasters like earthquakes. Too many buildings are now under risk or threat, and the rate of loss is
increasing. Fortunately, although the loss of heritage is irreversible, it is often avoidable. Effective
protection is based both on a professional documentation, an understanding of cultural heritage issues,
and appropriate assessments and actions to minimize damages or losses [1].
Italy has some constructions dating back hundreds of years, till two or three thousand years: a large
number of assets that is extremely difficult to retrofit in order to avoid their loss. In few years, indeed,
some significant earthquakes have affected Italy, showing the importance of arranging a strategical
preservation [2]. In May 20th and 29th, 2012, the Emilian provinces of Bologna, Ferrara, Modena and
Reggio Emilia faced unprecedented and naively unexpected losses. Four years later, in May 2016, the
Emilia-Romagna regional government released updated data on the public funding for the
reconstruction, highlighting the tremendous economic effort to face the crisis as well as the huge
damage caused by the earthquake. Looking only to public buildings and cultural heritage category, more
than 1 billion euro was spent facing about 1.5-billion-euro funding request.
The losses, however, were not only physical, economically quantifiable, but also about knowledge.
Buildings of historical and architectural significance, as churches, bell towers, fortresses or
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municipalities and urban centers have suddenly lost their identity by showing the fragility of the local
memory [Fig.1]. It is not only the logic of reconstruction, indeed, that led actions after tragic events, but
also the desire of a rehabilitation strategy that could produce a model of innovative development, based
on quality and shared values [3].

Fig. 1: 3D visualization of the data base of the existing state after the earthquake in May 2012 of the Cathedral of
Concordia sulla Secchia. The survey has been used for the definition executive of interventions for safety measures
and used in the final course in Restoration. (DIAPReM/TekneHub)

Thanks to the fast arrangement of a valuable collaboration between the laboratory DIAPReM/TekneHub
of the Ferrara Technopole (Emilia-Romagna High Technology Network, Construction Platform) and the
Regional Directorate of the Ministry of Culture, as well as a Memorandum of Understanding between
the Department of Architecture of Ferrara and the City of Concordia on Secchia (Modena), integrated
survey campaigns in emergency situations were quickly organized with multiple purposes: safety
assessment, structural damage assessment and, generally, knowledge enhancement. Efforts were
either addressed to restoration or memory preservation when the "controlled stripping" was unavoidable
[4].
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Every survey activity included the use of 3D laser scanner and topographical support for georeferencing
each single scan to a micromesh of topographical vertices previously formed around the object.
Captured data, once stored, has been variously developed at the Department of Architecture of Ferrara.

Fig. 2: 3D visualization of the data base of the existing state after the earthquake in May 2012 of the Town Hall of
Concordia sulla Secchia. The survey has been used for the definition executive of interventions for safety measures
and used in the final course in Restoration. (DIAPReM/TekneHub)
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Two academic courses (V year - Final Laboratory in Restoration by Prof. Dalla Negra and II year Survey and Representation Techniques II by Prof. Balzani) have been involved in data processing,
training a group of undergraduates in 3D surveying techniques with advanced technologies and laser
scanners, as well as in 3D data visualization both in two-dimensional dimensional (drawing) and threedimensional environments (modelling). For safety reasons, the on-field student participation was
restricted, while data processing was really massive. On one side, several structural analysis and
restoration projects were developed leading to interesting master-degree thesis. On the other side,
instead, a dozen of students, scientifically supervised by academics, designed an exhibition titled Shake
| Shape | Share, focusing on the link between the earthquake and memory preservation in design
processes: indeed, students were able to combine a six-monthly activity in modelling buildings of
historical and architectural significance with the desire of a common and shared understanding of the
cultural heritage.

Fig. 3: 3D visualization of the data base of the existing state after the earthquake in May 2012 the urbanized area
in Concordia sulla Secchia. The survey has been conducting testing of mobile laser scanner technology ‘PEGASUS’
by Leica Geosystems: the system could be used in future as a preventative on the urbanized area.
(DIAPReM/TekneHub)
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2.

Aims and goals: between structural assessment and memory preservation

Perhaps, safety, accessibility and quickness are the three most important key words to keep in mind
when facing the consequence of an earthquake. Partially collapsed, next to collapse or structurally
compromised buildings needed an accurate survey, as much compliant as possible with the operator’s
safety. The emergency management by the Civil Protection immediately imposed the need for red areas
(inaccessible by citizens without special permission), minimum distances from damaged buildings and
an immediate relevant shoring for all visually damaged buildings [5]. Within this framework of
accessibility limitation, survey campaigns were prompt arranged by the use of 3D laser scanner for the
acquisition of morphometric information, in order to capture data as quickly and accurately as possible,
avoiding any threat of physical injuries for the surveyor, ensuring the best safety [6].
Anyway, the data capturing had still to pay for the emergency situation. Methodological adjustments
were compulsory in order to understand how to consistently exploit the data. The presence of shoring,
rubbles or inaccessible areas had often led to the acceptance of shadow cones in laser scanning, not
easily fillable [Fig.2]. Accordingly, the survey in emergency situation allowed to develop an unusual way
to evaluate the level of accuracy for data capturing, where it is mediated with the purpose of use, the
time spent and on-field possibilities [7].

Fig. 4: Visualization of the 3D database of the bell tower of Medolla. The survey was requested by the Regional
MIBAC Emilia-Romagna to document the morphometric memory of the tower that has involved in a "controlled
stripping" for securing the adjacent buildings. (DIAPReM/TekneHub)

3.

Methodology: how to face emergency with 3D survey

The recording of position, dimensions and shape is a necessary part of almost every project related to
the conservation of cultural heritage, forming an important element of the documentation and analysis
process. The survey project defines a workflow for every operation performed during the survey of a
building to understand procedures and instruments suitable for specific condition according to expected
results. The laser scanner technique for the areas affected by the earthquake was chosen for its
capability to be a valuable support in structural evaluation, emergency consolidation and restoration
project implementation. These instruments were adopted immediately after the earthquake of May 20
mostly to detect portions of urban fabric that had major injuries or specific structural visible problems,
and that showed the possible triggering of additional kinematics [8].
It clearly emerged how difficult could be to perform a survey of a damaged building. Different methods
and instruments should be used complementary in order to work in this specific emergency framework,
where the quickness is often the first issue to take care of [9]. Each building or urban complex needs its
own specific and unique survey project to determine which capturing procedure is the most appropriate,
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based on the possibility of access to them. Time-of-flight laser scanner were really useful to capture
data on the long range due to access restricted area [Fig.5], as well as the mobile systems allowed a
fast access and a limited stay inside dangerous areas [Fig.3], showing their real effectiveness for the
purpose [10].
One of the key factors in commissioning a survey is being aware of what point density and measurement
accuracy is required to generate the level of deliverable data required by the project. Generally, using a
point density of less than the quoted measurement accuracy (for example, sampling every 1mm, when
the measurement accuracy is 5mm) will not provide useful information.
Because the amount of time that takes to capture 3D data is proportional to the time spent on field, the
technicians should identify, case by case, all areas and objects, interior and exterior, were the usual
level of detailed is needed or where a lower level of detail could be suitable for the purpose anyway
[Fig.6]. Usually, also the number of data voids must be minimized during the survey while in emergency
situation even low coverage could be acceptable, case by case [Fig.4] [11-12].

Fig. 5: Documentation of survey phase of the bell tower of Buonacompra and subsequent visualization of the 3D
database after registration of the scans. The survey was requested by the Regional MIBAC Emilia-Romagna to
document the morphometric memory of the tower that has involved in a "controlled stripping" for securing the
adjacent buildings. (DIAPReM/TekneHub with Geogrà srl)

Fig. 6: 3D visualization of the data base of the existing state after the earthquake in May 2012 of the Town Hall of
Sant’Agostino. The survey has been used for the definition executive of interventions for safety measures and used
in the final course in Restoration. (DIAPReM/TekneHub with Geogrà srl)
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Fig. 7: Documentation of survey phase of Cathedral of Pieve di Cento and subsequent visualization of the 3D
database after registration of the scans. The survey was requested by the Regional MIBAC Emilia-Romagna and
is used for the definition of executive interventions for safe and canopy cover of the drum of the transept.
(DIAPReM/TekneHub with Geogrà srl and Digitarca snc)
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4.

Achieved results

The activities of 3D scanning and recording of data collected on monumental buildings damaged by the
earthquake on 20 and 29 May 2012 in the provinces of Ferrara, Modena and Bologna resulted into the
creation extremely valuable data base of three-dimensional information. At the same time, the data base
allowed to retrieve several information on the Emilian Cultural Heritage: damages assessment,
knowledge enrichment, restoration project precondition, future emergency management.
In details, thanks to the activity of DIAPReM - TekneHub, in collaboration with Geogrà srl and
Digitarca snc, the following surveys were performed:
‐ Bell tower of Buonacompra (Ferrara): emergency request on June 1, 2012
‐ Bell tower di Reno Cento (Ferrara): emergency request on June 1, 2012
‐ Tower of the Carabinieri in Concordia sulla Secchia (Modena): emergency request on June 11,
2012
‐ Bell tower of Novi di Rovereto (Modena): emergency request on June 12, 2012
‐ Town Hall St. Augustine (Ferrara): request emergency on June 21, 2012
‐ Bell tower of the Church of SS. Senesio and Theopompus in Medolla (Modena): emergency
request on June 22, 2012
‐ Bell tower of San Martino di Carpi (Modena): emergency request on July 24, 2012
‐ Cathedral of Pieve di Cento (Bologna): emergency request on Sept. 10 2,012
The data processing on the Cathedral of Pieve di Cento 3D laser scanner dataset allowed the MIBAC
Regional Directorate of Emilia-Romagna to proceed with the temporary covering of the transept. The
design was performed directly onto the 3D model generated by the point cloud, with the technical of
support the DIAPReM/TekneHub [Fig.7].
At the same time, within the Memorandum of Understanding between the Department of Architecture
of Ferrara and the City of Concordia on Secchia, several 3D scanning activities and data capturing on
buildings significantly damaged in the municipality of Concordia sulla Secchia were performed,
including the municipal building, the Cathedral, the Church of St. Catherine, the Church of Fossa.
Furthermore, the historical residential fabric was detected through the use of mobile laser scanner
‘PEGASUS’ by Leica Geosystems, allowing the test of on innovative data capturing device with great
results [Fig.3].

5.

Further developments: preventive photo-based mapping

The considerable technological development of photo-based systems in recent years has allowed to
use these systems also on terrestrial or aerial drones allowing to realize massive survey or inaccessible
areas, easily and safely and with low cost systems. This is because the photo sensors are extremely
lightweight than the LIDAR sensors, and, as it is known, the cost of the carrier/drone is directly
connected to its payload.
In the future, it is conceivable that the photo-based systems can replace laser-scanning systems in MMS
(Mobile Mapping System) for quantitative, expeditious and massive survey of urban areas or disaster
areas [13].
The accuracy of MMS systems is due to the sum of all the individual components of the system: laser
scanner, odometer, IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit), GPS, SLAM algorithms (Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping). It is also to be considered that the overall accuracy of the model generated
by the MMS systems is mainly influenced by the accuracies of the IMU platform, of GPS or data
processed by SLAM algorithms than the precision of the laser scanning system, replaceable precisely
with chambers of a photo-based system [14].
Furthermore, this innovation could allow to considerably reduce the costs of the system and the weight,
whereas the MMS systems have already panoramic or calibrated on-board cameras.
Another great advantage in terms of data management is that the raster data is best handled by
computer systems and it is possible to "convert" in a 3D point cloud only the parts of interest, greatly
improving the performance of data management.
In this continuously and quickly evolving scenario, the photo-based technology should allow a
widespread survey of cultural heritage assets with relatively small amount of investments, in order to
create a digital documentation ante disaster. This could lead to an enhanced knowledge that could
provide a valuable support in constant monitoring, emergency management and design processes [15].
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Abstract
Since a long time interactions between buildings and earthquakes have been studied. Several
methods have been developed to represent the behavior of buildings under seismic actions, with
different levels of accuracy. Although the development of calculation tools, nevertheless simplified
approaches are always welcome. In the case of collapses due to earthquakes in which there is
evidence of a rocking-block behavior of the structures, the so-called “rocking-block” model can be
successfully employed to understand the building behaviour.
Following the seminal work by Housner in 1963, the problem of the motion of an oscillating
parallelepiped-shaped rigid body has been widely investigated. The main issue addressed in this and
other earlier studies is the performance of a structure in the framework of the rigid block dynamics,
during an earthquake, assuming the building to be a block. The same situation can be recognized in
very slender structures, like wind tower turbines, subjected to wind actions and in masonry walls
loaded by seismic or in general out of plane actions.
The problem can be treated analytically solving the equations of motion under the assumption of
slender block geometry and rocking without sliding. Peak rocking response and overturning criteria for
different waveforms can be evaluated. This paper presents a discussion on the reliability of this model,
showing that in some cases a simplified approach involving the knowledge of a limited number of
mechanical parameters can give information about the collapse of the building. Results of a numerical
analysis are provided in order to assess the trustworthiness of the approach.
Keywords: Rigid body dynamics, seismic assessment, rocking, collapse.

1.

Introduction

The limitation of excessive motion of rigid bodies under earthquake excitations is a fundamental topic
in the seismic protection of buildings and constructions in general. In the case of collapses due to
earthquakes in which there is evidence of a rocking-block behavior of the structures, namely rigid
movement of the building with respect to the ground, the so-called “rocking-block” model can be
successfully employed to understand the building behavior [1]. Despite its familiarity and apparent
simplicity, the motions of rigid bodies in response to earthquake excitations pose extremely difficult
problems when exact solutions are sought [2].
A rigid structure placed on a shaking base may enter into rocking motion that occasionally results in
overturning. Early studies on the rocking response of a rigid block supported on a base undergoing
horizontal motion were presented by Housner in 1963 [3]. To study the problem it is necessary to first
establish the equations of motion of the rigid body and solve them accordingly. This was firstly done
by Housner following the Chilean earthquakes in 1960. Housner first considered the base motion to
more irregular time functions modelled as a white noise random process. In the piecewise model by
Housner, the block can only rotate around one of the base corners, and the friction coefficient is large
enough to prevent any sliding. Shenton in 1996 [4] has shown that the onset of motion of a rigid object
simply supported on an uniformly accelerating rigid plane depends not only on the object shape and
the base acceleration, but on the friction coefficient also.
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Since Housner had already pointed out that the rocking response of a rigid body is sensitive to the
parameters defining the geometry of the body and details of base motion, Yim et al. in a 1980 paper
[5] proposed that the problem should be examined from a probabilistic point of view. Using a limited
number of simulated ground motions the authors numerically solved the equation of the problem and
produced fragility curves giving the probability of the body overturn. Aslam et al. [6] obtained the
rocking response of a rigid body subjected to harmonic shaking as well to simulated earthquake
motions both numerically and by laboratory experiments. The work of Aslam essentially confirmed the
findings of Housner and Yim et al. about the difficult response prediction. In the first studies performed
in Japan [7] the computer simulation performed by the author showed that the horizontal velocity as
well as the acceleration must be taken into account as criteria for overturning. In engineering
seismology the rocking problem is of interest from the point of view of characterizing the ground
motion level through the study of overturned objects, although in many cases this practice is rather
misleading and meaningless [8]. The simplest of the mathematical models that has received notable
attention in the past has been the planar rocking of rigid rectangular blocks under harmonic base
motions [9], although the influence of the ground motion properties have been analyzed since the first
paper of Yim et al. [5]. In the harmonic problem, even in the case of one-sine pulse [10], the nonlinearity arises not only in the load deflection characteristic but also in the dissipation of energy due to
impacts [11, 12].
Some studies on the response of this system have revealed the presence of a rich variety of nonlinear resonances and even the possibility of the response becoming chaotic. Tackling analytically the
equations of motion in case of real earthquake ground motions is a non trivial task even for very
simple waveforms [13].
A range of idealized ground acceleration pulses expressed by a generalized function controlled by a
single shape parameter have been considered in Voyagaki et al. [14]. The problem is treated
analytically by means of linearized equations of motion under the assumption of slender block
geometry and rocking without sliding. Peak rocking response and overturning criteria for different
waveforms are presented in terms of dimensionless closed-form expressions and graphs. It has been
shown [14] that the solution presented by Housner for the minimum acceleration amplitude of a halfsine pulse that is needed to overturn a rigid block is unconservative.
In reality, under a half-sine pulse a block overturns during its free-vibration regime and not at the
instant that the pulse expires. Within the limits of the linear approximation, the correct expression that
yields the minimum acceleration necessary to overturn a block is derived. Under realistic conditions,
the rocking response of a rigid block is affected by additional factors such as the vertical component of
the ground acceleration and the additional energy loss due to plastic deformations at the pivot points
[15, 16]. For the plastic deformation modelling, see e.g. [17, 18 and 19]. Recent attempts to derive
equivalence between the single rocking block and various rocking mechanisms, in order to give
indication for real structures has been made [20].

Fig. 1: Examples of rigid body collapse of structures: a r.c. building (left) and a wind turbin (right).

Recently, the dynamic response of the rocking block subjected to base excitation has been revisited to
offer new closed-form solutions and original similarity laws that shed light on the fundamental aspects
of the original model by Dimitrakopoulos and DeJong [21]. The focus is on the transient dynamics of
the rocking block under finite-duration excitations. In the process, limitations of standard dimensional
analysis related to the orientations of the involved physical quantities are revealed.
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The work shows that the nonlinear and non-smooth rocking response to pulse-type ground motion can
be directly determined, and need only to be scaled by the intensity and frequency of the excitation.
The typology of impulses can in fact reduce or amplify the rocking response, and has been shown that
in case of multiple impulse rocking amplification may be significant [22]. The main issue addressed in
this and earlier studies is the performance of a structure in the framework of the a rigid block
dynamics, during an earthquake, assuming the block to be a building.
The same situation can be recognized in very slender structures, like wind tower turbines, subjected to
wind actions and in masonry walls loaded by seismic or in general out of plane actions [23, 24]. The
problem can be treated analytically solving the equations of motion under the assumption of slender
block geometry and rocking without sliding. The main problem while using rigid body models is the
proper modeling if various contact situations happen during a collapse event [25, 26] or if local zones
of accumulated damage appear, which cannot be represented and detected by a rigid body [27]. In the
cases of localized damage more sophisticated numerical analyses should be performed [28, 29],
especially when suitable isolation systems are to be designed [30, 31] for the building.
This paper presents a discussion on the reliability of the rigid body model, showing that in some cases
a simplified approach involving the knowledge of a limited number of mechanical parameters can give
information about the collapse of the building.
The model is based on the seminal work by Housner [3] taking into account the effects of the loss of
energy during impact by means of a restitution coefficient [32, 33]. Results of a numerical analysis are
provided in order to assess the trustworthiness of the approach.

2.

Statement of the problem

The pure rocking motion of one rigid block is examined in this paragraph. A symmetric rigid block with
aspect ratio B H , simply supported on a moving plane with acceleration xg (t ) is reported in Figure 1.
The static friction coefficient s takes into account the amount of force that is needed to originally
initiate the sliding motion. The force needed to keep the object sliding is proportional to the kinetic
friction coefficient k , with s  k .
The block can rotate alternatively around the two base corners O and O' with rotation angle  ,
clockwise positive. Energy is lost only during impact, when the angle of rotation reverses.

H = 2h

B = 2b
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y



O
Soil resistance

fx

fy
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x

O

xg (t )

Fig. 2. Overturning of a building: structural scheme (left) and rocking model (right)

According the classical approach of the dynamic of inverted pendulum under impulsive excitations
[Housner, 1963], the velocity field after a perfect plastic and centered impact is related to the preimpact field by means of a restitution coefficient r, assumed constant during the motion, so that the
angular velocity of the block after the impact can be given by:

 (t )  r   ( t ) .

(1)

In these hypotheses the conservation of angular momentum about point O' just before the impact and
right after the impact is:

I

o



 2 m r b sin  (t )  Io  (t ) .

The value of r for a rectangular block can be derived by a combination of (1) and (2):
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(2)

r  1

3
sin 2  with 0  r  1 .
2

(3)

When the rotation axis instantaneously moves from O to O' and conversely the coefficient of restitution
is a measure of the energy lost during the impact. Rocking motion is present when the static friction
with the base plane is so great as to prevent sliding.
Adopting the notation by Shenton [1996], let fx and fz be the horizontal and vertical reactions at the
tip O' of the block, at all times rocking motion holds true if:

fx  s fy .

(4)

In other words, starting from an equilibrium configuration of the system and given the condition (4), the
angular momentum of inertia forces is greater than that due to gravity force.
The rocking motion, according to the D’Alembert principle, is governed by the following set of
differential algebraic equations (DAEs):

IO (t )  m g R  Sin    (t ) = m x g (t ) R cos    (t )  , (t )  0
IO (t )  m g R sin    (t )  = m x g (t ) R cos    (t ) 

, (t )  0

 (t )  r  (t )

, (t )  0

(5)

where xg (t ) is the horizontal base acceleration, IO  IO ' is the polar inertia moment with respect to the
two points O and O' and the rocking motion starts when

xg (t )  g b h , being g the gravity

acceleration.
The first two ordinary nonlinear differential equations are relative to the rotation motion around O and
O' and the third algebraic equation relates the two angular velocities in O and O' and holds true at the
impact instant only. The angle   arctgb h takes into account the slenderness of the block. By the
signum function:
1 (t )  0
sgn  (t )   
1 (t )  0

the system (5) can assume the following form:

Io
(t )  g sgn  (t ) sin    sgn  (t )  (t )   x g (t ) cos    sgn  (t ) (t ) ,   t   0
mR


(6)

,   t   0.



 ( t )  r  (t )

The numerical solution of the DAEs (6) may be put more conveniently in terms of a key point
displacement, considering two reference systems with origin in the two rotation points O and O',
namely 1  {O,x,y } for   t   0 and 2  {O,x',y' } for   t   0 .
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Fig. 3. Reference systems for the single rocking block in rocking for (t )  0 (left) and (t )  0 (right)

Let (t ) be the rotation function, the position of the point P at time t in the two frame systems above
described is related to the position vector at the starting time:
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 x(1) 
rP(1)   P 
 y P(1) 

(t )  0

,

 x( 2 ) 
rP( 2 )   P 
 y P( 2 ) 

;

,

(t )  0

(7)

so that the actual position of the point P is given by the rotation matrix R (t ) applied on rP(1) and rP( 2 )

OP (t )  R (t ) rP(1) , (t )  0
O P (t )  R (t ) rP( 2 ) , (t )  0

(8)

where the rotation matrix R SO(2) , being SO(2) the orthogonal group of matrices with det(R)  1,
is:
 cos() sin() 
R ()  

 sin() cos() .

(9)

from (8) the acceleration is derived as:
2

2

t

t 2

OP (t ) 
2

2
t 2

O P (t ) 

2
t 2

[R (t )] rP(1) , (t )  0

(10)
[R

(t )] rP( 2 )

, (t )  0

after some manipulations the (10) can be rewritten as follows:
2
t 2

OP  (t )R (t )  2 (t ) R (t ) rP( 1) , (t )  0

2

(11)

O P  (t )R (t )  2 (t ) R (t ) rP( 2 ) , (t )  0
t 2

where the first derivative of the rotation matrix R belongs to the orthogonal group of matrices with unit
determinant:
  sin() cos() 
R ()  
  SO(2).
  cos()  sin()

The horizontal component of relative acceleration can be deduced by (11):

 2
 2 OP  i , (t )  0
 t
x (t )  
2

 t 2 OP ' i , (t )  0
with i unit vector of x axis. The horizontal acceleration x(t ) can be put in the explicit form:

[ x cos( (t ))  y1 sin( (t ))] (t )  [  x1 sin( ( t ))  y1 cos( ( t ))] ( t ) , ( t )  0
x (t )   1
[ x2 cos( (t ))  y 2 sin( (t ))] (t )  [  x2 sin( (t ))  y 2 cos( ( t ))] ( t ) , ( t )  0.

(12)

The absolute acceleration:

xa (t )  xg (t )  x(t ) .

(13)

is the sum of the base acceleration and the block one.
This procedure has been implemented in a Mathematica© code [34] and the results have been
reported in the following section.

3.

The Alto Rio building

The analysis has been applied to the Alto Rio building, a 15-storey reinforced concrete structure with
two underground levels in Conception, Chile. The structure collapsed after the Chilean earthquake on
Saturday, 27 February 2010 (Figure 4).
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Fig. 4. Collapse of Alto Rio Building, Conception, Chile, 2010, from [35].

The analysis has been performed considering one cosine pulse defined by the following data:

H  38 m total height of the structure

B  13 m total base of the structure

with a0  0.35 g ,   0.78 sec 1
 xg (t )  a0 cost

T  8 sec
 f  0.125 Hz
The picture of the ground pulse time history is reported in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Base acceleration time history

The response of the building is expressed in terms of rotation time history. As it can be observed, after
a first small oscillation, the base rotation diverges and the building overturns.
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Fig. 6. Building rotation time history.
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12 sec

In this analysis the dissipative capacity of the building is ignored, as it is ignored the possibility of
localization of deformation and the local failure of structural members due to wrong realizations.
Clearly these aspects can strongly change the type of failure, even if the analysis of the collapsed
building seem to ascribe the failure itself to rigid block overturning.

4.

Conclusions

Rigid block analysis is a simplified approach, since it does not consider the attachment of the building
to the foundation and passive resistance at contact areas with the soil. Limited uplifting takes place
due to detachment at the interface soil-structure. Moreover, the dissipative capacity of the building due
to deformability is also ignored in this model. Nevertheless it is a powerful tool to evaluate the
possibility of overturning of buildings, as it has been shown in the examined case, a reinforced
concrete building in Conception, Chile, overturned after the earthquake on Saturday, 27 February
2010.
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Abstract
The study illustrates the potential of virtual reality to make the architectural space can be visited in a
completely immersive than the digital technologies used in the past, producing an interactive virtual
environment, modeled in three dimensions, and implemented through the use of Virtual Reality.
It was discussed the possibilities that this technology provides for the representation of architectural
heritage in the educational and tourist sector and to preserve and make known altered or more
existing environments.
Before the investigation has been studied how the brain interprets the stereoscopic images observed
in the optical viewer, under the illusion that what we observed is real. This preliminary study was
required to produce a compelling visual experience.
An important element of the technology under investigation is the possible use by anyone who can
interface with the digital world, through an optical viewer, to view the proposed architecture in VR.
The use of Virtual Reality to reproduce, describe and analyze the architectural spoken, has been
applied to the Castle Stella Caracciolo in Palagianello (TA), a national monument since 1924, making
the interactive virtual environment and highly "immersive".
Keywords: Virtual Reality, Digital Rappresentation, Digital Architecture

1. Introduction
It happens often that a historic architectural is little known to the same nationality residing in the place
where the object is located. Starting from this, it is believed that the virtual representation is a benefit
to the dissemination and knowledge of the architectural well, creating special virtual paths that can
explain the architecture knowledge.
In these cases augmented reality contributes to the knowledge and enjoyment of the historic site by all
those who wish to learn the architecture being far from this.
The contribution arises as a point of reflection on the importance of virtual reality as a factor for the
development of cultural heritage by allowing their visit in VR even at a distance.

2. The VR representation as architectural database
Often we talk about new techniques through which you can observe and represent the architecture
and, more generally, cultural property, leads to an analysis to be made to understand and read the
architecture of the space that you want to represent.
Today the representation and design carried out by finite elements, such as BIM, leads us to have
undergone the three-dimensional object model. The next step is then navigating through the object in
order to experience it firsthand and feel part of this.
For this reason the model made to a representation in VR becomes certainly immersive type and for
this reason must be very detailed experience, without neglecting the scenic aspect and the same
staging of the route to be followed, then the calibration of the lights, the external appearance of the
setting, everything has to be configured to visitors good can "deceive" his senses to feel really in that
space.
To achieve this representation is necessary to store an important amount of data that do not stop at
dimensional and spatial information of the asset, but also extend to the digital representation of its
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outline, creating a "digital space dimensionally finished", made discrete from his own size digital that
carries inside all the necessary data to its representation in VR, all data from dimensional element, for
the "material" representation of the architecture to all those parameters which enable the staging of
the model in VR fully navigable as in reality.
The VR 3D models are then "representations of reality characterized by being composed of data of
'pure information', coming mostly from the physical world, capable of generating a new awareness of
space, lived beyond its physical limits "[1]. Therefore, virtual reality, becomes the best and most
effective for the representation of the architectural space, because it allows the end user to appreciate
all the metadata contained within the "date base 3D" of the model itself and that are retrieved during
the visit of the 3D model in VR mode.

3. Real Architectures for virtual worlds
The architectural representation in VR is now widespread in film but especially playful. As we know,
many technologies are developed by video game programmers and later acquired in other
professional fields. A first example of the use of virtual reality to enhance the historical heritage dating
back to 1994, to the engineer Colin Johnson who introduced an interactive journey through the 3D
model of the Dudley Castle in England, recreating the llayout of 1550. The gaming world has produced
many titles, which are often represented real urban areas.
One example is the title Assasin Creed, which sees its chapters set in an urban setting where the
"real" architecture is reconstructed inside the virtual game environment where it moves the avatar of
the player. You can think to merge the playful aspect with that educational to achieve a architectural
asset model in VR playable with various levels activated by the player that would be more stimulated
from going ahead in the knowledge of the architecture just to advance in the game, creating a serious
game, "games that have no entertainment or fun as their primary purpose" [2].
The creation of 3D models of real buildings to be immersed in a completely virtual worlds is the future
for the knowledge and conservation of all our cultural heritage.
For years now, Paul Debevec with the GOOGLE support census of all the monuments of the globe
creating 3D models and also cataloged the environmental lighting with dell'HDRI technique.
The next step would then be to create a context in which to place three-dimensional models with their
database of information and make them visited in VR also remotely.
Many of these monuments a World Heritage Site, due to recent conflicts, have been lost, what better
time to create digital models of these architectures to be visited by the technique of Virtual Reality.
With this technique you can create any kind of scenery, infinitely perfectible, to make available to the
public with his big database difficult to achieve and can be consulted by other means.
The virtual reality systems can be categorized by the level of user immersion in fully immersive, semi
immersive and non-immersive (desktop). [3]
In order that the VR experience proves rewarding, it is necessary that the devices subject to minimum
technological requirements (such as FPS, FOV, latency, etc.), And have a DOF (degree of freedom)
such as to deceive the biological mechanisms (such as the view and the brain) to interpret the light
rays coming from the viewers synchronized with the user's movements. [4]
For this reason, the VR devices differ according to their senses simulation mode:
• the viewer: a helmet or goggles with a close display that shows two identical images slightly shifted
horizontally so as to adapt to the human binocular vision;
• The data gloves: gloves which replace any manual input system. They are very expensive and can
impart movements, commands, type on virtual keyboards and more as if the same user manuals
actually performing actions in the real world;
• the date suit: a suit consists of sensors that fully cover the body of its user. It can simulate flexing
tactile sensations on itself or it can also perform a three-dimensional scan of the user's body and
projecting the virtual environment. [5]
In the semi-immersive virtual reality it is limited to the user's vision of the real world with the help of
large-sized screens and graphics quality, or projectors.
The current viewers always allow lower latency and increasingly broader visual angles; unfortunately
the close focus continues to be a problem, above all for the comfort of a continuing use.

4. Case of study: Castello Stella Caracciolo
The case study is located in Palagianello (Ta), in strategic position for the military defense, on the top
of a hill.
Being a sixteenth-century fortress, the Castle respects the traditional rules of military structures of that
time: with a square plan and four towers in the corner of the square and a courtyard.
Horizontally cornice has a string course on the first level.
The entrance, which originally opened the west front, has moved to south side and in its place, behest
of Antonio Stella Caracciolo, was made a votive chapel dedicated to Our Lady of the Seven Sorrows.
Lift bridge has replaced by a stone bridge.
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Fig. 1: Photography, architectural details

The modeling process is started with the identification of walls geometries generating polylines that
have been generated as solids CAD, subsequently creating voids through the use of Boolean
subtraction operators.

Fig. 2: 3D CAD solid modeling phase

For the vaults, we have studied the geometries using different 3D compositing commands.
Subsequently we have molded decorations and various architectural details. Given the purpose of the
study, all mesh were subjected to decimation, allowing different LOD levels and ensuring a minimum
number of drawcall in the scene during viewing.
Through the use of other graphical modeling software, it proceeded with UV mapping with light
channel and verification of mesh normal, in order to obtain a useful model to the virtual realization.
The production of VR is made by Unity 3D environment, loading the models constituting the scene
inside the Assets of the project.
The control of this operation has allowed us to assess the morphological correctness of geometries,
thus assuring a rigorous perceptual reconstruction of the Castle.
Place the geometries and configured simulative sources of illumination, we are study materials by
means post-photographic production and ortho operations.
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The configuration of the lighting baking and the navigation baking have allowed a computational
lightening, making models perception more comfortable.
For show the virtual reality we have chose to use a Google Cardboard device. For this it was essential
to use the SDK released by Google for the graphics engine in question.
Once all virtual environment program ended, it was decided to compile the project, generating an
executable, in the APK format for Android mobile.

Fig. 3: Study and analysis of the generated normal geometry and optimization poly.

Fig. 4: Component and configuration for browsing in real time
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Fig. 5 Preview VR with texturing and lighting

Fig. 6: Configuration post-effetcts visible during the VR
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Fig. 5 Preview stereo-image VR

5. Conclusion
The study has experienced the execution pipeline of an medium size architectural transposition
through the use of low-cost headset, demonstrating the potential and the utility that the VR technology
leads to the representation of architecture. This result, as we have been able to verify, it is not a mere
automated translation of the real in digital, but rather is the result of an analytical study and
discretionary and geometric processes that preserve architectural syntax of the replicated scenarios.
The products thus produced, as well as enabling disclosure of the architectural heritage for
educational and tourism purposes, allow storage and recording for conservative aims useful in the
event of subsequent restoration and recovery, ensuring the operator the full visual access to all build .
The continued integration of this technology in everyday life will lead the user to VR experiences with
increasingly high comfort, imagining solutions without the use of headset can lead to shared
experiences or telepresence that will affect the working dynamics, modified pipeline and processes
development also in the design area [6].
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Abstract
Cultural Heritage under risk or in emergency conditions is an increasingly common contingency.
Critical issues related to preservation highlight the topic of conservation of matter, not only as
transmission of heritage to future generations but also as a search for new intervention strategies and
design of the existing, and conservation of memory, as cultural choice to protect those intangible
values socially shared.
The survey and documentation of heritage become the essential support to the achievement of higher
levels of knowledge and awareness: the possibility of gaining archives of the "geometric memory" of
the historical and architectural heritage opens up new possibilities for the protection, conservation,
restoration, up to the controversial discussion about "where it was but not as it was".
The paper presents a comparison among different experiences of survey and documentation of
heritage in states of emergency or hazardous conditions through different methodological approaches.
From the survey of city centers affected by the earthquake in Italy to documentation of urban
transformations of Jodhpur, India; from the survey of the archaeological excavations in the heart of
Mexico City, up to new strategies of documentation and conservation of Brazilian modernist
architecture.
Keywords: Documentation, Conservation, Cultural Heritage, 3D survey, Emergency conditions

1.

Introduction

The paper faces different kind of “emergency” conditions:
The first one is related to the safety planning, from the management of the emergency up to the
awareness of prevention. The concept of security exceeds the singular issue of seismic vulnerability
and extends to geological risk, etc. In this case, the survey is applied under different levels:
 Prevention for the building condition as evaluation of the degree of safety (shape, materials,
etc.);
 Survey in emergency conditions: the survey in the “red zone” of the urban centers of the
Emilia region, in the north of Italy, affected by the earthquake of 2012 with all the related
problems of non-accessibility to the sites to be documented, the rubbles, the survey for the
“mercy of matter”, of the provisional intervention of functional restoration, etc.;
 Survey during intervention, opening to the issue of "where it was but not as it was" and how
important data modelling are for the definition of intervention parameters;
 Monitoring, which is not just monitoring but a comparison according to time steps and under
methods encoded in acquisition protocols of the modifications in time and the level of
response of the interventions (upgrade or improvement).
The second topic is related to survey in emergency conditions of archaeological excavations (such as
in the case of Mexico City).
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The third topic is the survey in the emergency of “urban amnesia”, where situations are brought to the
dispersion (for urban pressure, such as in the case of Villa Itororó in Sao Paulo or in other example of
documentation of Modernist Architecture) or for a different historical context (such as in the case of
Jodhpur, India).

2.

Survey in emergency conditions

Survey in emergency conditions means face methodological issues and different on-site procedures,
according to accessibility problems and different purposes in data acquisition.
The earthquake that struck the Emilia in 2012 hard tested a highly structured system, characterized by
buildings of historical and architectural value and settlement, constructive and cultural traditions
representative of a significant relational dimension between population and territory. The development
of innovative methods of analysis [1] and project proposal drawn up after the seismic events have led
not only to reconstruction strategies, but also to strategic regeneration processes based on an
innovative, qualitative and shared model of development [2]. In this context integrated surveys in
emergency situations were carried out, fostering important considerations on issues, goals and
methods of intervention. Heritage is not only material but also made up of memories. How and where
to rebuild? This was the question that, after the emergency, has marked the start of the postearthquake projects, leading the debate on the difficult but inspiring slogan of “where it was but not as
it was". This claim focuses the attention to the significance, so important to the architects, the role of
the project, which cannot be canceled or simplified exclusively within a reassuring action of mimetic
reconstruction.

Fig. 1: 3D visualization of the database of the existing state after the earthquake in May 2012 of the Town Hall of
Sant’Agostino (DIAPReM/TekneHub in cooperation with Geogrà srl)

Integrated survey were performed in emergencies, with multiple purposes: estimate of the damage,
structural assessments and reconstruction proposals, up to the preservation of the memory of artifacts
and of the territory where, for safety reasons, it was necessary to proceed to the "controlled
disassembly". Each survey activity has foreseen the use of 3D laser scanner and topographical
support for geo-referencing every single scan at a micro topographical net vertices.
They were conducted integrated survey campaigns with very different purposes, who then used
different methodologies, but united by the emergency situation in which we have found to work.
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Different purposes have involved the use of different methodologies, however united by the
emergency conditions in which the work was carried out.
Security, accessibility and speed are the three key words to understand the situation to be faced just
after the earthquake [3]. Buildings partially collapsed, next to collapse or for which the structural
capability was greatly compromised needed a survey as accurate as possible, compatibly with the
safety of the operators. The emergency management has immediately imposed the need for “red
zones”, minimum distances from damaged buildings and shoring when it was not possible to do
anything else that demolish the compromised buildings. By managing such accessibility limitation,
integrated surveys were performed in the extreme rapidity through the use of 3D laser scanner for the
acquisition of morphometric information at a safe distance, quickly and accurately.

Fig. 2: Internal view of the Cathedral of Concordia after the earthquake of 2012 in point cloud visualization.

Data acquisition had to undergo to the emergency situations. An important methodological
consideration was necessary in order to understand how to use the data consistently with the state of
conditions. Often the presence of shoring, rubble or inaccessible areas led to the acceptance of
shadow areas in laser scanning, hardly bridgeable. The survey in emergency has placed accordingly
an unusual consideration on the data and its acquisition, which must necessarily be mediated with the
purpose of use and the operating methodologies.

3.

Emergency in the survey of archaeological excavations

In the heart of Mexico City, after an accidental collapse of a portion of a building next to the “Templo
Mayor”, was discovered the monolith of Tlaltecuhtli, the god of life and death. The Instituto Nacional
de Antropología e Historia (INAH), to enhance the excavation and the restoration of the recently
discovered monument, decided to start a large study concerning a part of the historical center to
present to the international scientific community a project aimed at the refurbishment of the entire
archaeological site of the “Templo Mayor” and of the urban space in the center of Mexico City. The
DIAPReM Center of the University of Ferrara [5] was involved in a collaboration for the support and
implementation of innovative technologies for the 3D survey, analysis, diagnostics and conservation of
cultural heritage [6].
The survey of monolith was carried out by means of 3D laser scanner. The obtained 3D model is a
point cloud of about 29 million coordinates which subsequently allowed the extraction of plans and
sections; the 3D survey has also allowed to record the original location of the monument. Following
the survey and complete documentation of the discovery conditions of the monolith, the monument,
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broken in four large fragments, was carried out to the laboratory for conservative investigations where
it was possible to make a diagnostic survey campaign of the state of conservation and surface
characteristics, in particular as regards the traces of colorings.

Fig. 3: Mexico City, 3D model and planimetry in point cloud visualization of the archaeological site where the
Tlaltecuhtli monolith was found.

Fig. 4: Views of the model in point cloud visualization.
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4.

Survey in the emergency of “urban amnesia”

While the recent contribution of the "technological approaches" to the survey of the urban scene [7] of
historic fabrics has enabled, generally, a quantitative and typological increase in available data, the
methodological contribution of critical use of such data [8] rarely becomes an effective tool aimed at
the conservation of the historical materials and intangible heritage.
Within the following research topics, “urban amnesia” is the thread of situations where urban pressure
and environmental conditions are trigger points in the conservation of different historical contexts [9].
When is the memory conservation important for the recovery and restoration? The decay state of Vila
Itororó [10] arises as an exemplary case study within this cultural, technical-scientific and social
debate, today more than ever, in São Paulo and throughout Brazil.
In the heart of a megacity, a small piece of antiquity is currently trying to defend itself and find a future.
This eclectic complex built by several phases, in an almost self-construction, it is now an extraordinary
topic for cultural debate (and not only) on the issues of recovery and restoration in Brazil. Vila Itororó
has no characters of monumentality. It does not have the quality grades of a consistent design. It has
not a real functional role into the current urban development of this neighbourhood of São Paulo: this
has been growing leaving Vila Itororó submerged by major infrastructure and incessant speculation.
The Vila does not have a signature but has many narrations. In short, Vila Itororó seems a trap of
urban history: a trap that brings social values and which is one of the few remaining cases of handover
between a city’s history from the early twentieth century. When, why and how to preserve the
architectural and urban memory in Brazil is a conflict on the theme of the retention of a cultural
heritage and its potential and possible disappearance. A conflict in terms of models of development
but also in terms of models and tools of knowledge to deal with the analysis and diagnosis of the
historical heritage. It will be possible, in the future, to read the traces of this incredible path of
innovation and experimentation that have created a monument even without monumentality? It is not
an easy subject; however, what is a weakness now it can be transformed into potential tomorrow.

Fig. 5: Façade of Vila Itororó in 3D point cloud database extraction.

Fig. 6: Vila Itororó, elevation in 3D point visualization.
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The weakness expressed by the overall state of conservation could put in place, at the same time,
three actions for the recovery of the building:
- to define architectures to be save by useful diagnosis before and after the restoration process;
- to define where it is important to allocate resources for recovery using consistent and costcompatible technologies;
- to define where it could be possible to have a more experimental and innovative approach also
following the history and the adaptive evolution of the buildings where to test new actions towards the
development of cultural heritage.
The knowledge’s process is based on the three-dimensional data acquisition for multidisciplinary
analysis: metric, morphological and diagnostics investigations. The HDS survey test was the first step
to start the bureaucratic process for access to the municipal funds for the restoration of this
architecture. The survey was carried out by 3D laser scanners (Time of Flight technology) with total
station for data integration. The integration of equipment (laser scanner and total station) is the basis
for the resolution of the individual laser scans’ registration problems. The survey’s test has been
carried out for a portion of the outside surface and for two rooms characterized by refined detail. The
registered model obtained from the test, allows the reading the object highlighting the forms of
degradation (surfaces and structural). The use of the database is important to dialogue with the
municipality institutions in order to obtain public funding for the Villa’s restoration.
On the other hand, the survey experience in the historic city of Jodhpur focused on new approaches
and methodologies to analyse the historical urban context. These methodologies were performed in
order to harmonize the new interventions and projects in existing heritage and meet the contemporary
requirements, with the aim of sensitising in the matter of heritage conservation respecting the local
tradition and meeting the needs of the local community.

Fig. 6: Example of urban analysis and critical survey in the historic town of Jodhpur.
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Strongly influenced by the geographical layout and the political dynamics of the region, the historic
town of Jodhpur, called the “Blue City”, provides an outstanding example of traditional urbanism in
Rajasthan. Currently Jodhpur needs to address the reorganization and rehabilitation of water and
electrical systems and the waste collection, the main causes of deterioration within the historic walls. A
structured methodology is needed to analyse the historical urban and connective fabric in order to
meet the main needs of refurbishment and conservation. Starting from a critical rapid survey process
the aim of this ongoing research is to identify the components of the historic city through diagnostic
methods and a cultural-centred approach [11].
The historic urban settlement of Jodhpur is called the “Blue City” due to the vivid blue-painted houses
of the heart of the city. It provides an outstanding example of traditional urbanism in Rajasthan, a
northern region of India. The city is a unique example of the Indian heritage but this is not only due to
the characteristic morphology that summarizes, in a single glance, all the layers that have concerned
the territory of Marwar from 1459 to the present. The deep cohesion between the architectural
heritage and the socio-cultural order that historically settled in the territory has heavily influenced the
development over the centuries.
The old city circles the Mehrangahr fort, a gorgeous complex situated 120 meters above the city and
enclosed by imposing thick walls. Enclosed in the sixteenth-century walls, for most preserved,
excluded from areas of new expansion and ignored by municipal development plans, the historic
centre has been able to preserve almost entirely the traditional urban fabric while maintaining the
system of internal relations within the community. Conceived and developed in the Middle age, the
historic city today has to balance the demands of a modern town with the preservation of tangible and
in-tangible heritage of the urban centre.
The applied methodology [12] was carried out to analyse the historical urban and connective fabric in
order to meet the main needs of refurbishment and conservation, starting from a critical rapid survey
process. This procedure is based on a critical “reading” and analysis of the main features of the
historical centre, respecting the local tradition and meeting the needs of both the public administration
and the local community.
Aware of the great contribution that the Mehrangarth fort leads to the city, the survey strategy aims at
restoring a heritage walk able to reconnect the mountain of the fort to the heart of the blue city. A
delicate balance made up of a dense urban fabric of buildings mostly residential and trade in which
many religious and monumental buildings of great value fit characterize the historic city of Jodhpur.
These monuments are of architectural, documentary, memorial and contextual interest and by means
of a cataloguing procedure, it would be possible to preserve and conserve them sensitising the public
opinion on the heritage and conservation issue. This will help people to consider what previously
represented simply a functional artefact an appreciable value to be protected; the progressive policies
of protection will also trigger new tourism bringing benefits to the local economy.
The analysis were extended to public spaces, the which act as catalytic centre of innumerable
activities enriched by a very strong social value, a disorganized chaos that consists of people, cars,
animals, street vendors, up to religious celebrations and parking.

5.

Conclusions

Different approaches to survey and documentation of heritage at risk involve multidisciplinary
approaches to Cultural Heritage.
The presented research projects and applications are example of the essential role of survey and
documentation to protect and preserve Heritage, in order to transmit to future generations the tangible
and intangible values.
Survey within different emergency situations are also relevant in order to orient the design processes
and innovative planning of historical buildings, sites and historical urban fabrics.
Mostly, our generation is not able to preserve efficiently cultural heritage and sites due to urban
sprawl, pollution, global warming, mass tourism, extreme weather events, etc. We are not able to
preserve what we discover and to maintain existing heritage assets and this requires cataloguing and
documentation procedures. The main international and national organizations that deal with cultural
heritage conservation, preservation and enhancement, are increasingly engaged in promoting and
spreading processes of cataloguing and documentation [13].
Heritage documentation is basic for understanding our legacy and our cultural identity. The building
inspection as well as the documentation processes are becoming more and more relevant and
effective in order to collect data and information allowing knowledge, understanding, assessment,
preservation and manage intervention on cultural heritage.
The integration of digital data [14] and the possibilities of re-use of digital resources is an important
challenge for a sustainable protection and conservation (into an overall decision-making process) of
the historic buildings as well as for an efficient management in the long term.
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The digital data alone are not enough to improve the quality of cultural heritage management. It is
necessary to consider the elaboration of “digital models and platform” allowing data integration, data
accessibility and data updating.
In this direction, survey and documentation of heritage become the essential support to the
achievement of higher levels of knowledge and awareness: the possibility of gaining archives of the
"geometric memory" of the historical and architectural heritage opens up new possibilities for the
protection, conservation, restoration.
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Abstract

The case of Palmanova, a fortress town of the Venetian Republic is now a UNESCO site candidate in
th
th
the category “Venetian defence works from the 15 to the 17 century”, along with Bergamo,
Peschiera and Venice (cf. LEON A. F., LEON P. Palmanova e l’Unesco: il nesso tra sviluppo
economico e politiche per la conservazione in F. P. Fiore, 2014). The project is not called upon to
tackle a natural disaster, but the result of neglect from the ongoing decommissioning of the military
buildings, which is depriving the town of its prime raison d'être, with the project plan as a tool to steer a
necessary transformation in the passage towards post-modernity. The idea is to link the regional
infrastructure project with an urban architectural project that will maintain and perfect the nine-sided
ground plan with its triple rampart system, matched internally by a circular separation between the
military scheme and the civil neighbourhoods, with «six piazzas never realized architecturally»
(POLESELLO G., Venice Biennale 1985), and its central hexagonal piazza. In this way, the
conservation of the works of the past must come to consider a different role for the town and its
architecture. As Aldo Rossi said: «Palmanova's system of walls remains as a physical structure that
has never been an urban dialect» (1970). Today, this extraordinary system must become the object of
an informed metamorphosis in order to conserve it.
Keywords: fortress-city, identity, degradation, urban regeneration

A landmark: the urban form

What is exceptional about the town of Palmanova is the complex, well-proportioned image of its
nonagonal composition. Founded in 1593 as a fortress city, it currently consists of three circles of
ramparts and an urban layout with blocks framed by a rigorous geometry and historical sestieri: inside
the walls, 6 public squares coincide with the six historical sestieri, 9 bulwark squares evoke the city’s
fortifications along Via delle Milizie, while in the centre is a hexagonal piazza from which originate the
six main radial roads, three that lead to the gates and three to the bulwark squares.
The development of the fortified ramparts proceeded until 1811. Only after seventy years was this
Friulian city and its entire region annexed to Italy, and it was in this period that the active military
phase began. As a result, Palmanova was transformed from a city-fortress into a city-barracks, and
the rampart spaces began to be used for military activities.
The barracks are linked to each other by the Via delle Milizie, and are located between the edge of the
inhabited centre and the first Venetian walls. This town and subsequent ones are very different from
other towns founded by the Venetians, such as Cittadella, Conegliano, Castelfranco Veneto, and
Villafranca. They «feature […] a unity of a monumental character that is closely linked to the presence
of the walls and castles with their own relationships of similarity and characteristics. Even though they
belong to different urban systems in the territory, they are similar in that they define a type of city».
Instead, in the case of Palmanova, the walls «remain as a physical structure that has never constituted
an urban dialectic»[1].
Built on the fringe of the Venetian world, Palmanova is a fundamental witness of Renaissance town
planning, and with its radial roads, to some extent marks the close of the trend for newly-founded
military towns.
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Some scholars have defined Palmanova an “ideal city”, in line with the dictates of the Renaissance
conception, however, it is the military character of this city that decided its urban layout and identity
right from its origins [2].
In the nineteen-nineties, Palmanova saw a progressive abandonment of the urban area by the military,
with an economic crisis for the town. This led to depopulation and the subsequent disposal of
2
60,000m of military buildings, some of which belonged to the period of its foundation, while others,
such as the Gamerra Barracks, were from the Napoleonic era. However, there were also some
eighteenth-century buildings, such as the Ederle Barracks that occupy a vast area between the large
central open space of Piazza Grande and the first defensive ring of the Venetian era.
Many of these buildings are protected by the Ministry of Cultural Heritage, for others a contrary
procedure has begun to lift the constraint, to permit a total makeover.
The buildings in question belong partially to the town of Palmanova and partially to the State, while the
bastions are government property – of the War Office. Covering a surface of approximately
2
1,200,000m , they were built from banks of earth with supporting walls covered by spontaneous
vegetation, and feature service buildings, casemates, caponiers, and lunettes, today in a state of
progressive decay. Underneath the bastions, a system of tunnels connects the various military
emplacements.
The upkeep and safety of these places are very expensive, and the costs are shared between the
town of Palmanova and the state: there is therefore an urgent need to implement strategies that can
enhance and relaunch the city with all of its originality within the Italian and European economic
panorama, in order to ensure its survival and conservation.

Characteristics of the theme

At the III International Architecture Exhibition of Venice in 1986, in the section dedicated to projects for
the public squares of Palmanova, Gianugo Polesello retraced the distinctive character of the urban
layout within the military one.
In this section, we recall expressly the models for the “Reading Machine, Memory Machine, and
Writing Machine”, created by a group coordinated by Daniel Libeskind which prompted the public to
«create and interpret architecture in its social, cultural and historical perspective. The three ‘machines’
propose a fundamental reminiscence and a recovery of architecture’s historic destiny […]. They
constitute a single project and are interdependent: each forming a starting point in the understanding
and operation of the other. […] They seek to carry out each of the future positions on themselves –
thus leaving the present as it is even if moving toward its own past»[3]. The models drew inspiration
from the town of Palmanova, from its urban machine, to produce an idea of an analogous city,
understood as a celibate machine.
In his speech, Polesello outlined the problem of the War Machine of Palmanova in its various
adaptations to military techniques. The division into nine parts centred around the piazza serves no
real functional purpose. For the Friulian architect, this would be achievable only through the collective
use of the six squares, which should define the town's internal architecture, but never had. The
incompleteness of these places shows the prevalence of the Palmanova “War Machine” over the “civil”
Palmanova, and limits civilian uses to a minimum, or even excludes them, so that the fortress can
exist. In fact, «there are no works of architecture in Palmanova that correspond either to the “home”
type or the “mansion” type.
One of the most important ways to “make” the Renaissance design almost homologous between “civil”
and “military” […] is to build these places (the 6 squares of the sestieri) starting from the original
ground plan, of which only 2 of the 6 squares exist today»[4].
Polesello believed that perhaps not even Piazza Grande was complete, and may never even have
been planned: «It would be interesting [...] to overturn the ratio of the before and after of the
architecture with respect to the geometry of the layout and show the true meaning of the architecture
on the town’s communal places (the streets, the squares) with respect to the original design»[5].
The failure to realize the squares and other typical urban elements should be construed as acts of
realism and therefore decidedly anti-utopian, in accordance with the trend highlighted by anti-utopian
treatises of the Sixteenth Century. In fact, many treatises of that period, including the one by
Buonaiuto Lorini from 1596, which contributed to the foundation of Palmanova: «ignore both the
learned problems of Vitruvian culture and the abstractions of utopian reformism. The humanistic
programme of the secular city of man has now been replaced by the political reality emphasized
mercilessly by Machiavelli: the waning of the ideal city is answered by the cynical realism of the “citymachines of defence”. […] By now, it is the military theoretician, and he only, who is the new scientist
of urban phenomena»[6].
The successful cases of Urbino and Pienza remained isolated and unrepeatable in their idealism.
Going against the grain with respect to the eschatology and expectations of the Middle Ages,
Humanism reaffirmed the concrete, socially and economically determined character of urban
development, and focused on the development of models for the concrete initiatives of new urban
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layouts, such as studies of fortifications and military cities. Palmanova thus enshrined the definitive
demise of the ideologies of Humanism, and in subsequent centuries, architecture itself, to some
extent, must accept a rear-guard role here apropos its urban transformations [7].
Operatively, the problem stands today of the character of Palmanova’s architecture, which must be
ideal and real in equal measure since the city exists in a precise physical location. We must deal with
a different way of interpreting contemporary architecture in line with the morphological figures of the
city, which is divided into sestieri, contrade and insulae.
The study of the urban form is therefore an opportunity to assess the question of its continuity and that
of the necessary changes in relationship with the territory, which, from an object of control can become
a network of relationships to revitalize the town. The study of its space, namely the issue of the
contemporary construction of the public space applied to the theme of the six residential squares (of
each sestiere) as a counterpoint, variation and completion of the spaces of the fortified “machine”, can
usefully explore the real and virtual relationship between the contemporary city and the Renaissance
city, between the reality and an urban utopia. Finally, the study of architecture, applied to the theme of
the barracks to be relocated functionally within the town’s urban fabric, represents an opportunity to
explore the potential of the analogy between the architectural forms of the present and those of the
past.
The application of the IUAV University of Venise
The programmatic project proposal of the research group coordinated by Prof. Armando Dal Fabbro
operates within the framework of the Memorandum of Understanding between the State Property
Office, the MiBAC and the IUAV, and still in itinere, aims to investigate the theme from the point of
view of urban and architectural design, interpreting the city-fortress of Palmanova as a laboratory for
the construction of architecture in relation to the form of the town. The urban project for Palmanova is
based, therefore, on the drafting of an integrated plan-project of an architectural-urban-financial
character that can gather, process and finalize the different elements of analysis, planning, design and
implementation for the recovery and the economic-territorial consolidation of the town.
An initial operational and design strategy will be developed starting from a clear definition of the
proposal’s objectives, directed in the first place to the recovery and consolidation of the former
Montezemolo, Gamerra and Piave barracks, the former Ederle Barracks, and more in general to the
economic development of Palmanova and its territory – a definition that will be split into various levels
for the timeframes and results obtainable.
This analysis is being carried out within the framework of functional hypotheses put forward by the
working group according to a multidisciplinary and multiscale programme, implemented between
conservation and innovation, assessing its feasibility, the framework of opportunities, but also any
constraints that need to be considered to draft a future strategic feasibility plan.
Objectives and their possible sub-division
The basic objective of the project is the preservation of the town, which, as we have said, passes
through the change, i.e. the invention and the application of new uses and functions compatible with
the town and its constituent parts. The nature of the change is therefore fundamental, and this
involves the obligation to build a territorial framework into which the chosen modification can be
inserted, providing the best possible outcome, and together with the need to identify specific
objectives, a possible re-functionalization of the town, which, through a precise strategy, can be
applied to its parts. In other words, in the case of Palmanova, transformation and the whole are
equally important to its conservation, and both play a strategic role.
The original specific features of Palmanova, in its natural and artificial ground plan conformation, are
specialization and security, which can only be felt today through a similar construction that identifies
new strategic functions. Moreover, the willingness to redistribute the urban spaces and barracks of
Palmanova really is an opportunity for its revival within the Friuli-Venezia Giulia region and the MiddleEuropean area.
The ongoing search to valorize Palmanova must therefore define functions and institutions, but at the
same time, the investment costs to be incurred in the recovery of artefacts, for their maintenance, and
for the management of these same activities. The work will be carried out with the necessary
operational involvement of experts in the business economy of cultural assets, architectural restoration
and town planning, from the IUAV. The possibilities for inclusion in European, national and regional
funding programmes will be examined, and also, and especially, the availability of private capital from
large, medium and small investors, both external and local, to be employed, in accompaniment or
exclusively, as start-ups and/or various strategic moments and points for the implementation of the
programme. The different origin and nature of the financial contributions can be used to the best
advantage, with differentiated uses, to ensure the expected return as well as maximization of their
economic impact on the territory at separate times.
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In these ways, the achievement of the conservation goals, which are necessarily of an intricate nature,
must become possible. For Palmanova, conservation means firstly consolidation of the urban form, in
both the proper and the broadest sense, by completing the urban design where parts have been
destroyed or are missing. This consolidation originates from a more extensive action in the
surrounding area, through a new regional strategy to strengthen and rearrange the transport system to
serve Palmanova better, and give it an enhanced role as a traffic hub.
However, to be implemented, the consolidation of the urban form must include new urban functions to
recover compromised or abandoned parts and confirm the urban design through work on the open
spaces – the six squares of the sestieri and the large central Piazza Grande.
As for the strategic assumptions, a first possible reflection sees a potential role for Palmanova as a
city of an interregional metropolitan type. In this context, it would be important to promote a policy that
could pinpoint specific issues linked to major functional goals. One of these might be a project for an
Inter-University Institute that would find in Palmanova a point of intersection between Venice, which
maintains its major historical prestige, and the Universities of Udine and Trieste-Gorizia, both the fruit
of Venetian germination, but which currently enjoy no autonomous potential. A system that would be
not only morphological, but social and cultural, and could acquire a supranational dimension
embracing prestigious focal points such as Vienna and Ljubljana. If the abandoned barracks
complexes were to become the venues for an inter-university macro function, Palmanova could
become, as a point of cultural intersection, a flywheel to revive a contextual housing experiment to
meet the needs of specific users, linked to the main settlement hypothesis and integrated with the
original reasons for the settlement.
However, a second possibility could take Palmanova’s centrality into account with a reorganization of
its shopping streets, exploiting its strategic position as a hub between land and sea, just a short
distance from the inland port of San Giorgio di Nogaro, one of the northernmost of southern Europe.
Palmanova would thus become both a terrestrial alternative to and a potential integration with the
seaports of Trieste and Venice. Another key factor is its proximity to the freight terminal at Cervignano
del Friuli, close to the Trans-European transport networks. In this event, the architectural experiment
could be applied to business facilities in addition to the necessary research into the residential issues
that constitute a recurring basis no matter what. Palmanova could assume a new executive role, while
Cervignano and San Giorgio di Nogaro would retain their current more directly operative roles, but be
enhanced.
In the selection of strategic assumptions, consideration must always be made of the legacy of the
barracks, whose size and structure allow not only alternative uses in different sectors, but also the
possibility of multiple uses complementary to the characterizing features to be included, in a more or
less stringent way.
The choice of precisely which uses is conditioned by the sustainability of the functions under three
distinct aspects:
- the physical-architectural appearance. In this respect, we must identify features that safeguard and
do not adversely affect the characteristics of the environmental structures, the architecture of the
buildings, and the physical context. In short, the intervention technique must be predominantly
conservative. Nevertheless, for the former Ederle Barracks, demolition is envisaged in combination
with urban reconfiguration.
- the historical-symbolic aspect. The functions to be included must take account of the historical and
iconographic value of the complex and must avoid trivializing them; also to be excluded are all those
functions that could harm the consolidated historical image of the settlement as a whole.
- the economic aspect. The envisaged reuses should be such as to ensure the sustainability of the
interventions and the management of activities based on a financial plan that takes account of the
costs (investment and management) and the returns (market or other kinds).
The design solution chosen must therefore respect these three objectives/constraints, which – as is
quite clear – significantly reduce the possible number of interventions and thus require a preliminary
verification of eligible projects with an analysis of their compatibility and sustainability.
Among the settlement strategies to be evaluated, priority will be given to those that are better adapted
to the constraints, appear more sustainable from an economic/financial point of view, and can best
preserve Palmanova in both architectural and symbolic terms.
Project strategies
Given the objectives to be pursued through a general strategic hypothesis, there is need of specific
approaches deriving from the general choices, the nature of the proposed transformations, and also
the specific urban characteristics of Palmanova and the nature of its architecture.
One possible strategy to consolidate the urban form is the development of the ramparts as an urban
park, with the identification of pathways that would allow local inhabitants to use it, along with recovery
of the underground spaces as a specific architectural theme. In fact, the ramparts and their
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progressive enlargement have always shaped the history of Palmanova, as testified by numerous
historical maps that identify new, increasingly effective, defensive methods [8]. The projects – only
partly realized – of the École de Mézières for the town of Palmanova (1754-1833) were more
European than Italian in style, adopting as standard “the modern front”, as a model for the construction
and reconstruction of urban walls and the outer forts. In the case of Palmanova, the succession of
fortifications gave life to a town that blends into the landscape, creating a theme of great interest for
the study of landscape architecture.
In this direction, it is necessary to take a contemporary look at projects for the recovery of other
fortified towns from the sixteenth century.
Remaining on the subject of recovering the ramparts, we might analyse the case of Valletta, Malta,
also founded as a military outpost, where the mighty wall system has seen redevelopment and a
revitalization of the city's collective spaces. This was done through the construction of hanging
gardens and walkways, ephemeral works of architecture that underscore the significant points of the
landscape and link the various portions of the city. The walls themselves are also a means to facilitate
mobility inside the city, by housing a road network and car parks.
In addition, a panoramic elevator located adjacent to a bastion, accessible from a public garden, links
the harbour with the upper city bridging a difference in height of 58 metres. Other similar cases are
those of Sabbioneta, the Forte Fortezza at Bressanone, or Kufstein, where the original layout paved
the way for contemporary valorization projects.
Both strategic assumptions could pursue this urban strategy which would make it possible to
characterize the settlement macro-functions through practical identifying features.
A second strategy could be applied to the urban space concerning the six squares of the sestieri.
These could be the subject of a process of partial redesign, or even be recreated from scratch to
constitute urban focal points for the new Palmanova, to be followed by resettlement. In both cases,
these focal points are key to reoccupy the urban space according to a precise hierarchy.
A third strategic level is that of the recovery of the military barracks complexes. This recovery should
come about through a common conservative strategy, which could however take different directions
due to the diversity of the constructions. This is the level from which building restoration operations
can concretely begin. Two precise intervention areas with different strategies can be identified. The
first is that of the complexes along Via delle Milizia, between the Aquileia and Cividale gates, which
includes the Montezemolo, Gamerra and Piave barracks. This means conservation and rehabilitation
with the insertion of features and elements that complement the original divisions, so as to recreate
the relationship between these works of architecture and the city. The second concerns the Ederle
Barracks area, near Porta Cividale, and lying between Piazza Grande and the rampart system. Here it
is possible to enhance the experimentation with type, while with the hypothesis of an Inter-University
Institute, it will be possible to include temporary residences and new constructions that respond to the
morphology of the urban fabric, and can increase the spaces for social relations. In the case, instead,
of a port-administrative strategy, an advanced research centre could be set up for large-scale storage
operations. In this way, Palmanova could see a new residential impulse. In both areas of the
intervention, significant importance will be given to the urban spaces, on which, as we have said,
largely depend the characteristics that Palmanova will assume in the near future, a future that will
chiefly depend on the quality and effectiveness of the design work being done today.
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Fig.1: The hexagonal piazza of Palmanova

Fig.2: The lunette of the third circle of the defensive system with the stronghold of a Napoleonic caponier

Fig.3: Diagram of Palmanova. On the edges of the town white indicates the urban blocks, and red indicates the
barracks
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Abstract
The research addresses the issue of promoting and maintaining through the survey and the
subsequent return of some portions of the historic buildings fabric characteristics of Civita di
Bagnoregio, one of "The Most Beautiful Villages of Italy" in the province of Viterbo. The methodology,
first explores new forms of reading the urban morphologies outlining qualifying and critically
interpreting the architectural vulnerabilities (mainly due to hydrogeological threat) through traditional
pictorial, graphic campaigns and surveys on site -in order to formulate an abacus of the architectural
element, environmental and landscape-, on the other hand through the use of digital, proposes an
innovative approach than traditional methods of finding investigation. The techniques used in the
research consist of the integration of physical and analog and digital data, to arrive at the development
of three-dimensional semantic models and explore a portion of the village. The digital "constructive"
approach allows the three dimensional materialization of the selected example, so to propose a
recovery guide and an enhancement over time and for a new reading of the homogeneous and
characteristic elements of Civita. In conclusion, the most interesting aspect that justifies the in-depth
study and three-dimensional reconstruction of some architectural events of the village, as the real
possibility of ensuring, enhancing the existing cartographic documents, a long-term digital storage of
"places" bringing back the concentration on the issue of protection and preservation of a historical and
architectural heritage of exception.
Keywords: Representation, landscape, photomodelling, heritage, Civita di Bagnoregio

1.

Introduction

Writing with reference to a town such as Civita di Bagnoregio, means understanding the values that
such a unique place of its kind produced in the culture of our country and the main objective of this
study is the need for conservation and enhancement of the architectural memory, history and culture
such a special place, through the three-dimensional digitization of the built heritage.
Civita di Bagnoregio, one of the "most beautiful villages in Italy", is part of the municipality of
Bagnoregio, near Viterbo, in northern Lazio, and is known worldwide as "the dying city." The title,
awarded in Civita Tecchi by Bonaventure (1896 - 1968) writer native of the place, is due to the
constant threat of erosion to which is subject tuff hill on which stands the hamlet. The complex
relationship between natural vocation of the village, and human intervention, since its origins - whose
foundation according to studies on the subject, probably dates back to about twenty-five hundred
years ago - has always been the biggest challenge which must be given a response in terms of
conservation safety.
For several years now, however, the depopulation of the village was averted by a gradual restocking
due to funding and targeted to upgrading works and the preservation of the site; this research fits into
the overall theme of the recovery of the architectural and natural heritage, through analyzes and
reports of some portions of the town of Civita.
Another peculiarity of Civita di Bagnoregio is being connected to the rest of the world through an
exclusively pedestrian bridge and this "link" slight and unique at the same time, 300 meters long and
rebuilt several times over the years, allows you to begin an unusual journey which is very charming.
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Entering the small village, it immediately captures the ordered urban structure between the main and
secondary routes that end up getting lost in the marginal streets leading into a story lost in time and
history. The main axis that structures the structure of the village, along the east-west direction and
about its center, are the square and the Cathedral of St. Donat; from these elements, accepting the
condition that the urban evolution and the building fabric are modulated on social and temporal
changes - but at the same time remains one of the most certain testimonies plant of origin -, it
generates the complex system of secondary roads that lead the way to typical tuffaceous architecture
of the place and views of the coves that characterize the surrounding valleys.
Having described the overall structure of the area and understood the typical dynamics of the
historical and architectural tradition, one that you want to address in this study, since the discussion of
the whole historical center would go beyond the logic of the essay, it is an important experience,
through 3d modelling from photos, as a pilot experiment in a working progress for the digital
preservation of historical and architectural heritage of the entire village of Civita di Bagnoregio.

2.

The condition of the architectural landscape of Civita di Bagnoregio

When it comes to Civita di Bagnoregio, the first condition which is reflected regards the continued
state of emergency that has become known in the world; in particular, the danger referred to relates to
the continuous and progressive crumbling of tuff cliffs on which insists the entire village, which marks
the destiny and history with the passing years. The elongated tuff plaque on which Civita is located
(443 meters a.s.l) is therefore particularly unstable, since it insists on a slippery base composed
almost exclusively from clay molded by gullies.
Due to such permanent emergency, for many years Civita suffered a sharp forced depopulation, but
for some years now, several inhabitants have returned to stay in the village, hoping for a social and
cultural revitalization of the area. The peculiar characteristic of the setting of this island suspended in a
vacuum, regards the fifth stage of the background constituted by the view marked by the characteristic
gullies, clay waves which support steep walls and some tower, a symbol of a distant time, lost in the
immense valley; this picturesque scenery is unique in its kind and such extraordinary uniqueness adds
to the experience in Civita.

Fig. 1: Satellite view of Civita di Bagnoregio.

Very many glimpses of great landscape value encountered moving through the narrow streets of the
village, including the view you have from the Belvedere of the Grotto of St. Bonaventure on clay sea
and rippled from which emerges the historic village and ordered to Civita, from whose horizon stands
the church tower, only element that breaks the homogeneous line of attack to heaven. Awareness of
unstable cliffs which are subject to ongoing streams of waters that surround them and the incessant
geological danger which is subject to the village, still trying to resist the progressive slide, makes it
even more of an extraordinary experience with this little museum late medieval which is alive, natural
and still true to itself.
After passing through the arm that connects Civita to the world, you cross the Port of Santa Maria, it
consists of a large Gothic arch and, in part to the sky, a small viewing balcony; around the arch are
bas-reliefs showing scenes related to historical events.
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Coming a few meters after the center of the pretty square of San Donato, the eye is caught by the
beautiful mansions that are surrounded alternate with small buildings of more modest structure but not
of lesser quality. Within this space, which gives a show entirely unique, it is possible to note the
characteristic of breach paving and soil, different from the rest of the village. On the side of the square,
stands the church of St. Donato which despite showing features dating back several more recent eras,
was built probably in the seventh century.
The village, characterized by narrow alleys, squares, arcs, and numerous courtyards, shows further
constructional ornaments of buildings of medieval and Renaissance flavour, the result of numerous
historical tampering. These products, in addition to enriching the artistic and cultural heritage of the
village, offer visitors a unique and attractive as many are used as shops, mills, cellars and places
where you can admire the ancient crafts. Skirting the town, one notices many streets leading out to the
void below, but the view is pleasantly assured by the unique views offered from the Valley of the
Badlands and the play of colors shown by the surrounding vegetation during seasonal changes.

Fig. 2: The Valley of the Badlands

Another place worthy of attention, as the Cave of St. Bonaventure, mystical place and addictive
gameplay; it is an ancient Etruscan tomb, presumably used as a hermitage in the medieval period.
This cave has a viewpoint that, despite the direct overhanging the valley, is the most impressive view
of Civita.
From the morphological point of view Civita di Bagnoregio is now the result of many urban
transformations and architecture that continued over the years, but any approach to the promotion and
preservation of the village, must necessarily seek to safeguard the suggested dictates the still present
elements that testify the stratigraphy of the story, which must be defended despite the disparate
interventions and suffered remaking. Any type of repair or restoration to be implemented, still needs to
protect the signs of the renovations impressed over the years, the proportion with the rest of all the
individual parts and the bond with time and history.
During the analysis of the architectural elements, one understands how the complexity due to the
close connection between styles and structures that highlight different moments of primitive models
and multiple architectural details, does not alter the overall appearance, but improves so to establish
visual uniformity and continuity with today’s renewed image.
A witness to the historic and architectural relevance of Civita is the continuous and seductive show
that the town makes of itself and its appeal to its singularity and the continuing work of rebuilding,
have not led to a reduction of the original meanings, but, on the contrary, allowed the town to become
a harmonious architectural landscape made of individual episodes.
In an operating landscape of this magnitude critical and experimental, in constant need of attention of
specialists experts, the relief as cognitive methodology plays a predominant role for the protection and
preservation. Even before you recover, you need to understand what and how and survey methods,
often used in an integrated manner, provide substantial support to specific operations designed to
save the architectural heritage, as cultural assets, of which Civita di Bagnoregio is a unique condition.
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Fig. 3: The landscape around Civita di Bagnoregio.

Fig. 4: Civita di Bagnoregio.

Fig. 5: The square and the Cathedral of St. Donat.

2.1 3D modelling from pictures of the architectural survey
Narrowing the scope to a single building episode of the entire village, it is used, in the operational
phase, a very widespread system and practical for the relief of the selected artifact, namely the
architectural photomodelling applied to the environment, a method which is mentioned without
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descending into the technicalities that are beyond the treatment, but of which are tested and used the
graphical and methodological results .
This mode of detection, which generally refers to a type of modeling from photographic images
(Structure from motion), consists in making numerous photos taken by moving around the subject to
be studied, which, consequently, is represented by several points of view; these photographic
locations are recognized and processed in an automatic way by a specific software, which provides to
return the object’s geometry in the form of a three-dimensional model and, simultaneously acquiring
the shape along with the photographic projection of the image, the result that comes out is a threedimensional texturized model.
The characteristics of the methods that think according to this system, is that they need photographs
taken with a specific criterion, which relates to the possibility, by the dedicated software, to
automatically retrieve the corresponding points in two different images, in other words of consecutive
pictures must be overlapping.
Considering some slight differences between a software and the other, which are not covered in the
discussion, the typical workflow of these systems includes some specific phases and quite
standardized. These phases go from the acquisition with the camera, and proceeds with the analysis
of all the photographs encoding the points of the same type trying to get some in common, the
orientation through an algorithm and then returns a sparse point cloud.
Considering the photos according to the useful software criteria, then assuming that the steps up to
this point were successful, the next stages involve the surrender of most matching points possible in
order to return a new dense point cloud much more complex in terms of data and informations than
the previous one; progressing to the final stages, from the dense point cloud is then generated a
polygonal three-dimensional model on which the texture acquired is projected orthogonally and
calibrated in an automatic way with the photographic socket (texture mapping). Three-dimensional
models generated by the software can also be geo-referenced using the markers that have known
coordinates within the photographs and can also be exported and managed by other 3D modelling
softwares.
Generally, the advantage to be drawn from applications of this type, is not just about the threedimensional outcome in itself, but rather in the ability to extrapolate, from the information inherent in
the model, the two-dimensional orthogonal representations that characterize the designs based on the
survey - general plans, elevations and sections at various levels of detail -.
In particular, using such systems for the detection, one can also derive the orthophotos, that, unlike a
simple straightening - that, while it is useful during the initial phase of the investigation, has the limit to
deform all the elements that deviate from the reference plane chosen - respects the arrangement of
the planes and the lines belonging to them, constituting the result of a rendering performed in a
direction orthogonal with respect to the three-dimensional model. Also with respect to the ortho-photo,
it is possible to scale the image according to some measurements acquired on the spot and
subsequent to this preliminary stage, one can do all the operations according to specific needs,
including correctly redraw the shapes (since the margin of error of refund is generally negligible) for
the purposes of a correct elaborate design.
It is then decrypted an experiment of 3d modelling from photos applied to the detection of an artifact of
Civita village of Bagnoregio, particularly deteriorated state of abandonment in which pours from many
years, which has many peculiar characteristics for which it is possible to implement a complex work of
recovery , from the architectural survey.
2.2 Photomodelling in the representation of Civita’s architectural heritage: a case study
The operational phase of the research involves a significant experimentation and three-dimensional
reconstruction of an artifact site in a way characteristic and panoramic view of the village of Civita di
Bagnoregio; the purpose is the creation of an intangible piece of cultural heritage to preserve and
enhance over time.
Civita di Bagnoregio, from this point of view, is a unique and unrepeatable experiment for our history
and our culture.
The artifact assumed as a case study, consisting in the typical characteristics and materials of the
place and very simple in its morphology, is located on the ground floor and consists of a single
compartment; the predominant peculiarity of this article, concerns the presence of two large arches in
tuff face view, which were intended to support the wooden floor of the upper level now in a state of
degradation, of which some are also collapsed wall portions. Despite the artifact is particularly
deteriorated, it is nevertheless possible to envisage an original presence of the higher level both from
behind masonry, in common with the neighboring property, which are still visible the housing holes of
the beams of the wooden slab from both a overlooking absolutely distinguishable feature on the Valley
of the Badlands.
From a first survey, one notices the walls almost completely covered by vegetation and therefore the
reading of the still existing masonry is particularly difficult. While observing the structure, it is still
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possible to see the traces of the first floor arches, which correspond, in position, to the existing on the
ground floor; in all probability, the items tracked in the wall left standing, it is conceivable that there is a
fireplace in the home service.

Fig. 6: The case study.

Observing the masonry structure, of an average thickness of about sixty centimeters, it is recognizable
structure of the same consists of squared tuff face view, in line with the type of the other constituents
buildings the village. The openings in the walls of the building, are characterized by the presence of
wooden slats, in compliance with the architectural tradition of the town of Bagnoregio; residues
warping of the floor, in particular the main beams and secondary beams, despite the state of
degradation in which pour, still retain good mechanical characteristics capable of performing the static
function in which they were intended. Even the structural conditions of the few masonry on site are
relatively good, despite the structure verses in a state of disrepair, with the exception of some of the
wall portions in which some gaps in the mortar joints are visible which have resulted over the years the
detachments of some tuff blocks.
As for the other details of the artifact are still visible elements do well to understand the function which
held the small building including fixtures, and access and other useful services for the residence; a
small courtyard separating the building from the rest of the village and the spectacular ensemble of the
complex, which remains impervious to modernity, characterizes the core interest of the studies in
progress.
The first phase of investigation on the artifact, however, after the literary and archive research,
involved the organization of the phase of photographic shooting; in order to conduct a survey through
3d modelling from photos, shots were made according to previously established criteria. The first set
of photos was accomplished outside of the building, by moving the camera around the subject to be
represented, taking care to encompass a petite previous photographic image portion in the next one in such a way as to allow the processing of the software data acquired and to recognize homologous
points between images -. The second stage of the photographic take, has had as subject
representation of the inner part of the artifact. The main difficulty at this stage comes with the condition
of the narrow space in which the photographs were taken; analogously to external shots, even those
made in the inner part of the building have followed the criterion established upstream of practical
operations. The operational difference for the photographic outlet of the inner part covered the
positioning of the camera with respect to the space; instead turn around the subject, in this case the
trigger points were taken with respect to the inner edges of the building however paying attention to
encompass the homologous points in the shots made in sequence.
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Fig. 7: Clouds of points relating to the chosen case study.

On completion of the photo shoots, trying not to leave out considerations on exposure to light and
other factors so to favour the success of the images, the photographs taken in greater numbers to
actual processing needs have been carefully selected based on the characteristics useful to the
phases later.
An important phase of the operation relates to the measurements to be made directly on some
elements characterizing the artifact in order to scale the three-dimensional model developed starting
from the photographic images; in this specific case, the measurements of the width of the arc, the
length of the walls have been taken (with relative height) and other useful measures can be derived
from reported accompanying the text images.
After concluding the phase of campaign, the next step regards the processing of the collected data by
the software on site through the use of some settings to get the best possible outcome, the software
provides for the generation of compounds models first by clouds of dense points and then, as true
three-dimensional polygonal models which are applied textures through orthogonal projection of
photographic images captured previously.
From the images shown below, a highly distinctive element for both graphics outcomes and the
difficulty of reading what lies underneath, with the vegetation, which, with its blanket weed invades the
outer surface of the walls but also the interior the ground floor, making it difficult in some specific
points a correct reading and subsequent photographic restitution of the places.
From the reported graphs outcomes, it is possible to understand the capabilities and limitations which
derive from the use of detection methodologies of this type, which are still useful and regarded as
cultured experiments and can be implemented in time.
In conclusion, the most interesting aspect that justifies an in-depth study and three-dimensional
reconstruction of the selected artifact to the characteristics set forth above, as the distinct possibility of
guaranteeing, enhancing the existing official documentation, a digital long-term memory of Civita di
Bagnoregio , bringing the concentration on the issue of protection and preservation of an exceptional
heritage architectural and historical, common to many Italian historical villages.

3.

Conclusions and future developments

After having reviewed some fundamental evidences of the architectural and cultural heritage of the
town of Bagnoregio fraction and after having experienced operation of relief and three-dimensional
reconstruction of a quaint artifact of the village, it is natural to say that such elements represent an
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unparalleled potential in view of the representation architecture, of the territory and of its complexity
and that these systems move in a dilated dimension of space and time and continues in
implementation due to the evolution of the same data that structure them; such complex final models
therefore represent an educated and conscious progress of the traditional survey methods and
restitution. In particular, the approach to the detection of a portion of the Civita village through the 3d
modelling from photos, allowed to acquire and manage over time, implementing them, substantial
information useful to the subsequent phases of the work.

Fig. 8: Views of the streets of Civita di Bagnoregio.

Fig. 9: Views of the streets of Civita di Bagnoregio.

Such research, open and evolving by its very nature, targeting much more broad and general, the
processing of a macro-model still work in progress, to be understood as an instrument to accompany
the official documentation, calibrated and oriented to a design made of the village, able to contain
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within it the information structure and semantics of urban and architectural data, to be able to monitor
and manage over time.

Fig. 10: Views of the streets of Civita di Bagnoregio.

Fig. 11: Views of the streets of Civita di Bagnoregio.

In conclusion, the most interesting aspect that justifies a reading of the ancient fabric with eyes so
permeated by impulses of modernity, relating to the recognition of the high value of every single workarchitectural landscape that has brought the concentration on cultural matters relating to the use, the
conservation and the consequent enhancement of the historical heritage representative of the
constructive codes handed down from the past and evolved in the different expressions of
contemporary life.
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Abstract
The survey of a historic building has always required, from one hand, a historical analysis concerning
its construction and its evolutionary events and, from the other hand, the awareness and the twodimensional or three-dimensional representation of its formal and material consistency.
These two phases have been considered sufficient to provide a solid basis for the preparation of
recovery and restoration projects. Indeed, only a correct approach to knowledge and an accurate
interpretation of its geometrical and technological characteristics, can reveal the "reasons" of its
construction and guide its transformation.
The current contribution is aimed at verifying how much the forms of representation’s renewal,
proposed by the multidimensional model defined in the BIM environment, can positively guide the
phases of a historic building’s survey as a mean of its transformation.
This hypothesis intends to confront the issue of reliability of the model and the related relapses in the
representative environment, the relationship between the degree of the detection’s accuracy of the
actual physical form and the level of detail of the modeling, by mediating between the established
habits, the regulatory dictates and the possibilities offered by new technologies.
The case study concerns the most significant architectural monument in the urban scene of Piazza
Mercantile, core space of Bari’s old town.
Keywords: Architectural survey; HBIM; point cloud; semantic model; parametric model.

1.

The BIM model

The acronym BIM, although recently born, represents concepts already proposed long time ago and
describes the complexity involved in the creation and management of the information collected to
study a building, regardless of its size.
This approach leads to the creation of an accurate and complete data packet around a building. Data
are collected in a single archive that acquires the visual form (even if we are talking about something
digital) of a virtual isomorphic model of the building, in a BIM model (Nissin) that, in order to be called
so, has to provide a set of technological and procedural attributes [1].
That is to say: three-dimensionality, solid modeling technology oriented to objects, embed encoded
information and specifications for the various disciplines that, to some extent, will be involved in the
study, definition of formal and technological elements of buildings, thus defining a real collaborative
database, specifications about relationships and hierarchies among model objects (rules and
constraints), and interoperability.
These qualifications exclude surface models and vector tool software.
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In order to make things clearer, it is necessary to decipher the meaning of the term “information” in the
acronym BIM. We can identify five levels of meaning that, in principle, can clarify the BIM’s general
concepts: Data, Information, Knowledge, Understanding and Sapience.
The information provided in a BIM model, gathers the so-called data, that are then the basic
observations, or rather, what can be deducted from the careful study of a building (drawings, cost and
time, energy performance, etc.). Information, instead, represents the aggregation and the
interconnection between different data referred to a certain context or the elaboration of a conveyable
idea-based observation. The idea (information) becomes knowledge for a team of specialists and
interpretation of technical, regulatory and formal requirements in a concentrated way so as to make
the design possible. Moreover, knowledge enables understanding, that is the explanation of a
phenomenon in context, therefore allowing a holistic approach instead of a localized one and
conceiving the parts (of a building) as an incorruptible whole [2].
Lastly, the word “information” in the acronym BIM can be considered as sapience only when all the
information is reworked, thus producing understanding between different disciplinary and professional
scientific domains, and achieving a correct and precise communication between the actors of the
building process [3].
In this sense, the BIM model reaches its unique and foundational goal only when it includes
interdisciplinary data and information. It justifies its digital existence only when the model includes
multi-disciplinary data and information, that are not generated within the same discipline.
If this is not provided, the BIM model cannot be called that, since the failing of the collaborative
process exceeds in importance the adoption of a representative technology.
According to these well-established concepts, it is fair to ask whether the collection of data, resulted
from observation and survey and later reworked for the realization of a model generated by solid
modeling tools, can bring advantages and integrate itself in the design/maintenance chain (restoration
and recovery) and the life-cycle stages of a building, thus providing a win to win solution for all the
actors involved.
The main advantages in the use of the BIM model, as regards planning and designing in the building
process, involve an accurate, immediate and three-dimensional visualization that can also allow virtual
interactive fruition, useful for the design’s promotional purposes too. All this is permitted, in the case of
an existing building, by the realization of the model starting from a 3D scanning survey, whose data
(point cloud) are imported and recognized by the BIM authoring.
An accurate model is capable of: generating coherent 2D drawings in all the phases of the design
process; improving the interaction between the specialists involved; checking consistency for the
design purpose; and controlling any interference between disciplinary projects, calculation of the
estimated costs and improvement of energy efficiency and sustainability.
That said, we can affirm that the BIM models must meet some fundamental requirements, such as:
three-dimensionality, accuracy, precision and interoperability for a better information sharing.
We believe that the information content of our discipline is the key input in modeling the reality. In this
case, digital objects are only created and developed by a surveyor/drawer at the end of an intense
process of interpretation and formal definition of the built elements, that leads to the understanding of
the building and to the answers necessary to achieve the design’s goals, resulted from the
background integration of the information acquired by means of special devices.
In a fully integrated digital planning context, the information about the constituent elements of a
building must be properly defined in such a form as to guarantee the right level of information in an
appropriate and detailed geometry, offered by a coherent, structured and easy-to-use format.
Ultimately, the BIM object is or should be a combination of information, in which the visualization
displayed by software gives the object – insert within virtual environment just as a real object – a
recognizable appearance.
We are dealing with “components” (doors, windows, furniture, etc,) or “stratified” objects (walls, floors,
ceilings, roofs, etc.), for which we refer to building products with geometrical shapes, defined by
generic characteristics and shapeless elements, or “generic”, “defined” or “instances” objects, that are
used in function of the data collected and successively accessible in each design phase, gradually
addressed, underlining building entity or elements [4].
Making some preliminary choices about the information that an object should convey, coherently with
the typology of the products used, seems necessary. Indeed, the content of a “generic” BIM object is a
set of information referred to its elements and not to their process of production and assembly. In each
phase, an object must have the adequate level of detail for what it is required or is used or does not
compromise its usability, avoiding to mold parts that are not seen and whose representation can be as
well demanded to 2D graphics embed in the object. Moreover, it is necessary to decide which part of
the object will not be modeled (or understand which parts cannot be modeled for a technological limit
due to the software instruments used), in order prevent the information content from increasing the file
dimension, thus dramatically slowing the IT tools used to manage the model.
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A “defined” object has a degree of information, geometric/formal details, a size and a defined position.
It can become “instance” when its accurate definition makes it unique for shape, material and position
in a specific space.
This parameter setting seems necessary to carry out the activities planned through the application of
the BIM model, considering that a greater level of details can overload the computer systems and the
networks available.
To all this should be added the measurement and the definition of the BIM model’s elements,
described as “level of detail” (Lod), standardized by AIA (Nissin). In particular, it can substitute and
contradict the “level of detail”, because a visually very detailed element may actually be a generic
element and, despite the appearances, be considered at a low development level for a specific design
phase [5].
So, BIM means standardization of those models and building elements that can gain uniqueness in
the definition of the design.
In this sense, for the historic buildings’ modeling, using the BIM technology is a complex challenge.
The integration of data systems mainly takes place in the reality-based modeling phase, through the
research of easy methods capable of defining “objects”, in their turn capable of ensuring accuracy,
precision and representation quality, coherently with the accuracy and the precision of the data
acquired by laser scanners to define complex and unique architectonic figures.
The architectural and historic value needs high-defined BIM models that are obtainable, thanks to the
rapid technologic development, also in short working time and limited computer resources, by using
laser scanners or IBM (Image Based Model), often used simultaneously to obviate technical limitation
[6].
In addition, using data in the BIM environment, implicate the development of models based on
“oriented objects”, thus defining their semantic and ontology. A semantic building is used to generate
the virtual simulation of a building as a cognitive system more than a standardization tool for modeling
procedures, even if today it can be considered a challenge for the historic buildings [7].
In fact a lot of studies have focused their attention on this aspect, so producing works in which they
tested simplified steps and automatisms in the flows (processes/stage of processing) of work, usable
often by inferring the conceptual reasons of such operations from the architectonic principles that have
generated, through the time, the usual forms of historical architecture. All this guaranteeing a correct
identification of the objects that build up the BIM model and the possibility of data enrichment editing
[8].
Almost all the BIM authoring platforms guarantee compatibility with the data obtained from
instrumental surveys, therefore allowing the direct management and manipulation of point clouds, so
as to allow a more effective and faster modeling of all the elements of whole buildings with the
appropriate level of detail.
This allow us to foresee researches within the BIM for the historic buildings (HBIM) that can develop
management procedures for all the phases of the chain of survey and in-depth acknowledging of the
artifacts, thus guiding restoration and maintenance, building, and management and, at the same time,
creating elements for virtual or augmented reality environments, that have become indispensible for
the communication and the enhancement of the historic built heritage [9].
1.2 OUR CASE STUDY
Architectonically and visually speaking, Palazzo del Sedile is the most meaningful element in Piazza
Mercantile, nodal urban space of the ancient core of Bari [10]. This monumental architecture was
designed to host the municipal meeting in the seventeenth century and has reached us changed and
transformed.
It was build in 1602 to the design of Pietro Castelon, at the initiative of the mayors Nicola Donato
Incuria and Pietro Ponzo, as it is written on the facade’s inscription. Its architecture, which is set
according to a rigid symmetry, shows its solidity both in the two battered angle buttresses and in the
disposition in regular rows of limestone ashlar blocks. The big overhanging cornice, today located in
the crowning of the second floor above ground, used to mark the limit of the original building.
In 1604, only two years after the building of the wide room, it was decided to elevate the building on its
left side by adding a tower clock, then built under the mayor Giovanni Battista Dottula, as remembered
by the epigraph on the double-arched window of the last order of the bell tower. The bell tower,
instead, was built with regular rows of limestone but its walls do not show continuity with the
underlying walls, indeed they are slightly offset.
In 1722 the city managers gave its superior area to Stefano Fabbri, in order to let him build the current
arcaded loggia linked to the adjoining Palazzo Starita [11]. The loggia is made of three big rounded
arches, framed by Tuscan pilaster strips that support a high entablature of the same order. To crown
the structure, at each pilaster strip, it is possible to admire busts of famous Latin and Greek poets. The
arcaded loggia also continues on the right side facade with two other arches, set just like those on the
main facade. This front is now concealed by Palazzo Traversa, a construction built in the twentieth
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century. The fact that it was added to the original building is also visible in the different materials used.
Moreover, the arcaded loggia is made of regular blocks of local carparo, a material that, unlike
limestone, is more subjected to the environmental degradation.
After the nineteenth century the original purpose of the palace was switched to that of municipal
theater. Later, in 1892 the building was sold to private citizens that, by using a ribbed cross vault,
divided the large room, originally destined for the municipal meetings, in two rooms on two levels, the
second of which was fitted with a mezzanine [12]. For this reason, today this architectural ensemble
with an irregular rectangular ground plan, consists of three levels above ground.
The approach used for the BIM modeling of the building has been determined by the input data
obtained from TLS (Terrestrial Laser Scanners) that have secured great precision and adequately
supported the accuracy needed by the methodological approach of representation, also in the threedimensional output, thus guaranteeing adherence to the characteristic of the digital objects and the
real architectonic elements [13].
That is precisely the main goal of the work presented here: getting the best quality and definition of the
model’s figures by using the digital imprint obtained by laser scanning.
The point cloud – acquired by means of Faro Focus 3D X 130 laser scanning, after aligning the scans,
choosing and cleaning them – has been the reference for the modeling phase in Revit 2017. With the
maximum amount of data obtainable from the technology on ground, we have built the model directly
“in place” on the Revit’s point cloud, with the support of Recap tool. In this way, we have experienced
rapid procedures, a limited number of passages and tests, and, at the same time, accuracy, without
losing the detail definition that we had as final goal.
It has not been so necessary to simplify the analysis of the building in intermediate representations,
defined by slices of the point cloud, thus verifying the reliability and the user-friendliness of such
drawing up procedure.
Some objects were created thanks to the system family of software elements, other, more complex,
were created by specific components, modeled in-place. In addition, we created parametric objects in
order to make them adaptable to the conformation of various similar architectures.
While building the three-dimensional model, we used the semantic partition of families and Revit
classes, thus studying the relationships between instances, classes ad information about the model,
that are the basic conditions to link and relate every object. The various data were analytically
assigned to each element.

1.3 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The current work, although still not completed [14], wants to prove the possibility of developing highdefined 3D models starting from solid digital objects, capable of putting together: point clouds,
modeling and information about history, any maintenance or restoration interventions and the
structural functioning of the building.
The main disciplinary goal to be achieved, for which, by the way, all researches strive, is with no doubt
the high quality of the model, that materialize itself in a high degree of formal accuracy and a precise
overlap with the dimensional data derived from the point-cloud measurement and computed on the
basis of the compute capability of the computer systems currently available.
This aim, in some cases, has encountered some technical difficulties in the Revit environment, above
all evident in case of walls of irregular shapes, in addition to the effort required to the define the
facades’ moldings and the complex masonry vaults.
It is evident that modeling parametric objects of geometrical matrix has an apparent rigidity in adapting
to the material deformations and losses, easily detectable in buildings that have survived for years and
years. However, adaptability can be mostly reached through modeling free-shaped or carved surfaces
or parametric grid patterns, that may find an useful instance in BIM to solve the problem.
Such operation can be carried out, we believe with positive results, by exploiting the potential of Revit.
Indeed, it allows a complete acquisition of the point cloud, therefore allowing the object mapping
almost exclusively on itself and avoiding the use of the cloud slice if not for comparison with previous
2D survey works.
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Fig. 1: The main facade and the inner room of the Sedile in the state in fact to 1707. The ink drawings freehand
reproduced from the manuscript kept in the Archivio di Stato di Bari, edited by F. Lombardi titled Ritratto del
Reggimento dell'Università di Bari, 1707.

Fig. 2: Mercantile Square in the early twentieth century in a vintage shot.
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Fig. 3: Palazzo del Sedile. Main facade.

Fig. 4: Palazzo del Sedile. Inside the monumental loggia.
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Fig. 5: Palazzo del Sedile. Inside the monumental loggia. Perspective view of the model and point cloud.

Fig. 6: Palazzo del Sedile. Outside the monumental loggia. Perspective view from the southwest of model and
point cluod.
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Fig. 7: Palazzo del Sedile. Outside the monumental loggia. Particular balustrade. Perspective view of the model
and point cloud.

Fig. 8: Palazzo del Sedile. Outside the monumental loggia. Perspective view from the northwest of the model and
point cloud.
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Fig. 9: Palazzo del Sedile. Monumental loggia. Perspective view from the North of the model and point cloud.

Fig. 10: Palazzo del Sedile. Inside the monumental loggia. Perspective view rendered of the model and point
cloud.
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Abstract

The Door of the Saints is the only one, among five accesses to the ancient village of Mercogliano
(AV), which has better resisted to the time elapsed, to weathering and seismic events.
A pictorial representation placed on the upper portion of this masonry arch and dated back to XI
century shows Flaviano, Modestino and Fiorentino Saints.
The Door and its painting are not well preserved because they are unprotected and continuously
exposed to the weathering agents (they have not a coverage and and then are exposed under sun,
wind, water and snow).
The seismic safety evaluation of this element is a strategic and fundamental topic because the Door is
the lower end access in terms of public security of Capocastello.
The structural quality assessment of the masonry arch is determined by a first inceptive and in-depth
knowledge phase. This is integrated by data and information coming from several architecture and
engineering disciplines (structures, survey, history, urbanism, technology, architectural renovation).
The B.I.M. procedure (Building Information Modeling) to create the 3D structural model of the masonry
arch necessary for the structural analysis by Midas/GEN software will be described.
In the 3D structural model each element is identified under own geometric, materials, mechanical
characteristics and their behaviour under dead, live and earthquake load.
The paper allows to show the critical points of the masonry arch under loads and the critical part of the
fresco that risk to loss its material and immaterial value.
Keywords: Seismic safety, 3D model, digital representation,

1.

Introduction

This paper analyzes the Door of the Saints 3d model. The arc is located in Mercogliano that is a town
known since the time of the ancient Romans as Mercurianum, then Merculianum. The actual
settlement date back to the medieval period. The document dated around the eleventh century is a
first evidence that proves their existence at that time.
On the southern slopes of the Massif feverfew, a 550 meters high, stands the town of Mercogliano.
For its landscape features is identified as the "door of feverfew and Irpinia".
It Is a delightful holiday centers surrounded by lush vegetation that holds a wealth of remarkable
architectural interest. Particularly distinctive is the Medieval Village, known by the name of
Capocastello, where it can, still today, see the ruins of the medieval castle, and the only surviving
stretch of the ancient walls that once surrounded the village.
In the past there being born after the Samnite war a Roman colony, the place retained the name of the
place where, in fact worshiped the cult of Mercury, to the Middle Ages under the name of "Castrum
Mercuriani", hence the current name.
The place, however, until the fifteenth also retains the same coat of arms, the image of the god
Mercury. Important testimonies, inscriptions and archaeological finds, evidence of the presence in the
territory of Mercogliano of Roman settlements dating from the fourth century and traced back to the
Roman colony of Abellinum. At this historical period are ascribed the events of the Christianization of
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Irpinia, with the Santi Modestino (current patron of Mercogliano and Avellino) Fiorentino and Flavian,
who find their death in the Mercogliano area. The real foundation of Mercogliano is due to the last
decades of the century VI, in conjunction with the invasion of the Lombards in southern Italy. A colony
of refugees from neighboring Abellinum, just to escape the Lombards, occupied the hill of
Mercogliano. In a short time a settlement is built that slowly fills up. Mercogliano, Avellino still
farmhouse, is mentioned for the first time in a document in 982. The country's development continues
in 1000 following the invasion of the Normans in southern Italy, which began in 1030. At that time it is
built Castle. Between 1077 and 1089, reflecting a continuous development, the old house is elevated
to the rank of the castle. The country, finally acquires administrative autonomy. Henry of Sarno was
the lord of the fortified village in 1136, sub feudal lord of Avellino Rainulfo count. In 1137, under Roger
II, who is sieges Mercogliano occupying the castle, began Norman domination. At that time Ruggiero II
he shut up in the castello Matilde, the wife of conte Rainulfo. The feud was then donated by Roger II to
Richard de Aquila, also named in the Barons catalog to send to the Holy Land of some knights and
squires. To Richard de Aqulia, several years later, they succeeded Ruggiero 1161, and Countess de
Pierrone Aquila, 1183, wife of Roger de Castelvetere [8].
The analyse on the Doord was performed by using a three-dimensional model: this model was
developed and shaped starting from a detailed geometrical-architectural representation and by using
the photoscan methodology. The model will be integrated by components with precise morphological
characteristics and mechanical properties, thus integrating and interfacing all the features of the
structural engineering. In the future paper will be show the arc behaviours [1,2].
The analyzed ancient arc is one example of a broader scientific research that involves the cultural
masonry construction and is finalized to draw up an atlas concerning typological features and static
and seismic safety of arc of Campania Region architecture.
The structural function of the Door mixes with their specific architectural configuration, creating an
interesting element of architectural morphology that is useful to identify the urban planning to which it
belongs and to assess safety and enjoyment of the country itself inside the ancient walls.
The picturesque landscape of Capocastello (Figures 1,2,3) was selected for choosing the Door
example to analyze. In this town there are both ancient local stone buildings and recent constructions
and there is a low range of masonry arc. Only two arcs on four arcs around the roman walls are in a
good state of conservation.
The relief and the site survey were drawn to render as faithful as possible to the 3dmodel of the arc,
considering all the structural and non-structural elements, to be considered for the future paper on this
research.
This means that representation, the ICT and structure disciplines are strongly merged together. This
approach also gives rise to a whole of assessments concerning design choices for the heritage
conservation which are suitable to preserve masonry arcs for a better use of the surrounding spaces.

Fig.1: Capocastello inhabited perimeter.
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Fig.2 : The Door of the Santis in Mercogliano (AV) location.

Fig.3 :The Door of the Santis: main perspective.
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Fig.4 : Ancient localization of Cultural elements close to the Door.

This paper, starting from a historical and cultural knowledge phase (Figure 4), gets to characterize a
representative type of historical arc and to draw its three-dimensional model by using the photo scan
method, which is a fundamental step to set up a refined structural model for assessing its safety,

2.

Seismic safety on CH

The conservation is not only an action aimed to the slowdown of the degradation, but also the act of
valuing, guaranteeing the assurance of the resources needed. An interdisciplinary approach [6,7] now
allows unifying the professional competences that formerly did not talk to each other, typical of a
professional Taylorism, introducing the relationships between professionals who interact and become
guarantors of knowledge. The preservation of cultural heritage depends, first, on the nature of the
materials of which the buildings are made: for example, bricks have a different behavior from volcanic
rocks. But, even if in a different form, on the surface, all the rocks are vulnerable to atmospheric
agents (humidity, wind, rain) which accelerates the arc decay. With regard to the static safety issue,
and specifically materials and techniques to use, it should be noted that today there is a revival of
traditional materials and techniques (Figure 5).
The configuration/conservation design process currently describes the representation–structure
binomial, since the information communication technology (ICT) has been introduced in the field of
cultural heritage as digital form of communication. In the architectural field, the same digital
representation phase is usually carried out to achieve the three-dimensional model, derived from the
cloud of points generated by laser scanners or photo scanning (Figure 6).
A naive use of modern materials, giving the illusion of stability to the architectural and archeological
heritage without compromising the aesthetic appearance, was the origin of the diffusion of materials
for decades considered "modern", such as concrete, which are instead characterized by a high
incompatibility. Modern materials, in fact, have been often the cause of a greater damage, not only to
the values of the historicity of buildings, but also to their survival and, paradoxically, their stability, thus
worsening the overall static performance. Their use seems to have failed right where it should be
strong, that is, effectiveness and durability [3].
The more and more recurrent need to analyze and restrict the seismic risk accelerated the research
and the use of valid solutions for improved performance of constructions under earthquakes. Today
the choice of materials and techniques, once more modern, is significantly wider, because many new
materials have been introduced in the restoration, such as composite materials, whose technology is
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more or less widespread and established. The choice of material and technique should not be
obtained from an ideological vision, based on fundamentalist foreclosure for materials and
contemporary techniques, but rather by a careful examination of the characteristics and properties of
the building to be restored, its materials, its problems and its structural types. A choice that allows to
design the retrofit with moderation, using compatible materials and techniques, to achieve a balanced
outcome, in compliance with all the requirements of restoration, not least compatibility, reversibility
and recognition of the interventions, and to keep the architectural unity and the meaning of the
restored building.
The question, at this point, is whether the characteristics of new materials and new techniques are
able to ensure compliance with the above requirements, also in reference to the demand of seismic
safety. It is also wonder how a proper restoration can achieve the objective of maximum conservation
of tangible and intangible information of buildings in accordance with the preservation of the original
static behavior, minimum intervention and maximum reversibility; and then as the use of these
materials may help to avoid repeating the error made by the indiscriminate use of reinforced concrete:
it was not able to ensure the historical continuity and the expected increase in performance, especially
during seismic events, because of its chemical and behavioral (static and mechanical) incompatibility.
To provide a comprehensive answer to these questions, it is increasingly evident the need for an
evaluation computer tool that is able to reproduce in detail all the available (multidisciplinary)
information and allows users to make multiple comparative evaluations between the different possible
solutions [7].
Safeguard means not only prevent that the constructions as arc collapses under seismic event but
also that the paintings for example as the fresco placed on the upper portion of this masonry arch and
dated back to XI century shows Flaviano, Modestino and Fiorentino Saints appears unharmed by the
loss of a cultural pictorial historical representation [4].

Fig.5: Fresco on the arc facade and arc elements details.
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3.3D model

The methodology adopted for developing the model was based on the three-dimensional re-design of
the arc, according to the measurements obtained by conventional digital survey. the virtual model that
has material and morphological consistency in each structural component,will be finally expanted with
the finite element model developed for performing structural analyses (Figure 6)
The architectural model of the Door must reveal the fundamental elements for the realization of a
finished structural model.
It is necessary not only design its morphological and material consistency but also the study of the
connections to the side walls of the same arc.
Each element carries with itself the geometrical, material and mechanical characteristics needed for
reproducing size, location and structural behavior, which are at the base of a refined and suitable
structural analysis finalized to assess the static and seismic safety of this arc type.
This research work allowed achieving a refined structural model described in the next paper that will
let to examine the arc behavior considering all elements and factors contributing both to ensure the
structural safety and to represent possible elements of static or seismic risk.
This modelling approach is important for structures such as the one examined in this paper since it
also allows considering the conservation status of each stones and non-structural elements and then
assessing the consequent influence on safety.
Only a previous and careful knowledge and survey phases can give information about what may
happen to arcs that are constantly exposed to atmospheric agents and therefore spoil before than
other building elements.
In fact, it is now well established that their functionality and safety degenerates over time and
increases more and more the risk of falling parts of the structure.
Obviously, it is conceivable the damage that can cause such a situation to both the built heritage and
users.
Figures 7 and 8 show the 3D model views, also showing the meshes (Figure 6) used for discretizing
all the arc elements and the portion of the lateral masonry wall.

Fig.6: Mesh from crowds simulator software.
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Fig.7: 3D model.

Fig.8: 3D model perspectives.
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4. Conclusions

The morphological feature of arc is linked to spatial issues: in the examined case, the Door has an
organic vision and it becomes connecting element between the ancient parties of urban planning and
the new constructions but also it becames cutting and division element among each floor on the
building façade. Furthermore, it is also a representative element of ancient decoration which renews
the importance of the roman sign and reveals outside the active function done within Capocastello.
This paper reports a single step of a wider research that is developing on the static and seismic safety
of ancient arcs.
Inspired by news events that highlighted the need to critically and systematically evaluate the safety of
ancient elements of cultural heritage, especially the ones of masonry arcs and the ones in the historic
areas of towns. In the future reasearch it will be developed a methodology that allows defining refined
finite element models for structural analyses.
Merging traditional techniques of survey with the most powerful ITC method on B.I.M. platform, it is
usefull to realize a 3D model that includes all the structural and non-structural elements characterizing
the arc type to be studied.
Such a model allows both to quantify the safety and to identify role and influence of each arc element
in the structural response for focusing all factors that could constitute risk elements. Furthermore, it
also allows considering degradation phenomena of each structural and non-structural elements, as
fresco painting and then their influence on structural safety.
The analyses that will be performed in the subsequent research will be confirmation of the 3D model
potentiality [5], showing how it allows going beyond the customary procedure for the static verification
of the bearing structures of arcs, highlighting the failure risk of the stone which is locally yielded to
high stresses.
In specific cases these features can lead to collapses for loads lower than those usually estimated by
the conventional checking and can be detected only through detailed 3D models including all the arc
components.
This modelling approach straightforwardly allows to study and to foreshadow all the possible collapse
mechanisms by varying several parameters concerning construction faults, conservation status,
loading condition, constraints of structural and nonstructural elements.
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Abstract
The intensity of the earthquake of 1755 in the Algarve (southern Portugal) was enormous. The
combination of the earthquake and the following tsunami led to the general devastation of almost the
entire Algarve coast. The intentional abandonment by central authority was significant for such a
peripheral region of a country that saw its capital city destroyed, leaving it highly vulnerable due to its
vicinity to Spain and North Africa
Our research project is based on an approach focusing on Aljezur and the neighbouring municipalities
of Lagos and Vila do Bispo, highlighting the political and diplomatic actions taken by the Marquis of
Pombal during the eighteenth century through the promotion and development of the southern area of
a country that had always lived with its back towards the sea, despite having pioneered an attempt to
develop in new directions. It is in this context that a royal charter was granted in 1773 for the creation of
a new city facing the river Guadiana and Spain: Vila Real de Santo António that assumes and reflects
a policy promoting the renewal of an entire territory. This new city would become a reflection of the use
and achievements of Pombal urbanism, placed at the service of a new ideal city designed for a new era
which approaches the industrial utopian city due to its functionality, social uniformity and formal
geometrization, being one of the most perfect expressions of Enlightenment urbanism and
simultaneously assuming an awareness on the part of central authority of the strategic and economic
potential of the Algarve.
Keywords: Earthquake, Algarve, Vila Real de Santo António, Marquis of Pombal, 1755

1.
Framework
Usually when one addresses the devastating consequences of the terrible earthquake of November 1,
1755, only the city of Lisbon and its consequent reconstruction under the aegis of Pombal stands out.
It should be noted that the European cultural elite was greatly shaken and sensitized by the destruction
of Lisbon's, capital city of one of the most powerful and rich countries in Europe, forgetting and failing
to reflect on the devastating effects of this natural disaster in the southern region of the country, the
nearest to the epicenter.
One can give examples of localities such as Aljezur which was devastated and the destruction of Lagos,
the “city of discoveries” that has already been the subject of our reflection in an international conference
(Neto et al 2012).
The national civilian and military authorities were too preoccupied with solving the massive devastation
provoked in the city of Lisbon and promoting its reconstruction, so that the south of the country,
peripheral and difficult to access, was abandoned to its fate, causing the degradation of life conditions
of its meager populations until almost the middle of the nineteenth century when they will get involved
in a guerrilla there that has its epicenter, consequence of a tragic civil war between absolutists and
liberals (Marques: 1999).
We once again take the opportunity, in the context of an international congress and in the presence of
the scientific community, to emphasize some of the consequences of the 1755 earthquake and
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consequent tsunami to address its effects and a new urban dynamic imposed on a territory that that
needs to be better known.
Throughout our research project "Aljezur: between vision of place and memory - safeguarding the
material and immaterial heritage of a (dis)protected municipality" we have addressed some patrimonial
issues of the surrounding territories, namely those that are part of the Terras do Infante (Neto: 2012,
2016) we now believe it is pertinent to mention the case of Vila Real de Santo António, the village built
in the 18th century by royal order, in an international colloquium in which the theme is disaster, not only
by the case study that it constitutes and its enormous heritage value, but above all for being integrated
in a logic of promoting power and development in times of deep crisis, but in an enlightenment context
with results that can still be seen today.

Fig. 1: Map of the Algarve, 18th Century. Source: https://dl.wdl.org/471.pn

2.

The Marquis of Pombal and the Restoration of the Kingdom of Algarve

Still affected by the nefarious effects of the 1755 earthquake, the Portuguese economic situation got
worse in the 1760s not only because of the decrease in the shipments of gold from Brazil, but mainly
because of the productive incapacity of a territory that was not inhabited and very dependent on imports
and trade with the colonies. Therefore, it will be in the context of this unfavorable situation that the
Marquis of Pombal (1699-1782) assumes the need to consolidate state power by reaffirming real
absolutism and above all by promoting the balance of the Portuguese finances.
It was crucial not only to reduce the imports, but also to favor and promote the profitability of taxes.
In the eighteenth century, the kingdom of the Algarve, as it was always called, was a peripheral region,
forgotten and marginalized.
With poorly managed Mediterranean agriculture, abundant fish but with little population distributed
between the inland and the coast, it has constituted a geographically, administratively and economically
distinct region from the beginnings of the Portuguese nationality1. However, it is important not to forget
the unique role of the region, namely the Atlantic city of Lagos (Neto: 2012), in navigation and trade with
the African coast (XV to XVIII centuries) and the Mediterranean.
The formerly major urban centers, Lagos and Tavira, were severely devastated by the catastrophe of 1
November 1755, and Faro, nowadays the principal city of the Algarve, had only been declared an urban
center since the seventeenth century (Correia, 1984; 44).
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Assuming the strategic importance of this region and its coast, Pombal is aware that several measures
are needed to strengthen the development of the region, especially its southern zone, promoting the
inversion of its abandonment and stagnation and, above all, to improve or implement an effective fiscal
and administrative system in the region.
We must also not forget the threat of Spanish invasion in 1766 and consequent position of troops by the
river Guadiana. Despite some military presence in the region, the Algarve was a devastated, abandoned
and ruined territory where parallel economies and smuggling prevailed with consequent non-collection
of taxes, huge under-utilization of the primary sector, and an urgent need of increased productivity and
administrative territorial reorganization.
It is also eminent an economic guerrilla between the kingdoms of Portugal and Spain given their
coincident interests outlining quite similar recovery policies (Correia,1984: 49).
It is at this juncture that the measures that have been called Restoration of the Kingdom of the Algarve
appear. Of particular note is the nationalization of the fisheries and sardine business in Monte Gordo
under the control of a "colony" of refugee shipowners from Catalonia, set in western Andalusia, which
has extended to the Portuguese side since the early eighteenth century, winning considerable profits
without any state control on fishing and the handling and salting of sardines, having developed an
intense fishing and commercial activity near Monte Gordo, taking advantage of the fishing resources of
the Algarve (Correia 1984: 50).
Also noteworthy are the fishing and commercialization of tuna that is abundant in the region and coveted
not only by the Spanish but also by other foreign agents involved in its commercialization and its largest
beneficiaries (Magalhães: 1988)
The crown was aware of this situation and the use by foreigners of the economic and fiscal potential of
the southernmost region of Portugal. Everything was pushing for the fight against smuggling, corruption
and/or nuisance (Correia 1984: 50).
Pombal will thus promote measures that will aggravate taxes on all the fisheries on the Algarve coast
that would be marketed in Spain by alleviating the tax burden so that it would be disposed of in the
domestic market (Magalhães, 1988).
Another reform measure that will promote real power was the creation in 1773 of a monopoly company
with the aim of administering exclusively the fishing activities in the Algarve that would have the
monopoly of all the most profitable fisheries such as tuna and the exclusivity in the fishing keepers.
According to Correia (1984, 1992) and Magalhães (1988), It should also be mentioned the strong
influence of the English colony that commercially explores the products of the Algarve, with damage to
the national interests, being England the obligatory warehouse.
This is how we understand Pombal and the Fourth Inspection of the National Trade emphasizing the
need to examine the causes of the Algarve's decline (Correia:1984, 1992, 2007).

3.
Development of the Algarve region from the end of 1760s to the beginnings of
1770s
As mentioned earlier there was a clear interest by the Crown on the exploitation of salt in Tavira and
also for the commercialization of fisheries.2
Assumed by Pombal since 1766, this policy focused on the southernmost region of Portugal sought on
the one hand the development of state power structures and, on the other hand, to increase of
productive forces in a position very similar to that of the Spanish crown. 3
The legislative revolution proposed by Pombal was fundamental to revitalize and restore the Algarve
(Correia,1984: 62/63) and went beyond fisheries. In this way, the Algarve's royal charters 4were
reformed in 1766 (determinations of September 15, 1766, reformed and improved on August 9), where
quasi-feudal privileges are ended, and in February 1767 the law that differentiated Kingdom of Portugal
of the Algarve was passed, integrating it from the economic point of view in Portugal in a fundamental
political position for the increase of the absolutist state.
José Francisco de Costa e Sousa Civil and Military Governor of the Algarve was also decisive for this
administrative reform (Correia 1984: 65). He promoted the reform of the Algarve 5 by creating new
villages and reformulating circumscriptions and divisions of dioceses. Stands out the town of Monchique,
supplier of brown wood for the reconstruction of Lisbon, located in the mountains, with a few population
and economic dynamics and also with hot springs whose use has been known since at least the Middle
Ages. Also, worth nothing is the reinforcement of Vila Nova de Portimão elevated to the condition of city.
The territory of the Algarve is reorganized to promote real power in centers vital to the local and national
economy. In this way, there is a reinforcement of the strategic importance of Alcoutim near the Alentejo
and Spain (Correia 1984: 66) and also the prohibition of entry of the sardines in Galicia and the
development of the commercialization and consumption of Portuguese sardines in Portugal
(Correia1992: 61).
Pombal subtly removes the Catalan merchants from the Algarve coast, replacing them with a new
Portuguese nobility, coming from the north of the country, above with Porto merchants. These new
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commercial and industrial companies will implement changes in the salting and sanding of sardines with
the valuable collaboration of local fishermen equipped with fully equipped specific vessels. Monte Gordo
should be the center of this trade also because of its proximity to Spain, assuming here a very strong
political and strategic position.
However, Monte Gordo and its surrounding region was a remote, sparsely populated place, almost like
a desert, a brackish one subject to floods of the Guadiana River and the sea, such as the small fishing
cluster, Santo António de Arenilha6, referenced since the 16th century.
Pombal, on December 17, 1773, ordered the Governor of the Algarve to "order the layout of a regular
village on the most suitable and adapted terrain to be taken for the reason of the many fires that have
caused the huts made of piteiras cane and reeds, adapted to the sheds, olive-oil presses and
warehouses of the Fisheries and at the same time more preserved of the floods of the Guadiana and
the outbreaks of the sea."
By public notice, it was also ordered that all natural or naturalized vassals who built houses and
workshops according to the plan would be given the land: in perpetual domain, without forum or pension
and who would enjoy for the building materials all the rights that enjoy those who contribute to the
reconstruction of Lisbon.7
Everything was thought to the smallest detail. The masonry stones were cut and shipped from Lisbon
and the masonry was ready to receive them in a system of almost pre-fabrication.
This determination included the reference to the need for the resurrected village to have a parish priest
and also that he should appoint a trustworthy official to governor and also increase the means of defense
of the seaport - so that the Spanish do not enter.
It was also imposed the sovereignty of the Portuguese language which implied sending a teacher paid
by the crown for teaching the Portuguese language, a public square as well as the use of pine wood for
all buildings.
Pombal took the initiative to replace a huddle of huts with a new and regular village in order to achieve
its ambitious project of restoration of a territory long abandoned by the central power.
According to the sources consulted, in particular the works of Horta Correia (1984, 1992, 2007), the
Marquis considered that the fishery of Monte Gordo could be more important than that of the herring in
Gothenburg. He aspired that the navigation of the sardine could be extended to the coasts of the Italian
peninsula and also to Brazil after Portugal and the coasts of Spain that confine with it having enriched.
However, the land most favorable to the construction of this new village could not be Monte Gordo
greatly harmed by the forces of the sea and the floods of the river. The site chosen was overlooking
Ayamonte in that part of the Algarve and the Alentejo that looks at the Guadiana (Correia, 1992: 70): on
the site of the Barranco on the banks of the Guadiana.
On December 30, 1773, was sent to the Governor the plan of a village ready to build. It consisted of
single-storey houses whose works were to be advanced in August of the next year.
A village that was the center and symbol of the restored fishery and also of a new Algarve: Monte Gordo
is replaced by a new stage very close to the missing Santo António da Arenilha or Santo António of the
mouth of the Guadiana (Correia, 1992: 70).

4.

Vila Real de Santo António: The materialization of utopia

Vila Real de Santo António, 17748, built in a desert area near the mouth of the river Guadiana, is a new
city with a Pombaline plan that promotes a strategy of power and a restoration of a peripheral region.
According to Horta (2006) it is an urgent, demanding and, above all, ambitious plan, designed by
Reynaldo dos Santos, the Chief Architect of the House of the Risk of Public Works, the same that
presided over the elaboration of the reconstruction of the city of Lisbon.
It was perhaps in the eighteenth century, the greatest approximation to the notion and form at the same
time of the ideal of the total construction of a new city.
Vila Real de Santo António will contain all the essence of grammar, morphology, syntax and semantics
of the Portuguese school of edification (Horta,2006: 5) reflecting not only the political purpose of its
creation, but also the important economic function that determines this purpose.
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Fig. 1: Fig. 2: Planta de Vila Real de Santo António . Source: Biblioteca Municipal Vicente Campinas de Vila Real
de Santo António

Vila Real de Santo António was erected on the banks of the Guadiana, facing Ayamonte and near the
mouth of the river, assuming the shape of a rectangle with 1930 palmos (hand's breadth) long and 950
wide. It integrated in its original plan 5 streets with orientation North-South and 6 in the direction EastWest, all with 40 palmos (hand's breadth) of width crossing orthogonally forming 41 blocks, with 30
being equal, reason why the urban grid did not constitute a perfect reticule.
According to Correia (2007), there are equal blocks parallel to the river that form, along with the street
that separates them, a square of 240 palmos (hand's breadth) of side.
The large and central square, instead of being a simple block, not built in much the same way as many
South American cities of the sixteenth century, has an autonomy that is given to it by its size, which
"destroys the perfect grid and alters it qualitatively" (Correia: 2007: 11).

Fig. 3: Frente Rio. Source: Biblioteca Municipal Vicente Campinas de Vila Real de Santo António

In the Vila Real de Santo António plan, According to Correia (2010) and his disciples (Horta: 2006),
there is "a tension between the shape of the blocks that, because of the Guadiana River, are rectangular,
following the dominant orientation, and those that due to the shape of the square are square opposing
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with their stability to the general sense of the plan, trying to find in the resulting set a superseding
synthesis".9 The harmonic balance of this plant makes one forget that its simplicity is apparent and
results from a dialectic between the square and the rectangle (Correia2010: 11).
It should be noted in this new city the Customs services that occupies the center of the central block of
the river front. It is the only building individualized architecturally, with the exception of the Church,
standing out the national arms symbol of the power of the state that.

Fig. 4: Torreão Praça Marquês de Pombal. Source: Biblioteca Municipal Vicente Campinas de Vila Real de Santo
António

From both sides twelve equal and symmetrical units: the societies grouping themselves two by two.
Each one of these units is composed of two distinct but articulated parts: one facing the river composed
of a rectangular pavilion with two floors and balcony windows on the first floor, the other: a shed open
to the interior.
The central gate of the block gives direct access to the u-shaped patio formed by the sheds supported
externally on three walls and inwardly in an arcade like a rectangular cloister closed on one side.
The houses on the ground floor served as offices and those first on the first floor as commissioners'
dwelling. The courtyard and the sheds were industrial facilities, integrating the noble house facing the
river and the factory in the back in a functional unit. The joint is perfect and the functionality is obvious
(Correia: 2010: 12).
Through the gate of the "noble house" the fish entered the courtyard and was transformed into salting
in the sheds. It was bedridden in barrels to the back street where it was accessed by a gate placed in
exactly the same direction as the first. On the other side of the street were the warehouses of each
society, symmetrical and equal to those of the sheds, which was where the barrels went out for export.
The transition between industrial and residential areas and services was ensured by a second row of
blocks. In the central block - the square, parallel to that of customs came the market that occupied the
place of the warehouses. The other half was occupied by the City hall - symbol of the central power.
The royal square was located near the river, but fulfilling or fitting the guidelines of the urban solution. It
had 330 hand’s breadth in square and two - storey buildings, being, following the low sea and in constant
competition with it, the large space of urban impact.
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Fig. 5: Square. Source: Biblioteca Municipal Vicente Campinas de Vila Real de Santo António

In this square was the building of the House, the prison, the barracks, and the church. The other
buildings were intended for housing on the first floor and commerce on the ground floor. This set was
topped by 4 identical quadrangular turrets and an obelisk dedicated to king D. José I in the center of the
square.
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Fig. 6: Praça Marquês de Pombal, circa 1950s.Source: Biblioteca Municipal Vicente Campinas de Vila Real de
Santo António

The whole village was structured based on zoning and functional diversification: the river side dedicated
exclusively to fishing activities and a central area of services organized around the large square.
In the plan, there is also an axis connecting the church and the cemetery outside the urban zone but in
its alignment. The axis of power was perpendicular to this spiritual axis and integrated, as we refer, the
barracks, the royal obelisk, symbol of absolute power the Chamber and the Customs (economic/tributary
power).
The urban axes are not materialized in streets as they would be in baroque urbanism, but their function
is primordial: all have the same width, and were symbolically dedicated to the royal family and its
protecting saints: St. Joseph, St. Sebastian and St. Anthony.
The first is the saint that corresponds to the name of the king, the second to Pombal and Antonio to the
original toponymy of the old settlement of Santo António da Arenilha.
5.
Final reflection
The apparent simplicity of the Vila Real de Santo António plant reveals, according to Correia in his
various writhing’s about this place, something much more complex and, above all, that it is much more
than a simplified copy of the Baixa de Lisboa plan10.
It was conceived as a totality, a small fishing village made under the Enlightenment spirit, assuming
modernity and by a great formal containment and radical unity of the urban complex (Correia: 2007: 15).
It was conceived and planned as a coherent structure as should be the ideal and utopian cities and
some military cities. It was built as an affirmation of real absolute power benefiting from an urbanistic
tradition in overseas territories and a consolidated experience of Portuguese military architecture.
Its expression, sometimes almost colonial, since the Algarve has always been a peripheral region and
the last to be integrated in Portuguese territory, and also military due to its proximity to Spain, is shaped
by its industrial functionality, social uniformity, rigorous affirmation of its formal geometrization and in
this way as a manifest expression of the Enlightenment (Correia, 1989: 106).
The plant, which came from Lisbon´s Casa do Risco 11, proposed a rectangular town facing the Guadiana
river with buildings related to industry and also with taxes (Customs) arranged in front of the river and a
large and imposing square from which all regular streets cut at right angles. After the establishment of
this plan of the new royal village, the northern investors were "invited" to settle in the new township and
to finance the buildings corresponding to their societies (Fidalgo, s.d).
Vila Real de Santo António was designed as a fortress town, as a finished work, "only able to grow
inwards and never upwards" (Correia 2010: 299). Its urban design assumes the role of a fundamental
instrument of absolutist rationalism.
The village was conceived as a totality: according to the logic of Enlightenment thought. The regularity
of its layout and built environment give this town a prominent place not only in Portuguese urbanism but
also worldwide.
The beautiful royal square, a central element of the entire urban layout where power is concentrated,
will only be paralleled in the new Pombaline Lisbon Commerce Square.
The immense tragedy that constituted the earthquake of November 1, 1755, was also a possibility of
development and renewal for the southernmost part of the Algarve under the strategic vision of the
Marquis de Pombal, which saw a way of promoting a sustainable development, as we would say now
in this second decade of the twenty-first century, while affirming the real power in a region too peripheral
to Lisbon, but too desirable in the vicinity of Spain and North Africa.
Unfortunately, this logic did not apply to the localities of the westernmost part of the Algarve, namely
Lagos, Vila do Bispo and Aljezur, the now called Terras do Infante, which remained in oblivion for
another century due to the distance from the great urban centers and the political turmoil that will only
be healed after the consolidation of a constitutional and bourgeois political regime during the nineteenth
century.
Vila Real de Santo António assumes a different role from what was for example the city of Lagos for the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
It has materialized since its design in less than two years, with all the potentialities of the construction
of an industrial village embodied by a modern plan and a metric that will remain until the present,
although what for centuries has defined it as a place, the fishing and canning industry, died slowly.
Tourism is now the dominant industry, but the Pombaline nucleus resists and endures as memory. In
spite of some recent and controversial interventions, the Pombal nucleus of Vila Real de Santo António
remains alive and dynamic.
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Abstract
The earthquake of L’Aquila in 2009 caused the partial collapse of the S. Maria di Collemaggio Basilica.
The XIII century nave’s columns showed serious cracking throughout their height. Therefore, a
retrofitting intervention was planned with the purpose of protecting these valuable elements from
future additional damages.
The intervention designed involved the complete unloading and reloading of the columns. To avoid
additional damages, it was necessary to verify that the procedure would not alter significantly the
existing stress state and would not lead to the occurrence of tensile stresses greater than the
materials’ tensile strength. Therefore, a 3D FE model of the colonnade and the supported wall has
been realized and a construction stage non-linear analysis implemented. The geometry was modeled
through the acquisition of the results of a laser scanner survey in order to reflect faithfully the
Basilica’s irregularities (lack of verticality of the wall, eccentricities, different dimensions from one
column to the other). Moreover, elastic-brittle constitutive laws were assigned to the model’s materials
to reproduce the intrinsic non-linearity of the masonry.
The analysis results in terms of stresses and displacements were attentively analyzed. Furthermore, a
comparison between the numerical results and the values measured during the intervention has been
executed. An acceptable deviation between the values was observed and, therefore, the reliability of
the model was assured.
Keywords: retrofitting, masonry columns, numerical analysis, construction stage

1.

Introduction

Although they showed a good earthquake resistant capacity and did not collapse, the two lines of
octagonal columns that separate the nave from the aisles of the Basilica di Collemaggio have been
seriously damaged during the 2009 Earthquake. These columns have great historical and artistic
values since they date back to the XIII century. Thus, a retrofitting intervention was designed with the
two purposes of, first, enhancing the seismic structural behavior of the columns and, second,
protecting these valuable elements from future additional damages.
First, the damages, the geometry, the materials and the behavior of the columns under seismic event
have been investigated and analyzed.
The investigation campaign has led to a confident factor CF = 1.5, obtained through the following
partial confidence factors:
-

deep geometrical survey (CF1 = 1);

-

extended inspection on details (CF2 = 0.06);
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-

limited investigations on materials’ mechanical properties (CF3 = 0.06);

-

avalaibility of geotechnical data and foundations, limited investigation on soil (CF4 = 0.03).

1.1 Geometry and material properties
The geometry has been detected through a laser scanner survey to reflect faithfully the Basilica’s
irregularities (lack of verticality of the wall, eccentricities, different dimensions from one column to the
other). The dimensions of the columns vary irregularly and therefore it was necessary to analyze them
one by one. The sections’ diameter varies around an average value of 116 cm while the basement’s
characteristic dimension belongs to a range between 150-170 cm. The columns are approximately 4
m high, not considering the capital and the basement, whose average heights are respectively of 0.53
m and 0.57 m. The pointed arches’ rise is approximately 3.95 m.
Regarding the materials’ properties, the columns, the basement and the capital are made of a local
sedimentary rock called ‘breccia aquilana’ that showed a considerable high value of compressive
strength equal to fm = 66.68 MPa. The earthquake-resistant capacity of the columns is likely due to the
good mechanical properties of the stone. It is worth mentioning, however, that the columns are not
homogenous. Firstly, they are not made of one sole material. In fact, original ashlars are made of
breccia aquilana, ashlars replaced during restoration interventions are made of Maiella or other local
stones and mortar has been used to fill the cracks caused by local material detachments occurred
over the past years. Moreover, the columns turned to have an inner core made of a low-quality
incoherent material. The discontinuities in the material along with the complete collapse of the transept
area are for sure one of the causes that led to the damage of the colonnade.
The masonry of the nave’s walls supported by the two lines of column is characterized by poor
mechanical property with limited compressive strength fm = 2 MPa.
Regarding the tensile strength, a value equal to 10 per cent of the compressive strength is taken for
both the material considered, that is respectively 6 MPa for the breccia aquilana stone constituting the
columns and 0.2 MPa for the masonry of the nave’s walls.
Finally, it should be mentioned that in the 70s, during the restoration of Superintendent Moretti, the
two last octagonal columns next to the transept were completely rebuilt using concrete mortar.
1.2 Survey on the damages
The central columns of both the colonnades were sensibly more damaged (close to collapse) than the
external columns. In fact, if under a horizontal force parallel to the nave all the columns exhibit a
shear-type behavior and are almost uniformly stressed, in the out-of-plane direction the behaviour of
the columns is not uniform. In particular, internal columns happen to be the most stressed. The out-of plane displacement of the supported wall is, in fact, larger in the middle than at the edges where the
wall is constrained by the façade and the transept-frame.
Different types of damages have been identified:
-

relative sliding between adjacent ashlars, Fig. 1a;
local detachment of material and opening of pre-existent cracks, Fig. 1b;
stone blocks expelled or crushed in the proximity of the basement due to both compression and
bending, Fig. 1c;
vertical cracks due to excessive compression, Fig. 1d.

1.3 The retrofitting intervention
The damages’ survey and the analyses implemented have pointed out the necessity of a retrofitting
intervention on the nave’s columns of the Basilica, even if they did not collapse. Although the excellent
quality of the breccia aquilana, characterized by a considerable high compressive strength, the
presence of cracks and the fact that the material is not homogenous make it difficult to assure an
adequate response of the columns to seismic events. Moreover, the characteristics of the columns’
inner core are unknown. The most likely hypothesis is that they are made of an incoherent material
with low compressive resistance.
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b)
d)
c)
a)
Fig. 1 Damages on the columns – a) relative sliding between ashlars b) local material detachment c) damage in
the proximity of the basement d) vertical cracks

All the columns will undergo restoration except for the two columns next to the transept which were
rebuilt in the 70s and don’t’ exhibit serious damages, Fig. 2a.
Two kinds of retrofitting intervention have been designed depending on the state of damage.
Concerning the most damaged columns (central columns), the restoration involves the complete
disassembly and reassembly substituting the most seriously damaged stone blocks and the columns
inner core. The cracks affecting the lateral columns will be instead restored by local substitution of the
most damaged stone blocks and injections of mortar, avoiding the complete disassembly of the
columns. Both the types of intervention, however, require the complete unloading of the columns and
to this aim a suspension system able to support the wall’s nave on behalf of the column during its
restoration has been designed. The unloading and reloading procedure had to meet a fundamental
requirement in order not to cause additional damages: altering as less as possible the pre-existent
state of stress avoiding the occurrence of tensile stresses greater than the material tensile strength.
The designed procedure is based on the use of a friction device made of steel (“clamp”) which is
assembled just above the stone capital in order to clamp the end of the two arches converging in the
column, Fig. 2c. The space between the steel plates constituting the clamp and the masonry is filled
with mortar to guarantee a uniform distribution of stresses. Through pre-stressing bars, the clamp is
tightened around the wall and the compressive force applied makes friction forces arise between the
clamp and the masonry. The compression applied must be enough to prevent any sliding between the
two surfaces but compatible with the masonry compressive strength to avoid damage. The clamp is
then vertically connected through four steel bars to a provisional steel truss portal. The load carried by
the column is progressively transferred to the steel portal by applying tension forces to the connecting
bars using hydraulic jacks. Once the column is completely unloaded, the joint between the superior
edge of the capital and the wall above is cut using diamond wire and the retrofitting intervention can
begin. The restored column is finally reloaded by progressively releasing the tension in the vertical
bars. The whole procedure of unloading-reloading is attentively monitored: sensors are placed at
different points of the column, arches and clamp to control the displacements step by step. It is worth
mentioning that the unloading-reloading procedure is developed for one column a time and with load
steps corresponding to 100 bars pressure in each of the hydraulic jacks.
This procedure was chosen among other proposals because it does not alter the static scheme of the
colonnade. The reaction transferred by the column to the wall is, in fact, punctually substituted by the
tensile forces inside the four bars connecting the clamp to the supporting portal. However, to ensure
that the unloading-reloading would not affect the stress state exceedingly and to analyse the eventual
variations of the stress field, a construction stage non-linear analysis reproducing the entire procedure
has been implemented on a 3D FE model of the nave’s wall.

2.

The 3D FE model

The whole process of unloading-reloading has been reproduced stage by stage, in order to have a
complete control on the procedure. Since the columns’ substitution procedure affects significantly only
the nave’s walls, a partial model of the Basilica has been realized, adequately constrained and loaded
in order to take into account the effect of the remaining part of the building.

a)
Lateral columns

Central columns
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Rebuilt in the ‘70s

b)
Fig. 2 Retrofitting intervention – a) columns analyzed b) subdivision of the columns depending on the state of
damage c) unloading procedure: the clamp and the steel portal

In the following, two representative columns are analyzed: the 12th and the 15th columns, Fig. 2b and
Fig. 2a.
The 12th column is sited in the middle of the colonnade and therefore it experiences the largest out of
plane displacements under the horizontal forces that necessarily arise as a consequence of the wall’s
marked out of plumb. Moreover, it was seriously damaged by the earthquake and therefore, it requires
to be completely disassembled and reassembled.
The 15th column, instead, is the closest to the collapsed transept area, not considering the very first
one rebuilt in concrete during the Moretti’s intervention. Because of the collapse of the transept, the
adjacent wall is subject to larger in-plane displacement because the last arch’s thrust is not
equilibrated. Furthermore, as already mentioned, the column will undergo to a different renovation
intervention with respect to the 12th column, consisting only in mortar injection and ‘sew-unstitched’
intervention on the most damaged areas. The 15th column was, in fact, less affected by the
earthquake.
2.1 Geometry and boundary conditions
A partial model of the Basilica has been realized through the software Midas FEA, reproducing the left
nave’s wall and colonnade. It was essential to capture the real shape of the wall, with all its
irregularities, in order to have a faithful model able to reproduce the real behaviour. Therefore, the
geometry has been imported through the acquisition of a 3D point-cloud, collected through a detailed
laser scanner survey. The colonnade, connected to the façade on one side, is completely unrestrained
on the right side, where it was connected to the transept frame. The area, in fact, collapsed as a
consequence of the large pillars’ structural failure.
th
Two clamp’s models have been reproduced in order to suit the dimensions of both the columns 12
th
and 15 . The smaller clamp corresponds to the 12th column while the bigger one to the 15th one. The
clamps have been sited around the wall about 100 mm above the capital superior edge, as prescribed
in the intervention design, Fig. 3b.
The mortar layer between the steel clamp and the masonry has been reproduced following the
prescriptions on maximum and minimum thicknesses (9.5 mm, 2 mm).
The steel portal has been then positioned, trying both to centre the column and have the bars
connecting the portal to the clamp as vertical as possible.
Finally, regarding the meshing operation, a mesh size of 100 mm has been generally adopted. A mesh
refinement was necessary, instead, on the clamp, on the mortar and in the adjacent area. The
thicknesses of either the clamp’s plates or the mortar (14 mm and 20 mm respectively) require a
reduction of the mesh size. However, in order to contain the computational cost and to avoid an
exceedance slowing down of the analysis, the minimum mesh size has been set to 40 mm.
Concerning the geometrical and static boundary conditions, the ones described below have been
assigned, Fig. 3a:
-

fix-ends at the bottom of the basements of the columns. The deformability of the Basilica’s
pavement has been neglected;
hinges applied on the wall’s lateral surface corresponding to the façade to constrain horizontal
displacements in both in-plane and out-of-plane directions. The aim is to reproduce the restraining
effect of the façade on the wall;
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a)
b)
Fig. 3 3D FE model of the colonnade – a) geometry and boundary conditions b) detail of the model of the clamp
sited above the capital

-

a set of simple supports, applied to the wall’s top edge, constraining displacements in the out-of plane direction. The supports reproduce the effective restraining action of the roof.
a pressure load reproducing the load transferred by the roof to the nave’s wall has been applied to
the wall’s upper edge.

2.2 Materials
Both the masonry of the nave’s wall and the breccia aquilana stone constituting the columns are
characterized by a strongly different behaviour in tension and compression. To take into account the
non-linearity, elastic-brittle constitutive laws have been assigned to the materials.
The columns are modeled with two different materials: breccia aquilana in the outer band and
masonry in the inner core. Since the characteristics of the columns’ inner cores were unknown before
the restoration intervention took place, similar properties to the ones assigned to the wall’s masonry
have been adopted.
Two different materials are also assigned to the supported wall. The wall is, in fact, made of chaotic
masonry with almost no tensile strength while the arches are made of regular stone blocks of breccia
aquilana. The model reproduces the material variation as displayed in Fig. 4.
Finally, the respective classes of steel have been assigned to the clamp, the bars and to the portal.
2.3 Construction stage
The purpose of the analysis is to reproduce the stress and displacement field of the Basilica’s
elements throughout the whole columns’ unloading-reloading procedure. Therefore, a construction
stage analysis has been performed, taking into account all the main phases historically involved in the
retrofitting intervention. It was fundamental, in fact, to study the evolution of stresses and strains with
respect to the existing configuration of the structure. The sequence of the construction phases is
summarized in the list below.
1. Existing configuration: the first stage is representative of the structure’s state after the
earthquake, before the retrofitting intervention. The structure is, at this stage, loaded only by
its self-weight.
2. Assembly of the clamp: the second stage represents the positioning and assembling of the
clamp. The clamp and the mortar layer are placed above the column’s capital. No additional
load or boundary condition are assigned. The software computes automatically the new total
weight, comprehensive of the weight of the clamp and the mortar.
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Chaotic
masonry
Chaotic
masonry

Regular
stone-blocks

Regular
stone-blocks

a)
Inner core:
incoherent
material
Inner
core
Regular
stone-blocks

b)
Fig. 4 Materials - a) different kinds of masonry b) presence of an inner core of incoherent material inside the
column

th

Fig. 5 Most significant stages of the unloading-reloading of the 12 column

3. Clamping: compressive forces are applied to the clamp to simulate the tensioning of the prestressing bars.
4. Assembly of the support portal: the steel portal at this step is not connected to the clamp and
therefore bears only its self-weight. To avoid damages to the Basilica’s pavement, a layer of
sand will be interposed between the portal’s foundation and the pavement with the aim of
redistributing the stresses. Therefore, a spring bed with adequate stiffness has been assigned
to the portal foundations to reproduce the sand behaviour and deformability.
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5. Column’s unloading: the stage reproduces the column’s unloading procedure. As explained in
the previous chapter, the load is transferred from the column to the portal by tensioning the
bars connecting the portal to the clamp using hydraulic jacks. In the model, the column is
completely unloaded when the vertical reactions of its basement equal the column’s weight.
6. Detachment of the column from the above wall: once the column is completely unloaded the
joint between the capital and the wall above is cut using diamond wire and the disassembly
may begin. To reproduce this step in the model, the solid representing the wall has been
trimmed just under the clamp. This way, a new solid shaped like a parallelepiped with a
thickness equal to the distance between the clamp’s inferior edge and the capital’s superior
edge (100 mm) has been created. The cut will be simulated by inactivating the mesh set
corresponding to this solid and thus, the column will be detached from the wall above.
7. Retrofitting intervention: regarding column n°12 the model reproduces the complete
th
disassembly. Moreover, the 12 column restoration is reproduced in the model by modifying
the mechanical properties of the inner core, in particular, the compressive strength changes
from 2 MPa to 40 MPa. The retrofitting intervention of column n° 15, instead, does not involve
the complete disassembly but only mortar injections and local ‘sew-unstitched’ intervention
and therefore, it has been decided not to modify the initially modelled column. For the sake of
completeness, it should be mentioned that the Italian code allows considering an increment of
the mechanical properties of the material due to this kind of intervention, §Table C8A.2.2
Circolare n°617. However, in the present analysis, it has been decided to neglect this
beneficial effect.
8. Reloading of the restore column: once the retrofitting intervention is completed the column is
reloaded. In construction site, this phase is realized by the simultaneous unloading of the
vertical bars connecting the clamp to the portal and the loading of four flat jacks placed in the
space between the capital and the wall. Once the load is completely transferred to the column,
the cut is filled with mortar, the flat jacks are removed and the supported wall is again
connected to the capital.
9. Removal of the suspension system (clamp, mortar and steel portal): the last stage consists of
the removal of the clamp, the mortar layer and the whole supporting steel structure. The
model is constituted by the same elements of Stage 1 (except for the restore 12th column) but
the stress and displacement field will be different because of the load history and the
rehabilitation intervention it has undergone.

3.

Results

The results of the analyses are highly satisfying and confirm the feasibility of the retrofitting
intervention proposed. First of all, the stresses occur during the whole unloading-reloading phase are
far below the material strengths for both the columns analysed and therefore no cracks are developed.
The maximum tensile force recorded occurred inside the breccia aquilana masonry and is about 1.3
MPa for both the columns. As already mentioned the value is compatible with the mechanical property
of the material (ft = 6 MPa).
The stress state inside the column during the whole procedure has also been analysed. Again, both
the columns analysed gave comparable results, therefore just the results corresponding to column
n°12 will be illustrated in the figures below. Fig. 8 shows the variations of the stress distribution from
the existing configuration to the unloading phase and after the complete detachment of the column
from the nave’s wall. As it was expected, the maximum compressive stress is recorded in
correspondence of the stiffer outer band (where the stone blocks are placed). A decompression of the
column is observed in correspondence to the unloading phase, Stage 5.
Concerning the masonry enclosed inside the clamp, it has been verified that the compressive forces
applied were not exceeding the material resistance. As already mentioned, the force applied by the
clamp to the masonry must guarantee the occurrence of an adequate friction force but must not
overcome the material compressive strength. Fig. 7 displays the principal compressive stress
distribution at the existing configuration, after the application of the forces and at the final configuration
after the removal of the clamp. The maximum compressive stress recorded is around 11.8 MPa,
largely below the maximum value allowed fm = 66.68 MPa.
The values of the tensile force to be applied to the four bars connecting the clamp to the portal to
reach the complete unloading of the two columns, “unloading load”, have also been computed. This
load corresponds to the sum of the tension forces that are in the bars when the vertical reactions at
the basement of the column equal the column’s weight. In fact, in such a case, the column is bearing
only itself and does not carry the nave’s wall anymore. The “unloading load” of column n°12 is 2066
th
kN while the value assessed for the 15 column is 2228 kN.
Moreover, to study in detail the unloading phase, the vertical base reactions of both the columns and
of the support portals have been plotted as a function of the tension force in the vertical bars. As it is
shown in Fig. 9, it emerged that the trends of the base reactions are linear: while the column’s base
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reactions decrease the ones of the steel portal increase. However, it appears that the portal’s total
vertical base reaction overcomes the decrease in the column’s base reaction of 473 kN in the case of
column n°12 and 502 kN for column n°15. This apparent contradiction is due to the fact that also the
other columns are partially unloaded by the procedure. This is evident in the graphs reported in Fig.
11: the vertical base reactions of the columns immediately next to the one involved in the retrofitting
intervention decrease significantly. The procedure has instead negligible effects on the columns sited
far away from the column unloaded.
Finally, the displacement field has been studied. In fact, in addition to assuring that the stress
distribution does not vary exceedingly, it is important to verify that no remarkable displacements occur
during the unloading-reloading intervention. The trends of the displacement during the unloading
phase for different control points have been plotted, in particular:
- vertical displacement of the keystones of the arches adjacent to the column;
- vertical and horizontal displacements of the masonry enclosed in the clamp;
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the displacements’ trends as a function of the tension in the vertical bars. It
can be seen that the maximum displacements are of the order of one-tenth of a millimeter, perfectly
compatible with the requirement.

Fig. 6 Compressive stress distribution in the nave’s wall at Stage 5. The maximum value is equal to 0.7 MPa

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 7 Principal compressive stresses inside the masonry enclosed in the clamp at existing configuration (a),
under the compression of the clamp (b) and at the final stage (c)

Fig. 8 Stress distribution inside the column n° 12 during the retrofitting at Stages n° 4,5 and 6 and relative
average values of compressive stresses
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Fig. 9 Trends of the base reactions of both the column n°
12 and the portal

Fig. 10 Values of the base reactions and the
corresponding applied load. The trends are plotted in
Fig. 9

th

Fig. 11 Vertical reactions at the basements of the columns adjacent to column 12 . It can be observed that the
th
columns immediately next to the 12 column are significantly unloaded (light blue decreasing trend) while the
other are less affected (horizontal trends)

Fig. 12 Vertical displacements of the arches' keystones during the development of the intervention. The behaviour
of the arches is perfectly symmetrical and the maximum displacement is 0.29 mm
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Fig. 13 Horizontal displacements in both in-plane and
out-of-plane directions of the portion of wall enclosed in
the clamp. The maximum value reached is 0.04 mm

4.

Fig. 14 Vertical displacement of the portion of wall
enclosed in the clamp. The maximum value is equal to
0.47 mm

Comparison between numerical results and measured values

A comparison with the measurements recorded during the unloading procedure of the 12th column
has been performed. The trend of the vertical displacement of the portal’s crossbeam during the
unloading of the column has been chosen as the parameter to be compared. The load steps
(corresponding to 100 bars pressure in each hydraulic jack) have been reproduced in the model by
incrementing progressively the axial forces in the bars. As it can be seen in Fig. 15, the results
obtained are satisfying. In fact, the two curves almost coincide and the mean error is around 3%.
Furthermore, the trend is approximately linear, as it was expected.
It is worth mentioning that the values of displacements are not due only to the deflection of the
crossbeams but include the vertical displacement of the portal’s foundation on the sand layer below.

2.87%
0.36%
2.12%

2.21%

7.13%

Fig. 15 Comparison between vertical displacements of the portal’s horizontal truss beam. The errors are
acceptable and the maximum value of displacement recorded is 18.41 mm

Finally, also the comparison of the “unloading load” provided an interesting result. In fact, the value
estimated through the model was 2066 kN and the effective value measured in construction site was
attested around 2000 kN.

5.

Conclusions

The complexity of the intervention consists of working with a historical building already seriously
damaged by the recent strong seismic events. The procedure, in fact, should both preserve the artistic
value of the structure and concurrently improve the seismic behavior. Particular attention has to be
drawn to the variation of the stress field of the masonry wall, during the whole intervention. In fact,
masonry is characterized by almost no tensile strength and therefore, the occurrence of eventual
tensile stresses could easily lead to the development of additional cracking. It follows that the restoring
intervention has to be performed altering as less as possible the existent static scheme. To verify that
the intervention designed met the requirements, a 3D FE model, with a geometry acquired from a
laser scanner survey, has been implemented. The material non-linear behaviour has been included
through the assignment of elastic-brittle constitutive laws. The results of the construction stage
analysis executed, returned satisfying results in terms of both stresses and displacements. In fact, the
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stress values resulted to be always smaller than the ultimate strengths of the materials and the
displacements of the supported wall negligible throughout the whole procedure. Moreover, a
comparison with the values measured during the unloading procedure of the 12th column has been
performed and the average error found is of the 3.5%.
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Abstract
The effort to identify adequate evaluation methodologies of the damage cultural assets have incurred
as a consequence of earthquake disasters, appears more necessary than ever, considering the
frequency and intensity of the phenomenon, in recent times, in Italy.
The subject falls within the broader theme of the attribution of a “monetized” economic value to the
cultural assets, widely studied in the appraisal and evaluation disciplines.
In this perspective, the article aims to verify the principles and evaluation methods (both ex-ante and
ex-post) for the monetary assessment of the damages caused by earthquake disasters to the cultural
assets.
Keywords: earthquake disaster, cultural assets, damage evaluation

1.Introduction
At a European level, Italy is one of the countries most exposed to natural hazards due to its typical
geological and geomorphological conformation; it is in fact subject to various types of hazards (seismic
and volcanic hazards, landslides and flooding). In accordance with the Civil Protection Department,
Italy is also one of the Mediterranean countries with the highest seismic risk due to its particular
geographic position. This results in the significant dynamism of its territory that is at the basis of
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions [1]. The highest seismicity is concentrated in the central-southern
part of the peninsula, along the central Apennine region, which recently, as it is sadly known, has
experienced several major earthquakes.
Generally, an earthquake not only can causes grave risk to human life, but also heavy damage to
physical structures and infrastructures as well as historical buildings, monuments and cultural assets,
widely consistent in all of the Italian territory, such as the many UNESCO sites. With specific reference
to this last, if in Europe 16% of UNESCO sites fall in zones with high seismic degree and the 62% in
zones with low seismic degree, for Italy the scenario results overturned, with 28% of the sites in zones
with high seismic degree and only 16% in zones with a low seismic degree [2].
The effort to identify adequate evaluation methodologies of the damage suffered by cultural assets in
consequence of earthquake disasters, leads back to the broader theme of the attribution of a
“monetized” economic value to the cultural assets, widely studied in the appraisal and evaluation
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disciplines. From a methodological point of view, in fact, for the evaluation of damage, the difference
must be operated between the value of the economic good object of appraisal, assuming the absence
of the damaging event, and the minor value subsequent to the same event.
Since it is logically impossible to determine depreciation without the preventive determination of the
initial value, it follows that, methodologically, for the evaluation of the damage suffered by the cultural
asset the determination of the economic value of the same asset necessarily occurs.
In other words, the principle at the base of the identification of the measure of the damage is the
“with/without” principle: it is necessary to identify and measure all the alterations between the situation
after the earthquake and the hypothetic situation existing if the disaster had not occurred.
As cultural assets, due to their characteristics, cannot always be monetized, also for the damage
evaluation, there is reference to their categories of value estimable through several evaluation
approaches. In this perspective, the article, starting from the definition of cultural assets as in the
Italian legislative system, highlights the characteristics and several values of cultural assets (section
2); it then defines, in a systematic way, the damage and its differentiation (section 3), subsequently
discussing the main damage evaluation approaches (section 4); some conclusions end the article
(section 5).

2. Cultural assets: characteristics and values
According to the Italian legislative system, cultural assets belong to the Cultural Heritage which, as in
article 2 of the Italian Code of the Cultural and Landscape Heritage (L.D. n.42/2004), consists of
cultural property and landscape assets. Cultural property are immovable and movable things
belonging to the State, Regions, other territorial government bodies, as well as any other public body
and institution, as well as private non-profit associations, which possess artistic, historical,
archaeological or ethno-anthropological interest and any other thing identified by law or in accordance
with the law, as testifying to the values of civilization.
Cultural property also includes, when the declaration of cultural interest intervenes, immovable and
movable things of particularly important artistic, historical, archaeological or ethno-anthropological
interest, which belong to subjects other than those previously indicated.
Further, cultural property are immovable and movable things, to whomsoever they may belong, which
are of particularly important interest because of their reference to political or military history, to the
history of literature, art and culture in general, or as testimony to the identity and history of public,
collective or religious institutions. Among the things previously indicated are included villas, parks and
gardens possessing artistic or historical interest; public squares, streets, roads and other outdoor
urban spaces of artistic or historical interest.
For the purpose of this paper, it is possible to classify immovable cultural assets in the following
categories: monuments; historic buildings or dwellings located in historic centers, churches registered
as historical heritage, museums, archeological sites.
Among this classification, it is possible further to classify public historic heritage buildings, including
historic assets declared as such that are the property of the state and private historic heritage
buildings, whether owned individually or by foundations.
This broad range of immovable cultural assets, are also “economic goods” for their characteristics of
utility, considering their capacity to satisfy particular types of learned needs (nowadays, in the
knowledge economy, perceived increasingly); accessibility and limited availability or uniqueness [3].
In the same time, cultural goods differ from other goods because they possess not only private but
also public goods characteristics (non-exclusive and non-rival character). In other words, not all
cultural goods are either purely private or purely public and many of them fall into a category of “quasipublic goods”. Further, cultural assets can also be treated as a “merit good”, which according to Cwi
is a good that «some persons believe ought to be available and whose consumption and allocation are
felt by them to be too important to be left to the private market»[4].
As well highlighted by Carlo Forte in the 1970s [5], many cultural assets owned by private subjects
can be object of exchange and for them it is possible to forecast a market price. Also for the cultural
assets owned by the state, despite their juridical regime of «unsaleability», it is possible to hypothesize
an exchange and , then, it is possible to appraise a market value (hypothetical date), independently
from the effective exchange that could occur and from the consequent market price (historical data).
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Ultimately it follows that for the majority of buildings with historical, artistic or environmental
characteristics, there is or can be a hypothesis of a demand and, then, a market. Therefore, the
evaluative problems which arise about the architectural cultural assets can well concern the
determination of the market value, placing themselves within the typically methodological questions of
appraisal.
At the same time, the author, recognizing the utility which, directly or indirectly, can be deployed by the
immovable cultural assets for the benefit of the overall community, identified the “social use value”,
different from the exchange value, as the appreciation which the community express for that cultural
goods on the basis of their social utility and collective availability. He also suggested several
methodological approaches for the appraisal of the “social plus value” of the cultural assets (deriving
from the difference between the social use value and the exchange value). Starting from these
assumptions, Carlo Forte dealt with the evaluation of the damage to cultural assets as a consequence
of the tremendous earthquake disaster in Friuli Venezia Giulia in 1976 [6].
Successively, several further values for the historical and cultural heritage were identified, improving
and detailing the components and different categories of the users. The approach to Economic
Conservation by the Neapolitan School of Monuments Restoration [7] has found convergence in the
main scientific studies at European and international levels. At both these levels, in accordance to
CHCfE «the past few decades have witnessed main conceptual and policy developments which have
recognized the multiple and valuable benefits that cultural heritage brings at society as a whole» [8].
In this perspective, the common approach towards the economic value incorporated into cultural
assets has to the “holistic” one, which recognizes that cultural assets possess both cultural and
economic values, categorized according to their use and non-use characteristics. In Figure 1 several
typologies of values are schematized, based on the studies provided by different authors, but not
exhaustive, with there being many different interpretations on the overall value of cultural heritage (as
the extensive open debate on intrinsic value).

Figure 1: the several values of cultural asset
As highlighted in current international scientific literature, the non-use value of a cultural asset
constitutes an important component of its total value and it is the most difficult to assess, despite
several evaluation methods being put forward; some of them refer to the ‘willingness to pay’ concept
(under both the conditions of existence or not of a market). In any case, each one of them presents
advantages and limits, as shown in section 3.

2. The damage and its differentiations1
In literature, the term damage presents several definitions, each one enounced with different aims in
relation to the specific problematic area. However, the different definitions substantially converge
toward a common interpretation of the term, summarized as follow: damage is any “economic
1

This section is substantially developed with reference to the volume of Vincenzo del Giudice and Francesca
Salvo, Principi e metodi di valutazione dei danni da esondazioni fluviali [9].
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prejudice which resolves itself in a patrimony decrease for a determinate subject and occurs as
consequence of any human matter of a fortuitous event” [10].
On the basis of this definition, the main elements constituting damage seem to be the following:
i)
ii)
iii)

an event attributable to the human conduct or to accidental events;
a change for the worse or a detriment in the economic consistency of a certain good;
a subject titular of the good which suffers injury.

Such elements assume different characteristics on the basis of the typology of prejudice concretely
examined. To this last results in fact subordinated the specification both of the nature of the damaging
event and the effects which the same event is able to produce in relation to the characteristics of the
goods and the subjects affected.
In the specific case of prejudices deriving from an earthquake, a form of natural disaster caused by
environmental factors, various types of damage result, both directly and indirectly. Among the several
classification proposed, it seems useful to start from a basic distinction between private and public
damage.
2.1 Private and public damage
Damage can be private or public and the characterization does not depend on the juridical nature of
the good which suffers the prejudice (private good or public good) but only from the perspective of the
analysis from which the prejudicial actions inducted by the event are observed.
Damage, both to a private and public good, may consist both in a lesion of private or subjective
interest (private damage) and in a lesion of public interest (public damage). If the good affected by the
damage is private, the damage presents itself under the dual aspect: a) the worsening of the
economic-productive characteristics of the good and consequent impairment of the real right
belonging to the owner of the good; b) the disadvantages resulting for the entire community for the
damage of a super individual interest, damage deriving from the compromising of the cited real right.
This happen also when the object affected by the event is a public good in a strict sense (pure public
good) or a private good, which, playing both private and public functions, appear as a mixed good.
In such cases, private damage regards the patrimonial loss and/or not patrimonial (as example,
physical and psychic damages) suffered by the single individual member of the community or also, if
the object of the damage is a mixed good, by the individual to which juridical has to be attributed the
property of the good. Public damage, instead, consists of the prejudice which the event causes to the
overall community.
2.2. Physical and monetary damage
Damage, private or public, can be represented both in physical and monetary terms. In the first case, it
is expressed in the form of the modification of the quantitative/qualitative attributes of the good
affected by the event (physical damage) .
In the second case, the modification is translated into a monetary expression, reducing to a common
measure the several physical aspects of the damage (monetary damage).
Generally, the determination of the physical damage precedes the quantification of the monetary
damage. This is obtained by applying to the procedures of the physical damage, and that is to the
variations of the quantitative/qualitative consistency of the good, the unit prices of the compromised
resources. These prices have to reflect the effective grade of utility of the resources from the point of
view of the subject or the community of subjects to whom is referred the quantification of the monetary
damage.
2.3. Economic, material and financial damage
Monetary damage is economic when it expresses the modification suffered by the capital stock and by
the flow of the incomes. Economic damage assumes the dual form of: a) loss of value regarding a
certain capital stock (damnum emergens) and b) alteration or interruption of a series of future incomes
(lucrum cessans). The first form can be traced back to the amount of the expenses required to
eliminate or contain the harmful effects; the second reflects the diminution of the utility consequent to
the worsening of the qualitative/quantitative characteristics of the damaged good [11].
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The cost to be sustained for restoring the damaged good represents the material damage, while the
financial damage equals the present value of the misses future revenues.
Economic damage may also refer to eventual lesions or disablements of the physical integrity of the
person, as suggest the juridical principle that the right to health is an integrant part of the individual
patrimony.
2.4 Tangible damage and intangible damage
Generally, the damage deriving from an earthquake manifest itself as:
i) variation in input (increasing in costs) and/or output (decrease of revenues) related to the
economic activities which have been hit by the earthquake;
ii) losses of well-being suffered by the community located in the territory after the earthquake.
The first type of damage is consequent to the productive resources detriment; the second results from
the alteration of the environmental and cultural resources.
Damage to the productive resources, since it can be expressed in monetary terms, starting from the
market prices of the damaged goods, are usually indicated as tangible damage. The damage to the
environmental and cultural resources are defined as intangible damage as well as extra-economic
damage, since it does not result directly expressible in monetary terms, for their extra-mercantile
nature.
2.5 Primary damage and secondary damage
Tangible damage can be subdivided into: primary damage (or direct) and secondary damage (or
indirect). Primary damage is a direct consequence of the event itself. It mainly consists of: i) the
disruption or degradation of property and structures; ii) the loss of revenues; iii) the costs which have
to be sustain for eventual emergency measures to activate in recurrence of the earthquakes.
Secondary damage is the indirect effects which involve the productive components of the
macroeconomic system. These effects involve not only the “internal” sectors of activities in the
territorial context affected by the earthquake, but also the “external” sectors which use the outputs
which derive from these.
2.6 Preventive damage and consumptive damage
The evaluation of the damage can be elaborated in a preventive way (ex-ante evaluation) or in a
consumptive way (ex-post evaluation). In the first case, the evaluation concerns the forecast of the
measure of the damage deriving from a certain hypothetic event; in the second case, it is necessary to
ascertain the measure of the damage consequent to a certain event concretely occurred. Hence, the
damage is preventive when it is evaluated at an initial moment of the time horizon where the event
happens. On the other hand, the damage is consumptive when the evaluation is elaborated at a final
moment of the time horizon. The determination of the preventive damage has to be developed through
the comparison between a real anterior situation and a posterior hypothetic situation.
The consumptive damage has to be verified through the comparison between an anterior hypothetic
situation and a real posterior situation.
2.7 Compensable damage and not compensable damage
Regarding the matter of the compensation of damage, article 2043 of the Italian civil code says “Any
malicious fact or culpable which causes an unjust damage to others, obliges the one who has
committed the fact to compensate the damage”. Elements of the compensation are: i) a malicious or
culpable fact; ii) an unjust damage; iii) the casual link between the fact and the damage.
As malicious or culpable fact is understood a human conduct which can consists in an action or in an
omission attributable to the will of its author, also when it happens under the “threshold of
consciousness” of the same author. When that condition does not exist, it is evident that the
obligations of damage compensation do not rise for any subject.
It follows the impossibility to frame inside the compensation matter the damage inducted by a natural
disaster as the earthquake.
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3. The evaluation of damage: direct and indirect approaches
Generally the damage which cultural assets have incurred as a consequence of earthquake disasters
can be divided into two groups: the first includes the material damages, for example the collapse and
damage of the physical structure for the shock caused by the earthquake and the loss and
deterioration of the art pieces, contained in them [12]. The second group of damage is linked to the
relationship between the cultural assets and the community settled in the affected territory.
Usually, the methodology for the monetary evaluation of the damage proceeds through the preliminary
definition of the physical effects inducted by the event. The successive phases of the evaluation
methodology consist of researching the prices to apply to the physical damage, or the modification of
the physical attributes of the assets which suffer prejudice.
The nature of these prices (market prices, shadow prices or accounting prices) varies in function both
of the type of the assets damaged (immovable cultural property or environmental resources) and the
perspective from which the evaluation is elaborated, from private or the community.
In the private perspective, the evaluation of the damage is based on the market prices. The existence
of a market makes it possible to assess the direct damage suffered by the immovable cultural assets.
The main procedures under the hypothesis of the existence of a market are developed by the
orthodox appraisal discipline, as the market prices approach; the costs approach (replacement cost)
and the income capitalization approach.
When the perspective is public, the market prices cannot be used because they do not reflect the
effective grade of utility attributed from the community to the damaged resources. The main reasons
are: the level of imperfection implicit in the real markets and the presence of externalities.
For the evaluation of public damage, the market prices have to be substituted by the shadow prices,
able to reflect the social value of the damaged resources. At a theoretical level, the shadow prices
should be measured on the base of the marginal costs which the community sustain for the use of the
resources. The shadow prices are obtained “depurating” the markets prices from the aliquots which
represent utility effects for the overall community.
As mentioned in section 2, cultural assets represent a special category of good, mostly not traded on
the market; therefore, in the absence of a market, the damage to the cultural assets has to be
evaluated indirectly. In this perspective, several methods have been developed, some of them deriving
from Environmental Economics and are based on the willingness to pay concept, rooted in
behavioural economics. As it is known, the willingness to pay reflects the individual utility functions
and it is anchored to the individual wellbeing variation, as in the Hicksian welfare theory.
This variation can be expressed in the form of equivalent or compensating variation of the monetary
income. Regarding the evaluation of the damage, the equivalent variation allows to express the
income deduction occurring for avoid the wellbeing decrease consequent to an hypothetic event (exante evaluation). The compensating variation, instead, is used to express the income deduction
occurring for taking back the individual to the wellbeing level pre-existent to an event concretely
occurred (ex-post evaluation), as in the Italian praxis. Here, in fact, contrary to other European
countries, in the case of natural disasters, the evaluation of the damage is based on government
funding deliberated after the occurrence of the disaster. The main consequences are the uncertainty
of the entity of the effective compensation achievement and the scarcity of incentives for prevention
investments.
From an operative point of view, among the evaluation methods based on the “willingness to pay” and,
then, the amount of the damage to cultural asset, it is possible to distinguish “revealed preference”
and “stated preference” methods. Revealed preference methods, such as hedonic pricing and travel
cost, draws data from reviews of actual choices made by individuals in the real world.
The hedonic prices method is based on the fact that the prices of goods in a market are functions of
their characteristics; through statistical techniques the method tries to isolate the implicit price of each
of these characteristics [13] . In accordance to Vecvagars [14], the use of the hedonic pricing method
in the damage assessment of cultural assets can be limited to places where detailed data (historical
prices) and information on the residential property are available. Furthermore, this method does not
capture non-use values of the cultural assets.
The travel cost method seeks to put a value on the individuals’ willingness-to-pay for a cultural asset,
by the overall costs incurred to consume it. The method measures the value of the cultural asset
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beyond to the price effectively paid using concrete information, but, as in the hedonic pricing, it only
assesses the use-value and not the non-use one (existence, bequest, etc.). The use of this method in
the damage assessment of cultural assets, as Vecvagars highlights, can be limited to countries and
places where the data on the total expenditure of visitors are available and has been collected prior to
the occurrence of the damage.
The stated preference methods, such as contingent valuation, collect data from people responses to a
hypothetical market in order to estimate the individual’s willingness to pay for the non-market good.
The contingent valuation method, the most frequently used both in the evaluation of the environmental
and cultural assets, aims to elicit people’s intended future behaviour in the markets by revealing
individual preferences, in monetary terms, for a non-market good or service [15] .
With this method, the absence of a concrete market value for the cultural assets is replaced by
imagining a hypothetical market and its focus is on real choices and implied willingness-to-pay. Even if
this method allows to evaluate the non-use-value of non-market goods, it results complex to apply
(being the most controversial one). Regarding the damage evaluation of cultural assets, Vecvagars
suggests how the contingent evaluation method can be very useful in assessing the total value of the
damaged asset; use of hypothetical scenarios helps to better construct possible alternatives and
reconstruct the damaged cultural asset for the respondents.
Further, exist several cost based valuation methods, as replacement cost, that estimate value based
on costs of replacing, restoring or substituting goods, assuming that the value of cultural assets is
equal to such costs. Even if this methods often underestimate the total value of the cultural assets,
they are frequently used for post disaster damage evaluation.
Finally, for the evaluation of the indirect damages, the economic impact studies occur, assessing the
economic significance of a cultural asset/service based on the direct and indirect income that it
generates. There is a wide variety of cultural impact studies that use different approaches [16]. The
most well-known and implemented is the input-output models. In general terms, these models
estimate the way in which money spent on cultural heritage may stimulate actions and flows of
financial resources in other areas or sectors bringing additional income or development to a given
place: the multiplier effect. Regarding the specific issues of evaluation of indirect damages to the
cultural assets, this model of analysis can be used for the estimation of the consequences which on
the cultural heritage can have the losses of output verified in a certain sector hit by the damage.

4. Conclusions
Cultural assets, due to their characteristics, cannot always be monetized and for the damage
evaluation occurs referring to their different categories of value (use and non-use values). As the
article has highlighted, many evaluation methods are available to assess the different values of
cultural assets, each one with its strength and weakness. In Italy, many of these methods are
implemented in the academic world , while the praxis which characterizes the Italian political system in
the case of earthquake disaster, is mainly based on the replacement cost method (ex-post evaluation).
For example, regarding the recent earthquake that shook Central Italy, according to the Civil
Protection Department, the total monetary amount of damage has surpassed € 23.53 billion. This
figure includes the emergency costs and an estimation of the damages to the infrastructure, private
buildings, cultural assets, public buildings, and the production system, both for the agro-industrial
sector and livestock. In accordance with the MIBACT (Minister of Cultural Heritage), there are 293
immovable cultural assets collapsed or gravely damaged only in the most restricted area; the total
value (use and not-use) of each one of this cultural asset obviously exceeds the total replacement or
restoration costs.
Beyond the issue of the cultural assets, in Italy, the respect of the budget constrains does not allow to
have sufficient economic resources to prevent catastrophic effects consequent to earthquakes or other
natural disasters, becoming the ex-ante evaluation methods, as the defensive expenditure one,
particularly adapt. It has been discussed for years an assurance system against the natural disasters,
as in other European countries, which could incentive a correct prevention approach. The insurance
premium should be fixed in function of the risk which depends on from the historical and artistic value
of the buildings. This perspective should open new research frontiers for the appraisal and evaluation
disciplines.
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Abstract
Of the activities relating to the historical architectural heritage damaged by the last quake, the virtual
recomposition of collapsed or extensively damaged buildings contributes to the restoration and
preservation of the identity of locations and centers that risk being lost forever. In these pages we
present the first results of a study in which the work group adapted the methodology of data
acquisition and processing of the 3D surveys, developed in recent years, on specific aspects
concerning the Retrosi site in the municipality of Amatrice (RI), as a function of broad-spectrum
analysis, aimed at the reconstruction and recomposition of the original state of the buildings. An
interdisciplinary study was in fact carried out with colleagues engaged in restoration and with
engineer colleagues investigating how structures behave, with the aim of obtaining an analytical
understanding of the formal and technical constructive features of the building, and identification of the
criticalities present prior to the earthquake. The results of this interpretation have gone towards the
construction of a semantic, hierarchical, 3D model linked to a database in which contains the data
relating to specific elements of the building (architectural and structural elements, elements of
masonry types etc.) and including the damages sustained.
Keywords: Retrosi, 3D survey, virtual recomposition

1.

Introduction

The interdisciplinary research undertaken as part of the International II level Master’s degree in
Architectural Restoration and Heritage (directed by Elisabetta Pallottino) in Retrosi, within the
municipality of Amatrice (RI), severely damaged by earthquakes on August 24th and October 30th
2016, addresses the typological reading of the structural composition by investigating the structural
elements, the structural layout, and the spatial and figurative aspects. The goal is to obtain a
comprehensive understanding of the residential area, uniting changes in the political and economic life
of the territory to its resources as well as the natural hazards, particularly with regard to earthquakes,
ever frequent in the area. In this study, the survey is the investigative tool with which the various
aspects analyzed are linked to each other and, in the synthesis of the graphical representation, gather
valuable references applicable to projects of recovery.
In the study of the post seismic conditions, the survey carried out by means of laser scanner and
subsequent combination with the orthographic images deduced via photogrammetric processes not
only allows a clear visualization but also measurements of a model which, in its three-dimensionality,
offers, to continuous monitoring, ever new elements for consideration, helps in the understanding of
the dynamics of the collapses, contributes to a reading of the alterations withstood by the individual
building units and facilitates the recomposition of the configuration just prior to the earthquake.
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2.

Retrosi, Territorial Framework

The town Retrosi is located in the Amatrice basin, at an altitude of 1000 MAMSL, a territory situated
on the slopes of the Monti della Laga, between the Tronto and Velino gorges [1], along the Via Salaria,
one of the oldest Roman roads. Coming from Rome, Via Salaria past Rieti (Reate) ran along the
Velino river, following its course through the Gorges of Velino up to residential Posta (Fig. 1) and on
up to the Pass of Torrita. From here the road runs down towards the Amatrice Basin, in the Tronto
valley, through various towns and finally reaching the Adriatic Sea at Castrum Truentinum.

Fig. 1: The trace of the Via Salaria indicated in the paper written by Lodovico Prosseda, Carta corograficadimostrativa della Sabina antica e moderna, 1827.
Fig. 2: Amatrice and some of its villae, including Retrosi, identified in Abraham Ortelius' paper, Aprutii ulterioris
descriptio, 1590.

Certainly being so close to such an important and strategic road favored the proliferation of
settlements in the basin, whose lands, inhabited since the Neolithic period, were still known in the
Middle Ages as summatine lands, from the ancient Roman name Summata, which indicated the
ancient settlement of Amatrice, Summa Villarum [2]. A set of villae (villages), therefore, clusters of
dwellings-transformed, in the tenth century, into the small settlements that characterize this area to
this day (Fig. 2). These centers connected by trails that wove in the territory a tight network, in the late
fourteenth century were completely subjugated to the Universitas of Amatrice. Deferring to another
context the examination of the historical events pertaining to the territory [2, 3], we know that on
August 1st 1676 various towns, including Retrosi, split from the Universitas of Amatrice and that only
in 1810, an ordinance decreed that “all villages indiscriminately of the Countryside were to constitute a
single corpus, denominated the Municipality of Amatrice, consisting of a Mayor and a decurial (civil)
administration” [4]: still the situation to this day.
Given the large number of villages different types of localizations [1], all depending on the possibility of
land use, for both agriculture and grazing. However, the number of small settlements varied over the
centuries, also because of the continual earthquakes that the area has been subject to. Some villages,
totally destroyed, were abandoned, others were rebuilt in places that popular experience suggested as
being less dangerous [1]. The first earthquake of which there are records date back to 1639: Amatrice
was almost totally destroyed, as were many of its villages. It was followed by the earthquakes of 1672,
1703 and 1730, 1859 and 1979.
The geological studies of the area inserted, in 2012, Amatrice and Retrosi within Zone 1 - high risk
level. Figure 3 shows the position of the so-called seismogenic areas (Fig. 3), that is, regions that
have been prone to or may be prone to earthquakes of magnitude greater than or equal to 5.5 [5].
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Fig. 3: A model of the territory between Amatrice and Retrosi, indicating the seismogenic strip and the active fold.

3.

Retrosi

Retrosi probably owes its name to the abandonment of an earlier settlement near the river Tronto, in
favor of a higher location, (retro in Italian means rear or back) "further back in a safer setting” [6]. The
small village is in fact located on a ridge overlooking the river Tronto to the south, at an altitude of
about 1000 MAMSL. The main square of the village, on the western end, is aligned with the small
Church of San Clemente, attended by the inhabitants of the village since 1580 [7], and connected to it
from the slightly sloping ridge road (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Cadastral map (left) and orthophoto (right) of Retrosi.
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Next to the row houses, which represent the predominant type of houses, lined along the ridge road,
are the buildings of greater value distinguished by size yet presenting the same decorative elements in
the portals and window frames.
The valley of Amatrice, has been called "Lazio abbruzzese" (The Latium of Abbruzzo) due to its geomorphological features, being ad fines regni, the extreme northern edge of the borders of Marche,
Lazio and Abruzzo. In this geographical site are found, in the building materials and traditions, many
similarities with the near Abruzzesi towns, also given the fact that the geological structure of the
subsoil is the primary source of building materials.

4.

Methods and Procedures for Damaged Building Analysis

Undertaking a survey of urban centers damaged by an earthquake presents a series of objective
difficulties, due to the fact that partially damaged structures and widespread collapse, by hiding the
underlying structures, render the knowledge of the original conformation of the building units difficult.
On the other hand, the same seismic event can help uncover, where there is collapse, the sections of
wall hangings, highlighting the construction features. It is evident that this type of analysis would
require a very detailed and complex mode of reading, analogous to those usually employed in
archeology [8], in particular in the procedures of masonry stratigraphy analysis [9] and virtual
anastylosis [10]. Thus, the research team has refined the methodology of acquisition and processing
of data developed in recent years of 3D survey [11], to the specific problems regarding the Retrosi
site, as a function of a broad-spectrum analysis, aimed at the recomposition of the original state of the
buildings. Such a system, in its general aspects, involves three phases: the first phase for the
acquisition of the post-earthquake data, the second for the reading and analysis of the obtained data
and the third phase for the recomposition of the original status prior to the earthquake.
4.1 First Phase
In the first phase, the acquisition of the data was achieved using modern survey systems that permit
the gathering of a large quantity of metric, morphological and colorimetric data through the integration
of 3D survey techniques available today (whether range based - that is based mainly on the use of 3D
laser scanners; or image based - that is, based on photogrammetric survey procedures) [12].
The object, as determined by the procedures used, whether consisting of a colored point cloud (as
derived from laser scans), and from a mesh model with mapped surfaces from photographic textures
(as elaborated by photogrammetric restitution), as is generally known, constitutes the core of the
system. This model formed the basis for obtaining the orthographic views in elevation and the plan of
the entire section analyzed (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Orthographic image of the point cloud relative to the survey of the urban fabric.

In each phase of the survey and restitution process, it was possible to navigate in real time within the
model, so as to carry out a reading in three dimensions of the observed element and to perform all the
necessary measurements, analyses and interpretation procedures. These procedures were effected
either directly on the three-dimensional model or via the customary projections on the two-dimensional
planes of the plan, elevation and section. It is evident how the 3D survey techniques proved to be
particularly effective in this operative context, where the precarious safety conditions curtailed the
possibility of direct surveys. However, despite the cloud of points having greater noise coverage due
to the presence of rubble standing along the survey line between the survey stations and the building,
the data derived from the instrumental detection was integrated with notes, annotations, and on the
spot drawings, supplementing the interpretation and facilitating the transition from the scale of the
urban fabric to that of the single building.
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4.2 Second Phase
The second phase, corresponding to the analysis and interpretation of data and aimed at the reading
of the wall structure in all its components, is more complex.
The analyzes commonly adopted in historic building survey and which pertain to proper methods of
archeology, architecture and stratigraphic analysis [9] mainly regard the architectural characteristics of
the building, the structural elements and construction detail, the types of masonry, the materials and
construction techniques, the surface finishings. In the case of damaged buildings, to these categories
of analysis must also be added those relating to the analysis of the damage, the crack pattern and
dynamics of the collapse.
Regarding the buildings in Retrosi, the survey carried out on site, followed by the analysis of spatial
data has evidenced a number of specific aspects of the traditional local architecture. First of all, the
masonry texture consisting predominantly of ashlar stones, rough hewed or squared, layered with little
mortar and with few diatoni (bondstones) to strengthen the binding between the outer layer, inner layer
and the core. In the most ancient walls one can see horizontal elements made with thin wood
sections, while the development in building, especially elevations, over the course of time are evident
in the different dimensions of the construction material, in the use of brick and, sometimes, in the reproposal of portal and window frames using nonlocal materials. More recent restructurings, have
introduced into building balconies made with beams and concrete slab units, elevations poorly
connected with the existing structures realized with concrete blocks, and concrete lofts.
But in situ original portals can still be found, built mainly in pietra serena (gray sandstone), although
there are examples of limestone or of arenaria (sandstone) with the piers and keystone decorations
with engraved motifs of ancient medieval iconography.

Fig. 6: left, a building with fine details (decorated portal), obvious damage due to the earthquake and incongruous
modifications (balcony with beams and concrete slabs); center, building with incongruous modifications, due to
structures concrete blocks and concrete lofts; right, wall masonry of different types, connected without the
necessary clamping (evidenced by the lesion at the vertical plane of contact).

Regarding those aspects related to the seismic event, it is evident how building modifications
(cladding done without effecting scarf joints with pre-existing walls, or installing new openings for
windows, elevations or the insertion of incongruous structural elements) over time will have generated
structural weaknesses, as evidenced by the damage, and localized in certain well defined and easily
recognizable areas (Fig. 6).
The orthographic projections of the elevation and the sections in situ, elaborated from the point cloud
and the triangulated mesh, contain annotations, references and notes on all these aspects, both
descriptive and relating to the damage, which constitute a key to understanding and interpreting the
individual buildings and contribute to the virtual recomposition phase that follows.
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4.3 Third Phase
On the basis of the two previous stages, the third aims at the virtual recomposition of the buildings to
the configurations immediately prior to the earthquake by a method of classification of the
characteristic elements of the building organized within a database. If we take as a reference the
method of virtual anastylosis conducted in the field of archeology [13, 14], we see how with that it is
possible to recompose a monument, starting from a procedure that uses objective data and
hypothetical reconstructions. The former consist of fragments and the evidence that emerges from the
archaeological excavations, the latter are obtained from archaeological, comparative, and philological
analyses. Underlying the process is a semantic 3D hierarchical model, described in [14], in which the
data, organized in a database, are linked to the 3D elements.
We therefore proceeded in a similar manner in the virtual recomposition of some partially collapsed
buildings in Retrosi. The procedure was based on the comparison between its state preceding the
earthquake, derived in this case from photographic images, and a semantic model that describes the
post-seismic state. Such a semantic model can be represented via a 2D processing of the elevation,
with sections in situ, or, alternatively, from a 3D model obtained from laser scanning or by
photogrammetry. In both cases, the models are linked to a database which contains the data relating
to specific elements of the buildings (architectural and structural elements, elements of masonry types
etc.) and which includes the damage suffered, the faults and collapses. The result of the comparison
between the post-seismic model and images relating to its preceding state is a virtual recomposition
which, the immediacy of the graphic rendering is complemented by a semantic model linked to the
database containing detailed information for each element, as described below in the description of a
case study.

5.

Application of the Methodology in the Case Study of Retrosi

An exemplary application of the survey methodology and virtual recomposition, described above,
involved a building contiguous to the church of San Clemente. Most of its perimeter isolated and its
facade jutting forward, this construction, arranged on three levels, and with a symmetrical face, is
characterized by significant architectural elements.
Some architectural elements are well machined and noteworthy: the arched portal disposed in axis,
the balcony slab and corbels in stone support (some restoration), well clamped in the masonry, two
stone troughs beneath the windows of 1st level, framed, like the other of the upper levels by thick
plates also in stone.

Fig. 7: Orthographic images of the model with notations on the constructive characteristics (left) and the types of
damage (right).
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The analysis of the data obtained from the 3D survey and from direct observation (Fig. 7) led to the
identification of two masonry types: that of the first level (type A) is of fair craftsmanship and
constructed, like the cornerstones along the entire height, with square blocks, also of considerable
size, arranged alternately front and side (those of the head are probably bondstones to reinforce the
entire wall) and mortar joints of varying thickness; that of the second level (type B) is more typical of
many buildings in Retrosi, with rough hewn ashlar blocks for the outer layers, filling stones for the
inner one, with a few binding diatones; a medium-sized wooden beam reveals the anchoring of the
slab to the masonry. The three gabled roof, whose overhang is the traditional structure of beautifully
decorated wooden beams. From the photos of the pre-seismic state, one can observe how the second
level, corresponding to the B-type masonry, was plastered, while the entire right corner, as well as the
first level masonry (type A), was left as exposed bricks (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8: The building before and after the earthquake October 30th, 2016.

The elements that have suffered the most damage due to seismic action were mainly: the second
level masonry (type B), partial collapse in the central area probably due to its modest construction
quality; the roof, which underwent a failure derived from the collapse of the underlying wall; the
masonry of the front of the second level (the sides), which shows a bulging in both the horizontal and
the vertical plane (shown by the sections in situ). Among the elements that instead have suffered
minor damage, the masonry type A is the most integral, because of its constructional characteristics
(good scarfing and meshing of the stones, diatones at regular intervals); the balcony, although loaded
by the debris of the collapsed central wall, is still standing, thanks to the shelves firmly anchored to the
masonry.
The database connected to the hierarchical semantic model, has an organized structure with fields
related to masonry types, coating, architectural detail and damage (Fig. 9). In each of the fields there
are entries for the description of all aspects subjected to analysis useful in defining what is being
investigated.
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Fig. 9: Structure of the database with fields defining building type, coating, architectural details and damage. On
the facade the mapping is evidenced, by way of example, of some elements.

Each masonry element, for example, is described not only according to type but also in relation to its
static behavior, taking into account the structural characteristics of the historical buildings [15]. In the
virtual recomposition process (Fig.10), it is possible to query the system and extrapolate what still is in
situ, what can still be reused and returned to its original position, and what needs to be rebuilt,
improving the characteristics resistant to earthquakes. In general, therefore, this operating
methodology lets one obtain a series of data useful towards any future restoration or, where possible,
reconstruction project.

6.

Conclusions

Every historical center, albeit of reduced proportion, being integrated within its landscape has
contributed to the definition an image of this portion of the territory with their own identifying
characteristics. For many of the destroyed districts, however, no specific study or iconographic
documentation exists. For these reasons, it was deemed useful to try a working process adapted from
the methods of virtual reconstruction used in archeology. The planning of a database, linked to the
three-dimensional model and two-dimensional drawings, containing for each observed element its
geometry-related information, its construction materials and position relative to its static function,
yields the critical structural aspects that rendered the buildings of the small town of Retrosi vulnerable
to earthquakes and, in the hypothesis of a future reconstruction, may be a useful source of reflection.
The operational methodology adopted, by contributing to the identification of the architectural qualities
that distinguish the individual buildings, assists the work of recomposing the formal image of the
damaged sites and to bequeath their identity to future generations.
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Fig. 10: left, the orthography of the building in the post-seismic state, with architectural elements accentuated,
classified in the database; center, fields in the table regarding the aspects of the architectural elements, among
which: the original or modified in part or entirely modified position (ID_POSIZIONE), and one relative to the
possible level of recomposition (re-utilizable, partial integration and adaptation, reconstruction)
(ID_RICOMPOSIZIONE); right, the virtual recomposition of the facade, shown by the superimposition of pre and
post-seismic perspective, the shades of the colors are related to the intensity of the intervention.
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Abstract
The “documentation” is the need to gather information collected for a specific topic so they can be
available now and in the future. Obtaining the information is a process that involves many steps; all
these processes expand and transform the common conception of the term, as not only a mere
recording of a phenomenon. In this sense, the documentation becomes an operation "dynamic", as
the basis for further considerations on the object analyzed.
In case of disasters or emergencies, if the risk of cultural heritage loss is considered as criteria for the
identification of the operational priorities, the knowledge of its distribution in the territory is useful and
necessary to the development of sector policy and for interventions planning in regard to land-use,
land protection and land conservation.
The documentation of an artwork before restoration can be summarized in three sequential steps:
preliminary documentation to identify the problem and guide the next steps; systematic and
comprehensive documentation, to provide both global and detail vision on the artwork; additional
documentation, with further investigation and checks to be developed over time.
“CDR - Conservation Digital Report” software system allows the drafting and completion online of an
actual “condition report” for many different kind of artworks, thanks to a flexible and interactive
software that can be adjusted according to the different public or private requirements, creating
personalized documents.
The system’s potential will be illustrated through some examples both as the standardization process
documentation for the conservation and restoration in case of emergency.
Keywords: conservation, digital report, emergency, cultural heritage

1.

Cultural Heritage documentation

The “documentation”, in general terms, is the need to gather information collected for a specific topic
so they can be available now and in the future. Obtaining the information is a process that involves
many steps: the study, the analysis and the elaboration of the information; all these processes expand
and transform the common conception of the term, as not only a mere recording of a phenomenon. In
this sense, the documentation becomes an operation "dynamic", as the basis for further
considerations on the object analysed.
The importance of documentation in the field of Italian conservation is a theme that has developed as
early as the seventies inside the Central Institute for Restoration in Rome with Giovanni Urbani [1],
who laid the first foundations for what would later be called "planned conservation". Urbani based his
theory on a deep knowledge of the state of preservation of the heritage and the location - between
museums and territory - of the different works of art. This new approach will be applied on an
experimental basis in the "Pilot Plan for the planned conservation of the cultural heritage of Umbria"
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[2] in 1975, during which he placed the emphasis on the attention that it was necessary to dedicate to
the cognitive aspect of current situation and the need to collect accurate profiling with all the
information.
The legacy of this methodology was collected in 1992 by another important project for the "Risk Map"
[3], that with the support of information technology constituted a database relevant to detection of
conservative procedures. Several subsequent experiments introduced the GIS systems, which allow
to use the data gathered at a chart level and keeping them constantly updated. The contribution of the
new GIS technology has become in fact critical to be able to place at the regional level the objects on
which you are working, simultaneously analyse different parameters involved on the preservation of an
asset and immediately read the level of risk that may be of interest for that asset. Remains however
still insufficient the dissemination of that method and its regular use by the public administration that
deals with protection and preservation of our heritage. The motivation of this deficit is probably related
to the lack of a standardised sheet, capable of gathering in a schematic and simple manner all the
information; in fact, the "Risk Map" is combined with two types of cards, one dedicated to the
literature, the other to the conservative state. The two models of these cards can be updated
constantly, but have a fairly rigid organization dictated by strict guidelines that don't always make it
easy to use [4].

Fig. 1: Example of data sheet for the risk map and the constraints of the cadastral parcels of the archaeological
area of Fossombrone (PU) Italy

In general terms, we can say that the documentation of an artwork before restoration can be
summarized in three sequential steps:
▪
preliminary documentation to identify the problem and guide the next steps;
▪
systematic and comprehensive documentation, to provide both global and detail vision on the
artwork;
▪
additional documentation, with further investigation and checks to be developed over time.
The documentation needs, therefore, the correct setup of a systematic structure of information into a
system of classification to store the acquired data, and this process depends on the correct
understanding of the theme. In order to standardize the acquisition and disclosure of information, it is
therefore necessary to standardize the process of documentation as a whole, from the earliest steps
of collection to the presentation of results [5].
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A documentation for the conservation and the restoration has to analyse the different aspects of the
work of art to be “complete”:
▪
its metric and technical characteristics,
▪
its historical evolution,
▪
the aspects of deterioration and conservation.
The documentation is indeed the preliminary fact-finding moment in preparation to the fulfilment of the
intervention but this does not mean that it has to be completed fully before the start of the restoration
work. Part of the documentation starts before the intervention in order to set the guidelines to follow
through a preliminary analysis of the work of art, but most subsequent operations need further indepth analyses, essential parts of the final draft of a project.
The documentation must, first of all, meet the needs to know the material and artistic consistency of
the artwork; the possibility to plan restoration and conservation work and finally the assessments for
its future safeguard.
Documentation is an essential phase of restoration and planning of an intervention. Document is not
just collect information, but to create a starting point from which to draw up studies and research. Ever
since all the data structuring a documentation comes from a work divided into several phases, starting
from the cognitive approach towards an artwork – be it an architecture or mobile – to get to the
drafting of an information set on the nature and on the state of conservation of the object under
investigation. For this reason, the documentation work cannot be limited to the scientific organization
of the information gathered, but requires an active interpretation and a careful reading.
The documentation is a phase that sees the involvement of various disciplines, technical-scientific and
historical-artistic, in order to achieve a complete and satisfactory information framework useful in any
context.
All material collected and obtained by analysis and research must be organized within a system that
allows the consultation quickly and effectively. The documentation must be accessible at all times and
must be open to all operators able to read it and use it accordingly. In this sense, it can be considered
a ' dynamic ' discipline, given its ability to be always up to date and available for different purposes.
In order to get a clear sheet, an equally clear process must be developed to be followed during the
process of documentation. In fact, only through a standardized job you can have cards documentative
legible and evaluable criteria following a common language.
The process of filing must be able to relate the different topics, competitors to the full description of a
work of art, whatever the order of documentation, for restoration, for storage, for navigation, for loan
and so on. It is necessary to collect the information according to some key areas such as:
- General information about the property, the site of placement, etc.;
- Historical information: about the transformations of the work;
- Technical information: regarding the dimensions and the materials, the State of preservation,
etc.;
- Scientific information: proving necessary analyses carried out for understand the degradation
phenomena, for the characterization of materials etc.;
- Administrative information: regarding all that is related to the management of the property.
Just by filling in every area you will get a detailed report and useful for different needs, particularly
when it comes to emergency situations.
Therefore, the sheet should be organized into sections, making it easier for consultation; in fact, the
documentation may be material intended for different professional competitors to the conservation and
protection of heritage and to moments of differentiated intervention on an artwork depending on
various needs. For this reason, all data is organized under specific headings and immediately
identifiable, which simplifies and speeds up the use [6].
Conservative cards, given the diversity that characterizes the works of art and their use in emergency
situations, must be based on a flexible system, able to regulate the compilation to meet the various
types and allowing data storage even at different stages.

2.
C.D.R. Conservation Digital Report: a proposal of a new method for
documentation
C.D.R. - Conservation Digital Report [7] Conservation Digital Report is a new software, designed for
one purpose: to systematically store data of any type of cultural asset. Its origin is linked to the
structure of a digital system capable of solving the problems of "Condition Report", key document in
the context of loans and handling works of art, from here the main characteristics of flexibility and
ability to adapt to different contexts.
The main features of this system are:
 more than 1,600 pre-set technical entries for different objects, constitutive materials and
relative deterioration, to be combined in case of complex operations: frames, leather,
paintings on canvas, gilding, plasters, installations, polimateric works, kinetic works, latex646













rubbers, paper materials, wax materials, glassy and ceramic materials, plastic materials of
synthesis, sculptures and wooden boards, textiles, looms, stone, mosaic, book;
to add and make changes independently to the structure of database and customise it as
needed, according to the different public or private requirements;
to manage multiple condition report for each work and historicized in time;
specifying information, compiling and printing in multiple language;
by using the “Collaborative” feature of the software the person in charge of the condition report
can identify “collaborators” and “guests”, the former able to gain access to the condition report
assigned for the compilation of the information, the latter able to gain access for consultation
only;
the management of multiple views of the artworks, with the ability to identifying on each view
points of interest and to draw custom graphical layers to highlight area of degradation or of
restoration, all directly on-line (without the use of additional graphics software), and then
export these entries in PDF format;
documentation available in HTML format, which can be viewed also through mobile devices
(smartphones and tablet) by reading a QR codes; ability to export documentation to standard
PDF documents;
available Mobile APP capable of photographic surveys and to add notes on the state of
conservation of an artwork directly on the smartphone/tablet even in off-line mode, and then
synchronize the data to the system;
ability to attach to the documentation 3D models in OBJ format, and to view them directly in
the browser (and therefore no need to install the visualization software) and export of views
generated from the models in the system for further processing.
ability to interact with GIS systems through custom sheets for emergency response.

Fig. 2: Conservaton Digital Report System (C.D.R.)

Here is experienced the system to organize, store and transmit quickly and exhaustive information
regarding cultural heritage affected by disasters. Experimentation aimed, firstly, to examine the
possibility of organizing the survey according to the guidelines provided by the Ministry of cultural
heritage and tourism (MiBACT) through first aid sheets.
The CDR system can be defined as a database, to document the works of art subject to protection; for
every artwork you can build several enquiries, depending on why you are analysing the asset, all this
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is of great advantage, especially in case of emergencies, since by accessing the information of an
artwork, you can consult the history of observations and learn about the history of the object between
renovations, maintenance, loans, etc. and only then decide whether to fill out a new survey.
You can access the system in three different ways, depending on your profile: the restorer involved in
assessing the state of conservation and the establishment of the emergency card can access it as
administrator, the user-administrator can "build" the detection based on demand or according to actual
needs and finally the user-collaborator, that cannot change the structure of the system, but can fill or
increase some information within the detection itself.
The CDR can also be accessed by the user-host who cannot enter any information, but is able to read
and refer to the conservative card and / or emergency card in order to have the situation under control
even remotely.
Each work is given a small initial section for general information: name, year, property, etc.; in this
area, it is possible to place pictures of the work according to different views and add descriptive layers
regarding for example the levels of degradation, and other information.
Inside, the CDR is organized into two sections: one dedicated to general information, filled in during
the process of cataloguing (common groups); the second organized according to the type chosen
(typology groups). The extreme flexibility of the system allows to integrate, modify and customize the
fields to be filled based on the artefact to be analysed. In fact, the user-administrator, can insert new
specific entries.

Fig. 3: C.D.R. – Conservation Digital Report home page

Several document types can be attached to a detection, such as: pictures in .jpg format, PDF files and
even a 3D documentation of the objects scanned.
By accessing the "manage the structure of your CDR" section it is possible to work on the structure of
the system. In this area fields can be identified for the emergency sheet in order to provide the
requested specific sheet.
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Fig. 4: Access to surveys of an artwork

Fig. 5: Possibility to insert the views (obverse and reverse) of a work
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Fig. 6: CDR supports images in jpg format as attachments

Fig. 7: Pictures of the details entered can be located precisely on the general picture

When an emergency card of a work already catalogued and already present in the database is made,
the fields filled during the detection and that are common to the emergency card are already compiled.
This possibility speeds up the preparation of emergency cards, as it avoids the restorer searching for
all the general data related to common information of an artwork.
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Fig. 8: CDR risk management section

Fig. 9: Structuring the emergency card system

Data is entered and stored online. But the system can record the information even without internet
connection, thanks to the use of a specific App that, installed on a device, records data while offline
and then synchronizes the information linked to the profile as soon as an internet connection is
available.
A Mobile APP integrated in the system capable to carry out photographic detections and to add notes
on the state of conservation of an artwork is available on smartphone or tablet, also in off-line mode.
Such information can be synchronized with the system: this speeds up the process of creation of the
monitoring photographic documentation remarkably as all the necessary information (text notes,
holding points of the photographs and possible layers to highlight specific areas) are directly on the
mobile device and do not have to be calculated again as it happens using standard photo cameras.
From the home page of the system is possible to access directly the section dedicated to the
collection of all emergency cards in the CDR which can be downloaded in PDF format.
The system also generates an HTML version of the document, which is accessed through a link that
can be shared via e-mail.
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Its flexibility makes the tool easy to use even in non-standard contexts; allows different professionals
that typically work together on securing of assets following a catastrophe to interact quickly and in a
schematic way, allowing them to systematically store a lot of data about the work analysed.

Fig.10: Emergency card PDF document exported by the system

Fig.11: C.D.R. example of three-dimensional elements management
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3. Conclusions
The information for the conservation of an artwork can be presented in many different ways, always
trying to offer a clear interpretation; the selection of the elements to combine is based on the functions
of the presentation; in the same way, the graphic symbols and the colours are not standardised but
are chosen to facilitate readability and to reinforce the message.
It would be necessary to have a “protocol” or “specification” which defines the guidelines of the graphic
documentation as well as a proper method of detection, just like the conservation sheet defines the
documentation of the descriptive data.
Various attempts have been made in this direction, taking inspiration from normative processes of
building and cartographic activities, but within the field of the documentation related to restoration this
is still an open sector.
The results can be diversified according to the requirements and the methods employed, but the
objective today must be to provide a “digital sheet of the artwork” inserted in its context and able to
develop, within the restoration work, the different contents from the check to the monitoring of the
transformations the artwork is subjected to through time, to the simulation of the interventions based
on tridimensional models and, if necessary, on possible virtual reconstructions.
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Abstract
The aim of this research is to develop a method to perform an analysis of building heritage, in which
empirical-experimental data, logical-deductive data and analytical data mutually contribute to the
overall result.
This contribution aims developing and fine-tuning a graphic coding system on an urban scale able to
describe the urban systems vulnerability characteristics, related to the social functions they perform, to
the mutual induced mechanical vulnerability relationships that may be between the buildings and the
road networks as well as infrastructures.
The urban survey, as well as being a tool for representing levels of analysis and knowledge, takes on
the role of a scientific instrument that can lead the researcher on to second-level analysis, in which the
different parts are examined in relation to each other.
Keywords: cultural heritage, urban survey, seismic vulnerability, geographical informative systems.

1.

The scientific bases of the search (Giorgio Garzino)

Over the years, issues related to urban-scale vulnerability analyzes have been dealt with first in
important pro-deed studies, then at a regulatory and methodological level from some regions, finally at
national level [1].
However, only from 2012 [2] they become a matter of concern for institutions at national level and are
mentioned for the first time within the legislative framework by the Stability Law n. 147/2013.
The building heritage contribution to the definition of the earthquake vulnerability of individual
buildings, even when not isolated but constituting an urban aggregate, is a topic of which the
coordinated research group has recently conducted a research and has formulated an operating
procedure [3]. However, it must be said that the Italian historical installations are characterized by an
articulated and morphologically vary fabric, where often beside the ordinary buildings coexist with
monumental historical buildings (with complex structure) locating strategic functions (hospitals,
prefectures, schools, barrackses, etc.) Such specificity involves a further amplification of the
investigation field.
In the path of the traced research line, the following contribution suggests, for the buildings
characterizing the Italian historical centers, certain aspects of specific knowledge. This approach
arises from the awareness that the construction analysis of the single building is related to the urban
organization, to the social system and to the infrastructure system [4].
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Fig. 1: Giulio Romano: Palazzo Te in Mantova. Giants Room.

2.
Analysis of mechanical and morphological vulnerability at urban scale (Giorgio
Garzino)
“The seismic vulnerability of an urban system must be understood as susceptibility to physical damage
and organization and functionality loss due to earthquake.
Vulnerability ratings do not define absolute, but relevant, and qualitative values. These assessments,
applied to historical centers, presuppose the articulation of tissues according to morphological,
typological, structural, and functional parameters. They are extremely useful in identifying the parts
(isolated or their sets) that are more critical and therefore most at risk. For these, it may be desirable
to activate detailed structural investigations, not dissimilar to what is being done for individual
buildings, with the substantial difference between the need to take into account the building block they
are part of” [5]. As a first step, therefore, local homogeneous units must be identified within the urban
settlement [6]. A first level of analysis can be conducted due to the morphological and typological
parameters and the division of the urban nucleus into the areas. The seismic vulnerability analysis of
individual buildings, also studied within an aggregate system [7], allows us to express an assessment
of the seismic vulnerability of the urban complex. For example, it is conceivable, as proposed within
the Emilia-Romagna Region methodology, to add the values corresponding to the seismic vulnerability
of each competing cell to the formation of the urban aggregate. The result obtained is divided by the
number of constituent cells. Thus, an average value of the vulnerability of the aggregate is obtained. It
has been chosen to represent homogeneous territorial units characterized, mechanically, according to
five growing conditions. Cartography can highlight the worst situations (indicated by red on), the
intermediate ones found in orange, green and green, and the best guarantee (dark green). See the
classification contained in TAB 1
However, following a more detailed analysis, it can be seen that this first level of investigation is not
enough to fully describe the complexity of an urban system. Indeed, as far as mechanical behavior is
concerned, it is necessary to distinguish between direct vulnerability, different attitudes to the damage
of a building and / or complex of buildings, and system-induced vulnerabilities from some elements
characterized by singularities of mechanical behavior. (Figure 2 represents a Turin iconography
relative to one of these elements, otherwise not built according to the project represented).
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Fig. 2: Torino. Herbs Square with the City Palace and the Civic Tower, Theatrum Sabaudiae, I, 17, Amsterdam,
1682.

This last is function both of the single manufactured articles specificities and of the urban systems the
morphology. There are many recurring examples. First of all, the towers are to be mentioned, whether
they are medieval buildings or more simply bells belonging to different historical epochs. There are
also the gates to access the walled cities or the triumphal arches, or even the arches of inhabited
buildings crossed by the streets. Last but not least, the tall edifices of Baroque churches are to be
remembered. It may happen that, due to urban fabric, a tower, bell tower and / or building element
may be an additional vulnerability to a territorial unit adjacent to the one where it is located due to
possible involvement in the event of It collapses.
It is then necessary, as proposed in TAB 2, that the average score for the mechanical classification of
the compartment, or a portion thereof, is increased due to the area affected by the collapse. This is
suitable in cartography through a perimeter of competence, function of the height and geometry of the
building element concerned.
The road construction and public spaces theme in general is a case in itself. A road may in fact be
analyzed in the light of multiple aspects. For example, it can be considered because of its constructive
nature (flat, near an altitude, backed by buttresses, etc.) and is thus cataloged within a vulnerability
class. In this regard, it is proposed, as indicated in TAB 3, a coding system also organized according
to a discretized score at five levels of decreasing vulnerability, from violet to small blue. However, a
road can also be the subject of a vulnerability induced by the possible collapse of the buildings that
are projected on it: this phenomenology is all the more serious as the road is narrower. Also in the
roads it needs therefore to foresee a multiplicative factor of vulnerability. The parameter is expressed
with a double input matrix (see TAB 4) that contemplates the geometric parameter relative to the width
of the road and that of the mechanical vulnerability of adjacent buildings. The latter are considered
due to the mechanical vulnerability characteristics of each cell. Indeed, in this particular behavior, the
precipitous characteristics of each fabric are prevalent in relation to the average value of
homogeneous territorial units.
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Fig. 3: Sewer tunnel with recirculated water, sketch drawn from: Formenti C., (1895), La pratica del fabbricare.
Parte seconda, Ulrico Hoepli, Milano.

Another very important aspect is the interaction between built system and infrastructure networks.
Most urban urban systems have been built in the absence of infrastructure networks. The presence of
medium voltage, underground and non-mains networks, the development of gas networks, the
provision of drinking water supply systems or collection for white sewerage and black sewerage are
for many additional works, often built in a sacrificed context, where many canalizations are afflicted,
cross and overlap. A seismic event may then be the trigger for technological dangers such as
explosions, fires, pollution, etc. (Figure 3 shows the interaction between the construction systems of
the sewage network in a building and the urban drainage network at the end of 1800). In addition, the
underground canals, once disconnected due to seismic action, may become sources of floods. The
presence of dense infrastructure in a very limited space can therefore lead to an increase in the
vulnerability of the street and public space systems within urban systems (see TAB 5). Each urban
morphology is therefore characterized by its specificity in terms of modalities and intensity of
interaction between buildings, infrastructural networks and open spaces [8].
The exposed considerations show as the cartographic representation both it same reason for
knowledge and methodological elaboration. During this phase, drawings are compiled according to a
heuristic procedure belonging the planning drawing activity. Urban survey becomes a project of
knowledge: it is not limited to being a measure of observation or transcription of observations, as well
as speculative research activities that are also carried out at a table, capable of linking and compiling
multidisciplinary knowledge.

3.
Conversion factors related to mechanical and morphological vulnerability
analysis in the transition from the building scales to the urban scale (Giorgio Garzino,
Bernardino Chiaia)
TAB 1 has a classification in five categories of homogeneous territorial units.It is considered
appropriate, in analogy to the RE.SIS.TO methodology (Total Seismic – Sismico in italian language Resistance, based on CNR-GNTD Total Level II Seismic Vulnerability Cards), to classify urban
aggregates in five qualitative classes, from I to V. A maximum score is given according to the updated
analysis method, which also takes into account the mutual interactions between the buildings, and
mapped by a red scale (V) to green (I). Acting in such way, with the support of important studies
already developed, the researchers intend to work within a vulnerability assessment path of the
already validated buildings, accordingly to implement the knowledge path rather than a new
foundation.
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As reported in TAB 1, the categorization does not take place according to a linearity criterion: it is
preferable to take into account a realistic condition about the fact that it is highly unlikely that there are
homogeneous territorial units which, while presenting overall good conditions, have a score close to
zero. Likewise, the 425 point threshold is believed to be a high vulnerability threshold. TAB 2 shows
the morphological amplification factors for portions of urban aggregates, other than those in which
criticality factories are located, potentially falling into the perimeter of collapsing areas. It was chosen
to rate the amplification factors due to the estimated intensity and destructive capacity in relation to the
potential collapse of the building elements involved.
TAB 3 applies to the road system and public spaces. It has been chosen to operate in an absolutely
analogous manner with the classification of homogeneous territorial systems: a systemic approach
emerged.
The TAB. 4 fixes morphological amplification factors for the road system and public spaces. The width
of the roads in relation to the height of the edifices facing (parametric and non-absolute evaluation),
the coexistence of building edges on both sides and the mechanical vulnerability characteristics of the
individual projected building cells contribute to the parameters definition.
TAB 5, analogous to the contents of TAB 2, also presents the symbolic notations that relate to the
morphological amplification factors concerning the infrastructure system. This parameter is related to
the local distribution networks number and nature as well as the road width in which they may be
hosted.
TABLE 1: CRITERIA FOR MECHANICAL CLASSIFICATION OF HOMOGENE
TERRITORIAL UNITS
CLASS

COLOR

SCORING RECEIVED FROM THE SCHEDULE SETTLED AS FROM CNRGNTD GUIDELINES UPDATED BY THE BUILDING INTERACTION
CRITERIA BETWEEN MANUFACTURERS RELATING THE SAME ISOLATED

I

0 ÷ 199

II

200 ÷ 299

III

300 ÷374

IV

375 ÷ 424

V

425 ÷ 515

TABLE 2: MORPHOLOGICAL AMPLIFICATION FACTORS RELATING TO THE
MECHANICAL CLASSIFICATION OF HOMOGENE TERRITORIAL UNITS
Area affected by the possible collapse of towers/bell towers or church
and basilica facedes
Adjacent / proximity to doors of walled walls

and / or triumphal arches

Contiguity with building arches crossed the streets
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2
1,5
1,3

TABLE 3: CRITERIA FOR THE MECHANICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION
OF THE ROAD SYSTEM AND THE PUBLIC SPACES
CLASS

COLOR

SCORING ATTRIBUTED TO
THE ROAD SYSTEM IN
NATURE REASON

TYPE OF ROAD SISTEM

I

Flat
and
predominantly
straight
road/
Flat open space constituent
widening or square (p≤8%)

0 ÷ 199

II

Road
with
little
gradient
and
predominantly straight / Open space
with
little
gradient
(p≤8%)
constituent widening or square

200 ÷ 299

III

Road predominantly in slope (p>8%)
with curves

300 ÷ 374

IV

Sloping
road
(p>8%)
alongside a slope / cliff

375 ÷ 424

V

Sloping
road
(p>8%)
located
alongside
a
slope/cliff
characterized
by
a
change
of
direction, supported by murals and
buttresses

located

425 ÷ 515

TABLE 4: MORPHOLOGICAL AMPLIFICATION FACTORS RELATING TO THE CLASSIFICATION OF
THE ROAD SYSTEM AND THE PUBLIC SPACE

STRENGTH OF THE ROAD AND PRESENCE OF BUILDINGS

MECHANICAL CLASSIFICATION OF
CELLULAR BUILDINGS
I

II

III

IV

V

Buildings on one side of the road having a width
higher than the maximum height of the facing
edifices

1

1

1

1,2

1,3

Buildings on both sides of the road having a width
greater than the sum of the maximum heights of the
facing edifices

1

1

1

1,3

1,5

Buildings on both sides of the road having a width
equal to the sum of the maximum heights of the
facing edifices

1

1,1

1,1

1,4

1,5

Buildings on both sides of the road having a width
equal to or less than the sum of the maximum
heights of the prospective construction faces

1

1

1,2

1,5

2

Buildings on both sides of the road having a width
less than the sum of the maximum heights of the
prospective construction faces

1,1

1,2

1,4

1,7

2

TABLE 5: CONVENTIONAL NOTIFICATIONS RELATING TO THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
SUBSERVICES
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SUBSERVICES TYPE

CONVENTIONAL NOTIFICATIONS

Black Sewage

- - ---

White Sewage

---

Aqueduct

Gas network

+ + +

underground electrical network medium
voltage
Aerial electrical network
voltage

TABLE 6:
NETWORKS

MORPHOLOGICAL

TYPES OF CONTEMPORARY
EXISTENT INFRASTRUCTURAL
NETWORK

* * *

medium

°

AMPLIFICATION

ROAD WIDTH

FACTORS

RELATING

°
TO

°

INFRASTRUCTURAL

(w)

l < 4m

4m < l < 7m

7m < l < 10m

l > 10m

1,1

1

1

1

Aqueduct and underground
electrical network medium
voltage

1,3

1,1

1

1

Gas network
and
underground electrical
network medium voltage

1,5

1,3

1

1

Aqueduct , Gas network
and underground electrical
network medium voltage

2

1,5

1,3

1

Black Sewage , Aqueduct ,
Gas network
and
underground electrical
network medium voltage

2

1,5

1,3

1

Black/ White

Sewage
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Abstract
The primary relationship between morphology and architecture is based on the orographical shape of
the territory.
Its features have strongly developed towards enhancing the specific architectural typologies,
characterized by common design solutions, much to classify them into specific "families", typical of a
site or a territory, so as to become autochthonous.
Naples, owing to its morphological features, has been a prolific forge of architectural typologies.
Among the others, we can certainly include such architectural typologies as the so - called “palazzi
spuntatori”. With this definition - difficult to translate for different contexts - we identify a specific group
of architectures, highly heterogeneous but all characterized by different accesses for different
elevations.
These buildings, thanks to the public use of private property, take up an infrastructural function like an
oblique path that runs through the discontinuous orography of Naples.
Although this paper, part of a larger research, deals with a widely - studied territory, a new methodical
and comparative reading of these particular architectural typologies, implemented through the
instruments of representation, provides new insights for a critical analysis about the urban
development.
Keyw ords: urban shape, survey, development, morphology, aggregation, representation

1.

Introduction

Mostly the application of the concept of resilience to the territorial and urban spheres is found in the
shape of the city of Naples and in the adaptability of urban development to the morphology and
geographic restrictions.
The changes caused by the rapid urban growth, detectable in the different historical processes of
development and transformation, have strongly characterized the morphological development of the
city, which has had to relate both with a prominent archaeological heritage and with the particular geomorphological, hydro-geological and bio-climatic system [1].
The growth of settlements has been placed around the manifold configurations resulting by the city’s
geophysical activity such as valleys, hills, gullies and their transformation into foothill locations such as
stairs and ramps; the same occurs for the erosion of sy stems that have turned progressively into big
hollows, ditches, as well as the transformation of the ‘tufo’ as a result of mining activities in caves, and
finally an opportunistic and "imaginative" ability of Neapolitan people to produce extremely
heterogeneous aggregations, which defy any canonical classification [2].
2.
Main aims of the paper
The main purpose of the research is, therefore, the reading of a complex and messy process of
evolution, mainly declined through the research on the role of evolutionary processes in project design
and urban transformation.
What is to be also taken into account, trying to value its effective weight, is the relationship between
the complex morpho-urban development, historically decisive, and the evolution of a part of the
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complex social body of the city, historically inclined to ways and customs often connoted by strong
individualism.
This paper also aims to deepen the complex relationships between urban shape and architectural
design, such as defined by the documentation of some peculiarities of the environment built in the city
of Naples; its process of building was stratified by continuous comparison not only with the topography
and orography of the city, but also with the phenomena of transformation for endogenous and
exogenous causes, both natural and artificial, determining, as explained in this study, spatial
organizations of preeminent originality and complex conurbations both formal and structural, offsprings
of a society considered itself an expression of strong heterogeneity and adaptability.

3.

The typology of the “palazzi spuntatori”

A critical analysis of the territorial structure becomes an indispensable premise for a correct approach
of study.
We can recognize a cyclicality of social dynamics in urban development, consistent with the
progressive anthropization of the territories.
A first cycle is the primeval in which we witness the progressive human adaptation to the natural
elements; we note that still remarkable is the role of the natural elements in the organization of basic
human activities [3].
A second cycle coincides with the discovery of sociability and, therefore, with the need of public areas
and urban routes.
Later, in the preindustrial time, it develops in the city an infrastructure system that, in some ways, is
still found today to form a kind of integrated mobility; the post industrial strategy of equipping the city
with horizontal and vertical mechanized paths (as light funiculars) is exellent for the city that have
many structures of pedestrian mobility, such as stairs in various typology, public and private elevators
and '’palazzi spuntatori”, that can be defined spontaneous or unexpected, because not planned in
organically manner [4].
This role as a specific infrastructure of some buildings in Naples, such as connecting streets or
squares to different heights, continues also in the “modern” time, with some interesting samples, such
as the so-called building “Palazzo della Morte” (fig. 1, n. 21 in the map), designed in the 50’s by
Stefania Filo Speziale [5].
We want to demonstrate, starting from the survey and from critical analysis of these buildings, that the
typology of the so-called “palazzi spuntatori” had a spontaneous development, favoring the
morphology of the sites but also undergoing the influences of the architectural styles of the time so
taking monumental characteristics.
The proof of this theory is based on the critical reading of the places across the historical times. The
morphological structure of this city is characterized by continuous altimetric differences, so the
consequence of this particular orography has been the invention of a particular architectural typology,
the so-called “palazzi spuntatori”.
It is built precisely on a sloping ground and has several entrances at various altitudes. Sometimes this
typology has spontaneously developed, at other times it is the a result of urban transformations that
have radically altered the urban and morphological plant.
The type of “palazzi spuntatori” for the special conditions under which it developed does not have a
defined and always repetitive typology and the architecture of these buildings is often characterized by
the importance of the streets and squares that connect the same building.
3.1.
The choice of the sample
This contribution is part of a wider research still in progress which identifies, as samples of study, 21
buildings with the typical features of the “palazzi spuntatori”. To be noticed is that they are mostly
placed along the ancient “ridge” from Southwest to Northeast of the city, the main street so-called
Corso Vittorio Emanuele (fig. 1).
The critical reading of this architectonic typology presupposes an historical and morphological analysis
of the sites, so we analyze some city districts where the “palazzi spuntatori” are more frequent: the
districts of Montecalvario, Stella and San Ferdinando [6].
The construction of the first building under consideration (n. 1 in the map), dates back to the early
eighteenth century and connects the street Vico Santa Maria Apparente with the main road Corso
Vittorio Emanuele, reaching a height of about 14 m.
It spreads over six levels and has two flights of stairs; one that rises from the alley to the Corso Vittorio
Emanuele, the other which starting from this main road connects the upper floors. The building was
not born with this function; it ended up becoming “palazzo spuntatore” after the opening of Corso
Vittorio Emanuele. The presence of many courtyards and gardens testifies its origin as a convent.
The second building surveyed is the building so-called “Palazzo Montemayor” (n. 18 in the map).
It was built about 1800 and connects Piazza Cavour with the little square of Largo S. Aniello, reaching
a height of 20 meters across three main levels. There are two staircases: one of these ends on the
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first floor, the other one goes up to the third floor where you can access other stairs leading to the little
square of Largo S. Aniello.
The palace was of a Spanish family, whose ancestor in 1736 was named Marquis of Montemayor by
Carlo di Borbone.
The third building in the street called Via Chiaia, dates back to the early 1600’s and connects the
same street Via Chiaia with the small square of Santa Maria degli Angeli, reaching a height of about
14 through six levels (n. 20 in the map).
There are four flight of stairs and the building appeared for the first time in the map of the city by the
Stopendael dating back to 1653.
The features of these three buildings are found in the two-way relationship with the morphology of the
site. On the one hand their construction meets the needs of the area's morphology and of the
geographical constraints, on the other their presence in certain parts of the city has influenced the
development to the urban and social development processes. In fact these buildings, although almost
always private, have accomplished over the years an important infrastructural function, enabling the
development in the neighborhood.

4.

Conclusion

The definition of the territory as a synthesis of natural and anthropic morphological elements, leads us
to consider a distinctive character formed by the overlapping of architectural structures.
This analysis approach offers the evidence of the past and constitutes a useful element in planning the
future developments.
The typological survey is the instrument for the identification of specific features of the place, to be
understood as the ability to recover the logical and functional processes accompanying the social
changes; the typological process, defined as the sum of the types that over the time have followed,
allows us to understand the evolution of the antropic phenomenon in its complex.
The results of this research, confirming the strong relationship between the spatial morphology and
the urban development, specify the important role that the so-called “palazzi spuntator” have had in
the evolution of some districts of the city of Naples.
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Fig. 1: Cartographic map of the city with the identif ication of the 21 buildings so-called "palazzi spuntatori". To be
noticed is that they are mostly placed along the ancient “ridge” of the city f rom Southwest to Northeast, the main
street so-called Corso Vittorio Emanuele
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Fig. 2: The building that connect the so-called streets Corso Vittorio Emanuele (up) and Vico Santa Maria
apparent (downstream), surv ey and ty pological cataloging. Partial elaboration of drawings by CENNAMO M.,
UCCIERO T., workshop of Architectural Technology, 1992/93, students: BELLINO, BOVE, COGLIANI, D’AMBRA,
DELLA CORTE, LOFFA, RAUSEO. Clockwise: an axonometric section, photographic v iews, the sections and the
ground f loor plan
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Fig. 3: The building so-called “Palazzo Montemay or” that connect the square Piazza Cav our ((downstream) with
the little square so-called “Largo S. Aniello” (up), surv ey and ty pological cataloging. Partial elaboration of
drawings by CENNAMO M., UCCIERO T., workshop of Architectural Technology, 1992/93, students: BELLINO,
BOVE, COGLIANI, D’AMBRA, DELLA CORTE, LOFFA, RAUSEO. Clockwise: the northwest prof ile on the main
street, a so-called bayonet section (not linear representation), an axonometric graphic elaboration, the ground
f loor plan and photographic views
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Fig. 4: The building that connect the square Piazza S. Maria Degli Angeli and its complanar street so-called Vico
S. Spirito (up) with the street Via Chiaia (downstream), surv ey and ty pological cataloging. Partial elaboration of
drawings by CENNAMO M., UCCIERO T., workshop of Architectural Technology, 1992/93, students: BELLINO,
BOVE, COGLIANI, D’AMBRA, DELLA CORTE, LOFFA, RAUSEO. Clockwise: the northwest profile with a graphic
ov erlapping of the architectural f ronts across the different streets, the sections, an axonometric graphic
elaboration, the ground f loor plan and some photographic v iews
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Abstract
The Ligury case will be compared, on various issues and scales, with the case of Cerreto Sannita, a
“foundation citiy” with regular plan, entirely rebuilt by G. B. Manni with “earthquake-resistant” criteria,
after the earthquake of 1688. Prestigious is the 1724 witness of P. F. Orsino, the future pope Benedict
XIII. In his memoirs he describes the earthquake as a great misfortune suffered by the city of
Benevento. He bestowed generous donations to rebuild religious buildings. In Cerreto Sannita where
one half of the inhabitants died, alive is the testimony of the bishop of G.B. De Bellis, but also the
memoirs of V. Magnati and that of V. Mazzacane entitled The earthquake of Cerreto of June 5, 1688.
N. Ciaburri, urban planner, recalls that among the measures there are broad walls up to a meter
capable of withstanding horizontal displacements; vaulted high resistant underground cellars; a
distribution of the rooms on the ground floor to facilitate the nocturnal evacuation in the houses with
kitchen upstairs; wide streets to facilitate the passage of the rescue and relocation of three main
squares in the south and north central parts of the town to collect survivors. Negative element is the
placement of the houses along the objectively unstable slopes of the two rivers Turio and Capuchins.
Reconstructions of mid 20th century with reinforced concrete floors have burdened the structural
philosophy of 17th century interventions.
Keywords: Cerreto Sannita, earthquake, foundation town, restoration, survey

1.

Experience of the earthquake

In the important historical region of Sannio, the town of Cerreto was a reference [4] since pre-Roman
times (the ancient Cominium destroyed by the Romans): a dense and significant player in the
territorial structure; already it characterized at the time of Pentarchia in Late Antiquity (Paolo Diacono),
with the cities of Capua, Benevento, Naples, Salerno, Paestum. Until the Kingdom of Naples, through
the Middle Ages.
After an extensive series of earthquakes, the medieval town was destroyed in the earthquake of June
5th, 1688, with the population halved from 8000 to 4000 inhabitants.
The seismic wave propagated from Benevento to Naples: the disaster had an extension that could
damage many parts of the Molise and even the Romagna. It destroyed almost completely Benevento,
San Lorenzello, San Lorenzo Maggiore (covered by numerous rocks fallen from the Erbano
mountain), San Lupo (fully demolished) and Civitella, totally buried under the ruins of its buildings.
The scratch reconstruction and other Cerreto site was also dictated by the need the government of
Carafa Dukes interested in receivable - through an oppressive tax system with “mace-bearers and
flagellants” (Salvati) - Cerretesi’s taxes, dedicated largely to the production of “shoes” and fabrics,
then dyed, and manufacturing ceramic.
This paper aims to reconnect the results of my specialization thesis in Restoration of Monuments,
University of Naples [5] (that I rebooted with an upgrade process, thanks to the fruitful discussion

with the public administration of the city of Cerreto)
2.

The old and the new Cerreto

Cerreto was rebuilt in a different location of a short distance, on a plant in planimetric hierarchical
scheme, “updated and modern” whose matrix has to be sought in the context of Enlightenment
rationalism. These urban theories could be reached Cerreto, filtered through the cultural environment
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of Naples and Palermo, with the technicians trained in their military schools and then assigned at the
task of reconstruction. “It revived in a more pleasant position, adorned with churches, streets and
squares arranged with an admirable architectural order” [1].
The urban plan by the engineer Giovanni Battista Manni is unusual in fact, for the Duke Marzio Carafa,
the road network was traced (the new town, built further downstream of the previous on a rocky spur
at the confluence of Cappuccini stream and Titerno) [5, p. 105].
Abandoned the old head of the ridge site, the newly founded town took on the typical characteristics of
a settlement on a promontory, adapting to the fundamental characteristics of the chosen site.
In fact, it is arranged at the head of a secondary ridge, on the promontory formed by the erosion of two
confluent waterways delimiting it along its sides. This shift of the city has specific reasons not only in
geomorphologic, topographic, economic, productive and defensive or architectural order, but also
productive: the textile artisans of wool and “tenta”, as well as the “faenzari”, should be able to resume
the production as soon as possible, in order to pay taxes to the Carafa dukes, governors of the city.
According to some, the example was “the drawing of a ward in Turin was used as a model in the
reconstruction of the village. And it does not seem unlikely if you mind the regularity of streets and
alleys, the perfect alignment of the houses, the architectural symmetry”.
“There are three straight squares, each long about two-thirds of a mile with alleys corresponding to
one another” [1, p. 449].
In fact, the ancient Cerreto stood on a mountain belt [5, Tav. 9] over 900 meters, with a
hydrogeological instability characterized by the presence of a vast tertiary terracing of Mesozoic
limestones with sudden fall of boulders for steep slopes. The new site instead, stood on an area
comprised between 220 and 270 mt. with minor disruption (sands and sandstones with falling clods for
gradients greater than 50% in the lower part of the city) with environmental particularities (complex
arenaceous and marly tertiary in the upper part of the city.) such as to allow a greater stability of the
buildings [5, p. 106 and Tav. 10].
This settlement that can be defined median according to previous classifications, has the needs for
protection from possible floods, but also defense needs for its particular distribution.
Tied to the choice of this site, is the need to employ an efficient production structure, in fact dye
continues to incentivize, thanks to the good availability of the waters, which also allows an easy
processing of local ceramics. Furthermore the lesser elevation gradient allowed a soil utilization in
perennial crops - olive groves, vineyards, etc. - with a specialized economic vocation unlike the bucolic
one typical of the first settlement.
Analyzing the urban structure there is a clear image of a promontory city forming by three distinct
areas, each corresponding to a natural architectural emergencies, precisely Cappuccini’s Monastery in
the North, the S. Martino’s church, heart of the city, and the archbishop palace? on the South. “Its
territory is fertile in wheat, corn, wine and fruit of every kind. There are copious plantations of olive
trees, recently made, very well aligned, and even if they give a little bit of oil, it is not the lower of the
kingdom. But wines are excellent, especially those that are made in some particular places. These
also are, in addition to a good taste, profitable for human health, and are very appreciate in Naples” [1,
p. 449].
Even today, the expansive and economic strength of the community of the time, that was able to
realize in a short span of years (in 1696 “every citizen had made his house”) the construction of the
upstream sector, as well as thinner edification of the downstream sectors, denounce the declining
fortunes of later times [5, p. 108].

3.

A new structure for the new Cerreto

The documentation about the author of the urban project is poor: on the basis of a petition from the
mayor of the University to the King, dated 25 July 1767 (where you can read “Marino Carafa of
Maddaloni dukes came here after the earthquake with the Neapolitan engineer Giambattista Manna to
draw squares and alleys”), Vincenzo Mazzacane suggests that it has been drawn up by the engineer
Giovan Battista Manno (Manna, Manni), one of the most active royal Neapolitan engineers, author of
many works and repairs after the earthquake of 1688. Manna also continued, moreover, some works
by Fanzago, including the St. Giuseppe dei Vecchi’s church of, and the St. Maria del Divino Amore’s
church in Naples was built based on his design in 1709.
The same historian considers: “So you can reasonably assume that Manna, conducted on the site by
Marino Carafa, has drawn «squares and alleys»; identified the soils to build private and the public
buildings; and he finally designed the S. Martino church, stating then “No matter how many searches
I've done, I wasn't able to ascertain anything more” [12]
The same hypothesis is also shared by Renato Pescitelli, on the basis of new and important archival
documents: “The attribution of the town plan to Manna now seems certain: he confirms an
“instrumento di notar” Giovanni De Petrutiis, on 2 August 1711, where we can read that the University
of Cerreto was required to build within a year, «manufactories and other buildings... included in the
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plan made by the engineer Giovan Battista Manna, as the oven houses, the oven itself, the stove, and
Customs described in the plant...” [8].
And about the presence of the Neapolitan engineer as an expert in the act of the notary Ettore
Cappella in 1720, has been noted that: “the use of Manna for the measurement and evaluation of land
in a few years after reconstruction, it can be justified by the fact that this “royal engineer” was
“tavolario of S.R.C” presso cui pendevano numerose cause” [9].

4.
Logics and strategies in the design and image of the city: the new urban
structure
The new image of the city, after reconstruction, is also strongly structured on geometric-formal
matrices known and applied (checkerboard pattern, the central square obtained from a modular lot
built in the matrix according to mental models in use during the Seventeenth century, linked to the
need to create residences and production facilities, but also a new organization of production methods
[5, Tav. 19].
Examining in detail the types of settlement of the Eighteenth century, many specialist buildings, almost
always churches emerge, in compliance with the geometrically strict schematic diagram of the
Enlightenment, next to the concrete insertion of a minute construction made up of elementary types,
whose organic law of development is simply made by the repeatability of “lottizzi a spina” next to the
occupation of large batches characterized by a court typology.
In the analysis and interpretation, Ciaburri and Nuzzolino contiubutes are fundamental. The
townhouse is in fact organized in parts and each is planned for a certain social group: “The model of
the country - Ciaburri takes note - is, essentially, already aimed toward the 'most interesting urban
experience of the enlightened kingdom of Carlo III: the settlement of San Leucio’. And more, “In an
almost didactic way - he affirms - the idea of a plan of the productive classes becomes a model, the
model becomes the rule, the rule defines the parts of the city by a wise use of the aggregation of
different types of blocks... Orographic motivations, historical stays, political and cultural choices have
create the support structure of the organization blocks: the road layout” [9].
Roads are of two types: main roads (width between buildings approximately 10-12 meters) and
secondary roads (width about 6-7 meters).
The blocks are of three types instead. The plug type block, average size 12x60 meters, is composed
by the assembly, along a central longitudinal wall, of the minimum building types. The lined up type
block, with variable length in relation to orographic conditions, is composed of juxtaposed lined up
buildings, with two views: on two parallel streets or towards the orchards (in order of their location).
And finally, the court type block, average size 80x100, is composed by the lined up aggregation of the
minimum house with garden and the court type house. Very rare are the block type ones instead,
composed by a single building.
There is this base type in the blocks on the upper part of the town. “The plug aggregation has allowed
the fast realization of the first hospitalization after the earthquake, because the plug wall is common to
two opposing cells, as well as the side walls are common to adjacent cells. Only one wall of the
homeowner is the one parallel to the road. “
Over the years it has occurred the amalgamations between neighboring cells, but this has however led
upheavals typological, while obviously giving rise to a residential unit with other social destination
(bourgeois house) [9].
“The entrance assumes the dignity of a representative “main door” and the relationship with the
entrance hall of access to the garden is mediated by the inner courtyard. The so-called “casa
palaziata” joins lining up, in the case of short blocks, or in line along the ridges towards the streams, or
forms alone, one block”. Ciaburri concludes his analysis with this consideration: “You can affirm that
Cerreto is a possibility, almost unique, to read in an experimental way the development manners of
building types, their aggregation system in blocks, the interrelationships that arise between the blocks
when they combine to form a part of the city or the entire city” [9].
Ferruccio Ferrigni resumes Pescitelli's assertion: “This hypothesis (about anti-sismic constructions)
that large buildings, such as the former Antoniani’s Convent, Town Hall nowadays, the Bishop’s
palace and the seminario, just to name a few, have very small basements compared to the magnitude
of the buildings and inside them there are large boulders stone on which rests the load-bearing walls,
is comforting. This shows that the Cerretesi digging the foundations of their homes until they found
boulders of rocks, lime stones and calcarenitics layers to built on. It would be foolhardy, indeed, by the
survivors of the ordeal, rebuild on a foundation rather superficial or relatively deep, resting on clay soil,
especially as during the reconstruction itself, in 1694, a second earthquake shook the nascent city as
well throughout the Kingdom of Sicily” [6] [10, p. 40] [17].
Ferruccio Ferrigni also notes that “The opening on the facade are close to the edge of the property,
but not to the one of the “dynamic segment”, decentralized respect to the structure of the cell, but
internal respect to the structure of the block. To prove this it was observed that the head of the block
buildings often lack the extreme windows, replaced by openings in the front of the head [...] A formal
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element that certainly expressed the culture of seismic community of Cerreto in the context of his
batîr”.
The same author notes how some constructive attention in anti-seismic sense have come to minimum
design specifications: “it was suggested that recurrence of the injury suffered by the thresholds during
the earthquake of 1688 showed the villagers that was an objective behavior of the structures. But after
the break and the dislocation, the rough surfaces of the lesion prevent the sliding of the pieces, which
remain stuck. The lesioned threshold loses the primitive structure, forcing to correct or replace the
frame. It is logical that they have decided to create the new thresholds to “frattura predisposta”
Probably, certain anti-seismic criteria were adopted without being fully aware. I think, for example,
about the cellars with a vault system: the walls that hold the vault are buried and, consequently, able
to withstand any load coming from above. Or the stair position and destination of the various levels: on
the first floor we find the bedroom in fact, and the kitchen on the second floor. It makes easier and
faster getting out of the house in case of a nocturnal earthquake. In my opinion, it was on the occasion
of the earthquake of 1805, which caused a lot of damage in the lower town (including the collapse of
the central part of the church of S. Antonio), that probably came the real awareness of the fact that
anti-seismic criteria were necessary in the construction of houses and that they should not go beyond
two or three floor in any case. Previously, therefore, it is preferable to talk about civil protection culture.
The new location of the town in a more or less flat area was determined by the experience of the
previous earthquake. In fact the houses in the upper part fell on those in the lower part. To this type of
culture it is also due the width of the three main roads and the road system in general, that does not
create bottlenecks and leaves open any escape routes. And then there is the strategic location of the
three squares (two at the end of the town and one in the center), seen as possible place for the
survivors collection” [17, p. 42].

5.

Plug cap: the example of S. Gennaro Church

The current church of San Gennaro was born in the new urbanistic asset of Cerreto Sannita in 1722
(by an act of the notary Lorenzo Mazzarelli of Cerreto), by the will of the spouses Giuseppe Giamei, a
wealthy merchant of woolen cloth, and Elisabetta, devoted to the saints Gennaro and Liborio,
originally they decided to build a chapel dedicated to them inside the collegiate church, that became a
real church then. Therefore they asked to the bishop of the time, Mons. Francesco Baccari the
relevant permit. The bishop agreed on October 30 of the same year and delegated the canonical
Giovanni de Laurentiis to bless the first stone. The land on which was built the church was made by
breaking down some houses that were owned by Giovan Lorenzo Gismondi, Anacleto and Giacomo
Antonio Biondo, Nicola Sanzaro, Antonio Petronzi and Paolo di Luise. The architect Matteo
Giustiniano, maybe a relative of the homonymous potters family of Cerreto, in order to make the best
with the little space available planned an elliptical shaped building, maybe inspired to the chapel of
San Gennaro’s Cathedral in Naples. In 1725 the facade and the “pronao” by the stonemason master
Antonio Di Lella were completed, while in 1729 the perimeter walls has been completed, and in the
same year it was provided to raise the dome under the direction of Giacomo Caldarisi, plasterer
master, because Matteo Giustiniani was absent [15]. In 1735 it was completed, four years after it was
consecrated by Mons. Antonio Falangola, who noted that the church was, from the architectural point
of view, very similar to the royal Treasury Chapel of S. Gennaro in the Napoli’s Cathedral [5]. With the
death of Elisabetta, in 1734, and the lacking of direct heirs, Giuseppe Giamei was convinced to roll out
a will in which provided as the sole heir of his estate San Gennaro Church, and appointed
administrator of his goods the bishop of the time Mons. Francesco Baccari and his successors. We do
not know the reasons why Giamei revoked the will of 1734 on 26 November 1739, and not only named
sole heir of his goods the Universitas, but also moved since that day the patronage of the church at
the civic administration. Among the charges that fell on the Universitas there also were taking care of
the maintenance of the sacred place, keeping alive the cult of San Gennaro and celebrating Mass in
all holidays. Giuseppe Giamei died after fifteen days and was buried with his wife in the tomb below
the church floor. The patronage of the church passed to the civic administration then, who used to
hold its meetings (the “parliaments”) in the “pronao”.
In 1748 inside the dome began to appear showy damp patches that, despite the restoration, became
bigger and bigger and began to threaten the stability of the structure. Only in 1761, when the bishop
threatened the interdiction of the sacred place unless the dome was repaired, the elected of the
Universitas worked to find the necessary funds and in 1762 the work was contracted out to Giovanni
Battista Borrelli from Milano to the tune of 160 ducats. Part of the sum was obtained thanks to a loan
of 100 ducats contract with the Poor Clare Sisters of Cerreto and burdened by interests. The work
mainly consisted in the waterproofing of the dome and in the creation of several steps in order to drain
the water without letting it break in the wall structure. The dome, as a result of these works, acquired a
new look and greater momentum. Fixed the issue of the dome, other problems came: in 1765 the
tombstone was broken and the adjacent floor had been damaged; in 1766 the burial was full of water
and on the choir was visible a big damp patch; in 1795 the bishop ordered to restore the church within
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three months, the penalty for failing was the prohibition of the church and a report to the king. Such
was the situation of the church until 1854 when Mons. Luigi Sodo arranged to restore it, to reopen for
worship and equip it with a brotherhood dedicated to the Madonna della Purità
In 1927 the church was declared national monument.
After the earthquake on November 23 in 1980, has undergone a radical and discussed restoration.
Since 1998 houses the sacred art section of the Civic Museum and the Cerreto ceramics.
In the exterior, the facade, 15 meters height and 13 width, is made of manipulated local stone, a work
of the master stonemason Antonio Lella. It has four columns with smooth shafts of Tuscan order with
bases on plinths and Doric capitals. Between the columns there are three arches which lead the
“pronao”, decorated with wrought railings Eighteenth.
The entablature consists in an architrave bearing the inscription: “ut coniugi sorte ita pietate unanimes
templum hoc divo ianuario iosephus iameus et isabella bionda fundavere. a. d. MLCCXXV”
Leave one blank line between abstract and keywords, and two blank lines between keywords and the
first section.
The bell tower, another work by Di Lella, is decorated with manipulated local stones, while the dome,
about thirty meters high, is set on an elliptical plan and is the result of the interventions in 1762, it
consists of terraces covered with tiles yellow and green majolica, replaced in 1980 with opaque
copies. The tiles placed on the windshield are authentic instead. The “pronao” consists in three bays.
In the right and left bays are situated two plaster sculptures by Giacomo Caldarisi (1725) depicting
San Cristoforo and San Gennaro. In the central bay there is the portal of the church, surmounted by
two cherubs in plaster, and the coat of arms of Giamei and Biondi spouses, founders of the worship
place. Plasters, typically Eighteenth century, are by Giacomo Caldarisi. This place, such as the dome,
has an elliptical plant and possesses a main chapel and two side chapels. In the main chapel there is
a painting by Luigi Cacciapuoti illustrating San Gennaro among deacons Festo and Desiderio. An
angel holds the ampoules with the miraculous blood while on the ground and at the top you see the
martyrdom means by which the saint was murdered. The architectural setting has elements taken
from Sanfelice and Domenico Antonio Vaccaro that reconstruct the appearance of the of amphitheater
in Pozzuoli, where Gennaro and his deacons were killed.

6.

Conclusions

We say that the case history of Cerreto Sannita can be welded to the different scales and to the
various dimensions, integration with production, confirming its existing roots will brave seventeenthcentury urban redesign.
Confermando le sue attuali radici ne coraggioso riprogetto urbano seicentesco.
Everyone agree on one aspect however: “the day after the terrible earthquake of 1688 in Cerreto
Sannita, one of the most beautiful pages of the Southern architectural history was achieved. But
above all, it was made a positive and rational model of post-seismic reconstruction, which is still an
important reference point for those engaged in reconstruction of the villages destroyed or damaged by
an earthquake” [17, p. 43]. I will continue my studies, from the past to the future.
It is right to conclude with the considerations expressed by Giovanna Rubano, Councilor for Tourism
and Productive Activities of Cerreto Sannita:
"It’s been a long time since the city administration, with the new Pro Loco Cominium and the cultural
association "Biblioteca del Sannio (Biblos)", are working for a New Town, seen as strategic
development, socio-political and more strictly cultural, also pointing to support and promote its
excellence even in the culinary landscape. A New City for the revival of production and craft activities
that distinguish the territory, also to give the opportunity to young people to live in and own land, but
also in History and for History. A New Town which is a founding member of the AiCC - Italian
Association of Ceramica City, of which currently holds the national vice presidency. A Town
recognized as "Olive Oil City", as well as Borgo Bandiera Arancione, the eco-environmental quality
mark awarded by the Touring Club Italiano to small municipalities distinguished by an excellent
service and a quality welcome. A New Town that made visible the cultural, social and productive
renaissance, without neglecting its urban development, indeed aiming the implementation of a
renewed urban plan, aimed at giving a renewed image of its. Moreover, Cerreto has expanded its
municipal assets by purchasing the Civic Tower, the last witness of pre-earthquake Cerreto, and its
two hectares of land needed to realize the Archaeological Park. They were inaugurated last year, the
last direct intervention to preserve the historical center of Cerreto Sannita; work towards better use
and enjoyment of important sites, including Piazza Roma, Piazza Luigi Sodo and Mazzacane Square.
Finally not negligible interventions on place names, with the aim of restoring memory and dignity to so
many illustrious citizens. The revival of Cerreto started therefore from a cultural, social and touristic
renewal, taking care of the services and the needs of its citizens and giving the City a new urban look,
elegant and "orderly", according to its urban design with the renovation of the squares, streets and
sidewalks for a more aware picture of Cerreto and its history."
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Fig. 1: Cerreto Sannita vista dall’alto (https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerreto_Sannita#/media/File:Cerreto_SannitaFoto_aerea1.gif).

Fig. 2: Tavolario del Sacro Regio Consiglio raffigurante la parte del centro abitato, 1742. Archivio Mazzacane,
Cerreto Sannita.
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Fig. 3: Anna Marotta, Un Centro antico del Sannio storico: Cerreto Sannita, Tesi di Specializzazione, Napoli,
Scuola di perfezionamento in Restauro dei Monumenti 1977. Analisi dei tipi edilizi e dei valori ambientali. Estratti
dalle tavole: 18a, 18b. Scala originale 1:1000.

Fig. 4: Anna Marotta, Un Centro antico del Sannio storico: Cerreto Sannita, Tesi di Specializzazione, Napoli,
Scuola di perfezionamento in Restauro dei Monumenti 1977, Pianta e prospetto degli edifici su via Cedro.
Estratto da tavola 3c.
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Fig. 5: Anna Marotta, Un Centro antico del Sannio storico: Cerreto Sannita, Tesi di Specializzazione, Napoli,
Scuola di perfezionamento in Restauro dei Monumenti 1977. Chiesa di San Gennaro, elaborate di rilievo con
evidenziati i dissesti statici della struttura. Estratti dalle tavole: 31a, 31c, 31b. Scala originale 1:50.
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Fig. 6: Cerreto Sannita, Corso Umberto I. Chiesa di San Gennaro, prospetto principale e dettaglio della cupola.
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Abstract
Mystic Landscape Architecture will refer here to geological phenomena, comprising zoomorphic and
anthropomorphic shapes, encircled by anthropic compositions, as rock basins, menhir type rocks with
inscriptions, dolmens and walling groups of diverse styles. Such architecture is dispersed through 3
geographical areas covering about 8 square kilometers in its totality, while presenting a dense type of
information, not yet classified due to its different nature.
Because the object of study (for a post doctorate with the University of Porto), only foresees the basins (180), they are being measured and positioned through topographic methods. However, departing
from the principle that architecture imposes a social and psychological influence in human beings, the
study intents to depict possible correlations between variables like shapes, sizes and orientation of
basins drain channels, in their relationship with the figures, and within the general matrix being designed (for application of factor analysis). To obtain reliable results, however, it is necessary to guaranty the general safety of the landscape as a conjunct, which is not being supervised and/or controlled. While waiting permission for archaeological research (4 years already), some of the sites are
being prepared to facilitate access to tourism, as presenting a new type of landscape, unexpected in
the Azores (allegedly discovered in XV century). In such circumstances, it runs the risk of becoming
seriously damaged.
Keywords: Rupestral registers, rock basins, mystic landscape
Introduction
The concept I bring for discussion - “rupestral registers” – became the cornerstone of my study, not
only due to the meaning of the expression “rupestral”, as synonymous of “primitive”, rough, crude,
terms that automatically are translated by “without significance” - but also because the issue of
“simplicity”, and in particular the public image of it raises contradictions that need to be debated.
Truly, for the vast majority of people, simplicity is equivalent to naiveté, both inducing a denial of
importance, when in reality entities apparently without significance (like atoms, for example) are the
ones more carefully studied by science.
On bringing the concept “rupestral registers” for discussion I am automatically suggesting we should
consider it as having this capacity of hiding behind its simplicity more information than suspected. In
fact, when understood as “signs” (either carved on rocks or elsewhere), they can be interpreted as
attempts in communication, or even (in the archaic sense) “symptoms” of something else.
Consequently, and due to logics I will clarify, I propose to look at these “rupestral registers” recently
found in vast areas of Terceira Island, Azores, as a series of signs, apparently meaningless, but
maintaining the possibility of holding in its topography and architecture the quality of “intentional acts”,
considering they not only have created territories of a special kind of landscape architecture but also
because this architecture bears details of a Mystic potential.
Again, the concept “architecture” does not refer here to a sophisticated model (as the new glass tower
of London, for example), but rather the type described by Frank Lloyd Wright as: “…not cherishing any
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preconceived form fixing upon us either past, present or future, but instead exalting the simple laws of
common sense or of super-sense if you prefer determining form by way of the nature of materials ..."1
It is this unsophisticated view of architecture that fits what I have in hands to discuss: simple forms,
reduced to the minimal vocabulary, but yet matching the concept (only in a different “scale”) of
informing about something else.
The constituent materials of such landscape architecture are artifacts of shoveled rock, either scraped
or scooped, but all simple and rude. In spite of that, I see in their presence, and mostly in the way they
dominate the topography, not only culturally but also architecturally – a projected architecture to be
used as a “landscape metaphor” of a mystic message, when translated into the adequate language.

Some framing theories
1 - Lúcia Santaella2 is one of the theorists supporting this wider concept of “culture”, while proposing
that “rupestral registers” (in general) represent one of the first manifestations of human communication
(though revealing important information about the process of identification, reproduction and
transformation inside social groups). In the same way, the author also defends that all cultural
phenomena functions, only because they are also an act of communication, become thus lato senso a
form of language.3
Although accepting these “rupestral registers” as having many possible interpretations, depending on
the angle of observation in the present case, and because of their physical form (comprised as basins,
inscriptions, menhirs etc.) and because of assembling around geoglyphs with anthropomorphic and
zoomorphic shapes, I can see in them “fragments” of a speech (as “morphemes” are on verbal
language) to express some sort of dialogue, possibly, of mystic nature. Therefore they are parts of a
“language” and furthermore because they build forms in the landscape they become “architecture”.
2 – A second theorist I would like to call for the defence of my proposal is Noam Chomsky, as a
specialist in language, not only in forms of communication but also in the mental process he calls
“semantic representation”.
Although I quote him mostly because he refuses the dualism installed between “natural sciences” and
“philosophical others”, like literature, he is not the first linguistic bearing that position. While strongly
defending a conciliatory attitude between mind/body, proposing the use of the concept - “mind
associations”4, this mental operation that he imagines as participating in a mixture of elements of the
natural world connoted with the reasoning process and so expressed, happens because for him
“language is a natural object” (besides being also – although not only - a sophisticated tool of
communication).
While this perception may result from his pacifying position, recommending a naturalistic approach to
linguistics, in fact it may happen when mental aspects of the “world’s interpretation” (in his elucidation
of “language”) mingle between both fields, granting the construction of intelligible explanatory theories.
In this sense he suggests that there are at least two different forms of what he calls “semantic
representation”, one following the rules of grammar and another determined by rules that are not part
of grammar, but more close to the “hidden meaning” that certain things do have for certain people called also rules of semantic interpretation “… which operate on representations in LF along with other
5
cognitive representations.”(195/6)
Due to the circumstances of this intermingle of fields (mental and physical) I call Chomsky’s theory for
the comparison with the present case. Because when referring to the mystic quality of this landscape,
suggesting that it is through its “hidden meaning” that the dialogue is promoted – I do an assertion
only verifiable through the repetition of occurrences in the topographical arrangements that the objects
take, specially the rock basins, in relationship to geoglyphs or others. It becomes a dialogue
established through architectural arrangements of objects, in their capacity of “words”.

1

Frank Lloyd Wright, The Natural House, New York: Bramhall House, 1954, (p. 3)

2
3

Professor at Pontifícia Universidade Católica de São Paulo and theorist in semiotics.
Lúcia Santaella, O que é Semiótica, São Paulo: Brasiliense (Col. Primeiros Passos), 1983, 7-14

4

Noam Chomsky, (Mind) Language and Nature, Oxford University press, 1995
Noam Chomsky, Essays on form and interpretation, New York: North-Holland, 1977, In Review from
D. Terence Langendoen, The Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 75, No. 5 (), pp. 270-279, May 1978
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3 – Complementing the bond between the verbal language and the one being used in this example,
the understanding of the “rupestral registers” of Terceira Island as “culture”, and above all as a form of
communication or of a “language”, it becomes most evident when comparing with the results of the
6
work of Philippe Descola in situations he describes with similar behaviours happening in the Amazon
Forest.
Taking in consideration that landscapes are able to impose an order into human behaviour, while
affecting both conscious and unconscious levels (as it was previously observed and referred7, and
lately reaffirmed by Anthropology of Space), the way interaction between humans and landscape has
been exemplified in the architecture turned out to confirm the theory by exerting a powerful effect
either intellectual or (in addition) emotional/physical over the spectators.
Melting concepts
In the analysis of this environment, as a piece of “mystic landscape architecture”, and bearing in mind
the intention of perceiving the rock basins as parts of their symbolic language, this approach may
bring a new perspective either attributing to the registers a functional role, identical to the “morphemes”
in verbal language, or allowing them to represent one part of a more vast “discourse” in the alleged
language man establishes with the landscape (here translated into “architecture”).
One of its most important characteristics would be the proposing metaphor of the representation of a
“mystic” being, which could take different expressions depending on the nature of the landscape, while
being part of the culture of the social group. Considering this comparison as working under the
umbrella of the cognitive domain, nevertheless hidden was the implicit expression of an “immaterial
good”, much closer to the intuitive domain, as a “private meaning”, underlying its “semantic
interpretation” and expressed through the use of this language.
It is not difficult to accept that the “language system” supposedly composed by “rupestral registers”
constructed around the zoomorphic and anthropomorphic figures (in Serra do Cume and Ribeirinha),
either of the “Holed Stone” (in Serra da Ribeirinha) or of the dolmens with their “top basins”, as well as
in the “Axis Mundi” metaphor (in Grota do Medo), would be able to translate through architecture such
strong and iconic information, after observing its displays!
In other words, when all these elements become deeply studied 8 the parts they take in the
composition of the landscape architecture might provide elements to identify the “semantic
interpretation” used, as a key necessary to understand the kind of “dissertation” they would be
expressing in each one of the places.
In that situation it would be possible to present these landscapes almost as a treatise in “semantic
representations” of a special language (a stone one) similar to the one Philippe Descola described in
Amazonia (constructed with vegetation), which he defines as a “Metaphoric Landscape”, or “…a
landscape where the important parts of an idea, those that are difficult to approach verbally, have been
physically constructed.” 9
The role that rock basins seem to be playing on Terceira Island, either when they are “topping” some
relevant figures or defining the perimeter areas surrounding significant objects is the expression of a
language materialised by the architecture of the landscape.
In the same way, the other alleged part being performed by the proximity of “cut marks”, as well as
their orientations (as hypothetically participating in the rock basins “act”), which should all be seen as
complementary fragments of the semantics underlying this “conversation” (not to forget the carved
orthostats and their probable former alignments, later altered), should all be deemed as parts of the
same discourse.
To consider the hypothesis of all these features being complementary fragments of the semantics, or
parts of the same discourse, subjected to the same ”gestalt” and all pertaining to a “landscape
metaphor” is one of the rational contours to be applied to the analysis of the data recollected.
Nevertheless, other aspects should be integrated as distinctive styles dispersed through the
topography of each space, apparently resulting in the constructing of a “self-landscape” specific of
6

Placed in comparison by Antonieta Costa Atlantic Peaks with Rock Basin, 2016, edited by LAP LAMBERT Academic
Publishing,
7
One good example is presented by Claude Lévi-Strauss in Tristes Tropiques (1955) while describing the confusion and
social rupture installed among the Bororo tribe when placed in a different architectural environment.
8

Throughout the statistics of their spatial and morphological interaction (and/or by factor analysis)
Philippe Descola, "le concept de nature est une invention de l'Occident" Nature/Culture Interview,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWaB7bI3MF0
9
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each geographical locality, which can now help in differentiating the cultural identity, more specifically
the “graphical identity” pertaining to the people who inhabited each one of the three geographical
areas/groups in study. This stance follows from applying the concept of “Culture” to the “rupestral
registers” or to the act of their construction, which although running against the mainstream idea,
made clear that the role they seem to play could be the one of establishing a basis for a type of
communication.
Civilized groups are so dependent in verbal language that in the presence of information of the kind
being here described are incapable of recognizing it or, as it happened in the present case,
distinguishing their indicators as different from natural land forms (much less see them as
complements of a form of language), natural forms that are seen as “primitive”, and thus without
importance. This lack of sensibility could be the result of the urban living condition and the exclusive
use of the verbal or written language. But could also be attributed to the divorce established between
mental process and natural world (as referred by Noam Chomsky).
The importance given to “rupestral registers” as a language (substitute of the verbal language, either
entirely or as its physical support) cannot be seen as a mere intellectual exercise, interesting to spend
some time on. Because we must accept any signs as an act of “culture” and thus a form of
communication, to be more exact: as a substrate of the semantic part of a message it should be
“translated”, contributing for a better understanding of the world.
The role of the “signs”
The importance of the “rupestral registers” is again expressed in the words of Thomas Sebeok, who
deepened this issue by collecting and discussing several former theories about it, implying an even
profounder meaning:
Each species produces and understands certain kinds of specific signs for which it has been
programmed by its biology. These can range from simple bodily signals to advanced symbolic
structures such as words. Signs allow each species to (1) signal its existence, (2) communicate
messages within the species, and (3) model incoming information from the external world.
Semiotics is the science that studies these functions.10 (p.3)
Being such an important indicator in the scrutiny of communication, the study of “signs” has been a
concern of philosophy since 400/300 BC, mainly to stoic philosophers and also for Aristotle, who said:
"The soul never thinks without an image". These are the “images” which I compare to “signs”.
The architecture resultant from the “rupestral registers” soon revealed what was behind the
topographical design. The awareness became more obvious on the present case through the
observation of the preference detected on the constructions for the petroglyphs with humanoid shapes,
which brings to mind the possibility of their being the consequence of a perception of the petroglyphs
as “manifestations of earth spirits” (as they still are in several cultures). In such case, not only could
these signs be accepted as “culture”, but as part of the local semantic representations of such mystic
belief or as its signal.
11
Examples of such beliefs as part of the European folklore are here referred by Ken Dowden :
These sacred stones are most often found in the vicinity of fountains, simple blocks of
porphyroid or amphiboliferous granite, left on the mountain by the quaternary glacier and having
in previous times served purposes that can no longer be ascertained. Some of these blocks are
stones with basins. In any event, they are practically always unworked, rarely presenting any
characteristic to distinguish them from other big stones scattered on Mount Espiaut. There are
plenty of them that would be passed unremarked by the observer if local traditions and the
worship of the inhabitants did not bring them to his attention. (Ken Dowden, p.82)
Stones are very frequent objects in cult the world over. One may instantly think of the Ka’ba at
Mecca, the centre of a whole religion. Interesting, too, is the use which Phoenicians made of
conical stones as a focus of cult. These ‘betyls’ (beth-el, ‘house of god’, whence the Greek
baitylos) might be found on altars, or at the centre of the precinct in lieu of a shrine or inside
one.12 Phoenician betyls show how grey the area is between marker, cult object and statue.
The important point is that the stone identifies the centre, focuses the religious site—and of

10

Thomas Sebeok, Signs: An Introduction to Semiotics, University of Toronto Press Incorporated, Second Edition,
2001
11
Ken Dowden, European Paganism, Routledge, Taylor & Francis e-Library, London, 2002
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course as a result is imbued with its perceived power. Once we concentrate on the stone, even
the distinction between an altar and a statue seems secondary. (Ken Dowden, p.85).
Accepting that believes of these types could have existed there as basis for the rupestral registers
here in study, there should be (hidden in the geographical and topographical distribution of the rock
basins) some repetitions noticeable and measurable on the frequency of their occurrences, which
could lead to a potential disclosure of such a discourse.
With the intent of testing this possibility, a more careful reading of the landscape was programed and
performed.
Data results
Keeping attention focussed in the way the rupestral registers gathered around important monoliths
(Fig. 1), I end up by finding details that have no logic or may at least look challenging. One for
example was the drain channel (Fig.3) which most of the rock basins have sculptured on one
(sometimes two) sides. In the beginning of this work I have simply registered them as a substantiation
of its anthropic nature (as opposed to the erosion factor alleged by those defending the “nature”
authorship). The strange fact, ending up by being noticed, is that this channel was not placed (most of
the times) in the lower part of the basin or of the surrounding terrain: It forced the water drainage
through another side (sometimes the highest one!) or other part of the bowl. This fact compelled me to
collect more details on the orientation of the drains, leading to a new exploration campaign.
These are the results found: after 185 basins been recorded, 30 had no drain. From the remaining 155
(and counting only the four key Cardinal positions), 96 were oriented to West and North whereas East
and South have just 13 occurrences. But still more interesting is that West by itself has 36 unities,
followed by North with 16, while South has 11 and East only 6. Such big difference between 36/West
and 6/East established the indication of a clear intentionality in their construction, represented in the
graphic of Fig.2. Remembering what the Portuguese Ethnographer Leite de Vasconcelos12 referred
about the European tradition related to the death, whose symbolism points West and North
orientations, found it coincident.
Still more synchronized with this belief are the “cut-marks” (as they are universally known): small
incisions chopped or sliced on the rock, aligned with intervals, which become next filled with wood and
humidified, then enlarging and producing the split of the rock. Although they were not central in this
research, I have taken notes about their presence (when close to the basins), noticing that their
numbers were on the hundreds, and apparently not being used for the traditional cut of the rocks.
Observing details, I surprisingly noticed that the rock surface (where the cuts were inserted) was
always facing directions other than East.
Ending up by recording their geographical orientation I found out that in each one of the three big
areas of archaeological findings, just one rock would be signalling the East point! So, among a very
large number of “cut-marks”, only three rocks (to my knowledge) present this characteristic, one in
each of the three geographical areas in study.
The preference for the West, probably as the conventional symbol of the death of the Sun – God of the
skies, seems to be here in evident contrast with the opposite representation, the rising of the Sun, at
the East point, as a symbol of life.
With this coincidence of the rupestral registers matching the geographical references and
correspondent symbolisms, I realized I could have in hands sufficient material to turn tangible the
imagined dialogue and thus, decided to go deeper on the statistics which could better express or
confirm those signals.
Further surprises may surge with such tools as the factor analysis, being planned for application.
Although quantitative methods have already been used in archaeology, as for example by André LeroiGourhan 13 , the application of an instrument as “factor analysis” is not common (at least to my
knowledge).
However quantitative analysis of the data may only point to some recurrences of occurrences found
through signals. To transfer these results into verbal language and compare them with the function
taken by “morphemes” is a large step, much too complicated, given the fact that I have not sufficient
expertise in linguistics (or semiotics). But thinking on the possibility of working this archaeological
material under other perspectives, it will be left to those more qualified to the translation or transfer of
the concepts pointed by the numerical results (possibly tied to the mechanics of the linguistics), in
order to differentiate which is a simple “morpheme” from those with paradigmatic as well as
syntagmatic functions, as these ones are those that might be able to disclose the essential of the
message communicated there.
12
13

Leite de Vasconcelos, Religiões da Lusitânia, Vol.II, Imprensa Nacional – Casa da Moeda, 1989, p.210
André Leroi-Gourhan, As Religiões da Pré-História, Edições 70, Lisbon 2007
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Much more research must be done to obtain more information about the interrelations existing among
these artifacts as “rupestral registers”.
To obtain reliable results, however, it is necessary to guarantee the general safety of the landscape as
a whole since each peace maybe part of the dialogue in question and its absence would obstruct
forever the project of its disclosure. The statistics operations need to be verified on location with the
contribution of all the elements from each group, as much intact as possible to allow verification.
But nothing is being cared of; no public (or official) consciousness has been raised about the quality of
this type of heritage and so, any supervision and/or control take place there.
Having been waiting since 2013 for permission in archaeological research, I found out that some of
the sites are being prepared to facilitate access in order to make it appealing to tourism, since they
present a new type of landscape, unexpected in the Azores (allegedly discovered in the 15h century).
In such circumstances, the risk of becoming seriously damaged is huge.
Besides, I am offering the results and the research product as a contribution to those interested in a
different theoretical approach to the field of archaeology. As so, its replication and respective
confirmation should become part of the teaching of new techniques to be applied there.

Cover photo

(Fig.1) Example of the rupestral registers displayed around a geogliph)
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Abstract
Once damaged by an earthquake, architecture and the whole city are modified due to different impulses, which
involve not only the need for shelter or reconstruction, but also aesthetic motives, cultural instances, adaptation
to new models, responses to functional needs, and seismic reinforcement. The earthquake of 1693 should not
be read only as an "apocalypse" in Sicily, but also as an extraordinary opportunity for architectural and urban
renewal, a modernization that gave origin to a new anti-seismic culture [1,2]. Thus, in the south-eastern Sicily
affected by the earthquake of 1693 the eighteenth-century city more or less gradually replaced, in some cases
superimposed, the medieval city.
In the chronicles and coeval stories of the earthquake, which hit the collective memory of the Sicilians, the
extension of the phenomenon to the Maltese archipelago was noted, albeit with a less destructive impact than in
Sicily [3]. However, a comparison between the Sicilian and Maltese areas [4], so far neglected, seemed to me
mandatory, first of all to draw up a complete historical picture, both to establish the impact of the earthquake on
the city’s structures to understand its transformations, and to describe responses and reactions useful for
defining the social framework as well as for underscoring similarities or differences within a cultural context so
rich in tangencies with Sicily. In this regard, an important testimony is a series of documents found in the Archive
of the Order of Malta, which I will report here together with new documents [5].
Keywords: Baroque – Earthquake – Order of Malta

1.

The earthquake perception area

Several studies on the seismicity of Sicilian territory have defined the wide area of perception of the event, which
extended from the African coast to the northern Calabria. According to these studies, the earthquake of 1693
presented with a lesser intensity in the Maltese archipelago compared to what happened in Sicily: "The
earthquake reached a sixth-degree (MSK) intensity in the Aeolian Islands and it caused severe damage to the
island of Malta, eighth-grade, but the most affected part was southern Sicily with an area of about 5,600 sq. Km
in which the earthquake reached an intensity of at least nine-degree" [6]. Being of profound impact on the
structures of the city, I became interested in identifying the main lines of the architecture reconstruction
processes in Malta, more or less directly caused by the earthquake, to compare them to the Sicilian scene of
events [7]. In this regard, the study of the group of documents found in the Order of Malta's Archive and the
analysis of historiography on that subject, raised on the occasion of the third centenary of 1693, helped to better
define the scenario of relations between Sicily and Malta immediately after the earthquake, the consistency of
the damage in the Maltese cities and the measures decided by the Knights of St. John to deal with the accident.
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2.

"Five Galleys move to Siracusa"

As they learned the first news on the Sicilian earthquake, the Knights of Malta decided to immediately provide
substantial aid to the affected populations. The impact of the shock was reported by the men of the Maltese fleet
in Sicily, who escaped the earthquake in the port of Augusta and repatriated on board their vessels.
Documents recount that four galleys of the Order of Malta, besides the loss of some men, barely escape a
wreckage due to the furious sea swelling caused by the strong shakes. From other sources, new and more
accurate information is gained about the collapse of buildings belonging to the Maltese “Ricetta” in the city of
Augusta, where the Knights had furnaces and mills for supplying ships. The interruption of the activity of those
facilities would greatly jeopardize the support of campaigns against Turkish fleet assaults run along the
Mediterranean coasts, whose defense was of vital importance for the survival of Christianity. Furnace factories
and mills had to be restored as soon as possible and it was important to know the destruction level of the
buildings: “per potersi continuare la fabbrica dei biscotti, a qual’effetto sarà necessario gli farete dare dalle
galere tutti gli aiuti …” ("in order to continue operating the biscuit factory, we will give you all the aid from the
galleys ...") [8]. The document titled "About the Bakery Factory in Augusta", listed in the appendix, further
clarifies the actions that the Knights of Malta intended to undertake [Doc. 1 in Appendix].
The news arrived in Malta on the Sicilian destructions prompted the great master Adrien de Wignacourt to send
five galleys to Augusta and Siracusa with the medicines and all the necessary aids; including nails and building
materials for the stability of structures: “…hanno ordinato che il Ven.do G.rale con le cinque Gal.e, che si
trovano atte a navigare parta subito per d.e città, al fine di soccorrerle nel miglior modo che sarà possibile in una
sciagura così deplorabile, et à quest’effetto porteranno medicamenti per li feriti, et infermi, et anco quantità di
chiodi per quello che potrà occorrere…” (….[they] ordered that the General with the five galley able to sail
immediately move to said cities to support them in the best possible way in such a deplorable event, and to do
that they shall bring medicines for those wounded and harmed, and even the needed supply of nails …”) [9].
The solicitude of the Grand Master in sending relief and assistance to the affected cities was such as to induce
the praise of the King of Spain, who expressed gratitude to the Order for those merits: "Y siendo esta accion
muy propri de uestra piedad, y grandes obligaciones”. Also the Duke of Uzeda joined with the “real gratitud"
expressed by the King in his dispatch [10].

3.

The earthquake in Malta: The Grand Master appoints a technical commission

From a letter of the Grand Master Wignacourt to the Ambassador Sacchetti in Rome we learn about what
happened in Malta [11]: “Dopo il terrore apportato a questi nostri Relig.si e popoli da terremoti che si fecero
sentire la notte delli 9 del corr.te verso le 10 hore e la seg.te Dom.ca alle due hore doppo mezzo giorno,
danneggiando molte chiese, case di questa città, e casali e particolarmente nella città Notabile, continuando a
sentirsi fin oggi il movimento della terra ogni giorno, e notte, ci arrivò l’infausta nuova che sarà già pervenuta
costà delle rovine deplorabili che li med.mi terremoti hanno cagionato nella città di Augusta e Siracusa e
facilm.te anco in altre della Sicilia…” ("After the terror brought to our religious and peoples by the quake felt on
the night of 9 at about 10 pm and the subsequent Sunday at 2 pm, which damaged many churches and houses
of this city, especially in the city Notabile, still feeling the earth's movement every day and night up today, the
unfortunate news, which probably reached you, came to us of the deplorable ruins that the earthquake caused in
the city of Augusta and Syracuse and possibly also in other parts of Sicily ... ").
The Grand Master, informed of the ruin of several buildings, appoints a technical commission with the task of
recognizing the state of structures: “acciocchè con l’intervento dei capimastri delle fabbriche riconoscano lo stato
di tutti gl’edificiy della città di Valletta, Vittoriosa e Senglea e riferiscano à S. Emza” ("So that, with the
intervention of the builders, they can assess the state of all the buildings of the cities of Valletta, Vittoriosa and
Senglea and report to His Excellence") [12]. The commission consists of Claudio de Moretton Chabrillan,
Roberto Solaro The Young and Fr D. Ignazio de Lores. The three experts prepared two reports: one on the city
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of Valletta, the other on Vittoriosa, Senglea and Bormula (today Cospicua); based on those reports, the
intervention strategy and the emergency measures were decided.
These documents are extremely detailed reports of the three commissioners' inspections to determine which
threatened buildings had to be demolished: “siamo a riferirle d’haverla percorsa tutta (Valletta) e d’aver
esattamente con li Capi M.ri visitata, esaminata da da qualq. casa, che ci sia stata indicata d’aver patito qualche
danno, et tralasciando quelle che hanno patito rotture reparabili, il di cui numero è molto considerabile, non
essendovene forse una, che non necessiti di qualche ristoro, le riferiamo quelle sole, che in tutto o in parte
minacciano evidente rovina…” ("We report here to have visited all along (Valletta) and to have precisely
examined with Builders every house indicated to have suffered some damage, and except those which suffered
reparable breaks, whose number is very considerable, since there is no one which does not need some repair,
we refer only about the ones, in part or wholly, threatened to evident ruin ... ").
The borrowings demanded from the Jesuits, the Carmelites, and the Minorities of Saint Francis of the City of
Valletta and Mdina by the Jesuit Fathers, are enlightening about the damage they have suffered in their factories
and the costs of reconstruction [Doc. 2, 3 in Appendix]. The "Imprestiti" (loans) asked to the Order by the Jesuits,
Carmelites, and Minors of St. Francis of Valletta and Mdina are illuminating about the damage to their buildings
and the expenses they project for reconstruction (see Sec. 2, 3 in the appendix). The fathers of the Society of
Jesus of the City of Valletta ask for the loan of three thousand scudos needed to repair their College and their
various houses [13], which suffered severe damage. Likewise, the Carmelites of Notable Town (the ancient
capital of Malta) report in their request that the monastery and the church have been demolished and, to repair
and make them accessible, they will face enormous expenses and therefore ask for a loan of three thousand
scudos, obliging themselves to return four hundred scudos per year [14].
The Conventual Fathers of St. Francis of Valletta in turn declare that their Convent was damaged by the
earthquakes to such an extent that it threatens to collapse if immediate intervention is not applied to support its
structures: “si ritrova conquassato dalli terremoti, che minaccia ruina d’ogni parte, se non saranno con pronto, e
subitaneo recapito risarcite le parti, e fabriche di detto convento” ("it finds overwhelmed by earthquakes, which
threatens to ruin if it’s not readily addressed to support the sections and buildings of that convent "), according to
his report by the engineer Blondel and headmasters Barbara and Casanova.
The two mentioned documents reported here, referring to the supplications of Conventuals, have a considerable
documentary value of direct testimony. These are official evaluations that report exactly the present state of the
buildings, thus providing the bases to obtain a precise map of the damages and their typology. These sources
are essential to construct a reliable judgment on what actually happened in the main Maltese cities and in
Valletta, which was founded only in 1566 and therefore provides an excellent example of good resistance to a
strong earthquake. Valletta was founded after the great Turkish siege of 1565 as a mighty fortress in Europe,
guarding the Mediterranean routes: a city conceived on a rational project, strategically controllable, built
according to the rules of the art and in a good state of maintenance.

4.

Sicilian documents are less transparent

Official reports are not available on the Sicilian earthquake, similar to those produced by the Knights of Malta,
which objectively describe the state of the buildings, without resorting to exaggerations as a pretext for starting
larger reconstructions. Although specifically requested, as is the case of the letter of 25 May 1693 from
Francesco Fortezza, the bishop of Siracusa, to the various parishes, such reports were not provided, except in a
generic or incomplete manner, since the tendency to amplify the damage was widespread in order to obtain
licenses for integral or substantial reconstructions. The earthquake in Sicily, on the other hand, was an
extraordinary opportunity to overall modernize the local architecture and to operate widespread reconfiguration
of the Val di Noto area, an unprecedented phenomenon of transformation in the European area during the
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modern age. The earthquake also represented an opportunity to counteract the negative economic situation. In
fact, substantial amounts of money became available from the wealth of the local Church, which was reinvested
in religious architecture, with massive employment of non-local labor coming from other cities and neighbouring
regions, such as Calabria and Malta. About one thousand construction sites arose, involving churches, collegiate
churches and monasteries, according to the Siracusan Senators' report to Madrid. Along with such investment in
construction, the activity of craftsmen (bricklayers, stonecutters, iron- and wood-craft masters, stuccoers, organ
builders) flourished in parallel.
It comes at no surprise, therefore, that in the documents concerning Sicily there was less transparency and less
correspondence between declared and real damages and no mention was made of returning to the Diocese the
financial aids requested for reconstruction, as in contrast was the case for the supplications of the Maltese
conventual Fathers to the Order of Malta [Doc. 2, 3 in Appendix].

Documentary Appendix
Document 1
“Sopra la fabrica dè forni in Augusta”
Die eadem. Intesoil chirografo delli Ven.di Proc.ri del Com. Tes.o circa fabricar di nuovo nella città d’Aug.ta forni,
e Magazzini per la fabrica de i biscotti della R.ne, qual è del tenor seg.te cioè:
Em.mo Sig.re Ven.do Cons.o
Prevedutasi dall’E. V. e dal Ven. Cons.o impossibile in Augusta distrutta dal terremoto l’essecutione della fabrica
dè biscotti necessariy per l’imminente campagna, che ha da intraprendere la squadradelle Gal.e in Levante,
provvidero di commetterla in Venetia e data da noi l’incumbenza di prendere l’informationi sopra gl’espedienti dà
pigliarsi per provedere la med.ma squadra dè biscotti in avvenire (giache nel farli in Sicilia và unit’allutile anche il
commodo) senza dilazione scrivessimo al Com.r frà D. Dom.co Firrao Proc.re del Com. Tes.o in Agusta, che
osservato il sito, e considerata la spesa, che potrebbe impiegarsi nella construzzione degl’edificiy opportuni per
bisogni della Relig.ne, giache non potevasi (conforme il passato) affittarsi i magazzini, e forni intieram.te atterrati
e non facili à riedificarsi con prestezza dagl’abitanti afflitti, e inviasse la pianta, et unitam.te la nota della spesa,
ch’avendo egli con prontezza eseguita la commissione, qui annesse rimettiamo all’E. V. et al V.do Cons.o l’una
et l’altra, perche fattevi le riflessioni, che sono più proprie della maturità dell’E.V., e suo Ven.do Cons.o si
compiacciano darsi quegl’ordini, che più stimeranno convenire, restando à noi solam.te il riferire, che sì come è
indispensabile provedersi di rimedio, così venendo in sentimento l’E.V. col suo Ven.do Cons.o d’ordinare la
costruzzione del designato edificio, la Relig.ne sarà libera dall’annuo peso d’onze 71,10, che pagavasi d’affitto,
circostanza dà non trascurarsi, se si riflette alla spesa che non è grave mentre non oltrepassa la somma d’onze
510, et all’acquisto, che si farà d’un sito nella città d’Augusta à benef.o dell Sac. Re.ne in tanto noi attenderemo
gl’ordini, che all’Em.a Vo.ra, et al suo Ven. Cons.o piacerà prescriverci, affinchè risolvendosi la fabrica susud.a
riportatene le facultà opportune, si possa con celerità intraprendere l’opera, che deve procurarsi terminata prima,
che spiri l’estate imminente, acciò nel mese 8.bre del corr.e anno sia quella in stato servire all’uso, per cui è
destinata.
Frà Giulio Bovio Seg.rio del Com. Tes.o
L’Em.mo e revmo Sig.r Gran M.ro, e Ven Cons.o V.V. hanno ordinato, che li med.mi Ven. proc.ri del Com. Tes.o
diano gl’ordini opportuni per la sud.ta fabrica dè forni e magazzini nella forma esposta nel loro chirografo.
Document 2
“Sopra l’imprestito richiesto dai P.P. Gesuiti”
Die iy M.s Februariy 1692 ab Ind.ne intesa la nuova supplica de P.P della Comp.a di Giesù di q.sta città di
Valletta, con la quale ins.tano per l’imprestito di tre mila scudi, che asseriscono essergli di bisogno per riparare il
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lor Collegio, e diversi luoghi di case et inteso parimente il nuovo chirografo de Ven.di Proc.ri del Com. Tes.o, il
tenor dè quali è i seguente, cioè,
Em.mo Sig.re Ven.do Cons.o
In virtù di decreto di V. Em.za, e del suo Ven.do Cons.o emanato alli 6 del corr.te Febraro toccante l’imprestanza
da R. di P.P. della Comp.a di Gesù esistenti in questa cittàVall.ta hanno i med.mi religiosi esibit’à a noi l’oblat.ne
per restituire l’imprestito preteso con l’annessa supplica. Noi riverentem.te la presentiamo all’Em.za V.ra,
affinchè consideratala risolva quello più stimerà necessario, rimettendoci nel restante al chirografo già rimesso
all’Em.za V.ra, dalla quale attenderemogl’ordini suoi per esseguirli con la prontezza dovuta.
Dato adì 19 Febraro 1693. Fra Giulio Bovio Seg.rio del Com. Tes.o
Ill.mi Sig.ri
I padri della Comp.a di Giesù di q.sta Città et Isola di Malta hum.mi servidori delle Sig.rie Loro Ill. me espongono
humilm.te, che in occas.ne del terribile terremoto succeduto sotto 11 del caduto, il Collegio, e diverse loro case,
che tengono poste in questa città di Vall.ta patirono notabilm.te, in modo che per le assai considerabili aperture,
che si vedono in esse, si stima necessario demolirle in buona parte, e rifabbricarle di nuvo, secondo al giud.o dè
periti notorio a tutti. Mà perché Ill.mi Sig.ri li supplicanti si ritrovano in stato assai calamitoso, e non hanno modo
di fornire la spesa assai considerabile, necessaria per il rifacimento sudd.o, quale non patisce dimora,
supplicano la somma benignità delle Sig.e Loro<ill.me, che inherendo alla facoltà datali dà S. Em.a e suo
Venerabile Conseglio, si compiacciano darli in titulo d’imprestito sino la somma di scudi tre mila all’effetto già
detto, offerendosi di rendere detta somma, e restituirla alla ragione di quattro, in cinquecento scudi l’anno, sino
all’intiera sodisfaz.ne, con l’obligat.ni opportune e necessarie , che è quella somma, à che al riflesso dè tempi
calamitosi che corrono, e lo stato assai basso, in che si ritrovano, possono impegnarsi e resterannodella gratia
obbligatis.mi etc.
L’Em.mo e Rev.mo Sig. r Gran Maestro, e Ven.do Cons.o con scrut.o delle balle hanno ordinato, che s’accomodi
alli sud.ti Padri la somma dimandata di tremila scudi della moneta di rame, con obligo di d’andarla restituendo à
ragione di 500: scudi l’anno; incaricando alli sud.ti Ven.di Proc.ri del Com. Tes.o, che procurino tutte le cautele,
che stimeranno necessarie, et opportune per la sicurezza e puntualità de i pagam.ti della sud.ta somma.
Document 3
“Supplica dè P.P. Carmelitani”
Die xja M.s. Martiy 1692 ab Ind.ne intesa la supp.ca delli Rev.di P.ri Carmelitani della città Notabile del tenor
seguente, cioè
Ser.mo Sig.re.
Li religiosi Carmelitani della Notabile hum.mi Serv.ri, e vassalli di V.A.S. espongono humilm.te che in occas.ne
delli ultimi terremoti restò in maniera battuto e slogato nella fabrica il di loro Convento assieme con la Chiesa,
che per renderli habitabili e pratticabili hanno necessità di grossissima spesa e perché detto Conv.to non si trova
in stato di tale commodità, supplicano humilm.te .. V.E. che si compiaccia assieme con il suo Ven. Cons.o
ordinare ai Ven.di Proc.ri del Com. Tes.o che sborsino all’effetto suddettoà detto Conv.to sino alla somma di
scudi tre mila, obbligandosi l’esponenti sotto le solite cautele, et obligat.ni in forma publica di rendere, e restituire
detto denaro à ragione di scudi quattro cento l’anno. Il che benche sia atto di somma pietà lo riceveranno detti
oratori dalla Generosità singolare dell’E.S. e della Sacra Relig.ne à gratia specialissima. Quam ut Deus.
Hosp.lis Mag.rinHier.le
Ven.dis Proc.bus nostri .. supplicata remittimus. Dato in Pal. O Die viy Februariy 1693. Thomas Constantius
Aaud.
Hosp.lis Mag.r Hier.le
Dato in Pal.o Die iy Martiy 1693. Frà B. Brix Aud.
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L’Em.mo e R.mo Sig.r G. M.ro e Ven. Cons.o visto ancora il chirografo dè Ven.i Proc.ri del Com. Tes.o sopra
questa materia, con lo serv.o delle balle hanno ordinato, che s’accomodi à sud.ti P.P. la somma di 1500: scudi di
moneta corrente di Malta, con obligo di restituirla à ragione di 400: scudi l’anno, incaricando alli sudd.ti Ven.
Proc.ri del Com. Tes.o che procurino tutte le cautele che stimeranno necessarie et opportune per la sicurezza e
puntualità de i pagam.ti della sud.ta somma.

Augusta. Arms of the Malta’s Ricetta
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Joint letter of gratitude from the King of Spain and the Duke of Uzeda to the Order of Malta
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Listing of damaged buildings in the city of Valletta (elaborated by L. Trigilia)
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Abstract

ENEA, in collaboration with other partners, is carrying out the RoMA project (Resilience Enhancement
of a Metropolitan Area), funded by MIUR under the "Smart Cities and Communities and Social
Innovation" Programme. Part of the project activities is related to the safety of natural and
archaeological heritage of Park of Veio (Rome). ENEA, in collaboration with the Department of
Architecture of Roma Tre University, has characterized land topography and some hydrogeological
aspects of the area, linked to the possibility to predict possible floods. The main goal was evaluate the
exposure to the hydrogeological risk of archaeological and historical heritage of Park of Veio. During
the project activities, ENEA and Roma Tre University have realized a Risk Map, using the collected
data organized in a Geographic Information System. This Risk Map will be part of a larger Decision
Support System (DSS) that will allow to manage risk situations in the Area of Park of Veio, through an
early warning flood system. The useful, interdisciplinary collaboration between ENEA and Roma Tre
University in the fields of restoration and archaeological heritage, architecture, GIS, hydrogeology,
physics, natural science and biology, as well as the study of the existing literature and the critical
interpretation of new acquired data, has made possible to achieve also an innovative reading of the
historical landscape of the “Ager Veientanus” and of its transformations over time.
Keywords: Veio, Etruscan, Risk Map, GIS, Archaeological Heritage

1.

Introduction

ENEA is currently engaged (2014-2017) in the carrying out of the "RoMA" Project (Resilience
enhancement of a Metropolitan Area - funded by MIUR through the Programme "Smart Cities and
Communities" - DD 391/Ric 5 July 2012), regarding aspects linked to the territories' safety. Purpose of
the RoMA Project is to develop operational technologies and analysis as well as forecast tools needed
to increase the security and resilience of complex systems such as metropolitan ones. These systems
integrate multiple aspects such as the social one, technological, industrial, services, environmental
and cultural heritage. Improving forecast systems for natural and anthropogenic events, along with the
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risk evaluation associated with these events, may help to quickly activate, in presence of significant
perturbations, the early warning mechanisms and the appropriate mitigation strategies to ensure
safety. The project, for the aspects covered by this paper, has analyzed the area of the Park of Veio
(Rome) to assess the safety of its natural, monumental, artistical, archaeological and landscape
heritage, in order to implement a Decision Support System (DSS) to support Public Administration in
planning, controlling and managing the territory. The Veio area was chosen because of its
environmental, social, economic, historical and artistic richness.
The collaboration between ENEA and the Department of Architecture of Roma Tre University, which
has produced this paper’s results, is focused on the study of the landscape of the Park of Veio and on
the identification and analysis of historical and archaeological aspects, particularly important in the
area, which is characterized by the presence of Etruscan remains of great value. The interdisciplinary
and collaborative work has allowed to reach interesting outcomes in the description and
characterization of the area, with archeological findings of particular interest on the Torrente Valchetta
(Valchetta Creek).

Description of the project area
2.
The RoMA Project, for the aspects concerning this paper, focuses on the area of the Park of Veio, in
the north-eastern countryside of the Metropolitan Area of Rome. The area was chosen because of the
coexistence of social, historical, artistic, natural and geo-morphological items, particularly interesting
for the project objectives. The Park of Veio (Fig. 1), founded in the late 90’s, is the fourth largest
2
Regional Park in Lazio (149.84 km ).

Fig. 1: Territorial boundaries with indication
of Veio.

Fig. 2: Plateau of Veio and the system of forre.

It borders the northern urban area of Rome between the consular roads Flaminia and Cassia and
includes the so-called Ager Veientanus. Its territory lies within the boundaries of nine municipalities
(Rome, Campagnano di Roma, Morlupo, Castelnuovo di Porto, Riano, Formello, Magliano Romano,
Sacrofano and Mazzano Romano). The proximity to the densely populated urban area influenced the
choice of the site, that was studied in order to understand the reaction and resilience mechanisms to
particularly violent rainfall that can determine local flooding, causing damage to people and
infrastructure, archaeological sites and ecosystems.
The possible threats to the environmental value of the park must be evaluated for the conservation of
archaeological and cultural heritage, which are threatened by illegal excavations, negligence and
degradation, in some cases dramatic. Regarding these aspects, the Park of Veio, with its Etruscan
and Roman traces, is an important historical and archaeological heritage, of which the continuous
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transformation over time represents a paradigmatic case of the relationship between ancient and
contemporary infrastructure in the landscape. Recently, some flooding episodes that occurred in the
final sections of watercourses in the park area have highlighted the need to create an early warning
system, in order to prevent future environmental damage and to maintain citizens’ safety.
The rivers considered for the project are: the so-called Torrente Valchetta, Fosso della Torraccia
(Torraccia Ditch) (San Antonio), Fosso della Crescenza (Crescenza Ditch) (Fontaniletto). The
hydrographic network, made of small rivers and creeks that run through the park area from NorthWest to South-East, feeds the river Tiber in its final stretch before it enters the city of Rome.
In particular, regarding the contents of this paper, the project focused on the geomorphological
structure of the territory that includes the Valchetta river basin, structured in seven sub-basins.
Looking at the geomorphology, the area of the Park, and in general in the whole southern Etruria, is
characterized by a tuffaceous system origined by the action of the volcano Sabatino, roughly between
600,000 and 300,000 years ago. The territory is covered by a very tender lava, mud or ash, with a
rather high degree of erosion. Over millions of years, the water has slowly eroded the riverbeds and
shaped the landscape, creating deep forre (gorges) (Fig. 2). These forre are narrow and deep valleys,
sometimes with sheer walls, typical geological formations of the volcanic complex of the Sabatini
Mountains. These geological aspects enhance the landscape values, increasing the environmental
diversity linked to the thermal inversion phenomenon: going down along the sheer walls, the climatic
conditions change. Here, the intense shading, the stable condition of humidity and temperature, the
absence of winds and the stagnation of the fog, allow the growth of some biological communities
typical of the coldest mountain environment (Fig. 3). However, if water is, on one hand, the essential
element for the survival of ecosystems, on the other, it is a risk source for the historical and
archaeological heritage of the park.

Fig. 3: Generic section of a forra along the Valchetta.

This environment, particularly various for the geomorphological aspects, thanks to its natural
resources and the strategic geographical position near Rome, was the site in which the city of Veio
was founded and has developed. As known, Veio was the southernmost among the cities of the
Etruscan Dodecapoli and one of the most important cities of Etruria. The city area was sporadically
inhabited since the late Bronze Age, but only in the Villanovan Age (VIII century BC) there was the
real expansion of Veio’s community on the tufa plateau, bordered, on the northern and southern side
by the Valchetta and its tributary, the Fosso Piordo (Piordo Ditch), respectively. During the age of the
seven kings, wars between Rome and Veio were frequent. It was mainly due to the strategic control of
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the Ripa Veiens on the right bank of the Tiber, where the Septem Pagi (seven villages) were located,
and especially of the salt marshes towards the mouth of the river, also an important location for the
control of the marine docking. The great enemy of Rome was finally conquered by Furio Camillo in
396 BC, after ten years under siege. During the Roman times, the necropolis of the ancient Veio were
violated. Then, during the Middle Ages, the ancient city was used as a quarry of material, until it was
totally forgotten. The city was rediscovered only in the mid-seventeenth century and since then, and
especially in recent years, various excavations have revealed a number of settlement ruins,
cemeteries and monumental remains. This allowed the beginning of a restoration process and
enhancement of the historical landscape of Veio, which is still ongoing.

Fig. 4-5: The Ager Veientanus: Pasture, woods, riparian vegetation, cultivated fields.

3.

Interdisciplinary studies and analysis

3.1 Previsional model of the riverflooding
The HEC-RAS software was used in order to produce the forecast model of the Valchetta flooding.
The program is available on the website of the Army Corps of Engineers [1]. On this site it is possible
to download the manuals explaining the theoretical basis of the procedures used to obtain the forecast
model and some information related to their use. The HEC-RAS simulation model (River Analysis
System) has been developed by the Hydrologic Engineering Center of the Army Corps of Engineers
and it can be applied to the description of river systems by complex geometry. It is able to correlate
the entity of the flow rate of the liquid with speed and with the hydrometric heights reached in the main
riverbed in a given river reach. HEC-GeoRAS is an extension that can be used with ArcGis. For all the
details relating to the characteristics of the model, please consult the manuals included in the quoted
official website. The available data (DTM - Digital Territory Model with a definition of 5 m), reworked in
an ArcGIS environment (ESRI), were used to evaluate the cultural heritage vulnerability caused by
possible flood phenomena in the Valchetta river basin. Using the GeoRAS extension of the HEC
model, it was possible to define the geometric parameters required for the river basin characterization.
Through the historical analysis of rainfall recorded by the measuring stations, the maximum possible
precipitation was calculated and subsequently converted into water volumes through a spatial
interpolation model that divides the territory into 100 square meters cells. The calculated values were
entered into the model that provides the maximum hydrometric heights at the sites of interest.
Depending on the possibility of damage from flooding, the system determines the degree of risk and
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makes it possible to plan the actions required to prevent possible damages to the structures of
historical, artistic and cultural interest (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Examples of sites close to the Piordo exposed to flood risk (view in section).

3.2 The Gis workflow
The Geographic Information System (GIS) is an important tool that allows to collect the hydrological
data described above and integrate them with the historical and archaeological knowledges. The
workflow was characterized by an interdisciplinary approach and the integration of information has
been developed through a gradual process of acquisition.
The working method was been characterized by three phases.
Phase 1 - Data entry:
a) collection of official open data digital cartography, extracted from online portals [2, 3, 4, 5];
b) fitting of the Open Data with the Digital Terrain Model (DTM) and the hydrographic layer previously
elaborated;
c) georeferentiation of cartography obtained by literature [6, 7, 8];
d) georeferentiation and update of the archaeological evidence through GPS survey.
The GPS survey has highlighted an important gap between historical cartography and the real position
of archaeological evidence. Data on their real position is crucial for the effectiveness of the flood
forecasting model.
Phase 2 - Data analysis:
a) lithological analysis;
b) hydromorphological analysis;
c) map of the gorges;
d) river section analysis;
e) historical analysis map.
The data was matched using all the recent publications on the archaeological park area, including all
the monographs of single artefacts.
Phase 3 - Output data:
a) archaeometry project;
b) hydrological risk map.
As known, the archaeometry brings together different scientific investigation methods to study
archaeological artefacts and sites. The focus of the archaeometry project, developed for the Veio
area, is to identify priorities for protection, restoration and maintenance of the artefacts. In order to find
the appropriate priorities, some investigations have been planned:
- Raman spectroscopy and X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy;
- 3D survey;
- environmental vibrations study and GPR investigations;
- thermographic investigations.
This workflow is based on an interdisciplinary approach, with data coming out from various disciplines.
All the data obtained from the workflow has been used to create shapefiles and tables, fused into a
complex GIS, that is the "common house" useful to compare and analyse data and to create the
hydrological risk map. The overlaps of data and the gaps highlighted by the GIS have revealed the
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possibility of a new historical reading of Etruscans' water engineering capability (see Chap. 4) in
addition to the development of an archaeometry project and the realization of the Hydrological Risk
Map (see Chap. 3.3).
3.3 Hydrological risk assessment for Cultural Heritage
Starting from the study of some well-known examples [9, 10, 11], it was possible to build an
hydrological risk map using a complex mathematical calculation system that was used to evaluate the
vulnerability and the hydrological risk for each artefact identified in the archaeological site of Veio. The
mathematical calculation system is based on seven parameters: type of manufacturing, precious
elements, maintenance of the structure, site's complexity, runoff water, river maintenance, maximum
level of flooding. A value from 1 to 3, from low to high risk, is assigned to each parameter. The
parameters have a different weight in calculation, so a ϒ (gamma) correction coefficient (from 1.6 to 5)
was used to achieve a hierarchical balance (Fig. 7). The result is a map with six risk classes, which
allows to identify priorities regarding safety measures and intervention in case of river flooding.

Fig. 7: Hierarchical system established by a correction coefficient γ.

4. An unpredictable outcome of scientific activities: the Torrente Valchetta
4.1 The main infrastructures of ancient Veio: the walls, the accesses and the cunicoli
The city of Veio is settled on a wide plateau, surrounded by the Valchetta, the main watercourse of the
Valchetta river basin, and its tributary Piordo (Fig. 8).
These two rivers produced a system of canyons carved into the soft tuff similar to clefts in the
landscape and draw a broad highland, within which the population of Veio found a natural and
excellent defensive position. The community of Veio decided to improve the defences through various
activities which transformed the territory. Thanks to the presence of tuff, a very workable material,
easy to cut and excavate, the people of Veio have carved some guided paths to make the fortress
accessible only through defended entrances. These, indeed, were the only existent accesses, so the
enemies were obliged to go through them intended to conquer the city. These tracks were dug in the
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tuff at a lower level compared to the city’s plateau and immediately beyond the walls, in order to
control the enemie’s attacks.
Another peculiarity of the city of Veio is the great network of tunnels called cunicoli [12], excavated in
the plateau underneath the city and which begin five kilometres North of Veio. The cunicoli are one of
the most characteristic elements of the Etruscan world and extend throughout the Ager Veientanus
area, following the course of rivers. Some of these can be long up to five kilometres and their function
is not yet clear.
4.2 Suppositions and findings
Through hydrographic studies [13] previously conducted on the Valchetta river basin, it was possible
to notice an abnormality along the Valchetta’s flow: in the northern area of the plateau, the creek forms
an unnatural meander, apparently without a reason. Meanwhile, thanks to the historical and
archaeological studies on infrastructures, mentioned in the preceding paragraph, in particular those
related to water, such as the cunicoli, arose further doubts: for instance concerning their function, if
their purpose was to drain rivers’ water, for drinking water supply or maybe for agriculture.
The lithological analysis has allowed to make a hypothesis concerning the irregularity noticed on the
path of the Torrente Valchetta. The hypothesis is that before the establishment of Veio’s community
the Torrente Valchetta followed a different path, namely the Crèmera traced the path of the current
Fosso Piordo (Fig. 9).

Fig. 8: The original hydrographic structure: the
plateau and the ancient path of Torrente Crèmera
(Torrente Crèmera plus Fosso Piordo) before it was
deviated into the Torrente Valchetta.

Fig. 9: The current hydrographic structure: the plateau
and the new configuration of the Torrente Valchetta
(Torrente Crèmera plus Torrente Valchetta) and Fosso
Piordo after the supposed Etruscan modification of the
course of the river.

The Etruscans, thanks to their ability in modelling tufaceous material, have probably modified, after
their settlement, the track of the Crèmera by digging an alternative riverbed to improve the already
privileged position. Our hypothesis is that they have changed the course of the river to solve some
problems:
- the northern side of the plateau was open to the hostile attacks because not protected by a natural
course of water as along the rest of the perimeter;
- on the plateau there wasn’t enough water supply, both for drinkable needs and for the development
of agriculture;
- on the contrary, the presence of too much water in the valley of Crèmera could cause flooding and
make the environment unhealthy, not suitable for the cultivation. The change of the course of the
Torrente Valchetta not only could increase the defences of Veio but also could solve the flooding
problems along the valley. Besides, the construction of the cunicoli might have solved the lack of
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water on the plateau. The analysis of the Valchetta river basin by the use of GIS allows a reading and
subsequent interpretation of the territory.
Through the literature review, it should be possible the extrapolation of numerous evidences that
support our hypothesis. These evidences are of hydrographical, archaeological, lithological,
morphological and hydrographical nature. The hydrographical evidences are:
- the hydraulic gradient in the considered section presents the 1% of slope, a minimum slope but
sufficient for the natural flow of the water in the new excavated riverbed. Adopting this strategy, the
Etruscans have dug the new river course without excessive waste of energy and work;
- It’s clear from the study of the sections of the two rivers, that the Piordo riverbed has a constant
height while the Valchetta has two distinct sections in the same area, characterized by different
dimensions of the riverbed, as if the two were formed in different ages (Fig. 10);
- the comparison between the two sections of the riverbeds of the Piordo and Valchetta: it’s evident
that the Piordo has a lower and broader riverbed compared to the Valchetta. This evidence is in
contrast with the current river flow, since the Piordo has a significantly lower flow rate than the
Valchetta: it seems that the Piordo riverbed was dug by a river with a larger flow rate. On the contrary,
the Torrente Valchetta has a smaller riverbed, on a higher level, but with a greater flow rate. In the
authors' opinion, this is proof that the Piordo riverbed is artificial (Fig. 11).

Fig. 10: Comparison between the heights of the
riverbeds.

Fig. 11: Comparison between the width of the riverbeds.

The archaeological evidences, found through bibliographic analysis about the archaeological remains
discovered in the Veio area, show that:
- the so-called Ponte Sodo, a large tunnel dug by the citizens of Veio in which the Valchetta flows, is
evidence of the Etruscans' ability in modifying the riverbeds. This huge cunicolo was named "bridge"
because it was also used as gateway to the city of Veio (Fig. 12);
- the Cunicolo Formellese, that connects the Valchetta with Piordo, seems to be a memory of the
ancient tracing of the Crèmera. It was probably excavated along the hypothetical previous riverbed
and used to control the water level. Probably, in fact, the new riverbed created for the Crèmera was
not completely able to hold the flow rate (Fig. 13).

Fig. 12: Ponte Sodo.
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Fig. 13: Cunicolo Formellese.

The morphological evidences show that:
- in the area crossed by the Cunicolo Formellese it is possible to see an unexpected trend of the
contour lines: a sudden drop of the contour lines in this area shows that the ancient direction of the
Crèmera was diverted towards the eastern area, where there was the riverbed of the Valchetta (Fig.
14);
- in the North of the plateau the trend of the current of the Valchetta is quite unnatural and artificial
(Fig. 15).

Fig. 15: Detection of an unnatural meander of the
Torrente Valchetta.

Fig. 14: Area showing anomalies in contour lines.

Finally, the analysis of the geolithological map shows that the land, on which the Torrente Valchetta at
current flowing is characterized by a less erodible tuff than the surrounding areas (Fig. 16). This is
unnatural, because in nature the water tends to flow where the soil is more erodible.

Fig. 16: Geolithological map of the area that shows
differences among degrees of erodibility of the soil.
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Abstract
In order to understand the events and keep their memory, it is necessary to process some personal
and collective representations of them, generating conquests of meaning, archives of values for
identification, contents to be handed down.
But how is it possible to investigate and process this statement in the current and so complex sociocultural scene, continuously and quickly transforming, that many of us still perceive as a stage to
understand between an “ideologically stable” era and another one considered “liquid” and uncertain?
Have scientific innovations and the development of Information Visualization changed our ability to
perceive, assess and distinguish the conformations of reality?
How have they expanded our senses to imagine the aesthetics of the ideal, the ethics of utopia and
the need for the ephemeral?
Between tradition and innovation, how is it possible to represent some critic interpretations of
contemporary living and to highlight the lifestyles of the citizens?
How is it possible to represent the ruins produced by the contemporary world?
How is it possible to communicate to help trigger processes of protection and preservation (in order to
hand down stories to the future generation) of the tangible and intangible cultural heritage?
These are the issues addressed by this research, suggesting – as a work in progress – some
representation models; paradigmatic examples offering ideas and projects, examples of some
conformations of the broader topic “World Heritage and Disaster”.
Keywords: architecture, representation, memory, ruins, “disaster”.

1.

Sensors of the present

The memory and identity of the cultural heritage of a community is also the result of the value that the
community gives to some fundamental aspects in which it reflects and identifies, such as, for example,
those of ruins, time and memory.
Generally, the value that some architectural forms – both tangible and intangible, as well as those not
considered “monuments” yet – achieve in a specific historical period represents a direct testimony of
the spirit of that time and place.
As in the case of ruins, whose representation (theoretical interpretation, use, combination with new
items, etc.) allows us to understand – as architects – the ability of that socio-cultural context to
process its historical memory.
Ruins have the ability to grasp the oscillation of current culture, providing documents to interpret and
contextualise with respect to history.
With respect to the idea of ruins in contemporary culture, Marc Augé finds a new “sense of time” and a
different “historic awareness” that seem to appropriately summarize the condition of the new century.
Looking at some historical events and works – from Athens acropolis to the Berlin Wall, and also
considering some literary or cinematographic works –, Augé highlights the existence of a time that is
not the one told by history books or recalled by restorations.
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«It’s a pure, undatable time, absent from our world made of images, simulacra and reconstructions,
this violent world where rubble does not have the time to turn into ruins. A lost time that art sometimes
can recover» [1].
In a different historical-cultural context, Walter Benjamin wrote:
«There is a painting by Klee called Angelus Novus. It shows an angel that seems to be moving away
from something while staring at it. His eyes are wide open, his mouth is gaping and his wings are
spread out. The angel of history must look like this. He is facing the past. Where we see a chain of
events, he only sees a catastrophe that creates endless ruins and pours them at his feet. He would
like to stay, wake up the dead and restore what was broken. But a storm is blowing from heaven, it got
tangled up in his wings, and it is so strong that he cannot close them. This storm forces him towards
the future, to which he turns his back on, while the pile of ruins builds up in front of him towards the
sky. That is what we call progress, that is the storm» [2].
Focusing on these remarks, the idea of ruins represents an extraordinary sensor of time, an
interdisciplinary metaphor that allows to see things from another point of view. A sort of “thesaurus”
that needs to be interpreted in order to help observe the present and make memories relevant.
Below are some attempts to outline some models for the representation of this phenomenon taken
from contemporary culture, in a complex historical stage that requires shifting our gaze in order to view
new conquests of meaning of some fundamental dimensions of the idea of architecture and some
poetic representations of it.

2.

Conquests of meaning to represent the “time spirit”

It seems necessary to trigger modernization processes, actually starting from those fundamental
values of architecture, those “invariants” of a historical thinking that define the statutes of the
discipline, such as the concepts of ruin and time, in today’s climate characterized by revision of
language and socio-political uncertainty.
The latter aspect was extensively described by Zygmunt Bauman, who represented one of the most
typical characters of time spirit: «fear is most likely the most sinister demon among those that are
hiding in the open societies of our time.
But the insecurity of the present and the uncertainty of the future nurture the most frightening and
unbearable of our fears» [3].
Going back to our discipline, the role of representation of “past, present and future” time in architecture
[4] stands out as one of the tools for documenting and enhancing the cultural heritage, detecting
identities and roots, and triggering regeneration processes: fundamental substances to process
“historical memories”, with the conviction that ideas are always contemporary.
This reduces any populistic generational conflicts, shifting the focus on the quality and innovation of
the project, regardless of the age of its author.
Besides, any good designer is contemporary to their time, which is configured – as defined in details
below – as a possible “invariant” in contemporary representation.
But what is the relationship between time and architecture in today’s “liquid” world?
How are creativity and the designing process being changed by the perception and identity of time in
contemporary culture, dominated by the visual dimension and information, and the broadening of our
sensory faculties enhanced by globalization and technology?
How are our concept of time, the sense of living and the typical categories of space and time being
changed by the expansion of multisensoriality and the possibility to access a large amount of
information online, often in real time and without analogical distances?
How is it possible to represent the zeitgeist, the intangible substance that generates – between
science and art, between tradition and innovation – liveable spaces, aesthetics and functions?
These and other questions get to the heart of a topic that requires, at several levels, modernization
and themed in-depth analyses.
First of all with respect to the contemporary techno-cultural paradigm (from the simulation media to the
behaviour of the citizens of the Internet), the main character of the time spirit.
In this sector, one of the most significant testimonies of the time spirit appears to be Google Zeitgeist
2016, a representation of what the citizens of the Internet have been searching on the most used websearch engine in the world.
It shows an interesting representation of the taste of the citizens of the virtual world that, in 2016, were
mainly interested (globally and in Italy) to Pokémon Go, an application that uses augmented reality
and merges the real world see from the smartphone camera with the game and imagination (Figs. 23). A way to have a “live” representation of time, photographing the event and taking part in a
collective ritual (also used as a marketing opportunity for cultural heritage, with varied outcomes).
Always with respect to the web space-time, it is important to remember another interesting project by
Google, Timelapse, launched in 2013. The eye of Google Earth lets us see how the earth has
changed over the last decades (from 1984 to 2016). A rich database of interactive images shows the
changes in cities, natural areas, etc. It shows the extent of deforestation, the movement of glaciers,
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urbanization and much more. An extraordinary tool representing the changes that nature and mankind
have made over time, with all that it means in terms of knowledge.
Finally, a remark that mainly refers to the methods and techniques of representation, but that clearly
affects the understanding of historical phenomena: the contemporary idea of timeline.
Although this is not a new topic in the history of representation – cartography [5], for example, is rich in
examples of representation of time in a historical context, through the principle of the Cartesian axes -,
today’s digital technology (e.g., the development of Information Visualization [6]) allows us to
simultaneously view, up to the details, a chronological sequence of themed events and compare them
with others.
As well as the famous timelines often offered by social media to represent personal stories and
memories – e.g. 2012 Nicholas Felton’s project for Facebook -, with respect to our interest in cultural
heritage, the use of the timeline significantly helps understand the phenomena, facilitating the
historical interpretation and, therefore, knowledge.
Focusing on these aspects, the idea of time in the context of the contemporary cultural scene appears
as an open macro-topic, which allows for interdisciplinary experimentations in the search for
representations: spectacular events to share; explorable dimension; interactive and even “editable”,
usable space, etc.
It is also possible to simply assume the theoretical passage from an inevitable time (predefined) to a
usable time, as all the digital immersive systems of representation have accustomed us to live in the
virtual city [7].
Even more simply, the relationship between time and architecture has changed.
For example, Antonino Saggio, in the context of a general theoretical dissertation on the topic of the
computer revolution in architecture, wrote: «Time is definitely not a fourth dimension of space
(“because everything moves, everything is relative”, as it is often said repeating random concepts of
relativity”, but time is actually the only way to describe a space» [8].

3.

Notes on the “live” dimension

In the complex and varied techno-cultural scene that feeds the perception and design of time in
contemporary architecture – subject to several theoretical in-depth analyses and projects – we can
now see one of the models of representation that seem to summarize the phenomenon, feeding it with
new creative and technical-expressive elements: the “live” dimension.
Here are some examples.
In 1998, in his novel “Il Pendolo di Foucault”, Umberto Eco also reflects upon the reversibility of time
reinvented by computer technology (he makes the example of “word processing”) and its relationships
with the creative imagination.
In a significant passage of the novel, he wrote:
«La tragedia del suicida è che, appena fatto il salto dalla finestra, tra il settimo e il sesto piano ci
ripensa: “Oh, se potessi tornare indietro!” Niente. Mai successo. Splash. Invece Abu è indulgente, ti
permette la resipiscenza, potrei ancora riavere il mio testo scomparso se decidessi in tempo e
premessi il tasto di recupero. Che sollievo. Solo a sapere che, volendo, potrei ricordare, dimentico
subito. […] Fiat Lux, Big Bang, sette giorni, sette minuti, sette secondi, e ti nasce davanti agli occhi un
universo in perenne liquefazione, dove non esistono neppure linee cosmologiche precise e vincoli
temporali, altro che numerus Clausius, qui si va indietro anche nel tempo, i caratteri sorgono e
riaffiorano con aria indolente, fan capolino dal nulla e docili vi ritornano, e quando richiami, connetti,
cancelli, si dissolvono e riectoplasmano nel loro luogo naturale, […]» [9].
In the late 1990s, Paul Virilio, studying the revolutionary techno-cultural transformations in progress,
speculates about a “live” condition for the global time:
«Ancient societies lived in a local time […] It was the local time of geography, of the cities, and so on.
Today, we are starting living in the world time, the global time, which is nothing else than the “live”
time, it is the instantaneousness of feedback between transmission and reception that fosters
interactivity and interaction. In this framework there is still need to produce a work that can be
compared to those of Brunelleschi, Alberti, Piero della Francesca, in order to build a stereoscopic
perspective that is no longer the one of the 15th century, as it is based on the real time, on the real
space-time in which the action starts» [10].
The idea of a “stereoscopic perspective” seems to prefigure a new model of representation of the
contemporary space-time.
A perspective «[…] that is at once the one of the real space, as in the 15th century, as well as the one
of the real time, the ‘live’ one».
According to Virilio, it is necessary «[…] to ensure that the two aspects converge in order to create a
stereoscopic perspective and, at that moment, we could find ourselves in the globalization as well as
in reality. Reality is never given, but always built.
The sense of reality is something that is learned, inherited, and then gets modified, and so on.
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Today we are living in a phase of modification of reality, that is accelerated by technologies and
increased at the same time.
We will need to build that type of reality and architects are in perfect conditions to do so.
But, before building houses, they will have to rebuild reality together with other specialists, because
this is obviously not a task for architects only» [10].
These observations are now confirmed by the experience made by most of the inhabitants of the
western world, thanks to the potential of the digital dimension.
For example, the idea of “stereophony or reality” can be currently verified in many ways: when we
attend a live event (exhibition, rock concert, etc.) and are filmed by a camera that, in real time,
broadcasts our image on a large screen in front of us, or simply when we enter a supermarket and see
ourselves in a monitor while being filmed by a surveillance camera from our back.
It is actually the idea of a “live time”, where we can see ourselves in a multiple perceptive dimension,
that has generated a new model of representation and participation, also reducing the simultaneous
experience of reality and its direct simulation.
There are many examples of designs that have experimented on this topic in several ways, from the
“Global Village Square” by Derrick de Kerckhove [11] – a network of audiovisual communication
portals among geographically distant public spaces – up to the various applications of the so-called
“augmented reality” to the cultural heritage (e.g., the various devices that allow to see virtual
reconstructions of monuments overlapping with the real view), up to Darren Almond art projects
regarding the theme of time and its effects on people.

4.

Representations

An interesting concept is that the idea of ruins and that of time trigger representations of the memory
and regeneration actions, up to imagining the chance for a new life.
Just like in the case of some “generous” shipwrecks on the bottom of the sea, often creating a new
habitat for marine life.
Here are some interdisciplinary examples that, to different extents and with a different creative
approach, can be considered as models for representation.
On a urban scale, between art and architecture, it is worth mentioning – as a historical reference – the
“Grande Cretto” by Burri, made in Sicily between 1984 and 1989, where once stood Gibellina,
destroyed by an earthquake in 1968: a site-specific land art work that transforms this disaster into a
piece of memory.
With respect to installations, it is worth mentioning the work by German painter and sculptor Anselm
Kiefer. It is recommended re-reading, as architects, the installation of the seven towers made in 2017
by Kiefer in the Pirelli Hangar Bicocca in Milano, significantly titled “The Seven Heavenly Palaces”
(2004-2015).
An exciting artwork with different meanings and interpretations. Among those, there is a crude
representation of the idea of ruin, both as a metaphorical sentiment, and as material to touch. Entering
inside the great gloomy nave and initiating to exploration of the space, punctuated by seven high
towers (from 14 to 18 meters, made of rough reinforced concrete) reminiscent of corroded abandoned
containers, the viewer enters a "timeless" place to interpret, to get knowledge from.
As regards dioramas, Lori Nix’s work (a US photographer, ceramist and painter) is another interesting
contemporary model of representation of ruins, calamities and disasters.
The American artist designs and manufactures models with a ‘catastrophic’ subject – taken from her
personal observation of the environment around –, complex and very detailed dioramas, which she
then photographs on film.
Prevailing topics of her works are familiar places and ‘desolate’ spaces of contemporary civilization:
shopping centers, libraries, museums, laundromats or transportation, etc. locations depicted in the
shape of ruin or seemingly abandoned, where only the irruption of nature seems to herald a new life.
The representations “20.12.53–10.08-04” by Moira Ricci are an attempt to re-process time and the
past related to the world of loved ones.
They consist of images overlapping the artist’s self-portrait with other photographs featuring her
prematurely dead mother, generating a sort of time inversion that triggers a contact, a new dialogue.
As in a ‘time machine’, through digital simulation, the artist fits virtually in the past (analog photos of
her family) and looks like an ‘avatar’ in search of a loving touch: a poetic representation of private
memories and time inevitability; a virtual antidote for the absence; a techno-cultural reference model to
experience new dimensions of space and time.
The representations by Gregory Crewdson stop the time of the event, documenting the scene with
several details, through a visual conformation that clearly looks like a cinematographic take (it is no
coincidence that famous actors and actresses often appear in his photographs).
The American photographer stages ‘freeze frames’, characterized by an emblematic mysterious
atmosphere, which trigger in the viewer the desire to reconstruct the represented event.
An elegant and engaging representation model of events stopped in space and time.
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With respect to image processing, performed through the thorough command of the most advanced
digital simulation technologies, Giacomo Costa’s work is particularly significant, interpreting some
contemporary “disasters”, from speculation to pollution; images defined by Norman Foster as «[…] the
ruins of a lost civilization that could be ours. […] Mostly, they remind us of the fragility of our artificial
world and the civic pillars that have supported it so far».
The contemporary architectural drawings on the topic of ruins offers several ideas.
For example, in the drawings made by Gabriele Pierluisi (Fig. 9) the topic of time and ruins seems to
represent the background of all his designs.
In the series of drawings entitled “Forse una città” (Maybe a City), the complex relations among time,
memory and architecture become ‘urban geographies’ on which to develop new projects: images that
stop space and time to reflect on the contemporary condition and to trigger regeneration processes.
Always on the topic of ruins, it is important mentioning some collage work by Carmelo Baglivo with
IaN+, renewing the fascination and interest of a dialogue that has always been part of architecture
between tradition and innovation, between pre-existing and new items (addition, juxtaposition,
hybridization), like in the drawing “Rudere su Monumento” (Ruin on Monument) (Fig. 10).
Finally, I want to remember a paradigmatic architectural drawing entitled “La Mappa delle sette rovine”
(Seven Ruins Map) (2014), the result of a collective project curated by Francesco Careri and Lorenzo
Romito (Stalker), Carlo Prati (Alienlog) and Giorgio de Finis (anthropologist and art curator).
The representation – set in the frame, in the background and in the foreground figures on the map of
Rome by Giambattista Nolli (1748) – stages, in a ‘Piranesi’ style, ruins and new ‘counter-icons’ or
"anti" Roman monuments such as the unfinished swimming stadium by Santiago Calatrava in "Tor
Vergata" to Metro C (metaphor of an eternal construction site).
Just stopping at these examples (the list is endless), we realize that the subject of the representation
of time and the idea of memory in contemporary culture, is able to trigger strong reflections and a
renewed desire to project.

5.

Post script

I do not believe that there is a tangible definition of time, but only of its representations that feed on
personal and collective memories.
In the various models of representation illustrated above, the perception and the design of time – real
dimension of our life, self-evident and yet intangible and shifty concept – is mostly portrayed
“indirectly” – in an extraordinary mixture of science and art, real and virtual –, often as a metaphor,
code or symbol, other times as the result of an “intangible” action, particularly through its effects –
such as, for example, in the drawing of wind or feelings – to be seen in the composition as a whole.
Regardless of the methods or techniques used for representation, the time dimension is often skilfully
used by the designer to described the space and some of its characteristics; a sort of storytelling that
stirs the memory and triggers recollection, a feedback that makes our senses react providing a
personal meaning (as actual experience) to the communication.
A representation that is the result of a “scrip” and verified through a preventive storyboard.
In the framework of the perception, awareness and protection of the cultural heritage, we should also
represent some further manifestations of time: in the detection of the life cycle of the works; in the role
that its “spirit” plays in history; in its never ending desire to become itself a new habitable form.
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Figs. 1-4: ‘The spirit of Time’: to represent the ‘live’ dimension.
Fig. 1: Transport of the Macchina di Santa Rosa “Fiore del cielo” (Arturo Vittori, 2009), Intangible Heritage
UNESCO from 2013; fragment of the passage in front of “Santa Maria del Suffragio” Church, Viterbo, September
3, 2014. Photo by Antonella Salucci.
Figs. 2-3: Giovanni Caffio, simulations of "Pokémon Go", digital collage, 2017. Fig 2: Experimentation in the
COFA Former Market in Pescara, currently demolished (see Fig. 7). Fig. 3: Abandoned villages and memory,
experimentation in the village of Corvara (PE), Italy.
Fig. 4: To represent the ‘live’ time by photographic image. Photo by Antonella Salucci, 2016.
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Figs. 5-8: Memory, time and representation: the photographic image. Figs. 5-6: images of the village of
Monticchio (AQ), 2017. Photo by A. Salucci. Fig. 7: COFA Former Market in Pescara (currently demolished).
Photo by G. Marino. Fig. 8: to freeze time: urban crossings, Pescara 2014. Photo by A. Salucci.
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Figs. 9-10: Memory, time and representation: the architectural drawing.
Fig. 9: Gabriele Pierluisi, Forse una città, 2012 (watercolor).
Fig. 10: Carmelo Baglivo, Rudere su Monumento, 2012 (collage).
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Abstract
Adding to the enhancement of the heritage of the Royal Palace of Caserta, the National Plan for the Heritage
Education established the following objective: <The creation of a [...] system capable of engaging visitors in
an educational and entertaining way˃. To achieve this, collaborating with a variety of entities is critical to
understanding the needs of the “public” who sometimes does not attend cultural exhibits and unfortunately
does not recognize their relevance and role in society. Thus, an important partnership with two local
stakeholders: the Centro Commerciale Campania and 012Factory for project "A Hunt for Contemporary
Treasures" has been created. Utilizing new technology, “A Hunt for Contemporary Treasures” aims to
outreach audiences who are normally unaware or uninterested in cultural attractions. As a main asset, the
app Treasure Hunt has made it easier to target larger audiences and bring them into the fold of cultural
activities while visiting the palace. With a variety of interactive questions, the Treasure Hunt app encourages
and entices visitors to dig deeper into their experience, searching for details and visiting additional rooms
while becoming culturally enriched by the material at the Royal Palace. Specifically, the main objectives that
have been developed are: on one hand – thanks to the multilayered questions of the "treasure hunt" - to
make visitor to spend more time in the different rooms of the Royal Palace; on the other to create the
conditions that help them to "look for more" in the rooms/pieces of art, enjoying the maximum value of
intellectual, cultural and emotional.

Key words
Outreach, engagement, education, museums, cultural sites, gamification, edutainement, storytelling
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1. Museums, education and publics
Recent international studies highlight the shift in cultural heritage policies: less stress on the artworks,
museums and cultural sites, and more focus on visitors and community. Emphasizing the "process of
identification, study, interpretation, conservation and presentation of cultural heritage" [1], the objective of the
National Plan for Heritage Education is "the creation of a cultural heritage education system, involving
multiple parties, aiming to educate the public on its cultural background. This will translate over time into
forms of involvement in the management and preservation of cultural sites and the acquisition of new
knowledge, benefiting the society and its cultural heritage.” [2]
At Art Cities 3.0 - The Future of the City of Art in Italy, the Italian President, Sergio Mattarella, envisioned this
historical and artistic heritage: “Culture and art are the foundation of a balanced growth for societies;
guaranteeing a sense of cohesion, belonging, trust and respect for the environment and for others [...]GDP is
not the only indicator to measure the happiness of communities.” With these considerations in mind,
community outreach and involvement of different constituencies prove fundamental for cultural institutions.
A starting point to involve different audiences could be the distinction among "current public", "potential
public" and "non-public." Potential public consists of all those who currently do not visit museums,
exhibitions and cultural heritage sites, although potentially interested in them. The lack of participation is
possibly caused by cultural, social and economic barriers. Regarding these mixed audiences, it is important
to evaluate, case-by-case, the factors that could potentially attract them. Looking deeper into cultural
heritage studies: the learning theories of constructivism applied to the museum by George Hein outline an
engaging and flexible structure in which visitors, considered not as masses, but as a set of individuals with
specific needs and motivations, have the opportunity to make a personalized experience of the museum, to
actively build their own knowledge.[3]
The partnership between Reggia di Caserta (Reggia or Royal Palace in the text below) and Centro
Commerciale Campania (Campania in the text below) has been the occasion to test different strategies on
outreach, the use of new technologies, education, participation, communication with the territory, local
communities, and tourists. Several goals have been set to reach the public already interested in museums
(public) and, even more, those segments of the population who do not attend cultural events or visit
archaeological sites and do not recognize their relevance in society (potential public and non-public). Among
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them: to make more people visit the Royal Palace, the contemporary art collection Terraemotus, and to
create the conditions that would encourage the public to "spend more time” in front of the artworks, furniture
and paintings present in the Royal Palace, enhancing the value of the emotional, intellectual, and cultural
experience (whichever order matters).
Nowadays, to raise awareness in the community, it’s necessary to take advantage of new technologies and
digital strategies along with new social behaviors to better communicate with young audiences (i.e.
Millennials). It was important to share this perspective with professionals who work daily with customers and
visitors of the shopping centre and aim to intercept the public expectations while developing effective
services and commercial strategies.
Therefore, the collaboration between two institutions with such different missions proved to be very
interesting especially when tackling shared strategies on outreach and audience engagement.

2. The Reggia and Terraemotus
2.1 The Royal Palace
The Royal Palace of Caserta, Southern Italy, was constructed for the Bourbon Kings of Naples, and was one
of the largest palaces erected in Europe during the 18th century. In 1997, the palace was designated a
UNESCO World Heritage Site; its nomination described it as "the ‘swan song’ of the Baroque period
spectacular art of the, from which it adopted all the features needed to create the illusions of a multidirectional space"[4]. King Charles of Bourbon commissioned the building of Caserta’s Royal Palace in 1752
to his architect Luigi Vanvitelli. The palace has 5 floors, 1,200 rooms (including the Court Chapel), the
Palatine Library and a theatre modelled after the Teatro San Carlo of Naples. The royal rooms are dated
from the end of the 18th century, and the “new apartment” from the beginning of the 19th century. Inside, the
vaulted arcade connects three octagonal vestibules leading to the four courtyards, characterized by niches
and wide corner apses. The true heart and core of the building, the monumental main staircase, is on the
right of the central vestibule, leading to the upstairs hall.
2.2 The Park of the Royal Palace of Caserta
The garden, a typical example of the Baroque extension of formal vistas, stretches for 120 ha, partly on hilly
terrain. The park starts from the back façade of the palace and flanks a long alley with artificial fountains and
cascades. As Luigi Vanvitelli designed the park, it is certainly one of the Baroque’s most fascinating pieces
of garden art. The park only partially follows the original design idea, which was well documented in the
drawing of the Vanvitelli “corpus.”
Moreover, there is a botanical garden, called "The English Garden," designed in the 1780’s by Carlo
Vanvitelli and the German-born botanist, John Graefer, who was trained in London and recommended to Sir
William Hamilton by Sir Joseph Banks.[5]
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1. Main Reggia entrance with smartphone and treasure hunt app. First treasure hunt’s question (picture from promotional
video)

2.3 Terraemotus
The contemporary art collection Terraemotus is an important part of Neapolitan heritage from the 1980’s.
This collection came about from the desire of famed Neapolitan art gallery manager Lucio Amelio to use
modern art to revitalize his community; offering an energetic and creative contribution to the public in a time
of need. In fact, the dramatic seismic events of 1980 were the prelude to Amelio’s accomplishments.
Following the earthquake, Amelio appealed to foreign and Neapolitan contemporary artists (many of whom
were close friends), to act in solidarity and revitalize the city of Naples with powerful modern art. And so, by
1984, the Terraemotus collection was born, steadily growing into a sizable cultural treasure. That same year,
the collection was exhibited at Paris’ Grand Palais, until it was eventually housed in Caserta’s Royal Palace
in 1992 (respecting Lucio Amelio’s will). The collection includes over seventy works by Joseph Beuys, Miquel
Barcelò, Tony Cragg, Mario Merz, Mimmo Paladino, Gilbert e George, Keith Haring, Ansel Kiefer, Jannis
Kounellis, Richard Long, Robert Rauschenberg, Julian Schnabel and Andy Warhol, Carlo Alfano, Enzo
Cucchi, Michelangelo Pistoletto and Emilio Vedova.

3. Outreach, engagement, edutainement
Centro Commerciale Campania is a shopping mall 10 kilometers away from the Reggia. A successful
business with more than 10 million customers per year and about 2000 employees, the Campania mall is
owned and run by the French multinational Klepierre. Conceived in 2007, since then the center has spent a
substantial percentage of its budget on marketing and communication strategies, focusing on artistic and
cultural activities of the Caserta area.
In addition to projects such as an educative vegetable garden (nurtured with the compost made out of the
organic trash of the 25 mall’s restaurants), health prevention, kids entertainment, etc.; in 2015, Centro
Commerciale Campania sponsored La Luce Vince L’Ombra exhibition in Casale di Principe. [ 6 ] The
collaboration consisted in spreading the word on this important event to the general public including mall’s
visitors. [7] Considering how difficult it has always been getting people within malls interested in activities not
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related to shopping or entertainment, this was quite a challenge. Big picture-puzzles in the mall’s main
“square”, featuring paintings of the exhibition, garnered attention on the exhibit: both young and adult
visitors, literally went “crazy” for these games. Thanks to this simple action based on a “old-school” game,
the Campania staff found an effective way to make people aware of the exhibit (see pictures).
When the new director of the Reggia, Mauro Felicori, was appointed, a new occasion to revamp
communication and outreach of a cultural heritage/art events arose. In 2015 the two institutions collaborated
for the first edition of TEDxCaserta (taking place in the Campania mall) with workshops held at the Reggia.
In 2016, the occasion to collaborate again was with the Terraemotus exhibit, finally open to the public within
the new Reggia rooms.

2. Puzzle game for La Luce Vince L’ Ombra: people is “crazy” for art gamification!

Contemporary art is always challenging to general audience, and even relevant pieces such as the ones
contained in the Terraemotus collection, encounter huge difficulties in being properly appreciated and
understood. Thus, the main goal was thinking about how to bring new visitors/tourists coming from
outside the Caserta area to the exhibit.
In the era of gamification, edutainment and digital engagement, it appears that general publics tend to be
attracted by fast, catchy, exciting activities and games. In some cases, these “gimmicky” features attract
visitors to become interested in the artworks/cultural sites and eventually this process evolves into a deeper
and more reflective experience.
Coming from a commercial background, Campania marketing specialists are well aware of the importance of
technology to measure the “hotspots”, the paths within the mall, the peak hours of the shopping center in
order to find the best mix of retailers, services, ‘anchors’ [8], etc. Besides being retail and shopping center
experts, the Campania mall have always worked on projects that were ‘unexpected’ in a commercial space.
In addition to the use of a variety of technologies, marketing specialists spent days observing customers’
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reactions to entertainment events, music performances, commercial directives on the gallery, etc [9].
Withthis kind of perspective, it’s easy to infer that the attractiveness of an artist or an object within the
mall is proportional to its recognizability (or the “aura” she/he/it irradiates). Of course, an artist seen on mass
media and digital channels (YouTube, social media, TV, etc.) will likely be more successful than one who
is less visible (this stands for unanimated attractions as well) [10]. In this scenario, communication and
engagement is fundamental to attract people: focusing less on concepts and language, more on
pictures, videos and games (such as the puzzles described above), to develop a gamification/edutainment
approach.
The main challenge of the collaboration proved to be how to create an attractive experience for young
people, tourists, and mall’s visitors, using a set of tools both exciting and full of content. Together, the Reggia
and Campania had the potential to mix technological, informative and communication methods to create
such an engaging outcome: a treasure hunt held in both institutions.
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4. The Game
Thanks to the collaboration with 012 Factory (a start-up academy based in Caserta) and GDG Campania
(Google Developer Group) [11], the treasure hunt, from the beginning, was conceived in the digital and
actual world. To play the game, an app was needed, while to finish the hunt, a paper map (the one pirates
used to draw…) was necessary. This relationship between virtual and physical environments made the
treasure hunt attractive for a broader audience, from Millennials to middle-aged visitors.
For the game, 300 questions were written to be completed at random system throughout the 24 station of the
game between the Royal Palace, Terraemotus exhibit and Centro Commerciale Campania. It was
mandatory to complete the game in two days (Saturdays and Sundays) and at the end of the journey, the
winners were awarded, based on the score, with a coupon for the shopping center.
All the questions were created by a group of young art historians [12] focusing primarily on: Caserta and
Naples history, Royal Palace history, the garden and Terraemotus paintings.

4. Specific questions dedicated to some artwork/painting along the 24 stations (picture from promotional video)

Some stations, out of the 24, were artwork specific, meaning that the questions were dedicated to paintings
or art objects within the palace. The rest of the questions concerning broader topics could have appeared at
the rest of the stations randomly. The overall random system was designed to allow groups of students,
families, couples and school classes to play together with different sequences of questions.
The paper map not only was conceived as a promotional brochure of the initiative, but also as the necessary
tool to follow the hunt, giving hints (through crosswords games) for some of the questions in the app. This is
why the internal side of the map was printed in more versions, aiming to randomize the game.
To go further into the journey, the player had to find QR codes in the 24 stations in the Royal Palace rooms,
Terremotus exhibit and Centro Commerciale Campania. Every QR code caused questions to appear on the
players’ screens. Scores were based on the time of responses for each question and the correctness of the
answers. Fully aware of the use of the web by the players to find answers, yet this wasn’t a problem as
the questions were quite precise in order to oblige to look up on-line avoiding broad research [13]. The
automatic system in the app‘s datacenter gave participants their scores as soon as the game session ended.
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Eligibility to take part in the game was granted by the purchase of a Royal Palace ticket of admission. Every
Saturday, in front of the ticket office, a group of volunteers helped people promote the game and understand
how to play.
Although the initiative was presented to the press with substantial media support including room full of
blogger and journalists eager to know about its innovations, the overall quantitative results of the hunt were
not as expected. The game was playable only on November weekends (Saturdays and Sundays together):
this month chosen as not the strongest for the Reggia box office. More importantly, there is no evidence of
causality between the improvement of ticket sales as a consequence of the game; however, thanks to the
massive communication mix, which included digital support on social media such as live broadcasting,
dedicated video [14], Facebook communication strategy, and classic media such as billboards in Naples and
Campania and PR actions (local and national), the Reggia and Terraemotus did benefit from the action,
although tangible effects are very difficult to measure.
On one hand, the qualitative impact of the game is highly recognizable. Reggia officers dedicated to the
project enjoyed the professional relationship with Campania staff especially where the know-how of a
different business could help the perspective on audience outreach. On the other hand, for Campania, being
a partner of a Unesco site, among the most important in Italy, represents a significant goal in order to
enforce its brand awareness, not only within the catchment area, but also, thanks to press, nationwide.
Even more importantly, from a visitor standpoint, the ability to win a prize has been highly valued, but also
the appreciation of balance between leisure and adventure contained in the questions. One of the most
common remarks by visitors was the appreciation of being “obliged” by the treasure hunt to spend time
watching the artworks and architecture, and also, to look at them with the perspective of the questions, which
often led the visitors through a different experience of the space. The system which allowed different people
(families, groups of friends, class groups) to play together with different paths made the game even more
enjoyable, creating a collaborative environment (“we will win and share the prize”) and at the same time, a
competitive one (often among groups of teenagers).
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Conclusions: what we have learned
As stated by UNESCO New urban agenda, cultural sites are recognized as "healthy" elements of
transmissions of knowledge, values and relational tools; pivotal elements for a critical experience of
citizenship.
In many countries, from the United States to the Netherlands, engagement is one of the five missions that
every museum or heritage institution must pursue - the balance of teaching, preservation, exhibition and

promotion. One thing above all that helps understand the discrepancy in place: if in the 70s the maximum
curve of attention was 5 minutes, in 2000 it's down to 1 minute, with a projection of 10 seconds in the coming
years. However, it’s proved that we are more willing to learn if we do it in a fun way. It is therefore necessary
to rethink the ways in which a museum/cultural site is set, the story that underscores the succession of the
art works and the interaction with the visitor. In other words: rethinking audience development and
engagement is at stake for the future of museums/cultural sites. In this framework, the challenge of the
treasure hunt was to engage new audiences which are less involved in the Reggia-i.e. young generations,
tourists, “non-publics”.
It’s not a strange move for an entrepreneurial activity in the territory to invest in a collaboration with a cultural
site, not only in order to enrich its brand and notoriety, but also to be part of the ecosystem built by several
constituencies of the territory (Reggia, Centro Commerciale Campania, 012Factory, GDG Campania). As
Ermanno Niccoli, country manager of Klepierre Management Italia, pointed out during the press conference:
“For us this is a big strategic move, and we believe in the potential of this territory to attract more and more
people in the future; we must collaborate with the main assets of this region creating the network which
makes our community stronger and more performant.”
On the other hand, it is highly strategic for a cultural site to develop outreach projects to “open” the Reggia to
every kind of audience, giving people multiple hints to stimulate their curiosity. As Mauro Felicori director of
the Reggia stated: “for us it is an interesting public engagement strategy to be shared with other museums”.
If the above paragraph underlines the reason why two different institutions in the territory are willing to
collaborate to merge their know-how and agendas, the treasure hunt in itself gave to the people who worked
on the project the chance to develop some features with two ideas in mind: learning pattern in a museum
and how to communicate a cultural site engaging young generations, tourist, shopping centre visitor (nonpublic, potential public). The museum is a container of tangible and intangible, constantly subject to the
interpretations of the visitors, as active subjects bearers of experience and expertise, which therefore
determine each time the reworking of meanings. As stated by the new director of Pinacoteca di Brera,
James Bradburne: 'it is important to create "multiple" meanings, non-linear narrative with the highest
number of possible connections, this is suitable for the involvement of different audiences, because the
linearity of the narrative is not functional to a visitor who doesn’t want to experience the site in a rigorous
and pre-chosen way, but aims to his own personal path” [16].The treasure hunt is an actual plot with
precise storytelling to follow with its “narrative” framework; the pedagogic structure of the hunt was thought
to make people spend more time on site with artworks (especially Terraemotus section). While spending
time in front of a painting, people were ‘obliged’ to think about it, and talk in order to gather hints from
friends to answer the questions. As a consequence of the game, individuals had to exercise not only
their “sight” and capacity to “view” a piece, but also a collective learning (within school classes), adding
an additional layer to the learning experience.
The communication plan to spread the word on the treasure gave the Reggia and Terraemotus collection
maximum visibility, mainly toward audiences less aware of the relevance of this heritage site within their
region. Millennials, which are developing a different approach to the communication [17], were involved with
digital tools to spread the word (social networks, live Facebook broadcasting, use of videos and hashtags to
identify the keywords). In addition, as the treasure hunt was playable in two days, the challenge was to get
tourists to spend the night in the city of Caserta, trying to develop a small “ripple effect” within the local
economy. Except for a few individuals, this didn’t really happen, but for sure it would be fundamental to bear
this mind for future initiatives: cultural sites should develop even more symbiotic relationships with the city,
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involving values but also economic dynamics.
As a first step of the collaborations between Reggia di Caserta and Centro Commerciale Campania, the
treasure hunt proved to be a very positive experience. From now on, project have to develop and grow in
order to involve more people in the future and create a positive cultural and economic effect on the territory,
while, at the same time, make the Reggia more and more communicative to all kinds of audiences,
outreaching all generations.
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Abstract

Catastrophes have always provoked rupture in the course of the evolution of Mankind, having been
described in all civilizations, namely in cosmogonies that describe the genesis of any of these same
cultures. They constituted marks in the memory of historical periods, brought destruction of cities and
societies through the four elements: water (deluges), fire, air (cyclones, typhoons) and earth (seismic
phenomena). The very myth of the Atlantis was described in the dialogues by Plato of Critias and
Timaeus, thus defying the naval supremacy of Athens, representing the philosopher ideal state
depicted in the Republic.
Catastrophes were depicted by artists such as Leonardo, that maintained considerable interest in the
study of the nature of water (the concept of vortex being considerably cherished), of atmospheric
occurrences (storms), and many other phenomena. Painters or engravers that followed tended to
represent those events real or pertaining to a mythical past. Lisbon’s 1755 earthquake inspired not
only literary production, but also works showing Portuguese architecture (through characteristics of
vernacular architecture from Flanders, from where many of those etchings were produced).
Relating these historic catastrophes to climatic changes of our times, we can establish many parallel
circumstances that can be traced back to these dis-ruptures, as considered in time linearity and
continuity, for they imply the peril of interfering with the actual wellbeing of society on the planet.
Keywords: Leonardo Da Vinci; catastrophes; floods, Lisbon earthquake; representation.

1.

Natural Catastrophes

Leave one blank line between abstract and keywords, and two blank lines between keywords and the
first Catastrophes have always, along the process of History, contributed to provoke some kind of
rupture in the evolution of Man. These events, along with their immediate consequences have been
referred either in reports of oral tradition or even described in many narratives, throughout the epochs
in different kinds of civilization, namely in the myths that integrate cosmogonies describing the origins
of the universe.
Those disasters, generally due to natural causes, such as floods, fires, decimation of entire
populations by plagues constituted landmarks in the memory during many historical periods. They
have brought along destruction of cities and societies, through many different ways.
We might in fact consider the four aristotelian elements which, in a very simplified form, contribute to
synthetize those overwhelming events, such as: water (floods; the big universal deluge); fire
(conflagration of territories and cities); air turbulence (cyclones, typhoons, tornados) and earth tectonic
movements (considering all seismic phenomena).
We will not consider in this article either the destruction provoked under any form of acts of war, such
as bombardments, atomic bomb deflagrations, missile attacks, chemical attacks, extensive or violent
terrorist acts, or even epidemics that have assailed world populations for a long time and even
nowadays, from time to time, affect populations and communities throughout our planet.
In the book of Genesis, we may confront our contemporary knowledge with many narratives that focus
on different disasters, which seem to have as a direct cause and behind all the reasons invoked for
the occurring phenomena the will of God. Considering floods, such as the Deluge (Genesis,Chapter 7)
or the destruction of the two cities named Sodom and Gomorrah (both of them quoted in Genesis of
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the Christian Bible, along the Torah) which was supposedly and directly attributed to the wide
spreading of vices (also referred in the New Testament, the Deuteronomy, the Quran and the Hadith).
The mythical existence of an island, Atlantis, has been cited as an allegory implicit in Critias and
Timaeus by Plato, defying naval supremacy of the city of Athens among its direct rivals and
opponents. This utopia would represent the philosopher’s ideal of a state as the one described in the
Republic. According to the myth and being the attack by the Atlantes repelled, having fallen Atlantis
into disgrace, it finally submerged into the ocean, thus disappearing without trace.
Some of the above referred examples disastrous natural phenomena were described and depicted by
modern age painters such as Leonardo da Vinci, who was considerably interested in the study of
nature, namely the study of water having written a treatise on water where even the mere concept of
vortex was considerably explored. This universal and complete author and artist was particularly
interested in all subjects where nature was directly implied and has already thoroughly studied
atmospheric occurrences, such as storms, along with many other phenomena of this kind.
th
Later on, painters or engravers already pertaining to the 18 century and the Romantic period or even
later on, such as Sir John Martin depicted many events based on a mythical past described in literary
sources, pictorial tradition, or even contemporaneous events.
st
On the 1 November 1755, the earthquake in Lisbon has been a true catastrophe that inspired,
throughout different nations in Europe, extensive works of different nature, be it engravings produced
throughout the Netherlands or Germany, or literature production namely poems, written or composed
by different authors among which we should refer the novella Candide, ou l’ optimism by Voltaire
(1759).
Due to the magnitude of the earthquake along with all the terrible consequences it had for the city and
the population, a whole idea of “the wrath of God” was again brought into discussion, stimulating an
appeal from the clergyman to gather populations under their authority and simultaneously instilling
some fear of God, and His alleged act of justice.
Many engravings produced in some of the years that followed 1755, could be considered very close to
the Capricci, for they pretended to present the horror that assailed the capital together with a huge
part of its population. These engravings depicted Portuguese architecture as if this latter contained the
precise characteristics of architecture pertaining to Flanders or the Netherlands, where the etchings
were, in fact, produced.
Many fictions and phantasies would be built around the event that struck Lisbon, that prosperous city
which would still suffer for decades from the consequences of the destruction brought by that same
earthquake, along with the tidal wave, the consequent flood, and the fires that destroyed many of the
buildings that had resisted collapse, after the seismic occurrence or even the aftershocks that
followed.
Relating these historic catastrophes to climatic changes of our times, we can establish many parallel
circumstances that can be traced back to these same dis-ruptures, being considered in time linearity
and continuity, for they induce the peril of interfering extensively with the wellbeing of communities all
over the planet, that is suffering nowadays from so many threats at the same time.

2. Leonardo: visions and origins of scientific interpretation of natural catastrophes
“Sôbolos rios que vão
Por Babylonia, me achei,
Onde sentado chorei
As lembranças de Sião,
E quanto nella passei.
Alli o rio corrente
De meus olhos foi manado;
E tudo bem comparado,
Babylonia ao mal presente,
Sião ao tempo passado.” [1]
Leonardo considers that the body of the earth is very similar to the human body,for as bones consist
of a framework for the flesh, also the world has the rocks which can be considered the supports of the
earth. The human lungs expand and contract, and the body of the earth has its ocean that varies in
level with the tides, every six hours.
Leonardo considers that the body of the earth is very similar to human body for, as bones consist of a
framework for the flesh, also the world has the rocks which can be considered the supports of the
earth. He goes further with the analogy and asserts that as human lungs expand and contract, the
body of the earth has its ocean that varies in level with the tides, every six hours (MacCURDY, p.
654).
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At the beginning of his Treatise on Water, Leonardo declare that Man has been called by the ancients
a “lesser world”, since he is compounded of earth, water, air and fire. According to the writings of
Leonardo, water is the second last heavy and the second in terms of mobility, considering the above
quoted four elements. According to Leonardo, water is never at rest until it reaches its maritime
element, where not being disturbed by the effect of the winds, it sets itself remaining “its surface
equidistant from the center of the world.” Water constitutes, also, the increase and humor of all vital
bodies. Therefore, without water nothing retains its primeval form. Water tends to unite and augment
bodies by the increase of its own (MacCURDY, p. 666).
Leonardo dedicated a whole variey of theorization to the phenomenon of the vortex, which became for
him a subject interest. The author was instinctively drawn to its formal properties as well as to the
extraordinary dynamic implications of that same phenomenon. As the characteristic inner motion of an
element, the vortex was manifested ubiquitously throughout nature.
Considering the three naturally mobile elements, water was both the most easily observable and that
implying positive or destructive direct or indirect consequences on human lives. Leonardo dedicated
his whole attention to the observation and speculation about the motion that was implicit in turbulent
water. He tried to introduce some order into a growing chaos through his written work on water.
(KEMP, p.75-76). There he has capable of distinguishing sixty-four terms for describing the water in
motion such as: “rebound, circulation, revolution, rotating, torning, repercussing, submerging, surging,
declination, elevation, depression, consumation, percussion, destruction [...]” (KEMP, p. 77).
In the above referred treatise on water, Leonardo tried to describe the complex configurations of water
considered in “turbulent motion” and categorize them. He understood that words would be difficult to
transmit a such a complex reality, so he complemented them with his drawings, in order to complete
with these visual accounts the several concepts he wanted to convey (KEMP, p. 78).
Da Vinci established the fundaments for a kind of “mechanics of fluids”, establishing a comparison
between the circulation of blood and and that of water, thus asserting: “As from the said pool of blood
proceed the veins which spread their branches through the human body, in just the same manner the
ocean fills the body of the earth with an infinite number of veins of water”(MacCURDY, p. 643).
Leonardo used the term “deluges” when referring to the floods in rivers and the main cause he
presents for its occurrence would be the “mouths of the valleys” not being able to egress the waters
that came through them. The progress of the water becomes more rapid, as it tends to fall from
accentuated angles.
Leonardo goes on defining the produced wave as the recoil of the stroke accompanying the first in
proportion. He explains that a wave is always mingled with many other and never does exist isolated,
considering the medium where it is produced. Therefore, the artist and scientist proceeds, establishing
a theory about the differences that can be observed in waves that occurr under different situations
such as in what calls the “lesser tracts of water” or the “high seas”, “the universal base and only
resting place of the wandering waters of the rivers”. According to his writings the movement of the
wave is bigger than that of the water of which it is composed.
Many waves that are set in different directions can be simultaneously produced between the surface
and the bottom of the considered portion of water.The wave goes forward and returns so many more
times in proportion, than the sea that produces it contains lesser a quantity of water, and so
conversely. The biggest wave is covered with various other waves that move in as many different
directions as possible.
Leonardo writes “Among irremediable and destructive terrors the inundations caused by rivers in flood
should certainly be set before every other dreadful and terrifying movement, nor is it, as some have
thought, surpassed by destruction by fire.”
While the movement of water that is induced by the slopes of the valley does not end up until it
reaches, descending, its lowest section, a fire is caused by the burning of what is feeding it. The
oxidizing material and the fire are separate sothat combustion cesses when the first one lacks.
Leonardo proceeds, describing the “the abominable and awful evils” against which the people cannot
do anything. The waters that come down from the high mountains can destroy the strongest banks,
tear down deep-rooted trees and launch “ravening waves laden with mud”, thus destroying ploughed
fields, and along with them “unendurable labours” of the soil. They leave the valleys bare and sterile
thus provoking poverty in the region due to the flood. “But in what tongue or with what words am I to
express or describe the awful ruin, the inconceivable and pitless havoc, wrought by the deluges of
ravening rivers, against which no human resource can avail.” (MacCURDY,p. 645)
Contrarily to the law of gravity, Leonardo establishes a parallel between the blood in the veins and the
way that water rises to the summits of the mountains. “Thus within and without it goes, ever changing,
now rising with fortuitous movement and now descending in natural liberty.” Wate rushing up and
down, never still by nature, attains everything, assuming different aspects, according in a continuous
change to the places through which it flows.( MacCURDY, p. 646)
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The sequence of Leonardo’s Deluge Drawings dating from the later period of his life, are a synthesis
of distanced analysis with emotional immersion in such a way that is shared with only the greatest
masters, mixing intelletto and fantasia. (KEMP, p. 80)
In the model that the author uses, the surface of the ocean when not affected by a storm is equally
distant from the centre of the earth, but the tops of the mountains are away from it, as they rise above
the level of the sea. “Unless, therefore the body of the earth resembled that of the man it would not be
possible that the water of the sea being so much lower than the mountains.”
Leonardo introduces later the issue “Of the Heat that there is in the world”, declaring that where there
is life, there is necessarily heat and movement of vapour. The heat of fire tends to draw to itself damp
vapours, thick mists or dense clouds. These latter are produced by rivers, lakes, seas or even marshy
valleys. As the warm and moist oppose to cold and drynness, all the parts converge to another form,
thus producing thick and dark clouds which are often swept away and carried by the winds from one
region to another. Finally, their density conferr them such weight, that they precipitate intoheavy rain.
Nevertheless, if the sun heat is added to the the element of fire, clouds are drawn up higher and suffer
from an intense cold, thus becoming frozen producing hailstorms.
The same heat can aspire water up from the base of the mountains, finally confining it among the
mountain summits, making it find crevices and so, completing the whole cycle and creating rivers. If
heat is the direct cause for the movement of moisture, in turn cold stops it. (p. 656) Clouds are drawn
by the hot element and the heat draws moisture.

Fig. 1: Leonardo Da Vinci, drawing, “Storm”, black chalk.

3.

Lisbon earthquake of 1755: impact and representation

Many authors in Antiquity described eathquakes such as Aristotle, Strabon, Pliny the Elder, Thales
from Miletus, Lucretius, Democrytos of Quios and in many periods of time there are circumstances
that may approach us from ancient times. Al of them described despair and emotions which threw
people into the abyss as to escape from such a death. [CAMPOS, Isabel M. B. De, O grande
terramoto (1755), p. 65-66].
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Earth, Water, Fire and Air constituted the four essencial elements for the Antiques, There were
philosophers that exhalting the importance of each one of thema, attributed to them isolatedly the
origin of all things in the universe. Some of them considered that creator fire had enformed universal
matter, others that the air hab been responsible for the formation of all bodies, or that water had the
power to produce in ist turn everything, others had the conviction that earth sufficed to the creation
that gave form and nature to all beings.
As it is from earth that proceed all the food that would provide nourishment for all human beings, it is
only natural that the peoples of Antiquity had seen in them a positive and protective force considering
it simultaneously as a goddess and a mother. In Egipt Seb, or Geb was worshiped as the father of
Osiris, the most popular of their gods. Among the Germans it was known as Nerthus that Tacitus
compared to Tellus Mater or Mother Earth of the Romans
It was the earth and on of the disasters that can derive from seismic activity that affected all the
evolution of the city of Lisbon in 1755. The court had left very early for Belém on the first November
1755. (Suzanne Chantal “A vida quotidiana em Portugal ao tempo do terramoto”, p. 17).
At ten in the morning many were attending mass at the Catthedral, the Carmo Church, the Graça
Church and that of S. Domingos. For six minutes uninterruptly, the city was oscillating over its
foundations. Suddenly, according to the records, there was a furious wind. Then, the whirlwind
transporting acid dust, accentuated the flames that were originated in the candles and the kitchen fires
which proceeded in the interior of the houses to curtains or tapestries, or even to the wooden beams
or the ceilings that were made of fabric or stucco.
Many people searching for shelter directed to the river, for they believed that water would protect them
from fire. The river was protecting the city with its sheltering wall. On the pier, there were some sailing
boats, the fishing river fleet and the little boats, they took them and tried to get away from the city
already in flames.
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Fig. 2: The Great Fire of London as seen 4 September 1966 by unknown painter.

The wider part of the Tagus estuary, which had remained until then relatively calm and smooth,
started to seem as if boiling, as if it were was made of melted lead. It was already then agitated and
overflowing, throwing the boats against the stone landmarks of the Terreiro do Paço. Its level was
going up and and continued through the low streets, compelling the fugitives whom he then scattered
around. Afterwards, it seemed to be aspired by a giant swirl that dried its margins, putting into
evidence the lower parts of the tide a betuminous matter where there one could discern thick swirls.
There were also the formation of sulfurous jets and of “tongues” of a bluish flame. The boats, bumping
into each other, busted like nuts. The anchors swirled around their own chains, the masts were
bending.
This black sink, open like a some kind of wound, became visible for an instant such was the horror it
inspired. The water had risen like a prolonged some asphixia, its level falling down again and was
bursting into a enormous wave that came with considerable speed, breaking the piers, ruining the
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façades. It brought along with it a torrent of wreckage, finishing to cover with its foam the Rossio
square, where everything was already then burning in flames. The Palace of the Inquisition, the house
of the Marquês do Louriçal, the Church of S. Domingos let escape flames directed towards the sky.
(page 22).
This natural catastrophe represented a tragedy that inflamed many creative and intellectual minds and
simultaneously determined the production of a substantial quantity of imagery throughout Europe. The
impact of this earthquake on culture throughout European nations was much different from the
previous century disaster of the great fire of London in September 1666.
Along with this event, the concept of the Ruin evolved from an Ethos to a Pathos. It gained, all of a
sudden, both an actual and a tragic dimension.
Louis de Beausobre wrote about the calamity in his Essai sur le Bonheur ou Réflexions
Philosophiques sur les Biens et les Maux de la Vie Humaine. [2]
Voltaire wrote about this tragedy and dedicated, in 1756, a whole poem to the disaster, where he
questioned the optimist theory, incarnated by Leibniz. Later, the philosopher also mentioned the
earthquake in his work Candide: or, All for the Best (1759) that later received the title of Candide: or,
The Optimist (1762). In the plot of this novella, Dr. Pangloss represents the doctrine of Leibniz, more
precisely that of Optimism.
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Fig. 2: French anonymous engraving, 18 century.

“Lisbonne, qui n'est plus, eut-elle plus de vices
Que Londres, que Paris, plongés dans les délices?
Lisbonne est abîmée, et l'on danse à Paris.” [2]
Could then God be avenged? Could the death of innocent people be the price for their own mistakes,
were then Voltaire questions? What crime, what mistake, had they committed the children that were
crushed along with their mothers? Could it be possible that Lisbon, more than the other cities, had a
bigger concentration of vices? Why is it ruined, whereas in London and Paris people continued to
enjoy pleasurable activities?
People do still look for a reason to the disgrace of their dying brothers:
“De vos frères mourants contemplant les naufrages,
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Vous recherchez en paix les causes des orages:
Mais du sort ennemi quand vous sentez les coups,
Devenus plus humains, vous pleurez comme nous.” [3]
Voltaire says that Leibniz does not learn that through invisible links in the best universe, could a chaos
of unhappiness prevail, along with pain and suffering. Why do the innocent and the guilty suffer an
1
equal destiny?
What must one say of public unhappiness? The loss, war, starvation, those earthquakes! Has anyone
assured that God’s signs of cholera were not evil?
Is it possible that the witnesses to the fraternal sufferance could avoid being sensitive to their public
calamities? There he seems to denounce a lack of solidarity. One only fears for himself and for his
friends, the philosopher proceeds.
All these news from Lisbon induce a vast production of images, especially etchings of German and
Flemish provenance. Most of the representations of the natural calamity are fantasist and lack an
actual knowledge of what happened. The architectures depicted are mostly in accordance to the
countries of origin of the authors.
Most of the images that are circulating in Europe based on the event bear naïve features and show
little fidelity to the facts. They seem to work as an invocation of the fears of citizens in a time where in
the cities fire and epidemics are still difficult to control under any circumstance and bear punitive
providential connotations.
Strangely enough, Jacques-Phillipe Le Bas is responsible for a series of etchings executed upon
drawings by Pedegache. Dated from a year after the tragedy, these etchings show a prevalent
atmosphere, much similar to the melancholic ruins that the Roman landscape had produced in the
works of Hubert Robert and other artists of the time.

4. The planet and a heritage of disaster
One of the most relevant issues that have been giving some concern to specialists in the last few
decades in particular in an era of globalization,- where the “butterfly effect” should be considered
under every aspect since the misuse of natural resources, to the contamination of water and of soil by
chemicals and to the lack of care that nations in general, - would be dealing with the future of the
planet, therefore the legacy we are leaving for the generations to follow.
Edward Lorenz used the metaphor of the “butterfly effect” to explain the details of a tornado, including
its time of formation and the path to be taken by it, could depend as if on “the flapping of a distant
butterfly several weeks earlier”. The weather model developed by Edward Lorenz showed that very
small change in initial conditions could significantly imply different results. According to the referred
effect, small change in deterministic non-linear system can have huge consequences.
Complexity of the systems and models to predict natural catastrophes are contributing to the ability to
prevent them. No matter the above quoted scientific progress, the will of the political and
organizational agents who decide on the future of entire populations is the issue that can be
considered of a more delicate nature. Therefore, it is absolutely vital that the communities and society
at large are aware of the dangers that are implicit and may bring total disaster in a not such a distant
future from now to mankind in general.

Notes:
[1] Poem by Luís de Camões known as Sôbolos rios que vão (he’s first verse), by Redondilhas de
Babel e Sião or, also by Super flumina. Adapted translation by the author: “Upon the rivers that run /
Through Babylonia, I found myself, /Where seated I have wept / The memories of Sion, /And
everything that I lived there. / There the running river /From my eyes was flowing; / And everything
was well compared, / Babylonia to the evil present, /Sion to the past time.”
[2] Louis de Beausobre, Essai sur le Bonheur ou Réflexions Philosophiques sur les Biens et les Maux
de la Vie Humaine, (1st edition 1758), Nouvelle Édition, A Amsterdam,Chez J. H. SchneiderM. DCC.
LIX, pp. 64-65.
[3] Poème sur le Désastre de Lisbonne ou Examen de cet Axiome “Tout est Bien”, Voltaire, 1756.
[4] Idem.
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Abstract
As part of the historic built heritage of the Amalfi Coast – full of buildings and boroughs known for their
typical architecture and landscape features – less known but, definitely, equally emblematic of the
close relationship between nature and artifice, are the cave shrines.
These are small buildings or natural caves that, from the ninth century, according to some, were used
as places of worship by hermits in search of ascetic space. On the basis of a second and more
reliable hypothesis, these buildings are considered as devotional places, or rural oratories.
The present study, based on a careful survey census, analyzes the characteristics of these unusual
architectural episodes.
Through the identification of their structural peculiarities and reporting on their environmental relations
it highlights so as these places of worship – although they are not showing a specific architectural
character – make it possible to identify the signs of an old local building tradition that puts to its base
the delicate link between architecture and landscape. An aspect, the latter, that all too often remains
unexpected today, inevitably leading to environmental and social degradation
Keywords: Religious cave sites, Amalfi Coast, cultural heritage, web-GIS, digital representation

1.

Representing cultural landscapes

In the last years, and with increasing awareness, there is a need to define specific strategies to ensure
the preservation, the enhancement and the disclosure of the cultural heritage inherent in a landscape.
It is, obviously, a very complex subject, on which various scientific communities discuss, looking for
solutions that can safeguard our Earth’s, with its natural and built environments, all too often brutally
altered in their essence [1].
Addressing this issue, firstly, means to understand that a landscape is not only the sum of objective
data that define the space, such as its morphology, its geological structure, its climatic components
and so on, but it contains in itself also intangible aspects, such as cultural, social and economic data.
The landscape, namely, as explained in the European Landscape Convention (art. 5), “... carries out
many important functions of general interest ... it constitutes a resource favourable to economic
activity ... and is a crucial component of cultural and natural heritage” [2]. Preserving and enhancing a
landscape, then, contributes to a general improvement in the life’s quality and makes us conscious
that it is “... an essential component of people's surroundings, an expression of the diversity of their
shared cultural and natural heritage and foundation of their identity” [2].
Each site, therefore, contains in itself, albeit with a different mixture, qualities and valences which have
to be preserved and transmitted to future generations; every place is theatre of communities worthy to
continue to recognize the appearance, written in the time, of their own territory [3] that expresses so its
genius loci, its essence, unique and unrepeatable.
If then the identity of a place is the resultant of factors, closely related among them, that – each for
himself and in relation to others – make it unique, certainly the Amalfi coastal landscape stands as an
emblematic example of the symbiotic link between human and natural space, physical and cultural space.
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Here, indeed, topographical and meteorological conditions influence the conformation of the built
space, so that the urban organization of individual settlements “is not unique, nor can it refer to a fixed
pattern, but often seems totally casual, and always conditioned or suggested by the harsh nature of
places” [4]. The integration of built heritage and landscape is even more evident thanks to their perfect
union in terms of form and function. So, in a continuous alternation of full and empty spaces, the
settlements often appear as a natural offshoot of the surrounding landscape, similar to compact
sculptural elements modelled in the rocks. And, in contrast, natural ravines, caves and cavities
become themselves anthropic spaces, hosting typical human activities [5].
But, even more interesting, the definition of the built space also involves social and cultural dynamics.
In some cases, for example, there is a marked sense of community, which translates into settlements
provided with a specific urban connotation. In others, however, the built-up area is spread around a
pivotal element, such as manor houses or religious buildings. Sometimes the hamlet corresponds
rather to the simple sum of individual units. In all cases, however, the idea of village explicit a strong
social need, that is living in the community. In Amalfi Coast, in fact, is strong the “... sense of
neighbourliness and community, that for the medieval man was typical of both civil and Christian
social dimension, and that in our territory is enriched by the autonomy’s component of the two
Romanesque-Byzantine duchies and by the awareness of the populations [...] which want to remain
differentiated in their own ethnic and cultural identity from the inner regions of Campania, that were
organized in Lombard states” [4].
Precisely for such specificities, this area has appeared an interesting field for testing a method to
analyse and interpret the built space of landscaped and urban complex contexts [6]. Indeed, through
digital drawing systems, we can offer thematic integrated representations with which to make explicit
also the most hidden aspects of these realities. In particular, taking as a case study the hermits cave
churches on the Amalfi Coast, we are testing the possibility to structure an information database
based on the web and addressed to non-specialist users. This is in order to offer – thanks to an
immediately recognizable cognitive approach – a chance to rediscover and enhance forgotten
itineraries and monuments, thus saving this heritage from decay and oblivion1.

2.

Religious cave sites on Amalfi Coast: characters and settlement types

The system of the rock churches on the Amalfi Coast, still little known, is an interesting corpus within
the wider coastal architectural heritage, of which highlights characters and typical signs – despite the
specificity strictly related to its function. It is, in fact, a fairly conspicuous and considerable reality in
terms of quantity and quality, but often overlooked because considered marginal compared to the
most famous architectural episodes that mark the built coastal landscape2. Of course, regardless of
major or minor quality of their structures and decorations, the rocky religious sites, all together, help to
define the meaning of a built landscape in which artificial and natural space can perfectly interact,
often blended to the point that it is impossible to analyze one without taking into account the other.

Fig. 1: Maiori. Complex of Santa Maria dell’Olearia. Exterior view
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Therefore, in order to rediscover also minute testimonies, but substantial in cultural reappropriation of
a widespread architectural heritage – such as that of the Amalfi Coast – it is significant to propose a
scientific approach for analyzing and disseminating the fundamental characteristics of this aggregation
system, investigated as a whole. An approach that uses the representation and descriptive reading of
the examined objects to achieve an effective knowledge system.
So, referring to the identity of the considered complex3, it should firstly be noted that the impervious
nature of the Amalfi Coast seems perfectly respond to the isolation’s needs of monks and hermits
who, especially during the middle Ages, choose it as a place in which to settle. The numerous
episodes identified in this territory really testify “[...] the existence of repeated phenomena of active
asceticism present for centuries in the consciousness and popular religious tradition” [7]. Indeed,
excepting the few examples arranged not far from coastal settlements, and still close to the sea, the
hermits religious sites are typically caves or shelters, located along slopes steep or rocky ramparts.
So, they are significantly elevated than the sea level and accessible only along precipitous paths.
They are therefore ideally suited to the needs related to a predominantly contemplative life.
But almost always these settlements are transformed into community’s places of worship, witness to a
shared religiosity typical of the Coast, where cultural traditions, liturgical expressions and social needs
inextricably woven into the popular consciousness. “The intense participation in the natural reality lived in
the forms of religious phenomena were common to the Coast populations, which often, on their own
initiative and for the fame of miraculous events [...] or to particular beliefs and cults [...], promoted the
formation or development of hermit's settlements, that converted in cave churches recovered the
community impulse, engine in its formation. Therefore, the hermit core never appears cut off from the
surrounding socio-religious reality, from which it is initially dependent, especially in economic terms” [7].
By analyzing the architectural and morphological characteristics of these structures should be noted
that coastal hermit settlements are distinguished, within the largest rock repertoire of Southern Italy,
with regard to the shape of the worship space. In fact, they are strongly influenced by the nature of the
sites, characterized by limestone geological formations: so, as already mentioned, existing natural
caves are simply adapted to the religious function. In fact, while the softrock formations that typify, for
example, the Puglia rocky environments allow the realization of more elaborate architectural forms [8],
on Amalfi Coast (as indeed also in nearby Sorrento Peninsula) the less malleable nature of Monti
Lattari stones prevents to shape the space according to their needs. The original architectural
contribution is therefore generally very limited and the constructive realisations – as evidenced by
Venditti – are “far from the rocky space research that emerges in the examples” of Puglia, Lucania,
Calabria and Sicily [9].
Then, in some cases, the human intervention is reduced to a mere decoration: so, the caves’ walls are
depicted with sacred images of religious icons to which the sites are dedicated. Instead, in other
examples, the architectural space is conceived as a built structure – more or less complex depending
on the case – juxtaposed to the natural cavity. Emblematic of the first described typology, for example,
is the Cave of Santi, in Atrani, a totally frescoed natural cavity: here, hieratic figures, of different sizes,
stand out on variously coloured funds, recalling, in their static poses and in the almost total absence of
plasticity, the typical motifs of figurative Byzantine art.

Fig. 2: Atrani. Cave of Santi. Some details of frescoes
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Fig. 3: Maiori. Salese Cave. Plan and sections (by A. Caffaro)

Fig. 4: Ravello. Church of Sant’Angelo all’Ospedale. View and section (by A. Caffaro)
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Natural and built space, instead, are merged, whole into one, in some episodes where the anthropogenic
contribution only corresponds to architectural elements, rather than to really spatial structures. Examples
of these are the Salese cave in Maiori, in which three arches, on the bottom of the cavity, surround an
elegant fountain, or the original hermitage of the Madonna dell'Avvocata, in the same municipality. In this
second episode, in particular, the cosy spatiality of the natural cave is in fact concluded, in its most
intimate portion, by an altar and some devotional images. Behind the altar, two scales are developed
along the rocky wall, and lead to two elevated water cisterns. Few constructed elements, therefore,
merged with the natural context, that configure a sacred place to all intents and purposes.
Far more complex, finally, the examples attributable to the last type. They are true architectures
inserted into the natural cavities' walls, but without losing the quality of specifically designed spaces.
Belong to this category the church of Sant’Angelo all’Ospedale, in Ravello, or the church of Santa
Maria dell'Olearia, in Maiori. In these cases the worship's spaces are buildings, generally covered by
vaulted systems, with the plan subdivided into one or more aisles, the shape of which depend on the
soil profile. The vertical development generally follows the rocky profiles of caves. Thus, for example,
the Ravello church shows in the contiguous environments, a variable height, gradually decreasing
proceeding towards the interior of the cave. In Maiori, instead, the liturgical space is distributed in
several levels, in a system of overlapping chapels and staggered at various altitudes. Here the
interiors are embellished with a decorative and iconographic system of great beauty, which makes the
sacred space even more impressive.
Another aspect taken into consideration, with reference to the investigated corpus, is the usability of
the surveyed episodes. It is a matter of fundamental importance in view of a concrete enhancement of
the built and natural heritage in general. The rediscovery of episodes not always known is, in fact,
directly related to the possibility of including them in an active fruition path, which can be both real and
virtual. This approach acquires, of course, a greater value when referring to examples, such as the
coastal rocky settlements, which for various reasons have not simple accessibility. If positioned – as in
most cases – in inaccessible areas, such structures in fact are reachable only walking along
mountainous paths that appear inadequate to accommodate ordinary tourist flows.
On the other hand, even when directly served from the main streets, such settlements often are
excluded from a real fruition because they were considered of secondary importance compared to the
more notes architectural monuments of the Amalfi Coast. In other cases, finally, the precarious state
of preservation prevents the full understanding of their original space.
It then feels the need to structure, for these episodes, specific integrated descriptive systems, even in
the digital environment, in order to make possible the cultural appropriation and dissemination of this
heritage, only marginally known but which also expresses an artistic reality worthy of attention.

3.

Digital strategies about heritage’s fruition

Systematizating information referred to a cultural heritage as that is in analysis in these pages, it is
clear that the creation of a digital platform to propose is an aim, a platform with a useful and flexible
interface, able to return strictly its informative content critically organized. In this sense, the
construction of a GIS specifically created allows the articulation of a relational database, in order to
clearly organize information in synthetic form, even aimed to a proper thematic representation. In
particular, in the whole database available we focus on that information relating to systemic features of
the works found, both in terms of the consistency and of accessibility and usability.
Moreover, according to the International Cultural Tourism Charter of ICOMOS (International Cultural
Tourism Charter of ICOMOS, Mexico, 1999), cultural tourism is a type of tourism that uses as a
resource the heritage – cultural and natural values of the environment, preserving the collective
memory of society, a proper organization of the information in order to emphasize potentialities of an
artefact on its own or as part of a more extent cultural network, positions to create integration of
cultural routes of different levels network aiming to define opportunities for "open" cultural tourism,
able to cover all levels of cultural values. An aim that only the digital domain is able to allow, in which
specific projects should focus on the exploitation of resources, the completion of heritage values, and
also on generating new heritage values [10]. The conservation of cultural heritage, the completion of
its values, and the regional enforcement of social identity are important factors of sustainability,
because they are the keys of safeguarding the past and present values for future generations, hence
ensuring the survival of local features of the region.
Specifically referring to what cited before, the consistency is expressed by the reading of the state of
conservation, distinguishable into three categories – bad, mediocre and good – and should be
intended as a marker of the attractiveness of the artefact itself, even before being part of an
environmental more articulate system. For usability in this context we speak about the ability to freely
access the goods, without incurring anthropogenic (heritages in private property, for example) or natural
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Fig. 5: Georeferenced heritage. Churches and hermit caves (by P. D’Agostino)

(heritages for which environmental safety conditions in the use of the area are not optimal)
foreclosures.
Finally, just to understand the potential in making a desired network system, the accessibility is
considered in terms of reachability, then accessible both as uniquely part of road system, more limited
in its use by a consumer more used and attentive to the naturalistic skills in a touristic way of use, or
as an integrated system in vehicular traffic, a more precisely actual widespread use also to people
more consciously and properly interested in the singular architecture.
It should be underline that we are speaking about religious architectures that, by their inherent nature,
are geographically located in remote sites, selected for their isolation characters, as a need in order to
achieve ascetic mystique. These places, then, in this historical epoch devoid of much deeper
references, turn out to be variously integrated within the urban fabric. And, as can be expected, these
places are variously perceivable, even totally concealed to the human attention. Moreover, these
structures, innervated not only in the urbanized environment, but constituting such grafts in the
geomorphology of the sites, define a further typical characteristics for which the boundary between the
architectural feature and valuable natural element becomes blurred. In fact, to this day, it is more likely
to encounter, in our latitudes, in terms of tourist use even before the scientific and cultural knowledge
in the strict sense, these structures on nature trails, in an unconscious way, without, therefore, a
conscious notation of these architectures in his perceptive values that there should be. It is
permissible for an asset of such features, therefore, the application of geotourism’s point of view. Its
basic aims are to introduce and raise awareness of the importance of a geological heritage and the
dissemination of knowledge in the field of natural sciences [11]. Defined as tourism that sustains or
enhances the geographical character of a place – its environment, culture, aesthetics, heritage, and
the well-being of its residents – we speak about a new trend of tourism can be described in two
different ways: one definition focuses on protection, while the other puts emphasis on optimisation [12].
The digital is therefore the answer to the dispersion of information, establishing itself as a container in
which to act a conscious and critical analysis of the artefact and as the appropriate domain in the
preparation of a set of tools aimed to the use of its output. In particular, the flexibility offered by an
increasingly widespread access to the network, promotes inter alia the cloudsourcing variously employed
as access to big data. It also leads to consider the implementation of platforms useful to the end user, on
the spot, for which the information is to be acquired by digital instruments with interfaces that can integrate
different aspects and levels of needs in fruition. In fact, the possibility to build an information system usable
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Fig. 6: Thematic representation of consistency, accessibility and usability (by P. D’Agostino)

by a consumer as widespread as possible is a prerequisite that really drives to the presence of a
network open and oriented to what might be called 'ubiquitous sourcing'.
The information stratification, structured as described above, asks that it may be publicly visualize,
taking in account the features according to both the moment of enjoyment and the moment of the
expressive mode. As for the moment of the enjoyment, it is to consider the possibility that the artefacts
could be enjoyed in three different times, in a pre-visit, in intra-visit and post-visit times. This would
lead to produce a container that allows drawing on different information. The needs of those who ask
for a deep knowledge or otherwise far from the heritage itself, are to reach even the formal aspects
about the cultural interest. In this sense, the diffusion of visualizers that allow a streamlined and rapid
interaction with three-dimensional modelling of the artefacts drives to, also in forms of interaction
typical of mixed reality, immersive actions relating to heritage in its entirety or parts of it, parts
sometimes hidden from view even in cases of direct use. These requirements shall accrue indeed
others to people who have – or had – been able to interact with the heritage. In such cases, therefore,
the most interest links to a more immaterial deep knowledge, precisely in order to the direct and
indirect cultural features for artefacts concerned as part of a larger system. It is about interest that
requires the synthetic organization typical of GIS in their web-oriented form, operational as well as
affecting the development of tools that could provide, unlike the recent past, the interaction in forms
and multiple user-friendly interfaces. For user-friendly in this context refers to an approach able to
return in graphical models contents less related to a well-known cartographic representation, typical of
technical representation, with interactions in perspective views, even strict in terms of graphics but
more intuitive in their use. Specifically, indeed, precisely optic 'geotourism' it is true that it could be
both an experienced hiker and trained to read cartographic documents – including digital – can lead in
networks of paths not immediately traceable in the context. Nevertheless it is also true that the cultural
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Fig. 7: Screenshot of the prototyped site, showing the interactive meshed fresco in Santa Maria dell’Olearia (by
P. D’Agostino)

Fig. 8: The 3d webGis. A screenshot (by P. D’Agostino)
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artefact on the track wants to be enjoyed by those who, while less skilled in reading trails on
cartography, have timely interest rather than widespread.
In this sense, therefore, the stimulus to define an information system that could be applied not only in
the optimization of information content, but also aimed at making widespread provision of such cultural
heritage is felt, given the functional led to situations in which they are located. In the current historic
moment, it is something that is definitely available not only as a tool, but as an operating paradigm that
leads the knowledge within the digital dimension. In this sense, what contribution it can give to the
study of topics such as the study and the fruition of cultural and territorial features in their various
forms and meanings? The time will allow to understand it thoroughly, even if it is not too visionary to
think that the disclosure of data visualization within the real context defines a new way of
understanding the representation of perception. And if “the landscape will never be explained in a
comprehensive manner” and “to describe it means try to circumscribe it from different sides, hoping to
shed light on most of its many facets” [13; p. 125], is it true that this will be reached thanks to the
technological leap and to its impact on the habits that we are experiencing today [14].

4.

Conclusions

This paper deals with a complex subject, and rich in cultural implications, which is the preservation
and dissemination of the built and natural heritage [15]. It is a problem especially warned in contexts
which, while fillers of artistic values, are not adequately enhanced as they are considered marginal as
compared with more known architectural episodes. The attention is, particularly, aimed to the ancient
rocky settlements of the Amalfi Coast used as places of worship. Of these, they are identified and
defined the specificities and features, also in relation to similar examples located in the South Italy.
For this heritage we therefore propose an integrated reading system that, thanks to the full potential of
IT tools, allows to rediscover its cultural significance. Through the new forms of digital representation it
becomes possible to explore otherwise inaccessible spaces. In fact, the gradual knowledge process
starts from the acquisition of tangible and intangible information – that converge in a specially
structured information database – to finally propose easily interpretable forms of visualization.
A scientific approach, then, that foreshadowing remotely manageable paths of knowledge, in a
'geotouristic' point of view, can contribute to the re-appropriation and disclosure of the traditional
coastal heritage, as well as to the rediscovery of its cultural identity.

Footnotes

1 In particular the presented paper is written by Barbara Messina, author of paragraphs 1.
Representing cultural landscapes, 2. Religious cave sites on Amalfi Coast: characters and settlement
types, 4. Conclusions; and by Pierpaolo D’Agostino, author of paragraph 3. Digital strategies about
heritage’s fruition and of digital representations.
2 In the Amalfi Coast we surveyed 18 episodes, mainly distributed along the coast, with some
exceptions. Precisely, they are: cave of SS. Trinità, Amalfi (hamlet of Tovere); cave of Santi, Atrani;
church of Santa Maria del Bando, Atrani; cave and church of San Michele fuori le Mura, Atrani; cave of
Sant’Alferio, Cava de’ Tirreni (hamlet of Corpo di Cava); cave of Santa Barbara, Furore; church of
Santa Caterina, Furore (hamlet of Fiordo); cave and church of Avvocata, Maiori; church of Santa
Maria dell’Olearia, Maiori; Salese cave, Maiori; cave of Annunziata, Minori; church of Sant’Angelo
all’Ospedale, Ravello; cave of Santa Barbara, Ravello; sanctuary of Santi Cosma e Damiano, Ravello;
hermitage of San Liberatore, Salerno; cave of Salvatore, Scala (hamlet of Pontone); church and rocky
chapel of Sant’Angelo, Tramonti (hamlet of Gete); hermitage of Santa Caterina, Tramonti.
3 The cataloguing work of data related to the religious cave sites on the Amalfi Coast had also carried
out by the contribution of Francesco Maiorino, being the object of its degree thesis for the three-year
degree course in Civil Engineering of the Salerno University (supervisor B. Messina; co-examiner P.
D’Agostino).
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Abstract

The computer graphics and the implementation of web-based information systems have highlighted a
significant field of design in which the pair form/function appears exceeded by that of
usability/interaction.
However, in computerized maps the usability and the functionality must take into account the image,
combining logic and aesthetics.
The present study deals with the digital territory representation related to the graphical users’ interfaces
intended as communication surfaces: a cognitive and material space at the same time, in which usability
and ergonomics are revalued in terms of visual enjoyment. They are studied in particular the graphical
interfaces used in the digital representation of the territory on electronic devices.
By focusing on the relationship between man and machine, they are observed the different modes of
communication and interaction, analyzing the various phases and the role of design in each of them in
order to understand the logic, the methods and the techniques used in the digital representation of the
landscape.
The paper then highlights the relationship between usability and aesthetics mediated through drawing.
Keywords: information visualization, knowledge visualization, semantic web, digital mapping,
interactive cartography

1.

Introduction

The cartographic representation has had over the centuries an important role in the knowledge of the
territory and in the transmission of information related thereto. The rise of scientific representation
marked a decisive turning point in the objective communication of physical space. However, important
contribution to this descriptive process was the stepwise establishment of communication graphic
codes. These codes, through their formal and symbolic component in support of the geometric model,
allowed to communicate the landscape with a wealth of information actually not comparable to any prescientific representation.
Nowadays, the representation of the territory has greatly expanded its audience by targeting, actually,
not only to experts in the field but also to a widespread non-specialized audience. This has been an
essential element in the redefinition of territorial representations, increasingly linked related to the large
variety of new media as PCs, tablets, mobile phones, navigation devices etc.
The collaboration between cartographers, experts in communication and graphic designers has
produced new and significant forms of visualization; the new eidomatic representations of the landscape
and computer approaches to visualization including multimedia and multimodal ones, started to score,
for a little over a decade, a further epoch-making milestone.
Literature in this field, relative to the more recent developments appears broad and articulate, although
not yet fully consolidated.
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This paper, based on a structural analysis of the new modes of representation, discusses and highlights
the role that they are having as real cognitive systems capable of generating reflections on space
phenomena and related constitutive processes.

2.

Visualization and mapping

The increasing spread of a large number of media for visual communication of information has
significantly revolutionized the field of cartographic representation of the territory by opening new
frontiers of research specifically related to the visualization. As Cardone noted “the current society,
considered an information society, is above all a society of images; these ones essentially convey
information, when one considers that more than three quarters of the information we receive comes to
us via visual. Of course, these are visual images in a broad sense, now, not just graphics. This involves
a general radical upgrade effort, if we are not to be swept away by scientific and technological advances”
[1].
The visualization, as part of cartographic representation, while it can be read as a scientific research
tool [2] on the other hand seems increasingly rise to a communication tool aimed at a wide audience of
users also non-specialized. In geo-mapping field, the increasing implementation of visual media has in
fact led to acknowledge new ways of representing, attributing to studies on visualization a scientific
value. If visualization cannot be considered a new aspect of cartography, certainly it outlines a renewed
way of looking at it. Through visualization, cartography becomes a research tool capable of balancing
the focus so much on visual communication as the visual thinking [3].
The contribution of new technologies in this area has played a crucial role. As Taylor noted [4]
“visualization is a field of computer graphics that attempts to address both analytical and communication
issues of visual representation”. In this way he highlights a profound link between visualization and
computer graphics. Actually many authors agree in considering the visualization as inclusive of
analytical /visual thinking and the communication as a sub-component of the visualization itself.
These aspects have led to reflect on the major changes in the territory mapping considering the
cartographic visualization as a contemporary way of understanding the mapping process itself.
The role of the visualizing tools in the recent cartographic analytical approaches becomes a nodal point.
As highlighted in some studies conducted by Taylor [4], with the use of new media, able to offer more
interactivity, the cartographic representation, should always find in the visualization the meeting point
between scientific knowledge, communication skills and "formalism", meaning by the latter term the
strict adherence to rule structures required when computer technologies are applied.
In other words, in the computer graphics field visualization is required to address not only problems of
analysis and knowledge, but also issues related to formalism. The link between display and video
graphics then gives a particular emphasis to the technological support. It should be stressed that the
visualization, regardless of the media, includes both an analytical visual-thinking component and a
communication-externalization component.

Fig. 1: Cartography 3 – Representation of the space of the map use
and the enphasis on visualization and communication at various
location within yhe space. (Illustration by A. Maceachren) [3]
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Maceachren and Monmonier [5], however, have attributed changes in mapping not only to the computer
graphics, but to the technological development of real-time interaction systems. They write that “...the
computer facilitates direct depiction of movement and change, multiple views of the same data, user
interaction with maps, realism (through three-dimensional stereo views and other techniques), false
realism (through fractal generation of landscapes), and the mixing of maps with other graphics, text, and
sound. Geographic visualization using our growing array of computer technology allows visual
thinking/map interaction to proceed in real time with cartographic displays presented as quickly as an
analyst can think of the need for them”.
Some recent and significant examples are represented by the MIT research initiatives (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) on the study of the modifications of urban phenomena, material and social,
according to real-time interactive graphics [6]
The use of eidomatic visualizations thus favors, in many cases, the immediate representation of the
movement and the changes; it offers the possibility to see in a different way the same data; it generates
visualizations based on the realism, through the use of three-dimensional stereographic and other
techniques; or on the false realism, by exploiting the potential of fractal geometry for the geomorphology,
and the combination of maps, graphs, text and sound. As Frigieri correctly noted «through the use of
information technologies, geographical view allows you to update in real time the interaction between
visual thinking and map. The representations on the display may appear almost at the same time the
analyst believes necessary to their use» [7].
The representation of a landscape in the form of interactive map becomes a graphic structure
continuously changing: its ephemeral and temporary nature denies his being "paper" or the link with the
media from which it takes its name historically.
But what are the major changes compared to traditional processes of representation? According to
MacEachren and Ganter [8] in the conventional communication process the message is known and it is
only required the optimal definition of a map. In the new models, based on the digital visualization, the
message is not a default, and the user can analyze the data with the help of the system that allows him
to retrieve information and support the user insights.
Such use of the map is based fundamentally on the interaction within Cartographic computerized
systems. The realization of such mappings in the digital domain allows the visualization of a kind of
custom-made map for each type of user, with major benefits in reading and communication times,
affordability and versatility.
The general problem of visualization in the territory’s representation process then consists today not
only in the use of geometric and graphic models [9], but also in the development of graphical systems
that can enable interactivity. In other words, it should be possible to define signs and graphical interfaces
that can permit the users to access and browse in the informative system of the map. In the past it was
enough to combine the basic geometric model of the landscape (the one in which they were readable
metric distances, urban areas, orographic characters etc.) with one or more thematic models through

Fig. 2: A web application enables a comparative exploration of statistical characteristics of Spanish
provinces with indicators developed by Urban Lens methodology. Each collection of indicators is
indicated by a radial plot on the right. (image from http://senseable.mit.edu/urban-lens/) [6].
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Fig. 3: Real-time data representation from the open platform Live Singapore! (image from
http://senseable.mit.edu/livesingapore/) [6].

which explain the spatial and temporal distribution of attributes or themes. Today, however, it is possible
to structure a graphic-cognitive interface on the map, before it is drawn or assembled. The multimedia
communication through a simple and easily approachable language must be capable of allowing a large
number of people to share information in an active way [10]. A representation of the territory based on
this conception then requires new strategies. Compared to the traditional systems of representation on
paper, the visualization by means of new media must assume a different role embracing issues related
to web design, video production and other multimedia techniques. Both those that define the
representation that those who read it have to share a new language. This, composed of images’
assemblages, video, static and dynamic symbols, terminologies, icons etc., must be tested on all
potential users of the map. As Clarke noted “the cartographer [today] must be a data base expert, a
user-interface designer, a software-engineer, retain a sense a map aesthetics, and still produce maps”
[11].

3.

ICT tools for visualization of digital territory representation

Nowadays, images of our planet are acquired continuously, they have become powerful scientific tools
to enable better understanding and improved management of the earth and its environment.
Beside to images many information, as geographical location, temperature, altitude, are provided to
create a complex representation of the territory. Often this kind of information are represented by using
metadata.
The visualization of digital territory representation (meta)data is a key aspect to enable the exploitation
of this kind of information. The idea behind all visualization methods is that cognitive processing of
complex subjects, may be enhanced if graphical representations are able to make
explicit structures behind knowledge and information.
There are two distinct areas in the visualization research field: Information Visualization(InfoVis) and
Knowledge Visualization(KVis). While these fields of research have grown up separately, many design
methods for one can be applied to the other. Recently researchers have investigated, to achieve the
goal to use both InfoVis and KVis methods to improve the understanding of visualized data. They are
trying to develop tools able to allow access to information and knowledge resources in a smart way.
Following we describe both InfoVis and KVis approaches and applications.
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3.1
Information Visualization
In literature there are different definitions of Information Visualization:
“Information Visualization aims to produce graphical representations of abstract information structure
for human users” [12].
“Information visualization (InfoVis) is the communication of abstract data through the use of interactive
visual interfaces” [13].
“Information visualization is a set of technologies that use visual computing to amplify human cognition
with abstract information” [14].
In all of previous definitions the authors affirm that the visualization aims to provide a graphical
representation for human users. Hence we can desume that, in information visualization approaches,
most efforts are about the definition of visualization patterns able to amplify cognitive performance of
users during the interaction with computerized interfaces. In general Information Visualization can be
defined as a process that selects, organizes and shows information by using some patterns of
visualization. This process has the purpose of make easy the consuming of information, hence the
Information Visualization systems, generally do not provide functionality to allow users to edit
represented data.
3.2
Knowledge Visualization
As mentioned above the images are only a part of an information unit for this reason beside the
information visualization another research field has growing the Knowledge Visualization.
In Bertschi et al. [15] authors provide the state of the art of the Knowledge Visualization and try to collect
and organize the several definitions that were proposed in last years. In this paper Andrew Vande Moere
affirms that information becomes knowledge when it is possible to share context and meaning, the
knowledge visualization can be defined as an Information Visualization in a shared context. In general
Knowledge Visualization can be defined as a process able to select, organize and show knowledge with
the aim to support sharing of knowledge between at least two human users.
A crucial aspect of knowledge visualization, is to provide instruments to enrich knowledge, allowing
modification of represented resources from human users that work in a Group. The knowledge
visualization takes advantage from many different fields of research, such as information visualization
and knowledge management.
One of the main differences between information visualization and knowledge visualization refers to the
objective of these research fields. While the information visualization purpose is to implement visual
applications to support comprehension of large amounts of data (often numerical data), the objective of
the knowledge visualization is to enhance the transfer of knowledge among people and to improve the
creation of knowledge in groups, using one or more visual representations. Further difference between
these two approaches relates to theirs goal. Actually while the information visualization aim is to show
in a charming manner all data, the knowledge visualization objective is the definition of subset of relevant
data that should be showed to expedite knowledge consuming and enrichment. Another difference
between the information visualization and the knowledge visualization relates to nature of represented
data: while the Information Visualization deals with visualization of explicit data (facts, numbers etc.),
the Knowledge Visualization aims to enable the visualization of metadata. This means that the
Knowledge Visualization needs to make an extra effort to visualize the relationships between resources.
While the Information Visualization approach, needs to show only considered data in the best possible
way, the Knowledge Visualization approach concerns the use of graphical representation to highlight
relationships between resources and for supporting the creation of new knowledge. The Information
Visualization and The Knowledge Visualization research fields have been developed separately, even
though they may benefit one from the other.
The idea behind both of these visualization researches is that both the management and the
comprehension of information and knowledge can be enhanced by using a proper pattern of visualization.
Therefore, the synergy between these research fields is worthwhile. For instance, the Knowledge
Visualization can improve its performance through the integration of the multi-dimensional representations
of the knowledge, that was studied by several research projects in the field of the Information Visualization.
At the other hand the Information Visualization can benefit from the exploitation of the knowledge, that can
be considered as an additional set of information that should be represented in the Information
Visualization approaches. This provides many advantages in Information Visualization leading to the
representation of additional information that are useful to clarify meaning of the data.
3.2.1 Knowledge Visualization approaches for digital territory representation
As described in previous sections the implementation of web-based information systems are become a
very important tasks for the digital territory representation. In particular, the representation of metadata
about the territory is a challenged research field.
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Fig. 4: Semantic Web layer cake

As shown in figure 4 the upper layer of the Semantic Web layer cake deals with the definition of the
User Interface. While other layers of the Semantic Web layer cake have been strongly inspected and
many solutions have been provided to solve the challenges offered by them, definition of the user
interface is yet an open challenge.
One of the main challenge to the research community is to make sense of linked open data present in
the Web. Different from the traditional data, that have a less coupling value, the linked open data have
by their nature high coupling value; this means that when we want to visualize the linked open data we
need to show a complex and very large graph of resources instead a simple list of data.
Since to the metadata are available it is possible to exploit them, to carry out a proper representation of
metadata themselves. The retrieval of metadata in the Semantic Web and the organizations of results
is an additional challenge in the visualization of Semantic Web data. As described in previous sections
while in the Information Visualization research field the objective is to represent all data, in the
Knowledge Visualization research field the objective is to identify a subset of relevant data and to show
them in an appealing manner. In Knowledge Visualization one of the main issue is the implementation
of methods to retrieve and to organize metadata in a proper visual form.
The visualization of metadata is almost young research field, in spite of this the formalization of the
visualization process was carried out. The visualization process of metadata can be divided in three
steps: selection, structuring and a formatting step [16].
Selection can be provided by using: manual filtering, incremental navigation or by querying the metadata
repository.
The manual filtering asks users to indicate what are the resources, they want to visualize.
The incremental navigation can be realized through the realization of RDF structured views, as example
navigable trees or lists, this kind of views allows users to filter data just selecting a node of the tree. For
example in Maria Teresa Pazienza et al. [17] authors provide a navigable tree for visualizing metadata,
this approach can be applied into very different domains as the earth observation [18] and the legal
domain [19] [20].
Finally the querying metadata approach is involved to interrogate a knowledge base with the aim to
select a set of metadata that is relevant for the users, as example in Pazienza, Scarpato, and Stellato
[21] authors present a semi-automatic GUI generator for RDF.
In literature there are many example of Knowledge-Based Visualization approaches for digital territory
representation. In Raheja [22] authors describe A Data-driven Framework for Extraction and
Visualization of Spatio-Temporal metadata. In the study of Gahegan et al. [23] it is underlined the need
for a strong integration of geographic visualization, knowledge discovery in databases, and
geocomputation.
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In Robert E. Roth [24] author analyse the current state of science regarding cartographic interaction
between computerized interfaces and humans. In this paper author stresses, the crucial role of metadata
and they visualization in geographical domain. In the recent article Geospatial Big Data and
Cartography: Research Challenges and Opportunities for Making Maps That Matter [25] authors affirm
that geospatial big data are crucial for the cartographic research.
Many attempts to develop some knowledge-based systems, as example in the research of Bugs and
Kyttä [26] in which the authors describe the PPGIS (Public Participation Geographic Information
Systems), a system able to produce maps and spatial data that represent the perceptions of the urban
space from citizens.
In all of these approaches was defined the strong relationship between geospatial data and they
representation in web-based systems that represent still an open issue in digital territory representation.

4.

Conclusions

The representation of the territory has currently reached significant developments thanks to new
information technologies. In the field of cartography the visualization has assumed a crucial role both in
terms of information representation and knowledge visualization. Compared to traditional systems of
representation on paper, the visualization binds tightly to the new digital media embracing the problems
related to the definition of new web-based representation systems. This type of digital representation of
the territory involves not only cartographers, but a variety of experts including computer scientists,
designers, and web designers. In fact, in addition to displaying a large amount of data it is also needed
a careful design of the graphical user interfaces that allow full interactivity and the possibility of making
real-time, on-demand or custom made maps. This article providing a review of the current state of
science regarding cartographic visualization and interaction it identifies a number of open questions, still
not completely explored, and research areas in which multidisciplinary approaches are elective choices.

Footnotes

The sections 1, 2 and 4 have been written by Stefano Chiarenza; the section 3 and subsections 3.1,
3.2 and 3.2.1 have been written by Noemi Scarpato.
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Abstract

In cities grown without a rational planning, anthropogenic (war, terrorism, arson, civil disorder) and
natural hazards (hurricane, tsunami, earthquake, landslide, volcanic eruption, flood, fire) pose a major
threat to cultural heritage, sometimes causing irreversible damages or the complete destruction of
large areas. The Strategy for Risk Reduction at World Heritage Properties poposed by UNESCO [1]
highlights the importance of several issues: the heritage protection and preservation, integration of
cultural heritage into disaster reduction policies and definition of a procedure to comprehend the risk
concept into world heritage strategic action plans. This document also includes the recomandations of
Hyogo Framework International Action Plans [2] pointing out the need of systematic actions to address
disaster risks and build resilience of nations and communities.
Resilience is a key concept for the risk reduction; technical interventions, regulations and
consciousness of inhabitants can widley improve the ability of cultural heritage to withstand and cope
with natural hazards. In this framework, a comprehensive excursus on scientific literature, best
practises and assessment frameworks made possible to identificy the status of knowledge, the open
research question and the key challenges to improve the resilience of public spaces.
Keywords: cultural heritage, resilience, risk, indicators, tools

1.

Introduction

Since the early Seventies, cities have been recognized as systems [3], even though in the last
decades, this principle has been largely modified by Morin [4] with the concept of “complexity thinking”
focused on the “dynamics” notion. Cities are currently recognized as systems far from equilibrium and
continually evolving [5], in fact, according to the complexity theory, cities can be interpreted as
complex, dynamics, self-organizing systems, continuously changing under the pressure of perturbing
factors caused by internal processes or external factors [6].
The majority of the world's population lives in cities and, according to forecasts, an increasing number
of people will still live there in the future [7,8]. The excessive population density joined to the
uncontrolled urbanization will increase the probability that the pressures acting in cities could
compromise their dynamic balance and smooth operation. In detail, in URBACT [ 9] a lot of pressures
were identified: (i) social stressors, they include unemployment, poverty, migration, and limited access
to education/training programs; (ii) cultural stressors, they consist of ghettoization, involvement in
criminal activities and/or gangs; (iii) socio-technological stressors, they comprise a low level of
computer/digital knowledge, which will result in exclusion from jobs requiring the use of new types of
technologies and economical service; (iv) ecological stressors, they involve effects of climate change
and natural hazards; (v) social-ecological stressors, they encompass health issues due to pollution,
impoverishment of urban ecosystems or limited access to urban green. Ecological stressors can have
large negative impacts on cultural heritage. The traditional measures to mitigate the impacts of natural
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hazards on modern buildings can rarely be adopted for built cultural heritage, due to the need of
preserving its integrity and authenticity.
Cultural heritage requires particular attention [2,10], it symbolizes the historic, aesthetic, social,
scientific or spiritual value for past, present, and future generations [11], and often represents the only
memory of historical processes or traditional events, thus it gathers the physical manifestation of past
human activities and of modes used by men to interact with the environment [12]. They enrich
people's lives, providing a deep and inspirational sense of connection between community and
landscape [13].
In the last decades, the scientific community posed particular attention to the effects of hazards
(climate changes, earthquakes, flood, wildfires) on cultural heritage that is considered a unique
resource for quality of life and wellbeing of communities [14,15].
In this frame, the European Commission supported several international research projects on the
natural and man-made disasters assessment, prevention, mitigation and recover measures while only
recently, the 6th and 7th Framework Programs of the European Commission also included research
projects specifically dedicated to the cultural heritage (e.g. NOAH'S ARK, CHEF, DISFLOOD,
PROHITECH, PERPETUATE, CLIMATE FOR CULTURE, FIRESENSE).
International organizations gradually realized that mitigation alone was difficult to achieve and
therefore favored the more adaptive and flexible approaches of resilient strategies in decision-making
[16,17]. The need to enhance community resilience was highly emphasized in the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) that at the 11th goal expressed the aim to “make cities and human
settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable” [18].
For building resilient cities several actions inspired to: (i) enabling high rates of innovations; (ii)
maintaining diversity (both social and ecological), (iii) maintaining modularity, (iv) restoring lost
ecological functions, (v) tightening feedback loops, (vi) building social capital and address equity, (vii)
building overlap in governance and hazard mitigation policy and practice, were published [2,7,16,
19,20,21,22]. Moreover, several works proposed tools for assessing either single resilience categories
(environmental, social, economic, and institutional) or systemic resilience, they also pointed out the
key role of multi-stakeholder in building resilient cities programs [23,24]. This paper presents the first
step of the ongoing research that aims to identify quantitative resilient indicators for cultural heritage
preservation from natural pressure. The review of scientific literatures, policy actions and best
practices allowed to summarize the knowledge on: a) measures to protect cultural heritage from
disasters, b) resilience indicators, c) main features of resilient cities (best practices).

2.

Measures to protect cultural heritage from disasters

Starting from the nineties, the Yokohama Strategy and Plan Action for a Safer World [25], highlighted
that the phases of prevention, mitigation and preparedness should be considered integral parts of
policy and urban planning at national, regional and international levels. In 2005, the Hyogo Framework
for Action [2] suggested the importance of a regular inspection and a careful maintenance of the
cultural heritage in order to cope with natural disaster. In the following year a major attention was paid
to cultural heritage; the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction [26] pointed out
the difficulty to preserve the integrity of cultural heritage with structural mitigation measures in fact, it is
hard to realize no-invasive physical configurations preserving the originality, authenticity, aesthetic
qualities of assets.
In this frame, the European Commission (EC) supported several research projects dedicated to the
assessment of mechanisms triggering natural events, environment vulnerability and preventive and
remedial measures for risk reduction. Only in the first years of a new millennia, the EC financed
several projects (tab.1) focused on the quantification of damages that hazardous events could cause
to cultural heritage and the identification of mitigation measures (6 th Framework Programs, 2002-2006;
7th Framework Programs, 2014-2020).
The common framework for the greatest part of these projects was the analysis of one type of risk at a
time and the identification of mitigation measure to improve the response of historical buildings.
However, these projects did not follow a guide and thus were referred to different working scale
(territorial and/or building scale) and identified qualitative and quantitative indicators mainly for the
economic and social vulnerability resilience categories. They also evidenced the importance of risk
scenarios assessment and of historical and real time data to monitor the dangerous events (e.g. fire
propagation, wave flood propagation) (tab.1). Moreover, some projects were implemented in a GIS
environment for the availability of algorithms that facilitate the data integration, they pointed out the
usefulness of this tool in territorial analysis and mapping [27,28].
In table 1 were summarized the main methodologies and tools used to assess the damages possibly
caused to cultural heritage from hazardous events.
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Earthquake

Flood

Wildfire
and
storms

Climate change

Risk

European
Project
NOAH'S ARK
(2001-2007)

Reference

Scale

[29]

Territorial

CLIMATE
FOR
CULTURE
(2009-2014)
FIRESENSE
(2009-2011)

[30]

Territorial

[27]

Building

DISFLOOD
(2005-2008)

[28]

Territorial

CHEF
(2007-2010)

[31]

Building

PROHITECH
(2002-2008)

[32]

Building

PERPETUAT
E
(2007-2013)

[33, 34]

Building and
territorial

Description
- The project proposed a deterministic approach for climate changes assessment and
developed scenarios showing their possible impacts on European cultural heritage.
- The model was used to quantify the effect in recent past (1961-1990), near future
(2010-2039) and far future (2070-2099).
- Future scenarios were calculated referring to the climate triggering major effects on
the heritage materials.
- Damage functions were assessed basing on real field data, literature survey and
laboratory investigations.
- Vulnerability atlas gathering maps of future scenarios were produced.
- The project assessed the potential damage triggered by climate change on
European cultural heritage and developed possible mitigation strategies.
- Mitigation measures were tested at regional scale in about 74 Case Studies
throughout Europe and North Africa.
- The project aims to protect cultural heritage areas from the risks of fire and extreme
weather conditions, the project developed an automatic early warning system
composed by a multi-sensor network.
- The FIRESENSE system was tested in 5 cultural heritage sites in the Mediterranean
area.
- The overall objective was the development of a Disaster Information System (DIS)
providing a multi-disciplinary flood risk assessment for Germany.
- The study combined different methods such as remote sensing, hydraulic hazard
models, and economic damage models with environmental and social vulnerability
indicators. In order to merge all information, semi-quantitative indicators were used to
express social vulnerability.
- Each information regarding both, hazard and vulnerability issues, was mapped and
merged to the others in GIS environment.
- The outcome of DISFLOOD project was an online information system available on
the NaDiNe website.
- This project focuses on urban territories and involved many German historic cities.
- The main goal was the moveable and immoveable cultural heritage protection
against flooding; in this frame, preventive and emergency measures, damage
evaluation methodologies, as well as restoration and repair techniques were
considered.
- To define the preferable protective measures, the project collected the available
knowledge and showed which kind of procedure was applied during past flood events
and if they have been successful or not.
- Many factors were considered in flood risks assessment, including the historic
significance and context of the object, its building structure, its location in a risk area,
and its vulnerability to floods.
- The main objective was to develop sustainable methodologies for the use of
rehabilitation measures in the seismic protection of existing constructions, with
particular emphasis to European and Mediterranean buildings of historical interest.
Such buildings covered a wide range of structural categories, including masonry,
reinforced concrete and steel constructions.
- Within the technical field of seismic rehabilitation, the project focused on the
preservation of the structural integrity of existing buildings and on the improvement of
building seismic performance by means of reversible mixed technologies.
- Moreover, the project supported the adoption of smart materials and special
techniques for the seismic protection of constructions.
- Basing on the observation of data related to recent earthquakes occurred in
Mediterranean regions, an overview of the current approaches in damage and
vulnerability assessment in relation of structural types was made, and a multiplicity of
scenarios was calculated.
- The project developed a methodology for the assessment of seismic risk to cultural
heritage assets and provided guidelines for their mitigation.
- Focusing on masonry structures, the project considered two different scale: the
territorial scale, oriented to mitigation risk policies, and the building scale, aimed to
monitoring and design of interventions.
- The methodology used a displacement-based approach for the vulnerability
assessment evaluation and design of interventions.
- In a preliminary step, the classification of the architectonic assets and their
performance limit states in relation to seismic hazard was made; this information
allowed defining structural models for the seismic analysis and rehabilitation
decisions.
- The method was applied to several case studies in different countries at different
scales and conditions of damage.

Tab. 1: European projects assessing the impact of natural risks on cultural heritage and related best practice for
its protection.

3.

Urban resilience indicators as tools to protect cultural heritage

In the last decades, the increasing natural and anthropogenic pressures in the urban context required
a new approach to solve the problems of human and environmental protection. Planners and decisionmakers gradually realized that mitigation alone was difficult to achieve and therefore favored the
adaptive and flexible approaches of resilient strategies [16,17].
A resilient systems withstand, respond to, and adapt more readily to shocks and stresses to emerge
stronger after tough times, and live better in good times [35]. When a human or ecological system
loses its resilience, it becomes increasingly vulnerable to disturbances that previously could be
absorbed. Although resilience has been explored in many complex social and ecological systems [36]
only recently, it has been inherited in the context of cities as analytical concept bridging different
research field (ecology, sustainability, risk, climate changes) for urban planning [37,38].
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Ahern [39] pointed out that the resilience of territory “depends on its capacity to adapt to exceptional
and unexpected changes”. This perspective highlighted that resilience should be interpreted outside
the “equilibrium paradigm”, admitting that urban systems can rapidly change and became radically
different from their original conditions, in response to stresses and strains [40, 41]. In this context, a
resilient urban system has to be planned to automatically “self-regenerate” in cases of adverse events
may occur [42].
3.1 International framework tools
Several international initiatives provided a broad set of frameworks that included characteristics and
priorities for building resilient cities [2,7,42,16,22].
The Hyogo Framework for Action (2005-2015, [2]) received the recommendations of Yokohama
Strategy [25], it stressed the importance of a pro-active approach to informing, motivating and
involving people in all aspects of disaster risk reduction. It also highlighted the scarcity of resources
allocated for the realization of risk reduction objectives at both national and regional administrative
division and also the feeble international cooperation among the resilience topic. In this document,
several priorities were suggested: 1) the disaster risk reduction must be a priority for national and local
administration, 2) the identification, assessment, monitoring of disaster risks and the enhancement of
early warning system; 3) the use of knowledge, innovation and education to build a culture of safety
and resilience at all levels; 4) the reduction of risk factors; 5) the reinforcement of disaster
preparedness for effective response at all levels.
The document “10 Essentials for Making Cities Resilient” [22] defined the concept of “building blocks”
for disaster risk reduction and highlighted the key role of education programs for citizen groups and
civil societies to reduce the disaster risk. High attention was also assigned to the provision of budget
for both ex-ante and ex-post actions, suggesting that the needs of the affected population should be
placed at the center of reconstruction. Furthermore, the risk assessment assumed a key role in the
identification of safe land and to build regulations and land use planning principles.
The Sendai Framework [21] provided a set of tools to assess the level of resilience for cities exposed
to natural disasters, to identify priorities for investment and actions and to track the resilience
improvement over time. This document identified about 90 criteria for disaster resilience evaluation
expressing the city performance through quantitative values (from 0 to 5, where 5 is best practice).
Moreover, it is suggested the definition of two risk scenarios: a “most probable” and a “most severe”
(worst case) to clear understanding the risk associated to the possible disaster expected.
The document “100 Resilient cities” [7,35] highlighted four categories of resilience in urban area: (i)
the health and well-being of everyone living and working in the city; (ii) the social and financial
systems that enable urban populations to live peacefully, and act collectively; (iii) the infrastructural
and environmental systems that protect and connect urban citizens; (iv) the need of informed
leadership and of an inclusive, integrated and iterative decision making. In order to achieve resilience,
this document provided 12 goals that each city should strive towards and identified 12 categories of
indicators for the resilience assessment.
3.2 Analysis of indicators and best practices for resilience enhancement
Indicators for the urban resilience assessment were published in several scientific literatures (tab. 2).
Refere
nce
[43]
[44]

Scale
counties
magisterial
district

Resilience
category
social
economic

[45]

territorial

systemic

[46]

counties,
metropolitan
statistical areas

systemic

[47]

regional, county

systemic

[48]

counties

[49]

cities

[50]

cities

socio-economic, demographic

Indicator
(number)
11

socio-economic

10

Input data

socio-economic, demographic,
environmental, institutional,
infrastructural
socio-economic, demographic,
institutional, infrastructural, community
capital

Case study
United States Counties
Magisterial districts of South
Africa

31

x

32

Southeast region counties (US);
Gulfport-Biloxi, Charleston and
Memphis metropolitan statistical
areas

socio-economic, demographic,
institutional, infrastructural, community
capital

75

x

community

socio-economic

18

social
economic

socio-economic, demographic

systemic

socio-economic, demographic,
environmental, institutional,
infrastructural

16
39

82 counties of the state of
Mississippi
Caldas da Rainha-eniche (PT);
Évora – Elvas (PT)
x

Tab. 2: Summary of indicators identified for the urban resilience assessment. The scale of work, resilience
categories, input data and case study are reported. The symbol “x” indicates the lack of information.
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Density of commercial
activities
Development level of a
district

Employment

Economic

Financial system

Health accessibility
Health and Mitigation
Housing capital
International trade
capacity
Local economy

Personal wealth

Infrastructural

Environmental

Geography matter

Land use
Accessibility / potential
evacuation
Building characteristics

Number of commercial establishments per square mile
People in poverty (%); people receiving RMG and RSI (minimum
income for survival)
Unemployment rate (%); employment rate (%)
Human Development Index
Wealthy retirees (numb)
Employed in creative class occupations (knowledge-based workers,
science, engineering, arts, design, and the media) (%)
Employed in primary extractive industries (%)
Female labor force participation (%)
Employed in transportation, communications, and other public
utilities (%)
Employed in construction works (%)
Officials support vulnerability reduction
Corporate tax revenues
Population per bank branch (numb)
GDP share of the financial services sector
Population with health insurance coverage (%); Housing units
covered by insurance policies (%)
Physicians per people (numb); Health care support workers per
people (numb)
Homeowners (%)
Exports as % of GDP
Imports as % of GDP
Diversity in exports
Capital budget expenditure per local municipalities of pro capite;
municipal expenditures for fire, police
Establishments with> 250 employees; business gain/loss rate;
small business (%)
Ratio between the formation and dissolution of companies
Concentration of turnover in the top 4 companies
Proportion of primary production (mining and agriculture)
GDP growth (%)
Occupational diversity
Ratio of large to small businesses; business establishments
Median value of owner-occupied housing units
MDS
Urban influence
Per capita income; Median household income (in dollars); GINI
coefficient; volatility in income
Density of housing units
Distance from closest hub (km)
Average rainfall (annual mm)
Degraded, eroded, desertified areas (% of total area)
Deforestation rate
Governments and special districts (numb)
Land cover (forests, waterbodies and wetlands) (km2)
Urbanization rate (%)
Principle arterial miles per square mile
Mobile homes (%)
Building robustness (building classified for age or material of
construction)
Building height or Number of floors
Earthquake resistant built houses (%)
Proportion of reconstructions in face of new buildings constructed
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[50]

[49]

[48]

[47]

[46]

[45]

INDICATORS

[44]

SUB-CATEGORIES

[43]

CAT.

Some works were focused on a single resilience category (social, economic, environmental,
institutional, infrastructural) and tested their methodology through case study [43,44,48,49], others
used a systemic approach highlighting the difficulty in controlling and comparing a large numbers of
variables [45,47,50]. The importance to inform and involve the community in all working phases of
management plans also emerged [45,46,50]. In order to provide an overview of available urban
resilience indicators, we analyzed all published indicators and grouped them in 5 categories and 26
sub-categories (tab.3). The study pointed out a high percentage for the indicators concerning the
infrastructural (about 36%), economic (about 29%) and social categories (about 20%), and thus the
need for the future to focus on environmental and institutional categories characterized by a
percentage of about 7% and 9%, respectively. Moreover, about 50% of the collected indicators
focused on demographic aspect, social dynamics, people's employment and intended use of
buildings, while the quantity of indicators pertaining to the other sub-categories was low.
From this study emerged the key role of indicators as tool to assess the resilience of urban spaces,
monitor its changes through time, compare urban spaces, prioritize needs and suggest the actions for
enhancing the resilience.
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Communication
network
Community buildings

Communication

Health accessibility
Mitigation
Transport

Institutional

Territorial management
and mitigation

Communication

Social

Community

Demography

Education

Health
Transportation access

Infrastructure (power grid, bridges, wastewater, water, dams, roads)
Hotels and motels per square mile (numb)
Schools per square mile (numb)
Building construction establishments (numb)
Heavy and civil engineering construction establishments (numb)
Highway, street, and bridge construction establishments (numb)
Architecture and engineering establishments (numb)
Land subdivision establishments (numb)
Legal services establishments (numb)
Property and causality insurance establishments (numb)
Building inspection establishments (numb)
Landscape architecture and planning establishments (numb)
Environmental consulting establishments (numb)
Environment and conservation establishments (numb)
Scientific research and development establishments (numb)
Government/institutional buildings (city hall, colleges, nursing
homes) (numb)
Emergency management buildings (fire stations, police, emergency
operations center) (numb)
Special need transportation services (numb)
Temporary shelters (numb)
Commercial establishments and businesses (numb)
Licensed child care facilities (numb)
Utility systems construction establishments (numb)
Community housing (numb)
Housing units (%)
Vacant housing units (%)
Newspaper publishers (numb)
Radio stations (numb)
Television broadcasting (numb)
Internet service providers (numb)
Hospital beds (numb)
Warning system
Coastal setback, shoreline restoration
Ambulances (numb)
School and employee buses (numb)
Citizen Corps programs
Building codes
Land use plans or zoning regulations
Comprehensive plans
Mitigation plans
Emergency planning
Risk maps
First-hand experience with recovery in the last 10 years
Presidential Disaster Declarations (numb)
Weather event frequency
Population with a telephone (%)
Television, radio per capita (numb)
Foreign citizens who have applied for resident status (numb or %);
Net migration rate
Census response rates
People born in a state that still resides in that state (%)
Non-profit organization (numb)
Recreational centers and sport organizations (numb)
Registered voters (numb); voter participation to the last election
(numb)
Civic, political and professional organizations (numb)
Religious adherents (numb); religious organizations (numb)
Property crime rate
Population density
Population growth rate (%)
Elderly population (%) ; median age; renewal of the active
population index
Total population (numb)
Families or occupied housing units (numb)
Fertility rate; female (%); ratio of children per households
Population speaking English (%)
Ratio between the population with college education (%) and the
people with no high school diploma (%); people having the high
school diploma or having a lower or higher education
qualification(%); illiteracy rate
Population without a sensory, physical, or mental disability (%)
Consultations in health centers per capita
Vehicle per people (%); vehicle per housing units (%)
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Tab. 3: Summary of indicators recovered by scientific literatures for the assessment of cities resilience.
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At present, in addition to non-invasive measures, such as public awareness, institutional rules,
emergency and urban plans, it is emerging the key role of green infrastructures to minimizes the
damages caused by natural hazards, often exacerbated by the climatic changes, to urban system.
Natural and semi-natural areas, like parks, gardens, allotments, woodlands, green corridors and
wetlands, can make a significant contribution to disaster risk reduction [51].
The investment in green spaces is helping in overheating and flood mitigation, besides creating new
cycle routes and high quality comfortable space that could reduce social exclusion. An example of this
is the ring of green space that has been created around the southern edge of Manhattan after
hurricane Sandy in 2012 (fig.1). The effects of climate change, such as the increase in temperature
and frequency of heat waves, can be significantly amplified by the absence of vegetation and the
presence of concrete surfaces in urban areas and thus give rise to serious consequences in human
health. The use of green roofs and walls instead of air conditioning is a useful measure to avoid this
phenomenon and save money. Examples of well-known green roofs are in the Academy of Sciences
in San Francisco, Art School in Singapore and Vulcano Buono in Italy (planned by Renzo Piano), in
the Sydney towers (designed by Jean Nouvel Atelier), the Caixa Forum in Madrid (designed by
Herzog & DeMeuron) and the “Bosco verticale” in Milan (projected by Boeri).
In other cases, the urban resilience can be improved applying cutting-edge technologies to reduce the
impacts of natural hazards, examples of this are the steel barriers constructed in London for the
management of Thames flooding [52] and the retrofit intervention with seismic isolation applied to
Rione Traiano Polyfunctional Centre in Soccavo, Naples [53]. Other emblematic cases of urban
resilience improvement are the barriers of rock and ash and the controlled explosions creating deep
channels to divert the lava away from settlements in case of Mount Etna (Sicily, Italy) eruption [54].
Moreover, the drainage system to protect Capriolo city (Lombardy, Italy) after the landslide occurred in
May 7, 2004 was a representative intervention [55].

Fig. 1: Rendering of Green space created around the southern edge of Manhattan after hurricane Sandy in 2012
(from Bjarke Ingels Group).

4.

Discussion and conclusive remarks

In recent years, in accordance with the Strategy for Risk Reduction at World Heritage Properties
many European projects and scientific studies focused on the resilience as a tool to withstand and
cope with natural and human pressures.
A review of literatures, best practices, projects and policies allowed to summarize the available
strategies for assessing the resilience of cultural heritage exposed to natural hazards.
This work pointed out the existence of a large numbers of resilience indicators for economic and
infrastructural categories, they were characterized by high level of details and were common in many
scientific studies. Opposite condition characterizes the indicators of social and environmental
categories, for the first a great number were defined nevertheless a qualitative approach was mainly
followed while very few indicators were published for the latter ones.
The role of cultural heritage as potential element to enhance resilience in urban contexts was not fully
perceived, it can improve the systemic resilience of cities: enhancing the places identity, wellbeing and
quality of life of citizens (socio-cultural dimension); contributing to tourism and diverse economic
activities growth (economic dimension); preserving and improving environmental quality and reducing
soil consumption (environmental dimension) tanks to the conservation and reuse of heritage.
Cultural heritage greatly affects social and cultural life thus further research will include this element in
urban resilience frameworks. Moreover, a procedure for the systemic resilience assessment and
mapping will also considered in future studies. The first gives the possibility to have an overview of
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territorial resilience status, allows to scaling up the priority of intervention for the resilience
improvement and makes possible the comparison between several urban systems. The maps
represent a good tool to plan the actions aimed at improving the resilience and facilitate the
participation of stakeholder in all phases of resilience assessment.
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Abstract
Each dramatic event, even regardless of its nature and seriousness, may be perceived as a "disaster",
personal or collective, resulting in further and substantial psycho-emotional "disasters".
This double level of distress depends on the particular interaction that each individual, or group of
individuals, establishes with the event.
The disaster, therefore, not only appears attributable to the fact itself, but also to the cultural and
emotional dimension of those who, in various ways, interface with that fact.
It seems clear, then, that in the perception of emergencies, crisis, etc. communication is central
because, as mediation process, can help those who are directly involved in problematic events,
presenting them from a better point of view.
With this purpose the visual communication, through an articulated repertoire of codes and channels,
is pervasive and effective. From poster to the audiovisual product, from print to web, static and
dynamic images (photographic and graphic images, such as, drawings, illustrations, infographics, etc.)
represent facts into iconic signs and symbolic which, in a social solidarity perspective, convey urgent
issues to a wide and culturally very diverse audience.
The paper proposes some considerations on the main communications of the social disaster, aimed to
shaping the perception and, ultimately, to guide the social behavior linked to it.
The main objective is to identify prevalent visual languages of this specific field of communication in
order to help shape new theoretical and cultural lines of the design discipline (drawing, graphics,
audiovisual, etc.) [1].
Keywords: Representation, Graphic design, Audiovisual, Social “disaster”, Visual communication.

1.

Psychological “disaster”

Among the many forms of pain [2] that permeate contemporary society, the issues addressed in this
essay refer to psychological pain, inner variable from individual to individual. In particular, it wants to
contribute to reflect on the languages of communication that, through the representation of pain, may
contribute to its own overcoming.
We refer, therefore, at a non-objective pain, although determined by real facts such as a disease; we
refer at that pain resulted from an event that "grabs and tortures the roots of human life" (E.
Minkowski).
A pain that is not due to a simple sensory flow, but is strongly influenced by symbolic evaluations.
Specifically, in this paper, the examples are related, for the most part, to the psychological disaster" in
people with AIDS or HIV infected which feel multiple levels of suffering: in addition to the physical pain
determined from the possible occurrence of various pathologies related to the disease or to virus, are
relevant the multiple forms of psychological distress resulting from a suffered or sought social
exclusion.
They are a kind of suffering that accompanies the disease and constitues a continuous extension of it.
Here, then, that the psychological pain it becomes itself a contaminating disease regarding, on the one
hand, self-perception, on the other hand, the ordinary dynamics of life associated internal and external
to the family.
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The perception of their condition by the HIV positive subjects and social exclusion brought about by
widespread feelings of fear, lead pain to pain.
A deep sense of loneliness forces them in a special relationship with their sentences, greatly
exaggerates the psycho-social scope of problem.
This depends to a large extent, by a lack of information in terms of quantity and quality. In other words,
the communication campaigns seem scant and inappropriate.
In recent decades, thanks to important results in terms of pharmacological management disease and,
above all, of the virus, there has been a substantial decrease of information projects with consequent
lowering of attention; In addition, much of the information, especially in the wake of the scare
campaigns realized in the Eighties, are not able to give an objective measure of the problem,
promoting a substantial fear that often generated marginalization.
So people suffering from the disease (or just carrying the virus) must fight the trouble itself and
manage, often in solitude, the resulting psychological and social aspects.
The perception of himself as a person who made a mistake, as a subject that must somehow serve his
fault, as bearer of familiar and social suffering, the acknowledgment of actual incidents of
marginalization are, overall, the inner resonance of disease, and are indelible traces in the memory.
Now, considering that the fundamental medical engagement is the defeat of the disease, if we refer to
a renewed concept of wellness and health – understood as the care of the person in its entirety – it's
clear that it's important to work also on the psychological and relational aspects of the disease, since
as "it is not the organ that suffers, but the entire existence is contracting and altering the relationship
with the world" (U. Galimberti).
It is, therefore, to urge the individual to understand his disease, to accept it as part of himself, to give it
a sense, to be able to define a new identity through which renew relations with others and limit as
much as possible the sense of suffering.
With refer to these considerations, I report an interesting project towards the issues of '"cancellation"
or, at least, of the "reduction" of pain – although primarily aimed at the physical size of the
phenomenon. It is the "Hospital without pain" project, the value of which, even apart from the results,
consists precisely in directing attention to the issue of pain.
The detection of pain, suggest the guidelines of the project, must be "constant like for other vital signs
such as heart rate, body temperature, blood pressure which are fundamental in the clinical evaluation
of the person" [3].
This attention must obviously also concern the psycho-emotional sphere, starting from the idea that,
first of all, the patient is a person with rights: right to emotion, to sexuality, to sociality, to happiness, to
normality, ecc.
"No patient should feel invisible or forgotten [...] our Constitution protects health as a fundamental right
of every person and as interest of the entire community. It is a full right, non-compressible, which
regards the dignity and freedom of everyone. [...] It's a theme that challenges all of us, we are
committed as democratic society that wants to ensure dignity and freedom of every person's rights”
[4].

2.

Communication and psychological “disaster”

Representing the pain involves a series of obvious difficulties and risks of which everyone has the
opportunity to make individual experience.
Often, the face of pain, the "words of relief" can be lovingly tolerated or rejected with irritation. Words
are excessive and pointless compared to the pain.
What should be then communication about HIV and AIDS, to break down the soul's pain and
loneliness resulting from the perception of the disease itself on the part of those who are affected, and
from social marginalization determined by a vague or even wrong knowledge of the disease?
For certain philosophy a way that appears to be effective consists nell'universalizzare the pain
suffered in pain as possible.
Then, the representation of suffering should put all (even those who are not directly affected by it)
faced with a kind of prospective suffering that could relate to anyone. Here, then, that whosoever can
experience feelings of compassion, meaning the ability to understand the pain.
Of course, representation of suffering carries the risk of spectacularization of pain, such as in large
part of the media images, in particular in the television ones where narration and rhetoric are used in
"finzionalizzante" function.
It is, mostly, of representations in which the real connotation of pain is almost completely cut away.
These representations are proposed as a kind of screenplay in which the reality of facts results as
truthfullness of a story that becomes fascinating such as a romance, loosing all reference to reality.
Beyond these episodes of blatant "abuse" of the issue of pain, manage the images of suffering is
however complex, even in contexts characterized by an ethical attitude in the representation.
The reason is because it is easy to fall into the stereotype, in the "fee." In other words, the frequent
recourse to a kind of iconography of pain, feeds the visual habituation with respect to a certain kind of
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images, greatly reducing the effectiveness of the message conveyed by them; in addition, these kind
of images sometimes affect, even if so unintentionally, the rights and sensitivities of the subjects
represented.
Faced with a certain image production the attentional-emotional effect therefore seems destined to
fade, while the viewer is increasingly a simple voyeur who don't participate to the situation, but feels
quietly far of the problem.
Compared to the complexity and to the spread of this problem, which involves different criticities, in
Italy, in June 2016, it was started the “Forum on the use of images in communications and fundraising
campaigns” that saw the partecipation of different promoters such as AOI, Assif, CINI, EUConsult Italy,
Italian Institute of Donation, Link2007, Unicom.
The main objective is to share a document on how to 'communicating', that updates what is already
defined in the past. The main objective is to share a document on how to 'communicating', that
updates what was already defined in the past, taking into account the recent European experiences,
among which we report the "Code of Conduct" developed in 2015 by Dochas –The Irish Association of
Non-Governmental Development Organisations.
You want to achieve a sort of integrative document of the Code of Commercial Communication of the
Institute of Advertising Self-Regulation (IAP), which will become, therefore, a reference point for
commercial and social communication.
This will be particularly useful to guide all manufacturers of images, which, often unintentionally,
produce inadequate representations.
A lot of miscommunication, it depends, in fact, by a widespread difficulty in managing the visual
languages.

3.
Codes and languages for the modification of social behavior towards
those people AIDS suffering, or carriers of the HIV virus
The problems that the communication project “Being Positive: No Stigma” wanted to address are two:
first, the guilt, the perception of damage, of danger to himself and others, elaborated by HIV positive or
suffering from AIDS; secondly, the psychological pain caused by the society. Inadequate informations,
often wrong, produce pre-concepts and feeling of fear, causing, finally, isolation and marginalization.
To this is then added, in some cases, the family attitude that, by measuring the problem in terms of
social evil, increases further feelings of guilt and discomfort.
- Preliminary phase of project: investigation of the "stories" of sick persons.
To better understand the psychological state of sick and of HIV positive, in accordance with the
procedures of the so-called Narrative Medicine [5], in the preliminary phase of the project, we have
listen to the stories of some "testimonial".
Ordinary people have explained the complexity of their condition, their way of life, their fears. They
have recalled the time of communication of the diagnosis, of what happened next, their emotional and
behavioral changes.
They have revealed extraordinary acceptance paths and skills in dealing with the new condition of life,
or, conversely, stories "not evolutionary ".
They emerged some fundamental issues that have suggested the main features of the communication
project.
- The need for authentic acceptance and participation.
Each "testimonial" told a story of truth, has proposed a chronicle of events, using an essential
language, overall non-emotional, from which it emerged a request for acceptance of the disease and
of the patient, without pathetic expressions of commiseration.
- Supporting the patient to reconsider his own attitude toward the patology and the changes of life.
Help the person to recognize the meaning of their own illness, to understand that medical treatment
and the psycological care - starting from the one that the patient must give to himself through the
acceptance of his condition - may balance the physical pain as well as one linked to the emotional
sphere. It's important to give value, then, to the positive psychological and relational aspects that,
regardless of the therapeutic success, may give relief to the subject in need.
Having identified these macro-objectives, it has become explicit the complexity of the communication
challenge: it's to define strategies, visual languages, communication channels to redirect and change
rooted social behaviors.
- Contents, languages, products and communication channels.
In relation to the prevailing theoretical guidelines and to some critical reflections on social use of the
images (described above), it was decided to convey communication through narratives that they can,
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on the one hand, evoke suggestions, on the other hand, provide accurate informations through which
trying to activate a process of cultural change and, at last, of behavior modification.
This with the dual aim of establishing, in primis, an empathy with the communication user, in secundis,
thanks to the "emotional attunement", give medical and scientific information through which suggest,
even implicitly, appropriate attitudes of understanding and solidarity.
With this purpose it was decided to use audiovisual products so to be able to represent even complex
narrative joints, working, above all, on the fundamental temporal component and on the variety of
visual and acustic signs (images, text, music, voices, noises).
Aware of the breadth and complexity of the topic, it was decided to work on individually oriented
projects to embrace and communicate only one aspect related to HIV and AIDS, in order to focus the
attention of the recipient over data easy to remembered.
This has resulted in the choice of a "spot" format that has to be developed in the maximum duration of
60 seconds.
The contents are mainly mixed, because, from time to time, the audiovisual products represent stories
(broken relationships - friendship, sentimental, social -, change - of perception, of knowledge, of
behavior), but also medical information in order to provide objective reasons in support to the request
of acceptance, of solidarity and sharing.
The visual and textual language of communication has predominantly performed expressiveness and
referentiality.
On the one hand, therefore, consistent with the narrative content, it has been adopted a language in
which the issuer is at the center of communications in order to create a kind of mirror identity in which
anyone can "projecting" himself. This reflected identity make partaker recipient of the psychological
dynamics related to the disease itself and its perception; Moreover, in case the recipient is the very
subject affected by the disease or is HIV positive, it may be useful listen to a testimony of suffering, but
also a testimony to overcome pain to start to elaborate a balanced behavior. From another point of
view, it has been made a "neutral" and impersonal communication, in which the attention is decidedly
directed toward informative data. In general, in both cases, it shall be implemented an integration of
images and sounds that is served as functional mechanism to introduce a message definitively
revealed by textual component - both in recited form, both in graphic form - internal to the product or
"peritestuale".

4.

Main elements of the visual code

Also if within communicative languages among them quite different (think to the marked
expressiveness of "Rope", or to the referentiality of "KeepInTouch") the "inquadratura" in the
foreground has been a fundamental expressive key, common to almost all project solutions.
It was not just a way of looking at reality, a "stylistic" figure, but rather a way to strengthen the content.
In other words, the close up image – of a face, an object, a sign, an action, etc. – it has been
instrumental to reveal a series of micro-movements, even at the expense of a natural movement,
creating what Gilles Deleuze describes as "affection" (G. Deleuze). Human faces and "voltificate"
things, then, are the basic elements of the audiovisual products which result vibrant, attractive and rich
in meanings.

5.

Communication and society: conclusions

In today's society, more and more characterized by material "disasters" which are in fact psychological
disasters, the meaning and the role assumed by visual communication is absolutely critical.
This significant role of communications, makes it necessary to reflect very carefully on the forms of
languages that is better to use to represent different kind of complexity.
It is to design the codes suitable to make understandable messages by specific social groups; it's
important to think about products, channels, strategies necessary to implement flow of information
and, ultimately transmit messages.
The challenge will still be to contribute to the welfare of the people, to the satisfaction of their material
and immaterial needs, through the "lightness" of the graphic design and text, color, sound, the
movement of the forms.
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Fig. 1: Alice Ciliberto, Giovanna Tagliasco, Annapaola Vacanti, logo and poster designed for the research “Being
Positive: No Stigma”, 2016.
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Fig. 2: Francesca Comparato, Francesca Buono, Rope, audiovisual project developed in the research “Being
Positive: No Stigma”, 2016.

.
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Fig. 3: Fabiola Bracchi, Chiara Claus, Erika Meola, Daniel Torres, KeepInTouch, audiovisual project developed in
the research “Being Positive: No Stigma”, 2016.
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Bibliographical References
[1] In particular, it is presented a communication project aimed to break down stigma against people
HIV positive or affected by AIDS. This project, called "Being Positive: No Stigma" was developed in a
research agreement, signed in 2015 and still going, between the Department of Architecture and
Design of the Polytechnic School of Genoa, the Department of Health Sciences of the University of
Genoa and ANLAIDS (Liguria).
[2] To clarify the concept of pain it's useful to report the definition drafted by the IASP (International
Association for the Study of Pain - 1986): "An unpleasant sensory and emotional experience
associated to tissue damage, actual or potential, or described in terms of damage. It is an individual
and subjective experience, in which converge purely sensory components relating to the transfer of
the painful stimulus from the periphery to the central structures,but also experiential and affective
components, which modulate in an important manner what is perceived”.
The Italian Ministry of Health, that reports in its website the aforementioned description, puts in further
evidence some peculiarity: "the painful signal, once generated, is modulated (limited or amplified) at
various levels by stimuli from nervous structures (sensory, mental...) and not (metabolic,
immunologic...), before arriving the natural sites that give clinical interpretation. This explains how the
pain is the result of a complex system of interactions, where different factors (environmental, cultural,
religious, emotional, physical, ...) modulate the importance and nature”.
It outlines, that albeit in a marginal way, the reference to the psychological sphere of pain which, as it
is stressed in this assay, is an increasingly significant aspect in the complex situation related to the
disease.
[3] "Hospital without pain" is a formula for assistance devised by John Bonica, one of the most
important promoters on pain therapy. It spread to the United States since the fifties; it is now present in
many European countries (France, Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, Spain)
The quoted text is taken from the guidelines of the Agreement between the Italian Ministry of Health,
Regioni and Province Autonome of Trento and Bolzano, published in Gazzetta Ufficiale, Serie
Generale, n. 149 of 29 June 2001.
[4] Text taken from the speech delivered by the Head of State, Sergio Mattarella, on the occasion of
the World Day of rare diseases, February 28, 2017, Quirinale, Roma.
[5] The National Institute of Health with the National Center for Rare Diseases (CNMR) defines
Narrative Medicine "a clinical care methodology based on a specific communicative competence". It is
a practice introduced in the late Nineties, at a time that, in medicine, has been called "bleeding soul."
Some scholars, among whom we remember Trisha Greenhalgh, Brian Hurwitz, Rachel N. Remen,
Rita Charon, Arthur Kleinman and Byron J. Good, proposed new forms of relationship with the patient
based, precisely, on a narrative approach, in addition to the traditional one based on evidences.
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Abstract

The essay proposes some reflections about the different relationships and types of relation that happen
among works of art and architectures, where the latter plays the protagonist representation instead of
being the place where the artwork exhibits itself or the experience where it’s hard to distinguish the
border between arts and architecture. Many are the examples and moments of osmosis between the
two worlds, when one is able to welcome the possible expressive ways of the other.
History offers us several experiences, even belonging to the past centuries, which are characterized by
different languages and communicative tools: but it’s possible for these last to identify similarities, to
trace a fil rouge that sees the realization and individuation of a common character that governs them in
the perceptual artifices and the utilization of perspective illusions.
The relationships growing in places that were projected to be characterised by surfaces totally covered
by frescos, revoke aestethic considerations or others related to the taste and the fashion of the time,
rather than references to the favourite expressive instrument.
Those invoked in this range are some experiences where the surface loses its being a limit, becoming
an intangible membrane giving life to real architectural machines which lives in continuity with the real
architectures ones that welcome them.
Keywords: painted architecture, perceptual artifices, illusions of perspective, anamorphosis.

1.

The fascination of illusions

The essay proposes some reflections about the different relationships and types of relation that happen
among works of art and architectures, where the latter plays the protagonist representation instead of
being the place where the artwork exhibits itself or the experience where it’s hard to distinguish the
border between arts and architecture. Many are the examples and moments of osmosis between the
two worlds, when one is able to welcome the possible expressive ways of the other.
History offers us several experiences, even belonging to the past centuries, which are characterized by
different languages and communicative tools: but it’s possible for these last to identify similarities, to
trace a fil rouge that sees the realization and individuation of a common character that governs them in
the perceptual artifices and the utilization of perspective illusions.
The relationships growing in places that were projected to be characterised by surfaces totally covered
by frescos, revoke aestethic considerations or others related to the taste and the fashion of the time,
rather than references to the favourite expressive instrument.
Those invoked in this range are some experiences where the surface loses its being a limit, becoming
an intangible membrane giving life to real architectural machines which lives in continuity with the real
architectures ones that welcome them. Examples in which perspective rules generate and control
spaces from the easiest ones to those characterized by difficult compositions where perspective is
pushed to the limits of projection’s principles. In these representations the position of the observer
assumes a fundamental role.
Through an ideal travel among centuries and cultures we do find, since the most ancient eras, spaces
where a fusion of virtual and actual places happen. Since the Roman parietal paintings already, we
partecipate in illusionary compositions' realisation which, covering the whole surface of the walls,
decorate, beautify and give birth to representations suggesting three-dimensionality.
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There are several examples in Pompei, where the paitings realised between the start of I° century b.C
and 79 a.C tell the stories of places populated by architecture, columns, arcades, cornices and
architraves, temples and areas that were open towards external spaces, projecting immeasurable
dimensions. These are the paitings that the archaeologist August Mau defines of Second Style, the
same ones which will see an evolution in those of Fourth Style, marked by fine and thin shapes. Here,
unreal compositions make up great "scenic designs", stage-places of mythological tales. Architectural
elements mix themselves to define fantastic structures that find their reason to realise in something
that's only possibile in painting's unreal dimension. Perspectives are pushed to the limit of structural
collapse. The illusions that generate are those of creating - in tiny areas such as cubicola or in major
ones as triclinia - perspectual artifices aimed to the illusion. There was no rule governing the
composition's realisation which was the result of multiple perspectives, anticipating, in this manner, that
the observer was not static but dynamic. The researches and the studies made on several frescos, both
of second and fourth style, have allowed to elaborate figurative hypothesis of the spaces imagined by
the pictor. Through these polls, areas of virtual reality have been analyzed: the places where
emonational feelings of the obsever happen.
Starting from operations of perspective restitutions, the processes have led to the configurative
elaboration of the places. Architettura picta's reconstruction are analyzed and put in relation with the
actual areas that welcome them. This allows, through interpretation and hypothesis, to elaborate other
possible perceptions, visualizying the artifice in a different way.
In this field two studies among the several ones conducted on Pompeii’s frescos [1] are remembered,
they’ve been chosen to underline the differences of virtual spaces belonging to the figurative languages
of Second and Fourth Style.
1.1 The illusions of perspective in the villa of Boscoreale
The first example is referred to the frescos that had been realized for the famous cubilicum in what is
said to be Publio Fannio Sinistore’s villa in Boscoreale, now kept by the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
The study gives the opportunity to reflect on how painted architectural compositions can appropriate the
relationship with the environment that welcomed them only in a virtual way, sadly.
The frescos were sold at auction to an artist from New York on 8th June in 1903. It is in those days that
the thorny story about the selling of the Villa’s paintings and the Treasure of Boscoreale [2], now
scattered among the Metropolitan Museum, Amsterdam’s Allard Pierson Museum, Belgium’s Mariemont
Museum, the Louvre and Naples National Archeological Museum had happened.
At the end of the 19th century Pompeii’s suburb of Pagus Augustus Felix Suburbanus, which today is
included in the territory of Boscoreale, returned several Roman villas as this one, where extraordinary
pictures were found. These last decorating the private space of the cubiculum do respect the rules of
symmetry and date back to 30-40 B.C. A symmetry that has been respected thanks to the distribution
of the frescos by proposing the same ones on counterposing sides, exactly as thanks to the paintings’
composition that presents an axis of central symmetry. The cubilicum, 6 m long and 4 m large, saw the
entry on one of the two short sides opening itself towards the peristilium, that was reached once passed
the anteroom. The rectangular environment was divided in two main areas: a first, almost squared space
with a flat covering defined the prostylos that anticipated the alcova, the dormitorium, covered by a

Fig. 1: Villa of Boscoreale, cubiculum. The depicted elements do follow multiple rules of perspective.
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Fig. 2: Villa of Boscoreale, cubiculum. The painting of the long walls.

lowered barrel vault. The division between the two parts had to be underlined by the ground’s mosaic
decorations and the bed’s carpet of the alcove. A similar rule was established for the walls’ compositions.
The walls were entirely covered by depictions. Even though every painting belongs to the Second Style’s
figurative language, the depictions do present some diversities of composition. On its back wall the
alcove represented a rural scene which enlarged the physical space of that place. The passage between
concrete and virtual space was highlighted by four couples of coupled columns and pillars on the
tripartite wall. A painted podium, which is also present in different versions on two other side walls,
allows to develop the compositions on an upper level, unlike the pavement. The fresco has a great lack
caused by a window’s opening, but it’s still possible to recognize the entire composition. In the
foreground there are two red columns entirely decorated with rich gold shoots that were born from
acanthus leaves standing at the base of the trunk and finishing in gold Corinthian capitals.
Among these there’s a yellow orthostat characterized by a bas-relief depicting a city, the former is
holding a container of glass full of fruits. In the high part of the painting structures with arbours are visible
behind the rocks covered in vegetation.
The subject’s divison of the painting is repeated in the frescos realized for the long walls too. A first one
completes, with its symmetrical side, the space dedicated to the alcove. Four fluted columns with other
four pillars maintain a triangular frame. The header, broken in the center line, allows to dedicate the
focus of the depiction to a tholos. The circular monument presents a pagoda roof and four red columns
which look-alike to the others painted in the rest of the pictures. The figuration wants the tholos to be
set at the peristyle’s center, which is constituted of Doric columns and developing on three sides. Four
pillars drawing a L, that are painted in the cubiculum’s corners, solve the passage among the virtual
spaces of the different walls. Between the long walls’ frescos instead there’s a square pillar with little
squared bosses on every side to represent a resolution of continuity. The bigger painting is characterized
by refined red Corinthian columns wrapped up with golden branches. As said already, here also the

Fig. 3: Villa of Boscoreale, cubiculum, the recreated virtual space.
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space is split by four couples of pillars and columns. The picture’s center portraits a holy ambient with
an altar for vows and two big golden vases, placed on two marble benches. The space is delimited by
three red orthostats and a closed gate that separates from the back yard.
This last one, surrounded by a high wall, has at its centre an aedicule which is characterised by long
Ionic pillars with trabeation and amphoras. A goddess’ simulacrum underneath represents the focus of
the composition. Beside the depiction there are many architectures, placed on different perspective
levels alluding to a city’s representation.
In the foreground a building is visible: it has its door and gate fully decorated with coloured marbles and
panels with red and gold fishes.
An accurate study of the paintings, which are only apparently the result of a unique central perspective,
reveals that the depicted elements do follow multiple rules of perspective. On the composition’s
symmetrical axis, track of the main visual plane, one can identify the diverse positions of the straight
lines’ vanishing points. The straight lines are interpreted as orthogonal referred to the picture, thus
ending in the reference point. Once supposed multiple resolutions for an harmonic final reconstruction,
it’s been possible to continue with the restitution of frames. If the horizon lines’ identification needs an
attentive analysis of the represented elements without any particular difficulties, the identification of the
range marker needs appropriate considerations. It’s been possible to determine the internal orientation
of the identified perspectives thanks to the presence of circumferences of horizontal planes – stems,
columns’ bases rather than capitals, they all could’ve been inserted in squares represented with central
perspective [3]. Multiple are the considerations about the outside orientation. The fundamental ones
were faked sometimes, they coincided with the podium’s upper extreme. In other cases they’ve been
assumed by suggesting a precise dimension of elements that had been given back by some other
perspective’s restitutions. This has allowed to relate diverse architectures and amount to complex
elaborated spaces. The reconfiguration’s operations also employed necessary philological
reconstruction to complete the articulation of some parts of architecture: they weren’t painted but it had
been possible to foresee them. The painter’s will is to portrait, through the architectura picta, spaces
that are able to multiply the real dimension both on parallel levels to the iconic picture and elevated or
overlapping ones. In these and similar depictions of Second Style the paintings are characterised by the
representation of places resembling the hosting architectures themselves. The space’s reconstruction
happens through the relationship – defined and interpreted - between the projective space of
perspective’s pictures and the descriptive, metrical one of a plane representation. The 3D reconstruction
and the interpretation allow to underline the bond among actual and abstract parts, to visualise the
possible, imaginary routes happening there.
1.2 The illusions of perspective in the Casa della Caccia Antica
Among the most meaningful examples of Fourth Style we can remember the ones got back from the
Casa della Caccia Antica in Pompeii [4]. The adornment here is almost fully attributable to the last
decorative period identified by Mau, these examples were realized after the violent earthquake in 63
A.C. [5]. The study focused on the frescos of the so called Ala, of the Tablinium and Exedrae. Several
scholars do agree and attribute their author to a single workshop. The ones realized for the first two
environments present multiple similarities of composition. Three walls are painted and the same
composition is proposed on the two ones that counterpose one another. The theme deals with rich and
fantastic architectures that create the scaene frontes. They’re sceneries welcoming “actors”, interpreters
of mythological tales. What is represented on the walls of the Ala is the myth of Achilles who escapes
on the Isle of Sciro to avoid the war of Troy. The characters increase in number throughout the three
walls, which present complex architectures of slender columns sustaining coffered canopies, several
aedicule, elaborated trabeations and exedras. The possible realisation of the depicted figures is just an
illusion. The dominant colour is ochre yellow and it is extended almost all over the walls, except for the
basement. This last one, coloured in a dark maroon, follows rules of composition that are totally diverse
from the ones of the scenes that are upon it. The drawing is the same on every of the three walls. A
small portico is composed by columns and caryatids of golden bronze, it presents a coffered covering
and a central aedicule containing a gold Cupid. The fields standing beside the basis’ strip have
ornaments, garlands, spirals of flowers and decorative amphoras.
Unfortunately, despite the painting’s uniqueness, the frescos’ conditions haven’t allowed to carry out
the operations of restitutions of frames directly on them. It was chosen to conduct the studies, which
were aimed to the construction of what went further the walls’ limit, on incisions and chromolithographs
effectuated by Fausto Niccolini, Judith Sellers and W.Klinkert. If for the western wall, the back wall of
the Ala, ten different perspectives for the parts constituting the scaena have been identified, for the
lateral ones (which lack of the painting’s lower part) it has been suggested to connect all of the elements
with a unique rule of perspective. In order to get a virtual, harmonic composition, both for the painting
itself and for the others, it’s been fundamental to pay attention to maintain a metrical correspondence of
the restituted elements.
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Fig. 4: Casa della Caccia Antica in Pompeii, Ala. The recreated virtual space.
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Fig. 5: Casa della Caccia Antica in Pompeii, Exedrae and Tablinium. The recreated virtual space.

It was predictable that the major complexity of the scaenae frontes pictor's scenographies produced a
larger number of perspectives to whom the represented elements were connected. It's interesting to
notice how the same rule of perspective, and as a consequence the same feeling of perception, puts in
common the painting's parts and sectors. More precisely, it's been possible to identify a system of
perspective for the base, a different one for central canopy structures, others for the side
strips’architectures and the elements of deeper or upper levels.
The comparison among the virtual scene's diverse perceptions, obtained by developing as many central
perspectives as the identified and supposed systems of perspective, allows to make some
considerations. Thanks to the central projections' comparison one can sense the painter's choices,
aimed to get the best realization of the depicted architectures. The representation of every single part
tends to enhance its configuration. The pictor, in an wise or intuitive way, and even when suddenly
modifying the point of view, is able to show you parts and/or elements that would have been sacrificed
in the hypothesis of a single perspective [6].
The comparison between the painting rather than the chromolithograph and a unitary perspective vision,
adequately chosen among the elaborated ones, reveals that the whole perception of the painted
architecture isn't very far from the one elaborated according to the standards of the perspective
construction.
The relations that create between the arts for achitecture and architecture for arts establish a double
way of reading. One expresses itself through the other one, it realises itself in the other dimension,
making possible multiple exchanges.
1.3 Architectures and Perspective
The maximum expression of such a language will be reached with the aware use of perspectual rules
and artifices. What will be developed is a genre which is showing itself in 16th century, consolidating its
expressive terms in the 17th, even reaching the following century. These are the centuries when
quadraturisti painters will give life to surprising decorative setup. In this context are presented the results
of researches made on painting cycles' examples, present on the Neapolitan territory.
The favourable circumstance which wants the identification in Vesuvio's coast as priviliged place for the
realisation of nobiliar residence (both of Bourbon and French sovereigns, with the relative courts) will
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Fig. 6: Villa Campolieto in Ercolano. The interpretation of illusion painted.

allow to find areas with spectacular paintings. Starting with the Royal Palace of Portici, all of the new
aristocratic residences became stages where they could create suggestive compositions which, without
solution of continuity, cover walls and vaults. On the contrary, the ones that already existed simply
adequate with the taste and the fashion of the time.
The survey among the actual spaces of architecture and the virtual ones of painted architecture refer to
private places, as the salons with frescos of Villa Campolieto in Ercolano, destined to a close and
privileged class or to vast salons (as in Castel Capuano in Naples) whose communicative power was
addressed to a major public.
Erected by the Normans in XII century and residence of the sovereigns until the XIII century, the Castle
has been used in 1540 as seat of Neapolitan courthouses (as wanted by the viceory Don Pedro de
Toledo), a function lasted for the next five centuries thanks to a long tradition.
The identity of the place is very strong, it's a symbol of city's historical memory, where everything
revokes the solemnity of the area: a place to renew the knowledge of rights and keeper of artistic,
architectural peculiarities sadly ignored by many.
The study has regarded the paintings realized for the two salons of the first floor: the Sommaria Salon
and the following Saloncino dei Busti. The fresco decoration of these places belongs to the iconographic
programme which affected the palace in XVIII century: illusionary architectures in perspective, columns
and fake recesses welcome allegorical figures belonging to the juridical tradition of the place.
Geometry, the instrument aimed to reveal the spatial potentialities, relations and connections among
elements figurating the architetture picta, is felt as science of the space and as mean to investigate the
actual areas' complexity. Here the observer, beneficiary of virtual and real spaces, is involved with other
dynamics in the scene realized on the high, long walls.
Once again we're looking at some compositions that were conceived with the purpose of overwhelming
the spectator and connect with him. Several similarities and relations can be spotted with the Pompeian
trompe-l’oeil. The representative technique’s awareness will achieve spatial compositions of huge value.
Frames’ restitutions reveal that the logics of composition relate with scenographies’ artifices which, well
employed by the painters, allow to stream programmed illusions. The Magri brothers, authors of the
Vesuvian villa, enlarge the spaces and progressively compress the intercolumniations that grow in depth
instead of painting exedras revealing not circular profiles. This happens in the Exedra’s room, the
Telescope’s room as for celebrations’ environment.
Obviously these choices are made with awareness, the author knows that he’s creating architectures
which are able to “accelerate” or “slow down” the virtual spaces’ conquest. They’re aimed to represent
architectures that conquer the dimension of illusion.
In the pictures realized for Villa Campolieto there are several references of the hosting architectures.
The painted exedras recall the villa’s horseshoe. The cross vault and barrel vault colonnade resemble
the two axes of the ground floor villa’s crossing.
The composition and configurative scheme of the virtual architectures increasing the space of the little
Saloon of Castel Capuano sees the same solutions on every wall, except for the necessary details due
to the presence of doors, windows, the room’s square shape where length is width’s double [7]. The
restitution of perspective has allowed to analyse and newly configure the virtual space, articulated on
three levels. In the foreground, with the role of mediating between the real and abstract dimension,
there’s an eave composed by binate fluted columns with Corinthian capitals and wrapped up by flowers’
garlands. They sustain the roof of rectangular, elliptical and hexagonal coffers running through the
room’s perimeter. The back wall’s composition enriches itself with a rich and plastic base, on top of
whom stands the simulacrum of the equestrian statue of Carlo Bourbon, painted in fake bronze.
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Fig. 7: Castel Capuano in Naples, Saloncino dei Busti. Recomposition of the virtual space.

Natali resolves with great sensibility and needed perspective’s artifices the mediation among the frames
and the shelves depicted in perspective which decor three passages. A central perspective rules the
scene thanks to its main vanishing point that distances 1,27 m from the horizontal plane of reference, a
choice that implies a major acceleration of the high elements in perspective. It is 19 m far from the
picture: the point of view, which allows the complete fruition of the fresco, is reached once entered in
the room. There a rule’s exception for the shelves on the top of the doors, these last symmetrically
placed. The shelves, the result of a parallel projection, are depicted in axonometric. These formers, in
a marginal position of the picture, should’ve been represented in a more accentuated way, but it was
avoided by the painter who prefers an harmonious and suggestive representation. The artist lets the
exception prevail on the rule, when visual perception and perspective’s representation are in conflict.
The restitution of the configured space reveals the representation of a curve exedra that welcomes in
the middle a corridor with a conical vault. The figuration is supported by the hypothesis that the
composing columns are the same of the foreground's ones. The third and last plane where the scene is
developed is represented by a massive palace playing on pillars and recesses' position, then closing
the space in depth.
The analysis and the reading of the long walls' iconographic apparatus, characterized by a central
perspective, see the identical composition, enlarged to occupy the entire façade. Here the exedra looks
a lot more open, the marginal elements perfectly coincide with the ones depicted on the next sides.
The role of the observer acquires a major meaning in perspective’s applications, which see an intriguing
expressive moment in the mixing of anamorphic compositions. Since the 16th century the artists who
spread their own artistic expression through this artifice, based on a wise game among projection’s
geometry principles and the ones of perceptual psychology, give a meaningful importance to the
observer.
1.4 Suggestions and visual perceptions
The story and the considerations here proposed move through artistic installations that make of the
perspective artifice the instrument of brilliant and singular perspective inventions.
The artistic expressions which assume this instrument as a vehicle and which link the experience
imagined by the artist and the architecture, realize themselves in several contemporary installations.
Parts of edifices rather than parts of city become the objects where the installation has to be built.
Installations realized in the respect of the places that contribute to their existence. It's in this panorama
that the works of Felice Varini are included. Him makes of the architecture the place to achieve his
inventions, an active place “canvas” of suggestions. What is the limit among artwork, installation and
the substrate in which it shows itself? How to divide and separate the elements? Essential geometries,
clear lines and forms model and mix themselves. Circles, concentric circumferences, ellipses, single or
multiple forms are materialized with brilliant colors, in order to offer several perceptive experiences.
His works want the observer to enjoy the installation from different perspectives, moving in
representation's place and relishing of the work that changes.
If for Varini the research of the privileged point, “potential starting point", represents just one of the
possible perceptual suggestions that the work gives back, the moment of the surprise is the only moment
and place possible in other artistic experiences. That's what happens for Georges Rousse. The areas
and the artifices that are at the base of his installation always regard elaborations without a form. The
work of art's product is a photographic image which stops and gives back the re-composed image, the
concept of the idea elaborated through illusionary, paradoxal plays, and is read by the only point of view
that's possible.
The story travels among instances of architecture’s projects, public spaces which realize themselves
through anamorphic works offering multiple perceptual experiences.
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Fig. 8: Felice Varini, La Villette en suites and Georges Rousse, Architectures Sculptures.

There’s also, in this narration, the projectual/artistic experience of Karim Rashid for the Neapolitan
Underground of Arts, going from vast considerations on the important and meaningful program realized
in the Neapolitan city to the installations of the Anglo-Egyptian designer for the University Station. Here
also, the common denominator is the game of perceptions. From figuration of pictures of Dante and
Beatrice, proposed on ladder’s steps of access to the second basement floor, to the works realized with
the technology lenticular print 3D which offer, to the moving observer, suggestive and multiple
experiences.
The first ones are a projection on misaligned levels, namely on the steps’ rise, of the images that are
assumed as icons of the humanistic Italian culture. The two pictures result recomposed if the vision of
the step’s horizontal surface is cancelled. This perception is possible by identifying the main point of
view’s position a little higher than the ground or observing the picture from a certain distance. Like this,
the sight that is strongly conditioned by the horizontal surface allows a perceptive and mental experience
of the fragmented image’s re-composition. Thanks to the lenticular technology H3D System Rashid
manages to create installations able to multiply the perceptions’ game. This technique is based on the
printing of 4 mm wide panels that allows to visualize 3D objects on a two-dimensional surface. These
are felt as in movement depending on the observer’s position. The objects seem to come alive on the
sides of the two platforms, which are 32 m long, and fully covered of the two identical installations [8],
Mutalblob Pink and Mutalblob Lime. They differ from one another just for the chromatic choice.
These works are able to create some environments where the consumer inevitably receives multiple
visual stirrings. The perceptive experiences also depend on the speed of how one is going: slower for
the ones walking along the platform, faster from the ones standing in the running train.
The lenticular technique is also used for a work called Iknos, that is present in the atrium. Here, in 24
panels of 1x2,4 m, the apparently casual sequence of Rashid’s particular figures is reproduced twice.
The illusion happens because of the changing colours of the symbols observed in movement.
What was wanted to be created in this essay is a story, a journey through art and architecture, between
two worlds often connected where the languages are blended. Places where the value, the suggestions

Fig. 9: University Station, Naples. The installations of Karim Rashid. Mutalblob Pink and Mutalblob Lime.
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Fig. 10: University Station, Naples. The installations of Karim Rashid. Iknos.

are born from the tight relation between architecture and the art nourishing from it.
Ways to communicate different meanings, designed in different contexts but all move in the field of
visual communication. Two-dimensional images are realized in search of illusion. An illusion that takes
place in the realization of three-dimensionality rather than in wanting to bring, through a perceptual
game, images on a fragmented iconic plan or dynamically usable images. Performances, installations,
visual experiences that, like any artifice, evoke wonder and never leave space to the indifference.

[1] PALOMBA, Daniela, Insediamenti nell’Insula Occidentalis a Pompei tra realtà e finzione, in
GIOVANNINI, Massimo, PRAMPOLINI, Franco, Spazi e culture del Mediterraneo 3, Luoghi
Mediterranei, Edizioni CSd’A, Reggio Calabria 2011, ISBN 978-88-89367-60-5. pp. 363-369.
[2] Vincenzo Giuseppe De Prisco, functionary of the Ministry of Finance, was the owner of the capital
where the villa was restituted in 1894. It’s because of his actions and economic interests that magnificent
frescos, numerous precious and daily objects have been lost.
[3] The range markers ,and consecutively the point of views knocked over V*, have been determined
thanks to the identification of the points of distance, +D and –D, vanishing points of the squares’
diagonals.
[4] The house’s name derives from the big, suggestive fresco that was present on the garden’s back
wall. Its theme deals with a hunting scene, happening in mountain, with men and diverse species of
animals.
[5] The founding of coins’ imprints in the wall’s plaster of the atrium, which date back to the age of
Vespasian, gives us a sure clue about the painting’s date of realization, between 71 and 79 A.C..
[6] As an example we could look at the western wall of the Ala’s painting, where two small aedicule
depicted on the side strips, propose a picture that does not stand in the contest. The painter, in order to
allow the ceiling coffer’s vision, lowers the point of view even underneath the entire scene’s level, instead
of using the identical planning of perspective of the lateral placed elements.
[7] The room measures about 9,60 m in depth and 20 m in length, while the Neo-Renaissance wooden
ceiling coffer that was realized in the 19th century stands at 9,50 m.
[8] The two works are 32 m long and 1,8 high ,they’re realized on single panels that are 1,2 m wide.
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Abstract
The case study we are presenting in this article is the Church of San Salvatore in Campi di Norcia. The
church was built between the ninth and fifteenth centuries in the Romanesque and Gothic periods, and
is a very important example of Benedictine architecture in Valnerina. It was completely destroyed by the
recent earthquake that badly affected most of the region’s cultural heritage. The only surviving
information comes from a “virtual tour” uploaded by a local photographer on the Google Earth platform,
which shows the church in January 2016. Additional information was also gathered from (non-spherical)
pictures taken by other photographers with reflex cameras. The spherical photos (obtained by stitching
together four pictures taken with a reflex camera with an 8 mm lens, rotated around a nodal point),
processed in Agisoft Photoscan, were used as the basis for modelling the whole building with a dense
point cloud. The digital model was validated using topographic measurements taken on site from the
surviving masonry.
This digital model was used as a reference to develop an Historic Building Information Model (HBIM).
To create the HBIM (and particularly the various parts of the vault) research into the invariant parameters
and the geometric genesis that led to the current appearance of the building was required. This reverse
process represents the core of this research: the reconstruction following the disaster aims not only to
search for the form of the lost heritage, but also to discover the cognitive processes that generated it.
Keywords: Architectural drawings, digital reconstruction, medieval architecture, HBIM, photo
modelling,

1.

Digital reconstruction after the disaster: the field of research

1.1 The case study
Following the earthquake on the evening of 26th October 2016, with its epicentre in Castesantangelo
sul Nera, the front pages of newspapers across the world were filled with photos of the collapse of the
Church of San Salvatore in Campi di Norcia. A few days later, on the morning of 30th October, the
Basilica of San Benedetto in Norcia met the same fate. Few people know that the second tremor, a few
days after the quake that preceded it, had its epicentre in the Campi di Norcia area, razing to the ground
the little that remained standing of the Church of San Salvatore: part of the facade and the vaults and
the bell tower. After other, more minor seismic events, which caused further damage, the church
reached its current state, with a few remains of the outer walls standing (in particular the southern wall,
which was reinforced following earlier earthquakes), and a few sections of vault near the back walls.
The rest - the vaults, the frescoes, the facade and almost all of the ponte (iconostasis) - was all lost.
Initial research in the archives of the Diocese of Spoleto-Norcia and the Superintendency of Cultural
Heritage did not uncover any surveys of the state of the buildings before the earthquake. There are
many photographs and studies of the church, but no drawings. From an architectural point of view it is
clear that a huge amount appears to have been lost: not just the materials, for which attempts are
currently underway to gather them together, but also the form: the architecture’s geometry.
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1.2 The research process
This study, starting from the situation described above and with the clear objective of digitally
reconstructing the church as it was, involved exploring the outermost boundaries of knowledge of the
relevant science, sometimes reinforcing them, and at other times going beyond them.
In any case, this research is only the beginning of a process that is not only much longer, but also much
wider in scope. The application outlined here could be repeated to produce an increasingly accurate
reconstruction of the collapsed building, and also extended to other parts of the building and to other
sites that have suffered the same fate, unfortunately all too common in the region struck by this
earthquake.

Fig. 1: The Church of San Salvatore in Campi di Norcia before the earthquake

Fig. 2: The Church of San Salvatore after the two tremors
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2.

Historiographical data from before the disaster

2.1 The construction history of the Church of San Salvatore
The church that is the focus of this study was built in the 12th century, under the auspices of the nearby
Abbey of Sant’Eutizio in Preci, less than 5 km from the church in Campi di Norcia. The original
construction comprised a longitudinal building with four bays, split in half by the ponte (or iconostasis),
which divided the liturgical space from the rest of the building. The village of Campi di Norcia was located
on a major road that connected Norcia with Visso before continuing on to Ancona, and partly for this
reason, following an increase in the population, in the 15th century the church on the main road at the
bottom of the village was enlarged, with the construction of another nave parallel to the first one. Before
the building collapsed, the stratigraphy of the facade still showed traces of the church’s expansion, and
inside, as mentioned above, the left-hand nave still contained the ponte. Both naves were covered in
rib vaults, as described in more detail below.
2.2 The unit of measurement and the cultural context.
The unit of measurement used in Norcia in the mediaeval period is documented. Fabbi [2] notes that a
67 cm wooden pole, held at both ends by metal plaques, was once attached to the side of the Parish
Church of Santa Maria (Santa Maria Argentea, opposite the Church of San Benedetto and Norcia
Cathedral). The author describes this measurement as the braccio, a unit used for measuring fabrics.
Later studies, meanwhile, suggested it was actually a passetto, due to its dimensions. The piede, or
foot, derived from it, equal to 33.5 cm, coincides perfectly with many similar measurements from central
Italy, incorporating Umbria, Marche and southern Tuscany.
The 1858 Tables Comparing the Measurements and Weights [6] provides another source. These tables
give the linear units of measurement for Norcia as the cubito, equal to 50.2699 cm, divided into 27 oncie.
One cubito normally equals 1.5 piedi. Applying these proportions to our example, the piede (divided into
18 oncie) is 33.5133 cm long, the same as Fabbi’s unit.
Fabbi also cites the units of measurement used for surfaces, as given in the 16th-century Statutes of
the Municipality of Norcia. The staio norcino, which the author defines as equalling “a quarter of a
hectare, 2527 m²”, is formed from a square with sides of 50.269 m (100 cubiti), which, when converted
as described above, equal 150 piedi.

3.

Morphological data before and after the disaster

As noted in the introduction to this study, no survey of the church has yet been uncovered in the archives.
However, even if some drawings were found, although highly valuable, these would undoubtedly be
insufficient for producing a three-dimensional reconstruction of the church. The only useful documents
we have obtained are the various series of photographs taken over the years. Of these, particularly
noteworthy is a ‘virtual tour’ produced by a local photographer, which we will reference below. The rest
of the data can be taken from the church in its current state. Although it has collapsed, some portions
are still intact, and the full floor plan of the church is still in place.
The following framework was used to organise this data during the research process:
Data from before the disaster
Historical analogue photographs of the Church of San
Salvatore
Historical digital photographs of the Church of San
Salvatore
‘Virtual tour’ comprising nine high quality panoramas

Data collected during the earthquakes
Surveys – records and photographic documentation
Technical and journalistic photographs
Data collected after the disaster
Technical photographs
Aerial photogrammetric surveys
Laser scanner surveys
Topographic surveys
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Research in digital and paper archives



Research involving amateur photographers



Contact with the photographer for access to
the original images

Fig. 3: One of the nine equirectangular images of the church interior

4.

The quantitative model: Photo modelling and the 3D mesh model

The data collected as described above was used to begin the 3D reconstruction of the building. The
panoramic photographs proved indispensable for this process.
Each spherical photo is an equirectangular 10000x5000 px HDR image, obtained by stitching together
twelve pictures, grouped in four stacks of three images each, taken with ±2 stop bracketing by a reflex
camera with an 8 mm lens, aperture priority f-8, and rotated around a nodal point.
Further information was gathered from (non-spherical) pictures taken by other photographers, all with
reflex cameras. The quality and features of these photographs varied, but we only used pictures taken
with reflex cameras and with EXIF data.
The geometric measurements of the digital model were validated using topographic measurements
taken on site from the surviving masonry, as well as a photogrammetric survey conducted using a drone.
The topographic survey was produced by the Umbrian Superintendency for Cultural Heritage.
The photo modelling using just the panoramic photos recreated the entire left-hand nave and part of the
right-hand nave with a certain level of detail (approximately one point every 5 cm). However, the
extracted model is lacking in other areas, and especially the right-hand nave. It was observed, however,
that the digital photographs described above could be very useful for filling in the gaps, as, although
they are sparse and not produced in a homogenous series, the virtual tour can be used to reference
them during the photo modelling stage.

Fig. 4: Image of the 3D mesh model created with Agisoft Photoscan software
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5.

The qualitative model: Parametric modelling

5.1 Geometric analysis and measurement of the building (qualitative model)
With the unit of measurement ascertained as described above, the 3D mesh model was scaled up and
the necessary analysis was carried out to reconstruct the creative process. Before describing the results,
it is first worth looking at certain essential aspects that underpin this research.
In architecture, the reverse modelling process and the model produced can be defined as a collection
of carefully chosen data and suitable relationships between said data. The models can be divided into
two types, based on the type of relationships:
1. Quantitative model. A model where the data is connected up based on quantity. In the field of
architectural drawing this means building a model (a three-dimensional drawing or model) by inserting
the measurements (coordinates) of each point, e.g.: drawing a polygon with four vertices at points A
(0;0), B (0;1), C (1;0) and D (1;1).
2. Qualitative model. A model where the data is connected through a logical sequence of
mathematical and geometric operations (algorithms). In architectural drawing this means creating a
model (three-dimensional drawing or model) by entering the underlying geometry, where the points
represent the vertices, e.g.: drawing a square with sides equal to 1. It is clear that a process of
topological mapping must be defined for the second type of model (making the square belong to a
certain geometrical space).
There are also a series of models that involve a combination of qualitative and quantitative relationships
between the data. For San Salvatore, the 3D mesh model obtained is not of high quality, but it should
be remembered that, given the events, it is the only possible type of quantitative model. This means that
out of the two model types listed above, in this case the qualitative model is of more use. Indeed, if one
were to apply only best-fitting processes one could produce a model close to the mesh model but far
from reality. In addition, the research into the relationships required for the qualitative model provides
an opportunity, despite the disaster, to rediscover the creative process that led to the building, providing
major clues to interpreting the work in the event that it is reopened as a monument or even rebuilt.
By analysing the plan obtained from the mesh model, and reconstructing the stages of construction
described above, it was observed that the original church (comprising the left-hand nave) was exactly
20 piedi wide excluding the walls, and 36 piedi long up to the ponte (which was 10 piedi deep). The side
walls are 2.66 piedi thick and the total length, including the facade, is exactly 77 piedi, making a total
covered surface area of 25.3 4 × 77 = 1950 square piedi. Including the walls, the side of the ponte facing
the altar divides the 77-piedi length in half = 38.5 piedi [5]. To double the size of the church, it would
have been logical to increase the width of the nave by 1.5 wall thicknesses, in other words adding the
2.66 piedi of the outer wall and the 1.33 piedi of the inner wall to the 20 piedi = 24 piedi. In reality,
however, the finished church is 46.5 piedi wide, with the size of the right-hand nave reduced. The righthand nave covers an area of 1650 square piedi, which, when added to the 1950 of the original church,
brings the overall surface area of the entire church (excluding the portico and buttresses, which were
both added later) to 3600 square piedi. It is interesting to note that the thickness of the walls and arches
and many other measurements in this area are easier to describe in cubiti. Indeed, the transverse ribs
of the vaults are 2.25 piedi deep, which equals 1.5 cubiti.
While the analysis into the floor plan (the interior part it was obtained just from the elaboration of the 3d
mesh model) conducted up to this point could be made more precise by studying the masonry once the
ruins have been cleared, reconstructing the vaults requires a more accurate analysis of the geometry
and measurements. This will not be able to be refined later on, since only a few sections of these parts
have survived.
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Fig. 4: The floor plan of the church. The perimeter line has been taken from the topographic survey. The interior
and facade have been deduced from the photo modelling.

Before the earthquake in October, both naves were covered by raised rib vaults, with the keystone of
the ribs higher than the arches surrounding the vault. Another observation is that the centre-to-centre
distance of the aisles is not consistent, and they are laid out along a straight line that is not parallel to
the floor. These characteristics, typical of Italian Gothic architecture, should not be attributed to
haphazard building techniques, but rather an artisanal approach typical of mediaeval architects.
For this research, as a case study, one of the vaults of the left-hand nave, most clearly shown in the
virtual tour, was modelled. Analysing the measurements of this vault revealed a centre-to-centre
distance of 19.67 piedi and showed that the width of the nave and the height of the keystones of the
arches are equal. There is a 1 piede gap between the intrados of the arch and the join of the vaulting
web and the ribs, and a 2 piedi gap between the top of the web and the same line. Since the vault is
17.67 piedi wide, the directrix of the vaulting web has an incline of 1/8+10/12. The ribs, formed from
portions of an octagon, are 0.66 piedi wide and roughly 0.5 piedi high. The arches that make up the
vault are all rounded apart from the diagonal arches, which, in order to retain the desired slope and
height of the vault, were created with a lowered springing. The vaulting web has a ruled surface,
obtained by running the straight section along the stone arches. The only exception, which is seen in
many 14th-century vaults, is the necessary curved join between the final part of the straight section and
the peak of the vault, where the diagonal arches intersect.
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Fig. 5. Orthophotograph of the left-hand nave, extracted from the 3D mesh model. No post-production has been
carried out on the image. Bottom the floorplan of the church.

5.1 BIM parametric modelling
The reconstruction process can involve digital technologies, to support it and to achieve the best design
solution. To transform the geometric data achieved so far, one must understand which digital techniques
or tools can be used to manage the design information connected to the reconstruction process.
It was decided to use semantically enriched digital models applied to the context of cultural heritage,
better known as HBIM (Historical Building Information Modelling), which not only relate to the
cataloguing and storage of historical data and information but also, and predominantly, are oriented
towards the design process [7].
This particular model can be used as a real design tool and can help the designer during the decisionmaking process. The structure can be rebuilt virtually, considering the materials involved and the
constructability of the building, going beyond a merely geometric representation.
A BOM (Building Object Model) can be produced for each building component: an intelligent model that
establishes its topological relationships with other elements, dictated by alphanumeric parameters.
One issue in the HBIM process, as yet unresolved, relates to the data processing phase. The information
derived from the survey must be converted into a coherent parametric model, which adds a level of
geometrical approximation when producing the BOM.
Each BOM is associated with a single element, thus breaking the building down into semantic subelements, which together contain all the ‘genetic’ information of the building, in this case the Church of
San Salvatore.
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Fig. 5: 3D parametric model of the vault. The model was obtained from the mesh model using best-fitting processes.
The third image maps the deviation between the modelled surface and the original mesh. The blue sections have
a deviation of less than 3 cm, while the red sections have a deviation of more than 15 cm. It should be borne in
mind that the mesh has a point density of approximately 5 cm, with a few gaps.

6. Conclusions and future developments
As mentioned several times above, this research aims to offer a very early case study to demonstrate
the potential of the process described. Although this text is far from being exhaustive in terms of the
reconstruction of the building, the authors hope the research will continue, which will require more input
data such as photographs and surveys of the building in its current state, and surveying of detailed
elements. Because the model obtained is parametric, it can provide the basis for interpreting the building
for the reconstruction or any cataloguing of the ruins.
In conclusion, this kind of process clearly has great potential, not merely aiming to digitally reconstruct
the building as it was, in its final form, but rather aiming to reconstruct the creative and building
process that led to the monument, so that even if the form has been lost, culture can continue to turn
stones into heritage and spaces into places.
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Abstract
Nowadays our cities have to communicate with a very dense urban fabric and at the same
time with a constellation of forgotten or underutilized spaces. Make them usable again it
means emphasizing on their future management and wonder about the possibility that they
may offer. Resilience is the solution: “les oubliés” are no longer just unlimited resource of the
space to be filled, but first of all generic spaces between different “things”.
This is what Brussels is leaving, which has experienced a great industrial development since
the 1830s and around 1990 had to respond, quite fast, the huge demand for housing,
offices, as a European capital. Already since the early 70's we are witnessing the destruction
of buildings, demolition of neighborhoods, to promote large construction sites and the
crossing of the railway line in the historical center. New movements of urban struggle, as the
ARAU, which lead to the blocking of universities and leading to the creation of
"Contreprojet", the subject of exhibitions, publications and urban debates.
In the new schedule they try to keep the inherent character of the different districts of the
city, trying to revive the old abandoned factories, and the edges of the infrastructure. Along
the Canal de Charleroi, once witness of the industrial growth of the city, they are
transforming the old factories in archives of modern architecture, cutting-edge museums,
training schools, fairs areas, theaters , cultural centers.
Keywords: Resilience, Resource, Urban Material
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Fig. 1: “Canal de Charleroi”, Brussels, Belgium.

1.

Introduction

Nowadays our cities have to communicate with a very dense urban fabric and at the same
time with a constellation of forgotten or underutilized spaces. Making them usable again
means emphasizing on their future management and wonder about the possibility that they
may offer. Resilience is the solution: “les oubliés” are no longer just unlimited resource of the
space to be filled, but first of all generic spaces between different “things”.
Urban planners and landscapers have to find solutions about this “blanks” left on the urban
fabric and new visions for open spaces are required. The critics about recent urbanarchitectonic transformations present various points of view, even though the new big
metropolitan Enclaves are considered in a different way compared to the way we see some
punctual transformation projects risen in a very casual way in many parts of the city. These
projects have to be seen as homeopathic remedies from which you can expect a positive
action over the depressive illness hitting the urban atmosphere. Everything is stressed out by
the eradication feeling produced by the “new city” which has caused a strong rejection
glorifying the nostalgic references to the past beauty seen as an empty space, more similar
to a natural park rather than a traditional compact town. The reflection field of urban studies
in the next few years seems to be focused on the resolution of the “big empties” represented
by the railway yard and by the previous big port infrastructures. In the urban fabric, next to
the opportunity suggested by the terrain vagues, we see the need to intend the next
transformations as a reorganization which take into consideration any initial remaining
condition instead as a mere development.
“(The terrain vague) are obsolete places in which only a few residual values seem to manage
to survive, despite their total disaffection from the activity of the city. They are, in short,
external places, strange places left outside the city’s affective circuits and productive
structures. From the economic point of viw, industrial areas, railway stations, ports, unsafe
residential neighborhoods, contaminated places, have became the areas where it can be
said that the city is no longer. They are its margins, lacking any affective incorporation; they
are interior islands voided of activity; they are forgotten, oversights and leftovers which have
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Fig. 2: Tour et Taxis, external view, Brussels

un-safe, un-productive. In short, there are places that are foreign to the urban system,
mentally exterior in the physical interior of the city, appearing as its negative image as much
in the sense of criticism as in that of possible alternative.” [1]
“(The ) délaissé is not just a living space, but a space in which life, first of all in the form of
plants, reasserts its rights. So that we could almost define it as an urban area that is turning
back into a biotope. The délaissé occupies the state of suspension in which we find it with
seeds and growth, with improvisations, as it under and with the city there were a whole world
of dormancy that the city itself has kept to one side, and that is ready to reawaken at the
slightest hint of attention.” [2]
Litterally terrain vagues means “vacant land”, while fiche is “untilled soil”, “wasteland”. As for
délaissé (from délaisser, “to neglect, abandon”), it can be translated as “remnant”, or with
greater etymological affinity, as “abandoned” or “relict” (from to relinquish, “give up”) and
derivative terms, like “dereliction”. Délaissé is used for somebody - or somthing- for which
one no longer has any regard. Etymologically, the state of regard is linked to the act of
regarding, or looking, and both are connected with that of “guarding” and safeguarding or
protecting. [3]
Die Kunst ist der Nachbar der Wildnis. (Art is the closest neighbor of untamed spaces (wild)).
This sentence exemplify the uncertainty typical of the “terrain vague” can be associated to
art.

2.

Brussels Landscape

It’s important to give attention to the urban landscape of Brussels, both from a socio-cultural
point of you and economical of the landscape. Despite the big diversity, the urban structure
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Fig. 3: Tour et Taxis, external view, Brussels

of the city offers a unique and continuous interpretation of the area in which it persists. This
approach can represent an opportunity to catch in order to develop a coherent vision on a
metropolitan scale, lying outside the technical-administrative breaks and fragmentations to
which Brussels is exposed. Their actors, whether public or privet, are in charge to find an
access key, and Ariadne’s thread which transcend all the projects, all the individualist vision
visions of the city, gathering every public or privet actor’s worries so that everyone can take
care of them. The “Urban Landscape” has to be the connection. The concept of urban
landscape emerges in the 60’s, when the city get fragmented because of the construction of
big mono-functional systems causing the demotion of the social relations, by ignoring the
nature. An apparent paradox, which can be explained through the projects of landscapers
and urban planners in order to bring an urban fabric from fragmented to visible, readable, but
mostly livable landscape.
3. Industrial sites and infrastructure edges as starting point: Tour et Taxis
The one we call post-industrial city presents new dimensions of the space in which the
landscapes and the green areas assume a particular importance as a result of the urban
area reduction. The restoration of some properties into flagship projects leads to revive the
urban attraction giving the input to improve the districts which, at the moment, are a negative
symbol of the urban life. Since the 70’s Brussels is the main industrial city of the Country
when it comes to manufacturing production. Already in 1860 it was the most industrialized
city of the continent, since Brussels was the fourth economic world power. The case Tour et
Taxis is about developing an industrial site of almost 43 ha, locate on the left shore of the
Canal de Charleroi opposite the two ports. Sited on the land of Brussels, most part of the
restoring works started in 2000 thanks to a privet company, the NV Project Tet. The project
included a mix of restoration of old industrial buildings, construction of accommodations,
public and privet spaces. These interventions were justified by the fact that the site was
supposed to develop above the Gare the Bruxelles Nord and for its industrial estate, realizing
that reviving this areas could be a starting point for the district along the channel.
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Fig. 4: Tour et Taxis, internal view, Brussels

As an operation of Regional concern, since 1989, the site underwent several operations of
urban planning whether for public or privet wishes. None of the parts of the site just
mentioned was considered by any organization or person who could give a possible answer
to the current problems of the places of this city, especially according to the use of places as
temporary type one.
Built by the engineers Brunnel and Zone and by the architects Van Himbeek, Bosmous and
Vandevelde, this rationalist complex is directly connected with water, streets and railways.
Born as a gigantic customs storage, Tour et Taxis, has been, for more than a century, the
central crossroads for wares transition arriving at the gate of the capital. Its construction,
between 1902 and 1907, at the same time as the one of the seaport, gives a strong industrial
impulse to the shore district of Molenbeek and Laeken, but to all the Region of Brussels as
well. The site is characterized by the crossing of railways. It covers a surface of 40 ha and it
is an atlas of architecture, civil engineering, iron and stone manufacturing, and the power of
natural lights.
The site shows the power of Belgian engineers and architects, along with their ability in
working the iron, the steel, the stone, the glass, the cement, in an era when Belgium was an
economic power. The site and the port are also the starting point of the development of the
surrounding district.
From 1991, Brussels meet a great industrial activity. The working axis is always clear and
visible. The big companies can be counted on the fingers of one hand. The city is mostly
characterized by a multitude of small businesses (PEM). The situation of the manufacturing
jobs is going to get weaker and weaker pretty soon.
To face the port stuck in Pentagone, to answer to the big industrial push and to the railways
development, and under the pressure of the “association of the maritime infrastructure”, real
economic and political lobby, the city of Brussels decides to create a new port. Starting from
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Fig. 5: Tour et Taxis, internal view, Brussels

1873, as seen as it was impossible to install it inside the old walls, they started studying a
new position and take into consideration the district called “Tour et Taxis” in Laeken, property
of the company Allemagne du Sud. The majority of the field purchased used to belong to the
family Tour et Taxis, old Austrian born noble family. Thanks to the law emanated on August
19 in 1897, the lands belonging to the districts of Molenbeek, Laeken and Haren will be
officially annexed to the city of Brussels, but everything won’t be finalized until 1921, when
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Fig. 5: Tour et Taxis, exhibition square, Brussels

the districts just mentioned will be officially added to the city of Brussels. With the support of
the Province of Brabante, in 1897 the city adopts a trade plan and an industrial and maritime
plane as well. Big works will be made to adapt Brussels to the huge maritime commerce of
the Escaut.
With the opening of the European borders the site lose its importance. The port authorities
tries to face the crisis building structures for trucks but, unfortunately, they do nothing but
contributing to the decadence of the structure. Taxes rise, management contracts impose to
the railways and port company to “give value to their estate”, so they decide to sell 32 ha of
Tour et Taxis.
There are a lot of projects saved to which gives value to the site. After the exhibition in 1986
named “Brussels, a channel for the industry and the man”, La Fonderie presents on May
1993 a proposal to enhance the site which aspire to transform it into an economic and
industrial pole articulated by museum centers consecrated to transports, communications
and techniques. In 1997, La Fonderie presents its own project: “Cités des Arts et de la
Communications”. There is another previous project too, in 1993, named MUSICCITY: a
complex including a 12.000 sits hall shaped as a big terraced square. This project foresees
the demolition of the majority of the storehouses with the sheds, causing negative reactions
and a mobilization on an international scale. After the proposal by the Parisian architectural
firm of Reichen et Robert, realizing a city of the music respecting the current estate, the
project gets totally abandoned.
The Boulevard Leopold II and the Parc Elisabeth are inaugurated in 1880 by Leopoldo II.
Along the development of the site of Tour et Taxis all the district in it like the one of Laeken
and Molenbeek experience a great demographic growth. The industrial and residential
funcions get mixed up: Molenbeek is the new “maritime district”. In 2000 we count about
12.630 habitants, 20% of the population in Molenbeek. In the site the average density has
doubled compared to the entire Region. An accommodation out of two was built in 1914; one
person out of three is younger than 20 years old, compared to the entire Region where we
count one person out of four; one habitant out of two is not a Belgian born, and one out of
five is an old person; definitely a lower average compared to the entire Region. If the entire
district acknowledge an unemployment rate of 19% in 2004, the maritime district
acknowledge at least 30%.
Today the district of Tour et Taxis is the stage of multiple events and an exhibition which
attract many visitors. The events are organized in the main squares and in the current
structures. From a side to another of its inner path, the Entrepot Royal hosts restaurants,
businesses and several offices. The Company Projects TGT, owner of the entire site since
2008, is pretty careful of the preservation of the site and to the influence that this might have
on the near districts. Tour et Taxis tries to have new life. After the restoration of the first two
structures, an ambitious project set the goal to develop a new district consisting of
accommodations, businesses, offices, services and support structure.
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Fig. 6: Tour et Taxis, Parc Ligne 28, Brussels

4.

Parc Tour et Taxis_Michel Desvigne

The landscape vision of public spaces in the site of Tour et Taxis is able, not only give unity
and strong landscape quality to the site in the process of developing, but also to create an
urban bound among the surrounding districts, giving access road to water and city center.
Green lung inside the city, the project forecast that the park will never be crossed by vehicles
and is well connected to the pedestrian walks and to the public transport service. All of this
allows to create new structures: accommodations, new offices, location of Bruxelles
Environnement, official location of the port of Brussels with its future extension. The
conception of landscape take into consideration the possible extension of the site towards
nord, previous Bilc. Moreover the project of regeneration of the public spaces give full access
to water.
The big public space participating to the regeneration of the site, in order to be utilized it is
detached, fractionated in several sections following the “logic of outer spaces”. They derive
from the overlapping of companies of different nature which characterize the site: companies
of historical construction, companies born thanks to urban licenses, covered public
companies and green public spaces. This division allowed to identify the several spatial
unities ant the implementation of the project.
The underlining of this division allows to draw programmatic sequence anchored to current
types, and adaptable to the following ones. The anxiety coming from the old abandoned
railways which arrives to Bocksteal square, accommodates an ecological walk, accessible
whether from the main open space or from several entries opened on the surrounding
districts. Moreover it extends till the open space which leads to the “little Manhattan”, where
we can find green spaces which can host sport activities and several games. These spaces
are associated to the big green square, dedicated to musical events, set in front the big
structure of the Entrepot Royal.
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Fig. 7: Tour et Taxis, Parc Ligne 28, Brussels

The landscape design of a new green heart inside the Tour et Taxis is inscribed in the
broader discourse of Brussels parks. The typology of the valleys surrounded by trees, tall
lime trees, is also found in the different variants of the Parc de Laeken, of Bois de la Cambre,
of Parc de la Hulpe, of Parc Duden, of Parc de Woulowe. The parc in the district of Tour et
Taxis will ha a similar configuration: the layout of the new railway draws a valley surrounding
the site extending towards the old route of the Seine.
The project of the Park is progressive. It foresees a green area which extends from the
bridge of Charle Demeer till the Entrepot Royal. On one side the limit derives from the
existing moat, a physical barrier that channels visitors along the way, the rest of the park is
projected by Bruxelles Environnement. At a later time, the hydraulic system will be implanted
to create urban vegetable gardens. The park little by little will own the various contiguous
spaces, through openings, buildings or neighborhoods that will be created next to it. The
entrances to the park are created in different historical points of closure but now are porous.
The park is open on contiguous neighborhoods, for different uses but also just to walk
through it. The accesses are on the main level, or better, on paths that can also be given
from lightweight structures to facilitate access for disabled persons ( just think about the
elevator of the Palais de Justice which allows direct access the level of the neighborhood Les
Marolle, a ramp with a gradient of 4% would need a length of 200 m). some metal structures
could be located at the level of the close neighborhoods without modifying the topography of
the park and undermining the existing vegetation. The Entrepot Royal becomes a new
attractive pole inside the site. Located between the pavement plate and the park which
extends towards the sides, it represents the central space inside the site which hosts the
coming and going of visitors who can also be arrived by car. The pavement space represents
also the end of the pedestrian walks coming from the park which allows the access to the
tram station as a connection to the city.
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5.

Conclusions

The urban landscape offers an answer to the anarchic growth of the city, integrating several
perspectives: the way to live of the main actors, integration of new constructions and growth
of green inside the same fabric. The urban landscape is first of all an inhabited landscape, it
is lived from the inside, so it is also a place of memory, through which the preservation and
the restoration of its historical and cultural components, and an opportunity to make a bound
between the man and its background. The man is a biped who moves slowly and it is this
walk that allows to experiments the background through his senses: sight, touch, hearing and
taste. Referring to Danish experience, we can deduce that it is possible the develop an urban
space in human scale characterized by a context where a big space is left to the pedestrian
circulation through big sidewalks and limited traffic zones. It as to be set to support social
relations, to create a space that citizens can attend o a daily basis. That would be the only
way the project can actually be considered achieved.
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Abstract

The searches conducted in the Monte’s castle of Montella (Avellino) between 1980 and 2008 have
underlined a multilayered complex with phases of employment from the VI to the XX century. Against
a large quantity of ceramic finds of high and late medieval age, the excavation conducted in rasola 1
returned a small, but significant number of artifacts that help to expand the product framework of
material culture: it's earthenware, worked stone objects, marble, glass and metal, used among other
things for clothing, furniture, military life and commerce. The analysis of these findings helps to shed
light on some aspects of daily life or the status of the inhabitants of the site, archaeological evidences
is often difficult to record.
Keywords: Medieval archaeology, archaeological excavation, castles and fortifications, finds

1.

Historical and topographical background

Archaeological research in the Monte’s castle of Montella between 1980-1992 and 2005-2007 [1] have
shown that in VI-VIII century, the site was affected by a manorial settlement built after the movement
of people from the valley floor to the naturally protected the mount. Documented by dwellings [2], the
remains of a church [3] and the burials excavated [4], by the middle of the IX century, the village

Fig. 1: Rasola 1, planimetry with excavation trenches.
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acquired defensive and military connotations in relation to the establishment of gastaldate [5]. In the
XIII century, after the building of the donjon (XII-XIII century) on the fortified seat of the gestalt [6], the
site took on the forms in which it is received, accentuating the residence of the lord connotation. In the
area of about three hectares, structured as a park for recreation and leisure’s lord [7], it was arranged
the access road to the castle and built a new fence that excavations have shown insist on the ruins of
the fortified structure of the IX century; they were also realized rasole, long and large terraces
maintained by walls and crossed by two aqueducts [8]. The castle was finally abandoned following the
expedition of Lautrec of 1528. After being abandoned, the use of the area continued with the
construction of the convent and the church of Santa Maria del Monte and the park was used for
agricultural purposes [9]. Symbolic of these transformations is the rasola 1 (around to 2265 mq), area
of service variedly articulated in reason of its continuity of employment from the VII to the XX century,
situated to west of castle’s walls and just defined by an external perimeter in calcareous stones [10]
(fig. 1). From rasola 1 originate some artifacts in worked stone, marble, glass and metal that here are
presented at the outset, as they are still under study.
1.2 Earthenware
At the textile activities refer four examples of whorls flat or biconical shape. Made with pink clay (7.5
YR 7/4 - 8/3; 5YR 6/4), artifacts examined were recovered in the course of investigations in layers of
X-XI century in the trench 1/88-91 (S14), XIII-XIV and XV-XVI century in the trench 2/88-92 (S16). The
flat body type (fig. 2 n. 1), sometimes referred to as loom weight, compares with artifacts of Capaccio
[11] and Torella dei Lombardi [12]; this form is attested since antiquity as evidenced by the exemplary
black painted found in trench 1/88-91 (S14) in a layer of X-XI century (us 22) (fig. 2 n. 5). The
specimens biconical with a central through hole (fig. 2 nn. 2-4), particularly widespread in
topographical and diachronic level, are evidenced in Campania in Benevento and Torella dei Lombardi
[13]; but also in Rome in the Crypta Balbi [14].
1.3 Worked stone objects
At the lithic industry should be ascribed some fragments of flint, among which we mention a specimen
found in the field I/86-89 (S13) in the layer of soil and stones collapse (us 34) on which rests the wall

Fig. 2: Earthenware, worked stone objects and opus sectile from rasola 1.
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8137 which belongs to a compartment of XI -XII century. It is splinter of pebble, widespread both
topographical level than chronological; it should not be ruled out that, although it was a splinter, the
artifact could have been used as a tool (fig. 2 n. 6). From layers of XIII-XIV century found in sector
I/86-89 (S13) originate three projectiles in limestone (uuss 27, 34), one elliptical (fig. 2 n. 7) and two
globular (fig. 2 nn. 8-9), with well-polished surface, suggesting that the artifacts have never been used.
According to the diameter (4.2 to 5.05 cm) and workmanship, they can be juxtaposed to the examples
found in the donjon and in the trench 8/88 [15], but also to those certificates in neighboring castles of
Sant'Angelo dei Lombardi (6,5 cm) and Torella dei Lombardi (9 cm), respectively, in contexts of XIIIXV century [16] and XV-XVI century [17]. The similarities with the Irpinia area specimens and use of
iron balls from the end of the XV century, because of the ineffectiveness of the stone projectiles,
allows to ascribe the artifacts in question to the XIII-XIV century.
1.4 Opus sectile
Among earlier age materials there are three slabs of marble opus sectile, amenable to a wall
decoration, emerged from the trench 1/88-91 (S14) (us 22) in a layer of X-XI century (fig. 2 n. 11) and
from the trench 2/88-92 (S16) (uuss 7 and 66) in the XV and XVI centuries deposits (fig. 2 nn. 10, 12).
Of the specimens of white marble and red porphyry is not possible to reconstruct the shape due to the
fragmentary state in which they are received (fig. 2 nn. 11-11); about element in veined white marble
is a strip, typically used for framing the mirrors (fig. 2 n. 10). The presence of wall coverings or
pavements in marble inlay is documented, just to cite one example, in the area of Irpinia in nearby
Atripalda, in a domus of imperial age in Civita and the early christian basilica of Capo La Torre [18].
For the small presence of sectile, to date it never reported in the castle of Montella, and the absence
of elements in situ attributable to a wall decoration and marble flooring is reasonable to assume that
crustae are merged in the deposits as a result of the spill of transported soils from the valley to the
realization of Angevin terracing and their subsequent mixing in relation to agricultural activity that
affected the site since the XVI century.

Fig. 3: Glass and glass paste artifacts.
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1.5 Glass and glass paste
The polychromatic glass found in rasola 1 are few in number and in a state extremely fragmentary
probably due to the rather fragile nature of the material and for the customary, known since antiquity,
to reuse the scrap [19], so that no form has been completely rebuilt. Although the total number of
containers can not be determined, it has been possible to find a prevalence of artefacts intended for
the table, compared to a sporadic attestation of objects intended for the personal care and glass paste
with which were probably realized ornaments. These artifacts confirm the use to prepare the table by
placing next to the most common ceramic pottery blown glass containers, on whose rests are visible
endogenous or environmental alterations that for an optical interference phenomenon have produced
the typical effect of iridescence. The glass, whose thickness varies from 0.1 to 0.75 cm, in addition to
transparent variant, is present in different shades, from green to deep blue. Although there were no
integer specimens, it was possible to verify the presence of pots of various forms and decoration.
Certified in Montella from the XIII century, similar to what is found on much of italian territory [20],
glasses are decorated with small sting round protuberances applied to warm on finished articles that
give the idea of small in relief ashlars. Comes from the low medieval layer of trench 1/88-91 (S14) a
fragmentary brown specimen (fig. 3 n. 6), whereas in a context of XVIII-XX century of trench 5/87
(S17) emerged two transparent glass walls (fig. 3 nn. 4-5) with attached blanks arranged on at least
two rows (fig. 3 n. 5); this kind of decoration is very similar, to name a few examples, to glasses
attested in Miranduolo [21] between the last quarter of the X and the late Middle Ages, and in
Poggibonsi, in contexts ranging from the XII century to the modern age [22]. In the surface layer of
trench 2/88-92 (S16) a colorless rounded rim was found which could be traced back to a cylindrical or
troncoconic glass with a flared mouth, separated from the rest of the body by an applied decoration
consisting of five concentric blue filaments (fig. 3 n. 1); this decoration is widespread in Grosseto
starting from the end of the XII century [23] and Prato from the XIII century [24], however, there are
similar specimens in nearby territories, as evidenced by the fragments found in the V space of Siponto
near Foggia, whose dating dates back to the second half of the XIII century [25]. Singular appears,
until now, a fragment of brown color wall emerged from a layer of XV-XVIII of the trench 2/88-92 (S16)
on which there is a detected bead (fig. 3 n. 2). From a level of attitudes to the angioinous terrain of the
trench 1/88-91 (S14) comes a fragment of green glazed green with a wall decorated with grooves of
about 0.5 cm about a glass made with the blow molding technique (fig. 3 n. 7); similar shapes, albeit
with oblique grooves, were found, among other things, in Poggibonsi in layers related to the phases of
XIII century destruction and abandonment of the site [26]. A blue ribbon loop with a hint of wall found
in the surface layer 2 of the trench 9/89 (S11) (fig. 3 n. 3), attributable to the X-XI century, probably
belonged to the lighting fixture. The fragility of the fragment does not allow any hypothesis to be made
about the shape of the lamp, probably hanging and therefore supported by chains that were passed
through the loops according to a use certified since the IX century [27]. Probably belonging to an
unguentarium are a bottom and a wall (fig. 3 n. 8b) - between them tied - and a hem (fig. 3 n. 8a)
revealed in the uuss 43 and 12 of trench 1/88-91 (S14) in layers of the XII-XIV century. Although
emerging from different stratigraphic units, according to the same yellow color of the glass, thickness
(0.2-0.1 cm) and fairly accurate manufacturing, it can not be excluded that the artifacts belonged to the
same specimen, from the pyriform body with the bottom concave, rounded rim, narrow lip and neck
with slight throat at the base. The widespread form in northern Italy and in the central-southern regions
of the peninsula denies a chronological arc much older than the layers in which it was found
deposited; in this regard, it should be remembered that vitreous amphorae are present in large
numbers even in funerals, attested in the Castle of Monte in the rasole 4, 5 and 6 [28]. It is possible,
therefore, that as evidenced by other types of finds - is the case of black paint ceramics, sealed
african and opus sectile - the construction of terraces has caused a reversal of materials embedded in
land taken from the bottom valley , where there are many traces of roman age to which villas and
necropolises [29], and early middle ages, as evidenced by the remains of a burial ground of IV-VI
century located in Folloni [30]. In the surface layer of the trench 9/89 (S11), emerged an element of
vitreous blue paste (fig. 3 n. 9a-b) with the round and crushed form used with probability in a jewel; the
outer surface is smooth, the inside is concave and irregular.
1.6 Metal artifacts
From excavations carried out in the rasola 1 there is a large and varied sample of bronze and iron
objects. Certainly, until IX century metal artifacts were made in the settlement, since the excavation
has brought to light in trench 5/87 (S17) a functional area for metallurgical activity. In order to identify
the specific function of the objects, the metal artifacts were divided into categories. Iron objects are
predominantly home-made nails, with heads and rods of various sizes and shapes that exhibit an
advanced state of degradation due to oxidation. According to the shape of the head and the section of
the stem the nails were divided into three types. Type 1 includes specimens of a height of less than 3
cm, including for example a product recovered in trench 2/88-92 with square section and semicircular
head; type 2 is detected by nails of height between 3 and 7 cm square and expanded circular head, as
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Fig. 4: Metal finds in rasola 1.

the specimen from the surface layer of trench 2/88-92; in type 3 there are artifacts of height greater
than 7 cm in section and circular head (fig. 4 n. 1). Comes from line 1B of trench 5/87 (S17) is a
circular section and pyramidal head, whose end part is bent and retracted to obtain a curvature (fig. 4
n. 5). Commonly used by artisans and farmers in carrying out daily tasks are utensils, certificates in
various forms within the rasola 1. To the craft-related activities was a drill bit (fig. 4 n. 2) recovered at a
level of XII-XIV century brought to light in trench 1/88-91 (S14): this is a short-handed artifact and
square section at the bottom, which was engraved in a handle that would allow its use. According to
the small size of the object, it is likely that it would be used for the machining of leather or metal
sheets, similar to what was supposed to be a similar-shaped artifact found in a XIV century layer [31].
Quite heterogeneous is the use that distinguishes the knives, distinguishable by the fixing of the
handle in two categories. To the tang scale type belong two specimens (fig. 4 nn. 13, 15) with wide
and flat tails on which two pieces of bone or wood were found in layers XIII-XIV century (fig. 4 n. 13)
and XVI-XVII century (fig. 4 n. 15). Examined specimens, which bear the nails for fixing the handle on
the tang, differ in the length of the blade and the termination; for such characteristics the artifact found
in the oldest level can be approached to a specimen emerging in the Crypta Balbi in a context of the
first half of the XIII century [32]. It is also documented the presence of knives of the whittle tang type,
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as evidenced by the finding in a XIII-XIV century of trench 1/88-91 (S14) of an iron product with long
functional tang when inserted in a compact wooden or bone handle (fig. 4 n. 14). The specimen has a
wide blade with cut and rounded tip; the tang is not in the axis with its back, but is set at the center of
the blade, which is distinguished by a slight throttle. The bronze tips were used to reinforce the leather
lining, one is found in trench 5/87 (S17), in a XVI-XVII century attendance level, without decoration
(fig. 4 n. 12), similar to an artifact recovered in the excavations of Miranduolo [33]. A short arch arrow
is found sporadically in the trench F/83-85 (S11) (fig. 4 n. 4); the artifact has a lanceolate flat leaf cage
and quadrangular section. To the apparel belongs an open bronze ring fibula which is revealed in
surface 5 of the trench F/83-85 (fig. 4 n. 3). The exemplar, with oval section with spiral termination, is
connected by means of a circular cross-sectional eyelet knot [34]. Used since the IV century for the
closure of garments, these artifacts, whose shape is probably borrowed from omega fibules [35], are
quite common in south Italy in contexts of VI-VII especially in Puglia and Basilicata [36]. In Campania
the type is attested in the necropolis of Pietra Durante/Bisaccia [37], Pratola Serra, Ponte Barizzo [38],
Cimitile [39] and in rasola 3 in Montella [40]. It also retains a fragmentary, rectangular, medium-large
shape with a circular cross-section and wrapped dagger-shaped cross-section. Applied to various
kinds on permeable materials are some finishing and decoration elements, whose functional study is
heavily restricted due to lack of information about the materials on which they were fixed. This
category includes a bronze stud with a circular shaped head and decorated with 8 incisions on the
radius (fig. 4 n. 10) emerging from a phase collapse of the XIII-XIV century found in I/86-89 (S13).
Among the applications it must be counted a small bronze flower four petals bilobed with a central
hole (fig. 4 n. 9) re-emerged from a level of attendance of Angevin age. This is a rather common
application, mostly in the context of the XIV century, often used with decoration for clothing [41]. The
excavation has returned two specimens of rectangular bronze lamellas of various sizes whose specific
use can not be defined with certainty (fig. 4 nn. 7-8). The presence of holes in one of the two
specimens, however, suggests that they are fixed on leather or fabric supports as decorative parts of
garments and belts (fig. 4 n. 7). In a context of the early middle ages of trench 1/88-91 (S14), a
bronze, fragmentary and folded lamina emerged, covered by a cantilever decoration with a
mistilineous pattern (fig. 4 n. 8). In the same chronological context emerged a bronze foil composed of
two fragments worked with punctuated engravings that draw parallel vertical slats (fig. 4 n. 7); the
decoration is topped by semicircular motifs, one of which is a small hole, enclosed in a engraved
band. From a low-level I/86-89 level emerged a gasket element likely to have a circular head and
trapezoidal body characterized by the presence of a hole (fig. 4 n. 6). There are some horseshoes to
feed animals; one of these, recovered in I/86-89 (S13) in the XI-XII century, has a polylobate profile
due to the enlargement of the four subcircular blinds for the insertion of nails (fig. 4 n. 16). In this
category there are also small bubbles (fig. 4 n. 11), bronze rattles composed of two emisferes
connected by a curb, inside which iron or steel balls could be used to produce the characteristic
tinkling.

2.

Conclusions

Preliminary study of mobile finds coming from the stratigraphic basin of rasola 1 has allowed a first
chronological framework that can be framed in late middle ages, with the exception of an early
medieval fibula (fig. 4 n. 3), bearing in mind that the placement of the terracing system of angevin age
caused a major upheaval in the layout of the entire area in addition to numerous commonly used
artefacts, characterized by a strong invariability over time and therefore not useful for the purpose of
temporal determinations such as fuser blades, knives and nails, some dating artifacts have also been
found. Between them there are glasses decorated with small sting round protuberances (fig. 3 nn. 56), spread in Italy since the XII century and attested to Montella from the XIII century, that with other
vitreous typologies testimony to the combined use of pottery and glassware. The repertoire of metallic
materials is quite heterogeneous and reflects on the various activities that took place inside the castle.
The typology of objects makes us think of a user dedicated to peasant and handicraft activities (figg. 2
nn. 1-4, 4 nn. 1-2, 5, 13-15) and to chivalrous activities (fig. 4 n. 16), including for example hunting (fig.
4 n. 4). The military component is documented in an extremely limited way by machined stone bullets
(fig. 2 nn. 7-9); this figure is likely to be reconnected to the nature that the fortified site assumed from
the XIII century when it became a lord residence with an annexe park for leisure.
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Abstract

In this brief note I want to illustrate some first considerations on a research, still in progress, which
dealt with the analysis and design of kiosks and votive pillars. The geographical area is that of lower
Piedmont, a hilly area located in the southwestern part of the province of Cuneo.
Throughout the Piedmont territory, there are a considerable number of small religious buildings country and cemetery chapels, votive pillars - but apart from occasional studies related to individual
buildings, until now they have not been made systematic scientific studies aimed at cataloging and
analysis of these architectural heritage.
The methodological approach that has guided the research is started from the consideration that the
cultural, architectural, landscaping and environment Italian heritage is among the most varied in the
world and includes all tangible and intangible assets that are protected under the UNESCO guidelines.
Regardless of the type of asset, it needs the right promotion that increments the cultural offer and
promotes knowledge of heritage through communication and the transmission of knowledge. The
study is thus born from the need to "safeguard", through the drawing tool, cataloging and cognitive
analysis, these small architectures considered "minor", but which are living testimony of popular
religiosity and elements that have changed and that characterize the urban and rural landscape.
The objective of the research is the identification of the pylons in the municipal area, their relief and
graphic rendering, the analysis according to their architectural features, the state of conservation and
the eventual degradation and cataloging through a form prepared in order to create an Inventory of
minor Architectural Heritage. So we intend to maintain the interest of a cultural heritage that is tangible
witness of popular religiosity.
Keywords: votive pillars, sacred architecture, cultural heritage, drawing, cataloging, inventory of
goods.

1.

Introduction

The territory of the lower Piedmont that expands from the cuneese’s plains to the hills of the Langhe,
is full of small religious buildings - rural chapels, votive pillars, sacred alcoves - constructed in rural
areas, scattered in the territory or inserted within small aggregates. Aside occasional studies related to
individual buildings, up to now have not been made systematic scientific studies aimed at cataloging
and analysis of these architectural heritage.
These buildings, chapels rural or simple votive pillars emerged in rural areas with low anthropization
for the distance of the parish churches from small rural settlements or as a form of votive offerings as
a result of natural disasters like the plague, they are still an important reference for resident
population. The country chapels are witness to a popular devotion alive and they are nodal points of a
wide geographical network of trails, places of refuge and supply now largely decommissioned be
rediscovered. Similarly, the votive shrines that dot the rural area testify to the devotion to Mary and the
saints to which you attributed a protective role from livestock diseases, epidemics, in particular from
the plague. The pylons, isolated or constructed to mark the path that leads to a shrine, often also
identify a place of passage, once useful for travelers and pilgrims, and today for tourists. Very often
votive pillars are located in the most evocative areas of the territory and are real landmarc; often they
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take the signpost function at the crossroads of ancient roads and trails that today have become tourist
track.
The votive pillars - built testimony of popular devotion - are signs of the material and immaterial culture
of the communities of this area of Piedmont; in addition, they are particularly interesting from an
anthropological point of view related to magic valences of the places and legends of masche.

Fig. 1: The map of the study area.

2.

Study area and location

The geographical area covered by this study is that of lower Piedmont, namely the territory of a
municipality located between the Langhe and cuneese's plain.
The road layout that cross the municipal area are dotted with votive pillars, especially along the roads
leading to shrines or small churches built in the fractions and in the villages.
How many objects tied to tradition and popular religiosity, the votive pillars take on a dual significance:
 realistic, because inserted as precise topographical reference points;
 simboli, because the holy places, religious objects with clear religious purposes.
The devotion to the cult of St. Anna it led to the construction, to the northwest of the town, a small
church before (late fifteenth century) and after a sanctuary (early twentieth century). The roads leading
to this place of worship are accompanied by pylons simple shape with images related to holy and to
Mary. Similarly, along the road leading to the Santuario of Ronchi, erected where the Virgin appeared,
there are votive shrines of different bill. And also on the road that reaches the Bordino hamlet, where
there is a small church, the roadside welcomes pylons that refer to the Marian cult.
These roads have been identified on maps which shows the municipal boundaries by putting them in
relation to the town and then marked with the letters. The location of the pylons was highlighted along
the route with numbers then indicated in the individual pylons tab.

3.

Architectural, typological and constructive features

In the lower Piedmont area most of the votive shrines was built between the mid-nineteenth century
and the fifties of the twentieth century.
As in other territories, the votive pillars were made from simple bricklayers or even by local farmers
without a specific project. The research conducted in the historical archives of the municipality of
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Carrù has not led to the discovery of any design or request for authorization for the construction of
pylons.

Fig. 2: Survey design and image of the pylon n. 3 tract C.

The votive pillars are usually small and humble buildings with simple architectural solutions and
without any particular decorative elements. This because they are made from simple bricklayers and
not by skilled workers. The typical feature is their small size and the essential form; Building bigger
and much decorated are rare, in the area they were found two constructions, the first at the junction
between Strada Oria and Via Langhe (section B) the second the junction of three roads in Bordino
hamlet (section D).
The most usual form for the pylons is the form elongated parallelepiped, with square or rectangular
plan, triangular in rare cases, made with local traditional building techniques. The roof is almost
always a two pitched, pavilion in some cases or with flat or curved surfaces and on top almost always
it presents an iron, or stone, or cement cross. Some have a fronton which rises over the volume of the
votive pillar and has a semicircular or triangular shape; others have decorative elements such as
pilasters, friezes and pinnacles.
The materials used for the construction of the pylons are similar to the materials used for the rural
architecture of the area in which they arise: load-bearing masonry structure in stone or brick; gable
roof with brick cover, or with stone or cement sheets; external walls plastered and painted, or with
exposed brick; friezes and pilasters made with simple brick or cement. It has never been used stone
material, not available on site.

Fig. 3: Survey design and image of the pylon n. 3 tract C.
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The size of the pylons analyzed and measured vary, in plan view between 1 and 2 meters in length
and between 50 cm and one meter in depth; the height varies between 2 and 3 meters. But there are
also pylons of larger or much smaller.
The pylons have all, on the main elevation, a niche adapted to receive the sacred image, basic
element of the construction. It is placed at the height of about one meter from the road surface and is
defined at the top by a barrel vault, more rarely flat (pylon n. 3 section C), made in the thickness of the
masonry. The niche is protected by metal grids, or by a window frame made of wood or with glass,
added at a later date to the construction. The bottom wall accommodates the sacred image, made
with a painting on plaster using water colors, or hosting a picture or a statue. In larger aedicules it is
present, within the niche, a small altar (pylon n. 1 section B).
The typology of aedicules varies along the different sections; in some cases are leaned or embedded,
totally or partially, in boundary walls or facades of dwelling; they seem to be existing prior to
construction of the building and it seems that we have wanted to keep them. In the study area, in
short, they were classified the following types:
1.
classic pillar rectangular in plan, with a niche on a front;
2.
pillar of prismatic shape a square or triangular plan, with niches and paintings on all sides of the
building;
3.
pillar-chapel (sacellum), larger, a rectangular plan with small altar inside;
4.
pillars attached or collected, in whole or in part, in the masonry of a building or a boundary wall.
In the research area the greatest number of pillars belongs to the classic type (65%), 25% to the type
attached or collected, while the remaining 10% is divided between the remaining types (types 2 and
3).

Fig. 4: Image of the triangular votive pillar in Bordino hamlet (n. 1 tract D).

4.

Worship of saints and devotion

The votive pillars, with their form to the small chapel, are in Piedmont since the Middle Ages, but they
represent the natural evolution of earlier forms of worship. Their origin can be traced back to the
Ligurian-Celtic people and their habit of column piling stones that were called in Celtic Mongioie.
These piles of stones were erected along roadsides and along the paths who crossed the mountains,
from the Celtic population in homage to the deity of the place, in thanksgiving and as a trail marker.
The cult of the stones, which the Romans called saxorum veneratio, has survived until the present day
in the traditions and popular folklore. The term "pillar" actually indicates a stack, ie a vertical pile,
which rises from the earth to the sky (in dictionary Italian Sabatini Coletti [2008] "pile of stones or
bricks placed at the side of the road, out of devotion or to commemorate").
The votive pillars, as already mentioned, were not built randomly. If their function was to trail marker,
they were built at the crossroads where the road is divided into several branches, along the roads
connecting the villages, along field, gardens and woods margins.
The other function assigned to the pylons is the most devotional and religious function. It could be
linked to the demand for protection for the family or for the harvest, or it had a ex voto function, thanks
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for healing or for a narrow escape. Other times they were associated with miraculous events or to real
Marian apparitions.

Fig. 5: Sacred images present on the votive pillars.

The dedication is mainly linked to the devotion of the Virgin Mary in its different representations:
Immaculate, of Lourdes, of the Graces, with the Child; in the pylons dedicated to Saints most of the
images depicting St. Anne and San Giovanni Battista. Religious icons are made with soft colors and
simple lines, the technique is essential, with little variety of colors. They are simple religious signs of
ancient workmanship but they are able to pass an intense expressive spirit simply through color,
images and posture.

Fig. 6: Sacred images present on the votive pillars.

5.

Research methodology.

The study began with a thorough bibliographic search that involved the publications on the same
territory and which had as its object the architectural, cultural and landscape heritage of the place.
Then I analyzed the data retrieved in order to select the elements that characterize the area under
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study. The next step were the location scout along the streets of the area to locate the pylons and
proceed to their measurement. The type of survey used was the direct survey and photographic
survey. I then proceeded to the graphic restitution of measured pylons and their identification on the
municipal topographical map in which the paths have been divided into several sections (A, B, C, D).
For each pylon was compiled a card, drawn up taking into account similar jobs and previous personal
experiences acquired. The Type tab contains information to help you know the typological, structural,
architectural, devotional features every pylon and news related to location, property, construction year.
The elements that have not been addressed in the research, but that will be the subject of a future
study are the recurring degradation and the intervention criteria aimed at their preservation and
enhancement.

Fig. 7: Type card prepared for the cataloging of the pylons.

6.

Final considerations

The cultural, architectural, landscaping and environment Italian heritage is among the most varied in
the world and includes all tangible and intangible assets that are protected under the UNESCO
guidelines. Regardless of the type of asset, it needs the right promotion that increments the cultural
offer and promotes knowledge of heritage through communication and the transmission of knowledge.
The study is thus born from the need to "safeguard", through the drawing tool, cataloging and
cognitive analysis, these small architectures considered "minor", but which are living testimony of
popular religiosity and elements that have changed and that characterize the urban and rural
landscape.
Each pylon brings with it a history of devotion baggage of local conflicts, fears, poverty and wealth,
escaped the dangers of graces received, the need to protect the fields and home, comfort on the road
and in the daily difficulties; for all this is necessary and important to keep in time, these testimonies.
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Fig. 8: Evocative picture of a pylon located in the Piedmont countryside.
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Abstract
Post-seismic reconstruction and seismic prevention have always been a major concern worldwide.
This work analyses the Pombaline gaiola (meaning cage), a structural system of masonry
reinforcement used in the reconstruction of Lisbon following the earthquake of 1755. A gaiola consists
in the insertion of a three-dimensional timber frame embedded in stone masonry in order to bind
together the various structural parts, and contribute to the overall seismic resistance. Timber framed
reinforcement is an old anti-seismic device that may be globally observed in the history of the
constructive technology. From the Roman times, this system spread in the Mediterranean area during
the XVIII century but a large quantity of examples can be observed almost worldwide. The Pombaline
gaiola is analysed from an architectural, constructive, and structural point of view to show how that
traditional system made a robust (re)construction possible. Beyond the suboptimal rules of the art and
tacit historical instances, and by means of philological criterion and detailed analysis of seismic
improvement, contemporary preservation works should ensure the structural safety of the historical
construction. In such a perspective, this study examines aspects of diffused timber frameworks with
masonry infill that go beyond the anti-seismic technology and develops guidelines for preservation.
Keywords: timber frame, constructive technology, seismic reinforcement, construction materials.

1.

Introduction

Usually, the various constitutive parts of every historical building subtend a variety of additions and
subtractions of matter or structural portions, superimpositions, etc.. These modifications have occurred
during centuries and for many reasons: sometimes they are the results of simple reconfigurations or
renovations to adapt them to the most recent architectural and artistic vogues or technological
developments of that period. Other times modifications occurred in order to reconstruct parts that had
collapsed following some disastrous events such as earthquakes [1]. Thus, even though the
consequent final building look formally unique, in line with the stylistic standards of the time, and
equipped with the most novel advances, such a modifications inevitably created new structural
entities. Unfortunately, earthquakes are disastrous events that frequently lead to buildings’
reconfiguration or reconstruction. The violence of those events has commonly been the result of the
interactions of soil’s characteristics with the structural performance of materials and structures [2].
As it frequently happens in any situation of emergency, the constructive technologies used in a
specific place were immediately tested and verified in relation to the instances of expected structural
performance. Such a comparison between events, methods and effects inevitably leads to a heated
debate on the most appropriate way to exploit the technical knowledge, on the local rules of the
building art along with strengthening the safety demand, in order to secure people living and working
in urban environments. In many cases, it is commonly reported how the innovations that have
effectively brought some advances to the already recognized technical knowledge were just a few. On
the other hand, the surviving and less damaged structures gave essential information on the most
resistant “anti-seismic” systems. In any case, reconstructions dared with experimentations, introducing
technological developments to be associated to the most traditional constructive methodologies [3, 4].
Among the number of the technologies that best performed in the event of earthquakes, the structures
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using wood generally survived disastrous events or, at least, showed minor damages, compared to
stonework. As a consequence, exploiting the elastic behaviour of wood, as compared to stone and
masonry, led to a sort of compromise between tradition, innovation and immediate emergency.
Furthermore, wood versatility made reconstructions and rehabilitations of damaged buildings faster
and easier. Very often, indeed, we can observe many timber devices (frameworks, chains, tie-beams,
supports, shelves, etc.) used as masonry reinforcement in historical construction seismic damage
prevention. Such a constructive system was usually realized by means of the insertion of a threedimensional timber frame embedded in stone masonry in order to bind together its various parts and
contribute to the overall structural and seismic resistance. In many “restorations” or reconstructions,
such a constructive principle was happily extended to the whole building, generating completely novel
structural configurations that were able to absorb the effects of seismic ground motions.
Anyway, such a common exploitation of timber framework fell within a much larger debate on efficient
constructive technologies and anti-seismic devices. Aligned empty spaces or heavy projections (stone
balconies or massive cornices) should be avoided on façades and openings should not be done close
to bearing walls. Again, pushing structures, as the vaults, should not be used at the upper floors or
roofs and, in any case, they should be stabilized, if present, inserting some metallic or wooden chains.
Just to mention some of the rules of the art of good and proper building practice [1, 5, 6].

2.

1755: the earthquake in Lisbon and the Pompaline plan of reconstruction

The Iberian peninsula is located into a micro-plate compressed between the Oceanic plate (west) and
the Continental plates (centre and east) whose border is quite close to Portugal. The Azores-Gibiltar
line keeps on enlarging while the two Eurasian and Africa plates collide with a velocity of about 5 mm
per year. Actually, the highest seismic risk pertains to the southern Portuguese regions of Algarve and
Alentejo, the Lisbon area and the Tejo valley [7-9].
More particularly, the history of Lisbon is marked by the terrible earthquake that, in combination with
st
subsequent fires and a 6 metres tsunami, on the 1 November 1755 almost completely destroyed the
old town and the surrounding areas (Fig. 1-2). In the past, Lisbon have been affected by many other
tremors of various intensity, as in 1356, 1531 and 1597 [8-13]. Following those circumstances,
reconstructions were made with some constructive preventative anti-seismic measures. The most
important buildings were built of a stone structure reinforced with a sort of timber strengthening,
especially into wedges and in the voids (doors, windows, etc.) frameworks. Furthermore, wall
thickness was usually made one third of their height (about 90 cm), with a strong basement made of
limestone and lime mortar as well to provide a solid support.
Anyway, the 1755 earthquake was one of the most disruptive ever to hit a large city, with a magnitude
of 8.5-9. Due to the disastrous consequences, a large international literature focused on it. It has been
estimated that death toll in Lisbon alone between ten and a hundred-thousand people, the two third of
the houses were destroyed, along with thirty-five churches on forty, and all the six hospitals, etc. [14].
All these numbers make such an earthquake one of the deadliest one in the European history.

Fig. 1, 2: Map of Lisbon with the indication of the destroyed areas [14] (left); copper engraving showing Lisbon in
flames and a tsunami overwhelming the ships in the harbour (right).

Following the earthquake, Manuel da Maia (1677–1768), “Engineer in chief” of the Reign, was in
charge of coordinating the reconstruction of the city. He immediately proposed to the “Prime Minister”
the Marquis of Pombal, don Sebastião José de Carvalho e Melo (1699–1782), from now on “Pombal”,
different options that can be sum up into two orders of intervention: 1) reconstructing the old city
exactly in the same way as it used to be, improving the public spaces and limiting the buildings’ height
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or 2) build a new city with a novel urban plan on the ruins or, having abandoned the old site, in a new
and more convenient location. At the end, the city was rebuilt in the same place but using a free urban
plan with strict technical rules. Something in the middle between the various options. Thus, M. da Maia
drew the new plan and suggested a perfect symmetry of solids and voids for the new constructions:
doors, windows and heights must be coordinated with streets’ width and length. While da Maia was
working on technical problems related to public spaces, buildings’ structure and public health (i.e.
drainage system), the military architect Eugénio dos Santos e Carvalho (1711-1760) drew the
buildings’ façade schemes. To speed the reconstruction up, Pombal ordered that every person would
have received a geometrically regular piece of land, equal to what has been lost, where the new
houses have to compulsory be built within five years. Finally, only in 1760 the lots of land were
assigned. Contemporary, the main streets would have been built with a width of 60 palms (1
Portuguese palm = 0.3386 m [15]) leaving 10 palms free for pavements and drainage system.
Secondary streets would have been 40 palms width. Also the buildings height was regulated: taking in
consideration the constructions in the Terreiro do Paço (the present Praça do Comércio) as a
reference, buildings must be aligned to the ones facing those spaces. Buildings façades overlooking
main street would have been provided of balconies at the first floors and windows at the upper; only
windows on the secondary streets. Works developments were mostly irregular because of factors
such as necessities, urgencies, richness of buildings’ owners, etc. Only in 1771 many yards resulted
just opened or in advanced progress as well as some buildings were already erected and inhabited.
Finally, at the beginning of the XIX century, some reconstructions were still in progress.
From an architectural point of view, buildings dimensions – plans distribution and inner height – were
standardized in order to allow a sort of serial production and speed up the process of reconstructions.
In fact, after the earthquake, only small factories and workshops re-started to work and producing
element with standard dimensions was easier and faster. Furthermore, precast allowed to use
“foreign” elements, limited in dimension because of transport issues, along with “national” ones in an
easier way. Nowadays, the Pombaline Baixa is composed of approximately 60 blocks, characterized
by a rectangular shape and consisting of about seven buildings each. Within each block, the buildings
are built side by side, sharing the same gable walls. The Pombaline constructions are grouped in
2
rectangular blocks or compounds, measuring around 70 x 25 m in plan, with a narrow central yard
2
measuring 45 x 2 m . All the buildings had originally five floors, including ground floor and attic, and
the constant height of the façade was approximately equal to the width of the main streets [14].

3.

Studies on anti-seismic house and timber framed reinforcement preceding

The diffusion of the timber frame with masonry infill dates back to the Roman time. Indeed, they often
exploited the opus craticium technology both in new constructions and in reconstructions following
earthquakes. Anyway, due to wood high perishability, nowadays it is difficult to find many traces of
such a system a part from some archaeological remaining in Herculaneum. Opus craticium allowed to
build bearing walls as well as light partitions thanks to the timber framework (graticius) made of
vertical columns (arrectaria), horizontal beams (transversaria) and diagonal cross-bracing elements
connected by means of various joints: the common “mortise and tenon” or in-thickness wooden pins.
In these cases, the real supporting structure was made of stone or brick masonry with the double, and
not secondary, function of protecting wood from the ground humidity granting a long-lasting durability.
From the fast development of the scientific theories, scholars and enlightened monarchs tried to
understand how and why buildings collapse, or did not, following an earthquake, getting out three
possible options: preserve what has remained, reconstruct in modernity or abandon the ruins. During
the Renaissance, and especially in the XVIII century, archaeological excavations and the diffusion of
the treatise De architectura written by the Roman military engineer Vitruvius, made scholars reach a
good knowledge of the constructive technologies’ development in the Roman times [16, 17].
An essential event that marked the history of the anti-seismic house, was the 1570 earthquake of
Ferrara, whose swarm lasted about four years, with more than two-thousands tremors reaching the VII
Mercalli grade. The consequences were disastrous: more than 40% of damaged buildings, beyond the
most of the public and civil architectures. In such a scenario, the architect Pirro Ligorio (1513-1583),
successor of Michelangelo in the direction of St. Peter’s basilica’s erection, made an accurate survey
of the damages in order to investigate the causes of collapse and buildings’ failure. Furthermore, in his
Libro o Trattato de’ diversi terremoti he designed an anti-seismic house, that has no preceding in
western technical culture. In fact, he pursued an innovative concept based on the idea that buildings
may resist to cross loads, as earthquakes, and not only to vertical ones. Thus, by means of few and
simple geometric rules, he designed bearing walls connected to roofs by buttresses, reinforced
structural nodes, dumping arches on architraves and wooden struts in the floor layout [18, 19].
Finally, a fundamental step – almost contemporary to the Pombaline plan - towards the usage of
timber framework embedded in masonry was given by the Bourbon Reign, in the Centre-Southern
Italy and Sicily. There, a great number of cyclic earthquakes created the circumstances of studying the
causes of building collapse and experimenting novel constructive practices. In such a scenario, the so
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called casa baraccata took birth thanks to the military engineer Francesco La Vega (1737-1815). As a
matter of fact, following the 1783 disruptive Calabria earthquake, the Bourbon government released a
normative, the first of its kind, that obliged the reconstruction following some fundamental principles:
beyond the infrastructural system, the collapsed structures must be rebuild using a masonry «(…) with
an inner frame of large trusses (…) fasten by other transversal beams (…)» [20].

4.

The gaiola

The great innovation appeared in the Pombaline reconstruction was the usage of the gaiola. A
structural system that had a mostly empirical birth and application. Indeed, it was not imposed but it
spread being highly functional and satisfying from a structural point of view: it provided strength to
horizontal loading and capacity to dissipate seismic energy. Indeed, Portuguese engineers had a long
practice in challenging constructions. Similar timber frameworks had been already used in fortifications
where problems of flammable materials and fires were quite common. Again, many fortified buildings
were built close to rivers or on broken ground causing water infiltrations through wood foundations,
materials degradation and consequent instability. Actually, the main problems that had been observed
in Lisbon constructions were the presence of basements and real stone vaults at the upper levels, and
walls made of limestone supported by a light and open wooden structure, not closed in a box system.
Thus, as a consequence of the marquis of Pombal’s decree, to pursuit a faster reconstruction within
the five years, masonry was reinforced by an inner wooden symmetrical cage, the gaiola precisely
(Fig. 3-6). That is aimed at distributing seismic loads, and enforced by inter-terrace walls, of about 50
cm in thickness and without any opening, built higher than roof timbers in order to reduce fire
propagation through the whole construction or to the adjacent ones. In 1789, a traveller reported a
«very singular way of building: the carpenter is the first to work, only once the “gaiola” is constructed
then bricklayers are called to build a wall of mixed stone and bricks within the struts» [14].

Fig. 3, 4: Schemes of gaiola: reconstruction of a Pombaline gaiola (Instituto Superior Técnico de Lisboa) (left);
structural scheme of a Pombaline building, using the gaiola system (right).

Fig. 5, 6: Contemporary works of preservation and refurbishment in a Lisbon apartment that put in sight the
gaiola structures.
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Briefly, the gaiola is composed (Fig. 7) by a net of pillars and beams, respectively 15 x 13 cm and 10 x
13 cm that are connected by means of slats, struts and hangers. A male-female system establishes
the connection between these elements, which are made of wood of oak (Quercus pedunculata,
Quercus Ilex, Quercus suber), durmast wood (Quercus petraea) or chestnut tree wood (Castanea
sativa). Sometimes, some varieties of tree, coming from the inner mountain forests, were used to
provide wood such as larch (Larix decidua) or pine (Pinus sylvestris).
Fig. 8 shows the scheme of a gaiola structure in details: around the openings (door and window) some
ashlars are placed and tied against the internal timber grid by means of iron cross ties (A). Additional
bracing is provided by the timber floors, which originally possessed some diaphragm action enhanced
by iron ties (B), bolted to the floor beams and deeply embedded into the masonry walls, and by timber
connectors (C), nailed to the above mentioned timber grid and also embedded in the masonry. The
confined façade piers are then connected to a bi-directional vertical bracing system of timber-framed
walls, with light ceramic and rubble masonry infill [21].
It is notable that in the case of an earthquake, the timber framework might have supported the slabs
and the roof if the stone walls have ruined down, thanks to its structural independency from those. The
timber framework elasticity granted to the cage an enormous ultimate resistance, tested in
architectural scale simulating an earthquake vibration by having troops march around it [22].
Moreover, such a frame was highly flexible thanks to a system of columns, beams, architraves and
rafters perfectly jointed by means of dowels, tenons and connections made of wood themselves and,
finally, embedded into the walls (Fig. 9-10) [23, 24]. Presently, the name of the inventor of such a
system is fairly unknown but has traditionally been attributed to Carlos Mardel (1695 – 1763).

Fig. 7-8: Principal elements of an external bearing wall with the gaiola system: Portuguese lexicon [23] (left);
timber bracing and anchoring system to the main façade [21] (right).
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Fig. 9-10: Gaiola system used in partition walls and roof [23] (left); gaiola combined with masonry [23] (right).

5.

Static-constructive principle: a ductile system able to absorb seismic loads

Very often, the constructions’ history itself shows which is the structural solution that have better
endured during times. Historical anti-seismic technologies, frequently born following some postearthquake reconstructions, have displayed good performance and resistance to instability by means
of interrupting the material continuity of the secondary structural elements. In example, partition walls
made of wood or gypsum versus bearing walls made of stone masonry. In the past, usually, a simple
and easy rule was applied: every construction material was exploited basing on its best seismicstructural performance. A high advantage could be taken from such a diversity. Thus, a building was
realized making the various inter-collaborating structures display independent seismic deformations.
Precise observations of buildings’ performance under an earthquake, or how it has been damaged /
collapsed, allowed an accurate design not only of the entire structural organism but also of the
smallest elements. Ancient architects and engineers, as well as bricklayers or carpenters, were highly
aware of the rules of the construction art and of the “anti-seismic” technologies. That knowledge was
mainly based on technicians’ experience, sensibility and observation, missing all the contemporary
devices and methods of dynamic structural analysis that we have today.
Nowadays, a survey of the structural instabilities or collapses following an earthquake, along with the
knowledge and comprehension of the original design, it is fundamental to understand and forecast a
possible historical building’s performance under seismic loads. A closely accurate observation gives
specifically important information on the possible performance of timber frame with masonry infill. Very
often, the load is mutually exchanged and transmitted through the interface of the two materials wood and masonry - dissipating a high amount of energy. A timber frame may be often recognized
from the lines appeared on plaster, as they highline the wooden pillars and beams direction. On the
contrary, masonry infill’s expulsion is rarely observed. Possible collapses or gaps of masonry do not
cause substantial damages to the whole building structure as the single portions would become more
rigid on the wall’s plane, thanks to the thick timber frame and to the diagonal bracing. The timber
frame with masonry infill system is little rigid but, at the same time, it is less stressed by seismic loads
and performs with an elastic-deforming behaviour. It, indeed, swings and dissipates a great amount of
energy by means of diffuse cracks and a continuous interaction between the timber elements and the
confined stone parts. Such a continuous action of deformation and flow increases the energy that is
dissipated by friction with a hysteresis behaviour, increasing the period and making the whole wall
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more resistant against the seismic loads. Definitively, the entire structure, whose single components
are made by fragile materials, works in a perfect way with a high ductility.
As a conclusion, the Pombaline gaiola is an extraordinary seismic-resistant element just because it is
granted by the timber frame, embraced by wooden elements and infilled by stone or brick. As some
recent structural tests confirmed, a gaiola could deform with an initial linear displacement to the
complete separation between frame and infill, followed by a long non-linear phase, associated to the
gradual parting of wooden pieces and, finally, to a fast decrease in resistance and infill loss.

6.

Conclusions

In this work we have analysed the exploitation of a constructive technology intended for seismic
reinforcement that is realized by means of a three-dimensional timber frameworks embedded in stone
masonry. More particularly, we have reported and discussed the technology of the Portuguese gaiola,
commonly used following the Lisbon earthquake of 1755. Standardization and prefabrications were
the inspiring principles of the Pombaline reconstruction, imposed by both the emergency and the
economic instance, thanks to the amazing “pragmatism” of the marquis of Pombal who gave a strong
boost to the reconstruction.
The usage of three-dimensional timber frameworks embedded in stone masonry is nothing new in the
history of construction, but in the Pombaline architectures it marked a fundamental step in the
evolution in the building component production and structure construction in the western countries.
Such a developments had never, or very rarely, happened before but were intuitively caused by the
new dramatic situation. If, from one side, the gaiola have paved the way for the end of craftsmanship
and experimentation, from the other hand, it led to an easier and faster way to build along with cutting
the costs of the building yard. In our particular case, the gaiola system made the reconstruction faster
and more efficient, allowing to re-birth the city of Lisbon and its society.
In such a way, the actual restoration goal is to preserve the existing timber structures and to
philologically reconstruct the ruined ones, if possible, as an undiscussed structural role of anti-seismic
device. Actually, timber frame limits the masonry to collapse, absorbing the seismic loads, as a chain
or wind-bracing, binding the bearing walls and making their overturning less probable. In many cases
a great amount of the energy is dissipated by friction between the pieces of the infill material.
Moreover, a timber frame organism, in comparison to stone, is lighter and reduces the over-loads on
its supports, is more deformable and less rigid thanks to the inevitable and suboptimal scrolling at the
nodes and joints. Nowadays, the present restoration guidelines suggest to preserve the original
wooden frames, rather than their demolition, if their seismic performance is sufficiently reliable. In the
case of reconstruction, such a system could be philologically reproduced if attested by documentary
sources and its seismic performance satisfies the contemporary strict construction regulations.
The present usage of timber frame as a structural anti-seismic device, may also consider some
requirement of internal wellness, thermal-acoustic insulation, fire security, and durability. The relation
between the old stratified masonries and the new timber frames should coherently fit the expected
structural, technological, and energetic performance, as well as the materials’ variety. It is essential
that a restoration/reconstruction project elaborates the traditional technologies, to efficiently adopt
materials and functions. In such a way, an adequate combination between tradition and innovation
could be reached, with the aim to apply the most efficient work in respect of the history of the building.
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Abstract

A constant peculiarity of the most recent wars, and even more when it comes to ideological disputes,
is the devastation of cultural heritage. The hatred that arises from these historical artefacts is greater
when the architecture is considered a symbol of the culture of the party deemed hostile. The Great
Mosque of Aleppo, is one of the cultural heritage sites declared as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO
in 1986. In recent years, battles have developed more frequently in urban areas and from this mosque
started the first riots of the Syrian revolution in March 25, 2011. The mosque has become a symbol of
the tragic civil war in the middle of a fierce dispute. At the beginning of 2013 the historical library and
its splendid wooden minbar, and the mihrab finely carved stone suffered irreparable harm when it was
set on fire. On 24 April 2013 the minaret was reduced to pile of rubble after a heavily armed
confrontation.
The Great Mosque was founded at the beginning of the 8th century and rebuilt and renovated several
times over the centuries. The most important work was carried out under the leadership of sultan
zengide Nur ad-Din in 1174 and, subsequently, by the mamluk sultan Qalawun during the 13th
century. The minaret is a rather splendid Seljuk construction, built in 1094, during the reign of Alp
Arslan.
This essay traces the architectural history of the mosque and aims to bring to the attention of the
Italian university community what is happening in one of the places considered by many the berceau
de l'humanité.
Keywords: Aleppo, Umayyad, Great Mosque, Syria’s civil war, Islamic architecture.
A constant particularity of the recent war, and even more so when one considers the contentions and
its ideological character, is the devastation of cultural patrimony. The hatred shown towards these
manmade structures is more intense when the architecture of these structures is seen as being a
cultural symbol of the perceived adversary.
The Great Mosque of Aleppo falls within the cultural heritage of the Syrian city which was declared, in
its entirety, a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1986. Furthermore, the Mosque is seen as being the
paramount religious monument of the city. In these past few years, the war has tended to be fought
more frequently in urban centres and in-and-around this monument. The first rumblings of the Syrian
th
war started on March 25 2011. It is well noted that the Syria poses serious risks to cultural heritage –
it often proves extremely difficult to ascertain the exact extent of the damage inflicted upon certain
architectures, as in the case of its Mosques. The most important religious edifice of the city of Aleppo
has become a tragic symbol of the civil war at the centre of ferocious hostility between the Syrian
army, the Rebels and a number of terrorist groups allied to the so-called Islamic State (ISIS). The
results of this conflict have been catastrophic. At the beginning of 2013, between the thousands of
deaths caused and hundreds of monuments destroyed by bombardments, the historical library and its
resplendent wooden minbar was burned to the ground; irreparable damage was also caused to the
exquisitely sculpted mihrab. And finally, after particularly heavy fighting, its minaret tragically
collapsed.
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Fig. 1: Panorama of the City of Aleppo

It is not by chance that Churches, Synagogues and Mosques become the primary targets for terrorists
1
[ ]. In a situation like the one which has unfolded in Syria, it is the aim of this essay to bring to the
attention of the Italian academic world what is happening in a place believed by many to be the
berceau de l’humanité.
In fact, the Great Mosque of Aleppo has been severely damaged in this fratricidal conflict. One which
has not even spared the beautiful historical centre which crowns the fortified citadel, nor the Mosques,
2
minarets, the famous market (suq) and the numerous hammam of extraordinary cultural interest [ ].
Even if the city is considered to one of the oldest in the world, the Great Mosque - the most
representative place of worship - is little known to those outside of this field of specialisation. It was
th
founded at the beginning of the 8 century during the period of the Caliph al-Walid ibn Abd al-Malik
(705-715) and most probably completed by his successor Sulayman ibn Abd al-Malik (715-717) in
th
717. The 13 century, the Syrian historian Kamal al-Din Ibn al-‘Adim (1192-1262) recounts that the
persistent aim of Sulayman was to equal the work carried out by his brother al-Walid in the Great
3
Mosque of Damascus: “for its ornamentation, marble tiles, and its mosaics” [ ]. Another tradition states
4
that al-Walid built the Mosque using the materials from the so called “Church of Cyrrhus” [ ].
Even the new church of Aleppo - as in the case of the Great Mosque of Damascus, which was built
within the complex of the Cathedral of San Giovanni - was built within the walls of a cathedral. That is
to say, the garden or the cemetery of the Cathedral of Saint Helena, which in turn was the site of the
5
Greek-Roman agora of the city [ ].
th
During the first sixty years of the 10 century, the city of Aleppo “was conquered by the Byzantines
despite the city’s robust stone walls. These defences proved to be useless against its enemy due to
the bad management of the city by Saif al-Daula and by their weakening over time. In fact, the enemy
6
destroyed the Mosque, imprisoned the children and burned the city to the ground” [ ].
From 1086 on, the city was ruled by the Seljuk Turks. This period is marked in the history of Aleppo by
th
the construction of a splendid Minaret, the only masterpiece to be completed up to April 24 2013. The
th
th
historian Ibn al-‘Adim (late 12 early 13 century) said that: “between the events of 482-1089/90 saw
the erection of the minaret of the Great Mosque of Aleppo. It was built under the direction of cadi Abu
el-Hasan Mohammad, son of Yahya, son of Mohammad Ibn al-Khachchab, to substitute the previous
7
minaret” [ ].
In 1169, the Mosque was engulfed in fire and the Ismaili suffered grave damage. Five years later, in
1174, the Zengid Sultan Nur ad-Din Mahmud (1146-1174) completely rebuilt the Mosque, with the
8
exception of the Seljuk minaret [ ]. During this time, Aleppo experienced a period of prosperity under
the management of Nur ad-Din, who passionately defended the union between the Arab-Muslim
9
World. For the first time, he managed to unite the cities of Aleppo and Damascus under one ruler [ ].
Apart from the restoration of the Great Mosque, Nur ad-Din ordered the rebuilding of the Cathedral,
the defensive walls and the markets (suq). Subsequent construction of public fountains, aqueducts
and caravanserais took place. The Nur ad-Din palace was called “the Golden Palace” and the
splendid Quranic schools for the teaching of the Sunni doctrine were built. Under the Zengid Dynasty,
10
and above all Nur al-Din, the city of Aleppo was transformed into a veritable Islamic capital [ ].
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Fig. 2: Satellite images of Aleppo before-and-after the bombardments

Fig. 3: Aleppo before the civil war in Syria
11

Successively, Aleppo was sacked and destroyed by the Mongols in 1260 [ ]. Only with the arrival of
Mamluks, who expelled the Mongols and inserted himself as ruler up until 1516, did the restoration
and rebuilding of the city take place. With the Mamluk Dynasty, in particular the Sultan Sayf al-Din
Qalawun (1222-1290) and Governor Qarasunqur, saw the expansion of the centre of Aleppo, thus
making it prosperous. The responsibility for reconstructing the Great Mosque fell to Muhammed ibn
Othman. The Sultan Qalawun commanded his Governor to protect the original base of the monument.
The cross-vaulted porticoes, which rested on the original Mamluk pillar bases, were used in both the
prayer hall and courtyards. The very same Qarasunqur gave the mosque a wooden minbar of
12
enormous value [ ].
Restored and rebuilt many times over the centuries, the Mosque has nonetheless managed to
conserve traces of its proto-Islamic heritage. The building reflects the typological scheme of the
Umayyad Mosque of Damascus. We are able to date the monument to the Umayyad period by
observing a hypostyle plan. In this way, we are able to tell that the monument underwent various
transformations over the centuries and, therefore, it is practically impossible to date the monument by
observing solely the architectural features which have been modified several times.
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The Mosque is entered through a rectangular courtyard located near the western door. The pavement,
which contains polished yellow and black stone elements that overlap with white stone elements to
form geometrical figures, was laid in 1632 after the original had been destroyed.
Similar in layout to that of the Great Mosque of Damascus, the architectural parts of the large
colonnaded arcade, where the majority of the congregation prayed, divided the prayer hall into three
transversal aisles which were covered by a dome above the central nave. Following the arrival of the
Mamuks, this layout was replaced by a more ambitious one of arches and cross-vaults for the
colonnades of the courtyard and the prayer hall.
The plan of the building shows a rectangular layout 105 metres long and 77.75 metres wide. The
courtyard is surrounded by three porticoes on the western, eastern and northern sides. An entrance
into the Mosque is located on each side with the main entrance found on the western side. All the
arches are covered with cross-vaults which rest on huge pillars. In 1285, during the period of Mamluk
Sultan Qalawun, the arches were rebuilt along with the porticoes of the prayer hall. The Southern side,
the side of the prayer hall, was modified in 1630 by the Sultan Murad Khan (1623-1640) with the
addition of 15 six-sided arches, as can be seen by the placard placed above the entrance.
The courtyard is characterised by two fountains, for ablution, which are each covered by a dome; one
bigger than the other. The larger dome is formed by a hexagonal basin and supported by six limestone
pillars. The smaller one consists of a sixteen-sided basin surrounded by six pillars that support the
basin. The decoration is classic: mosaics, coloured wood and marble.
The hypostyle prayer hall is located on the southern side of the courtyard (covering roughly 1,500 m2
of floor space). The hall is formed by four rows of limestone pillars that divide the space into nineteen
naves that run perpendicular to the wall of the qibla and three aisles. This is covered by crossed-vaults
and another dome on the transept. The wall that indicates the direction of Mecca includes three
niches, two are found on the eastern side, of smaller dimensions; one central, bigger and wider, and is
covered in yellowish stones dated 1285 by the Governor Qarasunqur Jawkendar. In the twelfth
century, Ibn Jubayr saw the old wooden mihrab in Nur al-Din that had been burned down by the
Tatars. The Arab geographer described it as one of the unseen wonders due to its elaborate
workmanship: “The mihrab is inlaid entirely in ivory and ebony; this work in ebony evolves with
consistency from the minbar to the mihrab up to the wall of the qibla. We are amazed by this unique
13
spectacle” [ ]. The current stone clad mihrab was remade by the Sultan Qalawun. It was not only the
intention to avoid unfortunate events that the new niche was made in stone, but also because stone,
for the construction of the mihrab, was fashionable during the Mamluk period. An inscription in the
naskhi calligraphic style, placed in the most visible place below the the mihrab, reads:
“In the name of Allah, the Entirely Merciful, and the Especially Merciful. Decreed that it be built after
the burning by Maulana, the greatest Sultan malik Al-Mansur saief Adlounia w Aldien Qalawoon, the
14
victorious” [ ].
ّ  أمر بعمارته بعد حريقه موالنا السلطان األعظم الملك المنصور سيف الدنيا والدين قالون،الرحيم
 باإلشارة،أعز هللا نصره
ّ الرحمان
ّ "بسم هللا
 كافل المملكة بحلب المحروسة أثابه وحرسه وتمالّ من عنده في رجب،العاليّة المولويّة األميريّة الشمسيّة قراسنقر الجوكندار الملكي المنصوري
."سنة أربعة وثمانين وستّمائة

Fig. 4: Plan of the Great Mosque of Aleppo (E. Herzfeld)
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Fig. 5: The Great Mosque of Aleppo, courtyard

Fig. 6: The Great Mosque of Aleppo, minbar and mihrab

Fig. 7: The Great Mosque of Aleppo, ablution fountain

On the right-hand-side of the central niche, one finds one of the oldest minbars ever built in Aleppo, as
stated in the inscription below the architrave, that was built by the artisan Muammad ibn Ali al-Mausili
th
during the rule of the governor of Aleppo, Qarasunqur. The pulpit of Aleppo, dating from the late 13
century, is beautifully sculpted in wood with geometric shapes inlaid in mother-of-pearl, ivory and
coloured stones. It is one of the rarest and most particular works of art in oak and ebony. There is a
th
description by the Arab traveller Ibn Battuta (14 century): “The Great Mosque is one of the most
15
beautiful orators; its pulpit is exquisitely made, inlaid with ivory and ebony” [ ].
The minbar measures 3.75 metres in height, 3.65 metres in length and 1.08 metres in width. Its
entrance measures 2.90 metres in height and consists of a casement door which bears an ornate
architrave decorated with muqarnas and surmounted by a crown with frilly leaves.
Both sides of the minbar are made up of two wings bearing triangles with a wooden stairs in the
centre. The decorative motifs are very similar to the Ayyubide style which includes polygons,
geometric shapes (inlaid with ivory and shells), silver and copper. Found on the upper part of the
minbar is a seat for the imam that is covered with a small domed wooden canopy. A splendid
geometric motif is found under the seat with the following naskhi inscription:
“Decreed by Almouz Al Ali Alamir Alshamsi Aqasenker Jawkendar Almalki Almndourithe the
victorious”.
"المقر العالي األميري الشمسي قراسنقر الجوكندار الملكي الناصري
"أمر بعمله
ّ
The minaret is the work of the architect Hasan ibn Mufrih as-Sarmani. It was built between 1090 and
1092 at the height of the Seljuk period during the reign of Prince Tutush ibn Alp Arslan (1066-1095)
16
and is one of the most notable examples of Islamic Syrian architecture [ ]. The piece is believed to be
the first minaret built in the city after the fall of the Umayyads and represents complete harmony
between the Syrian architectural knowhow of the Byzantine period and the decorative Islamic
traditions of the time. It is the oldest part of the Umayyad Mosque and has survived for over nine
centuries and numerous catastrophes. The minaret has stood for all this time due to the fact that it
was built utilising a particular ancient technique of joining square stone blocks with iron braces and
molten lead: “The builder, who was from Sarmin, excavated the foundations down to groundwater
17
level and joined the stones with iron braces and lead” [ ].
The minaret is 45 metres in height from the pavement to the portico and stands on a square base 5.20
metres on each side. Many of the stone blocks used during its building were taken from the ancient
Cathedral. The minaret is found in the north-west corner of the courtyard and rises five stories over the
portico. The facades are divided into four principle levels and are treated differently, but with a strong
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sense of unity and equilibrium. A mounted frame is found between each level and an inscription in
18
Kufic or naskhi encircles the three strips between the levels [ ]. At the base there is a panel that bears
the name of the architect and the date of completion. The first, the third and the fourth levels are
decorated with friezes made of a series of elaborate polylobed arches with a flat-bottomed trefoil that
indicate a derivation of that of Samarra. The final level, instead, crowned with an elaborate cornice,
represents a typical Arab decoration with muqarnas: stalactite vaults. The terrace is found on top of
the fifth level and is covered with a wooden canopy capped with a small dome crowned by a crescent
moon. Located above a final band of stalactite niches is the gallery for the muezzin covered by an
open wooden veranda. The decoration of this final level is very similar to that of the minaret of the
19
Great Mosque found in the Syrian city of Ma'arrat al-Nu'man [ ]. Apart from the important inscription in
floral Kufic characters engraved in stone, it is possible to note that the decorative elements of the
minaret are limited and mostly confined to a particular type of artistic decoration defined by Ernst
20
Herzfeld as “Continuous Modelling” [ ], which consists of the repetition of continuous levels by means
of decorative shapes that are repeated in an almost constant sequence.
In 1999, the technical office of the University of Aleppo documented seven inscriptions on the facade
21
of the minaret with a survey campaign carried out in great detail [ ]. Furthermore, there are two
previous studies that were carried out on the inscriptions which merit mentioning: the first was
22
conducted by Herzfeld in 1938, and, the second, by Mohammed Kamel Fares in 1995 [ ].
The epigraphic friezes, Kufic and Italic in nature, reflect the social fabric of Aleppine society during the
th
11 century and are considered not only to be important historical testimonies, but also important
23
iconographic models of calligraphy in the Islamic Arab world [ ].
th
The minaret was destroyed on Wednesday April 24 2013 during a violent battle between the regime’s
forces and the rebels, clashes that had been raging for months in the historical centre of one of the
most ancient cities in the Middle East. The Mosque was taken by the rebels who saw it as a symbol of
their resistance.
According to the Syrian state news agency, the minaret was destroyed by the Jibhat al-Nusra rebels
allied to ISIS. The Great Umayyad Mosque of Aleppo, reduced to rubble, has been photographed and
24
filmed thousands of times and the tragic reality of its destruction has spread on the internet [ ].
In effect, it is possible to affirm that the principle cause of the destruction of the minaret is inherent in
its identity, the same as that of many Syrians who die every day due to their ideological beliefs. In
particular, a doctrinal footprint that materializes in the verses written in Kufic characters in the Quran:
“Only Allah is your wali and His Apostle and those who believe, those who keep up prayers and pay
25
the poor rate while they bow” [ ].
َّ َصالة َ َويُؤْ تُون
 ومن يتول هللا ورسوله والذين آمنوا فإن حزب هللا هم. َالزكَاة َ َو ُه ْم َرا ِكعُون
َّ "إِنَّ َما َو ِليُّ ُك ُم
َّ سولُهُ َوالَّذِينَ آ َمنُوا الَّذِينَ يُقِي ُمونَ ال
ُ َّللاُ َو َر
."الغالبون
This verse from the Quran highlights a difference of opinion in the selection of the leadership between
the Sunni Muslims and the Shia Muslims. The verse called “al-Wilayah” or “Leadership” of the Surah
of “al-Ma'ida”, holds significant importance which is at the basis of the conflict between the Sunni and
the Shi’a. In fact, only the Shi’a attest to the succession of the Prophet Muhammad to the command of
the Ali ibn Abi Taleb.

Fig. 8: The Great Mosque of Aleppo,
the minaret

Fig. 9: A detail of the destroyed minaret, shaded
and textured 3D models (W. Wasbeh and G. Fangi)
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Fig. 10: The Great Mosque of Aleppo, shelled minaret

Fig. 11: The courtyard with rubble of the minaret

Fig. 12: A group of Muslims praying in the
courtyard after a bombardment

Fig. 13: The heavily damaged courtyard during
the war

Fig. 14: The ablution Fountain during the war

Fig. 15: The prayer hall after the bombardments

The core meaning of the word wali is "guardian", though it has the extended senses of helper, friend,
assistant, confederate, son-in-law, leader, and master. In this surah, it has been understood in the
sense of "helper" and "friend", but is usually taken as referencing mastery or leadership (wilayah).
The Divine oneness, or rather “only [them]” ( ِإنَّ َماinnama), that appears in the verse bequeaths
command to God and Muhammad as well as to those who believe in Islam. This is confirmed in the
hadith of the Prophet: "He who dies without knowing the Imam of his time, dies the death of (the days
of) ignorance (Jahiliyyah)". The end of the verse is generally understood as a limitation of the
believers who qualify as leaders, only the Muslims who say their daily prayers and pay their alms.
More specifically, the Shi’a regard the indication of the verse as a limitation towards Ali and the imam
who followed him. The reason for this belief is a source of immense discussion amongst Islamic
theologians. Sunni and Shi’a scholars agree that the verse was narrated in honour of Ali, though there
is substantial difference in interpretations of the words wilayah and imamate. The Sunni scholars
believe that the verse refers to Ali, though they do not recognise it as imam, whilst, from the Shi’a
point of view, Ali was chosen by God as the successor to Muhammad. According to the Shi’a, imams
were chosen by God, whilst the Sunnis believe that Imams and Caliphs reach positions of command
differently and not directly, that is through a special selection made by his predecessor or a
committee, or even through an official appointment. Even if these differences in interpretation could be
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reconciled with the use of the literal meaning of wali, the Shi’a do not consider these verses and the
hadith is seen as indisputable evidence of the investiture of the Imam Ali as the immediate successor
to the Messenger of God. It could be said that this verse from the Quran is considered by the Shi’a as
a reference confirming their doctrine.
Further affirmation as to the hate levelled against this particular minaret is given credence in another
inscription in naskhi Seljuk characters found on the third level. The inscription states, in addition to a
verse in the Quran of "sura Al-'Ahzab, devotion to the twelve imams:
“In the name of Allah, the Entirely Merciful, the Especially Merciful. Indeed, Allah confers blessing
upon the Prophet, and His angels [ask Him to do so]. O you who have believed, ask [Allah to confer]
26
blessing upon him [ ]. May Allah blessing upon Mohammed Almostfa, Ali Almourtada, Fatima
Alzahraa, Alhasan, Alhousien, Ali, Mohammed, J'afer, Mousa, Ali Alreda, Mohammed, Ali, Alhasan
and Alhoujah Alqaem. May Allah raise their positions and merciful them”.
ّ  الله ّم.س ِّل ُموا ت َ ْسلِي ًما
ي المرتضى وفاطمة
َ ص ُّلوا
َ َص ُّلون
َ ع َل ْي ِه َو
َ ي ِ َيا أ َ ُّي َها َّالذِينَ آ َمنُوا
َ َُّللا َو َم َال ِئ َكتَهُ ي
ّ صلي على مح ّمد المصطفا وعل
ّ ع َلى ال َّن ِب
َ َّ " ِإ َّن
."الزهرا والحسن والحسين وعلي ومحمد وجعفر وموسى وعلي الرضى ومحمد وعلي والحسن والحجة القائم وارفع منارهم وارحم أولياءهم
Indeed, in the middle of the southern façade the names Muhammad the chosen one, Ali the
appreciated (l’imam Ali ibn Abi Taleb), Fatima Alzahraa (daughter of the Prophet and wife of Ali),
Alhasa and Alhousien (daughter of Fatima and Ali: the granddaughter of Muhammad), etc.
All this confirms traces of Shia doctrine on the monument that most likely explains the criminal actions
of a group of Sunnis (Jibhat al-Nusra, a branch of ISIS) towards the sacred monument.
One of the many images of the destroyed Mosque that came to us over the internet shows the
presence, in the courtyard near the dome of the ablution fountain, of a black flag; not that of ISIS, but,
instead, that of the Shi’a. This detail can confirm once more that the monument has been the victim of
the conflict among Sunnis and Shi’a.
The damaged suffered by the Great Mosque is multiple and impossible to estimate. The parts that
suffered the most are the minaret; the prayer hall, destroyed and burnt; the wooden door of the minbar
that has disappeared; the courtyard where many arches have been blackened by fire and the
pavement ripped up; and the doors of many of the entrances which have been burnt and destroyed.
The restoration, or rather the reconstruction, of the minaret should start with some basic
considerations. By virtue of the fact that good architecture also has a psychological value and since
the minaret, over its lifetime, has been repeatedly demolished and subsequently rebuilt, precisely due
to its intense intrinsic value, the intervention must take into consideration some very simple but clear
rules. The minaret was destined to last centuries, as it has always been considered a cultural
landmark with historical and both archaeological and social implications. Precisely for these intrinsic
values, the minaret must be reconstructed, without ceding to whatever modernist fashion is in vogue,
and we must remember its original form so that, once more, it will be able to stretch across the
centuries in the same way as the destroyed monument was. Finally, the same architectural conditions
must be created so as to recreate another architectural masterpiece that has the very same temporal
horizon as the original, whilst retaining the same symbolic meaning.

Fig. 16: The Great Mosque of Aleppo, the
northern entrance

Fig. 17: A Shia Muslim black flag
near the ablution fountain
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The Umayyad Mosque is a masterpiece of Islamic architecture that, although destroyed several times
over the centuries, has, nonetheless, always been rebuilt. Tragically, this latest destruction is
enormous and the losses immense. And so, only a highly focused reconstruction can recover - even if
it will prove almost impossible to incorporate all of its original features - what the Mosque symbolised
for many centuries, as has been previously stated: a symbol for many Muslims. Interventions for
recovery and enhancing of cultural heritage must be guaranteed by the Syrians who are the only ones
with the responsibility for their patrimony as it reflects their history, and ours.
The reconstruction could be assured through the erection of new tower, modern and built using the
latest technology and materials. Though, the risk of an architectural structure that reflects solely the
ideas of the designer and which does not fit into the architectural and environmental context should
not be underestimated.
An alternative could be not to rebuild the tower, but conserve it in its present state so as to become an
27
eloquent testimony to the barbarity that provoked its destruction [ ].
We believe, though, that a preferable strategic solution is that of opting for a new tower, but built “as it
28
was and where it was” [ ]. Its reconstruction could represent an opportunity to initiate a building siteschool that could focus on the study of the characteristics of architectural history, the use of local
materials (stones and mortars, in particular), construction methods that have been used throughout
ages and traditional maintenance procedures. The design and reconstruction of the tower could
provide training for technicians and workers who, after having acquired new knowledge and skills,
could be subsequently employed in other restoration projects. Furthermore, it could constitute a
precious opportunity for reflection by the local population and act as an instrument capable of
rebuilding an urban culture and, at the same time, stimulate a renewed sense of belonging. In any
case, no matter what solution is chosen, the placing of educational and informational posters in situ,
so as to document the different phases of the project with photographs and designs, will be
fundamental.
Compared to the desperate humanitarian situation in Syria, the destruction of a Mosque and its
mediaeval minaret could be considered as being of little importance. But, as has frequently occurred in
the Middle East, the vision of a peaceful future for Syrian society cannot be ignored. We must look
beyond symbolic and emotional values and see this monument, and others, as a witness to the past.

Fig. 18-19-20: The Great Mosque of Aleppo, before and after Syria’s civil war
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Abstract
Briefly presented, is the history of the Botanical Garden of Naples, from the years of its creation until
today, emphasizing the most troubled times related to some careless planning proposals that were
fortunately avoided, and that would upset the plant or to the dramatic consequences recorded inside
as a result of natural disasters or war events. In particular, during the Second World War, the Garden
was severely damaged due not only to the bombing, but also the dismemberment of its metal fittings
used for the war industry, the destination of his land for cultivation of food crops to make up for lack of
food, or for processing of its spaces and its buildings in the headquarters and barracks of the allied
forces.
Keywords: Botanical garden, Naples, Second World War, hydrological risks, earthquake

1. Origin and development of the Botanical Garden of Naples.
The 28th of December 1807 marks the crucial date in which Naples could finally dispose of its own
botanical garden in an official way.
As a matter of fact, for a long time there was the requirement to provide the city with its own scientific
garden to both study and classify the different vegetable species, as it had already happened in the
other main university cities both in Italy and in the rest of Europe.
However, the political situation of the viceroyalty between the XVI and the XVIII century contributed to
forbid its foundation in favour of the creation, starting from the XVI century, of a wide amount of
notable private gardens characterized by a strong scientific vocation. Neither the innovative impulse of
the Bourbon dynasty could unlock this situation. Indeed, a definitive project was presented to
Ferdinand IV in 1796, selecting the area of Via Foria to host the new structure, near the so-called
Albergo dei Poveri (Bourbon Hospice for the Poor). In spite of that, the postponement of all decisions
was influenced by a series of destabilizing events developing in Europe, notably, the rise of Napoleon,
as well as by the first signs of the Neapolitan Revolution of 1799.
The situation changed in 1804 when Vincenzo Petagna, holding the chair of Botanic for five years
before, gave life to a new garden aimed at didactic in the cloister of the new university location of
Monteoliveto, with the help of the young Michele Tenore.
However, one year after his crowning (December 1807), Joseph Bonaparte signed a decree to
officially establish the foundation of the “Real Giardino delle Piante” (Royal Botanical Garden). In
particular, the decree defined the land of the Garden, obliging its owners to yield it in return for good
compensation. The decree also announced the scientific objectives of the new-born structure, finally
disposing to relocate all the plants belonging to the garden of Monteoliveto. Tenore’s advice, required
by the French who had recognised his undoubted abilities, lead to selection of the same location as
the one already designated in 1796 by King Ferdinand IV. The area destined for the Garden, located
between the Albergo dei Poveri and Piazza S. Maria degli Angeli alle Croci, had a total surface area of
13 hectares. Once the garden’s boundaries were established, characterized by an irregular shape on
the north-eastern side, the architect Giuliano de Fazio was entrusted with the task to lay out the
Garden’s plan. The architect settled the main entrance on Via Foria, and in order to solve the problem
of the seven metres drop between the garden and the underlying street, he conceived a monumental
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façade with a double transverse flight stair. He planned a second entrance for the access of vehicles
along the cliff of Santa Maria degli Angeli. At the main entrance, de Fazio designed a longitudinal
boulevard which goes from the garden to the opposite side where he placed the “stufa temperata”
(tempered heater), a wonderful rectangular greenhouse inspired by the Orangeries of the XVIII
century. On the façade, some metopes were implemented, representing the first plants cultivated in
the Garden. De Fazio planned another perpendicular boulevard in the middle of the main one, cutting
the garden from the east to the west side and dividing it into an upper and a lower area.
Among de Fazio’s projects a building was built next to the main entrance, aimed at being the institute’s
general office, which was never realized. In fact, the entrance area was used as panoramic terrace,
which was named “Terrazza Carolina” (Carolina Terrace) in 1812, after the new sovereign’s wife, as
Joachim Murat succeeded to Joseph Napoleon. Additionally, the entire garden was renamed “Real
Giardino delle Piante di Gioacchino” (Royal Garden of Joachim’s Plants).
Tenore himself took care of the scientific organization of the garden, as in 1810 he was appointed
director of the Garden by Murat. The two squares located on the lower floor of the Garden, which were
created by the intersection of its boulevards, were used to host the natural families of herbaceous
plants and trees known at that time, respectively on the left and on the right. The area in front of the
so-called “stufa temperata” was structured according to the principles of the Linnaean method. A row
of plane trees was planted along the Terrazza Carolina and the area of the second entrance hosted a
wide variety of camellias. A vineyard named “Labirinto di Bacco” (Bacchus Labyrinth) was
implemented on the north-western corner and, directly above the transverse boulevard of the Garden,
an orchard was located on its extreme eastern side. Finally, a citrus grove prospered on the east side
area of the so-called “stufa temperata”.
Immediately after the foundation of the Botanical Garden, Tenore requested an enlargement of the
land in accordance with the decree of 1807, of which he obtained. These additional territories of
approximately 7 hectares expanded in the north-eastern area. Since this acquisition, they were called
Fondi Rustici and were rented to farmers to increase the incomes of the institute.
Thanks to Tenore’s management, whose scientific prestige was well known both nationally and
internationally, the Neapolitan Garden soon became one of the most relevant botanical institutes by
providing a wide range of activities. In fact, the scientific research was conducted in parallel with the
collection, multiplication and diffusion of exotic plants, the cultivation of plants of ethnobotanical
interest and didactic activities. The general office of the institute was established in the lone-standing
building of the Botanical Garden area, which had been used as house for farmers. It is a structure
located on the north-eastern side, which likely dates back to the XVI century. This building, known as
“Castello” (Castle), still exists nowadays. The Castle is characterized by a square plan, with each side
measuring approximately 32 metres, an internal courtyard and by angular crenelated towers, provided
with arrow slits and masonry winding staircases. Rooms include a herbarium, a library, a laboratory
and a large classroom. Michele Tenore stayed in office until 1860 and when he passed away, he left
both his library and his herbarium as inheritance for the Garden.
After a short-term supervision by Tenore’s grandchild Vincenzo, the followings succeeded in the
guidance of the Garden: Guglielmo Gasparrini (1861-1866), Vincenzo Cesati (1868-1883), Giuseppe
Antonio Pasquale (1883-1894), Federico Delpino (1894-1905), Fridiano Cavara (1906-1930), Biagio
Longo (1930-1947), Giuseppe Catalano (1948-1959), Valerio Giacomini (1959-1963), Aldo Merola
(1963-1980), Giuseppe Caputo (1980-1981) and Paolo De Luca (1981-2014). Paolo Caputo was
appointed as the director of the Garden in 2014 and he is still currently in office to express a continuity
with his direct predecessor, who is still guaranteeing his precious contribution to the institute even
without being in office.
Each director gave a personal and fundamental contribution to the growth and the development of the
Botanical Garden of Naples, in accordance with the duration of the charge and considering the
difficulties of the historical period in which they performed their activities.
For the sake of brevity, only the following will be mentioned, among their praiseworthy works: the
foundation of the “Experimental Station for officinal plants” on the lands belonging to the Fondi Rustici
as a new consortium entity – with the contribution of the Ministry for National Economy, the Province,
the Municipality, the Chamber of Commerce and the University of Naples – aimed at the cultivation
and the experimentation of medical plants (1928); the final realization of a new and more modern
office for the Botanical Institute near the main entrance, in the area of the natural families (1936).

2. The most troubled moments in its history.
It is clear that, in more than two hundred years of life, a complex structure such as the Botanical
Garden of Naples has been affected by difficult times.
It is easy to imagine that the episodes connected to the Second World War represented one of the
most dramatic events faced by the institution. However, as will be explained below, there were also
other misfortunes that in more than two centuries challenged the survival of the Garden. Moreover,
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each botanical garden preserves a patrimony, both precious and vulnerable, made of the plants that
belong to it. In fact, for this specific kind of cultural good, even the most ordinary and common
problems turn out to be fatal.
2.1 Public security, depredations and robberies.
One of the most insidious threats the Botanical Garden of Naples had to face since its origins,
especially for its extraordinary reiteration within the years, lies in the specific purposes it had since the
beginning.
In fact, a decree of the 19 th February 1810 established that the lands belonging to the Botanical
Garden had to be used as public promenade too. The purposes leading to this decision were of
course noble and based on two main needs: to face the lack of green areas in the city (excluded the
Villa Reale di Chiaia) and to match cultural enrichment with a pleasant promenade, in full agreement
with its identity of scientific institute. The area occupied by the Terrazza Carolina was the privileged
point of the site, because of the viewpoint that allowed people to enjoy both the beauty of the garden
and the view of Via Foria. Precisely because of the particular panoramic qualities of the area, a
decision was made to prohibit building of new offices of the Botanic institute, as conceived by the
original plan of the architect de Fazio. In the beginning, the opportunity to use the Garden as public
promenade was so welcomed that Tenore himself expressed his support in a letter of the 9 th of
February 1813, addressed to the Minister of the Interior Giuseppe Zurlo. This was also due to his hope
to increase the awareness of the institute he was directing among the population. For this purpose,
pleasant English groves, parterre and small irregular gardens were then added to the more scientific
squares of the natural families. Nevertheless, the first problems soon became evident. Even if the
Garden was available for the public only on weekdays, the confluence of so many people resulted in a
quick and inevitable degradation. Due to the lack of funds, the necessary maintenance became less
affordable. For example, an adequate surveillance system could not be financed to protect against the
other types abuses committed in the Garden. An official regulation of October 1817 forbade the
access to people deemed as being dressed inappropriately and prohibited any kind of games and
play. Defacers were immediately arrested. However, improperly destining the security tasks to the
gardener and the custodian meant that this regulation soon turned out to be insufficient.
In this sense, it is interesting to take into account a document currently preserved in the Botanical
Garden of Naples. It is a copy of the regulation concerning the public use of Villa Reale di Chiaia
issued on the 31st May 1817 by the Police Prefecture of Naples. Among other things, the document
appoints the Commissary of Chiaia district, his inspectors or a gamekeeper directly appointed by the
Ministry of the Interior and submitted to the Municipal Police of Naples, to ensure the enforcement of
the regulation. This special copy, which attracted director Paolo De Luca’s attention in this specific
study, underwent a digital reproduction because of the very bad conditions of the genuine paper
document. This document shows very interesting autograph corrections by Tenore who substituted in
the text the names District of Chiaia with S. Carlo all’Arena and Villa Reale with Real Orto Botanico. It
was likely that the famous botanist entertained the idea of bringing into force a similar and betterstructured regulation, as a more efficient instrument to both control and preserve the institute he was
managing.
Moreover, Tenore soon noticed how problematic and expensive was to face both incursions and
devastation brought by strangers. Under his direction, and thanks to the work of the architect Paolotti,
an elevation of the perimetral wall was planned along the entire garden in order to guarantee its
defence (1820). Additionally, soldiers were hired to guard the Garden. Unfortunately, this measure
was abolished in April 1828. In that same year, appealing without any result for the re-creation of a
proper public security service, Tenore was obliged to restrict public access to the Garden only on
holidays from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. Again, in 1832, due to the degraded conditions of its areas, Tenore
proposed to create a commission aimed at the requalification of the Garden being in favour of
transferring the expenses for its maintenance to the Administration of the Municipality of Naples.
The problem regarding the control and the prevention of external threats also existed while Gasparrini
was in office. Between 1863 and 1865, the new director was obliged to bring new restrictions into
force concerning the public use of the Garden appointing the architect Nicola Laurenziana for the
project to fence the upper part of the garden in order to forbid access. In addition, a proper
surveillance service was created thanks to the support of the municipal authority. Furthermore, in the
desperate attempt to transmit authoritativeness and respect in order to limit the wide number of
abuses committed by the population on the botanic patrimony, common gardeners were provided with
a uniform.
The abolishment of the main income handed out until then by the Municipality to the botanical institute
and used to manage the security of the garden determined, in December 1868, director Vincenzo
Cesati’s severe decision to definitively deny public access to the Botanical Garden. This action
provoked a strong objection, especially of the newspapers “La Libertà” and “Fulmine”. Being tired of
the constant attacks, Cesati explicitly cleared the reasons that lead him to such a decision, taking
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advantage on the occasion to express all his resentment in a very strong letter of the 10th July 1870
addressed to the director of “Fulmine” that he wanted to be entirely published on the front-page under
the threat of legal action. In fact, in the letter he explicitly referred to uninterrupted acts of devastation
and violation of common good, act of impudence and threats against the personnel and prejudicial
acts against public decency practiced by the regular customers of the Botanical Garden. He also
underlined that the mentioned unfortunate behaviours did not belong only to lower classes.
With reference to the supposed incivility deeply-rooted whitin Neapolitans’ manners, Cavara
mentioned the incontestable fact that Naples was the sole Italian city where also the Squares, proper
places for public promenade, were often closed or protected by armed guards.
The exasperation showed by Cesati was not explicitly shared by the Rector of the University Luigi
Settembrini who decided, on the 25th April 1872, to open again the Garden to public all week long,
holidays excluded, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. In a prompt answer letter, Cesati confessed to be regretful
due to the position taken up by the University authority which furthermore did not propose any
financial support to the institute. In addition, by explaining that every year, the access to the Botanical
Garden was already granted to 500 students, to approximately 200 families as well as to all the
visitors of the city, he concluded that in a situation of lack of funds and proper security personnel he
felt obliged not to respect the order to re-open the Garden.
In fact, the prohibitions never stopped the depredation of the Garden: around 1910 director Cavara
was even obliged to suppress the vineyards department of the so-called Labirinto di Bacco
(substituted by a less tempting collection of xerophiles and succulents) properly due to forays and
robberies that continuously affected the area.
In 1915, the Municipality of Naples was finally able to allocate funds to create a surveillance service,
and the following year the Garden was open to public again. In that period was also put forward the
hypothesis of the creation of a shop to sell beverages and coffee in it. After only three years, on the
contrary, the development of the usual hard inconvenients lead again to the limitation of free access to
the Garden.
The risk deriving from the potential damages related to public opening is still nowadays the main one
that the Botanical Garden of Naples has to face on daily basis. In spite of that, hoping for a major civil
and environmental sensibility of their visitors, the garden is actually open and its access is free on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. and on Tuesday and Thursday from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. The Botanical Garden has recently suffered from robberies too; the most severe ones happened
at the beginning of 2000 and lead to the disappearing of various Cycadales.
2.2 Reckless urban planning proposals and expropriations.
Probably, among all the dangers faced by the Botanical Garden during its long history, the most
relevant which need to be mentioned are those related to some reckless urban planning proposals
that if carried out, would have changed its structure or lead to its disappearance. First of all, one
should refer to the idea of 1861 to see the surface of the Botanical Garden transformed into a
residential area.
This thoughtless project presented by the engineer Botta to the Municipality, proposed the excavation
of the entire area of the Terrazza Carolina, with the consequence of a significant reduction the
Garden’s territory in order to create 32 new housing buildings on the level of the underlying Via Foria.
The report related to the project, highlighted its hypothetical opportunity for reasons that nowadays
would sound non-sense. The project proposed a requalification of the area due to the realization of
“healthy houses”. What is more, by proposing the future extension of the above-mentioned urban
solution to the entire area of the Garden, it was also suggested to transfer in bulk the entire Botanical
Garden. The actual hill area of Capodichino was designated for this purpose; because of its higher
morphological variety it was also considered more suitable to host the variety of botanic species living
together in a science garden.
It is impressive that this proposal, which never saw the light of day, was in any case taken into serious
consideration; in fact, in 1873 the same planner presented a similar but restricted proposal (reducing
the number of buildings from 32 to 12). Even if the project was never realized, as many similar
followings ones, it demonstrated a spread insensibility through such a relevant cultural good. Beyond
the lighter proposal of 1870, simply limited to the creation of 54 shops with a mezzanine floor inside
the monumental load-bearing wall of the Garden on Via Foria, many projects even more drastic were
subsequently supposed. In 1891, the same University attempted to the life of the Botanical Garden
with a project signed by the engineer Cannizzaro, aimed at realizing new useful buildings for the
University on the lands belonging to the square of the natural families, the arboretum and the area
next to the Albergo dei Poveri.
It was possible to avoid its realization only thanks to a strong battle lead by director Pasquale and
directly testified by a letter of the 3rd April 1891 addressed to the Rector. The intention of the letter was
to clarify the dramatic consequences of the project on the survival of its institute.
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On the other hand, the Ministry’s intervention of 1927 could foil the purpose of the High Commissary
of the Municipality to move the Botanical Garden in order to use its area in a different way. Probably, it
is even more difficult to believe that in 1975 the University put forward once more the hypothesis to
transform the Garden into a simple district park. In fact, the Rector Giuseppe Cuomo proposed to
move the Botanical Garden at the bottom of Monte Sant’Angelo, where the new offices of the Faculty
of Science should have been created. He also planned to substitute all the vegetation of the historical
Garden of Via Foria only with evergreen species and to offer it as a new city park.
So far, one can mention a wide number of catastrophic projects that luckily never saw the light of day.
However, other careless initiatives were unfortunately put into force. On many occasions, they were
realized by the same administrations that, at many levels, should have rather protected the Botanical
Garden. For example, in 1873 some proper channeling works realized by the Municipality in the area
above the Fondi Rustici were followed by an extension of Via Veterinaria, which went through the
lands of the Garden determining a loss of more than one hectare. As it was a proper expropriation
justified by public utility, the direction of the Garden could not contrast it and it was since then in the
condition to undergo new expenses due to the maintenance and the management of what pertained to
this new road works. Some years later, in 1908, that same area underwent the threats due to the
works for the implementation of a land-use planning in the district of S. Efrem Vecchio, which entailed
an additional expropriation of 4780 sq.m of land for building usage.
Finally, the area belonging to the Fondi Rustici recorded additional cuts in 1918 (after avoiding the
creation of two new clinics, a pediatric and a psychiatric one, part of its lands was destined to building
purposes), as well as in 1919 and 1921 (after a building abuse and a contested trade, the Garden was
deprived of an amount of more than 4500 sq.m of land in favour of some private neighbours). One
should mention in any case that during the ‘60s a small building was constructed in the Garden; In this
building was located the Centre of Electronic Microscopy, hosting the emergent studies of vegetal and
animal ultrastructures. After the earthquake of the ‘80s, the University insisted for the construction of
new university location of other institutes but the strong reaction of the botanists blocked all initiatives.
2.3 The Second World War.
Undoubtedly, the event that has actually caused the most relevant damages to the Garden has been
the Second World War.
The conflict caused the complete interruption of both working and teaching activities of the Garden. Its
lands as well as the ones belonging to the Experimental Station were used to grow potatoes, legumes
and wheat, known as “war cultivations” aimed at facing the lack of provisions. The metallic elements
such as the balustrade of the Terrazza Carolina were removed and used in war industry. The
continuous bombings produced various craters and the Civil Engineering Department reinforced the
basements of the Castle transforming it in an anti-raid shelter.
Exasperated by hunger and thirst, the population bursted into the Botanical Garden and the
Experimental Station, destroying and robbing from laboratories and classrooms a huge quantity of
valuable technical material, among other things.
The lack of water by reason of the collapse of the waterworks caused new and more severe
population raids in order to grab the water from the reserve of the Garden. In this sense, it is
necessary to honour the extraordinary self-sacrifice showed in that difficult period by Salvatore
Stellato, head of the gardeners, and Luigi Lettera, person in charge for plant pottery. In fact, they did a
large number of wearying trips with a small wheel-tank moved by hand towards the various tankers
providing water distribution to the city; in this way, they succeeded in save many plants by watering
them in sufficient way.
In 1943, the Garden became the headquarter of the Allies after they entered the city. The entire
institute building and part of the Castle were used as military barracks, and four warehouses aimed at
the stock of medicines were built on an area of about 5000 sq.m, belonging to the Experimental
Station. Many lands already devastated by the uninterrupted passage of armoured vehicles were
entirely paved and used as tennis or football fields; the water plants were destroyed in order to use
their basins as baths. Some of the lands confiscated by the Allies were given to the Sport Football
Club of Naples to build a temporary sports field in which, during those years the city football team
played some official matches. Of course, the negative effects that this strange event had on the
Garden were not only limited to the heavy manipulation of the soil transformed into a sports field, but
also to the vandalistic invasions of people that used to devastate the remaining parts of the Garden in
order to freely enjoy shows.
Many years after the end of the conflict, its negative effects still continued to affect the Garden. The
sterilization with chemicals realized by the Allies on many green areas, as well as the presence of a
wide number of ammunitions and bombs into the lands required large and wearying clearance
operations which went on after the end of the hostilities.
In the years that followed the departure of the Allies (1945), the active work of director Catalano,
supported by fundamental external aids, fostered a general and successful renovation in a short time.
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Thanks to the intervention of the University administration, it was possible to have at disposal the
entire amount of premises of the new buildings, whose functions were limited to a unique room in the
period immediately after the war. Instead, we owe to the Civil Engineering Department: the rescue of
the Castle after the reconsolidation of the heavily cracked walls and the restoration of roofs and
terrace; the restoration of the damaged sewerage; the building of a load-bearing wall for the cliff on the
border of the Albergo dei Poveri; the pavement of approximately all boulevards and squares; the
construction of a new heated greenhouse provided with a basin for water plants. In addition, the
donation of extra funds gave Catalano the opportunity to proceed with the remaining reconstructions
required and to introduce new changes in the structure of the Garden. The iron balustrade of the
terrace above Via Foria, which was removed during the war, was now restored, the gates of both the
entrances were repaired and both the heavily damaged tempered and heated greenhouses were
restored. In terms of innovations, Catalano embellished the area in front of the new building with two
symmetric flower-beds; he also created a small pine wood in the area on the right side of the same
building. Finally, he transformed the small valley of the alpine plants in “Filicetum” dedicating the
boulevards of the Garden to the directors who were in office before him.
During the years after the war, also a wonderful exemplar of Cycas revoluta was luckily rescued in a
private garden of the city. The plant donated to the Botanical Garden by Queen Maria Carolina and
robbed during the war, was put back in the area of the gymnospermae.
At the beginning of the ‘60s, the Experimental Station (which was definitely deprived of the area used
by the Allies to stock medicines, because of the duty to give it to the police headquarters) stopped to
be an autonomous entity becoming part of the Botanical Garden.
Even if the heavy devastations suffered from the Botanical Garden of Naples during the Second World
War were partly healed, they are still present in a sort of way, especially in the memories of their
eyewitnesses. A conversation with Professor Paolo De Luca gave us precious information regarding
this issue, which were directly obtained from an ex American officer stationed in the city during the
war. The opportunity for this meeting was given in 1994, year in which from the 8th to the 10th of July
the G7 meeting between the head of government of Canada, France, Germany, Japan, United
Kingdom, United States of America and Italy took place in Naples. During the summit, the personnel of
the Botanical Garden took care of the preparation of the green areas in the rooms and the halls of
Castel dell’Ovo, where the extraordinary meeting occurred. The ex-officer told Professor De Luca that
while he was in office leading the troops housed in the Garden neither the structure nor the plants
collections were damaged. Professor De Luca was obliged to tell him that after he left the situation
came to a head: the basement of the institute was regularly used as dancing in the evening, the
gymnospermae area as the toilet, the isolated areas of the garden were used as alcoves for private
encounters, the precious herbariums were brutally used for the daily fire and finally, many of the plants
of the Garden were used for target shooting with weapons and knives.
2.4 Natural disasters.
The Botanical Garden of Naples frequently suffered from problems due to hydrogeological reasons
because of its location on a slope. Especially in the Fondi Rustici area, between the greenhouses area
and the one occupied by the Experimental Station, an erosion hole took historically shape due to
meteoric scouring waters coming from the hill dominating it. Around 1866, the already precarious
situation was accidentally hit by the creation of a new building for the Garden, approved by the director
Gasparrini. Blocking the flow of water in the lands of the Garden, the new wall structure caused the
flooding of the area above it and produced many public security problems. Later on, the Municipality
intervened obliging the Garden management to put into force measures to remedy the damages
produced. For this reason, a hole was made in the wall on the level of the original erosion channel
which, re-establishing the waters flow, caused the flooding of the new rooms, undoing all the previous
works. The situation was still unsolved in October 1953 when a heavy flooding made it even worse by
creating an opening of approximately 30 metres in the fortification walls on Via Veterinaria, on the
level of the artificial channel previously built. On that occasion, the serious damages provoked to the
Garden were considerable were even aggravated due to the long time required for the final restoration
works, finally realized by the Civil Engineering Department in April 1954. During all those months with
no protection from the external world, that side of the Garden underwent incursions and robberies.
In 1956, a very unusual meteorological phenomenon occurred in the city of Naples, attempting to the
life of the precious botanic patrimony of the Garden. In fact, on that year a heavy snow was recorded;
it was followed by a prompt decrease of temperatures which killed a wide number of plants. Nowadays
is still possible to notice the effects of that uncommon atmospheric event in the physical structures of
the survived plants that still have on their stalks the visible signs of the salvific offshoot formed on that
circumstance.
Regarding the consequences of the tragic earthquake of 1980, whose epicentre was in Irpinia, the
main damages for the Botanical Garden were the ones to the Castle where the herbarium roof
collapsed as the city of Naples was also affected. Moreover, the massive invasion made by the
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population looking for a safe shelter contributed to the devastation of the Garden together with the
passing through its boulevard of the armoured vehicles used for the works aimed at reinforcing again
the adjacent Albergo dei Poveri. It was necessary to appeal to public forces as well as to an armed
surveillance service appointed to protect the entire area in order to clear up the Garden from popular
occupation.
The first task Paolo De Luca had to execute when he was appointed director in 1981, was to repair the
damages caused by the earthquake. Thanks to some additional funds it was possible for him to
completely restore the Castle, making it entirely operative and offering a new order to its internal
structure: on the ground floor there were warehouses, a mechanic for the agricultural machines
working in the Garden and a didactic room; on the first floor there were offices, the guest-rooms, the
library and a room equipped to label scientific information about plants; on the second floor there were
the Museum of Paleobotany and Ethnobotany, the herbarium and a laboratory. In addition, both the
monumental façade of Via Foria and the tempered greenhouse were restored, this last named after
Merola. Instead, the greenhouses Merola himself created a few years before and already named after
the famous botany expert Luigi Califano, were provided with sophisticated computerized equipment to
control humidity, temperature, shadows and ventilation. Other completely new rooms destined to
different uses were added to these ones. At the end of the ’90s, the construction of a wonderful
Tropical Greenhouse started, thanks to a lavish contribution of the Ministry of the University. The
greenhouse was then completed by disposing tropical plants, water plants and earth plants and it is
nowadays one of the most important structures of the Garden. It is also necessary to remember that
many collections of the Botanical Garden have been completed and many other have been created.
Among these, the one composed by the plants mentioned in both the Old and the New Testament; its
copy was sent to Pope Benedict XVI and disposed in the Vatican Gardens.
In the end, among the various interventions realized in those years it is necessary to mention a new
and more advanced fire system. Luckily, the development of uncontrolled fires has never affected the
Botanical Garden of Naples, which could have been potentially catastrophic in a similar context. Since
its origins, it has always been possible to avoid such a dramatic possibility by creating a proper
prevention system related to a precise and systematic cleaning of all the dried parts of each plant.

Fig. 1: Project concerning the partial lotting plan of the Botanical Garden’s area (1873).
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Fig. 2: Signs of the Allies target shooting on an exemplar of Washingtonia robusta.
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Fig. 3: Project concerning the creation of 54 shops inside the monumental load-bearing wall of the Garden on Via
Foria (1870).
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Abstract
Closed hollow fictile elements, known as
“caruselli”, commonly used to obtain light
and resistant roofs, can be found in historical
buildings in Calabria.
A research activity was carried out to
inventory, collect and catalogue various
types of “caruselli” characterized by different
manufacture, shape, availability of clay soils,
assembly method and buildings where they
were found. “Caruselli” were shaped by hand
and differed in the quality of the clay and in
the type of furnace where they were fired.
Specifically, the study presents the first
results of a research activity aimed at
systematizing information and data collected
in the Calabrian context, as well as at
classifying the fictile elements in relation to
different attributes, such as materials,
shapes, manufacturing techniques, assembly
methods.

Fig.1- “Caruselli”: Closed hollow fictile element

Keywords: fictile element, caruselli, territorial survey, Calabria, classification

1.Introduction
In old civil and religious buildings, especially in the Mediterranean area, it is possible to find particular
clay hollow bricks, commonly known in Italy as "caruselli", which were used above all in long span
light vaults, but also in cross and barrel vaults (Fig.1).
“Caruselli” are clay bricks, generally cylindrical in shape, closed at their bases and aggregated with
lime mortar. Being handmade, they have small dimensions and differ in size, manufacture typology
and kind of clay.
A few studies ([1,2,3]) led to the assumption that the diffusion of fictile elements in the Mediterranean
regions was partly due to the local availability of gypsum used to produce mortar, which bound the
various fictile elements when they were fitted together.
Usually, “caruselli” were aggregated, juxtaposed and orderly fitted together to form the intrados of the
vaults and were found above all in long span light vaults, but also in cross and barrel vaults, in civil
and religious buildings. Vaults built with “caruselli” are a technological innovation compared to the
traditional heavy vaults.
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They allow obtaining a low weight compared to the occupied volume, reaching larger spaces and, at
the same time, reducing the pressures against the walls.
Recent studies [4,5] have revealed the presence of fictile hollow elements in buildings situated along
the Ionian coast of the region Calabria, but also in Sicily and Puglia and other sites in the south of
Italy. This paper focuses on the Calabrian context and proposes some results of a research activity
concerning a specific survey carried out on the historical centres of the region. Analyses allowed
identifying old buildings, of religious nature or belonging to wealthy families, having fictile elements in
their roofs. Moreover, they allowed identifying and classifying these elements (Fig.2) in relation to their
different characteristics (shape, materials, manufacturing techniques, assembly techniques). The
focus was specifically on “caruselli”, excluding other fictile elements, such as amphorae.

Fig.2 - Some typical fictile Calabrian bricks

2. A study on fictile elements named “caruselli” in the Region Calabria
A study was developed to detect the presence, diffusion and characteristics of fictile elements in the
buildings of Calabrian historical centres. It included, on the one hand, the analysis of bibliographical
sources and, on the other hand, on-site surveys based on specific reporting. Many on-site inspections
were performed [6]. A few useful, though rare, bibliographic references allowed highlighting the
interest of certain scientists in the topic.
Studies provide evidence of the use of hollow fictile elements already in the III century A.D., though
they reached their widest diffusion only in the XVII century (arslan). Furthermore, the studies
conducted by Giuseppe Rutigliano, Demetra Malacorda, Paolo Verzone and Sebastian Storz,
provided a first historical framework [7,8,9,10] . In a paper published by the review Archivia, Susan
Palmer described a construction system composed of tubules and designed by Sir John Soane,
architect and surveyor of the Bank of England. He used light hollow terracotta cones, or “pots”, to build
domes and protect the building in case of fire [11 ].

Fig.3 - Calabrian sites where fictile elements were found
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A few studies continually carried out by the author since 1997 allowed analysing the topic in depth and
obtaining interesting results, thus encouraging further study to improve the knowledge of such fictile
elements. Fictile elements were found above all along the Ionian coast of the region Calabria,
sometimes in buildings located in historical centres, sometimes in isolated buildings; in any case, in
important buildings, such as churches, convents or palaces. Yet, in some cases, they were found in
internal urban centres, particularly in central northern Calabria [12] . Fig. 3 shows the sites detected
and surveyed. Out of 26 sites, 19 were on the Ionian coast. More recently, old “caruselli” have been
re-used for the realization of floors supported by metal bars, and as objects of decoration, e.g. for
balcony railings. The investigations carried out on the Calabrian territory highlighted different shapes
of “caruselli” in relation to the town and to the workers who had made them.
3. Identifying characteristics and classification of “caruselli”
The analysis of bibliographic sources and of the materials collected during on-site surveys allowed
starting a well-organized work of identification and classification of Calabrian “caruselli”. Despite the
considerable diversity of the elements found, it was possible to highlight peculiarities and differences.
“Caruselli” had a particular shape: they had a cylindrical body closed at both ends and their upper
surface was usually slightly rounded (concave downwards).
Each “carusello” was hand-made by master potters who, working with clay on a lathe, modelled
elements different from each other, with quite rough shapes and variable morphologies and sizes
depending on the site and on the craft tradition.

Fig.4 - Craft production of a typical Calabrian “carusello”
The external surfaces of “caruselli” were smooth or with slight grooves purposely made to ensure
better adhesion to mortar during laying. On the contrary, spiral grooves, deriving from their hand
processing, can be seen inside (Fig. 4).
In their upper part, and sometimes also on their lateral walls, one or more small holes were found. This
particular characteristic has a precise function: holes allowed for more homogeneous firing by
facilitating the passage of hot air inside the “carusello”. As a matter of fact, in order to avoid unwanted
deformations due to its expansion, air had to permeate the whole matter [13].
The quality of “caruselli” is influenced by the materials utilized and by their firing. Clay must have
adequate characteristics of malleability and homogeneity and be without any impurity.
Incorrect or non-homogeneous firing can cause the incomplete combustion of the organic substances
contained in the mixture and generate flaws or chromatic variations on the surfaces and inside the
walls of “caruselli”.

Fig.5 - “Carusello” with black heart and well-fired
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This kind of phenomena was found in various samples. In fact, sometimes, in the body of a crosssectionally observed “carusello”, a dark grey layer can be noticed (called “black heart”), which is
included between two external layers ranging from dark brown to reddish. Such layers show that
oxidation was not uniform (Fig.5). The firing of “caruselli” gives them a colour ranging from light brown
to dark brown. Their surfaces can be perfectly smooth or rough both inside and outside.
“Caruselli” have variable diameter and height. Diameter usually ranges between 10cm and 25 cm,
while height ranges between 5cm and 22 cm (Fig.6), though 30-35 cm-high bricks were also found.
Sometimes the cylinder width varies with height and the “carusello” takes a truncated cone shape.

Fig.6 - Calabrian Caruselli of various height
A macroclassification of the fictile elements found in Calabria was performed taking into account the
cylinder height and shape. The classification was extended to include amphorae. Three classes of
shapes were distinguished: cylinder, conical cylinder (or truncated cone), amphora. As to height, 4
classes were distinguished considering the diameter/height ratio: 3:1, 1:1, 1:2, 1:3. Hence, 12 possible
types were identified, ten of which were actually found in Calabria (Fig.7).

Fig.7 - Calabrian Caruselli with different shape and size
The composition of “caruselli” depends on their shape. There exist various assembly methods. They
are usually arranged in a vertical position and joined laterally, their base pointing downwards. Thus,
“caruselli” were placed according to a parallel/staggered sequence to form rows: each “carusello” of an
upper row was placed in the space between two “caruselli” of a lower row (Fig.8).
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There are several assembly methods that allow for specific adjustments and determine irregular rows
owing to the variability of shapes and sizes of “caruselli”.

Fig.8 - Composition of “caruselli” in parallel and staggered rows
The way “caruselli” were fitted together does not vary significantly according to the place in which they
were found, but rather according to the desired types of construction (Fig.9):
- Vaults or arches: rows are assembled with the base pointing to the intrados following the curves
and progressively reducing the number of elements in a row. The intrados surfaces are
characterized by a particular and picturesque sequence of variously coloured circles surrounded
by mortar. Sometimes, in order to link vaults at the keystone, bricks are placed longitudinally to
obtain higher resistance;
- Floor slabs: they are obtained by placing series of rows of vertically positioned “caruselli” on
regularly spaced double T iron girders;
- Cladding: it is obtained with a traditional masonry wall included between two walls built with rows
of “caruselli” arranged horizontally. The same procedure is followed to build parapets of balconies
where “caruselli” are left exposed;
- Partition walls: they are obtained by horizontally overlapping rows of small “caruselli”, which are
specially made for partitions of limited thickness. The plumbing of the wall is due to the flat shape
of the base of “caruselli”.

Fig.9 - Structural elements composed of “caruselli”
A.Groin vault B.Curtain wall C.Projecting balcony
In a few rare cases, “caruselli” were used to build domes. The most common construction system
consists in vaulted roofs differing in laying, geometry and size and thus generating a variety of cross,
full barrel or polycentric vaults.
In Calabria, there are peculiar cases in which “caruselli” are placed in such a way as to create typical
and innovative vaulted structures. The state of deterioration of certain buildings revealed that vaults
were made by concentrically juxtaposing “caruselli” according to a hierarchized criterion: the longest
and slenderest elements were placed at the base of the dome; then, moving towards the keystone,
shorter and wider elements were used. This was probably due to the need to provide the dome with
more robust spandrels and a lighter ridge. Furthermore, composite systems were found, which were
characterized by the combination of two overlapped vaults, the one made up of rows of vertically
positioned “caruselli”, the other composed of horizontally positioned “caruselli” (Fig.10).
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Fig.10 - Construction system: A.Simple B.Hierarchized C. Composite

4. Conclusions
Over the last decades, in Calabria, following numerous collapses of deteriorated and abandoned
buildings or on the occasion of restoration work, structures were found which were hidden inside walls
covered with thick layers of plaster and made by utilizing particular construction techniques based on
the smart use of hollow fictile elements called “caruselli”. These elements were strongly different
because they were hand made locally by modelling the clay found near the building and because of
the way they were fired or used. Nevertheless, a careful study carried out on a quite large number of
cases of “caruselli” found in various places, and in particular on the Calabrian Ionian coast, allowed
identifying distinctive features and, thus, grouping the fictile elements into typologically defined
families. Besides highlighting the historical importance of this type of construction, the systematization
and classification of “caruselli” is particularly useful to define policies for the protection of both the
single element and the buildings as well as to elaborate and plan compatible interventions.
The knowledge acquired can lead to solutions for the restoration of original well-preserved “caruselli”
and orientate towards new models able to facilitate compatible restoration work in traditional structures
and to ensure continuity with the building tradition offering new opportunities in the field of
construction.
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Abstract
In 2008, the Studio Renzo Piano Building Workshop began the study for the "Valletta City Gate"
project, with which it was completely redesigned to access the historic center of Maltese capital.
The RPBW study project has succeeded in brilliantly establishing a dialogue that involves ancient
buildings, new buildings, and entry into the city.
The new parliament, seen from afar, looks like an old stone quarry with glazed parts alluding to the
engravings obtained by the mechanical means during the mining activity.
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City Gate Regeneration_Valletta_Malta
In 2008, the Studio Renzo Piano Building Workshop began the study for the "Valletta City Gate"
project, with which it was completely redesigned to access the historic center of Maltese capital.
Valletta, founded in the sixteenth century by the Grand Master of the Knights Hospitallers Jean Parisot
de la Valette is designed as an impregnable fortress thanks to the undercover shelters by the architect
and military engineer Francesco Laparelli, born in Cortona in 1521, sent to Malta by Pope Pius V in
1565. Built in 1566, Valletta was completed with its impressive ramparts, fortresses and the cathedral,
in a very short space of time, in just 15 years.
In 1942 it was bombarded by German troops, the city suffered numerous damages, particularly in the
entrance area to the land near the Opera and the railway station. This area for long years was
abandoned and used for parkings until 2009, the year of construction of the new City Gate. The overall
design of the wall area to the Floriana exterior ramparts began in 1986 with the revival of the City Gate
dating back to the 1960s, this project remains for many years until it is resumed in a wider dimension,
with the addition of the new home of Parliament, the project for the new open-air theater, recovering
the ruins of the old Opera House and the redesign of the new gate of the city of Valletta. The RPBW
study project has succeeded in brilliantly establishing a dialogue that involves ancient buildings, new
buildings, and entry into the city.
The access area to the old fortified town is dominated by the presence of the Fountain of Triton
around which there is a large bus traffic, accessed through a bridge, reshaped by the project, which
overrides the old moat that houses a new garden. The new stone portal, distinguished by two high
pennons, is separated from the old masonry by the introduction of steel blades marking the border
between the old and new masonry. The portal, open to the sky, marks an axis connecting the sea and
the fort of Sant'Elmo at the opposite end along Triq ir-Repubblika street. The new gate opens into the
eyes of the two huge left and right-hand staircases, almost mirrored, connecting the City Gate with the
upper part of the old walled city ramparts, immediately after the attention is taken from the new
Parliament building, divided into two blocks that appear impressive in its material, almost without
openings and supported, in the part projecting on the main street, by thin steel pillars. The two
buildings are housed in the hall of the Parliament of the Republic of Malta and the administrative
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offices of parliamentarians, ministers, prime minister and opposition leader, activities related to the
business sector of Parliament take place in the basement. The two buildings are separated by a
central courtyard that acts as the main entrance, the courtyard is designed to allow a view from
Repubblic Street to St John's Cavalier. Particular attention has been paid to energy saving, in fact
solar energy has been exploited through the use of panels and technologies have been used to store
rainwater in order to reduce the use of electricity, interior design Is designed to filter natural light. The
Chamber of Deputies is semi-circular and is furnished with modern facilities that allow live
broadcasting of TV and Internet channels. The building uses a heat recirculation system through
pumps and a passive cooling system for temperature control, cut and aligned with the short side of the
Knight of Saint James, by Laparelli and completed by Girolamo Cassar, transformed into Cultural
center in 2000.
The new parliament, seen from afar, looks like an old stone quarry with glazed parts alluding to the
engravings obtained by the mechanical means during the mining activity. The stone used for lining
7,000 blocks is local, lower coralline hardstone, extracted on the nearby island of Gozo, the blocks
were then laser cut from a company in Italy. On the facade no horns are added, 45 degree stone is
used to create lightening effects and to shield from the sun in building parts that require light while the
masonry is full in the blinds. A critical point of the whole project is certainly the outdoor theater, built
alongside Parliament, with a removable metal structure formed by the ruins recovered from the
neoclassical project of the Royal Opera House, elaborated by British architect Edward Middleton
Barry, hosting 1000 spectators. The project foresees that the remains of the columns are interlaced by
steel pylons in support of a transparent screen system. In the evening, the screens go down vertically
to isolate the theater from the noise of the surrounding streets.
The Opera site was intended to host the new Parliament at first, but it was Renzo Piano himself to
propose moving Parliament to the adjacent free space and to use the site of pre-existing work as a
multi-purpose theater. "I like the idea of joining past and future, history and modernity, in a place like
Valletta and the ruins of something that was so affectionate ... The real sacrilege would be to destroy
the ruins and replace it, but save the ruins, To give them dignity, to give them a function and to add to
them the mechanical elements, the modern machines for the show ... I think it's an extraordinary thing,
a magical gesture," said Plan.
Project: Renzo Piano Building Workshop. Architects
Dimensional data: 40,000 sqm site
7,000 square meters of parliamentary surface; 2,800 square meters Area of the Opera
Chronology
2009-11: project
2010-15: construction

Fig. 1: Zenital view, 2002.
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Fig. 2: Zenital view, 2009.

Fig. 3: Zenital view, 2012.
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Fig. 4: Zenital view, 2016.

Fig. 5: Jean Parisot de la Valette; The cut of the two blocks of the new Parliament; detail of the stone facing of
the new Parliament. (Photo by Gianluca Cioffi)
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Fig. 6: New stone portal from the Theatre. (Photo by Gianluca Cioffi)

Fig. 7: The steps towards St. John Cavalier. (Photo by Gianluca Cioffi)
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Fig. 8: The steps towards St. James Cavalier next to the block of the Parliament offices. (Photo by Gianluca
Cioffi)

Fig. 9: View of the building seen along the axis of Triq ir-Repubblika (Republic Street). (Photo by Gianluca Cioffi)
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Fig. 10: Night view of the building. (Photo by Gianluca Cioffi)

Fig. 11: View of the building from St. James Cavalier. (Photo by Gianluca Cioffi)
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Fig. 12: View of the Theater from St. James Cavalier. (Photo by Gianluca Cioffi)

Fig. 13: View of the Theater, with the ruins of the columns of the Royal Opera House. (Photo by Gianluca Cioffi)
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Abstract
Knowledge is the basis of every representation of the material and immaterial values of reality and of
documentary traces of man in his biological evolution in relation to the environmental context in which
he lives.
In order for each local community to capitalize and protect the environmental environment in a broader
way, it must consider material and immaterial values as magnitudes to be measured, discretized and
drawn as a reprint because they are crossed by knowledge.
Technological advances thus revolutionized the representation and gave us the opportunity to
measure and represent in an innovative way, both in the "measurement" phase of the objects, no
longer understood as a simple description of the geometric aspects, and in the " Representation ", with
the possibility of simultaneous descriptions of multiple information.
The measure is the basis of knowledge and every representation of the material and immaterial values
of reality and documentary traces of man in his biological evolution in relation to the environment in
which he lives.
The representation, an instrument always homologous to the project, assimilates the past by laying
the foundations for a modification that respects and retrieves the relationship between archetype and
nature, sharing that biological, natural and evolutionary culture, able to support, against any
transposition of predetermined patterns, A kind of regenerating function, as it is produced by the same
complex identity of the places.
Keywords: Heritage Knowledge, Representation, Regeneration.

Heritage Knowledge, Representation and Regeneration
Knowledge is the basis of every representation of the material and immaterial values of reality and of
documentary traces of man in his biological evolution in relation to the environmental context in which
he lives. 1
In order for each local community to capitalize and protect the environmental environment in a broader
way, it must consider material and immaterial values as magnitudes to be measured, discretized and
drawn as a reprint because they are crossed by knowledge 2.
To capitalize on the infinite nature of nature, as recommended by Leonardo, is to recognize in the
environmental context the genetic inheritance, the identity, the foundation of that continuous process
of restoration and regeneration as a modification against any hypothesis of transformation.
Transforming, indeed, implies action taken beyond the limit imposed by knowledge, while measuring
and designing the modifications we transmit to the future traces and fragments of material and
immaterial 3.
The man has introduced into the territory, over time, "new content that has changed the natural
environment into the artificial one, producing a new perception of space. Therefore a memory is given
to a unicum, a material object, in which the environment implies, in addition to the form produced by
the soul, the thought that originated this form, in a word the culture of the place "4.
"The genome, that is, the set of hereditary characters contained in the DNA" of the territory, as
Carmine Gambardella states, "has expressed the sediment, the archetype that mankind's wishes and
needs enlarge, lengthen, reconstitute. The giant molecule, which is in the nucleus of each cell and
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which contains the genetic information of each organism, has produced an enriched layering of
sediments accumulated over time by the succession of generations "5.
The recognition of the value of a place cannot, however, be ignored by the analysis of characteristics
not only related to the uses present but also and above all to the activities, relationships and
testimonies stratified over the centuries, from which knowledge it is necessary to leave for Program
the modification 6.
The modification, the "other" ethical concept of transformation, is the protection, preservation,
maintenance of the traces of the past as a paradigm of indifference and homologation to the present,
to the natural needs of man who plummet in physics, resulting in a form of this time, that must be
delivered to the wise men of the future, if the present men act as if they were already posthumous, or
as those who live in the future by living the present. The cognitive approach can therefore only be
viewed as an exploration of the multiplicity and complexity of a world in which human intervention
becomes an integral part of nature. This exploration is an extremely complex process, which get
involved a one of disciplinary areas, each of which contributes to the acquisition of knowledge within
its own sphere. 7
In this action, the latest technologies, offering increasingly sophisticated measuring instruments,
transfer information with unmatched precision to a few years ago. The important thing, however, is to
be able to interrelate this knowledge so that we can assess the adaptability of places to current and
future uses. This objective can be achieved through a unique detection and planning method for all
spatial realities, with common ways of collecting and monitoring data, the possibility of continuous
updating and dynamic consultation. 8
In this type of multidimensional approach, as Carmine Gambardella states, "the methodological
reference is not given by the summation of the mono-thematic knowledge, but by an integral
knowledge in which every information remains qualitatively and quantitatively itself integrating into the
complex knowledge of that and only that point. The instrument that allows us to read a synchronic and
diachronic view of the object investigated is represented by the layer of knowledge, that is, from the
projective plane obtained from the intersection of the visual cone, generated in the direction of the
monothematic investigation, containing the homologous image. 9
"Integration [...] requires the creation of bridges through otherwise separate sciences, an attitude that
finds resistance in institutions. Weather meteorologists are concerned with climate, soil geologists,
water idrologists, agronomists of vegeation; Historians study the monuments, archaeologists bring to
light the mementos of past civilizations, planning planners, economists of financial and economic
analysis, architects are interested in an ever-organizing knowledge to implement their values in a Data
continuum that can be reported to reality in becoming. [...]. It is important to be able to put this
knowledge into perspective so that we can assess the adaptability of places to their present and future
uses. The presumptive goal is to create bridges between knowledge, to express suitability judgments,
to define the lines for realizing a local and national inventory of landscaping and urban resources,
propose a proactive exemplification, set priorities for intervention and analyze costs and benefits of
'operation. It is to identify a unique ecological detection and planning method for all spatial realities, to
activate common methods for data collection and monitoring, to propose methods for assembling,
updating and interpreting all spatial and environmental data, Digitized for the development of a local
data base, but nationally generalizable ".10
Research and technological innovation have made these goals possible by means of complex system
knowledge tools such as the Geographical Information System (GIS), which allows for discretization
before and after integration of the various disciplinary readings and can Be continuously
implementable with new knowledge.
Technological advances thus revolutionized the representation and gave us the opportunity to
measure and represent in an innovative way, both in the "measurement" phase of the objects, no
longer understood as a simple description of the geometric aspects, and in the " Representation ", with
the possibility of simultaneous descriptions of multiple information. 11
As Carmine Gambardella says, "Measuring, as historically already indicated by Luca Pacioli, means to
point to the sense of managing a heritage, which as such must not only be geometrically definable but
must be dissected into matches, found in its Multidimensionality, in order to produce a result whose
value added is quantifiable by the difference between the value of the object as it is received and the
value achieved for the conjointness and management of the potentialities identified and declined As in
an income statement. And if in an income statement even intangible values translate into quantifiable
resources, it will be useful to identify territory and landscape in a single measurable entity. "
The measure is the basis of knowledge and every representation of the material and immaterial values
of reality and documentary traces of man in his biological evolution in relation to the environment in
which he lives. 12
Indeed, today, so that every local community can capitalize on and safeguard the pro-environmental
environment and broader the landscape, it must consider material and immaterial values as
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magnitudes to be measured, discretized and drawn as a reprint because they are crossed by
knowledge. 13
Measuring and capitalizing on the infinite nature of nature, as we have recommended Leonardo,
means recognizing in the environmental context the genetic inheritance, the identity, the foundation of
that continuous process of restoration and regeneration as a modification against any hypothesis of
transformation. Transforming, infact, implies a course of action that goes beyond the limit imposed by
knowledge, while measuring and designing the changes we transmit to the future traces and material
and immaterial fragments. 14
The man has introduced into the territory, over time, "new content that has changed the natural
environment into the artificial one, producing a new perception of space. Therefore a memory is given
to a unicum, a material object, in which the environment brings in addition to the form produced by the
soul, the thought that originated this form, in a word the culture of the place "15.
The advent of computer graphics, and therefore the increasingly frequent use of modularizers able to
work on free surfaces, has begun to investigate and use new types of surfaces, often the result of
experimentation and tightening tightly Related to time and space categories, they are becoming easier
to manage and interact with "new surfaces" through the use of modelers.
In the science of representation and, consequently, in the elaboration techniques of the project over
the last thirty years has witnessed a real revolution that has changed the way of approaching the
design.
As is well known, in the last part of the last century, computer systems were developed capable of
automating certain tasks that had hitherto relied on descriptive geometry, in particular visualization
and measurement. In the 1980s, in fact, the systems that were already operating in the bidimensional
design, replacing the mechanical auxiliaries, were equipped with the ability to operate in a threedimensional space and with the passing of time Additional features, more and more powerful. This has
been achieved through the management of simple wire structures to the representation of chiaroscuro
surfaces and finally the solids, which can represent not only the casing, but also the distinction
between interior and exterior, the physical characteristics of Specific weight and mass, and many
other information.
Therefore, two of the tasks that were devoted exclusively to the descriptive geometry (and precisely
the visualization and the measurement) in the design activity are now well-tolerated by computer
systems. It is understood, therefore, how this technological advance has caused a radical change in
design techniques and science that gives them the necessary theoretical support.
Within the scope of the project, this change is primarily concerned with the production of technical and
first-use reports. These elaborations can now be produced by machines in a semiautomatic manner,
that is, with a designer's intervention that does not concern the geometric construction of the design
but only the setting of the view. This is possible, of course, only on condition that the threedimensional model of the designed form has been generated in the virtual space of the computer
representation. But this capacity of the machines is already sufficient to put in crisis, at least in part,
the descriptive geometry, which sees the importance of that large part of the disciplinary corpus that is
devoted to the mere construction of the image of the object designed. Note, however, that semiautomatic projection of projections, and therefore project designs, starting with the three-dimensional
virtual model, results in an overturning of workflow compared to the past: where the physical model in
three dimensions, Made of wood, plaster or other techniques, was once despised by the design
drawings, today these designs are drawn from the model.
Designers and craftsmen who carry out architectural or civil engineering works, however, still rely on
paper support, but increasingly draw on basic designs from the three-dimensional model and in any
case develop them into a digital work environment . Finally, technological innovations that relate both
geometry and design can not be overlooked by the possibility of drawing three-dimensional physical
models directly from the virtual model through special three-dimensional print devices (rapid
prototyping). Such devices are capable of producing models, but also, in accordance with the actual
size, working prototypes.
At the same time, the profound change we have been pointing to concerns the tools that assure the
metric control of shape, and therefore serve to build it.
For centuries, architects have used forms that can easily be described in space by imposing
constraints on the movement of a point or line: the so-called geometric places. These places lend
themselves to simple figures such as the sphere, the cylinder, the striped surfaces, figures that arise
from the movement of the circle or the straight line. Today, however, thanks to the new digital
geometry, it is possible to control various and complex interpolation surfaces, such as, for example,
carving and wings of aircraft; Or even sculptural forms that move and articulate in space without
following an obvious law, as is the case in certain well-known works of contemporary architecture. 16
The digital evolution in the second half of the nineties has changed the way design and design is
conceived since the new generations of those years have witnessed a rapid change in the way of
approaching the "drawing already made" and "drawing Is to be done. " All the architectures are
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designed entirely on the computer, it is possible to overcome the shapes associated with the mapping
space schemes and transform the design studio plastics into mathematical formulas. New generations
have learned, from the beginning of their studies, using digital technology to quickly represent an
architectural idea and visualize it as if it already existed in the real world, building on computer models
the project in parallel between Indoor and outdoor and transforming it continuously. The computer is
used not only to develop an idea already born in mind but also to generate new ideas, however aware
of the danger of being involved in 'digital drunkenness'.
Architects of this "digital generation" easily use the new communication networks by interacting at a
distance, multiplying infinitely the ways of interaction between individuals, overcoming the physical
limit of space. Transferring experiences in an abstract and virtual dimension, however, knows that they
can run the risk, as the philosopher and architect of new technologies, Paul Virilio, theorizing the loss
of reality, "in the sense that the impact of new technologies and reality Virtual can take on the
importance of losing our points of reference in real space, "they know of living a time that has no
equivalent in the past," a world time "that is different from the time so far lived, which was A local time,
a country, a region. "The story of tomorrow, the story that begins today, is made in a unique time,
world time, time of immediacy, what is called live, 'real time'".
Today, we have become accustomed to the mingling of languages by having lived in a more open,
favored Internet climate, low-cost flights, and the spread of international architecture magazines. 17
The continuous use of the computer means has become accustomed to the real-time change rate of
each item.
The advent of new technologies accelerated data processing and made it easier to use IT tools by
introducing more and more powerful hardware combined with user-friendly software.
This fast technological and informatics evolution, which has been recorded in the last twenty to thirty
years, has had strong repercussions on the world of architectural representation.
Initially, however, the digital representation was used only for the writing and processing of the works,
almost as a computer drawing table, but nowadays it is increasingly becoming a means of
conceptualising, thinking, imagining, projecting, representing All about architecture. The computer is
no longer just an "ex post" practical tool, aimed at a faster and more accurate graphic representation
of a previously conceived and elaborated architectural project, but it accompanies the entire design
phase from the very first ideological moment.
It was understood, therefore, that the computer, used as a high-precision engineer, did not bring any
innovation or conceptual change in discipline: the result is more "accurate" designs, perhaps
performed more quickly.
In recent years, architects have quickly captured the potential and resources offered by digital, though
often not specifically designed for use in the field of architecture, adapting to their own needs and
purposes, but also and above all, starting to investigate geometries And completely new surfaces and
experimenting with methodologies that depart and very often go beyond the principles of classical
geometry.
The representation, an instrument always homologous to the project, assimilates the past by laying
the foundations for a modification that respects and retrieves the relationship between archetype and
nature, sharing that biological, natural and evolutionary culture, able to support, against any
transposition of predetermined patterns, A kind of regenerating function, as it is produced by the same
complex identity of the places.
In the case of architecture and territory, the factors that determine regeneration, homologation to the
times that allow it to be used beyond man's temporal limits, are Knowledge and Culture, which through
drawing have the strength Plastic to repair broken parts, recover lost parts. 18
"These knowledge and awareness lead in the project of regeneration to restore life to goods otherwise
destined to" die "in the darkness and indifference of the community they belong to. This approach is
based on the measurement of places, material and immaterial elements, in order to regain identity, as
the foundation of the competitiveness of the site. It thus becomes a local community development
project based on the knowledge economy.
The integration between ancient and modern for the enhancement of historical pre-existence, bringing
to light the peculiar elements that make the architectural identity and the territory to which they belong
are evident and recognizable".
Any modification of places must therefore be conceived as regeneration from the identity of the sites
themselves, "creating the genetic correspondence between the investigator / designer and the
environment, to make the border between pre-existing and new, between the already The one to be
made, between relief design and project design, that geometrizates time and governs modification".
19
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Abstract
The project area is located on the border of Santa Maria Capua Vetere and San Prisco, located on the
Via Appia near the walls of the ancient Capua.
The design objective of the intervention provides for the regeneration of a lot adjacent to one of the
major assets of cultural interest in the town: "the old prison", funerary monument of the first century
d.C., defined as a prison for gladiators. The mausoleum looks like a cross-shaped burial chamber, a
common type in Rome from the first century a.C.
The design intent allows to give a precise aesthetic quality to the batche ensuring the protection and
enhancement of the archaeological excavations in the site. The work ensures a total integration into
the existing environment, helping to ensure the sense of belonging and local roots and evoking a
strong technical and urban modernity.
Keywords: Regeneration, City planning, Carceri Vecchie

Ancient Capua
The Campana plain takes itsshape from the explosion occurred in the Phlegrean fields about 33,000
years ago, its physical-climatic properties and the presence of rivers crossing it, like the Voluturno,
make it one of the most fertile areas of central-southern Italy
Capua, was a large agglomerate during the early Iron Age, before becoming a real city, the economy
was based not only on agriculture but also on trade, craftsmanship, and horse breeding.
In 313-12 BC, the Via Appia was built, a substantially artificial track that crosses with long straight
stretches Lazio to Capua, extended afterwards to Brindisi.
In the late II century BC, Capua was the most important center in Campania, as demonstrated by the
recovery of public and private buildings and the beginning of a series of funerary stele. [1]
The stretch of the Via Appia to Casilinum was one of the main burial streets with a series of chamber
tombs, partly with niches. In the vicinity of the sanctuary of Diana, from the very end of the republic
there were great monuments, including a mound with a cruciform burial chamber, similarly on the Via
Appia to the east of the city there is a monument called "carceri vecchie" (old jails), datable for the
remains of the interior decoration, that is already in the third Pompeian style, to the Augustan age. The
wall surrounding the mound is structured, with the exception of the back side, of probably Ionic halfcolumns, including alternating curved and rectangular niches and on top a circular monopteros with 8
columns supporting a cusp that had to protect, besides the statue of the deceased, the skylights that
gave light to the cruciform chamber, accessed by a corridor. [2]
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Urban Revitalization: "Carceri Vecchie" Area, Santa Maria Capua Vetere
Today, having to relate to an already saturated construction context and at the same time pay
attention to the cultural heritage, one of the most appropriate methods is to regenerate the existing
spaces, but not before conducting a search for different sources, such as archives, charts, and
documentary. One of the towns in the territory of Campania that finds itself in a complex context is the
city of Santa Maria Capua Vetere, its ancient origins and countless archaeological sites such as the
Amphitheater Campano and the “ Vecchie Carceri” make it a living testimony of the past. We can
identify ourselves in the theories of Giorgio Grassi on the relationship between Architecture and
Archeology where " the old remains intact to testify its history and that of the city”. The ruin is therefore
an architecture regressed to a state prior to its completion, it is an "unfinished" architecture,
interrupted at some point in its construction.
Studying urban space is necessary to ensure that a careful upgrading takes place to the community
that inhabit and lives the city spaces.
Project planning involves an urban park, regenerating a site placed in an environmental and
architectural context of particular historical interest, specifically near the monument mentioned earlier,
the "Vecchie Carceri”. The area studied is located in the city center, close to the oldest part of the city
of Santa Maria Capua Vetere and Antica Via Appia. The site has a pentagonal shape with all sides
accessible from the road.
Referring to the American urbanist Kevin Lynch research in the field of urban spaces, particularly in
identifying paths, establishing connections, arranging materials in recognizable sets, we conclude that
the organization of information assumes an architectural form.
The urban park was created bythe subdivision of the site into triangular micro-areas and overlapping a
base path. Later, some parts of the area were subtracted and extruded, thus obtaining the final shape
and access points. The park consists of two main areas: the first one, the covered parking area and
the second, which houses the paths and the green areas.
The landscape morphology has several levels ranging from 0.00 to +5.00 meters; to overcome this
problem, the dunes have been designed with a structure built in reinforced ground , consisting of a
layer of surface vegetal soil attached to the filling ground.
The aim is to protect and enhance the architectural asset with a project that is capable to integrate
with it giving a precise aesthetic quality to the park while at the same time ensuring a harmonious
integration of the preexisting context.

Fig. 1: Capua, Pratilli's plan [1] . In the red circle the "Carceri Vecchie"
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Fig. 2: Capua and surrouding area [1]. In red the "Carceri Vecchie"

Fig. 3: Urban Organization
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Fig. 4: View of "Carceri Vecchie"

Fig. 5: Plan Project
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Fig. 6: Section

Fig. 7: View of the urban park
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Abstract
Disastrous events, even if apparently different in nature, sometimes provoke similar effects on the
urban landscape determining significant changes not only from the visual but also from the social point
of view.
In the context of the city two different typological realities, polysemic symbols in a perceptive dialogue,
got lost, even in the historical collective memory.
They are two soaring elements dating back to the second half of the XIX century, inserted into green
areas: the Alessi Tower destroyed as a consequence of the building boom and a wooden kiosk used
as a café-chantant, typical of the late XIX century European gardens, converted into a public library
and destroyed by a fire at the beginning of the XXI century.
The present contribution, based on all the possible historical documents, aims to make restitution
through reconstructions for these charming “symbols” of Catania historical past. The purpose is to
keep alive the memory so that the events told through drawing can transform the “absence” into
remembrances.
Keywords: Landscape, identity, absence, exotic architecture, Catania

1.

Thematic Introduction (R. Valenti)
The research deals with the urban landscape of a part of the historical centre of Catania which
changed dramatically during the last century because of complex urban events. The consequences of
such events specifically affected the perceptive and, at the same time, the social sphere with
reference to the different use which derived and which put an end to a modus vivendi typical of the city
of the first half of the XX century.
The absence of some specific architectural elements, determined by planned or casual events,
beyond their intrinsic value, today focuses attention on the lack of some “cultural” knowledge which
has characterized the life of the city. The aim is to recover its memory through all the possible traces
and signs of the past; the traditional and contemporary tools of representation can keep alive the
memory especially there where history effaced matter.
In the present research, the disaster, therefore, doesn’t involve phenomena connected with the forces
of nature or with the age of artifacts, rather with the precise will on the one hand, and perhaps with
chance on the other, to erase emblematic works from the urban landscape of the city, in visual
dialogue between them as it is testified by pictures of the time.
Today, probably, thanks to a greater awareness towards the urban landscape and to the European
Landscape Convention which promotes landscape as a value for the consolidation of the identity and
social wellness, such aggressive interventions on the territory would be rejected and the historical
skyline would be perceived by the population and by the governors as a heritage value and “
expression of the diversity of their shared cultural and natural heritage and a foundation of their
identity” ( from The European Landscape Convention, Ch. II art. 5.a).
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2.

The taste for the exotic in Catania in the late XIX century (S. Gatto)
The numerous events which took place in the XIX century had a great influence on the life style and
on the artistic production. A lively debate over two contrasting attitudes developed: “purity of form”
which would make the way for the technical and constructive architecture on the one hand, and
“creative variety” on the other: artificial and bizarre solutions not connected with an earlier style called
Eclecticism which mixed different styles of European origin and which sometimes led to the imitation
of the exotic taste from the Middle East and Asia, which extended for the whole XIX century.
This is what has been defined as “Exoticism” meaning an experiential state which first travelled across
the mind and then reality. Those were centuries of explorations when European art displayed
primitive, eerie and amorphous figures.
The curiosity for the exotic and mystery spread amongst the travelers of the Grand Tour who,
attracted by the search for originality and by the desire of distinction, inserted into their illustrated
travel books images of this architecture using them, sometimes, instead of the usual images of the
past vestiges or instead of those expressing the perfect symbiosis between art and nature in its whole.
Architecture similar to expression lines on the face of the city which determined the physiognomy of
the place. English and French travelers were the first to “narrate” the representation of the exotic.
However the interest for exotic and oriental objects dates back to the XVI century when the so called
Wunderkammern, cabinets of curiosities, real places piled up with precious, rare and bizarre objects
started to develop. In this period China porcelain was largely imported and its composition, still
mysterious then, was subject of imitation at the Medici Porcelain Works in Florence [1].
The attraction of the exotic allured Sicily as well in all the different fields of artistic handicraft: jewellery,
furniture, painting and architecture. As for architecture, the option to construct a building “according to
the Chinese fashion” dates back to the end of the XVIII century. In Piana dei Colli there was a wooden
little house of “Chinese” taste belonging to Baron della Scala e dei Manchi del Belice with a central
masonry nucleus. The house was noticed and bought by Ferdinand IV of Bourbon and by his wife
Maria Carolina, when they took shelter in Palermo escaping from Naples. Ferdinand also bought the
land and its surroundings, starting what would become the Royal Favorita Park, with the idea of

Fig. 1: Giuseppe Veneziano Marvuglia, Chinese House, Palermo. Regional Gallery of the Palace Abatellis.
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Fig. 2: Palermo. Chinese House and Royal Favorita Park.

creating a private hunting ground. In 1798 he decided to restore and enlarge the little house,
entrusting the works to the most famous architect of Palermo, Giuseppe Veneziano Marvuglia.
Marvuglia inserted a pagoda roof on the central body with an octagonal drum, two towers at both sides
with spiralling staircases, porticos with lancet arches and many other details of oriental taste which
had a strong visual impact and which gave rise to “ the most refined example of Italian chinoiserie of
the late XVIII century” [2].
Palermo too offers examples whose interiors present a predominantly exotic taste such as the XVIII
century old Villa De Cordova with the “Salone Cinese” an ancient dance hall; Villa Airoldi with a
triumphant “Galleria” whose interior was richly covered with ornamental fabrics. Moving to the Etnean
territory inside the historical Biscari Palace in Catania there is the “Galleria degli Uccelli” and the “Sala
Don Chisciotte” with oriental decorations on the walls and on the vaults.
Other examples of exotic taste dominated the scenery of Catania, namely, the soaring Alessi Tower
and the wooden circular kiosk in Bellini Garden, better known as the “Little Chinese House”: two
architectural elements strongly marking the urban landscape of the Etnean city which went lost, for
different reasons, even in the historical collective memory.
The construction of this architectural forms occurred when Catania was characterized by a “volcanic”
productive and cultural activity. Those were years when cinemas such as Sala Roma, Odeon and
Diana with their films on first-release represented an important event for the affluent society; the years
of the street story-tellers in Villa Pacini or in the big open space of Bellini Garden, of the puppet
theatre of Insanguine family, of the summer open-air cinemas [3]. The years when the historical Bellini
garden was the meeting place for the rich people of the time, place of encounters and social
pleasures. As a place of “public promenades”, it saw the aristocrats of the time with their top hats, their
bowler hats and their refined walking sticks attending the summer evening concerts performed in the
park. The elegant wooden kiosk, placed on the north top of Bellini garden was bought by the local
administration in 1885 and transformed into a café-chantant.
The café-chantant, typical of European gardens at the end of the XIX century, started to exist in Paris
at the end of the XVIII century, but it was especially during the second half of the XIX century which it
developed consistently marking the way to modernity. In Italy they were called “caffè-concerto” and
developed rapidly enough especially in Naples, their debut in 1890 was the inauguration of the elegant
Salone Margherita inside Umberto I Gallery.
The Chinese kiosk of Bellini garden was placed on a little hill in the northern part of what had always
been considered an example of historical and architectural magnificence. The oldest nucleus of the
garden dates from the XVIII century when it belonged to Prince Ignazio Paternò Castello di Biscari,
just before being bought in the second half of the XIX century by the local administration so to make it
publicly available and whose renovation works were entrusted to engineer Filadelfo Fichera.
The upper floor of the Chinese kiosk hosted an orchestra which periodically gave concerts, while on
the ground floor there was a bar which provided refreshment among the natural coolness of the lush
vegetation. This happened in the 1930s. Later on it became an area for painting and sculpture
exhibition. During WWII it was severely damaged and between the ‘50s and ‘60s it was largely
restored and transformed into a newspaper archive, from 1950 to 1968 it hosted the “Vincenzo Bellini”
local library which later moved to a different location because of the cracks and cave-ins in the
wooden structure. Years of depressing abandonment and neglect followed till when in 2001 it was
definitely destroyed in an arson attack breaking the silent and perceptive dialogue it had with Alessi
Tower.
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Fig. 3: The Chinese kiosk of the Bellini garden in a historic photo of the '900.

The tower, built inside Alessi garden, in S. Niccolò al Borgo quarter on a project of the Milanese
architect Carlo Sada, was destroyed between 1958 and 1965 because of the building expansion which
took place in the most attractive streets of the city, for the lack of building areas or for the very high
prices of land lots.
Carlo Sada, famous representative of Eclecticism, was one of the protagonists of the Sicilian
architectural culture. He arrived in Catania first as an associate of senior architect Andrea Scala. Then
he started working autonomously becoming the main architect at the service of Catania aristocracy.
Though the architect’s reputation in Catania was mainly connected with works such as the renowned
Vincenzo Bellini Theatre, Pancari Ferreri Palace, Libertini Palace, Raddusa Palace whose projects
engaged him for a very long period of time, from 1875 to 1879, not less important is his project for
Alessi Tower.

Fig. 4: Alessi Tower in a historic photo and drawing.
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Carlo Sada was present in Catania, during those years, for the construction of the famous Vincenzo
Bellini Theatre. Some drawings belonging to the Sada Fund and kept in the Biblioteche Riunite Ursino
Recupero in Catania prove the paternity of the project as being of the Milanese architect [4]. A pencil
sketch of the tower fronts, drawn on an arithmetic sheet of paper mm228x130 and two projects of the
same building, represented in elevation and in a plan, realized on an India red and black ink cardboard
mm700x496. The drawings are not dated and the exact date still remains unknown.
The tower developed for a height of about m35, divided into four floors with an exterior spiral staircase
leading to the first floor used as a dovecote and to the top floor which actually was a belvedere
culminating in an iron dome in Moorish style. According to local oral tales, the owner was supposed to
play chess by mail through messenger pigeons. A marble chessboard on the terrace seems to confirm
this.
The tower was used as an observation point not only by the owner himself but also by the whole local
population that, paying a ticket, could enjoy the “ majestic scenery of Mount Etna, the countryside
adjacent to the city, the suburbs, the sea coasts, Catania at bird’s eye view: the most important
buildings and the most beautiful square, Bellini Garden, Regina Margherita Boulevard with its
coquettish and elegant houses on both sides, the Botanical Garden, the Harbour, Teatro Massimo, the
Central Station, Vittorio Emanuele Hospital, Campi Elisi, offer the tourist the most varied and
entertaining show, the most enchanting view of what all the other Sicilian places can offer, and nature
wasn’t mean of foreign beauty with any of them” [5].

Fig. 5: The Alessi Tower and the majestic scenery of Mount Etna.

The tower was later owned by other families and eventually, as it was told, destroyed by an intensive
property speculation. As Santo D. Spina observed, the destruction of the tower can be hypothetically
connected with the construction of a building of residential use in the area between Federico
Ciccaglione Street and Salvatore Paola Street (see projects n. 537/1962, n. 832/1962, n. 680 1694, n.
23/1965 kept in the Project Archive in Catania).
The loss of Alessi tower and of the kiosk in Bellini garden, semiotic signs in that nature, changed the
appearance of the Etnean city causing it to lose that typical accent of exotic elegance.
A “modifying action” which has transformed the landscape where the local objects, of historical and
artistic value, inserted in communicative function, fade away determining a loss also in the unity of the
landscape so much desired by planners and designers.
The recovery, though virtual, of those traces, will allow the recovery of the “memory of the place”
which, thanks to the ability of reinterpretation of the architects who conceived these elements of such
exotic charm, will refer to other real and imaginary places, able to trigger further evocative and
emotional processes from the inhabitants.
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2.
A view of the urban landscape in a diachronic perception (R. Valenti)
The diachronic reading of the urban landscape suggests substantial reflections ranging from the
morphological analysis of the city to the socio-cultural problems which have affected the place in the
course of time. In such terms it is possible to analyze the contingencies which led to a substantial
modification of the city of Catania skyline starting from its visual and documentary evidences.
The destruction of the two architectural works, the so called Chinese kiosk and Alessi tower, is
actually equivalent to the annulment of two landmarks able to exchange distant reciprocal relations
and particularly incisive in defining the planimetric depictions of the area they were in.
The first placed up the little hill of the library in Bellini Garden, the second in the land owned by Knight
Alessi, a “fruitful garden, mainly planted with citrus fruit trees” [6]; in the period pictures they soar over
the urban landscape against the background of Mount Etna.
These pieces of architecture seemed to have a dialogue between them: the one unconsciously led to
the other since they were the sole peaks on a territory not yet compromised.
A kind of purely perceptive connection of forms definitely different if kept close whose nearness
became clear in their being characteristic elements, identifiable and inseparable, in tune with the view
of the city.
History has decided that both of them, independently and in different times, would be irreversibly
rubbed out from the scenery. The first determining a “void”, the second suffering a voracious siege,
conquered and demolished by the building boom of the ‘60s.

Fig. 6: The so called Chinese kiosk and Alessi tower: two landmarks able to exchange distant reciprocal
relations.
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Keeping alive their memory contributes to mend the tears caused in the territory and to give sense and
meaning to the perceptible signs in a tangible way in one case and in an indirect way in the other.
Traces of the fire which destroyed the so called Chinese kiosk still remain today, after more than
fifteen years, and the area seems to have stopped time to that moment, waiting for a long demanded
reconstruction. Nothing remains of Alessi tower, the garden where it was erected has been totally
built, the only trace can be detected in the toponimy which in 1941 has attributed to one of the streets
near the area the name “Via Torre Alessi”.
The historical images (postcards, photographs, prints) transmit the fundamental characters of the
urban place which, in a kind of collaboration or opposition with the site, has gradually taken on the
present form and specifically the present skyline. The perceptive analysis of the city was carried out in
this direction, where in place of the green areas of the first half of the XX century, of the gardens which
represented the border of the urban perimeter, today includes a strong building activity, as a result of a
speculation which took place in the ‘60s.
“From Bellini Garden you can enjoy the best view of Catania, of Mount Etna and of the immediate
subetnean region […] From the little hills of Bellini garden – one of them, recently added, was called
Villa Regina Margherita – you can enjoy the biggest part of the city scenery”, according to Gustavo
Chiesi’s words written in 1892 on “La Sicilia illustrata”. They describe a city harmonically conformed
with the geography of a singular place for the majestic presence of Mount Etna, along whose sides
smaller centres are found; in particular the suggestion from the point of view of the little hills in Bellini

Fig. 7: The perceptive analysis of the skyline sequence. The historical views according to a diachronic way.
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garden from where “to enjoy the best scenery” seems to have inspired a lot of photographs taken from
the southern hill near the entrance from Etnea street.
The period panoramic postcards, framing Bellini garden with the singular background of the volcano
Etna, put in constant relation the two pieces of architecture, sometimes disorienting the observer who,
depending on the point of view, finds Alessi tower on the right of the so called Chinese kiosk in some
cases and on the left in other. Relation is what counts more, “disorientation” is what catches attention
with the same effect of an ambiguous representation creating the double perception of an image or
with the same effect of Martin Krampen’s “impossible figures”.
Arranging in a sequence the historical views according to a diachronic way, the reciprocal relationship
is immediate especially in the oldest photos even when the point of view varies. The two buildings
stand out in the context: one because is placed on an elevation, the other for its typological
characteristic of tower building architecture. In the perspectives of the following years, with the
vegetation growing, it is always possible to find views containing both of them, a kind of unicum
inseparable landscape.
Actually the privileged observation point was exactly on Alessi tower whose owner, starting from May
1888, advertised the sale of the entrance tickets for “ the ascension of the Tower” with a captivating
message: “ Majestic scenery of Mount Etna, the countryside adjacent to the city, the suburbs, the sea
coasts, Catania at bird’s eye view: the most important buildings and the most beautiful Square, Bellini
Garden, Regina Margherita Boulevard with its coquettish and elegant houses on both sides, the
Botanical Garden, the Harbour, Teatro Massimo, the Central Station, Vittorio Emanuele Hospital,
Campi Elisi, offer the tourist the most varied and entertaining show, the most enchanting view of what
all the other Sicilian places can offer, and nature wasn’t mean of foreign beauty with any of them. The
city so elegantly and correctly cut, the countryside covered with green , Mount Etna, a strange and
inconceivable amalgam of ice and fire, majestic and terrible, the phosphorescent sea, immense and
boundless, and from its depth, like Naiades from the water, emerge the peaks of the mountains in
Calabria, blended in a varied and harmonic whole; it constitutes an interesting topic to study and to
admire; it presents such a magnificent scene that its same reality is far beyond the richest imagery of
a novelist, beyond the most ideal creation of a poet” [4].
Actually “the countryside covered with green” will disappear and will be replaced by buildings gradually
surrounding the Tower which, in a picture published on 26 April 1960 by the newspaper La Sicilia
where it soars over a wild building activity, still tries to have a dialogue with the kiosk in Bellini garden.
By now, in the name of progress, the skyline is made up of a concrete jungle against the enlightened
indications of Bonaventura Gravina “remarked in the project relation of the Public Park in 1858. In this

Fig. 8: Alessi tower: the privileged observation point.
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Fig.9: Photographs. Santa Sofia hill, before and after the 2001 fire.

occasion he absolutely prohibited any form of construction around the Park” [7]. Similarly the Marquis
of Toscano, ten years later, reaffirmed the same concept favoring the enlargement of S. Salvatore
Park as a Public Promenade, presenting a project wider than the final realization; the streets for the
transit of “carriages” were expected to be farther and the green area would be larger.
“The incomplete realization of the plan will be a disaster for the future of a part of the city since all the
criteria and safeguards suggested by B. Gravina failed against a building development exactly around
the Public Park” [7].
Filadelfo Fichera, who had entrusted the works in 1879, aligned the so called Chinese kiosk on the hill
of Santa Sofia with the north entrance and with the hill of Cicatra. This choice, actually, achieved a
sort of perceptive symbiosis between the two buildings which are the subject of the present study.
Karma and dharma of Catania landscape seen from the little hill of Cicatra with Mount Etna on the
background.
The absence of these two pieces of architecture, one as a consequence of the planned destruction
during the ‘60s and the other as a consequence of a more recent fire, has brought together their
historical events and even if the local news has very often discussed of a reconstruction of the so
called Chinese kiosk, still today there are no planned measures in this direction.

Fig.10: The so called Chinese kiosk and the present “void”. Perceptive path: virtual model and photo insert.
(Rendering and contextualisation processed by the student of Architecture Graziella Cusmano)
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Fig.11: Perceptive relationship between absence and contemporary time. Processing made by the student of
Architecture Graziella Cusmano.

In particular, the kiosk has left an empty space which is in a total state of abandonment and disaster
and which could accept the absence back. Representation with its instruments is able to virtually
recover the arrangement of the area in the waiting for a serious reconstruction. Unfortunately, the
established dialogue between Alessi tower and the so called Chinese kiosk can be perceived again
only through the historical photographs.
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Abstract

This paper focuses on natural hazards, such as landslides and floods, and on consequent disasters
that can suddenly hit extensive urban areas. The research aims to describe and detect the damages
due to unprecedented rainfalls that occurred among 15th and 19th October 2015 and that have led to
multiple calamitous events in the Municipalities of Benevento, in Southern Italy. It highlights the most
affected locations and common phenomena in order to document the past and present situation of
risk. This hydrologic event has resulted in simultaneous disasters in the different areas of the
Samnium, namely overflowing of the Calore river, massive flooding, intense erosions, extensive
landslides in the mountain areas and heavy damage to the constructions and infrastructures.
Particularly, the research concerns the vulnerability of the existent crossing structures in the examined
areas, e.g. some masonry bridges, that because of this event of flood have collapsed for a part. This
brief overview wants to be a reflection on the issue of natural disasters related to the definition of risk
scenarios and emergency management but especially to the extent of protecting the built heritage.
The evaluation of territorial threats could be a fundamental source of knowledge to deal with future
emergencies, by extending this approach all over the world, for planning and integrated development
in specific geographic areas with similar constructive features and problematics.
Keywords: heavy rainfall, floods, landslides, damage, risk management.

1.

Introduction: meteorological description of the event

a)
b)
Fig. 1: Synoptic map, Italy-Balkans, feat 15-1 (a) and Weather forecasts of 15 October 2015 (b). Image credit:
Meteo Europa.
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In the early overnight hours of October 15th 2015, heavy rainfall occurred over Southern Italy,
particularly on Campania Region. This event took place as part of a disruption of southwestern origin,
who crossed the northwestern Sicily, the southern Tyrrhenian and the Campania coast [1]. The
Province of Benevento was the worst affected area, with up to 160 mm of rain falling on it over a few
hours period. According to the words of Andrea Giuliacci, meteorologist of the Epson Weather Centre,
the greatness of the phenomenon can be defined like an outstanding event. In the area usually fall
about 100 mm of rain in a month. An amount even greater of the monthly average (as indicated by the
data from a weather station in Benevento) placed the territory under a lot of hydrogeological stress.
This significant amount of precipitation led to severe flooding of the river Calore Irpino in the urban
zone and to landslides in the mountain areas of the province. In addition to the high-intensity rainfall
event, anthropogenic factors contributed to exacerbate this phenomenon of flash floods. It is now
acknowledged that human activities are partially responsible for the hazardousness of flood-prone
areas, and that the causal agents responsible, including inadequate water management (groundwater
and water leakage) and improper land use (construction of roads, houses etc.), can become causes of
subsequent or supplementary hazards to this event.
2.
Consequences of the heavy rainfall. The detected damages in Samnium area
In the second half of the last century, the Calore river underwent remarkable geomorphological
changes that have led to a transformation of the channel morphology from a transitional to a single
tread. Because of these changes, on 15th and on 19th October 2015, extensive damage affected
populated areas due to the overflow of the Calore River and its tributaries. This event was very similar
to the previous events, such as the flood in Benevento on 2nd October 1949, when the Calore River
caused damage to properties and twenty casualties [2].

a)
b)
Fig. 2: (a) Hydrographic network of the River Calore Irpino, Province of Benevento, Italy. (b) The flood of the
Calore River that affected the town of Benevento on October 2nd 1949

2.1 River flood
The following image shows the perimeter of the areas hit from the floods and the water depths
reached along the valley of the river Calore in the areas of the city of Benevento. It presents the
effects of the rainfall and shows the large areas affected by the flood above all located along the
riverbed.

Fig. 3. Map of flooded areas. Image taken by the Research Group in Applied Geology of the Department of
Science and Technology of the University of Sannio in partnership with MAPSAT Ltd. Benevento, Italy.
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Fig. 4: Preliminary census of flooded areas. The picture shows, respectively, the localities of Pantano and Santa
Clementina, Pezzapiana and Ponte Valentino in Benevento, Italy. Images credit: MAPSAT.

As can be seen from the three satellite images above, the Calore river has overflooded in several
localities in Benevento, in the industrial area of Ponte Valentino, Ponticelli, Santa Clementina, Cosimo
Nuzzolo and Pantano causing damages to several factories.

Fig. 5: Emblematic images of the amount of rain and of the situation that arose on 15th October 2015 in the city
center of Benevento, Italy. (a), (b), (c) show flash flood water cover large urban areas. (d), (e), (f) show the
damage to the structures and infrastructures disruption in the industrial area of Benevento, Italy.
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From a site investigation, we can say that a good part of the damages concerns urban and industrial
settlements. Furthermore the damage was significantly increased by an inadequate use of land and by
the urbanization that, in some areas, does not take in account the characteristics of fragility of the site.
Flash flooding is characterized by an intense, high velocity torrent of water that occurs in an existing
river channel with little to no notice and they are very dangerous and destructive not only because of
the force of the water, but also the hurtling debris that is often swept up in the flow.
2.2 Triggered landslides
Firstly, the storm started on 15th October causing the flooding of the the river Calore Irpino, and has
subsequently extended a few days later, on 19th October, arousing the immediate reaction of the side
tributaries where there had been an increase of water levels. The river Fortore, which flows into the
area of Foggia, and the river Tammaro, a tributary of the river Calore, overflooded in several localities.
The heavy rainfall, not only caused massive floods but also several landslides in different
municipalities in the province of Benevento. Pictures of instability effects and landslides occurred are
shown below.

Fig. 6: Emblematic images of damages in some localities in the province of Benevento, Italy. (a),(b) show
landslide movements that occurred at the foot of Mount Pentime in the town of Vitulano. (c) Bank erosion and
consequent damage to the viability in locality Pantanella in the municipality of Vitulano. (d) Severe landslide in the
municipality of Cautano. (e),(f) Subsidence of retaining walls in the town of Paupisi. (g),(h) Torrential pouring with
high transport of sediment.
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2.3 Damages to structures and infrastructures
Due to this natural disaster many houses have been destroyed and also infrastructures have been
damaged. Generally, during floods, the biggest problems are especially related to the instability of the
bridges. The occurred flood, highlighted the inadequacy and vulnerability, from the hydraulic point of
view, of many of the bridges existing in the territory, clearly demonstrated by numerous damages and
collapses.

a)
b)
Fig. 7: (a),(b) Images taken on torrent Reinello in the town of Reino (province of Benevento-Italy), respectively
during and after the flood event. We can note the power of the water, the high amount of debris carried by the
current and the bank erosion that resulted the detachment of the lateral containment wall.

The interactions that take place between the water current, the riverbed in which this flows and the
structures in riverbed of the bridges, may generate critical conditions as a result of flooding [3]. During
a flood, the stresses suffered by the most important structures of a road bridge are connected to the
following factors: overtopping or erosion of access embankments with consequent processes of
structural failure of embankments; the undermining of the foundations of the stacks or abutments,
related to several phenomena involving the erosion dynamics of the riverbed and that can lead to the
collapse of the structures; various types of hydrodynamic stresses that originate from different
interactions between the structures and the flow (obstruction of lights because of debris, misalignment
of the bridge structures and flood direction) [4,5].
In the picture below, an example of overtopping and erosion of access embankments: in the locality
Asciello in the town of Cautano, after the repeated rains and the flood of the torrent, the road
collapsed completely. The damages involved both the crossing structure both the artifacts located
close to the riverbed.

Fig. 8: Panoramic view of the damages caused by the flood to the entire area in locality Asciello in the
municipality of Cautano (in the province of Benevento), Italy.

a)

c)

b)

Fig. 9: (a),(b),(c) Details of the emptying of the support surface of the foundations of the building adjacent to the
riverbed. The image b) was taken in the hours immediately following the phenomenon and we can notice the
particular inclination of the building; the image c) was taken from a different angle, from the bottom of the
riverbed, after a week from the event to better highlight the gap left by erosion.
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The phenomenon of erosion was so violent till to remove the material on the sides of the riverbed up
to the foundations of the house. The power of water and that of the solid material transported, has
completely wiped out the road. The erosion involved the foundations of the building adjoining
removing the ground below and causing the inclination of the structure.
Another case detected regards a bridge over the torrent Tammarecchia in the municipality of Circello,
shown in the pictures below. It is a bridge with three masonry arches which, due to rising level of the
river Tammaro, was severely damaged with a consequent collapse of a stack.
a)

b)

Fig. 10: Images of the undermining of the foundations of the stacks of the Bridge Tammarecchia (in the province
of Benevento), Italy. (a) shows the structure a few hours after the flood event; we can note the collapse of a
separation stack of the two original arches, while the third arch remained unhurt because it had been reinforced
subsequently with a concrete element. (b) is a picture taken after a week from the alluvial event. In addition to the
collapse of the stack, it reported also damage to the abutment.

From the photo above is it visible that the foundations are superficial (and perhaps also insufficient),
reason why the undermining took place more easily and quickly. The undermining of the foundations,
is mainly due to problems related to the interaction of the flow of the water with the supporting
structures of the deck (stack and abutments) of a bridge located in the riverbed. In fact such
structures, placed inside the outflow section, causing the narrowing of the section itself and,
consequently, varying the attitude of the hydrometric current particularly during the outflow of the flow
of flood [6,7].
The most visibly and relevant hydraulic phenomenon detected is the increase in water depth upstream
of the obstacle (hydraulic jump). The flow rates connected with high return times are able to cause
considerable increases, in relation to the narrowing of the section and to the runoff conditions
established. Practically, in case of exceptional event of runoff water, the water depth (height of water
compared to the bottom of the riverbed) increases, transporting solid debris, logs etc, obstructing the
passage and creating a new static situation. Basically, in an obstructed situation, it creates a strong
push and this is due to the water that can not be supported by the artifact in the new conditions [8].
The Bridge Filangieri, located on the royal path Pescasseroli-Candela in the municipality of Circello,
for its structural conformation and having a great light, has withstood the phenomenon even if the
water depth exceeded the street level. The most visible damages are those caused to the roadway
(fig. 11)

Fig. 11: General view of the bridge Filangieri in Circello (in the province of Benevento, Italy) closed to traffic due
to flooding and particular of the debris carried by the river during the increase of water level. We can note the
roadway affected by the transportation of debris and logs, result of the hydraulic jump.

In the picture below (fig. 12), another small bridge located in Circello blocked off as a result of the
transported material. The water depth exceeded the level of the road forming a "weir" downstream.
The crossing structure, of modest size, has destroyed the river stretch creating the throttling of the
river; we can say that the bridge has behaved as a bridle. Despite the incapability of the structure to
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drain the flood, the bridge has been damaged but its obstruction has not led to the collapse of the
embankment.

Fig. 12: General view of a bridge located in the municipality of Circello (in the province of Benevento, Italy). It is
shown the damage and the obstruction of the light because of the transported debris. The vegetation carried by
the flood shows that the structure has been covered by water.

Other cases concern destruction and washout of access roads and collapse of structures (Fig. 13).
In picture 13 a) and 13 b) it's shown the overflow of the embankment and the consequent destruction
of itself due to the erosive activity of the water. The collapse of the bridge, therefore, did not take place
for a collapse of the supporting structures (stacks) but mainly for the removal of the embankments at
the abutments which caused the collapse of the deck. It is possible to hypothesize an undersizing of
the length of the crossing structure, which caused a narrowing of the riverbed width and a reduction of
the outflow section of the water course.
After an exceptional event such as a flood, it's not always possible to survey the damages to the
structures affected just in the days following the event. In fact, the structures do not very often appear
damaged firstly but only later, after a while from the phenomenon, the suffered damages take place,
for example by the occurrence of unexpected collapses. That's what happened to a bridge located on
the provincial road n. 129 in the municipality of Casalduni (Fig.13 c, d) which collapsed on November
4th 2015, twenty days after the flood that hit the area of Samnium. It is a masonry bridge with an
upper slab of reinforced concrete. During the flood, the stone bridge has suffered injuries (which
laterally are still visible in Fig. 13 c) due to the strong thrust of the water whose depth was significantly
increased. Evidently, injuries were so deep as to cause, time later, a structural failure which led to the
partial collapse of the bridge. We can note how the upper slab has withstood the collapse (Fig. 13 d).
a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 13: (a),(b) Images of a small bridge in the countryside of Circello. The overtopping of the embankment led to
the subsequent destruction for the erosive effect of the overflow water. (c),(d) Structural failure. Images of a
collapsed bridge in Casalduni (in the province of Benevento, Italy) on November 4 th 2015. The damages due to
the action of debris have firstly injured the structure and then primed the crash of the abutments of the bridge.
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3.

General conclusions

This work is the result of a survey on those events that affected the territory of Samnium between 15th
and 19th October 2015, in order to have a frame of the dynamics of the flood, identifying the critical
issues that have a significant dampening effect on the territory, in order to drive subsequent
operational decisions.
Causes of trigger of these hydrogeological instability, such as floods, are both natural (eg. gradient of
the slopes, type of overlying soil, bedrock, slope exposure) both anthropic. In the last few years the
basic situation has worsened due to the sharp increase in the intensity and frequency of extreme
rainfall events, related to a change in "normal" weather conditions.
To external factors, namely to natural disasters due to climate changes, anthropogenic factors are
added, thus related to construction methods of the city, to political and unsustainable projects that
continue to aggravate conditions. In fact, these events are often "disasters induced" by humans, who
represent a contributory cause of these phenomena. In many cases, humans accelerated or triggered
catastrophic natural processes, transforming the territory and making it more vulnerable through its
share of massive construction or of uncontrolled excavation at the foot of the slopes and of soil
sealing. In particular, the series of anthropic causes that have increased the triggering of these events
are: the inadequate maintenance of the slopes due to the abandonment of mountain areas; the
system degradation of terracing of the slopes with resulting negative influence on its circuits of
drainage; the negligence in the maintenance of the slopes next to the infrastructure; an unauthorized
building; the excessive waterproofing and land consumption [9].
It's important to know the causes and the mechanisms of instability, not only in order to prevent them,
when possible, but also to be able to intervene with systematic and effective works when these have
already been occurred, in order to implement actions in defence from the landslide risk.
As can be seen from the research carried out, another important issue concerns the bridges that,
despite having a key role in the transport, their total exposure to the often aggressive environment,
make them vulnerable to degradation [10].
Moreover, for their role and location they are often susceptible to damage due to accidents or
catastrophic events such as floods. On the one hand, the problem is detected on the morphology of
the city, on the actual geographical spread in the territory, on the way they have "attacked with mortar"
important natural water systems, forcing them into smaller reservoirs, and on the amount of land
sealed. On the other hand, however, the technological systems responsible for the metabolization of
the water flow today are ineffective because of the change of rainfalls and of the growth of the density
of the urban fabric.
Therefore, the need to minimize future damages requires specific attention to bridges, especially by
developing appropriate procedures for the vulnerability analysis of existing structures. Each bridge
should have a specific assessment of the vulnerability degree in a way to choose appropriate
measures for its protection [11,12]. Measures to reduce the level of vulnerability can be structural
adjustment (of the structure or on the water course), monitoring procedures and periodic inspections;
ordinary maintenance (of the structure and of the riverbed), preannouncement procedures of flood and
management of ongoing event.
In conclusion we can say that new responses are needed, in terms of cultural approach, planning,
design. We should take into account that climate change reshapes the city, and we should adopt more
"natural" constructive techniques; restoring, for example, the original behavior of the soil as sponge,
optimizing the use of resources, recycling, and reducing the environmental burden of human activities
on ecosystems. Actions which necessarily involve the entire city, the water bodies, but even more the
portions where the expansion of new forms can no longer settle the effects of bad design practices.
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Abstract
HoloLens is a wearable holographic computer, but is more commonly referred to as an enhanced
reality viewer because it is able to superimpose a virtual interface to the real environment with which it
is possible to interact naturally. Of this device we still do not know all the details and potentials
because it is still in development. Its potential is enormous and the development of software to create
content inside it is in continuous development.
The viewer is virtually a computer to wear on the head with transparent lenses (allow you to see the
surrounding environment), advanced sensors and surround sound (spatial sound) that lets you know
where the sound comes from. There are sensors in place to measure inertia, a light sensor, and four
cameras that are responsible for environmental analysis. There is also a Z-Depth camera to recreate
the surrounding environment and an HD camera with a 2-megapixel sensor for taking pictures and
recording video. The voice commands management is entrusted to four microphones inserted inside
the viewer.
A possible development of HoloLens technology in the archaeological-archaeological field could be
that of immersive representation of Pompeii destruction experiences. By quickly analyzing the movie
filmmaker of the Pompeii film of 2014, it is possible to understand how much effort has been made to
describe, with the help of 3D reconstruction technologies, the disastrous disturbances occurring in 79
dC. In recent years terrestrial and aerial LiDAR scanning have gained traction in the heritage,
architectural, archaeological, and forensic fields, and have been leveraged for many purposes in
Hollywood as well. LiDAR scanning uses lasers, which are pulsed from a machine and reflect off of
whatever structure is in their path. By measuring the time, it takes the lasers to bounce back off the
structure, and plotting the points in what is known as a “point cloud,” we can generate millimetrically
accurate data recording the exact appearance of a site. This technique is an alternative to traditional
surveying methods, and it is an excellent way to quickly and accurately document a large scope, such
as an entire ancient town.
Keywords: Pompeii – representation – big data – Hololens - Rendering

1.

Hololens

HoloLens is a wearable holographic computer, but is more commonly referred to as an enhanced
reality viewer because it is able to superimpose a virtual interface to the real environment with which it
is possible to interact naturally. Of this device, we still do not know all the details and potentials
because it is still in development.
Its potential is enormous and the development of software to create content inside it is in continuous
development.
Within HoloLens we find a CPU (processor), a GPU (graphics chip) but also a third chip called the
Holographic Processing Unit (HPU). HoloLens is a standalone device, i.e. it works autonomously: it
does not need cables to connect to PCs or other devices, so this involves the presence of a battery.
However, there are prototypes with a power cord attached to the device, but Microsoft's goal is to offer
a "untethered" product.
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Fig. 1: Hololens device
The viewer is virtually a computer to wear on the head with transparent lenses (allow you to see the
surrounding environment), advanced sensors and surround sound (spatial sound) that lets you know
where the sound comes from. There are sensors in place to measure inertia, a light sensor, and four
cameras that are responsible for environmental analysis. There is also a Z-Depth camera to recreate
the surrounding environment and an HD camera with a 2-megapixel sensor for taking pictures and
recording video. The voice commands management is entrusted to four microphones inserted inside
the viewer.
Like the Kinect infrared sensor, HoloLens is able to create a 3D model of the environment in which it is
located, identifying fixed structures and creating interactive holograms that can be shown as if they
were real objects. And since it's a stand-alone device, HoloLens lets you move around the room. The
field of view (FOV) is not overwhelming, which means that there is a border with the real world to
prevent you from suffering from the so-called motion sickness (or chinetosis - cinetosis) associated
generally with virtual reality devices . According to Microsoft, the HoloLens FOV is similar to a 15-inch
monitor at about 30-60 cm
away from your face.

Display technologies that may be used for a near-eye display/HMD device include waveguide-based,
birdbath, lightfield, and other suitable display configurations. However, each type of display may
provide a distinct set of advantages and disadvantages. For example, waveguide-based and birdbath
devices may provide high-resolution images with high sharpness and contrast ratios, but may only
display across a narrow field of view with weak or no depth cues and low occlusion effects when
presented over real-world objects (as viewed through the see-through display).
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Fig. 2: Scheme of FOV in optic

Using this technology to reinvent the archaeological field opens up many streets to the full fruition of
the architectural heritage and would greatly enhance the enjoyment and pleasure of the tourist,
especially in Pompeii.
A possible development of HoloLens technology in the archaeological-archaeological field could be
that of immersive representation of Pompeii destruction experiences. By quickly analyzing the movie
filmmaker of the Pompei film of 2014, it is possible to understand how much effort has been made to
describe, with the help of 3D reconstruction technologies, the disastrous disturbances occurring in 79
dC.
The film describes the natural event with simulation systems of very complex fumes, ashes and
particulate systems. These were run by software such as Maya, 3ds Max and Houdini. Particularly 3ds
max has been used, thanks to its ease of operation in the field of modeling, for the realization of much
of the initial scenarios; Including rocky vegetation and mountains.
The ruins of Pompeii are relatively well preserved, having spent nearly 2,000 years protected from air
and moisture under layers of ash and sediment, and this provides an excellent window into the daily
life of ancient Pompeii’s inhabitants. The challenge for the Pompeii movie team was to translate the
ruins into an accurate CGI (“computer generated imagery”) backdrop for their story of the last few
hours before the pyroclastic flow from Mount Vesuvius’s eruption struck the town of Pompeii.
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Fig. 3: Reconstruction of destruction of Pompeii (film 2014)

In recent years terrestrial and aerial LiDAR scanning have gained traction in the heritage,
architectural, archaeological, and forensic fields, and have been leveraged for many purposes in
Hollywood as well. LiDAR scanning uses lasers, which are pulsed from a machine and reflect off of
whatever structure is in their path. By measuring the time it takes for the lasers to bounce back off the
structure, and plotting the points in what is known as a “point cloud,” we can generate millimetrically
accurate data recording the exact appearance of a site. This technique is an alternative to traditional
surveying methods, and it is an excellent way to quickly and accurately document a large scope, such
as an entire ancient town.
Today, the archaeological site of Pompeii is in a precarious state, with recent high-profile collapses at
the House of the Gladiators (2010) and the Temple of Venus (2014). In 2003, CyArk and the Research
Center for the Development of Integrated Automatic Procedures for Restoration of Monuments of the
Faculty of Architecture of the University of Campania and Ferrara, teamed with the Soprintendenza
Archeologica di Pompei to digitally preserve the Forum of ancient Pompeii by conducting laser
scanning, stereo-photogrammetry, photographic survey for GIS, and a topographical survey.
Particularly from the research project on the city of Pompeii and its hinterland, coordinated by Prof
Carmine Gambardella, is illustrated by the complex process of integrated digital relief of the classic
amphitheater in the archaeological city. The integrated digital dimension of the geometric dimension of
the Amphitheater of Pompeii - performed in the spring of 2015.
From the vast amount of digital data it is possible to extrapolate the information needed to develop the
contents of any Hololens technologie.
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Fig. 4: Pompeii, Amphitheatre. A instant view of the cavea during the capturing laser data. In the
scenario there are many white spherical targets.

“The above considerations want to be a first approach to the analysis of complex geometries directly
on the 3d model can constitute in the case of particular buildings the opportunity to elaborate in the
best way the discrete cloud pattern of points from which to generate the continuous pattern. A mode
that can optimize the use of laser scanners for building relief and the critical use of processing and
modeling software, also aimed at building structural models, recovery and modification hypotheses”.
The way in which this digital data can be processed is explained in this document in a logical scheme
as follows:
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Fig. 5: Reconstruction of the Pompeii Amphitheater by laser scanner data.
Reconstruction based on studies, drawings, plans and literature credited along with a reworking
scientific suitable to increase the three-dimensional realism. Especially the lighting simulation of light
will be assisted by the latest technologies that embrace the techniques of photon mapping and
Importons and Irradiance Particles from the latest discoveries in the field of simulation of materials
using the calculation algorithm called BRDF (bidirectional reflectance distribution function) with regard
to the reflections of the surfaces. Lighting simulation processed by one of the houses of hardware and
software world's most famous: NVIDIA. As the world leader in visual computing, NVIDIA constantly
advances visualization by developing rendering technologies that leverage the most advanced GPU
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architectures and compute languages.
Fig. 4: Example of material based of technology BRDF language

NVIDIA Iray
NVIDIA Iray is a highly interactive and intuitive physically based rendering technology that generates
photorealistic imagery by simulating the physical behavior of light and materials. Unlike traditional
production renderers, Iray delivers results reflecting real-world behaviors. Designers don’t need
expert knowledge of
computer graphics techniques to quickly achieve photorealistic
results.
Iray progressively refines its image until completion, providing consistent results from interactive
editing to final frame. It’s a highly predictive approach that marries with the scalable, world-class
performance across NVIDIA GPUs to give constant feedback and rapid results. This slashes the time
needed to perfect scenes and deliver images rivaling photographs.
Iray is a high-performance, global illumination rendering technology that generates imagery by
simulating the physical behavior of light interaction with surfaces and volumes. Images are
progressively refined to provide full global illumination including caustics, sun studies, and luminance
distributions.
Global Illumination works from light sources that emit photons into the scene, bouncing them around to
deposit indirect illumination on the surfaces they strike. This illumination is typically cleaned up using
Final Gather and
then combined with direct illumination and surface finishes to produce a final render. I find that
Global
Illumination is essential for most interior scenes and is not generally as useful for exterior scenes.
Exterior scenes that use Final Gather with a daylight system often produce great results without
adding Global Illumination.
That said, Global Illumination can be effective for specific outdoor scenes and can greatly boost
illumination, as I cover later in this chapter. Final Gather was first used as a cleanup mode for Global
Illumination, eliminating the need for exceptionally high settings for photons and removing noise from
the Global Illumination solution.
Although Final Gather has improved greatly over the years, the combination of Global Illumination
with Final
Gather often produces the best results with the least amount of
render time.
The photons for Global Illumination and Caustics are two-dimensional points in 3D space and are
bundles of red, green, and blue (RGB) light energy emitted from a light source. Each photon carries
only a portion of the energy from a light source; the total RGB color energy of each light is divided by
the number of photons emitted by that light. Brighter lights in a scene emit more photons than dimmer
lights to help even out the Global Illumination solution. This way each photon has a more similar
weight and a more even distribution. Photons are reflected off diffuse surfaces in your scene,
transporting color energy from surface to surface. The photon method of producing indirect
illumination is closer to what occurs in nature, and photons can trace through reflections, can bend
through refractions, and are absorbed and reflected by surfaces in a scene. A diffuse surface,
however, is required for a photon to have an effect on that surface, because mirrored and transparent
surfaces will reflect or refract a photon and not store the photon’s energy.
There are two diagnostics modes for Global Illumination: Photon Density and Irradiance. They each
produce color images with blue, cyan, green, yellow, and red, and each color represents a different
quantity of photons
or value for irradiance. On the blue end of the spectrum, the value is always zero photons or
irradiance.
Photon Density is a representation of your scene with colors ranging from dark blue at the lowest
photon density to cyan, green, yellow, and red, with each progressively “hotter” color representing a
relatively higher density. The Photon Density diagnostics mode is useful for identifying the overall
coverage of photons in your scene and helps determine whether adjustments need to be made to
photon quantity to ensure all surfaces have an even coverage in photons. The left side of Figure
shows Photon Density, and in this case Blue is 0 photons, Cyan is 591 photons, Green is 1183
photons, Yellow is 1775 photons,
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and Red represents 2367 photons, which is the maximum density in this rendering of half the Sponza
image. Irradiance Irradiance is defined as the “area density of flux” and is measured in watts per
meter squared (W/m^2). This diagnostics mode shows the relative brightness of the stored photons in
the same color scheme as Photon Density. On the right side of Figure, Blue is 0 irradiance, Cyan
is 4949 W/m^2, Green is 9918
W/m^2, Yellow is 14878 W/m^2, and Red is 19837 W/m^2, as read from the Render Message dialog
box. It only displays the irradiance of the photons and not direct illumination or Final Gather.

Fig. 5: Example of scene menaged from 3ds max and Mental ray. Recontruction of Pompeii.

Other software capable of achieving highly realistic representations is Maxwell by Next Limit Team.
Maxwell Render is a standalone render engine for making perfect images, films and animations
from 3D
models. It is the complete solution for anyone who demands immaculate results on a deadline. Offers
maximum quality, speed, and compatibility for architects, designers and visual effects artists.
Maxwell Render is impeccably accurate, because its engine is based on the physics of real light - so
this means predictable and beautiful results with a lot less tweaking.
The Maxwell Render camera is designed to work like a real camera so it is important to understand
some
photographic concepts. One is exposure, the other depth of field. Understanding these two
concepts is a crucial first step towards your virtual photography with Maxwell and we recommend
reading carefully through this page if you are not already familiar with them. If you're already an
amateur or pro photographer then you will feel right at home with the Maxwell camera.
In Maxwell V3 we introduced the concept of material Types, which use a reduced set of intuitive
parameters that greatly simplify and speed up the material creation process. These are the current
simplified Types available:
• Metal (all kinds of metals)
• Opaque (any kind of opaque diffuse or shiny materials such as solid plastics, shiny wooden
floors, concrete etc.)
• Transparent (all transparent glass and plastic materials which are not translucent - ie, they do
not have sub surface scattering)
• Translucent (all transparent and semi transparent materials which are translucent - plastics,
marble, milk)
• Car paint (for creating multilayered paints such as metallic car paint)
• Cloth (useful for velvet, satin, and any other types of cloth)
• AGS (special transparent material useful for speeding up interior renders ).
• Emitter (for creating light emitting materials and light projectors)
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• Custom (this simply switches the material editor to the advanced version)

Fig. 6: Example of materials created with system physically accurate.

At the heart of the Maxwell material system is the BSDF (which stands for Bidirectional Scattering
Distribution Function, - a set of algorithms that describe how light interacts with various material types).
The BSDF contains all the parameters needed to create many different types of materials, ranging from
clear glass to sandblasted glass, plastics, metals and translucent materials such as skin, porcelain,
and wax. The most simple materials are created with one single BSDF, while others are a mix of
several BSDFs, or even several Layers containing several BSDFs
The next step to the description of the project is the implementation of the work in an archaeological
context plausible with extremely realistic by adding plants typical of the place and the climate of the
place. A generic software for modeling realistic vegetation, for example SpeedTrees or , is ideal for
creating realistic foliage in
architectural visualization projects, delivering fast procedural modeling and rendering of a vast range
of highly
detailed animated trees and plants.
SpeedTree is a powerful toolkit used to create 3D animated plants and trees for games, animations,
visual effects and more.
Easily export cached SpeedTree models into the open Alembic framework (.abc) for exchanging
animated scene data with popular platforms like Maya, Houdini and 3dsmax.
Of high importance is the presence of objects, tools and all the tools accredited by written evidence that
framed the environment giving a sense of lived and permeated the scenes of daily life.
The software suggested for this type of analysis and creation are:
a) Generic software of polygon modeling that supports the subdivision mesh (OpenSubdiv) uses
advanced software technology from Pixar for modeling and animating subdivision surfaces on
massively parallel CPU and GPU architectures.
b) Generic software that is specialized in the simulation of the tissues, for example Marvelous
Designer
The software of choice for the kind of modeling in high detail is 3dsmax for this proposal.
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Abstract
Masonry buildings compose most part of existing historical heritage. They have been built using
materials with poor mechanical properties coming from different historical periods. Despite the various
earthquakes that are characterizing the European territory but above all Italian regions, the
monumental buildings are still existing but with a high level of seismic vulnerability. Currently, buildings
with monumental importance by specific technical standards are safeguarded; they protect, preserve
and conserve over time their historical and cultural value.
Indeed, the researchers and engineers with detailed and sophisticated methods investigate on the
knowledge phase, security level evaluation against seismic actions and eventual strengthening project
of historical cultural heritage respect to the common existing constructions. After a thorough
knowledge of the structure, the safety assessment through the application of different analysis levels
is carried out. This paper concerns the seismic evaluation of existing monumental buildings called
“Santa Maria of Monte Persano” located in San Lucido (CS-Italy); in the first part of the work different
evaluation levels, suggested by the technical standards, have been analyzed. Afterwards, a simplified
mechanical method to an existing masonry building has been applied, highlighting the problems and
the benefits encountered.
Keywords: Masonry structures, Cultural heritage, Kinematics analysis

1.

Santa Maria of Monte Persano

The monastery of Santa Maria of Monte Persano was founded in the year 1000 by the Basilian monks.
It is located in the town of San Lucido in Calabria at the slopes of Monte Sant'Angelo (Fig. 1.a).
Santa Maria of Monte Persano was founded in the XI century, probably by the hermit Persano [1]. The
origins of the monastery date back to ninth century when the Basilian monks, began to wander in the
south of Italy after the Arab invasion in Sicily.
From the fifteenth century, the monastery was managed by tertiary monks, there are in Vatican
archive some documents that confirming it. An example is the document dated April 27 1446 where
Pope Eugenio IV ordered to the archbishop of Cosenza and the Oppido M. Bishop to entrust the
Chapel of Santa Maria of Monte Persano at Francesco da Verzino of the Third Order of St. Francis,
after having removed the presbyter Nicola from Crotone.
On March 27, 1638, there was a major earthquake XI on the Mercalli scale in Nicastro area with heavy
repercussions in the San Lucido area. This earthquake caused the collapse of 12 houses and it made
uninhabitable other 30; the castle and convent were subject to collapses and damage.
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The Cistercians remained in the convent until 1810, when Gioacchino Murat became King of the
Kingdom of Naples and extinguished all the religious orders of the kingdom of Naples and confiscated
church property; in particular, for Santa Maria, there was the sale of different properties. [3]
In the 1905 and 1908 another two major earthquakes there were in the Calabrian territory causing the
collapse of part of the structures and roofs of the monastery and of the church of Santa Maria of
Monte Persano.
On 20 October 1975, the monastery was declared by the Ministry of Cultural and Environmental
Heritage "Historic building of considerable artistic interest, under the law of 1/6/1939 n.1089".
In 1980 it began the restoration of the structure which provided the reconstruction of the roof with a
technological system composed of wooden trusses and bent tiles in order to cover the different vaults
been exposed over the years to the weather. However, during construction, it was decided not to
rebuild the roof but to strengthen and protect the vaults with a concrete casting.(Fig.1.b)

a)

b)

Fig.1 a) Monastery of Santa Maria of Monte Persano b) Restoration of 1980

1.2 State of art
In the present work, a geometric survey of the building, in addition of investigation of the material and
structural characteristics of the various elements, with the aim to identify and describe the structural
elements was carried out. The masonry is irregular and it is composed by granitic stone characterized
by size between 15 and 30 cm, alternated with small elements of size between 4 and 10 cm and lime
mortar. The Italian standards identify this type of masonry like type 1 and it is characterized by:
compressive strength equal to 100-180 N/cm2, Elastic modulus 690 - 1050 MPa and specific weight
equal to 19 KN/m 3. [4] (Fig 2.a)
The church appears to be better preserved respect to the convent, due to the restoration work done in
1980. The main cause of degradation of the material of the structural elements is the moisture present
in the complex. It is caused by the non-presence of the roof and of a waterproofing layer on vaults of
the church. Other causes of moisture are two walls directly exposed to the contact with an
embankment. (Fig.2.b)

a)

b)

Fig.2 a) Masonry of the structures; b) Central nave of the church.
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Inside the church, therefore, it is evident the natural type degradation caused by physical phenomena,
such as the washing action of rain water, frost and capillary rise; chemical phenomena that create
flaking and erosion of the material and chromatic alteration; lastly the biological phenomena that
create greenish patinas of mosses on wet plasters.(Fig. 2.b) The church is characterized by the
pulverization of the masonry caused by the presence of spontaneous vegetation from biological patina
and erosion.
The convent, being without roof for about a century, has a masonry damaged in different sections,
with detachment of the material and with the presence of vegetation due to the action of atmospheric
leaching agents. In the ground floor, there is a state of advanced deterioration: the biological patina
and encrustations are present in most of the walls. In addition, parts of masonry are collapsed due to
realization of holes and windows during the time.

2.

Classification of the degradation and collapse mechanism

The classification of the structure degradation was carried out by the Italian standard NorMal 1/88,
produced by NorMal committee under the auspices of the CNR. [5]

Fig.3 Different typologies of degradation.

Figure 3 shows the highest percentages of degradation, for both the convent for the church, are
attributable to the pulverization of the masonry (50% church; convent 28%), biological patina (28%
church; convent 16%) and presence of vegetation (13% church; convent 15%); for the convent a good
percentage is even for the detachment and collapses of the parts. (24%).
The action of water and weathering are a major cause of almost all degradation phenomena identified
in the structure. There are various preliminary interventions that can reduce the causes of these
phenomena canceling the capillary action of water by reducing the damaging effects on the masonry.
For example, it is possible the application until of the absorbed of an organic solvent water-repellent in
conjunction with a biocides herbicide for the removal of biological patina.
The complex of Santa Maria is subject to a static instability and is characterized by cracks that are in
some parts of the masonry walls. Evident damages affecting the openings, the transverse walls and
the vaults of the church. Obvious detachment cracks are present between some vertical elements and
the horizontal elements that are remained intact over time. The cracks in general are related to static
and seismic phenomena to which the building has been subject over the centuries. Overloads caused
by the presence of material due to various collapses of the structure has created numerous damages
on the most rigid walls and on the horizontal structures connected to them.
The church façade shows cracks related to the vaults and the square window, creating damages even
on the lithic cross. Other cracks are evident inside: in the intrados of the vaulted roof. Considering the
monastery, however, there are damages on the south façade above the main entrance, under the
window, positioned to the east. In fact, these damages tend to occur where the wall is weakened by
the presence of irregular window holes, due to the reduction in thickness of the spandrel beams of the
wall. In the same façade, on the west side, it shows a cracks that develops also from the inside
(through-cracking), caused by the outer wall of the longitudinal rotation mechanism of the convent
which will be investigated in the following. Other damages are found inside the structure: in the
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foreground are visible seven cracks on the transverse wall which divide the various rooms (Fig. 4.a),
two caused by the improperly large holes made in the past (Fig. 4.b) and the remaining five on the
longitudinal wall caused by the rotation mechanism.
In the ground floor there are other cracks: two always caused by the holes made improperly in the
past in the transverse walls; other are visible along the intrados surface of the vaulted roof (Fig. 4.c).
Finally, in the stairs, at the landing level, a damage in the transverse wall is visible, which develops
from the bottom with a vertical progression and then tilted.

a)

b)

c)

Fig.4 a) Crack in the transversal wall; b) Cracks caused by the hole in the wall; c) Damage in the vault

In the structure about 30 cracks were identified; these were classified and cataloged according to what
has been said above in Figure 5. In the church there is equal number, as a percentage, of diagonal
type cracks and curved in correspondence with the vaulted roof, but also visible on the façade, below
the arch of the vault. For the convent it is to be found a variety of different failures: the higher
percentage of cracks is one with diagonal development due to improper holes in the walls (34.8%);
other considerable number lesions (26.1%) are those diagonals / parabolic due to the rotation of the
vertical wall that are feedthrough type (21.7%).

Fig.5 Different typologies of cracks.

The walls are constituted by a masonry with stone elements disordered (cobblestone and uneven
stone) of granite type, like the rest of the construction. Protruding stones are visible on the right side of
the south façade of the monastery that suggest the continuation of the building to the east. This is
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corroborated by the two arches that are located on the east perimeter wall which together with the four
round arches are assumed connected to a supposed cloister.

3.

Kinematic analysis of masonry wall

The analysis of overturning of masonry wall is carried out on the principal facade of the convent in
according to the Italian standards NTC 2008. The wall is long 38,9 m and it is composed by two
different level. The first level is high 4,8 m and have a thickness equal to 1.1 m, while the second level
is high 3,76 m and the thickness is equal to 0,76 m. In order to calculate the static mechanism, the
load generated by the first floor, the weight of the masonry and the force transmitted from the vault to
the wall were taken into considerations [6]. For the calculation of seismic forces is referenced to static
linear analysis (par. 7.3.3.2 of the NTC 2008) which consists in the calculation of seismic forces
equivalent to those induced by the earthquake. The seismic forces to be applied to the two livels are
equal to:

F1 =

Fh ∗ z1 ∗ W1
= 147,67 kN
W1 ∗ z1 + W2 ∗ z2

F2 =

Fh ∗ z2 ∗ W2
= 86,38 kN
W1 ∗ z1 + W2 ∗ z2

Fh =

Sd (T1 ) ∗ W ∗ λ
= 234,05 kN
g

The first step is the calculation of the positioning of the cylindrical hinge "t", for the trigger of the
overturning of masonry wall mechanism. In addition, "t" is the distance from the barycenter of the
compressive stresses that are generated in the joint between the wall and the basement.

t=

2 Σi Wi
∗
= 0,38 m
3 σr ∗ l

Fig.6 Scheme of overturning of masonry wall
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In order to continue the analysis, the stabilizing bending moment Ms was calculated, it depends of P1,
P2 weights, N1 and FV. The overturning bending moment Mi is generated by the contributions of αP1
seismic forces, αP2, αN1, αFV, the horizontal thrust of the vault FH and the seismic forces F1 and F2,
while α is the collapse multiplier and is the unknown of the problem and must be calculated [7] as
following:

Ms= Mi

Ms = P1 ∗ (
MI = α ∗ P1 ∗

b1
b2
− t) + N1(d1 − t) + P2 ∗ ( − t) + Fv ∗ (dv − t) = 2045564,6 𝑁𝑚
2
2

h1
h2
+ α ∗ P2 ∗ (h1 + ) + α ∗ N1 ∗ h1 + α ∗ Fv ∗ hv + Fh ∗ hV + F1 ∗ h1 + F2 ∗ h2
2
2

= (35522341,1α + 1671134,5) Nm
Imposing the equilibrium condition, the equality between the two bending moments, collapse multiplier
α was obtained equal to 0,011.
Considering the virtual horizontal displacements δxi in application points "i" of the loads, and imposing
a virtual rotation of the wall around the hinge A, the horizontal virtual displacement at the point of P 2
application, point located higher up in the structure (h1 + (h2/2)) it is calculated, in order to obtain the
rotation angle θ of the wall and the virtual displacements.
ℎ

𝛿𝑥, 𝑃2 = (ℎ1 + ( 22 )) ∗ 𝜃 = 1

𝜃 = 0,15

𝛿𝑥, 𝑃1 = ℎ1 /2 ∗ 𝜃 = 0,36 𝑚
𝛿𝑥, 𝑁1 = ℎ1 ∗ 𝜃 = 0,72 𝑚
𝛿𝑥, 𝐹𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎 = ℎ𝑣 ∗ 𝜃 = 0,43 𝑚
The participating mass to the kinematic M * is equal to [7]:

𝑀∗ =

(𝛴𝑖 𝑃𝑖𝛿𝑥𝑖 )2
= 737011,7 𝐾𝑔
𝑔 ∗ 𝛴𝑖 𝑃𝑖 𝛿𝑥 2,𝑖

The mass fraction participant of the structure e* is equal to [8]:

𝑔 ∗ 𝑀∗
𝑒 =
= 0,85
𝛴𝑤𝑖
∗

The spectral acceleration of activation of the mechanism a0 * is equal to [8]:
∗

𝑎0 =

𝛼∗𝑔
𝑒∗ ∗ 𝐹𝐶

2

= 0,09 𝑚/𝑠

Where FC is a factor that depends on the level of information that have on the structure and in this
case it is 1.35. The safety conditions is verified if the spectral acceleration a0 * which activates the
mechanism satisfies the following inequality

𝑎𝑜 ∗ ≥

𝑎𝑔 (𝑃𝑉𝑅) ∗ 𝑆
𝑞

𝑎𝑔 (𝑃𝑉𝑅) ∗ 𝑆
= 0, 111 𝑚/𝑠 2
𝑞
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0,093

𝑚
𝑚
≥
0,111
𝑠2
𝑠2

In this case the inequality is not verified also by dividing the wall into nine macro-elements as shown in
Table 1
N°

α

M*

e*

a0*

1

0,011

738918,87

0,847

0,09

𝐚𝐠(𝐏𝐕𝐑) ∗ 𝐒
𝒒
0,11

2

0,002

582827,40

0,842

0,02

0,11

No

3

0,011

717308,86

0,842

0,10

0,11

No

4

0,013

805852,00

0,842

0,12

0,11

Yes

5

0,013

795930,10

0,840

0,12

0,11

Yes

6

0,011

714667,10

0,841

0,10

0,11

No

7

0,011

631950,90

0,823

0,10

0,11

No

8

0,014

697751,10

0,837

0,13

0,11

Yes

9

0,011

743032,70

0,847

0,10

0,11

No

Check
No

Tab. 1 Checking of the nine macro elements

The verifications of the parts of the wall 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9 around the hinge A are not satisfied then there
is the possibility that a mechanism at the base of the first floor will be generated.

4.

Tie Rod Calculation

In order to resolve the problems caused by the possible trigger of the overturning of masonry the
structure has been made safe with the project of tie rods. These elements should be placed in the
intersection between the wall that must retain and an orthogonal wall: they have the function of
transferring the action of overturning in plan action on the contrast wall [9]. For the sizing of the tie
rods were taken into account the relative values of steel S235 where the tie rod is characterized by a
smaller thickness of 40 mm and the mechanical properties used for the calculation are the following,
respectively
fyk = 235 N/mm

2

fyd = fyk/γM

ftk = 360 N/mm

2

In the first part, it was calculated the area of truncated cone of masonry, subject to the action of tie
rod:

Alat = [2 ∗ (a + b) + 2 ∗ (2 ∗ (a + t) + 2 ∗ (b + t)) ∗ t] ∗

√2
= 7467448 mm2
2

where a and b are the sides of the support plate of the tie rod, and t is the thickness of masonry.
The pulling force of the tie rod is calculated as a function of two values: TC force of cohesion of the
masonry and TA frictional force.

𝑇𝐶 =

𝐴𝑙𝑎𝑡 ∗ 𝑓𝑡,𝑚
= 57441,9 N
𝛾𝑀

Where ft,m is the tensile strength of masonry and γM is a coefficient equal to 2.

𝑇𝐴 = 𝐴𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑧 ∗ 𝑓 ∗ 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 6839220 𝑁
TA depends on the total weight which acts on the structure and f is a coefficient of friction equal to 0.5.
To design the tie rod section, it was considered the minimum force, obtained between friction and
cohesion force, divide by the strength design of steel, as following:

T = min (TC;TA)= 57441,9 N
902

Atie = T/fyd=256,65 mm2
Consequently, the diameter of the tie rod is equal to 20 mm. The verify of the element is indicated in
Italia Standard NTC 2008 to paragraph. 4.2.4.1.2:

𝑁𝑒𝑑
≤ 1 = 0,816
𝑁𝑇𝑅
Where: Ned is the force of the tie rod transmitted to the structure and NT,Rd is the tensile strength.
Repeating the analysis of the masonry wall overturning considering the force generated by the
positioning of the tie rod, the rotation around the hinge positioned in A does not occur, as shown in
Table 2
N°

a0

1

0,15

𝐚𝐠(𝐏𝐕𝐑) ∗ 𝐒
𝒒
0,11

2

0,11

0,11

Yes

3

0,16

0,11

Yes

4

0,17

0,11

Yes

5

0,17

0,11

Yes

6

0,16

0,11

Yes

7

0,17

0,11

Yes

8

0,19

0,11

Yes

9

0,16

0,11

Yes

*

Check
Yes

Tab. 2 Checking of the nine macro elements after the positioning of tie rod.

5.

Conclusion

During the analysis of the structure of Santa Maria of Monte Persano numerous causes of instability
that can lead to partial collapse of the masonry walls and horizontal elements were found. It is evident
in the monastery, the natural type degradation caused by physical phenomena, such as the washing
action of rain water, frost and capillary rise; chemical phenomena as flaking and erosion of the
material and the chromatic alteration; lastly the biological phenomena as greenish patinas of mosses
on wet plasters. In the structure about 30 cracks were identified: diagonal type cracks and curved in
correspondence with the vaulted roof, but also visible on the façade, below the arch of the vault and
vertical cracks in correspondence of the walls caused by the weight and to improper holes made over
time.
A first preliminary study conducted on the facade of the convent has shown how the structure is
unstable and that it is possible the trigger of an overturning mechanism of the masonry wall. The
insertion of tie rod inside the wall is a first project step that can prevent the collapse but it can’t be
definitive and unique. In fact, in order to preserve this ancient architectural complex from possible
earthquakes, which are common in Calabria, the tie rods alone are not sufficient, but insertions of FRP
and injections of mortar for the repair of all cracks present should be designed.
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Abstract
The incessant transformation of territories and landscapes is linked to diverse factors. In many cases
they bring about rapid changes with an impact on the functioning of roads and sites. The causes are to
be sought in naturally occurring endogenous geological processes and external processes such as
erosion.
Implementing repairs or precautionary measures for clearly defined environmental transformations
requires an analysis of current conditions, which may be understood through surveying. Surveying the
environment means analysing a complex reality from different points of view. It requires a procedure
that allows for an in-depth understanding of what is surveyed, using specific and aerial analyses to
monitor and/or prevent eventual situations of immediate risk.
The text focuses on the use of rapid tools and methods that ensure optimum graphic and qualitative
results able to define a base for successive analyses. Leaving aside the traditional method of laser
scanning, a test was made of the use of digital photography using digital photogrammetry, also known
as photo-modelling or imaging. A broad and in-depth surveying campaign used Photoscan software to
study two road sections heavily damaged by a slope instability. The results proved highly interesting.
Keywords: environmental survey; representation; 3D model; photo-modelling; roadbed instability.

1.
The Area of Study
The rehabilitation of a territory in the wake of natural calamities is a theme of key importance in Italy
today, often owing to pressing necessities. The region of Abruzzo, like much of the country, has an
evident need for interventions to secure and bring up to code areas that manifest important alterations
and potential risks. There is daily talk of landslides, erosion, sinkholes and instability in general.
Consequently, there is a need to programme continuous activities of prevention, verification and
monitoring, in addition to the necessary interventions, in some cases urgent, to contain hydrogeoligcal
instability.
This activity must be considered in relation to the obligation to protect human lives and the requirements
of territorial development, favouring the settlement of both people and businesses. The system of roadbased transport, as we know, is fundamental and strategic to the economic and social growth of urban
and rural areas. Governing bodies are tasked with a notably important role that has often been ignored:
planning and maintaining paved surfaces to guarantee safe and uninterrupted access and the use of
road networks, optimising available resources and, at the same time, preserving existing roads.
Implementing a possible programme to guarantee the efficiency of road networks requires a constant
and attentive observation of the areas through which roads pass, and rapid interventions to resolve or
stem sudden changes caused by natural phenomena. In the field of surveying the idea was raised to
define a streamlined and thorough procedure for documenting modifications to a road that have already
occurred. This text describes an experience in environmental surveying that offers an alternative to
classical methods. It was applied to two extra-urban municipal roads belonging to the Town of San
Valentino in Abruzzo Citeriore, in the province of Pescara. The area is situated in the foothills of the
Maiella, 450 meters above sea level and approximately 40 km from the provincial capital and the sea.
The natural environment in this area is defined, as in other cases, by a group of interrelated conditions
and factors, generally in a perfect equilibrium. Any alterations to this equilibrium, for any reason, trigger
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reactions that attempt to re-establish a new equilibrium. Notably intense and frequent meteorological
events can cause important damages to road networks. They can give rise to critical hydrogeoligcal
conditions, while others, thought to have settled, may re-emerge to cause an even greater number of
events to be dealt with.
It is well known that the continuous process of transforming the territory and the landscape is tied
principally to anthropological and natural factors, whose impact on the environmental equilibrium is
notable. Man is perhaps the most important agent modifying the landscape, alongside the actions of
natural phenomena. One of these, which is rather frequent, is geomorphological and hydraulic
settlement, which can have long-term effects. The results of the modifications they bring about are not
immediately visible, though they must be taken into account in the management of the territory. The
development and deterioration of the soil, the characteristics of water tables, releases of subsoil gas,
karst topography, to mention only the most evident, are forever on-going, and far exceed the brevity of
human existence. These events have had significant impacts on the evolution of many parts of the
world. A typical example of a slow phenomenon is the process that creates karst topographies. It unfolds
regularly and without evident manifestations on the surface, in some cases for many thousands of years,
until the moment when the vault of a cavity collapses, destroying any infrastructures that may have been
constructed atop it in the meantime.
To gain a global aerial perspective of the situation in a given territory we generally make use of maps,
a multifaceted support indispensable to reading the Earth’s layers. To better comprehend the
characteristics of a territory to be analysed, the field of environmental surveying uses specific thematic
maps based on the information to be considered. Geological maps describe the physical qualities of the
territory, the fundamental premise for any intervention of soil defense, territorial planning, natural risk
forecasting and prevention, and infrastructural design. Surveying and detailed studies serve to collect
data which is represented on maps using specific colours, graphics and symbols.
This map is accompanied by a geomorphological map, representing the forms of accumulation and
erosion of terrestrial and marine reliefs, depicting their morphological and morphometric characteristics.
Its utility lies in the interpretation of the origin of the soil in relation to the geomorphic processes, both
endogenous and exogenous, past and present, that generated them. Furthermore, it allows us to identify
the chronological sequence, using a particular distinction between active and non-active forms. In this
context, the geomorphological map, other than for its indisputable scientific value, assumes an important
role above all in relation to studies focused on soil defense. In fact, a familiarity with the physical
characteristics of the territory is essential to its planning, management and programming. This type of
map thus provides useful indications for applied investigations, for choices related to environmental
conservation, for the evaluation of processes that may give rise to conditions of risk for people and
socio-economic activities in general.
We then make use of the pedological map, which describes the characteristics and distribution of
different soils in a given territory. It helps make decisions about their use and management. The
information provided represents the distribution of different soils across a territory and lends itself to
being re-elaborated in specific projects, working in collaboration with technicians from specific fields:
agriculture-forestry, environmental planning, hydraulics, urban planning. This map is thus a support to
activities of territorial, agriculture and forestry planning, the protection of superficial and subterranean
water resources, irrigation and remediation projects, projects relative to the expansion of urbanised
areas and much more.
We consult a risk map because it offers a system of territorial information supporting the research and
administrative activities of state and territorial bodies responsible for the cultural heritage protection.
The SIT risk map (Sistema Informativo Territoriale, Territorial Information System), defined by the Istituto
Superiore per la Conservazione, is a system for experimenting with and studying the territory, for
understanding the risk of damages to immobile heritage. The creation of a risk model is based on a
statistical approach, which evaluates individual elements of heritage as the “units” of a “statistical
population”, with the aim of assessing the level of vulnerability and thus of risk.
Finally, we must not forget the climate map that gathers and elaborates information on the impacts of
climatic events on urban areas, infrastructures and historic heritage. The first version of this document
considers episodes from 2010 to the present. It marks the first step toward the creation of a map of the
geography of risk in Italy. The map serves to understand how and when phenomena repeat themselves
with the greatest frequency and to analyse their impacts. Where possible, it can be used to highlight the
relationship between the acceleration of climatic processes and problems linked to the settlement or the
infrastructural development of the Italian territory.

Selected Cases of Environmental Surveying
2.
Implementing repairs or precautionary measures related to environmental transformations today, in
other words, for circumscribed areas that have been heavily modified, requires the analysis of the
current situation, made possible by operations of surveying.
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The Italian term ‘rilevare’ (to survey) literally means to obtain, to acquire. The description found in the
Treccani Encyclopaedia specifies: “identify or ascertain situations and facts through research,
investigations, analyses”. This collection of data inherent to a phenomenon serves to describe it, to offer
a complete representation. Surveying a given subject means entering fully into its reality, learning about
the greatest number of aspects that regard it: this requires a complex procedure that leads to an “indepth” understanding through specific methods of verification.
The operation of surveying is an important, though not unique, part of a process that tends to reach a
complete understanding of the subject analysed. This understanding develops in various phases, which
can be summarised as follows: a) awareness of the object to be surveyed and the choice of the
techniques to be employed; b) data acquisition; c) data elaboration; d) graphic representation.
In its current conception, surveying is not only an active element of knowledge acquisition, but also a
critical undertaking: if in fact we intend it as a process of acquisition, it must not be limited to a single
component of the subject to be surveyed, but must embrace a wide range of factors.
Diverse methodologies of surveying can be used to verify situations caused by the aforementioned
factors that modify a site. In these particular cases, we are dealing with an environmental survey. Its
aim is to monitor and/or prevent eventual situations of risk in a given environment. The term
environmental risk refers to the probability that a given event (bearer/cause of negative effects for man
and/or the environment) comes to pass with a certain intensity in a given area and at a determinate
interval of time. The definition of environmental risk must consider the role of the diverse components
of the natural environment and their interaction with anthropic activities.
Our interest here is relative to the surveying of small though frequent modifications to extra-urban roads,
owing to ground movements generated by various causes which can be documented using rapid
methods and simple instruments that, all the same, provide meaningful results. To introduce this issue
we can briefly look at the procedures and instruments utilised in various sectors to obtain optimum
graphic results that define the starting point for successive analyses.
In any research, the development of methodological criteria is essential to making choices. Specifically,
we can assume the reading of the physical form of a limited area, the documentation of its
characteristics, the identification of the reasons for and means of its transformation and, consequently,
the operative choices to be programmed and coordinated.
To better understand the proper methods and procedures for documenting roadbed instability, we
studied a number of environmental surveys and their respective techniques, instruments and results.
As mere examples, the following section advances a few considerations on the results of two surveys.
The first regards an environmental survey and the three-dimensional rendering of a terrain in the wake
of a landslide in the Town of Vittorito (AQ), on the property of a wine-maker, and involving a section of
road. The survey was made indirectly by positioning signals at strategic and important points, later
surveyed using a topographic instrument. Successively, Topko 10 software was used to translate the
survey data and create a three-dimensional digital model. In fact, SierraSoft Topko 10 was created to
manage and treat topographic survey and land registry data. It can export information directly from the
topographic instrument to obtain three-dimensional coordinates of survey points.
The survey was designed to analyse the levels and condition of the area of the landslide. The result
obtained was not entirely satisfactory in its graphic rendering. The level of detail was very low and it is
possible only in general terms to distinguish the fracture in the ground (jagged zone) and the road
(identified by a grey line). Furthermore, there are no textures as they cannot be surveyed by the
topographic instrument and various signals utilised. Although this procedure allows for the extraction of
height levels from the section, this information was considered imprecise as it depended on the threedimensional model, which inherently offers a very low level of precision. This made it difficult to
extrapolate precise information to be used during successive operations of analysis and/or monitoring
of the study area.
The second experience involved the use of a laser scanner to study the Colle Pedara quarry in the Town
of Castel di Ieri (AQ). While the use of laser scanning techniques is relatively recent, it has become very
common. This scanning system provides a direct input of three-dimensional coordinates, generally in
the form of a system of reference correlated to the instrument, referred to a very high number of real
points hit by the laser. The resulting point cloud describes the external surface of the object analysed.
It is known that laser scanning systems are entirely automatic and can acquire a very high number of
points per second, in some cases in the thousands. Devices can generally be distinguished in two large
families: TOF, or Time of Flight, and triangulation technologies. The distance between the centre of the
instrument and the first point encountered, and consequently reflected, by the laser beam determines
the “time of flight” between transmission and reception. The distance, together with the knowledge of
the two angles of emission of the laser beam, makes it possible to determine the position of a specific
point using polar coordinates. The user receives these coordinates initially in a Cartesian system (X, Y,
Z) generated by the surveying instrument. Only later are they transferred into a more opportune system
of reference through simple operations of rototranslation.
For this environmental survey we employed the TOF scanning methodology, using a laser beam
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transmitted at a given frequency, generally in the order of KHz. For each impulse a measurement is
made of the time between transmission and reception of the beam reflected by an object. The maximum
operating distance for TOF instruments is in the order of a few hundred meters, and the accuracy in
determining the coordinates varies from a few millimetres to a few centimetres or more.
The aim of this survey was to calculate the effective volume of quarried material over the past ten years.
The laser scan survey facilitated this work by providing a “cloud point” model that could be sectioned at
any point. This three-dimensional model was then used to calculate the volume of excavation with a
high degree of precision, verified using two dimensional drawings. The point cloud can in fact be used
as a base for creating any section and measuring its characteristics. What is more, the model can be
investigated, explored and sectioned at any point. This means it can be used to generate a databank
containing all information about measurements, materials, areas and volumes. The model can also be
used to create renderings and details, including the insertion of new elements that can be visualised
and used to develop a bill of quantities. Obviously, this method is considered the most suitable for
environmental surveys and visual rendering and is ideal for understanding a natural site with a
heterogeneous character. The survey can be completed in a short period of time, during which it is
possible to gather an immense amount of data, with an exceptionally high level of precision. However,
these advantages must be offset against the notable costs of a similar survey, and the need for skilled
technicians both in the field and during the successive phase of data management.

Our Experience
3.
Based on the considerations advanced above, prior to beginning an environmental survey, and based
on available resources, the site, the scale of what is to be surveyed and the desired results, it is
worthwhile reflecting on the operative procedures to be adopted. Much of this work is based on images,
photographs in primis, and later drawings and observation, used to obtain a series of data that
characterise the subject of study and allow for a more realistic operative phase. The initial photographs
used to document current conditions are followed by a period of observation, drawing, description and
cataloguing of the spaces and plastic elements of the study area. It is necessary to identify the specific
characteristics of each single element and the relative relations within the structure of the environmental
image. This makes it necessary to: 1) define the perimeter of the study area by laying out its edges on
a topographic map; 2) complete a site visit involving all members of the work group, each involved in
the identification of the elements and spaces belonging to one of the following categories (signals,
margins, details, planes, volumes, areas, materials, colour); 3) catalogue and connect the environmental
images (photographs, drawings, descriptions) collected during the site visit, using a summary diagram
that highlights the relations between the parts.
It is also possible to identify a significant image, in other words, the spaces and plastic elements best
visualised during the previous phase, to be related in a significant manner through the study, and thus
the direct experience of the study area, with other images and eventual other material for which an
image is developed as a mnemonic synthesis of the values of the environment. This is possible through
the elaboration and interpretation of the data gathered during the site visit and through the comparison
between these latter and the mental image linked to acquired knowledge and assumed during the time
in the field. The following operative steps must be taken: 1) general site visit to identify and graphically
summarise the structure of the environmental image in a diagram, in other words, the hierarchy of parts,
links, gaps, relations, landmarks, references, anomalies and singularities; 2) investigations to be made
using a programme established based on the characteristics of the study area, focused on determining
a “recognised collective image”; 3) comparison between the photographic image and the mental image,
to define a threshold of significant and specific values tied to the environment to be analysed, which
takes both aspects into account.
A third phase of study inherent to the investigation of the global environmental image is useful to a
complete and effective comprehension of the environmental situation, after observing the previous
images. It reveals the objective physical characteristics to arrive at the technical, historic, economic and
social motivations dialectically related to physical form. This procedure involves: 1) Studies of maps to
identify the geophysical characteristics of the territory, the distribution of resources and farming
activities. 2) The surveying of portions of infrastructures, rural settlements and the landscape, the survey
of housing and topological analyses. 3) An historical investigation and statistical documentation of
events, layers, physical, productive and demographic transformations, historic-urban and social
characteristics. 4) A critical synthesis that aims to reconstruct the motivations that have given rise to
individual situations, ordering the various problems encountered and developing an awareness of
environmental phenomena.
In the analysis of the methodologies and techniques used in the environmental survey we wish to
expand upon, all of these aspects lend themselves to satisfying the desire for knowledge, whose
objective is precisely that of reading and graphically representing the environmental image and, more
precisely, the conditions of one specific part.
With regards to the survey tools and procedures, the use of a laser scanner has for some time been
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accompanied by experiments with more cost-beneficial and equally effective techniques and methods.
One of these involves the use of photogrammetrics, also known as photo-modelling or imaging. After
analysing the various surveying methods, we decided to study, test and verify the operative limits of a
photogrammetric survey using Photoscan software by Agisoft. This software can be used to obtain
three-dimensional and coloured images directly from a set of photographs. It creates a mesh model,
also known as a polygonal model, consisting of a collection of vertexes, intersections and surfaces that
define the form of an object in 3D graphics. A model of textures can also be created using an algorithm
that recognises common points shared by multiple photographs.
Having established the subject to be surveyed, photographs must be taken in a specific order and must
cover the entire subject. The software can then be used to assemble a collection of data necessary to
develop a satisfactory and complete model. The team had already employed this software in other urban
and architectural situations, not always ‘normal’, and the results have proven satisfactory. For this
reason, the decision was made to extend this technique to different subjects, in particular to the natural
environment, to test the limits of the software.
The choice fell on the area of San Valentino in Abruzzo Citeriore, specifically two different sites situated
a few hundred meters from the Madonna della Croce municipal road. In the first section of the road we
focused on the cause of a particular territorial transformation that has made much of the road
inaccessible. For reasons of safety it has been blocked off by barriers.
As shown in the photographs, part of the roadbed has been completely compromised and altered. We
are dealing here with a slow evolution of the territory that, in this specific case, has had an effect on an
infrastructure built by human hands. As the current state of the area demonstrates, there was most likely
some form of pressure on the earth adjacent to the road that, due to the scarce resistance of a small
retaining wall, provoked a shift in this element and the earth below it. This action compressed the road
and buckled the roadbed. The cause of this movement is to be sought in the typology of the terrain, in
elevated precipitations and the scarce quality of the infrastructure.
This type of situation requires an environmental survey to analyse the present condition and proceed
with eventual repairs to the road. We surveyed this situation using the photogrammetric method and
Agisoft Photoscan software.
The first operation involved the completion of a photographic survey. Photographs were taken in
succession, covering the entire area of the landslide, in order to capture any and all details and allow
the software to extract the most information possible. This first phase is particularly important to the
positive outcome of the final product. In fact, the more numerous and defined the images, the greater
the information extracted and the better the final result.
The photographic campaign was followed by the various phases of calculation made by the software to
obtain the final result. This result can be considered satisfactory when it perfectly reproduces all of the
critical points of interest. The three-dimensional model obtained is substantially a mesh to which a series
of textures are applied. The mesh can be extracted from Photoscan and used to create precise plans
and sections.
Three important sections were then cut through the model of the area surveyed, to better understand
the form of the inaccessible portion of the road. The line of the buckling of the roadbed caused by the
pressures exerted by the adjacent terrain can be seen clearly. To better understand the depth of all of
the elements present in the three sections we adopted a graphic tool: the entire survey model was
divided into coloured bands, from which the sections were once again extracted with the colours clearly
assisting the reading of different depths. The plan and sections cut through the meshes were then used
to develop highly precise technical drawings. This material is important to the proper reconstruction of
a three-dimensional model that offers a more specific description of the dimensions and technical
characteristics of the object analysed. It also assists the advancement of hypotheses that explain the
dynamics of the phenomenon examined.

Fig. 1: San Valentino in Abruzzo Citeriore, Madonna della Croce municipal road.
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The technical drawings provide precise dimensions of the accessible and inaccessible sections of the
road. The final drawing also features level markers that aid the comprehension of the height of the
various bucklings of the road surface, with respect to the zero level and the height of the retaining wall.
In both plan and section it is possible to understand how the wall has shifted toward the centre of the
road. This element is clearly curving and sloping toward the road, reaching its maximum value in the
central section, where it was sufficient to cause a rupture.
In conclusion, the results obtained from this digital photogrammetric survey can be considered positive,
as the drawings faithfully reproduce the real situation. The model made it possible to obtain all of the
data necessary to monitor and analyse the current situation, to study eventual repairs and understand
the dynamics of the underlying event.
The second section of road studied was also rendered inaccessible by a collapse, again requiring the
erection of safety barriers. The causes are once again to be sought in the slow evolution of the territory.
In all likelihood this is a situation that could have been avoided as, prior to the final collapse, in all
probability there were important cracks in the road surface that should have hinted at an underlying
environmental risk. The causes of this evolution are certainly to be sought in various and voluminous
precipitations, the fragility of the terrain and the scarce maintenance and monitoring of the area at risk.
Our survey, had it been made some time earlier, immediately after the first signs of a problem, would
have allowed for the prevention of the current damages. Today it serves to precisely define the current
situation of instability and plan eventual repairs.
A site visit was followed by a photographic campaign at diverse stations, covering the entire area. The
photographs were then elaborated using Photoscan. In this case the virtual reconstruction was not
acceptable, as it was visibly incomplete and of little use to the proper determination of the information
required to complete an exhaustive survey. In fact, it proved impossible to extract a complete plan and/or
section necessary to better comprehend the conditions of the area of interest. At this point we became
aware of a limit of this particular software, unconsidered up to this moment: the results are strongly
influenced by the exposure to light in the photographs. The software is unable to extract sufficient
information from photographs when the subject is not well illuminated and when the exposure, and thus
the luminosity, differs from image to image. This means that the camera settings must remain fixed and
the photographs must be perfectly in focus and sharply defined. We noticed that the photographs
analysed by the software during this first phase, taken late on a winter afternoon, were not sufficiently
bright or defined to permit the perfect extraction of the necessary information. A second site visit was
made at a brighter time of the day to capture a new set of images.
In this case the model was incomplete only in those areas to which we had paid little attention when
taking the photographs, for example a few areas of vegetation and the section of the road unaffected
by issues of instability. It is possible to note how the area of instability, the object of the study, is complete
in all of its details and thus permits further operations of graphic elaboration and analysis.
The successive step was to extract the complete mesh from the model, to generate a plan and sections
at the most significant points required to comprehend the entity of the damages.
From the mesh, which can be sectioned at any point, we obtained sections that best illustrate the layout
of the road analysed, and its critical points. These sections perfectly illustrate the conditions of the
stretch of road analysed: the collapse was greater in the central section, visible in the second section
and, in the final part, visible in the third section. It is also possible to note a deformation on the right side
of the section corresponding with the portion of the road that remains accessible. This may hint at a
future deformation of the entire roadbed that, in the most unfortunate case, by also be a risk to human
lives. This situation must be monitored very attentively, as the area is subject to a very slow evolution
whose effects are not immediately visible though, with the passing of time, may lead to situations of risk.
As in the previous example, to better understand the depths of the elements in the sections, coloured
bands were used to divide the surface of the mesh, and new sections were cut. The different colours
aid the reading of the depths of the different elements, something impossible to perceive in the simple
sections extracted from the mesh.
The successive step involved the extraction of technical plan and section drawings from the mesh
model, which offer a range of useful information. These drawings precisely describe the dimensions of
the collapsed road section and the area of the road as of yet unaffected. Despite not being in optimum
conditions, this stretch of road continues to be used. Numerical data confirmed the sensations of an
initial deformation.
To conclude, this second survey can be considered positive, despite the fact that a second site visit was
necessary to ensure a faithful representation of the real situation. The final representations obtained
allowed for the extraction of the information necessary to analyse and monitor the current situation and
study eventual projects to reinforce and repair it. The software can thus be considered suitable for the
proper documentation of a limited condition of instability, with the advantage that it offers acceptable
results in a limited amount of time.
Finally, it is my hope that the Abruzzo Regional Government will develop a Catalogue of Situations of
Instability that deals specifically with road networks, divided according to municipal and provincial
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responsibilities. This would serve to periodically verify the condition of roads, in need of a programme
for decisions that establishes priorities of intervention based on the choice of approaches to
maintenance. The Catalogue must serve as a guide, classifying the principal and most common
situations of instability that may be encountered, the possible evolutions of existing phenomena. It
should also offer indications about the interventions required for a specific area. The objective is to
develop an updated map of the conditions of the road network and to plan maintenance operations well
in advance. Obviously, the first phase is entrusted to visual surveys, accompanied by opportune
documentation (photographs, general measurements, core samples, site samples) that allow for the
assignment of a level of risk (high, medium, low) to a specific area and to control the evolution of
phenomena along the entire stretch of a road. Specific and scrupulously prepared documentation can
then be used to guide successive phases of intervention aimed at stabilising an area, ensuring that it is
safe and defining the criteria of intervention and all related costs.
In particular, it was noted that road surface maintenance is generally unplanned. This raises the need
for a set of reference criteria and documentation, to be acquired at a reasonable cost, in order to prevent
problems and ensure necessary maintenance. The intention is to guide those responsible in developing
the plans necessary to ensure that available resources – in most cases limited – are used in a rational
manner to guarantee safety and meet the expectations of users.

Fig. 2: San Valentino in Abruzzo Cit., Madonna della Croce municipal road: state of deterioration of the roadway.
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Fig. 3: 3D Model with textures; render template with section planes; mesh pattern map; scaled technical section.
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Abstract
For a long time neglected by scholars, the figure of Louis Arretche deserves more attention not only by
virtue of his long-lasting career but also because, in its complexity, it is emblematic of the so-called
Trente Glorieuses. A crucial period in France, especially for the approaches followed in the treatment of
the historic city, marked by subsequent experiments carried out since the end of the World War II. In
charge of the reconstruction of Saint-Malo, hardly hit by bombing in August 1944, the architect will strive
to rebuild its historic soul. His project, founded on a meticulous knowledge process, will follow the
principles of a sort of modern regionalism, albeit free from archaisms or nostalgic visions. Design criteria
resulting from a compromise between the revival of the historical appearance and the formulation of a
personal architectural language marked by both his awareness of reinforced concrete and the rejection
of the formal rigidity of Modernism. Taking its cue from an analysis of the entire process of the so-called
‘second reconstruction’, this paper debates the case study of the Breton town, less known than others,
such as Le Havre, but however an emblematic example of a reconstruction plan based on innovative
traditionalism. An experience, which will later influence Arretche’s activities for the safeguarding of the
historical sectors of Paris, le Marais and Rouen, established under the provision of the 1962 Malraux
law.
Keywords: reconstruction, Louis Arretche, Saint-Malo, Second World War

1.

Introduction

In recent times, there has been a renewed interest in French scholars towards the complex issue of the
‘second reconstruction’: a term which usually identifies the activities undertaken during the years 19451958, namely from the Liberation to the end of the Fourth Republic. At the same time, thanks to the
increased availability of archives, finally largely declassified, even its preparatory phase, which started
following the ‘seven weeks’ of the French campaign (May-June 1940), is being further investigated. After
the signature of the armistice, the territory was, in fact, divided into a military occupation zone in the
north and along the Atlantic coast, while in the south a collaborationist government - the so-called
Republic of Vichy, headed by Marshal of France, Philippe Pétain (1940-1944) - was established.
Constrained by the strict control of the Germans but still eager to affirm the cultural identity of the
country, the new government promoted a return to the land and to an architecture based on the French
character [1]. After the defeat of 1940, the need to proceed with the urgent reconstruction of a large part
of the housing stock destroyed by the war and the increasing standpoints by intellectuals against
liberalism - if not anarchy - of architecture, meant that the recovery and reconstruction of rural housing,
faithful to the regional styles, were considered mandatory. The ‘restoration’ of folklore in all its artistic
components - religious, architectural, linguistic and social - was therefore seen as a key instrument in
the hard work aimed at the Renaissance of the country, the so-called ‘national revolution’.
A careful and multidisciplinary rereading of the Vichy period - a sinistre et glace cauchemar as described
by Roland Barthes, not devoid of large internal tensions and contradictions - is now essential for a
correct understanding of the doctrinal and theoretical contributions that will characterise the operational
phase of reconstruction.
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If in the years 1940-1944, in fact, little or nothing was built or rebuilt, however, the administrative
structures and legislative acts, which will later support the concrete activities, were set up. The State
will fully assume the responsibility for reconstruction - in all technical and administrative aspects framing it in a wider overall planning strategy and a streamlining of procedures, based on corporatism.
Despite a declared willingness to modernise France, put forth by some technocrats in the government,
the reconstruction will globally follow the principles of architectural and urban anti-modernity, presenting
itself as the clear reflection of an archaic and rural society [2].
The urgency and the gravity of the situation did not leave much space for reflection. At the end of the
war, France will be behind Germany, the country most affected: 1,300,000 houses no longer habitable,
of which 450,000 completely demolished; 55,000 public buildings and about 620,000 industrial,
commercial or professional structures, destroyed. Some of the principles that had been envisaged by
modernists during the first four decades of the 20th century, such as hygiene, proper ventilation and
solar lighting, zoning, functional reorganisation of public space, will be adopted. The industrialization of
the production processes and the standardization of the types and then the architectural elements will
be favoured [3] but without creating a real break with the traditional idea of the urban space; on the
contrary, a real desire to reconstitute the old urban fabric, through the restoration of the blocks and the
maintain of the buildings on the original alignments, will be often imposed.
Only rarely we will assist to radical reorganization projects and/or urban re-foundations, which will apply
the modern notion of ‘plot’ to the entire city, the design of orthogonal thoroughfares, large open spaces
and broad prospects, as in the project by Auguste Perret for Le Havre [4] [5], or in other total annihilation
situations.
Actually, from the analysis of this pivotal moment in the evolution of French architectural and urban
policies emerges as the administration was finally brought to prioritize the projects both rejecting the
idea of the tabula rasa and that of reconstruction ‘as it was and where it was’, thus attributing to this
event, that ‘moderate character’, which will be later strongly criticized by some planners to the point of
considering it a ‘missed opportunity’ [6]. More generally, it will be tried to achieve a sort of ‘modern
regionalism’ as in Saint-Malo, an exemplary case in its conception and realisation although until today
one of the least studied. The investigation of the project conceived by Louis Arretche, however, appears
of great interest as it can be considered propedeutic to the establishment of design criteria that will be
replicated by the architect, not with some difficulty, on historical centres finally protected since 1962 by
a specific instrument, the so-called Malraux law.

2.
The language of the second reconstruction between productive modernity and
architectural and urban anti-modernity
Particularly worn out by World War II, thanks to the adoption of the Marshall Plan, France managed to
quickly revive its fortunes. The results of the reconstruction made after the Great War (1914-1918) were
considered disappointing in terms of country's modernization [7] [8]. Consequently, since the beginning
of the new hostilities, the State decided to introduce new methods of action, not anymore based on the
direct aid, but rather on the implementation of a real territorial and urban planning strategy. Even the
press, sharing the view of the Government, stressed the need to proceed with real improvement works
and not just with a mere reconstruction of lost assets. This time it would have been necessary to rebuild
“not at the scale of individual repairs, but, on the contrary, in a spirit of collective renewal of the affected
urban structures” [9].
Actually, in the course of the previous post-conflict, the activities had been essentially based on the
1919 Cornudet law. While the instrument already included clear instances of urban regulation - by
forcing destroyed cities, and those with more than 10,000 inhabitants to adopt a plan d’aménagement,
d’embellissement et d’extension - it was only partially applied. It gave way to the mimetic reconstruction
of properties, individually managed by the owners, in the same form and with the same defects [10],
and to the establishment of plans for the historic centres substantially linked to a 19th-century vision [11].
A reconstruction later judged ‘shy and chilly’, unable to impose and implement specific policies aimed
at the revival of the destroyed cities, as the result of models shared at the national scale and agreed
upon by the actors of the emerging urban planning discipline [12].
Consequently, on 11 October 1940, the Vichy government issued a law on the reconstruction of the
war-destroyed buildings, at the same time launching a reflection on the fate of the affected cities. It will
further proceed to the creation of structures in charge of reconstruction, such as the Commissariat à la
reconstruction technique immobilière, placed under the authority of the Délégation Générale à
l'Équipement national (11 October 1941), according to a programmatic design that will then be shared
by the new democratic state.
If the Vichy regime did not survive the war and therefore its reconstruction plans were not carried out
(beyond some emergency repair), however, following the Liberation, the new French provisional
government will use them for its programs, including many of the proposed principles, even in terms of
economic planning, in the famous 1946 Monnet plan. On 16 November 1944, the skills shared by the
aforementioned entities will be grouped into a new specific agency, the Ministère de la Reconstruction
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et de l'Urbanisme (MRU), entrusted to Raoul Dautry. The law of 15 June 1943 - the first planning law of
the country - will be extended by the order of 27 October 1945 and a new act established on 28 October
1946 will recognise victims the right to full compensation and war indemnities calculated based on the
value of destroyed assets.
The new administration will then be instructed to deal not only with the complex issue of reconstruction
but also with every aspect related to the urbanism, the housing, the construction, so defining the general
guidelines to which all stakeholders, both public and private, necessarily must comply [13]. According
to Dautry, cities should have been ‘restored’ according to overall - economic and urban - plans. The
reconstruction was therefore seen not only as a necessary work of rebuilding real estate but rather as
an opportunity to carry out a new social reform and a number of large projects that were supposed to
“touch everything, cover everything, control everything” [14], with the aim of modernising the nation.
In its methods of implementation, they will reflect in part the will and conceptions of ministers that will
lead MRU, by assigning to the reconstruction, consequential stylistic features. In an attempt to counter
the growing influence of the Athens Charter published in 1943 by Le Corbusier and to disagree with his
doctrinal positions, Raoul Dautry will oppose, for example, a functional interpretation of the city in favour
of an idea of urban planning with a human face. Under his direction, the reconstruction will then be
characterised by the rationalisation of production activities and the extensive use of prefabricated
building elements, made on a regional scale. A more contemporary and evolutionary review of that
architecture régionaliste that was imposed as the official doctrine of the first reconstruction, which later
in the 30s of the 20th century had become the manifesto of a violent struggle against modern architecture
and that finally, the Vichy regime had again formalised. But, this time with the ambition to bring progress
everywhere while respecting the harmony of the landscape [15] and all the features and expressions of
the French genius.
The appointment of Eugène Claudius-Petit as Minister of Reconstruction and Urbanism in September
1948 – attached to a daring conception of architecture - will seem to orient the reconstruction towards
modernity, framing it in an even more vehement way, in the national development plans in industry,
transport and housing. However, this ambition will remain unsatisfied, at least for that time. As already
mentioned, the revolution hoped-for in the 30s by the modernists will not yet be achieved and France
“will rebuild the framework of a society that will persist that of the pre-war” [13].

3.

The role of the architects of Reconstruction

Nevertheless, in this process, a role of primary importance was played by the architects, which will turn
the functional branch of the entire procedure. Before the war, the recourse to these professionals was
not compulsory in France. The creation of a specific association by the Vichy government in 1940 had
only partially changed the situation as, due to the war and during the German occupation, every
construction activity had been almost suspended and the architectural design will basically remain ‘on
the paper’. The beginning of the reconstruction operations, if on one side did not offer work opportunities
to all - being the assignments (perhaps, as always) strongly conditioned by connections and influential
acquaintances - nevertheless officially recognise the role of the architects in this field and, more
generally, in society. Actually, the Ministry of Reconstruction and Urbanism will explicitly incorporate
architects in its efforts to rebuild France, then include for the first time a number of architects for each
reconstruction project [17]. They had, therefore, to deal with an unknown situation and were confronted
with a new challenge: now the client was ‘France itself’ and they will be charged to design the future of
the nation, however, being confronted with a not homogeneous population and territory [18].
Based on the Charte de l'architecte-reconstructeur drawn up by the architect André Leconte on behalf
of the Commissariat and published in 1941, the work of the architect-rebuilder will be defined. It will
repose on a clear desire for reconciliation between tradition and modernity, refusing both an out-ofcontext architecture and the indiscriminate and disrespectful copy-paste. It will be suggested to make
reference to the tradition, not seen as a model but rather a sort of trampoline, with the conviction that,
as already affirmed by Auguste Rodin, “an art that is alive does not reproduce the past; it continues it”.
Subjected to specific authorization from the MRU, the architects were then divided into three hierarchical
categories. To the architecte en chef was assigned the role of coordinating activities, the definition of
the general character of the reconstruction and the preservation of the ‘aesthetics’ of the cities, to the
architecte chef de secteur were entrusted the same duties but at the neighborhood and/or block level,
while to the architecte d'opération were attributed the more technical aspects. A division of tasks, which
even because of its setting, brought professionals to reconstruct the blocks, especially in the first period,
on their pre-war forms in complete disregard of modernist precepts [19].
Still, the Charte de l'architecture promoted by the MRU in 1946 will focus on the modernity but within a
close relationship with the past: “ce sont des villes nouvelles que la France propose à sa jeunesse de
construire à la place des villes ensevelies. Ainsi l'avenir nous souderons au passé, ce qui est toute
l'histoire des hommes sur la terre”. The future will be an opportunity for the improvement of elapsed
times of which the picturesque was appreciated but not the lack of comfort. Therefore, in rebuilding cities
destroyed by the World War II, time and space will coincide. Expressing itself through a restitution à
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l'identique or by modern forms, the French reconstruction will leverage oldest objects inscribed in the
space, always refer to the past. Nonetheless, the protection of ancient city centres was still not a real
concern. At the time, the only instrument in force in the field was represented by the law of 25 February
1943, which integrated the notion of abords. Although imposing a system of supervision and control
over projects related to buildings located in the area of visibility of historic monuments (a radius of 500
meters around them), it still appeared ruled by an idea of protection essentially limited to the monuments
[20].
On the other hand, the lack of specific training of the architects will result in the mere application of the
architectural principles to the urban scale, of course with little appreciable results. For most of the
professionals of that time, urban planning was nothing more than an application of compositional
principles at large-scale [21]. In addition, the limited knowledge of both the municipalities and victims
about modern urbanism will often cause misunderstandings and delays in decision-making.
To a not encouraging phase, it will follow a more interesting trend aimed to ‘modernise the tradition’.
The architects chosen by the MRU will be confronted with urban planners to design the new structure
of the cities, finding the right solutions in balance and according to the will of a strongly disadvantaged
people, at the same time impatient to recover not only their destroyed goods but also lost physical and
spatial references. Relying on some shared strengths - the absence of decorum, the maximum
simplicity, the recourse to the traditional principles of the composition of the facades according to the
rhythm of solids and voids, the use of industrial cut stone, of pitched roofs, of windows with projecting
frames and later of the lodges, etc. -, the architects of the reconstruction will create a specific and
distinctive style.
During this period, many personalities will emerge: Henry Delacroix will be charged with the
reconstruction of Caen, Jean Niemans of Dunquerque, Marcel Mersier of Saint-Lô, Fernand Pouillon of
Marseille, Clement Tambuté of Abbeville, Robert Camelot of Lisieux, just to name a few; and Louis
Arretche that will be designated for the reconstruction of Coutances and Saint-Malo, as well as for other
small cities [20]. A figure that only in recent years has finally been the subject of some interest from
scholars. Just mentioned in the most important texts on modern architecture and, only recently, the
protagonist of one of the Carnets d'Architects, a series published by the Centre des Monuments
Nationaux [21], he instead deserves more attention.
3.1 Louis Arretche: an emblematic actor of the architecture of the Trente Glorieuses
A multi-faceted character, Louis Arretche has left an important legacy in both architectural design and
teaching. The latter conducted since 1937 at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, as chef of one of the most
frequented atelier and then at the Ecole nationale supérieure d'architecture de Versailles, where he will
work at the launching of one of the first Unités pédagogiques d'Architecture created by the French
university reform of May 1968.
He is a personage of great interest, not only because of its long-lived and conspicuous career but also
because, in its complexity, this is emblematic of a crucial time in France’s history, the so-called Trente
Glorieuses (1945-1975). A phase also of great interest for the guidelines established and followed for
the treatment of the historic town: affected by subsequent experiments carried out during the post-war
and the years of the ‘second’ reconstruction (1944-1950), in the urban renewal phase undertaken in the
late 1950 and finally with the implementation of the first controversial safeguarding plans introduced by
the 1962 Malraux law. A thirty-year period, dense of contradictions and inconsistencies, detachments
between theoretical-methodological tools and operational applications, dominated by ambitions and
opportunities, which are reflected in the work of this architect at the time as influential as self-effacing,
so active and respected in the milieu de la commande publique, as inexplicably lacking, after his death,
of celebrity.
Trained in the studio of Georges Gromort, awarded by the Prix de Rome and graduated in 1934, Louis
Arretche starts his professional career during the Occupation. He will work in Paris with Roger-Henri
Expert and later with Michel Roux-Spitz, architecte en chef du gouvernement, to the famous project of
‘rehabilitation’ of the unhealthy 16 block, located in the Marais district between the Saint-Gervais church
and the rue Saint-Paul: an episode that will certainly have a major influence on his next tasks.
Later, the post-war reconstruction will offer Arretche the opportunity to give a significant boost to his
career. At the Liberation, in fact, he will be one of the technicians chosen to face the devastating
outcomes of the conflict.
Since then and for over fifty years, he will deal with different and various experiences inherent to every
field of design. He will afford all of them following an approach always faithful to the beaux-arts spirit but
not far from the Modern Movement, attentive to the architectural form but free from conditioning and/or
stressing resulting from both the classical tradition and the growing technical-industrial development.
In this context, in 1944 Louis Arretche will be appointed by the Minister Raoul Dautry, as architecte en
chef de la reconstruction of Coutances, a commune located in the Manche department, in the Lower
Normandy region, which had been significantly damaged by bombing in the month of June of the same
year. His project aimed to preserve the city's character maintaining the native functions, although
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significantly reducing the density of blocks by changing the road layout to enlarge and regularize the
streets to facilitate the movement and, in parallel, to offer new perspectives on the churches of Saint
Pierre and Saint Nicolas, and the imposing Cathedral (fig. 1). The front of the rebuilt buildings will follow
traditional forms and will be based on the use of local stone. The reconstruction will end in 1957 and the
city will continue its northward expansion in accordance with the plans de zonage drawn up by architect,
by the creation of new districts and an industrial area.

4.

The reconstruction of Saint-Malo: a clear example of modern regionalism

Thanks to the fame reached during this first experience, in 1947, Arretche will also be entrusted with
the reconstruction of Saint-Malo, a walled port city in Brittany, on the English Channel. The Breton town,
fortified in the 17th century by the Marquis de Vauban, in 1940 had been turned into a military stronghold
and integrated into the German Atlantic defence system. In August 1944, it was hit hard by American
bombing during a ten-day siege (fig. 2). Inside the vieille ville, a relatively small area distributed on 24
hectares and with a pre-conflict population of 6,027 inhabitants, about 683 buildings were destroyed but
being motionless at least three floors, these accounted for about 2,000 apartments. Beyond the walls,
however, the consequences were less important: 170 demolished edifices (8%) and 400 injured (64%).
The rubble clearing operations began immediately. It was a meticulous work, conducted ‘stone by stone’
that did not foresee the use of bulldozers, both for security reasons and for the urban conformation,
characterised by streets and doors from the small width.
The Ministry of Reconstruction coordinated the work from Paris, with the collaboration in situ of the
representative of the monuments historiques, Raymond Cornon, and the mayors Alphonse GasnierDuparc and René Delannoy. It was, therefore, prepared an inventory of the buildings to be preserved:
130 properties marked with the initials MH (monuments historiques). Quickly, though, the debate
focused on the reconstruction project: some proposed to leave in place the ruins turning the city into a
sort of memorial of barbarism and absurdity of war, others to raze the surviving structures and then fully
reestablish the city according to new criteria. Finally, a third option, apparently favoured by the
inhabitants, suggested rebuilding the entire city à l'identique. Before long, it was understood, however,
that this hypothesis was neither possible nor desirable because “life, which is the supreme law of the
city, and above all of this, rejected such a simplistic solution. Compared with the past but with an eye to

Fig. 1: Louis Arretche, the arrangement of the place du Parvis in Coutances (1946-1948) (Fonds Arretche,
SIAF/Cité de l'architecture et du patrimoine/Archives d'architecture du XXe siècle).
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Fig. 2: Aerial shots of Saint-Malo after the bombing (Archives Municipales de Saint-Malo).

the future” [22]. After several debates were thus decided the reconstruction of many interesting facades
according to the original appearance, to revive the now disappeared image of the city and its rich
architectural heritage. The survivor faces stones were numbered one by one, removed and placed in
appropriate places, to be reused when useful. In late 1944, Marc de Brillaud Laujardière, ancien grand
prix de Rome, was responsible for preparing the reconstruction plan of the city. In his project, the ancient
medieval layout of Saint-Malo, characterised by narrow paths and twisted would be completely revived.
The streets will be enlarged just a bit, 8 meters at most, slightly straight while maintaining their sinuous
appearance. Some administrative structures, such as the old hospital and jail, will move outside the
walls and the marché aux légumes, previously located on the main street, pointed to a new site in a
larger and more suitable area. In terms of new construction, Laujardière proposed a first study on the
buildings placed near the cathedral and, for these, he imagined tall buildings of no more than two floors
plus a living roof, new adequate comfort standards and a general sober style, very far from any possible
temptation to make a pastiche. The plan was approved in February 1946 by the city council and two
months later by the ministry, but soon the architect will be forced to leave Brittany to work on the
reconstruction of the city of Caen. He will propose as a substitute the colleague Raymond Puthomme.
However, little appreciated at the local level, he failed to impose itself, as well as Yves Hemar, an
architect from Saint-Malo, well known for the construction of many seaside villas in the region. To them,
it was then preferred Louis Arretche, which taking its cue from the work of his predecessor, will be
strengthened to give back to the corsair city, its legendary silhouette (fig. 3).

Fig. 3: On the left, Louis Arretche with the General de Gaulle and an officer (1945-1959). On the right, programmatic
sketch of the reconstruction of Saint-Malo by Louis Arretche (Fonds Arretche, Académie d'architecture/Cité de
l'architecture et du patrimoine/Archives d'architecture du XXe siècle).
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First, the reconstruction of Saint-Malo would be that of its historical soul. This project, closely tied to a
meticulous knowledge work, was based on the respect for its traditional character. Arretche in fact
considered that “in such a situation, the architect's mission does not consist in imposing the type plan
of the city of his dreams [...] before daring to pick up a pencil, you have to think and dream for a long
time, harmonize its sensitivity with that of the website” [23].
This necessary identification with the city will result in the search for a new equilibrium based on the
preservation of its soul. Arretche, guided by the principles of a sort of modern régionalisme, albeit free
from nostalgic or archaic visions, will propose to maintain the skyline and the original proportional
relationships between the various elements of the city (fig. 4).
Extra moenia buildings will be reconstructed in a mimetic way, without changing the old alignments while
in the old town, the main profiles of both the cathedral and castle will dictate the guidelines of a new

Fig. 4: Louis Arretche, reconstruction plan of Saint-Malo (Fonds Arretche, Académie d'architecture/Cité de
l'architecture et du patrimoine/Archives d'architecture du XXe siècle).

overall built spatiality. This will be imprinted on a simplification and redistribution of spaces, the
expansion of principal roads, the elimination of alleys and small courtyards of old buildings in favour of
the construction of large blocks permeable to pedestrians via covered walkways. For the finishing, it will
be privileged traditional materials - granite and slate - but without concealing the use of standardised
and/or prefabricated elements, nor the use of modern technologies (figs. 5-6-7).
The reputation of Arretche will ensure him other professional duties also in the neighbouring towns of
Dinard and Saint-Servan-sur-Mer.
Contextually, the MRU will entrust him with the reconstruction of some towns in Lower Normandy. Later,
he will still work for the Ministry of the Interior and for that of the National Education. However, the
experience of reconstruction will push him to define an intermediate position resulting from a
compromise between the revival of the historical appearance and the formulation of a personal
architectural language marked by both his awareness of reinforced concrete and the rejection of the
formal rigidity of Modernism.
Criteria that he will refile, not with some difficulty, on historical centres finally protected by a specific
instrument, the so-called loi Malraux of 4 August 1962. Member of the Commission nationale des
secteurs sauvegardés since its establishment in 1963 - in charge of proposing the areas to be protected
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Fig. 5: Louis Arretche, reconstruction project of Saint-Malo: façades (Fonds Arretche, Académie d'architecture/Cité
de l'architecture et du patrimoine/Archives d'architecture du XXe siècle).

Fig. 6: Louis Arretche, reconstruction project of Saint-Malo : waterfronts (Fonds Arretche, Académie
d'architecture/Cité de l'architecture et du patrimoine/Archives d'architecture du XXe siècle).

and to deliberate on all aspects related thereto - Arretche will receive the task of safeguarding plans of
Rouen and the Marais district of Paris, in the latter flanked by Bernard Vitry, Michel Marot and Maurice
Minost. These plans will be two of the most famous of the so-called ‘first generation’, still characterised
by a philological approach to the problem of city centres where the attempt to recover entire sections of
the city to the state prior to the 19th-century speculations will finally prevail.
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Fig. 7: The fortified town Saint-Malo, today.

Despite the difficulties encountered in the elaboration of these plans, even in the absence of a specific
formation, Arretche will, however, contribute, with its action, to the evolution of thought in the field. He
crossed, proactively, a difficult transitional phase along the consolidation of the urban conservation as
an autonomous discipline, i.e. towards the preservation and reuse of historical, architectural and
landscape heritage as a complex formal structure, constantly changing [24].

5.

Conclusions

From the analysis of the so-called ‘second reconstruction’, through its protagonists and major
achievements, emerges as this period was of foremost importance - despite initial uncertainties, largely
due to the gravity of the situation and the lack of adequate training of the architects - in the genesis of
urban planning and, later, in the formulation of concrete proposals for the protection of historic centres.
In this sense, based on assumptions looking for a balance between tradition and innovation, the work
accomplished by Louis Arretche in Saint-Malo is significant because it marks a critical step towards
more careful reflections not only aimed at the simple repair of lost assets but also at the preservation of
the genius loci of the townscape.
Far from being a reconstruction à l'identique, as too often has been wrongly claimed, the result obtained
is the revival of the urban fabric destroyed in a simplified form and a rebuilding of its edifices using local
materials but reviewed in a contemporary way, which if compared to other contemporary works, shows
a more peaceful and wise relationship with the past.
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Abstract
Thanks to SfM (Image Based Modeling) survey techniques, is possible to realize 3D models of every
object, in a very short time and with limited economical and training resources, today. These semiautomated SfM software allow users to simply upload photos and follow a mediated workflow, without
any complex inner workings of SfM and this can be especially advantageous to users in non-technical
fields or to those with limited resources. Every year there is an international Event, #digitalinvasion,
that involves the Italian museums and that reckons on to allow to take pictures and video to the whole
museum collections. This event is present in Palermo since 2014 and the Engineering first year
classes were been twice involved in 2015 and 2016: it was possible to experiment the effect of a
dissemination of these techniques in a sample of young and non-technical people. In these two
occasions, the engineering alumni had carried out the 3D models of more than 120 pieces (with
different dimensions and difficulties) of the Salinas Archeological Museum’s collection. The same
experience was been conducted in Catania with the third year engineering classes under the
supervision of the Professor Cettina Santagati. In this paper will be reported the very impressive
results of twice experiences and will be designed the idea project for a different vision and “use” of the
museum visitors. The goal is to demonstrate that the museum visitors can be transformed in a
fundamental resource aimed at creation of the 3D archives and conservation of the heritage museum
collection.

Keywords: SfM, 3D modeling, museum collections, Cultural Heritage, conservation

1.

Introduction

In these last years there has been a sensible increase in the Cultural Heritage (CH) survey aimed at
the conservation and restoration. Especially refers to the tragic effects of earthquakes and terrorist
attacks that endanger the conservation of artworks and CH generally [1]. For this reason there has
been a proportional increase of the research aimed at driving down costs, time and training in survey
field. Low-cost digital photogrammetry using structure-from-motion (SfM) has made it possible for
nearly anyone with a digital camera to create 3D models of an object, an artwork, a building, a scene,
a physical environment. SfM technique represents an easy and widespread photogrammetric method
that uses the principle of parallax to derive 3D measurements based on shifts in 2D image features
from different photographs taken at different vantage points. Nowadays there are several SfM
software choices: some of them are available on web (3DCatch, Recap), some others are available in
the low costs software market. These semi-automated SfM software allow users to simply upload
photos and follow a mediated workflow, without any complex inner workings of SfM and this can be
especially advantageous to users in non-technical fields or to those with limited resources. Since
these techniques were been introduced, were refined and simplified so much that nowadays are
common used by the practitioners and the scientific researcher staff [2-5]. The most important step in
the Life Cycle Analysis of the CH is the monitoring one that aimed at the conservation of the Cultural-
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Works (CW). To make a continuous and planned monitoring of the CW is needed its survey and the
most diffused survey technique is the laser scanning ones. Nevertheless, it requires high technical
performance and high instrumental costs.
Thanks to the SfM techniques use it become possible to have a frequent and easy 3D monitoring of
the CH and this guarantees its own conservation .

Fig. 1: Life Cycle Cultural Heritage conservation.

The opportunity offered by these techniques is strategic in some specific contest such as museum
ones.
The Engineering first year classes have been involved in an international event, the #digitalinvasion, in
2015 and 2016 [6]. Thanks to these initiatives, the use of SfM techniques was tested by the young
generation with a brief training made inside the museum site. The same experience was conducted in
Catania under the supervision of Professor Cettina Santagati in the same event week both years.
The enthusiastic response of the alumni and the high 3Dmodels quality allowed us to create the 3D
catalogue of the whole museum collection.
This experience, potentially create the assumption to consider under another light the visitor that
become a co-creator of the 3D museum collection catalogue by guaranteeing a planning monitoring of
the state of conservation of the collection itself.
Other projects with similar goals are still under development such as: 4D-CH-World [7], MicroPasts
Knowledge Exchanges Project [8], Heritagetogether [9], Plaka project and Project Mosul [10].
Nevertheless, the methodology proposed in this paper is the first complete experiment that starts from
crowdsourcing and ends to 3D models.

2.

Methodology

In this case, the methodology concerns the planning of the whole organization:
● step 1: knowledge of the whole collection to have the more efficient subdivision for small
students team;
● step 2: first meeting to learn the SfM techniques;
● step 3: creates heterogeneous students groups;
● step 4: gives them an ending timeline to finish the dataset acquire.
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step
1

knowledge and subdivision in typological
classes of the whole collection.

step 2

first meeting to teach the SfM
techniques/video tutorial

step 3

creates heterogeneous students
groups

step 4

gives them an ending
timeline to finish the dataset
acquire

Fig. 2: Main methodology steps.

2.1 Step 1: knowledge and subdivision in typological classes of the whole collection.
This step is among the most important. In fact, the planning of the whole organization depend on it:
well know the museum collection to subdivide it in sub-typological classes. For example the
sarcophagi, the head statues, the torso statues, the tarsia, the baptismal fonts, the metope, the small
objects, the large objects, etc. The choice depend on the efficient effect on experience of young and
technically untrained people. In fact, the large object or the geometrical articulated object are not
suitable for a first time experience. For the 3D acquire of the Zeus statue (about 2 m width and more
than 3 m eight) is necessary to have photogrammetry ability to create the photo dataset because the
control of the hidden area and so big dimensions needs a solid experience. The same is for the
geometrical complex statues that needs more than one revolution around the object at different levels.
For Salinas Museum, it was necessary to create standard typological classes of objects to allow the
students to acquire easiness and friendly in the data set creation phase. First of all, it was selected the
museum room to start. The choice depend on the number of the people inside every groups: it is not
recommended to have more than four students for group to avoid unpleasant incident that could
damage the art collection. In Salinas museum there is an outdoor exposition in a colonnade space and
you can easy walk and move yourself. We start from here.
The first typological class is the sarcophagus one. (Fig. 3)

Fig. 3: Some of the sarcophagi collection.

For this typological work-art is necessary to have more attention to make the data set because of the
internal cavity in the structure. In fact, for this type of geometry the greatest difficulty is the one to
reconstruct the external and internal surface without any mistakes. Instead, for those sarcophagi that
have the cover, the difficulty is to reconstruct the articulated geometry of the same cover.
The second typological class is the bust sculpture one. (Fig. 4)
In this case, the optimal condition is to have the possibility to walk around the object but sometimes
these kind of sculptures are next to the wall.
The third typological class is the head bust sculpture one. (Fig. 5)
This kind of sculptures does not present particular difficulties, in fact are small sculptures and
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generally is possible to walk around them.

Fig. 4: Some of the bust sculptures collection.

Fig. 5: Some of the head sculptures collection.

Fig. 6: Some of the large sculptures collection.

The fourth typological class has a lot of complexity because of the great dimensions in height. (Fig. 6).
In fact, it is difficult to make a data set with the highest part of the sculpture. In our case, we conducted
the whole process with the museum officer help and we had ladders and every things we needed. But,
if we consider the support of the visitors it become more difficult to make the 3D model of this kind of
sculptures unless it is planned before with the museum staff.
We created other typological sculpture classes such as the stones, the metope of the temple, small
objects, etc. Nevertheless, in this paper, we cannot bring all the case studies for editorial space
reasons.
2.2 Step 2: first meeting to teach the SfM techniques
The lesson to teach the SfM techniques was made to evaluate the efficiency of the methodology. The
lesson has lasted around a hour and, within the lesson, it was presented the museum collection and
the SfM method. The methodological strategy of teaching is that to make an application in front of the
students: in this way they stay involved and they grieve to the technique. The easy and friendly use of
this last one, indiscriminately drags all. They warn that they have the opportunity to know a
methodology that, in a simple way, it puts them in condition to create a 3Dmodel of a real object. And,
in this way, they live the wait to directly experiment their own abilities, stimulated by a guaranteed
success.
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2.3 Steps 3 and 4: creates heterogeneous students groups and gives them an ending timeline
to finish the dataset acquiring
The establishment of heterogeneous students groups is very important because it allows us to have a
heterogeneous photo data set collection: in this way we ensure the creation of an efficient data set. In
fact, if the result of a photo collection is not enough to create a 3D model, with the implementation of
the others one it will works well. Every data set depends on the sensibility, of the knowledge, of the
degree of learning of whom does it. To foresee an overlap of the data set is important to ensure the
metric and visual accuracy of the object. You don’t have the immediately successes of the data set:
you deduce if it works just only after the software elaboration and it should be too late to come back to
the object site to do another data set!
Onces you made the groups you have to give them an ending timeline to finish the dataset acquiring
to avoid that they made a data set too big and it become difficult to manage.
Well done! that’s it. Now let’s start to analyse the results.

3.

Results

In this paragraph the results will be brought gotten on the works above you list and also on other
works- art.

Fig. 7: 3D visualization of the Alabastro sarcophagus.

Fig. 8: Three head sculptures in SfM.
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Fig. 8: The etrusc bust sculpture in the different visualization of the 3D model..

Fig. 9: A ionic capitol.
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Fig. 10: Zeus like. The iconic museum sculpture.

4.

Discussion/ conclusions

In this study it was possible to reproduce some of all the results only (Figg. 7-10), due to the limited
editorial space. Nevertheless, the example listed previously are typological different and each of them
shows a deep level of visual and metric accuracy. Furthermore, the twice experiment allows us to
carry out the 3D models of the whole collection and, this is a great achievement for us, as
researchers, such as for the museum, as beneficiaries.
If we think to make automated the methodology (for example thanks to a tutorial video at the museum
entrance, thanks to an SfM automated system, thanks to the installation of a work- room equipped
with workstation points) this methodology could become a project idea for the 3D implementation of
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the museum collections aimed at them conservation [11].
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Abstract

This paper is related to an experience carried out in the Environmental and Technological Design
course of the Bachelor Degree Programme in Architecture at the Politecnico di Torino. A methodology
for defining and assessing bioclimatic and passive energy systems applied to the whole building
design process, from building programming to design development, is presented. Examples of
exercises carried out by students are also described. This method can be applied to the professional
practice of bioclimatic architecture designers dealing with both new building construction and
renovation of existing buildings, even the ones with historical values. The system boundary is related
to the building envelope, both transparent and opaque. A multi-variables approach is applied to
calculate and evaluate the mutual interferences between different aspects of building design. In
particular, these variables are: solar access and control by shading according to seasons and climate;
daylighting control system to reduce artificial lighting; wind access and controlled natural ventilation for
space cooling and indoor air quality. The possibility to act on façade transparent elements, considering
all the above main aspects, results to be essential for learning and understanding the influence of
environmental and technological choices on the building system. The use of different tools and
calculation models is described with special attention to controlled natural ventilation systems.
Keywords: environmental design; passive cooling; didactical approaches; bioclimatic architecture;
building design

1.

Introduction

The need for a sustainable approach to building design is well recognized. As it is underlined by
several sources, the building sector is the major voice in primary energy consumptions (around 40% of
the total) and has a great responsibility in GHG emissions [1-3]. Several efforts are evident to reduce
the energy consumption in this sector, as underlined by strategies and policies such as the nZEB
directives – i.e. the 2010/31/EU on Energy Performance of Buildings (EPBD) for Europe [4].
An essential point to diffuse sustainable architectural practices is related to the inclusion of
environmental design issues in architectural courses at universities. If in the 60’s and 70’s,
sustainability was an architectural challenge more related to pioneeristic researches and approaches,
from 90’s, and especially from 00’s, it has become a recognized topic for academic architectural
purpose. Currently, environmental design, low-energy design, eco-friendly design are only some of the
topic taught in university courses. Amid different sustainable issues in architecture, passive and low
energy solutions together with all bioclimatic design aspects are fundamental topics to include a
sustainable background in the growth of future architect generations acting around several
multidisciplinary focuses [5-6].
Furthermore, on the passive point of view, a growing interest is now evident on cooling aspects.
Passive solar heating solutions are, in fact, well known and diffused, nevertheless, bioclimatic cooling
technologies, which are based on a more expanded set of solutions, are less known and diffused,
even if space cooling and ventilation is a quickly growing voice in building energy consumptions [7-9].
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This paper presents a specific approach to teach environmental and technological design at
universities starting from the experience of a devoted course in the English bachelor degree in
Architecture, 3rd year, at Politecnico di Torino University.
The proposed methodology will principally focus on bioclimatic aspects, including issues from the
building site design to technical element definitions. A performance-drive approach will be adopt
together with a progressive design developing approach from building programming phases to the
development of advanced design ones. The presented method will include passive cooling solutions
for the building envelope, considered as the principal frontier and protection to guarantee indoor
comfort. The principal aim of the described didactical approach is to consider the mutual effect of
different issues and related variables (lighting, thermal exchanges, controlled natural ventilation, solar
gains…), which are generally faced as singular problems. This approach can also be adopted for the
professional practice.

2.

The proposed didactical methodology

Building design is a complex process, which includes several developing phases and challenges, in
order to define a project that includes both the user-activity program and responses to the framework
of needs (UNI 7867/4) [10]. An environmental and technological design approach includes, since predesign phases, the correct definition of needs and related requirements considering users (what),
spaces (where) and technologies (how). A feed-back approach based on the performance checking of
requirements will allow a re-modulation cycle able to help designers in integrating, since the early
design, different environmental issues in their project – see also Figure 1.
The present paper proposes a methodological approach focusing on environmental and technological
issues, tools and models to perform environmental requirements in building design.

Fig. 1: Feed-back performance-driven approach to environmental and technological building programming.

3.

Environmental and technological pre-design phase

3.1 Building requirements definitions
As illustrated in figure 1, the definition of requirements, performances and indicators is necessary to
define the architectural building programming. This need-requirement approach (see also [11]) relates,
for example, to the specific system definition of UNI 8289:1981 [12], the eco-compatibility need-based
framework of UNI 11277:2008 [13], and mandatory requirements of Directive CEE No. 106/1989 [14].
Furthermore, in addition to these typological and topological classifications, the environmental
architectural programming needs for a modal-dynamic approach to define user activities and related
needs. A related design method was developed in [15] for school facilities, but can be easily modified
to be adopted for all building typologies.
In fact, it is possible to outline a series of steps towards environmental building programming able to
define relevant needs and requirements to be performed using devoted methods, models and tools.
- definition of a dimensional matrix based on national standards (minimal requirements);
- definition of a matrix of activities related to a modal classification and related functional units
(including activities to be performed for a specific function);
- definition of an input-output matrix of energy, materials and waste flows relative to the
selected functional units;
- definition of virtual tridimensional spatial units;
- definition of a matrix of class of requirements for the virtual spatial units to be further checked.
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BULDING PROGRAMMING MATRIX
LEVEL

SPACE

OBJECT
TYPE/SYSTEM
UNIT
Building type
Space unit
(Residence, office, (Living space,
hotel, hospital,
night space, office
commercial, etc.) unit,
collective space,
etc.)

Building system

TECHNOLOGY

Technological unit
(Opaque envelop,
transparent envelop,
internal partitions,
bearing structure,
exteranl partititions)

Mechanical system Building services
(HVAC , Water
management, safety
& security,
communication, etc.)

ELEMENT
Space element (Living room,
bedroom,
corridor, staircase,
outdoor space, etc.)

ACTIVITY/FUNCTION
Eating
Cooking
Resting
Sleeping,
Walking,
etc.

FUNCTIONAL
Dimensions
Space efficiency ratio
Relationships between
space units/activities

CLASS OF REQUIREMENTS
OPERATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
Compatibility
Natural Illuminance
Flexibility
Artificial illuminance
Accessibility
Thermal comfort
Adaptability
Acoustic comfort
Usability
Visual comfort (view,
Ergonomics
colours)
Safety
Time-space perception

Technical Building Eelement
(Roof, floor slab,
window frame,
window glazing, door,
internal wall, external wall,
etc. )

Bearing
Viewing through
Protecting from
meteorological events

Technical Building System
(Indoor climate control,
ventilation, plumbing,
electrical wiring, CCTV
system,
fire protection,
security & safety control,
elevator,
renewable energy
production system, etc.)

Control indoor climate Dimensions
Efficiency
Control IAQ
Relationships between Operability
Control safety & security TBSs
Maintainability
Bringing water
Bringing waste
Draining storm water
Collecting and
dispersing waste water

Dimensions
Location and orienation
Surface ratios
Relationships between
functions

Mechanical resistance
(static and dynamic)
Operability
Durability
Maintainability
Disassembling ability
Safety

Climate response
(exposure, protection)
Energy flow transmission
Sound transmission
Pollutants emission (to
air, to water, to soil)
Recycled material
content and potential
Energy consumption in
operation
Energy production
Life cycle energy balance
(materials embodied
energy)

Fig. 2: Matrix of classes of requirements – Building programming design phase.

Figure 2 shows the used matrix of classes of requirements that includes different need sources
(regulations, users, technological, environmental…). Each requirement can be translated in one or
more performance indicators with relative reference thresholds. A definition of such step is reported in
detail in [15]. Furthermore, when building requirements and indicators are defined, it is possible to
create minimal functional space units, as the ones reported in Figure 3, that can be used, thanks to
different specific levels of adaptation/disadaptation [11,16], to algorithmically define the building
organization. On a functional point of view, a valid example is represented by methods as the one
presented in [17]. On an environmental and technological point of view, a method is proposed, see the
following sections, for both site and preliminary building definition, and further building design phases.

Fig. 3: Definition of each functional space units to be applied in a scalar and performance-drive early design
approach. Example developed by the student group No. 04 /2015: Tom Dagan, Nadia Raviola, Uyen Vuong Kim.

3.2 Site &
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3.2 Site & environmental design – the site microclimate matrix tool
In addition to functional and technological requirements, on the building programming point of view,
environmental aspects have to be taken into account. For each functional space units different
requirements can be underlined such as solar and prevalent wind access/protection, outdoor
connection, need for natural lighting. A list of requirements relative to environmental, economic and
social aspects of sustainability in buildings is illustrated in [18] in accordance to ISO/DIS 21929-2.
In accordance to our proposed methodology, on a site environmental point of view a three-step
process is adopted:
-

Environmental site analysis considering solar and wind exposition/protection;
Preliminary aggregation of functional space units using a digital or real maquette in
accordance to the identified requirements;
A performance check of this maquette using all defined set of indicators. On the environmental
point of view, the requirements will be checked using both a recalculated site analysis and an
Heliodon to study sun shading and exposition.

The first step, as the first part of step 3, are based on the site microclimate matrix tool. This tool,
originally defined by [19], has been further implemented by authors [7,18,20] for including a wind-wake
core calculation method starting from the database reported in [21]. This microclimate matrix classifies
the site, in 2-d or in 3-d, according to four classes: sunny-windy; sunny-calm; shaded-windy; shadedcalm (see Figure 4). In relation to each specific activity and space unit adaptation/disadaptation values
can be differently defined in order to optimize building and outdoor activities location on the plot. This
primary aggregation of functional space units will be checked using different performance indicators
categories (technological and environmental). On the environmental point of view, the site
microclimate matrix will be recalculated considering not only surrounding elements, but also the
designed building, in order to re-verify the preliminary design quality. Furthermore, on didactic
purpose, the Heliodon [22] installed at the Politecnico di Torino SiTIn laboratory, is used for checking
and modifying in real-time shading and sun exposition of the preliminary space unit aggregation.
Figure 5 reports an example of this process. When the preliminary building organization is defined, it is
possible to continue with further design steps.

Fig. 4: The site microclimate matrix on the design plot (Turin). Example developed by the student group
No. 1/2015: Carolina Pastor, Peiwen Ren, Temirlan Nurpeissov.
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Fig. 5: Heliodon checking of the preliminary aggregation of space units. Example developed by the student group
No. 1/2015: Carolina Pastor, Peiwen Ren, Temirlan Nurpeissov.

Fig. 6: The flow chart of the proposed methodology, linking together the average daylight factor calculation, the
shading system dimensioning and the optimization of openable areas for guarantee space cooling and ventilation
trough CNV.
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4.

Building environmental and technological design

Even if several aspects are related to sustainable and low energy building design, the envelope can
be considered as the main barriers between outdoor and indoor environments being the first element
for indoor comfort preservation. During the course, opaque envelope components are considered in
terms of U-vale, periodic thermal transmittance, phase shift and attenuation values due to thermal
inertia, with the correct definition of the envelope mass. This last parameter is very important also to
calculate the potential in heat dissipation by night cooling strategies using controlled natural ventilation
(CNV). Furthermore, a simplified calculation of energy needs based on standard UNI TS 11300-1 [23]
is performed for each month in order to verify the amount of energy need for cooling and heating.
Nevertheless, this paper principally focuses on the mutual relation between three main aspects of the
transparent components of the building envelope related to visual and summer thermal comfort by
using passive/natural sources (natural lighting and passive cooling by heat prevention – shading
systems – and heat dissipation – CNV). These 3 main issues are generally faced as independent
challenges and optimized according to performance-driven checking in where mutual interactions are
not included. Differently, the proposed methodology introduce a feed-back cycle linking together these
three issues in order to acquire and test mutual relationship - see Figure 6.
The proposed method can be implemented to integrate other bioclimatic solutions as sunspace
dimensioning using parametric analyses [24] and/or specific calculation methods [25-26].

4.1 Shading system
All transparent surfaces, with the exclusion of north facing one in Northern hemisphere and the
opposite in Southern one, have to be checked to prevent summer overheating and maximize winter
solar gains. The proposed methodology uses shadow masks representation overlapped with sun path
diagram to verify solar access and shadowing on a specific point of a surface [7]. The central point of
each window, or more than one for bigger transparent surfaces, is checked to maximize the winter
solar access and control direct sun exposition in summer according to the following steps:
-

Define the shadow period considering average monthly temperature values and typology
threshold (e.g. 20-21°C for residential buildings; 18-20°C for office ones) and/or a global
Horizontal radiation threshold (e.g. 315 Wh/m2)
Choose the right shadowing devices according to the specific needs (e.g. overhanging,
vertical louvres, movable or fixed fins, eggerates)
Optimize the shape of the chosen shadow system for fitting summer and winter requirements.

Figure 7 reports a sample application of this method. Furthermore, the shading system is checked in
the feed-back cycle presented before to analyse its influence on the daylight factor and on the CNV
requirements (solar gains) and performance (airflow obstacles).

Fig. 7: Shading device calculation by using a mask shadow protractor. Example developed by the student group
No. 14/2015: Wei Jialin, Xiao Yu, Zhang Denglishun.

4.2 Daylight factor
The mean daylight factor (DFm) of a room is a metric used to check in design phases the amount of
natural lighting entering inside a space unit. This calculation is performed, according to different
national regulations, considering diffuse radiation by a covered standard sky. In Italy, the calculation of
the DFm (called FLDm) is required by the sanitary ministry Decree law of 5th July 1975 for residential
buildings, while other regulations and standards define the minimum requirement for other building
typologies (e.g. School, hospital…).
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According to the Italian calculation method, DFm is function of the area of the window, the glazing
transmission factor, the presence of obstruction and the thickness of the window wall, the total internal
surface area of the room, and the average weighted reflection factor of all internal surfaces.
The proposed methodology starts from the calculation of room DFm, and further optimize this value to
reach at least the minimum requirement (e.g. 2% for housing spaces). Furthermore, this calculation
will be included in the previously described feed-back cycle in order to check the influence on this
value due to other parameters such as the presence of shading systems, which reduces the amount of
visible sky, and the openable area dimensioning to fulfill CNV, which can increase the transparent
area.
4.3 Natural space cooling and ventilation
The building spaces are then checked to correctly dimension a CNV system. This system has to fulfill
both indoor air quality (IAQ) and natural cooling of spaces. In order to correctly dimension the system,
based on window or grid-devoted openings, it is firstly necessarily to define the required airflow rates
through the building for cooling and ventilation. The airflow rate for IAQ for a given space unit can be
calculated on a daily base according to the following expression:
qr-IAQ = qr-IAQ(p) * Nocc * Focc

[m3/h]

(1)

where the qr-IAQ(p) is minimum required airflow rate per person for the given space unit – office,
residence, bar… – (e.g. UNI 10339 [27]), Nocc is the number of occupants and Focc the factor of
occupancy – fraction of occupied hours during the day. By dividing the qr-IAQ by the net volume of the
considered space it is possible to calculate the required Air Change per Hour (ACH) for IAQ.
The airflow rate for cooling can be calculated according to the following expression:
qr-cool = H / ((ca * ρ * (ti – te))

[m3/h]

(2)

Where H is the day-averaged hourly heat gain (internal and solar ones) in the space unit [W], which
can be assumed by the energy balance calculation (e.g. [23]) or by using methodology as the one
described in [7], ca is the thermal heat capacity of the air (0.28 W/kg°C), ρ the air density (1.2 kg/m3 at
20°C), and ti and te the day-averaged temperature respectively of the indoor and outdoor air. By
dividing the qr-cool by the net volume of the space, it is possible to calculate the ACH for cooling.
Defined the two requirements to be fulfilled by CNV, it is possible to design this system in order to
perform the needed ACH of the considered spaces. Natural air movement in buildings are due to
wind-driven ventilation and stack-driven ventilation. The first is due to the difference in pressure
between two openings localized at the same height thanks to the effect of wind. The second refers to
the natural movement of air inducted by a difference in temperature (and pressure) between two
openings localized at different height due to positive air buoyancy.
Wind-driven ventilation
It is possible to calculate the hourly wind-driven airflow rate by using the following expression:

qv ( h )  v( h ) 

c p  c p
1
1
 ...  2
2
2
c d 1  A1
c dn  An2

 3600

[m3/h]

(3)

Where v(h) is the average wind velocity at the barycentre of the openings calculated for the seasonal
prevalent wind direction by transforming the metro station data according to the barycentre height and
the specific terrain roughness for wind velocity profile exponent and the height of the boundary layer –
see the conversion table presented in [7]; cp+ and cp- are the pressure coefficients of the openings
(positive for windward façade and negative for the leeward one) that can be calculated using both the
average façade Cp derived from tabulated values according to building rations and wind incident
angles [7] or specific software (e.g. Cpcalc+ [28-29]); cd is the discharge coefficient of openings (e.g.
0.6 for external opening and 0.9 for internal open door); and A is the opening area projecting the
relevant window/vent on the vertical plane. The calculated hourly wind-drive airflow can be divided by
the net volume of the space to define the performed ACHv.
Buoyancy-driven ventilation
It is possible to calculate the stack-driven airflow rate by using the following expression:

qc ( h)  cd  A  2  g  h 

(t i  t e )
 3600
T

[m3/h]
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(4)

Where A is the average net area of inlet and outlet openings; g the gravity acceleration; H the
average vertical distance between air inlet and outlet openings; ti and te indoor and outdoor air
temperatures in Kelvin; and T the average value of absolute air temperature between indoor and
outdoor. The stack-driven ACH is calculated by dividing the qc(h) by the net volume.
Combined ventilation
If both wind and stack driven ventilation are present, it is possible to calculate the combined airflow by
extracting the square root of the sum of qv(h) and qc(h) both raised by 2. The combined airflow rate can
be divided by the net volume to calculate the relative ACH.
The calculated ACH by CNV has to be checked with the required ACH for IAQ in winter and the
maximum ACH between IAQ and cooling in summer. If the requirements are not fulfilled, the net
opening areas of the considered windows/grids for CNV have to be increased to optimize the CNV
potential. At the contrary, if in winter the obtained ACH is too high in relation with the required one, a
seasonal reduction of net opening area has to be calculated subdividing the opening elements in order
to avoid excess of thermal loss. Figure 8 reports and example of CNV optimization.

Fig. 8: CNV flow scheme and calculation. Example developed by the student group No. 1/2015: Carolina Pastor,
Peiwen Ren, Temirlan Nurpeissov.

5.

Discussions and conclusions

The method here illustrated has been applied for several academic years and has proved to be
effective in transmitting to students the awareness of the interactions between building design and the
physical environment. In addition, it provides quantitative indicators to “measure” the impacts of design
choices on the physical context of the building being designed and, reciprocally, supplies simplified
algorithms to assess the influence of climate factors such as solar radiation, wind force, and
daylighting on architectural configurations.
The approach and tools presented here are continuously updated and upgraded, based on the most
innovative calculation and representation technologies. In particular, new fitting elaborations are
foreseen on the influence of building obstacles to wind, applying a CFD software in order to widen the
sample of building geometry configurations used for drawing the wind wake core depth.
Another interesting application of the method described is related to an interactive procedure based on
a feedback circular approach for assessing the environmental performance of design choices since
the beginning of the design process. This procedure allows for evaluating the effect of the above938

mentioned climate factors on the building environmental performance while the design choice is made,
with a feedback check on the compliance of the requirements set during the building programming
phase. This check can also assess possible conflicts between requirements, e.g., shading Vs
daylighting or airflow Vs shading, hence, allowing to choose the optimal compromise solution.
Authors believe that the method and tools described here can really help in making more effective the
teaching in architecture schools by integrating building design with technological and environmental
approaches. Furthermore, the proposed tools can help building designers in their professional practice
during the first phases of the design process, when making environmentally conscious choices is very
important to avoid costly adaptation in the following design development phases.
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Abstract
Development of “Environmental Water Supply System (EWSS) for Disaster Mitigation” is a project that
is aimed at fostering the climate and reviving natural water resources in an easy to use manner. In
addition, this project also aims at preserving the wooden culture from seismic fires in spite of damage
in modern firefighting system, and realizing a beautiful and safer city environment with abundant water.
It is also the duty of present generation to revive them from the perspective of environment and
disaster prevention and pass on to the future generations.
The former chapters deal with a part of the advanced cases pertaining to Disaster Prevention Water
Supply System using natural water resources specific to the region along with the
improvement/development projects. Subsequently, we shall try out the recommendations of concrete
plans for the case project regions employing these concepts. As for the target area, Kiyomizu area
(inclusive of world heritage listed sites in the vicinity of Kiyomizu temple) was selected.
When it comes to the implementation of maintenance project, there were many issues such as
securing the budget, setting the operating body and consensus building with the residents, and
development of the project is not easy. We will introduce policies towards subsequent additional
maintenance by consolidating the requirements in the process of realizing the reference cases.
Keywords: Kiyomizu Temple World Cultural Heritage Zone in Kyoto JAPAN, Seismic Fire, Fire
Disaster Mitigation, Environmental Water Supply System, Project Management

1. Characteristics of wooden culture and environmental value
As in other Asian countries, Japan also experiences hot and humid monsoon climate. Its abundant
rainfalls produce abundant water and greenery, and thus, our ancestors fostered unprecedented
“Wood Culture” over a long period of history. The wooden architectures worldwide and the traditional
townscapes consisting of such wooden architecture are irreplaceable cultural resources for the
mankind at present.
It still cannot be denied that trees have risks such as combustibility, etc. However, wiping out the
traditional wooden culture, which forms a part of the cultural heritage, in a hasty manner from the earth
simply because they are susceptible to fire will be an immeasurable loss to the mankind from the
perspective of cultural diversity and conservation of the global environment.
To preserve wooden cultural cities, it is important to make the buildings fire proof, and more than
anything to realize safe environment which can extinguish the fire within no time just in case the
building catches fire.

2. Concept of environmental water supply system for fire disaster prevention
One of the most important disasters from the aspect of conserving wooden cultural cities that are
distributed worldwide is “seismic fire.” This phenomenon involves dangerous fire accidents “occurring
simultaneously” that wipe out any kind of cultural heritage.
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Here, it should be noted that the major damage in the residential areas with wooden houses during the
Great Hanshin Earthquake, which occurred on 17th January 1995, was because the water was not
supplied from the modern urban infrastructure, which was otherwise excellent. This lack of water
supply was due to the occurrence of severe seismic motion and scarcity of water to cope with
“Simultaneous Fire Accident”1).
Traditional wooden cultural cities need to be preserved in future along with the coexistence of seismic
fires, which may also be caused from Japanese islands. Response to this proposition can be initially
ensured by reviving “existing natural water resources in the region,” such as rivers, water passages,
ponds, seas, well water, rainwater harvesting, which can enable water supply even during
earthquakes. This proposition could also be ensured through fire-fighting by public fire-fighting
services and maintaining a safer environment focusing on first-aid fire extinguishing services on a
voluntary basis by the local people who can immediately handle fire accidents.
Development of “Environmental Water Supply System for Fire Disaster Prevention” is a project that is
aimed at fostering the climate and reviving natural water resources in an easy to use manner. In
addition, this project also aims at preserving the wooden culture from seismic fires and realizing a
beautiful and safer city environment with abundant water. Wooden culture and urban water resources
have their origins in the water, which is the same natural blessing. It is also the duty of present
generation to revive them from the perspective of environment and disaster prevention and pass on to
the future generations.

3. Composition and overview of this manuscript
The strategy for the utilization of water resources, citizens and facilities of the community in the
wooden cultural cities and Kyoto City, Japan, has been formulated as the basic concept for Disaster
Prevention Water Supply System2) in 2002. This strategy has been formulated based on the
experiences of the Great Hanshin Earthquake so as to complement the normal fire-fighting system for
emergencies.
The following chapters also deal with a part of the existing cases which can be referred for Disaster
Prevention Water Supply System using natural water resources specific to the region along with the
improvement/development projects. Subsequently, we shall try out the recommendations of concrete
plans for the case project regions employing these concepts. As for the target area, Kiyomizu area
(inclusive of world heritage listed sites in the vicinity of Kiyomizu temple) with the heavy possibility of
severe damages, especially from seismic fires, even in Kyoto area, which is considered as a precious
social capital with a group of traditional wooden monuments, was selected.
Since 2006, Kyoto City became the main area among the relevant areas. Its primary maintenance was
initiated as the Ministry of Internal Affairs & Communications and Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and
Transport “Disaster Prevention Water Supply System maintenance service for the preservation of
cultural heritage and its surrounding area.” This maintenance was partially completed in 2011.
When it comes to the implementation of extensional maintenance project, there were many issues
such as securing the budget, setting the operating body and consensus building with the residents,
and development of the project is not easy. Even in the case of project development techniques,
which are important to manage the project, we will introduce policies towards subsequent additional
maintenance by consolidating the requirements in the process of realizing the reference cases.

4. Case research of Disaster Prevention Water Supply System using natural water
sources and implementation process of maintenance services
First of all, we will deal with the system overview for typical cases and consolidate the project
implementation process from the Disaster Prevention Water Supply System maintenance cases using
the investigated natural water sources. This manuscript overviews the maintenance of gravity water
supply system in the area falling under Ogimachi, Shirakawa, Ono District in Gifu Prefecture
(Shirakawa township) as typical examples for rural areas. Our research also overviews the
maintenance of irrigation channels and maintenance of disaster prevention and snow removal in
Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture as typical examples in urban areas.
4.1 District overview
In December 1995, Shirakawa township, which at present inherits a group of traditional monuments
listed in world cultural heritage as “Historic Villages of Shirakawa-go and Gokayama,” is a village
located in heavy snowfall areas in the northern part of Gifu Prefecture. It has a population of about
2,000. The structures with rafter roofs, particularly thatched roofs, are weak against fire and disaster
preparedness. However, in Ogimachi area, the disaster prevention maintenance is being done by
utilizing the existing agricultural canals without damaging the landscape. This is distinctive as securing
the budget and revision of laws for landscape preservation has been carried out simultaneously along
with the disaster prevention maintenance.
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On the other hand, Kanazawa city in Ishikawa Prefecture which consists of urban zone stacked up on
the structures such as narrow roads and artificial waterways, which were formed during Edo era from
17th century. With a population of 460,000, the city also has remains of historical castle townscapes
such as old samurai residences, red light districts, a group of sacred buildings, etc. It consists of a
network of irrigation canals whose total length is 150 km and a large number of them turning into
underground culverts because of modernization. Since it is the region with a lot of snow, a well-type
sprinkler facility, which melts the snow on the road surface, has been introduced on the main routes,
which are working from the beginning of December to the beginning of March next year.
4.2 Overview of Existing Disaster Prevention Water Supply System
(1) Fire protection system created by utilizing agricultural water and the height difference in
Shirakawa township
In the Shirakawa-Ogimachi area, Gravity-fed Fire-fighting Water Supply System was established for
sending the high-pressure water, which is produced due to height difference and gravity, to 62 fire
hydrants and 59 water cannons that are arranged within the prefecture. The water is sent from 600t
water storage tank installed on the Mae-yama hill at 80 m higher place with the agricultural water
supply route.3)
The water flowing into the village is supplied to the 8 fire-preventing cisterns/tanks installed along the
waterway, which ensures multiple ways of securing water. Water cannons are installed diagonally in
such a way that the houses with steep rafter roof are enclosed by water curtains at a height of 20 m to
prevent fire spread by fire sparks (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Water discharge exercise in Shirakawa township
(2) Fire protection system with revival of irrigation canals and utilization of wells for snow
removal in Kanazawa city
Taking advantage of “Landscape Regulations” of 1989, actions were initiated to preserve traditional
environment and form beautiful landscape. From 1996 onwards, apart from the landscape, activities
such as maintenance of water canals (Opening of culverts, ensuring access to the water surface) (Fig.
2), and installation of Kama-ba (Water absorbing pit for fire extinction) were carried out with disaster
prevention as one of the aims.

Fig. 2: Examples for the maintenance of feed water in Kanazawa city
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Improvements have been made so that the wells systems for highway snow melting can be used as
the disaster prevention water supply base and fire extinction base, and a pumping capacity of 1 t/min
or more, which is the standard of fire-fighting water, can be secured. Moreover, the electricity
distribution boards have been improved so that power can be supplied from the outside, such as
through lighting power supply cars, by considering the power failure due to disasters. Development
has been completed at more than 60 locations.
4.3 Background leading to the development and maintenance of Disaster Prevention Water
Supply System
(1) Geographical background
Irrigation canals exist in the area of Shirakawa and Ogimachi villages since the days when the rocks
were hollowed out with chisel. A major renovation was carried out for agricultural water way (Common
for living and agriculture) at a total length of 2.5 km from 1973 to 1978. Water from these channels
was transmitted through low mountains located behind the village, resulting in the implementation of
the leading gravity system.
On the other hand, irrigation channels were arranged in the form of a network in Kanazawa town since
Edo era (16th Century). The Kanazawa city has a history of utilizing these water channels for many
purposes such as agricultural irrigation, transporting supplies, and power source for polishing rice and
refining botanical oil and cleaning dyes with Yuzen Nagashi (the process of removing glues and extra
dyes in a clean river) prior to the installation of culverts in modern times. To cope with accumulated
snow, 200 highway snow removal devices were installed in the city roads after 1968, which resulted in
the usage of ground water.
(2) Causes triggering maintenance
The Shirakawa township became well-known as a result of “Discover Japan” campaign by JNR in
1974. It was selected as an important preservation district for group of traditional buildings by the
Central Government in 1976, which marks the beginning of the development of Disaster Prevention
Water Supply System to protect the villages from fire.
Decision on the creation of conduits for water channels followed by revival project of Korinbo in 1985
marks the beginning for the development in Kanazawa city. The addition of disaster prevention
function to water channels and addition of disaster prevention function to snow removal wells system
are being planned and executed by taking advantage of the Great Hanshin Earthquake of 1995.
4.4 Process for development project
(1) Development planning
Since the board of education was in charge during the designation of historic villages of Shirakawa
and Ogimachi as important preservation districts for a group of traditional buildings by the Central
Government, entire operation was carried out mainly by the board of education till the implementation
of Disaster Prevention Water Supply System. Since there are no reference case examples for gravity
utilization for Disaster Prevention Water Supply System, the current unique system was formulated for
the Shirakawa village.
Department for urban agriculture and urban forestry infrastructure development was engaged in the
planning of irrigation channel maintenance project in Kanazawa city since 1994. However, the
changes were made in the original plan due to the Great Hanshin Earthquake that occurred in the
following year, and water scooping pits were established in 20 places to help prevent fire. Kanazawa
City General Affairs Division, General Affairs Section, and the Comprehensive Disaster Prevention
Office formulated the disaster recovery plan for snow removal wells, aiming at multiple Disaster
Prevention Water Supply System.
(2) Budget securing and utilization of the system
Regarding the development of Gravity-fed Fire-fighting Water Supply System in Shirakawa township,
50% of governmental subsidy was received from the Ministry of Culture in the name of “Introducing
disaster prevention facilities in important preservation districts for group of traditional buildings” from
1977 to 1981 and again in 1989. The remaining 50% was granted as annual expenditure depending
on the general finances of the village. Governmental subsidy for developing cisterns using cannel
water was received for the titled purpose of aquaculture from the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries of Japan in the name of “Comprehensive maintenance project to activate agricultural villages
in hilly and mountainous areas” from 1994 to 1998. In addition to the maintenance of agricultural lands,
agricultural roads and regional development, a part of the subsidy was also allotted to disaster
prevention development project.
The maintenance of irrigation channels in Kanazawa city was carried out using the subsidy from the
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan (Water environment maintenance project). The
budget burden rate was 50% for Central Government, 20% for prefectures, and 30% for cities.
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Moreover, subsidy towards the maintenance of environment protection facilities (Governmental
subsidy rate 1/3) from the former Environment Ministry and loans/bonds from the former Ministry of
Home Affairs were utilized. The city bears the entire expenditure for installation of bridges on water
channels and maintenance of disaster prevention snow removal wells.
(3) Implementation of development project
In the case of Shirakawa township, It is not the regular construction sector but a single section known
as Board of Education that is responsible for continuing the development project. When it comes to
consensus building with the community, there were no counter opinions since it was the project
desired by the entire community. As for the right to water utilization, which is an issue, permission was
granted by the Central Government for transmission of water from the First Grade Rivers on the
condition of temporary usage of water only in emergencies.
Demolition and narrowing of about 30 privately owned bridges, revival of water banks by stone
masonry, establishment of jetty pavements, and laying underground power lines were carried out In
Kanazawa city, through the agreement between the owners of private bridges, which occupy irrigation
channels, and the city authorities to create ease in getting around the town following water network.
As for the departments responsible for the project till 1995, “Rivers Section of Civil Engineering
Division” was responsible for negotiations for revival of open channels and maintenance, and
management of irrigation channels in urbanization promoting areas. The “Department for urban
agriculture and urban forestry infrastructure development” was responsible for the maintenance and
management of irrigation channels in urbanization restricted areas. The “Roads Improvement &
Management Section of Civil Engineering Division” was responsible for maintenance and
management of city roads. However, the “Irrigation Channels and Roads Maintenance Division,” which
consisted of 3 sections above, was established in 1996 to promote a broad range of development
services to eliminate vertical structure in governmental sectionalism. When it comes to the right to
irrigation water, permission was granted for the usage of water on the condition of temporary usage of
water in emergencies. It has been scheduled that an advance payment be made by the Department
for Urban Agriculture and Urban Forestry Infrastructure development to the Irrigation Water
Management Association constituted by farmers towards water service charges for a period of 20
years and then to abandon its ownership rights to irrigation water.
Civil Engineering Division, Roads Construction Section is responsible for the installation of highway
snow melting devices, and “Civil Engineering Division, Livelihood Road Maintenance Section”
oversees the maintenance and administration. The Civic Life Division, Civic Safety Section takes care
of the maintenance and administration of the part of disaster prevention wells.
(4) Disaster prevention activities and operations after development
Fire broke out thrice, i.e., in 1986, 1989, and 1996, in Shirakawa township after maintenance, but the
fire was controlled in all these cases. The existence of mature community in Shirakawa village can be
cited as a factor behind the strong disaster prevention system. The ongoing all-around inspection for
fire-fighting equipment being conducted twice a year by the voluntary fire brigade virtually involves one
person from every household. Since 2002, the policy is to let the community people to conduct water
discharge exercise and day-to-day maintenance such as snow removal in the surroundings of the
equipment, etc.
When viewed from the aspect of maintenance and operating status in Kanazawa city, efforts are being
made to ensure water flow throughout the year including agriculture off-season not only from the
perspective of scenery and tourism but also from the perspective of disaster prevention. The city is
providing assistance to Irrigation Water Management Association. Water scooping pits have been
installed in 27 areas in 2001, and fire-fighting activities are being carried out using these pits. When it
comes to the power that drives the pumps in snow removal wells, it is allowed to use it only for
connecting the hose in winters since the contract is restricted only to winter season when the snow
removal wells are operated. In the case of power cuts in seasons other than winter, it is not possible to
operate them independently without power supply from outside. In this connection, it is proposed by
voluntary disaster prevention committee to arrange for a portable power generator in the future.

5. Proposal for development activities in case project area
Suggestions are provided on the development program for case study areas based on the information
obtained from the investigation on the actual cases in 6 areas4) across the country inclusive of the 2
examples mentioned above. This is aimed at practicing the concepts of Environmental Water Supply
System for Disaster Prevention.
5.1 Performance that needs to be met by Disaster Prevention Water Supply System
As for the basic requirements from the performance aspect of Disaster Prevention Water Supply
System, it is important to develop the plan while keeping in mind the following two points, i.e., securing
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“Fail-safe measures (Substitutability & Safety) pertaining to fire-fighting activities.” This is done in
accordance with the fire-fighting activity scenario in 3 stages:5) initial fire-fighting activity (quick
response) by the civilians, normal scale fire-fighting by public fire-fighting services, and activities to
control the fire spread by route/line protection inclusive of supportive fire organizations, and securing
“Fail-safe measures pertaining to water supply” by utilizing various water sources (Fig. 3).
First of all, it is important to introduce development policies after understanding area’s
characteristics thoroughly to ensure various fire-fighting activities according to the fire-fighting stage
and facilitate several water sources.

Fig. 3: Image showing 3 staged fire-fighting stagesactivities
5.2 Proposal for basic plan in Kiyomizu area
(1) Characteristics of target area
Kiyomizu area of Kyoto city is a valuable worldwide historical region. It has the Kiyomizu Temple that
is registered in the world cultural heritage list. It also has various cultural assets such as government
designated Sannenzaka Important Preservation District for Groups of Traditional Buildings, etc.
It constitutes densely built traditional wooden buildings adjacent to Higashiyama and is characterized
by narrow alley and bare wooden structures. In such an environment, the streets get blocked during
earthquakes making it difficult to proceed with fire-fighting activities. Since it becomes particularly
difficult to control massive fire spread (Stage 3), it is considered an extremely important requirement to
provide such an environment that makes it easy for civilians to carry out initial fire-fighting activities as
soon as the fire breaks out.
(2) Basic plans pertaining to the development of Environmental Water Supply System for
Disaster Prevention
As for securing water sources, provision was made in the year 2006 for 1,500 m3 seismic resistant
rainwater storage tank underground in Kodaiji Park on the west side of Kodaiji temple. Provisions were
also made for a pumping system to pump up the water of the aforementioned rainwater storage tank.
A 1,500 m3 seismic resistant “gravity” pump type water storage tank was installed in 2010 inside the
premises of the Kiyomizu temple with required altitude in order to secure the substitutability of the
system by complementing this feature. A natural pressurization system that does not use power is
particularly effective in the event of an earthquake disaster in which a power system that relies on
artificial energy can cause failures. In the case either of these two water sources is damaged, the
project facilitates minimum pumping capacity in a mutually complementary manner (Fig. 4).
When it comes to water service pipe line inside the area, plastic polyethylene pipe was installed to
minimize the damages due to earthquakes and tremors. It has been scheduled to form a network in
future that will close the periphery of the each city block into a loop in order to minimize the effects
from ruptures.
As for the water discharge facility, which uses this water, provision was made for fire hydrants for
civilians that are used in the initial fire-fighting system (Stage 1) by civilians, and fire hydrants for
public fire-fighting system (Stage 2) which is used by the fire-fighting team to control the fire.
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Fig. 4: Disaster Prevention Water Supply System development plan for Kiyomizu area
(Plan for whole area is under consideration)
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In the future, it is being planned to provide Water Shield System (WSS), which is a street wall sprinkler
system (currently in the planning stage), for controlling the fire crossing the city blocks (Stage 3). In
the case of severe fire, the system was designed in such a way that when the civilians opened the
valve at the time of evacuation, water is automatically sprinkled on the wooden walls facing the street.
The outer walls of the wooden structure being temporarily fire resistant prevent the fire from spreading
in the block.
In particular, the fire hydrants for civilians can be used effectively in daily activities such as water
sprinkling, which is a traditional custom for keeping down the dust on the streets in Kyoto, and
watering the greenery, which ensures regular maintenance. Hence, there is no need for special
emergency drills.
In order to ensure further fail-safe performance, it is currently being planned to provide a network of
open channels with fire cistern as a separate system, especially in the surroundings of Sannenzaka
Preservation District for Important Groups of Traditional Buildings (Fig. 5). It is currently being planned
to revive and open old river channels, such as Kikutani river, Todoroki river, etc., that have been
mostly turned out into culverts to provide additional water storage tanks for circulating water regularly
to complement the existing fire cisterns.
The development of intake pits, which draw shallow water in the case of open water channels, and the
creation of new water spaces closer to the water surface in a safe manner ensure environmental
maintenance and promote regular activities by civilians pertaining to water resources not only in
emergencies but also in daily basis. This becomes a major requirement to promote maintenance of
water quality and maintenance and management of facilities at a high level.

Fig. 5: Network of open water channels and fire cisterns (On the agenda)
5.3 Recommendations for project development policies pertaining to the plan
Kiyomizu area of Kyoto city is a valuable worldwide historical region. It has the Kiyomizu Temple that
is registered in the world cultural heritage list. It also has various cultural assets such as government
designated Sannen
(1) Budget securing and system utilization policy
As for budget securing and system utilization, efforts are being made to procure budget in the name of
agricultural establishment maintenance, landscape maintenance, etc. and use a part of the amount
towards the maintenance of Disaster Prevention Water Supply System since budgetary mechanics
have not been established especially for the development of Environmental Water Supply System for
Disaster Prevention. Since the main usage of water resources in the project target area is not
agricultural water resources, it may be important on the part of Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries to conduct a study on the implementation of the mechanics of water environment
maintenance project. However, it is not required to consider water rights to utilize rainwater and
ground water, which are originated mainly from rainwater.
Since the said area is the land of world cultural heritage, national treasure and Important Preservation
District for Groups of Traditional Buildings designated by the Nation, further aid can be expected from
the cultural affairs agency in the same way as in the Shirakawa township.
Apart from this, it is necessary to procure the required budget in the name of recharge of rainwater
and ground water to utilize the subsidy system. This should be done towards the maintenance of
environment protection facilities provided by the Ministry of Environment and utilization of the
programs towards local governments offered by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications,
which are continuing till date as a result of decentralization of authority.
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However, this kind of subsidy system requires private funds at a fixed rate, activities by civilians who
become beneficiaries such as establishment of funds, establishment of civic associations prove
indispensable not only from the aspect of funds but also from the aspect of consensus building in
civilians, and participation in planning and post maintenance operations. “Ordinance on the promotion
of Kyoto civilians’ participation,” which was initially enforced in the year 2003 as government
designated city and implementation of programs by partnership promotion office, which was
established in 2001, are considered to prove effective in building a saucer of funds.
(2) Maintenance Project implementation organization
The implementation of maintenance projects require cooperation from a large number of affiliated
departments from the government side including fire prevention (Fire Department), rivers
(Construction Bureau etc.), ground water (Water and Sewer Commission, Health and Welfare
Department etc.), roads (Construction Bureau, Transportation Authority etc.), landscape (Urban
Planning Department etc.), environment (Environmental Bureau), and cultural assets (Culture and
Civic Affairs Bureau, Board of Education etc.). Thus, it is desirable to establish a single cross-sectional
organization such as Comprehensive Planning Bureau, which plays a central role in handling the
comprehensive project.
Implementation of the project in a rational and realistic manner under the cooperation of other affiliated
bureaus by developing viable maintenance plans stage by stage becomes an extremely important
requirement instead of completing the entire project in a broader range. Operations such as laying
power lines underground, reconstruction of pavements, etc. have already been carried out in this
system.
(3) Post development operation policy
When it comes to posting development disaster prevention activities and operation, it becomes
necessary to have a clear picture of the distribution of roles from the government side in connection
with the maintenance and administration of facilities. Since the initial action taken by the civilians
during disasters plays a crucial role, maintenance of vigorous community activities regularly by the
civilians also becomes an important requirement for preventing disasters just in case they occur. For
this purpose, “Kiyomizu-Yasaka Disaster Prevention Water Supply System Network” was organized as
the local community organization from 2012 onwards. However, instead of only using it as a selfdefense organization that focuses solely on disaster prevention activities in emergency situations,
forming a local community for local activities such as preservation of water environment by the revival
of local culture such as festivals becomes an important guideline for the success of the continuous
maintenance project.

6. Summary and prospects
This document, which is quite different from the concept of earlier urban disaster prevention aiming at
making the entire city fireproof, deals with the study on the explanation of practical projects and
relevant future plans on the basis of case studies and case projects. It aims to respect the culture of
traditional wooden buildings and ensure “Urban design that is centered around the cultural assets” on
the basis of disaster prevention tactics to decide how to make preparations for “Water environment for
the people in the local area and easy to use techniques” in order to take action against multiple fire
accidents during earthquakes. It further aims at contributing towards the revival of the safe and
beautiful environment.
It is necessary to review the future plans and promote continuous research and activities towards the
realization of “Cultural city with safe and beautiful wooden buildings,” but the challenge is in working
towards the suggestions for comprehensive disaster prevention project combined with the
countermeasures for collapse, flooding, landslide disasters, and other disasters that occur from
earthquakes.
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Abstract

The article “The tendencies of monumental character intervention: the Brazilian experience (19802010)”, has guided us to reflect on the recent dialogue between old and new, permanence and
innovation, preservation and change: aspects that are part of the contemporary architectural
production scenery, where, at increasingly fast pace, old buildings have become part of a new history
of the city.
Known as – restoration, rehabilitation, readjustment, revitalization, recycling – the actions of
interventions always operate in relation with time: the life-time of the monument, the time during which
it was submitted to degradation, the successive layers of time that were added to it along its
transformations and the time left as a living monument.
In order to clarify these and other issues on the matter, it is important to investigate the theoretical
assumptions and criteria related to the projects adopted in the interventions on the buildings of
historical and artistic value – which are, from my point of view, the core of the matter – starting from
the Italian art of restoring, bearing in mind the principles of the Venice Charter for a better
understanding of the characteristics and the procedures adopted in the interventions of historical
preexistence in Brazil in the last decades.
Eight tendencies of mostly recurrent interventions (Autonomy, Differentiation, Reinterpretation, Revival
(Ripristino), Appropriation, Completion, Preservation and Reintegration) among a group of analyzed
works were established: groups with similar characteristics, not totally strict and closed in order to
enable the understanding of the works and characterize the range of interventions in Brazil related to
restoring.
Keywords: Preservation; Restoration; Architectural Heritage; Cultural Heritage

1.

Introduction

The relationship between contemporary architecture and historic buildings has become increasingly
present in the architects'agenda, where actions such as valuing heritage, ensuring the transmission of
the cultural asset to the future and giving a useful destination to the monument conflict with the cultural
environment and the very projection of the new.
The prominence of the monument in a preservation and conservation action has moved to a
supporting role in practices that seek to dissociate themselves from the weight that the word
restoration bears and thus justify the actions that are increasingly distant from the disciplinary field of
heritage preservation in Brazil.
We start from the observation that most of the contemporary Brazilian production of monumental
character interventions departs from the criteria prescribed by the disciplinary field of restoration,
where practice gives way to arbitration and experimentation without the rigor and critical judgment
based on the meaning of the preexisting work and its environment.
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2.

Methods [1]

As reference for methodology and analysis, the categories/modalities specified in the studies of Italian
teachers Giovanni Carbonara and Claudio Varagnoli have been used. Claudio Varagnoli, through
what he calls modalities [2], began in 2002 a study in the attempt to separate the interventions in
monuments from common characteristics. He concludes that the dialogue between contemporary
architecture and historical heritage cannot be justified only by the final product, but must be a product
of methodological rigor, value recognized by the collectivity, preservation of the extracts of history,
form and composition from a critical judgment of the work from past.
In the recent book “Architettura d’Oggi e Restauro. Un confronto antico-nuovo” [3], Giovanni
Carbonara seeks to define precisely this role of contemporary architecture in relation to the
monuments of the past, as a way of evaluating the dialogue between old and new in interventions in
the pre-existence of the building.
In view of the chosen study reference, we have developed a systematic research on intervention
works in historic buildings, based on a significant sampling that covers several Brazilian regions in the
last three decades. The objective of this investigation is to reflect on what values, criteria and
challenges are faced in the practice of preservation in Brazil, based on the assumptions of the Venice
Restoration Charter, the basic document of the International Council on Monuments and Sites
(Icomos), created in 1965, of which Brazil is a signatory [4]; and, above all, to understand the Brazilian
experience regarding the valuation of the country’s heritage.
The study shows us that Brazil has been aligned with international production and that the look at
heritage seeks to associate past and present, permanence and change, old and new in the
approximation between contemporary architecture and historical preexistence.
The approach of the new elements, the result of this contemporary action, integrating successfully or
not to the preexistence, has as a common objective the perpetuation of the monument for the future,
through the search of forms for the better later maintenance of the building, the contemporary
requests of updating of the building and consolidation of the original building structure and materials.
From the significant examples, we identified eight representative intervention tendencies: Autonomy,
Differentiation, Reinterpretation, Revival (Ripristino), Appropriation, Completeness, Conservation and
Reintegration, where the analyzed works were evaluated according to their current useful destination,
one of the main reasons for intervention project; as to the alteration of the original grammar of the
monument in relation to its aesthetic and historical characteristics; as to the historical-critical judgment
in removing additions and reintegrating gaps; on the adoption of appropriate materials and techniques;
and on the final volumetry of the work concerning its formal aspect and its relation with its historical
site. In this way, the selected works and the identification of the tendencies were thus defined:
Selected work

Date of
intervention
project

Original use
(at the moment of
intervention)

Current use

Original building
(construction
phase)

Intervention
tendency

Centro Cultural Paço
Imperial, Rio de Janeiro
RJ

1983

administrative
building

culture center

colonial

Revival (Ripristino)

Estação Rodoviária de
Bananal, Bananal SP

1984

train station

bus station

industrial

Conservation

Mercado Modelo,
Salvador BA

1984

market

market

colonial

Reintegration

Museu do Caraça,
Santa Bárbara MG

1985

school

museum

colonial

Differentiation

Mercado de São José,
Recife PE

1986

market

market

industrial

Reintegration

Conjunto da Ladeira da
Misericórdia, Salvador BA

1987

residences

residences and
commerce

colonial

Reintegration

Casa de Cultura Mário
Quintana, Porto Alegre
RS

1987

hotel

culture center

eclectic

Differentiation

Shopping Light,
São Paulo SP

1991

administrative
building

shopping center

eclectic

Autonomy

1993

school

culture center

eclectic

Appropriation

1994

warehouses

culture center

industrial

Differentiation

Pinacoteca do Estado de
SP,
São Paulo SP
Centro de Educação e
Cultura KKKK, Registro
SP
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Selected work

Date of
intervention
project

Original use
(at the moment of
intervention)

Current use

Original building
(construction
phase)

Intervention
tendency

Biblioteca Cassiano
Ricardo,
São José dos Campos SP

1995

theater

library

eclectic

Autonomy

Instituto Moreira Salles,
Rio de Janeiro RJ

1995

residence

culture center

modern

Conservation

Parque das Ruínas,
Rio de Janeiro RJ

1995

residence

culture center

eclectic

Differentiation

1996

adm. build/
post office
headquarters

culture center

eclectic

Differentiation

1997

train station

train station and
auditorium

industrial

Reinterpretation

Teatro São Pedro,
São Paulo SP

1997

theater

theater

eclectic

Revival (Ripristino)

Arquivo Nacional,
Rio de Janeiro RJ

1998

administrative
building

administrative
building

eclectic

Autonomy

Centro Cultural Banco do
Brasil,
São Paulo SP

1999

agência bancária

culture center

eclectic

Reinterpretation

Teatro Renault,
São Paulo SP

1999

theater

theater

eclectic

Reinterpretation

Catedral da Sé,
São Paulo SP

2000

cathedral

cathedral

eclectic

Completion

Cinemateca Brasileira,
São Paulo SP

2000

warehouses
(slaughterhouse)

culture center

industrial

Differentiation

2000

train station

train station and
museum

industrial

Appropriation

2000

customs house

shopping center

colonial

Autonomy

2000

mill

school

industrial

Differentiation

Museu de Artes e Ofícios,
Belo Horizonte, MG

2000

train station

culture center

industrial

Differentiation

Santander Cultural,
Porto Alegre RS

2001

bank

culture center

eclectic

Differentiation

2002

brewery

dance center

industrial

Autonomy

2002

residence

culture center

eclectic

Differentiation

2003

market

market

industrial

Differentiation

2004

warehouses

school

industrial

Differentiation

2005

library

library

modern

Conservation

2010

adm. build./
bus station

culture center

eclectic/modern

Appropriation

Centro Cultural dos
Correios,
São Paulo SP
Estação Júlio
Prestes/Sala São Paulo,
São Paulo SP

Estação da Luz/Museu da
Língua Portuguesa, São
Paulo SP
Shopping Paço da
Alfândega,
Recife PE
Centro Educacional
Ibrahim Alves de Lima,
RibeirãoPires SP

Centro coreográfico da
cidade do Rio de Janeiro,
Rio de Janeiro RJ
Palacete das Artes/Rodin
Bahia,
Salvador BA
Mercado Público de São
Paulo,
São Paulo SP
Instituto Criar de TV e
Cinema,
São Paulo SP
Biblioteca Mário de
Andrade,
São Paulo SP
Museu de Arte do Rio,
Rio de Janeiro RJ

Fig. 1: Table of analyzed works
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The way the old and the new dialogue is absorbed in the design process, how the monument is veiled
or revealed, and how past time establishes connection with present time shall contextualize the work
within one or another tendency and the design posture originated from these choices shall
approximate or distance intervention from the field of restoration.

3.

Intervention tendencies

3.1. Autonomy
In this tendency, intervention considers as an element to be preserved only the envelope of the
monument that is treated like a container of the work. In general, there is a change of use, since this
"Autonomy" between old (monument) and new only occurs with a destination different from the
original function, proposing the need to emphasize between both structures - internal and external.
The container (the "shell") is preserved with the formal elements that characterize it as architecture of
a certain time, but its internal content is entirely new and independent: in some cases we still find the
maintenance of internal components, such as a remaining wall, a valuable architectural ornament, a
historical element, but they become one more fact strange to the edification that begins at the unity of
the work.
The critical evaluation of aesthetic and historical aspects does not consider the unity of the work,
granting to the content and the contender diverse values. Thus, we grasp two times materialized in a
single architecture, represented by the exterior / interior relation.

Fig. 2 and 3: Biblioteca Cassiano Ricardo – outside and inside. Photograph by the author.

The intervention at Biblioteca Cassiano Ricardo (an old theater), in São José dos Campos SP,
conducted in 1995 by architects Guilherme Lemke Motta and Antonio Luiz Dias de Andrade, has
features representative of this tendency. The work preserves little or almost none of the original
internal features of the edification, prioritizing the needs demanded by the new use, which overlap the
format and criteria deployed in preservation. However, it preserves, externally, the whole perimeter of
the monument. The old theater loses its internal configuration to give path to a perimeter metal
structure with four pavements, adjusted to the template of existing openings and with a large central
hall.
3.2. Differentiation
When the actions adopted in intervention differ from the monument through compositional elements,
materials and constructive techniques incorporated by addition of the new and subtraction of the old,
when the new is clearly distinguishable from the old in relation to format, material, color, structure,
interventions approach the tendency Differentiation.
The marks of time acquired by the monument motivate the additions (reintegration of gaps and
complements) and subtractions (removal of additions and removal of elements for replacement by
new compositions), usually resulted from the combination use destination / construction period of the
monument / conservation state, and associated with the creative act of the author of the intervention.
The marks of time will be associated with the marks left by the architect who, in this type of
intervention, will be the prevailing stance, and this is what characterizes the tendency of
"Differentiation". In general, "add" and "remove", though antagonistic, are actions conducted by
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architects as a puzzle, a game of choices between conservation and innovation, from the way the
monument is understood and accepted as it has been found.
For example, at Casa de Cultura Mário Quintana (old Majestic hotel), in Porto Alegre RS, designed
by architects Flávio Kiefer and Joel Gorski, in 1987, all actions are prescribed by the new use to which
the edification has been destined, in the process of change from hotel to culture center, a program
very distant in terms of function and agency of architectural environment.

Fig. 4 and 5 : Casa de Cultura Mário Quintana before and after intervention (later facade to which the penthouse
in metal and glass structure was incorporated). Photograph by Flávio Kiefer/ Photograph by the author

When interventions add new meanings to memory testimonies and preexisting materials, the actions
in the monument, in a way, reach a temporal continuity, promoting new historical layers. The
restoration action shall already be modifying the edification history, as all subsequent actions shall be
part of this history, they shall be the future memory of the edification.
3.3. Reinterpretation
When intervention promotes a re-reading of the existing monument, or part of it, through the
interpretation of its remaining formal and functional values guiding the project of re-adjustment to
edification, it follows the principles of what we define as Reinterpretation. New elements are inserted
as a continuity of the original text, from the data that the monument provides to the author of the
design, guided by the aesthetic characteristics and historical testimonies of the old building.
Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil, in São Paulo SP, designed by architect Luiz Telles in 1999,
reinterprets space with a single action – the change of existing skylight level – establishing a new
reading of edification. As a result of the skylight displacement to some pavements above, space
expands emphasizing its monumental dimension.
This action does not fail to respect the basic principles of contemporary restoration: reversibility and
minimal intervention. The distinctiveness of this ingenious operation is something that may not be so
clear, since the architect worked with the existing matter itself and not with a contemporary element,
just changing its position in space. The action promotes a significant improvement in the integration of
the entrance hall and other floors in the proposed new use of the monument, without, however,
excluding an important historical and aesthetic component of the building.
3.4. Revival (Ripristino)
Revival (Ripristino) tendency includes projects that are in the posture of recovering or reconstructing
the monument adopting a period, or style that the work no longer has. The disregard for the historicity
and artisticity acquired by the preexistence throughout its useful life is the motto of this tendency that
part of intervention justified by the desire to redo a part of the construction, reproducing a style or part
of a certain historical period considered important and, thus, recreating something that does not exist,
to the detriment of something that is already part of the monument.
Intervention produces a forgery that leads the observer into deception. There is no parameter to
evaluate the principles of restoration, since the original memory of the monument is lost in favor of the
construction of a false history. In addition to eliminating additions, in revival (ripristino) it is necessary
to promote the filling of the gap generated by the intervention's very action: the interventionist removes
from the monument what mischaracterizes it as a unitary image of a style or period to which it intends
to return, and inserts the new elements into a temporal retrocession, by using materials, techniques
and composition of a time that has passed.
The demolition of a large part of the third floor for the reconstitution of the volume and the baroque
character that was intended to give the building in the intervention in the Paço Imperial of Rio de
Janeiro RJ, promoted by the project of Glauco Campello and team in 1984, represents an aesthetic
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and historical loss to the monument and its preservation. The wish to give the building a feature that it
no longer had, but which would reinforce its character and its representativeness as the memory of the
period elected as most significant for the Brazilian heritage, leads to design decisions that end up
giving the building a new final configuration, not representative of any of the stages through which the
building passed [5].
3.5. Appropriation
In Appropriation are interventions where the new is the main character of the action on the
monument, becoming the ancient only support for its existence. That is to say, the existence and
prominence of the former is the result of how the monument is appropriate: as a support for the new,
the new having dominion over the old, possession over the historical good. The intervention is
characterized by the lack of respect for the monument, since the author of the intervention
appropriates the preexistence to create the appropriate conditions for his contemporary project.
There is no integration of gaps or removal of additions, but additions conditioned by the new, without
critical evaluation of historical data and possible value actions for their preservation.
The building of Estação da Luz, in São Paulo SP [6], which blends features of industrial heritage with
eclectic architecture, houses inside the Museu da Língua Portuguesa, design performed in 2000 by
architects Paulo and Pedro Mendes da Rocha, which appropriates a part of the building adding a new
use, but without promoting the integration of the two functionalities now present in the same building:
the old one (space kept for the train station) and the new one (space ceded to the museum) have
independent accesses and parallel activities without the function of interfering with one another.

Fig. 6 e 7: Estação da Luz/Museu da Lingua Portuguesa: outside and inside. Photographs by the author

The building needed maintenance and conservation and the solution found was to give the building a
new use that could give it a new dynamism. This dynamism was achieved, because the museum is a
space of great success of public, being part of the cultural script of the city. As a museographic space,
the project seems to be correct, but the museographic resolutions sacrifice important architectural
elements, an architecture considered one of the most important railway buildings in Brazil and a
significant example of the industrial heritage.
When one walks through the exhibition galleries one loses the reference of the building itself due to
the contraposition of virtuality between the museum and the reality of the building. In the exterior of the
building, we also find problems of composition in the integration of new elements with the old ones like
the metallic coverings added in the ground floor, in the two ends of the building that compromise the
visual apprehension of its original design.
3.6. Completion
The intervention as an objective to give continuity to the building that was not finished at the time of its
creation, following its original stylistic characteristics is inserted in the Completion tendency. The
monument comes with a layer of history of a lost time, from an outdated concept that takes up a
project conceived in the past, materializing past ideas in the present.
In this case two problems are posed: one, the completion from the knowledge of the original project,
and another, when there is no such project. In the first case, a new architecture is created from an old
project, adding the fact that the materials and techniques will also be contemporary. In the second
case, the completion of the monument will seek a compositional unity re-creating architectural
elements from a past period in a present time, but without data conceived by the author of the work,
but rather from the author's choices.
From an aesthetic point of view, the intervention produces a historical "false" - something that was
thought but not accomplished in the initial design of the monument, being executed at a different time,
when the building has already acquired values and testimonies for its constructed image. The
completed parts, the new object, can lead the observer to deceit in relation to the execution time of the
completion project and the execution of the original. Thus, a problem of authorship of the project is
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established, because the monument is fruit, apparently, of a unique project realized in different times
and by different architects.
The intervention in the Catedral da Sé of São Paulo, São Paulo SP, project of the architect Paulos
Bastos carried out in 2000, occurred at the request of the client, the Metropolitan Curia, in a project
whose purpose was to finish construction 50 years later through its completion. The complementation
of the turrets and needles provided for in the original design (and not built) was eventually
incorporated into the conservation actions, altering the character of the intervention.
3.7. Conservation
In Conservation tendency, the restoration action is based on the conservation of the monument,
generally maintaining its original use, with eventual adjustments and functional adjustments (safety,
comfort, accessibility) to update the building to the new demands of modern society.
According to it, the design stages are accompanied by the critical evaluation of the aesthetic and
historical values as a guarantee to the preservation of the monument in its original architectural text.
The removal of additions and the reintegration of gaps are proposed based on the conservation of the
building: what has no value, or impairs the reading of preexistence, is removed, and only elements
necessary for structural consolidation, updating of the good and perpetuation of its useful life, material
and functional.
After a short period of time being used as the headquarters of the Post Office, the Estação Bananal,
Bananal SP, a work carried out by the architect Samuel Kruchin and team in 1984, was destined to
become a road: a use compatible with its facilities, but with a series of conservation problems that
needed to be solved.
The dismantling of the structure, facilitated by its prefabricated character, was decisive for the
evaluation of the state of conservation of each one of its components and for the treatment pertinent to
each of them - actions that were aimed at safeguarding as much as possible the monument in its
essence .
3.8. Reintegration
In this tendency, the intervention usually occurs in monuments in ruin, semi-ruin or fruit of a great
mischaracterization due to poor conservation or lack of control of the preservation organs. The
intervention action aims to reintegrate the preexisting building by means of a sanitation posture, that is
to say, the removal of additions that disfigure the whole and the recovery of elements indispensable to
the composition of the monument, all using a certain creativity.
The artisticity and historicity of the work are analyzed and passed through a process of critical
judgment about which values are present in the work, which are significant and must be preserved,
which are representative and must be recovered, all aiming, as a final result, the reintegration of
Image of the original monument. The basis of the intervention is the conservation of the original
authentic material, through the evaluation of the history of the monument, respecting the basic
precepts of the restoration.
In the residences of Ladeira da Misericórdia, in Salvador BA, designed by architect Lina Bo Bardi in
1987, the loss of the division of the environments and the poor state of conservation, caused by
structural problems and the abandonment of the buildings, deprived the original spatiality. Using the
technology of prefabricated structures in concrete, the Community Equipment Factory (Faec), of
architect Lelé (by client’s request – the Municipal City Hall of Salvador), the architect Lina Bo Bardi
reintegrated the site, which would have its original use recovered, and redefined the environments
according to the requirements of contemporary society.

Fig. 9: Ladeira da Misericórdia. Photograph by the author

The position was aligned with the program of the pilot plan intended by Salvador municipal
administration, which except for timely interventions, was within the criteria of the Venice Charter, and
also sought agility and ease of execution. Lina Bo Bardi recovered the compositional elements of the
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façades, reintegrating the image of the whole by what she calls the "traditional historical restoration"
[7].
We consider that, by treating the intervention as a "traditional historical restoration", Lina Bo Bardi
sought to maintain not only the historical aspects of the residences, but also the colonial architectural
image of the whole, which is in a prominent position in the city of Salvador – Ladeira da Misericórdia
is the view from “Cidade Baixa” as a tailpiece of “Cidade Alta”. Through the use of the prefabricated
elements in concrete, the architect promotes the reintegration of the image, facilitating the reading of
the lost sections, in a posture that fits in the molds of the Critical Restoration.

4. The phenomenon of preexistence interventions in Brazil

In the analysis of the intervention tendencies in Brazil, we observed that each project action was
based on the old x new relation and on the various nuances that this approach provides when
materializing in concrete positions on the monument.
It is from "old / new" dialogue that Brazilian professionals, as well as foreigners, have set their work on
issues of preservation. The urgency for innovation, stemming from the new paradigms of
contemporary society, where the technological and communication transformations are celebrated,
has, in a certain way, stimulated interest in the past as a cult of the authentic and the revaluation of
memory [8]. It is in the past that we find our references and, through it, the conception, in Western
societies, of linear time, of continuity, is established.
The study of the works carried out in the last three decades, and the analysis of the interventions
based on the representative sampling provided by this analysis, shows that Brazil has aligned itself
with international production and that the look at heritage seeks to associate past and present,
permanence and change, old and new in the approximation between contemporary architecture and
historical preexistences.
However, we realize that the understanding of the basic principles of restoration by architects is still
very incipient in Brazil: minimal intervention, distinctiveness, reversibility, authenticity and compatibility
of materials. And these are the premises to be pursued by the architects of the intervention, in
conjunction with their interpretation of the prescriptive and disciplinary criteria of the restoration. From
the tools that are given to the architect and from the interpretation he/she makes (or should make) of
the guidelines designated by the disciplinary field of restoration, intervention is guided so that the new
is another component of the former, plus a layer of time to which the asset is subjected.
Every detail, every element, every new design that has been completing and complementing the preexisting building reveals respect for its aesthetic, historical and memorable aspects. Although, in order
to preserve, we must forget or cancel certain facts, care must be taken to make the right choice at the
threshold of the tenuous thread between being or not being within the limits of preservation and
respect to the main principles that guide the performance in that disciplinary field.
Every restoration project, regardless of its size, occurs through the complementation of the old with
the new, but many interventions occur in an arbitrary way, without respecting aesthetic and historical
aspects intrinsic to the good, without respecting their memory values, mischaracterizing the original
physical constitution of the building, emphasizing the new to the detriment of the old.
There is no magic prescription, but there are criteria, precepts and regulations that have been debated
for more than a century and have been consolidated with the main guidance document, which is the
Venice Charter. The Charter gives some clues to these principles. But according to Beatriz Kühl, "the
Venice Charter is a synthetic document, which presents some indications; it is different from Brandi's
Theory of Restoration (emphasis added by the author), which is a formulation of greater complexity
and scope, offering philosophical bases of action [9]."
In his theory, Brandi states that the principles for the restoration of monuments are the same as those
applied to works of art: architecture, being recognized as a work of art (1st postulate of Brandi's
Theory), is subject to the artistic and the historical and shall be analyzed from its formal structure and
its spatiality (internal and external) [10].
However, there is great difficulty in including architecture in these guidelines because of their shelter
and function for human activity. The building, unlike a painting or a sculpture, was generally designed
for a particular type of audience from pre-established use and flows.
In the works studied in each of the tendencies we noticed that the distinction is something persecuted
by the architects as a way of contrasting its architecture with the preexistence and how to register its
mark. In many cases, this confrontation between the two epochs, from the methodological point of
view, has a negative result in the final work, because it is promoted by the exaggeration or excess in
relation to the new one and the result of the lack of dialogue between the different architectures of
different times.
When this happens there is a problem of perception of the historical time of the monument and its
aesthetic qualities, leaving in evidence the prominence of the new. The new must be placed in the
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service of the old, as a continuity of its history, to value and explain the monument, not the other way
around.
In general, the interventions that work by what we will call "contrast", with the removal of additions or
small demolitions of sections of the monument and the insertion of new volumes, present a general
framework for evaluating the basic principles of non-linear restoration without a clear method.
In the interventions that are part of the tendencies of "Conservation" and "Reintegration" we observe
the correct interpretation of the principles of the Venice Charter because the understanding of the
monument, its history, its formal composition, its material and symbolic values guide actions with
Parsimony and critical judgment about the specificities of the work and about the client's requests,
resulting in a solution where the new is designed for the old.
Harmonic distinctiveness - along with other postures such as reversibility, minimal intervention and
compatibility of materials - can be seen in the interventions recognized as belonging to the
"Reintegration" and "Conservation" tendencies. The amount of creativity required to update the
spaces or changes of use that is placed in each of the monuments of these two tendencies
("Conservation" and "Reintegration") is subsidized by the preexistence characteristics. The discovery
of its original values masked by the action of time, and the revelation of its more particular traits, which
gave it the denomination of monument, are evident in the action of intervention where the new is
placed in the service of the old.
These two tendencies, exemplified here by the works cited above, represent approximately 20% of the
national production of monumental interventions. It would be what we could rightly call Restoration in
Brazil today. They would be interventions that consider the prescriptive ones of the field of the
restoration in the process of modification of works of historical and artistic value.
The other 80% are examples of intervention in the preexistence that may or may not adopt positions
pertinent to the field of restoration, now approaching the basic indications of restoration, or presenting
problems of materialization of theory in practice. Representative of the largest portion of contemporary
production in programs involving the dialogue between the old and the new, we conclude that in this
type of experience the Brazilian scenario is still quite far from the prescriptive disciplines of the
restoration, which implies significant losses For monuments subject to this type of intervention.
The restoration actions allow a greater or lesser facility of conservation of the pre-existing building, its
use and the maintenance of this use. Sometimes the monument is destined for an activity and, over
time, this use is not maintained, with a change of program and a new adaptation; other times, due to
lack of conservation, the restored monument loses its use and returns to a state of abandonment; It is
also identified, due to lack of control by the preservation agencies, that after some time, some restored
buildings undergo renovations conducted by the building's own user, and thus a vicious cycle of
removals and / or additions previously corrected during Intervention.
The group composed of the 80% of the interventions constituting the starting database comprises
most of the analyzed works, grouped mainly in the "Differentiation" tendency, and demonstrate that
the phenomenon of the projects of the interventions in historical preexistence in Brazil is going to
practice where experimentation is chosen to the detriment of the critical judgment of the values
impregnated in the monument.
This result is reached by a sum of factors, among them: the willingness to push the user of the
monument to new experiences, the destination of use and all the attributes attached to it that induce
the project choices, the customer requests and the lack of specialized technical staff in the area.
The balance between the old and the new is the result of a continuous search between the right
measure of creative capacity and historical knowledge and awareness. The application of philology as
an instrument of conservation, and of criticism as a means of judgment for the approximation of the
new, guide the correct application of the basic principles of restoration in an intervention.
The case studies revealed a rich framework for the study of the application of restoration principles.
With a prevalence of distinctiveness at several scales, an extremely plurivalent combination of the
principles and their various scales of action was observed.
In evaluating the disciplinary field of restoration in Brazil in comparison with practical production, we
see that a small number of interventions are constructed based on the assumptions of the Venice
Charter, international references and the current debate. The role of the monument in a preservation
and conservation action has moved to a supporting role in practices that seek to disassociate
themselves from the weight that the word restoration has and thus justify the actions that are
increasingly distant from the field - without the correct critical judgment, with fewer and fewer limits in
relation to the old / new approach and with an immense predominance of the projection of the new on
the old [11].
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Abstract

The natural limestone of the Molise’s hills together with tectonic and erosive activity have favoured the
creation of areas that are difficult to access, which in time became the sites of fortified settlements but
also hermitages. Today, the function of these spaces has changed and they are now the subject of
various types of research.
Compared to other Italian regions, in Molise these sites have only recently come to the fore in
academic discussion, immediately followed by the realisation of the need to identify, catalogue and
record them. Therefore, research has begun and the results will be entered in a geographic
information system (GIS), which in addition to georeferencing the sites will also facilitate a complete
investigation of the phenomena of anthropized rock-cut structures, research that will also be of use
with regard to tourism.
The first results show some differences in the function of these underground structures. Residential
settlements can be recognised by the presence of wells, cisterns, hearths, and steps, while cult sites
are identified by altars, aedicules and sacred images. Naturally, the co-existence of elements from
both types indicates an alternation in function, as is the case at Pietracupa.
Investigations undertaken here have identified about twelve sites used for cult and/or residential
purposes. The uncertainty of the number or function is due to the fact that the study is ongoing and
that it is not always possible to identify evidence that shows the structures were used as dwellings.
However, in some cavities, the research has been successful and now their location, history, and
spatial configuration are known, as is the case of the church of Sant’Antonio Abate.
Keywords: cave churches, cave dwellings, survey, GIS.

1.

Introduction

The Molise is a region defined by its orography. Indeed, most of its surface is occupied by mid height
elevations – the main peaks and some Apennine uplands reaching over 2.200 m and the subApennine summits almost reaching 1.000 m – while the rest of the territory, characterised by clayey
hills, slopes down towards the Adriatic Sea.
The calcareous nature of the majority of the hills associated with intense tectonic and erosive activity
has rendered this a difficult terrain favouring the creation of areas that are difficult to access. Such
places became hospitable to the human race at a certain point in history and today, now that the
social role of these cavities has changed, they are now the object of scientific research. In other
words, the orthography corresponds with an underground heritage that includes many natural caves
and artificial cavities, which present original typologies and are of natural, historic, artistic,
archaeological, and architectural value.
Originally, rock-cut settlements were the answer man found to deal with the necessity for shelter from
bad weather, wild animals, and raids by rival tribes, places that then became useful for working raw
materials, for resting at the end of the day and even for celebrating initiation rites [7] and cult rituals.
They were also places where thought could be fixed in material symbols, for example, the first graphic
marks without descriptive nexus that aided oral storytelling, stories now irremediably lost, (fig. 1), or
later graphics in which the descriptive nexus is still clear, narrating what man perceived and his
reactions to visual stimuli [11], (fig. 2). In other words, for “man without writing” [12], as the French
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Fig. 1: Reproduction of some of the first graphic
experiments dating to c. 35,000 B.C.

Fig. 2: Reproduction of some examples of the
first graphic signs attesting the transition from
abstract marks to figured graphics, 30,000 B.C.

anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss called our earliest ancestors, “The cave is both a tomb and
maternal womb” [4], therefore, both a safe and mystical place par excellence.
As the activities carried out by man in the underground spaces differed so the morphological
characteristics of the rock-cut caves differed. The fixed furnishings that were often present in them
also changed – created in order to improve the comfort of living in the caves and/or to improve the
way daily activities were undertaken – and which today facilitate their identification, cataloguing,
surveying and mapping.
In the Molise the residential settlements can be recognised by the existence of rooms with wells,
cisterns, hearths, steps and niches; the cult sites are recognisable by the presence of altars,
aedicules, sacred images, hermitages, and vats for the collection and distribution of rainwater.
Naturally, the presence of one or more elements belonging to both categories indicates that the
functional history of a rock-cut structure changed, passing from sacred to profane or vice versa.
However, in both cases, the choice of the areas was never casual; the presence of natural rocky
ravines, the easily workable stone, and the vicinity of watercourses or springs guaranteed relative
safety and therefore made the caves suitable for dwelling. Moreover, the vicinity of drove-roads, the
“motorways of transhumance” were also important to this central Italian environment. Indeed, this
pastoral activity was already practised here in the 1st century B.C., as attested in Varro’s De re rustica
[16].
To date about ten rock-cut structures for cult use have been identified and also the same number that
were used for living and working; structures which were probably reused until the medieval period and
perhaps later. The uncertainty about the number of hypogean structures, about their role in society
and the period in which they were used is due to the absence of a scientific study, undertaken within
the territory and in the archives. In fact, these sites are mainly known through the oral stories of the
oldest residents and through some local publications. Thus, in most cases the identified structures
have only been marginally studied in relation to their history and function and inadequately with regard
to their artistic, archaeological, geometrical, and spatial profile, so substantial doubts remain about
their number, exact location, period of use and the activities undertaken inside them.

2.

The architectural complex

2.1 Position
Pietracupa is one of the smallest municipalities in the province of Campobasso. It is situated on the
road linking the regional capital to the town of Trivento between the Biferno and Trigno rivers in the
heart of central Samnium.
It is a hill village clinging to the rock, made up of small one and two-storied houses with sloping roofs.
Seen from a distance, Pietracupa stands out against the backdrop of the Monti Frentani, while if
observed from its belvedere the surrounding territory offers unexpected and spectacular views of an
unspoilt landscape.
Its origins are said to date back to the 6th century A.D. when a community of coenobite monks found it
to be the ideal place for a life of meditation and prayer according to the precepts of St. Pachomius
[10], rather than those of St. Augustine. It grew into an inhabited settlement in about the year 1000
when the medieval village [9] grew up in the shadow of the Lombard castle, property of the Duchy of
Benevento.
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Fig. 3: Pietracupa, the ‘morgia’ and bell tower of the church of St. Anthony.

The toponym, attested from the second half of the12th century, is formed by the word “pietra” (stone,
rock) and the adjective “cupa” (dark) [13] and alludes to the great rock formation of the Cainozoic
period, rich in marine fossils, which towers above the village almost as though protecting it with its
great bulk. The religious site dedicated to St. Anthony is situated within this geological phenomenon,
which the local population familiarly call the “morgia”.
2.2 History
Over the centuries, the isolated rock formations characteristic of this part of Molise were colonised by
man who began excavations on the tufaceous part to create habitable spaces; natural ravines and
caves were remodelled to form new spaces. These excavations continued through time following
rhythms and contingencies that in many cases led to the formation of rock-cut villages with complex
horizontal and vertical morphological-spatial development.
The history of the ‘morgia’ of Pietracupa is similar. The rocky outcrop presents an unusual cuspidal
geomorphological feature, with clear traces of exogenous modelling, and rises severe and solitary
from the clayey hills surrounding the village (fig. 3). The sensations provoked by its morphological,
spatial, and chromatic particularities in the mind of whoever stops to look at it combine with those
stimulated by the fascinating history that lies within it; thus, in the collective imagination it has become
a point of reference in the Molise’s landscape. In other words, that of the ‘morgia’ of Pietracupa is a
story sculpted in the rock rather than told in words and is a narration of the events occurring
throughout the centuries. It tells of man’s capacity to adapt, of his ingenuity and ability as a builder,
whose most notable manifestation in spatial and architectural terms are constituted by two religious
structures: the church of St. Anthony and the crypt, or “Old Church” as the largest cavity is known by
the local population.
2.3 The rock-cut church
Dating the origins of this underground cult site is very difficult, because, as mentioned, there are no
archive documents, no significant architectural details, or datable archaeological finds and the spatial
conformation alone, although particular, does not help with historical dating. However, by making a
comparison with similar situations present within the region that have recently been investigated, it is
plausible to suggest that this cavity already had the status of cult site in the pagan or Early Christian
period. However, even if one does not wish to take into consideration events in the distant past, given
that the reconstruction hypothesis is only based on circumstantial evidence, it ought to be
remembered that there were numerous examples of rock-cut settlements in early medieval Italy. Most
can be dated to the period of the barbarian invasions when entire populations on the southern coasts
transferred to inland to areas that were difficult to access in order to escape the horrors of war,
creating new settlements in natural caves far from major Roman towns and roads. I refer to this
episode of Italian history in that the political and military conditions that led to the exodus in the
southern part of the country also occurred in Molise. In fact, this region saw many cruel battles
between the troops of the local lords and invading armies. For example, in 663 A.D. a Byzantine army
was sent by emperor Constans II to re-conquer territory that had fallen under Lombard dominion [9],
and the Saracen invasion of 881 A.D. [6], attested by the history of the Molisan communities not far
from Pietracupa. Moreover, the ‘morgia’ provides evidence not only for human colonisation but also for
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Fig. 4: Pietracupa, the ‘morgia’ and bell tower of the church of St. Anthony.

the construction of an actual rock-cut settlement given that in addition to the hypogean structure
dedicated to St. Anthony there are others structures situated on various levels and with different sizes
and functions on the rocky spur of Pietracupa. However, as mentioned above, to date field work and
archive research have uncovered no useful elements that confirm this reconstruction and therefore,
the motives for and date of the colonisation remain a mystery.
In actual fact, this rock-cut church is very different from the canonical concept of a crypt, meant as one
or more chambers excavated below ground level in correspondence with the presbytery [2]. Indeed,
the rock-cut structure dedicated to St. Anthony is separated from the mother church and constitutes an
autonomous unit divided into three spaces which for morphology, size and orientation, gives it an
organic form as well as making it the largest hypogean structure of the ‘morgia’.
The entrance to the cult space is situated on a flight of steps flanking the rocky spur, immediately after
the entrance to the mother church, and is constituted by a modern single wooden door. Once over the
threshold, the visitor finds himself inside a long narrow room with a pseudo-trapezoidal plan that
functions as the entrance hall. The walls and ceiling are plain, as is the rest of the structure, and the
floor surface slopes in the opposite direction to the external steps and has several rock-cut steps in
the innermost part. As the room is entered, the side walls gradually diverge and the restricted space
merges into with the next chamber, creating a particularly striking effect.
The conformation, size, and position indicate the second chamber to be the main one. It is an
encircling space and has a flat floor and ceiling (fig. 4). The room itself is bare with few characterising
elements that are not original. There are four cavities in the innermost part of the concave wall of the
‘morgia’, at about three-quarters of the way up, situated at a more or less regular distance apart.
These were very probably used to house the beam-ends from a wooden structure, which unfortunately
we can only imagine given the absence of documentary evidence. Below this series of housings,
about half way up the wall, there is a shallow niche with well-defined and regular outline. On either
side of it, two rock elements emerge from the floor and are shaped so they follow the line of the wall.
They were presumably once used as seats or shelves, a functional feature that I have seen in the
grotto of St. Erasmus at Isernia. Clearly visible at the centre of the ceiling, is the residual part of a
stone element cut from the rock, formed by rectangular base below which is an upside down truncated
pyramid. In the opposite wall to the one just described there are two rectangular windows of different
sizes and situated at different heights, one beside the other, looking out to the south-east over the
valley below. The third room is next to the entrance hall and is entered from the main room via a rockcut ramp; in fact, its floor is at an intermediate height between those of the two preceding rooms. This
space is not very large but is particular in that it opens completely onto the main room and is
characterised by the irregular profile of its floor and walls. This pseudo-natural conformation leads me
to suggest that the interventions to model the space were less invasive than those that were
undertaken in the rest of the structure, although they are evident.
A common characteristic throughout the structure is the lack of paving, that is, the floor surface was
created directly from the rock by levelling the excavated surface; the windows and the door fulfilled the
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need for ventilation and natural illumination. However, problems emerge with both requirements. In the
first case, a far from optimal result is obtained from the algebraic relationship between the overall
surface area of the apertures and that of the floor surface. Moreover, the situation is aggravated by the
fact that all the apertures face in the same direction and therefore, even if they are free of obstacles on
the inside of the structure, the conditions that stimulate the autonomous movement of air are not
created. For similar reasons the direct light is insufficient. Indeed, despite the fortunate exposition of
the apertures with respect to the sun’s movements, the amount of natural light entering the crypt is
modest, so that substantial parts of the walls and floor remain in shadow. In other words, the
hypogean structure has insufficiencies both in regular changes in the air and the natural illumination.
In various periods numerous hypotheses have been proposed regarding the reasons that led to the
colonisation of this cave in the ‘morgia’, on who occupied it, when this occurred, what was its function
in the organised society that lived in it, however, they all need to be confirmed by documentary
evidence. In addition to what is written above, which I confess I favour, there are reconstructive
hypotheses that consider the anthropization of the ‘morgia’ as a fact that occurred several centuries
after the birth of Christianity.
Indeed, some local history scholars and enthusiasts suggest the construction of the crypt predates the
urban settlement and is the work of coenobite monks who settled in the rock during the 6th century
A.D. They remodelled the natural cavity and at the same time excavated the other hypogean
structures present in the rocky spur, which as mentioned above constitute the rock-cut settlement of
Pietracupa. Therefore, according to this reconstruction the artificial cavities in the rock form, the
original nucleus of human settlement at Pietracupa and the crypt was the place for communal prayer,
given that it is a much larger space than the other hypogea, in fact, the latter are only just larger than
cells. Other scholars are convinced of the structure’s religious connection but post-date it by many
centuries and attribute its construction to the first followers of pope Celestine V who is greatly
venerated in this area and not just because he was born in this region. Thus, for these scholars, the
rock-cut settlement developed after the construction of the Lombard castle, probably when the latter
had lost its original function when the Duchy of Benevento, of which Pietracupa and neighbouring
villages were a part, fell under the control of the Pope in 1053. Others take a more pragmatic
approach neither perceiving the crypt as a safe place where a peaceful community could take refuge
from armies of invaders, nor as a place linked to the transcendental. In fact, they link the construction
to the day-to-day necessities of medieval or post-medieval agricultural and pastoral life.
As regards the function of the hypogean structure, I wish to point out that almost every researcher has
identified one from the documentary sources. In the collected evidence, some see signs suggesting
the crypt was a spiritual refuge, some identify it as a shelter for man and beast, others as a place in
which justice was administered [3]. However, it is also suggested that the underground chamber was
the seat of the Inquisition Court, a prison, a space for working and maturing agricultural and pastoral
products, a deposit for equipment and cereals, and a church, as it is today. Clearly, it is easy to
understand that the case of Pietracupa is a typical example of when it is difficult to separate myth from
reality.
That it is common belief that this hypogeum has a centuries-long social history emerges from the
considerations of those who have researched this rock formation. Given that, the available sources do
not help in clearing the mist surrounding it and, not least, bearing in mind the present political and
economic history of this territory, I find it difficult to make a clear decision about the role of this
structure without straying into opinions that have no certified logic. However, it seems possible that
many of the listed activities could have taken place in these spaces in different periods, if not all,
because, as is known, as generations change so do the living conditions and necessities of
individuals; as, for example, the Viennese architect Richard Josef Neutra reminds us in his book
“Survival Through Design”: «A man perfected a tool, reached his limits and then died. After a pause,
his son or even his great-grandson could continue this search for perfection» [15]. I would define this
as a “universal” principle valid for all manmade things «from the spoon to the city» to quote Ernesto
Nathan Rogers [14]. Neutra continues, «Each step forwards requires in turn the renewal of effort and
initiative on the part of the human creator. The mental economy of man, his physiological susceptibility
to periodical and definitive exhaustion, make temporary satisfaction an absolute necessity, often
before he is aware that he has set himself the aim of functional perfection». In other words, man tends
to want to repair and improve things; man modifies his natural environment while animals live within it
without those needs.
I believe that this is precisely what happened in the hypogeum of the ‘morgia’ of Pietracupa: as the
generations changed so did the activities undertaken in the cave. However, this interpretation of the
elements of the past increases my perplexity relating to the authenticity of the spatial conformation of
the underground structure as some scholars intend it. Given that the rock is calcareous and easy to
work, it cannot be excluded that over time the structure was remodelled with interventions aimed at
varying its function; while it is much more likely that the present situation, whose morphology is so
particular, can provide useful clues about the human activity which more than the others contributed to
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Fig. 5: The proposed mill-olive press.

determining its present shape. This will not necessarily have been the first activity let alone the last
considering we know that during the restoration of the structure, which transformed it into an assembly
room for the Christian cult no work was undertaken to redefine the space. In other words, I am
convinced that there is a hidden pathway linking the present configuration of the cavern to one of the
activities that took place there.
I must confess that I find this line of research interesting and after overcoming initial resistance, mainly
because, like those who have preceded me, I only have circumstantial evidence to work with, I have
attempted to formulate a hypothesis. This is based on thoughts aroused by the sensations perceived
at the site and puts aside conjectures based on historical documents about the territory and those
stimulated by stories collected during interviews with the local population.
My mental representation is made clear by two convictions. Firstly, that the largest chamber, the
encircling one, was the place in which man physically undertook his main activity. Secondly, that the
spatial conformation of this room is not casual, or due to the whim of whoever excavated it in the rock,
or, let us say to artistic flare, but is to be attributed to the spatial requirement of one of the functions it
housed. Requirement, which in the absence of a round-table for noble knights, I did not find to be
useful for the work activities listed above. On the contrary, it could constitute a more concrete clue
regarding activities linked to the mechanical transformation of agricultural raw materials like cereals
and/or olives; cultivations that have always been present in this territory.
Therefore, according to my reconstruction, at a certain point in its history a mill or olive press was
installed in the hypogeum at Pietracupa. Given that there are no traces suggesting it was powered by
water or wind, I believe that it must have been a machine powered by men and/or animals. As stated
above, in my reasoning, the function determines the shape of the hypogeum, therefore, by using the
inverse rule, the shape reveals the function, or, if we prefer, here we have «the shape as a carrier of
sense of purpose» [1].
I believe that my theory has more than one chance of finding confirmation in documents as this
research continues in the archives, given that it offers a plausible and synchronous explanation, in a
temporal dimension, for the elements of greatest interest present inside the hypogeum. Such
elements, which contrary to my hypothesis have been attributed by others to diverse activities and,
probably, to different periods of the cavern’s functional evolution, all to be proven of course. Therefore,
in my opinion the spatial conformation can be explained by the movement of the millstones around the
vertical beam of the mill or olive-press. This hypothesis identifies the stone element with rectangular
base and truncated cone shape present on the ceiling as what remains of the upper housing for the
rotation shaft of the machine. In other words, what in similar situations is constituted by a timber
structure comprising a bracket and strut (fig. 5), and not, as indicated by many, as the broken end of a
structural pillar. This observation is not banal given that the present situation clearly shows the
uselessness of a pointed supporting element to the structure’s static profile. Even the stone ring,
which awakens the imagination of observers and often guides reasoning towards more evocative
functions, linked to earthly justice and the expiation of a custodial punishment, can be linked to the
transformation of agricultural products, as it can be explained as anchorage for the bridles of pack
animals. In this reconstruction, they would have been used to transport the raw materials, before and
after transformation, and for powering the milling/pressing machinery by walking round in a circular
motion. Thus, at some points of the day and similarly in some periods of the year, the underground
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structure provided shelter to the animals that helped man in this transformation activity, in addition to
storage for the raw materials.
At this point in the discussion, in order to render the reconstruction of the process of spatial
transformation undertaken in the hypogeum even more straightforward we must ask why this type of
mill/press was chosen.
I will attempt to construct a convincing answer. As can be guessed, having installed this function in a
hypogeum offers certain advantages, for example, the transformation activities remained hidden from
strangers who observed the village from afar (not a secondary factor), but at the same time was also
accessible to pack animals. Furthermore, the structure’s plan made it possible to store a large quantity
of raw materials and shelter the animals involved in the work, while by its nature the rock-cut cavity
ensured a constant temperature in all seasons of the year, a micro-climate acceptable to living beings
and for conserving natural products over a long period.
If the reader shares my idea that these reasons more than others influenced the choice of the ‘morgia’
hypogeum as the place to install a production structure then the answer to the question we previously
asked ourselves is simple and immediate: this type of installation was chosen because it was
compatible with the space inherited from the previous function. At the same time it was convenient
given that to install a “traditional” mill, one with a timber castle at the head of the rotation shaft, would
have meant changing the height of part of the ceiling to make room for at least the bracket of the
anchoring structure. It should be noted that the space required for the insertion of such a timber
structure cannot be underestimated; the machine in my reconstruction did not produce material for the
needs of a family nucleus, rather for the entire community of Pietracupa which, to give a parameter for
discussion, in the mid 16th century was constantly increasing and already in 1554 counted 89 families
[5].

3.

Conclusion

Compared to other regions in central-southern Italy, in Molise the subject of artificial and natural
anthropized cavities has only recently received adequate attention, which has set in motion their
study. The census of the hypogea, the cataloguing based on the parameters of the National Register
of Artificial Cavities, iconographic and documentary archive research, remain the primary objectives to
be reached in the near future. The aim is to reconstruct where possible the historical events of each
site and set up a GIS system which, as well as georeferencing the sites and collecting all available
data, will enable a complete examination of the rock-cut phenomena, finalized towards stimulating
tourism in the region.
The study of the excavation phases and construction techniques used in the walls completing the
structures will provide the necessary information to date the period of construction and use of the
individual rock-cut units, but, as usual, the metric and photographic surveys will provide the most
interesting data, firstly spatial and secondly chromatic. In fact, it should not be forgotten that survey
can be defined as the “operative tool of history”, because through its use the construction phases,
transformations, the functional logics etc can be understood. In other words, confirmation can be
found of what is derived from bibliographical, archival, and iconographic sources, and therefore
reconstruct the criteria, or if we wish the reasoning which, over time led to this particular conformation.
It also means that each manmade structure is like a text to be decoded. The surveyor’s intelligence
and scientific and operative culture is tasked with putting together the best interpretation. For this
reason, survey is the preferred tool for gaining knowledge and is fundamental in an intervention of
restoration as it is for cataloguing and classifying a piece of heritage, be it manmade or natural.
As regards the rock-cut church of St. Anthony, the remains available to us, and the lack of archive
documents suggest greater caution on dating and function. Therefore, although the suppositions
remain somewhat unreliable, there is no doubt that the underground structure denotes importance,
even if local. It offers a synthesis of part of the culture of this corner of Italy, and as a work of
ingenuity, is on a par with the sculptures on the rich portals and capitals of the cathedrals. Its study
and safeguarding would be useful for future generations, and the results ought to be spread, using all
channels of information, including augmented reality. Above all, it ought to be made known so that it
emerges from its long period of anonymity, independently of its state of preservation and its
importance compared to similar national sites.
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Abstract
In latest decades, there has been a growing interest towards the preservation of rural landscapes.
Characterized by tangible and intangible elements, they result from the interrelation between man and
nature and for this reason, own important cultural value. However, this heritage is fragile as exposed to
weathering and decay phenomena that can blur or erase its distinctive features; it is also unstable due
to both human actions and threats related to the acceleration of economic and social processes. In a
period characterized by a global financial crisis, rural landscapes urgently ask for solutions to the
environmental vulnerabilities caused by the abandonment of land and traditional crops. In this
framework, the villages erected following the Fascist assault on the latifundia in Sicily, today unused
and in a bad state of repair, deserve special attention. Such goods could benefit from the specific and
accurate knowledge, conservation and revitalization activities. Focusing on the case study of Borgo
Lupo in Mineo, Catania, this paper aims to highlight how the recovery and adaptive reuse of such sites
could represent an opportunity for the invigoration of an area now scarcely populated, but at a very high
agricultural vocation, so improving environmental and social justice, cooperative behavior, solidarity,
and the general welfare.
Keywords: rural architecture, rural landscape, preservation, adaptive reuse, social development

1.

Introduction (A.V.)

In recent times, there has been a consolidation of the collective interest towards the preservation of the
landscape and, more specifically, of those categories of ‘cultural’ and ‘rural’ landscape, still not fully
defined or immediately understandable [1]. This, perhaps because of the significant amount of rules that
over time have taken place in the field and the various meanings that the different disciplines have given
to such notions. Concepts which gradually distanced from an aesthetic vision and a static, sectoral and
local reading of the existing reality, to become complex and changing images, the result of dynamic
interactions [2].
In Italy, the safeguarding of the landscape has always been considered a primary exigency and is then
foreseen by the Constitution. In the article 2 of the Code of Cultural Heritage and Landscape (2004), the
term finds its complete expression as “homogenous part of the territory in which the characters are
derived from nature, human history or the mutual interrelation”, obviously in compliance with the
provisions of the European Landscape Convention (2000).
The landscape is considered an identifying element of the place to which it is linked and its protection
requires, at the outset, the recognition and defence of those specific values that characterize and
distinguish it from the others. Responding to an already ten-year line of thinking, the ELC has recognized
the landscape a strong cultural and economic value. For the first time, it has highlighted the need for
planning of both existing and future landscapes. Not limited to preservation of areas of exceptional
importance, it has also stressed the urgency of proceeding with the recovery of everyday or degraded
landscapes, and of the peri-urban agricultural sites, focusing on the quality of their transformations.
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This tool is, without a doubt, a significant step in a process aimed at the full awareness of the landscape’s
identity. However, it is thanks to UNESCO if many years before, the ‘cultural landscape category’ has
become a specific item to protect [3]. Twenty years after its approval, the 1972 Convention concerning
the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage has become the first international legal
instrument designed to identify and defend cultural landscapes. In 1992, the Committee has, in fact,
adopted the guidelines for their inclusion in the World Heritage List also recognizing that cultural
landscapes represent the “combined works of nature and of man”. They are illustrative of the evolution
of human society and settlements over time, under the influence of the physical constraints and/or
opportunities presented by their natural environment and of successive social, economic and cultural
forces, both external and internal.
Since then, it was stated the opportunity to establish specific measures for the protection and
enhancement of that particular category of cultural landscapes which are the rural landscapes, still,
unfortunately, lacking from the regulatory standpoint [4]. In Italy, there are only two legal references to
this concept: the first is given by the article 135 of the aforementioned Code of Cultural Heritage, which
foresees the rural landscapes safeguarding, while the second is in the decree of the Minister of
Agricultural Food and Forestry policies creating the National Rural Landscape Observatory of
Agricultural Practices and Traditional Knowledge (2012). Its art. 2 defines the “traditional rural landscape
of historical interest”, by locating it in those “portions of territory classified as rural and/or linear or
punctual elements, which while continuing their evolutionary process, retain clear evidence of their origin
and their history”.
Therefore, physical elements and materials characterize the rural landscape: crops, settlements and
significant artifacts from a historical and traditional point of view. At the same time, however, it expresses
the evolution of the relationships between the community and that particular territory. It is evident as it
results from the interrelation among the human and anthropic elements on the one hand and, on the
other, with the environment and that as from the union of these elements derives its cultural value. The
landscape, in a physical sense, “is similar to a great architecture, made of natural and artificial elements.
It has three dimensions, forms and functions; it is both the work of man and nature, It is ever changing
(artifact, open work)” [5].
The landscape, however, is a fragile good: a good in danger as exposed to weathering processes and
physiological degradation, which can blur or erase its peculiar traits and individualities. It is, at the same
time, an unstable well, due to human action, for example, because of the activation of those processes
of substitution of the natural equilibrium with new situations resulting from the interaction between
ecosystems and anthropogenic artifacts. For this reason, it is characterized by a high level of
uncertainty, in particular when the presence of man fails. A good, which is also subject to those threats
related to economic and social processes at the international level who have suffered in recent decades,
a strong acceleration.
In a period characterized by a global financial crisis, rural landscapes urgently ask for solutions to the
serious environmental vulnerability of big portions of the territory, caused by the abandonment of land
and traditional crops. In this framework, the villages erected following the Fascist assault on the
latifundia in Sicily, for too long a time unused and in a bad state of repair, deserve special attention. The
central pillars of a characteristic agricultural system and way of life, such places - today abandoned could benefit from the specific and accurate knowledge, conservation and revitalization activities.
Focusing on the case study of Borgo Lupo in Mineo, Catania, this paper aims to highlight how the
recovery and reuse of such sites could represent an opportunity for the invigoration of an area now
scarcely populated, but at a very high agricultural vocation, so improving environmental and social
justice, cooperative behavior, solidarity, and the general welfare.

2.

The Fascist assault on the latifundia in Sicily (A.C.)

Through the law n. 1 of 2 February 1940, the Fascist regime officially launched the assault on large
estates, with the establishment of the Ente di Colonizzazione del Latifondo Siciliano (ECLS). This body
aimed to ensure - both technically and financially - the transformation of the economic and social
structure of rural land in Sicily. It foresaw the construction of homes in specific lots assigned to the
farmers, to enable them to live in their lands; as well as rural villages designed to provide workers and
their families the missing services in the countryside, and located within five kilometers from the most
distant dwellings.
The proposed settlement model was that of the rural town designed by Edoardo Caracciolo for the
redevelopment of the agricultural areas of the island and identified in the farmhouses - small singlefamily buildings with farms scattered throughout the area - the living places, and in the villages - a set
of buildings for public use, located with assigned frequency - the equipment needed to carry out human
activities. The villages so marked the presence of the state and were the essential connecting links
between the assignees of agricultural lots and the public organization. They insisted on sites selected
based on the presence of water supply and on their accessibility close as much as possible to roads
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connecting the towns. A complex scenery, balanced by the concomitant presence of the new buildings,
suspended between water and sky and surrounded by the greenery.
The first towns built in the 40s of the last century and completed in a time of war represented the symbol
of a new era and had the function of conveying the contents of a cultural revolution. The village was
created by the same matter on which it elevated, “as hedonistic need of land to dispose of in spatial
geometries and in volumes plots as per affable host of the man” [6]. The architecture was supposed to
give plastic expression to the deeply-rooted duality between home and land. Hence the desire to entrust
the design to professionals from the island, able to understand and interpret the genius loci of their
territory and give rise, not to mere aggregates of functional and standardized buildings but to
Mediterranean places, the expression of the renewal wanted by the regime.
In this sense, the administration directed by the economist Nallo Mazzocchi Alemanni had predicted
that the projects were drawn up by young Sicilian architects with a cultural sensitivity that can make
every village “an artistic creation, with an own individuality, unique and concluded” [7]. Places also able
to combine the modern language with the characteristic features of the landscape, avoiding the use of
models foreign to the local culture.
In designing each village, the new aspects of the rustic building should, in fact, adhere “ab auctore to
the climate, the color, the island's genius” [8] although in the ways and forms typical of the functionalist
design era. It appeared, therefore, crucial, the territorial characterization of the architecture that was
sought in materials, colors and the local building tradition. The need to open the village to the campaign
was as ever heard, and it was consequently essential to find layout solutions that saw in the square,
surrounded by buildings, its centerpiece: a village free of the square - a privileged place of meeting,
meeting, business and leisure - would never suggest to the Sicilian farmer the idea of hamlet.
After the war, the estate colonization continued despite the fall of the fascist regime. Following the
constitutional law on the autonomy of the Sicilian Region in 1948 and the passage of legislative powers
for land development to the Regional Assembly, the ECLS was transformed into the Institute for Agrarian
Reform in Sicily (ERAS). The new organisation followed the work of construction of other agricultural
centers and accomplished the constructions that had been interrupted because of the war.
The centers designed and realized in the period after 1950 greatly resented the legacy of the past.
However, the war had led to a rethinking of the rural town, in many ways not shared by the farmers
themselves, which made it even anachronistic the existence of the villages. It still, dwelt the practice, for
those who worked the land, to live in the villages and to go back home every day after the work. It further
stated, the nascent awareness given by the technical and technological development in the meantime
intervened, of the opportunities offered by the new means of locomotion and by a renewed viability required because of war damages -, which would have made it easier to achieve land work and therefore
almost useless, the life in the lonely countryside.
In spite of this, the ERAS continued its construction work in places more and more isolated and distant
from towns and delegated to municipalities the management and the burden of maintenance costs of
buildings and public offices staff. The first series of farmhouses was built on the initiative of the lictorian
ECLS but these, too far apart from each other and completely lacking in civil services, did not favor the
permanent settlement of farmers in rural areas. The structure will cease, finally, its activities in 1965
following its transformation into the Agricultural Development Agency (ESA), almost to point out, also in
the name, the now changed address of the Sicilian agricultural policy and its new priorities.
Since then, the villages have been directed towards an inexorable decline, and today there are fifty-four
survivors settlements - fourteen made in the 40s by ECLS and about forty built in the 50s by ERAS -,
many of them incomplete and characterized by a few buildings service, others still limited to only
residential functions (fig. 1). The latter, then redeemed by beneficiaries, are not very identifiable as over
time affected by transformations that have altered their architectural and typological characteristics, as
well as placed in a now changed cultural and environmental context.

3.

The Sicilian rural villages today neglected (A.V.)

The current state of decay and/or neglect of structures - now considered useless but nonetheless still
an essential element of the landscape - asks for new studies study aimed at implementing concrete
actions of recovery and regeneration. This to ensure that these evidence of an important page in the
island's history, find again the meaning of their founding reasons and, therefore, a new role in the
economic and social development of the region. These villages - the result of a complex construction
relationship between man and nature - are the expression of specific uses of land, maybe not anymore
shareable, but their appropriate reuse could contribute to the definition of modern techniques of
sustainable land use (including the short chain and quality productions), able to maintain or strengthen
the natural values of the landscape.
Compared to the variety and richness of cultural heritage that characterizes this territory, the procedures
put in place for their protection have so far favored the monuments and historic urban centers, while it
seems to report a limited interest for rural cultural heritage and landscapes in where they are located.
The same architectural and urban culture in Italy, in recent decades, has been mainly characterized by
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Fig. 1: The map of Sicilian rural villages (@ Luca Renato Fauzia, 2016).

an urbanocentric tradition, seen as the conceptual premise and the ultimate aim of a vision that
subordinates the suburbs and the rural areas, to the city.
Addressing and deepenning the theme of rural architecture, therefore, means starting a new field of
research, in many ways still to explore and invent, especially from a design point of view. This is actually
a sector that only recently seems to have overcome obvious marginality conditions to take on a strategic
importance in the balance and development of the territory, but also a scientific and cultural interest,
rich in possible innovative values.
In this regard, it can be observed a certain attention from the Sicilian Region and local governments
towards the agricultural landscape, seen as a resource to protect and promote, together with other
sectors linked to it such as culture, food, tourism, ecology, health and wellness, which have made a
significant contribution to the Community initiative policies of last years.
Specifically, since 2006, the Regional Center for Planning and Restoration initiated the ‘LIM project Identity Places of Memory’, aimed at the establishment of the homonymous Regional Charter. Starting
from the assumption that the traditional model of tourism -which in Sicily focuses on a few monumental
emergencies, on some urban areas, or even on the main tourist resorts on the coast and islands - is the
leading cause of a human pressure and consequent problems, the Charter of Places proposes a radical
turnaround. Applied over the entire territory, it seeks the attenuation of the pressure on the most worn
extents and simultaneously provide new opportunities for marginal land areas, by offering itineraries
often unexplored, but nonetheless an important component of the rich Sicilian cultural landscape.
The Leader II program included among its actions the cataloging of the artistic, archaeological and
natural heritage to be made available to tourist flows. Such research has also focused on identifying
some thematic routes for tourism purposes such as, for example, the rural naturalistic path named ‘the
streets of the water mills’. The ‘Axis III - Quality of life in rural areas and diversification of rural economy
- of the Rural Development Program for Sicily 2007/2013’ has provided substantial funding for the
conservation and upgrading of rural heritage through the implementation of remedial measures for
natural high value sites (ponds, hedges, monumental trees, etc.) and cultural elements of the traditional
agricultural landscape (isolated rural buildings of historical and artistic interest to be devoted to public
use, valuable typical examples of the traditional agricultural landscape, such as stone walls, terraces,
drinkers and other artifacts that constitute evidence of farming and rural community life).
As part of the same program, in 2009 the Sicilian Region has also drawn up a pilot project for the
recovery and exploitation of ESA rural villages called ‘the way of burgs’ that only recently saw the first
concrete intervention with the redevelopment of Borgo Bruca: the departure point of the itinerary, located
in the municipality of Buseto Palazzolo, Trapani [9].
All these initiatives - not listed in an exhaustive but only in an illustrative way - are important elements
of a process, already underway, which considers the rural landscape as a cultural asset, essential for
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the collective identity; that “form that man, in the course and for the purpose of its productive agricultural
activities, consciously and systematically imparts to the natural landscape” [10].
These actions are, however, deficient in a global operational coordination aimed at the recovery of this
precious heritage. Strategies founded on their recognition through the analysis of artifacts and sites in
the context where they are located and based on operational tools such as the census, the cataloging
and a direct, critic, extensive and detailed reading of such goods based on documentary-analytical and
morphological assumptions. An approach that arises as an indispensable starting point for any
subsequent evaluation and representation of the built space, as well as for any coherent project
proposal, for the retrieval of preexistences to make them responsive to the requirements of today, in
harmony with the environment and with the system of relations settled in the territory.
It appears, in fact, essential to launch new integrated design approaches in which to converge the
theoretical and operational contributions of the discipline of architectural and urban restoration, adaptive
reuse, structural consolidation, energy retrofitting, as well as with the imperatives of economic
sustainability. The purpose is to make this heritage suited to meeting the civil, cultural, and
environmental needs and thus involve it in the contemporary world. It would be also necessary to
actualise it, in accordance with the principles of authenticity and protection of the expressive and
symbolic functions of their local tradition. A process, which here means ‘adherence to the territory’,
being these architectures from rationalist character but also time showing explicit figurative references
to the rural heritage of the region and a willingness of integration with the surrounding landscape.
4.
A project proposal for the revival of Borgo Pietro Lupo
The armor of the organizational system of the agricultural life and identity elements, in form and material,
of the cultural landscape, such goods deserve to benefit from specific, detailed and accurate knowledge
activities. To this end, they have been the object of research and teaching activities, which already
concerned Borgo Antonino Cascino in Enna, Borgo Baccarato-Salioni in Aidone, Borgo Pietro Lupo in
Mineo (fig. 2). The first has recently benefited from a recovery program through a specific measure of
the European Structural and Investment Funds and looks set to become a sort of permanent natural
showcase for agricultural and food products of the area; the second is today a ghost town, as well as
one of the twelve Sicilian rural villages for which the region has decided to make disposals to private as
well as the third, only partly occupied by a farm that has adapted some buildings to its needs, after being
for the rest literally vandalized by squatters.
In particular, Borgo Lupo was taken as a pilot project aimed at studying forms of harmonious and
sustainable reuse to re-enter these pre-exixtences into the current and future cycle of living. Activities
able to keep innovating goods in a state of decay or underuse, now also deprived of the primary sense
of their presence due to the absence of man, in order to provide them with new ethical and social
meanings.
4.1 The knowledge process for the recovery and the reuse (A.C.)
The foundation of Borgo Pietro Lupo is closely related to the will of the regime to fight the social unrest
caused by the issue of the rural latifundium and to show the presence of the government, especially in
the inland areas of the island most affected by the hegemony of mafia. It is one of the "eight rural villages,
each one erected in each of the eight provinces of Sicily, and consecrated in memory of a war or the
Fascist Revolution fallen” [8]. As already mentioned, the fascist state, translating into action the will and
the directives of the Duce, aimed, through the creation of ‘service centers’ - designed to provide farmers
with basic facilities - to combat the abandonment and the consequent impoverishment of rural areas.
Borgo Pietro Lupo, one of the last villages built, is an oddity - both for its history and for its architectural
peculiarities - that make it a distinctive sign of the rural landscape, as well as an important testimony of
its intense historical period. Its construction events are controversial and still not fully clarified.

Fig. 2: Borgo Pietro Lupo: the church, the shop with the resale of tobacco and the casa Littoria.
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In 1939 the Land Reclamation Consortium of Caltagirone had begun the construction of a new village
entrusting the engineer Filippo Marino of the project and construction management. The site chosen
was situated in the district of Salto, in a “pleasant and healthy location, easily accessible via the recovery
road n ° 5” [11] between the villages of Ramacca and Raddusa, and the new driveway that from Catania
led to Caltagirone. The ECLS management, which took over the consortium, maintained the project and
the designer, but changed the location of the village, by appointing a ministerial committee to identify a
possible new site [12]. The choice of a different placement, strongly supported by the economist and
agronomist Giuseppe Tassinari - then the Minister of Agriculture and Forests -, was motivated by the
desire to shift the new location in a prominent area, easily identifiable in the territory. Despite the inability
to find another place that could meet the demands of the Ministry, a new construction site was anyway
launched in Mongialino district - where today is Borgo Pietro Lupo - and the previous one was
abandoned. The real reasons for this relocation are unknown, however, it seems plausible that they
were tied to economic causes, due to the splitting of the properties and/or to the division into farms [13].
The erection of the village was launched on 20 March 1940 with the award of the work to the Santagati
Company of Catania. The Agrarian Company Mongialino, owned by the ECLS, was established a little
later, as evidenced by a notarial deed dated 18 July 1940. The construction yard continued in 1941
(between February and April, the ECLS required a building permit to the City of Mineo for the
construction of some edifices) and, in the years 1944-1945, the road access to the site was completed.

Fig. 3 The first 1940 project in Mongialino district: axonometric view and floor plan of the village (ESA archives).

The original project made by the engineer Filippo Marino included only ten buildings and was based on
an urban design built on two major axes perpendicular to one another. The first axis - the main access
road - was thought as a ‘prospective telescope’ that linked the improved road (beside the trough) to the
square. The main facade of the church formed the backdrop to this ‘vision’ machine. The second axis perpendicular to the first - intercepted the second square and led, in both directions, towards the
countryside (fig. 3).The buildings, with some limited exception, were designed following an unusual
asymmetric and articulate structure. A unique aspect of a village of such limited extent, was, as already
mentioned, represented by the two courts: an urban layout typical of models - already developed in
previous years - but for larger villages [14]. The two squares, in fact, organized the village in two
separated areas with different hierarchical values: the ‘public square’ - which overlooked the church, the
casa Littoria, the school, the clinic, the post office, the Carabinieri barracks, the shop with the resale of
tobacco - and the ‘square of the artisans’ with the mill, and both the mechanic and production workshops.
The design of the gardens arranged around the two fountains - with a circular tank the first and with a
trough the second -, the misalignment of the fronts of buildings along the streets and the varied design
of the buildings’ plans, let assume that the particular figuration has been the result of an adaptation, as
well as a scaling of the spatial conformation designed for the first site. A successive project, also
entrusted to the engineer Filippo Marino, envisaged the construction of new buildings (the house of the
administration, the accommodation for employees, the health house and some stores); unfortunately,
the execution of work came to a halt in 1943 due to the fall of the regime following the Allied invasion
of Sicily. It was then completed, in two successive stages, between 1946 and 1949. Later, other changes
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were made to both the church and the barracks, to adapt them to the needs of a village in the heart of
its activities; in 1957, the veterinary clinic was accomplished (fig. 4).
Main extraordinary maintenance works were required, however, between 1959 and 1962 following a
serious problem of static instability that had affected several buildings. The construction of the village
on a specially prepared surface, perhaps made too quickly without giving way to the ground to compact
and settle, had caused the differential subsidence with depressions and elevations of the embankment.
In particular, due to the infiltration of rainwater into the ground, the carryover clays had undergone an
increase in volume, in relation to the imbibition; in summer, their drying had led to the instability of the
foundation plane, so resulting in cracks on the walls, floors and roofs. The church, the school, the
headquarters of ECLS and the housing, some shops and workshops, as well as the mill, were - partially
or completely - demolished, and later rebuilt. The intervention of the authorities did nothing to stem the
phenomenon of the occupation of the buildings and their use mainly as warehouses, often only in order
to acquire the property for possession.
Today the village is an almost ‘forgotten’ place, without water and public lighting. The property, today of
ESA, should be transferred to the municipality of Mineo, which nevertheless does not want to engage
in a challenging and costly situation. This precious heritage deserved, noneless to find a new life and
for this reasona reuse project proposals was established, based on a strict analysis and documentation
protocol, which was also directed to the prevention and reduction of seismic risk and energy conversion.
This program took its cue from survey, seen as a scientific tool for reflection addressed to the

Fig. 4: Site plan of Borgo Pietro Lupo (@ESA archives) and axonometric reconstruction of the 1957 project
(@Raffaele Iudica, 2017).

conservation and protection of a site little known and little studied in its historical, architectural and
symbolic values.
The activities aimed at the recovery of the rural village was then planned through the first understanding
of the existing situation, in order to accurately assess the possible criticalities for ensuring the village, a
safely future. It was therefore documented the current state of conservation with quantitative data, the
measurement of the volumes and the analysis of proportional relationships, the functional study of the
organization and the consistency of the individual buildings, by means of the material-constructive and
technological investigations.
The preparation of an action plan was, in fact, made possible only after having carried out a deep
investigation of the rural village, not limited to the individual edifices but extended to the whole fabric
and its environmental context. The model acquired from the different campaigns has provided a
comprehensive database on the architectural, morphological, typological, figurative, metric and
geometric aspects of the village. It has also permitted to obtain a clear picture of the structural damage
and crack patterns which affect the constructions, due to the frequent earthquakes which occurred in
the area, including the 5.1 magnitude earthquake of ‘Sainta Lucia’ that during the night of 13 January
1990 hit South-eastern Sicily (fig. 5-6).
4.2 The social agriculture: an innovative tradition (A.V.)
The survival of Borgo Lupo, along with that of other similar structures, now abandoned but nevertheless
key elements of the rural landscape, inevitably pass through the reuse of structures that could still have
a major role in the development of the territory, from the economic, social, cultural and natural point of
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Fig. 5: Masonry details, crack mapping and prefiguration of building damage patterns seismic vulnerability
(@Raffaele Iudica, 2017).

views. A functional, energetic and structural conversion, oriented towards innovative and sustainable
design and planning processes, capable of drawing both from the humus of the identity and the roots of
the landscape, the necessary regenerative sap of the landscape itself.
Born with a clear purpose of service and aggregation, the village has since long lost its primitive values.
However, it is just in the recovery of its original character that it could find the keystone to promote its
rebirth.
In this sense, the project was based on a preliminary analysis of the many good practices that have
been promoted in Europe and around the world to address the complex issue of the recovery of rural
villages. Therefore, the initiatives developed in the UK for rural social housing, based on the principles
of relationship and social integration, or those related to the creation of environmental cooperatives,
founded on extensively model tested in the Netherlands since the 90s of the last century; or also the
ecovillages and other models linked to the land and aimed at the spiritual growth were deepened and
compared. In the light of the research carried out and in accordance with the intrinsic valences and
peculiar characteristics of such a place, it was envisaged a recovery path that would put back to the
center of any discussion, the man, the community, and their relationships with an agriculture, seen in
contemporary and multifunctional views. An agriculture that can influence and affect many aspects of
human life, not only those linked to food but also the environment, the solidarity and the general welfare.
An agriculture, at the service of people, which turns into the social farming, so basing its deepest reason
for being, in those values of reciprocity, generosity and mutual aid that have always distinguished the
rural areas.
Borgo Pietro Lupo, also benefiting from specific forms of funding, today available, should profit from its
adaption in ‘agri-social enterprise’; a kind of ‘social farm’ able to provide cultural, educational, charitable,
social and professional inclusion for vulnerable individuals and/or people who wish to escape the city
(fig. 7). Quite different from the near Cara of Mineo - today unfortunately a ghetto, the scene of serious
phenomena of marginalization and social degradation -, the reborn of Borgo Lupo focusing on the
establishment of new agricultural production systems and a renewed relationship with plants, animals,
nature, and families, will seek at helping young couples, children or all those people suffering from
different forms of discomfort. These people could found in agricultural activities a chance to give
meaning to their lives and together to this place.
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Fig. 6: Map of the degradation phenomena and conservation project (@Raffaele Iudica, 2017).

Fig. 7: Adaptive reuse project. Based on the studies carried out it has been envisaged to transform the village in
an agri-social enterprise (@Raffaele Iudica, 2017).
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Abstract
This paper aims to describe, starting from the preliminary analysis of the urban and housing context, a
methodological approach to the requalification and social rehabilitation of nineteenth century residential
districts with a strong historical value. This operates simultaneously on the retrieval of the complex
relationships (functional and social) on the town scale and on the improvement of the constructivetechnological, typological-functional and energetic-environmental parameters on the building scale.
The case study is represented by the residential INA-casa district located in Viale degli Abruzzi in
Brindisi. The district, which represents an important stage of the history of social housing in Brindisi. It
has been constructed in the 50s, during the second seven-year of Italian INA-Casa period, by the
architect Gaetano Minucci and it reuses almost blindly the planning criteria indicated in the national
guidelines provided by the institute INA-Casa. The research proposed a performance enhancement of
the districts in energetic terms and typological-functional but also paved the way for a functional
rehabilitation of the urban district aimed at the achievement of a higher quality of life for its inhabitants.
Keywords: urban regeneration; retrieval strategies; social housing; housing regeneration; functional
behaviors

1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last years the debate inherent to the extensive public residential housing heritage,
constructed in the immediate aftermath the post war until the early 80s, is mainly focusing on the
retrieval strategies of the housing heritage and on the regeneration of the urban spaces related to
them for social purposes. At the base of the debate are placed the new social and functional
requirements of housing. The estate heritage in question, in fact, is object not only of a serious
physical decay, but also of a relevant functional obsolescence. The last ISTAT survey of 2011
highlighted how more than 70% of the Italian residential buildings is aged 30 or more with 35% over
50 years. Great part of this building quotient is collocated, therefore, across the housing emergence of
the second post war period, when the answer to the “social issue of the house” had to be quick and
extended to large urban territories to respond effectively to the great Italian social emergence. This
great economy of the costs and time was made possible by entrusting cultural and technical models
already widely consolidated that, therefore, granted an immediate final result but that, contextually,
appeared often inadequate or largely surpassed in relation to the same Italian context. In this sense, if
the formal and social housing models were more or less directly imported from the functionalist and
rationalist experiences of the middle European tradition (especially German and Dutch), the building
standards revived the Italian pre-war technical tradition. These choices allow the use of already
formed labor to work in the building sector and of well-known materials, of which the production and
usage processes had already been tested. In substance though, an extensive housing heritage was
created that was already obsolete both in terms of urban and social quality and in terms of technical
and performance quality. Hence, it clearly emerges how the requalification of residential construction
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of this historical stage imposes a global and integral reflection on the technical and technological
adjustment of the constructions to the new normative and energetic-performance parameters, but also
on the distributional and functional reorganization of the livable places in relation to the numerous
social aspects (working, relational, familiar) that characterize life and the contemporary domestic
demand. Last but not least, this reflection refers also to the new role that these areas (sometimes
entire districts) can take for the social and urban context they belong to.

2.

The INA-Casa project in Via Duca degli Abruzzi in Brindisi

The reconstruction panorama on national scale finds its origin with the INA-Casa Plan. This will mark
the beginning of an important phase of the post War economic policy, which will leave the most
important testimonies in the field of social housing in our country with the construction of more than
350.000 houses. The INA-Casa Plan was aimed at bringing the construction of low cost houses for
salaried employees and stimulate the occupation through the employment of not-specialized
workforce for the construction of new edifices. The complete program was articulated in two sevenyears plans, running between 1949 and 1963, but, for the purposes of the present study, we will only
concentrate on the policies and normatives regarding the first seven-year plan (1949-56) and having a
direct connection with the analyzed case.
2.1 The rise of Via Duca degli Abruzzi as a monumental axis
The residential complex of Viale Duca degli Abruzzi represents a fundamental element in the social
housing in Brindisi. Within the reformation program, started in the 20s, the district starts to take shape
at the beginning of the 50s, during the second INA-Casa seven-year period. In this sense, it proposes
all the planning criteria dictated by the INA-Casa institute in the 1949 “Piano incremento occupazione
operaia. Case per lavoratori”, direct emanation of the law 43 of 02/29/1949 (commonly known as
Fanfani Law). Located in the Casale district, the 4th district of the town, the complex comprises six
blocks. Following the typology in line, which outlooks, on the back, private open spaces, the residential
complex creates along the axis of Via Duca degli Abruzzi a long architectonic parade that ends almost
by the water line, in the place where, already in 1933 rose, by architect Luigi Brunati and sculptor
Amerigo Bartoli, the National Monument to the Italian Sailor.
The already existing urban organization of the district was set on great transversal axes to the
coastline. This urban organization was reconfirmed with the building interventions and in 1932, the
great boulevard of Via Duca degli Abruzzi, with its 400 m of length and almost 20 of width, was chosen
to host the National Monument to the Italian Sailor (Fig 1-2) From this axis, consacrated in the plan by
eng. Tarchioni in 1934 as one of the main routes of implant of the Casale district, started the division
of the areas of the district. The territory, mainly agricultural, was divided into six quadrants, and
became one of the centres of the new urban policy for the sustainment of the rural class.

ig. 1-2: 1933 project of the great boulevard of Via della
Vittoria and aerial photos illustrating the inauguration of the
National Monument of the Italian Sailor and in which the
structure of the great boulevard of Via Duca degli Abruzzi
appears (from http://www.iltimonedibrindisi.com/storia-dibrindisi/costruzione-ed-inaugurazione-del-monumento-almarinaio-d-italia/)
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2.2 The original plan of Viale Duca degli Abruzzi and its architect
The conception of Via Duca degli Abruzzi district is not unitary at least in its original configuration, but
reaches at the end of its fabrication period a surprising architectonic synthesis in which, even in
presence of different architects, there seems to be a single control of the urban and constructive space.
This condition is surely ascribable to the strong alignment to the design and technical guides contained
in the “Piano incremento occupazione operaia. Case per lavoratori”, especially in the first edification
phase of the site, in 1950, carried out under the architects Gaetano Minnucci and Costantino Forleo.
The main actor of this operation is surely the Roman architect Gaetano Minnucci, already known in
Brindisi in the period 1934-1937, for the construction of the important work of the GIL Navy College
(Gioventù italiana del littorio) Niccolò Tommaseo. After the interruption of all the construction works
during the war, starting from 1950, with the activation of the seven-year plan of construction for the
workers houses, Minnuci will realize on national scale fourteen INA-Casa complex, among which the one
in Brindisi, and some public and conventioned building complex. Minnucci, on the other hand, although
not participating in the construction of the whole district, opens the sequence of the project in 1950, with
the construction of the first angular block head (block H) that overlooks piazza Via Duca degli Abruzzi
and closes it, after eight years (1958), with the construction of the whole western side of the road (with
the blocks D and I), thanks to which the scene of the entire urban axis is completed. The other three
buildings that form the district (blocks E, F and G) are ascribable to the arch. Forleo and all date back to
1950. They appear as three similar architectonic bodies, with minimal distributive variations and facade
structure and are set as a C-shaped implant that defines a private garden in the rear of every block. The
buildings constructed in 1958 by Minucci maintain the same metric and distributional setting, but
denounce a style of architecture closer to the great experimentations of Netherlands and Northern
Europe Modernism.
2.3 The technical-formal principles of Viale Duca degli Abruzzi district project
The challenge to face, for the two architects, for the construction of these buildings were the reduced
budget, typical of the public residential housing, and the achievement of the maximum housing rate in
relation to the available surface. The chosen residential type was the one in line with the aggregation of
two buildings at time, with six blocks and 88 flats in total, distributed on three overground floors and a
basement. Every block displays four apartments per floor, distributed by two stairwell without lift as
planned in the INA-Casa vademecum. The orientation of the blocks following urban principles has the
longitudinal axis on the N-S direction. Technically the construction was designed to great simplicity and
economy both in terms of plaster and of bearing structures. These are constituted by tufa masonries, laid
on a reverse beams foundation in reinforced concrete, while the floors are in hollow-bricks and concrete.
The building is complete with the ordinary finishing works (plaster, painting, fixtures, kitchens, toilets,
etc.), as reported in the vademecum. The height of every apartment from floor to ceiling is 3 meters.
2.4 Typological-functional analysis
The typological-functional analysis of the residential district in Viale Duca degli Abruzzi highlights a
distribution of the apartments strongly conditioned by the bearing structures, which confers to the
buildings some particularities, as the compactness and the symmetry of the plant with respect to the
orthogonal axes but, creates some difficulties in the restoration works of the apartment, in terms of
redistribution of the internal spaces. The surface of the apartments is in most cases, between 80 and
110 sqm with a good rate of surface for resident and a rigid distributional implant determined by the
constructive type in loadbearing masonry. The rigidness of the structural grid does not allow to make
significant variations of the size of the single apartments and limits the union or the scission in several
apartment units determining medium-small spaces with a scarce degree of flexibility. The presence of
toilets and kitchens of insufficient size and not corresponding to the current standards is frequent.
Moreover the distributional spaces between the rooms appear to be oversized. The absence of a lift,
the insufficient width of the stairwell, make the buildings inaccessible to the disabled.
2.5 Technological-plant analysis
The analysis of the residential district in Viale Duca degli Abruzzi highlights, at a technological level,
the rather total adherence to the parameters suggested by the INA-Casa management. The
supporting structure in almost all the buildings of the district is constituted by longitudinal structural
walls, which together with the floor structure arranged transversally, come to define the masonry shell.
The employment of the supporting structure confers to the buildings some particularities, such as the
compactness and the symmetry of the planimetries with respect to the orthogonal axes traced in
correspondence of the stairwell. The foundations, given the structure with supporting masonry, appear
to be continual masonry constituted by “stone and mortar [...] made with ashlars in blank limestone
hammered and shaped as regularly as possible with well-defined and parallel laying plans”. The
building in its technical and technological components slavishly follows, we can say, the principles of
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the INA-Casa vademecum. The crowning parapet is made with one head tufa masonries, plastered
and stone coating. In some cases the crownings are made in special bricks in order to form special
decorative drawings. The horizontal base closure lies on a traditional stone crawlspace and it is closed
by cement-tiled floors. The horizontal coating closure shows as insulating layer a crawlspace (not
aerated) of 40 cm, and an external finishing made with an asphalt impermeable layer. The balconies
are generally made with a cantilevered structure in tile elements covered by cement.

Fig. 3: The constructive type

2.6 The technical and technological measure of decay
Currently the Viale Duca degli Abruzzi district appears to be in a generalized condition of decay, which
makes one think about a absent or wrong maintenance over the years. The external building envelope
presents overall a bad state of conservation with detachments of plaster, diffused damp, with some
punctual appearance of mold. On the facade there are evident pathologies due to designing errors (lack
of suitable drainage for rain water), which have compromised the aesthetic appearance of the buildings.
From the structural point of view, the masonry is intact: the building does not show external damage, but
particular criticalities have been highlighted in the coating, where evidently the impermeable sheath is
absent or damaged, causing the presence of concentrated damp and serious decay of the plaster; the
ground floor is elevated with respect to the street level, granting this way a better protection, while the
presence of rising damp is visible and affects the underground floors until the basement of the facade
which is therefore affected by efflorescence in correspondence of brick masonry.
The district, as all the buildings of popular housing post Second World War made in total absence of a
normative for the containment of energy consumption, appears to be affected by an evident and
significant energy obsolescence. The termo-hygrometric analysis of the most dispersant envelope
components, i.e. the separation structures of heated spaces from those non-heated has highlighted
significant issues of thermal dispersion. The presence of thermal bridges is determined by the
constructive characteristics of the buildings and a scarce attention, back then, to the issues connected
to the energetic efficiency. Some specific considerations need to be made for the external fixtures.
Originally all the windows and the window-doors were made of spruce wood, with shutters. At the
current state the situation appears strongly heterogeneous with the presence of both old and new
fixtures, with shutters or blinds, of different materials (wood, anticorodal, PVC).
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Fig. 4-5: Technological facade of decay

The decay caused by the anthropic tampering is also significant. There are many abusive private
interventions: the closure of loggias, transformed into verandas; replacement of fixtures according to
personal aesthetic principles; external canalization or electric wires serving satellite dishes or
antennas fixed on the balcony; hanging wires fixed on the main facade on Viale Duca degli Abruzzi.
2.7 Design implication
New approaches to the sustainable redevelopment able to overcome the simple concept of maintenance
and, that look to a dynamic conservation of the building improving the performance through an
integrated design must be studied. A greater attention to the social and cultural dynamics of modernity in
the organization of the living spaces is also needed. The construction of an optimal ratio with the urban
space (both internal courtyards of the individual buildings and the monumental axis of Viale Duca degli
Abruzzi) must be made to return to the community finally, the spaces up to now excluded from the social
behavior of the inhabitants and today essential to manage their social and recreational activities.
The goal of the integrated refurbishing for the building may be achieved by adopting solutions aimed
at improving the use of space through the homes spatial reorganization, the plants optimization and
the integration of renewable energy systems congruent with formal instances and the technical
structure of these buildings (also through the application of advanced technologies for improving the
energy performance of this historical buildings, that otherwise might not achieve the performance
standards set by government regulations).
The design and functional peculiarities of the buildings object of our study, belonging to a past
tradition, should not be a constraint to the application of innovation strategies in the recovery, but be
themselves the protagonists in the definition of a new system in which there is a new balance between
technology, space and functions.

3.
Brindisi and Casale district: From the analysis of the district system to the
hypothesis of urban regeneration
The Casale neighborhood had historically and still continues to serve the function of residential district.
The urban pattern appears regular and characterised by a low housing density divided in blocks of
maximum three floors. Such space is well preserved, differently from the fragmented public spaces
which are not cared and in an advanced state of disrepair, as in the case of the Naval College Nicolò
Tommaseo. In the neighborhood, in addition to the IACP residential district "Viale Duca degli Abruzzi",
there are other building examples in decay as the artifact destined to be the covered district market,
never gone into operation, and the "Fishermen Village", important historical example of residential
housing. The area is provided with secondary school institutes with wide external courtyards well
integrated to the mainly residential function of the district, but there are no suitable compulsory
schooling structures. The green areas are punctual and mostly abandoned, except for the leisure
facilities as the stadium, the sports centre, the children playground with annexed skating court.
Although the district Casale overlooks on the western side of the harbour, fronting the old town, it is
not directly connected with it. The perception of the distance from the historical centre is much
accentuated because the connection occurs only by means of a single road with much traffic. Being
the Casale an area of town inhabited by a middle-high class, it does not have a record of significant
social decay, but the mainly residential function and the insufficiency of the facilities (especially
connected to the primary commercial activities) are not able to grant a good livability of the district,
causing a great dispersion of the youths. The vicinity to the airport and harbour and the environmental
and historical background, finally place the area as an extremely important pole for the connection of
tourist flows with the town centre.
From here a SWOT matrix is conducted in different scales to highlights some structural aspects of the
district under exam and how these could be profitably employed for a renovated logic of urban
restoration and efficiency of its spaces.
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PRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
TOURISM AND ATTRACTIVENESS

HISTORY/CULTU
RE/ENVIRONME
NT RESOURCES

QUALITY OF
LIFE

GEOGAPHIC
LOCATION

STRENGHTS
• Significant presence of
naturalistic, landscape and
historical resources
• Location within the internal
tourist harbour
• Strategic location adjacent
to the airport

SETTLEMENT
SYSTEM
MOBILITY AND
TRANSPORT ROAD

OPPORTUNITIES

• The territory lacks direct
• The strategic location in the
connections to the two great traffic urban area with good
routes (SS 16 and Via Appia)
infrastructures promotes an
attractive pole of tourist• Presence of military restrictions
historical-environmental
interest

• Suitable coverage of all the • Scarce enhancement and
basic infrastructures
accessibility to green areas and
waterfront
• Presence of green areas
and non-structured urban
• Structural decay (ACP
voids
residences) with consequent
social deprivation
• Overlook on the internal
harbour
• Traffic congestion at the entrance
of the district
• Presence of a waterfront
• Scarce urban standards
• Areas of relevant
• Dismissed areas of historicalnaturalistic interest
cultural interest (Institute
Tommaseo, Fishermen village)
• Presence of constructions
of historical-cultural interest • Absence of relationships between
naturalistic ambits of relevant
• Availability of historicalinterest
cultural and architectonic
heritage
• Inadequate connections of the
sites of historical-naturalistic
• Internal harbour and old
interest
harbour overlooking
• Numerous natural
• Cultural-natural heritage excluded
resources with great tourist
from the tourist offer
potential
• Limitations to the leisure activities
in the natural areas
• Presence of historicalcultural heritage (Fishermen • Persistence of a short term and
village)
seasonal tourism model
• Historical buildings of strong • Scarce integration between the
environmental and
bathing tourist and environmentalarchitectonic value (Castello historical-cultural tourist system
Alfonsino, former Collegio • Scarce enhancement for tourism
Tommasiano)
purposes for the port and the little
• Port and airport terminal of
ports along the coast
international interest
• Unsuitability of the public
• Presence of basic
transports
infrastructures
• Facilities non specialized in
• Vicinity between the places
tourism
of tourist interest

STRENGHTS

MOBILITY AND
TRANSPORT PORTS AND

WEAKNESSES

WEAKNESSES

• Presence of buildings with
strong historical and social
value,
such
as
the
Fishermen village with the
annexed foothpath
• Presence
of
areas
destined to sport activities

• Decay of the IACP residential
buildings "Viale Duca degli
Abruzzi"
• Decay of the sport facilities
• Presence of disused structures
as the district market
• Isolation of the tourist area of the
little port from the urban context
• Sufficient coverage of the • Unsuitability of the network of
road network
road public transport
• Insufficient connections along
the coast
• Almost unexisting cycling paths
• No
interchange
connection
between port, airport and railway
station
• Presence
of
an • Inadequate connections, by
international airport near
means of two shuttles from the
Casale District
airport terminal with the town
centre, the adjacent districts and
• Airport in a strategic
the major tourist attraction areas
territorial location between
Brindisi,
Lecce
and • Scarce and inadequate tourist
Taranto provinces
housing facilities at the port
terminal of the town
• Existing little ports along
the northern coast able to
house fishing boats

Table 1 – 2 – SWOT Analysis
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• Improvement of the liveability
of the district by means of
integrated plans for the
retrieval and the creation of
infrastructural networks
• Increase of the range of
services provided to the
people including all that is
functional to the quality of life
• Creation of an ecologic
corridor to be related with a
tourist-environmental route
(Green-way)
• Environmental requalification
of settlement systems
• Retrieval of dismissed
historical buildings
• Increase of green spaces
• Growing interest for local
naturalistic tourism
• Possibility to diversify and
deseasonalising the tourism
offer
• Presence of tourism little ports
to be enhanced
• Presence of an international
airport terminal
• Incentivation of public and
private sustainment for the
preservation and use of the
natural and cultural heritage
• Creation of tourist routes that
join the district connecting its
various panoramic points

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS
• Increase of the
residential
character of the
district (dormitory
district)

• Increase of the
possibility that
the district
becomes a
dormitory

• Factors of decay
in ambits of
naturalistic
interest
• Obsolescence of
the decayed
constructions of
historical interest
• Loss of the
identity of the
places and the
typical
productions
• Tendency to
deteriorate the
local resources

THREATS

• Requalification of the IACP • Advancement of
residences
structural decay
with consequent
• Requalification of the sport
social disease
facilities for the creation of a
pole that attracts athletes
• Refunctionalisation of the
dismissed areas
• Improvement
of
the • Periodic
vehicular
connections
congestion
of
between district and rest of
the connection
town
routes with the
town centre
• Increase of the frequency of
road public transports
• Traffic
congestion
at
• Introduction
of
new
the entrance of
infrastructural roads
the district
• Enhancement of the airport • Persistence of a
terminal, port of privileged
flow of passaccess to a territory of
through
significant tourist vocation
passengers only
• Enhancement of the East
Bay as a commercial port
and shuttle link to the Old
Town

From this analysis it is possible to infer a few observations:
• URBAN PATTERN AND FUNCTIONAL SYSTEM: it appears regular and with a low housing
density divided in blocks of maximum 3 floors. The predominantly residential vocation is
integrated with school structures, squares, parks and sports centres. Commercial and service
facilities are almost completely absent;
• ENVIRONMENTAL AND LANDSCAPE CONTEXT: it should be highlighted the existence of
compact and punctual green areas in evident state of abandonment. Presence of conspicuous
receptive facilities as the stadium, the sport centre, the children playground with annexed skating
court. The Italian Naval League, former naval college Niccolò Tommaseo (Arch. Gaetano Minnucci,
1934-37) despite representing an extraordinary example of rationalist architecture, remain in a state
of deep decay and need adequate interventions of refurbishment and refunctionalisation. The same
considerations can be made for the dismissed barracks of Fire Fighters together with the adjacent
green area. The urban system constituted by the Monument to the Italian Sailor (of Fascist age) to
which the main boulevard of Via Duca degli Abruzzi comes, connecting it to the church Ave Maria
Stella and overlooked by the buildings of the 50s institute INA-Casa, object of our punctual
intervention, composes an interesting architectonic promenade that culminates with the Sailor's
Monument in a panoramic belvedere on the whole port and great part of the old town;
• LEVEL OF ACCESSABILITY: the district is connected with the town centre, from one very
congested road. This situation confers a perception of a greater distance than reality;
• STATE OF PHYSICAL DECAY: we are in the presence of two conflicting conditions. While
private spaces seems to be in good conditions, public places are neglected and disorganised;
• STATE OF SOCIAL DECAY: the predominantly residential vocation of a middle high class means
that there are no serious episodes of social decay. The insufficiency of the facilities, even the
primary ones, not guaranteeing a high level of liveability of the district, causes a great dispersion
of the youths;
• VOCATION AND POTENTIAL: the area is very interesting since its proximity to the coastal area,
it is very close to the old town, the airport and the port. Moreover, the environmental and historical
features place it in a relevant position in the role of a possible connection pole for the tourist
streams from and towards the town centre.
The general evaluation of the district highlights some necessities and consequent proposals for
intervention:
 intensification of the berthing places for motor boat and institution of a waterway to make the
entire district less isolated from the town centre;
 Requalification of the “Fishermen village” and restoration of the former naval college Niccolò
Tommaseo with the resetting of the wide surrounding garden and the reutilisation of the district
market;
 Intensification of the port and airport infrastructures through the enhancement of a possible
connection axis to the sea for Via Duca degli Abruzzi;
 Interventions of technical-functional regeneration of the INA-Casa residence to answer the needs
of the contemporary social tissue (single, young couples, elderly, restricted families, ...) and
create facilities aimed at promoting a slow and quality tourism.

Fg. 6. Masterplan of area
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To summarise, the system of Casale district seems to be characterised by the existence of two different
realities: the one that could be defined, of everyday urban life, dedicated to public and private residence;
the other one of the naturalistic-monumental kind, connected to the presence of important historicalenvironmental sites to be protected. Both the realities are in a continuous dialogue with the port-maritime
system that provides a strong identity, although it increases the issues. In this context the hypothesis of
urban regeneration operates in the attempt of creating within the district a urban juncture between centre
and periphery with the aim of favouring tourism, economic development and social cohesion. The
possible planning proposal sees the area of Via Duca degli Abruzzi with its docking front to the sea as an
opportunity for the urban development of the town, so that it will not end in itself but will introduce to a
future interest in interventions in adjacent areas for a relaunch of the town.
It is possible, in this sense, to divide the urban Project in three different levels of intervention:
 Ambit 1: parking and road mobility system; Green system; Foot/cycling path system;
 Ambit 2: commercial network and tourism system;
 Ambit 3: residency system
Now we will focus on this last point

5.

The intervention in the residency system (Ambit 3)

The intervention on the complex public housing system of Via Duca degli Abruzzi, starts from the need to
reconnect the residential system with the extended structure of urban green and the social and service
area in the coastal band. The aim is to reach a substantial enhancement in social and urban quality. The
intervention on the pre-existent urban fabric therefore becomes an opportunity to reach a complexity of
the system that is able to associate new infrastructural and social needs to the renewed urban and
naturalistic values of the residential district. The diverse typology of routes (driveways divided into
primary and secondary, cycling and foot paths) in the various sectors of the system, allows to
hypothesise a new employment of the social space and, so, new intensities and degrees of relationship
between the distinct parts of the urban fabric. The redevelopment of the district of Via Duca degli Abruzzi
attempts to answer to the new social aspiration of residency in the contemporaneity through the re-use
of socially and culturally consolidated forms in the traditional town imaginary. To this, on the other hand,
a design process that operates on separate design scales is associated:
 on the scale of the residential aggregate, integrating the private gardens (as those in the courts
behind the INA-casa residential blocks) with the wide public pedestrian spaces of Via Duca degli
Abruzzi and the green areas connotated by a high landscape and environmental value;
 on the scale of the single buildings, intervening on the distributional reorganisation of the housing
spaces and the redefinition of the surface of the single estate units in relation to the new social needs;
 on the technological scale of the constructive systems, operating a substantial enhancement of the
energetic performances of the buildings through design interventions of active systems for energy
production and a technical improvement of the constructive elements subjected to rapid decay.
The performance obsolescence of the real estate assets requires operations of retrieval, aimed both at
the removal of the inefficiences due to the decay over time, and to grant the respect of a renovated
legislation that meanwhile has developed in order to introduce new qualities and performances that
were not originally included. The need to ensure that buildings satisfy some of the energetic
requirements through the employment of renewable energy, implies pursuing gradual intervention
strategies according to the various scale of intervention, ranging from the settlement district to the
building organism and the single construction component. For what regards the formal choices the
thread linking all the operations has been to respect the rationalist feature of Minnucci facades. In
order to return historical and architectonic dignity to this building district, without renouncing to an
improvement of the performance, necessary for energetic purposes, an integrated planning of new
technologic components that can be related harmoniously with the formal value of the facade has
been developed.
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Fg. 7-8. Masterplan and cross section of Via Duca degli Abruzzi project
5.1 The new social, cultural and functional demands of living in the contemporaneity
The project of regeneration of the Viale Duca degli Abruzzi district has tried to connect the increment
of the energetic performance of the building to the improvement of the quality of the apartments and
the building in general. Very often there is a strong will to improve the energetic performances of the
buildings, but little attention is paid to the apartments and its necessity to be renewed. It is undoubted,
in fact, the increasingly present fragmentation of the families and consequent creation of households
composed by one or two members. This is not the only transformation. It seems that there is no more
demand for houses for numerous families, but new users and new needs emerge: self-sufficient
elderly, single or coupled, that for their needs and requirements should find an answer in the “solidarity
condominiums”; singles or single-parent households; all those using the town for a limited time, such
as students, temporary workers, etc.
In the case of the district in question, the issue of the supporting structure, as well as the “formal”
maintenance of the facades have been rigid elements of the project, which have not allowed a general
typological-distributional rethinking of the apartments.
5.2 The dimensioning of the apartments
The measure of the apartments, originally middle-large size, has been modified in the attempt of
obtaining multiple typologies that respond to the demand for smaller living spaces, dictated by the
growth of new families with a reduced number of components. The surface of the apartments has
been kept, therefore, between 45 and 85 m2 covering families ranging from 2 to 6 inhabitants. The
living areas and the sleeping areas have been proportioned to the number of users, trying to obtain in
every specific solution a regular form of the spaces, so to allow a functional arrangement of furniture.
The presence of toilets has been doubled for a better rate of the services with respect to the users and
the distributional spaces between the rooms have been reduced to a minimum, very often eliminating
areas and useless passageways. In the arrangement of living and sleeping areas we sought,
wherever the structural restrictions allowed it, to respect the optimal orientation of the spaces in
relation to the function they had been predisposed to: so placing the bedrooms, studies and services
in the north and the living areas in the south, south-west. In the coherent distribution of the functions
with respect to orientation, we have also tried to grant the condition to generate a natural ventilation of
the rooms exploiting the natural thermal difference, and so pressure, of the opposite facades in
relation to the solar radiation. The requalification project, moreover, involves the provision of green
areas for the single users, originated by the creation of a semi-private garden in the rear part of the
buildings. This new configuration of the rear provides the possibility of a protected private parking area
and the opportunity of employment of the cellars as locals for private use.

Fig. 9-10. Typological schemes and Redistribution project of the residential units
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6.

Conclusions

The complexity of the retrieval theme of social building and, in particular, that still at an experimental
stage of the early 50s, imposes the overcoming of the requalification view as the sum of insulated
interventions, circumscribed over the time, to a single subject area and to the mere building scale. The
simple operations of restoration of the technical and functional aspects of the buildings through the
implementation of the most urgent implant adjustments and the execution of intervention of
architectonic preservation of the facades, if not accompanied by the activation of wider requalification
programs, are not sufficient to deal with the magnitude of the problem that involves at the same time
urban, architectonic, technological and energetic aspects.
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Abstract
This study discussed the characteristics and context of the architectural restoration method,
distinctions between old and new architectural materials in Giuseppe Valadier’s interventions on
ancient monuments in Rome in the first half of the nineteenth century. The western outer wall of the
Colosseum was taken as an example and compared with the Arch of Titus, and this study showed that
Valadier prioritized safeguarding ancient structures in terms of their physical strength and design. He
distinguished old and new parts in his restorations by means of the use of different architectural
materials, contracting colors, restoration records, and various degrees of sculpturing.
Keywords: The Colosseum, Restoration, Giuseppe Valadier, the Arch of Titus

1.

Introduction

Giuseppe Valadier (1762-1839), is known not only as a Roman architect designed People’s Square
(Piazza del Popolo) in Rome, but also as a director restorated ancient monuments. His intervention
method, distinction between old and new architectural materials, is significant beacuse it provides
which part is original or not. The restoration of the Arch of Titus was one of his projects in the
nineteenth century and has two different characteristics. The first is the use of different stone as new
[1]
architectural materials: the Pentelic marble is old part and travertine is new part. In addition, these
two stones had dissimilar colors; therefore, they used to be distinguishable at least 40 years after the
[2]
restoration. The second characteristic is concerning sculptural decorations which were essential
components for triumphal arches in order to commemorate victories and record the glory of the
Roman Empire. Valadier, however, directed to make plain ornaments to new materials unlike original
parts with detailed ones. The author discussed Valadier’s intention in a paper titled “the restoration of
the Arch of Titus in the nineteenth century: the intervention of Giuseppe Valadier regarding distinctions
between old and new architectural materials” (2017), and the paper pointed that he intended to
respect architectural unity, which is maintaining a harmony between ancient and new parts of the
Roman arch, showing minimum care for the ancient state of the monument visible.
Did Valadier’s intentions also affect other restorations of ancient monuments? To answer this
question, this study exemplified the safeguarding of the outer wall of the Colosseum, which shows
some similarities to the restoration of the Arch of Titus. Directed by Valadier in the 1820s, both
interventions had financial problems, and used economical architectural materials. The Flavian
amphitheater mainly used brick in lieu of travertine for its new parts; travertine was placed on the
[3]
facade of the Roman arch in lieu of marble. Due to these common points, Valadier’s intentions may
be deducted from both interventions.
[4]
The Colosseum, erected in 80 AD, was neglected for a long time; for example, when Giovanni
Battista Piranesi (1720-1778) drew Fig. 1 in the eighteenth century, approximately half of the northern
outer wall remained in place while the rest of the structure was in ruins. Being a quarry was other
destructive factors for the building’s structure; Di Macco explained that the marble and travertine in the
Flavian amphitheater were despoiled for constructing the staircase of Saint Peter’s, the Palace of St.
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[5]

Mark, and other architecture. The Colosseum’s stone materials were also transported away to
[6]
restore St. John Lateran, and people continued to steal them, although the Pontifical Government
[7]
prohibited taking spoils from the Colosseum several times in the eighteenth century. In the following
century the amphitheater confroned earthquakes that occured at the beginning of the nineteenth
[8]
century particularly damaged the eastern parts of the outer wall. Jokilehto wrote that a wooden
shoring was constructed to support the ancient structure in 1805, but the timber supports were no
[9]
longer efficient when Rome had experienced subsequent earthquakes in 1806. To conserve the
structure, arches from the first to third floors and empty rectangular windows on the top layer had to be
renovated with brick, and a buttress had to be constructed next to the ancient structure (Fig. 2). As to
this restoration, Giuseppe Camporese (1763-1822), one of the architects directing the intervention,
noted that lateral supports would have stabilized the original structure for preventing further
[10]
destruction of the key stones of the arches and windows. Despite the eastern part of the outer wall
being safeguarded, the earthquake in 1812 weakened its western part where a new intervention was
necessary.

Fig. 1 (left): View of the Arch of Constantine and the Colosseum by Piranesi (La Biblioteca di Archeologia e Storia
dell’Arte, Roma XI 188, Tom I)
Fig. 2 (center): The eastern outer wall of the Colosseum (Photo: Go Ohba)
Fig. 3 (right): The western outer wall of the Colosseum (Photo: Go Ohba)

Some scholars compared restorations of the eastern and western outer wall because of their
[11]
dissimilar appearance. The eastern buttress is different from the ancient facade (Fig. 2), whereas
the western one is similar to the remaining structure (see the gray triangle in Fig. 3). Another point is in
the original outer wall, whose arches and windows in the eastern part were covered to prevent their
destruction, the western side did not have such supports, though. In short, this difference emphasizes
urgent intervention especially in the east where cracks are remained even today.
Many studies, conducted the restoration of the western outer wall, claimed that the intervention
[12]
satisfied an esthetic aims. Carbonara’s study indicated the architectural unity and colors between
[13]
ancient and new parts without an account of the same. The aim of this study, therefore, was to
develop a Valadier’s theory on restoration of ancient monuments with the restored Colosseum and
other sources―archival documents, publications and visual sources―housed in the Library of
Archaeology and Art History, the National Central Library of Rome, the Historic Archive of the National
Academy of San Luca, the Museum of Rome, and the State Archive of Rome. In addition, this study
compared the intervention of the Colosseum with of the Arch of Titus because the comparison led to
understand both similarities and differences on the restoration method.

2.

Restoration of the Western Outer Wall of the Colosseum by Valadier

This section reviews the restoration of the western outer wall of the Colosseum with its remaining
structure, as well as a publication of Valadier in 1833 Opere di Architettura e di Ornamento Ideate ed
[14]
with photos, pictures, and sketches. Alterations of the western
Eseguite da Giuseppe Valadier,
outer wall, in other words, its permanent (upper) and temporary (lower) supports, are shown in Fig. 4.
Built in 1820, the lower support was intended to strengthen the ancient structure with a frame
[15]
According to Valadier, each vertical element should be
consisting of nine beams and five pillars.
kept at a distance of 22 palmi and placed in the center of the arches, as the pillars would mark
positions where new arches should be located during the construction of the buttress as shown in the
[16]
upper sketch of Fig. 4. In order to erect the western buttress, Valadier explaned his intention with an
elevation (Fig. 5).
In this table [Fig. 5], it is reported the work [the construction of a western buttress],…, imitating
antiquity in each small part. Although the monument [the Colosseum] is all in travertine, the work,
due to limited budget, has only half of height of first pylon, voussoirs of arches, bases of columns,
each capital, and external members of cornices in travertine, because they will be more secure.
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All the rest that seems to be travertine is completely in brick, with which the ancient moldings are
[17]
faithfully imitated, ...

Fig. 4 (left): Sketches of the western outer wall of the Colosseum by Valadier (La Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di
Roma, Vittorio Emanuele 408, p.63)
Fig.5 (center): Spport of threatening part of the Colosseum by Valadier and Giuseppe Bianchi (Opere di
Architettura e di Ornamento Ideate ed Eseguite da Giuseppe Valadier, Tom. I., Tav. III)
Fig. 6 (right): Two piers of an arch of the Colosseum on the ground floor (Photo: Go Ohba)

Fig. 7 : Composite capitals (Photo: Go Ohba)

Fig. 8: Ionian capitals (Photo: Go Ohba)

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 illustrate distinctions between ancient and new parts of the wesern outer wall of the
Colosseum. Fig. 5 shows both ancient structure (arches from the first and second columns on the left
side) and the western buttress (the rest). It is distinguishable both parts by drawing touch; while the
remaining parts consistes of stone blocks, the buttress is plain. Fig. 6 helps to prove the difference
that the left pier is travertin but the right one is both brick and stone. Even in contemporary times their
dissimilarity is visible in terms of colors and materials that give hints to which part is original or not.
Sculptures on ancient and new capitals also testify their differences that both of them are in travertine.
New sculptures may have two roles: to distinguish between the old and new parts and visualize the
original state of the ancient architectural materials. Fig. 7 shows two composite capitals, whose left
side, the original part, has some leaves missing in comparison with the new one without any damages
on the right. This tendency is also evident in Ionic capitals; whereas the original capital (left) has lost a
part of its volute, the new one (right) has a pair of completed volutes (Fig. 8). In this case, Valadier’s
aim, “imitating the ancient in each small part”, signifies the sculptures. In Fig. 6, two piers of an arch
on the first floor, travertine is seen on the left side and brick as well as stone on the right side. In this
case, the facade on the left side has turned dark; nevertheless, this discoloration is not seen on the
opposite side. Moreover, the same figure shows a dissimilar appearance in the architectural parts, in
which the left side has stone blocks and the right side has a large number of brick. This different
appearance was happened because some ancient parts had been damaged in the past, so that they
were no longer remained their original state. For this reason, this kind of imitation makes one recall
ancient capitals.
To construct the western buttress, Valadier must examine the eastern buttress, though he was not
[18]
His thoughts on architectural unity would be
satisfied with it, expressing it “unpleasant to eyes”.
influential to his negative view on the eastern buttress. Valadier attempted to harmonize ancient and
new architectural materials. For him, the remaining outer wall must be the most significant element,
and late additions should be integrated into the ancient part. This thought resulted in various
outcomes; the eastern buttress did not satisfy his account in its form without arches, windows, or any
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ancient ornaments. His comment “unpleasant to eyes” referred to the disharmony between ancient
and new parts. The west, however, had a similar facade to the original. Although both buttresses were
added in the nineteenth century, the western one did not copy the eastern one; thus, the former
construction rather highlighted the gap between the new and old structures. The eastern outer wall
had a distinguishable buttress due to its different appearance from the remaining parts. In this sense,
the western buttress may give a false image to visitors that the additions were a part of the ancient
outer wall because of their similar facades, but Valadier intendeded to differentiate them by showing
the detailed contrasts of the ancient and new architectural materials: dark and light colors, travertine
and brick materials, and detailed and plain decorations. These elements help to recognize the
dissimilarities between the original outer wall and the western buttress.

3.

A comparison of two case studies

This section develops Valadier’s theory on distinctions through the comparison of two case studies,
restorations on the western outer wall of the Colosseum and the Arch of Titus. As to the intervention of
the triomphal arch, Valaider wrote his intention as follows:
In this figure [Fig. 9], the ancient parts are distinguished by strong mezzotint, leaving all clear with
simple travertine imitated in form and in parts, to give proper supports to the arch. The quality of
the marble and the curving are not intentionally imitated because economic limitations must be
observed without taking away from the modesty and respect to the monument, which someone
[19]
wanted to assure his or her misguided reverence with two solid but inconvenient piers.

Fig. 9 (left): A restored image of the eastern facade of the Arch of Titus by Valadier (L’Archivio di Stato di Roma,
Camerlengato Parte I, Titolo IV, Busta 40, Fascicolo 106)
Fig. 10 (right): A monochrome photo of the eastern facade of the Arch of Titus by Lorenzo Suscipi circa 1860 (La
Biblioteca del Museo di Roma, AF 1220)

His accounts on distinctions have four points in common through two restorations. Firstly,
architectural form in antiquity was significant for Valadier, so that he priotized to conserve it. Secondly,
he spoke insufficient budget for restoration, and chose economical architectural materials that were
different from those of the original structure, except for the Colosseum where travertine was used in
some posts such as capitals or bases to stabilize the entire buttress. Thirdly, Valadier inserted
travertine in both monuments as a structural safeguard. Fourthly, he described the imitation of the
original state of the monuments systematically, and Table 1 lists various types of distinctions between
ancient and new architectural materials that are seen in the western outer wall of the Colosseum and
the Arch of Titus.
Table 1 is based on the sources from this study and other study, “the restoration of the Arch of Titus
in the nineteenth century: the intentions of Giuseppe Valadier regarding the distinction between old
and new architectural material”. The table has four items for comparison: architectural materials,
colors, restoration records, and sculptures (ornaments), and these four items distinguish restorations
of both monuments.
In terms of architectural materials and colors, lack of restoration budget was the factor to choose
cheap materials; bricks in the Colosseum and travertine in the Arch of Titus. The use of new
architectural materials shows their dissimilar appearance over time. The western outer wall itself
shows the difference between old and new parts. Even today their appearance is recognizable (e.g.,
Fig. 6), unlike the Arch of Titus whose facade has Pentelic marble as the original material and
travertine as the new ones, but a monochromatic photo of the eastern facade (Fig. 10), taken by
Lorenzo Suscipi (?-?) approximately in 1860, demonstrates that the ancient part of the triumphal arch
is dark and the new part is light. This distinguishable records are close to Fig. 9; for instance, a key
stone and its surrouding is darker. Even two columns located between the arch is darker than the rest
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of piers. Based on Fig. 9 and 10, both old and new architectural materials used to have different colors,
and this difference was clear at least 40 years after the restoration. As both monuments once featured
distinguishable colors after interventions, Valadier may have intentionally selected new materials that
have different colors from the original materials.
The western outer wall of the Colosseum
Ancient parts: travertine
New parts: mostly brick but some are
travertine for structural reason
Ancient and new parts are distinguishable
in contemporary times.
A plate on the western facade
Ancient parts: detailed decorations with
cracks
New parts: plain, simpler than antiquity

Items
Architectural
materias
Colors
Restoration
records

The Arch of Titus
Ancient parts: Pentelic marble (facade)
New parts: travertine
Ancient and new parts could clearly be
distinguishable at least 40 years aftter the
restoration.
A plate on the wastern facade

Ancient parts: detailed decorations with
cracks
New parts: plain, simpler than antiquity,
no sculptures in front of new frieze.
Table 1 A comparison of distinctions in the western outer wall of hte Colosseum and the Arch of Titus
Sculptures
(ornament)

Restoration records are for documenting interventions officially, and both monuments have traces
[20]
that Popes restored the ancient architecture on their western facades commonly. Two plates of the
Arch of Titus were essential elements for completing the restoration because the monument used to
have them on both eastern and western sides, and only the former side remains from antiquity. For
this reason, the new inscription on the west was significant, signaling two facts: the involvement of
Popes in architectural interventions of monuments in the nineteenth century and a record of
restorations, which guides distinctions between ancient and new parts.
Sculptures (ornaments) are items that have not only economic but also theoretical factors. In the
case of the Arch of Titus, there were only minimal or plain ornament that did not conceal the key role
of the triumphal arch, as the Roman arch was a monument commemorating the conquest of
Jerusalem in a pair of reliefs as well as decorations. Valadier, thus, would degrade the ornamentation
of the Arch of Titus by adding simple sculptures. It seemed that he tried to leave historical facts; for
example, if new materials had the same quality of ancient decorations, visitors would recognize both
old and newmaterials the same. Equalizing them may give people the wrong impression that the
monument had not experienced destruction since antiquity. This was what Valadier was worried about,
so that he avoided misguiding the public through using various degrees of sculpturing on the new
materials. Meanwhile, he considered how the monuments were thought to have been in antiquity prior
to drawing restored images (Fig. 5 and Fig. 9). New architectural materials satisfied his intentions
through comparison with ancient ones. This difference may be due to the idea that the new
architectural materials had an educational role for visitors to show the general appearance of ancient
materials.
Valadier planned these types of distinctions above due to various factors; while the case study of the
Arch of Titus discussed architectural unity, this comparative case study pointes another factor, the
conservation of the ancient structure. He commonly prioritized the remaining structure as he
reconstructed piers within the ancient vault to prevent further thrust, in the case of the triumphal arch,
and built a buttress next to the outer wall of the Colosseum. Valadier intended to safeguard not only
the ancient structure, but also the cultural context such as historical roles of the ancient parts in the
surviving structures. The Arch of Titus was one of the memorial monuments of the Roman Empire,
and its conservation meant commemorating the history of the Empire. The outer wall of the
Colosseum, on the other hand, may have had at least two historical roles: the presence of the power
of the Roman Empire and the boundary between two spaces. The former role is close to that of
triumphal arches, which contain sculptures on historic events and a large number of decorations;
nevertheless, the outer wall shows the force of the Roman engineering through architectural size. As
the Flavian amphitheater was one of colossal monuments within the Roman architecture, the ancient
Romans recognized it by its size and design, a rounded arcade, even at far distance. In this sense, the
outer wall may have had a symbolic role in Rome. As to its second role, the Roman Empire had many
types of buildings for entertainment, such as arenas, circuses, and theaters. The Colosseum could
[21]
accommodate up to 45,000 spectators, which indicates that many people passed via the arcade on
the first floor; thus, the outer wall had the role as of ordinary gate, unlike that of triumphal arches,
special gates commemorating the events of the Empire. The conservation of these two roles, therefore,
meant that the outer wall was the construction that showed the dignity of Roman engineering and
enable people’s daily access to amusements.
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The remaining parts help us to imagine the ancient appearance and lost parts of the original structure.
As Valadier wrote, the western buttress imitated the original outer wall in general though the detail
could be distinguished by their different architectural materials, colors, and sculptures. To sum up, the
new construction was structured and planned to conserve original structure.

4.

Conclusion

The comparison of two case studies brings to light a new aspect of distinctions between ancient and
new materials. Valadier prioritized safeguarding ancient structures, namely, the outer wall of the
Colosseum and a vault of the Arch of Titus, by two means. The first is physical strength, so that he
erected a buttress next to the original wall for the Flavian amphitheater, and reconstructed both a pair
of piers and an attic for the triumphal arch. His second priority for ancient structures was planning of
the new parts; while Valadier assimilated both the ancient and new parts, he distinguished them by the
use of dissimilar architectural materials that had different colors, inscriptions that marked interventions,
and various degrees of sculpturing. As to colors, this study indicated that brick, a new material for the
amphitheater, showed a difference from travertine, the original material, even to contemporary times.
This is the characteristic that is not seen in the Arch of Titus today, and this restoration medhod was a
part of conserving the ancient structure in terms of design.
This study contributed to the understanding of new aspect of distinctions between old and new
architectural materials in detail, and additionally some new themes for research have been appeared.
One such is the value of the original structure and its parts in the first half of the nineteenth century. In
the present times, they may have architectural, cultural, and historical values, but these values would
have been different in the past. Diverse values enable the factors that led people in the nineteenth
century to conserve ancient monuments.
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Abstract
District heating systems represent a valid alternative for cities to move towards resource-efficient and
low-carbon pathways. In particular, solar district heating is a promising option, where the drawback
related to the mismatch between summer supply and winter demand could be tackled by using a large
seasonal thermal energy storage. This kind of tank allows to store thermal energy over weeks and
months, with it being particularly important for communities where solar energy availability is high during
the summer in contrast to a large demand during the winter.
This study reports a comprehensive review on district heating systems using seasonal thermal storages
across a broad set of case studies reported in current literature, classifying them in terms of operating
schemes, location, typology of seasonal thermal energy storage, characteristics of end-users,
technologies for centralised and local energy generation as well as components size. An awareness
and understanding of the many factors discussed in this paper are essential in order to improve the
reliability of district heating or cooling installations.
Keywords: district, heating, solar energy, thermal energy storage, review.

1. Introduction
The ever increasing population of metropolitan areas has increased the energy demand. Buildings
consume a large proportion of worldwide energy sources. In particular, in the building sector, 46% of
the total worldwide energy demand can be attributed to heating and cooling [1]. Heating demand in
residential buildings for domestic hot water and space heating is responsible for almost 80% in northern
parts of Europe and Canada [2].
Due to the shortage of fossil fuels together with environmental aspects, this situation challenges
governments, policy makers and organisations around the world to come up with an energy supply
system that is secure, safe, efficient, environmentally benign, flexible, renewable and stable.
One of the promising technologies that can tackle most of the boxes is represented by District Heating
(DH) systems [3].
As the name suggests, in a DH system, the heat is produced in a central plant room and distributed
through a network of pipes to the supporting buildings. A DH system is usually composed of: 1) a heat
source that could be a boiler or solar/geothermal energy or waste heat from another system, 2) a thermal
energy storage system, 3) a control and distribution system, and 4) end-users, as shown in Figure 1 [4].
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Fig. 1: System components of district heating systems [4].

The first generation of DH systems (between 1880 and 1930) used steam at temperatures of over 200
°C in concrete conduits to provide energy to end-users. Such systems were replaced due to the high
thermal losses and the risk of conduit explosions. Second generation DH systems (between 1880 and
1930) had pressurized water at temperatures higher than 100 °C in concrete conduits. They were
replaced by the third generation of DH systems, constructed from lighter prefabricated insulated
components and ran at temperatures lower than 100 °C. The more recent district heating system, so
called the fourth generation, is commonly referred to as a Low Temperature District Heating (LTDH)
system; it has been shown through case studies that LTDH systems are more exergy efficient than
medium or high temperature DHs. Super low supply temperatures (40-45 °C) is also utilized where the
temperature is raised near the end user with heat pumps; the problem with lowering the supply
temperatures of the DHs piping is the risk for Legionella bacteria, thus forcing the temperature to be
higher than 55 °C [3].
Compared to the conventional heating plants, DH systems have a number of advantages and some
limitations. The benefits of DH systems can be summarized as follows [4]:
1) they have overall better efficiencies that lead to a reduction in using fossil fuels and therefore a
reduction in harmful emissions productions;
2) they provide a platform for a flexible choose of energy resources that is ideal for utilising renewable
energies where possible;
3) they make it easier to have control over the maintenance and keep the efficiency on the designed
condition;
4) they reduce the overall cost of heating for building owners and tenants, minimizing or eliminating the
individual users restrain from dependency on installation and maintenance of boilers, furnaces, etc.;
5) they help in minimizing a number of safety and fuel transportation issues due to the absence of any
combustion system for the space heating at the end-user level.
However, DH systems have also few limitations and barriers [4]. In fact, they require a significant initial
investment for the location, the infrastructure as well as piping system. The network and pipeline design
are other challenges that rely heavily on the local construction and potential clients. Last but not least is
the governmental or localised policies that would set the selling tariff rate and the contract conditions
that could guarantee profitability or could lead the system to failure.
District heating and cooling systems (DHCs) consist of a group of buildings with a shared centralized
facility producing the required heating and cooling, in which the heat and/or cold are distributed via
circulating hot and/or cold water through series of piping networks. The supply could be at the same
time or could change based on the season or even daily requirement. The system configuration of DHC
is a combination of DH and DC systems, the heating source range from fossil fuels to renewable
energies or waste heat recovery. The cooling is typically provided by absorption chillers that can use
the available heat sources for the cooling cycle. District heating and cooling networks differ from the socalled Smart Thermal Grids (SHGs) due to the fact that classical DH systems have a clear distinction
between the heating/cooling producers and the heating/cooling consumers, whereas STGs enable feedin from consumers with part of the required energy being also provided by using individual energy
sources from each building; the consumers then become temporary producers in a STG, adding energy
to the grid rather than drawing from it [5].
To address the current energy crisis as well as environmental concerns, the use of renewable energy is
considered as the potential solution. There are several renewable technologies available on the market
that refine renewable energies, e.g. wind turbine, photo-voltaic panels, solar thermal collector, or a
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combination of them, such as photovoltaic/thermal systems. In a typical house, the total amount of solar
radiation reaching the roof is generally more than its annual heating demand even in cold climates [6]
and solar systems could be nearly everywhere, only with some limitations at very high latitudes. In
addition, IEA technology road map for solar heating and cooling [1] predicts that, by 2050, more than
16% of the total final energy use for low-temperature heat (<100 °C) and 17% of the total energy use
for cooling will be from solar sources [1]. Therefore, solar energy is a promising option for district heating
systems. The main challenge for the use of solar energy in DH systems is the seasonal mismatch
between solar energy availability in summer and space heating requirement in the winter. Hence, this
technology needs to be coupled to a thermal energy storage system so that the surplus heat supply
during high solar irradiation can be stored for heat demand phases and compensate this mismatch. This
improves efficient utilization of solar energy and energy conservation as well as, at the same time, the
thermal energy storage helps in balancing the demand of varying heat capacity rates. However, the
utilization of a thermal energy storage could also be essential in the cases of heat coming from waste
incineration or from industrial processes or combined heat and power plants producing cheap heat which
would be expensive/difficult to close down.
Heat storages can be divided into two main types:
1) short-term (diurnal) heat storages;
2) long-term (seasonal) heat storages allowing to store thermal energy over weeks and months.
Studies have shown that small-scale storage is inefficient since the volume to surface area ratio of the
storage vessel is very low, resulting in considerable thermal losses [3]. Fisch et al. [7] studied two largescale solar communities in the heating only application. The investigation was on 1) short-term thermal
storage system to supply 10÷20% of heating demand or 50% of domestic hot-water use annually, and
2) long-term thermal storage to provide 50÷70% of heating demand annually. In their report, it was
concluded that large-scale solar thermal systems (seasonal), because of the economy of scale, were
three times more economical compared to short-term (diurnal) storage, used for just a single-family
house. Therefore, Seasonal Thermal Energy Storage (STES) can help to address this seasonal
mismatch between times with higher solar energy production and times with a larger thermal energy
demand.
Four main types of seasonal thermal energy storages are used worldwide:
- Hot Water Tank Storage (HWTES);
- Water-Gravel Pit Energy Storage (WGPES);
- Borehole Thermal Energy Storage (BTES);
- Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage (ATES).
New advanced storage techniques are phase change materials, thermo-chemical storages and sorption
storages. However these techniques are still not ready for the use in seasonal thermal energy storage
applications.
A number of recent studies have investigated the application of seasonal storage when integrated into
district heating systems [2, 3, 4, 8-11]. Hesaraki et al. [2] investigated and compared the applications of
different seasonal thermal energy storage methods in combination with heat pumps for heating and
cooling purposes. A summary of early and recent projects around the world, both in large and small
scales, has been provided and discussed in detail. Olsthoorn et al. [3] analyzed the advancements in
the energy production, modelling and optimization of district heating systems with and without seasonal
thermal energy storage; however, only the main characteristics of few plants using STES have been
highlighted. The study of Rismanchi [4] focused on different district energy network technologies (using
or not seasonal thermal energy storage), their applications, configurations, and global policies, also
indicating the future direction and research gaps in the field. Information about existing systems around
the world were reported, but only a brief description is provided for a limited number of major district
heating projects combined with seasonal thermal storage. Rad and Fung [9] presented a literature
review on studies performed around the solar district energy systems. A detailed description of seasonal
heat storage technologies was performed together with a brief discussion on solar cooling communities,
but the paper mainly focused on few district heating plants including solar thermal collectors together
with a specific seasonal thermal energy storage method (BTES). Various definitions, classifications and
applications of district cooling and heating are discussed and elements of a district energy system are
described also by Rezaie and Rosen [12]; however, the peculiarities of existing district heating systems
using seasonal thermal energy storages are not explicitly reported and commented. A comprehensive
review on district heating and cooling systems is performed by Lake et al. [12] on topics including the
history, identification of systems, energy sources, policy, design, environment, economy, efficiency,
performance, advantages, and disadvantages associated with district energy systems. However, again,
the characteristics of a broad set of case studies were discussed only from a general point of view
without providing specific and detailed information about the cases using seasonal thermal energy
storages.
Even if they have still not been fully established, the results of research studies come to the conclusion
that district heating systems can play a significant role in the implementation of future smart energy
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systems thanks to the fact that they have higher efficiency and are often more environmentally beneficial
when compared to individual heating and cooling. Currently, European countries are the leading users
of district heating systems and have a number of countries who have made large strides to move toward
sustainable DH plants. However, in order to be able to fulfil its role, they must be further developed to
decrease grid losses, exploit synergies, and thereby increase the efficiencies of production units in the
system and consequently make existing or new district heating networks ready for integration into future
smart thermal grids and smart energy networks.
This paper firstly summarizes in brief the main types of sensible seasonal energy storage, highlighting
their characteristics and advantages/disadvantages (section 2). In section 3, all the studies
(experimental and simulative) available in current literature performed with reference to district heating
networks using seasonal thermal energy storages are reviewed. A detailed classification in terms of
operating schemes, location, typology of seasonal thermal energy storage, characteristics of end-users,
energy sources and technologies for centralised/local energy generation as well as components size is
performed. Extensive information about the existing systems are provided and commented. Finally, the
future direction and research gaps are indicated from this review.
Taking into account that the design of DH systems requires a case-by case approach, awareness and
knowledge of the factors discussed in this paper are fundamental in designing as well as improving the
reliability of any district heating installations. This paper aims to compare and review existing
technologies and walk the reader through different stages of the advancement of the technology by
providing examples and cases studies aimed at highlighting the potentials and limitations of DH
networks.

2. Seasonal thermal energy storages
Since 1970, seasonal thermal storage technology, as part of district heating and cooling systems, has
been under exploration and inspection. An extensive review of available technologies for seasonal
thermal storage was written by Xu et al. [8]. STES stores heat in a sensible form.
There are different ways to store sensible heat with seasonal thermal energy storage (STES). The most
common storage systems are [2, 8-9]:
➢ Hot Water Tank Energy Storage (HWTES): this storage tank, of reinforced concrete or stainless steel
or glass fibre reinforced plastic, is usually buried underground in order to decrease the heat losses.
HWTES are built almost independently from geological conditions. Aimed at increasing stratification
and decrease heat losses, a high level of insulation should surround the tank. An additional liner is
normally mounted on the inside surface of the tank to ensure water and steam diffusion tightness.
The storage medium is water. The main problem with buried HWTESs is high cost.
➢ Water-Gravel Pit Energy Storage (WGPES): this storage tank is built without static constructions, by
means of mounting insulation and a liner in a pit. The storage liner is usually made of advanced
polymer material. The construction of a lid of a WGPES requires major effort and is the most
expensive part of the thermal energy storage; typically, it is not supported by a construction
underneath, but floats on top of the water. By definition, these storages are entirely buried. The
storage medium is water or gravel-water. Water is more favourable from the thermodynamic point of
view (better thermal capacity and stratification), but requires a sophisticated and expensive cover;
gravel-water is often used if the storage surface is to be designed for further usage (e.g. for streets,
parking lots, etc.), but it requires 1.3÷2 times larger storage volume to store the same amount of heat
in comparison to HWTES. The maximum storage temperature is usually limited at 80÷90°C
depending on the temperature stability of the liner. The high cost of this system is due to ground
works, sealing of the pit, insulation and moisture protection. Water-Gravel Pit Energy Storage is lessexpensive than HWTES thanks to less effort to build the structural components since the retaining
walls of the reservoirs are mounds of soil. The potential leakage represent a problem to be
addressed. Bauer et al. [10] reported that HWTES have the lowest storage volume to solar collector
area ratio (1.5÷3.0) in comparison to WGPES (2.81÷14.81).
➢ Borehole Thermal Energy Storage (BTES): in this storage method, vertical (generally) or horizontal
ducts are inserted under the ground to store heat; the ground itself would be the storage medium.
There is no exact separated storage volume. The heat is exchanged by borehole heat exchangers
which are installed into boreholes. Borehole heat exchangers can be single- or double-U-pipes or
concentric pipes, mostly made of synthetic materials. The vertical boreholes lengths are usually in
the range of 30÷100 m (even if the borehole depths in recent installations have gone up to 200 m)
with approximately 2÷4 m separation; the optimum depth of the BTES depends on the heat load,
ground thermal conductivity, the natural temperature in the ground, the ground water level, and the
distance to other similar storage systems. The fluid in the pipes is mostly water in some cases; to
avoid freezing, the water is mixed with ethanol or glycol. The best and most efficient BTES is with
high thermal conductivity adjacent to the boreholes and pipes and less formation thermal conductivity
away from the storage volume with no groundwater flow. The boreholes are generally filled with grout
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that normally is of bentonite, quartz with sand or only water mixture. The range of thermal
conductivities of a typical filling material is stagnate water (0.6 W/mK), bentonite (0.8÷1.0 W/mK),
thermally enhance grout with quartz (1.0÷1.5 W/mK), and water saturated quartz sand (1.5÷2.0
W/mK). At the top surface of the storage, an insulation layer reduces heat losses into the
environment. The side walls and bottom are normally not insulated because of inaccessibility. BTES
have horizontal temperature stratification from the centre to the borders (vertical stratification is
negligible). This is because the heat transfer is driven by heat conduction and not by convection; at
the boundaries there is a temperature decrease as a result of the heat losses to the surroundings.
The horizontal stratification in the ground is supported by connecting the supply pipes in the centre
of the storage and the return pipes at the boundaries. During charging, the flow direction is from the
centre to the boundaries of the storage to obtain high temperatures in the centre and lower ones at
the boundaries of the storage; during discharging, the flow direction is reversed. In BTES, the first
three to five years of operation is the start-time needed to obtain normal operating conditions, slowly
heating the underground surroundings of the storage system and thereby decreasing heat loss. The
efficiency of the system is therefore lower in the first years. The efficiency of borehole heat storage
increases as the quantity of boreholes increases, as this reduces the surface to volume ratio of the
apparatus in the ground (Harris, 2011). The efficiencies of the fully charged BTES in the existing
installations are mostly in the range of 40–60%. The storage volume of BTES comparing to the
HWTES is much bigger in size; depending on the ground formation, BTES size should be three to
five time larger than the HWTES. One advantage of BTES from the other types of the storage system
is that the size of the storage can be easily extended by drilling addition boreholes and simply
connecting the pipes to the existing boreholes.
➢ Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage (ATES): Aquifers are below-ground widely distributed and water
filled permeable sand, gravel, sandstone or limestone layers with high hydraulic conductivity. If there
are impervious layers above and below and no or only low natural groundwater flow, they can be
used for thermal energy storage. In this case, two wells (or groups of wells) are drilled into the aquifer
layer and serve for the extraction or injection of groundwater. During charging periods, cold
groundwater is extracted from the cold well, heated up by the heat source and injected into the warm
well. In discharging periods, the flow direction is reversed: warm water is extracted from the warm
well, cooled down by the heat sink and injected into the cold well. Because of the different flow
directions both wells are equipped with pumps, production and injection pipes. Because the storage
volume of an ATES cannot be thermally insulated against the surroundings (high thermal losses),
heat storage at high temperatures is normally only efficient for large storage volumes (more than
20,000 m³ of ground volume) with a favourable surface to volume ratio. Aquifer storage is usually
used for cold storage in district cooling applications and is not suitable for small loads such as singlefamily houses due to large site requirements. In the high-temperature storage understanding the
microbiology, geochemistry and mineralogy of the ground will play a significant role in thermal
storage design. The heat loss from the ATES could be substantial, especially for the hightemperature storage media. In order to have a minimum heat loss, the surface to volume ratio should
be as low as possible. Compared to BTES systems, ATES systems are more difficult to realise and
to operate due to the fact that they need more maintenance and have a low durability. An advantage
of closed systems (BTES) is the independency from aquifers and water chemistry, an advantage of
open systems (ATES) is the generally higher heat transfer capacity of the water with respect to a
borehole: this makes ATES usually the cheapest alternative, if the subsurface is hydrogeologically
and hydrochemically suitable.
In Table 1, the main characteristics of different types of seasonal storage systems are summarized [2,9].
The selection of a specific store type depends on the geological and hydrogeological situation in the
ground at the respective construction site. Based on a comprehensive literature review, Rad et al. [9]
concluded that borehole thermal energy storage (BTES) has the most favorable condition for long-term
energy storage, because the large amounts of energy involvement and relatively low cost of storage
media.

3. District heating systems with seasonal storage around the world
In this section, a detailed description of all district heating systems integrated with seasonal thermal
energy storage is carried out. A classification in terms of location, typology of seasonal thermal energy
storage, characteristics of end-users, technologies for centralised energy generation as well as
components size is performed and discussed.

Hot Water
Tank Energy

Water-Gravel
Pit Energy
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Borehole Thermal
Energy Storage
(BTES)

Aquifer Thermal
Energy Storage
(ATES)

Storage
(HWTES)
Storage medium
Maximum
heat
storage capacity
(kWh/m3)
Advantages

Disadvantages

Storage
(WGPES)

Water
60-80

Water and gravel
30-50

Ground material
15-30

Water-sand/gravel
30-40

- High
stratification
- High
heat
capacity
- Easy to install
- High cost in
buried
water
tank
- High
thermal
loss
- Corrosion
- Leakage
- Requires stable
ground
conditions

- More
cost
effective than the
HWTES

- Feasible for very large
and
very
small
application

- High cost
- Low stratification
- Needs
1.3÷2
times
larger
storage volume
compared
to
HWTES
- Leakage
- Requires stable
ground
conditions and
preferably
no
groundwater

- High initial cost
- 3–4 years needed to
reach
typical
performance
- Needs
3÷5
times
larger storage volume
compared
to
the
HWTES
- Needs
drillable
ground, with high heat
capacity, high thermal
conductivity,
low
hydraulic conductivity
and natural groundwater flow < 1 m/s

- Cost effective
- Low maintenance
- Much more efficient
heat
transfer
compared to BTES
- High thermal loss due
to
no
thermal
insulation
- Needs
2–3
times
larger storage volume
compared to HWTES
- Clogging effects
- Require
confining
layers on top and
below, no or low
natural ground-water
flow and Long initial
process
due
to
extensive geological
investigation

Tab. 1: Characteristics of seasonal thermal energy storages [2,9].

Currently European countries are the leading users of district heating systems, but a number of countries
worldwide have made large strides to move toward this type of systems such as Austria [13], Belgium
[14], Canada [15-19], China [20,21], Denmark [2, 3, 22-25], Finland [2, 21, 26-27], France [2, 21, 28],
Germany [2, 8-10, 29-32], Greece [33], Iran [2], Ireland [21], Italy [2, 8], Japan [34], Netherlands [8, 25],
Poland [2, 10, 25], Spain [10, 21, 25, 28], Sweden [2-3, 8-9, 25, 28, 33, 35-36], Switzerland [2, 8, 25],
Turkey [2, 37-45], United Kingdom [3, 8], USA [46-47]. A huge number of scientific papers [1-47] have
been deeply analysed to provide a comprehensive picture of the state of art in the field. Figures 2a-h
summarize the main characteristics of the plants investigated in this paper based on the information
derived from the analysed studies.
Taking into account that their performances are greatly affected by the climatic conditions, figure 2a
reports the number of district heating systems using STES as a function of the country (distinguishing
between experimental and simulation studies). This figure indicates that the country most involved in
district heating applications is Germany (with 17 experimental projects and 6 simulation studies),
followed by Turkey and, then, Sweden. Only 3 experimental installations are located in Italy.
As mentioned in the previous section, four main types of seasonal thermal energy storage systems are
used worldwide (HWTES, GWTES, BTES, ATES). Figure 2b highlights, for each country, the typologies
of selected seasonal thermal energy storages (sometimes this information is not clearly provided). It can
be easily noticed that Borehole Thermal Energy Storages are used in 14 countries with 29 installations,
while Hot Water Thermal Energy Storages are adopted in 12 countries with 36 installations. WaterGravel Pit Energy Storages are rarely considered, with only 7 applications in Denmark, Finland and
Germany.
Figure 2c classifies the district heating systems using STES in terms of end-users’ typology. In particular,
the following different categories have been considered: residential districts, tertiary districts,
educational districts, healthcare districts, commercial districts, industrial districts, miscellaneous districts
(mix of 2 or more previous district heating networks’ typologies). This figure highlights that 59% of served
districts is fully residential; miscellaneous districts represent 21% of the total.
Figure 2d shows the typologies of energy production systems utilized at centralized level as a function
of the country; in particular, the review highlighted that the following technologies are generally adopted
(individually or in combination): Solar collectors (SC), ABsorption Heat Pump (ABHP), Electric Heat
pump (EHP), Gas Heat Pump (GHP), Electric Boiler (EB), Natural gas-fired Boiler (NB), Cogeneration
units (CHP). The figure indicates that solar collectors are included in 53% of DH installations under
consideration; electric heat pumps are also often used (27% of cases).
In figure 2e the district heating networks using STES are identified in terms of total heated living area
(when specified). From this figure, it can be derived that the size of the districts ranges from around 360
m2 (referred to an experimental study performed in Turkey) up to a maximum of 14000000 m2 (referred
to a huge DH installation in Helsinki (Finland)).
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Fig. 2: Number of DH systems (a); Typologies of seasonal thermal energy storages (b); Typologies of districts (c);
Energy supply technologies (d); Heated living area (e); Seasonal storage volume (f); Solar collector area to
heated living area ratio (g); Storage volume to heated living area ratio (h).

In figure 2f the classification is performed in terms of volume of seasonal thermal energy storage (not
always clearly specified). This figure highlights that the maximum size of the seasonal storage is 530000
m3; it is related to an Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage located in Scarborough (Canada). The smallest
STES (a HWTES of 183 m3) is used in Bilbao (Spain).
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Figure 2g reports, for each DH plant, the ratio between the total area of solar collectors (when used)
and the total heated living area. The values in this figure highlight that the total size of the solar collector
field is always lower than the heated living area served by the network; the maximum value of this ratio
is around 0.41 (for a DH plant located in Sweden).
Figure 2h shows the storage volume to heated living area ratio for each district heating system. This
ratio is sometimes lower than 1 m, with a maximum value of around 26.3 m (installation in Iran).

4. Conclusions
The overall aim of this paper was to conduct a detailed literature review of early and recent applications
of seasonal thermal energy storage in district heating networks in order to enhance the design as well
as the performance of any installations. Extensive information about the existing systems are provided
highlighting that:
- there are numerous successful projects around this topic, which will be a lead to investigate further
for the modifications and enhancement of the existing system;
- there are several variables and aspects upon which DH networks can be optimized (solar collectors’
area, storage volume, control logics, etc.);
- design guidelines have not been fully explored and defined; therefore potential enhancements to
attain better performance are still possible and desirable;
- the climatic conditions and the heating loads greatly affect the size as well as the technology of plant’
components;
- few district heating systems with seasonal thermal energy storages have been investigated under
the operating conditions of Italy.
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Abstract
The historical building “Museum of the Compass and the Maritime Duchy of Amalfi” (Italy) was used as
a case study to evaluate the efficiency of a new way to exhibit historical artefacts through modern
multimedia technologies, focusing on the visual environment.
Studies and analyses have been carried out with the goals of improving the fruition of the historical site
as well as integrating the need to preserve a historical building along with the need of a new final
destination as museum. The research starts with new design and refurbishing solutions of the building
so as to enhance its usability as well as guarantee a better balance between the preservation of the
historical building and the exhibit needs.
A specific lighting system was designed taking into account the different preservation needs of the
historical building as well as the enhancement of the different museum spaces.
Different types of luminaires were used for each lighting need: (1) identification of the expositive itinerary;
(2) requirements for general lighting and (3) highlighting of historical artefacts. Particular attention was
given to the quality of the light as well as the visual comfort of the visitors.
Finally, in order to define the best design solution, the simulation software DIALux was used to compare
the different luminaires types and arrangements.
Keywords: Architectural Lighting, Historical Building Restoration, DIALux.

1.

Introduction

In the Italian panorama, the majority of refurbished historical buildings are used for public uses such as
offices, libraries and museums. At present, the National Museum complex pays an annual energy bill of
around 250 million euros, with consumption rising by 50% over the 1980s [1].
In the same study [1], the National Agency for New technologies, Energy and Economic Sustainable
Development, ENEA [2], estimates that it is possible to reduce the energy consumption by up to 30%
for air conditioning and 40% for lighting by installing LED lamps and using smart lighting technologies.
The theme of energy saving in historical buildings with artistic and cultural value has been taken into
account in several studies [3-6].
In existing buildings with historical-artistic value, some studies [5] underlined the possibility to reduce
the energy consumption for lighting with simple actions, such as the substitution of the existing
luminaires with more efficient luminaires and the reduction of their mounting height. Furthermore, the
refurbishing of historical buildings is part of a wider strategy with special attention to preserving the rich
architectural and building heritage in Italy [6]. The museum assignment is always studied in compliance
with specific requirements of the interior comfort of the occupants, particularly as far as the lighting
aspects are concerned [7].
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In this paper, the study of the lighting is focused on the exhibition spaces at the “Museum of the Compass
and the Maritime Duchy of Amalfi” located in the ancient “Arsenale” (shipyard) of Italy.
At present, the spaces of the building are organized as in a traditional museum and the artefacts are
exhibited inside showcases positioned in a casual way. In order to give significant importance to the
display and visitor needs, a new configuration of the spaces as well as a new lighting system were
designed. In particular, the optimal perception of the artefacts inside the museum together with the
enhancement of their forms and emotional involvement of the final users were considered. The right
perception of the spaces as well as the essential assimilation of the objects are of basic importance
inside museums. The fair performances of color are recommended. In order to obtain high
performances, lighting sources with elevated Color Render Index (CRI) were considered.
Through the manipulation of light and playing with the viewer's perceptions, light can affect emotions.
For this reason, in the lighting project of the “Arsenale” museum, the light was used to create emotion
and curiosity as well as to give appropriate illumination of the works of art and spaces using some artistic
and scenographic areas along the expositive itinerary. To guarantee and verify the whole lighting
project, a virtual model of the “Arsenale” museum was developed by means of the simulation software
DIALux. With the aim of studying different lighting levels in order to point out the different areas in the
historic building, varying many types of light sources and luminaires as well as their positioning, the
simulation software was been used. Finally, the simulation results of the best lighting project were
presented.

2.

Architectural design for the museum

Over the years, the structure of the Museum of the Compass and the Maritime Duchy of Amalfi has
been considerably modified. In the past, the construction site descended toward the shoreline. Beyond
the “Arsenale”, to facilitate the transportation to and from the city, there was the “Fondaco” or House of
trade, location of administrative activities related to the negotiations and accommodation of foreign
merchants. The ancient building is placed on the coast of the city of Amalfi. In the past, it was a structure
in relation with sea activities, together with the “Porta della Marina” (Figure 1a). The large building of the
“Arsenale” dates back to XI century, but it was submitted to a significant remake in the XIII century,
arriving to the actual layout that results smaller than the original building.
In 1343, the building, overlooking the sea, was swallowed up by the sea with a devastating storm, which
reduced the length from 90 m to just under half. The decline of the Amalfi “Arsenale” was gradual and
linked to both the naval crisis of the maritime republic as well as natural events.

2.1 The building: “Museum of the Compass and the Maritime Duchy of Amalfi”
Figure 1a shows the location of the historical building considered in this paper inside the Amalfi city
plan. Figure 1b reports the layout and the section A-A’ of the “Arsenale” building.
At present, the building is a municipal property and the museum is open to the public with the ticket
costing 2,00 euro. The main entrance facing the coast is characterized by a gallery with a barrel vault.
The building is composed of two naves. The first nave is used as a traditional museum-exhibition space,
while the second nave is used for various activities such as civil weddings or theatrical events.

a)

b)

Fig. 1: (a) Part of the current Amalfi city plan; (b) Layout and section A-A’ of “Arsenale” building

The ancient shipyard, monument to Amalfi’s sea power, is surprisingly well preserved in its unique
medieval form. This building is characterized by an impressive elegant architecture, modeled by stone
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and mortar. The parallel naves are covered by a double series of separate cross-vaults, supported by
ten pillars.
At the moment, the museum’s collection illustrates first and foremost the evolution of nautical
navigational instruments, among which the compass. The exhibition is composed of artefacts and relics
that represent fundamental historical factors which permitted and preserved Amalfi’s political autonomy,
its economic prosperity and social progress. The lighting system of the museum is realized with low
efficiency luminaires placed transversely the naves without any particular attention to lighting the
artefacts.

2.2 Main features of the renovation project
In order to give value to both the historical building and the museum, a renovation project was
performed. In contrast to traditional museums, where the artefacts are passively exposed, the new
project considers the complexity of arguments through new technologies and interactive ways.
With the aim of requalifying the museum preserving the structure and the specific characteristics of the
building, a new way to exhibit based on interactivity, active participation and architectural enhancement
was performed. The reorganization of museum spaces, telling the “Arsenale” history through existing
artefacts and new interactive areas, as well as the enhancement of the building and its artefacts through
a lighting study were developed. The whole exhibition was formed by macro thematic areas where a
specific part of the “Arsenale” history was told through interactive panels, display cases or simulating
zones.
Figure 2a shows the spaces division for the thematic areas, while figure 2b shows the new technologies
and the themes of the thematic areas.
Videos, installations, multi-media stations and interactive spaces were designed as a fulcrum of
experiences inside the new museum itinerary and the new thematic areas were conceived as little units
inside the big open space of the historical building. This project was thought to stimulate the interest
and curiosity of the visitors inside the museum as well as to use a new audio-video technology without
compromising the other areas.

a)

b)
Fig. 2: Floor plan: (a) the spaces division for thematic areas; (b) new technologies and themes of thematic areas.

Each thematic area was designed to tell a story, through artefacts and technologies. When there is only
a narrative display, the thematic area was thought as a reproduction of ancient Amalfi ships like caravels,
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galleys and “dromone” to simulate life on board during the Maritime Duchy of Amalfi with sounds effects
and with the smell of the sea.

3.

The lighting design for the museum

The lighting project for a museum must respect different, occasionally conflicting, requirements and for
this reason it results always complex [8]. The lighting quality and quantity must be taken into account to
safeguard the structures dedicated to art and culture, to guarantee the respect for artefacts as well as
to ensure their enjoyment by the public through a lighting system with high efficiency. With the aim of
guaranteeing an appropriate lighting design, paying attention both to the visual comfort of the visitors
as well as the optimal perception and right conservation of the building and artefacts, a suitable lighting
system was adopted. The overall lighting design for the museum was performed according to the
European Standard EN 12464-1 [9]. In particular, in [9] the required value of the average illuminance
(Em) for public buildings can vary between 75lx and 500 lx, depending on different zones as well as
visual tasks, while the glare index (UGR) has to be maintained lower than 25.
The lighting quality parameters were also taken into account. In particular, in this work, lamp colour
rendering, lamp colour temperature and lighting uniformity on the artefacts were considered. In order to
guarantee the conservation of the artefacts, Italian Standard UNI 10829 [10] was taken into account.
(Table 1). Where Emax is maximum illuminance (lx), LOmax is the overall energy exposure, expressed by
hourly maximum lux per year (lxmax.h/year).

Photo-sensitivity to light

Artefacts and relic

Emax
(lx)

LOmax
(lxmax,h/year)

Less
Medium
High
More high

Marble and metal objects
Oil paintings and frescoes
Textiles and manuscript
Fossil, silk, ink and varnish

> 300
150
50
50

500.000
150.000
50.000

Tab.1: Lighting guidelines for preservation of artefacts.

The new lighting system was designed in order to satisfy the following needs:
1) identification of the exhibition;
2) general lighting;
3) highlight the historical findings.
For each of the above-mentioned needs, a specific configuration was designed.
Figure 3 shows the first configuration (configuration #1) of the lighting system designed for the museum
exhibition.

Fig. 3: Configuration #1 of the lighting system designed for the exhibition of the museum.

Configuration #1 was also designed in order to highlight the materials and the form of the historical
building. Figure 3 highlights the position of the lighting sources. In particular, in this figure, the red lines
indicate the position of the luminaires on the walls and pillars in order to create uniformity and continuity
on the whole building height, while the blue lines indicate the position of the luminaires for the new
thematic areas. All the luminaires types have been oriented from the bottom to the top in order to guide
the visitors to look up and admire the groined vaults. The spotlights and linear modules are equipped
with LED sources and are used to create a contemplative atmosphere.
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Figure 4 shows the second configuration (configuration #2) of the lighting system designed for the
general lighting of the museum.
In configuration #2, the new expositive project promotes the longitudinal natural conformation of the
building using LED technology through spotlights on binaries organized in the spaces between the
pillars. Figure 4 shows these luminaires with a green color. This choice allows to exalt the building depth
as well as to direct the visitors towards thematic areas.
With the aim of guaranteeing a uniform and diffuse visual environment, luminaires equipped with a wide
flood secondary optics were chosen. The blue lines, in Figure 4, correspond to LED luminaires used for
the thematic areas. These luminaires are composed of multiple cells inside a display that controls their
luminance, preventing glare on the visitors. The entrance and ticket office were illuminated according to
the European Standards [9].

Fig. 4: Configuration #2 of the lighting system designed for the general lighting of the museum.

Figure 5 shows the third configuration (configuration #3) of the lighting system designed for highlighting
the historical artefacts.
In configuration #3, spotlights equipped with super spot secondary optics and light source characterized
by a high value of Color Render Index (CRI) were chosen. In Figure 5, the luminaires devoted to the
artefacts are represented by red circles and the luminaires devoted to the pillars of the historical building
by blue circles. This luminaires type produces a sharp light cone permitting to highlight the artefacts,
guaranteeing their conservation and preservation.

Fig. 5: Configuration #3 of the lighting system designed to highlight the historical artefacts.

With the aim of evaluating the whole project in terms of illuminance distributions and glare index, a
virtual model of the “Museum of the Compass and the Maritime Duchy of Amalfi” was realized in the
simulation software DIALux 4.7 [11]. Figure 6 compares the model of the museum with museum
pictures. The use of this software allowed for a geometric modeling of both the building and artefacts
through basic geometrical forms.
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The reflection coefficients (r) used in the project are the following: r=0,40 for vertical walls and ceiling
(drystone wall), r=0,39 for the floor (paved in cement), r=0,60 for thematic areas in wood (coating of
pine wood) and r=0,50 for thematic areas in plaster.
Regarding the artefacts, the reflection coefficients have been selected depending on the material type;
for example, the “Argano” (capstan), ancient artefact used in past to tow the ships in the “Arsenale”, was
characterized as old wooden planks with r=0,43.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig.6 Model of the Museum: (a) entrance and ticket office, (b) first nave, (c) second nave, (d) artefact inside thematic
area, “Argano”.

3.1 Lamps and luminaire
LED luminaires were used to provide efficiency for the lighting system. With the aim of avoiding surface
reflection effects on the artefacts and minimizing direct glare along the exhibition path, specific lamps
and luminaires were chosen. Table 2 reports all the luminaires and lamps used in this project.
The installation consists of 284 luminaires, accommodated as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

84 recessed fixed luminaires on the floor, in correspondence with the ancient wall, with the
luminous flux in an up direction, to highlight the building materials;
79 recessed fixed luminaires at 4 meters from the floor on the roof of the thematic area
structures with the luminous flux in an up direction, to give continuity to the imposing wall and
highlight the groined vaults;
27 recessed fixed luminaires on the floor with the luminous flux in an up direction, to create
atmosphere near reproduction of the thematic areas;
25 recessed fixed luminaires used to create a path inside the exhibition itinerary;
4 lamps for the ticket office to guarantee uniformity on work station;
17 luminaires used to guarantee reading on the illustrative tableaus or tagline;
21 lamps devoted to the overall lighting;
19 metal halide lamps used to give emphasis to the pillars of the ancient building;
8 lamps dedicated to lighting the artefacts (adjustable spotlight, CRI >90).
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The total installed electric power is equal to 3454,9 W, where 60% for the exhibition, 25% for the general
lighting and the remaining 15% for lighting the artefacts. The total electric power must be considered for
the whole volume of the historical building corresponding to 4787 m 3.

Photo and dimension

Photometric curves

Main characteristics
Name: iGuzzini Linealuce Mini BW18
Optical: Wall Grazing
Luminaire efficiency: 46lm/W
Lamp: LED
Electric power: 7,4W
Luminous flux: 345 lm
Color temperature: 4000 K, CRI 80
Name: iGuzzini LineaLuce Mini BH14
Optical: Wall Washer
Luminaire efficiency: 50 lm/W
Lamp: LED
Electric power: 4,2 W
Luminous flux: 213 lm
Color temperature: 4000 K, CRI 80
Name: iGuzzini Underscore Grazer MM 96
Optical: Wall Washer
Luminaire efficiency:47 lm/W
Lamp: LED
Electric power:41,5 W
Luminous flux: 1954 lm
Color temperature:6000 K, CRI 80
Name: iGuzzini Ledplus
Optical: Floor Washer
Luminaire efficiency: 8 lm/W
Lamp: LED
Electric power: 0.4 W
Luminous flux: 3 lm
Color temperature: 6000 K, CRI 72
Name: iGuzzini Reflex
Optical: Flood 28°
Luminaire efficiency: 85 lm/W
Lamp: LED
Electric power: 9,0 W
Luminous flux: 778 lm
Color temperature: 4000K, CRI 80
Name: iGuzzini Laser blade
Optical: WF - Wide Flood 48°
Luminaire efficiency: 46 lm/W
Lamp: LED
Electric power: 15 W
Luminous flux: 705 lm
Color temperature: 2700 K, CRI >90
Name: ERCO Parscan
Optical: Wide flood
Luminaire efficiency: 100 lm/W
Lamp: LED
Electric power: 28 W
Luminous flux: 2809 lm
Color temperature: 4000K, CRI >80
Name: iGuzzini Light Up Walk
Optical: Flood 28°
Luminaire efficiency: 16 lm/W
Lamp: Sodium chloride
Electric power: 24 W
Luminous flux: 499 lm
Color temperature: 3000 K, CRI Name: ERCO Pollux
Optical: Narrow spot
Luminaire efficiency: 40 lm/W
Lamp: LED
Electric power: 4 W
Luminous flux: 199 lm
Color temperature: 3000 K, CRI >90

#1

#2

#3

Qty

84

79

27

25

4

17

21

19

9

Tab.2: Characteristics of the lamps and luminaires as a function of configuration: #1 identification of the exhinition
itinerary; #2 general lighting; #3 highlight of the historical artefacts.
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4.

Lighting simulation results

Figure 7 reports the lighting simulations results. The figure shows both the isolux curves map and
isochromatic maps in greyscale, related to the overall lighting in the museum.
The simulation results allow to evaluate the illuminance distributions inside the historical building and
the new structures of the thematic areas. In particular, the Em values were found from a minimum of 29
lx, inside the new structures of the thematic areas, to a maximum of 94 lx in the whole historical building.
It must be noted that the resulting rate was established at UGR<22 with regard of all the main sight
directions in each space of the museum.
Figure 8 shows the 3D image from the isochromatic illuminance maps related to the ticket office, a new
structure of a thematic area and an artefact.
Each zone of the museum, interior of the thematic areas included, were equipped with lamps and
luminaires to obtain the required illuminance according to the European standards.

a)

b)
Fig.7: Overall lighting of the museum: (a) isolux curves map; (b) isochromatic illuminance map in greyscale;

Fig 8: 3D isochromatic illuminance maps: (a) ticket office; (b) interior of a thematic area; (c) main artefact.

In addition, Figure 9a shows the results for the calculation surfaces related to the main artefact (Argano),
where the maximum illuminance (Emax) is equal to 315 lx and the average illuminance (Em) is equal to
62 lx; upon the “Argano” surface the maximum illuminance (Emax) is equal to 38 lx and average
illuminance (Em) is equal to 26 lx, while the hourly maximum lux per year (LOmax) is equal to 45.000
lxmax.h/year. The “Argano” can be classified as “Fossil artefact” and according to Table 1, the maximum
level of lux hourly per year has been respected.
Figure 9b shows the simulation results inside a thematic area structure, used as an example: the
maximum illuminance (Emax) is equal to 99 lx and the average illuminance (Em) is equal to 32 lx,
considering that inside this area must be guaranteed a suffused light.
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Moreover, Figure 9c shows the main outputs of the simulations for the workstation of the ticket office:
the maximum illuminance (Emax) is equal to 597 lx and the average illuminance (Em) is equal to 396 lx
upon the work plain, with UGR<22. These values guarantee the visual comfort of the workers.

b)

a)

c)
Fig.9 Calculation surfaces of the: (a) Argano surface 0.05m from floor; (b) thematic area (reconstruction of ship);
(c) workstation of ticket office

5.

Conclusions

This paper describes in detail the choices and results of the lighting design which concern the “Museum
of the Compass and the Maritime Duchy of Amalfi” in Italy. This project can be considered a significant
conservation refurbishment capable of connecting the allure from the magnificence of the historical
building with the potentiality of interactive museum functions, through an accurate lighting design taking
into account the visual comfort of both the visitors and workers inside the museum.
Due to the peculiar structure of the “Arsenale” building, the lighting project was focused on conserving
the pre-existences as well as highlighting the historical architecture traits and exposition path. The
project of a new exhibition itinerary, together with its artificial lighting system, was developed.
With the aim of respecting the needs coming from the preservation of the historical building, museum
set-up and visitors comfort, an optimal solution from the visual comfort and light quality points of view
was obtained. With the aim of selecting the best layout solution, the simulation results, performed by
using the software DIALux, were used. The new lighting system reinforces the reconstruction of the
historical settings (thematic areas) and each thematic area is a singular setting included in a multi-media
itinerary creating a unique space museum.
This lighting solution expresses the set of aesthetic-scenographic, functional, safety, low energy
consumption and environmental compatibility requirements.
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Abstract
The “Colonia per i figli delle Genti del mare ‘IX maggio’” is a summer-camp building realized in
L’Aquila in 1937, designed by Ettore Rossi (1894 – 1968). It is related to the experimentation on
“social” typologies made in these years on national scale by the fascist social policies. Pagano, in
1937, dedicated to the building an article in “Casabella”.
The “Colonia” offers a scheme and a settlement typical of hospital buildings, such as the “Ospedale
Civile” in Bolzano (1934) of the same author. Between the end of the Sixties and the beginning of the
Seventies of the XX century, the building was modified to become university center. Today it still
presents the serious damages caused by the earthquake of 2009.
The integrated surveying made by laser-scanning allows the realization of a restitutive complex model
of the current state, and of a reconstructive model of the building as it was at its inauguration.
According to the volumetric and distributive articulation, the models favor the study and understanding
of typological and spatial characteristics of the building. The paper focuses on the use of complex 3-D
models for the historical-architectural and typological analysis as well as for the restoration project.
Keywords: Modern Architecture, Survey, 3-D Modeling, History.

1.

Introduction

The building of the former “Colonia per i figli delle Genti del mare” [summer camp for the children of
the people from the sea], called “IX Maggio”, located in the Roio village was built by Ettore Rossi
(1894-1968) in 1937, and today is the location of the Faculty of Engineering of the University of
L’Aquila. The complex consists of three bodies, two of them date back to nineteen-thirties (the former
summer camp building and the small entrance body with the canopy and the guard), the third is a
building extension realized in 1975-1977 using reinforced concrete. After the end of World War II, this
building has been used for hosting the exiled people from Istria. At the date of 6 April 2009, the
building was the location of the Faculty of Engineering and was mainly used for the professors’ studies
and departmental activities. The earthquake’s damages made this building abandoned. It has been
conducted an integrated architectonic survey with laser scanner and 3D modelling of the building.
Starting from the survey, on the base of the bibliographical and archival documents, it was carried out
the 3D modeling of the state of the building before the earthquake and its configuration during the
Thirties.These models support the historical-architectonical and typological analysis, and also are
useful as supports for the renovation project.
M. Centofanti is the author of paragraphs 1 and 4; S. Brusaporci of 2 and P. Maiezza of 3; P. Maiezza
and G. Serchia realized the integrated survey of the building and G. Serchia built the 3D model.
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Fig 1.: Project Plan and current aerial image of the Colonia “IX Maggio”.

2.

The “IX Maggio” summer camp: Architecture and History

The summer camp has to be put in the context of the extensive experimentation on the “social”
typologies, conducted during the Thirties and the Forties on a national scale, as consequences of the
government’s social policies. Notably, Ettore Rossi developed the “modern hospital” typology, one of
the most widespread one in the second half of the Twentieth century.
In fact, Rossi played a major role in the national debate over the health facilities organization,
proposing the single unit typology, already popular in the United States in the XX century.
This typology offered a greater functional efficiency and lower distances, although it required greater
heights and the systematic use of elevators, those were aspects in opposition to the common
experiences in the Italy of those years. Moreover, Rossi was called to cooperate in the drafting of the
regulations (1939), that set up hospitals maximum heights at seven floors, that is a quite a lot
compared to the constructions at that time [22].
The first and foremost Rossi’s hospital works were the Viterbo Hospitals projects (1933-1934), the
Bolzano Hospitals (1934) and the Modena Hospitals (1933-1934). Roio’s mountain summer camp was
contemporary to those experiences: it was designed in 1934 and built in 1937; it also represented a
re-elaborated version of Rossi’s hospital experimentations.
The summer camp was located on Roio’s hill near L’Aquila at 970 meters above sea level.
The block was designed on a geometric module 4,5 x 5m; it is articulated according to three entrance
and stairs systems, of which the central one also has an elevator, with an overall covering 1,600
square meters.
The summer camp developed itself in four main levels, plus a basement and a rooftop terrace: in the
basement, there were service rooms, on the ground floor there were canteens and classrooms, and
on the three upper levels there were the dormitories. Provided with kitchens, laundry, central heat,
warehouses, heating water systems and refrigerators, electrical and lighting systems, the summer
camp was a very modern structure. It could have hosted a total of 506 children, divided by gender,
and arranged in a dormitory with 36 beds. Furthermore, there were 14 beds for the outpatient clinic
and the infirmary and other 50 beds for the structure’s staff. Therefore, it was a very important
building, both in size and for some users. The outdoor spaces presented a small square opposite to a
podium, outdoor activities fields, and playgrounds.
The project was sketched out based on rationalistic criteria, where heliothermic orientation was
crucial. The mountain background, environmentally valuable, was one element that the building, with
its massive size, has to confront with.
From the figurative point of view, Rossi bended the building following a curvilinear line. This solution,
probably, was affected by the experience that he made, in 1933-1934, in the “Palazzo del Littorio”
project, with Ridolfi, Cafiero and La Padula [27], where the choice of a curvilinear line was suggested
by the will of defining an outdoor space, in front of the building, able to hold a great number of people
during the fascist gathering. If the project coordination and the overall structure for the “Palazzo del
Littorio” were attributed to Ridolfi, however, the slightly curvilinear line embracing the front spaces was
also found in the already quoted Rossi’s project of the Bolzano hospital [24].
Francesco Dal Co speaks of “forerunner post-traditionalism”, linking Rossi to colleagues as Samonà,
Terragni, Ridolfi La Padula, Libera, those who are architects that “bend”, following an open design,
long blocks, with a unitary image [22].
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Pagano wrote this in a Casabella’s article dedicated to the summer camp: “considering the vast
quantity of Italian production of constructions of this kind, we can affirm that only a few of them are
quite remarkable. This is partially due to a scarce research for improvement, and for the mediocre
artistic skills of their designers, and mostly it is due to the difficulty of methods and systems of artistic,
technical concept rational renovation. This simple and healthy construction made by Ettore Rossi that
is a great architect and hospital technician is a creation that well fit in the International Mountain
summer camp literature, and it represents our country greatly” [21].
On the Roio’s structure, Pagano also said: “while every detail is well-finished from a technical and
economic perspective, the architect also, has well displayed a modernist taste with an elegant rhythm
of the windows composition, with the last floor loggia’s cut, and with the soft curvilinear facade. These
artistic elegance results were achieved without using expensive or improper materials. There are not
redundant decorations, neither marble or dressed stones. We are facing one healthy and wellorganized structure, furnished with practical sense and reliable and durable materials” [21]. The
peculiar subjects of the Italian architectural debate of that time were highlighted: the concepts of
modernity, rationality, and nationality. Another recognition of the Rossi’s work was made by Labò, who
quoted him in his 1941 article in “Costruzioni Casabella”, about mountain summer camps [19].
During the post-war, between 1946 and 1954, the structure was a refuge shelter for Istrian and
Dalmatian people. From 1968 to 1977, were made the reconversion works of the structure, led by
Leonardo Del Bufalo (1914-1984), that became the Faculty of Engineering campus.
According to the changed intended use of the structure, the intervention, through a complete
renovation, made radical changes to the functional and distributive layout, and also to the figurative
and formal one. From the functional and distribute point of view, the main body was intended to the
Faculty and Departments governance functions; while the lateral ones were re-organized to host
future didactic activities, including the classrooms.
To upgrade the structure’s accessibility, two lifts were added flanking the central staircase. Essentially,
the internal structure was completely changed. Furthermore, the need of increase the number of the
classrooms led the architect to a choice that, on the one hand, maximized the performances of the
structure increasing the usable area, but on the other hand, resulted in a severe alteration of the
former area, both on a qualitative and quantitative level.
The loggia on the last floor was completely demolished and replaced by a steel and glass pitched roof
body, slightly inclined, sustained by a steel lattice truss, which also covers the entire terrace.
Furthermore, the open on the flanks semi-circular loggias on the ground floor were closed walling
them. The structure was raised by another floor with a steel framework on the northwards rear central
body, which originally had only two floors, to realize the Faculty Council Hall.
Between 1975 and 1977, another three-floor block was built by Leonardo Del Bufalo opposite to
summer camp rear. It was made out of reinforced concrete with exposed perimetrical ridges to create
four more classrooms and accessory rooms.
Later, the structural iron made windows were gradually replaced by aluminum ones, which were wider
and could significantly alter the translucent components figurativeness.
Finally, the accessibility of the lateral bodies, which were intended to be classrooms, were upgraded,
with the addition of two lifts on the staircase areas, altering the stairs interior spaces.
The structure was severely damaged by the 2009 earthquake and today is in a state of abandon.

Fig. 2: The integrated digital survey. The textured points cloud of the building
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Fig. 3: Surveying of the ground floor plan.

3.

3D Modelling and architectonic survey for the Historical-critical analysis

The integrated survey campaign, with the use of laser scanner, has allowed the construction of a
complex model of the current situation. Direct and indirect investigations have made possible to
reconstruct the brickwork structure. Papers have fostered the colorings that were used over time.
On the feedback phase, the survey has led to the construction of the present building 3D model.
Based on the survey and the documental analysis, a structure reconstructive model has been made,
back at its configuration during the Thirties, both fort the volumetric and distributive articulation,
bringing out the structure internal organization spatial and typological features. The Thirties structure’s
complete three-dimensional interpretative reconstruction allows us to observe, revaluate and highlight
the formal, spatial and architectural qualities. In particular, the parallel comparison between the current
and the old models helps the study of the values [3].
These studies confirm that the values of Ettore Rossi’s building in the Thirties, following the Giuseppe
Pagano fundamental review, that was reconfirmed by the contemporary critics, are [1]:
- The inclusion in the environmental context;
- The windows composition rhythm, last floor loggia’s cut, soft curvilinear facade;
- The building double curving, slightly concave toward the best exposure;
- The reference to the mono-block elongated shape hospital model;
- The orderly structured, using simple and homogeneous materials, without superfluous decorations;
- The southern facade horizontally tripartite, whose ground floor is characterized by a long sunshade
projecting roof that presents two circular extremities, and a darker colour, from the three levels linear
block that seems like cantilevered, and the crowning element with the central body and the
substantially retracted on the sides loggia with respect to the floors below;
- The finished with simple plaster, the cornices characterize the windows and doors empty spaces,
with a simple, reinforce concrete frame finished with white plaster, slightly protruding flushing to the
wall;
- The distributive organization is set on three stairwells, with the central one designed to serve the
directional functions; the lateral ones are architecturally and spatially qualified by a single continuous
helicoidal flight of stairs, with rungs lower than the standard size because intended for the passage of
the children;
- The structure is focused on the axial alignment that links the main building with the entrance building;
- The entrance building has a gate, and it is divided into two parts with only one floor, and there are
connected with a slender projecting roof.
These analyses provide considerations that arise as a reference for the restoration hypothesis
development. 3D models at each era configure themselves as the three-dimensional building historical
sections, geometrically overlapping and comparable, on which it is possible to “build” the restoration
project. From what stated above, the architectural restoration theme is based on three main issues [9]:
a- The former summer camp pre-existing historical state architectural renovation;
b- Reconfigure formally and figuratively the reality in a historical point of view;
c- Refurbishment of the building.
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Fig. 4: Historical photos that show the building and the context configuration immediately after its realization.

4.

Conclusions

Architecture surveys procedures final product is the representative model.
During the historical and critical evaluation, the survey necessarily has to contribute to the final value
judgment, summarizing the “historical” and “artistic” values.
The model expresses the memory and the development of the study’s subject over time, from the
conception to the realization, and the transformations occurred till the current times: synchronic and
diachronic historical sections, reconstructions and/or modified reality visualizations, or the plans never
realized or simply narrated.
The structured and complex model fits into the historical-critical analysis process as a 'document',
therefore, it is virtually open to interpretations, but at the same time, it is also the veritable “historicalcritical text”, expressed with figurative language.
The renovation project crucial aspect is its link with its pre-existence. Then the survey and the model
play a strategic role as a cognitive act, and as essential instrumental support, highlighting the
symmetrical reflection between the interpretative and the design model [10].
The model constructed integrates the interpretive reading of the geometric dimensional data and
formal, figurative, architectonic and, spatial values, analysing the textural and structural characteristics
[11]. Paraphrasing the categories postulated by Vitruvius, the model lays the foundations to mix within
the renovation project the “firmitas” (seismic vulnerability mitigation), with the “venustas” (figurative
and spatial re-integration), with also the “utilitas” (intended function).
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Fig.5: Historical photos published by Pagano in “Casabella” journal (Pagano 1937).
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Astrum-dis.
School-work alternation, educational action on the territory.

The study is a socio-anthropological analysis of school-work activity conducted by the Laboratory
“LANDesign”® (Prof. Sabina Martusciello, Prof. Maria Dolores Morelli), Department of Architecture
and Industrial Design, University of Campania with Ministry of Education, University and Research of
the Campania Region.
The object of the qualitative-quantitative analysis are some second degree secondary schools of
Campania, selected as examples-sample monitored over a period of ten months.
The path of school-work alternation done with lectures, visits to archaeological sites, monuments and
laboratory activities aimes at knowledge of the area as a best practice to act. The socioanthropological analysis objective is to develop the implications of multidisciplinary achievements:
educational-behavioral, cultural, social, economic results, and to evaluate the degree of the change of
the experienced process through the knowledge, skills and metacognitive skills and extracognitive
matured at the end of the path.
The school-work pathways capture the complexity and specificity of educational processes by
understanding the cultural and educational institutions and local resources that surround us.
Culture, through the methodology of school and work alternance, becomes reparative cell of the local
disaster.
Keywords: Astrum-dis, learning, alternance, methodology, action

1.

Astrum-dis: a teaching methodology

Dis-astrum is a word of latin origin, made up of dis which has a pejorative value and astrum indicating
the influence on events once attributed to the stars; it is literally the opposite of the stars against the
everyday laws. The word dis-astrum as etymological root consists of a prefix and a term just like other
words: dis-function, dis-agreement, dis-ability, dis-adapted, dis-ease, dis-used, dis-continuity. Such
conditions provide a first mode in the presence and in the absence then a mode. The Ministry of
Education, University and Research has in 2015 established the procedure “School-Work Alternation”
which is defined as: “learning methodology that schools have a duty to enable within the school
curriculum as a structural component training” in order to increase job opportunities and abilities of
student orientation. The school-work alternation is the remedial action of a period in which there is the
frequency and dis-frequency, it is an activity in one place and then the absence from that place, the
classroom activities and activities in an organization; all this creates a virtuous circle, and is not a
static condition, because the alternation is an action / condition of presence and absence of a state of
constant dynamism between a state and another and then one more perceived as a continuum to
generate an outcome, a result.
The result is what in the socio-anthropological analysis proposed is documented with respect to case
studies of some second degree secondary schools of Campania in the year 2016/2017 monitored over
a period of ten months.
The Astrum-dis action as an action / condition that poses an alternation to a status descending
reverses this route to regenerate a balance from the point of view of development, training, creation of
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professional profile that can be beneficial for the man. The school-work alternation as an action that
triggers a virtuous cycle in reverse order sets in motion different human cognition: putting herself into
context, relating to an organization, learning to distinguish between roles and persons, organizing
one’s time, meet deadlines, working together, being responsible for small processes, understanding
implicit and explicit rules of a business setting, objectives, making small choices with real
consequences.
The school-work alternation involves the construction of pathways designed, implemented, monitored
and assessed, under the responsibility of the school or training institution, based on agreements with
businesses, or their representative associations, or with the chambers of commerce, manifacturing,
handicraft and agriculture, or with public and private bodies, including those of the third sector,
available to accommodate students for periods of learning in a working environment, not representing
the individual employment relationship (art.4 D.Lgs . April 15, 2005, n. 77).
1.2 The legislation on the school-work alternation
“The school-work alternation enters our education system with law 28 March 2003, 53 of which in
Article 4 provides it as the possibility to realize the courses of the second cycle, enabling young people
who have reached the age of fifteen to carry out the whole training from 15 to 18 years “by alternating
periods of study and work, under the responsibility of the educational institution, on the basis of
agreements with enterprises or their representative associations or chambers of commerce, industry,
trade and agriculture, or institutions, public and private, including the third sector, willing to accept
students for internships that do not constitute the individual employment relationship” [the SchoolWork Alternation Activities, Operational Guidelines for school, Ministry of Education University and
Research].
“The Legislative Decree of 15 April 2005 n.77, that followed, defines the alternation as procedures for
the realization of the second cycle courses to grant young people, in addition to basic knowledge, to
acquire skills in the labor market. Students can make the request to carry out, under the responsibility
of the school or training, the educational path chosen by alternating periods in the classroom and in
the workplace, in accordance with the same educational profile of the ordinary course of studies. In
other words, the young man keeps the student status, the path of the responsibility lies with the school
and the alternation is presented as a teaching method and does not constitute an employment
relationship. The activities in the host structure may also be made of the teaching withdrawal periods.
For persons with disabilities periods of learning through work experience are sized so as to promote
the autonomy also for inclusion in the workplace” [the School-Work Alternation Activities, Operational
Guidelines for school, Ministry of Education University and Research].
“The role of alternation school-work has subsequently been confirmed and consolidated with the
Regulations issued with D.P.R. N. 87, 88 and 89 of 2010, regarding the new systems of vocational
schools, technical colleges and high schools, in the subsequent “Guidelines for the transition to the
new arrangement, the second two years and the fifth year” of technical colleges and institutes and
professional “national Guidelines” of high school paths” [the School-Work Alternation Activities,
Application Guidance for school, Ministry of Education University and Research].
The Law 107/2015 establishes the obligation of the combined school-work pathways in the last three
school years of second degree secondary schools, 400 hours in technical and vocational schools, and
200 hours in the high schools in PTOF (no more a methodological option). “Law 107/2015, finally, in
paragraphs 33-43 of Article 1 systematizes the school-work alternation of the school year 2015-2016
in the second cycle of education, through: a. the provision of required courses of alternation in the
second two years and the last year of second degree secondary schools, with a different total duration
than the previous arrangements: at least 400 hours in technical and vocational institutes and at least
200 hours in high schools, to be included in the three-year Plan training offer; b. the ability to enter into
agreements for conducting paths in work also with professional associations and entities carrying out
activities related to the artistic, cultural and environmental or sports promotion bodies recognized by
CONI; c. the possibility to realize the alternation of activity during the suspension of educational
activities and abroad, as well as with the enterprise training mode simulated; d. the enactment of a
regulation which is called the “Charter of rights and duties of students in alternating training”, with the
possibility, for the student, to assess the efficiency and coherence of the routes with its own address of
study; e. the reliance on second degree secondary schools of the task to organize training courses on
the protection of health and safety in the workplace, for students placed in alternate routes and carried
out according to the provisions of Legislative Decree no. 81 / 2008; f. the allocation of 100 million euro
per year to develop the school-work alternation in second degree secondary schools starting from the
year 2016. These resources finance the organization of alternation activities, technical assistance and
monitoring of the routes; g. the award to the school manager of the task of identifying companies and
public and private bodies available for the activation of school work alternating paths and to enter into
agreements also aimed at encouraging the orientation of the student. Such agreements may be
entered into with museums and other cultural venues, as well as with the central and local offices of
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the Ministry of National Heritage and Culture; h. drafting a final evaluation form on approved facilities,
drafted by the head teacher at the end of each school year, which highlights the specific nature of their
educational potential, and any difficulties encountered in the collaboration; the. the constitution at the
Chambers of Commerce, Manifacturing, Handicraft and Agriculture, with effect from school year
2015/16, the national registry for alternation training, in which companies and public and private
organizations willing to host students for alternation paths are visible (how many young people, and for
what periods)” [the School-Work Alternation Activities, Operational guidelines for school, Ministry of
Education University and Research].
With school-work alternation a traing value is recognized, equivalent to the paths undertaken in the
company and those curricular held in the school context. Through the alternation methodology, the
acquisition, development and application of specific skills relevant for educational profiles, cultural and
professional of the different courses of study, is allowed.
The organization / company / institution that houses the student takes on the role of complementary
learning context to the classroom and laboratory. Through direct participation in the operating
environment, then, they realize the socialization and the permeability between different environments,
as well as mutual exchange of experiences that contribute to the formation of the person.

2.

The research

The legal and administrative framework within which it has been articulated sociological analysis is the
Protocol on the Understanding between the Ministry of Education, University and Research of
Campania and the Department of Architecture and Industrial Design -University of Campania, applying
the activities of school-work Alternation on the Applied Research Project LANDesign® (scientific
supervisors Martusciello Sabina, Maria Dolores Morelli).
Downstream it was signed on Protocol of Understanding between the Department of Architecture and
Industrial Design University of Campania and the second degree secondary school De Bottis_Torre
del Greco (NA), Prot. N ° C 3892/12 of 10.17.2016 , for the realization of advanced training activities in
the disciplines field as part of the institutional activities of the Department of Architecture and Industrial
Design and the High school De Bottis (Language school), for the formation of the professional figure of
“Technician for the enhancement and promotion of heritage, cultural activities and social design”.
The path of school-work alternation analyzed is thirty hours as established for the third of high school
classes.
The school-work alternation is a training program that: strengthen school autonomy, qualifies the
provision of training, enhances flexibility, responds to the individual needs of pupils, actis on the strong
orientational value, as a contrast means to early school leaving. The research started from the
knowledge of some second degree secondary schools of Campania school year 2016/2017 selected
as monitored examples-sample over a period of ten months with the aim to evaluate the
multidisciplinary achievements: educational-behavioral, cultural, social, economic results and the
degree of change of the process experienced through the knowledge, skills and metacognitive and
extracognitive owed at the end of the trail.
The research question that has prompted interest in the socio-anthropological analysis was to check
how the training conducted by the laboratory “LANDesign®” in the activity of school-work may be a
viable method to transfer knowledge, skills and skills to the female pupils monitored through
qualitative-quantitative survey.
The tools used for data collection were: participant observation, semi-structured interview, evaluation
questions, photos and videos; variables and indicators: frequency of participation of pupils in the
activities, degree of pupils' motivation / interest, skills “team building”. Data analysis was performed
using the method of Grounded Theory Glaser and Strauss (1967).
Students of the Institute's schools De Bottis of Torre del Greco (NA) (Language School), Institute
Degni of Torre del Greco (NA) (Art school address Architecture), Institute Degni of Torre del Greco
(NA) (Professional Institute address technical clothing and Fashion) and Institute Jommelli of Aversa
(CE) (High School) school year 2016/2017 were the target population for the survey.
The path of school-work alternation under analysis below refers to the class of the 3N De Bottis
(Language School) Torre del Greco (NA).
The investigation started with the administration of semi-structured interview to a sample of twentythree pupils on the first day of early school alternation path to know: the idea of the students on the
profession to choose in the future and the interest in the redevelopment of the sites, upgrading and
renovation. The following graphs show quantitative data from which for the pupils of the Language
High School Class 3N (twenty-three pupils sample) 26% of the students have a clear idea about the
profession to play in the future, 74% of pupils are undecided (Fig. 1); the 30% is interested in the
redevelopment of the sites to the upgrading and restoration, 9% is not interested, 61% are interested
in the redevelopment of the sites but with different professional ideas (Fig. 2).
R
The path of school-work alternation proposed with the LANDesign methodology it starts by reading
the papal encyclical “Praised be” by Pope Francis, who says with conviction that “every change needs
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and motivations of an educational path” (Praised yes, no. 15) through the “pursuit of sustainable and
integral development” (Praised yes, 15), from reading the book the “Little Prince”, and arrives to visit
the museum Virtual Archaeological Museum of Herculaneum (MAV) to transfer the knowledge and key
skills to pupils for the professional figure of “Technician for the enhancement and promotion of
heritage, cultural activities and social design”.
The mission of the activity is to manage to be skilled at communication and exposure of an idea. Idea,
which over time has been structured in the design idea of restoration and upgrading of the school's
statue, in a state of degradation, present in the hall of the school entrance. During the course of
school-work a competition of ideas was launched “Restayling of the High School De Bottis sculpture”
between the classes of the ideas to propose restoration of the statue and design of the spaces
adjacent to the statue. The students of 3N class have actually cooperated in the atrium entrance relief,
relief of the statue showing different design ideas. Along the way they worked on the analysis swot as
a mode of presentation of the strengths and weaknesses of standard exhibition, they have learned to
observe the quality of content, the exposure mode, the type of lighting; climate for the exhibition, have
become skilled at determining whether the communication part is clear or if it is necessary to change
the exposure mode. In the path of alternation the pupils have carried out a series of events of social
design objects and posters in several languages exposed in Aversa in the headquarters of the
Department of Architecture and Industrial Design at the exhibition ERGO SUN of 28/03/2017. An
experience that educates to teamwork, responsibility for concrete work contexts, which serves as a
guide for how external communication where it is possible to experience problems, mode of
relationship and interaction.

Students of De Bottis (Language Schools)

Students with clear minds
26%
Undecided Students 74%

Fig. 1: 3N Professional Ideas

Students of De Bottis (Language Schools)
Students who care about
renwation, redevelopment
of the sites 30%

Undecided Students 9%
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Fig. 2: Degree of interest in the redevelopment of the site

2.1 Field notes: the Archaeological Virtual Museum 03/06/2017
The participant observation as ethnographic practice has been the instrument used to capture the
impressions, smiles, curiosity, emotions, relationship dynamics of the pupils during the visit.
The ethnographic methodology is concerned with describing the context in which the action takes
place, to interpret the meanings of interactions and social events, to understand the actor's
perspective, the subjectivity and tell a coherent story of social life (Corsaro and Molinari 2003, 53).
Also the practice of ethnographic research studies each case as unique to identify the educational
objectives of the context object of analysis, shed some light on consistent actions and / or
contradictions, clarify meanings, or contradictions occur consequences of actions than the convictions
that are expressed. Very important in this search method is an immersion of the researcher in the daily
lives of individuals and groups who want to study or in the context of the action of the social group
object of the observations; that does not mean that the researcher assumes their point of view but he
observes how the participants are located, interpret their social world (Caronia 2003, 234).
The main feature of ethnographic research is that most of the information is collected directly in the
field, interviewing the subjects studied and / or observing them in carrying out their daily activities. The
main method to study human behavior in well defined contexts such as a visit to the Virtual
Archaeological Museum becomes the ethnography.
As observed by the famous anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski (who first used this methodology in
the early twentieth century to study some ceremonial practices of the indigenous culture of Melanesia)
is essential to “grasp the views of the observed subjects, the entirety of their daily relationships, to
understand their view of the world”.
Ethnography is in fact first of all an experience, a practice, a live-with (Piasere 1988).
During the visit to the MAV, the students showed themselves interested and attracted to what they
observed, repeatedly interrupted the museum guide for further details on the type of lighting and the
communication mode as tells Lucia Sannino which identifies the museum's strengths the innovative
instrumentation inside the many rooms, including vases that emit registered voices, used in Roman
times to amplify the voice of the actors in the theaters or the perfume machine in which it was
reproduced the fragrance and essence scents that were present in the Roman house. Participant
observation has emerged as the pupils were interested in the history of the place, the visit of the place
(they took a lot of pictures), many of them have repeatedly put questions to guide generated by their
curiosity, their motivation, attraction for the place. A lot of attention on the part of the pupils showed off
when observing the type of lighting: the access to the dark, so that there might be a more accurate
observation of the works and a higher concentration of the other senses; carefully observing the
artificial light consists of red LED tubes, white and electric blue arranged along the bottom of the black
walls or torches containing an artificial fireplace that made the exposure and observation of very
satisfactory works.
Students showed attention, interest and motivation in the explanation of all the works to be projected
both on the screens, and on the walls. Fascinated by virtual projection they stopped on the similarities
and differences compared to other modes of communication, attracted by the color of the elements
and forms that conjured the Roman architecture, the lighting and the recurrent sound elements in the
path of the virtual archaeological museum. The excitement in the eyes of the students was enormous,
their faces were smiling, and their hands wanted to touch the works !!
2.2 Field notes: relief 16,17,20 -03-2017
The input pad of the school and the area in which the statue currently stands to be restored was a
good project experience for the pupils of 3N class that come with paper, pencil and meter have
achieved in three days of work, proposing a design exhibition supplemented by the areas of the
school: the outside,, the entrance, the area where the statue is located.
It was exciting to watch their precision in taking measurements and bring them back on the paper with
a sketch turning the idea into a project. It was interesting to see their interest in the restoration and
redevelopment of the sites. Great curiosity, dedication and passion has emerged from this survey as
reflected in the following photographs (Fig. 3, Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3: The statue

Fig. 4: The project idea
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2.3 The educational mission
Teaching students by raising awareness of history, culture, technology, is critical to learn to love and
protect our priceless heritage. The knowledge of the area and its history to transmit care for what you
have is a great value to be transferred to posterity. The experienced cultural, psychological,
motivational and educational of each student plays a central role for the realization of a conscious path
to build their own life project.
The mission of the visits, the lessons in the classroom, on the spot checks of the area to be detected,
the screening of the film Hugo Cabret (Martin Scozzese, 2011), puts the promotion of cultural heritage
of our territory as a form of personal enrichment achieved through an education-training and cultural
journey that has allowed them to acquire cultural skills needed to continue learning throughout their
lives; It promotes interests, motivation, curiosity, potential through an effective approach, engaging
and interactive way to contribute to real educational success for all students.
“The mutual love between who learns and who teaches is the first and most important garden towards
knowledge”(Erasmo da Rotterdam).

3.

Research feedback

The research question that guided the socio-anthropological analysis has verified what the training
course conducted by the laboratory LANDesign® in the activity of school-work alternation studies can
be a methodology valid to transfer knowledge, skills and competences to pupils, as is clear from the
following quantitative data. Fig. 5 emerges from the questionnaires administered to the sample of
pupils of 3N class all students deem valid the method used by the school-work alternation path
LANDesign®, with a value of 100%. This figure shows that the initial hypothesis subject to empirical
control has encountered a remarkably successful and does not require a revision of the theory from
the results. Fig. 6 shows the percentage of undecided pupils who have professional ideas post-clearer
path than at the beginning of the school-work alternation route with a value equal to 9%, while the
91% value represents the female students in the same professional ideas with respect to the initial
phase of school-work alternation path. The route has also helped to clarify the professional indecision
of some female students.

Students of De Bottis (Language Schools)

Students who deem valid the
method used by the schoolwork alternation path
LANDesignR, Department of
Architecture and Industrial
Design, University of Campania
10%

Fig. 5: LANDesign® methodology
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Students of De Bottis (Language Schools)

Undecided students who have
professional ideas post-clearer
path than at the beginning of
the school-work alternation 9%
Student who have the same
professional ideas with respect
to the initial phase of schoolwork alternation path 91%

Fig. 6: Ideas post-professional path

Here are some traces of qualitative interviews administered to the sample of female students:
“This path has taught me the importance of teamwork, it has approached the making of the working
world I understand how to behave in this context” (Giovanna Morgano, 16 years old, 3N).
“I do not have clear ideas regarding my future, but thanks to this experience, maybe I'll consider also
the Course Design for fashion of the Department of Architecture and Industrial Design, this project has
given me to the core and organizational values an for exhibition. Thanks to several meetings we were
able to experience the show in a different way, certainly in future visits I will notice the lighting, the
colors, the climate, the container, the contents, etc” (Giusy Maresca, 16 years old, 3N).
“The alternate path LANDesign® not only teaches us to love what we have around, but it is also a
useful way that helps us broaden our cultural horizons” (Claudia Coscia, 16 years old, 3N).
“This course has opened my mind by developing more creativity and imagination, I learned a lot ... I
went into a new world and I saw everything from a different point of view, the more creative and
original, with no weakness !!!” (Alessia Di Donna, 16 years old, 3N).
“The course was very useful and interesting, we learned things that were unknown in architecture”
(Giulia Oliviero, 16 years old, 3N).
“The strength of the course is that we have always treated different topics and it gave me knowledge
that I consider valid !!” (Maria Giovanna Calantuono, 16 years, 3N).
“I noticed various interests for topics such as fashion and design”(Mena Sorrentino,18 years, 3N).
“With this process of school-work I learned to organize my ideas and to expose them properly so that
everyone can understand them, I also learned to work in teams and to work, he gave me valuable
knowledge and skills in the workplace” (Maria Carmela Maisto , 16 years old, 3N).
“From this process I learned to manage an exhibition, to observe with a different eye the structures,
the lights, the colors, the sounds, the emotions that the works transmitted; with regard to the objects I
noticed how they can be essential, efficient, economic” (Daniela Sansone, 16 years old, 3N).
By qualitative data from the interviews it emerges how the strengths detected by several subjects of
the sample were: multidisciplinarity of the topics, contact with the academic world, the proposed
methodology, the approach to job practice and professional role of “Exhibitions manager”; the
weaknesses cited by only 30% of the sample were the most specific advanced topics and an
increased number of visits to exhibitions and / or cultural heritage.
The research proposed by Prof. Sabina Martusciello and Prof. Maria Dolores Morelli and myself goes
on with other institutes object of the macro-analysis sample: Institute Degni of Torre del Greco (NA)
(Art school address Architecture), Institute Degni of Torre del Greco (NA) (Professional Institute
address technical clothing and Fashion) and Institute Jommelli of Aversa (CE) (High School).
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Fig. 7: 3N class, school year 2016/2017, De Bottis Torre del Greco (NA) (Language Scools)
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In the actual scenario, which is deeply affected by information technologies, and characterized by the
continuous growth of relational connections, the society is more and more like a wide global rhizome,
wherein users are involved, toghether with objects, services and non-users. This audience network
consists of various cultural sub-nets, which in certain ways are very similar to tribes. Since each one of
them is always changing in therms of size and identity, design must constantly keep in touch with
them, and learn through their relational ties in order to obtain effectiveness and relevance.
Including insights from “Actor-Network-Theory” and relational assessments, the paper outlines some
first research hypothesis, about the transfer of design process in the edge of the social, as a new
custom design strategy.
On one hand the peripherical sections become effective clusters for scientific survey, local production
and diffuse design practices. “If the market is more and more searching for stories rather than
products, it is necessary quickly gather changes in the culture. Since we can see only what we know,
we belong in the [peripherical] culture” (Zurlo, 2012). On the other hand adopting reticular models in
design means arousing interest in relationships.
Fringes of the network model demonstrates an amazing adaptive capability towards markets, so we
need to pay more and more attention to their relational environment.
Keywords: relational design, network, fringe, context, rizhome.

1.

Introduction.

1.1 Design as a relational practice.
In the present research, the topic of relevance is crucial and fundamental such as the in-depth
evaluation of the relational tissue, which grows around the product, since they represent respectively
the vector and the lattice pattern of cross-relationships for creating meaningful design.
After all, outside the network of user’s interest, any object loses semantic quality and almost
disappears. Since we know that the sense of an object emerges in the moment in which we find that
something is connected to another thing (Zingale, 2012), that is to say when its bonds become
significant for the observer and worthy of interest, we need a design method able to create meaningful
relationships about the object, so being attractive for the market. Without the semantic relationship,
which arises from the attention of the user or the observer, the object, so to speak, does not exist.
So to paraphrase the famous statement by Jacques Derrida “il n’y a pas de hors-text” (here
understood in the post-structuralist explanation as "it does not exist no-text which is not text") we can
state that nothing exists outside the relational tie which connect at least two factors. Therefore we can
say that the offline product never existed.
In this framework every design action produces the creation, or rather the transformation, of a
relational environment, wherein users are involved together with objects, service suppliers, non-user
actors and a number of other subjects depending on the specific context of use. Within this
perspective the present research start analyzing all the different kind of relationships, we can observe
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and isolate in a practical use scenario, and try to reassemble them, building relational pattern focused
on the product.
Through a necessary provisional simplification we can observe that at least three different relational
types simultaneously characterize any practical use scenario, and they are:
- the user-object relationship;
- the object-object relationship;
- the user-user interaction.
This simplified list of relational survey must then be integrated with the rating of a fourth effective and
relevant relational component, which corresponds to the relational dimension of non-user society. In
other words that part of the interaction weft which, even if is not directly connected with the product in
question, however surrounds it and constitutes the contextual environment, that somehow is still able
to affect it. Precisely this human interactive component (inside the user and non-user population) in
this research assumes a key role, since it represents and synthesizes the cultural framework in which
user attraction and acceptation grow.
Looking the most objects and services, we note that each one can be described as the center of a
variable relational model, involving users, non-users and other objects in a discretional wide diffuse
reticular map.
When in the 90s, the British anthropologist and evolutionary psychologist Robin Dunbar, director of the
research group in social and evolutionary neuroscience at Oxford University, experimentally proved
that humans could handle no more than 150 relationships, he established a kind of measure of
cognitive limit, linked to the capability to process information, beyond which the relationships tend to
deteriorate. In the Dunbar model the minimum core of individuals linked by close ties consists of about
three or five actors. Then, proceeding from the center, the net widens beyond the first group, building
concentric bonded groups that grow in a progressive manner with the same three basic multiplier.
In the theory the various circles of relation reflect the degree of intimacy and frequency of contacts: the
inner circle is characterized by strong and frequent ties (close ties); the second consists of sporadic or
irrelevant rapports; the last one is mostly composed of weak and rarefied bonds, or, in the words of
Andrea Branzi, “weak and diffuse” (Branzi, 2006).
This pattern is today steadily remarkable growing, and it is taking a branched configuration, thanks to
new ways of communication and interaction among people and objects. This process is basically
powered by two main events: on one hand the technological development in communications; on the
other side the improved people’s ability to move or travel long distances.
1.2 The influence of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) on the relational
context.
It is widely shared that one of the most powerful revolution of our time is the information and
communication technology (ICT) one. It has greatly multiplied the number of relationships among
people, so it transformed the modern man into a homo-communicans, which is constantly surrounded
by the flow of information. Each one of these somehow influences the cognitive processes of the
audience and helps to build that part of the local cultural heritage, from which user attraction,
acceptation and satisfaction depend.
In a short period of time Internet, e-mail and social-networks have quickly became strong and effective
means of communication, and they facilitated people contacts (increasing in number and frequency).
In 2014 around 40% of the world population had an Internet connections (in 1995 it was less than 1%),
and in july 2016 the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) estimated that about 3.5 billion of
people were classifiable as Internet user (individual who can access the Internet, via computer or
mobile device, within the home were the individual lives).
This studies indicate that in less than 10 years about half of the world population gained the
opportunity to expand his own digital contact network. Furthermore in the last few years there’s been a
huge expansion in new technologies like mobile, with the consequence of producing direct effects on
economies and social development.
ICTs play a strong key role to fundamentally transform the economic, social and political relationships
and now they hint to influence even design and the system of objects and services the person usually
interacts with.
1.3 Relational context analysis: a promising approach to design.
The stunning growth in the number of contacts, in the society of humans and objects, has caused, and
today still continues to fuel, three significant phenomena that need to be examined in depht and
integrated in the design process.
- On one hand this diffuse information network, which is made up by many different layers like a
rhizome, and which consists of a lot of cross ties between actors and factors, it has generated a
continuous network, wherein each peripherical portion and marginal micro-system is connected to the
others, through a sequences of more or less numerous connections. This process mostly cancels the
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“geographical” distances between operators, and opens the scene for possible decentralized
processes of production and/or design, for factories and designers.
- Secondly in the global network, the characterization/differentiation of the peripherical contexts
appears always more marked, due to the different relational arrangement that locally set up. This
aspect finds a parallel research reason in the Actor Network Theory (ANT), mainly supported by the
sociologist Bruno Latour, inasmuch we find that any relational tissue is in no way ruled over by
superior powers and never responds to pre-ordered laws, but they arise spontaneously, according to
indigenous processes of aggregation, that are different, place to place. The result is a continuous
liquid model, in which the border consist of monads and tribes in constant transformation, where a
tribe is viewed, in the developmentally meaning, as a social group existing before the development of,
or outside, any kind of state. This explains why for example a product, a material or a color may be
attractive for some potential user groups marked by a few close values (e.g. nationality, religion,
culture or militancy) and simultaneously arouse indifference or even rejection in an other community,
even if near or partially similar.
- Last we must point out the constant variability of the bonds configuration, more marked especially on
the edge of the diffuse pattern, due to the continual reconfiguring weak ties, which represent the
largest component in the fabric of relations that characterize the user and non-user population. All of
this corresponds to the constant and rapid market volatility in terms of attraction and acceptance of
products and describes, on a local scale, the processes of genesis, metamorphosis and evolution of
style and taste of public opinion.
After all when entering into relationships with the others, every actor partecipant in a relational pattern
establishes ties with different characteristics. The first and more apparent is their strenght, and this is
the main important dimension when describing the qualities of a relational scenario. The strenght or
weakness of these ties determines their shape in terms of stability or fluidity in time, and their closure
or openness toward those who are not part of the plot in the moment. For these reasons, if we want to
effectively come to the production of really effective design, there is a need to move from a focus on
product features improvements only, towards a wider systemic approach that takes into consideration
new relational qualities. In this perspective, as suggested by Deleuze and Guattari (1980), we should
move from a pivot-unit model, which is built on the central values of the object (i.e. the functionality of
a kitchen knife; the comfort of a t-shirt; the performance of a computer, etc...), to a multiplicity pattern,
in which products are part of a wider system of interactive actors, and where even the lateral
interaction of outer players (such as non-users) helps to define the project.
Starting from these considarations, the paper firstly try to mark a first relational taxonomy of the object,
that will be usefull for creating a new design method or weighing up new influential elements in it.
Then the paper opens the debate on the surrounding relational network and the way in which its
esteem could enhance the design process. Through the analysis of some case studies, and
integrating insights from the ANT theory and the method of the Sociology of Association, the paper
then outlines some first research hypothesis on how the counting of the relational component behind
the product could enhance and facilitate user attraction, acceptation and satisfaction.

Fig. 1: A simple “object-user” molecule highlights an overlap space, which corresponds to the direct Interface relationship of a product (left). A
complex relational system (right).
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2.

Methods.

2.1 The transition from texts to contexts of relationships.
What is here proposed is a change of scale in the design survey, whereby it is possible to determine
new strategies for the project: from the single object to his practical use scenario.
This step partly follows and is equivalent to the concession by which, in the modern history of
semiotics, the object of analysis of significant units (texts) has been extended to the broader meaning
apparatuses, sometimes different or seemingly dissimilar from the linguistic model, by the AngloSaxon socio-semiotics. In the science of signs, this inclusive transition, aimed at considering even
most complex systems and factors not directly related to text, on one hand produced the overcoming
of difficulties that had blocked the theoretical production, on the other it brought back under the lens of
the semiotic investigation new key segments of the contemporary material culture and production,
such as publishing, advertising, food, art, fashion and design.
In the same manner, the present study suggests the extension of the investigation spectrum to
extraordinary and systemic entities related to the product. From text to context, the first-one become
the formal model for describing human, social, cultural and historical phenomena, including design.
Innovations and processes mentioned have led to the sharp increase in the number and volume of
relationships surrounding the user-object “molecule”, transforming them into effective influential
factors.
Using a graphical model representation of contexts of use, to represent how these have changed over
time, we can observe a general evolution process that leads to the saturation of the reticulum.
Modernity has produced two main phenomena on relational networks, as follows:
- the increase in the number of individuals with whom each one comes into contact (in other words the
number of factors connected in the model – the points in the chart);
- the growth in the number of bonds (the connecting lines in the diagram).
We must add the additional effect of an exponential growth in the operating frequency of each
relational tie, that, in the diagram, we can translate into the line thickness. This is an even more
important phenomenon than the previous, which has proved essential, for example for the design of
many electronic devices or of the graphical user interface (GUI) of softwares and apps.
The gradual saturation of the map describes contextual models, that are more and more complex,
wherein relevant topics come into a new condition of promiscuity and mutual influence. In this scheme,
even indirect relationships and marginal ones are decisive and could facilitate user attraction,
acceptation and satisfaction.
2.2 Discrimination of relational contexts through patterns.
Consumption behaviour arises as a matter of individual choice and personal need, but is more and
more influenced by external habits and inclinations depending on the circumstancial surrounding
relational lattice. Try to interpret this second component, which is so decisive in generating buying
behaviours, first of all requires a careful evaluation of the type of influential links, and suggests the
need to exemplify some leading relational models around the product, through the preliminary
determination of borderline cases, to be refined by interpolation. Based on the convinction that every
design action (including product and service design) corresponds to the production of a field of
relationship, it is important being able to foresee what kind or relationship will be helpful to strategically
achieve relevance, attractiveness and acceptance in the specific public. Therefore it will be necessary
conceive what tools or methods are helpful and effective in terms of the preliminary assessments.
The present thesis proposal is intended to focus mainly on the survey research of social relational
aspect, temporarily abstracting from direct interactions (i.e. user-object; object-object), which however
have to be included in the overall assessment.

Fig. 2: A simple “object-user” molecule highlights an overlap space, which corresponds to the direct Interface relationship of a product (left). A
complex relational system (right).
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The relational network arising among users (and non-users) contribute, in no small way, to determine
processes of appropriation and acceptance of the product, and constitutes a sort of generous cultural
background for the creative design of goods.
The expected results from the survey process can hopefully come together in an organized system of
information and/or appropriate tools to guide the creative process towards products with a high market
penetration.
Trying to outline the relational contexts in which virtually all objects can be placed, we can draw a first
major distinction based on number of human users interacting (or not) with the object:
a. Mono-user context of use: scenario characterized by the exclusive presence of a single user or
observer, in which emerge only direct relationships with the object. Going deeper is then possible to
discriminate even the type of the relationship in unidirectional and bidirectional, depending on the
transit characteristics for information delivered in the interface connection.
b. Multi-user context of use: context characterized by the simultaneous presence of a large number of
users (at least two individuals), where in addition to many direct relationships with the object placed in
the center of the model, can occur even a serie of indirect relationships between everyone involved.
This second component of indirect relationships proves to be anything but marginal. On the contrary it
represents the social and cultural fabric of connection on which in large measure depends the
audience attraction and acceptation.
Drawing a deeper distinction in the category of multi-user context, we can distinguish:
b.1. Linear relational pattern: some objects show to fit into sequential lines of connection, where there
are only direct relationships between the actors who "live" the context.
b.2. Polar relational pattern: characterized by the multiplicity of direct relationships to the product.
b.3. Reticular relational pattern: Entity typically present inside the complex relational contexts, in which
there are direct and indirect relationships, varying in number. It constitutes the most appropriate model
to describe almost the totality of public context of use of the objects and in fact reduces the level of
approximation in the interpretation phase of the market.
b.4. Diffuse relational pattern: this is a system with the natural attitude to grow by aggregation and
multiplication of previous models leads to the development of an extended tissue, liquid, without any
solution of continuity, describable mainly as a rhyzomatic formation. The common systems are
themselves made up of ramified systems even diversified, but connected to each other, through which
the information distribution becomes widespread. It is a kind of network made up of networks, a global
network of local networks, inside which every change, even partial, produces changes to the level of
the social fabric which it relates.
As already mentioned, this research aims to focus attention on the marginal and surrounding fraction
of the relational network, and want to investigate what contribution it can offer to design processes.
The use of the simplified representation through models find a suitable error compensation instrument
in the size of the the discretion of investigation radius. In effect, isolating a portion of the relational plot,
large as desired around the object, it determines the context of influential connections (the relational
senario), capable of advising driving information for the project. The greater will be the circle, the more
precise and exhaustive will be the context/scenerio description, resulting in a desirable increase in the
chances of success of a product.
Within this perspective, several authors converge on the idea that a strong support could come from
Internet and the huge modern diffusion of new communication media. So almost all of them consider
promising to use this crucial relational innovation for displacing preparatory survey activities,
production processes and now design practices too.

3.

Conclusions and insights from case studies.

3.1 Peripherical design strategies.
With reference to the system of peripherical contexts, that we have already described as monads or
tribes, and we have recognized as being responsible for the degree of acceptance of the products and
public awareness in the local, design and production system can choose between two different
positions. On one hand it can choose a mono-centric arrangement (traditional operative way), thus
maintaining a lateral position, compared to most of the peripheral contexts, which represent the
market. On the other side it can implement poly-centric policies so to decentralize part of its
organizational and operational structures directly into each one of the user contexts, that correspond
to target.
The pyramidal systems, typical of the first hypothesis, while not denying the reticular distribution of the
relational fabrics which form the markets, require the predisposition of tools of investigation, detection
and processing (more or less effective as scientific instruments) to transfer information from the
peripheral networks towards design centers and production departments. This kind of process
produces effective results depending on the objectivity and sensitivity of the instruments used for data
detection.
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Fig. 3: The research suggest to transfer design process and production into the border relational contexts so becoming part of the market and
earning effectiveness in the local.

The diffuse pattern (or poly-centric model) instead suggests an alternative solution, purified from error
that can not be estimated, and proposes peripheral design strategies, where all or only a part of the
design process is transferred or relocated directly in the center of border relational networks, which
corresponds the local markets.
This new arrangement, which covers the company (production) but also the design process (project),
provides an extraordinary analytical ability, which is sensitive and effective especially regarding
indirect contextual relationships. This leads to new design tools, aimed to guarantee greater
satisfaction and acceptance. Beyond that, the transfer of the design process within the border
contexts, allows a quick read of those changes that characterize modern society, and somehow it
offers the opportunity to the factory to take action and communicate with other factors of the
environment. New information technologies and the processes of technological miniaturization offer
the material and technical support to implement the horizontal transfer of the manufacturing. New
participatory design strategies offer instead operative instruments for transferring the design phase, up
to the business planning, in the fringes of the global relational network (directly in the local).
3.2 Mykita - My Very Own project.
My Very Own is a new production project and a catalogue of frames based on additive manufacturing
processes and 3D scanning technology, where each piece is designed and tailored around the face of
the wearer.
Pioneering German design house Mykita has recently teamed up with technology partner Volumental
in a bid to set a new standard for digitally tailored eyewear, where anatomical design meets avantgarde technology, in order to offer the perfect pair of glasses, designed according to the requirements
of the user and the topography of his/her face. The project foresees the opportunity to apply to some
predefined models of the common collection, the digital data relating to the user's face, previously
acquired by means of a three-dimensional scanning process, in order to let them adhere perfectly to
the purchaser's physiognomy.
In the first step of the procedure a scanner, as it is placed inside the natural environment of the
general user (such as an optic store), compiles an accurate 3D model of the customer’s face, which
then go on to be tried in a digital fitting. The 3D scan is responsible for capturing the topography of the
face, forming the basis for MVO bespoke eyewear design and production. Thanks to this technology
the bespoke service is so precise that it caters to micro adjustments in frame width, breadth of the
nose bridge, frame to face angle as well as temple length and radius.
In the entire process each model maintains its aesthetic characteristics and its distinctive look, while
the parts in contact with the face are designed to fit the specific shape of the face.
Mykita MVO program integrates three digital technologies (i.e. 3D scanning, parametric design and
additive manufacturing) to tailor design and fit of a pair of glasses to the individual topography of each
face. Nevertheless it assumes the advantage of easily transferring information across the network of
digital communications and so prefigures a new peripheral transfer process of design centers, in this
case aimed at the highly customized solution of the physical interface between a pair of glasses and
its own user/wearer.
In the entire project the parametric design is a process based on algorithmic thinking in which every
single design is not a static unchangeable entity, but dynamic. The parametrically designed glasses of
the collection comprise more than ten variable parameters. In this perspective, the program proves to
be an open-end project, in which precisely the relational factors related to the specific market context,
help to define and complete the shape of the product.
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3.3 La.Mo, Università degli Studi di Firenze - Design in the Tribe. Experimental project of
peripheral collaborative design.
Design in the Tribe is an experimental project of collaborative design, developed under the supervision
of La.Mo (frame design lab of the university of Florence) with whom we have tried to transfer the
design process of glasses directly into a local surfer’s community, firstly placed on the north-eastern
Italian coast. The experience has been planned as a partnership workshop, based on co-design
strategies, to outline the influences and contributions coming from the mood and heritage of local
group identity.
Like any other community, even the surfer one is articulated in a complex set of relationships and
bonds between users, non-users (onlookers, companions, surf teachers, etc...) and objects.
The experience made up with the University of Florence tried to exploit at this stage all those indirect
relationships, ignoring the direct ones, and rated how crucial boundary relational contexts were.
Excluding direct connections, what remains is a huge meaningful data tank, which is relevant and
effective for the community where the product is intended.
Beyond new products design, through unconventional strategies such as co-design, the workshop has
produced a kind of performance and happening, as the result of a set of unpredictable relationships,
growing around the sharing event.
As well as non-professional users and non-users, representing the majority of the working unit, the
workshop has been realized with the contribution and participation of a number of professionals,
among them:
- Saraghina is the frame producer, which has made possible the realization of the project,
guaranteeing the technical and productive support needed for the final realization of the products;
- La.Mo provided two design experts, who have coordinated and led the project, acting as a link and
an interface between the company's technicians and the local community in the engineering phase
and prototyping.
The end result was a series of sunglasses prototypes, which are capable of expressing a sensitive
proto-thought by the local tribe. This first collection could work as a main mock-up, to be quickly
transformed into a new standard production, and it is the key to open a constructive dialogue with the
community who need it. By this way the factory (producer and designer) definitely earns reading skills
and market interpretation, directly out from the contexts that surround it.

Fig. 4: The peripherical design process is a highly effective happening.
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Abstract

The purpose of the European La Valletta Convention (La Valletta, 16.1.1992) is “to protect the
archaeological heritage as a source of the European collective memory and as an instrument for
historical and scientific study” and considers the prevention one of its top priorities, in particular by
ensuring the participation of archaeologists in the planning of spatial and infrastructural development.
The task of Preventive Archaeology is to avoid the destruction of archaeological heritage in advance
to construction projects, that involve undertake excavation, in an effort to preserve the archaeological
record.
In Europe, in the context of preventive archaeology, the French Republic played a pioneering role with
the creation in 2002 of the INRAP, “Institut national de recherches archéologiques preventives”
(National Institute for Preventive Archaeological Research), a public research institution under the
supervision of the Ministry of Culture and Communication and the Ministry of Research. The institute
not only works to detect and to preserve archaeological heritage affected by development and
infrastructural works but also contributes to the diffusion of the research results in the scientific
community and to the exploitation of archaeology.
The aim of the work is to expose the application of preventive archaeology in the zone of “Beausoleil”
(Sainte-Claude, Basse-Terre, Guadeloupe). The origin of the archaeological intervention, led from
April till June 2015 under the direction of Emmanuel Moizan (Inrap), was the construction of social
housing units in the area. The excavation has revealed the rests of a rich residential annexed to a
th
th
sugar plantation called “Beausoleil” (18 -19 centuries) and so avoided the loss of archaeological
heritage.
Keywords: preventive archaeology, historical archaeology

1.

Introduction

After the destructions of the second World War, Europe has been facing the need to rebuild the
damaged cities. During this period of reconstruction, many archaeological discoveries were made
accidentally and that brought to the fore the rescue archaeology. During the following decades, with
the economic and demografic boom, the construction projects has increased exponentially throughout
the EU[1].
As Daniel Therond (Directorate of Culture and Cultural and Natural Heritage, Council of Europe)
stated: “Europe’s 1980s economic boom and the spread of large-scale infrastructure works in urban
and rural environments provided the incentive to put archaeological issues back in the context of
integrated strategies for spatial planning and urban development” [2].
The La Valletta Convention, signed on 16 January 1992, provides a coherent framework for the
development of policies to enhance the archaeological heritage.
The European Valletta Convention is a revision and follow-up of the London Convention of 1969.
The Council of Europe worked in the specific field of archaeology, opening the European Convention
on the Protection of Archaeological Heritage for signature on 6 May 1969. The convention
emphasized that “archaeological heritage is essential to a knowledge of the history of civilisations” and
that “while the moral responsibility for protecting the European archaeological heritage, the earliest
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source of European history, which is seriously threatened with destruction, rests in the first instance
with the State directly concerned, it is also the concern of European States jointly”.
It has evolved from a treaty geared towards the protection of cultural heritage from the breach due to
new infrastructure and construction works. The matters of the Convention are very pertinent today
because of the dramatic increase of infrastructure building projects in every part of the world[3].
The European convention not only noted the damage of the archaeological heritage due to the major
public works projects but also called the countries members for the creation of rules that allowed the
preservation of the heritage without affect the economic development[4].
The conflict between archaeological heritage and development has often damaged the affairs of the
collectivity, the prevails of the first one has slowed the second one causing considerable economic
losses with the taking time in the realization of the infrastructures; the precedence to the second
brought the loss of the archaeological and cultural heritage. The solution to the problem came from the
acquisition of awareness from the developers of major public works projects that understood the
importance of the prevention, they started to finance the preventive archaeological investigations
rather than the works were slow down or stopped because of incidental archaeological findings[5]. The
Malta convention tipped the scales in preventive archaeology favor representing the beginning of the
development of this one in Europe[6].
2.
Strengths of preventive archaeology
Preventive archaeology substantially has the purpose to reduce the damages caused by the human
impact. The application of preventive archaeology not only limits the interventions of rescue
archaeology solely to cases where the discoveries are unexpected and escaped its diagnostic and
predictive capacities but also it allows a previous planning of the housing interventions according to
the archaeological impact[7].
Preventive archaeology allows the archaeologists to participate since the planning of the major public
works guaranteeing so a greater protection of the archaeological evidences and also an economic and
time savings in comparison to the rescue archaeology that in past represented the only salvation for
the archaeological heritage[8].
As Demoule rightly says: “The term rescue implies that the archaeologists are behind the bulldozers
and trying to save what they can. With preventive archaeology, however, archaeologists are now in
front of the bulldozers”[9].
The archaeological advice allows to alter if necessary the builder's planning avoiding the stop works
order due to accidental archaeological findings; in such a case involves a considerable additional
expense for the investors in comparison to the costs of an archaeological supervision and an
excavation of preventive archaeology[10].

3.

Preventive archaeology in French: INRAP

The French example represents a model and an excellence in the field of the preventive archaeology
at European level.
In France the first preventive archaeology law dates back to 2001, it reaffirmed the demand to find an
equilibrium between economic development and cultural heritage protection[11]. It affirmed that
preventive archaeology is a mission of public service and it is governed by principles of scientific
search aimed at safeguarding, studying, interpreting and disseminating the findings about
archaeological evidences vulnerable to being destroyed[12].
With this law was created the INRAP, “Institut national de recherches archéologiques preventives”
(National Institute for Preventive Archaeological Research), a new national public institution under the
joint tutelage of the Ministry of Cultures and Communication and the Ministry of Higher Education and
Research. This new institution had the charge to deal with all interventions of preventive
archaeology[13]. The law, that has been modified in 2003 and in 2004 and today it’s still in place,
recognized the builders as financiers of preventive archaeology interventions and it submitted the
research activity to the territorial authorities or to the INRAP[14].
With the creation of the INRAP it was chosen to submit the preventive archaeology in the hands of
experts able to intervene on the terrain in any situation and in any site from any era[15]. The important
mission of INRAP is the "preservation by study", the archaeologists dig and study the sites vulnerable
to being destroyed preserving its informative capacity. The primary goal of the Institute is the
dissemination of the archaeological research results not only to the scientific community but also to
the citizens: “a research whose results may not be widely disseminated can be considered useless
and the amount energy and money used on this activity would have been better spent elsewhere”[16].
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4.
An approach on the application of preventive archaeology: “Beausoleil”
(Guadeloupe)
To mostly understand the potential of preventive archaeology in averting the loss of the cultural
heritage and to figure out how INRAP works, it is described the archaeological investigation in the
historical site of an ancient sugar plantation called "Beausoleil", placed on the street "Route de
Belfonde" (Saint-Claude, Guadeloupe, France).

Fig. 1: Localization of Guadeloupe and Saint-Claude.

The archaeological investigations were conducted by INRAP due the constructive project of 25 social
housing units by the society SENSAMAR that financed the intervention of preventive archaeology. The
surface subjected to the archaeological intervention, located to the south of the town of Saint-Claude
2
near the road "Route de Belfond”, it set on 4922m at an altitude of 350m[17].

Fig. 2: Localization of the terrain subjected to the archaeological investigation[18].
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The terrain investigated probably was corresponding to the zone where has installed in the 19 - 20
centuries an ancient manor house, called "Maison Beausoleil”, belonging to rich sugar plantation
owners. The first inventory, dated to 1835, related to the terrain described a property which included
120 hectares of plantations (sugarcane, manioc and coffee) and many buildings: the manor house, the
structures for the production of sugar and about thirty residences of the slaves[19]. The second
inventory of 1845 spoke about 189 hectares of property and related that the planter’s mansion was
reconstructed smaller than the past. We don’t know when the sugar production exactly ceased to work
th
th
during the 19 century. In the 20 century the property was partially acquired by the General Council
and it was passed to the National Park of the Guadeloupe. The terrain was passed to the Dominican
sisters of Saint Catherine of Siena in an undetermined period and, after their leaving, the site was
destroyed in 1990-1992.
From January 23 to January 27 2012, under the direction of the archaeologist Nathalie Serrand, were
made 19 trial trenches (depth of 40-220 cm), to test the stratification and to obtain a sample of finds
so as to enable to decide whether or not to continue with an excavation, with the aid of a loader
backhoe and a mini crawler excavator.
In all the trenches, except two, archaeological evidences were found. Some vertical structures were
revealed: walls, staircases and reservoirs[20].

Fig. 3: Plan of the site with the trial trenches[21].
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The property was placed on 3 terraces, the lowest one was the entry to the median one that included
the residence and was connected to the third terrace where was situated the garden. The
archaeological materials, found in 13 of the 19 trenches, consisted of ceramics, glasses, metals and
th
animal bones. The ceramics was composed by fragments dated of 19 century for the greatest part
th
and by a small quantity of fragments dated of 18 century. The trenches have confirmed the presence
th
th
of structures for sugar production dated to 18 century and of a terrace and a manor house of 19
century[22].
Given the findings of the trenches it was considered necessary to continue the research with a larger
archaeological excavation to document the story of one of the most important properties of Saintth
Claude since the second half of the 17 century. The excavation, led from April till June 2015 under
the direction of the archaeologist Emmanuel Moizan, concerned a surface of 3200 m² in the rests of
th
the manor house of 19 century, resulted in the seizer of the evolution of this sector of the house from
its origins to its abandonment.
The dig has confirmed the results of the trial trenches allowing to recognize the rich residential zone
th
th
dated to 18 -19 centuries situated in the median terrace. A monumental wall with a monumental
staircases situated in the lowest terrace confirmed the magnificence of the manor house. The
ceramics, specially porcelain, and others luxury findings was accessible only to a very elevated social
th
class, another type of ceramic was linked to the sugar production. At the beginnings of the 20 century
the house was abandoned[23].

Fig. 4: View of the residential zone during the archaeological excavation [24].
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4.2 The dissemination of the archaeological research results
The primary aim of INRAP is the diffusion of the research results to the scientific community and also
to the citizens. For this reason, in the official website of the Institute (http://www.inrap.fr/), are
published news about all archaeological investigations and shall be available, in PDF format, the
results of all the operations. Every years the INRAP organizes an international conference and, since
2010, the Archaeology’s national Days open to all the public. Another important initiative concerns the
so called “portes ouvertes” (open days) where the citizens can visit not only the archaeological
excavations but also all the Institute Centers for Archaeology.

Fig. 5: The publication of the result of the trail trenches operations and the open days at “Beausoleil”.

5.

Conclusions

The vital work of INRAP really allows to avoid the disaster represented by the loss of archaeological
and cultural heritage. Despite this the institute is often found to face the miss of funds for the
publication of results[25].
A public experience as the INRAP misses in Italy even if in the last years it has given some important
experiences in the field of preventive archaeology as the investigations for the realization of the TAV
(high-speed rail) and of the new metropolitan lines in Rome and Naples[26].
We hope that Italy follows the French example and creates a specific Institute of professionals in
preventive archaeology, not only to avoid the problems related to the deceleration of the infrastructural
works but also to sensitize the citizens on the importance of their own archaeological heritage, that
represent their own identity. Exactly how the INRAP’s motto affirms: “nous fouillons, c’est votre
histoire” we dig, it is your history.
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Abstract
Serbia has valuable and diverse cultural heritage which was substantially neglected during decades of
political turmoil. Therefore, in recent years “management” became a buzz word of heritage
preservation, during an attempt to enable that built heritage serves to the society according to its full
potential. An overview of current state reveals range of natural and man-made disasters which
endanger built heritage on the territory of nowadays Serbia.
In most cases, damage or loss can be prevented by well-planned and well-prepared actions. The
planning requires integration of heritage management plans into legal framework, not only for
internationally significant World heritage sites, but for all heritage sites which are relevant for
communities at national or local levels. The research in this paper particularly focuses on the disasters
which could be prevented.
Keywords: disaster, built heritage, Serbia

1.

Introduction

Serbia has valuable and diverse cultural heritage which was substantially neglected during decades of
political turmoil. Therefore, in recent years “management” became a buzz word of Serbian heritage
preservation, within attempts to provide that built heritage serves society in its full potential. The
management includes, inter alia, risk assessment, for which methodology has been significantly
improved over last 2 decades.
An overview of current state reveals range of natural and man-made disasters which endanger built
heritage on the territory of nowadays Serbia. Considering variety of catastrophic events as
earthquakes, floods, fires, armed conflicts and cumulative processes as chemical, physical, or
biological degradation, in addition to inability to access heritage asset, loss of information, (1), poor
decision making, ignorance or carelessness and many other risks which may cause loss of heritage,
chances to succeed in preservation seems frightening small. Despite all that, we frequently succeed,
and yet sometimes, we do fail, for the reasons which could be generalized under term
“mismanagement”.
In this paper we analysed the most devastating recent damages on built heritage in Serbia, while
questioning if we learned from failures in the past, as well as if they might have been prevented.

2.

Management and risk assessment

Risk assessment is integral part of every heritage management plan; it means that risk preparedness
depends on proper analysis executed within a heritage management planning process. The basic
three steps for planning complete actions refer to preparedness, activities during catastrophe and after
the disaster; another three-step planning method suggests considering preventive actions, corrective
actions and sharing knowledge (according to report on “Predicting and Managing of Effects of Climate
Change on Word Heritage” prepared in 2012). Measures for prevention should be chosen adequately,
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i.e. according to the hazard, and vulnerability, including importance of cultural heritage site and
territory at risk (from local to national level). As expected, every heritage site requires special attention.
For example, mixed heritage sites, in addition to usual analysis, require additional examination
regarding risk to living nature, which may include e.g. rehabilitation of damaged ecosystems, pollution
of soil and water, water sources management and numerous costal and underwater issues.
Risk assessment for built heritage has been subject of research since several decades, and therefore
the knowledge about it has been constantly improved. A range of natural and man-caused risks, from
climate change to new weapons, is increasing as well, keeping this subject open for further research.

3. Natural disasters relevant for built heritage in Serbia
Immovable heritage of Serbia was mainly built of materials used since prehistoric and antique times.
Only few materials were introduced through medieval age, such as stained glass. Most frequently
used materials in Serbia were:
- Earthen materials/ adobe, sun-dried bricks, bricks, tiles, mud mortar;
- Different kinds of wood / especially oak-wood, conifer, pine-wood, beech-tree, ash wood, elmtree wood and white-poplar;
- Stone materials/ limestone, sandstone, marble, lime mortar;
- Metals/ iron, copper, bronze, zinc, lead and at last carbon steel (2)
Opposite of the most European countries, where stone materials were most frequently used even for
civil architecture, buildings in Serbia were mostly made of earthen materials for centuries, while stone
materials were used for monumental buildings (churches, town-halls); that is why, nowadays, they are
the most numerous among cultural monuments of outstanding value (2).
Serbia is considered very rich in archaeological evidence. It has been well preserved in the ground
because it has reached a balance with the hydrological, chemical and biological processes of the soil.
Short and long cycles of change to these parameters may result in a poorer level of survival of some
sensitive classes of material (3). Historic buildings have a greater intimacy with the ground than
modern ones. They are more porous, draw water from the ground into their structure and lose it to the
environment by surface evaporation. Their wall and floor surfaces are the place of exchange for these
reactions. Increase of soil moisture may result in greater salt mobilization and, consequently,
damaging crystallization on decorated surfaces, during drying. Nowadays, it is generally accepted that
climate is changing, and the fine balance which was previously achieved is disappearing. Timber and
other organic building materials, which are commonly used, nowadays are expected to be subject of
increased biological infestation, due to migration, in altitudes and latitudes, of pests that may not have
been previously considered as threats. Flooding may damage building materials not designed to
withstand prolonged immersion, and post flooding drying may encourage the growth of damaging
micro-organisms such as moulds. It has been observed many times that small change of precipitation
or temperature influences beings living on the surfaces of buildings, causing significant damage. This
statement refers particularly to microorganisms, living in colonies, on the surface of some materials,
especially on stone and wood, commonly used in history. This group of risks, related to natural
surroundings, includes effects on human society. Archaeological sites and cultural monuments may be
at risk from flooding, particularly due to the eroding effect of rapid flowing water. Increase of
storminess and wind gusts can also lead to structural damage (4).
The climate change in scientific literature is described by using several key indicators, such as:
greenhouse gas composition (especially CO2), surface temperature, precipitations like rain, snow and
hail, snow cover, sea and river ice, glaciers, sea level, climate variability, and extreme weather events.
(3). Greenhouse effect, precipitation, temperature, climate variability and extreme weather events
cause most concerns in Serbia, while the glaciers, sea level, sea ice are indicators do not have direct
influence. Strong storms are rare and passing, but are likely to become unforeseen and more intense
(Fig. 1), as climate variability increases. Rise of temperature might be registered already all over
the Balkan, though its future change is difficult to project with certainty, because data of this process
are still insufficient and incomplete. Drying has occurred all over Mediterranean region, effecting
Serbia as well, according to observations since 1999. Desertification (Fig. 2), salt weathering and
erosion are threatening cultural heritage in some parts of Vojvodina (Northern region of Serbia) (2).
Floods are not as extensive as they are in surrounding countries (such as Romania, Croatia and
Hungary), but they endanger some regions of Serbia every year. The eroding effect of rapid flowing
water is particularly devastating in hilly parts of Serbia, as well as frequently emerging new landslides
(Fig. 3 and 4). Extreme weather events raise many concerns. In May 2014, Serbia experienced
unusual climatic phenomena, over its entire territory. Amount of rain, which was approximately double
the average amount for May, fall within several days. As result, rivers went out of the beds (Fig. 5),
and endangered most of the state. Heritage buildings were not priority at the time, because people,
livestock and key infrastructural assets were highly endangered. However, some of the heritage
buildings where protected by its own locations, being carefully chosen at hilly places. Such protection
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is limited, as shows figure 6. Several phenomena following flood and in relation to living nature, have
had further devastating effect to heritage (Fig. 7).

Fig.1: Church in Grabovo – the bell tower destroyed by stormy wind in 2009. (5)

Fig. 2: Desertification of Deliblato sands, natural heritage site west from Belgrade (6)
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Fig. 3: Floods, erosion and landslide after heavy rainfall around towns Negotin/ Kladovo in East Serbia in 2014

Fig. 4: Landslide endangering the most significant prehistoric archaeological site - Vinca [9],

Fig. 5: Flood around the tower Nebojsa-Belgrade fortress (left) [after 6]; high level of Danube river and flood
around the ramparts of Petrovaradin fortress (right) [7];

Fig. 6: Fortress in Smederevo at riverside of Danube can be easily endangered by water;
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Fig. 7: Terzijski Bridge – bio colonies had to be removed from the base of abutment, at each side;

Eventually, factors which must be taken in account, as fundamental input for heritage risk assessment
regarding natural disasters in Serbia, besides usual risks affecting all buildings in general, include
those related to:
- temperature – scope, frosting, thawing, wind;
- water – precipitation, sedimentation, humidity, exchange of arid and humid periods (very
important for preservation of built heritage);
- living environment.
It is necessary to research damage indices and impact on functioning and stability of structure, and
then choose parameters well – those which are most suitable for realizing effects of global climate
change (such as temperature, relative humidity, precipitation and wind velocity). By such research
done for the territory of Serbia, we can complete already existing data and research results executed
for Europe. In addition, for understanding the response of all historic materials, it is necessary to
constantly monitor extreme climate change and model the potential modes of material damage that
they induce. Climate Change Risk Indices due to the bio deterioration are already systematized and
available in the various technical guidelines and handbooks. Those indices help establishing the
relations between climate change causes, damage consequences and necessary measures of
protection (3). However, they are not yet systematically applied in daily practice of Serbian
conservators.
Risk identification for each heritage site (in particularly for World heritage sites which are more
numerous in Serbia) has not been entirely defined and integrated, and therefore not yet introduced to
lawmakers and to the national authorities, which is necessary precondition for proposal of risk
mitigation strategy. Because of that, certain number of heritage sites is closed for visitors; they are
identified as endangered, but guidelines for resolving the problem are still missing.

4 Non-natural disasters of built heritage in Serbia
Heritage in Serbia has sad history of being frequently lost due to disasters with non-natural causes. In
1990s, most obvious cause was war, and later, on several occasions it was destroyed by terroristic
attacks. The religious buildings were primarily targeted. Figure 8 shows destruction of church and
monastery Devich, both in Kosovo, in 2004 in synchronized terrorist attacks 17-20.3.2004 (Kosovo),
and destruction of Islam-aga mosque in the centre of Nis (South Serbia) done by vandals in response.
In the same week, Bajrakli mosque in Belgrade has also been damaged, and library with 7000 books
was lost in a fire, while 30 churches and monastery buildings in Kosovo were severely damaged and
some of them completely destroyed. Consequently, the Medieval Monuments in Kosovo, previously
inscribed in the World Heritage List, have been included among heritage in danger during 2008. The
th
mosques in Serbia (inscribed in national heritage list in middle of 20 century) were repaired by
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Serbian conservators, with full and consistent support of Serbian authorities. After dramatically failing
to preserve Byzantine and Byzantine-influenced heritage on the designated territory, the authorities in
Kosovo, applied for UNESCO membership, as part of wider political process. This example proves
once again, that true victim of political misunderstanding and intolerance is common heritage of
Europe. Observation reveals that from 1991-2016 number of heritage sites damaged by vandalism,
terrorism and armed conflicts exceeded the number of sites caused by natural disasters, but not the
number of those which were affected by aging, and, at the same time, inadequate maintenance,
abandonment and alike. The essence of socio-economic impact on heritage preservation was
determined by war, in particularly lack of resources as consequence of war. Therefore, indirect effects
of war, as economic crises, insufficient education, lack of human resources, poverty or migration, have
caused bigger damage than direct actions of aggression. Armed conflicts cannot be entirely predicted
or stopped, which means that future of heritage depends on risk preparedness. At the core of the
problem, there are socio-economic factors which significantly influence risk preparedness, as well as
overall effects of disaster. In that context, we must consider long term policies, strategies,
improvement of education, as well as funds which would make plans come true.

Fig. 8: Destruction of church Our Lady of Ljevis (up) and Islam-aga mosque (down) (7) (8)

5. Discussion – risk assessment and mismanagement of heritage
In normal conditions, the work of conservationists in Serbia is directed towards protection of slow,
however, inexorable hazards, which threaten the historical edifices, and it is not aimed to eliminate the
consequences caused by huge disasters. In cases of natural disasters, all services are primarily
directed to salvation of human lives and essential properties, as well as rapid and efficient provision of
food, shelters and medical aid. Historical built heritage has not the priority. In times of peace and
regular natural conditions, work of experts for built heritage protection and management, focuses on
preservation of each heritage building and should be based on thorough study and of analysis of
climate (existing environment) as well as observed damage. Adequate input should include knowledge
about historical climate and climate change. In laying down standardization of preventive measures
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Fig 9.: Devich monastery (Kosovo) before and after terroristic attack in March 2004 and historic archive
photography showing Devich monastery as place where ethnic violence took place in 1912. (9) (7);

and action plans, as an integral part of Management Plans for emergency situations in protecting
cultural heritage from disasters, there are series of problems among which one refers to the similarity
and uniformity of damages in other unbridled, but risky situations caused by acts of people. Based on
the needs herein above indicated, as well as similar plans existing in other countries, it is highly
needed to propose Management Plans for protecting cultural properties of Serbia, as obligatory
document – such which includes measures during and after disaster situations. Beyond reaching
designated scientific goal and improvement of methodology, Serbia is committed to redefine heritage
planning in order to harmonize chapter 25 (Science and research), 26 (education and culture) and 27
(Environment) with EU, within process of integration.
At first sight, it seems that neither natural disasters nor non-natural disasters could have been
predicted, and therefore, they couldn’t have been prevented. However, it is true only in short terms
that catastrophes could not be predicted (meaning: “when they will take place”). On second thought,
answering “when” is irrelevant in most cases; if it was possible to predict that they could happen, they
could have been prevented, at least partially. In order to preserve built heritage, it was and will remain
the responsibility of the experts to take in account risk of terrorist attacks based on ethnical intolerance
into heritage management plans. Religious heritage buildings are in higher risk of non-natural
destruction, and that must be stated in the heritage planning documents. Eventually, if Serbian experts
had researched and remembered national history better, they wouldn’t need to repeat its lessons (see
Fig. 9), and in the case of Devich monastery in Kosovo, valuable heritage would have been preserved.
Although, ethnical conflicts exist and perhaps might not be avoided, they could be resolved, however
not within the sphere of influence of heritage experts. On the other hand, acknowledging that
problem exists, regardless of its political sensitivity, is within their sphere of action, and the experts
are obliged to act accordingly.
It is possible and recommendable to act in similar manner regarding extreme weather events and
increased climate variability.

6. Concluding remarks
It is obvious that, until now, Serbia has not been suffering from the most serious natural disasters,
such as appear in North and South America, Northern Europe and Northern and Central Asia. Natural
conditions in Serbia for built heritage preservation are similar as in other Balkan states, which mostly
imply increased instability in exposure to amplified risks of flooding and mechanical damages, as well
as reduced risk of frosting.
Built heritage of Serbia is highly exposed to risk of non-natural damage, which particularly refers to
religious buildings, which must be acknowledged in all heritage management planning documents.
Taking all the above in the account, research of risk assessment for built heritage should not be
considered completed.
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Abstract
Economic recessions have created challenges for SMEs and contributed to disruptions requiring them
to be resilient. The present study started with a mapping of SMEs (in fashion and design sectors) in
Tuscany and then extended the research to the national context in order to strengthen the link
between industry and academia. Tuscany is a land of excellence, knowledge and ancient craft that are
passed on from generation to generation: processing of Casentino wool or Tavarnelle lace…are just
some concrete examples of this. Actually there are a lot of products that contributed over the centuries
to make Tuscany a symbol of tradition and the, so called, Made in Italy has became an intangible but
of unquestionable importance value. General aim of this project is to demonstrate that an increasingly
strong "net" of skills from different sectors orients innovative design processes even within fashion
design and, at the same time, strengthen the local identities and protect cultural diversity, in order to
transmit to future generations the tangible and intangible heritage tied to our traditions. The research
therefore intends to create contact areas among the traditional knowledge, artisan competence and
research activities conducted in universities in order to enhance the tradition of excellence and read
them in a contemporary way. Everyone agree on the point, that globalization cannot be turned back
but the “new media of globalization” can be used to preserve our tradition.
Keywords: Design; Territorial identity; Local developments; Innovation; Handcraft.

1.

Context

1.1 From Made in Italy to Made in…Tuscany
The expression Made in Italy contains all the Italian manufacturing production made of excellence,
know-how and traditions bond to its territory and worldwide acknowledged. Industrial districts (IDs), a
cluster of interconnected companies, mainly SMEs, operating in a small geographical area, are a
phenomenon of Italy. Specifically, Italy has found in this organisational model a peculiar trait of its
economy and a relevant source of socio-economic development and growth. The industrial districts
are characteristic elements of the Made in Italy production; they are homogeneous local productive
systems characterised by a high concentration of micro/small and medium size companies with a high
productive specialisation. This kind of organisation allows to divide the productive cycle into different
phases; each phase is entrusted to independent companies which are part of the same geographical
and productive net. This allows a high organisational flexibility and, at the same time, economies of
scale that can make the finished product highly competitive, even in comparison with the product of
bigger companies.
1.2 Territorial identity and local products
The definition of "typical product" refers to a plurality of elements that do not only concern the
characteristics of the product itself, but also a number of aspects relating to its production and to the
territory of origin. A typical product is in fact closely linked to a territory, which should not be
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understood only as a physical place, but mostly as a set of conditions that contain numerous tangible
and intangible assets, such as history, experiences and processing techniques. The set of these
values then represents the identity of the territory, of which these products are manifestation.
In Tuscany there are 12 districts identified by the regional decree n. 69/2000. One of the most
important districts is Santa Croce sull’Arno situated between the provinces of Pisa and Florence: it can
boast companies specialised in the whole leather production chain, from the tanning to the finished
product, both in the shoes sector and in the leather industry. Other important districts are: the textiledistrict in Prato that is one of the biggest Italian industrial site and one of the most important worldwide
centers in the field of yarns and woolen fabric. The textile and clothing district in Empoli, the third in
Tuscany as for its dimension and the Casentino and Val Tiberina textile and clothing district, situated
in the province of Arezzo, which is famous for its Casentino cloth. The goldworking district, based in
Arezzo, can boast a production that from the 70s up to now has ranged from modern and old style top
jewellery to fine goldworking without stones, up to tableware sets and home decorations. The
Capannori paper district, situated between the provinces of Lucca and Pistoia, holds 80% of the paper
national production and about 40% of the national corrugated carton production. The Poggibonsi wood
and furniture district‘s strength is the production of kitchens, furniture and accessories and it can boast
some successful top design companies. Besides the furniture sector, there are enterprises ranging
from caravanning to mechanical, getting to the famous marble mining and working district in
Carrara.There are also a number of craft activities such as the processing of straw in Signa (the so
called "gold of Signa") that at the end of the twenties inspired the film directed by René Clair: "A straw
hat of Florence" or the laces of Tavarnelle that in the period before the second World War, when
leather were beginning to be difficult to find, were used by Salvatore Ferragamo to create refined
uppers.
1.3 The importance of tradition
The concept of typicality is strongly associated with that of tradition. The tradition, in fact, is the bearer
of distinctive characters that show the uniqueness and authenticity of the product. Thus the traditional
product takes on a connotation that could be called “mythological”, thus allowing the past to merge
with the present. Giuseppe Lotti explains "The territorial dimension has acquired a growing importance
especially in the case of contexts that in the collective occupy a significant role. For some production
systems, the surplus value that the product must have to be competitive can be guaranteed by
membership of the same right to a place" (Follesa, 2013, p.36). So the memory of a bygone era
becomes a fundamental added value in terms of uniqueness and symbolism, since it assumes a
symbolic connotation and strongly representative of the place and of that culture. In recent years,
these issues have heightened the interest toward the typical products by consumers. In fact it is clear
that these products perfectly meet the cultural trends of our time, both in terms of the protection and
exploration, or learning practices and ancient knowledge. The contemporary user wants to rich out
new experiences and authentic high educational content. Therefore strategies for commercial
development of this type of product must, of course, take into account the relationship with artisanal
production systems that characterizes them.
The limited production capacity, in a quantitative sense, is not able to fullfill the needs of a global
market, but also makes them suitable for meeting the demands of small niche markets, focusing
particularly on their needs.
1.4 Identity as attractiveness
In an increasingly globalized world, it is evident that the typical characteristics of a territory that
represent the uniqueness and the identity can be not only a means of distinction from the masses, but
also an important factor of economic growth through the creation of new products.
Italy, more than any other country in the world, is rich in territorial, cultural and productive peculiarities,
which together form a huge capital that can reveal crucial for economic development.
All tangible and intangible traits of local culture, due to the identity of the territory and populations that
inhabit it, can be marked with the label of "typical" and possess the potential to become an attraction.
The typicality, however, although necessary, is not enough to generate attractiveness: in fact, a
resource "typical" to become profitable is to be organized and communicated in such a way as to be
attractive. This means you must put in place a process that can make it understandable, visible and
easily accessible.
An object, in fact, becomes attraction when it is recognized as such by the users, and the quality that
determines the attractiveness goes beyond its "use value."
The objective function of a product loses importance, while it becomes extremely significant to the
value which is capable of transmitting. In this way, a product differs from others on the market
because of the high load of symbolic values it represents. In the contemporary market the affirmation
of a product is thus not only due to its ability to arouse interest, but also and above all, to its symbolic
value; therefore the cultural legitimacy is the real key of its success.
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Fig. 1: Salvatore Ferragamo, 1920s. Upper made in Tavarnelle’s lace and in Signa’s straw.

Fig. 2: Example of research result: application of Tavarnelle’s lace inside acetate frames. (Francesca De Nicoli)
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1.5 Design and territorial identities
In the process of exploitation of local and typical products identity, design, always covers plus a
decisive role. In fact, in an increasingly critical economic scenario, where you need to find new tools
for communication and enjoyment of the territorial cultural heritage, design is then able to create
added value, to make available to users the cultural heritage without distorting or altering the essence
and to generate innovative project proposals. In this view, the global economic crisis is a positive
factor for the development and the rediscovery of the cultural riches present throughout the italian
territory, providing the opportunity of a radical transformation which could lead to a new equilibrium,
causing a major development at both economically and socially. The territorial identity, expressed
through culture, the tangible and intangible assets, becomes growth vector through design, which
maintains access to knowledge. Design is able to create an innovative and necessary cultural
development, without which we would run the risk of dramatically simplifying the content of territorial
identity. What is essential, in fact, it is to keep firmly the relationship between project proposals and
the complexity of the matter so, the designer's task is to provide a coherent response to the need to
tell the identities through the projects.
The culture of the project consistent, aware and responsible is able to make the invisible visible, to
bring out perceptions and intangible wealth, creating a connection between the past and future: it is
essential to define what is the identity of a place for this to be communicated better, through a careful
selection in the survey phase. In-depth knowledge through situated surveys and listening techniques,
allows to confront the potential of the area and point out their distinctive features.
1.6 The aim of the research
This research aimed to create new opportunities for economic development of small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs): it intended to preserve traditional craft production methods that represent a
huge cultural wealth and they are an integral part of territorial identity.
The research was aimed to employ conventional typical processes of different territories to create
exclusive and high-end products. In this way, it was possible to fully understand the importance of
territorial identity as a development vector and its decisive role in terms of differentiation also
according to the meaning of luxury today.
Practically, the purpose of this work is to propose a referring methodological system to valorize and
reactualize traditional products or production of specific territory . The proposed system allows to
maintain the value and the know how of a territory and at the same time reinterpreting tradition by
actualizing through the new technological innovations.

Fig. 3: Casentino cloth with the characteristic curls in the classical orange colours.
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2.

Methods

A qualitative multiple case studies analysis of Tuscany products was carried out.
The case study on which the research has developed is the Casentino’s cloth. The aim of this project
is a study of feasibility that allows to start up the experimentation and the consequent introduction of
some innovative methodologies in the managing of a Tuscany typicality.
In particular, the present study is aimed to present the results of a research for the valorisation,
accreditation and innovation of Casentino’s cloth. Furthermore the results can be theorized as
guidelines to be used for other case study and districts.
2.1 Research phases
In order to reach the above mentioned objectives, our research has been divided into the following
phases:
Phase 1: selection of a typical Tuscan product on which to start a process of research and
experimentation
Actions
A1.1-map of the Tuscan industrial districts and of SMEs in order to locate a case study on which to
focus research.
A1.2-bibliographical survey of primary and secondary sources (catalogs, web-site, ...) in order to
identify the typical products of Tuscany
A1.3-selection of those products that need a valorisation process
Results
We decided to identify a study case as representative product of Tuscany: the cloth of Casentino.
Phase 2: the study case
The first activity of this phase of the research consists in researching the characteristics of the
Casentino cloth, its evolution from the past untill now and its peculiar manufacturing processes.
Actions
A2.1- attentive study of the physical and social characteristics of Casentino.
A2.2- bibliographical survey of primary and secondary sources (catalogs, web-site) on Casentino’s
wool and its manifacturing process.
A2.3- detailed study of each processing phase.
A2.4- interviews have been carried out with the sector operators in order to know better the problems
connected with the Casentino’s wool production
A2.5- workshops and local tours to a sample of selected small/medium Casentino companies have
been organised. In this occasions some experts have explained their production processes
Results
The data have been used to prepare a synthesis document which constituted the reference grid
containing the informations to start the project phase. This method of reading values, related to
traditions, to local habits and to typical ways of life created the conditions for an “integral” evaluation of
territory and its peculiarities.
Phase 3: design interventions to valorisation, accreditation and innovation of Casentino’s wool.
The third phase consisted in activities aimed to study the different types of Casentino cloth in order to
enhance its use. The results identified new areas of application, proposing and designing innovative
products.
Actions
A3.1- study of current manufacturing processes to catalog the different types of cloth.
A3.2- study of the performance characteristics of the cloth and their improving through the special and
experimental treatments (in collaboration with NTT-Next Technology Tenotessile, Prato)
A3.3-identification of new areas of application
Results
Decisive to this process was the stimulus and support offered by local associations and companies
(Lanificio di Soci, Casentino Lane, Tessilnova, Premiata tessitura T.A.C.S. e Casentino Textile).
The main results of this phase are:
- coding of three different types of cloth: Historic-Classic-Evolved and design of related the symbols
- defining of process guidelines to encode the instructions of technical and performance
characteristic able to reaffirm and update its identity.
- development of products for fashion system design
- development of products for interior design
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Phase 4: dissemination of results
Actions
A4.1-relationship with newspapers and magazines (also specialized) for the dissemination of the
developed actions;
A4.2-organization of events designed to raise awareness of the potential of the cloth and the new
fields of application
A4.3-pubblication of a book
Results
The results of the research has been widely disseminated through traditional communication channels
(press, television) but also through the network

3.
Result of the research and conclusion
The Italian product is very rich in intangible values and cultural meanings that have their roots in their
own territory, in the social context and in the strengthened techniques. It stands out of the international
landscape thanks to the quality of its forms, its care of details, but also the shapes and materials taken
from its territory. The Italian product, characterised by a product-territory symbiosis, expresses its own
human, social and historical values through a blend of intellectual and tangible knowing that eventually
becomes know–how.
The present study (whose main objective has been to support the small-medium companies in their
search for new synergies with universities to developt innovative products as symbols of a cultural
identity) has enabled to pilot projects that will test the feasibility of this organisational model and the
possibility of using it also in other contexts.
These projects have given birth to co-branding partnerships and to partnerships between big well
structured companies and small-medium companies. The ethicality of this project is based on the
realisation of products with a high added value, given by their uniqueness and by all those intangible
aspects that connect it with a territory and its unique traditions.
The final goal of the research is the competitive growth of a renowned traditional Tuscan product.
Casentino was the selected territorial model with the precise aim of serving as a guide, as a tool for
orienting the formulation of strategies of action that may influence the quality of the territory.
In fact, the project was developed with the ultimate goal of adding further value to the renowned and
traditional "Casentino cloth", and to give renewed impetus to the companies that produce it: therefore
it was necessary to be active on the factors that could contribute to strengthening their
competitiveness and innovation on a globalised market by offering complex formal, technological and
typological performance. The project aimed to give new contents and new perspectives to the
Casentino cloth by defining a specification that encodes the instructions of technical and performance
character able to reaffirm and update its identity.
The work was so focused on two different points of the research: defining the technical performance
parameters of the cloth and definition of possible application scenarios of it in sectors with high added
value and different from textiles.
In particular, the research might be pointed out that the study of various types of cloth (moreover all
necessarily equipped with the famous, unmistakable curl casentino) in production today or further
producible, led the companies in the industry to establish three types of cloth susceptible to boast with
the name of "casentino" cloth and that all companies were able to produce and market:
-Historical;
-Classic;
-Evolved.
The Historical Casentino is evidently the philological version of the traditional one; the Classic one
admits the technological and aesthetic devices that have been recently introduced to the workings of
the fabric; the Evolved is a cloth that substantially preserves the appearance and origin but also
admits sophisticated treatments to get new opportunities.
Obviously, the specification of which is said contextualizes and resets parameters to which the
consortium producers will adhere to ensure the final consumer on product requirements.
Thereafter, in order to verify the possibility of combining flame retardant properties and stain-resistant,
they have been defined innovative finishing products to be implemented in the textile industry in
relation to the substrate employed in the textile furnishings industry.
Also within the project, particular emphasis was also looking for new markets in not traditional fields;
for instance, it seemed significant the furniture area.
3.1 New synergies
In Tuscany, more than in the rest of Italy, the textile sector and the clothing sector are considered
“excellences”. Tuscany is a region characterised by some of the general Italian economy factors and
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also by other factors that on their regional territory become more important; it is a region aimed to the
international trade, thanks to the fashion sector.
Thanks to this manufacturing base and these territorial characteristic, Tuscany is ideal for creating
synergies able to rework the traditional know-how to new developments and applications made
possible through the creation of more and stronger contacts with academic research community.
The research by promoting the creation of an industrial/academic network has contributed to realizing
a play of strategic development able to give value to the Tuscan product.
Today, more than it used to be in the past, it is important to have a wider view of the added value,
given by the productions that involve different entrepreneurs in the same territory; an effective network
that is able to grant a systematic, multi-dimensional and multidisciplinary innovation, as it creates
synergies between different realities (industrial-craftmanship, innovation-tradition, etc.).
We can assume that the small/medium companies need to comply with the market deep change: that
is to stand out of the crowd and become an excellence, defend the quality of their own products by
using technologies and being innovative, but mainly including in their business relations similar or
complementary companies and create with them business networks or partnerships.
Finally the research results are able to promote the formulation of guidelines tailored to the different
regional experiences.
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Abstract
The Italian Civil Defense (DPC) is the government agency responsible for assessing, defining, and
mitigating the risk associated with volcanic hazards in Italy. Vesuvius volcano, due to the close
proximity of a densely populated area and the city of Naples, presents a most serious hazard in
terms of human and property risk. The volcano and the area around it have been divided by DPC
into 3 zones: the Red Zone, the area with the highest hazard and volcanic risk for pyroclastic flows;
the Yellow Zone, the area affected by fall-out deposits; and the Blue Zone, the area prone to mud
flow and lahar deposition. The Red Zone includes 24 o 27? municipalities (town territories) within
which live about 600,000 people (in 40,000 buildings). Surprisingly, up to few years ago, the Red
Zone was defined using the jagged limits of the municipality administrative borders, rather than any
scientific criteria, and based on this, an important risk-management measure adopted by the
Regional Government was to forbid, correctly, any further building in the Red Zone. But
paradoxically, the largest Civil Hospital of southern Italy (the Ospedale del Mare - the Hospital of the
Sea) is built, at 7.5 km from the crater, i.e, entirely within the Red Zone, that is, in the zone at
maximum risk to be hit by highly destructive pyroclastic flows (90% of the past pyroclastic flows in
the 25.000 years of Mt. Somma-Vesuvius history occurred within the Red Zone). The main
weakness of Vesuvius risk management is the lack of full disclosure to the public of the severe
difficulties of eruption prediction for such a complex volcano. Contradictory messages must not be
given to people living at risk on the volcano slopes. How can the DPC convince the people to
relocate from the risk zone, if the largest public Hospital in southern Italy is being built in the same
risk zone? Only recently, the Civil Protection Department has provided a plan that identifies the Red
Zone for the Campi Flegrei. It is based on the concept of a preventive evacuation from the territories
potentially exposed to the invasion of pyroclastic flows. The plan proposed displays numerous
incoherences which need to be re-evaluated based on the knowledge of past and recent CF
volcanological history.

1. Introduction
The Italian Civil Defense (Dipartimento della Protezione Civile – DPC) is the Government Agency
responsible of assessing, defining and mitigating the risk associated with volcanic hazards in Italy.
Somma-Vesuvius (SV) and Campi Flegrei (CF), due to the close proximity of a densely populated
area and the city of Naples (Fig. 1), presents a most serious hazard in terms of human and property
risk.
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The DPC has repeatedly declared both in national and local media that it has determined the best
possible risk-management scenarios and strategies, and that these will not be substantially modified
in the future. Here we question these statements. We present a discussion of the scientific criteria
that should be used to delimit the volcanic risk zones and suggest some changes that are necessary
for the protection of the population.

Fig. 1: Campi Flegrei and Somma-Vesuvius, located at southern limit of Campanian Plain

1.1 Somma-Vesuvius
Since pre-historic times, the choice of the local populations to settle in the SV area has been
determined by the fertility of the volcanic soils and its position next to the Bay of Naples. The
destruction of villages located on the slopes of the volcano is documented as early as 3700 ybp, and
was caused by the so- called Avellino plinian eruption (Mastrolorenzo et al., 2006; Rolandi et al.,
2007).
After the Avellino pre-historic plinian eruption (about 3550 ybp), the Somma volcano modified its
eruptive behaviour. The plinian eruptions, in fact, were systematically followed by activity periods,
known as “interplinian” (Rolandi et al.1997), characterized by moderately explosive (with a 2-3
Volcanic Explosive Index - VEI) and effusive events, followed by repose times which lasted from 170
to 700 years. These were followed by plinian or sub-plinian eruptions (4-5 VEI) (De Vivo et al., 2010,
and refs therein). The best documented interplinian period is the Recent Historic, in which short
eruptive cycles, known as Vesuvian Cycles, are clearly distinguishable between 1631 and 1944 AD.
Seventeen Vesuvian Cycles have been recognized, the last of which started 7 years after the 1906
explosive Paroxysmic Phase and ended with the Paroxysmic Phase of the 1944 eruption. Today, 73
years later, the volcano is in a state of inactivity that can reasonably be identified as a volcano’s
repose period. There is little evidence about when the next Vesuvius eruption might occur, but the
volcanological history of SV (De Vivo et al., 2010, and refs. therein) can give some ideas of the
volcano’s future behaviour.
The present 73 year repose time of Vesuvius no longer agrees with the Carta et al. (1988) statistical
analysis on the Vesuvian cyclic activity pattern for the period 1631-1944. It is much too long for an
interplinian period, suggesting that a repetition of this type of activity is unlikely to occur. On the other
hand, century-long repose times are typical prior to major eruptions, such as the 500 year repose
time before the 1631 A.D. eruption. A common sense evaluation suggests, therefore, that the present
repose time could last centuries. It is probable that the next eruption might be of plinian-type (4-5
VEI). A volcanic magnitude of this size should be seriously taken into account by DPC (DPC, 1995).
1.2 Criteria applied by DCP for the definition of the risk areas at Somma-Vesuvius
The volcano proximal area of maximum risk recently defined by DPC, the so-called Red Zone,
2
extends for about 200 km over the Vesuvius area and includes 27 municipalities (town territories)
within which live about 700,000 people (173,000 families in 40,000 buildings). These were the
prerequisites for establishing a Civil Protection Plan to SV, and in particular, to identify the area next
to the volcano at high risk for invasion of pyroclastic flows: the so called Red Zone.
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Between 1995 and 2014, the Red Zone was delimited differently three times by Italian Civil Defense:
In 1995 the high-risk area was delimited with a circular geometry with a radius of 9.5 km from the
crater (Fig. 2). This choice was conceptually correct because it delimited all the flow deposits
occurred in the past eruptions around the volcano, but, according our view, the radius distance from
the crater was not appropriate for adequate population safety.
In 2004 the volcano and the surrounding areas were divided by into 3 zones: the Red Zone, the area
with the highest hazard and volcanic risk for pyroclastic flows occurrence; the Yellow Zone, the area
affected by fall-out deposits; and the Blue Zone, the area prone to mud flow and lahar deposits
(Fig.3). Surprisingly, the Red Zone was defined using the jagged limits of the towns administrative
borders, rather than a scientific criteria.

Fig. 2: The Red Zone delimitated by circular geometry in 1995

Fig. 3: The Red Zone delimitated by an irregular geometry in 2005

An example will clarify some of the direct consequences of such delimitation of the Red Zone. One of
the most important risk-management measures adopted by the Regional Government was to forbid
any further building in the Red Zone. But while in south-eastern areas of Vesuvius buildings were
considered as illegal up to 12 km from the crater, in western areas buildings construction was
forbidden only up to 6.5 km from the crater. Because of this paradoxical decision, the largest Civil
Hospital of southern Italy (the Ospedale del Mare - the Hospital of the Sea) was built at 6.5 km from
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the crater (Figs. 4)
How could this happened, in spite of the long history of volcanological research in Italy? In its official
document, the DPC stated that administrative rather than scientific criteria were used because of
“logistic and operative needs”. Obviously, such an anomalous procedure in delimiting the risk zones
gave rise to confusion and mistrust of the emergency plan among the population. The public can
recognize that the risk boundaries are not based on science, and cannot understand the paradox of
the legal construction of important public buildings in areas immediately outside the artificial
boundaries of the Red Zone as delimited by the DPC. The Commissione Grandi Rischi per la
Vulcanologia (Volcanological Risk Committee), which supports the DPC decisions, did not provide
any explanation of this equivocal and insane situation.
Rolandi (2010), De Vivo and Rolandi (2011) repeatedly stigmatized such inconsistency, reiterating
the need for a change of the emergency plan, taking into account a new delimitation of the Red Zone
and a

Fig. 4: The Ospedale del Mare built 6.5 km from the crater, placed above the 1631 pyroclastic flow deposit and
at distance of 100 m from the Red Zone

Fig.5: The dark line delimiting the far-travelled Pyroclastic Density Current placed at a distance of about 7 km
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from crater

different reference eruptive event such as that of AD 472, with an energy greater than the 1631 AD
eruption.
In 2014, also because of the critics by Rolandi (2010) and De Vivo and Rolandi (2011) the
suggestion to redefine the SV Civil Defense plan was implemented, but the results obtained by such
implementation are still to be consistently improved because the delimitations do not offer safety
guarantees to the population living in risk areas, and mostly to the ones in the Red Zone.
The inconsistencies of the new plan, in our opinion, are as follows (Fig. 5):
1) The largest Civil Hospital of southern Italy is fully included in the Red Zone;
2) The area subject to be invaded by pyroclastic flows is delimited by a line with uncertain geometry.
The maximum distance of such line is 7 km from the crater;
3) The Red Zone is formed by 24 Municipalities + 3 belonging to the City of Naples, which are
exposed to the risk of invasion from pyroclastic flows plus high risk associated to collapsing roofs.
The first point confirms the criticism we moved about the incorrect position of this public structure in
the previous 2004 Red Zone; and therefore it confirms that the zoning of the area exposed to
maximum
volcanic
risk
adopted
was
wrong.
The second point indicates that delimiting the area potentially prone to be invaded by pyroclastic
flows (dark line), is considerably inadequate for the safety of the population.
The third point indicates that there is no coincidence between the dark limit and the Red Zone, since
the latter extends beyond the line prone to be invaded by pyroclastic flows, to include areas
potentially affected by pyroclastic rock falls which might cause the collapse of roofs. In other words,
the Red Zone is formed by areas of pyroclastic flows invasion and by areas subject to collapse of
building roofs for load pyroclastic deposits (colored cells). In substance, the new Red Zone remains
confined within the limits of the previous 2005 Red Zone, with the addition of 3 administrative
Municipalities belonging to the City of Naples.
The new plan is rather twisted. It
configures a misguided operation to keep alive the previous limit of the Red Zone. The disagreement
on this point will be explained in the comments to the next figure.

Suggestion of some criteria for the definition of Red Zone at Somma-Vesuvius
It is necessary to reiterate the depositional characteristics used by the DPC to better understand the
need to establish an appropriate limit of the pyroclastic flows invasion zone.
Pyroclastic flows are gravity-driven surface flows of debris that travel as a high particle
density solid-gas dispersion. Pyroclastic flows can have velocities of several hundred metres
per hour (100-160 km per hour), at temperatures up to 600°C and can be emplaced tens of
kilometres from volcanic vents. They are typical of Plinian eruptions associated with stratovolcanoes and calderas. Their speed depends upon the density of the current, the volcanic
output
rate,
and
the
gradient
of
the
slope.
The above indicates that the zone boundaries potentially invaded by pyroclastic flows should be
based strictly on volcanological criteria, forcing us to be particularly cautious in terms of Civil
Protection, and in particular in carrying out a detailed analysis of the emplacement of pyroclastic
flows in the volcano region relatively to past eruptions (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6: Pyroclastic flows-surge and debris-floods extension in past eruptions of Somma-Vesuvius

Fig. 7: Circular flow-surge hazard zones delimited following volcanological criteria
In order to delimit the areas which can be affected by future pyroclastic flows, it is of paramount
importance to consider how far similar eruptive events originating from explosive eruptions have
traveled in the past (Crandell et al., 1984; Miller, 1989; Newhall and Hoblitt, 2002; Rolandi, 2010).
Since it is not possible to know in advance which direction a flow could take in the future, circular
flow-surge hazard zones should be defined as follows (Fig. 7):
1) Zone 1, considered the area of potential hazard for pyroclastic density flows, with a radius of
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12 km drawn from the flow deposits of the historic plinian eruptions (79, 472 and 1631 AD), filled by
about 70% of pyroclastic flow deposits. The inner part of Zone 1, extending from 0 to 8 km (more
than 90% covered by flow deposits of past eruptions) must be considered the area of greatest
potential hazard for pyroclastic density flows. The area from 8 to12 km, is less affected from past
flow currents (Dobran et al., 1993, 1994; Neri and Dobran, 1994; Neri et al., 2003 and refs therein). It
should be remembered that north of Somma Vesuviana town, the products of 472 AD pyroclastic
flow have been found at a distance of 11 km from the crater, therefore, the delimitation of the area
exposed to the invasion of pyroclastic flows with an acceptable margin of safety should be
represented
with
a
circle
of
radius
of
12
km.
2) Zone 2, with a radius of 18 km, is drawn considering the extension of the prehistoric flow deposits
of the Avellino eruption (Rolandi, 2009). The sector between 11 and 18 km is considered the area of
low potential hazard for pyroclastic flows for events characterized by VEI >5 (Fig. 3).
This Zones delimitation follows volcanological criteria. It shows that Naples itself is vulnerable to
pyroclastic flows. Viceversa, in the Civil Protection map of 2014 is reported that Naples city is
completely immune from volcanic risk (Rolandi, 2010).

Fig. 8: Different delimitation criteria of maximum risk zone for the Somma-Vesuvius.

In fig. 8 is shown a comparative analysis between the different delimitation criteria of maximum risk
zone for the SV. Our analysis shows that, at present, the sector extending from NW to N-NE is, for 4
km (distance between the circle limits of 8 to 12 km), at risk for pyroclastic flows invasion. But once
again the choice of limiting the high-risk area with an irregular geometric line, puts in contact highrisk areas with areas with total absence of risk, without a plausible, scientific, explanation.
We believe that the delimitation of the area exposed to the invasion of pyroclastic flows must be
delimited with a reasonable margin of safety in accordance with a circular geometry represented with
a circle of radius of 12 km (blue circle in Fig. 8). Therefore, we strongly believe that the DPC should
again modify the emergency plan.
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Campi Flegrei
The Campi Flegrei (CF) is a volcanic field formed inside a 12 x 16 km caldera system as a result of
3
the 15ka Neapolitan Yellow Tuff (NYT) eruption, which produced about 50 km of trachytic magma.
Caldera collapse developed within a regional tectonic extensional regime, where local faults mirror
regional fault trends. The result was a complex caldera architecture, indicated by multiple features
attributable to interaction between trapdoor and downsag geometries.
A large number of drill-holes show the presence of NYT located above or in close proximity to the
current sea-level, encircled in a 5 x 6 km area. This clearly indicate that after the collapse phase, the
NYT underwent resurgent uplift of the central area. Resurgence was developed together with a very
important post-caldera volcanic activity, which evolved through two phases separated by a repose
period.
● The first post-caldera volcanic period occurred between 13.5 – 9 ka, characterized by the absence
of volcanism in the area occupied by the resurgent structure;
● The 9 - 5.8 ka period was an inter-eruptive phase characterized by 3.2 ka volcanic quiescence. In
this phase, the peak of the Flandrian transgression occurred ca. 6 ka, and, due to the
contemporaneous phase of post-volcanic subsidence, the area was mostly invaded by the sea;
● The second post-caldera volcanic period occurred between 5.8 – 3.7 ka. The final stage of
resurgence was marked by a significant decrease in the general consistency of the resurgent dome,
which allowed the development of a magmatic plumbing system there through.
Are we moving towards a third post-caldera volcanic period at Campi Flegrei?
At around 3.7 ka, a new resting quiescence phase began, during which there has been a general
subsidence in the caldera area. Later, even more precise information was obtained from the Roman
period to the Middle Ages. There is clear evidence that the maximum subsidence was achieved in
1430 AD, when the floor of the Serapis temple sunk below the sea to a depth of c.a. 10 - 11 m. From
that date until the beginning of the sixteenth century, we know through historical documents, that the
soil was raised by about 16 m near the central zone of resurgent dome (Bellucci et al. 2006). This
event was an indication that a new pressurization of fluids from trachytic magma occurred at depth,
responsible for the small scale eruption of Monte Nuovo which took place in 1538 AD (Parascandola
1946; De Vivo e Lima, 2006; Bodnar et al., 2007; De Vivo et al., 2009, 2010; Lima et al., 2009). It is
important to note that the position of the new volcano is displaced to the west with respect to the
maximum up-lifting area centered nearby the Pozzuoli harbor. Within the eruption area a precursor
was a 7 m bell-shaped up-lifting of the soil (Rolandi et al. 1985).
Remarkable is the close analogy between the two volcanic rest periods: both feature a 3200-year
long rest eruptive period and significant ground subsidence, ending with the 5.8 ka Montagna
Spaccata and AD 1538 Mt. Nuovo eruptions, respectively. Based on such past behaviour, could the
current period of quiescence result in a new post-caldera volcanic activity? In the 500 years that
followed the 1538 eruption, a new period of subsidence (positive bradyseism) occurred until the
1969; from that date, ground downlift (negative bradyseism) has taken place (Bellucci et al. 2006).
The latter has evolved through the major crises occurred in 1969–1972 (ground uplift of 177 cm),
mainly located in the western part of the Pozzuoli Bay, and in 1982–1984 (ground uplift of 179 cm)
located in the central area of maximum deformation, between the harbour of Pozzuoli and Solfatara
volcano (Fig. 12 c) (Orsi et al. 1999a).
Different hypotheses have been advanced to explain the 1969-1982 crises: a) magma degassing
and fracturing at the brittle-ductile transition in a magmatic–hydrothermal environment, associated
3
with crystallization of ~0.83 km of H2O-saturated magma at 6 km depth (De Vivo & Lima, 2006,
Bodnar et al. 2007, Lima et al. 2009), b) magmatic source (Dvorak and Berrino 1994, Woo and
Kilburn 2010, Trasatti et al. 2011). According to the hypothesis a) short to intermediate time-scale
phenomena associated with fluid decompression and expansion in the crust with large variations in
permeability, including permeability
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Fig. 9: Red Zone in the Campi Flegrei delimited by DPC.

anisotropy, can be seen as key elements for recent uplift at CF. The hypothesis b) could only
become more likely if it would be demonstrated the emplacement of new magma that triggers an
increase in eruptive pressure in the magma that is gradually solidifying; but so far there is no
evidence of arrival of
new magma in the deep CF system. It is important in this context also consider the evolution of
ground
motion after the peak of the 1982 up-lifting. In the twenty years following 1982 up-lifting there was a
new phase of subsidence exhausted in 2004. Starting from November of the same year, CF has
experienced an accelerating ground uplift rate. A maximum uplift of 0.04 m was reached in 2006,
and in very recent years, during the April 2012 - January 2013, the caldera has shown a faster rising
of about 11 cm, with a peak rate of about 3 cm/month during December 2012.
If the current pattern of deformation follows previous medieval trends (1430-1538), with a mean uplift
-1
rate of 150 mm/y , uplifting would continue for other one hundred years (Bellucci et al. 2006),
terminating at the end with a new eruption, which would represent a major disaster in terms of
volcanic risk management in light of the about 1 million inhabitants of the CF area.
Based on the above overall premises, the DPC has provided a map that identifies the Red Zone for
the CF. It is based on the concept of a preventive evacuation from the territories potentially exposed
to the invasion of pyroclastic flows (Fig. 9).
This plan equates the area with the highest probability of invasion of pyroclastic flows with the CF
caldera. In addition, because of the uncertainty of the location of the vent in the CF, the DPC has
suggested to extend a greater hazard to the Naples Municipality territory, i.e., east of the CF caldera,
namely to the hills of Posillipo-Chiaia, Vomero-Arenella, and to Quarto and Monte di Procida
Municipalities, north and west of CF caldera.
Concluding comments on Somma-Vesuvius and Campi Flegrei
The volcanological history of SV shows that fall of volcanic ejecta and invasion of pyroclastic flows
have affected areas much larger than contemplated by DPC. Important modifications should be
made without delay: 1) the limits of the Red and Yellow Risk Zones should be changed to reflect the
scientific reality directly related to the knowledge of fall, surge, and pyroclastic deposits of SV; 2) the
risk-management plan should consider the consequences of only a 1 or 2 day warning of eruption.
In addition to the above, the volcanologists of INGV and DPC, in charge of Vesuvius risk
management, “guarantee” that they will be able to predict a future eruption weeks or days in
advance, allowing the safe evacuation of at least 600.000 people living on the slopes of Vesuvius
(including those hosted in the Ospedale del Mare!). The precise moment of an eruption has been
difficult to predict even in areas of active volcanism such as, e.g., Montserrat (Young et al., 1998)
and Saint Vincent (Robertson, 1995) in the Antilles Islands. For volcanic areas where the last
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eruptions occurred decades or centuries ago, this prediction is even more challenging. Sherburn et
al. (2005), in a recent study of the Auckland volcanic field, estimated the duration of pre-eruption
seismicity to be a few days to a few weeks long and emphasized the need for more monitoring and
research. We suggest that a main weakness of Vesuvius risk management is the lack of full
disclosure to the public of the severe difficulties of eruption prediction for such a complex volcano.
Contradictory messages must not be given to people living at risk on the volcano slopes. How can
the DPC convince the people to delocate from the risk zone, if the largest public Hospital in southern
Italy is being built in the same risk zone?
In consideration of the above difficulties in forecasting an eruption, and as it is impossible to delocate
about 700.000 people living at immediate risk within the real Red Zone, it is fundamental that the
DPC, in agreement with regional and local Municipalities build up large escape routes, departing
radially from the crater toward the external areas up to a minimum distance of 12 km (see blue circle
in Fig. 8), to allow a fast (within 24 hours) escape of the people to safety.
For CF it is necessary to continuously monitor the process of the magma degassing and fracturing at
the brittle-ductile transition in a magmatic–hydrothermal environment, and at the same time, continue
to collect data to check if the volcanic system could evolve towards a third period of post-caldera
volcanism. In any case, the present emergency plan is inadequate, because of its numerous
incoherences. The most relevant of the latters, is the fact that it is not considered at all the possibility
that at CF could occur a large plinian eruption of Agnano-Monte Spina type, but at the same time,
large western areas of the Naples town are considered at high volcanic risk. For the Campi Flegrei,
as for Vesuvius, it is fundamental the building of large escape routes departing away from the Red
Zone.
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Abstract

In the period between the fifteenth and eighteenth century, the process of transformation of the social
reality arising from the development of the market between the Mediterranean and the Atlantic and the
concession of the management of ecclesiastical issues by the Church to the Spanish Crown indicated
the beginning of an era in which we can observe a series of principles and planner characters in the
urban field.
From the sixteenth century, after the discovery and conquest of the territories of Latin America, the
Kingdom tried to carry out a process of colonization with the reorganization of all the laws produced
until then, working out the Nuevas de Ordinanzas Descubrimientos, Població Pacification y de las
Indias.
The experience was projected in time as the theoretical synthesis for an organizational approach,
creating a model capable of giving formal and structural uniformity to the territorial dominion. Since the
eighteenth century an expansive development of the ancient centers took place and derived from
changes in economic and social conditions of the population in the Spanish colonies, by population
growth and the continuous migrations.
Among Latin countries, Guatemala was definitely the most receptive of the new neoclassical
inspiration, which found opportunity of application in the founding of the New Town after the tragic
event of the earthquake of Santa Marta in the July 29, 1773 with the participation of Spanish and
Italian architects.
Keywords: Santa Marta's Earthquake, Carlos III, Francesco Sabatini, Antonio Bernasconi, Nueva
Guatemala.

1.

The establishment of the first town in Guatemala district dates back to 1524, when Spanish conqueror
Pedro de Alvarado toke the town known as Iximché and installed a military camp acting as a head
quarter. The site, located in the central upland of Guatemala, was already occupied by the Cakchiquel
indigenous [1]. The arrival of the conquistadores caused incessant disputes between natives and
colonizers which brought to a spirit of anxiety and insurrections that prevented the Spanish to
establish a fixed position until a new city was founded by Pedro Alvaro, in the Valle de Almolonga
(now called Ciudad Vieja- in barrio de San Miguel Escobar- Sacatepéquez) on the slopes of Volcán de
Agua, in 1527. But the features of the place, characterized by the presence of volcanoes and rivers,
and the disasters that followed, conditioned for many years the urban development of the built-up
area. Indeed, in 1541 when the city was flooded by a mudflow from the nearby Volcano de Agua, it
was necessary to choose a safer and more preservable new site. In march 1543, in the Valle de
Ponchoy, the Muy Noble y Muy Leal Ciudad de Santiago de los Caballeros de Guatemala was
founded, immediately presenting itself as the capital and the political- administrative centre of Reyno
de Goathemala [2]. The urban area was transformed with the application of a model defined by a
network of orthogonal roads, oriented from north to south and from east to west, which shaped a strict
chessboard: the plaza mayor, as the main node, was positioned in the centre and all around the
Capitanía General, dioceses and the population from Spain and Guatemala with lots of new buildings.
The layout of the streets, the parcel organization and the localization of the main square are in line
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with both Charles V's Ordenanzas of 1523, which began to be applied and spread in that period, and
with the Nuevas Ordenanzas of 1573. In the first ones the square as urban design model is preferred,
divided by an orthogonal network; in the second ones, the systematic urban control through the
introduction of the retícula ortogonal was confirmed, because the intent of the Crown was the adoption
a systematic policy so every settlements were the expression of an urban model usable in every new
city [3].
The firm distribution of the properties within the 16th century orthogonal geometry happened under a
clear hierarchical system that chose the square as landmark, made up by the central square, and
manzanas (not built-up areas or intended to the edification), equal in size and shape, ordered on the
four sides of the central module. In the following years the urban pattern began to expand, beyond the
th
well-defined perimeters of the right-angled mesh. Since the end of the 16 century, the religious orders
began to benefit from the space generated by the orthogonal matrix: the Franciscans order was
placed in the south-east corner of the cuadricula, the Dominicans in the north-east and Mercedarians
friars found a place on the outside of the original draw, in the north of the city, marking the next
expansion areas. Therefore, the urban growth of the 17th resulted in the collapse of the rigid
cuadricula, introducing, in north-east areas, an irregular progression adjusting to the topography of
site, up to the beginning of the 18th century where the city showed up with a retícula pattern, where
the axes, crossing in a random mode, defined blocks with lots of different forms [4]. (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1: The urban development of Santiago de los Caballeros during 16th, 17th and 18th. (HERRÁN ALONSO
Marta, 2003)

Therefore, Santiago de los Caballeros became the heart of Spanish power establishing itself as the
Latin American Baroque Center par excellence so as to be included in UNESCO's World Heritage List
in 1979.
Over the years, despite the high seismicity of the zone, important buildings were erected as
manifestation of the colonial architecture with the employment of stonework arches in order to create
solid infrastructural works. During the time, Santiago de los Caballeros was hit by several
earthquakes: the most important were the San Miguel's in 1717, the St. Casimir's in 1751, and more
than everything the Santa Marta's Earthquake, July 29 in 1773, that nearly destroyed the whole city.
The chronicler Fray Felipe Cadena described the city of Santiago in the Breve descripción de la noble
ciudad de Santiago de los Caballeros de Guatemala y puntual noticia de su lamentable ruina
ocasionada de un violento terremoto el día veintinueve de julio de 1773 [5]:
[...]Era Guatemala una de las mas famosas ciudades que dominaba en esta América Septentrional
nuestro Español, Católico Monarca, el Sr. D. Càrlos III, el Sábio, y entre las que sujeta en esta nueva
España su imperio: la que solo à Méjico, su capital, cedia en grandeza, superioridad y prerogativas; si
bien en su situacion pudiera hacerle otras ventajas, por estar circunvalada de cerros, que era
impedimento á la vista y embarazo à su hermosura; aunque tambien tenia fuera del centro, ó en su
vecina circunferencia, algunas llanuras que servian al recreo y la labranza [...] Esta era Guatemala en
sus contornos ó circunferencia: en su centro era magnifica: su plaza mayor, en que había todo género
de mercados, era en cuadro cási perfecto, muy espaciosa; y una fuente perenne, que tenia en el
medio, hacía mas vistosa su simetría. Cerraba una de las cuadras la suntuosísima fachada de la
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Iglesia Catedral y una dilatada Galería del Palacio Arzobispal, á que estaba unida: á la diestra de las
dos coraterales, estaba situada la Casa Real y contigua á ésta la de Moneda, cuyos frentes hacían
vistosa una arquería de piedra, curiosamente canteada, semejante a la del Cabildo, que ocupaba la
siniestra cuadra. La otra, que miraba al opuesto la Metropolitana, daba habitacion à muchos
particulares; y aunque carecía de la suntuosidad y hermosura de las primeras, la hacian vistosa su
uniformidad y balconerías. Todas en la parte inferior tenian portales, en que se celebraban muchos
comercios y vendian separadamente diversos frutos; y cada una en sus estremos daba paso á dos
hermosas calles. Eran éstas y todas cuantas servian de tránsito a la República, muchas, rectas y
estensas en su lonjitud; y aunque no todas de igual anchura, por tenerla algunas demasiada, ninguna
habia tan angosta, que no diese ámbito desahogado à dos coches, dejando suficiente paso á la gente
de á pié. Aun las ménos principales estaban curiosamente empedradas, é inclinadas insensiblemente
al medio, daban corriente á las aguas llúvias y á las que vertian por canales (unos ocultos,
superficiales otros) las fuentes, de que abundaban casi todas las casas. En la fabrica de éstas habia
mucha variedad, ya en su disposicion, ya en sus tamaños: pocas tenian habitacion alta; pero eran
varias las en que se rejistraba una pieza, sobre todas eminente, que dando paso a un balcon ó
corredor, volado à alguna plaza ó calle, era diversion doméstica à sus moradores. [...]No eran todos
de igual grandeza; pero eran de bella arquitectura todos, y en su varia simétrica disposicion se
descubrian los primores del arte y la pericia de los artífices: unos eran de arcos cerrados, otros de
bóvedas, y de cañon otros: en las cornisas, capiteles, pirámides, relieves y otras labores que sirven
de realce á las fábricas, habia mas variedad: habíala igualmente en los tamaños: algunas eran de una
sola nave, muchas de tres, las mas corridas, pocas cerradas; á escepcion de la Iglesia Catedral que,
á mas de sus tres espaciosas naves, tenia dos órdenes de capillas en los dos lados colaterales, á que
daban entrada unas puertas gigantes[...].
After the earthquake, the city was evacuated and the buildings were pillaged: however, part of its
inhabitants refused to leave the site. Therefore, the authority involved many military officers and
engineers for the rehabilitation or the translation of the city to another site. In a missive, dated January
1774 and preserved in the Archivio del Servicio Histórico Militar de Madrid, sent from the military
engineer Antonio Marín, president of the Real Cuerpo de Ingenieros, to Pedro Martin Zermeño, the
intention to choose, select, identify and test some possible spaces intended to the building of the city
is clear:
[...]Y haciendo juicio de la capacidad, que ofrece este dilatado valle, o Pueblo de la Ermita, del buen
temperamento, que se experimenta, sin horizonte despejado, apartado de los volcanes que por
momentos amenazan con sus repetidos retumbos, o estruendos a la Capital, de no ser escaso de
agua, de haber facilidad para introducir otras, de apreciarse todas por de buena calidad, con las
demás proporciones, que tiene con la proximidad a Guatemala, pues dista como 8. ó 9. leguas
vulgares, parece por todas circunstancias más proporcionado para la translación de que se trata
perfección [...] Bien a la vista se halla el único defecto que contemplo en este valle; o continente, y es
el de ser por la mayor parte compuesto su suelo de barro lodoso, que incomoda en tiempos de las
aguas, o en el rigor de ellas, pero no es difícil su remedio en lo sucesivo, porque no es, ni será la
primera ciudad, que tenga a bien a la vista se halla el único defecto que contemplo en este valle; o
continente, y es el de ser por la mayor parte compuesta su suelo de barro lodoso, que incomoda en
tiempos de las aguas…igual situación, y que á expensas de competentes sumas de cuidado, y
trabajo, se pueda poner en estado de la mayo[...][6].
With a Royal decree of July 21, 1775 signed in San Ildefonso, the king Carlo III ordered the transfer of
the city from the former headquarters of Santiago de los Caballeros to Hermit Valley. On January 2,
1776, the Capitán General announced it with a document kept in the Archivio General de Centro
América:
[...]En este Establecimiento Provisional de la Ermita, a dos de enero de mil setecientos setenta y seis
años, juntos y congregados en un racho sito en este mismo Establecimiento, a saber los señores
alcaldes ordinarios en deposito de vara don Manuel Batres, alférez real y don Ventura Nájera, regidor,
y los demás señores don Basilio Vicente Roma, alguacil mayor, son Miguel de Coronado, receptor de
penas de cámara, don Juan Fermin Manrique de Guzmán, en haz del señor sindico do Juan Antonio
de la Peña, de orden del muy ilustre señor presidente, gobernador y capitán general de este reino, a
fin de hacerle saber varias providencias de gobierno. En efecto se le hizo saber un auto, en que a
pédimento del señor fiscal, y voto consultivo del Real Acuerdo, se manda que ninguno de los
individuos que componen este noble ayuntamiento salga de este Establecimiento, que nombre dos
regidores para que corran con la introducción de agua y fabrica de cañerías en la nueva ciudad. Otros
dos para la de casas de cabildo y su cárcel; otros dos para la providencia de víveres de este
Establecimiento y sitio donde se haya de plantar la nueva ciudad. Otro precisamente para la provisión
de carnes. Y otro para el aseo de calles de este mismo Establecimiento, con otras providencias
conducentes al efecto, del que enterado el cabildo pidió testimonio para cumplirlo y tenerlo
presente[...].
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With the Real Cedula dated Aranjuex May 23, 1776, proclaimed on the 22th October of the same
year, the city began to be called Nueva Guatemala de la Asuncion, in honor of its patron saint of the
pre-existing establishment, in order to distinguish it from the old city that was appointed Antigua
Guatemala [7]. The establishment of Nueva Guatemala was the trial field of the new urbanarchitectural lexicon, based on symmetry and steadiness principles that characterized the European
urban systems. The task of the transfer and the planning of the new city was entrusted by Captain
General Martin de Mayorga to Spanish military engineer Luis Díez Navarro. He suggested the
adoption of a checkerboard system, closed by trees rows arranged around the whole perimeter. The
pattern was made up by twelve streets oriented north-south and twelve oriented east-west too,

Fig. 2: Luis Diez Navarro, Plano de La Nueva Guatemala, 1776. (Archivo General de Indias, Sevilla)

defining on each direction thirteen square blocks enclosed by a tree-lied, Paseo de Circunvalación,
with circular green spaces placed on the major orthogonal axes. The Plaza Mayor was located in the
center of the system and there were four different squares, similar in size, arranged at the center of
each square generated by the intersections of longitudinal and transverse axes.
The plan, showed in Spain in 1776, underwent important changes by the General of the Engineers
Corps, the architect Francesco Sabatini, who believed it not in compliance with the modern urban-plan
law. He proposed his pupil for the management of the works of the city, Marco Ibáñez, who
recommended a new plan in 1778. Ibáñez kept the ortogonality of the roads, adding new axes and
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generating more subdivisions, producing a large number of rectangular blocks of different sizes, where
solid structures built on a single level found place. (Fig. 3) In 1783 Ibáñez left the city entrusting the
work on completion to Antonio Bernasconi, Arquitecto de las Obras Reales de la Nueva Guatemala,
and to the military engineer Joaquín Isasi, who gave a big contribution to the consolidation of the neoclassicism in Guatemala by italian influences:
“En Guatemala, con la contrucción de su nueva capital, se inicia un periodo Neoclásico propiciado
desde la península gracias la influencia de Sabatini, plasmada a través del trabajo de su discipulo
Marcos Ibáñez, quien se traslada a la Nueva Guatemala apoyándose en la colaboración de
Bernasconi, al que se encargará de comenzar los trabajos de la catedral proyectada por Ibáñez, tras
el regreso de éste a España [8].

Fig. 3: Marcos Ibáñez, Nueva Guatemala, 1778. (Archivo General de Indias, Sevilla)

The birth of the Real Academia de San Carlos de la Nueva España in 1785 signed an important step
for the spread of the neo-classical theoretical principles in Latino America area. As a matter of a fact,
the foundation of the Mexican Academy was followed by the creation of the aula de matematicas de la
Real Academia de San Luis en Santiago de Chile, the Escuela de dibujo of the Consulado de Buenos
Aires and of the Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País, which gave shape to the dissemination of
the new artistic style [9].
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In 1785 the draws of the square and the central fountain were sent to royal authorities in Spain, both
accompanied by a brief expediente. Bernasconi drew and realized both the projects: the first
represents the whole area of the main square, the second one the plan and elevation of the central
fountain. Bernasconi's project for the Plaza Mayor defines the typical square of the Enlightenment
Period, surrounded by arcades for the commercial activities and buildings that make the whole area
very compact and united: The Cathedral, The Seminary and the Royal Palace, and at the center,
exactly at the point where the diagonals of the rectangle intersect, the fountain [10]. (Fig. 3) In 1784,
the Eminent Señor Don Cayetano Francos y Monroy commissioned Antonio Bernasconi to work on
the project of Palacio Arzobispal, then modified in 1816 by the architect Santiago Mariano Francisco
Marqui. The building is one of the main elements for the spatial definition of Plaza Mayor, with the
Palacio Arzobispal located to the north and the Colegio de Seises to the south of the Cathedral [11].

Antonio Bernasconi, Plano y vista de la Plaza y fachada de los Cajones y Pila que se mira al
norte de la Ciudad de Guatemala Capital del Reyno, 1785. (Archivo General de Indias, Sevilla)

Fig. 4:
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Abstract
Located at the western edge of the Flanders region, Ypres is one of "the historical post-disaster and
post-war examples", where, after the destruction of its historic fabric during the first World War, the
vox populi did not resign to the irreversible loss of its heritage, that, almost instinctively, was rebuilt à
l'identique.
In the '20s and' 30s, the city was faithfully rebuilt in medieval style and today the complex which
consists of the bell tower and the Lakenhalle (Cloth Hall) has been ranked among the sites of the
World Heritage List since 1999. A century after the tragedy of the war, the town presents, in all its
elements, a close link with the past and especially with the memory of the war, which now has become
a unifying element, recognized in the population identity.
As part of the Commémoration du Grand Centenaire of the World War I - which has had the aim to
rediscover and enhance the Great War heritage -, several meetings, activities and initiatives have
been organized and some interventions that aimed at enhancing the testimonies of buildings and sites
of war have been valued. Some of them − the restoration of Kazematten and the ancient Poudrière
and interventions to improve the perception of the Bluff war landscape − can be considered interesting
for the practice of landscape architectural conservation.
The aim of this paper is to understand how these interventions, considered as interesting practices for
the conservation of tangible and intangible heritage, have strengthened the collective identity and
have been able to grasp the sense of identity of the war – that now is characteristic of the city – by
permitting to the instances of its memory to be turned into places regenerators projects.
Keywords: Ypres, World War I, conservation, memory, identity

1. Ypres: the World War I and the reconstruction debates
The Belgian town of Ieper (Ypres in French), located at the western edge of the Flanders region, not
far from the French frontier, was built in the 10th century, as a textile center of production and trade.
Through the centuries, it increased its size, establishing itself as one of the most important western
Flanders settlement. During the Middle Ages, the town was able to build solid commercial bases that
brought also to a building urban expansion and to the realization of remarkable architectural works in
medieval style, passing through a long period of welfare and artistic prosperity.
During the Great War, its medieval artistic architectural heritage, part of the town collective identity
was completely erased [1], but the population did not resign to the irreversible loss of its heritage and
to the memory of its history.
In the '20s and' 30s, several debates took place about the way to repair the ancient historic urban
fabric. The discussion about the reconstruction moved in three directions; the first one, that wanted to
keep the ruins as a memorial for the destruction; the second one, according to which it was necessary
to profit from the recent developments in town-planning and prepared proposals for a garden city layout; the third one that sustained the symbolic value of the medieval city and insisted on rebuilding it
exactly as it had been before the destruction. The third solution was finally accepted [2]; the city was
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faithfully rebuilt in its original pre-war medieval style, ‘stone by stone’ and ‘brick by brick’ according to
its ancient aspects, with steeples, lancet windows, steep roofs, of a clear gothic medieval inspiration,
thanks to the Wiedergutmachung German funds (compensations for war damages).
Today the architectural complex consisting of the bell tower and the Lakenhalle (Cloth Hall) − located
in the Grote Markt and almost entirely rebuilt and restored to its former glory from 1928 to 1967 − has
been ranked among the sites of the World Heritage List since 1999. This ‘questionable evaluation’ of
the inclusion of the tower in the List, related to the problem of ‘authenticity’, has been for long debated:
«Is its facsimile design enough to make it a historical monument? Is it warranted to disregard its true
age, materiality and historical becoming?» [3]. At the end, the importance of the appearance of
regional identity [4] and correlated memories and associations have strongly influenced their inclusion
in the List. As the city centre, even a lot of other “historic” buildings in Ypres have been raised again
from the ruins and the rubble; conversely other ones were completely replaced by new constructions.

2. The memory of the war and the Grand Centenaire
Ypres population strongly wanted to hide the huge tragedy of the Great War. But today, at first sight,
the city seems to look back on an uninterrupted historical continuity.
Several things in Ypres have a close connection with the World War I: still today numerous
architectural presences - such as cemeteries, memorials and monuments located around the city -,
stand as war testimonies and not to forget that, only in the Ypres zone, more than 300.000 soldiers
lost their life. Buildings and landscapes, in their physical presence – in ruin or precisely reconstructed
or carefully restored – are real, sensible, unavoidable testimonies of war violence, still showing its
many wounds [5].
War memory is deeply present even in an intangible dimension and it is an integral part of the
population collective memory. For example, the Last Post ceremony which has been taken place daily
in Ypres since 1928, under the Menen Gate, has been recently submitted to UNESCO to be
recognized as an intangible cultural heritage [6].
Even if today Ypres war heritage is a successful asset for mass tourism – the Michelin Guide for Ypres
and the 1919 front-line area gives evidence of the ‘disaster tourism’ which took off immediately after
the Armistice [5] –, that have influenced the way of building restoration - the reconstruction ‘vieux-neuf’
(intended as à l’identique) has been realized for several monuments, such as the Stadhuis, the Sint
Maarten and Sint Niklaaskerk or the old red brick ramparts -, in the last years we have been assisting
to a sustained intellectual effort to understand Ypres history and origins that have led to a changing
interventions approach.
Thanks to the organization of several meetings and symposiums, a new recognition has permitted to
consider some ‘authentic’ buildings and landscapes not only as beautiful objects, but even as serious
matter in which the population is involved and that never could keep off, because part of its history and
culture [7].
Particularly, the elements considered as a close link with the past and especially with the memory of
the war, today have become unifying elements, recognized in the population identity.
These topics have been farther emphasized by the commemorative project, developed by the Flemish
government, named Le Grand Centenaire (2014-2018). La Grande Guerre en Flandre. Pour ne jamais
oublier, with the purpose of commemorating the victims of the conflicts, by condemning the "senseless
violence of the war" and as an opportunity to preserve the heritage traces of war for future
generations.
Among all the activities aiming at the awareness and education to commemoration, organized by the
project – such as the opening of war museums and exhibition spaces, the organization of
commemorative ceremonies, visits to military cemeteries, the definition of some specific tourist routes,
artistic events, music festivals and also the promotion of scientific research, by the study of archive
materials and unpublished documents, with the aim to discover the different shades of war that hit the
villes martyres - the Patrimoine de la Grande Guerre project occupies a central position in the context
of the Centenaire de la Grande Guerre commemoration. It has allowed the implementation of a
patrimonial strategy designed to permanently anchor the war heritage.
According to Le Grand Centenaire project «This heritage is the ultimate link that connects us to the
past since the disappearance of the last direct eyewitnesses. It therefore receives all the necessary
attention within the framework of this project […]. The heritage of the Great War must be passed on to
future generations in the best possible conditions” [8].
In particular, we want to focus on the proposal of new promenades historiques, for the finalization of
which it was indispensable to carry out some restoration and conservation projects of some
architectural war buildings and the valorisation of some historical landscapes.
If, generally, tourism has led towards a perpetuation of remake intervention à l’identique or entirely to
new constructions, some other interventions have emerged in the last decade, in particular in the
context of the Grand Centenaire, that can be considered interesting for the practice of architectural
and landscape conservation (especially for war vestiges) and their opening up to new functions.
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3. Kazematten and Poudrière: two restoration interventions, respectful of war wounds
Sometimes, in the architectural war heritage field, conservation and restoration correctly done and that
haven’t ‘idealised’ the past, but have presented even all its ‘beauties’ and ‘cruelties’, have been critical
tools to avoid the restitution of an empty and superficial image of architectural heritage, typical of the à
l’identique reconstruction.
Underneath a rampant of a fortified wall, east of Ypres historical core, lie the remnants of the once
large complex of Ypres fortifications, called Kazematten.
Built in 1680 by a French Marshal, the Kazematten - as it has been dubbed by locals -, a defensive
military fortification from which guns were fired, was part of a larger military fortification complex that
was almost entirely torn down in the aftermath of Belgian successful transition to independence, in
order to allow the city to expand further. The shelter was spared that fate, owing to a lack of sufficient
funds [9].
The building consisted of five individual oblong spaces, enclosed from the street by a double gate. The
internal connections among the five spaces were very limited or not existent.
In World War I one of the five vaults served mainly as a bakery. In World War II they were mostly used
as storage or bomb shelter, because the vaults formed an excellent shield against mortars. Even
before the renovation, the subterranean construction was in good condition, despite the use for
cooling rooms and other various purposes in the Sixties, which did more damage to the structure than
centuries of water infiltration [10].
A project of repair, restoration and conversion of Kazematten historically-charged armoured structure
was realized by Govaert & Vanhoutte architects in 2013.
Having suffered very little damage during the two World Wars, no substantive architectural changes
have been made to the existing structure.
Moreover the project has respected the authenticity of materials, typology and forms, and the aspect
of surfaces. A materic compatibility is shown in the choice of the glass closures and in the wood
additions or replacements, especially of doors [9].
The new purpose of use has allowed the Kazematten to revive. Their reconversion has drawn a varied
set of new functions: an information desk, a tavern-brewery-restaurant, sanitary facilities, a meeting
room for one hundred people, an exhibition room and some multi-purpose rooms. Because of the
special division and interrelation among the existing spaces, it was crucial to develop a distinct
organisation scheme for the new functions.
Furthermore, the architects have preserved the existing spaces and materials as much as possible.
The insertion of new modern additions, with a marked distinctiveness criteria, has not damaged the
ancient structure; the few new implemented functions, like the entrance, the sanitary facilities and the
bar/kitchen have a distinct modern character, presenting a dialogue between ‘old’ and ‘new’ [8].
The internal connections of the vaults were designed so that the existing spaces were preserved as
much as possible and by permitting to the complex to be partially exposed to the public without
altering its pre-existing elements [10].
The reconversion gives the visitor and the citizen the opportunity to live this artifact, without forgetting
its ancient history and allowing the visitor to rediscover its tangible and intangible dimensions, linked to
the history and the culture of Ypres wars. It goes without saying that the intervention was carried out
with respect towards the local architectural, historical and natural context, and most of the characterdefining elements were retained [9].
The Kazematten restoration, based on the conservation and protection of the ancient surfaces, the
forms of surfaces decay and of the complete respect of the structures, has transformed the building in
a document of the memory and the collective identity of Ypres population that highlights its history.
Moreover, the conservation of its historical architectural values has permitted the maintenance of its
symbolic meanings and the re-use of the artifact has allowed to the citizens to live their past in spaces
that weren’t accessible before.
On the same line of the previous project, it is interesting to mention the restoration of the Poudrière
(the powder magazine), - located west of Ypres historical core - , built in 1817, under the reign of
Willhelm Ist by the Dutch army on the foundations of a former French powder keg, built in 1684 and
demolished in 1720. The building, survived to the Great War, was restored in 1998. The interventions
have been realized in the respect of its natural context and of the old aspect of surfaces.
In particular for the main front, the restoration has been based on the respect of distinctness between
old and new bricks, keeping part of its old aspect of ancient ruin, without being in contrast with the
natural context that stands for its entourage. Today the building is known as the end of the touristic
fortification path and it is also used for small exhibitions and artistic events [11].
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Fig. 1: The preservation of surfaces inside the Kazematten (Source : PhotographsCourtesy of Govaert &
Vanhoutte architectuurburo)

Fig. 2: The reconversion of one of Kazematten vault in a brasserie. Furniture and new additions don’t affect the
existing structure (Source : http://www.brasseriekazematten.be/fotos.php)
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Fig. 3: The Poudrière. After the restoration, the facades of the building show a distinctness between the ‘old’ and
the ‘new’. (Source : mapio.net)

So, these two interventions seem to be very far from Ypres city-centre way of restoring, because they
have re-established the two ancient and abandoned war constructions, preserving their physical and
immaterial features, also respecting their context. This will allow future generations to know and
recognize the wounds that the Great War left, so identifying them as the roots of their primitive identity
and culture.

4. The Bluff: a war landscape part of Ypres human history
It is well known that the war has left many wounds both in the urban and landscape heritage of
Flanders [12].
Some landscapes, meadows and rural houses were transformed into battlefields.
This is the case of The Bluff in the notorious ‘Ypres Salient’; its geographical location made it a
strategic war site that allowed the German army to invade Belgium and then France. Because of this,
five major battles took place at the Ypres Salient between the German army and the Allies (British,
Canadian, and French armies) from 1914 to 1918. During this period, the Ypres Salient was under
constant bombing [13].
The Bluff site is the only wartime landscape that survives from the World War I; the site was the scene
of widespread feverish digging of underground passages and shafts, mine explosions, sabotage and
attempts at eavesdropping. Nature has slowly, over the space of one hundred years, spontaneously
taken over this spot.
The site, intended as one of the 105 sites, in France and Belgium, that represents one of the «funerary
and memorial sites resulting from the First World War», «representative of the great diversity of the
nations and peoples that have been involved in this world conflict, of an extent never yet reached»,
has been included into a UNESCO Tentative List, titled Sites funéraires et mémoriels de la Première
Guerre mondiale (Front Ouest) [14].
A project, included in the activities expected by the Grand Centenaire and realized from 2013 to 2015
on behalf of Province of West Flanders, aimed to promote the landscape of the World War I in the
forefront as a determining factor and link between the past and present to allow visitors and locals to
(re)discover it.
The authors of theproject (OMGEVING architects; Koen Moelants, Tompy Hoedelmans, Peter
Seynaeve, Luc Wallays, Kevin Favere, Sofie Vandervliet), have conceived interventions in order to
remember the past and consolidate the present of the Ypres Salient.
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The project provided for limited interventions in the site as the opening of perspectives, but also the
development of trails or the installation of information panels, generating a landscape scenography
allowing to better apprehend and relive the war actions according to the space.
The design has provided for vehicular parking, lots and bicycle tracks, an information pavilion, a long
decked pathway, and two types of pedestrian pathways: contemplative and interior. Each one of these
spaces helps to integrate the site areas so that visitors can enjoy the whole project [15].
The removal in certain places of trees, that had sprung up naturally, has allowed the image of the raw,
bleak wartime landscape to be recaptured, while other areas have deliberately not been opened up.
The authors say that «The works in this unique landscape have been executed subtly and without
disturbing the underground». In fact OMGEVING architects project was conceived «subtly, in order to
respect the site’s history and its present conditions» [16].
What really mattered to the design team was to improve access for visitors so that they could see
what the unique landscape framework in which fightings took place looked like. Moreover the project’s
aim was not the pursuit of a spectacular landscape project: «What was really important to the design
team was to restore the site in order to transform it into a place of contemplation and calmness, where
visitors can be in touch with a small part of human history» [13]: they did it by using a minimally
invasive wooden pedestrian pathways and footbridges, cor-ten steel panels designed as a floating
platform, to allow visitors to enjoy some of the visuals and perspectives of the ancient war landscape,
in particular over the No Man’s Land, the neutral zone between the front lines.

Fig. 4: The Bluff. The minimally invasive wooden pedestrian pathway (Source: Photo by Yanninck Milpas)
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Fig. 5: The Bluff. The footbridge allow visitors to enjoy the ancient war landscape (Source: Photo by Yanninck
Milpas)

Fig. 6: The Bluff. One of the information panels, that allows to better apprehend and relive the war actions
(Source: Photo by Yanninck Milpas)
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5. Conclusions
It is known that even today, opinions on ‘how to proceed’ in the recovery of memories and testimonies
of architecture are not univocal. However, sometimes the evident lack of linkage between a theoretical
framework based on centennial thought acquisitions and some contemporary orientations, tending to à
l’identique restoration interventions, is today significant.
We want to focus on the importance of some intellectual debates that have been taking place over the
last decades in Europe - which have had also some reflections in Belgium -, that have involved a
different approach to architectural war heritage and landscape, to a more ‘critical’ restoration and to a
deeper reflection on the cultural responsibility of landscape conservation and its values. Thanks to all
these meetings and conferences, a new awareness has slowly grown in Ypres. According to the new
guidelines, Great War traces, bearers of symbolic meanings, should not be erased but enhanced as
an integral part of the identity of the population,
The projects here proposed can be considered interesting practices, even from an ethic point of view,
in the Belgian context of the conservation of material and immaterial, architectural and landscape
heritage and its authenticity [17]; anchored to the ‘old’, they have been able to grasp the sense of
identity of the war, today peculiar of the city, by transposing instances of its memory into regenerating
projects of the places that they want to remember and transform into 'new'.
Furthermore, the continuous reference to the ‘old-new’ relationship and to the environmental and
social issues has led to projects that are richly contributing to the economic touristic development.
These good practices could be the starting point to orient new design processes and innovative
planning to the service of collective well-being, for intervention that will aim to communicate Ypres
historical cultural origins and the humus of identities of the places, in line with a psycological instance
that, inevitably, stems its roots in the war.
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Abstract

The ravages of recent archaeological sites in Syria and before in Afghanistan at the hands of different
Islamist groups re-open the debate on the value of the ruins and the meaning that their conservation can
come to assume from time to time. Even in the West, in the eighteenth-century, within the Enlightenment
cultural tradition, as is known, it took place a current of thought that explicit the opportunity, if not the
need, to get rid of the signs of the past to foster progress. The vital nerve centers of this debate become
active from the eighteenth century on, a threshold that marks the distinction between the historical and
the esthetical dimensions of ruins, and makes it the subject of a reflection with a gesture that is, at the
same time, ownership and artificialisation. History becomes collective starting from the moment when
ruins are integrated in a process of becoming, in the sense of the new destiny that the nation has chosen to adopt, and the “active pleasure” (historic) of creating ruins contrasts with the “passive leisure”
(aesthetic) of contemplating ruins. The matter is then to understand to what extent this broad cultural
approach - that is institutionalized since the 30s of the ‘700 until the post-revolutionary fury of Volney in
his work of 1791 - enhances or suppresses the meaning attributed to the image related to the vestiges
of the past or even how the deep empathy aroused by their representation comes up again in alternative
figurations.
Keywords: ruins, representation, progress, Age of Enlightenment

1.
The «century of ruins»
Unique in western history, the 18th century is famously the century of great archaeological
discoveries, which has been in a quantity and with a degree of scientificity never reached before. In addition to what is generally considered, it is possible to observe these phenomena in
multiple ways: the one of individual consciousness, that of the social dimension, and that of the
political reflection that derived from it. Such premise should therefore be followed by a complex
analysis that takes into account the sense of «appropriation» of the ruin felt by any individual,
the becoming of Western society, and the role played by the ruin in that context, and finally the
re-formulation of the meaning of ruin according to a logic of historical dialectics. At the same
time, and privileging the scope of representation, it is to be recalled that the 18th century is
also the century in which the «ruin» is a true pictorial genre, with landscape objects overwhelmed by the remains of the past. Whether these landscapes are the backdrop to an episode
of a classical or religious subject – that is, an example of «painting of history» – or merely a
view – that is to say, «painting of nature» – does not constitute a discriminant: what outstands
is the relationship between the landscape and the ruin, between nature and artifact, so that
the latter not only emerges as a sign of man’s work but is captured in the moment of return to
its original state, its dissolution in the surrounding environment. If, then, from the point of view
of the history of archeology, the 18th century is generally considered a «split-in-two» century
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Fig. 1: Monument to the
glory of the King and France. First sketch, printed
engraving, from abbé de
lubersac,
Discours sur
les monumens publics de
tous les âges et de tous
les peuples connus...,
1775, Bibliothèque nationale de France.

– because the great discoveries before 1750 generate studies, research and the «fashion» of
the ruins of the second half of the century – from the point of view of the representation, this
hiatus is inevitable, since painting (and drawing) does nothing but evolve that conception of
balance between nature and artifacts that the ruins already represented. It is in France in 1701
– in fact, a decade in advance of the great discoveries of the century – that the Académie des
Inscriptions et Belles lettres had given a new institutional goal [1], turning from a theoretical
processing site into a true center of erudite research (which is still today). And in 1709, the
academics had commissioned the survey of the Corseul Breton village, pushed by the curiosity
aroused by the great number of remains of the walls that were seen emerging from the ground;
the hypothesis to be verified consisted in the assumption that contemporary settlement had
developed on a pre-existing urban nucleus [2]. If by then the concept of ruin had been basically
derived from the idea of monumentum [3], this interest in identifying the earlier stages of urban
development was well beyond the interest in the single architectural artifact.
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Fig. 2: The construction erected in the Piazza di Spagna in 1727 for the firework display to celebrate the birth of
the Infante of Spain, with a carriage with Thetis handing Achilles to the care of Chiron to lead him to the temple of
Glory behind, after a design by Conca. Lettered in lower margin with three lines in Italian with explanation of the
allegory, followed by «fatta erigere dall’Emo. ... Cardinale Bentivoglio d’Aragona in Piazza di Spagna in occasione
della Nascita del Reale Infante di Spagna D. Luigi Antonio Giacomo nel giorno 23 Settembre Anno 1727. La presente macchina è di altezza Palmi Romani 130 e larga 160». With «Sebastiano Conca inv., e del.in. / Filippo Vasconi
Rom. Sculp.», Etching and engraving, 435 x 501 mm, 1727., © Trustees of the British Museum.

What gets surpassed is the solution between the natural and the built landscape: if nature, in
the new 18th century sensation, represents the ultimate and inevitable destination of all man’s
work, then the number of ruins is tendentially infinite, and goes far beyond few remains that are
seen emerging from the ground. It is no coincidence that the Abbé de Lubersac, who on 1775
publishes that which is probably the greatest synthesis of the era on the subject, the Discours
sur le monuments publiques des tous les âges ed des tous le peuples connus, lets it be followed from the description of a monument «projété à la gloire de Louis XVI et de la France», in
which a white marble obelisk rises «du sommet d’un rocher escarpé, et environné de profondes cavités d’où sortent des torrens d’eau qui tombent avec fracas, et vont se perdre dans des
abymes» [4] (Fig. 1). However, this use of fake rock is perfectly in line with the 17th-century
taste; thought goes naturally to the Fountain of the Four Rivers by Gian Lorenzo Bernini (16481651), but the formula finds infinite replicas in the ephemeral architecture of the 17th and 18th
centuries. (As an example we show in Fig. 2 the machine erected in Piazza di Spagna in 1727
to celebrate the birth of the Infant of Spain with a false rock surmounted by the Temple of Glory). It is the same idea of an «active» nature that exhausts the history in its becoming, resumed
in the aesthetics of the English «garden», as in the case of Blenheim Palace park, the estate
given by the king to the Duke of Marlborough for his victories against the French in 1704. Here
it is not the sublime antiquities recreated on the stage of Villa Albani by Winckelmann, Mengs
and Marchionni (and the same cardinal): the historic ruin of the castle of Henry II Plantagenet
immersed in nature celebrates the progressive assimilation of architecture by the landscape.
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Similarly, in the seventeenth century there grows a complementary interest in megalithic structures, also referred to as intermediaries between architectural artefacts and state of nature:
the insights of the famous essay by Athanasius Kircher Mundus subterraneus (1665) develop
seamlessly thanks to the contributions of scientists from the 18th century [5] (Fig. 3), along the
lines of a study that would force subsequent generations to deepen and expand the required
disciplines. In fact, the Count of Caylus will be the first to recommend specialist expertise in
digging techniques, in particular those of the «bridges and carriageway» engineers, so much
that it will be just these ponts et chaussé engineers – under the direction of Perronet from 1747
– that will bring back to light several sites (such as Grand Amphitheater in Lorraine, Fig. 4),
using rudimentary techniques but already able to detect the presence of ruins from the ground
shape [5].

Fig. 3: La Roche-auxFées, watercoloured drawing, 450 x 290 mm, from
christophe-paul de robien,
Description historique, topographique et naturelle
de l’ancienne Armorique,
manuscript, 1756 ca., Bibliothèque de Rennes (Ms
0310, Planche I_15).
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Fig. 4: Land map of the area of Grand (Lorrain) [1:2.880], printed engraving from [comte de caylus], Recueil d’antiquités égyptiennes, étrusques, grecques, romaines et gauloises: Tome sixième, 1764. The text (p. 352) states that
«Le plan de Grand a été levé, sous les ordres de M. le Gendre, Ingénieur en chef de ponts & chaussées, de la Province de Champagne, par le sieur Morlat, Géographe; ce plan étoit accompagné d’un Mémoire très-détaillé & très
instructif, comme M. le Gendre est capable de les faire et d’en obliger ses amis», Bibliothèque nationale de France.

Fig. 5: Mineralogical map of France [1:2.000.000], «où sont marqués les différents terrains principaux qui partagent
ce royaume et les substances particulières qu’il renferme / dressée sur les observations de M. Guettard», printed
engraving, 410 x 520 mm, 1781, Bibliothèque nationale de France.
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The territory is progressively understood not only in extension, but also in depth, also because
in the Neo-Colbertic view, the attention of European nations is growing in the access to raw
materials. And the pattern reflects this tendency in the techniques of representation, as shown
by the mineralogical map of France realized from the works of Jean-Étienne Guettard, the
great geologist (Fig. 5).
Naturally, together with the riches, they also realised underground threats, and the Lisbon
earthquake of 1 November 1755 translates into a trauma for Europe as a whole, as evidenced
by the large number of engravings dedicated to it. This «rebellion of the earth», that can turn
an entire city in ruins, combines with the notion of «risk» – crucial for the eighteenth century –
understood as a relationship between randomness and eschatology (it is precisely in the face
of the Lisbon earthquake that Voltaire’s Candide wonders if there really is a superior order of
things). It is the «poetics of disasters» that fueled the success of the views of the Vesuvius or
Etna in eruption, subjects that sell like hot cakes among the travelers of the Grand Tour.
2.
Between individual conscience and society
From the 16th century the compositional association between a figure in the foreground (usually the donor, or the artist in the case of a self-portrait) and an image of an architecture in ruins,
has taken generically the meaning of a memento mori, a vanitas with an extremely explicit
character, which in the 17th century sees the ruins gained in a stable symbolic system such
as that of the still life. But at the same time it is also given a more comforting and reassuring
way – more philosophical – in which the ruin becomes a metaphor of the ancient tout court.
Inasmuch as the idea of the ancient brings endless different aspects: it certainly indicates what
has passed away and that it will not return, but it also represents the past of which a memory is
preserved, and thus guarantees an interaction with the present. The archaeological finds bear
witness of a world that has disappeared, but from which artists, literates and educated travelers are allowed to take inspiration. And since all of these are carriers of a personal, unique story, the Ancient is subject to divergent readings, and leaves itself vulnerabled to ambiguity in the
outcomes. So some artists in the seventies of the 17th century – in contrast to the stereotype
of a century constantly dominated by positive reason – celebrate a pessimistic and negative
vision, as in the very famous drawing of Heinrich Füssli The desperation of the Artist in front
of the Ruins of the Antiquity. The model of the antique is so perfect as to be unattainable, the

Fig. 6: View of the ruins of the Odeon of Athens, printed engraving, from julien le roi, Les Ruines des plus beaux
monuments de la Grèce..., 1770, Bibliothèque nationale de France.
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relationship with the past generates frustration, and ultimately it is not possible to compete with
such a splendid and grandiose world. Conversely, those who adopt a more «philosophical»
attitude interpret the ancient as a comparison stone, a test of absolute truth just because it
retains the past: mors omnia aequat, death flattens everything as equal.
If the representation of the ruin is a mirror of an idea of time as it becomes in the scale of the
individual – of the ontogenesis – it is in any case linked to phylogenesis, the general evolution of humanity. It is therefore at collective level that the association between nature and ruin
gradually inspires more optimistic readings, because it expresses destruction but, at the same
time, regeneration. Works like Les ruines de la Grèce (1758) by Julien Le Roy (Fig. 6) and
Stuart and Revett’s The Antiquities of Athens (1762) are among the first to formulate these
inversions of trend, and towards 1780 – in the nearbies of Revolution – pessimistic interpretations become minority and «become-a-ruin» is increasingly turning to be a necessary step
in a path that is directed towards the future. Indeed, it is the ruin to testify to the plausibility of
the combination of nature and artifact, as in the «archetypal» hut of the abbot Laugier, as in
Mount Athos sculpted by Dinocrates [6], as in the use of «true» rocks (no longer fake) in the
monuments: it is the case of the huge «stone of thunder», the granite monolith extracted from
Marinos Carburis by the marshes north of St. Petersburg to make it a platform to the statue of
Peter the Great made by Falconnet (Fig 7).
The relationship between ontogenesis and filogenesis expressed by the ruin is now represented as a process of natural order, and the famous engraving of Eisen for Laugier shows a Vitruvius hut inserted on some roots in the soil in full growth. Likewise, at Ribart de Chamoust, the
«French order» is based on a true «vegetal» origin of architecture, and the columns arise from
an authentic imitation of tree trunks (Fig. 8). The growth of vegetation, which still in Piranesi’s
Vedute threatened the memory of every grandeur des Empires, now appears as its energetic
revitalization.
3.
Progress and history
In fact finally one has come to an idea of a positive and positivistic ruin, insofar as it represents
the price paid to regenerate the greatness of the past: Pierre-Antoine Demachy shows his determination in the distruction of the buildings in front of the Louvre colonnade already in 1760,
namely in the pre-revolutionary era. Because we must not believe that this regenerational sense of a ruin belongs only to those who aspire to a social upheaval; also the reactionary thought of the 18th century – Saint-Simon, Bouganville, etc. – is convinced that only through the

Fig. 7: Techniques for the delivery of the «Thunder stone», printed engraving, from marino carburi, Monument élevé
à la gloire de Pierre le Grand..., 1777, Bibliothèque nationale de France.
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Fig. 8: Genesis of Ribart de Chamoust’s project for «L’Ordre françois trouvé dans la nature», illustration from
«Annales de l’Académie de Mâcon: société des arts, sciences, belles-lettres et d’agriculture», 1904, Bibliothèque
nationale de France.

destruction of the present, France will be able to return to the splendour of the Grand Siècle.
It goes without saying that the ruins are reinterpreted no longer depending on the past but the
present utility: the importance attached to public hygiene, for example, because of which the
houses by Pont-au-Change are being destroyed. So the Méditation of Volney in front of the
ruins of Palmira (an archological site that the recent facts brought back again – alas, a pity!
– to the breaking news), re-evaluated the utilitaristic will of a faceless people, forced over the
centuries to erect monuments to the greatness of the empires, that finally find a reparation in
repossession of the property belonging to them. From this, it comes a dialogue with a «Génie
des tombeaux et des ruines», paradigmatic of this new sensitivity, so that finally it will be taken
back by L.-S. Mercier in one of his Tableau de Paris: «A lover of antiquity shudders while reading that the Arabs demolish the temple of Jupiter Serapis and cut sections of columns to make
grindings wheels for flour. The philosopher will love more mills than columns and will remain
compliantly indifferent whether the ruins remain united or are separated.» [8] [9]
Ghosts of Myths and Religions have been replaced by the ghost of progress. The idea of a
«positive» destruction that provides a service to humanity is opening its way, an idea that at
the end of the century transforms into a real fascination, arriving to overlap the idea of a ruin
necessary for Revolution, and after it (paradoxically) also for Restoration. In particular, the
idea of «restoring» – so deeply connected to the archaeological finds – has both aesthetic and
political implications, and in this sense, post-revolutionary Restoration will be interpretable as
a return to the «natural» order of things [10]. It is the beginning of that romantic worship of the
ruins that will keep its citizenship in Europe up to the outbreak of contemporary modernity.
From the second half of the 18th century and throughout Romanticism, the culture of the ruins
will transfigure the bribing of places and objects in aesthetically and ideologically positive va1101

lues, alluding to the underlying historical and material reality. It will only be the critical debate of
the 20th century, which, investigating the reign of this aesthetic transfiguration, will highlight the
historical and material circumstances of the ruin, as in the famous statement of Walter Benjamin, «There is no cultural document that is not at the same time a record of barbarism.» [11]
In a saturated soil of idealization, Benjamin traces the watershed between romantic and postromantic interpretations of ruin. Paris in the 19th century, elected as a privileged ground for this
analysis, shows that, as we came to the apogee of European capitalism, «we begin to recognize the monuments of the bourgeoisie as ruins even before they have crumbled» [12]. The
interpretation of the passages parisiens as structures that materialize the fantasies of the new
consumer society evolves from empathic participation to dialectical criticism, from a conscious
seduction to an historical alarm. A «method» that proves particularly effective in assuming as
dialectical reference precisely the decadence of the passage, as it is in obsolescence that the
architecture of capitalism reveals the role played within modern society.
Even more evident the value of Benjamin’s interpretation becomes in the light of the namely
yet «Neo-Romantic» instances of Georg Simmel’s Die Ruine (1911). Here Simmel proposes,
on the one hand, an idealist dialectic in an Hegelian-Schillerian style between the «spirit» and
the «nature» of human action, and on the other a material sphere that supports a «possible
plan only in the soul», a matter acting, according to Simmel, in the field of architecture – «performing [the plane of the soul] somehow with its own strength.» All this prompts Simmel to
celebrate architectural ruins as a point where «carrying out the mind’s plan, as it was, with its
own forces. [This is architectural ruin’s] unique balance [...] between mechanical, inert matter
[...] and informing spirituality». [13] Simmel’s dialectics remains entirely conceptual and metaphysical, without giving any space to ruins perceived as debris of a material history, so that
their meaning would never appear to be derived from human destruction, but only from the
ineluctable role played by nature.
Benjamin reverses the praise woven
by Simmel to «that metaphysical calm
which attaches to the decay of a material work by virtue of a profound a
priori» [13], showing instead how the
ruins make both natural and social
processes readable. If, therefore, the
recent devastation of archaeological
sites in the face of war and terrorist
events reopened the debate on the
value of the ruins and the significance
that their conservation may come to
take on, the Benjaminian lesson seems to retain its relevance: even those caused from terrorism are debris
of the «storm of progress».

Fig. 9: The author watches the ruins of Palmira, with a quote from chapt. 2 on the lower
margin «Ici fleurit jadis un Ville opulente, ici fut
le siège d’un Empire puissant. Oui! ces lieux
maintenant si deserts, jadis une moltitude
vivante animait leur enceinte & c.». With «P.
Martini fec.», printing from volney, constantin-françois de chasseboeuf. Les ruines, ou
Méditation sur les révolutions des empires...,
1791, Bibliothèque nationale de France.
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Abstract

Kyoto has now 1.5 million of citizens and appears like a compact set of modern buildings among
which temples, pagodas and zen gardens can be seen as traces from the past. The city was capital of
Japan and imperial residence for more than a millennium (794-1868), as long as it held this important
political role its name was Heiankyo. Over the centuries Heiankyo faced fires, earthquakes, civil wars
that devastated it several times, but the city was always reconstructed as far as possible on the
original model; only recently its appearance has been lost because of a wicked ideal: Westernization.
Luckily, the original image of Heiankyo is not lost yet: the eastern tradition to paint urban scenes or
landscapes on folding screens offers the opportunity to reconstruct – at least virtually – its original
appearance. The screens that represent Heiankyo, using pseudo-cavalier projection views, are usually
named rakuchu rakugai zu and date back from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century. They show the
old capital “between the clouds", highlighting the balance between natural landscape and urban
space, a typical feature of the Far Eastern culture. This paper shows that it is possible to reconstruct
with new technologies the old imago urbis of Heiankyo, speculating on the artistic production of the
rakuchu rakugai zu, trying to represent the forgotten traces of the old city that the process of
Westernization tried to destroy completely.
Keywords: Heiankyo, Kyoto, cavalier projection, rakuchu rakugai zu

1.

The Funaki Version and the plan of Heiankyo (C. Monteleone)

Kyoto has now 1.5 million of citizens and appears like a compact set of modern buildings among
which temples, pagodas and zen gardens can be seen as traces from the past. The city was capital of
Japan and imperial residence for more than a millennium (794-1868), as long as it held this important
political role its name was Heiankyo. Over the centuries Heiankyo faced fires, earthquakes, civil wars
that devastated it several times, but the city was always reconstructed as far as possible on the
original model: the plan was a huge rectangle, enclosed by walls; in the center of the north side there
was the imperial palace; a big avenue, named Suzaku oji, split the city in two halves from North to
South; and the streets, oriented according to the four cardinal points, intersecting at right angles
(Fig.1).
Contrary to what one might expect environmental disasters or civil wars were not the cause of the
deletion of the secular Heiankyo, but rather a wicked ideal, in some ways even more destructive. This
ideal clouded the Japanese’s judgment towards their own traditions: the cause is the modernity, also
known as Westernization. At the end of the nineteenth century, isolationism of Japan st opped and the
Country opened up to other cultures; since then Westernization leaded slowly the cities of the Rising
Sun to abandon their traditional appearance to be more and more similar to western metropolis.
During this period, electricity supplanted the shadows of typical Japanese houses [1] as well as
skyscrapers deleted the image of the ancient capital; this is also the main reason why Heiankyo turned
inexorably in the contemprary Kyoto.
Luckily, the original image of Heiankyo is not lost yet, some of its traces can still be found today in
Kyoto and, above all, the ancient capital has been painted several times. In particular the folding
screens named rakuchu rakugai zu offer the opportunity to reconstruct – at least virtually – the original
appearance of the old city. Among them the one titled Scenes in and around the Capital, also known
as Funaki Version from the family name of the first owners, presents a scene painted standing on a
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single point of view, in continuity on both the right screen and the left one (Fig. 2). This masterpiece of
the XVII century, painted by an unknown artist, shows the old capital “between the clouds".
The two aims of this paper are on the one hand to reconstruct the imago urbis of Heiankyo, trying to
bring back to life the memories of the old capital, destroyed in name of modernity, and on the other to
speculate on the artistic production of this exstraordinary urban representation.
Let’s start considering the links between the main painted buildings in Funaki Version and two of the
most important families of modern Japan, the Toyotomi and Tokugawa clans, which fought for the
empire domain. Thank to this links it is possible to hypothesize that the Funaki Version has been set
during the Japanese eras called Genna 1 and Genna 3 (1615-1617) [2]. The Kamo River flows
peacefully through the screens from right to left and ideally unifies the sepa rate scenes, which focus
on the eastern area of Heiankyo. This area is divided in two parts: Rakugai – the countryside on the
right of Kamo River –; and Rakuto – the urbanized area on the left –. So the scenographic limits of
Funaki Version are, on the right, two buildings linked to clan Toyotomi (the imposing red wooden
Buddhist temple Hoko-ji and the Toyokuni-byou shown among the cherry blossom); while, on the left,
there is the Nijo Castle, manor of the Tokugawa clan [3]. In between these two extremes a multitude of
scenes of daily life are vividly represented, for istance: along the right bank of the Kamo River small
groups of people attend the traditional performances with puppets (Kabuki and Ayatsuri Joururi); near
the bridge Shijo Dori, the crowd takes part in the summer procession of the Gion Festival; in the
neighborhood of red lanterns, the Misuji-machi, the prostitutes talk openly with customers along the
street (Fig. 3).
Although the Sino-Japanese painters did not use parallel projections based on right geometric rules it
is reasonable to assume that they thought about visual appearance in representing architectural space
[4] and the pseudo-cavalier projection view of Heiankyo of the Funaki Version, is not an exception. In
this case, a certain degree of depth illusion is obtained by distinguishing two horizontal bands to which
the painter assigned intuitively a system of Cartesian axes, set in the classical spatial position of the
western cavalier projection views [5]. The axonometric axes obtained by the parallel projection of
these cartesian axes are characterized by units of measurement that decreases passing from the
buildings in the lower and central part of the representation – closer to the observer – to the buildings
in the upper part – more distant from the viewer – (Fig. 4).
Golden clouds and vegetation increase the illusion of depth, making less noticeable the scale jumps
from a reference system to the other, hiding also all the representative inconsistencies of the painting.
Of course the Funaki Version was created empirically, that is, without following the scientific rules of
parallel projection – codified by L. J. Weilsbach (1806-1884) and K. Polke (1810-1876) [6] –, still it
achieves a high degree of illusion of the third dimension, without violating the physical and spiritual
objectivity of vision, at the base of the philosophical and religious beliefs of the Far Eastern culture.
The perspectiva artificialis, conception of the Italian Renaissance, had been brought by the Jesuits in
China in the sixteenth century [7] but this graphic method of representation had not in the East a great
success among painters. An image built basing on the observer’s view was not able to transmit that
sort of subjective detachment that Buddhism c'han and zen promoted through meditation; on the
contrary, the parallel projection – paraphrasing the title of a well-known essay by Erwin Panowski
(1892-1968) - was an appropriate “symbolic form” of the Far-Eastern culture, the only one able to
ensure the minimum subjective participation of the observer in the show of representation.
The Funaki Version amazes for the accuracy and detail achieved in the represented architecture;
while we are aware that the painter must have used an empirical process, we want also to reason by
contradiction, and we tried a “reverse parallel projection” checking whether the image of Heiankyo has
a geometric criterion at its base. Our attempt was not easy, lines of the painted architecture and
streets are not always visible, because they are often covered by other buildings, clouds, people and
vegetation. We are comforted by two assumptions: first, it is possible to reconstruct the perimeters of
the buildings, considering that the city was set on a Hippodamian grid; second, horizontal and oblique
parallel lines, linked at right angles in reality, make it possible to establish correspondences between
pairs of elements, identifying the homology which allowed to derive a plan of Heinakyo.
Buildings and streets of Heiankyo, identified with sufficient certainty, have been located in the map of
Kyoto, comparing whenever possible their names and the location in the contemporary city (Fig. 5 -6);
from this operation we can formulate some final thoughts on urban representation in Japan. In the
Funaki Version the capital Heiankyo capital welcomes buildings, temples and public palaces, but omits
areas which, although densely urbanized, the author considers of secondary importance. These
inconsistencies lead inevitably to jumps in scale, which are even more evident when comparing what
happens on the right of the Kamo River: in the reality a vast hilly area accommodates a lot of temples;
in the same painted area architecture is compressed so that all the most important buildings can only
offer a symbolic vision of themselves to the observer (Fig. 6).
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2.

The Funaki Version or the image of a lost city (C. Patanè)

Unlike what happens in the West, where the urban scene is interested in morphological features of
places, the image of the Japanese city is more idealized; the painter thinks normal to warp the space
of representation.
A recurring feature of the urban representation in Japan is the vibrancy of city life. The episodes teem
with people of any social background; they literally crowd the image of the city and are involved in
various activities. Indeed, the original function of the painted folding screens was to celebrate the
economic welfare of the people [8].
Among the 110 rakuchu rakugai zu, that came down to us, Funaki Version is different from the others
because of its unusual iconography: the city was generally divided into two parts – the political and
administrative center in the north of the capital; and the heart of the popular life and commerce in the
southern area –, each of which was then painted on one of the two folding screens. Besides, the
urban space was represented in the lower part of the screen, so as to appear closer to the viewer,
while the countryside was painted on highest part as if it were a distant scene. The Funaki Version
does not respect this dichotomy because both panels show the same area of the city: the East.
However, this masterpiece has in common with the other rakuchu rakugai zu the exaltation of some
public and religious buildings, the care in the representation of natural elements and the celebration of
human activity. Also in the case of Funaki Version the golden clouds play an important role: they hide
any geographical inaccuracies and delete the scale inconsistencies, moreover their careful
arrangement is useful to frame and emphasize the importance of public buildings, temples and human
activities. The idealization of the urban space leads, however, to an inaccurate location in painting real
places, because the buildings are shifted in reference to their real position, visible today in Kyoto. The
purpose of Funaki Version, and rakuchu rakugai zu in general, was not to represent faithfully part of
the city but, more than anything else, to render an ideal, recognizable, image of it. The labels in
vertical white strips, on which names of aristocratic residences, temples, gymnasium, public baths,
etc. appear, just provide a solution to the inevitable geographical confusion that the idealization of the
urban space generates.
We have to imagine a citizen of Heiankyo sitting in his room in the middle of two high folding screens
that show a city view "through the clouds". The panels were placed in such a way that they could keep
the same orientation and position of the real city. The Funaki Version contained a virtual space that
became at the same time narrative representation and image of the real city. An intimate space which
in our specific case is expressed in a continuous landscape painted on both the two folding screens in
such a way as to allude to a panoramic view. The painter wanted to create a sort of suspension and
detachment, typical of the oriental culture, in which the observer remains focused, looking through
ephemeral entities like the clouds. The golden empty of clouds reinforces the two-dimensional and
abstract consistency of the painted elements of the panels. The graphic narrative of the Funaki
Version is even more intense than usual, thanks to the soft alternation of the surfaces of nature: the
rivers that cross obliquely the city, the hills and the isolated trees. The fluidity of nature guides the
viewer's eye moving it to fixed reference points, on which the gaze lingers enjoying the care of the
buildings details as well as the vivid scenes of everyday life. Both the methods used for the
representation of architecture as well as the composition of landscape symbolize the path followed by
the development of the Japanese city, characterized by the cohabitation of urban space with
countryside; the eco of this interdependence is voiced by the very name of this genre of painting,
composed from words Rakuchu (center) and Rakugai (surrounding).
In this sense, the bridges have an important function as link between the world of the city and the
countryside, constituting a connection between urban space and natural areas. The largest bridge in
the Funaki Version is the Gojo-ohashi, known also as the Great Bridge of Fifth Street and placed in
front of the Hoko-ji (Fig. 3); it was built to facilitate the delivery to the site and complete this important
temple that had to house the biggest statue of Buddha in Heiankyo [9]. From a geometrical analysis
we found that the plan of the painted bridge is a trapeze (Fig. 6), the distortion is probably due to an
optical correction of the painter. Then we created a 3D virtual model of it which, for the sake of clarity
and structural purposes, has been adjusted, so that the plan of the bridge is now a more convincing
rectangle (Fig. 7).
What remains of Heiankyo? With the fall of the Takugawa shogunate in the mid-nineteenth century
and the advent of modernization, the traditional urban representation disappeared, undermined by the
enthusiasm of many painters for the perspective as well as by the desire of people to live, dress and
move in a city as similar as possible to those of the West. Today Kyoto deliberately erased the
memories of the past by promoting the construction of standardized buildings. The citizen walks
around the town, anesthetized by the visual and iconic information. He crosses the city like in a
bubble, not distinguishing the differences, the otherness, the place as a narrative space. The citizen,
in constant activity, goes daily to its final destination (office, school, home, etc.) and vice versa.
Experiencing the city and recognizing its hidden genius loci means to slow and to stop, today the man
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runs away, because he is adapted to a different speed and to the vision of "any place". Fashion and
bulimia of the appearances have covered the reality, homogenizing it also through compulsive
shootings of mobile phone for sharing them on social-networks.
Gordon Cullen predicted this metropolitan disorder of the citizen in the 60’s in his book entitled The
Coincise Townscape, this work refers to perception and drawing, the author tried to correct the
estrangement of modern city through an analysis of the representation of the urban space, where
human body is involved [10]. The act of walking excites the retinal assimilation and thus perception.
The moving body segments in a look the urban image, it experiences the city, impresses i t,
distinguishes signs, points of view, historical events, symbols, materials, distances, creating the
beauty of a place. These are all features that the ancient citizen of Heiankyo could experience and
that the rakuchu rakugai zu exalted; unlikely too little is left to the poetry of the past, destroyed by an
unnatural Westernization.

3.

The Funaki Version and the Hoko-ji Temple (I. Friso)

The right folding screen of Funaki Version shows five Buddhist temples, outside the grid-like pattern
that defines downtown Heiankyo; they are located beyond the Kamo River, East of the city. The low
fence that preserves and protects the religious heart in the center, the characteristic pagoda roof and,
above all, the red color of the wooden supporting structure, are elements that make recognizable the
temple as distinct architecture from other political, economic and private buildings. If on the one hand
– as we have seen – the painting show Heiankyo as inconsistent from a metric point of view,
highlighting a compression of the urban space, on the other hand it is obvious that the anonymous
painter decided to detail all the most notable buildings, included in a horizontal area running from the
city center to the countryside at East. The need to compress the urban space arises by confining its
representation inside a two-dimensional pictorial plane linked to the traditional size of the folding
screens.
The main temple represented in the Funaki Version is the Hoko-ji (1589), today it is not worthy of a
visit because the temple dates back to the ’70s after many fires that have plagued it. The building was
erected by Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1537-1589), a prominent political figure of modern Japan, to host the
greatest Buddha of Heiankyo that became a sort of symbol of peace (Fig. 3). This happened because
all the Hideyoshi’s vassals were asked to furnish funds and workers to build the Hoko-ji but, above all,
because people were forced to hand over to the government all possessed weapons (sward, bows,
spear and firearms) to melt down the metal in order to cast some elements of the temple as well as
the huge statue of Buddha [11]. In the Funaki Version the Hoko-ji occupies the right folding screen
between the fifth and the sixth panel. This image makes us able to virtually reconstruct the lost temple.
The Hoko-ji had a rectangular plan that develops symmetrically along the North-South and East-West
directions: the compact fence, closed by modular infill panels of the wooden supporting structure, on
the one hand preserves a more intimate ambience from the chaos of the city, on the other it prevents
the eye of the observer to watch excerpts of everyday life that take place in it, thus defining a limit
between what is 'inside' and ‘outside’. Interrupted by three large portals that lead to the more intimate
and private religious part of the pagoda, the same fence becomes, inside, a porch that follows the
perimeter of the area. Higher respect to the ground level, the pagoda – a double-height building –
dominates the landscape, arising on a stone base; and the three flight of steps in front of the North,
South and West portals, enable the temple goers to reach the elevated plaza for worship.
The graphic reconstruction of plan and elevation of the building is possible by applying the rules of
parallel projection: even if the Funaki Version was painted empirically we easily recognize a fairly
rigorous use of parallel lines, similar to a pseudo-cavalier projection for decorating the two folding
screens. The homological correspondence existing between the first orthogonal projection and its
axonometric projection makes us able to determine, using a backward process, the plan of the Hoko-ji
temple; on the other hand a rigorous cavalier projection presupposes that the parallel deformation on
the pictorial plane of the elevations keeps their true shape, reason for which the main elevation of the
painted Hoko-ji can be considered a true shape of the temple as well as an important reference to
conjecture about widths and heights of the original building.
Starting from these theoretical assumptions, although the process used appears intuitive and easy to
apply, the graphic reconstruction, however, shows some inconsistencies with the painted temple. First
of all, the most striking, involves precisely the configuration of the main elevation. The green squares
of the fence are replicated four times on the left of the North and South entrances, while the same
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elements are repeated six times on the right of the same portals; the West side of the fence, the one
that forms a right angle with the pictorial plane, has an entrance exactly in the middle, dividing in two
equal halves its length. Indeed, this dimension corresponds to eight elements, four on the right and the
other four on the left of the West portal. The problem arises because this symmetrical distribution
accords with the reconstruction of the plan, but it does not fit for the ten green squares painted on
fences parallel to the pictorial plane: in this two cases – North and South fences – the modular
element is repeated three times on the right of the portals, and four on the left, reducing the number of
spans from ten to seven (Fig. 6).
The second inconsistency concerns the plan position of the pagoda and its high base in reference to
the fence that surrounds it: at first glance the stairs leading to the plaza may look like a continuation of
the entrances opened in the fence, but the graphic reconstruction of the parallel projection shows a
decentralization of the whole architectural apparatus, that arises on the South-Est side of the
rectangular plan instead of being at the center of it, as expected.
The presence of human figures in the Hoko-ji temple of the Funaki Version is useful to hidden to the
observer’s eye some geometrical inconsistencies of buildings, while the immateriality of clouds and
mists performs a dual role: this figurative expedient not only allows the painter to connect the different
jumps in scale but also allows the viewer a sort of dynamism given by the possibility to turn the gaze
freely from one part to another of the two folding screens without losing the coherence of the
representation.
The use of new technology has finally allowed us to create a virtual model of a small shred of the
ancient Heiankyo, this part of the old city has inevitably undergone a series of transformations over
time so 3D modeling becomes important for displaying architectural structures now lost. Although the
architectural heritage of the ancient Heiankyo was obviously compromised by the ideal of moder nity,
our example of 3D reconstruction shows how it is possible a complete digital clone of the ancient
capital at least in a virtual environment (Fig. 7).
Concluding, the short operation described in this paper can be considered as a modest contribution
that wants to remember the destruction produced on the architectural heritage of Japan by
Westernization, implementing on the one hand the knowledge of the history of the Rising Sun and on
the other contributing to enrich the historical knowledge of single places.

Fig. 1: Plan diagram of the capital Heiankyo (Kyoto).
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Fig. 2: Scenes in and around the Capital (Funaki Version). Up: left folding screen; center: right folding screen;
down: the screens placed side by side.
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Fig. 3: Details. A: Hoko-ji; B: Toyokuni-byou; C: Nijo Castle; D: Misuji-machi; E: performances with puppets; F:
Gion Festival; G: Gojo Dori Bridge.
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Fig. 4: Metrical jumps of the axonometric axes.

Fig. 5: Map of Kyoto, main buildings and bridges represented in Funaki Version.
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Fig. 6: Map of Heiankyo, main buildings and bridges represented in Funaki Version.

Fig. 7: 3D reconstruction of the Gojo Dori Bridge and the Hoko-ji.
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Abstract
The Sanctuary of Santa Maria delle Grazie at Fornò, located in the countryside near Forli, was
constructed between 1450 and the early years of the sixteenth century. The Sanctuary externally
consists of a circular masonry structure 15 m high and 33 m in diameter, with four semi-circular niches
protruding to the outside; inside, a similar circular structure 20 meters high delimits a central area,
covered by an octagonal dome. The space between the two circular structures is covered with a
wooden roof resting on thirty-six main wooden beams. The building has been subject to various
interventions due both by static requirements (i.e. damage caused by several historical earthquakes),
both for changes related to epoch's style (the four semicircular niches realized in 1686). Finally, the
events of World War II, with the demolition of the bell tower and part of the adjacent monastery, have
brought the building back to the clear original shape. Recently an entire laser survey was carried out,
providing comprehensive measurements for reconstructing the Sanctuary’s shape and overall size.
After the laser survey, several structural analyses are executed. Lately it was possible to study the
effect of the possible consolidation works under the strain, even seismic, expected by the new national
rules particularly in the light of the guidelines (2011) for the "Assessment and reduction of seismic risk
of cultural heritage with regarding to the technical standards for construction in DM 14/01/2008 ".
Keywords: Sanctuary at Fornò, historic masonry, laser survey, FEM analysis, seismic analysis

1.

The Sanctuary of Santa Maria delle Grazie: Current state

The Sanctuary of Santa Maria delle Grazie at Fornò is situated in Forniolo, in the countryside near
Forlì. Specifically, it is located at a distance of 9km from the historical centre of Forlì, at an altitude of
around 23 metres from sea level. Adjacent to the building are the remains of what used to be a
monastery situated to the southwest of the Church (Figure 1). The Sanctuary is the solitary tall edifice
in an otherwise flat zone characterised by sprawling fields and sporadic buildings, far from busy
streets. Its volume, contrary to most renaissance ecclesiastical buildings of the area, renders it easily
noticeable. The orientation of the complex is on a southeast-northwest axis. Along the Church
perimeter there is a trench, whose morphology and depth vary depending on the side of the building. It
is most visible on the southwestern gate, where the difference in height reaches 60cm.
The current appearance of the complex is the result of a series of natural disasters, damages inflicted
during wartime and interventions due to both static requirements and variations in taste and style
during different time periods. It constitutes a unique example in its territory of a construction of its type
dedicated to the worship of the Virgin Mary. In fact, thanks its form and certain other characteristics,
the Sanctuary is a testament to the "profound theological culture foreign to the culture of the time in
Italy" [1], one in which the use of the central structure was reserved for the construction of mausolea
and martyria. Structurally, the Sanctuary consists of an external circular masonry structure around
15m in height, with a diameter of about 33m, with four semicircular niches protruding outwardly;
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Fig. 1: Eastern aerial view of the Sanctuary of Santa Maria delle Grazie at Fornò (Google maps 3D - 2017)

inside, a peribolus-like space delimits a central aedicule of an identical curved structure, 20m tall,
covered by a dome supported by an octagonal cylinder with four windowed lunettes. The internal
circular masonry probably had – or attempted to recall – the function of iconostasis, that is, that
filtering element which separated the space reserved for the faithful from the one reserved for the
liturgy. Externally, the central zone emerges initially with a circular masonry that supports the
octagonal dome shell which conceals the dome, and on which rests a wooden-beam roof. The roof of
the outermost ring of the structure is comprised of 36 wooden beams laid out in radial formation (one
of the two struts, as well as its upward extension, serves as the main structure), on which lie two
layers of wooden rafters, one layer of brick tiles and another one of brick roof tiles. The main entrance
to the building, facing southeast, is constituted by a rectangular vestibule with a pitched roof supported
by wooden beams. One can access the circular temple through the main entrance and after traversing
a finely decorated gate bearing the year of construction (1450) and commemorating its founder, Pietro
Bianco of Durres. The Sanctuary's exterior is framed by protruding terracotta decorations which are
also present in the principal volume, the vestibule, the chapels and the tambour. Simple and delicate,
the decorations often involve images of the sun, a symbol of divinity, and the crowned “M” of the
Queen Virgin Mary. The interior, on the other hand, is embellished with colorfoul strips of Renaissance
ornamental decorations (palms, racemes, flowers, geometrical motifs), which frame half-bust figures of
ascetes, and which run along the walls of the enclosure and the aedicule. It appears that in the context
of a restoration in the 1800s, the paintings were subjected to considerable interventions by the hand of
the painter Giuseppe Cecconi of Florence. The vestibule itself is decorated on all four internal walls
with contemporary frescoes, restored in the context of an intervention in 1853. The altar, located
inside the aedicule, with its back to western wall, is now found in a position different to the one it had
maintained until the Second World War, that is, at the centre of the aedicule itself. The complex also
comprised a convent once inhabited by the Canons Regular of San Salvatore of Ravenna. It consisted
of a cloister on two levels (of which only one wing survives) and the bell tower, which was destroyed in
1944. One part of the cloister was reconstructed after the Second World War. Today, the building is
occupied by the community Papa Giovanni XXIII which, since 1991, have been conceded the former
convent and a part of the plot of land that surrounds it, in order to hold activities relating to the
rehabilitation of people suffering from substance abuse.

2.

The Sanctuary of Santa Maria delle Grazie: Historical development and
construction

The Sanctuary can be considered “the most singular monument of the Forlì territory” [2] both for its
central plan structure, a relatively unorthodox choice for a religious edifice dedicated to the worship of
the Virgin Mary, and the historical and geographical context within which it appears; as well as for the
dimensions of the exterior diameter of the circular structure, which stands at an impressive 33 metres.
According to chroniclers of the era [3] [4], the construction of the Sanctuary is linked to the figure of
Pietro Bianco of Durres, a hermit of Albanian origins, once possibly a pirate, who, having repented and
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converted to the Orthodox Christian religion, builds a small temple dedicated to Santa Maria delle
Grazie in the woods at Fornò in 1450 (the date that appears on the Church entrance gate, along with
the name of its creator). The initial edifice, of limited dimensions – as confirmed in a document from
1451 [2] – coincides with what is now the wall of the interior aedicule, figure 2, on which we find
splayed single lancet windows with a redbrick arched lintel, now walled up, as well as eight walled
gothic arches belonging to the original structure which in all likelihood consisted of 16 arcades in total,
possibly inspired by oriental constructions.

Fig. 2: Left: map of the Sanctuary, enumerating the gothic arches still visible; right: detail of the internal ring, with
the single gothic arch partially reclosed (no. 6 on the map), the surviving apertures; top right: a walled up singlelancet window

The innermost part of the Church, which coincides with the first central nucleus of a cylindrical form,
appears to have been completed in 1453. Of this phase of construction, the elements that have
survived are:
- three splayed single lancet pointed windows with a redbrick arched lintel, to be found on the wall of
what is now the internal aedicule, exposed during the restoration of 1910 but currently walled up;
- eight walled gothic arches (out of 16), still visible today on the cell wall; the pillars that supported the
arches measured 1,30m in height; 0,95m in width; and stood at a 1,90m distance from each other;
-the original floor, now buried at around 1m underground.
Between 1453-60, the structure expanded, therefore qualifying as a “giexa” rather than a “giexola”.
Also built during that time were the two side entrance gates to the pronaos at the end of the
vestibules. They were built by local artists in gothic style, using Istria white stone, yet characterised by
elements that reflect a florentine influence: that is, pointed arches and an external frame incised with a
oak tree motif. On either side of the arches, in two circles, we encounter symbols of Christ and the
Virgin Mary. The original roof of the space between the two masonry ring structures was vaulted,
figure 3, but it immediately presented serious structural problems, thereby necessitating the addition of
external buttresses already in 1476. The structural problems of that time do not appear to have been
the result of seismic activity, in fact the first significant earthquake that affects the construction occurs
in 1479, see table 1 [5]. Instead, the problems seem to have been due to deformations of the external
ring masonry structure, which suffered under the weight of the vaulted roof itself. The weight of the
vaulted roof and the outward push without a buttress to counter it led to an increase of the external
masonry ring structure diameter at its top. Said increase in diameter is still visible and produces an
outward protruding of around 1,3°, and a mean value of difference between the base and peak of
around 27cm – measured from under the external decorated frame. These measures were determined
through a point cloud based on a laser survey of the structure, both internal and external. The laser
survey will be analysed in more detail below.
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Year

Mo

Da

1383

08

04

1428

07

03

1479

10

10

Ho

Ep.Area

LatDef LonDef DepDef IoDef

Forlì

44,222 12,040

7-8

05

Forlivese

44,146 12,046

7-8

22

Forlì

44,222 12,040

5

Forlì

44,222 12,040

6-7

1492

01

1778

06

11

Forlì

44,222 12,040

5-6

1780

09

22

13

Forlivese

41,964 12,798

4-5

1844

03

10

17

Forlivese

44,180 12,142

5-6

1870

10

30

18

Forlivese

44,133 12,062

8

1911

02

19

07

Forlivese

44,117 12,074

7

1911

03

20

15

Forlivese

44,189 12,193

6

1961

05

08

22

Forlivese

44,134 11,962

1995

12

27

23

Forlivese

44,156 12,113

12,1

5

2003

12

07

10

Forlivese

44,162 12,180

9,2

5

07

15

15

Forlivese

44,207 12,117

22,8

4-5

2005

5

Year
Mo
Da
Ho
Ep.Area

Origin time: year
Origin time: month
Origin time: day
Origin time: hour
Epicentral area or area of the largest macroseimic effects

LatDef

Default epicentral latitude (WGS84)

LonDef Default epicentral longitude (WGS84)

Tab. 1: Drawn from the parametric
catalogue of the Italian earthquakes for the
Forlì area.

DepDef Default depth in km
IoDef

Fig. 3: Sanctuary 3D FEM model of the
assumed structure present around 1460
A.D., with the vaulted roof between the two
masonry rings and the central dome.
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In the beginning of the 16th century, in part due to a number of earthquakes (see table 1) and the
subsequent floods, it became necessary to redefine the entire architectural complex, which therefore
assumed its current form. A monastery was built, adjacent to the Sanctuary. The entire complex is
managed by the Congregation of the Canons Regular of San Salvatore di Ravenna. Moreover, the
local architect Pace di Maso del Bombase effects a number of modifications to the original Church
layout:
- the pointed arches of the central ring are walled and substituted with three architraved doors;
- the upper part of the central aedicule is given an octagonal shape, and decorated with ionian and
corinthian motifs;
- the centrally positioned altar is moved close to the central cell wall.
Bernardino Guiritti, architect and decorator, executed the terracotta crowning on which, along with the
monograms, he alternates petals, spindles, oak leaves, rosettes, ovoli and dentils.
Inside the Sanctuary, a number of frescoes depicting a frieze with a heraldic emblem of the Rovere
family are executed, as well as a fake baluster and a fillet with the hymn to the Virgin Mary by San
Bonaventura. In 1503, a new Church floor is completed, as noted in an epigraph present in the
Santuary, at a metre above the original one.
th
Towards the end of the 17 century – specifically in 1686, as noted in the inscription on one of the
altars – four semicircular chapels are added, protruding outwards relative to the original masonry ring
(a layout from 1680 depicting the sanctuary without them confirms this [6]).
Years of neglect and decay follow. In 1838, having decided that a restoration would be too costly, the
Canons Regulars begin to demolish the convent and, in 1850, the two sides of the cloister, the old
refectory, and the rooms assigned the name Giulio II.
In the end of the 18th century, the complex is in such a bad state that the citizens of Forlì themselves
request a restoration. It begins, at the behest of Pope Pius IX, in 1953, and is assigned to the Forlì'
architect Giacomo Santarelli, thereby impeding the destruction of the Church and the surviving part of
the convent. The structural interventions that involve the Church consisted in the substitution of the
three architraved apertures of the internal nucleus with eight rectangular round-arched openings, and
finally the substitution of seven round openings in the external masonry ring with an equivalent
number of rectangular windows. The renovated Church, figure 4, was re-opened to the public on the 6
of September 1857.
During the earthquake of 1870, the sanctuary lost the bell tower pinnacle. Following yet further
earthquakes, a number of restoration works were carried out around 1910. They include the
introduction of two circular chains which sustain the masonry of the damaged internal tambour; and
the realisation of foundation work on the external masonry ring in two zones: the first of a length of
30m, height of 80cm and width of 45cm, the second 9m by 90cm height, and the same width.
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Fig. 4: The monumental complex as it stood between 1850 and 1870, before the collapse of the bell tower's
conical pinnacle (left); the strip under the Church cornice bears testimony to the upward expansion of the
th
building, realised in the first years of the 16 century. View of the Church ambulatory after the restoration of 1857
(right).

Fig. 5: The collapse of the sacristy and bell tower in 1944; on the southeast side of the Church one can make out
the passage that used to lead from the sacristy to the organ (left). Another view of the collapse of 1944: the ruins
will be cleared out, leaving an empty space until the reconstruction of 1992 (right).

After these restorations, during the Second World War, the bell tower, the old and new sacristies and
the third side of the cloister are annihilated, figure 5.
Between 1952 and 1954, a number of further restorations are made, after their approval by Authority
of Monuments for the provinces of Ravenna, Ferrara and Forlì. These restorations include the
following structural interventions:
- the consolidation of cracks with liquid cement;
- the construction of new masonry work using a lime and cement mortar for plugging holes, as well as
crack-stitching masonry reparations with new bricks and cement mortar;
- plaster removal and cleaning of the external wall to its plumb line;
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- exposure of the round windows in the cell tambour;
- new vestibule roof.
It is only after 1990 that a study of the reconfiguration of the perished volumes of the complex begins.
After a series of discordances and adversities, this reconfiguration will be realised only in part. Starting
in 1991, the space of the former convent is occupied by a healing community for the rehabilitation and
re-integration of people suffering from substance abuse. In figure 6, the map shows of the complex at
its most complete and the transformations it went through to reach its current state (represented by
the thick black line).

Fig. 6: Map of the complex from 1460 until after the end of the Second World War.

3.

Research, study, relief and investigation activities relating to the Sanctuary

From 2007, the Laboratory for Archeo-engineering of the 2nd Faculty of Engineering, Bologna
University (based in Forlì); and the Faculty of Architecture, University La Sapienza of Rome, took on a
research project on the architectural and artistic complex of the Sanctuary [7] [8] [9] [10] [11].
Between 2009 and 2013, they performed study campaigns, metric and topographic survey, thematic
investigations on the materials, morphology of the disrepair, as well as the evaluation of the
conservation state on the context and its geology.
Specifically, the following investigations were completed:
- Topographic survey of the sanctuary and its environmental context (layout plans and sections);
- Metric and architectural survey of the Sanctuary (floor and ceiling plans, sections);
- Laser scanner relief of the architectural context, the vestibule (orthophoto in real colour as well as
grayscale), the statue of Mary with Baby Jesus by Agostino di Duccio, and the sepulchre of Pietro
Bianco of Durres.
- Environmental context survey (layout plans and environmental sections with tree essence and
cultivation relief);
- Studies and investigations into the state of conservation, spectrophotometric investigation,
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materials survey and evalutation of degradation of the decorated surfaces and of the architectural
parameter;
- Thermographic investigation into the masonry structure, as well as the roof and floors;
- Georadar investigation into the flooring and test zones of the walls;
- Geognostic investigations and surveys;
- Archival consultation at the Authority of Ravenna as well as the State Archive of Forlì;
- Initial evaluation and study for the liturgical adaptation of the altar and refurbishment;
- Observations and definition of a first set of guidelines for the restoration of the mural paintings in
the vestibule and interior painted facing (Valerio Contoli of the Laboratorio di Restauro e
Conservazione di Beni Artistici in Faenza was in charge of the restoration work);
- Preliminary evaluation of the restoration work on the painted murals as well as the rest of the
interventions (renovation of the floors, dehumidification, special roof maintenance, drainage, systems
restoration, courtyard repairs etc.).
3.1 Laser scanning survey
st
th
The survey operations were conducted on the 21 and 30 of April, 2010, with the use of a Leica
Scanstation 2 laser scanner (with time-of-flight technology, that is, the ability to determine distance
based on a measurement of the time needed for the laser beam to traverse the distance between the
instrument and the object), with the technical support of architect Cristian Boscaro of LeicaGeosystem,
and the engineer Francesca Lucchi of the Laboratorio di ArcheoIngegneria CaiLab.
Subsequently, the point clouds acquired via the survey were elaborated and aligned in order to
reconstruct a virtual clone of the actual three-dimensional object. Using the laser scanner survey point
cloud, it was possible to do a series of measurements that would have otherwise been difficult to
obtain. Finally, a number of point slices of various quotas were selected from within the ReCap
environment of the Autodesk, figure 7. This permitted us to quantitatively emphasize the formal
variation of the Sanctuary's external cylinder, whose diameter appears to increase as we move
upward. The increase is in accordance with a possible deformation effect linked to the presence of the
original vault roof of the ring between the external and internal cylinders. A series of measurements of
external diameters were conducted on a point slice between 11.191m and 11.333m (slice width:
14.2cm), for a total of 8 diameters, obtaining a mean value of 33.23m. The cylinder appears not to be
perfectly circular, with a larger diameter on the east-west axis and a smaller one on the (more or less)
perpendicular one. The maximum difference between the two diameters is around 22.6cm.
A series of measurements were repeated on a new point slice on the base of the external cylinder
between the values -0.557m and -0.697m (slice width: 14cm), obtaining a mean value of 32.67m over
12 diameters measured. The difference between the mean diameter values amongst the quotas under
consideration – for a mean quota difference of 11.26-(-0.63)=11.89m – is equal to 55cm. This results
in a protruding of a mean of 27.5cm, with the angle of the protruding at around 1.32 decimal degrees.

Fig. 7: Frontal view of the Sanctuary gleaned from the point cloud in a ReCap 360 Pro Autodesk environment.
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3.2 Thermographic research
Diagnostic thermographic investigations are of a non-invasive character, therefore permitting the
collection of data without even the least amount of damage. Such analyses were conducted both on
the interior and exterior of the Sanctuary: particular attention was paid to the study of the roof and
walls. Thermography renders body temperature through a colour scale (where red equals heat and
blue equals cold) and allows us to easily distinguish anomalous construction zones through variations
in temperature. It therefore facilitates the selection of parts of the wall that suffer from humidity
problems, water infiltrations in the roof, anomalies on the wall surface such as atriums or wooden
elements.
For example, in figure 8, the regular presence of anomalies in the distribution of temperatures is
noticeable. Such anomalies could be due to the insertion of wooden elements on the wall surface of
the external ring.

Fig. 8: Thermographic image of the upper portion of the interior surface of the outermost wall ring.

4.

Main structural results

In general terms, the structural system of the Sanctuary is in good condition, despite the occasional
fissures in the external ring where apertures are found, as well as in the small apses on the four sides
of the edifice – whose masonry appears not be linked to the external ring.
Specifically, on the south side, there appear cracks in correspondence with the keystone of the
entrance door archway. Also on the south side, two oblique downward fissures are to be found in the
upper part of the wall structure between the two apses. On the southwestern side, yet another
downward oblique lesion appears on the external surface of the apsis, whilst a number of smaller
fissures are visible in the upper part of the masonry. On the northwestern side, above the window, a
nearly vertical crack begins on the upper right corner of the aperture, reaching the top of the masonry
work.
In general, the wall structure presents pathologies of decay linked to the capillary rising of the damp in
the terrain, triggered or in any case aggravated due to the surrounding trench, in which rainwater
collects and stagnates.
The capillary rising damp is particularly evident in the southern direction, as well as in the masonry
joints between the external cell of the edifice and the small apses on all four sides. This phenomenon
has favoured, particularly on the north side, the growth of flora capable of disintegrating the brick
elements of the external surface. Inside the edifice, along the walls that constitute the innermost ring,
the phenomenon of capillary rising damp acquires noteworthy dimensions, reaching, at certain points,
a height of 170cm, and influencing the entire width of the masonry, leading to a partial or at times even
complete detachment of the plaster.
Inside the septal curved walls that delineate the central aedicule, a number of metal chains were
inserted in order to increase the bearing capacity of the septi themselves. Due to the capillary rising
damp, these chains appear to be greatly decaying and therefore no longer in a position to collaborate
with the static system. This process has caused swelling – as much as 10-12mm at certain points –
with the consequent detachment of the layers of plaster, as well as fissures in the brick elements of
the structure. Furthermore, the central-facing pylons of the internal cell, particularly on the east side,
demonstrate noteworthy signs of decay linked to the capillary rising damp, such as efflorescence,
pulverisation and detachment of the surface layer of the material. Signs of decay linked to the
presence of rising humidity are also visible in the small apses on the soffit on the nortwestern side,
and on various parts of the southwestern side. The masonry of the outermost ring of the building,
specifically on the side looking inwards, demonstrates a continuous strip of humidity from the waters in
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the terrain. The strip reaches a height of around one meter from the floor. This phenomenon, along
with the washing away of the internal masonry surfaces caused by the seeping of rainwater through
the top windows, has significantly compromised the state of conservation of the plasters. Finally, signs
of washing away of the masonry are detectable on the inferior splay on all of the windows, on the
three protruding decorative strips, and along the west and east sides of the entrance forepart.
Similarly, the walls show various signs of decay due to the presence of rising humidity and stagnant
water.
Regarding the roof, we encounter damages in a number of areas, caused by the infiltration of
rainwater – for instance, in the north and east directions – damages which are consistent with the
signs of decay described above.

5.

The seismic structural analysis

The seismic structural analysis was done with reference to the current norms, specifically to the
directive for the seismic risk evaluation and risk reduction on cultural patrimony sites [12]. A model
was formed based on the initial state (figure 3) and subsequent collapse of the covered vault of the
external ring. As already noted, the collapse of this vault led to the realisation of a wooden-beam roof
on the external ring, and a domed one with an octagonal layout on the central zone. For a better
understanding of the effects, the two portions were separately modelled (figure 9: on the left, the
model of the ring zone between the two circular masonry structures – external and internal – and on
the right, the model of the central zone with eight pillars supporting the masonry on which the
octagonal tiburium and its vault are placed). Subsequently, a model of the entire complex was realised
assuming various levels of connection between the two parts. Due to the absence of a fastening
between the masonry work of the four apses and the vestibule in the external wall circle, these
structures had to be verified separately before being connected through a variety of binds to the rest of
the structure.
During the construction of the model, a structural peculiarity of the Sanctuary had to be confronted: the
ring walls. For the initial model, we used shell-plate finite elements. For the calculations, two readymade commercial codes were used for the masonry elements: a general one (SAP2000 by Computers
and Structures, Inc. U.S.A., www.csiamerica.com) and a more specific one for the verifications,
according to current italian regulations (Sismicad della Concrete s.r.l., Padua, www.concrete.it). In
both cases, the codes use flat shell-plate finite elements. We were therefore obliged to approximate
the two wall cylinders using a number of these flat elements (72 segments in the case of figure 9). As
a result, successive models for masonry walls and connecting walled beams were influenced, by
extension also affecting the seismic verifications. Using the regulation indications for existing
structures, and bearing in mind both the corresponding evaluation of seismic solicitations on the site
under examination, as well as the geological and geotechnical research results – in absence of
specific research on the masonry (absence of proof with flat jacks) – we used a knowledge factor of
LC1. The table indications for the material characteristics (brickwork filled with lime mortar, thin joints
and ample nucleus for the outermost ring) were adjusted based on this knowledge factor. The
structures, as expected, proved to be generally not verified, to various degrees, to the project-based
seismic actions.

Fig. 9: A model for the calculation of the outer wall ring (left), and the innermost one (right).
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6. Conclusions and developments
The initial models have permitted us to make general evaluations of the behaviour of the structure.
The fact that the verifications according to current regulations resulted unsatisfactory does not
necessarily imply a need for comprehensive interventions. Nonetheless, we expect the execution of a
series of improvement interventions, particularly with regard to the diminution of the effects of decay
linked to the soaking of the masonry due to capillary rising damp as well as rainwater infiltrations.
Following a first attempt at modelling with shell-plate elements, the construction of a model using
finished three-dimensional elements will follow – partly in an effort to automate the transformation of
data collected via laser scanner relief into data for a numerical structural elaboration.
The effects of decay caused by soaking on the mechanical characteristics of the masonry will be
evaluated.
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Abstract
The theme of disaster, particularly natural disasters, refers to a relentless force of the elements Water, Fire, Earth, Air - in a form of tsunamis, fires, earthquakes... The four elements that ancient
philosophers and alchemists believed to be in the formation of the cosmos and the matter were
rediscovered by the poetic phenomenology of Bachelard and served as a motto, along with the
famous Dürer’s “Melancholy” engraving, for a reflection on the catastrophes and importance of the
chaos in creative artistic processes.
According to the Junguian correspondence between the Nigredo phase in the Alchemical process of
the Opus Magnum realization and the individuation process, we established analogies between
cosmogenic creation and artistic creativity including urban architectural processes. We start from a
brief contextualization of the historical memory of the great earthquake, fire and marmot of Lisbon in
1755, and the reconstruction of the Baixa, Lisbon down town, promoted by the Marquis of Pombal.
This historical image serves as a framework for our architectural restoration proposal and artistic
intervention in the Almada Carvalhais Renaissance Palace, a building classified as a national
monument, in the vicinity of Lisbon's Baixa Pombalina. The Palace was object of several renewals in
18th century after the earthquake, but the successive inappropriate uses and advanced degradation
state was another form of heritage disaster, which our architectural proposal tries to reverse.
Keywords: Chaos and Creative Process, Baixa Pombalina, Architectural Restoration, Palacio Almada
Carvalhais, Dürer’s “Melancholy”

1.

Chaos, Alchemic Poetry and Creativity

Various creation processes - from cosmogonic creations to cosmogenesis and artistic
creations - seem to imply the participation of Primal Emptiness and Chaos that precede emergence of
the order, of the cosmos and construction of art work. Emptiness and Chaos are present in the Vedic,
Egyptian, Greek, Judeo-Christian, Taoist cosmogonies... in various discourses of Eastern and
Western Alchemy ... and in modern Big Bang, Chaos and Catastrophe Theories. The chaos, in the
most destructive sense also underlies the theme of disaster, particularly of natural disasters, refers to
the relentless force of natural elements - Water, Fire, Earth, Air - in the form of tsunamis, fires,
earthquakes, hurricanes ... that we will return to later.
The four elements, which the ancient philosophers and alchemists believed to be in the
formation of the cosmos and of all matter, are being reintroduced by Bachelard's poetic
phenomenology and his understanding of Alchemy itself. This alchemical crucible of material,
chemical, metaphysical, and imaginary transformations is also recognized by the philosopher who said
"for an alchemist, all the metaphors of life are here valid, natural, evident" [1]. These images and the
substances of alchemical phenomenology seek to encompass the scales of the oneiric, cosmological,
and ontological dimensions, for as he says: "by distilling the mercury of the wise, the alchemist lives a
dream of the universe" [2]. The alchemical process is thus understood as a human re-creation that
seeks to reconstitute the cosmogenesis process. In alchemical process, the phase of the initial chaos
corresponds to the phase of Nigredo. The destruction by fire and decomposition precedes the rebirth
of the phoenix in Albedo, passing through Citroninas, corresponding to the awakening of the soul, until
reaching the vital state of Rubedo, which represents the union of the opposing principles and the
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Fig.1: “Opus Nigrum”, mix technic,
Jorge Cruz Pinto, 2016

Fig.2: “Melancholy”, engraving,
Albrech Dürer, 1514

realization of the Opus Magnum. This passage through Chaos we illustrate with our “Opus Nigrum”:
the empty primordial triangle delimited by the burned boards circumscribed by the steel circle of
eternal return. The realization of the Alchemical Work finds in the C.Jung’s psychoanalysis an
interpretation linked to the process of Individuation, which corresponds to the transcendent function of
the manifestation of the essence of human being, towards the realization of the Higher Self. Alchemy
and its phases are thus understood as symbols and metaphors of this process of individuation. It was
this process of becoming personality and soul that Jung sought to access through the interpretation of
myths, archetypes, recorded in the collective unconscious and emerged through dreams and artistic
forms of expression[3].
In art all truly creative processes are somewhat analogues to cosmogenesis processes. Thus,
they pass through emptiness and chaos, through the abandonment of the already known principles of
order, through thought and dissociating action, implying a ‘leap in the dark’. The passage through
disorder produces new interactions and principles of organization that lead to a new order in which
both, the organization of a new system and the innovative work of art are instituted. Also in art, the
consciousness of productive chaos is established in the attitude and artistic conception of various
artists. For Picasso "With me, picture is a sum of destructions ". Klee says: "I start with chaos, it's the
most logical and natural way. I do not worry, for I may consider myself first as chaos".

2.

Dürer’s Melancholy

Similarly, in Dürer’s work, chaos and a certain sense of primordial emptiness seems to be
established in his famous “Melancholy” engraving, which can be interpreted as a state of apathy which
precedes the conception and work accomplishment in its double sense: alchemical and architectural.
The feminine figure represented, who we consider to be the Muse, or the Anima of the human psyche
or the Angel of artistic and architectural creation, is lost in a vague look, holding a compass in his left
hand resting on a book on his knees. She is surrounded by this theoretical and practical knowledge,
portrayed by the symbolic objects of various sciences and trades, related to Christian and hermetic
symbolism and by the instruments of conception and by the tools of construction. Nevertheless, the
winged character expresses an apathetic state of soul emptiness, of stagnation and demotivation,
which sometimes precedes the productive imagination and the inspired flow of ideas, in the act of the
artistic creation. This melancholic state is related to the experience of Nigredo, the first step of the
alchemical work, which corresponds to the cosmogenesis chaos of all creations and to the
psychological encounter with the shadow. Among the various scattered objects, three stone geometric
solids represent, in our point of view, the archetypal, utilitarian and metaphorical dimensions of
conception: 1) the Sphere of the cosmological model belonging to the Platonic ideal dimension; 2) the
Millstone that doubly reflects the utilitarian and mechanistic productive aspect and the dynamic and
cyclical character of life expressed by the wheel of fortune; 3) and the enigmatic Polyhedron
(truncated cube or rhombohedron). The last one may have several meanings – from the archetypal
geometric domain, to the natural process of crystallization of matter, and to the natural and mineral
metaphorical origins of architecture. In this sense, the Work of the enigmatic solid seems to
incorporate knowledge and constitute a kind of symbolic allusion to the philosopher's stone or the
cornerstone, linked to Dürer's own spiritual demand. This theme is applied on our architectural
proposal presented it the final section.
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3.

Lisbon’s Disaster and Urban Reconstruction

In the morning of November the 1st of 1755, Lisbon was devastated by the force of the
elements of Earth, Fire and Water. A violent earthquake, followed by a widespread fire and a giant
wave of a tsunami, destroyed the down town along the Tagus River, between Rossio Square and
Terreiro do Paço. Several paintings, drawings and engravings of the time portrayed this catastrophe
that shook Lisbon and changed the course of western philosophy after the Voltaire’s Poem on the
Lisbon Disaster. On the following days, the Marquis of Pombal, the prime minister of King José, met
with his architects and military engineers and devised an emergency plan to rescue the living, bury the
dead and rebuild Lisbon. Evaluating the various alternative scenarios for different sites, he would
decide to rebuild the city in the same location. After having made several versions of plans for the
Baixa, the architects Eugénio dos Santos Carlos Mardel designed the final plan. For the first time in
the history of urbanism, a city is designed using principles of constructive standardization and antiseismic structure. A new Enlightenment city, in a completely rationalized layout, stands up on sober
flat facades repeated compositions.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Fig.3: Lisbon Earthquake depicted, 1755
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Fig.4: Plan of Baixa down town reconstruction

The Renaissance Palace Almada Carvalhais

This historical memory will serve as a framework for the project of architectural restoration in
the Almada Carvalhais Renaissance Palace, in the vicinity of the Lisbon downtown, that underwent
alterations in the 18th century after the earthquake, and where successive inversions of functions and
state of degradation constituted another form of heritage disaster.
The Palace was built in the 1540s by Rui Fernandes de Almada, a politician, a merchant in
Flanders and a humanist, a friend of Dürer, of whom he had some works in his private collection,
including a portrait of himself. Implanted, at the Praia da Boavista, west of Lisbon's downtown, the
fortified-looking Palace was marked by a tall portal in a stone tower with a ramp leading to the quay on
the Tagus River. In its interior, the ramp still continues today under the vaulted space that gives lateral
access to the Renaissance colonnaded courtyard.
From the alterations produced after the earthquake of 1755, we would point out the renovation
of the façade according to the Pombaline layout, the baroque staircase, the alterations in the great
salons of painted wooden ceilings and probably in the baroque gardens now disappeared. In the 19th
century, the palace was rented out to a college and later sold and used as a typographic workshop. In
addition the landfill and urbanization built before it detached it from its original contact with the river
beach. At the beginning of the 20th the gardens were destroyed and instead of it a big garage arose.
Shortly thereafter it was classified as a national monument. However, successive inappropriate
occupations have also contributed to the state of chaotic degradation which we have today. Recently,
the Palace was acquired by a financial group, that intends to restore it and convert it into a Boutique
Hotel. In that regard, an ideas competition was launched and our architecture studio was invited to
participate with the proposal presented here.

5.

The Architectural Proposal

Our Architectural Proposal for the restoration and conversion of the Almada-Carvalhais Palace
into a Boutique Hotel seeks to preserve the national heritage character of the building, enhancing its
historical spaces, structure and architectural elements. We define the concept for the contemporary
architectural renovation of this palace through an interpretation of its history, combining aesthetic
perception, comfort, and modern planning requirements. The creative process started from the chaotic
state of building preservation which led to the critical analysis and rejection of some competition
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requirements, such as: using the vaulted ramp space for entrance of cars and guests. Moreover,
wounds that building suffered during its industrial invasive occupation were used as inspiration and
inscribed as memories in the new proposal. In addition, other abandoned elements were converted
into the projects main conceptual triggers which, anchored new uses and recreated spaces that
reinforced the link between the past and contemporary identity of the building. Besides chaos, disaster
and creative process, we took reference from the Dürer’s “Melancholy”.
The proposal for this renovation has also been inspired by the friendship between the founder
of the Palace, Rui Fernandes de Almada and the famous German Renaissance painter, Albrecht
Dürer. Dürer's research on perspective and geometry is one of the themes for our architectural
renovation that will influence contemporary works of art we proposed. Starting from this premise we
seek to reinforce and enhance the architectural perspectives, linking the functional relations of the
main axes of the building, namely: linking the vaulted space of the ramp to the reception; extending
other existing axes, into the design of the new building of bedrooms, new patios and garden.
Due to its historical and architectural features, we believe the vaulted space of the ramp connecting
the main entrance portal to the courtyard, should be exclusively reserved for the entrance of people,
providing guests with a spectacular ‘ritual of entry’, a moment of happening as they discover this
exceptional space, which leads directly to the reception at the bottom. Indoor, the slope of the ramp is
adapted for disabled guests and luggage. The vaulted ramp space, by its location and image, should
be the main functional link between the three nuclei of the Hotel: the east wing around the
Renaissance colonnaded courtyard, the west wing, and the new wing of bedrooms built to the
northwest. From the beginning of the existing staircase to the Renaissance colonnade courtyard, the
ramp is levelled, opening on to the lounge and reception area, under double-height, tiled, louvered
cruise vaulted ceiling. The reception is flanked by two sets of elevators and one stairwell that distribute
to the east and west wings of the Hotel, as well as to the new northwest wing of bedrooms.Next to the
st
reception, and the elevators, is the direct access to the 1 level of the garage, which is located on the
same floor, allowing easy mobility of guests and luggage.

Fig. 5: Vaulted Ramp Space Entrance to the Courtyard

Fig. 6: Vaulted Ramp Space towards the Reception

We propose that the colonnaded Renaissance courtyard as the central hall of the Hotel, for
multifunctional purposes, covering it with a glass vault resting on a light mesh of steel profiles, and
naturally ventilated. From the colonnaded courtyard to the south, we reach the great salons of
restored painted ceilings, where are located the Bar Casa da India salon and the Rui Fernandes de
Almada Salon. Between the two salons, we propose the reconstitution of the original interior stairs that
connected these salons to the courtyard gallery on the 2nd floor.

Fig. 7- 8: Renaissance Colonnade Courtyard
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To the north of the courtyard we reach the breakfast room, which extends to the garden. The
breakfast room unfolds longitudinally in a room that constitutes the visual hinge that joins the vaulted
reception space with a water feature along the garden, parallel to the new building, accentuating the
great perspective structuring axes of our proposal. This room also establishes the visual connection to
the vertical garden and patio that connects with the new northwest bedroom wing. As decoration of
this room, we propose moulded framed mirrors between the doors, seeking to recreate of the original
Mirror Room, that existed in the Palace, referred to by the famous Portuguese writer Fialho de
Almeida. This mirror decoration reinforces the axes and the geometries of the vision, reflected from
the interior and from the garden, alternated by contemporary art that will be set between the mirrors
and the doors, creating an interplay of figures between the real and the virtual.

Fig. 9: Breakfast Room – Mirror’s Chamber

Fig.10: Bar, Rui Fernandes de Almada Salon

The main service elevators, staircase and service areas are strategically placed next to the
breakfast room and next to the service entrance (and emergency exit), to Rua das Gaivotas. This
connects vertically all the floors of the Hotel: from the attic for complementary administrative services,
to intermediate bedroom floors, to the level of the restaurant and to the basement, guaranteeing
functional communication between the various services. The Rui Fernandes de Almada’s Bar on the
courtyard floor is served by a freight elevator located in a small room of the storage space, which
connects directly to the kitchen floor. The new bedroom building is equipped with another vertical
circulation system of service elevators and staircase that communicate with all the floors of the
Palace. Next to the elevators on each floor there is an area to provide from room service facilities
Bedrooms and suites (the Provider’s suite and the Dürer suit) are adapted to preserve the
layout of the existing building, in terms of main structural walls and ceilings, with some functional
adaptations. Suits are placed in the big salons of painted wooden ceilings restored. A new block of
bedrooms is designed next the garden and the palace, using the same materials of the Palace applied
in contemporary manner. The two suites are located on the noble second floor of the Palace: A
Presidential Suite, which we have named Suite do Provedor da Casa da India (Provider’s Suite of the
House of India), occupies two salons of painted timber ceilings facing south to Largo do Conde-Barão
and another space in the tower, destined for the bathroom. In terms of hotel operations, this suite, due
to its palatial dimension, allows varied uses and flexibility. It can be sold in its entirety: including a
salon, bedroom and bathroom; the salon and bedroom can also be sold separately for social and
business activities. This suite is endowed with a large bathroom divided into a toilet area, shower and
lavatory space as well as a double jacuzzi bath. The Dürer Suite is located in the extensive wooden
ceiling salon facing the Palace garden, which will also be inspired by the works of the Renaissance
painter, as we will develop further on. In order to improve the scale of the existing space and to allow
new attic bedrooms on the 3rd floor, we propose lowering the ceiling from 5,09m to 4,23m of height.
The salon and the bedroom of the suite are separated by a wardrobe, which does not reach the
ceiling, allowing visual continuity of the restored wooden vaulted ceiling. This suite is also equipped
with a bathroom divided into toilet, shower, lavatory space and jacuzzi bath.
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Fig.11: Provider’s Suit

Fig. 12: Durer Suit

We have included a Spa over two floors, around the small patio between the west wing of the
palace and the new extension. The presence of an ancient tank and the desire to recreate the
atmosphere of Mediterranean baths were the starting points for the creation of a double height indoor
pool. This pool is toped by a trunk-pyramidal ceiling, inspired, by the geometry of the Palace's wooden
ceilings, interpreted in a contemporary manner with natural light. In addition, the SPA has a Turkish
Bath, a Sauna, a Scottish Bath, massages rooms, including other facilities.

Fig. 13-14: Spa Swimming-pool, small version and big version.
Located on the ground floor of the Hotel, the Provider’s Restaurant (Restaurante do Provedor)
will include a private outdoor terrace giving on to Square of Conde-Barão. The entrance to the
restaurant is an antechamber wine-bar, linked to the entrance of the ramp space. We propose to
design a vaulted plasterboard celling intersected by the double height doors, in a contemporary
manner, reinforcing the palatial atmosphere. The kitchen will serve not only the restaurant, but also
the hotel catering service, through the service and freight elevators and staircases. The kitchen
includes a number of workspaces, food preparation, confection, plating up distribution, washing
services, kitchen bureau (F&B), beverage stores, etc., with their own circuits, according to the
illustrative functional scheme. At the basement level, under the kitchen and restaurant are the loadinglifting and loading-mounts for garbage disposal, as well as garment and dressing rooms, changing
rooms and staff toilets, lounge room and staff cafeteria, with access to the hotel services stairs and
elevators.

Fig. 15-16: The Restaurant of the Providor, day and night atmospheres
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We propose to dig two underground floors under the palace and the new bedrooms block to
place the car parking, a reserved space for loading and downloading, storage and staff facilities. The
auto access to the underground parking should be made from Largo do Conde-Barão, by the existing
secondary portal, adjacent to the noble portal. The dimensions of this secondary portal allow the
access of supply vans up to 4m in height. Thus, all loading and downloading of cargo, will be hidden
from the street in front of the hotel and will have a reserved garage area inside the entrance, hidden
and separated from the zone of the garage destined for guest cars. The entrance of the car park will
communicate directly with the main entrance of the hotel, giving directly on to the reception. Guests
can leave their car at the entrance to a doorman, providing valet parking service. Alternatively, guests
who want to park their car in the garage can have direct access to the reception area. The car park,
with a capacity for 56 vehicles under the new building of bedrooms, is organized on two floors with
access by two ramps. The first floor of the park is illuminated by daylight through the upper patios. The
area in the garage reserved for service loading and unloading has the capacity to accommodate a van
of 6 meters length by 4 meters high. This area is controlled by the bursar's cabin and connects directly
to the restaurant's basement through a vertical staircase, a freight elevator and a service tunnel.
Adjacent to this area is the waste separation, the trash storage chamber and the washing area.The
location of the car entrance to the garage from the street, through the secondary portal of the
building's west wing, and the insertion of access ramps to the parking lot, preserves the master walls
of the main façade and other interior walls. With this solution, we only demolish some masonry
nd
massifs of the back façade cubicles of the west wing (according to the 32 article, item b) of the
PDM). During the works, this solution will allow greater ease in transporting earth from excavation and
materials for the construction of the parking lot and the new building of bedrooms.

Fig. 17-18. Durer Garden
The Dürer Garden is an essential element in the architectural conception we have presented
for this Boutique Hotel. The garden is designed according to the "lines of force" of the existing and
proposed buildings, and seeks a contemporary interpretation of the original garden described by
Fialho de Almeida, presenting guests with a variety of ambiances: different levels, water features with
waterfalls, pergola... The re-invented garden is a cultural landscape in a formal contemporary
language, using water, stone, grass, and wild olive trees as the fundamental structuring elements of
the aesthetic composition. From the terrace of the breakfast room we molded the ground of the
rectangular shaped garden in three different platforms articulated by two sloped lawns areas, flanked
by a fresh promenade, covered by a pergola, and a longitudinal water feature, which reinforces the
main axis of the palace. The pergola is part of the recycled iron structure, serving as a reminder of the
industrial history of the building; it will be covered with jasmine creepers. The extensive water features
delimiting the main garden and terraces serve as water mirrors reflecting the buildings, are split into
three levels separated by two waterfalls. Elements of Dürer's famous "Melancholy" engraving, the
three solids - the sphere, the cylindrical millstone and the enigmatic truncated cube - will be
transposed as pieces of sculpture, of minimalist contemporary interpretation, in Portuguese marble.
These sculptures will float on the water features of the garden in continuity of the axes of the Palace.
The descending perspective culminates in a square water feature containing Dürer’s floating, marble
trunked-cube. The green area – a grove of wild olive trees at the bottom, hides the northern quadrant
walls of the space.
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Fig. 19: The Patio of the Magic Square

Fig. 20: The Roof Terrace

The garden is both an attractive, refreshing visual experience, which can be viewed from
guest bedrooms and other parts of the Hotel, and it also provides a haven to sit. As a big atrium, the
garden opens to natural light and solar radiation. Its climate infrastructure will permit enjoyable
temperatures throughout the year. Connecting to the garden, a new patio articulates the Palace with a
new bedroom building. Another water feature receives the water that vertically flows from the stone
wall of the elevator box. Centered by the axes of the breakfast room, the Dürer’s marble millstone
floats on the water. Two other art pieces after Dürer are presents in this patio: the Magic Square is
designed on the pavement sidewalk, in Calçada à Portuguesa, and the portrait of the Founder Rui
Fernandes de Almada is depicted in a big scale on the wall, in the manner of street art by the
Portuguese contemporary artist Vills. On the top terrace of the new bedroom building we create two
spaces compartmentalized by planted hedges in flower boxes and wild olive trees in the angles: a
solarium with a swimming pool is designed like a tapestry of water, surrounded by a light gray granite
pavement slabs; and a round siting area, centered in a fireplace, which can be used in the summer as
a cocktail lounge and in the winter for the guests warm around the fire, allowing the use of the terrace
all the year.
In order to preserve the character and identity of the Palace, we propose to use the original
materials and finishes - wooden floors, hard limestone (lioz), wooden ceiling and ceiling paintings,
frescoes, stuccos and tiles, as well as some existent interior doors and doorways – all will be restored.
The same materials and finishes, for its expression, easy cleaning and good maintenance, are applied
in new spaces, in order to reinforce coherent identity and integration with the Palace. We propose for
the vaulted space of the ramp, and reception lounge, pavements in lioz hard limestone, partly covered
with treadmill and rugs. Also, the staircase and the pavement of the Renaissance colonnade
courtyard, is in lioz. In the SPA, the use of lioz is also used in wall coatings and floors, in contrast to
white plaster walls and ceilings, and handmade Portuguese tiles in some bathing spaces. In
bedrooms, halls, corridors of the Palace and the new bedroom building, we recommended wooden
floors, partly covered with treadmill and rugs. The lioz in floors and wainscoting walls will be the
material applied in the bathrooms of the rooms, in contrast to the white plaster walls and ceilings.
Guest toilets are wainscoted in handmade Portuguese tiles, creating a differentiation from bedroom
bathroom design.

Fig. 21: The Main Façade Light Design

Fig. 22: The Renaissance Courtyard and the Glass Vault

In terms of Light Design, we have tried to maximise the use of natural light, by for example the Great Hall, the Spa, the administrative offices, the new corridors of bedroom, - benefitting from the
softness of natural light during the day, and evolving to a change of mood enhanced by various forms
and intensities of artificial light at night. In order to enhance the main façade, the historical interior
spaces of the Palace, garden, patios and the pool terrace, we propose a variety of different lighting
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design treatments, creating various atmospheres. The main façade is illuminated by beams of light
between the windows, creating the effect of torches. The outer ramp leading to the main portal is
flanked by pavement spotlights, reinforcing the ritual of formal entry. The vaulted space of the ramp
and reception is enhanced with contemporary suspended chandeliers, combined with punctual
spotlights on the art works. The Renaissance courtyard is illuminated by light beams reinforcing the
colonnade, combined with high standing lamps, enhancing the ambiance. The restored painted ceiling
halls are illuminated by contemporary suspended chandeliers, combined with high standing lamps,
and spotlights on the art works décor. The Baroque staircase is illuminated by suspended chandeliers
and spotlights focused on the restored frescoes. Also, the design of lighting in the garden, the patios
and the swimming pool terrace seeks to enhance the nocturnal ambiance character and highlight the
presence of works of art.
In short, through the integrated restoration, renovation and conversion of the Palace into the
Boutique, Hotel, we seek to convert the chaos into order, starting from architectural principals and
Dürer's art concepts and images.
.

st

Fig. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27: Plans Underground, ground flour, higher ground floor, 1 flour, 2
flour
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Fig.28-32: Plans attic, roof and Sections

6. Architectural Design: Prof. Arch. Jorge Cruz Pinto and Chief Arch. Cristina Mantas. Team
Project: Senior Arch. Ljiljana Cavic. Hotel Planning Arch.Consultant: Nick Turner. Collaboration: Arch.
Ana Amaral, Hugo Neiva, Tomás Ramos, Catarina Manso, Iuliana Farcas. Landscape Arch. Álvaro
Manso. Technical Specialities: Structural Engineering: Eng. Luís Câncio Martins; Water, Sewageand
Acoustic: Eng.Grade Ribeiro; HVA, Solar System and Termic: Eng.Miguel Galvão Teles; Electric
Network Telecomunication and Integrated Security: Eng.Luis Gonçalves.
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Abstract
The goal of the study is the representation of some values of the Abruzzo landscape through the
integrated use of Drawing and Photography.The study dials with some of the architectural and
environmental sites crossed by the ancient route of the Sangritana Railway now partly disused. The
railway system ran through an important piece of land overlooking the Adriatic coast. It reveals
remarkable items of interest and, for its particular planimetric configuration, offers a unique view into
fruition of the 'qualities' of a Mediterranean landscape. A reflection on unusual aspects of an Adriatic
territorial district in order to detect the uniqueness, emphasizing dissonances, juxtaposing chromatic
notes. Sort of visions, not exhaustive, of a notebook of a passing traveler. Starting from the reading of
the original archive drawings we tried to retrace valences and evolution of a design concept that has
conditioned the evolution of these territories, recomposing a story in pictures, sort of a story-telling,
documenting major aspects connoting this rare landscape.
Keywords: Photography, Ephemeral Heritage, Landscape, Abruzzo, Ferrovia Adriatica-Sangritana,

1. Retracing the Sangritana Railway. Drawing and Photography. (Antonella Salucci)
Through a reading that privileges Drawing and Photography as tools for representing complex
landscapes, the present contribution analyses the territorial values of a segment of the Adriatic
landscape situated between Lanciano (CH) and San Vito Chietino (CH), and crossed by the
decommissioned Sangritana Railway.
The work presented is founded on an integrated reading of original drawings and texts and on the
expressive potential of the photographic image, both static and moving. The objective is to represent
some of the intangible ‘qualities’ of the Abruzzo landscape. It is a tale told in constantly refreshed
images of mental geographies and collective spaces, which require new readings and new surveying
procedures in light of recent international recognitions by UNESCO of the conservation of intangible
heritage.
A reading of the Abruzzo landscape, referred to a small fragment of a territory that is representative, to
our way of seeing things, of a precise connotation that involves multiple spaces and cultures derived
from the “separation between the two large environmental areas that make up the region:
mountainous Abruzzo and maritime Abruzzo”. [Farinelli 1993]
It is a cognitive investigation founded on Drawing and Photography and tied to recent legislative
guidelines for the landscape contained in the European Landscape Convention.
The most recent legislation, as we know, is founded on the effective “promotion of the ‘landscape
dimension’ of the entire territory of the European states and covers natural, rural, urban and peri-urban
areas. It includes land, inland water and marine areas. It concerns landscapes that might be
considered outstanding as well as everyday or degraded landscapes”. It also promotes collaboration
through an awareness of the quality of landscape heritage among the community that inhabits it. An
innovative approach to legislation – not fully ratified – based on a public approach, focused on
protecting, promoting and sharing landscapes of quality. [Maniglio Calcagno 2015]
Retracing the course of the abandoned Sangritana Railway provides an occasion for trans-disciplinary
reflection on the development of future scenarios for protecting the recognition, memory and
promotion of the unique elements of the Mediterranean landscape. [Scatena 2016]
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A first phase of the investigation involved the search for and study of graphic and written documentary
materials related to the design of the historic railway; a second phase concerned a consistent
photographic campaign to survey the current conditions of the abandoned railway, as well as the
potentials expressed in the perception of the singular qualities of this portion of the Italian landscape.
An analysis of urban events in the two aforementioned towns revealed the clarity of the vision
underlying the original project for the railway – based on the aspiration to facilitate connections
between inland and coastal areas, essential to such an important mercantile city as Lanciano – as well
as the desire to realise an undertaking that continues to have strong impacts on commerce and
tourism.
Retracing the historic route of the Sangritana Railway from inland Abruzzo toward the sea offers the
chance to enjoy a voyage that is cause for amazement and wonder: moving toward the water, the rail
line orthogonally crosses a multiplicity of landscapes and arrives at the seashore from an elevated
position, offering a view of the ‘coast of trabocchi’ [traditional wooden fishing structures – TN]. Its
spectacular route is defined by the rocky outcropping into which the town of San Vito Chietino is set
like a jewel.
Approximately one century after it was founded, the Sangritana Railway is an important piece of a
vaster entrepreneurial vision that has opened up new economic-cultural scenarios in a portion of the
Adriatic territory with a complex geography and articulated topography.
A territory that surprisingly unites a variety of environmental realities structured by an artificial
infrastructural network that adapts to and confirms original 'tratturali' itineraries [drovers’ roads – TN]
and the topographic characteristics of the territory.
As some authors have noted, the discovery of the Abruzzo landscape, only partially visited by
travellers on the Grand Tour prior to the second half of the 1800s, could be said to have truly begun
when the region became part of a Unified Italy. The construction of the Adriatica Sangritana Railway
played an important role in this discovery. [Ghisetti Giavarina 2016]
A very large and recently published volume, edited by Caterina Serafini, accurately reconstructs the
complexity of the political and social events related to the construction of the Sangritana Railway,
which changed the destiny of a large portion of the Abruzzo landscape. This publication consents
broad margins of research, providing an inestimably valuable collection of texts, drawings and images;
in particular, the photographic images of the construction of the railway and of the urban and natural
landscapes of the past proved highly valuable to the present research. [Serafini 2016]
The description of the railway found in a text dating back to the early years of its realisation refers to a
route that developed for the most part in the province of Chieti, with daring viaducts, bridges, tunnels
and retaining walls to adapt the rail line to a terrain that is often very complex, steep and in some
cases all together impervious. The rail line extends for 150 km, with slopes of 25-30% and curves with
minimum radii of 100-70 metres. [Mauro 1926]
Also of interest to the specific issues treated here is the description of the imposing helicoidal viaduct
built to overcome a 125 meter level change in just seven kilometres, along the slopes of the rocky
outcropping beneath the town of San Vito and connecting San Vito Marina to San Vito Città: “all of this
lends this section of the railway a highly audacious and picturesque character; its value to tourism is
heightened by the panorama of such exceptional beauty that permits travellers a view along the
Adriatic coastline, closed at one end by the town of Ortona, which dominates the sea as a coastal
outpost, and in the other direction by the imposing mass of the Maiella, the ‘mother mountain’ so dear
to the heart of every Abruzzo native”. From San Vito Marina the railway moves inland and after
approximately 10 kilometres arrives at the town of Lanciano, the capital of the district”. [Mauro 1925]
A reading of the memoirs of the engineer Filippo Sargiacomo entitled Cenno storico contemporaneo di
Lanciano, published in 1999, helps understand the history of the city from the point of view of
someone who worked here between 1855-1922. In a brief chronology, Sargiacomo lists the
connection with the larger State railway network made possible by the construction of the Adriatica
Sangritana line among the most important events of the second decade of the twentieth century. The
first branch of the line was inaugurated on 1 August 1912, linking the city of Lanciano with the San
Vito Chietino Marina.
The project was originally conceived in 1856 by Baron Panfilo De Riseis in a proposal to the I
Government to construct a railway from Naples that would cross the Abruzzi to reach the Adriatic.
However, it was the Knight Commander Ernesto Besenzanica who, in 1910, presented the final
project for the 154 km line, divided into seven trunk lines, the first of which runs for 17 km between
"Marina di San Vito - Lanciano" and was inaugurated on 1 August 1912. [Sargiacomo Jr. 1999]
The small towns of Lanciano and San Vito Chietino are located in the hills between the peaks of the
Maiella and the line of the Adriatic coast. Lanciano, the ancient city of Anxanum, appears on the
Peutingeriana map and was an important centre of trade since the Roman era. The analysis of its
urban configuration and its construction, generated by the flows of goods that defined the territory of
Lanciano – piazzas, markets, fairs, shops – reveals the complex and open vocation of a region that,
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during the centuries prior to Italian Unification, was situated at the margins of the Kingdom of Italy, far
from its capital in Naples, though connected with Rome and the Papal State.
It was a frontier land with respect to the boundaries of the Kingdom. Yet, its geographic position made
it central to the entire Peninsula. It became a space of transit, of interrelation and communication, a
hinge between north and south, and between the Adriatic Sea and Rome. Investigations of the origins
of the fairs in Lanciano confirm the town’s vocation to present itself as a multifaceted reality, an area
for the distribution, transit and exchange of all manner of goods. This reality dates back to the 1400s
when, under the protection of Venice, Lanciano assumed a role as the gateway to Southern Italy.
[Bulgarelli Lukacs 2006]
The cities propensity for commerce favoured the progressive definitive organisation of the Fairs, under
the domain of the Houses of Anjou and Aragon. With the improvement of communication routes along
the coast – following its victory in a conflict with nearby Ortona, which had hindered the use of the
coastal centre of San Vito – Lanciano gained its natural link with the sea.
We owe the current configuration of modern Lanciano to Filippo Sargiacomo (1830-1922), an architect
and engineer from the town who earned his degree in Engineering from the University of Naples in
1854. He provided his professional services to the government of Lanciano for more than ninety years.
Between 1880 and 1881, Sargiacomo developed a series of solutions for the connection between the
Prato della Fiera and Piazza del Plebiscito: an open void, a sort of ‘saddle’, closed on two sides. It is
also a point of convergence of the three districts of Lancianovecchia, Borgo and Civitanova-Sacca,
faced by the Cathedral and the Bridge of Diocletian, the only link between the area of expansion and
the market at the dawn of the new century.
A plan from 1879 identifies two main axes of expansion for the city, to the south-east, toward the
future Fiera district adjacent to the Railway Station, and to the south-west, beyond Viale dei
Cappuccini into the Borgo district.
These planning forecasts can be found in a drawing attributed to Sargiacomo, relative to a general
plan for the realisation of the Sangritana Railway from Lanciano to San Vito Chietino; a site plan
shows the terminus of the new Corso Trento e Trieste and the sinuous lines of the railway wrapping a
large public square-park, in the area now occupied by the hippodrome.
Between 1920 and 1926 construction began to create a new public housing estate in Prato della Fiera,
based on the guidelines proposed by Sargiacomo and developed by the engineer Luigi de Cecco. The
project led to the realisation in the Fiera district of the buildings managed by the Ente Autonomo Case
Popolari (ATER) – the first example of social housing in Abruzzo.
The new social housing estate is based on large lots – with courtyard and block typologies, threestoreys in height above a podium, exposed brick elevations with light coloured window frames,
balconies and floor markers – almost exclusively for residential use. Piazza della Vittoria was created
to host the market, crossed by the broad axis of Viale delle Rimembranza, which runs parallel to the
system defined by Corso Bandiera and Corso Trento e Trieste, as far as the hippodrome and the
Railway Station. [Salucci: 2011]

2. Representing the qualities of an abandoned railway line in relation to the fruition of
a Mediterranean landscape (Giuseppe Marino).
As part of the attempt to re-read the territory by retracing the paths and visual suggestions of the socalled “railways of memory”, the choice was made to develop a narrative itinerary imagined by the
experiential figure of the “post-tourist”.
This hypothetical observer is involved in a photographic survey of a segment of the territory crossed
by the historic Adriatico-Sangritana railway line that once connected the towns of Lanciano and San
Vieto Chietino (CH), prior to being decommissioned in 2006.
Today it is possible to travel along the new railway line running in the valley of the Feltrino river
between San Vito-Lanciano (RFI) as far as the new Lanciano FAS station.
However, the particular qualities of the landscape visible from the old line, together with the desire to
undertake a reading of the new anthropic territory, suggested a survey of the mosaic of explicit or
concealed differences using a method of perception that fixes memory in photographic images, a form
of observation that involves direct, physical experience and annotates time and objects using light.
The steps of this itinerary include three important points, similar to keywords: “departure”, “journey”
and “arrival”. The operative method aims to identify the traces and intersections, the “sensitive”
elements intercepted by this ancient transport infrastructure that has left such an indelible mark on the
territory. The three moments were not imagined as a flow moving toward a destination, but as an everdeveloping path, similar to an unstoppable process.
"Departure" – Our point of departure is the decommissioned Lanciano station, near the stadium. Here
we immediately encounter the concrete arches marking its passage, similar to a historic aqueduct
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(road to Fossacesia). New and ancient urban signs confront, but do not conceal, this recently
decommissioned infrastructure, at the point where landscape and urban settlement meet “causing the
natural landscape and manmade development to reciprocally assume the qualities traditionally
associated with the other”. [Green 1984] We discover monumental pedestrian axes that lose their
connotation of moving toward a gate, to become moments of stasis for a new linear park (Via Cesare
Battisti). The ancient railway, unlike the new one, embraces the city by moving sinuously through it,
the same approach adopted as it passes through the town of San Vito. (Fig. 7)
"Journey" – The journey occurs along the same historic route passing through the centre of Treglio,
running parallel to State Road n. 82. It offers us the opportunity to move alongside road-rail arteries
that together reveal their inevitable peculiarities and the actions that have influenced the modifications
made to the territory over time. Fixing an image here requires the meditated gaze of someone seeking
a short circuit between memory and the present, between natural and anthropic, between barrier and
aperture. The initial portion, inevitably, demonstrates the characteristic signs of a rural landscape that
gives way to productive activities. Here the path of the Sangritana moves as if in a furrow, a mute
presence that leaves new scars on the manmade landscape. To those who follow its course, the
railway, like a line running across a territory, re-stitching the portions its crosses, reveals a natural
landscape that gradually emerges and opens up toward the valley. Passing through the abandoned
station of San Vito Città one has the maximum view toward the sea, the objective for those who once
travelled this line. (Fig. 8-9)
“Arrival” – The point of arrival is the abandoned station of San Vito-Lanciano, near Marina di San Vito
Chietino. Perhaps more than many other station along the Adriatic Coast, it shows a powerful and
direct relationship with the sea. The tracks and contemporary signals continue to testify to a system of
connections that has yet to completely disappear. This station, like that at San Vito Città, remains
open to pedestrian traffic, which arrives and in multiple points brushes up against the presence of this
historic memory. (Fig. 10)
In general, the intention of this photographic research was not to simply contemplate a picturesque
landscape, but instead to observe and retrace experiences of knowledge available only to the
traveller/researcher.
It begins with a necessity that is not tied to planning, but which seeks to stimulate visual perception.
Intuition is expressed in an image that documents and reveals the possibility of a scenario, oriented
toward the representation of something similar to a mental map.
As Luciano Pilotti writes: “it is in fact the connection between a context of relation and interaction,
between user and ecosystem, that generates a new understanding of context; an understanding that
for this reason is non-transferrable or easily replicable.” [Pilotti 2014]
This process is erected atop the foundations laid by Luigi Ghirri in his collection of travel images
entitled "Viaggio in Italia".
In this work, the context of the landscape confronts elements that can be simultaneously represented
through the reading of multiple levels of a photographic image, establishing the base for a
prefigurative mental “mash-up”. [Ghirri 1984] [Barbaro 2010]
Observing different sites and the means of their inhabitation and use is a valuable exercise for
reactivating perception and through this act photography, like other forms of representation, allows for
the identification of those elements that mark the first step toward exposing reality.
These are the tangible and personal signs that, supported also by the notebook, are memorised by the
traveller/researcher who intuits their hidden potentials.
Demonstrating, discovering and representing a reality that through a new method of discovery, a sort
of 'Grand Tour' of the new millennium, permits the representation of remarkable parts of the territory,
in which the very act of travelling along ancient routes becomes a method and occasion for surveying
the landscape of the past, present and future.
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Fig. 1: Retracing the Sangritana Railway. Departure/Journey/Arrival. Google Survey 2017 (Drawing by autors)

Fig. 2: Panoramic view of the coast from San Vito Chietino. Photo by: Giuseppe Marino 2015
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Fig. 3: Lanciano (Ch), Fiera District. On the rigth a drawing of the 1912 attributed to Filippo Sargiacomo. The site
plan shows the sinuous lines of the Sangritana Railway wrapping a large area occupied by the hippodrome.

Fig. 4: Retracing the Sangritana Railway. From above: vintage postcard Lanciano and San Vito Station. The
drawing belove sintetizes main urban center crossed by the ancient route of Sangritana Railway (Drawing by
Chiara Di Egidio, Tea Di Sabatino, Umberto Frattaroli, 2015)

Fig. 5: Decommissioned railway San Vito Marina (Ch). Photo by Antonella Salucci, 2017.

Fig. 6: Panoramic view from the decommissioned railway San Vito Chietino (Ch). On the background: the
mountain, on the left and the sea, on the rignt. Photo by Antonella Salucci, 2017.
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Fig. 7: 'Departure': Decommissioned Railway Station in Lanciano. Photo by Giuseppe Marino, 2017.

Fig. 8: 'Journey': Decommissioned rails near Treglio. Photo by Giuseppe Marino, 2017
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Fig. 9: 'Journey': Decommissioned rails near San Vito Chietino. Photo by Giuseppe Marino, 2017

Fig. 10: 'Destination': Decomissioned San Vito - Lanciano Railway Station. Photo by Giuseppe Marino, 2017.
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Abstract
This paper concerns the geometrical rules of the hypogeum structures of the Amphitheatre in Pompeii,
as result of three-dimensional analysis of the point cloud model. The hypogeum has the double value
of reference masonry for the elliptical shape tracing, and main distribution path for public circulation
in/out the cavea. The geometrical evaluation of the horizontal, vertical e spacial shape of the annular
barrel vault are particularly described, because the Heritage Building Information Model of the
Amphitheater (the authors are carrying out) starts from the real geometrical construction of the
hypogeum. The authors are carrying the BIM out, think the logical function between the ancient
building site development and the 3D modelling.
Keywords: Pompeii, Amphitheatre, geometry, 3D laser scanner survey, BIM

1.

Introduction

This paper continues the research started with the integrated digital survey of the Amphitheatre in
Pompeii taken place on Spring 2015, which merged four different acquisition data: 3D laser scanning;
traditional and GNSS topographic survey; high resolution photographic mapping; and digital
photogrammetry techniques [1:Abitare la Terra primo articolo]. This complex activity opened a wider
field of investigation on the geometrical rules analysed straight into the georeferenced point cloud
model, to reach the BIM fitting the real shape of the building. So surveying, analysis and modelling
activities concerned the three-dimensional configuration of the amphitheatre about the elliptical
structural elements, the complex hidden distributive paths, and the auditorium terraces.
Among the several results in progress the geometrical analysis highlighted that the Amphitheatre’s
hypogeum has the double value of reference masonry for the elliptical shape tracing, and main
distribution path for public circulation in/out the cavea.
For these reason, the Building Information Model of the Amphitheater starts from the real geometrical
construction of the hypogeum following the logical function between the ancient building site
development and the 3D modelling.
Starting from the arena inputs, places the extremes of the ellipse’s major axis, the hypogeum develops
as four independent corridors, interrupted at the intersection with the minor axis, and traced back to a
single elliptical footprint. In fact, the inner wall follows the elliptical shape with negligible variations
against the regular curve and, as described below, the annular barrel vault follows the geometrical
role. The stairs’ system towards the levels of the auditorium is anchored to the inner wall. In each
sector of the hypogeum, four straight ramps alternate with four pairs of opposite ramps: the first ones
lead to the intermediate portion of the ima-cavea; the second ones lead to the lowest. Straight ramps
follow the direction of the ellipse’s rays, traced along the inner wall of the corridor. The pairs of
opposite ramps follow an elliptical profile parallel to the wall on which they are engraved. These two
constructive elements further emphasise the ordering function of the masonry of the hypogeum.
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Fig. 1: Pompeii Amphitheatre: hypogeum ambulatory during topographical survey by total station and 3D laser
scanning activities.

The complexity of the paths is the result of a clear and functional public distribution project, which
gives to the hypogeum the intangible function skeleton of the building. The division of the elliptical
annular vault into four independent sectors guaranteed a more fluid inflow or outflow of the public (the
Amphitheater had a maximum capacity of 20000 people). The spectator approached one of the four
corridors, then picked the straight or opposite ramps, depending on the level of the cavea to which he
had access. In the ima-cavea he could attend the shows in the front row. Starting from the lower part
of the media-cavea he could rise up to the highest level of the summa-cavea, following the staircases
that subdivided the terraces into homogeneous fields. The direction of these stairs follows the ellipse’s
rays, traced according to the path of the hypogeum.
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2.

Geometric consideration on the plan shape of the hypogeum hallway (A. Avella)

The Blaise Pascal theorem is the most suitable method for assessing the planimetric trajectory of the
hypogeum hallway of the amphitheater, ellipse or oval. This Theorem verifies the conic curves through
the relationship among six of the same curve points by means of alignment of three points inside or
external to the same curve. The theorem is verified through the intersected sides of the hexagon,
having the same six selected points on the horizontal cross-section (999 meters above sea level) of
the hypogeum foundation structures. The theorem, in particular, was applied by selecting points in the
cross-section of the hypogeum inner wall. The analysis was performed in the north quadrant of the
amphitheater, whose geometry is not compromised by brick support arches, unlike other corridors.
The Theorem applied shows the curve is a conic (hyperbole, parabola, ellipse), specifically an ellipse
because it refers to a closed curve, though composed of four branches.
Defined the elliptical geometry of the horizontal cross-section of the hypogeum, the next step was the
graphical identification of the ellipse’s notable points: center and axes (through the plane polarity
theory of projective geometry) and foci.
The center position was calculated by the polarity theory of the projective geometry by performing the
homologous transformation of a circumference into an ellipse. In projective geometry, the polarity of
the theory is a correspondence of three points and straight lines of the projective plane. The search for
constituent elements of the transformation homology (center, axis and pair of corresponding points or,
alternatively, center, axis and straight line) of the circumference in an ellipse is the prerequisite for
applying the polarity theory, thanks to which the center of the conic and the improper straight line pole
can be determined. This property applied to the conic can also be used to locate the axes of the
ellipse: each diameter of a conic curve is polar of an ideal point on the plan, its conjugate diameter is
polar of an ideal point in the direction in which is polar; the axis of the conic curve are the couple of
conjugate diameters that are perpendicular each others.
Axes are determined by another homology that turns the ellipse into circumference (it is the case of
an homology with an ideal point as center).

Fig. 2: Pompeii Amphitheatre: hypogeum ambulatory during topographical survey by total station and 3D laser
scanning activities.
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Fig. 3: Pompeii Amphitheatre. Geometrical and graphics determination of hypogeum ellipse shape and its center
and axis.

3.
A critical and geometrical analysis on the hypogeum barrel annular vault (P.
Argenziano)
The analysis on the plan geometry of the hypogeum space has been the starting point for subsequent
elaborations with reference to the type of arc of the covering vault on this space. The geometry
analysis of the arc required preliminary considerations on the layout of the plans on which the survey
has to be conducted. As explained in the previous essays by the authors in reference to the space of
the ‘cavea’, the elliptical shape plan requires the definition of the direction of the rays, traces of the
planes of the vertical sections on which to analyse the elevation of the structure of the amphitheatre.
For each point of the inner and outer wall ellipse, as well as the elliptical axis of the four corridor parts,
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it is possible to conduct a radius through the center of the ellipse, perpendicular to the ellipse itself or
in a direction which identifies segments of the same length along the three aforementioned ellipses, so
we analyse the sections generated by these different vertical planes for such rays.
The directions identified by the rays that divided the ellipses with same center in equal part recall the
tracing operation of the elliptical compass described by Guidobaldo del Monte, that is, the instrument
capable of tracing continuously the conical section corresponding to the ellipse.
The "regola del filo" (twine rule) is based on the tracing rule of the curved line with a continuous
trajectory. Its theoretical foundation is in that chapter of geometry known as "Theory of the Conical
Sections". According to this theory, the plan shape obtained by applying this rule corresponds to the
conical section called ellipse, that is a convex, continuous and closed plan curve. The application of
the "regola del filo" on the ground is still confirmed today by the way in which this practice is
distinguished from others. In the technical drawing manuals, in fact, the "regola del filo" is usually
associated with the specification of "gardener's method", referring to the practice used by gardeners to
trace neutral ground with the aid of such technique.

Fig. 4: Pompeii Amphitheatre. Vertical section plan on the 3D laser scanner model perpendicular to the inner,
medium and external ellipses of the hypogeum ambulatory.

The invention of elliptical compasses capable of tracing with a continuous motion such curve is far
away. Recently, some drawings contained in the “Atlantic Code” allow to ascribe to Leonardo da Vinci
too some studies on the construction of mechanical instruments for tracing the conic with rapid and
continuous motion. Some original drawings represent, in fact, compasses capable of describing
parables, while some original copies Leonard's drawings show elliptical compasses consisting of three
legs and a brush.
The sections were performed and obtained from the continuous mesh model, point cloud processing,
using the planes passing through these rays and verifying and comparing the results in order to define
the curvature of the arc generator.
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Fig. 5: Pompeii Amphitheatre. Vertical section plan on the 3D laser scanner model according to center of the
ellipses.

Fig. 6: Pompeii Amphitheatre. Vertical section plan on the 3D laser scanner model according to the directions
identified by the rays that divided the ellipses with same center in equal part.
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4.

From the geometric modeling to BIM of the hypogeum (N. Pisacane)

The analysis of the planar profile of the hypogeum corridor and the definition of the geometry of the
arc are the necessary precondition to determine the surface describing the intrados of the annular
vault. The annular vault is a particular type of barrel vault and its geometric genesis develops on a
curvilinear axis instead of straight line. The arc profile, moving along the curved line, describes the
surface. In the case of an annular ring circular, the arches will lay on radial planes with respect to the
center of the circumference, always keeping perpendicular to the circumference and dividing it in
equal intervals. Similarly, in the case of polycentric curve directrix axis -an oval, for example- arc will
lay on radial planes according to the different centers that will define the curve. The case of the
amphitheater of Pompeii and its elliptical plan such geometric considerations is no longer valid since,
recalling the properties of elliptical curves, a straight line passing through the center of the ellipse and
for a generic point of the curve will never coincide with the perpendicular direction in the same point
(except the major and minor axes of the curve). Both directions (radial and perpendicular) will never
divide concentric ellipses in segments of equal length. In fact, it is not possible to trace two equidistant
ellipse in each point along normal directions or through the axis from the center of the curve. The
equidistance between these curves is verified only along the straight lines that have the same
direction used for the ellipse design according to the construction of the cycloid. Along these same
straight lines must be considered the planes containing the generating curves of the annular surface of
the vault.
The defined geometric rules are the basic elements for the BIM processing. The constructional
elements libraries are being developed and their modelling is benefiting from previous geometric
evaluations, also for determining morphological invariants and parametric logic. This is because the
building can be transferred to an orderly system of constructive types, adapted to the amphitheater's
real shape for better approximation between point cloud model and BIM’s objects.

Fig. 7: Pompeii Amphitheatre. Geometrical structure and genesis of the annular barrel vault of the hypogeum
corridor and 3D modeling of the surface of the vault itself.
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Abstract

ACTIVEMODESIGN is a creative
cosmetic activity that
the Mediterranean territory offering a new lifestyle which
progresses through "the culture of waste".

is
oriented
toward
perceives economy differently and

ACTIVEMODESIGN is the design of accessories, clothing, packages, aids and decors aimed at
cosmo-ethics: it produces healthy products and actions related to people and environmental
1
products, "reparative and reinforcing stem cells of the evolutionary processes" Actions
and products coming from "culture" and "knowledge" of the territory, whose potential is to be
optimized and become a subject of the project.
ACTIVEMODESIGN
achieves clothes
and
accessories, proceeding
from a
wide
“habitus”, the territorial area, a "place" to be defined according to the functions it contains distinct
from those of adjacent areas. Everything around us is our “habitus” at macroscopic scale: the way
we live, we behave, up to the very “special clothing”, clothing like a second skin that uses food
scraps and advantageous natural components, recycled materials, natural fibres and colours aimed
at the well-being and safety of territory, environment and people.
ACTIVEMODESIGN experiences the cosmo-ethics activity, as resilient action: every aesthetic
activity must be linked to behavioural ethics, if we act in a natural and careful way as truly
passionate people, we will acquire a different way of conceiving things according to the cosmetic
concept.
Keywords: activemodedesign, cosmo-ethics activity, resilient design, culture of waste, habitus

1. ACTIVEMODESIGN process
ACTIVEMODESIGN process develops through the knowledge of tissue (tessuto s. m. , part. pass.
di tessere), conceived not only as “a complex system of various components making up the structure
of a city or of one of its areas”, but according to biology as” a group of cells (and substances produced
by cells) sharing similar shapes, structure and functions and, for the most part, the same
embryological origin” and even from a botanical view tissue is to be considered as a “ a system of
homogeneous cells coming from the subsequent division of one or more preexisting cells, according to
levels pointing to any direction in the space, according to their functions and characteristics” up to the
concept of tissue as fabric that is a product constituted by a collection of strings, obtained by textile
fibers, weaved on the basis of a specific order”, and ultimately tissue as a text, the plot of a story, or a
series of connected events.

1

C. Gambardella, Introduction Resilience, Day of Resilience Studies, Napoli, 27 gennaio 2017
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Fig. 1-2: ACTIVEMODESIGN: clothing like a second skin that uses food scraps and advantageous natural
components.

The text, from the latin textus (original meaning: plot) is a collection of connected words constituting
a logic, conceptual framework. The text can be also conceived as a system of signs such as:
gesture, expression, and the way to express oneself; in other words the text is a means of
communication. The text is a system characterized by the relationship between different content
units, that are different according to their length and the combination of words and languages
employed.
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Similarly, human body can be considered a text (like clothes and gesture). Every connection
between a form of expression and a content is a text which is to be known through touch.
Obviously the body is a text, in the same way as clothes and gesture. Wherever there is a form of
expression related to a form of content, there is a text, to be known through the touch. The touch.
M. [From Lat. Tactus-Us (der. of Tangĕre «Touch», part. Pass. Tactus) intended, not only, as a
specific sense that allows the recognition of certain physical characters of objects that come into
contact with the surface of the organism, but also as an action, a source of particular sensations,
until it comes to use as a mode of behaviour: shrewdness, delicacy in action; ability to address with
discretion and measure in relation to the conditions.
The relationship between fabric, text and tact implies a resilient way of analyzing and verifying the
potential of a place, of a cultural, historical and environmental moment in order to design products that
meet the needs and possibilities of the users.

Fig. 3: ACTIVEMODESIGN process: text – textus - touch

2. ACTIVEMODESIGN actions: “social design collection”
The “social design collection” is characterized from accessories, clothes, containers, supports and
furniture for the ”benessere” considered as " (well-being =" well-being "or" well-being "), a state that
involves all aspects of the human being, as stated in WHO in 1948: health is something more than
lack of disease : It is a state of complete physical, mental and environmental / social well-being " that
use real and contemporary potential and its waste, designed and prototyped in respecting the
environment and the welfare of the people, aimed at the cosmo-ethics, actions and processes related
benefits to people and the environment (ACTIVEMODESIGN).
In the rankings of the most polluting industries the textile occupies the second place, behind the oil,
also accelerated by the result of the "fast fashion" the clothing at low price to be renewed at every
change of season. A research carried out by Greenpeace Germany indicates that the production of
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clothing has doubled from 2000 to 2014. The average consumer buys more than 60% of garments
each year and their duration has halved by 15 years ago, producing mountains of waste.
Therefore, the research group “LANDESIGN®” Research Group (scientific directors Prof. Sabina
Martusciello, Prof. Maria Dolores Morelli) has activated a "Mediterranean habit" section, starting from
the threefold meaning of habitus, (habit, way of life, living, dressing) It consists of various-fashion
actions (ACTIVEMODESIGN) responding above all to the requirement of "ecological" in the sense of
use of natural materials produced on the spot (eg. use of hemp already in the working land).In order to
produce "beneficial processes" related to the synesthesia and communication.
2.1 ACTIVEMODESIGN products
ACTIVEMODESIGN starting from the threefold meaning of habitus, (habit, way of life, living, dressing)
is composed of various-fashion actions responding mainly to the "ecological" requirement in the sense
of use of natural materials produced on site (e.g. use of hemp already cultivated and in the working
land).
The FlavaAlba collection (LANDESIGN® with Sefora Maria Di Palo and Simona Cupido) uses the
fabric from the family of Cannabinacee, with their breathable, hypoallergenic properties, produced
locally, therefore economical, naturally colored with the Hyperic (Hypericum perforatum L.) and the
Coppered onion (Allium cepa) for a collection of natural garments for babies, or table Balilla
(LANDESIGN ® with Lucia Uccello) that uses the same principles (colours and natural fabrics) with
comfortable solutions for the clothes of teenagers.

Fig. 4: LANDESIGN ®, The FlavaAlba collection, with Sefora Maria Di Palo and Simona Cupido

Another resilient ecological solution, is low price "high fashion" collections, that is what was done by
Ecological, Economical, Essential black, (LANDESIGN ® with Nicola Cioffi) that with only 30 euros,
researching in the widespread second-hand clothing markets present locally has collected historical
items of clothing by Ferrè, D&G, Versace, Ferragamo, Trussardi that are all black (one of the most
polluting colours).
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Fig. 5: LANDESIGN ® Ecological, Economical, Essential black, with Nicola Cioffi

The LANDESIGN ® resilent response to fashion is also given by the reuse of the textile scrap
produced by local companies (Kiton, le Zirre Napoli)
The Concavus/convexus collection (LANDESIGN ® with Martina Persico and Filomena Cozzolino)
uses waste products to compose accessories and dresses with contemporary shapes derived from the
study of new architectures and artistic products that are typical of the eriod between 2010-2020 and it
is linked to the process activated with the English Company “Designer Guild” taking part in the action
of the research project aimed at giving a new function to the unused tissues which can develop into
clothes , handbags, jewels to tell a story, once again a text.
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Fig. 5-6: LANDESIGN® The Concavus/convexus collection, with Martina Persico and Filomena Cozzolino

"Active" text clothes made with foods, fibres impregnated with natural essences, technical fabrics and
smart in order to produce "beneficial processes" related to senses and communication, linked to the
power of touch, as in the collection of the Synesthesia (LANDESIGN ® with Anna Candela).
The relationship between fabric, text and touch of ACTIVEMODESIGN has also developed in the YSL
ad Septimum, Modelis, Zibaldone collections (LANDESIGN ® with Antonia Marino and Alessandra
Sepe, with Michael Ruggiero and Rosa Velardi) using the local fabric composed of traditions,
shapes, colours, functions, behaviours, as material for accessories, objects and clothes.
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Fig.
Fig. 7-8: LANDESIGN® YSL ad Septimum, collections, with Antonia Marino and Alessandra Sepe.
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Fig. 9: LANDESIGN® Texuture collections, with Michael Ruggiero.
3. ACTIVEMODesign as the resilient design
ACTIVEMODESIGN responds in a resilient way also by adopting the economic principle par
excellence (all parts of the habitus must respond to a proper function, using existing resources without
wasting) with the collections Partes and Contento (LANDESIGN ® respectively with Rossella De
Stefano and Brunella Asciuti), in the strict correspondence (oixonimia), they decline the first the
possibility of a modified and combinable use of resources (Omnia Munda Mundis) and the second an
essential use of them, that is conscious and rewarding.
ACTIVEMODESIGN is now analyzing the theme of the "most expensive dress", not in its cost, but in
its emotional value, of memory, recovering the clothes and the accessories that people do not wear
anymore and do not throw away because they want to remember an event, a particular moment of life,
launching the challenge that "a dress can last thirty years... and perhaps more" able to withstand
events , changes, crises, containing the whole person: body, mind and heart (n functions clothing),
assigning to design a truly resilient role.
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Fig. 10: LANDESIGN® Contento, with Brunella Asciuti.
Fig. 11: LANDESIGN® Partes, with Rossella De Stefano.
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Abstract
Barcino 3D is a project that seeks to unify archaeological knowledge, allowing the formal definition of
Barcelona at the end of the third century, designed for the dissemination of archaeological heritage to
all types of public, through a set of interactive applications for web, smartphones and tablets (IOS and
Android).
This article defines the methodologies used for the virtual construction of Barcino and its territory, based
on a procedural construction and Geographic Information Systems (GIS), allowing to propose different
approaches of the city. In this process, archaeological information is organized based on rule-base
modeling and database management, with multiple levels of information, at different scales: territorial,
urban and architectural. These models are optimized to the different platforms, to transmit knowledge
and direct visualization between the present Barcelona and the colony of Barcino at the end of the III
century.
Keywords: Heritage, Barcino 3D, archeology, Geographic Information Systems, WEB app, iOS app,
Android app

1. Introduction
Barcino3D is a project that seeks to unify archaeological knowledge, which allows the formal definition
of Barcelona at the end of the third century, and transmits the knowledge of roman archeology through
a Web application [1], designed for the dissemination of Archaeological heritage to all types of Public,
and a set of applications for smartphones and tablets (IOS and Android, which can be downloaded for
free from their platforms), to expand this spread. This task is part of the initiative of the Barcelona City
Council with the Pla Barcino, launched in 2012, whose purpose is the recovery and enhancement of the
heritage of the Roman city.
This project focuses on Barcelona with origin in Colonia lulia Augusta Faventia Paterna Barcino,
founded between 15 and 10 BC, placed where today we locate Ciudad Vella. Part of studies carried out
by archaeologists, historians, epigraphists, documents generated after Archaeological excavations and
patrimonial studies, all of them documented in the archelogical Letter [2]. This base has been
supplemented with data obtained by comparison, referencing to roman cities that were contemporary of
Barcino, as well as knowledge of treatises and studies of urbanism at this time. All this has allowed to
generate a series of multi-scale models, creating a hypothesis about unknown roman city aspects.
The chronological framework in which the project takes place, is Barcelona at the end of the third century
when a transformation of the city took place, such as the construction of a second walled enclosure, the
beginning of the remodeling of the great domus (Archeological studies are currently underway), the
incorporation of privately owned thermal springs, and the growth of the city through occupation of the
streets.
We start from the idea that the users can approach the city through three scales: a territorial model that
reaches up to 80km, another one that is based on a model of Barcino at city scale taking into account
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its context, and the last one, architectural models of unique buildings and first-person tours through the
streets.
These scales require different levels of detail of the models, generating for each scale a level of
representation that confronts archaeological information, both on a scale of detail, and the ideal of city
and territory. Therefore, the process of generating them is divided in two parts: the construction of the
territorial model and the construction of the urban procedural one.
For the construction of the territorial model, we start with Barcino's landscape studies in the territorial
and urban context of Barcino scale, integrating different geo-referenced information on the same base,
such as studies of Roman roads, tributaries, archaeological studies, the coastline, aqueduct path
studies, DTM (Digital Terrain Models) and crop studies. All this to achieve an integral vision of both the
context close to the city and the landscape that surrounds this urban nucleus, which is connected to the
vast network of Roman cities.
In order to address the construction of the urban procedural model in a massive way, making a
parametric model has been required. This effort has been combined with the design of unique elements
(aqueduct, domus, temple, towers, basilica). Parametric modeling allows the reconstruction of the
elements of the city thanks to the application of rules that establish a range of plausible randomness to
the elements where there is no archaeological evidence. In this process, what is known will influence
the most on the program’s decision making, creating hypotheses about the part of the city that is
unknown to us.
These models are integrated in applications that start from the approximation of archaeological
characteristics in the different scales developed, that allow to relate in each section of the applications
the colony and the territory of Barcino with the territory and city of Barcelona. This is achieved not only
relating information but doing it in a way that is easy to understand and locate it in the space of the
current city.
1.1 Antecedent
The main reference of restitution and diffusion in multiple scales is the project Roma Reborn, is an
international project that illustrates the urban development of the ancient city of Rome, of the first
settlements of the Late Bronze Age (about 1000 BC) until the depopulation of the city in the Middle
Ages. This project has had several stages of development, reaching the Rome Reborn version 2.1 in
2010 [3].
To make Barcino’s different models, data with the vestiges of the Roman Colony, that can be visited
today, was collected in different layers of information. The base documentation [Fig. 1] are pathways
and centurion [4] studies, documentation of the Villas found [5] and topography. The urban structure is
based on studies of “Planta de la ciutat romana als segles” [6]; the construction of the urban model of
Barcino takes into account the developments in the publication “Presència i lligams territorials de
Barcelona” [7]; the context of the urban scale, part of the Institut Català d’Arqueologia Clássica ICAC
map [8]; all of them being modified based on archaeological sites “Guías de historia urbana
Barcino/BCN” [9].

Fig. 1: Examples of base documentation used

1.2 Georreferenciation
Thanks to the documentation provided by the Archeology Service of Barcelona (Institut de cultura de
Barcelona ICUB), 15 files in shape format and a digital model of the DTM terrain were identified in the
ED50 - UTM 31N projection, which served for the reconstruction Virtual of Barcino late 3rd century.
All the base information has been transformed into the UTM 31N projection, with the ETRS89 reference
ellipsoid, to be able to superimpose it to the current cartography. Even so, to be able to work with the
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different programs, and not to have problems between the different formats, a transformation of all the
bases has had to be realized.
A four-parameter translation has been performed to bring the center of the urban model (XUTM =
431210.0m, YUTM = 4581570.0m) to the coordinate origin. Thus, by the territorial model the
characteristics are the following:
Coordinates center: X = -1450.0m; Y = 1855.0m
Range Heights: Min = 0m; Max = 516m
Dimensions: X = 20000m; Y = 20000m

2. Construction of scientific and diffusion models
2.1 Territorial scale
We have worked on a digital model of the terrain with contours to highlight the adaptation to the city’s
terrain and especially the two hills that make up the original site of the colony: the one known as Mons
Taber, and the one that would be in the Sant Just square.
2.1.1

Definition of the territory and coastline

Barcino has been worked on three different scales: the territorial, the urban and the architectural; each
with its corresponding DTM. The territorial scale is based on the current topography, which has been
removed from the digital terrain model of large infrastructures [Fig. 2]. Next, two images are shown
scaled to 8bits, since the base worked is a float16bits and the changes are not perceptible to the naked
eye. The left image has drawn the current road structure, and the other one without it, is the one used
in the territory of Barcino.

Fig. 2: Terrain current urban scale and Barcino late 3rd century (MDT)

For the urban scale has been used the DTM provided by the Servei d'Arqueologia of Barcelona, which
recognizes the existence of a second hill, apart from Mons Taber, in the vicinity of the square of Sant
Just.
As far as the coastline is concerned, the different existing hypotheses have been superimposed [Fig. 3]
to different scales and chronology to finish establishing a reference distance from the sea gate.

Fig. 3: Images 20km. (Left): Superposition of the different layers. (Right): Resultant images used at territorial scale
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2.1.2

Territorial structure. Routes, centurion, villas and the aqueduct

The context where Barcino is located is mostly rural, on which villas for agricultural production are
distributed. The archaeological remains, that have been found, mark their link between the villages, the
layout of the road network and the plot of the centurion.
Roads of Barcino: The road axes used are based on Palet's studies [4], which integrate archaeomorphological analysis to a single plane, through the implementation of Geographic Information
Systems.
The necropolises, which had to be outside the city, normally near the entrance of the city, were
distributed on the roads for hygienic, symbolic and traditional reasons, as well as being contemplated
in Roman legislation, generating what is now considered as the Roman tombways. In Barcino, several
Roman necropolises have been located, emphasizing the sepulchral way of the plaza of the Vila de
Madrid, from centuries I to III and a necropolis of the centuries I to V, that is placed in the present
Atarazanas Reales of Barcelona.
Criteria for delimiting the centurion and structure of the Ager: The centuriation was the division in
which the territory that surrounded the Roman cities was divided. It was an ideal, regular grid, usually
linked to the road network that connected the cities with the Empire.
The restitution in the publication “Centuriació i estructuració de l’ager de la Colònia Barcino” [4] confirms
the existence of a centuried grid in the central sector of the flat area of Barcelona.
Delimitation: The limits of the centurion are between the river Besòs and Llobregat, from the first slopes
of the coastal mountain range to the coastline. It is bounded to the south and north by the branches of
the Via Augusta, which go from Barcino to the valley of the Llobregat and the Strait of Montcada.
Territorial modulation: The basic modulation is 15 by 20 actus, visible in the central zone near the
urban center, along with islands modulated to 15 actus, present in the central sector - south of the center
of Barcelona (Sarrià, les Corts, l ' Hospitalet, Esplugues).
Orientation: The northeast / southwest orientation of the centurion seeks parallelism with the coastline
and mountain range, accommodating the grid to the natural slope, favoring the circulation and drainage
of the waters. The orientation of the plot is 49° 30' sexagesimal, conditioned by the terrain.
Roman Villa: The roads connect the agricultural production, and the exploitation of fertile lands of the
ager was distributed in the territory villas.
Aqueduct: Aqueducts were essential to bring the best quality water to cities [12], to satisfy basic needs
and leisure. To such an extent that, public works were carried out to guarantee civil and political rights,
around the concept civilitas (civility). Barcino fed from the sources of Montcada and brought the water
through an aqueduct of eleven kilometers, mostly buried, that was adapted to the topography of the
terrain [Fig. 4].

Fig. 4: Georeferencing of databases, in relation to the layout of the aqueduct

2.1.3

Landscape. Crops and orography

For each of the scales worked, three textures had to be made: 21st century, late third century and a
mixture of both. The basic documentation has been extracted from the Institut Cartogràfic and Geològic
de Catalunya (ICGC).
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GENERAL CONTEXT: A circumference of 80km in diameter. From the DTM of 15 meters resolution of
the ICGC, it has been optimized to get a mesh of about 30,000 polygons. Due to the texture of the late
third century, the appearance of Baétulo had to be taken into account [Fig. 5].
TERRITORIAL: A square of 20km each side. From the MDT of 5 meters of resolution of the ICGC, the
great infrastructures of the city of Barcelona had to be softened [Fig. 2], such as the Rondes or access
roads to the city, and the land, lowered to mark the coastline of the late third century. Later it has been
optimized until obtaining a mesh of about 19,000 polygons. As for the texture, up to six different layers
have been superimposed to obtain the resulting image.
Premises for the definition of crops in the landscape [4]:
• Some studies based on the analysis of pollen determine that in Barcino, grains and vine were
grown, and that there was little olive cultivation.
• These studies also determine that landscape modifications are more typical of natural evolution
than of an impact of human action, hence the predominance of wooded areas called Silva.
• Among these wooded areas there are areas for crops, which were a kind of mosaic in the
landscape.
• Studies indicate that a specialized, intensive and small-scale type of agriculture was practiced,
which had an impact on the transformation of space.
• The largest areas of cultivation are in the Llobregat, as there is evidence of extensive agricultural
activity, dominated by the cultivation of vine and cereals.
• Another area of cultivation is the southern slope of Montjuïc, with forests populated by perennial
oaks, pine trees and deciduous trees lived with the cultivation of the vine and, later, of the cereals.

Fig. 5: Mix between the current image and the late III century (Left image), and perspective with the horizon view
at 80km (Right image)

BÁRCINO: A square of 1km each side. From the MDT facilitated by the ICUB, it has been optimized to
a mesh of about 11,000 polygons. In addition, a mesh of about 4,000 polygons has been made to make
the moat around the wall. In this case, apart from the three textures (current, 3rd century BC [Fig. 6] and
mixtures), a specific texture had to be made by trench of the wall.
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Fig. 6: Superposition of the different layers (left image) and images resulting from the texture used in the Barcino
environment (right image)

2.2 Barcino on the urban scale
The vestiges of the Roman Barcelona appear in a very punctual form and generally of partial form. Even
so, they have allowed archeology to reconstruct certain elements with a high historical rigor. In addition,
especially in the case of the wall, archaeologists have discovered whole sections of wall, which have
allowed the obtaining standard parameters for the realization of the procedural model.
The reconstruction has taken place in two parts. On the one hand, rigid models of some elements and
buildings have been made: the most documented (known domus), and the ones that have needed a
more detailed definition because of its relevance (temple, basilica, curia). On the other hand, the
elements (wall, domus, thermal, aqueduct) of which only a part of them has been recorded, have been
reconstructed through parametric modeling.
The procedural modeling has allowed to reconstruct elements of the city, of which no information is
available, applying the same parameters as the elements that we know, setting the actual value of the
known elements and leaving a random range for unknowns. In addition, the fact of working with all the
georeferenced elements allows to compare in real time the reconstructed model of the end of the third
century with the present.
2.2.1

Roman wall, towers and gates

The founding wall of Barcino was aimed at demonstrating imperial power. It was the wall of the third
century, with its 76 towers, that made Barcino an impregnable fortified enclosure [10].
For the parametric modeling of the fortification, [Fig. 7] it has been established 4 types of walls
(foundational, imperial low, both mixed and both with access stairs), 3 tower typologies (rectangular,
semicircular and polygonal) and 3 types of doors (the two doors to the cardo maximus are modeled with
The same rule).
The first wall: The perimeter of the founding wall of Barcino was established following the strict
principles that the Romans applied when choosing the locations for their cities: the situation on a high
ground, the climate, the existence of water resources and the fertility of the territory. According to these
criteria, the first fortified enclosure of the city was erected in the 1st century BC around Mount Tabor.
The construction was carried out in a context of peace and because of that, it did not respond as much
to the defensive logic as to the symbolic will of prestige and visibility of the new political institutions
dictated by the emperor Augustus.
The perimeter of the vallum (Roman wall) was eminently rectangular, but had the lateral angles
chamfered, because it had to adapt to the topography. It covered a course of about 1,315 meters, was
eight meters high and two meters thick, and was built with Montjuïc’s sandstone. Four monumental
gates embellished and further enhanced the sense of representation of the Empire.
The second Roman Wall: In the low empire period, at the end of the third century, the founding
perimeter of Barcino was transformed with the construction of a new wall: the previous one was
reinforced with two meters of width of the wall, that gained to the suburbium, and was embellished with
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seventy-six towers. Thus, the founding wall became the interior wall of the new fortified enclosure:
Barcino became an impassable fortified enclosure.
The real importance of the Barcino wall lies in this transformation, since, thanks to its impregnability, the
city was able to overcome the crisis derived from the end of the imperial dominion and did not die out,
as it happened with many other Roman cities. For this same reason, was chosen as capital of the
Visigothic kingdom, after Roman Empire, and from year 1931 forms part of the municipal patrimony,
because of its historical significance.
The entrance doors to the city: Of the four gates that gave access to the city, there are only vestiges
of those that connected with the decumanus maximus. Even so, it has been considered that the four
doors are composed of a large central arch flanked by two smaller arches.

Fig. 7: Comparative perspective of the procedural model generated on the current orthophotography of the city

2.2.2

Urban structure, roads and subdivision of the domus

The urban structure forms part of the perimeter of the city, on which the interior was structured, dividing
the interior into four parts, intersecting two axes, the main streets: the cardo maximus (orientated from
north to south) and decumanus maximus (West to east). All the secondary streets are structured from
that intersection and the knowledge of the Roman standard cities, designed on parallel and
perpendicular streets, marking a grid. From these new intersections emerged each insula (block of
houses).
Other factors that influenced the Urban structure are the topographical characteristics, which came to
alter the orientation as the delimitation of the city. The colony is erected on two hills, the Mount Táber
and another small hill, forcing to adapt the usual regular square or rectangular form of the Roman cities.
For this reason, the cardo maximus does not exactly have a north-south orientation.
For the realization of the procedural model it is necessary to have the base documentation in vector
format [Fig. 8], so we had to vectorize the raster information that was available converting all the
elements into lines or polygons.

Fig. 8: Documentation base Barcino. (Left): Vector information base provided by the ICUB. (Center): Example
raster base information provided by ICUB (Right): Base vector information made by LMVC
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2.2.3

Aqueduct in the city

In the Roman world, water also became one of the most visible expressions of dignitas (dignity),
because it determined the level of Romanity, that is, the level of civilization of the city. The dignitas
demanded strict sanitation measures, linked to both clean and dirty water. As for the clean water, the
best water had to reach all the public fountains and the spaces of corporal hygiene and leisure, that is
to say, the baths. As for the dirty ones, it was necessary to guarantee the evacuation of the waste water
through an interconnected sewer system [11].
Exterior of Barcino: The arrival of the aqueduct in the city has been made from the foundations found
in the excavations at Plaça Nova, the remains of the Casa del Arcediano and the section seen from the
Plaça del Vuit de Març [Fig. 9].

Fig. 9: Evidence aqueduct. Left: Excavation Plaça Nova. Center: Casa del Ardiaca. Right: Place Vuit de Maig

Although it is observed the arrival of two aqueducts to the door of the Plaça Nova, there is no evidence
of the existence of these. So it has been chosen to represent a single aqueduct that comes to the surface
near the Plaza de Sant Pere, and forks in a castellum aquae before entering the city.
Interior of Barcino: The urban distribution of water required infrastructures called castellum aquae,
which constituted urban water reservoirs. According to Vitrubio, they were divided into three sub-sites
(the triplex immisarium), which distributed water unevenly between public fountains, thermal baths and
some private houses.
In Barcino, there is evidence of the existence of two of these infrastructures. A castellum aquae (in Latin
"water castle") is a water reservoir located in the highest part of the city, it was located in the highest
area of Mount Táber, near the present square of Sant Jaume, some seventeen meters above sea level,
on one side of the forum touching the decumanus maximus. This elevation was the most appropriate
for downward sloping water circulation. In addition, it is very likely that the arrival of water in such an
emblematic space of the city would be monumentalized with a fountain. The other water distributor in
the city was located on the other elevation of the land, in the present square of Sant Just, where it has
also been represented with a fountain.

Fig. 11: Sección longitudinal y tangencial del terreno con la muralla y el Forum

Documented Domus: At present, a total of seven domuses have been documented within the walled
enclosure of Barcino [12], but the archeology service of Barcelona has for the time being only been able
to reconstruct a total of four: Domus de Sant Iu, Domus de Sant Honorat, Domus de Sant Miquel [Fig.
12] and Domus de Bisbe Caçador. These models had to be optimized to be able to be added to the
models at different representation scale.
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Domus models based on procedural rules: The procedural model [Fig. 9] was carried out with the
support of the Barcelona Archeology Service. In the parametric model only the Barcino in the interior of
the wall was made, in the context of the completion of the construction of the low-imperial wall, towards
the end of the third century.
The procedural method consists in projecting polygons in vector format to the ground and then applying
to them programming rules (a series of functions in Python programming language) that constructs the
model in function of the pre-established parameters.
For the construction of the model, a total of 22 different standards have been made to model the different
elements, as have been more than 50 different textures, that combined with the different colors provide
the materials used for the texturing of the model.

Fig. 9: Procedural model. (Left): Base vector information, on which the different programming rules have been
applied. (Right): Perspective of the procedural model generated

Fig. 13: Perspective of the procedural model and its relationship with the environment

3. Conclusions
This work has been useful to unify archaeological bases, which had not previously been confronted,
through its georeferencing, through the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS), both vector and
raster information. This allowed an integral view of Barcino.
In this process it was indispensable to establish an exact chronology to which the model refers, Barcino
at the end of the third century, being the date in which the construction of the second wall was completed.
In addition, in the 3D model, only the inner city of the walls was developed, understanding that there
were already buildings outside of them.
The constructions of the procedural models have allowed to confront the different data bases and to
generate different versions of the Roman colony, which were analyzed with a group of experts of the
service of archeology of Barcelona. This methodology has allowed to generate more than 10 proposals
of urban models, being these models the point of understanding between disciplines. Modeling through
code has allowed the urban model to be modified quickly and systematically, allowing a great flexibility
in decision making.
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This parametric model allows the 3D and territorial models to be edited, based on the new knowledge
and reflections that are acquired from the colony of Barcino at the end of the III century AC and will be
updated as new evidence appears. As it is a geo-referenced model that combines traditional and
parametric modeling, this updating process can be performed in a simple way. Allowing for a dialogue
between disciplines, in the search for greater knowledge of Barcino, being a model that can evolve.
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Abstract
Historic heritage centers, very often, do have to deal with natural disasters - earthquakes, floods, fires
- and other produced adversities, resulting from social conflicts, such as vandalism and terrorism that
contemporary society is facing. The conditioning characteristics of historic centers, tight urban layouts,
architectural barriers, degraded buildings, lack of resources and evacuation plans, increase the
vulnerability of these centers for natural disasters and intentional violence.
Urban rehabilitation or conservation plans have to integrate security plans. These plans in first
instance concern the protection of the well being of the direct and indirect participants and the
preservation of the built heritage and on a second thought they become also of interest for the study of
sustainability regarding durability, economy and environmental friendliness. This study makes an
approach to develop a method for the analysis of sustainability of urban and architectural design
plans. It is based on a research about the sustainability of masonry of bricks and stones, which
constitutes the majority of built heritage. The achieved results are taken to lift the research to a further
level of analyzing the architectural design in its horizontal dimension and its urban configuration. It
marks a starting point with formulated indicators and a methodology of survey, which enables to
improve and develop new indicators and surveying methods adjusted to specific projects that reveal
sustainability data of a project from its early stages.
Keywords: rehabilitation, architectural design, embodied energy, gas emissions

1. Preliminary work
Suburbs are not only out of city centers. In city centers, the empty, abandoned old center could also
be identified as a “suburb”. These areas can be reanimated and brought to life again through
adequate rehabilitation of “suburbs” to residency areas with appropriate quality and in conformity with
the neighborhood. Studies, surveys and redevelopment plans are proposed for «re-civilizing» the old
decadent city centers - buildings, squares, streets, parks, bridges, waterfronts - for the purpose of
preserving heritage and in order to adapt and revitalize creative “places of social consolidation” to
contemporary life and recovering the aesthetic and broad senses of “civility”.
Preserving and safeguarding the identity and original authenticity are targets to accomplish, in an
action of conservation, restoration or rehabilitation of buildings and urban zones, taking into account
that interventions respect the values of compatibility, adaptability and reversibility. Any intervention
that takes place will depend on a historical survey, which ideally includes the knowledge of the origin,
the design, materials and construction techniques used, occupants and constructive interventions
realized. Two objectives are considered, first, to develop a methodology that enables to find the right
rehabilitation solution on urban and building level, including seismic reinforcement. For this attempt
solutions must be studied, which guarantee environmental and economical sustainability, well being of
the direct and indirect participants, and furthermore preserve the historical testimony of many years,
adapted to the present and foreseeable forthcoming standards of life.
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This is an approach to respond to the progress of environmental architecture, which is becoming more
and more of interest as economy and politics draw the attention to the issues of energy consumption
and gas emissions. Researchers being aware of this development have studied this subject very
carefully and much analyzes has been conducted for the Life Cycle Assessments (LCA) of
architectural projects [1 – 6].
This paper is based on a research, titled “Sustainability of Masonry”, that started in 2009 and
continues to be developed and widened to analyze the economical and environmental sustainability of
masonry and its combinations with other materials, considering also the architectural design that
influences the sustainability. The title refers to the old building we encounter in the city centers. The
results of this continues research has been presented and published many times, two of them deliver
the basis data for this part of the research. This data concern environmental indicators, as embodied
energy and carbon dioxide emissions. The data and indicators are determined by method of
comparison. For this purpose a digital building model is developed, which serves for the calculation of
the embodied energy and carbon dioxide emissions [7, 8].
“LCA is principally regulated by ISO 14040. The standard considers also the possibility of comparison
giving some recommendations for this purpose. To fulfill these recommendations functional units must
be created for the comparison of products. The functionality of the units must be evaluated in the
sense that products to compare should perform the same function at the same extent and operate
under the same physical and environmental conditions” [7]
“The conditions to create are the minimum necessary structure, to use the minimum quantity of
materials and to design similar thermal comfort to guarantee the same habitat quality. The comparison
analyses the embodied energy and the carbon dioxide emissions of the construction materials from
cradle to delivery at construction site, considering extraction, transportation, transformation and the
production” [7]
Following the recommendations of ISO 14040 a simple digital model is developed that corresponds
with existing habitat dimensions regarding room sizes and configuration that can be encountered in
the historic centers of Portuguese cities (Fig. 1).

	
  

	
  
Fig. 1: Ground floor of the digital model [7].
2

The digital model is limited to three floors, each 167,62 m , to enable masonry construction in seismic
zones. It is once considered as mixed concrete brick structure with columns, beams and slabs in
concrete and exterior walls in thermic bricks, interior walls aligned with the columns in normal common
bricks for interior. Than, the model is considered as non-reinforced masonry structure consisting of
exterior walls in thermic bricks, but of more resistant quality to fulfill the minimum necessary strength.
The structural inner walls are of clinker bricks to provide the necessary stiffness requested for
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masonry structures. The slabs are designed as concrete beams and clay block ceilings. For both
models thermal insulation is also considered to provide the appropriate comfort and wellbeing. Only
the materials described are considered for the study. Division walls, doors, windows, revetment and
other materials are equal in both models and are therefore excluded for emphasizing the differences
between the structural materials used in the models. The specification of the two building models are
resumed as follows [9-15]:
General characteristics
Number of floors: 3, maximum height of the building 9.50 m
Flat roof
Usage: Residential or office
Location: Seismic zone
Concrete Model CM
Columns, beams and slabs: reinforced concrete C25/20, steel A400
Exterior wall: 290 mm, thermal brick; thermal conductivity: 0,27 W/mK, compressive strength 3 MPa
3
and specific weight of 8,6 kN/m
3
Interior wall: 115 mm brick with specific weight of 7,8 kN/m
External thermal insulation: 3 cm with thermal conductivity of 0,035 W/mK
Masonry Model MM
Exterior wall: 290 mm, thermal brick; thermal conductivity: 0,27 W/mK, compressive strength 10 MPa
3
and specific weight of 18 kN/m
3
Interior wall: 115 mm, clinker brick, compressive strength 45 MPa and specific weight of 13 kN/m
2
Mortar: M7,5 (fm = 7,5 N/mm )
Slab: pre fabricated concrete beams and clay blocks 40x16x25 cm, 20 cm height and specific weight
3
of 8,2kN/m
External thermal insulation: 3 cm with thermal conductivity of 0,035 W/mK.
The models are designed for minimum structural strength to keep the quantity of construction material
as low as possible to guarantee a just comparison of the environmental data. For the same purpose a
nearly equal general thermal conductivity of the building models is designed to have similar thermal
performances and operational energy consumption during 50 years of usage [7].

2. Imported data
In this chapter the results of the comparison between CM and MM are shown in brief.
First the weights are compared in Table 1, which gives a first hint how the differences will be between
the two models.
Tab. 1: Comparison of masses in kg, CM and MM [15]

Construction Material

CM

Difference
(CM-MM)

MM

Difference (%)

Brick (exterior)

99.849

219.866

-120.017

-120

Brick (interior)

23.793

45.211

-21.418

-90

0

48.871

-48.871

-

457.691

145.350

+312.341

+68

Steel, rods

26.838

6.762

+20.076

+75

Mortar

25.844

27.282

-1.438

-5,6

TOTAL

634.015

493.342

+140.673

+22

Ceiling clay block
Concrete

In Table 1 we can verify a significant increase in brick material in the MM but also a heavy decrease in
concrete and steel, which leads to a total reduction of 22% of construction material in the MM
compared to CM.
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Tab. 2: Comparison of CO2 emissions (kgCO2) [15]

CO2 emissions

CM

MM

Difference (%)

Concrete

45.769

14.535

68

Brick

12.364

31.395

-154

5.505

5.811

-5,6

37.573

9.467

75

101.211

70.686

30

5.577

4.044

27

106.788

65.251

39

Mortar
Steel, rods
Total at fabric gate
Transport
TOTAL

The same pattern as in Table 1 can be found in Table 2 with the difference that for calculation of
carbon dioxide emissions the transport of the construction materials is also considered. Overall, the
MM has 39% less carbon dioxide emissions as CM.
Tab. 3: Comparison of embodied energy (MJ) [15]

Embodied energy

CM

MM

Difference (%)

Concrete

370.730

117.734

68

Brick

126.114

320.227

-154

36.182

38.195

-5.6

466.981

117.659

75

1.000.007

593.815

41

27.989

16.168

42

1.027.996

609.982

41

Mortar
Steel, rods
Total at fabric gate
Transport
TOTAL

Table 3 confirms the expected pattern verified in the previous tables and presents the indicator for
embodied energy; masonry building might save 41% in embodied energy in comparison with
conventional reinforced concrete structure.
2

Tab. 4: Comparison of embodied energy and CO2 emission per m of construction [15]

2

CO2 Emissions (kgCO2/m )
2

Embodied Energy (MJ/m )

CM

MM

212

130

2044

1213

With Table 4 I conclude the introduction of data from previous researches. This table shows carbon
dioxide emissions and embodied energy per square meter of construction for the two construction
solutions discussed.

3. Typical architecture and environmental indicators
3.1. The Models constellations
To approach the architectural and urban design in the context of sustainability, the next step for this
study is to analyze the model and its benchmarks concerning its horizontal development, equal as the
study before the models are developed once in reinforced concrete and brick walls and the other in
unreinforced masonry. For this purpose the studied model is used, but only with one floor to highlight
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the horizontal factor, having in mind that floors can be added according to the conditions and
limitations already studied.

Model 1

Model 3

Model 2

Model 4

Model 6

Model 5
Fig. 1: Constellation of the Models 1 to 6

The basic Model 1 in Figure 1 that has been treated before is now multiplied in both horizontal
directions. Model 5 completes the horizontal development and any further integer multiplication would
be an unnecessary repetition, the data of which can easily be assessed according the established
models. Model 6 is an exemption, as it is equal with Model 5, but having an out-of-door space, as
shown as a gray striped zone. This model represents a more elaborated architecture in comparison to
the other models that are extremely simple.
Although Model 1 is simply multiplied by integer numbers, 2, 3 and 4, but the construction area is not a
multiple of an integer number, as exterior walls turn into common interior walls of the models
combinations. Therefor the growth factor is not proportional; this relation is presented in Table 5.
Models 2 and 3 are a duplication of Model 1, but their construction area is a multiple of less than 2,
1,98 and 1,97 respectively. With the increase of the combinations the multiply factor of the
construction area is slightly reducing, which can be observed in case of Model 5 with 3,91.
Tab. 5: Construction areas of the models.

Models

Multiplying factor

Construction area m

2

Factor

1

1

167,62

1,00

2

2

332,26

1,98

3

2

330,52

1,97

4

3

493,09

2,94

5

4

655,16

3,91

6

4

515,16

3,07

Note: In Model 6 the out-of-door area is not considered as built area.

3.2. The Models masses
For the determination of the carbon dioxide and the embodied energy the mass quantities of the
different construction materials are fundamental. The masses must be quantified in detail for accurate
results. In Table 6 the total masses of each model once in reinforced concrete and brick (C) and the
other in unreinforced masonry (M) are presented to show the differences between the models.
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Tab. 6: The total masses (kg) of the construction materials of each model.

Models

C

M

Difference (%)

1

284.077

190.382

33

2

544.951

354.043

35

3

527.465

333.006

37

4

772.456

494152

36

5

1.00.5578

606.115

40

6

909.148

581.051

36

3.3. The environmental data
The same way, as in the previous chapter explained, the CO2 emissions and embodied energy are
calculated for the six models according to detailed mass quantities. Table 7 presents the CO2
emissions and Table 8 the embodied energy for all models in the two construction solutions. The
values include also the CO2 emissions and embodied energy related to transport of the material.
Therefore, the data presenting in these tables can be considered as values from cradle to site.
Tab. 7: Carbon dioxide emissions (kgCO2) of each model.

Models

C

M

Difference (%)

1

50.873

28.580

44

2

92.643

50.070

46

3

90.003

47.277

47

4

128.867

68.340

47

5

167.216

83.322

50

6

140.643

78.880

44

The difference between the two construction systems is more or less the same for all the models, but
we may observe a slight derivation in the models 5 and 6. The reason is because of relatively less
exterior walls compared to the slabs regarding model 5 and in case of model 6 an increase of exterior
walls (out-of-door space) and a reduction of slabs, which expresses itself in a less difference of 44%
equal to Model 1 that has nearly the same ratio of external wall and slab.
Tab. 8: Embodied energy (MJ) of each model.

Models

C

M

Difference (%)

1

459.421

251.182

45

2

883.265

471.238

47

3

858.258

444.060

48

4

1.252.249

661.005

47

5

1.644.755

816.564

50

6

1.367.563

766.504

44

Table 8 shows exactly the same pattern as expected from Table 7. If we consider Model 6 as
appropriate representing a more complex architecture, it can be concluded that for both, the carbon
dioxide emissions and the embodied energy, 44% reduction can be achieved in simple unreinforced
masonry with one floor. If we cross the previous data from the three-floor model with these results the
reduction for masonry will be 42,5% for three floors. This little minor reduction reflects the fact that in
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reinforced concrete construction you can reduce the mass of concrete and reinforcement in the upper
floors on the contrary of masonry.
2

Tab. 9: Comparison of embodied energy and CO2 emission per m of construction for Model 6

2

CO2 Emissions (kgCO2/m )
2

Embodied Energy (MJ/m )

C

M

273

153

2655

1488

In Table 9 we find the indicators for carbon dioxide emission and embodied energy per square meter
for a one-floor building. We verify also that the values are a little bit higher than in Table 4 that refers
to the digital model with three floors. This relation is due to the fact that in a single floor building the
ratio of material quantity and construction area is higher than in three floors, first because of the
ground floor slab in general and second especially in case of Model 6 the ratio of exterior wall to
construction area is higher.

3. Conclusion
Very often rehabilitation of historic centers that are degraded by age or disaster is accompanied by
reinforcement of the building with newer construction materials especially in seismic zones. By this
research I intend to find out in case of old buildings that do not exceed four floors, if the usage of
traditional construction materials in their new versions may bring benefits for the society. In my
previous researches I compared reinforced concrete structure with exterior and interior brick walls with
masonry. A digital building model limited by its height in conformity to seismic conditions and its
boundaries served for the simulation of the comparison. The results were in favor of masonry. I
transferred those results to this research for analyzing if the horizontal design of the architecture may
bring more environmental benefits.
The new digital models, based on the previous, are considered in two extreme construction solutions.
The reinforced concrete model with massive concrete slabs and exterior and interior brick walls
corresponding to habitual construction in southern European countries is compared to unreinforced
masonry with concrete beam and clay block ceilings, which corresponds to an optional construction
solution using less steel. The option of timber beam and clay block ceilings will be analyzed in a
further research.
The result for the model representing a more complex architecture shows that a one floor building in
masonry can benefit 44% in carbon dioxide emissions and embodied energy compared to the
reinforced concrete model. If the model is built with three to four floors than it will benefit very similar
by 42,5%. Regarding energy consumption, it has to be mentioned that the embodied energy
constitutes a high percentage of 40 to 30% of energy consumption during life cycle for concrete model
and masonry respectively [7].
Certainly other solutions like concrete model with concrete beam and clay block ceilings can be
considered that will reduce the advantage of masonry in this context. The principle material that
causes disadvantages is steel, so any construction solution that uses less steel contributes to the
environmental benchmarks. Regarding clay material, it has finally to be mentioned that frost resistant
clay material embodies more energy and emits also more carbon dioxide as it has to be baked more,
which will also reduce the presented advantages of masonry. This matter will also be analyzed in a
further research for northern European countries.
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Abstract
In case of emergency, a poor building layout or inappropriate signage system in relation to the
environment or to the knowledge by people can hinder the orienting ability. These aspects become
crucial for a conscious design/retrofit for complex buildings as large museums, because they could be
or become hardly usable by people, especially in overcrowding situations.
Thoughts prior to design of works for safety in large museums must also take into account of the
individual abilities in identifying the exit routes to safe place/rooms and that even occasional visitors
shall easily find them usable.
In such a context with a large presence of visitors in relation to particular cultural events, we also need
to assess lack of alternative measures (design/construction, systems or management) besides the
signage system, actually only based on visual signs. In fact, this is usually the only available guidance
tool, and it is only part of the overall safety system, without providing signage modes using more
sensorial abilities.
Therefore, this paper pays attention to identifying guidelines - for actions aiming to safety and to
facilitation of evacuation in case of emergency in large museums – included in the following specific
areas: visual access to information, design/construction perception level, directional signage system,
floorplans layout.
Keywords: Wayfinding, museums, safety, technological solutions

1. Introduction
Wayfinding for museums helps visitors “navigate” (Lynch, 1960), move around the exhibition areas,
choose their appropriate thematic route and reach facilities and exits.
An effective and intuitive orienting system implies saving time of museum staff for assistance/support
and information to people.
Moreover, orienting is relevant for finding out own destination either when entering the museum either
when leaving upon emergency.
In large museums, generally wayfinding plays a key role because people pay attention to other.
Large museums pose orienting difficulties also due to a close link between the activities directly
related to the space usage (fruition of exhibition content) and a gradually extensive range of facilities
(shops, meeting halls, etc.).
If we define the so-called “complex” buildings through the following factors: size, flow and categories
of people, goods and products, variety of services, link between the main activity and the
complementary ones, then museums completely fall in this category.
As complex buildings they need special attention for the safety plan, which should include humanrelated factors (overcrowding, confidentiality with the environment, ability of mental abstraction,
emotional situation, attitudes, skills, sensorial difficulties, etc.), environmental factors (complexity of
site and indoor paths, easy space recognition and remembrance, identifiability, visual accessibility,
etc.) and information (clarity, accuracy, understandability, consistency and positioning).
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Nevertheless, often space characteristics of museums, especially inside heritage buildings, can make
a difficult legibility (space circulation hardly visible, too long room sequence, connections between
exhibition areas and egress routes hardly identifiable).
We can cope with building complex situations by designing a complete “wayfinding strategy” that meet
difficulties from the layout through a clear safety signage system, immediately identifiable and
designed for empowering all the senses besides sight. Thus, focus is on:
- developing solutions with signs emphasizing on crucial decision points for orientation;
- empowering users’ easy reactions to sensorial stimulations, and stimulations from particular
materials, from colors, sounds, lights, etc. with a mind of inclusiveness of all users, also with
cognitive and functional limitations as well as from different cultures.
Currently, designing of evacuation plans and orienting systems appears to be defined ex-post rather
than during the building design stage, with no specific criteria for addressing an appropriate wayfinding
strategy.
For this reason, the contribution of this paper is to identify some possible wayfinding strategies in
complex museums (due to layout, user groups, preservation policies, etc.) in relation to the human
behavior and to the quality of information conveyed through signage, in particular analyzing
emergency conditions.
Finally, a special attention must be payed to the poor connection nowadays between advanced
research outcomes and the effective acceptance in the legislative context, especially in the application
level.

2. Overview of the legislative framework and context
Analyzing the safety issues in large museums of heritage value means to assess all the factors linked
to preservation of the heritage site and its art collections, but especially of safety of all people,
inclusive of those with motor or sensorial difficulties, trying to merge the preservation policies with the
requirements of full safety/security and space/art works usage.
Such assessment should start from the reasons of the gap between “theory” of safety/accessibility,
today culturally accepted among all and ruled by law, and “practice” that few follow. In the heritage
buildings this gap between thought and practice of the two requirements is even manifest, also due to
the concept of “preserved site”. Often the cultural/historical value of a heritage/site prevails in absence
of retrofit. Instead, it is difficult to think about a museum that - although preserved – was not conceived
for safe usage.
Most of museography and museology studies take into account the characteristics of site, architecture
(the "container") and its contents. Such values can be those intrinsic to the site, but they can be further
optimized by temporary or permanent facilities such as wayfinding systems which, in terms of
communication, hold together content and container, making explicit in visual terms their link, and
playing an active role in the daily operation of a museum in ordinary and emergency conditions.
According to the MIBAC publication in 2008 on “Guidelines for overcoming architectural barriers in
areas of cultural interest”, wayfinding is defined as ‘the science area dealing with designing of signage
orienting systems. Wayfinding also means choosing and following a way effectively leading to a
defined destination; it is definitely the whole of signs we use for understanding where we are and
where we are going to. Improving a visitor’s wayfinding experience comes along with improving the
environmental signs in which he/she perceives the spatial information for orienting. A good signage
project must then be conceived from the initial design stage of building or refurbishing/retrofit. Starting
from the heritage site map, we need to analyze visitors’ flows and to define ways and spots where to
ensure proper information or signage replication in order to provide alternative path options.
The design should come in three signage levels:
1) information;
2) direction;
3) identification.
Those should be in any case linked to the statutory safety signage system by law in the
buildings/places open to the public.
The question of wayfinding can basically meet two large legislation sectors: safety and
accessibility/usability of heritage as related to physical and sensorial factors, as well as general
principles of Universal Design in connection with the users’ expectations and with the needs of a
heritage area/space in terms of easy identification, complete and understandable information/signage
and content acquisition.
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2.1 Safety and accessibility/use: need of an integrated approach
Although safety and accessibility/use lie in two different legislative sectors, we must effort to an
integrated approach coming to a unitary vision of design problems in compliance with the two factors.
In fact, this approach is already suggested in the MIBAC Guidelines (2008) with emphasis on the role
of wayfinding either as a general orienting tool either as a specific orientation system closely linked to
emergency. In this perspective, such Guidelines illustrate in the section 2.3.5 (“Connection with the
safety regulations and fire”) the need that “whatever project is carried on for a new building or retrofit
for the needs of people with disabilities, it must provide technical and management solutions that put
in place a close connection and a synthesis of the different legislative requirements”.
Thus, emphasis is on: “this synthesis is relevant for quality design in which the various issues related
to specific technical requirements should be an integral and unitary outcome of the final project,
instead of the sequence of single and separate solutions, in most cases processed by different
professionals without any discussion/comparison among them. This aspect is even more relevant in
restoration projects, in which the synthesis of all different operations is essential for the heritage
protection”.
Moreover, “the above considerations have an obvious response in the relationship between the
provisions for overcoming architectural barriers and the safety requirements, particularly in case of
fire. In fact, definition of barrier by law includes also ‘... the obstacles that limit or prevent anyone from
comfortable and safe utilization of parts, equipment or components’ and ‘the lack of measures and
signals that empower orientation, recognition of places and sources of danger ...’ (art. 1 D.P.R.
503/96). This enunciation highlights the close connection of a conceptual link between accessibility
and safety.
Finally, and especially in the specific context of wayfinding in museum, it reports ‘that the panic
occurring in emergency situations can hinder anybody even the easiest actions, thus ways and
signage normally designed to facilitate accessibility can become also useful tools for orienting along
escape routes’.
In this perspective, the D.M. 3 agosto 2015 updates and approves a set of legislative frameworks and
technical rules on fire prevention. In particular, the specific section S.4.5.8 “Segnaletica d'esodo ed
orientamento” (Exodus and orientation signage) requires that:
“1. The exodus system can also be implemented by additional environmental indicators such as:
a. visual and tactile access to information;
b. level of architecture/design differentiation;
c. signage for a proper directional identification, with UNI EN ISO 7010 standards or equivalent;
d. proper building arrangement/layout, also in relation to mobile or temporary equipment/furniture.”
It is just in this opportunity of adopting also alternative and/or supplementary solutions to the
‘regulatory’ safety signage that the research described below are a contextualization.
Identifying wayfinding strategies (related both to a building and human behavior) is a key role in the
Italian legislative context of the fire planning, so to take explicitly place in the ‘circolare del Ministero
dell’interno n. 4 del 2002, “Linee guida per la valutazione della sicurezza antincendio nei luoghi di
lavoro ove siano presenti persone disabili’ (Guidelines for the assessment of fire safety in working
places with disabled persons). In particular, the text complains of a lacking good design practice of
orienting systems, due to a relatively new research topic, thus resulting in unavailable texts and
surveys in Italian language.
A recent reference in the wayfinding for the museums is another MIBAC Report on 2015 “Linee guida
per la comunicazione nei musei: segnaletica interna, didascalie e pannelli” (Guidelines for the
museum communication: indoor signage, captions and panels).
However, there is still limited contribution to the study of wayfinding in emergency situations.
2.2 Target users
In accordance with the principles of Universal Design and within a vision encompassing the largest
users’ categories, we assume that wayfinding systems and design solutions in emergency should also
incorporate various needs and abilities, both physical and sensorial. Nowadays, large museums must
be responsive for accommodating a wide range of visitors’ expectations also as regards to leisure and
access to new cultural knowledge.
An effective wayfinding plan for large museums is thus growing awareness and relevance in managing
complex situations/activities/reactions and in facilitating people’s egress (including those with low
vision and hearing difficulties) to safe areas.

3. Summary of design suggestions for wayfinding solutions in large museums
A common viewpoint for an integrated approach must then be a clear vision of a wayfinding plan, in
which the communication and information content is delivered to users with the highest effectiveness
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and intuitiveness. In particular, colors, color contrasts, furniture shapes, flooring patterns and other
architecture/design solutions (or highlighting building elements like staircases, walls, doors, etc.) can
strongly supplement signage system.
3.1 Showcase of prominent solutions
Looking at the above illustrated legislation and at the need of minimizing the impact of signaling to the
most effective and appropriate sensation, we can take out several wayfinding solutions as prominent
cases with a clear visual impact on visitors.
Thus, there can be many solutions for installing the “additional environmental indicators” as well as
many materials and system tools: stickers, removable artifacts, paintings, materic solutions, smart
lights next to emergency exits, photoluminescent strips, etc.
They are solutions particularly appropriate for heritage museums, based on the ‘minimum installation’
criterion, which can supplement the existing safety signage system, affecting positively a quick
perception and mobility timing peculiarly with egress procedure in case of emergency.
A particularly effective solution already tested and checked for evacuation time saving is the
photoluminescent signage (PLM), specially fit for different lighting conditions and during fire smoke
(D’Orazio et al., 2016) see Fig. 1-2.
Moreover, PLM systems can be rapidly installed, with no need of power, providing reversible
interventions and low maintenance cost.

Fig. 1a/1b - Standard application of photoluminescent pigments for safety signals and guidance systems,
especially in overcrowded rooms. To measure the pigment lightness, which depends on its granulometry, we use
the luminance index with the unit in mcd/sqm (according to DIN 67510-1), which detects values at certain
intervals.

Fig 2a/2b - Generally marking or documentation report values at 10 and 60 minutes, displaying how many
minutes before reaching 0,3 mcd/sqm. It is relevant to observe that when a minimal luminance value is required,
by changing of pigments lightness intensity, signals surfaces can be reduced to be less invasive to the
surrounding environment.

Another solution with no signal installation, but only light tools (projectors) for the ceilings is the Way
Out Light system, patented in Japan, which activates lightness (and its symbols) along the routes to
emergency exits.
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Fig. 3 - Way Out Light system. Designers: Hwang Jong Gyu, Lee Sung-ho,Choe Heun Guk

The Exit Guide system is again a Japanese patent based on alternative lighting systems. It is an
evacuation system connected to the building fire alarm system. Next to the emergency exit doors
there are red and green flashing lights showing the direction (and floor level) to go.

Fig. 4 - Exit Guide. Designer: Shang-Yi Lin

Fig. 5 - Lower door side red and upper side green means escape to upper floor from the fire or danger area.

Finally, if the legislation opens to using supplementary solutions (architecture works, building
components, signage and smart devices) able to give all the useful information for improving the
exodus process, all those materic solutions of artifacts stimulating the visitors’ attention can be
appropriate with no need of a heavy retrofit/refurbishment.

Fig. 6 - Textural signs
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4. Two case studies for signage recommendations in wayfinding for large museums
The authors have worked at defining some guidelines/recommendations, which resulted from two
studies of Italian museum areas.
4.1 The signage guidelines: a Brazilian-Italian questionnaire study
Italian CNR and Brazilian Proarq Dept. of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro carried out recently
a study on accessibility and usability of the built environment within the program ‘Ciencia sem
Fronteiras’.
The objective of the study was to build an assessment tool for the characteristics of different building
types in terms of easy access and use of rooms/facilities, effectiveness of design solutions for frail
users and easy identification of visual/hearing support.
The assessment tool consists of seven sections - covering the building elements of large building
types open to the public – as follows:

Questionnaire sections
A
B
C
D
E
F

G

Outdoor access area to the building
Entrance/Access
Reception
(information desk, ticket office, cloakroom)
Circulation
(corridors, footbridges, walkways)
Vertical circulation (ramps, staircases,
elevators, lifting systems)
Specific areas/rooms
(depending on building type)

Information, signage and orientation

In particular, the G section focuses on the discussion of this paper.
Each section was built through an assessment questionnaire for detecting available measures of
satisfactory accessibility requirements taken from a merge of the legislative building codes of Brazil
and Italy. The pre-requisite of merging two different legislative backgrounds was carried out in order to
take the most innovative aspects of the two, i.e. the newest and more extended/updated Brazilian
approach from one side and the more flexible/performance-oriented Italian approach from the other
side. The result is a blend trying to incorporate the best hints from the two countries in order to build a
common assessment framework and methodological tool with comparable outcomes.
Questionnaire is a tree-like frame, consisting of a primary group of basic “yes/no” questions which
introduce a group of additional secondary questions. Depending on answered primary questions, the
questionnaire develops along additional paths (just like tree branches) to check the compliance of
further building characteristics to the requirements illustrated in the related reference areas. In the tree
structure (see Fig. 7) a primary question (e.g. G.3) with a positive answer will address one (or more if
any) subsequent questions (G 3.1) for detail specifications; in case of a negative answer to the
primary question, the questionnaire process will skip to the following primary question (e.g. G.4 in this
case).

Fig. 7 - Sample of questionnaire section (G) with answers visualization and references to legislation
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4.2 Fori Traianei in Rome
The questionnaire was tested to two case studies in Brazil and Italy: the “Museu Imperial” in Petrópolis
(about 70 km. north of Rio de Janeiro) and the “Fori Traianei” in the city centre of Rome.
The technicians surveyed the building premises filling in the questionnaire and performing a
diagnostics of accessibility level, also experiencing with a mind of users with different needs.
The final questionnaire reports which areas/elements in terms of accessibility are satisfactory or
critical. Accessibility diagnostics was also mapped with photo references of details.
Key building and design elements through the visitors’ walkways are circled in blue and clicking circles
displays related photo of detail (see Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 - Clicking a blue circle displays relevant photo detail for easier access and identification of the elements

In the above figure, a ramp with a slight slope was installed to overcome the step and at the same
time to allow visitors an easy and identifiable way from the museum hall to the lift room to the
basement level (down left); the museum reception is in color contrast with the flooring (top right).
The final assessment result of the G section “Information, signage and orientation” resulted:
“Information panels, accessible and tactile maps, guides for low vision and other means of visual and
audio support are provided in a basic standard form.
Viable solution: re-design/implementation of suitable instrument/tools for effective identifiability and
recognition of information and communication systems”.
The study found out that in the Fori Traianei museum wayfinding in the newest acceptance is not
really implemented and basically relies on design/retrofit solutions of contrasting colors/materials that
highlight the main gallery path. Exit ways are provided with basic emergency standard signs.

4.3 The “complesso delle Officine Farneto” in Rome
A design response to wayfinding issues in large museums involved the course on “"Tecnologie e
progettazione II" (“Technologies and design II”) and the dissertation laboratory at the CdL in Industrial
Design of the Faculty of Architecture University of Rome in conducting a tested field experience.
This survey focused on wayfinding in museum facilities, with special attention to temporary exhibition
buildings. Among conducted experiences, we illustrate the complex of a former warehouse of army
fittings “Officine Farneto” located in Foro Italico, Rome, where an accurate post-occupancy evaluation
resulted in emerging problems related to a poorly effective safety signage and a difficult identification
of the exit route.
The building dates back to 1932, designed by architect Enrico Del Debbio, as an additional facility to
the larger and well-known Foro Italico complex. During its lifecycle of almost one century, the building
underwent several modifications: from warehouse to factory, from offices to showroom.
In 2005 a remodeling phase of the facility started with a new use destination of “Temporary exhibition
and meeting areas”.
The first survey stage involved a quick-response analysis on crucial issues of orienting systems.
The layout is made of regular spaces apparently well signaled, but with a constantly low luminance.
The general lighting system is just glaring next to the safety signage. In overcrowding, the existing
signage is not easily visible (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9 – Despite a regular layout, rooms are poorly lit and the existing systems make glaring situations so to
prejudice the visibility of existing signage, both in ordinary and overcrowding conditions.

Wayfinding issues become even more critical during temporary exhibitions. The grazing light on pillars
spanning the all space, used very often, interferes with existing signals. Some installations tend to
highlight the building frame but hide the safety signage (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 - Critical issues in temporary exhibitions.

Within the survey scope, the second stage involved detection of critical issues, not only through the
expert designer’s eyes, but also through perception of visitors and facility workers. For this, a PostOccupancy-Evaluation (Preiser, Vischer, 2004) was conducted by a structured questionnaire for
assessing the orientation requirement to a sample of 30 people, of which 16 visitors, 7 workers, 3
guides and 4 others (users of the available gym club of the complex). After a session of general
questions on the overall satisfaction of the museum complex and a first enquiry/assessment of the
existing wayfinding system, additional questions were included on the effectiveness of signage in
some building sub-locations, in particular in outdoor areas, entrance/reception area and the exhibition
route (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11 - From survey data, we can guess a clear distinction among regular and first coming visitors. The most
critical datum just appears the visibility of the safety signage.
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The overall building assessment results good, the main requests were to improve the overall signage.
From the emerging crucial points, we can guess the need of changes at visual level of the overall
wayfinding system, and especially the implementation of the existing safety system, which, though in
accordance with the above-mentioned legislation, stands out of the visual field.
The design response took into account of the POE results and provides for a supplementary and
simple signage, which is inexpensive, easy to re-assemble and to be produced through 3D printer.
Thus, for installing all the signals (both for safety and for the exhibitions case by case), the best
technical solution an available atelier in the Officine Farneto can accommodate a 3D printer.

Fig. 12 - Installation of supplementary safety signals also include slow vision people. The visual field of the new
signal is achieved thanks to its height between 80 and 160 cm. (slightly lower than the existing one) and to
colored pictograms as suggested in the legislation. Graphics and sizes of pictograms for the new signage were
conceived to be seen in relation to the destination distance.

The technical characteristics of the 3D printer are Ultimaker 3, with the possibility to achieve a print resolution
between 200 and 20 micron. The extruder block is equipped with two nozzles of 0.4 mm., making print in double
materials with a 16 mm./s. speed (the highest speed in travels is 300 mm./s.). The system is open to any filament
with a diameter of 2.85 mm.
The material is a filament from a Dutch company, Refil, called “Refilament”, coming from plastics (ABS, HIPS,
PET) fully recyclable. Depending on materials source, there can be more competitive properties than other
materials.
In particular, a PET filament was selected for technical characteristics, high availability and filament transparency
(Fig. 13).

Fig. 13 - The technical solution relies on sustainability concepts and low production costs. Indeed, the 3D printer
cost is 2.300 euro (exclusive of VAT), but also external printing facilities can be used with the same result.
The PET coil is about 36 euros and can make 10 supplementary safety signals. Finally, the man labor cost (per
day) for making the file and the G-Code for printing about 4-6 signals is around 200-250 euro.
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5. Conclusions
Surveys on wayfinding strategies of people in emergency, the illustrated technology solutions and the
methodology adopted for conducting the experiences on described case studies can altogether
represent a knowledge base for implementing design guidelines of large heritage museums.
In analyzing and defining spatial orienting and wayfinding systems the survey of the relationships
person / building / environmental scenario (ordinary or in emergency) plays a key role.
We can identify critical factors only through analyzing interpretative processes people activate in a
certain environment, in order to address proper design criteria for safety.
This resulted evident since the initial observation of the surveyed sites, in which the first critical issues
emerged on general wayfinding and later took further place through the application of Post Occupancy
Evaluation methodologies, highlighting as relevant outcome just the difficulty in identifying the exit
routes.
Reviewing the proposed survey, we can conclude that making wayfinding easier takes something
more than a simple standard safety signage by law. This comes more often to be a relevant part of
wayfinding strategies mainly when architecture issues cannot be solved with minimally invasive
effects.
Thus, designers should design identifiable spaces and elements, e.g. working on peculiar
characteristics (colors, different lighting, routes highlighting, etc.). At the same time they should
supplement the design signage since the early design stages.
From a design point of view, in order to increase the environment and signage communicability, it is in
any case necessary to provide for additional visual, tactile and sound information (Proulx, 2002);
importantly, they must be all three reliable, effective and standardized to the largest extent.
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Abstract
The Mudejar style, introduced to the New Continent from Spain initially by the Conquistadores and
later through other transmission channels, can now be found in all Latin America. The Spanish culture
is an amalgam of the multiple influences it received through the centuries; the most important of them
is the Islamic, spanning from the arrival of the Moors in the 7th century to their expulsion in the 15th
century. After the expulsion, the mudéjares were allowed to remain and they kept the constructive and
decorative heritage alive, incorporating novel elements into new, deeply structured architectural
typologies that expressed a coherent aesthetic, artistic and architectonic vision. The resulting
symbiosis constitutes a clear example of cultural fusion produced through the integration of different
agents that generated the material and symbolic corpus that transmigrated to Latin America. Here, the
imported traditions were further integrated with local to generate a constructive language
characterized by the simplicity of materials (brickwork, stone, gypsum, lime) and by easily identifiable
specific constructive types such as wooden ceilings and counter-ceilings. Other characteristic
elements of this synthesis are the capillas abiertas, the capillas posas and the balconadas. The
Mudejar tradition endured in time and kept adapting its forms. It remains a fundamental lens for
reading the colonial architectonic model and the development of Latin American Baroque.
Keywords: Mudejar, syncretism, heritage, architecture, symbiosis.

1. The cultural syncretism and the Mudejar style.
From the sixteenth century in the Latin American territory there is the presence of Mudejar style that
reaches from Spain to the New World through different transmission channels, beginning with that of
conquitadores. Importantly, the Spanish art in the broadest sense is an amalgam of influences that
Iberia received over the centuries, which are overlap on the preexisting Visigoth substrate. One of the
most significant for its durability and projection was the Islamic influence, from the arrival of the Moors
in the 8th century until the moment of their expulsion in the 15th century. More than seven centuries of
coexistence between different cultures results in an aesthetic conception and constructive deeply
ingrained in the Iberian mentality.
Over time it produces a kind of cultural symbiosis between the old and the new that found in all fields
of the collective imagination. After the expulsion, to many Muslims grants the benefit to remain in
Spanish territory, where they receive the name of mudéjares bring forward their constructive
inheritance, incorporating elements and giving way to new architectural and decorative types.
Fundamentally, the mosaic of the countries that compose the common European area was configured
over the centuries through the clash of opposing cultural influences; these will generate hybridization,
permeability, contrast and emulation phenomena. The material and symbolic corpus, produced by the
interaction of different agents, then transmigrate in Latin America. Here imported traditions will be
integrated to generate a new constructive language.
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Fig. 1: detail of wooden ceiling, Convent of Tlaxcala, Mexico, XVI century.

1.1. About the definition of the term.
The term of Mudéjar has been the subject of inaccurate interpretations, associated with ethnic origin,
or generically used to define any stylistic expression outside the Western canons. The first to attempt
to delineate this style was Don José Amador de los Ríos in 1859, in occasion of the conference held
at the Real Academia de Bellas Artes de San Fernando, using this term as aesthetic category. At the
beginning of XX century, with the appearance of studies of the Mexican Historic of Art, Manuel
Toussaint and those of Leopoldo Torrés Balbás, Spanish architect and Islamologist, the Mudéjar style
is no longer an undefined territory. During the XX century, it has been slow progressed in the
identification of the elements that may qualify as mudéjares and also the cataloguing as the buildings
that are found on American territory. The development of the Ibero-American mudejarismo, particularly
in the field of carpentry, occurs in the context of socio-economic conditions of the early colonial period,
between XVI and XVII centuries; for this reason we have not reached many examples that have
remained unchanged. It is important to point out that the indigenous technical potential, especially
those Aztec; that were critical to the evolution of the American model. Generally, the first buildings
were of provisional nature. These defined the constructive canon and since the sixteenth century
making the division between the pre-Columbian world and the implementation of the viceregal
prototype. With the advent of Baroque style the Mudéjar component becomes progressively more
evident, will become one of the elements that will have more success in the development of Latin
American art, it is functioning as Fernando Chueca Goitia (1911-2004, Spanish historian, architect and
essayist) said, as a binder of Latin American expressions.
1.2. The mixed cultures in the Iberian Peninsula.
The Muslim Spain or Al-Andalus (the Arabic name that indicates the territory involved in the Spanish
Islamic culture) is our first object of study, for its close connection with Latin America. While occurs the
development and diffusion of Islamic art in the eastern regions, namely in territories ranging from the
Atlantic to the borders of China, on March 711, the Muslims arrive in the Iberian Peninsula, marking
the start of eight centuries of coexistence between peoples, religions and cultures. Thus, from the
middle of the VIII century, it constitutes Caliphate of Spain, the first independent territory of Islam, led
by a member of the Umayyad dynasty, Abderraman I (Abd-al-Rahman). The political expansion of alAndaluz is evident in the architectural and the artistic context through the incorporation of new
elements, materials and construction conceptions. The consequence of this process is the material
and aesthetics legacy that will become the one of the most important components in the conformation
of art and architectural models in the New World.
The process that took place in the Iberian Peninsula can be outlined in the four basic periods:
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The first is the Cordovan or Caliphate (VIII-X sec.), distinguished by the different influences already
presents in the territory, subsequently: Roman, Visigoth and Byzantine.
The second is called the Taifa Kingdoms (from 1031 until 1086); it coincides with the political
disintegration of al-Andaluz. In this phase, it was born the Mozarabic style under of the harmonious
fusion of Byzantine and Muslim currents, predominate marble columns with smooth plain and
Corinthian capitals, and it is verified, a great development of carving technique.
The third period is that of the African invasions, beginning with the arrival of the Almoravids in 1086
and then replaced by the Almohads, these impose a new type of architecture, more closely tied
defensive aspect, whose basic elements are the walls and the towers. It spreads then also the use of
ashlar of stone (sillares), bricks and gypsum; the predominant structural element is the pillar, brick, of
octagonal cross-section, the predominant structural element is the pillar (made in brick) with octagonal
cross section; while the most popular arch is a horseshoe, which could be configured in three different
ways, the first terminating in a tip (influence on Gothic), the second and the third poly-lobate and
braided, of great ornamental effect (sebka, decorative Islamic brick reliefs. The Arabesque reliefs are
in geometric rhomboid patterns on walls of various structures). It also appears the mocárabe, kind of
coating often composed of geometrical elements, isolated and assembled in a manner scalar, forming
a sort of niches with effects of stalactites.
The last period, called Nazarite or Grenadian, XIII-XV century, is characterized by the poor materials.
It is used, as well as brick, gypsum which is the base of an exuberant decoration, consisting of:
ataurique (phytomorphic decoration), epigraphic decoration (Arabic calligraphy occurs in two styles:
Kufic and Cursive scripts), enameled ceramic, glazed tiles, mosaics or made in relief with the dry
string technique. In this phase some ornamental typologies are developed, perhaps, among the most
important are that of the lacería o laso granadino (ornamental latticed pattern) and that of the stepped
battlements.

Fig. 2: example of Almohad decoration, Sebka of brick tower at the Cathedral of Seville, Spain, XII century.

Fig. 3: detail of Kufic epigraphic decoration on ataurique, Alhambra Palace, Granada, Spain, XIV century.
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Fig. 4: example of abstract pattern and Mudejar inlay.

Fig. 5: phytomorphic decoration “ataurique”.

1.3. Birth of the Mudejar style.
The moment of greatest flowering of the Mudejar is reached in the XIV century with the transformation
of the cultural physiognomy of Christian Spain and later will be one of the pillars of Spanish colonial
Art in America. What has been said highlights the cultural complexity that the Iberian peninsula
received and integrated for more than seven centuries of history and is the same cultural syncretism
that later will transfer to America, giving rise to a new equally complex civilization. The ornamentation
of the Arabic root, unifying factor from the Iberian Peninsula to India, will have its continuation in the
New World through the presence of the Mudejar style.
Basically we mean by Mudejar, the Muslim who has been allowed to remain under the jurisdiction of
Christian Spain. From the stylistic point of view, this term refers to specific technical processes
employed in producing art artifacts and architecture. Since its emergence, the Mudejar is
characterized by the constant amalgam process, dialogue and adaptation metamorphic with previous
cultures and with those contemporary; it feeds on both Christian and Muslim stylistic and iconographic
elements. So it is not surprising that the Muslims once submissive to the political domination of the
Christians, their adaptability has increased: the situation required to put at the service of new clients
their entire system constructively, the order was camouflage to survive.
As already said, one of the fundamental elements of the Mudejar style is the ornamentation, obviously
of Islamic tradition: ataurique, arabesque, geometric shapes, stars, epigraphy and the typical materials
are, brick, ceramics and gypsum. It makes a constant recourse to the union ogive arch with that
horseshoe or poly-lobed, and of these with the alfarjería ceilings and latticed pattern and of these with
the work of marquetry and ironwork.
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The style keeps the principles of composition and ornamentation of the original Islamic architecture,
repetitive rhythms, total covering of surfaces and drawing without spatial limits.
The versatility and the enormous formal assimilation of the Mudejar, allow it to incorporate a wide
variety of motifs from Christian art, for example, the naturalistic Gothic. At the same time, the
decorative motifs shape on the surfaces a synthase that has the arabesque as a catalyzing element.
The geometry constitutes the conceptual basis of the entire structure, both architectural and
decorative: a single drawing, multiplying to infinity, it will be the module of each composition.

Fig. 6: detail of the mudejar ceiling, Cathedral of Teruel, Spain, XIII century.

Fig. 7: detail of the mudejar ceiling, Convent of San Antonio el Real, Segovia, Spain, XV century.
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Among the geometric motifs, the more complex is that of the snare when it forms an octagon. Another
recurring form is the star, with six, eight, sixteen or more points, which can be employed in flat or
three-dimensional, to transform a dome in a complex network of linked surfaces, to ornate woods and
irons inside buildings or to constitute the plant itself of the building. The brick, constructive and
decorative material, characterized by its own monochrome nature, has a wide spread on both sides of
the Atlantic. For example, the glazed tiles are an indispensable element: generally with geometric
pattern, confined to the plinth of the walls or mounted on the facade, a dialogue with the monochrome
of the brick. One of the characteristics of the Mudejar are the ceilings and the wooden ceilings
(armaduras), lighter than the traditional stone ones. In addition, it should be underlined the elapsing
correspondence between the design of the ceiling and that of the pavement.
A separate discussion deserves the polychrome: the colors are employed like a wood protection and
also as an ornament that potentiate the structural elements of the ceilings. The technical perfection
that is reached gets to the point of being able to reproduce a second wooden structure vaulted by
mocárabe (Honeycomb, stalactite vaults) below the main. Another element of interest are the wooden
carved gratings, who carried out a protective function from both the sunlight from prying eyes.

Fig. 8: example of ornamental latticed pattern.
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2. Arrival of the Mudejar to the new World: convergences and differentiated developments.
In 1492, occurring at the same time, two events that will impact heavily on American territory: the
arrival of Columbus in the New World and the conquest by the Christians of Granada, the last Arab
outpost in the Iberian Peninsula. Both circumstances will change permanently the cultural map of
Spain, this mutate will be extended into America by opening a new scenario of interpretations and
changes, thereby resuming the dialogue between East and West. The first Muslims that arrived in
America were mostly slaves from North and West Africa; from the beginning, they settled in countries
like Brazil, Venezuela, Colombia and some islands in the Caribbean. Not long after, come craftsmen,
employed by Spanish and Portuguese Crowns, they were of Moorish origin or however, aware of
traditional techniques work connected to this style. These Andalusian master builders (Alarifes) with
the native artisans will create a new architectural and decorative synthase. Equally, between the XVI
and XVII centuries, as a result of the massive expulsion of the Moors and Mudejares by the Spanish
Crown, it will arrive in American territory, large groups of exiles and will be added immigrants from
Pakistan and India.
Since then, the process of cultural syncretism is evident, especially in the new aesthetic conception, in
the conformation of architectural programs and in the introduction of elements such as inner
courtyards, fountains, spaces for the distribution and circulation of air, balconies, lattices, ceilings of
churches and convents. Every trait that distinguish the Mudejar style, as the technique, the tradition
and the harmonic symbiosis between Islamic and European art components, especially Gothic and
Spanish Plateresque, then pass to Hispanic America, where the new cultural hybridization will enrich
the material and symbolic culture of pre-Hispanic world and will forge a new expressive and
constructive language. This will be manifested in new programs and with the use the local workforce,
just as it had occur in Spain. From the decorative point of view; sometimes, at the motive of the stars,
will be adding the solar disk, the moon or other motifs own of pre-Columbian cultures. Just as it
happens in Spain, the transmission channel of mudejarismo in America will be the guilds that with their
active presence, they will determine the constructive programs, perpetuating the medieval tradition to
modern times through the empirical teaching and workshops.
The Mudejar trace will be substantial in Mexico, Guatemala (where Antigua was the most important
center), Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, and finally, a few examples, in Argentina and Chile. In
Hispanic America the process of synthesis and evolution of the Mudejar is easy to identify by the
widespread use of wooden ceilings, this material is largely used because of its abundance, ductility
and anti-seismic quality. Especially in these structures will manifest and will survive the HispanoMuslim schemes. The covers (armaduras) that will be constructed in America mostly from the XVI
century until XVIII will be the key to understanding the Ibero - American Mudejar. Usually, the carvings
that adorn the armaduras are replicated or reproposed in other elements of the building (pavement,
doors and windows), putt in relation thus – a fundamental characteristic of this constructive typology the inside and the outside of buildings.

Fig. 9: detail of coffered ceiling, Cathedral of Tunja, Colombia, XVI century.
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Fig. 10: detail of coffered ceiling, Church of San Francisco de Quito, XVI century.

A separate chapter deserves the so called, Open Chapel (capillas abiertas) that will constitute an
unprecedented spatial solution. These arise for two reasons: the absence of materials for the
construction of large vaults in religious buildings and, above all, the native will to celebrate the open
cult. Other architectural innovations are Sacramental Chapels (capillas posas), the processional paths
and stone crosses. Obviously, all above listed constructive innovations, will have a different character
according to the materials present within the territory them will be adapted to one or another style
(Gothic, Plateresque, Renaissance, etc.) precisely on the basis of their intrinsic qualities (malleability,
toughness, lightness, strength, etc.). Other factors that determine the constructive diversities are
climatic and topographical characteristics, and especially, the social customs. For example, the
balconies with lattices, forbidden in Spain but not in the Canaries or Portugal, in viceregal America
they where will be reproposed and, known as balconadas; were made of wood with carving and joints,
they will constitute the functional and distinctive elements of, especially of the hot areas of the
Caribbean, and from Guatemala to Peru. The prevalent construction method will be the Carpintería de
lo Blanco (typical carpentry of the Mudéjar style, called in this way because, originally used lightcolored wood) and, the wooden ceilings and, obviously the essential materials will be, wood, brick,
stone and lime.
3. Conclusion
The colonial America was constituted in the scenario of new hybrids and reworkings of the symbolic
and material capital brought from Spain, by this corpus comes out an architectural language unique
features but that will not be a true copy of the European model or pure pre-Hispanic paradigm. From
the beginning, the Mudejar style is distinguished for its capacity of transformation and constant
incorporation of elements and concepts; in America, it will be reworded in a new form, based on
obvious points of meeting, such as natural materials, a compatible spatial conception and a workforce
particularly suited to the work of stone and wood. As well as the original definition of the term Mudejar
has been the object of debates and misunderstandings, its Spanish American version will present
similar problems, especially regarding the definition of style. This stylistic phenomenon will be
characterized on both sides of the Atlantic for a particular language, characterized by adaptation and
the heterogeneity of motives. In the same way, the Mudejar will have a predominant role for the
development of Iberoamerican Baroque with essential contributions both on the constructive and
decorative dimension.
The interrelation between Western conceptions and pre-Columbian ones, results in permanent
changes in the cultural panorama with innovative programs and architectural solutions that do not end
in the early years of European presence, but that extend until the early nineteenth century, when
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entering with force in this weaving the neoclassical movement. The reminiscences of the Mudejar stile
are perpetuated in monuments, in technical processes and in the aesthetic conceptions, they are a
fundamental part of the Hispanic American cultural sphere and, their permanence, reiterates the
continuous syncretism process.

Fig. 11: detail of wooden, carved and gilded ceiling, Church of San Francisco de Quito, XVI century.
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Abstract
The Port of Ischia is an introverted space, a closed natural body of water. It remained as such until
1854, the year it was transformed from a lake into a port by removing a section of land to connect it
with the open sea. The edges of this volcanic crater were occupied over time by a mantle of
discontinuous constructions, from which three monumental elements that speak to the history of the
island emerge: the church of Portosalvo, the Ancient Municipal Baths and the Palazzo d’Ambra. This
important historic and environmental space was gradually modified as a consequence of Ischia’s
development from an “Island of land”, dedicated primarily to agricultural activities, to an “Island of
water”, devoted to tourism and bathing activities. While maintaining their original typologicalmorphological characteristics, the spatial qualities of the constructions defining the perimeter of the
port were altered by their forced adaptation to needs dictated by a surplus of activities and traffic. For
decades the port of Ischia has been the principal hub of the many connections and activities linking
the island with the mainland. This has produced a state of degradation whose only possible remedy
lies in the selection of the activities that take place here, and the delocalisation of those that are not
compatible. The text presents a hypothesis for the regeneration of the port of Ischia through the
redesign of its perimeter and the refurbishment of its three most representative constructions.
Keywords: Island Of Ischia; Harbours; Functional Declassification; Structural Reinforcement

1.

The Port of Ischia: a natural disaster, an artificial disaster

The Port of Ischia is one of the most beautiful places on earth. The Port of Ischia is the most beautiful
harbour on earth. The result of an environmental disaster, caused by the ancient geological
disturbances that affected the Phlegraean Fields near Naples, whose telluric actions and volcanic
eruptions were of an extraordinary vastness and intensity, to this day the Port of Ischia maintains the
original circular conformation of the volcanic crater in which it originated. A crater that filled with water
to become a lake and was successively opened and connected to the sea to become the island’s
primary landing point and a hub for traffic to and from the mainland.
Today the Port of Ischia is plagued by a new and wholly artificial environmental disaster. Its concentric
and closed conformation makes it an introverted space, whose very nature is contradicted by its role
as a terminal for all of the circulation on the island, and the fulcrum of intermodal exchanges with the
mainland. The contradiction between its original character as an enclosure, and that resulting from its
aperture, determines a twofold nature that condemns it to improper use. The dimensional scale of this
open space has become irreconcilable with the functional scale of the activities taking place within it.
This disproportion has caused spatial, visual and acoustic degeneration, due above all to the clogged
vehicular and pedestrian routes tied to the arrival/departure of mastodontic ferry boats. This is coupled
with the expansion of boat building and storage activities and the uncontrolled spread of all manner of
commercial activities, and a residual though still relevant presence of residential activities. All of this
determines a situation of widespread decay that conceals the valuable aesthetic qualities that, despite
everything, the harbour continues to conserve.
The natural disaster of the past, owing to the geological nature of the island itself, produced an
enchanting landscape, the object of ecstatic descriptions by authors, painters and photographers for
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as long as anyone can remember. Their depictions speak of an enchanting balance between natural
qualities and human activities. Today’s artificial disaster, produced by the overcrowding of activities
incompatible with the island’s original characteristics, is rooted in the hedonism to which the island has
devoted itself since the 1970s, marked by an a-critical and ravenous servitude to mass tourism. The
growth across the entire island of construction, traffic and all manner of activities, focused on
increasing its attractiveness and the profits derived from tourism, has consumed enormous portions of
land and introduced a widespread process of artificialisation whose harmful effects on the environment
ring a warning bell above all in the area of the port.
The island of land, as Ischia once was, dedicated to cultivation and agriculture, favoured by the
richness of its volcanic soil, was transformed in a few decades into an island of water. The original
occupation of inland areas, with the extensive terracing of the mountainous terrain to permit its
cultivation, was abandoned and substituted by a voracious and indifferent colonisation of the coastline,
ensuring easy and fast economic profits. The damages caused by this inconsiderate approach are
evident across the island. However, in the port they tend to coagulate all of the various shortcomings
in its planning.
The only policy able to correct the profound condition of promiscuity found in the entire port area
resides in the drastic redimensioning of the activities in and around it and, consequently, the traffic
they cause. This is not a negative operation based on some nostalgic and retroactive vision; instead it
derives from an understanding of the necessity to re-establish a balanced equilibrium between
activities and the natural setting that hosts them. The first and fundamental passage involves the
pedestrianisation of the entire port area and, as a consequence, the abolition of mooring points for
vehicular ferries, which can easily be relocated to the nearby Port of Casamicciola. Pedestrianisation,
and with it the abolition of vehicles within the perimeter of the port, can be resolved by identifying three
parking and intermodal exchange areas, located at three points grafted onto current routes running
outside of the port area; these areas are currently empty and waiting to be modernised and fitted out
to host this new function as cul-de-sacs of vehicular routes. Alternative systems of public services
between the different sectors of the port can branch out from here, using electric powered vehicles
with a very limited and almost zero environmental impact, favouring a return to liveable conditions in
the areas of the quays and wharfs.

2.

Pedestrianisation and a New Design

The greatest challenge proposed by the new design of the port, nonetheless, has to do with the
reconfiguration of the harbour itself, deformed over the course of decades to respond to aggressive
and disproportionate necessities. There is a need to develop a circular design for the harbour, in other
words, with a direct reference to the original volcanic nature of its origins. This highly unified
appearance would be sufficient to return the composition of the circle of the ancient small island to its
centre, now reduced to an accessory support to the anchoring of vessels. The new circular
conformation of the port “dialogues”, through a number of deformations of its new perimeter, with the
elements situated along its edges. It comments on the history of the site, thanks precisely to the
inclusion of these exceptional elements within the circular rule of settlement established by the project.
In this manner, a new spatial relevance is acquired by the volume of the Palazzo d’Ambra, throughout
history intimately linked to the perimeter of the port and now relegated to a secondary role, also by its
improper use. At the same time, the canal of the ancient mouth, buried and unusable for anything,
may recover its original function as a controlled connection with the open sea. The new annular design
of the harbour also involves the redefinition of the quays, with a new paving pattern and a congruent
development of urban furniture. The area of the quay in front of the church of Portosalvo must
reacquire its characteristic as a centrality and space of “protection” at the mouth of the port, as the
central quay facing the harbour and the marine landscape. At the same time, the nearby mass of the
Ancient Municipal Baths will be reimagined in its relationship with the harbour, above all the elevation
facing the port. The intention is to break free of the characteristic of being a “back” in one of the most
relevant spaces of the entire port. The rectilinear line of the Right Bank, and the row of buildings that
defines its volumetric mass, will represent a strong interference in the new annular conformation of the
port, further emphasising the extraordinary natural and artificial events that have characterised the
conformation of the area since its origins. At the terminus of the axis defined by the Right Bank, the
current shipyard must be given a new arrangement, and a more suitable use. Originally characterised
by a projecting piece of land that separated the waters of the ancient lake from the open sea, over
time it has been used for marginal and improper purposes that have suppressed any possibility to
regain a prominent role. Yet, precisely this area defines the first image of the island for those
approaching from the sea and entering the harbour. The decay that has always characterised the area
thus constitutes the first condition to be corrected, in order to redefine the very image and role of the
Port of Ischia within the vaster territory of the entire island. With this in mind, the three spatial episodes
defined by the Palazzo d'Ambra, the Ancient Municipal Baths and the shipyard, which gravitate around
the area of the port, must become the benchmarks of a new vocation for the harbour. The port must
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become a showcase for the entire island, in other words, the space in which to read its three principal
historic vocations: navigation, agriculture and thermal baths. From this perspective, the three spaces
should become home to three new museums that, together, will constitute the nodes of a tripartite
museum system (NAT-Nautico Agricolo Termale), a sort of calling card for the island situated in its
historic point of arrival and most suggestive space.

3.
The Port of Ischia Vs. The Port of Casamicciola: Functional Downgrading Vs.
Structural Reinforcement
This paragraph describes a graduate thesis developed at the Mediterranea University of Reggio
Calabria, which gives form to the suggestions provided above, translating them into a composition and
1
drawings . The circular design of the new harbour corresponds with the suggestions made above and
gives the area a new identity tied directly to its original nature and its evolution throughout history. The
result is an introverted space, characterised by a closed and protection conformation, yet accepting of
the diverse spatial episodes characterising its perimeter. No longer a centre of arrival/departure for
vehicles and an intermodal exchange hub, but an undisturbed environment, almost concealed and
mysterious, welcoming travellers. The Port of Ischia returns to being a place of wonders, a calm space
in which to enjoy a sense of extraneousness, as well as a space of protection evoked by the concept
of insularity, exalted in areas blessed by nature and history. The proposed reorganisation of the quays
and the single spatial episodes submit to a concept of unity, while exalting singularities. They
correspond to the characteristics of the site and its nature as an intimate space. The downgrading of
this area is thus an operation focused on recapturing a spatial dimension and, at the same time, its
most authentic vocation.
To balance the functional downgrading proposed for the Port of Ischia, the island’s main point of
arrival and departure, a second graduate thesis – once again produced at the Faculty of Architecture
2
at the Mediterranea University of Reggio Calabria – advanced a hypothesis for the intensification of
the functions offered by the nearby Port of Casamicciola. This artificial structure, situated in a delicate
part of the coast of this thermal bathing destination, could be extended into the sea, as there are no
obstacles owing either to its location, nor to conditions of a functional nature. The proposal involves
the relocation of heavy vehicular traffic and the mooring of larger vessels to this port, giving it a new
level of importance to the island’s economy, supported by a project to reinforce its harbour basin and
the roads and infrastructures serving it. The proposal assigns the town of Casamicciola a new quality
that reconsiders its relationship with the waterfront and the coastal road serving the entire island. The
parking area, located beneath the three large urban public squares positioned inside the new block of
constructions defining the urban coastline, will be designed to host long-term parking for vehicles from
the entire island. To the same degree, the large areas for loading and unloading that characteristic of a
port will bring diverse functions to this new mooring point and a diverse quality to the world of tourism.
The robust operation of structural intensification proposed for this area brings advantages to the entire
island and places the new Port of Casamicciola at the heart and terminus of itineraries on the island.
The perspective evoked by these two projects, whose structural characteristics are described here,
derives from the necessity to reconsider the nature and vocation of the entire island and,
consequently, the possibility to redefine its role and confirm it as an important attraction to tourism,
3
basing its potentials to become more attractive on a new approach to the organisation of its territory .
Viewed in this light, the connection between potentials and the balancing of responsibilities between
the diverse inhabited areas of the island, and the different administrations that govern its
comprehensive development, in ways suitable to the diverse characteristics of individual sites,
comports, first and foremost, an understanding of their historic-environmental qualities, from which to
derive adequate methods of implementation. Above all, the intention is to avoid the process of
denaturing that has long affected these sites, inverting the procedure of exploitation for intensive and
indifferent tourism. This approach is inevitably destined to collapse unless we establish remedies in
the near future, and if we do not implement the necessary works of reparation.
All of this must be put into place before nature and the environmental disasters it produces on a
cyclical basis, assume the ability to heal the wounds caused by human hands. In other words, before
the artificial disasters produced across the territory by the unrestrained exploitation of the territory and
its natural riches are removed and cancelled by the revolution of a fatally wounded natural
environment.
1

The graduate thesis project for the spatial reconfiguration of the Port of Ischia was developed by Valentina
Grassi, under my direction.
2
The graduate thesis project for the structural reorganisation of the Port of Casamicciola was developed by Fabio
Previti, under my direction.
3
The two graduate these are published in: MONACO, Antonello, Porto non porto. Progetti didattici per il porto di
Ischia, Napoli: Clean, 2013.
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Fig. 1: Port of Ischia: spatial reconfiguration project. Site Plan of the project (in white) overlapped on the current
arrangement of the harbour (in black). Arch. Valentina Grasso.
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Abstract

Since ancient times disasters such as earthquakes, floods, volcano eruptions and tornadoes have
destroyed relevant pieces of world heritage. Notwithstanding, one must be reminded that the worst
disaster is not that caused by nature, but the one provoked by men when they subtract from original
sites important physical components which have been historically consolidated as people‟s cultural
identity and tradition. Taking part of a major project of colonization established by the Lusitanian
Crown in which they played an important role in the catechism of natives, Portuguese Friars Minor
founded thirteen convents in North-East Brazil. Between the end of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries the respective conventual churches happened to have their interiors carefully embellished in
order to best meet Post-Tridentine recommendations of using art as an efficient tool of evangelization.
This article aims to explore two works of architecture and art produced by Franciscans that have
disappeared from their original sites – the church interiors of Paraíba and Paraguaçu. The
investigation is based on two relevant indicators: the study of kindred Franciscan church interiors,
since all thirteen houses were furnished with similar models, and the access to rare iconographic data
from the twentieth century that reveal the original look of the lost spaces. The results further highlight
the importance of safeguarding documentation as an ultimate tool to register cultural heritage.
Keywords: church interior, architecture, Franciscans, Paraíba, Paraguaçu.

1. Introduction
Between 1585 and 1660 Portuguese Friars Minor founded thirteen convents in the North-East
seaboard of Brazil. Taking part of a major project of colonization established by the Lusitanian Crown,
Franciscans were not limited to missionary activities among the native peoples but also contributed for
the colonizers‟ perseverance with the sacraments. In order to best perform their duties they had to
build edifices that could house their ordinary activities. When they first established in the new territory
they produced tiny constructions serving as shelters and rooms for prayers. From the end of the
seventeenth century up to the end of the next century their convents were reformed, enlarged and
embellished. Their lavishly decorated interiors thus attended Post-Tridentine procedures of using art
as instrument of evangelization, especially in a context where the newly converted to Christianity
(mostly of indigenous backgrounds) were likely to be attracted by artistic devices.
This paper aims to highlight two magnificent works of art and architecture that were destroyed in two
of the thirteen convents founded by Franciscans in northeastern Brazil during colonial times. In order
to best address the object of study, the essay has been structured in three sections: the first deals with
the general context within which Franciscans pursued they trajectory as ambassadors of the Catholic
Church in North-East Brazil, thus spreading their doctrine and erecting their houses from Paraíba to
Bahia according to „the capuchin manner‟; the second refers to the stage when Franciscan houses
were embellished, especially the church interiors, which became sophisticated spaces of worship; and
the last addresses to two great heritage losses in the conventual churches at Paraíba and Paraguaçu,
when both the carved wooden surfaces of the crossing sector and capela-mor were removed from the
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first, and kindred finishing of the nave and capela-mor were completely taken off from the second. The
section further reiterates the efficacy of iconography as it still shows the architectural composition that
characterized those church interiors.

2. The first ‘capuchin’ foundations in Brazilian territory
In spite of being the first religious that actually stepped in Brazilian soil and celebrated the first mass at
a place named Porto Seguro in 1500, Franciscans did not settle in the land by then, as they integrated
a Portuguese expedition that had to continue journey to India. The religious only established in Brazil
by official means eighty-five years later, taking part of a major colonization project designed by the
Portuguese Crown under the rule of King Philip II of Spain [1]. The missionary scheme had already
started in 1549 with Jesuits, who came to Brazil when the first General Government was set. The
Society of Jesus was followed by Benedictines thirty-one years later and by Carmelites in 1584 [2].
Both the religious Orders and the secular clergy were run by the so-called Padroado Régio, which
consisted of an accord between the Catholic Church and the Portuguese Crown through which the
first delegated the second the power to found churches and monasteries, accept novices, nominate
priests and friars, and decide about all religious matters in the colonies of the vast Lusitanian Empire.
The accord further gave the monarch the right to collect and administer ecclesiastical tithes – the
Faithfull‟s contribution to the Church in effect since medieval times [3]. Considering the privileges
above mentioned, the King was the greatest authority of the Catholic Church in Portuguese America,
the one to whom was given the last word to any Church uproar.
Within such scheme, Franciscans were permitted to come right after the institution of the first Brazilian
Custody, created in Lisbon in 1584 as a response to the request from the community of Olinda, a
prosperous village in the Captaincy of Pernambuco. It is important to highlight that since 1534 the
Crown had divided Brazilian territory in fourteen pieces of land – the captaincies – that were entrusted
to honored Lusitanian men so that they could settle, cultivate the soil and protect their property against
both foreigners‟ incursions and indigenous attacks. Further to Pernambuco the next captaincy
provided with Franciscans was Baía de Todos os Santos, whose capital city was awarded with their
second convent, founded in 1587. The next foundations were Igaraçu (1588), Paraíba (1589), Ipojuca
(1606), Recife (1606), São Francisco do Conde (1629), Sirinhaém (1630), Paraguaçu (1649), Cairu
(1650), São Cristovão (1657), Penedo (1660) and Alagoas (1660). All those convents were erected on
the North-East seaboard, the area that concentrated most of the existing sugar mills – the plants
whose production ran Brazilian economy by then (Figure 01).
As Franciscans were mendicants, they had to found their houses at economically prosperous places
so that they could guarantee their living by means of the alms they begged. In fact that was a
recommendation put forward in their statutes, which further suggested that the convents should be
erected in stone from the beginning so as to avoid further begging for their reconstruction with „good‟
materials. This requisite would also impress those who gave support to the fabric of the buildings, who
were served with the cure of souls and the administration of sacraments, apart from other privileges.
Notwithstanding, Franciscan edifices should best reflect their doctrine of poverty, never making use of
superfluous components, as best emphasized in the Statutes of Santo Antonio of Brazil, the code of
practice that should be strictly followed by all Brazilian communities of friars [4]. According to it, the
houses should always follow the „capuchin‟ way of building.
In fact Friars Minor did obey that guideline, especially in the first stage of the construction enterprise,
as their religious edifices were started with a small oratory for daily prayers, built next to a line of tiny
individual spaces that functioned as bedrooms – the cells. As the communities of friars grew, new
lined up cells would be arranged perpendicularly to the original aisle thus forming a “L”, which later
would form a “U” attached to the nave that had already been added to the former oratory, now
converted into capela-mor [5]. The quadrangular area obtained from the perpendicular attachment of
the aisles actually shaped the cloister, the main physical component of the convent.
The architectural model that resulted from those early community demands thus attended the basic
principles of the Order – it was simple, plain and totally destitute of decoration. It further met the
limited economic conditions of the Kingdom which prevented not only Portuguese buildings but also
those erected in the colony from being furnished with major art works. George Kubler has studied the
architecture of that period and has catalogued examples of its repertory, denominating it „plain
architecture‟ [6]. The severity of its lines and the erudition of its elements can be best testified in
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pictures by Dutch painter Frans Post, commissioned by Count Johan Maurits Nassau van Siegen to
depict Brazilian towns and villages during the period of Dutch occupation (1630-1654).
Post‟s depictions of Brazilian landscape always displayed a religious edifice, which consisted of an
expressive building whose main façade was flanked by stone pilasters surmounted by classical
pediment that corresponded to a gabled roof. Two openings set at a higher symmetrical position in
relation to the main entrance – often furnished by a small porch – suggested the existence of an upper
floor, which might correspond to the high choir, set to the liturgical west of the edifice (Figure 02).
Conventual buildings had an additional block where the cloister was located. Such simple patterns
kept changing as time passed. At the end of the eighteenth century, when Franciscan houses were
enlarged and concluded, they had attained a completely different architectural form.
The final version of the thirteen Franciscan convents from North-East Brazil was first studied in 1956
when the French scholar Germain Bazin grouped them due to the similar architectural features they
carried. Their physical arrangement comprised the following spaces: a single nave church provided
with capela-mor and preceded by a Roman-arched portico, a sacristy behind the capela-mor, a high
choir located to the nave liturgical west, a Third Order chapel opening to the nave, and a two-storey
cloister surrounding a central courtyard. The building complex had a spacious forecourt preceded by a
stone grand cross and was provided with a single bell tower set back from the church façade [7] [5]
(Figure 03). Each space had its own importance; however the church stood as a basilar compartment
in the Franciscan complex, with emphasis to its interior, as it shall be argued in the next section.

3. The Franciscan church interiors
The church was the most important space in the convent – the house of prayer, the place where both
the community and the faithful joined for the worship of God. In the Franciscan context in North-East
Brazil it consisted of a single, rectangular-shaped nave provided with a smaller room opening to its
liturgical East – the capela-mor. Accessed by an expressive Roman archway, this chapel represented
the core of the temple since it sheltered the High Altar: the table above which the miracle of the
consubstantiation occurred every time mass was celebrated. As such it should be well decorated and
treated with reverence and protocol. Similar decoration scheme ought to be applied to the altars of the
crossing and other structures attached to the church nave (Figures 04 and 05).
Considering the poverty of the friars and the mendicant component of the Order, the embellishment of
the church interiors could only be attained if benefactors commissioned the art works. Such patronage
applied to the presbytery area of the church, to the capela-mor, to the crossing altars, to additional
nave chapels and to the nave floor itself, which was often arranged according to a stone grid whose
internal perimeters corresponded to individual tombstones. The patron would pay for the art work; in
turn the space where it would be assembled would be ceded as his/her burial place and respective
family ad perpetuum. The bigger the donation the closer to the High-Altar the floor tombstone would
be, since that represented the most sacred place within the temple [5].
As to such practice, there is evidence of kindred cessions in the capela-mor of Santo Antônio at
Recife, in the Chapter house of N. S. das Neves at Olinda, and in the crossing area of São Francisco
at Salvador, whose Gospel-side co-lateral altar dedicated to the Immaculate Conception – the
patroness of the Franciscan Order – was ceded to Colonel Garcia D‟Ávila Pereyra, one of the most
powerful citizens in the colony capital, and his heirs. In turn they were expected to continuously furnish
the place with all utensils and garments necessary for the worship of God [8]. Concerning the church
of Salvador it is important to register that it was the biggest within the Province and, contrasting with
the others, was provided with side aisles furnished with chapels, as if it aimed to resemble the spatial
arrangement of the homonym Franciscan temple at Oporto, Portugal (Figure 06).
Meanwhile it is opportune to highlight that the patronage practice best met the Post-Tridentine rhetoric
of using art as a pedagogic tool for evangelization [9]. The composition of oil paintings, colored
wooden images of saints and glazed tiles panels addressing biblical themes covered ceilings, niches
and walls, and inserted the faithful not only in an atmosphere of prayer, but also of joy and delight.
Moreover it fully expressed “the sublimity of religion” [10], the perfect alibi for Franciscans to justify the
splendor of their church interiors. After all “for the worship of God any excessive ornamentation would
be little” [11]. Besides the church (which included the capela-mor), other places of worship that could
display rich decoration within the convent were the sacristy, the chapter house, the high choir and the
cloister galleries. Private compartments such as the friars‟ cells had to be most „capuchin‟.
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Although patronage was a conditioning practice to furnish the church with the necessary decoration, it
was most intensified from the beginning of the eighteenth century due to the vitality of the colonial
economy, enlivened by the discovery of gold and precious stones in the Captaincies of Minas Gerais
and Bahia [12]. Church interiors therefore became a true apotheosis to the Catholic dogmas, which
was expressed by splendid works of art thus creating a symphony-like composition of religious
characters, heavenly sceneries and architectural devices. The church interiors of Santo Antônio at
Paraíba and Santo Antônio at Paraguaçu truly attained such high level of exuberance and artistic
excellence, as it will be exposed in the next section.

4. Santo Antônio at Paraíba and Santo Antônio at Paraguaçu
Though they do not represent the only Franciscan art and architecture losses from colonial times as
other convents from the Order had their church interiors remodeled to fit later stylistic trends, the lost
legacy from Santo Antonio at Paraíba and Santo Antônio at Paraguaçu undoubtedly represent the
greatest damages incurred to the Seraphic heritage in North-East Brazil. The available iconography
best discloses such injury by means of two early twentieth century photographs that show the refined
art work that formerly shaped the architectural composition of the respective church interiors.
4.1 The church interior of Santo Antônio at Paraíba
The convent of Santo Antônio at Paraíba, located in the present-day city of João Pessoa, state of
Paraíba, was the fourth foundation of the Brazilian custody, dating from 1589. Records account that
the conventual church works might have finished in 1609, according to physical arrangement by
architect Frei Francisco dos Santos, nominated first guardian of the respective convent [13]. There are
no accounts about its interior by then, but it is likely to have been a simple – capuchin – model since
that was the practice adopted by the friars in that period. During the time the Dutch occupied Paraíba
(1633-1654), there is no document addressing the place, except for the use of the convent as their
military headquarters.
The next account on the church is dated 1718, sixty-four years after the Dutch withdrawal, when both
the nave wooden tribunes and those at capela-mor were carved. Frei Jaboatão, chronicler for the
Brazilian Province of Santo Antônio, stated that the conventual church at Paraíba was one of the best
amongst all Franciscan foundations. Considering its interior, the chronicler added that it displayed
“perfect retables, tribunes and altars” as well as a good quality ceiling panel framed by carved wooden
wall cornice. He also referred to a tombstone located before the stairway that led to the stool above
which stood the High Altar in the capela-mor [8]. Dated 1719 the floor piece dedicated to a former
Governor of the Captaincy actually confirms the Franciscan practice of ceding sacred spaces as burial
sites for those who had somehow sponsored the construction works and the embellishment of their
edifices, as mentioned in the previous section.
st

The church at Paraíba was next accounted on 31 December 1734, when it was consecrated by
Bishop D. Joseph Fialho. Records highlight the pomp of the ceremony to which prelates from other
convents and influential people from colonial society gave homage [8]. Nineteen years later the
capela-mor and the crossing were completed. The Book of Guardians stated that the Gospel-side altar
dedicated to the Immaculate Conception and the Epistle-side one dedicated to S. Francis were both
gilded as well as the capela-mor, whose vaulted ceiling was painted with twenty panels [13].
Between 1792 and 1793 the nave walls were clad with panels of glazed tiles. Two years later the
capela-mor walls had the same type of finish and were furnished with four carved wooden tribunes. In
1800 a carved and gilded wooden baldachin was set above the High Altar throne and the sacred table
was provided with all silver liturgical devices, utensils and the appropriate fabric [13]. The
embellishment of the most sacred area of the Catholic temple was therefore completed, with the
magnificence and splendor required to any kingly compartment. After all the space was devoted to the
worship of God, „the King to whom any excessive ornamentation would be little‟, as mentioned above.
That ultimate appearance attained in the crossing wall and capela-mor actually displayed two trends of
retables used by Franciscans in colonial Brazil. The archivolts that crowned the capela-mor throne and
the consonant twisted columns that flanked the retable niche addressed to the seventeenth and early
eighteenth century model, which expressed a nearly “Romanesque” solution. The crossing retables
devoted to the Immaculate Conception (Gospel side) and to S Francis (Epistle side), presented a late
eighteenth century decoration whose finish elements addressed to Rococo (Figure 07).
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Such aspect of the church interior endured up to the beginning of the twentieth century when it was
detected that the carved and gilded wooden structure had been strongly damaged by termite
infestation, due to the lack of maintenance it had undergone over the years. Instead of restoring it, the
decision of the Church was an actual „disaster‟, as it determined the dismantling and removal of the art
works from the capela-mor and crossing wall. The disaster occurred in 1908, when it was replaced by
a different style High Altar and retable [14]. During restoration works held in the end of the twentieth
century, the new structure was removed. From then on that part of the church interior has remained
plain, as if its original carved and gilded woodwork had never been assembled, except for the crossing
altars and retables whose gilded components were coated with blue and green paint (Figure 08).
4.2 The church interior of Santo Antônio at Paraguaçu
The convent of Santo Antônio at Paraguaçu, situated in the present-day state of Bahia, was founded
in 1649, when a small retreat house was erected in a site located twelve leagues from the colony
capital, and reached by Paraguaçu River. The reason for electing such a distant site from city life was
the function it actually had as a novitiate house. The chosen site was privileged as the building stood
above a natural platform by the river from where the friars could contemplate a beautiful landscape.
There are very few accounts about the building. Though records indicate that the conventual church
first stone was laid in 1658 [8]. Despite of the chronicler‟s professing there was no information about
the conclusion of the construction works, they seem to have been completed in 1660, according to
date carved on its main stone doorway lintel. Similar inscription on the reception hall doorway dating
1686 suggests the time when the convent was completed. It is important to highlight that the dates
indicated do not mean the respective spaces were completely finished by then. The full ornamentation
of church interiors would often take a while as it relied upon the funds provided by benefactors who in
turn depended on financial profits determined by the „ups and downs‟ of colonial economy.
Similarly to other Franciscan conventual churches, the capela-mor at Paraguaçu was ceded as burial
place for a benefactor. The one who was honored with such privilege was Pe Pedro Garcia, a wealthy
secular priest who had given the land for the friars to erect their convent. His generosity concerning
the friars came to a point that the income generated from his various sugar cane plantations supported
the community of friars even after his death in 1691, as his testament best stated [10].
Since there are no written records about the construction works of the church interior nor about its
further embellishment, a photograph dated 1911 by Manoel Querino becomes the ultimate tool
through which one can contemplate the sophisticated composition of the art works (Figure 09). The
Gospel-side decorated pieces – altar/retable dedicated to the Immaculate Conception, pulpit and
tribune – as well as the capela-mor and respective crossing archway suggest that the art works were
produced from the second half of the eighteenth century. The use of classical style columns flanking
the main retable niche and the introduction of valance furnished with curtain-like lambrequins crowning
the Gospel side structure confirm the pertinence to that late version of church ornamentation [15].
The decadence of the building started in 1824, when the novitiate was closed and transferred to both
the convents of Salvador and Recife. From then on the situation only got worse, and Paraguaçu lost
the importance it used to have within the Province. Records reveal that in 1857 there were only five
religious in the house. In spite of German friars from Saxony having assumed the task to start out the
restoration of the Brazilian Province of Santo Antonio in 1893, the physical conditions of the edifice
were so bad that they soon abandoned the place. In 1914 the property was ceded to the Archbishopric
of Salvador [16]. By then the church interior had already been sacked, having lost most of its art works
– altars, images, pieces of furniture and integrated goods. Similarly to the present-day aspect of the
capela-mor of Santo Antônio at Paraíba, the church interior of Paraguaçu was left as if its original
exuberant carved and gilded woodwork had never been assembled (Figure 10).
The present-day condition of the two church interiors referred to in this paper reflects the carelessness
from those responsible for the safeguarding of cultural heritage. It is known that when the mentioned
art works were dismantled or pillaged, there was not any national institution in charge of protecting
kindred goods in Brazil. Meanwhile it must be remembered that, if not the Franciscan Province (that
was much reduced in number of religious at the end of the nineteenth century), at least the Church
should be responsible for safeguarding such inestimably valued heritage. Notwithstanding, it rather
preferred to be negligent in both cases: either deciding for the dismantling of the capela-mor at
Paraíba or leaving Paraguaçu abandoned, at the mercy of robbers who actually sacked the temple.
The iconography then arises as the ultimate tool through which such relics become at least known and
recognized as superb colonial art works that were „disastrously‟ subtracted from their original sites.
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Figure 01 – Brazilian North-East seaboard pointing out the
thirteen Franciscan foundations [17].
Source: IBGE (1990, p. 32-33).
Edited by Stanley Medeiros, 2017.

Figure 02 – Frans Post “A Chapel with porch”,
Clifford Duits, London (1962) [18].
Source: SOUSA-LEÃO (1973, p. 139).

Figure 03 – Convent of Sto Antônio at Paraíba: Present-day ground storey floor-plan [5].
Source: CAVALCANTI FILHO (2009, p. 92/ Inventory)
Edited by Stanley Medeiros, 2017.
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Figure 04 – Church interior of Santa Maria dos Anjos at Penedo, AL: crossing and capela-mor [5].
Source: CAVALCANTI FILHO (2009, p. 240/ Inventory).

Figure 05 – Church interior of Santo Antônio at Igaraçu, PE: crossing and capela-mor [5].
Source: CAVALCANTI FILHO (2009, p. 75/ Inventory).

Figure 06 – Church interior of São Francisco at Salvador, BA: crossing and capela-mor [5].
Source: CAVALCANTI FILHO (2009, p. 48/ Inventory).
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Figure 07 – Santo Antônio at Paraíba: General view of former Figure 08 – Santo Antônio at Paraíba: General
crossing and capela-mor (beginning of 20th century) [19].
view of crossing and capela-mor.
Source: BURITY (2008, p. 137).
Source: Photo by Ivan Cavalcanti Filho (2017).

Figure 09 – Santo Antônio at Paraguaçu: view of former
crossing and capela-mor [20].
Photograph by Manoel Querino (1911).
Source: FONSECA (1988, photo 13).
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Figure 10 – Santo Antônio at Paraguaçu: General
view of crossing and capela-mor.
Source: Photo by Ivan Cavalcanti Filho (2017).
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Abstract
A research methodology has been developed for the Euro South Hub project, within the Operational
Programme Italia Malta 2007-13, in order to implement urban regeneration strategies. Recent
recommendations about the development and the economic promotion of Ortigia (included in Unesco’s
World Heritage List in 2005) aimed at upgrading the systems used to attract tourist flows, pose some
problems involving issues such as the identity of a specific place and its preservation, after having identified
its peculiar characteristics. Reflections about buildings lead to further reasoning up to embrace a place’s
social and intangible components; so, regeneration projects are based on a philosophy able to convey the
feelings of the community: both resident people and those who live there only for a limited amount of time.
The research has been carried out with the aim of expanding the knowledge of Ortigia’s urban operating
principles, and it focuses on an area characterised by an irregular arrangement of activities and an uneven
conservation status of urban fabric. The paper will illustrate in further detail the analysis method which has
been adopted, that is based on the parallel use of a layering technique and on sociological analysis. This
leads to a better awareness of the analysed urban spaces and of weak links in particular, where it is
necessary to carry out actions in order to recreate a shape that was lost and to make it up-to-date at the
same time.
Keywords:
Urban Regeneration, Visual Sociology, Layering

Introduction
The research that we’re going to describe here has been set in last years using methodologies, specific to
different disciplines, an European funding and field experimentation conducted through the teaching
experience of the courses of Technologies for Building and Renovation Technologies and Construction
Maintenance of the Bachelor of Science degree in Architecture of the University of Catania.
The European reference project was funded in 2011 within P.O. Italy-Malta 2007-13, and entitled "EuroSouth
Hub". The program purpose was to promote Research and Development to outline sustainable pathways for
social innovation. The project was designed to imagine how, in the current economic phase - with specific
attention to Mediterranean Europe - they could address issues such as the growing spread of youth
unemployment, the opportunity to stimulate new entrepreneurial realities and direct Induced by these
activities towards social innovation.
The project has implemented a research and aggregation hub, service provider, project and social
entrepreneurship center with offices in Ortigia, Malta and Lampedusa, including a virtual platform that
integrates the system to accompany the promotion, the cultural, social and entrepreneurial redevelopment of
human heritage in the area, through networking territories with emerging international cultural and tourist
circuits. In the ample and articulated program, the part devoted to Urban Recovery themes was designed as
a strategic activity aimed to:
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- Understanding the ongoing urban transformation process in occupied systems, adopted as case studies;
- Analysis and organizing of the community needs;
- Definition of the role and of local vocations for development that could be interpreted and supported within
a business incubator.
For these reasons, in harmony with a cultural climate that increasingly pushes the mindset to the
environment transformation built towards the understanding of social dynamics, research has focused on the
Urban Regeneration area as usually defined in sociology studies and related to the social innovation theme.
Selected areas of interest were the historical center of Siracusa (Ortigia) and La Valletta (Malta), two cities
that share a series of distinctive features: the strategic location in the Mediterranean Sea, the morphological
condition as walled cities, the recent research of a new dimension of the tourism-oriented economy.
Particularly, urban areas with degradation and marginality, even though they are part of small systems, have
been identified.
This contribution will specifically illustrate the work part based on Ortigia, in particular on the Graziella and
Bottari districts, areas that do not appear to be part of the city user's consciousness, on the edge of
traditional tourist routes, linked to the arteries of the largest commercial organization, but not known or
frequented by most residents.

2. Building the Knowledge Project
Every intervention on the built environment finds its reasons in the outcomes of cognitive processes
organized in a multiscalary sense and aimed to the acquisition of data and informations related to different
fields of knowledge and methodologically relevant. For this reason, the organization of the broad analytics
spectrum is developed as a project and activity that articulates and changes during the study. The project of
the knowledge set up had the task of revealing the urban functioning of Ortigia, privileging the northern part
of the island, characterized by uneven conditions both in the distribution of activities and in the state of
physical conservation. Areas that preserve the traces of the ancient Greek plant and the complex evolution
of the shape, in the configuration of the urban net and in the altimetry variation of the soil dimensions. A
complex theory of additions and subtraction interventions, proving unremitting work over a very long time, to
build an identity.
We can find, coupled, extremely diverse urban nets geometrically talking, for the density that emerges in the
comparison between full and empty spaces, for the role within the flows and for the characteristics of
accessibility and vivacity. We can recognize the ramification of allocation umbertine in the island territory:
made on the slopes of the demolished Spanish setting; The Graziella area: compact on the outer faces
characterized by a system of unconnected shorts; The insulates of the district of Bottari: separated by a
parallel system with parallel axes that traverses the alignment and layouts of the ancient Greek city.
Everything is disconnected from the presence of Corso Matteotti, which today constitutes the great artery of
vehicle and pedestrian paths. For this reason, the reading of the urban system has assumed, between the
east and west, as the main roads of Via Mirabella / Via Rocco Pirro and, perpendicular to this, Via Dione and
Via Cavour. Axes that are different for usability features, the quality of architectural objects that define their
appearance, the role of the sites that connect.

Fig.1 Dense urban net of Graziella Area
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Researched areas have also been chosen to explore the real possibilities of interaction within the Ortigia
system by attractors graft, catalyst elements of the attendant's attention, capable of developing new ways of
using the city. A reflection on the prospect of enhancing and improving the supply of tourist services - which
seems to be the privileged strategy of the administration and local authorities - highlights the lack of
organically structured actions aimed at efficient urban management. Public funding and incentives, which
have allowed private citizens to undertake building renovation projects, have drawn a "leopard spot"
distribution of the areas recovered with greater concentration around the areas of greater attractiveness and
visibility.
For these reasons, to constructive reading methods such as geometric and technological survey, the
elaboration of thematic documents on the consistency of heritage and historical evolution, to the
understanding of the structural pattern of the lots, a technique of restitution of complexity Urban "layering"
has been adopted.
"An attempt to organize sets that maintain a sufficient detail level, which allow for joint visions and to cross
different aspects, highlighting unclear or immediately controllable relationships. From the boards of anatomy
atlas, to stratigraphy of archaeologists, to the construction of maps with layers on computers, to the
hypertexts that give to each layer thickness, the result of layering is the reordering of complex relationships
within an orderly series of simple relationships; It is the construction, for archaeologists, of a syntax
determined in time and space. " (P. Viganò, 1999 p.30)
The method used allowed us to come to an analytic decomposition to highlight “text structure“. A city made
of overlapping and/or drawn close elements that structure, through designed analytic filters, a layer theory.
We have experimented with this technique that adopts the principle of reduction for information transcribed,
filtered in a monothematic sense, to increase specific knowledge. The purpose is the reconnaissance of the
urban system to highlight the talents to be promoted. We do not rely on the project to find solutions to adapt
to the contemporary world what we have inherited, but strategies that can provide the system's own
inclinations to construct concrete opportunities to effectively implement certain activities, identify adequate
space and places to express themselves. The city talents are in its physical and social unity, the talents
express both the stakeholder capability system and the potential for revitalization of the physical net, they
describe the system of resources where they can build a new process of adaptation to contemporarneity that
we call regeneration.
2.1 Visual Sociology for the Research of Urban Identity
Simultaneously, a reading experience of the same area was conducted with the methodologies of Visual
Sociology, involving some university students of the SDS Architecture and the last year classes of a
Syracuse’s high school. The goal was to include "social representation of the urban space of the Ortigia
district, following an integrated approach that took into account three components: environmental-territorial,
perceptive-visual and social." (Casciaro, 2013). The methodology refers to the visioning processes, usually
used for the construction of non-expert knowledge in participatory planning plans. This is a method that
contributes to the design of alternative scenarios from a hypothesis: the existence of a circularity between
space perception and collective attribution of meanings. “The goals of the historical cities’ recovery,
addressed to re-establish a territorial integrity are a representative example of architecture as result of
interaction between two sets of intentions, those belonging to the domain of the project and the ones
referring to the users’ requirements.” (Caterina 2016)
Two questions were asked in the working group: What would you like to show to a friend who does not know
Ortigia? Which part of the area would you omit?
Two questions that highlight positive features of the observed area and elements with high levels of physical,
social and management criticality of the urban system.
The young people, invited to answer the questions through images, gave birth to a discussion about their
choices. A discussion designated to analyze images and motivations as an interpretation of their generative
and critical force, in other words an evolution from vision statements to collective preferences.
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Fig.2 Layering

Four types of questions of public accountability were born, regarding:
- Sociality and Relationship spaces;
- Urban decency and public green areas;
- Recovery of local traditions, craftsmanship and the economy of the territory;
- Architecture Quality.
The verbal description and shared discussion amplified the narrative ability of the images, and in some
cases the “portrait” of the same place was vehicle of opposing positions, demonstrating the possibility of a
coexistence within the same polysemic space.
We obtained the perception of a city-archipelago, made up of unconnected islands because of the depletion
of systemic relations; a fragmentation of urban space made up of unused elements. A contradictory city
where the constructive quality, the richness of historic stratification and stylistic apparatus realize a "urban
scenery flat” beyond which often abandoned power rules, also driven by a widespread lack of civic sense
and little affection for the common good. In the process of urban renewal that has affected Ortigia in the last
two decades, heterogeneity has taken over and has fractured into collective perception, privileging few flow
lines along the connection directrix of archeological and monumental emergencies. In this dynamic,
marginalized areas have become the protagonists of two dynamics: first, the abandonment and/or the
advancement of material degradation; second, the proliferation of small interventions named as self-made
recovery (Cantone 2013) that produced damages in the overall urban image and a departure from the use of
traditional materials and work related to that handicraft expertise that has been recognized as one of the
excellence to be safeguarded.

3. From Knowledge to Project
Layering highlighted qualities and specializations of the urban system that, with a differently organized look,
do not emerge. The analyzed road axes that run in the east/west direction (via Mirabella - via Pirro) cross
residential areas of small net and intersect successively via Dione, Corso Matteotti and Via Cavour. Along
the way we can notice a quite big number of architectural emergencies, mostly ecclesiastical buildings that
underwent reuse operations were intended to host mainly cultural services. Two streets parallels to Corso
Matteotti are in very different conditions because of different ways of using them by city users, even because
of degradation. Via Dione, despite it is part of the ancient route, linking the Apollo Temple area with the
Levante Beach, is a large residential area where old traditional crafts and small businesses no longer exist
and with many unused public and private spaces at the ground floor. Behind this area, we can see the
development of the Graziella neighborhood, the old fishermen's quarter, main theme of some thinning
construction work. Interventions that delivered to the city a widening and a short court system whose
physical condition reports the scars of demolished bodies through a series of wall constructions that tell the
way of life of the inhabitants of an old time and where the emerging of platforms testifies to the Altimetric
level of buildings that originally had no physical relationship. This metamorphosis of the urban system
however has not been "metabolized”, so this part of the city still does not belong completely to the
community.

Fig.3 Graziella Area_ Permeability and Integration
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Degree Work by Cristina Intagliata a.a. 2009-10 tutor prof. V. Fiore

Totally different fate is the one that has made Via Cavour a lively street that absorbs and interprets the
commercial character of Corso Matteotti with an uninterrupted succession of artisan studios and workshops,
small shops and restaurants, accompanying visitors and citizens to Piazza Duomo. Via Cavour is the eastern
extremity of the Bottari district; an elongated insula system in which morphology recognizes the Greek
strigas traces, a permeable system that alongs paths defined by sloping and streets crossing the insides and
inner courtyards, now occupied and equipped as an outbound expansion of the numerous restaurants.
From these data, the project hypotheses were conceived with the students, thinking about denied
expectations that they themselves, as residents, can test in everyday life.
The awareness of the quality of the city net studied and the recognition of the weak points has addressed the
design in order to recompose the shapes and actualize it. Work has been developed in the continuous
debate between the city's "talents" and requirements of a range of homogeneous users: the student
community that, especially during winter months, lives Ortigia as a university campus.
The project designed for via Dione grows from these assumptions as a compatible function system with the
building morphology and the needs of young students. The poor permeability of the compact urban net, also
result of saturation of the blocks with the formation of the characteristic Ronchi, indicated the opportunity to
build a network of pedestrian paths, returning continuity in passing through courtyards in succession and
picking up the suggestions offered by buildings fragments, demolished or collapsed. In an empty space is
recognized as a syntactic value in the configuration of a new urban layout. The individual building
redevelopment solutions have been elaborated, taking into account the material degradation conditions and
the technological data of the single building, the latter represented through the constructive sections of the
individual buildings analyzed.

Fig.4 Via Rocco Pirro
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Fig.5 via Rocco Pirro- Reuse project

Fig. 6 Via Dione

The technological transformation potential of ancient buildings is the variable in which calibrate grafts and
innovations respecting material and immaterial qualities of the guardians of architectural identity.
The overall outcome has drawn a new possible future for a side of Ortigia which is still little known to the
citizens themselves, in attempt to realize the support structure of an archipelago, set of disconnected
elements that the methodology of visual sociology has highlighted.
The key words that led the whole process express, in a conceptual way, three necessities to build on
strategies to overcome the marginal conditions: we investigated the propositional abilities of the Coagulation
concept, applying it to the theme of searching for Connections for the Project Of Residual Spaces.
In the processes that we have defined as Urban Regeneration, “Coagulation refers to an intervention
strategy capable of restoring situations of urban and social degradation and dispersion by activating the
potential of connecting both physical and social resources of neighborhoods "(Carta, 2009)

Fig. 7 via Dione – via Resalibera _Releaf
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Fig.8 via Dione – via Resalibera _Reuse project

Fig.9 Il Cortile delle Api_A wide courtyard among Graziella area

By interpreting this statement and referring to the suggestion that the term can give: coagulation as a result
of an action of attraction, some places with a high degree of social attractiveness have been identified and
the types of activated connections that have been worked on three levels:
- physical space;
- the setting up of destinations for use - as support for the social networks realizations;
- relationship between project and actors involved in a perspective of participation and choice sharing;
Physical fact is made of a constellation of microspaces whose stitches delivers to the community a new and
welcoming net. It also gives an increased ability to read the urban space as a result of sedimented growth
processes.
Attached drawings show the method described and the project activities carried out by the students
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Abstract

The aim of this work is to show the evolution of the stress state within the compound vaults, namely
those originating by the intersection at right angles of two-barrel vaults, by means of chromatic-read
maps. For each cylindrical groin in cross vault and cloister vault, a stresses’ composition process is
performed by applying the static forces according to the load combinations required by Italian Code for
Structural Design (NTC 2008). The stress value is so determined for each point belonging to the vault
to which it will be associated the respective color. The different colors, as well as showing the most
critical areas, define the so-called isostatic curves of the principal stresses. Based on the isostatic
curves obtained, the structural strengthening is designed using the integration between traditional
(spandrel walls and reinforcement rings) and innovative techniques (AAC – Autoclaved Aerated
Concrete – and FRP – Fiber Reinforced Polymers). These studies are carried out on the former
College of the Jesuits of Amantea (CS) and they arise as a methodology applicable in any context of
structural rehabilitation of cultural heritage.
Keywords: Stresses mapping, compound vaults, structural strengthening, FRP materials.

1.

Introduction

2.

Membrane analysis of the cross vault

The structural improvement of a building takes place with the strengthening of each of its constituent
element. This means that, prior to the global analysis of the whole building, it is necessary to make
local analysis of walls and horizontal elements in order to determine the specific structural problems
and the development of appropriate restoration works. This study, in particular, deals with the
membrane analysis of cross vaults and cloister vaults and their extrados confinement using FRP
materials. Initially, the internal stress state for each type of vault is determined by means of simple
equilibrium equations; after a stress "mapping" having the purpose of identifying the trend of
compression and tension isostatic curves is carried out. The arrangement of the FRP fabrics’ grid
applied at the extrados of the vaults, capable of absorbing the tension, is based on the curves trend
because the masonry is not resistant to tensile stresses. The excessive compression is instead
reduced by lightening the infill. These studies are part of a complex diagnostic and design process that
involved the former Jesuit College of Amantea (CS), subject to further structural insights [1]. For this
research work were chosen two vaults suitable for the purpose of the study for dimensional
characteristics and state of preservation.
The static scheme of the cross vault derives from its geometric construction because the four diagonal
arches are the load bearing structure of the whole curved slab. These arches are obtained by the
intersection of four cylindrical groins that downloading on the four lateral supports. It follows that the
static study consist into analyze separately the two barrel vaults through the application of membrane
theory and then compose the strain on the diagonal arches [2]. The vault chosen is at today's College
nd
entry (fig. 1.a) at the 2 level, divided into two vaults A and B, whose geometric and mechanical data
are shown in tab. 1.
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Fig. 1: Localization of vaults analyzed: a) cross vault on second storey; b) cloister vault on third storey.

Fig. 2: Subdivision diagonal arch and identification of the ten investigated sections.

The static analyses performed is based on the classical membrane theory applied on barrel vault
whereas the point O is the center of the local tern xyz and coincides with the median of the top line of
length equal to 2l [3]. Along the abscissa x, which describes the position on the generating, are
considered nine steps of x coincident with the projections arising from the division of the diagonal arch
in portions having steps of 10° (fig. 2 and fig. 3.b). For each load condition [4] (self-weight, infill
variable loads, uniformly distributed loads due to the superstructure and to the live loads) the stresses
S1, S2 and T are determined as a function of the identified steps and of the latitude (fig. 3.b: β for the
vault A and α for the vault B). As show in fig. 3.a, they are distinguished the case of the barrel vault of
the North-South section (vault A) from that of the East-West section (vault B).
Vault

Springing line

Ri

[m]

[m]

A

4,68

2,36

B

4,44

2,23

R0

s

[m]

[m]

2,05

0,27

Latitud.

γV

li

[°]

[m]

0-82,44

2,22

0-85,44

2,34

γspan

γsstr
3

[kN/m ]
21

16

Tab. 1: Dimensional and inertial parameters of the cross vault.
2

For self-weight, considering a constant load g = γV · s = 5,67 kN/m , is obtained:
;

;

For the infill, whereas a variable load as a function of latitude, is obtained:
;
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21

ssstr

qex

[m]

[kN/m ]

0,07

5

2

Finally, for uniformly distributed loads due to the superstructure and to the live loads, such as to
produce an action equal to q = (5 + 1,47) kN/m2 = 6,47 kN/m2, are obtained:
;

;

Through the application of the superposition principle, the stresses S1,tot, S2,tot and Ttot of two groins of
barrel vault resulting from each load contribution are now being evaluated, according to the ultimate
limit state (ULS) combination, the heaviest among those provided by the NTC [5]. Compared to these,
the principal stresses agents along the ξ and η directions are determined through these relationships:

The latter are used to perform the checks on compression and tension strength, both as regards the
two barrel vaults, that the diagonal arch for which it requires the composition of stresses according to
the diagram of fig. 3.c. In point P, belonging to the diagonal arch, will act stresses from the two groins
of barrel vaults. In a local coordinate system (fig. 3.d), if η is the axis oriented along the arch’s tangent
at point P and ξ the one orthogonal to it (fig. 3.e), the stresses projected in the plane of the arch are:
;
with γ the angle between the arch and the directrix of the cylindrical groin of a barrel vault. These
stresses are in turn projected along the axes η and ξ (fig. 3.d), distinguishing the following angles:
 θ’ is the angle that the axis η, tangent to the diagonal arch, form in the point P with the
horizontal of the arch;
 α or β are the angles of inclination of stresses S1d or S2d respect to the horizontal straight at
the point P;
 θ” is the angle that the direction of S2d forms with the axis η.
This graphic construction (fig. 3.f) will therefore have:
θ” = β - θ’

;

θ” = α - θ’

and the stresses, in the plane containing the diagonal arch, are:

;
Subsequently, these stresses are summed to determine the principal stresses of the first (barrel vault
A of fig. 3.a) and the second cylindrical groin (barrel vault B of fig. 3.a). From the latter are derived the
principal stresses for required checks:

;
The checks are as follows:

(compression check)

(tensile check)

being f d = - 0,37 MPa represent the ultimate compressive strength and it is calculated as:

where f m = 1,00 MPa represent the minimum standard value for the specific type of masonry (random
rubble masonry) and knowledge level reached (KL1), γM = 2,00 is a safety factor, CFKL1 = 1,35 is the
confidence factor for the KL1 and ftd = – (f m / 10) = 0,037 MPa is the ultimate tensile strength [6].
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Fig. 3: Slices of barrel vaults A and B in cross vault analyzed, stresses composition and graphic construction.

2.1 Results of the membrane analysis on the cross vault
The results of the latter analysis are made first in tabular form (tab. 2) and then graphically (figs. 4).
LAT.
θ
[°]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

VAULT A
ση
σξ
[MPa]
[MPa]
-0,15
0,05
-0,15
0,04
-0,16
0,01
-0,16
-0,04
-0,17
-0,10
-0,22
-0,12
-0,33
-0,04
-0,50
0,19
-0,74
0,57
-0,93
0,86

CHECK
σi < fd,i
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
NO
NO
NO

VAULT B
ση
σξ
[MPa]
[MPa]
-0,14
0,04
-0,14
0,03
-0,15
0,00
-0,15
-0,06
-0,16
-0,12
-0,23
-0,12
-0,34
-0,03
-0,52
0,21
-0,76
0,60
-0,98
0,94

CHECK
σi < fd,i
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
NO
NO
NO

NO
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
NO
NO
NO

DIAGONAL ARCH
ση
σξ
[MPa]
[MPa]
-0,13
0,00
-0,15
0,00
-0,21
-0,02
-0,29
-0,04
-0,38
-0,09
-0,46
-0,15
-0,46
-0,20
-0,36
-0,19
-0,20
-0,08
-0,07
-0,01

Tab. 2: Maximum principal stress state values and achieved results of the checks carried.
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CHECK
σi < fd,i
OK
OK
OK
OK
NO
NO
NO
OK
OK
OK

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

In graphic way, the checks can be represented with the classical diagrams for each cylindrical groin of
barrel vault (figs. 4.a, b) or through the chromatic-read maps for each principal stresses (figs. 4.c, d).

Fig. 4: Diagrams of principal stresses: a) barrel vault A; b) barrel vault B; c) chromatic-read maps of ση; d) σξ.

3.

Membrane analysis of the cloister vault

The cloister vault analyzed is located at the 3rd level of the former religious building (fig. 1.b). To
simplify the calculation, it is schematized with a square having a side of 4,62 m equal to the larger size
and with an ideal radius of curvature of 2,47 m. In so doing it is studying a general case, applicable to
any other curved slab, in conditions of maximum stresses acting. Furthermore, the vault is considered
only subject to self-weight and with a segmental arched directrix for the four cylindrical groin, following
the actual configuration resulting from the building’s metric survey. If it is assumed infinitely extended
in the direction of the directrix, the forces acting on an infinitesimal element, of dx·da size and
thickness s, are represented by the normal stresses, S1 and S2, and by the tangential stresses, T (fig.
5.b).
In order to study the most important sections and be able to trace the colour-read maps of the
principal stresses, the diagonal arch is divided into portions having constant increments of latitude of
10°, as well as made for the cross vault (fig. 5.d). From the equilibrium equations in each of the three
directions (local coordinate system n, t, x) are obtained the necessary equations to the calculation of
the stresses for the self-weight [7]:
;
;
in which S is not other than the component of stress obtained from the equilibrium in the orthogonal
direction to the diagonal of triangular element (fig. 5.c).
3.1 Results of the membrane analysis on the cloister vault
The following figure shows the trends of the stresses: S2 (fig. 5.f), S1 (fig. 5.g), for the arc at greater
development with zero value abscissa x, and S (fig. 6). There are no other types of loads, therefore,
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the aforementioned stresses are amplified by the coefficient γG1=1,3 corresponding to the G1 structural
permanent loads of the ULS fundamental combination. Since these values, the principal stresses are
then calculated. With the latter the checks on the masonry strength are carried out and these are
presented in tabular (tab. 3) and graphical form (fig. 5.h). The fig. 6, in which are represented the
stresses along the diagonal arch, shows the tensile stresses at the impost that causes cracking due to
the lack of the material tensile strength [8]. A significant confirmation is provided by the unrespected
checks who suggested design of structural strengthening on both type of vaults.

Fig. 5: Cloister vault analyzed: a) generic and triangular element; b) internal actions on generic element dx·da; c)
internal actions on triangular element; d) diagonal arch subdivision and geometric characteristics; e) identification
of significant sections; f) S2 stresses along directrix of the unrestored cloister vault; g) S1 stresses along geometric
generatrix of the unrestored cloister vault; h) principal stresses and relate to the strength of the masonry.
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β
[°]

ση
[MPa]

σξ
[MPa]

σ⊥
[MPa]

0,00

-0,07

0,00

-0,03

OK

OK

OK

4,60

-0,07

0,00

-0,03

OK

OK

OK

9,37

-0,07

-0,01

-0,03

OK

OK

OK

14,52

-0,07

-0,02

-0,03

OK

OK

OK

20,27

-0,07

-0,03

-0,03

OK

OK

OK

26,93

-0,09

-0,03

-0,03

OK

OK

OK

34,85

-0,11

-0,02

-0,02

OK

OK

OK

44,41

-0,14

0,00

-0,01

OK

OK

OK

55,91

-0,15

0,04

0,01

OK

NO

OK

69,26

-0,12

0,13

0,05

OK

NO

NO

CHECK
σi < fd,i

Fig. 6: Stresses S and cracks in cloister vault.

Tab. 3: Principal stresses and checks on masonry strength.

4.

Restoration works on the masonry vaults

The actions listed in the following paragraphs require, first of all, the restoration of the masonry
continuity by means of interventions aimed at increasing the levels of connection of natural stone
elements (cracks’ reparation, replacement of damaged portions) and the compressive strength
capacity. The static analyses have shown a deficiency in the mechanical properties of the constituent
material that, however, can easily be increased by means of injections of mixtures binders. For the
specific type of masonry, these last works allow to double the compressive strength of the material
through the application of the correction coefficients provided by the tab. C8A.2 in § C8A.2.2 of the
Circular 617 of 2009 [6] attached to NTC 2008 [5].
4.1 The use of “frenelli” for lightening the infill of cross vaults
When the stress levels are still excessive, it is necessary to provide for the removal of heavy “total”
infill, formerly made of stone material and mortar and its substitution by spandrel walls in AAC
autoclaved aerated concrete, lighter than conventional materials, but which resumes a classical
restoration technique. These vertical diaphragms masonry (so-called frenelli) allow to lower the
specific weight of the infill from 21 to 1,9 kN/m 3 and there are arranged in the two orthogonal
directions. For the stratigraphy specified in fig. 7, the superstructure provides a distributed load per
unit surface equal to 3,6 kN/m 2, obtained through the calculation of tab. 4.

Construction
Layer

THICKNESS
[m]

SPECIFIC
WEIGHT
[kN/m3]

LOAD
2
[kN/m ]

Ytong floor
panels

0,15

7,2

1,08

Cooperative
reinforced
concrete slab

0,05

25

1,25

Traditional
cement screed

0,03

21

0,63

Floor

0,02

20

0,4

TOTAL

0,25

-

3,36

Fig. 7: Restoration works on cross vault: “cellular”
infill with frenelli and FRP extrados’ grids.

Tab. 4: Construction layer of structural strengthening.
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4.2 The strengthening of masonry vaults using FRP materials
Through these new calculated values, the checks in compressive strength are respected, but not
those in traction. For this reason, we proceed with the design of FRP fabrics applied at the extrados in
order to effectively counter the excessive tensile stress [9]. Such FRP fabrics will then be used for
both types of vaults (cross vault and cloister vault). It is supposed the use of GFRP fabrics (Glass
Fiber Reinforced Polymer) having the following mechanical characteristics (tab. 5):
Product name of fabric
Specific weight [g/mq]
Type of fiber
Type of weaving
Thickness of FRP tf [mm]
Width of FRP bf [mm]
Tensile Modulus of elasticity of fiber itself Efib [MPa]
Ultimate tensile strength ffd[MPa]
Characteristic rupture strain of FRP reinforcement εfk
Environmental conversion factor (glass/epoxy resins – outside) ηa

MAPEWRAP G UNI-AX
900
E-glass
Uni-directional
0,48
300
80700
2560
0,035
0,65

Tab. 5: Main features of GFRP fabrics used.

Fig. 8: Stresses mapping of cross vault: a) principal stresses ση; b) principal stresses σξ.

Fig. 9: Stresses mapping of cloister vault: a) principal stresses ση; b) principal stresses σξ.

The arrangement of fabrics will follow the trend of the tensile isostatic curves obtained from the
observation of stress maps given back from the membrane analysis. The diagrams of the two vaults
are shown in figs. 8 (cross vault) and figs. 9 (cloister vault).
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For the cross vault, the graphs shows a reduction of the stress level and a better distribution
according to the discharge arches with increasing values according to step x and latitude β or α. An
extremely regular pattern, compared to the not lightened system, also occurs for the principal stresses
σξ. For the cloister vault, the stresses maps are obtained from the analysis on the system to current
conditions. The most critical (colors tending towards the intense red) are, immediately, detectable in
median sections at the impost (ση) as well as at the four vertices (σξ). In light of the results obtained,
we opt for an arrangement of the fabrics as shown in fig. 10.
These should be also respectful of the limitations provided by the guide lines DT-CNR 200 R1/2013
[10]. The distance between centers of the strengthening to be prepared along the generatrix should
not be greater than the quantity 5s+bf, with the width of the fabric (bf) which must remain less than
twice the thickness of the vault (s). Along the generatrix of the vault, an amount of fabrics per unit area
equal to 25% with respect to that arranged along the arched directrix is recommended because the
building is in a seismic area. Finally, it is necessary to compare the maximum strains of masonry εmd
(associated with maximum tensile stresses σξ) evaluated at different latitudes θ in order to verify the
validity of the strengthening. Such strain is compared with the value of the maximum strain attributable
to the reinforcement GFRP εfd in the design phase. The check on debonding phenomena is only the
following because the ultimate tensile strength of the fabric is never reached:

In the latter equation Em is the Young’s modulus of the material constituting the vaults (“masonry in
disorganised stone”, minimum value between the two having reached a KL1 as suggested by the
Circular 617/2009), equal to 690 MPa [6]. The evaluation on debonding failure mode for the cross
vault is shown in tab. 6, having verified the fulfillment of the checks also on the diagonal arch.

Fig. 10: Arrangement of extrados’ strengthening with GFRP fabric: a) cross vault; b) cloister vault.

LAT.
θ
[°]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

P.R. VAULT A
ση
σξ
[MPa] [MPa]
-0,18
-0,17
-0,18
-0,17
-0,18
-0,14
-0,19
-0,10
-0,21
-0,04
-0,23
0,03
-0,25
0,11
-0,27
0,19
-0,27
0,23
-0,26
0,24

CHECK
σi < fd,i
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
NO
NO
NO
NO

P.R. VAULT B
ση
σξ
[MPa] [MPa]
-0,21
-0,16
-0,20
-0,16
-0,20
-0,15
-0,20
-0,11
-0,22
-0,05
-0,24
0,03
-0,26
0,12
-0,28
0,20
-0,28
0,25
-0,25
0,25

CHECK

F.R. VAULT A

F.R. VAULT B

σi < fd,i

εmd

εmd < εfd

εmd

εmd < εfd

0,00000
0,00000
0,00000
0,00000
0,00000
0,00004
0,00016
0,00028
0,00034
0,00035

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

0,00000
0,00000
0,00000
0,00000
0,00000
0,00005
0,00018
0,00030
0,00036
0,00036

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
NO
NO
NO
NO

Tab. 6: Maximum principal stresses values and results of the checks on debonding phenomena on the partially
restored cross vault (with only lightened infill) and on the full restored case (lightened infill + GFRP fabrics).
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The evaluation on debonding failure mode for the cloister vault is showed in tab. 7.
LAT.
θ [°]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CHECKS (RESTORED CLOISTER VAULT)
Principal stresses σξ
εmd
εfd
εmd < εfd
0,00000
OK
0,00000
OK
-0,00001
OK
-0,00003
OK
-0,00004
OK
0,00041
-0,00004
OK
-0,00003
OK
0,00000
OK
0,00006
OK
0,00018
OK

CHECKS (RESTORED CLOISTER VAULT)
Diagonal stresses σ┴
εmd
εfd
εmd < εfd
-0,00005
OK
-0,00005
OK
-0,00005
OK
-0,00005
OK
-0,00004
OK
0,00041
-0,00004
OK
-0,00003
OK
-0,00002
OK
0,00001
OK
0,00007
OK

Tab. 7: Maximum principal stresses values and results of the checks on debonding phenomena on the restored
cloister vault.

5.

Conclusion

This study aims to validate as much as carried out in the practice of the strengthening of vaulted
compound structures. The trend of the compressive and tensile isostatic curves it is established
through the color-read maps of the principal stresses necessary to identify the arrangement of the
fabrics in composite material capable of absorbing these stresses. Moreover the traditional
strengthening techniques are proposed through the use of innovative materials characterized by better
mechanical and inertial features: the integration strategy between these, therefore, seems to be the
most appropriate. It is hoped that this philosophy will extended to almost all restoration work on
existing cultural heritage.
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Abstract
During the Mycenaean era, the prehistoric settlement of Vivara was a place of intense exchanges
between civilizations and people traveling throughout the Mediterranean along routes that, from the
Near East and Greece, skimmed the shores of North Africa and then proceeded up to land on the
coasts of southern Italy. To the island of Procida, pottery and objects arrived that, like live furrows of
ancient sea lanes, the archaeological excavations are returning from the earth, and in this earth, which
was mud that swept over everything, signs of disastrous events are detected, signs that have severed
the succession of historical events. The subjects of our research are the new methods and tools for
the detection of contexts (3D laser scanner devices for the scanning of submerged heritage, imagebased systems, structured light scanners) and new forms of management and representation of data
for the understanding of new forms of cultural fruition. What is being proposed here is an active
approach to data production, aimed both at the recording of the moments and the space of an
excavation and both at the verification of forms of their use within a scalar logic that include the study
of phenomena, interpolation of data for complex analysis, teaching carried out in context with a
simultaneous research activity, and forms of multi-level representation of digital information. Hence the
results of our research: the activation of highly specializing training; the opening at Terra Murata of the
TERRA exhibition, where every year the results of the experiments are illustrated.

Fig. 1: Three-dimensional survey of the mud flow with Nikon D810

Keywords: 3D Survey, Representation, Archaeology, Technology, Exhibition Design.
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1.

Archaeology

“Doing” Archaeology today means not only a purely formal and essentially historical and humanistic
approach to the artefacts of the past (excluding of course those which are by now classic practices, of
more purely "technical" nature, related to the “instant” of the excavation and its documentation). If the
primary goal is always the reconstruction of a social development, a way of life and the economicpolitical articulation of a past human community, which has reached us through its material traces, the
traditional approach to such traces has undergone in the last decade a radical transformation due to
the rapid development of the so-called "hard" sciences and especially with the changes brought about
by the latest digital technology. Mind you, the application in the analysis procedures of the
archaeological artefact (in the broadest sense) of new technologies (especially chemical-physical) is
now consolidated within the archaeological practice. What we believe is undergoing a crisis is that
"archaeological-centric" vision that sees the interaction between the world of technology and
archaeological research expressed in current but now obsolete terms, such as "archaeology and
auxiliary sciences" or "science applied to archaeology." The new digital languages of knowledge
impose increasingly detailed, less sequential and, above all, more transdisciplinary forms of data
processing, querying and communication of the archaeological record. Archaeology as such, while
remaining a distinct (but always technologically supported) discipline at the level of basic research,
integrates itself, by merging into a systemic vision of the narration of the past, offering new ideas for
the representation and fruition of its monuments.
1.1 The routes of the Mycenaean in the Mediterranean Sea
In order to understand the changes that characterize the scenario of the Mediterranean starting from
the middle of the fifteenth century BC, we must focus our attention on Greece, where, between the
late third and early second millennium, new groups belonging to the Greek dialect family, penetrated
from the Balkans and, moving from the plains of Thessaly and Macedonia towards Boeotia, Attica and
then towards the southern regions of the Peloponnese. During the development of a thriving and
complex society in Crete, the Greek community seem to keep a widespread territorial organization
based on small towns, probably characterized by political community structures of noble kind. This
Greece, centred on village communities, while marginal compared to the great maritime
interconnectivity circuits that connect the Aegean-Cretan and the Levant-Egyptian worlds through a
network of ports and exchanges probably characterized by an "administered" type of trade, is
however, in the strategic position of interface with respect to the acquisitive circuits, especially
concerning metallic raw materials, which are reachable through western sea routes. The existence of
stable sea links already in the mid-seventeenth century between the Helladic coastal towns, located
primarily in Argolis, Laconia and Messenia, interconnected at the same time through the Western
Cyclades and the island of Kythera, with the Aegean-Cretan circles, and low-Tyrrenian Aeolian and
Phlegraean archipelagos, is now definitively established through excavations conducted over the past
twenty years in these two western insular complexes. Such a transmarine network places the involved
Helladic groups in a position of maritime mediators in respect to the Aegean-Levantine environments
and is the key element in order to understand the rapid emergence in this panorama of a Greek region
still characterized by socially rather undifferentiated communities.
The contemporary distribution, recently ascertained in the West, along a "border line" that connects
the Strait of Sicily (Pantelleria), the south-central coast of Sicily with the mid-Tyrrhenian quadrant
(area of Procida -Vivara), of a series of archaeological indicators foreign to the Helladic environment,
but proper to the Levantine-Minoan circles, leads us to postulate that already during this age, the
coexistence of an "African" sea route, which, supported by the ports of the Delta and of South Crete
(in turn interconnected with Levantine-Cypriot environments), must have reached, with a series of
intermediate stages along the coasts of Libya and Tunisia, the Strait of Sicily. [1]
If the constitution, therefore, of stable relations with the West by proto-Mycenaean Greece is the
premise to the widespread interconnection between the Western and the Central-Eastern
Mediterranean, which will see its peak during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, with the
development in Greece of increasingly complex forms of economic and political control of the territory
(the so-called Mycenaean citadels), the simultaneous emergence of contacts between the Levantine
environment and the southern quadrant of the western Mediterranean provides the basis of those
interconnections that, albeit in a changed geopolitical scenario, connects, especially during the XII-XIII
centuries, the Levantine-Cypriot environments first with Sicily and Sardinia and then up to the western
coasts of Spain.
1.2 The archaeological site of Vivara Island
The island of Vivara is known in the world of archaeology as one of the oldest ports in maritime traffic
linking Greece during its most ancient Mycenaean age, thus already during the beginning of the midseventeenth century BC, with the lands of the West. The interest in such navigations had to be
essentially connected with the supply of raw metallic ore (certainly copper and perhaps also tin), and
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the Phlegraean archipelago, together with the Aeolian one, were supposed to represent, during that
period, places dedicated to the trade of these valuable products. The excavations, which began in the
mid-30s of last century by German archaeologist Giorgio Buchner, allowed to ascertain, on the islet of
Vivara (part of an original volcanic crater located in the sea between the islands of Ischia and Procida)
the presence of a Bronze Age human settlement. The research was resumed in the mid-70s by a
group of archaeologists from the University of Rome and continues today by the University of Naples
Suor Orsola Benincasa. These excavations have unearthed the remains of a more ancient settlement
located on the slopes that descends (about 30 meters above sea level) to the southern tip, called
Punta Mezzogiorno, but the bulk of the town, in its highest development phase between the midsixteenth and fifteenth centuries, was discovered along the western slope, on a natural terrace about
80 meters above the sea, Punta d'Alaca. Here, embedded in layers of volcanic tuff, according to a
system of terraces that from the summit plateau (over 100 meters high) descended down to the sea, in
an age that goes back 1500 years before Christ, large rectangular hut-like structures were built,
interconnected by means of paths, steps carved into the tuff and natural open spaces, where the
Vivarese community performed its daily activities. In those days, the whole area of Procida-Vivara
appeared higher by more than 14 meters compared to modern times and the two islands, currently
connected by means of a bridge of about 150 metres in length, formed a whole. [2] Today's Gulf of
Genito (the ancient crater of which Vivara and the promontory Santa Margherita di Procida represent
the remnants of the volcanic structure) was at the time a great beach, facing an area of sea sheltered
from the winds on three sides, where there were warehouses for storing goods and reception facilities
for vessels from distant seas requiring, once beached, maintenance works. The underwater research
has found traces of this port-harbour system and also revealed, at a depth between -1 and -10 meters,
a staircase carved into the tuff slope, belonging certainly to part of the old system of connections
between the inhabited area, placed at the top of Vivara, and the port area.
Around the first half of the fifteenth century BC, a fire, probably induced by an earthquake event, must
have brought the housing to collapse and the consequent partial collapse of the supporting structures
(wood and lapillus compacted around a stramineous skeleton, with tiles in plates of tuff which were
probably part of the roof tiling) of the village. Almost certainly in a slightly later time, the sliding of
pozzolanic tuff layers, into which the houses were recessed along the western side of the island, after
being soaked by rains whose waters were no longer bridled because of the state of abandonment in
which the site was left after the flight of its inhabitants, appears to have swept over the deserted ruins
of the village with all its furnishings (dishes, large pithoi for the storage of food, tools for the processing
of hides and weaving wool). This "mud flow" phenomenon covered what the earthquake and fire had
spared with a blanket of mud, full of debris, decreeing the end of the human presence on almost all
areas of the island. The dynamics of the destruction has been definitely ascertained by digging a large
hut structure located on the western side of the island, originally right on one of the artificial terraces
about 80 meters above the sea table on Punta d'Alaca (the so-called Hut 2). Here, beneath the
collapse mixed with loose tuffs (induced by the telluric phenomenon, followed by the sliding of the rain
soaked tuffs from the upper terraces), all the vessels that formed the hut’s supply (cups, mugs, large
pithoi for storage of grains and water supplies and even some splendid examples of Mycenaean
painted cups) were brought to light. It is these "frames" of the traumatic disaster that hit the ancient
Vivarese community, which have allowed archaeologists to reconstruct its daily life.

Fig. 2: The archaeological dig
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2.

Technology - Theory

The archaeological research conducted at Vivara during different excavations have been the occasion
for the development and testing of integrated systems for three-dimensional digitization of contexts,
aimed at the production of scalable and interoperable models - for levels of resolution.
Specifically, the survey and documentation procedures have provided a continuous interaction
between different surveying systems (laser, structured light, and image-based) in order to detect any
kind of archaeological evidence, including the artefacts, hut-like structures and stratigraphy as a
whole, identifying the exact geometry defined by the formation processes of the archaeological layers.
The survey has closely followed the archaeological excavation, in order to identify and return a clear
chronological order of events that resulted in the obliteration of the proto-historic village.
Numerical models have been generated and managed to ensure a progression of levels of
visualization and dynamic representation of the places. The latter were defined - according to
topological relationship schemes - as sets of structured elements, related to the events, and then to
the forces which have determined the location within the layers. Such schemes were then graphically
related within the huts and usage traces recorded on them. In this way, the entire three-dimensional
representation system is composed of a minimum of significant elements, whereby each object or
element is interpretable by reason of each stratigraphic relationship and for the interpolation of the
layers of events, whether they are real or possible. In practice, the return can significantly refine the
reading level of the stratigraphy, improving the understanding of the site and making the attribution of
materials for each individual layer and phase more precise.
2.1 Terrestrial Survey
In the months of August and September, researchers and students have experienced the practice of a
traditional archaeological excavation, integrated and supported by an ortho-photographic survey; it
was an important experience, because archaeologists have had the possibility of using high-definition
images of the excavated surfaces and the generation georeferenced photo-mosaics, immediately
implementable into the plans of the examined areas. [3] In practice, it was possible to twodimensionally update the investigated surfaces in real time, greatly reducing data processing time and
therefore optimizing investigative strategies.
Particular attention was given to the three-dimensional surface survey. The tools available were two
types of laser scanner technologies: "time of flight" and "phase difference". They were used
respectively for a general topographical survey and for the 3D documentation of the excavation in
particular. The same excavation area was acquired in parallel through a Nikon D810 professional
digital camera set according to a particular procedure (overlap between the individual frames of about
80%, placing of a network of high-contrast markers throughout the surface in exam, who’s spatial
coordinates were determined with a total station, necessary for the geo-referencing and actual
dimensioning of the models) that allows - once the frames are processed by means of image-based
software for the generation of 3D models - the obtaining of high-definition georeferenced models, with
very highly performing textures (on the basis of "point clouds" larger than 4 million points and
generation of surfaces – i.e. reconstructed meshes – of over 1 million triangles).
The aim of these complex scanning operations has been the obtaining of "complex” final models,
consisting of the digital objects resulting from several major surveying procedures. For example, the
export/fusion - possible thanks to the exact spatial coordinates attributed to each 3D dataset – of the
textured model - obtained through the ortho-photo survey of the environment of the model derived
from scanning time of flight laser, by means of a Riegl LMS-Z420i instrumentation - has enabled the
generation of a new complex high precision model which can be placed exactly in space (and
therefore usable as a basis for the creation of a three-dimensional GIS platform), but at the same time
having the same information potential of a two-dimensional digital high-resolution photo for what
concerns the chromaticity of the individual elements (soil, artefacts etc.). The export of this last
product into the real general numerical topographical model will allow, in the future, the obtaining of a
precise survey of the entire topography of the island of Vivara, but at the same time it will be able to
provide multiple ultra-high resolution "visual information", from the colour of the soil to the exact
representation of the land and of the individual artefacts found in the different excavation phases and
sections.
At an even more specific level, namely, that of the "significant detectable events" within the excavation
and which can then be subject of possible removal (as in the case of collapses, which occur
chronologically "backwards" when they are brought to light), a filming procedure was also
experimented with, in order to respond to the need to keep track, in 3 dimensions, of a particularly
complex archaeological context. In fact, the destructive events that have hit the settlement of Vivara in
prehistoric times, causing the fire and the collapse of the structures of the huts, require a particular
speed in the removal of the artefacts, which need to be specifically contained in situ prior to their
removal, in order not to disperse the components and possible contents. To support this need, a
1234

"continuous" survey technique has been adopted concerning the excavation activities, which could
return a precise sequence of high-resolution 3D models representative of the exact status of the soil
immediately after each single withdrawal episode. Therefore, the Nikon D810 camera was set on a rail
(placed at the level of the hut's original pavement) equipped with a sliding carriage "dolly", with a
frontal view of the collapse. In particular, the rail was placed according to paths corresponding in such
a way as to ensure the necessary parameters for the processing of images through image-based
systems and to record high-resolution video sequences of all the geometries of the ancient mudflow
and artefacts contained therein. Throughout the area to be surveyed, a series of markers were also
placed, in order to be able to acquire all the reduction-variation stages of the archaeological layers
during a very long period and align the different models within the topographical survey of the
archaeological area.

Fig. 3: Progressive models of the mud flow

2.2 Underwater Survey
The development of a new 3D documentation system, based on simple and inexpensive hardware
combined with readily available software, allows rapid digital recording underwater to a high standard
across scales, from the site level down to the individual artifact. This process, named ISU3D
(Integrated System for Underwater 3D Digitization) offers a crucial new opportunity to record and
interpret complex underwater sites in their surrounding context while incoporating detailed models of
individual objects in situ. The rich 3D representations of sites and objects that result advance not only
archaeological research but also initiatives of heritage management, museum development and
interactive outreach and education.
With this method, the underwater three-dimensional survey of the prehistoric staircase was carried out
in the Gulf of Genito off the island of Vivara. The morphology of the marine environment and the
placement of that staircase have highlighted the complexities characterized by strong geometrical
irregularities due to the presence of jagged reefs, irregular rock formations, and different types of
vegetation, and this is very much the case within and around the site.
This complexity necessitates careful planning of a detailed research program that addresses all
phases of underwater survey documentation, from procedures for marking control positions and the
specific sequence of photographic data collection to subsequent phases of processing involving
various image sequences at contrasting distances from the objects or seabed. The system employs a
unique photo-video hardware setup backed by a software method ("ISU3D," or "Integrated System for
Underwater 3D Digitization") designed to provide a full data collection, processing and management
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framework for underwater 3D recording, from the scale of a shipwreck site down to that of the
individual detailed object on the seabed.
The present project to reconstruct large 3D surfaces in an underwater environment relies on extracting
point clouds from these different sets of stereoscopic images, a task that requires the adoption of a
careful workflow capable of mitigating a range of image-based problems. Challenges arise from a
number of factors that result in an imperfect image quality, including non-uniform illumination, the
presence of suspended particles that can generate Gaussian noise, and more generally inadequate
detail of the surface geometry under study (Prabhakar & Kumar 2012). A primary methodological goal
of the survey project was therefore to develop and test a sequence of manual, semiautomatic and
automatic procedures that together are capable of producing high-quality point clouds with sufficient
detail, accuracy, and completeness of geometries.
The ISU3D survey system comprises a sequential set of discrete procedures within the following three
broad phases-here designated with letters: data collection (A), data pre-processing (B), and data
processing-each entailing several numbered steps.
For the data collection phase (A) we used the purposely designed ScubaLibre hardware system
(Repola et al. 2015). ScubaLibre is a stereoscopic camera system that is comprised of a steel bracket
onto which two GoPro Hero Black Edition cameras are installed, placed in their respective underwater
housings, and positioned in order to have their optical axes parallel. This equipment provided the
basis for data collection in the following steps:
A.1. scale bar positioning
A.2. video synchronization capture
A.3. video calibration capture
A.4. video acquisition
In the data pre-processing phase (B), a series of operations were carried out to achieve two major
objectives: preparing the exact sequence of stereoscopic image pairs, and limiting the typical effects
of degradation on image quality from the underwater environment (Bryson et al. 2012). These
operations are divided into three steps:
B.1. video sync
B.2. image export
B.3. color correction
The data processing phase (C), the third and final sequence of operations, generates a dense point
cloud from the pre-processed imagery. This phase involves three distinct steps:
C.1. Determination of calibration parameters for each camera
C.2. Alignment and positioning of images
C.3. Dense point cloud generation.

Fig. 4: Three-dimensional underwater survey of the archeological area and the 3D model of the staircase

3.

Knowledge Management

The research project as a whole aims at investigating some of the issues related to data management
during their lifetime. Knowledge management, over time, has always played a central role in the
dynamics of construction of the different fields of the cultures of peoples, placing itself in the middle
between the management of historical knowledge and the formation of new ones. Knowledge has, as
a necessary condition, its sharing even when it develops into ascetic forms. The determination of
thought is based on the comparison, on the exchange that goes beyond the simple dichotomous
relationship of dialectics, it is an exchange of the ideas in the intimate degrees of the difference, [4] it
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is the nomadism between the unknown fields of the visions, it is the inclusion - in an instant - of the
concepts and of all that is perceived.
The libraries of the ancient Near-East city-states testify, with their recorded cuneiform clay tablet
archives, to the importance given to information management since ancient times, in the different
domains of the organization of public life, to the relationship between peoples1. The reliefs of Hittite
hieroglyphics erected as a symbolic writing language, became itself an inclusive aesthetic
representation of the meaning and order of the narrative. These signs in the rock transform stone into
a monument and organize information into deciphering maps to be interpreted, then as now, by people
in distant places and times. As connection diagrams of data, the hieroglyphic lines define virtual
patterns of interpretation of reality, up to influencing the image we reproduce of it into non-finalizable
horizons of thought. Since then, and throughout the history of thought, for all types of libraries and
collections of languages, knowledge management was a primary value, produced through logical and
technological tools for recording and exchange of evolving information. Hence, the sense of our
research aimed at studying the possible construction methods of historical data, the recording and
restitution of the same within complex relation matrices, up to transforming all the information and
technologies that represent them into artefacts for knowledge.
Virtuality has always existed, and since always, only the traversing instruments have changed.
In an age where the digital has contaminated the fields of what was divided between the real
(physical) and virtual (imagined), it becomes necessary, in fact, to strengthen the analysis of the
interactions between perception, quality of data, information processing tools and representation
processes.
In reality, it should be noted that, because of the variation of the concepts of time, of the determination
of space and motion recording, the very idea of reality is changing; therefore, the production of models
referable to an augmented reality are increasingly sought-after, where thought and tools interact
critically. [5] The qualitative variation of the forms of the contexts and objects included in them has
gradually made the perception and representation of the processes that underlie the cognitive
processes of people, complicated and partial. Digital technologies have extended the limits of
perception and this has allowed the use of contextual information beyond the first mechanisms of
thought determination, generating different levels of critical interpretation, valid for each type of user.
More and more new technologies, usually used by researchers for scientific purposes in the fields of
diagnostics and documentation, become tools for communication and promotion of cultural heritage,
supporting a continuous process of interconnection of scientific fields that once seemed disjointed .
Digital technologies, and the data they produce, are reforming the value of information in relation to
their different levels of usability, in the digital age they become relaunching tools for the strengthening
of scientific disciplines, placing cultural heritage in the dynamics of widespread, shared,
communication, thus opening our history, and the infinite beauty, to new forms of sustainable
exploitation enhancement and protection.
3.1 Representation
Procedures carried out to verify new expeditious systems for land and underwater survey has made it
possible to approach the study and aspects related to the representation of cultural heritage in order to
obtain an active protection, or rather aimed not only at the study and at the safety of places, but also
to open them to formative and sustainable kinds of enjoyment, through the use of the digital date and
ICT.
The experimentation regarding the employment of devices for three-dimensional scanning and of
dedicated software, controlling machines and managing data is a permanent feature in the work of
technologists and computer scientists. These kinds of instruments, be it laser, structured light or
software/image based, in fact, enable the survey, with an accuracy to within one millimetre, of threedimensional objects, whatever their shapes and dimensions may be, and to obtain digital models of
the objects in the form of points – that we can describe as numerically real since they correspond to
the scanned objects with a known approximation, since they are referable to the used acquisition
systems. Thus they are substantially different from the virtual models which are, instead, produced by
two-dimensional data, namely planar information developed into 3D; such a different nature of the
digital datum allows more advanced uses of the same and in many cases requires to reconsider the
same procedures of use of the machines in relation to the contexts and events to be recorded,
whether they are submerged or emerged. In the case of the land survey activities concerning the hut
settlement and the discovery of the mud flow comprising a relevant amount of pottery material,
sequences of acquisitions have been carried out associated with excavation phases and the
disassembly of the collapses, so as to record all possible instants of the event that by devastating the
village, has sealed the user interfaces of the place. From these surveying activities progressive
models have been produced as point clouds and meshes of the various archaeological layers and the
removal phases of such layers and of the objects found therein. Here the objects, almost as if
suspended between two destructive events, the natural one and the archaeological one, functional to
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knowledge acquisition, resurface to become information, places of relation of forces, the signs of
history. The processing of the data acquired through the video sequences produced with the use of
the carriage has required a first frame extraction - according to the scrolling speed of the camera and
the complexity of the surveyed surfaces - and the treatment of the same according to related
procedures conducted using the PhotoScan and 3D FLOW - 3DF Zephyr Aerial softwares. The highresolution textured models have made it possible to pinpoint the exact geometry of the mud front in
relation to pre-existing layers and objects that were subsumed in the course of its destructive path.
This information was then stored and managed in order to initiate a comparative study of the possible
flow dynamics and the impact of mud on the architectural structures. The research is made possible
thanks to special fluid dynamics simulation software, capable of simulating the capacity of resistance
of orographic obstacles and the huts, starting from the already available 3D laser scanner geometric
survey of the contexts together with the flow trajectories and their force, extrapolated from the position
of the pots and the damage sustained by them and the structures.
Moreover, such three-dimensional data, interpolated with the various types of models created in the
field and digital copies of the artefacts obtained in the laboratory using an Artec Eva scanner, have
allowed us to manage inside a single interactive and multilevel virtual space, all data acquired and the
first relational schemes. In fact, this 3D data production technique has allowed us to manage the
documentation stages of the excavation in an advanced way, being able to associate, in the virtual
space, related information of varying nature to each numerical object and manage the same in
relational platforms in support of the excavation, of the study and the museum display of the site.
Similarly, for the in water survey activities, the videos were managed separately, in metric manner for
the presence of coordinate-known markers in the different scenes. Subsequently, parts of the video,
made at different distances from the scene, relative to areas acquired under the same condition of
brightness, were selected. The point cloud, relative to the different survey positions, were aligned and
processed in order to eliminate effects of noise and discretized for their management and cataloguing.
In addition, the digital surfaces, produced in .wrml .ply format, have been imported in to threedimensional CAD (.DXF, .dwg) and contextualized, to study possible reconstructive solutions of the
ancient port, with particular reference to the sequence of pole holes, found next to the coast on the
North-West side of the Gulf of Genito.
This methodology for the management of data has made it possible to verify the effectiveness of the
point cloud generation procedure on the basis of the geometrical correspondence of models produced
from images relating to different phases of acquisition; to test various interpolation procedures of parts
of models at different resolutions; to integrate the general model of the tuff front with the plans of the
cavities acquired on the vertical sides, usually in the shade and created in part also by sea currents.
Such models have made possible an accurate study of the altimetry levels of the anthropic evolution
marks along the coast and particularly of prehistoric staircase, that from + 1 m to - 10 m, and some of
the Roman era tanks for the production of garum to - 4 m, defining the progression in the time the
lowering of the land as a result of subsidence.
The stages of management of the general models of the archaeological pre-existences, on coast and
submerged, have been particularly important in research, with reference to the comprehension of the
phenomena of conditioning of the places from the action of the sea. The possibility to have accurate
models of the seabed will enable the development of a system for simulating fluid dynamics of the
wave effects both on the surface and in depth, as well as to begin a study on the possible dynamics of
the landing of the boats and of use in antiquity of the harbour area. For the study of wave effects, the
real-numerical models of the seabed will be integrated within simulators of the dynamic components of
the sea, surveyed with X-band marine radar located on the coast or on the boat. In particular, the Xband marine radar [6] is able to perform sea state monitoring in open sea and close to the coast and
estimate the surface current and bathymetry information, with very high spatial and temporal
resolution, in a maximum range of about 5 km from radar platform. The information on the dynamics of
waves on the surface and at depth, within the seabed models, will allow the development of a
graphical-analytical representation system of the locally active forces, verifying the trajectories and
intensity in the crater and on the archaeological structures. The study will also consider the actual
geometry of the places before the effect of the subsidence, being able to interpolate the models of the
depths with the models of the emerged surfaces of the Vivara Island and of Santa Margherita
promontory, already surveyed by TOF scanner Riegl.
These devices and procedures will define new surveying methods in which to record both the places
in dynamic models, caught in their process of variation of shape in relation to time and events and
both the movement of the sea reported by the contexts. The first type of models represent a geometric
sequence of physical forms, the second a complex of related forces represented by vectors, lines of
force. The quantitative interpolation of these qualitatively different models allow you to imagine the
past events due to the mutual action of nature and man in the specific chronological sequences and
places. Contexts, places and objects define scenarios where to evaluate, using the virtual instrument,
each “actual” [7] between the endless recountable stories.
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The search for new techniques, processes and methods that enable a better consistency and
accuracy of surveyed digital data, should be seen in a broader scientific context in which the same
data can have different relevance, when inserted into a sophisticated, multidisciplinary analysis
environment. These methods of data management will allow the use of information according to the
multi-level logic concerning the various disciplines to support the understanding of complex contexts,
such as the submerged archaeological sites. Through the use of analytical models, which define
techniques and methods of Data Mining and Machine Learning that allow the complex extraction of
implicit, unknown, and potentially useful information, through automatic / semi-automatic modalities,
will enable the exploration and analysis of large amounts of data in the search of recurring models of
data (patterns); also exploiting the automatic learning capabilities, suitable to facilitate the formulation
of hypotheses.

Fig. 5: High-resolution model of mud flow

3.2 Divulgation System
The diffusion and the power of the latest IT systems developed to allow, at any scale of application,
extensive computational capabilities in the analysis of heterogeneous data, has opened the way for
new methods of research, also in the archaeological field [8], generating, in fact, the need to create
organizational and IT infrastructures capable of allowing the perpetuation of sophisticated and
multidimensional investigations.
As reported in section 3.1, the digital data sources available from different devices such as GPS RTK,
radar stations, LIDAR devices, Digital Cameras and sensor networks, produce an extensive variety of
information to which we must add those of detail related to the analysis for the physic-chemical
characterization of the artefacts (e.g. Gas chromatography with mass spectrometry, Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy, microscopic analysis and petrographic investigations) in addition to the
technical documentation produced in the various excavations.
In order to transform this data production into "knowledge" within the research project, we proceeded
with the definition of a logical architecture for data storage and analysis that led to the creation of a
new RDBMS compatible with GIS applications and consistent with the storage of the detail regarding
findings and different types of data. In addition, we must consider as a primary need the necessity of a
portable database since the existing activity constitutes a model of data management, analysis and
collection to be used in different operating environments where it is not always possible to recreate
client/server settings. Thus, an SQL database by using SQLite with the open source SpatiaLite (OGCSFS) as library extension in order to support the integration of spatial data obtaining therefore a
Spatial DBMS, capable of supporting the special Geometry data-type. Other important welldocumented features of the SQLite/SpatiaLite set are the small demand for system resources that
also makes it compatible for use on mobile devices and capable of data interoperability with other
systems such as PostgreSQL/PostGIS. Using a simplified interface, using a closed vocabulary, it has
allowed a quick data entry of a first set of georeferenced and structured data in order to interface with
a GIS.
The GIS platform adopted is the open source QGIS system. This platform integrates well with the data
loaded into the SQLite DB thanks to its modular architecture that allows the loading of the necessary
plugins from the official repository. Having defined the topological rules that identify the relationships,
the connection relationships and contiguity between the elements that compose the graph/vector
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representation of georeferenced content, we proceeded to determine the logical structure of the data,
relationships between tables and between tables and the FAT (Feature Attribute Table). So far, the
work has been concentrated in harnessing and relating datasets acquired in the last three years of
excavation on the island of Vivara.
Given that the interpretation of the data in archaeology can change with the progress of research, in
order to get the correct analytical models it is necessary that they themselves consider the factor of
temporal variability. It is therefore necessary that the organization of the data and their modelling be
organized within the GIS considering the time factor. It is, therefore, an ongoing optimization of the
system that allows us to use a space-time model defined as 4D-GIS. [9] Normally in a GIS platform,
the spatial properties of objects that stand out in size, position and shape are described. With the 4DGIS method you can enter the evolutionary dynamics of the object in space and time. The events
determine the evolution of an object and any modification it may undergo. Therefore, in summary, the
data model to which it refers considers that for every object the temporal information can assume a
value of instant or interval. The activities in place will help to refine the data model for the needs of
innovative analytical methods to understand the micro-dynamics that have characterized some of the
events that have taken place in past eras and are now readable in the archaeological research
conducted in the excavation of Vivara.
In the project, it has also been planned that the geo-spatial information can be read and analyzed by
the research team even remotely. Thus, the installation of two servers was prepared: WMS (Web Map
Server) and WCS (Web Coverage Server)—the first useful for the distribution of maps and the second
for the distribution of multi-dimensional data.
Notes.
1. The paragraphs 1, 1.1 and 1.2 are attributed to Massimiliano Marazzi; the paragraphs 2, 2.1, 3 and
3.1 are attributed to Leopoldo Repola; the paragraphs 2.2 and 3.2 are attributed to Nicola Scotto di
Carlo.
2. Project team:
- 3D Modeling: A. Cerrato and F. Trimarco
- Topographic Survey: S. Tilia and A. Ferraro
- Underwater Survey: D. Signoretti
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Abstract

Even though Slovakia is a relatively small in size, the country is marked by significant regional
disparities and unequal distribution of resources. Naturally, more affluent and developed parts are
located in the west around the capital city Bratislava, while the lagging parts are located in the east
and suffer from high levels of long-term unemployment, underdeveloped infrastructure, migration of
young people. However, these parts are rich of natural and also cultural heritage, such as castle ruins,
challets and historical parks.
Addressing these disparities, in 2015 Government introduced a new method of regional planning - 5
years 'Action plans', on the level of district scale, with the main aim to reduce unemployment via
bottom-up processes promoting local-specific activities and self-sustainability of the regions.
Within the Actions plans, heritage conservation activities present one of the main pillars of catalysing
the development of the regions, not just focused on the tourism business, but also serving as a tool for
large-scale employment-generating activities. These activities include programmes for employing
long-term unemployed in the conservation of castle ruins, building local knowledge and culture on the
basic construction and conservation skills, programmes for maintenance of immovable heritage.
Proposed paper will focus on the role of heritage conservation in already 12 implemented Action
plans, looking into more detail at the specification of these programmes and process of their
incorporation in the complex regional planning. Paper will also critically examine potential results of
these activities for the regions as well as the heritage itself.	
  
Keywords: monuments conservation, Slovakia, unemployment, innovation
1.
Introduction
Especially since the global crisis in 2008, the social and economic and scissors deepening the gap
between the rich and the poor, wealthy and lagging regions has been widening. Many of the European
region strongly suffer from high levels of long-term unemployment, underdeveloped infrastructure,
migration of young people. Finding the ways of the catching up, and balance between investment into
the economical profitable and social investments is often very a challenge.
At the same time, modern heritage protection as a discipline brings potential new perspectives and
projects. In a time of global crisis and austerity measures it is also an opportunity to defend spending
public money by investing in the heritage of our past. Slovakia has a good experience in creating
innovative methods and tools in heritage conservation practices - in recent years a good initiatives
addressing both, job creation and monument preservation, have been introduced into the system.
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In the first part, paper gives a brief overview on the regional disparities in Slovakia, character and
reasons lying behind this situation. Following, the Action Plans, as a new tool for regional planning is
introduced. Within the Action Plans, paper looks at the role of heritage preservation, from the overall
perspectives. Paper looks into the detail on the individual activities in the process of heritage
conservation, particularly in restoration of built monuments. Lastly, the proposed results of the
selected projects form the Action plans are discussed.
paper is based on the desk review, and direct interviews with the participators and authors of the
projects and programmes discussed [1].
Trends in regional disparities in Slovakia
2.
Slovakia is one of the most economically successful countries in Central and Eastern Europe.
Economic reforms and EU accession coupled with significant inflows of foreign direct investment led to
a long-term economic growth and job creation. However, development of Slovakia is not territorially
balanced. Economic growth benefited mainly western part of the country. Naturally, more affluent and
developed parts are located around the capital city Bratislava, while the lagging parts are located in
the east. Actually, regional disparities in Slovakia are among the highest in the OECD countries and
are rising over time [2].
These phenomena are the results of a long-term historical and political transformations of the country.
Also, the great role plays the geography, since the lagging parts lie usually in not easily accessible
parts of the country, moreover suffering from lacking infrastructure. Apart from undeveloped
infrastructure, these areas suffer from high levels of long-term unemployment, lack of employment
opportunities, and migration of young people.
Furthermore, 1.1 million people in Slovakia, which is 20.5 percent of the population, are at risk of
poverty or social exclusion. Most of those people live in lagging regions. The goal of the Slovak
government is to reduce this number by 170 000 by year 2020 as stated in the National Strategy for
Combating Poverty and Social Exclusion in the Slovak Republic [3]. Situation is at worst for people of
Roma ethnicity, who create up to one third of the population in these regions, and whose
marginalisation is worsen also by the social exclusion from the mainstream society [4].
Action plans - new tool of regional planning
3.
To accelerate development of lagging regions the government of Slovakia has passed the Law on
Support of Lagging Regions (Act No. 336/2015 Coll.). Initially the support is provided to 12 out of 79
districts of Slovakia with the highest unemployment rate. In these 12 districts unemployment rate was
1.6 times above the national average in at least 9 of 12 consecutive quarters, in general reaching up
in 2015 to 27% [5].
The support is provided via Action Plans. Action plan is locally-defined document containing the
indicative project proposals for a 5-years time that is approved by the government resolution. The
purpose of Action plans is different to other strategic documents, such as masterplans or plans of
economic and social development, dealing with development of municipalities and regions. Action
plans are documents with clearly content-oriented economic development aims with a focus on
increasing employment. Its overarching aim is to reduce the high unemployment and eliminate it
causes. However, it is also its economic power - reflected in the content and also direct links to new
state financing sources, that potentials these documents and involving activities to become a main tool
driving overall development of these areas.
Action plans operate on a district scale. District level in Slovakia usually covers around 40 smaller
villages and usually 3-5 cities. Last 25 years there have not been a planning tool using this level, scale
and administrative boundaries. Together with its closeness to the local level, there is a hight
expectations for this scale of planning might be of a benefit especially in addressing specific problems
causing the regional disparities.
The process of designing and implementation has embedded a participatory participatory, bottom up
methods with an assistance from top. In the 6 month process, firstly, the district is asked to form a
'Development committee', involving a representers form different fields of life: schools, NGOs sector,
business, municipal governments, and others. Then, the round tables in the different spheres of life
are undertaken, facilitated by the national experts in the particular fields. Committee collects the
project proposals for all the stakeholders (also public), as the ideas for the providing more employment
opportunities in the regions. Lastly, all projects are listed according their priority, and have a 5- years
implementation period. The plan is an open document, it can be revised whenever needed, usually
twice a year. Monitoring is proposed to be executed at last on a 1 year basis.
12 Action plans are implemented for the period 2016-2021 and are financed by multi-sourced
financing from the national budget, European structural and investment funds, budgets of local
municipalities as well as from private sources. The act defines conditions for districts that will benefit
from special advantageous regime and support instruments such as privileged access to the support
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from the EU funds, much more advantageous conditions for provision of investment incentives,
advantageous conditions for creation of jobs, etc.
The main objective of all projects and measures adopted at either local, regional or national level is to
reduce unemployment in lagging regions and to set them on the growth path. Action Plans identify
specific goals of lagging regions and propose ways how to achieve them. They include measures to
overcome, in the most efficient way, market failures or reforms of policies that hinder regional
development. Action plans contain measures and projects at the district level as well as proposals for
measures at the national or regional levels.
Specifically the focus of action plans is on development of transport infrastructure and accessibility of
the peripheral regions, improvement of labour mobility, matching the needs of current and potential
employers with local labour supply, improving the quality of primary and secondary education in the
region, supporting vocational education and training as well as providing consulting services to starting
entrepreneurs, small businesses or municipalities. Action plans also contain pilot projects that have
long-term impact on sustainable development of the lagging regions. These projects use local
resources and create jobs in sectors in which lagging regions have comparative advantages: for
example family farming and viticulture combined with processing of agricultural products, agro-tourism
and traditional crafts. Many projects deal with long-term unemployed workers who have no or
minimum qualification. For these people, supported municipal social enterprises are created that help
the long-term unemployed to develop skills and working habits enabling them to smoothly move to the
labour market. It is exactly projects involving heritage conservation that employ all these main themes
into concrete activities, as will be discussed further.

Fig. 1: Map of Slovakia illustrating the 12 district selected as the most 'lagging' regions. Adopted by author.

4.

Heritage conservation and planning

4.1 Heritage and monuments conservation in Slovakia
Slovakia is a country with a rich and diversified cultural tradition and a large number of preserved
monuments. However, many of them are in a poor condition, dilapidated, in the state of oblivion. Even
thought there is still a strong community preserving traditions in music and dances, for the other
heritage, especially building stock and craftsmanship, the situation is much worse.
Built heritage - monuments, are in bad state of repair due to a lack of maintenance. The extent of
necessary work on individual monuments varies, ranging from professional engineering and structural
solutions (such as constructional measures on buildings and the artistic renovation of facades or
interiors) to auxiliary cosmetic works (e.g. removing foliage from ruins and common maintenance).
After the year 1989 the new problem with heritage conservation became, apart from mentioned, also
equity-related relationships and lack of financial resources. According to valid legislation and policies,
the good state of national cultural heritage shall be provided by its owner. However, the process of
‘restitution - denationalisation’ of land caused a situation when many of the monuments (especially
castle ruins) are not even listed in Land Register, do not have an owner, or are listed as forestry lands.
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In practice this means that there exist no-one with a responsibility, but at the same time also the right
to the maintenance of the monuments.
Another problem also has been the lack of financial resources in the state financial system,
compounded by the fact that ruins and dilapidated monuments are unlikely to attract private
investment either. Currently there is available the main state grant scheme 'Renew Our House', whose
allocation is however insufficient, covering yearly maximum of 1/4 of required investments [6]. This
lack of financing also means that there are no sources left for piloting and innovation. In these,
monument restoration has been dependent on an external sources, such as Norwegian funding
schemes.
4.2 Role of heritage conservation in Action plans
Even though the number of monuments are particular rich and diverse in the lagging regions (for
instance, 6 from 7 sites listed as Unesco Word Heritage are located in Eastern Slovakia), most of
them are in poor condition: built heritage is in catastrophic technical status, ruins are mostly
inaccessible, folk tradition fall into oblivion. Also, the potential usage of the heritage is not elaborated the sites and spots are not connected into the touristic accessible ways, there also lacks any
networking, presentation and identity-making, that would attract young people to stay to live in, nor
attract tourists to come to visit the regions.
For these reasons, Action Plans has brought the answers for many of these problems. Networking on
the district (regional) level, bringing together business entrepreneurs, state institutions, NGOs and
owners of different monuments or craftsmen preserving folk traditions. The process of designing of
Action Plan also attempts to identify the key measures to hold young people to live in the region. Since
with Action Plans come also a new way of finance source, this allows for a new programmes and pilot
projects to be created and also implemented.
Heritage renewal is defined within the action plans as the main potentials of the future development.
11 of 12 action plans contain these activities in form of various projects (see Figure 2). Following the
main principles of this planning tool, also the project in topic of heritage conservation attempt to focus
on circularity, employing local based resources, activating long-term unemployment and trying to move
the local economy towards being more sustainable and linked to local resources, rather than be
dependent on external sources or investments. The plans aim to combine scaling up and developing
innovative projects from recent years (project of employing long-term unemployed in the conservation
of castle the ruins) and piloting new tools and forms (municipal social enterprises) into complex
approach of heritage preservation. Each of the district uses up different projects and finance to fill in
the gaps in this system of preserving - education, building professional skills, execution of professional
work, using the heritage (monument).
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5.

System of projects for monument restoration

5.1 Education: support for development of craftsmanship, training centres
As was already mentioned at the beginning, one of the main challenges of catching up lagging regions
is to provide more suitable education for the local people. Averaged in 12 studied districted, at least
60% of the unemployed have only a primary or lower education. More than a third of the unemployed
(36.5%) out of work for longer than three years (in Slovakia this is 29.1%) [7]. Therefore, the adding on
the education, or re-education, is necessary. Eventually, it is not only education that is the challenge,
but also its focus and the way how it is provided. Such a specific profile also puts special requirements
for the re-qualification courses that are needed. Since for the requirements of monuments restoration,
the more precise and skilled work is usually needed.
Therefore, 2 programmes for long-term unemployed were developed: re-qualification courses in the
expert study of different building techniques, from the basic up to the more professional; and support
of a local craftsmanship and hence preserve the transfer of know how in traditional building techniques
and production of traditional materials. Re-qualification system consists of joint programme of
vocational school and unemployed professionals in the regions, with a benefit of direct training on the
works on restoration of the monument. It also supports mini-dual system for the traditional
craftsmanship. Important is also the focus on the complimentarily with other projects. Therefore the
theoretical parts of this education programmes takes place especially during the winter months, while
the practical ones during the summer.
Each of the 12 districts contains at least 2 projects for establishment of a training centre, up today 5
also projects supporting the development of the local craftsmanship linked to the traditional building
techniques or production of traditional building material, such us production of wooden shingles. It is
estimated that in each region, at least 400 people run through the processes of education
(re)qualification [ibid.].
5.2 Execution: Project of employing long-term unemployed in the conservation of castle the
ruins
The project has been implemented from 2011. The project operates with unemployed citizens who,
together with the active participation of civic associations, restore selected monuments under state
oversight. The project focuses on creating short-term job positions in the sector of heritage
conservation. The project aims to provide an effective tool for conservation and reconstruction of
castles or other types of heritage, whose conservation demands a bigger share of manual work.
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At the same time, the project aims to create work opportunities for job seekers who show an active
interest in saving cultural heritage. The integration of the unemployed into the process of conservation
of cultural heritage also seeks to make additional gains, such as having a positive impact on the local
economy, the development of tourism, and overall recovery of the regions that suffer from a high rate
of unemployment, thereby also having multiple positive impacts on accommodation and food services.
By gaining specific skills (for instance, medieval building techniques and traditional methods of stone
working and wood carpentry) the prospects for job seekers in the job market also have been improved
[8].
In 2015, 40 monuments were involved in this project, generating altogether 554 people [9]. According
to the indicative projects plan, the new planning shall bring into the process at least 7 new areas, and
more than 70 employment opportunities. Also, linking the project with the educational programmes will
help to solve out one of the important sustainability issues - to extend mere seasonal building works to
more long-term and permanency. As discusses in 5.1, during the winter months, when it is not
possible to execute any building works, the people involved in the project will be trained into more
technical-demanding skills, completing with the certificate allowing them to enter the free job market.
5.3 Execution: Programme for maintenance of immovable heritage - ProMonumenta
ProMonumenta project is a new project of the Monuments Board of the Slovak Republic focused on
the technical diagnostics and monitoring of the immovable national cultural monuments in close
collaboration with their owners and managers.The project is based on a prerequisite that regular
maintenance of immovable monuments is cheaper than its restoration once in several decades. Many
monument defects and damages are caused by simple neglect or inadequate maintenance. Since the
monuments are typically neither owned, nor utilised by specialists in monument care, there is a need
to define strategy for regular preventive maintenance. The project forms part of both
government’s declaration for 2012 - 2016 and strategic government’s document "Monument
protection conception in SR up to 2020" [10].
As part of the project, 3 teams with 3 staff members each were established to evenly cover
geographical territory of the whole Slovakia. There is one technological expert – coordinator and one
project manager of the whole project. Altogether, there will be ten staff members working chiefly on
site and one person for project management and coordination. Among the projects in Action plan,
proposals involve extension of the employment into more regions and also provision of education and
training for new more staff.
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Fig. 4: Project of employing long-term unemployed in the conservation of castle the ruins: the restoration works
involve also the tasks suitable for women, since the presence of women supported the project’s quality and
capacity. Photograph by P. Horanský, Uhrovec.

5.4 Execution: (Municipal) Social Enterprises
Political transformation of Slovakia during last 25 years brought along also decentralisation of power
system. Many competencies and responsibilities were brought down onto the ground - on the level of
local municipal governments. At the same time, municipalities were given the best access to various
state and EU fundings. There have been on-going debates of what is the role of municipalities, and
how and to what extent shall the local governments influence competitions in the market in the
regions.
However, with the lagging regions it seems, that the situation is more clear. The commercial market in
lagging regions seems to be absent due to several structural reasons (lack of good infrastructure,
access to technologies, etc). Also, the problem with long-term unemployment requires more time and
deeper education, including apart from professional skills also training in working habits, time
punctuality, responsibility.. All these processes are very costly for commercial employers.
Therefore, as several examples of various municipalities have proved (e.g. Spišský Hrhov, Raslavice,
and others), the aim to create an intermedia labour market run by municipalities, was established in
the pilot programmes. Such a municipal social enterprises shall focus on the activities that are not
economically profitable (and therefore do not diminish a commercial competitions), but bring other
social benefits. The best example of such activities is the restoration of castle ruins with the help of
unemployed (see 5.1), but also restoration on monuments that is not listed, but of a great values for
local people, or site-specific folk culture. Eventually, enterprises run by municipality shall provide an
employment opportunities for the regions, where it is not economically effective for private and profitoriented enterprises to prosper. Being this 'social' in character allows the enterprises also access to
financing from more sources and thus brings also more sources in the monument restoration field,
which is currently in Slovakia underdeveloped (as was
Averaged, each of the districts counts on establishment of 3-5 municipal social enterprises, employing
altogether in 12 districts more than 2000 people. Especially in Rožňava district, two municipalities are
planning to establish a building enterprises with an aim to focus solely on the professional
reconstruction works for the whole region.
5.5 Other supporting infrastructure
Not to forget are also the projects of supporting infrastructure for the heritage conservation, and also
monument restoration. These vary from reconstruction of the building in which take place traditional
cultural activities (districts of Lučenec, Rimavská Sobota, Vranov n. Topľou) up to the building bypass
roads in order to ease the transit traffic around the historical city centre with national monuments (e.g.
Lučenec).
Planned results
6.
For each of the projects of the restoration, but also the heritage conservation, there is planned a
programatic use, to ensure its sustainability for the future. It is also interesting to look at these plans in
more detail, as it offers a way to discover, what are the trends in using the heritage and monuments in
Slovakia set for the following years.
6.1 Business attractors
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As was discussed in the part 4, the status of built heritage in Slovakia is not adequate. Lack of
financing for restoration and consequent not usage of monuments makes the 'revival' of any significant
building also immediately a landmark. Brand of 'regional brand', 'local product' is currently a very
popular trend. Even though the popular it comes mainly with the especially for the dairy and other food
products. Building identity of the regions, building a signature, brand making that can be use in the
various industry offers therefore a great opportunity for any building restoration. Locating business
headquarters or any other facility in newly restored building offers therefore a great symbolic and
marketing strategy.
Each of the Action plans involves the establishment of the Regional Development Centre, which
responsibilities are to assist the local area in elaborating projects as indicated in the Action plans and
support other regional development. These centres shall also serve as a hub for creative economy,
and business assistance. Interestingly, at least 4 of the districts plan to locate these RDCs into the
historical building, whereas part of the activity will also be the restoration work.
6.2 Tourism use
Lagging regions suffer also from the absent, or fragmented touristic infrastructure. Apparently,
regeneration of heritage in diverse form helps to attract new tourists and also to develop the facilities
and services required in order to keep the sustainability of this segment of business. The projects in
12 action plans, plan to develop tourism based on heritage and monument restoration in order to:
- support and extension of existing infrastructure (11)
- developing of new touristic attractions (4)

6.3 Improving quality of life in the regions
As a part of the measures targeting improving the quality of life, in order to keep young people in the
regions, comes also the reconstruction and revitalisation of built heritage and presentation of local
specific traditions. The reconstruction projects are focused especially on the buildings that are already
serving for public purposes (7). Heritage and tradition development and presentation strategies are
focused on defining local identity, improving attachment of people with their regions, supporting local
specificities (4).
Conclusion
7.
This article aimed to provide a brief overview of the role of the heritage conservation, especially
monument restoration, in the new system regional planning in Slovakia. 5 years 'Action plans',
developed in the 12 most lagging regions in Slovakia with an aim to increase the employment rate, are
currently in its first year of implementation. It is difficult to evaluate the outcomes, but the examination
of the potential results tells us about the trends for further years.
To sum up, along with their main aim - to support sustainability and self-sufficiency on the local level,
the project of heritage conservation are also attempting to find their place in the complex regional
planning. Circling up the monument restoration processes, expanding of already innovative models
linking restoration works and employment for long-term unemployed, with education and training
(supporting transfer of know how of local craftsmanship) with the active usage of the heritage, may
have a potential in bringing really sustainable results. However, the practical application of all of the
aforementioned proposals in real life reflected in the increasing employment rate will be the most
significant determinant of the success.
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Abstract
The management of a construction site implies multiple tasks for what concerns both contractors and
client’s team. The expected results in a construction projects need to comply the requirements of quality,
planned times and cost respect, sustainability, safety etc.. It is now well known how the use Building
Information Models, not only for the design but also for the management of projects, can improve the
quality of a building process thanks to the amount of information available in the BIM database. This is
valid both for new construction works and also for restoration works, despite the complexities of the
latter. Starting from this point the presented research aims to study the levels development (LOD) of
models with the scope of using such information for the works advancements checking during the
realization of restoration works. In fact, as will be demonstrated in the paper, the on-field management
with the use of such models, if correctly developed and used, can simplify the work of contractors and
clients inspectors during the works realization. In particular will be discussed how to develop a model of
an existing building, and of the restoration works to be realized on it, in terms of elements to be
represented and information detail. This with the aim of inserting an amount of information useful for an
on-field assessment of works. A case study is also presented in which the studied levels of development
were tested in a real situation
Keywords: HBIM, CoSIM, Works analysis, Work progresses estimation

1.

Introduction

The use of Building Information Models for construction design and management is spreading not only
concerning the new construction but also applied to the built heritage, despite of the differences, and
more difficulties, in the digital representation of an existing building compared to a new one. In particular,
it is useful to consider which are the main aims of the models to point out these differences and
understand how a model of an historic building could be different.
A wide treatment about BIM uses in the whole building lifecycle is present in the BIM handbook by
Charles Eastman et al. [1]. Among the others, we can list some main aims of the models according to
the phase in which this model is used or managed:
1. Model for the design of an intervention
2. Model for the management of the construction phase
3. Model for the facility management of the building
Such phases are confirmed also by Succar’s BIM framework [2] which testifies about BIM as “a set of
interacting policies, processes and technologies generating a methodology to manage the essential
building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle”. The lifecycle is
identified in the three main stages expressed before as showed in figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Project Lifecycle Phases at BIM Stages – linear model [2].

These are only the three main phases which are composed by a certain number of models realized with
specific aims such as structural or thermal analysis, architectural visualization, safety and maintenance
managements and many others. Starting from this simple distinction it is immediately visible how the
modelling of a new building compared to an existing one should be very different.
Considering indeed the modelling of a new construction it is obvious that the main aim of the model, if
the process is completely managed in a BIM environment, is the design of the intervention. This design
consists in particular the modelling of the objects (structural, architectural, MEP, etc) that will constitute
the new building. These objects do not represent, then, only the physical entity that will be present once
the construction is finished, but also, if we consider the construction phase, the work to be realized
during construction. This should not be the same for existing buildings. Instead of the design, the
modelling process of an existing building starts from a survey of what already exists, in order to correctly
represent the building in a model. The aim of the model is then to represent the existing facility and its
main characteristics and can be used then for designing renovation intervention or managing
maintenance. Considering the first one, it is important to underline how should be different to consider
the modelling of a work to be carried on compared with existing building. As said, in this case, the
modelling of the building element matches with the model of the work to be realized. In existing building
it is instead possible to make a distinction between the realization of a new element and a work to be
made on an existing one. In fact in the first case the modelling should be comparable with that of an
existing building. In the second case, however, the modelling consists in the addition of an element able
to represent the work on another (existing) element without replace it, if the work do not comprehend
demolition. It is now understandable how the objects to be inserted in the model, and their level of
development, should be very different compared to that of a new construction. Considering, in addition,
the need of managing the model on site, this paper will study how to model and manage restoration
works in order to follow works advancement on-field and to evaluate thus eventual times and costs loss
during construction. The starting point of the research is the study of the different levels of development
standardized both internationally [3] and nationally [4]. Thanks to this study, together with on-field
experience on restorations sites, it was possible to propose a level of development of the elements to
be renovated in an heritage building with the particular aim of on-field work analysis. The research is
evaluated by the use of implemented tools in real case studies, one of which is here presented. It
considers, in particular, the work on a façade and concerns then the modelling of superficial works on
an existing wall.

2.

Literary review and research method

In the last years an increasing attention is given to the BIM method also for what concerns existing
building and built heritage, adding more experiences to that of new construction. In particular the proved
usefulness of BIM in the maintenance management took to the idea of obtaining models of existing
building in order to have at disposal the amount of information about the building, otherwise difficult to
collect and consequently use. A great work in focusing BIM research for existing building was carried
out by Volk et al. [1]. In particular they observed in a wide literary review a “scarce BIM implementation
in existing buildings” both from industry and from research points of view. The main reasons of this
scarce development could be the not yet solved difficulties in conversion of existing matters into BIM
objects and in reaching certain data of already realized buildings. In addition, many studies and
researches applied in existing building have been taken into account maintenance and facility
management of recent structures rather than architectural heritage. The development observed in BIM
research concerning existing building takes into account a trend that is named by further researchers
as HBIM (Historic Building Information Modelling) or, in some cases, BHIM (Building Heritage
Information Modelling). In particular, the improvement of 3D survey techniques such as laser scanning
facilitate the diffusion of HBIM since the possibility to have at disposal a precise 3D survey to be
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translated in BIM. In this sense, Murphy et al. [5] aim to create a “prototype library of parametric objects”
starting from the collection of survey data in order to produce complete architectural 3D models not only
characterized by surfaces but also by parametric information (e.g. construction methods). Conversion
of such particular objects concerning historical buildings (e.g. classical orders columns) into parametric
objects has been a great challenge to face, due to distinctiveness of many elements [6]. Another
challenge is to represent actual conservation conditions of an object in order to manage possible
maintenance/restoration intervention. Oreni et al. [7] follow this way, studying HBIM for several aspects,
starting from model render of 3D survey to make it interoperable for conservation and restoration
management. An interesting research about the levels of information for the heritage building was made
by Cheng et al.[8]. In particular they uses laser scanning and photogrammetric tools for recording
heritage sites for collecting digital information in appropriate level of development according to the
particular use (documentation or refurbishment). Baik et al. [9] studied, instead, a integrated approach
between BIM and GIS to provide models enriched by different kind of information able to document and
analyse in detail cultural heritage sites. In addition to these researches its interesting to underline a
definition of Biagini et al. [10] regarding the modelling of an HBIM: “The “Historical Building Information
Modelling” (H-BIM) implementation begins with a collection of geometrical and technical data, which will
later be associated to the BIM items. These can be acquired in several ways which involve direct or
indirect contact with the building, such as different surveying techniques and invasive or non-invasive
tests for obtaining the properties of materials. The accuracy of the collected information will establish
the level of detail (LoD) of the digital model”.
This definition summarized the way to model an historic building, and it not properly gives an amount of
information to be set in the model. On the contrary the information inserted in the model are that
established the level of development of the model itself. Considering, levels of development (LOD) it is
possible to say that can be described as the level of information quantities and specificity required for a
particular element at a particular stage of the project. Then also in the modelling of an existing building,
or of the works to be carried on it, it is very useful to manage information according to the stage in which
the building is considered, adding further information if other stages are considered in different times.
Regarding in particular Levels of Development state of the art is important to starts any consideration
from the existing standards on the theme developed internationally and nationally.
In this context of phases definition a great importance is to give to the level of development of the model
according to the phase in which the model itself is used. Definition of information contained inside BIM
models is a matter of extreme relevance that cannot be entrusted. Without a set of rules, BIM models
frame would vary depending on project complexity, its peculiarity and the amount of time reserved to
modelling. A lack of common intentions in de-fining information required by every members involved
results in mismanaging all three Projects Lifecycle Phases, since expected information go missing and
collaboration is a failure. Several guidelines have been promulgated to establish a minimum content of
BIM data suitable for every design stage.
Level of Development (LOD) Specification is a reference that enables practitioners in the AEC Industry
to specify and articulate with a high level of clarity the content and reliability of Building Information
Models (BIMs) at various stages in the design and construction process. [11]
Level of Development (LOD) codification is the mean to assess to what extent modelling has progressed
throughout the design process, and for which purposes information can be extrapolated reliably. The
aim is to define a discerned and indisputable “quantity” of useful information to fulfil BIM operators’
expectations at a certain design stage. It is then a common benchmark for design stages planning and
for delineating project requirements to be communicated among stakeholders. Workflow is then based
on shared information among all participants. LOD codification is meant [12]:
• to help teams, including owners, to specify BIM deliverables and to get a clear picture of what will be
included in a BIM deliverable;
• to help design managers explain to their teams the information and detail that needs to be provided
at various points in the design process;
• to provide a standard that can be referenced by contracts and BIM execution plan.
Even so, the definition of LOD boundaries is an arguable topic, due to non-uniformity of meaning and
usage. The literature highlights number of re-occurring issues concerning LOD concept and application,
namely: 1) a lack of consistent understanding and utilization in practice; 2) skepticism over its
usefulness; and 3) difficulty in integrating LOD & Model Progression Specifications (MPS) into a BIMlike work flow [13].
The same acronym may be used to identify Level of Detail, Level of Development or Level of Definition.
Secondly, matrix for determining LOD contents vary extremely in respect of different governmental
guidelines, as each Govern has expressed its interests on the basis of de-sign milestones for document
delivery.
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The problem with a single LOD code is that not all objects graphical representation relates directly to
the information they need to contain. A component graphics may not be sufficient to convey all adequate
information. Conversely, a visually accurate object may overload a model with unnecessary detail, and
in fact it may be counter-productive whenever information are likely to be derived from visualization and
take into account without confirming. BIM models need to be filled with minimal necessary information,
with no surplus of graphical detail that could lead operators to think they dispose of information yet to
be defined. This issue has outstanding implications since the BIM model is shared among project
members, and only Model Element Author has proper acknowledgment of information accuracy.
Starting from this point this paper analyses which are the minimum amount of information to be
guaranteed to a digital heritage model to manage the work advancement on site in a simple way and
calculate automatically the amount of works carried on and related costs.
The context of this study is represented by a wider research taking into account the use of Building
Information Models to design and manage construction activities starting from the first concept of the
design stage to the construction phase of a building process [14]. Such a research is strongly related to
on-field analysis and application. Methods and tools developed was in-fact continuously tested in real
case studies in order to evaluate research and to refine it giving real applicability on site to the
implemented theories.
Tanks to this approach we developed step-by-step many issues related to construction site design of
existing project concerning also, especially in the last years, IT tools use and implementation. One of
the last research reports [11] developed in particular a proper methodology for BIM use to achieve
operational planning on existing building projects realizing a proper Construction site information model
(CoSIM) [12]. It concerned in particular the interaction between designers during the whole design
process (starting from the survey, to the operational planning, through architectural, structural, MEP and
other design disciplines). In particular that part of the research focused in the modelling processes of a
heritage building in order to guarantee a correct element level of development (i.e. an adequate
graphical detail and number of related information - LOD) for operational planning. [15]. Such a research
is now enlarged in order to take into account the modelling for works management on site and evaluation
of work advancements during a restoration construction site.
About works advancement control on site it is interesting to cite the work of Golpavar-Fard et al. [16]–
[18] which try, among the other things, to integrate on site survey and scanning with automatic control
of realized work. Other studies on ite monitoring was made by Roh et al. [19] which use digital models
for reporting construction progress thanks to interactive and visual approaches.

3.

Built heritage modelling for on-field works analysis

The first step for the realization of an on-field work analysis on an existing building with the use of BIM
model is the development of the model itself representing the facility. The main question achieving this
goal is then: how should be developed the model? The answer is not so simple and basically depends
from a case to another according to the main aim of the model and to the other disciplines involved.
Considering in this case only the construction analysis and the site monitoring it is possible to say the
level of development of the building model representing the existing facility should be simplified
compared to real representation and constituted by few information directly related to the work to be
carried on. The research here presented aim then to be able to realize the construction planning by BIM
models in practice. Starting from this point the main aim is to visualize, design and manage the works
to be carried on and the related working area. As already said in a restoration building it is quite different
to represent an element and the work to be carried on it, contrary to new construction. The presented
method propose then to add to the model of existing building some simple objects (mainly volumes)
which represents, more with attached information than with graphical details, the specific works. This
approach permits to have as a base model that derived from the survey and to add only the works to be
carried on. The level of graphical detail of the elements representing the works should be associated,
considering the AIA scale, to LOD 200. Considering instead Italian scale inserted in UNI 11337-4 it is
possible to say that it is similar to LOD B. However graphical detail is not the only parameter to consider
in order to describe the Level of Development (LOD) of an object. In this case the choice is to remain,
in each phase of the project, to a low level of graphical detail, and increase, step by step, the level of
development by adding further information useful for works analysis, advancement predictions and
checking. In order to give an example of elements designed to represent the specific work it is possible
to consider surfaces works, which are also the main task of the case study presented in the next
paragraph. In fact work conducted on surfaces are particular to be represented in a BIM model since
the variety of types of work to be carried on an heritage building. In fact the surface should be subjected
to cleaning, or to structural reinforcement, or to finishing replacement or simple adjustment, repainting,
and many other works. It is understandable how in a BIM model these works are difficult to be
represented directly in the object that represents the support of the surface (e.g. a wall), in particular if
I need to visualize and manage the working phases on it.
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Figure below represents, instead, the modelling of a work made on a surface simply generating a
coloured surface to be put on the support with the correct information which describes the work. It
becomes from a previous case study in which were studied the construction site for the structural
reinforcement of the walls of a cathedral [20].

Fig. 2 Representation of the surface work “reticolatus” and information levels of development for works site analysis.

It is visible from the figure the simplicity of modelling of the work which is visualized as an added color
to the surface subject to intervention. Despite of its simplicity such an object could represent, if supplied
of right information, each type of surface work. Thanks to this simple approach it is also possible to
select single part of the wall without decomposing the main object (i.e. the entire wall) in many subobject difficult to manage in a simple way.
In addition to this, as will be visible more in detail in the case study, if the works needed on the surface
are more than one it is simpler to represent the phases and the sequences of work advancement without
touching the main structure of the objects. Taking then into account construction design and
management it is also possible to say that the model taken from the survey can be simplified for these
purposes, without representing details, so that the general management of the model can be more
efficient.

4.

Restoration progress on-field monitoring

Once modelled the objects constituting the existing building, and once designed the works to be carried
on, it’s the time to use the model on-field to check the effective realization of works. To do this some
information need to be added to the object describing the works in order to have at disposal on field a
tool able to check the work without implying any further modelling effort.
The proposed approach aims in particular to enhance construction progresses analysis with the goal to
avoid as much as possible accounting errors and to make more efficient future performances, according
to collected data. The starting point of the analysis is the Building Information Model organized according
to a Construction Breakdown Structure set up in line with the Bill of Quantity structure and the Work
Plan. The output of this model, with the addition of cost analysis, is then a 5D model of the works to be
carried on for the renovation, to be managed during construction phase for advancements evaluation.
The system proposed is based on a pre-configured BIM template able to be used in each project and
set with proper parameters that facilitate users in construction information management. Starting from
this point the authors propose a methodological approach to assess project performance based on the
percentage of physical work carried out, to allow to periodically reconsider them in compliance with
available resources having as a basis the works planned during design. Figure 1 shows the workflow of
the considered steps, described below.
This section utility is to let the client and Project Managers to supervise the progress of the works during
the construction phase and redact Building Progress Reports according to what planned. At the same
time, contractor needs such analysis for monitoring resource availability according to work
advancements. The visualization and computation of the advancements is possible thanks to the
parameters added previously in the 5D BIM (see table 1). The determination of any element is unique
thanks to specific parameters related to the position of the elements (works) inside the building and the
effective beginning-date and ending-date of the work. The model graphically shows, for a chosen time
window, which elements have been realized and their position.
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Fig. 3 Workflow of the proposed method.

This work is made in the design phase in order to foresight advancements during future works and then
compare them with the actual works simply updating the parameters related to the date of realization of
the single elements. The BIM visualization and the information related permit to realize such updates in
a very short time and directly on field.
Then, automatic BIM quantity take-offs, grouped under homogeneous Work Packages, automatically
provide as output the percentage of physical work put in place against the total amount. The Project
Manager should periodically update dates accordingly to works progress by monitoring the construction
site. This way it is possible to control times and costs of the completed works verifying the progress of
the planned Work Plan highlighting any delays or advances. The more frequent site inspections are
(e.g., monthly or weekly), the more in-depth forecast solutions will be.
The information can also be stored into pivot tables (Microsoft Excel©), in which the realized quantities
costs are fully itemized and grouped again referring to the work categories voices of the Bill of Quantity
for the selected time window. Granting a total view over the advancement of the works, General
Contractor monthly presents the partial bill to the client (BPR), and identifies the subcontractors to be
paid. A proper organization of monitoring work, which can consider also supplier payment dates, allows
the contractor to collect data for BPR and evaluate advancements according to resources availability.
Tab. 1 5D parameters.

Element
Technical
element
Work to be
realized
(e.g.
reticolatus)

4.

Information
Quantity
Work plan ID
Beginning date
Ending date
Material cost
Manpower cost
Delivery charge
Bill of Quantity work category identification
BPR (number and date)
Activity duration

Case study

The case study here presented concerns the façade restoration of the Velasca Tower in Milan. “Torre
Velasca” is a 50's building which stands in the center of Milan, of which become one of the symbols. It
is one of the first skyscrapers of the city (106 m height) and still stands in its skyline. It consists in 28
floors above ground with 2 below, mainly used as car silo. The 28 floors are divided in two parts. The
lower one consists into 18 floors mainly dedicated to office activities, except the first floor that contains
the hall and commercial activities. The higher part, the larger, is instead aimed to residential purposes.
The principal body of the tower is directly connected by a 2 floors body that has also the function of filter
before the entrance of the tower. Despite its appearance the tower is geometrically complex. In fact, its
straight walls are strongly marked by the structural frame, visible on the façade. Moreover, the building
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is characterized by a significant amount of prefabricated elements that characterize the architectonic
view of the façade itself.
Due to the progressive degradation of the plaster it was necessary a significant restoration aimed to the
complete rehabilitation of the facades that implies also the widows substitution and the precast element
recovery. For what concerns the construction site, the design team find that the best way to carry out
such a complex work is to build an iron scaffold around the tower in order to give permanent and at the
same time flexible places of work for the operators. In order to protect the square floor from the weight
of such a structure, the design team decided to stand the scaffolding on a specific metal structure whose
columns take off their entire weight and that of the scaffolding on the pillars of the ground floors, so as
to be previously reinforced. After the installation of the scaffolding all the restoration operations will be
carried on the facade.

Fig. 4 Torre Velasca - Milan

It is possible to divide the elements present on the façade into two main types. Pilaster strips and beams
that are covered by plaster and prefabricated concrete element. Restoration works imply renovation of
both types of element. In particular the work needed on plaster consist in the demolition of the upper
layer using pneumatic hammer and high-pressure hydro-demolition. After a protection treatment of the
iron bar of the structure the plaster is replaced with a new high-performance mortar. For the
prefabricated elements the restoration process consists in the cleaning using chemical products and
pressure washings followed by protection with water-repellent.
It is possible to understand how many works need to be carried on the same elements and the possible
difficulties to represent them in a model.
The first step concerns however the modelling of the tower and tis elements. Because of its particular
shape and the nature of the works, it has been modelled in a simplified way. This case study underlines
indeed the fact that for construction issues often is not required an high level of graphical detail of the
building elements. The needs of construction planning and works analysis require, as said, the presence
of the elements subject to work with their main dimensions. For this reason several details, such as the
precise shapes of the prefabricated elements, has been at first simplified.
Figure 5 shows an example of detail level of the elements, compared to a picture of the reality. It is
visible how the windows and the precast elements are here simplified. It is, in fact not necessary to
waste design time in modelling the perfect detail of such elements since the aim is here to visualize the
consecution of the works. On the other hands is visible how resulted necessary an high detail in the
modelling of the shape of façade pilaster. In fact in the totality of the tower height, this shape change a
lot and implies changes in quantity take off. Then an excessive approximation of the shape would bring
to an underestimation of the works and then to a incorrect realization of provisional Building progress
reports . It is obvious that in a project in which architectonical design is made directly in a BIM some of
these considerations are not valid since the model is shared between designers.
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Fig. 5 Graphical detail of Torre Velasca elements

The modelling of the tower was then followed by the modelling of the single works to be carried on the
elements to be renovated. Al described, the elements representing the works was realized as colored
surfaces able to collect the panel of information useful for the provisional estimation of works
advancements. The provisional work had two main scopes. The first one is to study different sequences
of work in order to chose the more efficient in terms of realization times and costs. The second one is
to face construction criticalities [21] since the design phase.
This way the criticalities would be solved during design and not delayed in the executive phase, with a
consequent risk of increasing realization time and costs. In addition were considered the health and
safety facilities necessary for workers, in order to optimize their use and to assess accurately their costs.
In particular this approach was used in the study of the workplaces on the scaffolding for the restoration
works on the Tower facades. Then, the main work consisted into design some provisional sequences
in order to find the best in terms of works advancements and minimization of assembly/disassembly of
the specific workplaces.

Fig. 6 Two views of one of the studied sequences for the façade restorations (guardrails hidden in the view)
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As visible a specific color was used for each kind of work in order to immediately recognize them.
Obviously each element (one BIM object for each precast element and one for each portion of pillar) is
provided with the information described in the previous paragraph.
Each sequence considered the whole panel of elements inserted in the tower. The for each floor (25)
many elements were designed and considered in the works analysis and in particular:
•
•
•
•

20 pillars
16 beams
70 precast pillars
54 Windows sills.

It is then to consider that on each element more than one work is to be realized. As evidence, this case
study analyzed two different sequences and compared them. The first one expected to proceed with the
realization of all the works floor by floor. The second expected the realization of the precast element
cleaning in every front, then the other operations floor by floor. The quantities take off permitted to
analyze from a cost point of view the provisional reports. Considering also the construction elements
superimposition the results from the model outlined shows that the second option was better also
because it is necessary minor scaffolding and other devices adjustments compared to the first. Then
the first simulations permitted also to control the costs of construction elements in the model together
with the elements to be restored taking into account the whole process and permitted to avoid the risk
of errors due to common approximation processes.
Finally, the case study points out the particular needs of construction BIM design in terms of elements
discretization. In fact, the need to work on each element of the façade implies a particular modelling in
order to show clearly the sequences of single works to be carried on.

5.

Conclusions

Although the modelling of built heritage and of the renovation works to be carried on it is not yet
developed as new construction it is possible to say that further advancements have been realized. This
paper considered only the construction management of a restoration intervention simplifying many
issues of heritage modelling with the aim of enhance a simple, fast and efficient management of
restoration works. In fact the same method was used in new construction case studies with similar
results [22]. The differences are mainly in the modelling of the construction elements and in the works
to be represented. The effort to be put in place for modelling an existing building, depending also in the
complexity of its shapes and elements, is still greater compared to that of a new construction.
Despite this the method proposed aim to simplify some issues of modelling and focuses more on
information details able to manage construction.
The method implies an upgrade in usual Project Control benefits: after monitoring, control guarantees
that future site performance will be in line with planned standards of cost and time. Nonetheless, the
comparison between different alternatives for the next tasks through a BIM visualization guarantees that
the chosen solution is the best among the analyzed ones.
However the forecast procedure implemented in BIM model currently lacks of automation.
Developments to compute accurately costs and refine the automation of the procedure are still desirable
to make the process faster. Despite this, it is proved to be a flexible method that can be manipulated to
reflect the intrinsic peculiarities of each and every construction site.
The automation should not be the only thing since the ability of choices of designers and Construction
Managers, which have the responsibility of the final choices that is based not only on automatic analysis
but also on their personal skills and experiences.
This study’s main contribute is having achieved a sole multi-functional instrument that designers and
construction firms can adopt to coordinate and control sites operations in every respect, conciliating
productivity and safety.
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Abstract
Corrosion of reinforced concrete (RC) structures and subsequent loss of seismic capacity due to
materials degradation has become a safety problem for all industrialized countries. Approaching a
retrofit project of a corroded structure, it is really important to have theoretical models that adequately
represent materials degradation taking into account all the issues of the phenomenon, both
environmental and structural ones. This paper presents an evaluation of the reduction of seismic
capacity of corroded structures in order to understand their seismic behavior when affected by
different degrees of corrosion. Particularly, they were defined three different levels of corrosion (in
terms of loss of cross section, loss of stirrups and longitudinal bars) and three different configurations
of attacks (in term of number of corroded structural elements). The aim of the present paper is to
investigate about the seismic vulnerability of corroded reinforced concrete structures, by performing
Push-Over analyses. It results in a new appropriate tool to design a retrofit project or to asses existing
corroded RC structures, especially to define the priority of intervention and the kind of structural
capacity in need to be restored. Global seismic behavior was compared to global seismic behavior of
non corroded structures. This represents a crucial step both in the assessment of the seismic
vulnerability and to design structural retrofit interventions of corroded buildings.
Keywords: Reinforced concrete structures, Corrosion, Push-Over analyses, Seismic Behavior.

1.

Introduction

The structural and economic problem due to corrosion of reinforced concrete (RC) structures is,
nowadays well known. Several studies and statistics show that the investments in existing structures
greatly exceed those related to new buildings [1], [2]. As known, corrosion leads to steel-concrete
debonding [3], [4], [5], loss of cross section of longitudinal bars and stirrups [6], and last but not least
leads to the loss of seismic capacity of the structure. Approaching a retrofit project of a corroded RC
structure, the degradation of materials needs to be considered [7], [8]. Some destructive and nondestructive tests are available in order to know the real residual characteristics of materials of a
corroded structure [9], [10]. If corrosion is not so dangerous under static conditions, it could become
very dangerous, in terms of structural safety, in case of earthquakes. Considering this scenarios, the
present paper wants to be a first step in order to find a structural calculation methodology to
understand the seismic capacity of corroded RC structures, by performing Push-Over analyses to
establish a hierarchy of intervention and which structural resistance needs to be improved.
Particularly, they were defined three different corrosion configurations and three different levels of
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corrosions and Push-Over analyses were performed for each of configuration-level combination and
results were compared to the Push-Over performed for the un-corroded counterpart. All results were
reported in an ADRS (Acceleration Displacement Response Spectrum) space. Figures 1 show two
reinforced concrete structural elements severely damaged by corrosion, influencing the seismic
capacity of the whole structure.

2.

Structure characteristics and definition of corrosion levels and configurations

2

The considered RC structure is characterized by two rectangular floors of (5.00x10.00) m ,
characterized by two frames with two spans of length 5.00 m along the X-direction, and three frames
with two spans of length 10.00 m along the Y-direction. Beams and columns present a dimension of
2
(30x30) cm and are reinforced by eight longitudinal bars of diameter 14 mm and stirrups of diameter
10 mm with a spacing of 20 cm and a concrete cover (in terms of distance between external surface of
concrete and external surface of stirrups) of 2 cm. The value of the mean concrete cylindrical
compressive strength, fcm, is equal to 22.7 MPa with an elastic modulus, Ec, equal to 31,000 MPa,
while the mean value of the steel yielding strength is fym=407 MPa. The first level of corrosion
provides a reduction of longitudinal bar radius such as to induce the concrete cover cracking (0.3 mm
cracks) but it is still considered part of the concrete section and a reduction of stirrups diameter of
2 mm. The second level provides the spalling of the concrete cover, the reduction of the diameter of
longitudinal bars of 2 mm and a reduction of stirrups diameter of 4 mm, while the third level considers
a reduction of longitudinal bars radius equal to 50% of the diameter and a residual diameter of stirrups
equal to 1 mm and the spalling of concrete cover. The first corrosion configuration provides that one
façade of the structure is corroded and its structural elements are corroded along the external side;
the second configuration provides that all external sides of structural elements of all façades of the
structure are corroded; the third corrosion configuration provides that all structural elements of the
structure are corroded along all the sides (Figures 2). Figures 3 show the residual section of corroded
structural elements at first, second and third level of corrosion. Corrosion levels lead to consider
different geometry of sections for beams and columns, both in terms of concrete cross section and
areas of bars and stirrups. Considering the second level of corrosion, it needs to be considered the
eccentricity of the vertical load on the columns, due to the unsymmetrical spalling of the concrete
cover. The value of the bar section lost inducing concrete cover cracking was evaluated according to
Bossio et al., 2013 [11] which shows an analytical method to correlate the external crack of concrete
cover, wc, to the bar radius loss, x, obtained by performing FEM analyses. Particularly, equation (1)
was used to calculate the value of y and equation (2) to (5) were used to correlate the value of y to the
value of x:
w
c
y

=
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c
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c
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(1)

where wc is the crack width [μm], y is the oxide layer width [μm], cc is the concrete cover [mm] and be
is the crack distance from external concrete [mm] as shown in Figure 4. The value of the bar radius
lost was evaluated by using equations (2), (3), (4) and (5):
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where R0 represents the longitudinal bar radius, y is the displacement of bar perimeter, x represents
the bar radius lost due to corrosion and n is the volumetric expansion factor of oxide. Equation (2) is
the continuity equation used to correlate the value of x to the value of y, where the volume of produced
oxide (the left-hand member of the equation 2) is equal to n times the volume of bar consumed (the
right-hand member of the equation 2); hence it is possible to directly evaluate the value of y [equation
(3)]. Equation (4) is a further simplification obtained by the normalization of y and x with respect to R0
and using fitting curves. A simplified linear relation between x and y, is given by equation (5),
neglecting the dependency of terms x and y on R0.
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Fig. 1: Corroded Reinforced concrete Structures.
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Fig. 2: Corrosion configurations. Grey elements are un-corroded.
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Fig. 3: Corrosion levels.
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Fig. 4: geometric parameters used to perform FEM analyses according to Bossio et al. 2013 [6].

3.

Preliminary assumptions and modelling

In order to perform Push-Over analyses, the "Master Node" was placed in the centroid of each slab,
assumed coincident with the center of the masses. To each deck they have been assigned: two
translational masses and one rotational mass. According to the Italian seismic code NTC2008, the
seismic action was evaluated starting from a "basic seismic hazard". Seismic actions were measured
according to the reference life, VR, which is obtained by multiplying the coefficient of use, CU, by the
nominal life, VN. In the present case, it was assumed a nominal life, VN, equal to 50 years, and a
coefficient of use CU = 1, for a resulting VR of 50 years. The seismic actions can be defined by the
spectrum of ground acceleration, Sa(T). The return period of the seismic action, TR, was considered
equal to 50 years considering the Damage Limit State (DLS) and TR = 475 years considering the
Ultimate Limit State (ULS). According to NTC2008 the spectrum of acceleration is defined by
maximum horizontal acceleration to the site, ag, maximum value of the amplification factor of the
spectrum of horizontal acceleration, F0 and the initial period of the constant speed portion of the
spectrum in horizontal acceleration, T*c identified on the basis of the geographical reference grid and
the seismic action return period, TR. The elastic response spectrum of the horizontal component was
defined by the equations (3.2.4) of the §3.2.3.2.1 of NTC2008. The elastic spectra of the Damage
Limit State (DLS) and the Lifesafe Limit State (LLS), were evaluated referring to a conventional
damping of 5%. The seismic mass, M, of each slab considered for calculation is about 50 tons. PushOver analyses were performed both considering the non-corroded structure and corroded structures,
considering three different configurations and levels of corrosion. The plastic hinge model is based on
the model proposed by NTC2008. Equations (6), (7), (8) and (9) were used to calculate cracking
rotation, θcr, yield rotation, θy: the rotation at Lifesafe Limit State, θSLV and the ultimate rotation θu
(symbols are reported in Italian code NTC2008).
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According to the calculation model, it needs that the elastic rotation has to be reduced by the rotation
due to flexural deformation. Therefore, four hinges were associated to the columns (two base-hinges
and two top-hinges per each direction) and two hinges were associated to the beams. The yield
rotation was calculated according to Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001) [12] and hinges are uni-axial in
both principal directions.

4.

Push-Over Analyses

Push-over analyses are used to calculate the effects of seismic actions on dissipative systems (elastoplastic behavior). Applying a distribution of increasing forces on the structure, the push-over analyses
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allow studying the local and/or global collapse of the structure, in terms of elasto-plastic behavior. The
seismic actions are modeled as static forces representing the earthquake. The response is obtained
by performing non-linear analysis taking into account both the effects of non-linearity of the material
(plastic hinges formations, yielding, etc.) and the second-order effects (geometrical non-linearity) if
they are not negligible. The loads are applied incrementally and monotonically until a deformation
control parameter reaches the predetermined limit value. It is a fundamental approach because it
allows analyzing the performance of a building. Particularly, a push-over analysis allows identifying the
value of the shear at the base corresponding to the different limit states. The result of push-over
analysis is the capacity curve of the structure, usually expressed in terms of shear at the bottom (Vb)
and in terms of top-displacement (Dt). The trend of the capacity curve depends on the stiffness, k, of
the system. Stiffness depends on the geometrical and mechanical characteristics of the system and
are non-linear functions of the displacement and the force applied to the system, respectively. The
capacity of a structure depends on resistance and deformation capacity of its single components.
Therefore, the capacity curve defines the capacity of the structure regardless of any specific seismic
request describing an intrinsic characteristic of the resistant system; it's like as a simplified constitutive
relationship of the whole structure. The behavior of a Multiple Degrees Of Freedom system (MDOF),
(force-displacement) thus, it is reduced to a Single Degree Of Freedom system (SDOF) that can
reasonably be defined as equivalent to the MDOF, because the capacity curve was built taking into
account the behavior of the entire system. In order to switch the Push-Over curves (MDOF) in capacity
curves (SDOF), a homothetic reduction must be performed by means of the modal participation
coefficient which, in this case, was simply calculated by considering the first mode of vibration in the
X-direction and Y-direction, since the following modes were found to be negligible in terms of mass
participation. The capacity curves were bi-linearized, simulating an elasto-plastic behavior of the
SDOF system, in order to determine the stiffness and, therefore, its period. In the present case the
structure does not have a softening behavior, so the push-over curves have an horizontal plateau, and
it is not necessary to use any special criteria for the bi-linearization. In accordance with the Italian
Seismic Code NTC2008, the criterion of bi-linearization is characterized by the imposition of the value
of stiffness. It requires that the elastic line crosses the capacity curve at the value 0,60 • FBU, where
FBU represents the maximum value resisted by the SDOF system. So, the behavior of the system is
characterized by the achievement of a peak value of strength followed by a softening branch. The bilinearization of the capacity curve was performed as proposed in NTC2008. The capacity curves were
performed both in the case of un-corroded building and in the case of various corroded configurations
and then they were reported in a ADRS (Acceleration Displacement Response Spectrum) space and
compared to each other.

5.

Global behavior of structure

Considering the non-corroded structure, there aren’t any particular criticalities to report both in the
case of the push-over analysis performed in X-direction or in Y-direction. Considering the first and the
second level of corrosion, the structure always presents a ductile failure occurring at the bottom of the
columns of the central frame at the activation of the Lifesafe Limit State (LLS), except considering the
III configuration of corrosion. In fact, considering the last case, the external beams at first and second
+
floor suffer a shear failure. Considering the third level of corrosion, the fragile failure occurs in X direction for the second configuration. Considering the first level of corrosion the effects of the
degradation is negligible related to the global behavior of the structure under seismic forces.
Considering the second level of corrosion, a shear failure occurs at third configuration simply
considering the gravity loads. Considering the third level of corrosion, the shear failure occurs both
considering the second and the third configuration.
+
Figures 5a, 5b and 5c show the last step of Push-Over analyses performed in X -direction related to
the first level of corrosion in the case of first, second and third configuration, respectively where it is
indicated the formation and the first plastic hinge. Figures 6a, 6b and 6c show the last step of Push+
Over analyses performed in X -direction related to the second level of corrosion in the case of first,
second and third configuration, respectively where it is indicated the formation and the first plastic
+
hinge. Figure 7 shows the last step of Push-Over analyses performed in X -direction related to the
third level of corrosion in the case of first configuration, where it is indicated the formation of the first
plastic hinge. The images of second and third configuration are not shown because of a shear failure
occurring already under gravity loads. Figure 8 shows the capacity spectra (elastic spectra leading to
conventional LLS) for each corrosion level and configuration. It can be clearly seen that Peak Ground
Acceleration (PGA), acceleration at the intersection of the spectrum with the vertical axis, for each
case reduces with the level of corrosion less than with the configuration of corrosion. For instance,
even the first level of corrosion in the third configuration yields to half of the PGA of the non-corroded
structure.
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Fig. 5: Last step of Push-Over analyses at first level of corrosion: a) first configuration, b) second configuration
and c) third configuration.
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Fig. 6: Last step of Push-Over analyses at second level of corrosion: a) first configuration, b) second
configuration and c) third configuration.
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Fig. 7: Last step of Push-Over analyses at third level of corrosion and first configuration.
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Fig. 8: ADRS capacity curves related to considered levels and configurations of corrosion.
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6.

Conclusions

The corrosion of steel in reinforced concrete structures surely represents the main form of degradation
of such kind of structures. Carbonation and chloride attack lead to a loss of mechanical and structural
characteristics during the life time of the structure. The reduction of the resistant section of the bars
and the formation of corrosion products lead to reduction of bond between steel and concrete, to
concrete cover cracking and spalling, to reduction of concrete section resulting to a reduction of
structural capacity. According to the structural problems generated by corrosion process, the structural
engineering needs to face corrosion starting from the design phase. The present work shows that the
increase of the degradation, due to corrosion, significantly influences the global seismic capacity of a
reinforced concrete structure, leading, sometimes, to brittle failures due to loss of shear capacity of
corroded stirrups. The global behavior of the considered building was analyzed considering three
corrosion levels and three corrosion configurations by performing push-over analyses. The first level of
corrosion presents a wide crack pattern of concrete cover of the corroded elements; the second level,
presents the spalling of the concrete cover, and a loss of cross sectional area of longitudinal
reinforcements higher than 30%. Finally, the third level presents the spalling of the concrete cover but
a loss of cross sectional area of longitudinal reinforcements over the 50% and a loss of cross sectional
area of stirrups over the 90%. The most critical response of the structure was obtained performing the
Push-Over analysis at the third level of the third configuration. The resistant section of stirrups was
reduced to 10% of the non-corroded value so a brittle failure occurs in the most stressed beams,
generating structural collapse. The first level of the second configuration of corrosion is really
interesting to show. In fact, push-over analyses show that the structure is not able to manifest its
ductility, since limited ductile failures (i.e. combined shear/flexure) occur to external beams (more
loaded ones). The push-over analyses have provided the capacity curves of the structure; they were
bi-linearized and put in the ADRS space, (Acceleration-Displacement Response Spectrum) in order to
define the origin of the demand curve and determine the working point of the structure. The capacity
spectrum and the capacity curve in an ADRS space were simultaneously represented in order to allow
the definition of the "operating point" of a structure and to operate according to the procedures
adopted in the International Standards.
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Abstract
The strong vulnerability shown by the heritage buildings requires the use of innovative materials for
their retrofit, to benefit of best performances, but respecting the compatibility. Such innovative
materials, in many experimental programs, have shown to be effective in the retrofit of existing
structures. However, when the structures are characterized by historical interest, these techniques can
be incompatible with the conservation and restoration criteria. Furthermore, many heritage buildings
are made of materials like as adobe or masonry characterized by a poor quality. These materials often
show a low mechanical compatibility with high-performing retrofit systems. In this background the
strengthening systems based on inorganic matrix provide some great advantages. In particular the
inorganic matrix ensures a high compatibility with the substrates. These strengthening systems can
include fibers made of several materials. This is a key aspect to retrofit buildings made of poor
materials. In fact natural fibers are characterized by a high mechanical compatibility with low strength
masonry buildings. Additionally these systems are highly recommended to strengthen curved
structures like as arches and vaults. In this work, the impact of these strengthening systems has been
assessed on ultimate behavior of heritage buildings. Special attention has been focused to
strengthening of curved elements. In particular, the impact of several strengthening systems on the
ultimate capacity of curved elements has been assessed.
Keywords: Masonry, hemp, strengthening systems, heritage buildings

1.

Introduction

Recent scientific literature showed the benefits of several strengthening systems. Innovative systems
are a useful solution to improve the load capacity of masonry elements. However, when strengthening
intervention must be performed on historical buildings, innovative solutions can show some
drawbacks. In particular, carbon fibers and epoxy matrices improve the ultimate behavior of masonry
elements. However, these materials are often incompatible with historical masonries especially if they
are characterized by poor mechanical performance.
These issues are often due to an incompatibility between some strengthening components and
masonry substrate. The historical materials are suitably strengthened by systems based on inorganic
matrix. The inorganic matrix can be composed of several materials. The origin of materials depend on
the characteristics of the substrate. In some cases the lime binder can be preferable to the cement
binder. However, this aspect is not essential in present work where the attention focuses on fibers with
generic inorganic matrices.
The fiber elements can be composed of several materials. The characteristics of the fibers depend on
the mechanical and physical properties of the masonry. For weak masonries the natural fiber is an
adequate solution to improve the seismic performance [1]. Indeed, for modern masonries the better
solution can be found in the synthetic fibers like as basalt, glass and steel [2-4]. In particular, for
historical masonry the basalt fibers are suitable solution for physical and mechanical compatibility.
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The strengthening systems improve both the load capacity and the ductility. Information on the
capacity in terms of ductility represents a key aspect to assess the ultimate behavior of strengthened
masonry elements. In particular, in order to assess the actual ultimate behavior of masonry elements,
the ductility capacity represents a key information. The present paper focuses on a particular typology
of strengthening systems. In the following sections the impact of strengthening system based on
inorganic matrix and hemp fibers on the ultimate behavior of masonry elements will be discussed.

2.

Behavior of strengthened masonry elements

2.1 P-M interaction diagram assessment
First goal involves finding the failure surface of a generic strengthened cross section. Fixed an axial
load value P the maximum bending moment Mmax(P) can be assessed according to a numerical
approach. The envelope of the points P, Mmax(P) provides the P-M interaction surface. The maximum
bending moment Mmax(P) can be obtained according to several numerical approaches. In this work the
Mmax(P) value has been calculated from the bending moment-curvature diagram. In particular, the
capacity in ductility represents a key information to assess the actual ultimate behaviour of masonry
elements. Finally, the maximum bending moment Mmax(P) is obtained from the maximum value read
on the bending moment-curvature diagram (Figure 1).
Bending moment-strain diagram

P-M interaction diagram

M(P)

M(P)

Mmax (P)
Mmax (P)
Mel. (P)
k'1

χ1

χ
χu

P
P

Fig. 1: Bending moment-strain curve and P-M domain assessment.
The entire P-M interaction diagram can be obtained ranging the axial load value P from 0 to axial
capacity. Generally, for masonry sections the calculation can be limited to compressive value of the
axial load P, so neglecting tensile loads.
2.2 Bending moment-curvature diagram assessment
The work focuses on the masonry elements strengthened with inorganic matrix and hemp fibres. The
masonry material was modelled in compression according to the EuroCode 6 [5]. The tensile strength
σmt of the masonry is generally neglected given that σmt is much lower than σm. However, as showed
in recent studies, a tensile strength must be considered to assess the seismic capacity of slender
masonry elements [6]. Therefore, the masonry has been modelled in tension according to a brittle
behaviour. Indeed, the strengthening system has been modelled according to outcomes of real
experimental tests. In particular, several experimental results have been considered to model the
strengthening system [7]. In particular, tensile load tests have been performed on different
strengthened masonry specimens. Several strengthening systems were characterized by inorganic
matrix and various fibre elements.
The present work focuses on hemp fibres only. The experimental tests provide the stress-strain curve
of each composite system. This information allowed to model the strengthening systems in a
numerical approach. In particular, numerical stress-strain curve has been obtained by interpolating the
experimental stress-strain curve. A numerical algorithm that provides the bending moment-curvature
was developed to assess the ultimate capacity of curved masonry elements.
The solver algorithm is based on the progressive increasing of the curvature value. In particular,
starting from a zero value, the curvature can be increased until the ultimate condition. The ultimate
condition is due to the failure modes of materials. In particular, the ultimate behaviour occurs when the
masonry achieves the compressive strain εmu or strengthening system achieves the tensile strength
σru. The first failure mode typically occurs when the strengthening system shows high mechanical
properties. Generally, strengthening systems based on synthetic fibres (i.e. basalt, glass or steel)
show this failure mode. In particular, for ordinary strengthening system both the matrix (reinforced
mortar) and fibres elements (steel, glass or basalt) are characterized by high mechanical
performances.
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When the goal is to improve the ultimate load capacity of poor masonries the previous strengthening
systems are replaced by more compatibility systems. In fact, strengthening systems characterized by
higher performances can show a lower compatibility with the masonry substrate. Generally, for poor
masonries the matrix can be replaced by ordinary mortar. Similarly, the fibre elements can be replaced
by natural material like as hemp.
The solver algorithm allows to assess the bending moment at increasing curvature values. The
numerical method is based on a discretized approach. In particular, the cross section is discretized
into a finite number of parts. The discretization level depends on the accuracy of the calculation. The
ultimate behaviour occurs when the failure of a material is reached. The equilibrium equation is solved
at each curvature step, by changing the neutral axis depth. The numerical calculation continues until
the ultimate behaviour.
The ultimate behaviour (Figure 2) can be achieved due to the local crashing of the masonry (Figure
2a). In this way a compressive strain equal to 3.5‰ occurs at the compressed side [5]. Where the
tensile stress is higher than the tensile strength the section cracks. Additionally, the strengthening
system has a stress level lower than the strength (i.e. failure mode of masonry). The failure mode
shown in Figure 2a typically occurs for strengthening systems characterized by high mechanical
properties. When the strengthening strategy is devoted to poorly built masonry structures the ultimate
behaviour can be due to the failure of the strengthening system as shown in Figure 2b.

Incresing curvature value
σm (ε<ε m0) σmu (ε<ε mu ) σmu(ε<ε mu ) σmu (εmu )
σmu (εm0)

σmu (εm0)

σmu (εm0)

s

M>0
σmt

σr <σru

σmt

σmt

σmt

σr <σ ru

σr <σru

σr <σru

a

b
Incresing curvature value
σm (ε<ε m0) σmu (ε<ε mu ) σmu(ε<ε mu )
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σmu (εm0)

σmu (εm0)

M>0
σmt

σr <σru

σmt

σmt

σr <σ ru

σr =σru

b

b
Fig. 2: Typical failure modes for a cross section with a strengthening system (in red).
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Furthermore, figure 2 shows a typical strengthening solution where the composite is applied on one
side. This solution has different effects. In particular, the strengthening effect depends on the sign of
the bending moment. In fact, these strengthening systems are generally characterized by mechanical
properties in tension greater than those in compression. The mechanical properties in compression
are generally neglected given the potential instability phenomena. For bending moment that puts in
compression the strengthening system, the bending moment-curvature diagram depends on masonry
only.

3.

Geometrical and mechanical properties of the cross section

3.1 Geometrical characteristics
Figure 3 shows the geometrical characteristics of the cross section used for the numerical analyses.
These geometrical characteristics refer to a clay masonry cross section made of a single wythe and
3
unitary depth (i.e. b size). The single unit block has dimensions (25×12×5.5)cm . Starting from this
masonry section a strengthening system based on hemp fibres and inorganic matrix has been
considered. The geometrical properties of the strengthening system are shown in table 1. In particular,
table 1 shows the geometrical properties of the masonry cross section, fibres element Af and thickness
of the matrix tm. Furthermore, the area expressed in percentage form as Af/(b×s), also, is shown in
table 1.

m
25 c

t

m

5.5cm

s=12cm

Masonry section

s=

unit depth

12
cm

Singol clay brick

Strenghtening system

Fig. 3: Geometrical characteristics of the masonry specimen to assess the P-M interaction domain.

Table 1. Geometrical characteristics of the strengthening systems
Fibre’s
diameter [mm]
Strengthening system
based on hemp fibres

3.0

Grid’s area Af Grid’s area Af Thickness of
2
[mm /m]
[%]
matrix [mm]
353.25

0.294

15

3.2 Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties have been chosen for masonry and strengthening system according to two
different approaches. The compressive strength σmu and tensile strength σmt of the masonry have
been fixed according to average values typically found in the scientific literature. In particular, the
masonry properties simulate existing poor masonry. Therefore, the compressive strength σm has been
fixed at 3 MPa (table 2). For the tensile strength, three values have been chosen as shown in table 2.
These values are function of the compressive strength by means of the coefficient α=σmt/σm (table 2).
The entire stress-strain curve of the masonry has been modelled according to the Eurocode 6 [5]. In
particular, the masonry can be modelled by mean of two curve. Starting from a zero strain until the
value of ε0=2‰ the mechanical behaviour is described by a parabolic curve. While for a strain values
ranging from ε0 to εmu=3.5‰ the stress value is constantly equal to σmu.
For the strengthening system, a different approach has been adopted. Starting from the experimental
tests [7] the stress-strain curve has been modelled by means of numerical interpolation. In particular,
the experimental curve has been discretized by a multi-linear function implemented into the solver
algorithm. The mechanical properties of the strengthening system are shown in table 2.
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Table 2. Mechanical properties of materials
Compressive
strength [MPa]

Tensile
strength
[MPa]

Masonry

3

Hemp fibre
Mortar
Homogenised
hemp fibre

-

0.15 (α=5%),
0.3 (α=10%),
0.6 (α=20%)
47
0.35

-

-

Young’s
modulus
[GPa]

Young’s
modulus E1
[GPa]

Young’s
modulus
modulus E2
[GPa]

Cracking
strength
stress
[MPa]

3

-

-

-

7
8

-

-

-

-

346.5

7

15.16

The experimental curve used for the numerical analysis is shown in figure 4. The stress-strain curves
have been obtained starting from several experimental tests. Therefore, the following diagram refers
to an average curve. This experimental curve can be numerically approximated by a tri-linear function.
The stress–strain diagram shown in figure 4 refers to the homogenised section. In particular the local
behaviour is based on the dry fibre thickness. The mechanical properties of the homogenized hemp
fibre section are shown in table 2.

Fig. 4: Stress strain curve of the strengthening system.

4.

Numerical results

4.1 P-M interaction diagram
Figure 5 shows the P-M interaction domain calculated according to the mechanical properties
previously indicated (Table 1 and Table 2). The interaction domain is shown in normalized form
through the following math expressions:
𝑃
𝑝=
𝜎𝑚 ∙ 𝑠
6∙𝑀
𝑚=
𝜎𝑚 ∙ 𝑠 2
The previous equations refer to a cross section of unitary depth. The interaction domain p-m misses
its symmetry because the strengthening system was applied on one side. In fact, the strengthening
system reacts only at tensile stresses. The figure 5 shows the three domains (positive bending
moment) for the masonry only. In particular, the impact of the tensile strength on the failure surface is
shown only for the unreinforced masonry (positive bending moment). In particular at p=0 the maximum
bending moment shifts from a zero value (for a tensile strength equal to 0) to a non-zero value (for a
given tensile strength). In particular, the maximum bending moment increases with the tensile
strength. The tensile strength effect can be neglected when the strengthening system is active (i.e.
negative bending moment). This effect is due to the low tensile strength of the ordinary masonries.
The strengthening system provides a significant expansion of the p-m interaction domain. It is
interesting to note that the strengthening system has modest mechanical characteristics. However,
despite the strengthening system is characterized by poor mechanical properties, the effect on the
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interaction domain is significant. This result remarks the importance of compatible systems with the
masonry substrate. In fact, for poor masonry, the strengthening systems characterized by high
performance may not be needed.

Fig. 5: Normalized P-M interaction domain of the strengthened cross section with inorganic matrix and
hemp fibres.
4.2 Impact of the strengthening system on the ultimate behavior of curved elements.

The analytical model to assess the load capacity of curved masonry element is usually based on the
no tensile strength assumption [8]. According to the limit analysis, for a generic load pattern, if the
thrust line is contained entirely within the arch boundaries (thickness of arch, s), all the blocks are
able to carry the load through compressive stresses only. Accounting for the no-tension assumption
the maximum eccentricity of the thrust line is equal to s/2 and reduces at increasing axial load.
Therefore, the thrust line must be always entirely contained in the geometry of the curved element
(i.e. eccentricity of axial load contained in the range –s/2 to s/2). The collapse condition of the curved
element is rigorously related to the configuration of the thrust line. The collapse is activated if the
number of contact points between the thrust line and boundaries of curved element is enough to
generate a hinge mechanism (e.g. four in the case of fixed arches, see figure 6).

Thrust line

Arch boundaries

Fig. 6: Usual collapse condition of masonry curved elements under Heyman’s assumptions.
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Variations of the thrust line configuration can be induced by variations of the horizontal and/or vertical
loads. The thrust line configuration, during the entire load history, depends both on load patterns
(vertical and horizontal) and on restraint conditions of the curved element.
The strengthening system provides different effects on the failure surface. The low axial force values
in such masonry arches at collapse justify the approximation of of the yielding surface with a line
inclined m/p=s/2. Under this assumption, s/2 is the maximum eccentricity for the thrust line whatever
the axial load values. Therefore, the maximum eccentricity is assumed to be independent on the axial
force achieved during the load history. Conversely, if a strengthening system is considered, a
dependency of the maximum eccentricity of the thrust line to the axial force value P occurs.
Nevertheless, the axial force is low and much lower than its ultimate value.
The impact of the strengthening systems on the failure surface is generally an expansion of the
domain as previously discussed. The maximum eccentricity of the thrust line depends on the axial
load. Once the internal axial load is known, the maximum eccentricity value according to the P-M
interaction diagram can be calculated as Mmax(P)/P ratio. For a generic load pattern (vertical and/or
horizontal load), the masonry arch is in safe condition if the hinge mechanism (most likely mechanism)
has not been activated. The collapse condition is activated when the thrust line reaches the maximum
eccentricity in a sufficient number of points (i.e. it tangent to an extended geometry or a fictitious
thickness). The fictitious geometry can be calculated as Mmax(P)/P ratios at both sides of the arch axis,
according to the interaction domain P-M for the strengthened section. In this way, the fictitious
thickness depends on the axial force values achieved during the load history. The fictitious geometry
of the masonry arch evolves along the structure with the axial load variaitons as shown in figure 7.
It is interesting to note that the tensile strength assumption provides a similarly effect. In figure 7 the
fictitious thickness is shown under no-tensile assumption for the masonry. In particular, where the
strengthening system not reacts the fictitious thickness corresponds to the arch boundary and the
maximum eccentricity is equal to s/2. Indeed, if the tensile strength (or, similarly, tensile capacity due
to the strengthening system) is assumed the thrust line can assume an eccentricity higher than s/2 [9].
Arch boundaries

Thrust line
Strenghtening system effect

Maximum eccentricity

Fig. 7: Impact of the strengthening system on the ultimate behaviour of masonry curved element
under no-tensile strength assumption for masonry.

5.

Conclusions

The paper debates about the main aspects related to poor masonry strengthened with natural (hemp)
fibres and inorganic matrices. The P-M interaction domain has been estimated by means of a solver
algorithm. In particular, starting from the bending moment-curvature diagram, the P-M interaction
domain has been assessed for an actual case. The solver algorithm allowed to assess both the
increasing load and ultimate curvature of the strengthened cross section. This last information
represents a key aspect to assess the actual capacity of masonry elements. It is interesting to remark
the positive effects of the strengthening system based on natural fibres. In particular, when the
masonry substrate is characterized by low mechanical properties, the hemp fibres provide a strong
increase of the load capacity. Furthermore, these systems guarantee higher compatibility and
sustainability compared to the classical fibres like as basalt, glass and steel. Finally, the strengthening
systems showed benefits on the ultimate behaviour of masonry curved elements. In particular, under a
generic load pattern, the strengthening system provides on the arch an increase of the load capacity.
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The load capacity is due to the increase of the eccentricity value by means of the strengthening
system. In fact, for a strengthened curved element the thrust line assumes maximum values higher
than s/2. In this background the strengthening systems on inorganic matrix and hemp fibres are a
good solution to retrofit historical masonry elements characterized by poor mechanical properties. In
fact, the numerical results showed a strong improvement provided by hemp fibres on the load capacity
ensuring an excellent sustainability. This last aspect represents a key advantage especially for retrofit
strategies performed on heritage buildings. In fact, for these structures each intervention must fulfil the
restoration criteria.
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Abstract
This paper is part of the debate concerning public transportation demand analysis in local contexts,
like Southern Italy, where public transportation is not the main modal choice.
The research aims to investigate the potential demand of public transportation, devoting particular
attention to the role played by socio-cultural dimensions in modal choices.
The investigation of potential public transportation demand is developed via a case –study, the
Province of Caserta, where in 2011 was carried out a survey aimed at analysing the willingness to use
the public transportation services of the employees of the local public administration (as part of the
work-home transport plan).
In order to reach this aim, the article is organized as it follows: firstly a brief introduction on the topic of
the paper is presented, afterword the method and techniques adopted are explained. Finally, the
results of the survey are summarized.
Keywords: potential transportation demand, socio-cultural behaviours, multivariate data analysis,
work-home transport plan

1.

Introduction

The main goal of this paper is to analyze the public transportation demand within spatial contexts in
which the modal split is generally in favor of the private mode. In particular, it aims at examining the
overall mobility needs, taking into account not only the effective demand but also the potential public
transportation demand.
In order to investigate the potential public transportation demand, it is evaluated how socio-cultural
dimensions influence modal choices, in particular the choice to use the public transport.
Since almost ten years, the specialized literature is tackling the issue and suggest how to
conceptualize social and cultural factors to estimate the potential public transportation demand (Cass
et alt., 2005; Kaufmann, 2004, 2011; Colleoni, 2016). In particular, Kaufmann (2011), anchored to a
substantial sociological tradition, tried to investigate the role of socio-cultural dimension in modal
choice and, at this concern, he introduced the concept of motility. As well known, “motility express the
way in which entities (persons, goods, information) access and appropriate the capacity for socialspatial mobility according to their circumstances relating to access to different forms and degrees of
mobility, competence to recognize and make use of access, and appropriation of a particular choice”
(Kaufmann et alt., 2004, p.785).”This concept incorporates socio-cultural dimensions of movement, so
that the actual or potential capacity for spatial-social mobility may be realized differently or has
different consequences across varying socio-cultural contexts” (Kaufmann et alt., 2004, p.784).
In this research the concept of motility will be considered just with reference to the willingness of
people to use the public transport (cognitive appropriation). As Kaufmann (2011) states, the cognitive
appropriation is linked with strategies, values, representations and habits[1].
1

Cognitive appropriation is formed especially by the assimilation of standards and values. Cognitive appropriation refers to how
agents (including individuals, groups, networks, or institutions) interpret and act upon perceived or real access and skills. It is
shaped by needs, Plans, aspirations and understandings of agents (Flamm and Kaufmann, 2006; Kaufmann, 2011)
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Starting from such a perspective, the paper presents the main outcome of an empirical research
carried out in the Province of Caserta (Southern Italy), in 2011 characterized by a very low use of
public transport services.
The paper is organized into four parts. Firstly, a short presentation of the case study is presented.
Secondly, the research question and the questionnaire is introduced. Thirdly, the main results of
analysis are presented and the conclusions are discussed. The main survey outcomes do challenge
and dispute the necessity to expand the analytical domain of the willingness to use public
transportation services to better account for socio-cultural behaviors.

2.
A short presentation of the case study: the Province of Caserta and its WorkHome Transport Plan.
The survey presented in this paper is part of a wider research activity carried out by the Province[2] of
Caserta, notably the transport and mobility office, in 2011 and it is the drafting of Work-Home
Transport Plan.
In Italy, the Work-Home Transport Plan is regulated by the Minister of Environment Decree, March
27th, 1998. In particular, the art. 3 (“Sustainable mobility in urban area”) states that local government
with staff bigger than 300 employees and enterprises with more than 800 are obliged to adopt the
Plan. Such a Plan aims to reduce the use of private transport vehicles, to improve the timetable
organization and to limit the traffic congestion. In other words, it could be a sort of “flywheel” for
implementing new tools to reduce the consumption of energy and decrease gas carbon emissions.
The Plan requires five fundamental operative phases: information and analysis, design, evaluation,
monitoring and updating.
Notwithstanding the law and the main EU recommendations, the Province of Caserta had not made
the Plan yet. Being aware that not having a Plan is a disadvantage for the territory, in the second half
of 2010 the Province decided to conclude the first analytical phase.
Such phase is aimed at assessing the mobility practices or the mobility behaviours of people working
in the Province of Caserta, and it is based on a survey with questionnaire distributed to all the 714
Province of Caserta employees. 499 questionnaires were gathered, checked and processed. The
collected data were used to analyze the potential public transportation demand of the Province of
Caserta employees.
As it is explained below, a multivariate approach (correspondence and cluster analysis) has been
adopted for investigating the potential of transportation demand[3]

3.

Research question and method.

3.1 The research question
As mentioned above, the study sets out to take an in-depth look at the potential public transportation
demand investigating the willingness to use the public transportation and the reasons why people do
not use public services.
The study sets out to examine the trend of these items in the employees of Province of Caserta. In
developing such analysis, the independent variables, capable of explaining the differences in the
population examined, were: the data about the place of residence, age, gender, distance to workplace, time to reach work-place, and constraints in round-trip.
3.2 Description of the questionnaire
Data was collected using a dedicated questionnaire, composed by 17 questions (and 34 variables)
that covers the following subject areas:
• Socio –demographic condition
• Place of work and work timetable
• Work-home ride (work-home distance; time to reach work place; modal choice for reaching
work place –public or private; cost of work-home ride; constraints in work-home ride )
• Reasons of the modal choice (questions about the reasons of their modal choice - private or
public; willingness to use public transportation; willingness to travel with colleagues).
3.3 Survey methodology
Survey participation was voluntary. The questionnaires were submitted to all 744 Province of Caserta
employees. People were approached by an interviewer who, after a brief introduction and explanation
of the purpose of the research, would remain available during the completion of the questionnaire in
order to provide any required clarification.

2

Province is an administrative division of intermediate level between Municipality (comune) and Region (regione).
For developing such analysis the software ADDATI designed by prof. Silvio Grisguolo were
http://circe.iuav.it/~silvio/addawin_site/addawin_en.html.
3
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used

4.

Empirical evidences: population profile and prospective

The Province of Caserta, in the Campania Region of Italy, covers an area of 2,639 km² with a total
population of 924,015 (Istat, 2016). The province of Caserta is composed by 104 municipalities and its
capital is Caserta. The Province Administration of Caserta has several offices around the territory of
the Caserta province (the biggest offices are located in the city of Caserta, other offices are placed in
14 municipalities around the territory of province).
The Work-Home Transport Plan has involved all the 744 workers of the Province of Caserta. The
questionnaire was sent to all workers and, as it is showed below, the percentage of workers returning
the questionnaire was quite high (70%).
Table 1. Returned questionnaires from employees working/or not working in the offices located in the
City of Caserta.
Questionnaires sent

Questionnaires returned

714

499

Employees working at offices
in the city of Caserta
517

366

Employees working at office
out of the Caserta city
197

133

Total employees

As it is possible to verify looking at the tables 1, the majority of questionnaires received were filled by
employees working in Caserta city.
The map below indicates the place of residence of employees working in the offices located in the City
of Caserta, as we can note in the map below the largest part comes from the city of Caserta.

Figure 1 Place of residence of employees working in the City of Caserta

In order to describe the respondents’ profile the following features are considered: “place of residence”
“gender and age”, “transportation means used to come to work”, “time to reach the workplace”,
“distance to work place in kilometers” and “stops in the roundtrips”.
As we noted above, the largest part of employees, working in the office located in the City of Caserta,
comes from Caserta city and the sample is composed mainly by men (72% men vs 28% women) with
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age from 53 years old to 65. The highest percentage of employees (90%) uses private cars to reach
the workplace even though they do not live too far from workplaces (more than 50% of sample takes
less than 30 minutes to reach the work-home place) and more than 60% of people interviewed are not
obliged to make stops in the workplace roundtrips.
.
Figure 2. Distribution of the sample by age and gender

5.

Testing hypothesis: a preliminary exploration

In order to identify the factors influencing the willingness to use public services a bivariate analysis is
carried out.
The focus is on two questions. The first one is “why don’t you use the public service ?” and the
answers to this question are, “because my home is not reachable by public transport; because my
home and place of work are bad connected by public transport; because I should take more
transportation means (eg. two bus lines, etc.) or different means of transport (eg. train + bus); because
the home -work ride are too long.
The second one is “are you willing to use the public means ?” and the answers to this question are:
never; yes, with economic facilities; yes, if the current transport improves; yes, if there were ad hoc
new services. Such two items are defined in the table below, respectively, named like Reason 1 and
Reason 2.
Along with the items defined above, other variables are taken in consideration: residence, age,
gender, distance, time, and stops in round-trip.
In order to make comparisons, different correlations are considered: the first correlation is between
“the willingness to use the public transportation” (Reason 2) and the set of features including age,
gender, distance, time, stops in round-trip; the second one is between “why they don’t use the public
transportation means” (Reason 1) and the variables age, gender, distance, time and stops in round
trip; the last one is between the reason 1 and reason 2.
Considering the value of chi-square and Sig. Asint, it is possible to identify which are the variables with
high correlation, indicated with the asterix in the table below.
Table 2 The relationships among variables: main crosstabs
Pearson's chiCrosstabs
squared test

Df

Sig.asint

Reason 2/ Home

21,525

28

0,803

Reason 2 / Age

16,927

20

0,658

Reason 2 / Gender

4,473

4

0,346

Reason 2/ Home-work-place distance
28,896
Reason 2/ Time to reach work-place from
home
34,114

20

0,09*

20

0,025*

Reason 2/ Stops in the roundtrips

4,08

4

0,395

Reason 1/ Reason 2

34,983

16

0,004*

Transportation means/ stops in the roundtrips

6,739

8

0,565

Transportation means/ Gender

19,646

8

0,012*

Transportation means/ Age

20,335

40

0,996

56

0,447

40

0*

Transportation means/ Home
55,943
Transportation
means/
Home-workplace
distance
119,501
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Transportation means/ Time to reach

77,913

40

0*

Reason 1/ Home

21,918

28

0,785

Reason 1/ Gender

3,23

4

0,52

Reason 1/ Age

14221

20

0,819

Reason 1/ Home-workplace distance

63.110

20

0*

Reason 1/Time to reach workplace from home 41443

20

0,003*

Reason 1/ Stops in the roundtrips

4

0,952

0,697

As we can see from the table 2 above, the most interesting correlations are between reason 2 and
work-home distance; reason 2 and time to reach the workplace; transportation means and work-home
distance; transportation means and time to reach the workplace; reason 1 and reason 2; reason 1
and work-home distance, and finally, between gender and transportation means.
These findings do support to the following considerations: the low willingness to use the public service
depends only partially by the age, the provenience and the gender of workers. Rather it is due to the
low accessibility: local public transport fails to cover great distances in reasonable times.
Moreover, women, compared to male, are more motivated to use the public service and to travel as
passengers.

Behavioral patterns: a multivariate analysis
6.
The bi-variate analysis provides a conceptual frame for the multivariate analysis.
The multivariate procedure is performed starting from the following hypothesis: the overall willingness
to use the public service is much greater than the actual use. It tends to increase with time and
distance while is decreasing with trip constraints. The variables that contribute to test the hypothesis
are called active and they are:
• Reason 1 (Why don’t you use public service to reach workplace?)
• Reason 2 (Are you willing to use public service?)
• Home-workplace distance
• Time to reach workplace from home
• Work-home trip commitments (constraints).
All the other variables help to give a wider interpretation of the final classification even though they do
not contribute to the explanation of the inertia. For that reason they are called supplementary
variables. They are: gender, place of residence and age. 19 significant factors are determined, 11 of
which accounting for more than 70% of the total inertia (figure 3).
Figure 3. Cumulative eigenvalue

The inertia distribution by factor show a fable overall structure of the contingency table. The first factor
accounts for slightly more than 10%, and the first factor Plan (F1-F2) for a 20%, as indicated in fig. 4.
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All the mapped variables in the first factor Plan underline a 'Guttman effect[4]' that is a rather strong
multidimensional correlation.
To select the more effective partition, an objective function[5] has been drawn (fig.5). It represents the
trade-off between synthesis (number of classes) and loss of inertia, that is the explanatory capacity of
the classification. The factor Plan F1-F2 is mapped with variables only, with variables and statistical
units but also with class centroids (figures 6 and 7).

Figure 4. Correspondence analysis: Factors Map

Figure 5. Discontinuity of the objective function

Figure 6. Factors map F1;F2 with variables, all units and class centroids

4
The Guttman effect, known in the literature also as the horse-shoe effect, is quite common in Multiple Correspondence
Analysis. It occurs when there is an intrinsic order between the variables and consequently the largest part of units is close to
the centre of gravity, while some points appear to be very far from it (See Comi.
5
As it is known in the literature the objective-function allows us to determine which is the right number of classes for subdivided
the units in order to avoid of losing inertia.
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Figure 7. Factors map F1;F2 with variables and class centroids

The profiles of the five classes are presented in fig.8

Figure 8: Profile of 5 stable classes

Considering the cluster shown in the above figures, it is possible to define the main characteristics of
the class profile. Every class is named within the bracket.
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The class number one (constrained/motivated) is composed by 121 subjects and it is the largest class
in the cluster. The subjects belonging to this class come from the city of Caserta and are not very far
from their workplace. In fact, they affirm that the distance between their home to their workplace is in
the range from 2 to 10 kilometers and the time they spend ranges from 10 to 20 minutes. In this class
there a significant number of subjects stating they are obliged to perform a stop during the outward
journey or during the homeward journey. Moreover, they affirm that they are not able to use the public
service due to the long distance that they need to cover and they should use a combination of different
means of transport. Considering their habits, they show interest in using the public service only if it will
be able to satisfy their needs and expectations. The mobility behaviors of this class are strongly
influenced by low accessibility due to rather strong constraints.
The class number two (far away/willing) is composed by 59 subjects that are mainly from Benevento
and Naples provinces, “Alifano Matesino[6]” basin and from the “Aversano” area. This class, in
comparison with the other classes, is characterized by a greater number of young people. The
subjects in this class state that they are very willing to use the public service even if they should cover
a distance in the range of 21 to 51 kilometers to reach their workplace. The mobility behaviors of this
class are strongly influenced on one hand by distance and low accessibility, on the other hand by age.
Being mostly young, the subjects are able to understand the added-value for environment in using the
public service and they are clearly willing to use it. In other words, they consider the public service
enforcement as a resource to improve their living standards.
The class number three (near/willing) is composed by 106 subjects and is characterized by people
coming from the “Alto Casertano” as well as from Caserta and “Aversano” areas. This class is
composed by a large number of young people and women. Even if they are not very far from the
workplaces they state that the public service is not much efficient so they are not willing to use the
public service as it is currently organized. Yet, they would be ready to change their habits only if the
public service will markedly improve. The mobility behaviors of this class are strongly influenced on
the one hand by the low accessibility, on the other hand by their interpretation of the actual conditions
and of the transport service performances. The concerned subjects could use the bus-line service
because it works quite well. Surprisingly, though the class majority is made of youngsters appreciating
the public, only few are using the service. The main cause seems to be the expected low service
performances.
The class number four (elderly people/not interested) is composed by 30 subjects that come from the
Caserta and “Domitian” areas. The subjects in this class cover all the range of distances even if they
are mainly coming from Caserta Area. This information has been obtained analyzing the answers
provided by the subjects that have stated they are very close to their workplace.
The subjects in this class do not have constraints during their daily journey to the workplace and they
do not indicate a valid reason for not using the public service. Moreover, they do not seem to be fully
interested on the service. The mobility behaviors of this class seem strongly influenced by people
habits as well as by their interpretation of the reality: i.e. 'cognitive appropriation'. They are not
interested in using the service as it is, maybe because, as stated by people of same age, they
consider not prestigious enough to move without a private transportation means.
The class number five is the smallest of the selected partition being composed by only 17 subjects.
They are mainly people covering a long distance (more than 50 kms) to reach their own workplace
and spending between 45 to 60 minutes in their one way journey. They come from the “Alifano
Matesino” basin, Alto Casertano Area and from outside the Campania Region. Being mainly male
without constraints during their journey, they do not use the public service to avoid wasting time. Even
if they do not use the service, they are anyhow ready to use it more efficiently organized. Such a class
is similar to the second one. It differs for the distance from the workplace and the age of people,
generally not young. The mobility behaviors of this class are strongly influenced by distance and low
accessibility. They are interested in using public service even though with more hesitation if compared
to the younger.

7.

Conclusion

The findings, presented in this paper, can be summarized in few statements.
The investigated case-study has shown how socio-cultural aspects influence the modal choice and the
reasons why the public transportation demand is wider and more complex than it could seem at a first
glance.
The interviewed people located in the Province of Caserta, have a very low accessibility to public
transportation means due to services deficiency. Moreover, they are able to move from one place to
another within given constraints and are aware that using a public transportation has an add value due
to the lower environmental impact and the capability to respect the sustainability aims. Even though
6

The territory of Caserta Province is sub-divided in 5 sub-area: Alifano Matesino (North-east); Domiziano (West); Alto casertano
(North); Aversano (south –west); Centrale (south east).
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the largest percentage of investigated sample uses the private car to reach the workplace, they would
like to chance their modal choice for impacting lower the environment and not producing air and
acoustic pollution.
To sum-up, the investigation of potential public transportation demand has permitted to explore far and
wide the public transportation demand expressed by the random analyzed sample. People tend to use
private car for the absence of real alternatives in public transportation and they are ready to modify
their modal choice. Namely, four of the five classes, identified in the cluster analysis, are wellintentioned to use public transportation as soon as the service will be able to satisfy their requests. As
consequence, the potential demand of public transportation is higher than the provided number of
people that currently are in condition to assume public transportation as final choice.
The gap between the effective and potential public transportation demand are conditioned by at least
three factors: environmental sustainability, urban sprawl and generation gap.
The importance of environmental impact is so much known that only rarely, it is not taken in
consideration: most of people interviewed are available to change their mobility behaviors, whenever
the public transportation services are effective and for the environmental risks produced by the large
use of private car. In other words, the modal choices are conditioned by some different type of
knowledge altering the structure of mobility, the potential of mobility and contribute to make the
potential demand higher than the effective one7.
The urban sprawl invests a wide number of medium and small cities and the territory of Caserta
province too and tends to promote the use of private car. Urban sprawl is the spreading of a city or its
suburbs. It often involves the construction of residential and commercial buildings in rural areas or
otherwise undeveloped land at the outskirts of a city. In many cases, sub-urban areas were developed
too fast and the public transportation system were unable to keep up with urban transportation, for
such reason residents of typical urban sprawl neighborhoods commute by car to their jobs in the main
city. Because of people in sprawling neighborhoods/towns tend to drive more than those who live in
the city, urban sprawl is often associated with increased air and acoustic pollution.
Specifically, a high percentage of interviewees affirmed that they prefer moving by car because they
live in sub-urban areas being far for the center and without transportation services. Notwithstanding
such persons move by private car, they recognize the add value of public transportation and are
available to change their modal choice, raising for such reason the potential demand more than the
effective one.
In conclusion the potential demand of mobility is higher than the effective one above all for the
presence of young people that are more intentioned to move by public transportation. They
understand the add value of public transportation development for the environmental sustainability and
they are available to move by public means also for long distance.
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Abstract
Catastrophic events, such as earthquakes, landslides, avalanches and floods that have happened in
recent periods bring our attention towards finding an efficient system to communicate the risks and
behaviors needed to bring the negative consequences to a minimum.
We are not able to prevent an earthquake, a flood or an avalanche, but we have to learn to control the
effects of them by reducing the size of the consequences.
Under these considerations, the Department of Architecture and Design of the University of Genova
and the Public Safety of Genova have been developing a project for a better communication and
awareness with the goal of identifying an efficient network of communication which would be able to
educate the citizens about the correct behaviours in case of a calamitous event.
The purpose of this Communication is to indentify the most efficient media and messages for the
design, to convey to the viewers in order to reduce the damages to the heritage and to the people.
After the first year of experimentation, the collaboration became even more active and started to gain
important results, by defining very clearly the type of communication and relatable language to make it
so that each kind of viewer will be able to know the risk and avoid the danger.
Keywords: natural disasters, communication, representation, environment, disasters

1.

Catastrophe and Disaster

The meaning – and mainly the difference – of these two terms has been widely discussed.
There are several elements and the variables that they share, starting from the complexity of their
causes, to the unpredictability that inevitably produces a sensation of lack of control and the
consequent difficulty to ensure appropriate emergency measures. Even after what was said in the
conclusion of the document drafted by the Inter Academy Partnership (IAP), in the margins of the
conference "Florence 1966-2006, resilience of the art heritage cities to the natural catastrophes: the
rule of the Academies” on occasion of the 50° anniversary of the Flood of Florence (1966), known as
1
Charter of Rome on the Resilience of Art Cities to natural catastrophes , we ended up making a
distinction between the two terms, mainly in relation to how much human impact generates them.. So,
speaking more properly, the term “catastrophe” means an uncontrollable event generated by natural
2
factors, on the other hand the term “disaster” stands for an event which depends on human action .
1

ARTEMAGAZINE, Accademia dei Lincei. Firmata la Carta di Roma per difendere le città d'arte, Roma, 13 Ottobre
2016, in: http://www.artemagazine.it/attualita/item/2537

2

FALCIDIENO Maria Linda, Resilienza e percezione, exhibited at the international conference “Med.Net 3
Resiligence”, in Genoa at the Department of Architecture and Design, in days 25 to 28 October 2016, Acts
being printed..
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Despite the conclusion of the document, it makes the comparison of natural versus manmade
disaster, and it’s clear to recognize that the contributions of human actions to the consequences of the
natural catastrophes are relevant and influential.
As a result of what has been said, it becomes obvious to associate the term “catastrophe” to the noun
“natural”, where the reasons of occurrence don’t depend on the human actions that generate the
phenomenon, and link to the term “disaster”, the noun “environmental”, almost to underline the
responsibility of the people on an episode that involves the natural and man-made environment.
In general terms the complexity of the causes responsible of these episodes makes it difficult to
formulate forecasts about the exact moment when these might happen, since the natural component
is not precisely predictable, although it’s conceivable. On the other side the human action is too much
often caused by a lack of control and responsibility of the humans themselves. The unpredictability is
therefore a common factor of the two terms independently from the sense that we decide to give to it.
In addition to this, also the entity of the event itself – or better the predictability of it – is another
common parameter. As a result of what is said, the difficulty to control the event and its consequences
it’s relevant.
1.1 From the natural phenomenon to the catastrophe
While managing to make a distinction between the terms “natural catastrophe” and “environmental
disaster” (or anthropic), it’s impossible to completely distinguish the natural origin of the event from the
antrophic one.
The geodynamic phenomena, such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, the ones originated by
climatic conditions, such as floods or drought, are not easily connected to human actions and we
could chalk this up to the “natural phenomena”. But, when these phenomena – which could also not
be extreme – happen in strongly man-made enviornments, they can be described as catastrophes for
the entity of the damages they produce. Then it’s not so complicated to think about a natural
phenomenon that assumes the role of a catastrophe and that becomes an environmental disaster,
since its consequences depend directly on the people. The simplest example has reference to the
difference between the effects that the overflows of the Nilo could have to the Egyptian desert lands
that. In one situation, thanks to the deposit of silt the desert lands were able to gain an high level of
fertility, but in the another situation, there could be devastating damages that these overflows of rivers
and torrents (of smaller dimensions too) could cause if they were near villages.
Anticipating what we’ll deal with later on, in the city of Genova, the devastating effects caused by the
floods of the Bisagno Torrent, can be seen starting from the second half of the nineteenth century,
when, an urban pattern slowly substituted the vegetables gardens and the farms, transforming a big
floodplain into an important and “dense” part of the city which goes from the district of Foce to the one
of Marassi. As well as the agriculture was able to take advantage from the floods (in terms of fertility of
the land), the urban pattern takes only the huge side effects of it. Yet in both cases the action of the
people – farming and building – anthropize the land; but maybe with a different lack of awareness and
arrogance.
1.2 Natural catastrophe or environmental disaster?
Talking about natural catastrophes might make people think that they are not part of the causes of
these events. In reality this consideration is not correct, since the results and consequences of these
natural events can be linked logically to an indirect mans responsibility. It’s enough to think about the
effects that an earthquake can have on a residential area compared to the ones on an uninhabited
land; in a similar way the fact that these events depend on previous actions of people themselves
can’t be excluded – even in different times and circumstances –. Let’s think, for example, to the
consequences that the processes of urbanization can have not only on the territory, but also on the
weather conditions.
From these simple observations it could start a discussion about the indiscriminate and uncontrollable
use of the natural resources, as well as the low attention to the ecosystem equilibriums, that can lead
to a better consciousness and awareness about the constructive, industrial – and more in general –
behavioural human approach, Giving this light it’s easy to think that a natural catastrophe can
generate also an environmental disaster when it affects a very much anthropized contest and that an
event induced by natural causes can be amplified – and sometimes even caused – by human
behaviours which are apparently not directly connected to the event itself. This happens, for example,
in the case of bio-climatic alterations which are not the results of a specific behaviour, but of an overall
repeated undisciplined human attitude towards our environment and, more generally speaking,
towards our planet.
1.3 Effects on the territory, the man-made structures and the people
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2

Recognizing that some natural phenomena can, under some circumstances, turn into catastrophes
and, secondly, they can be attributed to human behaviors and then be recognized as “environmental
disasters”, means to be able to build an essential link between the event and the place where it
happens. A hurricane that happens in the middle of the sea without involving any ship or people will
remain a natural phenomenon; but if this happens in a civilized centre it’s considered a catastrophe
since it can likely generate huge damages and loss of human lives.
It is therefore necessary to distinguish the places in which the events take place, in case they have
both natural origins and anthropic one; in this way there is an indissoluble bond between the entity of
the event and the entity of its consequences that concern the territory, the man-made structures and
also the people.
In any case it becomes a major importance to analyze the consequences of these events normally
those are so much intense that they need an immediate action which is able to reduce the damages
and restore – when possible – the original situation, as soon as possible.
As far as the extent of the damage (which depends on the destructive power of the event), whether we
are talking about a natural catastrophe or an environmental disaster, is referable to several common
factors, which are: a) the unpredictability of the event; b) the fact that the event belongs to a restricted
geographical area; c) the fact that it interferes with the everyday social life; d) the imbalance between
3
the required intervention actions and the response capacity of the system . The results of the
damages, sometimes, can be irreversible (both on people and on the territory) and they have
inevitably a different level of reversibility, which implies a different environment response to the search
for a new equilibrium.
1.4 Catastrophes, disasters and the city
Over the past few years we have experienced a significant increase not just in the number of these
natural or anthropic events, but especially in their severity, with unavoidable loss of human lives and
goods, with consequent alterations of the cultural, infrastructural, social, economical and
environmental heritage. We can find the causes of it in the alteration of the delicate environmental
equilibriums (which seem to be modified more and more by the contemporary civilization), as much as
the increasing centralization of the population in more and more restricted areas.
The urban agglomerations, in this sense, become the most vulnerable of locations on the occasion of
calamitous events or, man-made accidents.
This is why, together with a better-considered planning of the development of the cities, in full
compliance with the environmental requirements and the corresponding equilibriums; we must provide
appropriate awareness-raising activities to the people in order to educate them to respect the city, the
environment and the territory.

3

N. Marotta; O. Zirilli, 2015
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Fig. 1: The effects of the October 2014 flood of Genova.
Fig. 2: The landslide at the base of an urban center overlooking the sea, near Nervi, Genova, 2014.

1.

A sucesfull collaboration

In light of the above, we must activate towards the goal of spreading a better awareness and
consciousness that these kinds of disasters and catastrophes can happen, but mainly we must let
people know the causes that can generate them and the behavioral norms in order to reduce the
damages as much as possible. It’s not correct, in fact, to say that it is impossible to take prevention
measures and is only possible to apply restoration measures after the fact. The fact itself is that it is
possible to “educate” people to comply with precise behavioral roles that can, on one hand, reduce the
probability of occurrence of the event (for example by educating the society to the need of cutting
carbon dioxide emissions, nitrous oxide and other greenhouse gases), and on the other hand, it can
reduce the damages caused by the occurrence of these events.
If the institutions responsible for the protection of the environment and the architectures, the forces in
charge of the repair of damages and the citizens responsible for the behaviors to adopt in the ordinary
situations, as much as on occasion of these events, were empowered to collaborate more efficiently
before, during and after the fact, it would lead towards re-establishing the previous equilibrium and
reduce the damages. It becomes necessary to establish an effective cooperation between institutions,
entities, forces and citizens, starting with a targeted campaign needed to inform and educate people.

2.1 Event and collectivity
Catastrophes and disasters represent a particular circumstance where humans behave in an
extraordinary way. On one hand, the calamitous events seem to allow each person to violate the
common customs, and on the other hand, it makes people feel a sense of collective unity, leading to a
disposition to collaborate and help towards the benefits of the collective society itself. These
implications give rise to the deplorable and criminal practice of “looting”, as much as – in the majority
of the cases – the birth of synergies that put in action a spontaneous “machine of help and sympathy”.
The efforts and the initiatives of the entities in charge of managing and preventing emergency
situations need to be specifically directed towards the point we last addressed, with the goal to reduce
the possibility of these situations occurring, or to provide a way to manage them with the correct
operational network, which involves the entire collective society. Since the main feature of the
calamitous events, (natural or anthropic) is their unpredictability, there is no single action to prevent
their occurrence, it becomes necessary to act in order to control the consequences the events can
have upon things and upon people and simultaneously, manage the intervention and restoration
measures.
2.2 Spread the Knowledge
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In order to guarantee proper management of the emergencies, it is necessary that the collective
society is aware of the behavior roles to follow in the case of a calamitous event, such as a good
education and awareness towards the respect of the environment and the common good can reduce
the consequences deriving from the event itself. It then becomes a fundamental importance to spread
the knowledge about the dangers caused by a calamitous event, as much as the behavior roles to
follow in the moment they occur. Additionally, it’s necessary also to make people aware and educate
them about the behaviors that should be adopted in order to keep the danger as far away as possible.
In any case, it becomes essential to spread the knowledge, first as a civic duty, and at the same level,
as a group of behavioral norms that each single person should maintain, before, during, and after a
calamitous event and, as a general rule, at all times.
2.3 The case of Genoa
The urban areas most architecturally developed, and the geographical areas most characterized
under a geo-morphological point of view, are the ones which get the most severe consequences from
a catastrophe or a disaster. In the case of an overflow of a river in the vicinity of an unpopulated and
agricultural area the damages produced are minimal, (or it can be even beneficial for the activity itself),
on the other side, if this occurs near a urban center, the consequences become more severe in terms
of damages, and human losses.
Also, if the urban center is of relevant dimensions, the consequences can be even more catastrophic.
One symbolic case is the one that involved the city of Genova, whose conformation and urbanization
development started at the end of XIX century, generated a particularly saturated and delicate
environmental contest, to the point where the phenomena that in the past could actually be beneficial
atmospheric events, helpful for the agriculture, now a days they assume the role of floods with
catastrophic consequences. A confirmation of this is to look and see that the worst floods, (in terms of
consequences), which involved the city of Genova, took place in the last decades when the
anthropization of the territory had already reached such a saturated level that it disrupted the natural
equilibriums of the territories. At the rise of the last century, the end of the main torrent of the city was
th
covered after its channel dimension was restricted. This work, together with the 19 century
construction of the railroad bridge, effectively compromised the natural flow of the waterway in case of
heavy rain. Debris, waste, and other materials have also been accumulating during the years under
the covered area, which obstruct a part of the torrent riverbed. The consequences of these operations
add disastrous effects in the urban centers near these works, and more in general in the entire city in
th
the second half of the 20 century, and till the current days. Specifically speaking, in the October of
1970, a treacherous disturbance went across the territory of Genova; this will be remembered as The
Great Flood of Genova, which prompted support from different parts of Italy, but at the same time, it
caused more then 40 victims. The fact of having 900mm of rainfall in 24 hours in the middle of an
urban center, till today remains a European Record. Still in the 90’s the autumn season brought other
floods in the city of Genoa: in the September 1992 in Val Bisagno, and the eastern town hall, we can
th
count 7 victims, in the next year in the western town hall we can add another 4 victims. The 4 of
October 2010, after almost 20 years of absence, the floods came back again to hit the capital of
Liguria causing severe damages and one victim, while the next year, (November 2011) a self
regenerating storm system came upon Val Bisagno and the eastern part of Genova, pouring 500mm
of rain in just 6 hours, and causing the deaths of 6 people due to the overflow of the Fereggiano
Torrent, influent of the Bisagno river.
We have to add to these events also some mudslides and landslides that often affect portions of the
urban pattern that are subsequent to the flooding. The reality of the city of Genova, can be used as a
case study in order to widen our knowledge about these calamitous events and their consequences in
the territory, in the architecture, and in the collective society, but even more, it can become a perfect
field to experiment a productive collaboration between the administration, the entities, the volunteers,
and the citizens with the common goal to identify a model that can be applied to other similar fields.

1.

From the collaboration to the project

In The last years in Genova, has started a productive collaboration between the entities in charge of
the control and the management of emergency situations linked to calamitous events and the
University, with the goal of commencing, with coherence and clarity, some initiatives for the purpose of
limiting the consequences of event of this kind, in the particular context of an framework agreement
between the University and the City of Genova, by initiating a convention with the Public Safety of
Genova knowing that through proper communication it will be possible to not only reduce the gravity of
the consequences, but also to reduce the probability that the events occur. It is all about identifying a
communication system which is able to widely spread to all the citizens the behavioral norms to follow
after a calamitous event, as much the ones to use before the event even happens and of course
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during the event itself. In addition to this, it is necessary to spread the knowledge of the events
themeselves, the causes that can generate them or contribute to them, and the risks that they
produce. It becomes the primary importance to clarify from now on the rule and the duties that the
institutions should have in these circumstances and, mainly, the role that each person individually
should take. In order to activate a productive collaboration between all the parties involved, with the
common goal to solve the emergency situation, and restore the original environmental, economical,
and social equilibrium.
In this scenario, starting in 2015, at the base of the collaboration between the entities and the
collective society, a collaboration was set between the Department of Science and Architecture (today
called the Department of Architecture and Design) of the University of Genova, (scientific responsible
of the research Professor Maria Linda Falcidieno) and the Department of the Public Safety of Genova.

Fig. 3: The front page of the Newspaper from Genova “IL SECOLO XIX”, October 1970 (the great flood).
Fig. 4: The volunteers known as “angles of mud” working the day after the flood of 2014 in Genova.

3.1 The project and the goals
The main goal of the plan provided by the convention between the Department of Architecture and the
Public Safety is the development of a system of communication which is able to spread the knowledge
about the events and the behavioral roles to follow in specific situations, but mainly to spread a
common civic sense of belonging to a community of people, based on the respect and the availability
of the individual person towards the common heritage, but not only in the presence of calamitous
events.
It is really about developing a campaign of “education” and “awareness” directed towards all the
citizens, in order to make sure they all know which are the correct norms to follow to make more
distance the danger of an environmental disaster (especially if this is of anthropic origins) and which
are the behaviors and the attentions they should adopt in case of a calamitous event (of natural or
anthropic origins). Even more in general terms, the campaign must succeed to make the entire social
collectivity responsible in the face of such serious events and even in the moment before they happen,
by suggesting certain behaviors and correct practices.
Reaching the complete goal about these topics is of particular importance. The collectivity that we
address, in fact, is extremely heterogeneous and composed by people with different levels of culture,
knowledge and very different learning skills, and also with a varying range of ages from children to
elders. In such a complex landscape it’s necessary to develop a kind of communication which is able
to convey the message in a clear and unequivocal way to each individual person and for this reason
the project can’t limit itself to a general campaign of communication, but it has to use every single
media available to individually reach each targeted area, with the awareness that the entire collective
society will have to be informed and educated about without taking any information for granted.
3.2 The global communication
In line with the Public Safety of Genova, we decided to develop a complex project which is not limited
to give the informations and suggest behavioral norms to the viewers, but that provides a new image
of the entity in charge of promoting, which is the Department of Public Safety of Genova itself, by
using a language – mainly graphical – very immediate and recognizable.
At first we worked on the definition of the new identity of the Public Safety of the City of Genova,
respecting the directives given by the national administration of the entity. So, we developed a manual
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of images which define the fundamental elements to use in each communication; from the choice of
the institutional font, (in all variations), to the choice of the colors to use in relation to the
circumstances. We identified some graphic layouts which are able to adapt themselves to the different
supports and formats in relation to the means of communication that will be used. From this first step
we started a research in order to define a graphic language which is always recognizable, immediate,
and mainly, which is able to communicate the content of the messages without the need of written
text. In order to develop this project we referred to the wrong behaviors that generally are at the base
of the worst consequences after a calamitous event occurs.

Fig. 5: A corporate identity manual page.
These behaviors are often related to a lack of attention, lack of discipline, and a limited awareness
about the possibility of this event occurring. With this in mind, we designed a global system of
communication which is able to educate and raise awareness but, mainly, which is able to reach the
entire collective society by using the full potential of each means of communication, from the
traditional printed paper to the most innovate and immediate social networks.
The goals of the communication were fully centered and the campaign reached every single level of
the targeted areas, not only thanks to the direct choice of which media to use, but also with thanks to
the wide appeal that the communication gained also under a national level.
The apparent simplicity of the first campaign which was made in regards of the danger of the flood,
(particularly felt by the city and the citizens of Genova), in which the caption “In case of flood – make
yourself safe” came with a strongly simplified image of three recognizable figures (a child, and a man
with a dog on a leash) who found refuge in a protected place in which there is a stair that lead to the
upper part of a building, had a double effect.
On one hand, it reminded and suggested the main behavioral role to follow in case of flood, which is to
make yourself safe by going to higher elevation then the street, and on the other hand it was easily
spreadable to all of the city, and even beyond the city boarders, helping allot the reach of the
message. This Second effect is at the base itself of any campan of communication whose intent is to
reach every targeted level. It is not random that a famous TV Commentator nationally known was
attracted by this innovative and unexpected campaign of communication, and she made the occasion
to talk about it on her show even if in a bad way.
In particular, they focused on the fact that the message was obvious “make yourself safe”, without
considering that is exactly the fact of not taking refugee in the right places is the most significant cause
of death. However, also the comment placed behind the image that portrayed the affiche which was
present in a lot of public transports of Genova showing the writing: : “(...) the only thing missing: if
you’re thirsty, drink” underlined unconsciously nothing more then (since the commentator didn’t inform
herself about it) this is one of the main cause of sudden illness among elders in case of stuffiness and
heat.
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During the warm seasons, in fact, the municipality itself always took care of spreading to the masses
(also through the digital panels present in different parts of the city) the recommendation of “drink a lot,
especially during the warmest hours”.
The resonance that these comments had was such to make the campaign, conducted by the Public
System in collaboration with the University of Genova, known in different parts of Italy, with the result
of spreading even more widely the message itself. In this kind of context, besides, there were a lot of
citizens and institutions that took the defense of this initiative, by recognizing the efficiency of the
communication and of the adopted choices and stating, in this way, the quality of the communication
which overcame already the expectations and reached one of its primary objectives: make people talk
about it.

Fig. 6: The flood of Genova in the October 2014
Fig. 7: the Selvaggia Lucarelli comment on social network, about the communication "Move to Safety"

3.3 The role of the representation
The representation which stands for the discipline that defines the graphic language of communication
played a fundamental role in the campaign “In case of flood – Make yourself safe”. The validity and the
immediacy of the language used, combined with the graphic choice which defined the image and the
identity of the department of Public Safety of Genova, were the basics of each product connected with
all the campaigns of communication linked to other calamitous events. We didn’t just suggest the
behaviors to have in the case of a flood, but also in case of snow blizzards, costal storms, fires, and
relevant accidents, always by using the recognizable and immediate graphic language. The next
campaign correlated with the “risk of snow” (which is not to be undervalued for a city like Genova
which is located between the sea and the mountains) and it transformed not only the dangers of heavy
snow, into easily identifiable graphic signs, but mainly the correct behavioral norms to adapt in order to
prevent excessive losses. In this sense we tried to convey the message that the responsibility of the
individual person can reduce the risks, and be advantageous to the individual person, and the
collective society. In the same way there are the captions – always addressed in first person
addressed to the citizen, such as – “Use the Public Transport”, “Free the access routes”, Protect
yourself from the ice”, to the most generic one, “Pay Attention”. They found the right graphic
transposition into simple and immediate images which were in line with the previous graphic choices.
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Fig. 7: Examples of products for road signs

3.4 From the plan to the action
The campaign of communication in cooperation with the Public Safety of Genova talks about at first
the traditional ways of communication such as printed paper, brochure, street signs, and on public
transportation, as well as other medias like social networks. But besides that we planned a direct
action into the territory through organization of events and initiatives, which were able to specifically
reach certain determined targets.
In this case we mainly focused on widely spreading a common sense of collective society with a
consequent awareness of the individual person, which stands for a fundamental element of a system
of volunteers. In case of serious events and disasters the citizens always showed a strong inclination
to help and support. This was mainly confirmed during the floods of Genova, during which the rescue
efforts of institutions, (Public Safety, Fire Fighters, Police Force, and 118, etc) led to very positive,
efficient, and in some cases resolving results, also thanks to the contributions of volunteers, drown by
a sense of community, who started a new movement which was called, “angels of mud”.
In light of what the volunteers did, and how much efforts they put into helping others, and the city, one
street in Genova was named in honor of these “angels of mud”. The administration cannot renounce to
the contributions of the volunteers – mainly in emergency situations – for this reason the concept that
“We are all Public Safety” became the basis for other initiatives, transforming into a “headline” to use
in occasions of every event and in every initiative directed towards awareness.
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Fig. 8: Examples of explanatory panels.

Fig. 9: Panel to "catch the sign" initiative as part of the festival of science.

So we operated in the field at the Festival of Science in order to inform people about the initiatives
promoted by the Public Safety and in order to educate the citizens, starting from the youngest – the
children which are the principle resources of our future for each collective society and city – to the
most appropriate behavioral roles to follow, not only in occasions of clamorous events, but, in more
general terms, the everyday life. In terms of the collaboration between the Public Safety and the
Department of Architecture and Design of the University of Genova, they are also in the process of
studying other initiatives which can involve some other specific targets and are able to define a cultural
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and social contest more and more able to take responsibility for itself in case of serious emergency
situations.

Fig. 11-12: Examples of applications of road posters.
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Abstract
The Atlantic Ocean Islands situated west of the Strait of Gibraltar, off the coasts of Europe and North
Africa, which have been grouped by the ancient Greek geographers under the name of Macaronesia
— fortunate Islands—, they have turned out to be a lucky place for architecture today as well.
From the beginning, the human settlement plan here has been based on listening. This condition, on one
hand, directs the search for a dynamic balance with the forces of volcanic nature bearing fertility but also
destruction; on the other hand, it has helped to absorb and integrate all civilizations gone through these
outposts in the exploration of new worlds. The isolation deriving from borderlands condition and the
presence of a lush nature whose "luck" comes from the same soil, rough and dynamic, yet threatening,
have led to a particular attention towards sympathetic, resilient and adaptive forms of living.
The study highlights the peculiar characteristics of a design approach careful to the telluric dimension
of architecture and both to the relations with the environment and to local culture roots, through the
analysis, largely developed on the field, of some exemplary architecture and landscape architecture
works, often linked to the numerous World Heritage sites on the islands.
Keywords:volcanic landscape, Macaronesia, ground-architecture, landform architecture.

1.

Design with(in) the ground

«To build is to collaborate with earth, to put a human mark upon a landscape, modifying it forever
thereby. [...]What thought and care to determine the exact site for a bridge, or for a fountain, and to
give a mountain road that perfect curve which is at the same time the shortest. [...]The beauty of the
gulfs bore fruit with the opening of harbours. [...]I have done much rebuilding. To reconstruct is to
collaborate with time gone by, penetrating or modifying its spirit, and carrying it toward a longer future.
Thus beneath the stones we find the secret of the springs.»
Marguerite Yourcenar, Memoirs of Hadrian, 1955
The “collaboration with earth” that is intrinsic to the act of building, evoked above in the words of
Marguerite Yourcenar, suggests an idea of architecture that embraces the entire environment of
human life. [1]
The design approach that is emphasized in this paper is therefore focussed on the interest and the
potential of the features of the ground, a foundational element in architectural and landscape projects.
Man inhabits the earth and constructs his own world, creates a new environment, artificially
manipulated, and a lack of attention regarding the ground as the base of these actions involves
ecological and environmental degradation. [2]
From this point of view, architecture and landscape architecture use the earth as a resource for
sustenance, in the same way that agriculture does or the exploitation of forests and mines.
In what way is the architectural project influenced by the nature of the earth? Firstly, affirming the
centrality of the ground–building interaction and refuting any abstraction that architecture can apply to
its natural support. A second feature of a project that is responsive to the earth regards the senses:
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the architectural or landscape intervention begins by listening to the place and its characteristics,
entering into dialogue with it, introducing new elements to the atmospheres that are already present, in
a sympathetic manner. This involves being inclined towards vernacular features, which can also be
rediscovered in contemporary architectural languages.
1.2Design with(in) the volcanic ground
This way of considering architecture today has greater validity in places in which the environmental
conditions are particularly strong and dynamic. In these cases, when a project is well rooted in the
ground, the challenge lies in producing quality of life by supporting the place and not imposing
superstructures on it. By applying a resilient approach, made up of small interventions imagined in
continuity and in permanence with the sites, consumption of soil and of energy is reduced and,
collaborating with nature, one seeks to orientate modifications towards adaption, giving rise to new
modes of interaction between the artificial and the natural.
Volcanic ground constitutes an exemplary laboratory in this sense. Since it comes from the bowels of
the earth, it carries a very strong symbolic dimension; moreover it is characterized by fertility,
dynamics and young vitality. This makes it a protagonist in the story of its territory, influencing any
project involving transformation or construction. Man’s action becomes the direct antagonist of
nature’s action, whose power is manifest through volcanic phenomena. Man has the illusion of
controlling their effects, even disastrous effects, and carries on with his building activity: but if this last
doesn’t want to be swallowed up, then it must be founded on listening to the place.

2.
The case study. Macaronesia, different conditions for a common landscape
veiled by myths and legends
Among the volcanic regions in the world, Macaronesia, which consists of five archipelagos that rise
out of the waters of the eastern Atlantic (Azores, Madeira, Selvagens, Canary Islands and Cape
Verde), is the object of interest of this work, part of a wider research project. [3]
The common igneous origin and the foggy knowledge of the myth that envelops it have made of
Macaronesia a “unitary space”. In truth the extreme dynamicity of the physical conditions, due to
ocean currents and winds (the trade winds and monsoons), generates complex climatic mosaics and
favours biological diversity, with surprising differences between the desert biome of Cape Verde and
the hyper-humid biome of the Azores. [4]

Fig. 1: A map of the five Macaronesia archipelagos (da Biancotti A.,Macaronesia, BEM, Milano 2001).

The black and coarse skin – product of various magmatic processes and subsequently colonized by
man and by nature – is the mineral support of the physical space common to all the islands. Today
this skin continues to modify and to interact with the activities of human beings through earthquakes
and eruptions. And on it, exceptional manifestations of nature, such as cones, cliffs and craters,
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constitute precise geotopes, symbolic places projected towards metaphors and divinities, capable of
astonishing man and leading him to reflect on his own weakness in the face of the primordial forces of
nature. The great wealth of natural heritage present in the archipelagos of the Azores, Madeira and
the Canaries has led to the recognition of the laurisilva forests in Madeira (1999) and La Gomera
(1986) as World Heritage sites and, from 1983 with La Palma, to the identification of many sites
forming part of the World Network of Biosphere Reserves. [4]
The islands of Macaronesia first appeared in literature as the eternal resting place of Menelaus in the
fourth book of Homer’s Odyssey. Due both to their arrangement, forming a sort of “arch” beyond the
Pillars of Hercules (the Strait of Gibraltar), and to the generosity of their nature, in the past they have
been considered the extreme frontier of the world, a place for the adventures of heroes, Elysian
Fields, Fortunate Isles, the last remains of Atlantis, the Garden of Hesperides, Terrestrial Paradise. It
wasn’t until the fourteenth centuries that it was possible to move from myth and legend to true
discovery when European explorers first landed here. From that moment onwards there was a
movement from the indecision of the myth, which wrapped the lands of the five archipelagos in a sort
of general indeterminacy, towards a progressive cultural differentiation. The four inhabited
archipelagos (the Selvagens are uninhabited) indeed have experienced varying economic and social
developments, linked to the dynamics of the colonization they have undergone – the Canaries under
Castilian influence, Madeira, Azores and Cape Verde under Lusitanian influence. The World Heritage
sites linked to historical and cultural heritage are cities founded in the fifteenth century by European
sea farers (Angra do Heroismo in the Azores, CidadeVelha in Cape Verde), testimony of the colonial
period, during which the Macaronesian lands were transformed from remote peripheries of realms that
were themselves marginal with regard to the rest of Europe into central areas of planetary empires. [5]
Thus the Macaronesia landscapes — as the UNESCO-protected sites also highlight — house a wealth
of heritage that is both naturalistic–environmental and historical–cultural. This heritage, as we shall
see below, has been appropriately valorized through projects that use the volcanic ground as a
material, sensorial and spatial instrument to create atmospheres, relations and new forms for living.

3.

Contemporaryarchitecture in Macaronesia

3.1Between volcanic nature and agricultural landscape
It is possible to see throughout Macaronesia an evident design sensibility, sometimes innate and
spontaneous, geared towards integration between architecture and nature, volcanic in particular.
This is evident in the most basic form of occupation of the land, which is agriculture. Although in the
Canaries this might be a result of the presence of the aboriginal Guanche people, for whom attention
and contemplation of the environment was an integral part of life, the Azores too present significant
examples. Here the landscape of closed fields (bocage) is one of the most beautiful still in existence in
the world. The ground is marked out with an ordered reticulum of flowering or stonewall barriers that in
their adapting to the geomorphological discontinuities, show off man’s hard work in inhabiting the land.
The viticulture landscape of the island of Pico is a particular example of this, where the weave of
drystone walls combines with manor houses, wine-cellars, warehouses, churches, to form the complex
agrarian landscape that extends for 987 hectares and which enjoys World Heritage status.

Fig. 2: The stonewall barriers of the World Heritage site of vineyard culture of the Pico Island.

It is in this context that we have the small visitors’ centre of the Gruta das Torres, a lava tunnel 5 km
long and classed as a regional natural monument in 2004. The building, designed by Sami Arquitectos
in 2005, provides an entrance into the natural cavity. Through the use of the lava rock that is variously
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composed in the perimeter wall, it establishes a union between the natural hypogeum of the round
forms of the cave and the artificiality of the reticulum of walls running through the surrounding
countryside.

Fig. 3: Visitors’ Center Gruta das Torres, Pico Island, Azores, Sami aquitectos 2005.From above: the building
entrance, the cave entrance, ground floor plan and cross section, view of the building hidden in the landscape.

On Lanzarote the quality of the crops, in particular the vines, is testimony today to the aptitude that
exists here for cohabiting in an inventive way with an apparently inhospitable place. The la Gería
vineyards, with their regular repetition of small semi-circular walls that protect the plants from the
Atlantic winds, have already been identified as an “architecture without architects” by Bernard
Rudolfsky in the subversive exhibition at MoMa in New York in 1964 where, together with other
photographs of landscapes throughout the world, this suggestive agricultural system represented
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man’s capacity for measuring and modelling the surface of the earth. [6] And it was precisely in the
1960s that Lanzarote became a laboratory of social and political awareness, thanks to the work of the
militant artist César Manrique (1919-1992). He proposed a model alternative to the mass touristic
exploitation of the island, creating through his vision of the places a process of artialition – to borrow
an expression from the philosopher Alain Roger [7] – through which man generates landscapes. The
extreme volcanic environment, up until then not considered attractive, is invested with new meanings
and values. The manifesto of this new point of view on Lanzarote is the Jardín des Cactus.
Inaugurated in 1990 in an old abandoned quarry in the midst of the opuntia plantations, it houses a
spectacular collection of succulent plants arranged between the terracing and the volcanic-ash
surfaces, thus reinventing new forms of peaceful cohabitation with the volcanic environment.

Fig. 4: Cultivated landscapes of Lanzarote, Canary Islands. Above: thela Gería vineyards; below, the Jardín des
cactus, by César Manrique, completed in 1990.

Immersion in the landscape is a definite way of working for a group of Canarian architects, Artengo
Menis Pastrana. Their design for the Visitors’ Center of the botanical gardens of the Discovery of
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America on La Gomera melds with the surrounding terraced agricultural landscape: the building is
broken into measured volumes that recall the weave of the plots cultivated on the irregular morphology
of the ground. It provides access to the garden below by means of a system of ramps and stairs
integrated with the strong stone coated wall that runs parallel to the road.[8]

Fig. 5: Botanical Garden of the Discovery Visitors’ Center, la Gomera, Canary Islands, Artengo Menis Pastrana
1989. On the left: view of the design model; on the right: view of the entrance system of ramps and stairs.

3.2 Architecture, disaster and volcanic ground
In Macaronesia, as in all volcanic regions, the ground is the foundation of life and a source of
destruction at one and the same time. This feature, strong and contradictory, renders the ground
central to any architectural project, if, that is, the project wishes to pay attention to the features of the
site. If we look at three exemplary architectural cases located in three different archipelagos
(Canaries, Azores and Cape Verde), we can see the importance of relations between the building and
the ground and the different ways in which these relations are achieved as the temporal distance
between the construction and the disaster linked to volcanic activity changes.
From a sectional reading of the selected buildings we can say that the architecture is not simply
alongside the ground, but through dialogue with the ground it defines essential aspects of the very life
of the building and of the spaces it generates: although this might be considered a common feature,
each of the archipelagos seems to manifest specific connotations.

Fig. 6: César Manrique Foundation, Taro de Tahíche, Lanzarote, Canary Islands, 1968-1992. On the left : the
building in dialogue with the volcanic ground ; on the right :

In the case of the Canaries archipelago, disaster is a historical, consolidated fact, memory of which
recalls the phenomena that have moulded the landscape, granting it a precise identity. This translates
into a rooting of the architecture in the ground, whose destructive power is only a memory.
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The first to realize this was César Manrique who read in the physical and geomorphological features
of the ground a particular element of the Canarian genius loci, building his house-foundation from
1968 onwards using the forms and the colours of vernacular constructions and adapting the
construction to the features of the ground in small fragmented volumes, as in a village. From the
Cartesian rigour of the construction on the surface we move towards a construction-ground interface
that is random and hybrid, descending further into the underground spaces with organic geometries,
created using natural caves under the house, transformi
transforming
ng them into habitable rooms, gardens,
swimming pools.

Fig. 7: Timanfaya Park Visitors Center, Lanzarote, Canary Islands, Alfonso Cano Pintos 1993.From above:
general view of the building; South elevation; view of the entrance.

The Timanfaya Park Visitor Center, designed by a team led by Alfonso Cano Pintos in 1989, inherits
Manrique’s vision, proposing a building that recalls his house–studio at Taro thanks to the rigour and
the scale of the white volumes, the union with the ground and the al
allusion
lusion to the vernacular
architecture of the island. The building does not try to camouflage itself amongst the lava. Instead the
landscape has been urbanized, with the conviction that architecture does not necessarily have to
visually contaminate the landscape, but can introduce a new artificial order into nature. The result is a
construction whose exterior volumes and white walls seem to float over the sea of lava and where
viewpoints open up to allow contemplation of the lava flowing down to the ocean. T he lava touches,
strokes and plays with the building, and has been modelled to create an artificial landscape which
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mimics its surroundings and whose broken topography welcomes the construction as it appears in
ever-different forms. [9]
In the Azores, a large eruption of the volcano Capelinhos between 1957 and 1958 radically
transformed the landscape and the orography of the island of Fajal.

Fig. 8: Capelinhos Volcano Interpretation Centre, Horta, Fajal Island (Azores), Nuno Ribeiro Lopes 2008.From
above: view of the new promontory created by the eruption of Capelinhos; cross section; view from the lighthouse
of the subterranean building; view the entrance; detail of the skylight of the foyer hall.

The coast of the west end of the island was transformed by the force of nature into a “new land”, which
joined the old one, unexpectedly leaving a lighthouse submerged in ash, as in a moonscape. Memory
of the disaster is living and present: the architecture faces up to it in a direct way, at a close temporal
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distance. This is the basis for the Volcano Interpretation Centre, built between 2005 and 2008 to
document the important historical event, useful in understanding the origins of the Azores archipelago,
but also the history of volcanoes in general.
Memory of the tragic natural event is visible today in the young, arid landscape of sands and lava
rubble with its changing colours and in the ruins of the lighthouse. The latter has now been restored as
a reminder of its existence and permanence, as a historical landmark, becoming a metaphor of time
and space. Its ground-floor spaces have been cleared out and transformed into open areas for
pauses, while the tower is a belvedere. In order to give maximum importance to the memory of the
event (the new telluric landscape and the ruin of the lighthouse), the new building is all subterranean:
only some signs emerge from the layer of dark lava, with an expressive sensibility that is typical of
land art: the arrangement of the entrance, some pathways, the great circumference of the foyer. The
concealed building has a great impact, as we understand it is there but we cannot see it. The design
wisely succeeds in associating physical, natural and intangible heritage, thus creating a robust
construction while strengthening the spirit of the place.
The building that ends this brief survey fully represents the hostility of the natural environment of the
Cape Verde archipelago to colonization by man. The Fogo Island Natural Park Headquarters, created
in 2014 with a design by the OTO arquitectos practice, after just 7 months of life was destroyed by a
lava flow. [10] Thus in this case the disaster came after the architecture.

Fig. 9: Fogo Island Natural Park Headquarter, Fogo Island, Cape Verde, OTO arquitectos 2014.From above:
cross section; view of the external spaces and of the building in relation to its context.

But the architecture already had in itself its own destiny, perhaps even without realising it: the building
indeed was located within the caldera of the volcano, at 1,800 m above sea level, part of the natural
park, but also part of the small community of farmers settled in the caldera itself. The inhabitants,
patiently used to rebuilding their own houses every time the destructive forces of nature manifest
themselves, co-exist with the volcano but they oppose everything that comes from the outside. It was
therefore necessary to involve them in the design process so that they would accept the new building.
The headquarters of the park was thus also a civic centre for the inhabitants. Under the same roof
offices, research laboratories, recreational facilities, community services all co-existed. Unlike the
other two buildings analysed, this one was designed to be lived especially in its external spaces: the
volumes were composed in a spiral along a central patio, fulcrum of the life of the building; the few
closed spaces in box-like volumes communicated with each other by means of external connections
and covered passages; the roofs were walkable, beginning at ground level and rising progressively,
like a portion of the caldera modelled to form a small crater. Everything referenced the site: from the
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circular form to the material used for the external coatings (cement mixed with volcanic sand), to the
small arid gardens, to the local labour used for its construction. And, paradoxically, in the design’s
desire to dissolve itself in the context, in the end the building was truly and physically dissolved,
because today nothing remains of it. The building, this time was completely external with regard to the
ground: but it constituted a true and proper continuation of it, both during its short life and in the
moment of its end, engulfed by the evolution of the same ground in whose image it had been shaped.

Fig. 10:View of the Fogo Island Natural Park Headquarter being engulfed by the lava during the eruption that
destroyed it in 2014; view of the inhabited village covered by the lava flow.
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Design driven innovation for cultural heritage
In the modern age, where mass manufacturing gives way to a diversified production and complied
with local conditions and needs of the individual user, there is a need to find an answer to the
demands of contemporary culture.
The design for the product culture and value system of the place became one of the decisive factors
for the quality of the space and services to citizens and users in general, when designing a town
system product, appropriate to the local and international context. The cultural product is a complex
system made of physical and immaterial side join togheter, the design of a complex cultural product
system is an assets of integration of two dimensions: specialist-manufacturing and social-cultural one.
According to this logic, in line with the guidelines promoted by the European Union and Unesco,
culture-oriented development models promoted by design, are intended to increase the value of
cultural heritage in its historical function sheet, symbolic, social, civil, and are aimed at the
development of platforms and connection systems able to relate territories and communities through
culture and knowledge. Design driven innovation is a new idea of cultural project in the sector of
additional servicies of cultural heritage, for example “Continuum Vitae” by Studio Azzurro. It is a
multimeadia work developed within the project "maritime idleness" of exploitation of roman leisure
villas on the Amalfi Coast, in the idea that there is continuity between our current and lives of the
ancients who lived in these places.
The strategic designer work together the archeological site to define strategy, to improve cultural
achievement, able to compete, get better communicative perspective, promotional appearance and
develop innovative cultural product to make visible all the ancient human activity that became a
cultural diffusion channel more integrated into the target of Cultural growth of tourists.

Keywords: Otium, Design, Intangible Cultural Heritage

1.

Section (Arial – 11 pt – Lower case letters - Bold – Left aligned)

In recent decades the term cultural heritage has extended its meaning becoming inclusive of the
implications contained in the definition of Intangible Cultural Heritage; Our cultural heritage is not only
archeological, historical, architectural, landscape goods but also traditions and living expressions
inherited from our ancestors such as oral traditions, performing arts, social practices, rituals, festive
events, knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe or the knowledge and skills to
produce traditional crafts defined in theText of the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage by Unesco.
The expansion of the concept of "cultural heritage", understood as a complex cultural system of a
territory and of a community, the cognitive, social and symbolic: the traditional artistic heritage,
monumental, demo-anthropological, archaeological and environmental and territorial systems urban,
to the intangible cultural heritage (such as knowledge, practices and expressions) to the places of
culture and events. In this model it is possible to identify the different functions of the cultural property:
the balance (in terms of institutional and inalienable), civil society (in terms of training and identity),
social (in terms of integration and participation), development (such as the development dimension
rather than as a lever and then to generate, as a consequence and not as an objective, economic and
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social growth).
The word “cultural heritage” is the English translation of our diction “Beni Culturali”. But each
translation is treason or extension of meaning. The equivalence is therefore neither mechanical nor
taken for granted: indeed, in the English version of "legacy" is the idea of conservation as active use.
A legacy active can be increased with the production of new goods: like the case of artistic works,
restorations, additions to the good old, that in this way the ferry until the uses required by changes in
society.
In diction cultural heritage instead it hides a legacy asset management, tradition, similar horrendous
definition of "cultural deposits". The very introduction of the concept of "intangible cultural heritage"
opens to a view of the "good" that borders anthropology, and in a constantly active dynamic behaviors
of a community that includes its symbolic practices, its expressive content, its ways to relate to
tradition and the existent.
On the other side the definition of design chanced because the object is not a product but a product
system and the object of study becomes the design as a process and the resources that can
participate in this process, the focus becomes the design-driven innovation involving different actors
and resources. The innovation project is a multidisciplinary research involving institution, designers
and entire territorial system. The driving element, the innovation motivation is not a change in terms of
meanings but on the level of the languages, of product values. It is a strategic innovation as it
integrates, incorporating them into the product, the communication elements and strategic identity so
that the value of the product language and enter strategically in its concept and constitute an
innovative primer.
What is innovation in high design and what are the factors involved in its management?
The starting point of this reflection introduces the elements to be considered for the management of
innovation processes in tune with the intrinsic characteristics of the product itself. The framework for
the management of innovation concerns the design resources (internal and external entity) in
exchange with the innovation process that is realized in a system-product for the innovation and the
success.
The success of an innovation is the contribution of the new product to the growth of economic value.
The growth of value can be derived indirectly thanks to the contribution of the product development in
the long-term assets of the enterprise as a whole (such as the improvement in the perception of
content thanks to new technology).
The success of the product is related to the ability to meet the explicit or latent needs of the actors that
interact with the product. Innovation is also developing product and process technologies that allow
you to perform new functions and improve the performance of existing functions, introducing new
uses. The product conveys the message to the end user, which attributes to these messages make
sense. The symbolic-linguistic dimension is a central aspect of the process. Innovating the produced
system involves defining new messages with a meaning and a sense that enrich and semantic and
pragmatic content of his world. The realization of these messages requires research and planning
activity that leads to the definition of new languages (codes, morphologies, symbols and signs
associated with the product) or the unusual combination of existing codes.
Thomas Maldonaldo in 1961 identifies the design in "coordinate, integrate and articulate the factors
involved in the constitutional process of the shape of the well, and precisely means both factors
related to the use, enjoyment and social consumption (functional factors, symbolic or cultural) as well
as those relating to its production (technical - economic factors, technical - systemic, technical,
production, technical-distribution)”.
When we allude to the language and messages mean the sense that the product takes on its own
personality and its identity, its status and the values associated with it.
The evolution of design practices: design, traditionally associated with the actual configuration of the
technological, performance components, aesthetic and communicative use of assets, has gradually, in
relation to the transformations that took place in the contexts of use of the goods, expanded its skills,
honing strategic vision capabilities of usage scenarios and sensitivity with respect to the meanings of
the goods consumption behavior, setting up what is now defined as product-system, that is, the
service component and communication associated with the product. The design is, in addition to
designing concrete artifacts, suggests interpretations, meanings, procedures in connection with social,
economic, technological, productive. It was therefore progressively closer to the component
"immaterial" processes and strategic underpinning the world of design and cultural heritage,
developing synergies unpublished.
The design has been identified as a project of definition of user scenarios, forecast or solicitation of
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behavior: an activity thus able to establish connections between different systems to use synergies to
increase the performance range. The design meeting with the cultural assets is done on a reciprocal
basis.
The design for the system product culture and value of the place becomes a decisive factor for
competition and, together with the quality of the space and services for citizens and users in general,
the design of a product the city system, appropriate to the context, local and international
More than a disciplinary field of design, it is a thematic scope adopting a systemic approach related to
the integration of the various procedural and technical and operational capabilities of the project, in
order to achieve design action tends situated, recognizable and replicable, provided that the logic of
the configurative type-formal intervention, but also the case-methodological, consistent with the
complexity and interdisciplinary nature of the cultural heritage.
The design for the cultural heritage is not limited only to design the experience of enjoyment of the
goods, but it helps to facilitate the adoption of an innovative vision, systemic and widespread cultural
heritage in all its forms, and making, through a participated and shared process, socially sustainable
and economically viable for the community (by the user, the institution, the cultural operator), its setsystem and its activation.
The promotion of cultural heritage today is a prime asset for sustainable development and innovation
of the "country system". The collective use of culture has evolved in parallel with the company's
services and experiences, to the multiplication of moments and occasions of appropriation and access
to goods, products, services and cultural and creative activities, in terms of sense of identity circuit of a
community regeneration and re-distribution of the value of an area, the instrument of participation,
integration and social cohesion.
In this logic, in line with the recommendations promoted by the European community and UNESCO,
the development models oriented culture promoted by design, are intended to create, activate and
increase the value of the cultural asset in its balance sheet, historical function, civil, symbolic, social,
and are aimed at developing platforms and access systems capable of relating the territories and
communities through culture and knowledge, redesigning the same time the relationship between local
and global, tradition and innovation, public and private.
The opportunity to promote cultural heritage is to design a strategic objective to boost the image and
international competitiveness of made in Italy: through networking and strengthening of the "chain of
cultural heritage", that aggregate of producers and users of technologies involved in the various
stages of the life cycle of cultural heritage, from knowledge to conservation, economic management,
securing and enjoyment.
Ancient monuments place, a further appeal of a territory - and this is certainly the case of the Amalfi
coast - in which the sea, food, shopping, represent the true motives of the trips. Inserted as a postcard
in all local guides produced in large quantities and quality questionable, it does not seem to have
different value than the ancestor of illustrious family.
The tourist route which is the heart of the "Maritime Ozi" project, in fact, brings together the City of
Minor - who is project leader - with the territory of Vietri sul Mare, Positano and Tramonti in a circuit
that gives centrality to the archaeological heritage of this area with a logic that is not only conservative,
but who wish to favor the appearance of exploitation and promotion of the sites themselves. Another
feature that deserves special mention is the use of technology. The multimedia installations, which
represent innovative moment in the mode of use of cultural heritage, giving new life to the ancient
Roman villas of the Amalfi Coast, reproducing scenes and moments of everyday life and providing
interactive mode of visitor engagement by grafting of show times. In addition, the permanent character
that installations will assume, and therefore not only related to the conduct of the event itself, but
becoming a moment of attraction for visitors for the future.
Villa Romana in Minori, that often accessible only by sea, was for the owners a place of reflection,
study, philosophical dialogue and delight. Maritime Ozi, the brand chosen for this initiative,
characterizes, therefore, a larger project and hopefully long-lasting, which recovers - form of the
evaluation and promotion activities - the sense of history of these buildings. Houses of which continue
to ignore many appearances submerged by volcanic and alluvial phenomena typical of this corner of
the world, which, during the Roman period, thickly peopled the coast and the countryside of
Campania. Buildings that, for the most part, were not functional at a resort in the modern sense of the
term, but the gap to the negotia of Roman political life, a learned and shared living
Villa Romana, preserved in the center of the town, was born and developed around, above and inside
the building structures from Roman times to this, so that citizens recognize these ancient walls of the
salvific function of bridle, as happened during the flood that swept the center in October 1954. The
Superintendency here, since 1960, a small Antiquarium, whose numbers of visitors, all small in itself,
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becomes so in reference to the flow of visitors on the Amalfi coast, one of the tourist pearls of
Campania and place of quality holiday. This substantial margins of the Roman Villa towards the tourist
public is certainly due to external factors, such as parking difficulties, access, signage, and other times
to visit. But it weighs negatively also the lack of communication of the monument, dissected and
mutilated in its entirety and impoverished her, although visible and beautiful decorations, the
unstoppable decay of masonry, badly damaged by moisture.
The amenities of the places where these old houses stood at Minori Tramonti e Vietri, as well as the
excellence of the discovery in the course of excavation of Positano is certainly at the origin of their
position that often accessible only by sea, was for the owners a place of reflection, study,
philosophical dialogue and delight. Maritime Ozi, the brand chosen for this initiative, characterizes,
therefore, a larger project and hopefully long-lasting, which recovers - form of the evaluation and
promotion activities - the sense of history of these buildings. Houses of which continue to ignore many
appearances submerged by volcanic and alluvial phenomena typical of this corner of the world, which,
during the Roman period, thickly peopled the coast and the countryside of Campania. Buildings that,
for the most part, were not functional at a resort in the modern sense of the term, but the gap to the
negotia of Roman political life, a learned and shared living. The design decision was to enable the
perception of the monument in a condition to suggest, if not explicitly evoked, memories of the
activities that would take place there on arrival in the owner ship, on any day. The argument action
theatrical and multimedia installations, designed and produced by Studio Azzurro, with the title Vitae
Continuum, inspired by literary texts and ancient iconography to propose a reading of the ancient
complex through sensitive stories, as if the walls trasudassero memories. Alongside these narratives
of the life of a villa day that can be related to many of the archaeological sites in the inshore circuit
investigated by the Archaeological Superintendence, in recent years, a working group work consists of
archeology specialists and experts in cultural narratives It made it possible to start a first virtual
reconstruction of some parts of the Roman villa in Minori, in the first century d.C .: viridarium and
elevation of the building by the sea. A reconstruction, available on the website created specifically for
the project, which is a promotional tool to invite to the visit and, above all, a further attempt to offer the
public reliable historical and archaeological content using specific tools of the communication methods
of our times. Nevertheless, it remains essential, as always, that the visitor wants to intervene with his
imagination to see revived the ancient landscape and hear, even, the gurgling of the
watercourse diverted before building the villa and that channeled flows from the banquet room of the
fountain flowing around to the guests carrying some dishes, s'interra again to fill the pool in the garden
and the large pool of ninfeo before reaching through pictorial blue shades to the expanse of the sea.
"Do not agitate me neither hopes nor fears, I do not bother me any noise. I speak only with me and my
books. Oh innocent and straightforward life! O rare and honorable idleness, more beautiful, almost, of
any shop! Oh sea, bathing, real-time secret of the Muses "(Pliny the Younger, Ep. I - 9).
The design-driven innovation is planning action on two dimensions: technological and linguistic. To the
knowledge of the technologies is the need to know the messages and the future scenario languages
through an anthropological analysis and individual consumption processes in terms of values,
structures and lifestyles that cultural models. The development of knowledge about the cultural models
is an act of active observation, Robinson in 1994 explain the active process put in place by the
receptor assign meaning to an object; the referent plays an active role, by filtering the object through
his beliefs, values and experiences, filtering it through those reference patterns called cultural models.
The products related to the sphere of housing, care and the expression of the person, where it is not
seen a radical innovation but innovation of functional qualities, aesthetic objects related to the
individuals and the spaces are products that they are an expression of a culture tied to a specific
knowledge and distinctive basin and a culture and an equally unique lifestyle associated with a certain
way of life and living.
The term knowledge is present in the literature that marks the transition from the old capitalist
economy to a new paradigm: the knowledge economy. Knowledge is key to a new reading of the
economic and organizational processes that focuses on economic dell'operare the center inividuo and
communities of individuals with their ability to learn, create knowledge and consolidate their
knowledge and distinctive basins. Hence the need to develop tools and skills, to convey values and
knowledge, different from traditional marketing those able to develop a new sensitivity to the market
seen as a community of users, carriers of values and culture, in which the Company operates it
evolves.
In the field of management shifts attention to the processes of knowledge as a primary function of the
organizations on how to trigger collective knowledge processes and make success factors.
In contemporary organizations emerging models in which the designer's presence is justified by the
increasing complexity of the economic and social context of a territory where the exploitation of their
potential is required and knowledge of sopluzioni on the market. The access to the widespread
knowledge is the means to ensure innovation and constant development. From this emerges a new
function called to make effective design work through the choice and composition of the working group
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by integrating internal and external resources contributions.
The design, in its observer function of consumer and community perfiguratore of contexts of use and
mode of interaction, is a new resource to interpret a particular way of life, a specific culture, the spirit
of a society, understanding of values present in a reference community, and goods related to the
home and daily life.

Fig. 1: Hypothesis of virtual reconstruction of viridarium and Peristyle original extension, still from the movie The
Villa Romana in Minori. Assumptions of reconstructive viridarium and prospectus from the sea (I Century d.c.)
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Abstract
The thermal establishments, born during the Roman era, went through contrasting growth and decline
phases. After being rediscovered during the 15th century, they first became exclusive locations to the
aristocratic élite and then, during the 19th century, the middle class favourite destination until, in the
middle of 20th century, it was registered a real mass phenomenon able to transform sites and scenery,
leaving still visible traces on the territory.
During these years, there was an increase about the built of receptive structures with the birth of transit
and stay hotels in the Baths and treatment centres. But in urban basis, in spite of a request and a relative
increasing offer, until the mid-thirties of the 20th century, the land control took a long time. In fact, only
with the advent of Fascism, Mussolini realized that a better tourist offer would have been abroad the
best form of propaganda, so much that, between the 1931 and the 1939, it was registered an average
of three millions of foreign tourists in Italy. By referring to some case studies, the intention of this paper
is to contribute, even through some unpublished documents, to the history of the wellness tourism in
Italy and to the role it had both from the social point of view and from the economic and politic ones to
“Bel Paese”.
Keywords: Thermal baths, tourism, fascist period, thermalism

Section
Even if today it may appear as a familiar and commonly used word, in ancient times tourism could be
mainly identified as that trend travelling and moving that men practiced, because of necessity or
ambition, often driven by religious, explorative or conquering reasons. Skipping the noted Greek
hospitality and recognizing to Romans the first tourism and wellness idea, a more contemporary tourism
concept spread in Europe only at the beginning of the 17th century. In fact, when aristocracy began
doing tours, it became clear the intention, even if for the few, to be able to move not only by constriction
or external influences, but for simple pleasure too.
However, it’s only with the rise of the middle class, between the 19th and the 20th century, and thanks to
the intuitions of characters like Thomas Cook, that the élite traveler converts in the mass tourist. From
that moment the tourist is identified like someone who «mette in viaggio volontariamente e per un
periodo di tempo limitato, mosso da un’aspettativa di piacere derivante da condizioni di novità e di
cambiamento sperimentale in un itinerario di andata e ritorno, relativamente lungo e non ricorrente». [1]
In Italy, during 1925, thanks to renovated political arrangements and because of a series of economic
and social reasons, there was the biggest tourism development but, in the same following years, it
dropped dramatically. This in itself raises the question of a possible crisis of the sector. In fact from 1925
to 1926 the balance switched from 1.340.000 to 1.150.000 tourists, while the 1927 counted 1.070.000
of them. Moreover, the most important side of the statistics was not related to the touristic decrease, but
to the reduction about the length of the stay. In fact, while in 1924 the average stay in Bel Paese was
about 15 days, during 1925 it went down to 14,5 and then, in 1927, to 13,6 days. The experts considered
this preliminary involution as a phenomenon related to economical aspects and changing times,
meaning a faster life rhythm. What was happening, was not only a mutation about economic conditions
compared with previous years: it was a mutation of the social conditions. In fact these were the first
changes of tourists habits in particular about the way they travelled, fully managed by tourist agencies.
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Because of the need to overcome a ruthless competition, tourist agencies proposed for the first time
short but intense trips through cheaper offers.
During the first decades of the 20th century, tourism was presented like something silent and often
undervalued by the middle and bigger Italian cities. As Gemma Belli explains «in Italia, sino alla seconda
metà degli anni Trenta del Novecento, […] la disciplina urbanistica aveva prestato scarsa attenzione
alla questione del turismo, e alla necessità di governare la nascita di nuovi insediamenti di vacanza o
indirizzare la crescita di quelli esistenti»[2]. Considering the adoption of the first measures about tourism:
in 1910 there was the introduction of the tourist tax to those who stayed not less than five days in a
touristic area; in 1919 there was the introduction of the E.N.I.T. Ente Nazionale per le Industrie Turistiche
involved in analysis and tourist promotion and, in 1926 the birth of Aziende autonome di cura, soggiorno
e turismo. These were followed by the introduction of the Commissioner for tourism, in 1931; the
devolution of powers about print and propaganda to the Undersecretary of State, in 1934; finally the
introduction of the New Commissioner for tourism supported by the Central Council of tourism, in 1947.
By this internal policy and propaganda, the intent of Mussolini becomes clear: reintroducing tourism to
make Italy and the Fascist magniloquence greater and greater abroad.
As provided for the fascist law of the 1st July 1926, Municipalities which aspired to enter in the official
list of Stazioni di cura, soggiorno e turismo, filed a petition to the Central Council of therapeutic centres
which was periodically convened by the Ministry of Interior.
The demands established by the office of the General Management of the civil administration, were
examined according to strict criteria to the assignment of the official therapeutic centre title. This official
recognition, compared with simple Municipality, implied in that sites the hotel industry responded to
modernity, and foreign tourism was the main cornerstone of the local economy.
But economically, the industrial sector of hydrotherapy was often locked by an incoherent legislation.
As stated by a 1927 report addressed to the Fascist General Confederation of the Italian industry from
the Fascist Federation of the Thermal Industry, in Italy, the will to overcome the progress test was often
hindered. «Forse nessun Paese, eccezione fatta per la Francia, dispone di tanta ricchezza e varietà di
materie prime […] come l’Italia, dove una incomparabile gamma di farmachi naturali si offre per mezzo
delle acque minerali alle più svariati indicazioni terapeutiche. Ma mentre all’estero si è considerato il
patrimonio delle acque curative in funzione di ricchezza nazionale produttiva, ed una accorta
legislazione a procurato propizia assistenza alle iniziative di sfruttamento, in Italia nessun ausilio pratico
di sollecitudine statale è a ricordarsi per le industrie termali»[3]
Analyzing the first decade of the 20th century, we could consider lots of case studies. In particular,
basing on comparative studies, even if until the middle of the century the therapeutic efficacy of the
Italian water was considered superior as any other, the top of this special rank was assigned to
Montecatini (Fig.1). Una grande Stazione Termale, che non è solo luogo di piacere e di divertimento,
[…] ma fonte di ricchezza e di attrazione di primo ordine »[4].. Therefore, through the visitors tax figures,
we’re able to retrace the success the hot spring area obtained during those years. From 1919 to 1926,
tourists who stayed not less than six days were respectively 56.911; 57.114; 57.320; 58.150; 59.164;
59.583; 68.919 and finally 74.194. In spite of so large numbers, the treatment centre was just get off the
ground. «Riscaldati dalla insonne opera del Duce, innamorati di questa terra, consapevole delle sue
necessità in conseguenza del suo incessante sviluppo, se pure lo sguardo al passato ci è conforto per
l’opera eseguita, sappiamo […] che oggi si renda necessario ed urgente la sistemazione completa ed
organica di tutto il problema della Grande Montecatini»[5]. In reality, Montecatini had not sewage
systems, additional works to the accommodation, suitable water supplies and, especially, it had not an
appropriate town plan to guarantee quality conditions to these important thermal baths.
The treatment centres obtained a popularity which often crossed national borders. That’s the example
of the thermal bath of Agnano (Fig.2). These were the favourite destination of the Duke of Aosta (Fig.3)
and, in particular, they were considered like the guiding light about the southern medical hydrology.
They fully reproduced the fascist aim, it means thermal baths organized and conceived according to
principles of grandiosity, modernity and perfection. They were one of the icons of the Fascist
magniloquence so that they were also known abroad, as demonstrated in 1929 by the visit of the etiope
Ras Kebbede Mangascià (Fig.4) in Naples, assisted by the attentions of Prof. Castellino [6].
Instead, when we think to a treatment centre able to attract tourists thanks to its territorial opportunity,
we can simply refer to the thermal bath of Stabia. In particular, at the beginning of the 20th century, what
characterized them was the opportunity to enjoy lots of therapeutic treatments in the same place.
«Mentre il corpo, affranto dalle fatiche e dalle preoccupazioni, qui si ristora alle brezze del mare, dei
monti e con la cura delle acque e dei bagni; lo spirito di solleva in lunghe passeggiate ed escursioni sui
Monti Lattari e sul Vesuvio, e in visite istruttive ai luoghi tanto interessanti sia per le loro memorie
storiche (Ercolano, Pompei, Amalfi), sia per i panorami incantevoli (Quisisana, Pozzano, Lettere,
Vesuvio, Sorrento)».[7]
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Nowadays, the individual wellness is one of the strongly growing sectors and it is a considerable side
of each nation economy. Moreover, adding the awareness about the value of architectural heritage to
preserve, and the recovery of their historical and cultural identity, through hard and multidisciplinary
studies at national level, the thermal baths can act on the surrounding areas increasing a sustainable
tourism in every single territory.

Fig. 1: View of Montecatini Thermal Bath «Il Tettuccio», 1927.

Fig. 2: Agnano thermal bath in 1933
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Fig. 3: The Duke of Aosta between war-wounded at the Agnano thermal bath. 1929

Fig. 4: The visit of the etiope Ras Kebbede Mangascià in Agnano-Naples, April 1929
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Abstract
World heritage sites are exposed to the impacts of natural and human-induced catastrophic events
which threaten their integrity. According with UNESCO the loss or deterioration of these outstanding
properties have severely negative impacts on local communities because of their cultural importance
and because of their socio-economic value.
The paper focuses on a multiscalar human-induced environmental change with catastrophic effects on
the Nubia temples and on the prospective of using a multiscalar process description for studying and
visualizing historical and environmental changes related to disasters. Beyond the disaster, the
displacement both of temples and villages provoked other kind of damages. The case study presents
how the disaster and the risk of damages on Cultural Heritage can be recorded and monitored at the
scale of temples, artistic elements (i.e. statues, decorations), till the large portion of territory including
villages.
The paper highlights the disaster caused by the High Aswan Dam as a warning for an international
awareness on a sustainable development that needs to take into account the cultural heritage. It
discusses the cultural memory as crucial for Disaster Risk Reduction strategies. Our approach uses
3D models in order to collect data and to make understandable risks, damages and solutions.
Historical research and Visualization methods create a fresh context of knowledge for a case study
strongly representative of the World Heritage Disaster.
Keywords: flooding, cultural heritage, Nubia, 3D modeling, digital history

1.

Introduction

World heritage sites are exposed to the impacts of natural and human-induced catastrophic events
which threaten their integrity. According with UNESCO the loss or deterioration of these outstanding
properties have severely negative impacts on local communities because of their cultural importance
and because of their socio-economic value. [1]
One of the priority pillars recently set by United Nations for Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) policies
focuses on the understanding of disaster risk in all its dimensions and on the “Build Back Better”
approach in reconstruction. One of the ways to achieve this is “to build the knowledge of […] civil
society […] through sharing experiences, lessons learned, good practices and training and education
on disaster risk reduction”. [2]
In the last few years the impact of many recent natural or war catastrophes on relevant historical sites
- some of them listed as world cultural heritage - has pushed to develop new specific approaches and
methodologies. The purpose of an environmentally sustainable development that includes the
preservation of Cultural Heritage strongly demands for a multidisciplinary approach, as it needs to take
into account different kind of targets. Recent experiences are developing platforms of shared
knowledge for surveying, analyzing, collecting information, monitoring and involving a large
community of experts in order to preserve and plan complex systems (see Educen - European
Disasters in Urban centres: a Culture Expert Network). [3]
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This approach, combined with ICTs, allows to link many different stakeholders for a common
knowledge in the aim of a multifaceted approach to different goals. Some main goals consist in
checking clues of environmental risk and processing their possible effects, or to analyze the state of
the art post-catastrophe in order to provide expertise for intervention and preservation of remains.
Other purposes also include the preservation of cultural heritage as part of a cultural and social notion

Fig. 1: The temple of Philae was periodically submersed after the construction of the first dam in 1902 (Historical
picture, Brooklyn Museum).

Fig. 2: Schematic plan and sections to explain the effects of the construction of the dams in the case of the
temple of Philae (drawing by Del Fabro M., Marchisio V. and Zanardo E. as part of the courses “Digital Urban
History” and “GIS and 3D for Cultural Heritage A”).

Fig. 3: Three frames of a video clip that shows a virtual reconstruction of the potential submersion of the temple
of Philae due to the construction of the High Assuan Dam (3D digital model by Del Fabro M., Marchisio V. and
Zanardo E. as part of the courses “Digital Urban History” and “GIS and 3D for Cultural Heritage A”).
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of sustainability. In this acceptation the awareness of cultural values of the tangible and intangible
heritage of the interested territory is very important. It asks for inhabitants as active stakeholders and it
communicates new understandings on cultural heritage.
For this reason digital tools are very important in order to collect data and to create a digital
environment for accessing a critical historical framework of knowledge. The methodologies of Digital
history allow to create new knowledge on cultural heritage as well as the basic context for sharing it.
In this framework 3D models can be especially useful for ‘modelling’ the catastrophe as they make
more understandable risks and damages by visualizing possible risk process.
In our article we discuss as a case study the multiscalar process-description of the flooding and
environmental change of Nile valley in Nubia following the construction of Aswan High Dam in 1964. In
this context 3D modeling and videos have been created in the aim to visualize the risk of damage and
the perspective of loosing Nubian temples because of the predicted flooding. Digital history combines
3D modeling with more tools in the perspective of representing the research data and outcomes. The
aim of data visualization is to contribute to an inclusive platform for developing new knowledge on
such world cultural heritage by creating a critical context of understanding of the past to guide future
developments. Historical research includes a collection of heterogeneous materials in order to achieve
the multiscalar visualisation of the flooded areas and of the sites saved from flooding.
In our case study the multiscalar process description is a basic approach because it is part of the
historical interpretation key of the site. In the multiscalar process description 3D models and videos
link the architectural scale of the monuments to the scale of the territory. This multiscalar approach
allows to visualize the different elements of an environmental system together with risks and damages
to cultural heritage sites.
1.1 Digital History and Visualization tools to accomplish the understanding of disaster risk
Disasters have various kinds of impacts at different scales. Face to cultural heritage and the
relationships between monuments and environmental factors, the description of possible effects and
consequences of a catastrophe needs to take into account these different scales, from the building
scale to its surroundings and to the territory where the extraordinary event takes place. Digital history
can help in recreating the framework of the facts and the links to understanding natural and cultural
conditions of happenings by shaping a context of interpretation through premises, stakeholders and
actors. Furthermore the historical approach looks at the events in a diachronical perspective in which it

Fig. 4: Graphical elaboration showing the effect of the flooding and the solution to the risk. From left to right, an
historical document assessing the risk of submersion of the main temples of the Nile valley, the location of the
main temples before the flooding, the current extension of the lake Nasser and the new location of the temples.
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highlights and explains the change that a catastrophe represents.
In a long period of slow developments which characterize the history of a territory, the catastrophe is
an extraordinary event that represents a break within the continuity of normal developments of a
territory. Its effects are on the time and on the space, as it accelerates normal dynamics of change but
also provokes special conditions for an historical survey. This shorter extraordinary period could be
very important for providing evidence also of the longer periods, as catastrophes also create
problems, contrasts, and needs beyond the state of the art. Risks and consequences push to
undertaken special acknowledgements or to provide unusual solutions. [4] New documentation is
produced and archived as a consequence in addition to the traces left by the ordinary government of a
territory. In a way catastrophes provoke very precious sources that enlighten the historical research on
different elements and stakeholders playing a role on the event but also on the broken normal
condition. A catastrophic event requires to survey and to collect information. In the case of the
evidence of risk a huge documentation is even produced before of the event. That was the case of the
Nubia where surveys were organized, data collected, architectural drawings commissioned. The
catastrophe has been announced some years earlier at the time of the decision (that dates at 1948) of
building a new dam. The first dam of the beginning of the 20th century had caused already several
changes by flooding partially lands and temples along the river.
Nevertheless the scale of flooding provoked by the construction of High Aswan Dam was completely
new and was at the origins of a huge environmental change of the Nile region with the creation of the
lake Nasser. Because of the barrage a large territory changed forever by transforming the hundreds
years old structure of the river Nile - feeding relationships, functions and people in its valley - into a
lake from which people and monuments needed to be removed.
The multiscalar disaster can be analyzed by using a multiscalar process description for studying and
visualizing historical changes related to the event and its developments. Digital reconstructions can
highlight the flooding in the case of Nubia Temples and its possible consequences. Both the disaster
and the risk of damages can be recorded and monitored at the scale of temples, artistic elements (i.e.
statues, decorations), till the large portion of territory including villages.
Digital Humanities methodologies have created new prospective for historical research.
Documentation can be collected by digital datasets that allow managing a new quantity of data. Data
can be spatialized and modeled for returning into spatial-temporal settings all information recorded in
written texts, historical cartography and iconographical sources in order to recreate a new scenario of
understanding. In the case of catastrophe is especially relevant how to represent historical research
by visualizing the dynamics of change. This approach in fact can allow recreating VR of the previous
condition in order to recreate a rich framework of information for better understanding the relationships
at different scale. It is particularly effective in the case of archaeological remains where 3D models
allow to recompose the ancient fragments. Digital modelling is present in many forms in the
archaeological process: in teaching and communicating digital archaeology, in modelling the
archaeological process, in virtual simulations, for recording and linking data. [5] The possibility of
effective use of 3D models is related to the reliability of the model, that can be demonstrated using
paradata to give information about human processes of understanding and interpretation of data
objects. Without paradata, photorealism - as a computer-based visualisation outcome - has proven to
be scientifically misleading. [6] To obviate to this situation, the London Charter for the computer-based
visualization of cultural heritage underlines the fundamental importance of the Documentation of
Process: “documentation of the evaluative, analytical, deductive, interpretative and creative decisions
made in the course of computer-based visualization should be disseminated in such a way that the
relationship between research sources, implicit knowledge, explicit reasoning, and visualization-based
outcomes can be understood.” [7] [8] In the last decade some approaches are under development for
exposing the knowledge and research claims made with virtual environments, such as the annotation
system developed for VSim, a software prototype for interacting with 3D computer models in
educational settings. [9]
1.2. Times and spaces of the catastrophe: the changes of Nubian valley
The catastrophe of Nubia valley and its cultural heritage wasn’t an unexpected event. The times of the
catastrophe shapes a period not very short. While the barrage was opened in 1964, , it needs to take
into account documents since first political decisions undertaken in 1948 to understand the whole
process.
The perception of risk for the monuments provoked the consequent decisions of displacing some of
them and the participation of the international community - through the Unesco - in their rescue. The
effects of this started in the 1950s and was accomplished not before of the 1980s. It should be noted
that the dam was conceived as an improvement of the economic development of these lands. In a way
it was presented as a human change that stopped the hazard of the usual natural flooding of the valley
of the Nile. [10] Many different beneficial purposes for the uses of Nile water pushed to consider this
infrastructure as the best solution for the development. The required ‘large sustained multidisciplinary
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effort combining economic analysis, engineering design, and governmental planning’ was emphasized
at that time from many perspectives. Seasonal water had to be considered for agricultural uses and
power generation, and the dam allowed a new effective water resource system. Mathematical analysis
and simulation techniques were used for prefiguring a new efficient scenario for irrigation and waterresource economic development. [11] [12]
Effects on cultural heritage also were considered but the needs of fostering the development that
could improve life in this region was conceived as an imperative goal. The flooding of monuments
consequent of first dam maybe made convinced that the change was something that couldn’t be
avoided even if since the beginnings of the century the effects have been presented discussed by
archeologists. [13]
The High Dam produced several different effects: as risk prevention the relocation of temples; as
consequences of the flooding the lost of cultural heritage that wasn’t displaced because of lack of
money and time; and finally important environment and landscape changes due to the modifications of
groundwater layers and terrain, and finally the change of the habitat. The planning of this infrastructure
wasn’t able to integrate the traditional rural uses of these lands and their populations.

Fig. 5: Graphic elaboration showing the progressive flooding of the region between the first (1902) and the High
Assuan Dam and the subsequent displacement of the temple of Philae from the island of Philae to the new island
of Agilkya (3d models by E. Aragno, A. Bisoli and F. Fina as part of the courses “Digital Urban History” and “GIS
and 3D for Cultural Heritage A”).
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2.
Methodology overview: multiscalar 3D digital reconstruction of the catastrophe
before and after the flooding.
The visualization aims to produce some computer-based outcomes: firstly a 3D digital model of the
portion of the Nile valley that was submersed by the flooding - before and after the disaster -, and
secondly other specific 3D digital models in order to investigate and visualize particular aspects
related to the history of the salvage of the main archeological monuments.
The area of interest is the area along the river Nile that now is submersed by the waters of the artificial
Lake Nasser, between the first and the second cataract of the Nile, and in particular between the
Assuan Dam in the north and the temple of Abu Simbel in the south. The distance between the two
sites is approximately 280 km; in such area there were many villages, with thousands of buildings, that
have been submersed, and 15 major temples that were saved by displacing in higher sites or in
foreign countries.
In this research 3D models are used as a tool to digitally collect, organize and visualize data starting
from heterogeneous historical documents. In particular 3D models are conceived and used to study
the transformations of the landscape, urban settlements and temples before and after the flooding due
to the construction of the High Assuan Dam.
The digital modeling methodology is based on three levels of detail, that correspond to three scales of
representation:
level 1 – territory: 3D modeling of the Nile valley as before the displacement of the temples;
level 2 - the building’s context: 3D modeling of the temples in their original context;
level 3 – building’s subsystems: 3D models of the temples as database and building information
models.
The result of these three levels of modeling is the creation of 2D and 3D content suitable for building a
comprehensive multilayered model and multimedia products - animations and simulations - both for
research and dissemination purposes.
2.2 3D modeling of the Nile valley as before the flooding
The 3D model of the state of the Nile valley before the flooding is based on various historical
cartographical sources, in particular the drafts of an aero-photogrammetric survey carried on in 1959
as part of UNESCO campaign, in scale 1:10 000, and maps in scale 1:250 000 printed in 1958-1960
by the US Army.
In order to produce the 3D model of the terrain, three tasks were performed:
task 1.1 - georeferencing of maps (with software open source QGis; the georeferenced maps exported
in AutoCad for the digitalization);
task 1.2 - digitalization of maps. The digitalization is mainly carried on the maps in scale 1:10000,
using the 1:250000 maps to integrate the missing parts, such as 5 missing drafts and the contour lines
above the 182 meters elevation;
task 1.3 - Generation of 3D surface of terrain based on contour lines. The generation of the mesh
surface of the terrain is based on the digitalization of the contour lines. In the maps in scale 1:10000
the equidistance of contour lines is 10 meters, with auxiliary contour lines every 5 meters; the contour
lines are limited between the elevation of the Nile water surface and the elevation 182 meters. The
surface of the terrain above the 182 m elevation is obtained starting from the contour lines of the US
Army map (equidistance 50 meters) and from elevation points. The mesh surface is generated with
the software Autodesk 3DStudioMax and the plug in Populate Terrain.
2.3 3D modeling of the temples in their original context before the flooding
Task 2.1 - Detection of the original position of temples on the maps in scale 1:10000, when possible.
Verification of the hypothesis - through interpretation of historical images and archival documents.
Task 2.2 - 3D modeling of the temples and of adjacent context, on the basis of maps and archival
documents. The main elements of modeled context are: terrain, villages, vegetation. The terrain model
obtained in the previous task is refined using historical iconography, when existing. The vegetation
and vegetation are modeled according to the 1.10000 maps and historical iconography. Currently the
villages are modeled only in the areas near the main temples, since a further procedural modeling of
the villages constitutes a future work of the project.
2.4 Detailed 3D models of the temples
Task 3.1 - 2D digital drawing according to historical documents. The Level of Detail is variable, from
one temple to another, according to the type and reliability of historical documents.
Task 3.2 - Geometrical 3D modeling or BIM (Building Information Modeling) of the temple. 3D
geometrical modeling or Building Information Modeling are used in order to associate to building
components additional information, such as alphanumerical data (for example date, material, state of
degradation, management of restoration, etc.) or other files (for examples images, archival
documents, etc.).
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3.

First results

The project is ongoing, but some remarkable results are evident. The first results consist in an original
system of multiscalar 3D models: the 3D model of the terrain as before the flooding, and systematic
models of all the 15 temples that were saved, both before and after the displacement from their
original site. It is worth considering that, despite some systematic database of 2D drawings was
already carried on [14], before the start of the research project there was no certainty about the
possibility of creating 3D models of every temple and about the Level of Detail obtainable for every
site.
These are preliminary digital models, that are going to be improved in the second part of the project,
and consist in:
- 3D model of the terrain surface along the Nile, from Assuan to Abu Simbel, before the creation of
Lake Nasser;
- 3D model of terrain, villages and land cover in selected portions of Nile’s shores, before the
creation of Lake Nasser;
- database of historic data, hypertext, educational videos and 3D models of all the 15 temples,
before and after the displacement.

4.
Digital Visualization of risk, damage and recovery. Considerations and future
works
The effort to create a digital environment for combined visualization and study of the environment at
risk, of the damages and of the recovery strategies adopted to save the world heritage of the Nubian
temples is giving the first results, but some future works are necessary. In accordance with the
Principles of Seville – an implementation of the London charter in digital archaeology - the project
underlines that “the environment, landscape or context associated with archaeological remains is as
important as the ruin itself” [15]. As a consequence of strong connection between computer based
visualization and digital history, future work will be focused in materialize the principles of Scientific
transparency: to achieve scientific and academic rigour in this virtual archaeology projects the project
plans to prepare documentary bases in which to gather and present transparently the entire work
process: objectives, methodology, techniques, reasoning, origin and characteristics of the sources of
research, results and conclusions. For this reason we are testing the adoption of the software
prototype VSim [16], because the project aims at incorporating metadata and paradata in 3D models,
as they are crucial to ensure scientific transparency.

Fig. 6: Some historical documents showing the progressive abandonment and the ruins of the villages along the
shores of the Nile (from left to right: frames from the video documentary “Nubie 64” and detail of the survey in
1959).

Fig. 7: Digital reconstruction of villages and traditional Nubian houses as before the submersion (3D models by
Arato M., Bianco G., Chialva A., and A. Coccolo, C. Blangetti, V. Dutka, D. Rosso, F. Rossi as part of the courses
“Digital Urban History” and “GIS and 3D for Cultural Heritage A and B”).
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Fig. 8 (a): Graphical elaboration of the digital 3D reconstruction of four alternative projects for reducing the effects
of the flooding in the case of the temple of Abu Simbel. Every column refers to a different design hypothesis, with
progressive time phases. The reconstruction of digital 3D models allows the comparative visualization and study
of the various alternative projects, by overcoming the graphical inhomogeneities oh the historical documents.
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Fig. 8 (b): The comparative visualization is achieved by adopting homogeneous graphical standards: axonometric
method of projection, identical relative position of plane and center of projection, congruent scale of reduction,
similar Level of Detail, similar rendering lights and textures (3D models by P.E. Dalpiaz and G.M. Infortuna as part
of the courses “Digital Urban History” and “GIS and 3D for Cultural Heritage A”).
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Abstract (ID 206)
In Italy, the management of the historic, artistic, cultural and landscape heritage and the issues related
to its conservation and sustainability are an increasingly urgent issue to discuss, especially in light of
the economic crisis of recent years. The policy, in the past, has focused mainly on large restorations,
neglecting investments in conservation, an improved accessibility to the heritage, the dissemination of
good practices for the protection and maintenance of the same, the enhancement of the landscape.
Moreover, to make matters worse, the continuous risk of deterioration, caused by environmental
conditions of the context in which the assets are located, and the lack of appropriate forms of
prevention of natural disasters, make the situation even more critical. This study, through the literature
and comparison of certain urban realities - Italian and European - aims to present a path towards
active citizenship, in which underutilized public spaces and abandoned buildings are transformed,
redeveloped and requalified. Virtuous examples of planning, protection, and enhancement achieved
through collaboration among the different social actors, public and private, where the application of
good management practices, conservation and development of the historic, cultural and landscape
heritage has produced well-being to the community and has increased the economic development and
tourism to the city.
Keywords: citizenship, participation, historical heritage, accessibility.

1.

Introduction

The urban and territorial policies of the last decades and the global financial crisis have caused
considerable social, political, economic and cultural changes in urban centers. These changes have
prompted the city to rethink territorial functions, developing new synergies between public and private,
to rearrange living space according to the current demands of the citizens. Today, in fact, urban
planning meets the new needs of the community through the application of participatory planning
models, more open and expanded - urban local governance - which begins from the bottom [1].
A planning that, focusing attention on citizens, adapts to the changes of the city, gives new
environmental and social quality to degraded areas and peripheries, recovers abandoned public
spaces, limits urban sprawl, reduces the environmental impact, respects the landscape and the
surrounding territory, and develops the economy [2, 3, 4]. In summary, it deals with the
implementation of participatory democratic models where, through dialogue and consultation with
stakeholders, civic culture is integrated with political and expert knowledge, where collaboration
between administration and communities permits a switch from “deciding” to that of “doing” [5, 6, 7, 8,
9]. The population thus becomes an active part in local planning and is considered the bearer of skills,
resources as well as needs. In this scenario, it is essential to raise awareness of the citizens, as the
principal users of assets, towards the construction of a sense of legality, towards the development of
an ethics of responsibility for the historical, artistic, cultural, and landscape heritage, towards the
promotion of active pathways of citizenship for the improvement of their living environment. Principles
of fundamental importance for the construction of a different future for our cities through which the
consumption of soil is halted and quality and identity are returned to urban centers. The secret is to
see the city with different eyes, to use more efficient and environmentally sustainable transport
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systems, to rethink the management of urban centers and peripheries, to invest financial resources for
the protection and enhancement of these assets, as indicated since 1948 by article 9 of our
Constitution, and subsequently explained by Legal Decree no. 83 of 31/05/2014 and by Law No. 104
of 29/04/2014 [10]. Unfortunately, however, some studies show that Italy, compared to other European
countries, is one of the last in the ranking of investment in the protection and enhancement of cultural
heritage and cultural activities [11, 12, 13] (Fig. 1). A limitation of the right to the beauty and history of
this country, for the citizens of today and for future generations.

Fig. 1: ISTAT 2016. Total expenditure of the central government for the mission of protection and
enhancement of heritage and cultural and landscape activities. Years 2012-2016. Numbers Based
Indexes 2012=100.

2.

Material and immaterial heritage regenerated

The examples illustrated below describe active citizenship pathways undertaken in regions and
countries with different histories, traditions, practices and customs, but with a common goal: improving
the quality of life of citizens (Fig. 2). Cities with different urban renewal projects undertaken thanks to
civic leadership, the foresight of administrators sensitive to the issue, the efforts of cultural
associations and individuals who, in their small way, are trying to improve urban spaces in which they
live. Our attention starts from the study of two European cities, Barcelona and Berlin, symbol of
innovation and change, then moves to Italy in Turin, continues to Ferrara, moves from Brindisi to
reach the extreme south of Sicily with the city of Favara.

Fig. 2: The locations of Barcelona, Berlin, Turin, Ferrara, Brindisi, Favara.
2.1 Barcelona - New opportunities for development and urban planning in social vocation
At the end of the last century, some European cities, as a result of major events such as the World’s
Fair, the Olympic Games, or the reuse of brownfield sites, have changed their urban structure through
urban regeneration interventions to boost the development of tourism and the economy. In this
scenario, the grand metropolis Barcelona, the capital of Catalonia, was one of the European cities
that, more than others, has been able to use the opportunity to redevelop its urban fabric with many
actions, becoming a true world-renowned brand. Its development, in the period between the fall of the
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dictatorship of Francisco Franco and the beginning of the 21st century, was marked by work for the
1992 Olympic Games, which took place right inside the city. The so-called “Barcelona model” [14, 15]
- characterized by moments of comparison with residents and participatory democracy - has fostered
a series of urban fabric renewal initiatives and has successfully carried out projects for transforming
public spaces and the road system [16]. Above all, we refer to the project named Superilla, formed by
grouping blocks into limited traffic zones. The goal is to improve the quality of life of people through
the configuration of new living spaces for residents, where the streets are dedicated to pedestrians. In
fact, the idea of macro blocks, dates back to 1987 with the work of Salvador Rueda - Director of the
Agency of Urban Ecology for the city – which then materialized in 1993 with interventions carried out
in the area of El Born. After this followed the works built in 2005 in the small Gràcia district, called the
neighborhood with soul, characterized by the extravagant and colorful artistic buildings. And still, in
2016, in the Poblenou zone we should also mention the redevelopment of the old city street Carrer de
Pere IV. On this street we face degraded and dilapidated buildings of industrial heritage as well as
new construction promoted by the urban plan of 2000, the result of real estate speculation. Today,
Barcelona has 8 Superilles, characterized by a new way of enjoying the spaces and streets. The idea,
in fact, is to drive traffic - both public and private - outside the perimeter of the blocks, while the interior
is intended for pedestrians, residents and bicycles. An opportunity to incentivize sustainable mobility,
productivity, increase staging areas for passersby, and green space [1]. Inside the blocks cars drive
on a single lane at a speed of 10 km per hour, with the aim of reducing to a minimum vehicle traffic.
The parking spaces in the vicinity of the crossings have been eliminated, freeing about 2,000 square
meters for the exclusive use of pedestrians. The internal roads of the Superilles, which are less noisy,
more green and more aesthetically pleasing, become more accessible places to users allowing them
to better know and appreciate the heritage present (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Barcelona – Examples of urban development.
2.2
Berlin – From degradation to refunctionalization
Berlin is one of the European capitals that best preserves the traces of our contemporary history.
Despite the shadows of a cumbersome past, it has generated, from the 90s onwards, a surprising
revival thanks to the creative impulse of an enterprising population that was able to adapt to change
[17, 18, 19, 20]. Thus, among the degraded areas of now abandoned factories and the buildings left
behind by the inhabitants of East Berlin after 1989, have arisen workshops of artists, cultural centers,
self-managed public spaces or those managed by individuals, with the intent to redevelop entire areas
of the city. In this regard we would like to call attention to three relevant examples. The first, in the
Mitte district, is the Tacheles art house (closed since 2012 and today no longer usable), reference
point for the underground scene in Berlin with study rooms and laboratories in its interior that
welcomed artists and tourists [21, 22, 23]. The second, in the Marzahn district, is the Alte Börse
project: a vast abandoned area, originally destined for the storage of livestock, then the site of prisons
and barracks during the Soviet occupation, it was redeveloped thanks to the sensitivity of an individual
who invested economically in the place to create an artistic and cultural hub, a reference point for the
people of the neighborhood. The third example concerns the redevelopment of an old disused railway
station in central Gleisdreieck Park, which involves “filling in” the area left by the old railroad tracks.
Gleisdreieck, in fact, means “triangle of tracks” in German, and was the largest and most famous
railway crossing in Berlin, where trains coming from the north-south met those coming from the eastwest line. With the construction of the Wall and the subsequent division of the city, the layover was
gradually abandoned and decommissioned. Since the late 90s however, the area became the object
of public and private interests so that, around it, new commercial and residential complexes were built.
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Since 2011, as a result of the redevelopment work carried out by the LOIDL design team the Park has
become a fascinating place that combines past and present, ideal for relaxing, spending free time and
playing with children on the lawns. A large area to be walked on foot, by bike or on the elevated metro
lines that pass above and allow you to admire the scenery [24, 25, 26] (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Berlin - Examples of urban development.
2.3
Turin and the Network of Neighborhood Houses
Over the past decade in Turin common spaces and social and cultural labs were opened where one
can meet people and develop activities. Places where collective thoughts and feelings are expressed,
that start experiences of participation, involvement and self-organization. These spaces called Case
del Quartiere (Neighborhood Houses) [27, 28] were born at the end of the Nineties, from the
programming proposals and implementation of innovative urban policies and the stimulation of the
European institutions that have pushed the city to adopt new approaches. It deals with public use
areas that exceed sectoral policies and work with citizens to put centers and peripheries into
communication. Turin collects these stimuli and in May 2007, in a peripheral suburb of the city,
Cascina Roccafranca, the first Neighborhood House was born. In the following years, new
experiences developed that affected other areas of the city, called the Network of neighborhood
houses with different paths and stories but with a common basis [29, 30]. The locations became
spaces for citizenship and were redeveloped through collaboration between public institutions, banks,
social enterprises, associations and citizens. The Network of neighborhood houses include: public
bathrooms of via Agliè, Barrito, Neighborhood houses of San Salvario, Vallette, Casa nel Parco, Hub
Cecchi Point, +SpazioQuattro, and Cascina Roccafranca. The latter was opened after a major
renovation carried out with funding from the European Urban2 Program. The project is the result of a
participatory planning process that involved associations, workers and citizens of the area, returning to
the neighborhood a space of 2,500 square meters within which citizens can meet, develop activities
and projects, and socialize. It is an innovative civic center, meeting place to foster the development of
meaningful relationships between people, designed to make citizens protagonists, where the most
significant values are those of participation and acceptance. The Cascina Roccafranca is an atypical
foundation that holds together the municipal administration of Turin and 46 different associations,
responds to the needs and interests of different age groups, offering both simple opportunities to
spend free time, and real opportunities to actively participate in the social life of the neighborhood. The
foundation allows the sharing of ideas and projects and to feel part of the community. Ultimately it is a
typical example of active citizenship (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Turin - Examples of urban development.
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2.4
Ferrara – Democratic paths of knowledge
Ferrara is a lovely city of art and culture, a Unesco heritage site since 1995, and an example of a city
that has retained its historical and artistic beauty over time, despite the bombing during the Second
World War. Today, following the path of reconstruction and economic recovery, it can boast a high
quality of life thanks to a lively environment rich in cultural activities, art exhibits, a fine concert season,
sporting events, the Buskers Festival – an International festival of street musicians - and the oldest
Palio in Italy. It is a city that has managed to bring together public and private resources through
participatory dialogue. Among the major redevelopment interventions we should mention is the
Covered Market of Santo Stefano, between via Boccacanale and piazza Cortevecchia: a place full of
untapped potential, collective heritage of the city, fascinating architectural container, and an ideal site
for the development of creative cultural enterprises and a prized productive sector [31, 32]. It was a
recovery based on the experience gained by following the examples of Bologna (the Middle Market) or
in Milan. Inside the Covered Market is a focus on the enhancement of existing business activities
through the organization of cultural events. Other examples of active citizenship include the synergistic
action between the public administration and private entities, composed of the complex of former Enel
buildings (transformed into commercial and reception uses as well as to residential and office spaces),
the reutilization of the former Ristori cinema (transformed into a residential and commercial complex
with the inclusion of a space for public events), the redevelopment of piazza Cortevecchia, once the
site of the fish market, now used as a parking lot. Interventions that follow the pattern of the Urban
Center [33, 34, 35], aimed at an encouter with residents to help them live together with different
functionality and smooth out conflicts (Fig. 6).
.

Fig. 6: Ferrara - Covered Market - Examples of urban development.
2.5
San Vito dei Normanni (Brindisi) - Idea incubator and social space
In the heart of Puglia in San Vito dei Normanni, a town of fifteen thousand inhabitants in the province
of Brindisi, an old winery – Dentice di Frasso – fallen into disuse and abandoned for decades, has
been transformed into a new public space for meeting, creativity and social innovation [36]. The
center, run by a group of local businesses and associations, is a place of social innovation where
ideas, tools, difficulties and skills can all be shared. The spaces are dedicated to offices, laboratories,
classrooms, rehearsal rooms, exhibition galleries, and performance spaces. It is a modular space, a
place so flexible that it can be, at the same time, a space for concerts and a fitness facility, a research
laboratory and an art gallery. In fact, on the inside, we also find a play center for young children, a
carpentry shop, a music school, a photography collective, a library, a bar, a radio, as well as XLive,
and outdoor space for concerts and parties (Fig.7).

Fig. 7: San Vito dei Normanni - Brindisi - Examples of urban development.
The redevelopment of the site began in 2010 following a regional competition where funds were
allocated for the recovery of the old winery (a place full of weeds and a three thousand square meter
building with vaulted ceilings and a fifteen thousand square meter park) that the municipality used as
vehicle storage for the collection of urban solid waste. Due to the sensitivity of citizens, associations
and enterprises, a construction site was opened that involved the territory and transformed the entire
area. They created a workshop animated by a community of architects, designers, builders, craftsmen
and enthusiasts who produce, in relation to projects and activities, temporary re-functioning and low
cost solutions inspired by practices of local recycling of materials and the use of local knowledge and
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DIY culture [37]. Thus a real community was built: a participatory workshop and urban democracy
where meeting each other becomes a professional and economic opportunity. Among the future goals
of the Center is the creation of a line of interior design, a world music academy, and a theater and
rehearsal room.
2.6
Favara – A museological path between ancient dammusi
In one of the most southern parts of Sicily we find Favara, a town in the province of Agrigento, about
10 km from the Valley of the Temples, a Unesco heritage site. The city, of Arab origin, rich in history
and architectural heritage of great value, with a particularly rundown urban fabric, has in recent years
undergone a major transformation, as well as an increased presence of visitors and tourists from all
over the world. A small portion of its historic center, partly inhabited, called the Bentivegna courtyard,
characterized by seven small courtyards one inside the other, has undergone a radical change
through the urban regeneration project implemented by Farm Cultural Park (contemporary cultural and
touristic center) that has changed both the look and the identity. The small housing stock, consisting of
dammusi and case terrane, has been transformed into contemporary art galleries and a residence for
artists from around the world. The project began in 2010 by the investment of a private citizen with the
goal of enhancing a site of historic interest and strengthening the tourist circuit through contemporary
art and the languages of design and modern architecture [38]. Originally planned to restore some
dilapidated housing, some residential buildings were converted into exhibition halls and a museum
itinerary that is usable both indoors and outdoors was created. The exhibition halls, in fact, alternate
and blend with houses still in use, allowing residents to truly participate in the cultural renaissance of
the neighborhood. The spaces are available to the inhabitants as well as visitors. Farm is a workshop,
a construction site for social innovation, an area where a community of citizens and creatives process
problems firsthand and develop intervention strategies, trying to maximize resources, to reuse,
regenerate, re-interpret, revitalize, and nurture. Thanks to the Farm, other business activities have
arisen in adjacent areas, generating a real social, cultural, and economic renewal process. A rebirth
entrusted to the specificities of the territory, its interweaving of nature and history, and the richness of
flavors and traditions (Fig.8).

Fig. 8: Favara - Examples of urban development.

3.

Conclusions

Urban space is not characterized only by physical locations, by properties and by streets, but by the
close relationship that exists between those who live it in everyday life, who think about it and who
design it as a space to improve and regenerate. A condition that affects not only urban planners and
architects but also those movements of active citizenship which may affect the governance of public
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affairs, especially when the ruling class and local policy has proved inadequate. To regenerate an
area and enhance its heritage means to discover the potential and its resources, reinterpret them with
innovative and lasting experiences that involve all sectors of society [39, 40, 41]. To rebuild the social
and economic fabric of urban centers should start from present goods, from the history of the city,
from the relationship with the authorities. The question of the relationship between public and private
is, in fact, a decisive point, especially at this moment with the structural crisis we are experiencing.
Concern for families forced to flee their homes is joined by a concern for the collapse of dilapidated
buildings, caused by lack of maintenance and the securing of unsafe buildings for lack of funds. So to
redevelop, we have to put the different actors in the area together with stakeholders, to foster a
greater civic sense among citizens, to attract public and private funding, to create economic
conditions, to bring international experience together with the national and local into a network [42, 43,
44]. We are aware that the cultural, historical and landscape heritage of cities and territories, is the
extraordinary material and immaterial heritage of Italian history: a great asset to be safeguarded,
protected and passed on to future generations; and, in their own way, the urban realities described in
this paper are trying to do just that.
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Abstract

nd

In the 2 half of XVIII century, current Lombardy was part of the Holy Roman Empire and the
University of Pavia was the only one in the region. During the reign Maria Theresa of Habsburg and of
her son of Joseph II of Habsburg-Lorraine, Enlightenment ideas spread, and universities received new
impetus and funding; university architecture had a significant impetus too, with a series of works
designed by important architects (e.g. G. Piermarini and L. Pollach). However, only in 1819-23 a
comprehensive plan for the expansion and improvement of the university's palace was implemented
by Giuseppe Marchesi. The expansion of the palace required the design of a new monumental
staircase, appropriate for the magnificence of the refurbished building. Despite the simplicity of a
mature neoclassicism, the grand staircase has rich stucco ornaments. Walls are adorned with various
cornices and deep niches with vaults decorated with stucco flowers. The large barrel vault has
lacunars inside of which are large stucco flowers in high relief.
About 20 years ago leakages from the roofing occurred and some of stuccos were severely damaged.
To protect users a net was put below the vault and over years a number of stucco fragments gathered
on it. A multidisciplinary research is currently ongoing on stuccos aiming at defining restoration work.
The careful observation of intact flowers and of damaged ones allowed to understand manufacturing
techniques; mineralogical analysis were done on fallen fragments and on small samples, allowing to
understand the peculiar composition of the stucco and to characterize decay.
Keywords: Stucco composition and decay, grand staircase, neoclassicism, University of Pavia,
Giuseppe Marchesi.

1.

Introduction

2

Central palace of University of Pavia is a very wide building (more than 19˙000 m of covered surface,
2
plus 12 courts measuring more than 9˙000 m ), that can be divided in two parts, the first gradually built
over centuries for hosting the university, the second originally destined to San Matteo Hospital and
annexed to University in 1950s. Centrally placed in the part of the palace originally built for the
University, the grand staircase is one of the most relevant part of the building with regard to
architectural value. Having suffered heavy decay phenomena in recent decades, the decoration of the
staircase is in need of a restoration that could put an end to degradation processes.
The paper illustrates the results of an ongoing research on the history of the staircase and on its
material consistency, with particular reference to the stuccos that adorn its vault and its walls.

2.

History of the palace and of the grand staircase

2.1 Building phases of the palace
University of Pavia was instituted by Emperor Charles IV in 1361, when Galeazzo II Visconti required
the constitution of a Studium Generale. However for more than a century, University didn’t have a
building and professors lectured in convents, private houses or in the Town Hall [1]. The first
dedicated building was granted in use by Ludovico il Moro between 1485 and 1490. This palace had
two courtyards and was adjacent to San Matteo Hospital; this first nucleus corresponds to the two
northern courtyards of the present building: Medical Portico (now Court of War Fallen) and Legal
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Portico (now Volta Court). Only on three sides of each court rooms were present, since along the
eastern side there was the building of San Matteo Hospital. The palace was originally intended as a
private residence, therefore it soon required some adaptation, and in 1534, porticoes on the ground
floor and loggias on the upper floor were built [2].
After a long period of lack of maintenance, since 1661 architect Giovanni Ambrogio Pessina drew
various hypothesis for the renewal of the building, some of which proposed many radical changes
(e.g. the realization of three squared courts instead of the two existent rectangular), but finally around
1670 he preferred a less invasive intervention with the simple reconstruction of porticoes and loggias
[2]. The elementary module of the porticoes is the Serlian or Palladian opening (i.e. an opening made
of three lights, a central wide arched and two lateral smaller opening covered by an architrave), but
the peculiarity of Pessina’s design was that the central arched opening was substituted by a semioctagonal arch [3] (i.e. they had two vertical parts, two inclined at 45°, and a horizontal central one
[2]). Both the floor of loggias and the roof were built with timber structure.
After Maria Theresa of Habsburg’s ascent to the throne of Austria (1740-80) and during the reign of
her son Joseph II of Habsburg-Lorraine (emperor from 1765 to 1790, associated with his mother's on
the throne of Habsburg family domains till 1780), Enlightenment ideas were introduced in the
administration of the Holy Roman Empire territories. The incentivisation of humanistic and scientific
studies promoted university growth in all the Empire. At that time, current Lombardy was part of the
Empire and in Pavia there was the only university of the region. The expansion and renovation of
academic studies required the renewal of the palace, in order to have suitable spaces for research
and teaching and to bear witness to the munificence of the sovereign.
During the works designed by architect Giuseppe Piermarini and realized in 1771-73, porticoes and
loggias were modified replacing the timber floor and ceiling of the loggias with masonry cross vaults,
therefore turning polygonal arches in polycentric depresses arches; instead, the roof and the eaves
were kept in timber. Piermarini also designed an Aula Magna (now Foscolo Classroom) at the first
floor, in the part of the palace dividing the two courtyards, and in the west side of the building the
Library and the Museum of Natural History [3].
At the end of XVIII century, Joseph II renewed theological studies and concentrated them in Pavia,
thus he promoted the expansion of the building; Leopoldo Pollach was commissioned to design a third
court (Theological Portico, now Court of the Statues), which was completed in 1785, demolishing part
of the former Monastery of Leano, located in the block immediately south of the University. The former
monastery was separated from the University by a street, called street of the chains, because – to limit
the annoyance of the lessons – passage was reserved to pedestrians with a couple of chains placed
at each extremity. Pollach hoped that the street could be included in the building soon, thus he
designed the new court with porticoes and loggias on three sides only, planning to complete the fourth
side covering the road in the near future [4].
During Napoleonic period, very few works were done on the university palace, instead Austrian
restoration brought another reorganization of studies; therefore the significant increase in lessons
required the construction of new classrooms. Between 1819 and 1823 various works of expansion and
improvement of the university palace were realized on the basis of a general plan by Giuseppe
Marchesi (professor of Architecture at the University). The realization of new classrooms, was
accompanied by the construction of offices for rector, faculties directors, and chancellor; the works
were carried out demolishing other parts of the former Monastery of Leano. During these works, the
third courtyard was completed by closing the already cited street of the chains and a fourth court was
built [5]. The old staircases were placed between the first two courts, and in the former monastery only
small stairs were present. The expansion of the palace made the old staircases inadequate from the
functional and representative points of view; thus Marchesi designed a new monumental staircase in
the part of the palace placed between Legal and Theological Porticos, immediately north of the
previous street of the chains. To make the structure of the palace more organic and functioning, both
at ground and at first floor Marchesi opened new passages from north to south to link porticoes and
loggias of all the courts.
The new dimension of the University also made the old Aula Magna inadequate. The first project for a
new great hall was elaborated by Marchesi in 1825, but only in 1834 the plan for the final and
complete redevelopment of the block of the former Monastery of Leano was sent to Austrian
Government. The plan contained the definitive concept of the great hall and the project of the fifth
court. The final approval of the project was enacted in 1841 only after some minor changes, and in
1845 the contract was awarded. Works began in that year and ended in 1850.
Since then, this part of the Palace underwent only partial renovations or superelevation. However, in
1950s the building of the former San Matteo Hospital – featuring seven courtyards – was gradually
annexed to the University Palace, more than doubling its dimension.
With regard to courts, years 1937-49 were particularly significant. In 1937 the roofs above the loggias
were in advanced decay conditions, hence the rector of the University decided to remove the old
timber roofs and to substitute them with flat roofs directly placed on underlying vaults. Terraces were
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built very poorly and soon water leakages damaged walls, arches and vaults. After second world war
ended, the new rector decided to restore the pitched roof; engineers of public works office designed
new sloped floors made of reinforced concrete and hollow bricks, which were built in 1948 [6].
About 20 years ago leakages from the roofing occurred and some of the stuccos were severely
damaged. To protect users a net was put at the impost of the vault and over years a number of
decoration fragments gathered on it.

Fig. 1: Plan of the ground floor of the Palace of the University of Pavia. In red the situation in 1897, in black the
situation before the works done at the end of XVIII century. The two courts at north (on the left in the figure) are
the old part of the University; the courts at south (on the right in the figure) are those built in XVIII-XIX century in
the former Monastery of Leano. The street of the chains was located between the two parts of the palace [4].

2.2 The grand staircase
The part of the building in which the grand staircase designed by Giuseppe Marchesi is located was
originally the southernmost part of the palace, bordering north with Legal Portico, and south with the
street of the chains. The shape in plan of this part of the palace was trapezoidal, since the street was
not parallel to the wall overlooking the court.
When Marchesi started to define his general plan for the expansion and improvement of the Palace
and decided to realize the new grand staircase, he had to meet some requirements and solve some
problems. The requirements were both aesthetical and functional: give monumentality to the staircase,
and create a structure suitable for easily distributing people coming at ground floor from one of the two
adjacent courts and heading at the upper level to the same one or to the other. Among the problems
he had: the different height of the ground in the two courts, the trapezoidal shape in plan of the
construction, the low height at which roof trusses were, and the limited economic resources available.
Marchesi elaborated a solution by which he succeeded in satisfying all requirements, in resolving all
problems, and he summarized all these preconditions in an architectural and technical synthesis of a
very good level.
The trapezoidal shape in plan of building was regularized without demolishing the pre-existing
structure – which would have also required the complete reconstruction of the roof –, but incorporating
existing walls inside thicker walls: the southern wall was diagonally incorporated in a ticker masonry
wall, which goes from the ground to the impost of the loggia and staircase vaults; instead the northern
wall was doubled, buy building an inner wall, separated from the first by a hollow space, the new and
the old walls were linked by transverse masonry connections.
The problem of different height of the ground in the two courts was resolved building a couple of first
landing, to which you get climbing 5 steps from Volta Court and 6 steps from Court of the Statues; the
minor number of steps towards Volta Court justifies the minor thickness of the northern wall of the
staircase. The requirement to distribute people from and to one or the other of the two courtyards was
satisfied by building a couple of straight two-flight stair, one from east to west, the other from west to
east, that shares the intermediate landing; the two first landing and the loggia level landing have two
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access each one (a total of four accesses per floor), thus allowing sixteen possible routes inside the
staircase from ground floor to first floor.

Fig. 2: Scheme of the arrangement of landings and flights (drawing by E. Zamperini).

Fig. 3: Transverse section of the great staircase (survey by S. Bertocci and S. Parrinello, modified and integrated
in attic and eaves by E. Zamperini). In red the scheme of the system of wrought iron tie-rods harnessing the vault.
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The monumentality is assured not only by the particular shape of the flights, but also by the great
barrel vault with lacunars and by the deep niches, that could be built thanks to the high thickness of
the walls. The architectural quality of the interior space is enhanced by the presence of many stucco
cornices and large flowers in high relief (see paragraph 4.1).
The problem of the scarce height of the building was resolved by building a segmental polycentric
barrel vault instead of a semi-circular one, and by cutting the tie-beams of roof trusses and substituting
them with raised wrought iron tie-rods. The possibility to build a segmental vault (which generates a
higher thrust on supports) was again allowed thanks to the high thickness of walls. In addition to this,
Marchesi built many buttresses laying on the barrel vaults above the loggias (corresponding to the
lintel above the couple of column in the Serlian opening), and a complex system of wrought iron tie
rods that “harness” the vault, without being visible from the staircase.
The masonry parts of the staircase were already completed in December 1822, while some of the
building works were still ongoing on other parts of the palace; the realization of stucco decoration
started in January and ended in September 1823. Marchesi the general plan of the decoration and he
entrusted its realization to Diego Marieloni, a Ticinese master plasterer [7], who later worked in
Piedmont at Savoy court.

3.
Researches on analysis, monitoring and preservation of architectural heritage
of University of Pavia
Thanks to the activity of prof. Marco Morandotti, rector’s delegate to buildings of the University of
Pavia, researches are ongoing on the analysis, monitoring and preservation of university architectural
heritage. In the framework of this research, University technical office decided to commission a laser
scanning survey (coordinated by prof. S. Bertocci and S. Parrinello) of the grand staircase and to
mount a scaffolding to investigate in detail the stuccos that adorn the vault. The presence of the
scaffolding also allowed a more detailed direct survey of cornices.

4.

The stuccos

4.1 Investigations and cataloguing
The whole grand staircase is characterized by stucco decorations with high historical-artistic value:
- at ground floor: large stucco flowers in high relief are in the lacunars at the intrados of arches
opened towards porticoes and niches.
- at first floor: stucco cornices are at the impost of the arches opened towards loggias and
niches, in the archivolts of the same arches, at the impost of the barrel vault, on the perimeter
of the lacunars of the vault; large stucco flowers in high relief are in the lacunars at the
intrados of arches opened towards loggias, of the half domes of the niches and of the barrel
vault; floral straps, low relief erotes figures and busts in the round are present in tympana at
the ends of the barrel vault.
The analysis of stuccos focused on the decorations of the barrel vault, both for the relevant artistic
value, and for the decay – due to past water leakage – that severely affects some part of the vault.

Fig. 4: Barrel vault of the grand staircase; on the right, evident signs of decay are visible.

180 lacunars are present in the barrel vault, each of them has two stucco cornices: the most exterior is
decorated with egg-and-dart carvings on a ovolo moulding; the most interior is decorated with leaves
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carved on a cyma recta moulding. At the centre of each lacunar there’s a large high relief stucco
flower (about 35 cm in diameter, and projecting about 15 cm from the deepest plan of the lacunar);
four different type of flowers have been detected, which recall four different plant species. All the four
species can be connected to specific symbols related to university. The punctual survey of the type of
flowers allowed to detect a precise geometric scheme in the distribution of the four species in the
lacunars (see fig. 5).
Thanks to the scaffolding, a close and in-depth analysis of the vault decorations was possible.
Extensive data have been collected on the material consistency and state of preservation of each of
the 180 lacunars and of the stucco flowers inside them, in order to create a database made of: general
and detail photographs, information on technical features – e.g. construction techniques (see par. 4.2)
and past restoration interventions (see par. 4.3) – and decay phenomena (see par. 4.5). This activity
has a dual purpose: acquire a in-depth knowledge of elements aimed at defining punctual
conservation activities; acquire and archive detailed information on present state of preservation in
order to monitor its evolution in time and the effectiveness of future conservation activities.

Fig. 5: Typology of high relief flowers (survey by authors, drawing by V. Cinieri), with the indication of the symbolic
meaning of the different plant species [8; 9].

Fig. 6: Scheme of the lacunars in the vault. Colours represent the different types of stucco flowers (survey and
drawing by authors).
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Fig. 7: Example of data sheet of a lacunar.

4.2 Construction technique
No stucco flower or moulding has been realized in situ, all of them have been moulded in the master
plaster’s laboratory and then put in place bonding them to masonry with fresh stucco. Little litrerature
is available about stucco decoration realized not in situ, therefore accurate and direct observation of
all traces existing on elements is fundamental to understand the technical solutions used.
Probably the techniqes used to produce various stucco elements were different. Cornice mouldings
were realized in pieces long some decimeters in laboratory, then assembled in situ, as it is made clear
by the joints visible ar regular distance, more evident in the parts degraded due to water leakage.
Some stucco flower still have small pieces of a dough of earth, vegetable fibres and hair, hidden in
some decoration grooves. This earth is probably the residue of the mould, i.e. the receptacle into
which fluid gypsum was cast to gain the desired shape. The frontal part of moulds was probably made
by pressing the pattern – i.e. a model (probably made of wood) of the object to be produced or of a
part of it – against a dough of earth and fibres, with a technique very similar to that used for casting
iron. Vegetable or animal fibres (hair) were used to reinforce the earthen mould and to prevent its
crumbling. After the impression on the earth the pattern was removed; due to their elasticity, some of
the hair that were pressed could rise from the surface of the mould; during gypsum casting, these hair
were partially incorporated inside gypsum; after the demolition of the mould and the removal of the
earth, most of these hair were probably removed from the flowers by plasterers, however in some
unnoticed point of the elements hair are still visible at the surface of gypsum.
Being smoother, the rear part of the mould (the upper during casting) was probably made of various
timber elements placed side by side, that could be esaily removed without damaging the stucco
flower; indeed it is still possible to see the signs of the joints between the timber parts of the mould
been impressed on the back of the elements.
All high relief stucco flowers of the vault were made of three parts: external corolla, inner corolla,
central portion. The assembly of the three parts was obtained with gypsum and lime mortar (see
paragraph 4.4). The connection of the corollas to masonry was guaranteed by wroungh iron nails
driven into the vault masonry, while the adhesion of the central portion to the rest of the flower was
favoured by a series of small holes in which mortar could penetrate.
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Fig. 8: On top left: pieces of a dough of earth, vegetable fibres and hair, hidden in decoration grooves.
On bottom left: hair partially incorporated inside gypsum. On the right: signs of the joints between the timber parts
of the mould impressed on the back of the elements.

4.3 Restoration interventions over time
During XIX century, ordinary maintenance activity is documented. Ordinary maintenance consisted in
dusting walls and ceiling once a year [10]. However a document attests that in 1838 the vault of the
staircase was “cleaned” using a mobile scaffolding. Since the same document affirm that at the same
time the balustrade was “cleaned” with acid, it is possible that neither the intervention on the vault was
a simple cleaning [11]. Carefully observing stucco flowers, it is possible to see that there are many
residuals of two layers of light beige lime painting. This paintings were probably done in two different
periods to hide some chromatic alterations of the stucco, still visible in some points (i.e. the surface
became light orange).
Afterwards, these lime painting layers have been mechanically removed (but probably with the help of
some acid solution), causing permanent damages to stuccos, as testified by the presence of pinpricks,
engravings, scratches, and brushing. The wetting of stuccos with acid solutions (done to melt lime
painting) accentuated the vulnerability of the flowers on which it was more invasive.
During time, the decay of some of the decorations required some restoration work: the internal corolla
of some of the flowers has been substituted, as testified by the fact that they have only one of the lime
painting layers; one of the flowers (V8) has been fully replaced, as testified by its different construction
characters and its substitution can be dated between late 1920s and late 1950s, thanks to the
observation of two different historical photographs; in a more recent period some detached portions of
the corollas were reconnected with roughly applied grey mortar.
4.4 Composition
Decorations were made of gypsum stucco. Many analyses were done to characterize the material of
which stucco decorations of the staircase are made. After the mounting of the scaffolding, the net put
in place to protect users from falling pieces could be removed, thus allowing to collect a great number
of fragments of stucco, on which doing mineralogical analyses without further damaging decorations.
To supplement laboratory results obtained, some very small sample has been taken from stucco
flowers and from mortar used to assemble the various parts of decoration.
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Optical microscope analyses – carried out by dott. Roberto Ricci (ISCUM, Genoa) on nine stucco
samples from different types of high relief flowers – highlighted a gypsum-based composition with
magnesium sulphate (epsomite). These analyses conform to those done by Prof. Massimo Setti
(Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Pavia) on 19 stucco sample with Xray powder diffraction (XRD): the main component of these stuccos is gypsum with variable
percentage (45-99%), and in 12 samples there are magnesium sulphates. Instead assembling mortar
is made of gypsum and lime. In five samples XRD analyses highlight the presence of quartz, probably
aggregates (fine sand).
Mineralogical analyses of samples of plaster and plaster finishing of the vault, carried out with optical
microscope or XRD testified the absence of magnesium lime, demonstrating that magnesium
sulphates could not originate from migration from vault to decorations.
At present it has not been possible to find in scientific literature any reference of references similar to
this. Most of the essays on stuccos regards stuccos made of lime and gypsum. The hypothesis that
we think is more valid is that the presence of magnesium sulphate is linked to the need to make the
fresh stucco more fluid, in order to make it easier to fill in the complex moulds during casting.
4.5 Decay
As already said, many decay phenomena have been caused by water leakages. In the recent past,
leakages from the roof caused the start of decay phenomena: gypsum (calcium sulphate) and even
more magnesium sulphates are hygroscopic and after leakages, many efflorescence and subefflorescence appeared in the decorations.

Fig. 9: Map of most decayed stucco flowers.
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Nowadays, no more leakages are occurring, since the roofing has been renewed a few years ago,
however the most decayed stuccos are still in a critical condition: when humidity increases and the
surface of decorations is colder than air, surface condensation can form on decorative elements, and
this – by dissolving efflorescences that hold precariously connected parts – may cause the fall of
larger or smaller fragments. The subsequent evaporation of water causes re-crystallization of
efflorescence that favours opening of cracks and sanding of the stucco.
The most decayed high relief flowers have been identified and classified (fig. 7), in order to identify the
most critical elements and to define oculately material consolidation interventions.
Missing parts of decorations have been classified, taking into account their impact on the perception of
the decorative system by the beholder. In the absence of polychromy, small and medium missing
parts cannot even be noticed at first sight from below or can be seen only by someone carefully
observing the ceiling, thus they don’t interfere substantially with the perception of the architectural
decoration of the staircase; the lack of the whole central corolla can be perceived from below, but it
doesn’t alter the general perception of the decoration; instead bigger missing parts (e.g. loss of most
part of the external corolla or a whole missing high relief flower) can be perceived as a discontinuity in
the decorative system.

5.

Conclusions

The central Palace of University of Pavia is a wide building built over centuries. One of the most
relevant part is its grand staircase, designed by Giuseppe Marchesi and built in 1820-23; the rich
stucco decorations of its vaults have been degraded by water leakages from the roof. The research
here presented deals with the characterisation of the high relief stucco flowers of the vault of the grand
staircase.
A general knowledge about construction techniques has been acquired, by generalizing partial and
local information acquired through a careful close observation of all the flowers; but the direct and
detailed knowledge of each flower allows us also to have the fundamental and indispensable basis for
future planning of conservation and restoration interventions.
The discoveries made are quite interesting, indeed the findings both on construction techniques of the
flowers and on material composition of the used stucco widen the knowledge on the rather unknown
technique of serially produced stucco ornaments, however other investigations will be necessary for
the project of conservation works.
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Abstract

Many catastrophes due to natural events occurred up to now lead, just recently, to move from a culture
of emergency to a preventive approach on the seismic risk topic, which can be also included in a
theoretical and conceptual framework of resilience and sustainability. This requires the knowledge of
seismic vulnerability and hazard of urban areas to be investigated.
In the current paper, the RISK-UE quick method for vulnerability survey of an urban sector of Marigliano,
a town in the district of Naples, has been applied. This vulnerability assessment method involves the
evaluation of earthquake scenarios based on global impact analysis of one or more plausible
earthquakes at city scale. More in detail, this paper aims at defining, starting from the seismic
vulnerability analysis of the urban area analysed, a method to analyse the urban resilience by
developing resilience curves, that describe the attitude of the urban system to recover from possible
seismic events that should occur in that site.
The vulnerability analysis results showed that for modest seismic intensities, buildings show a very slight
damage level, whereas for high grade earthquakes almost all buildings should collapse. Moreover, from
resilience assessment analyses, it was noticed that the resilience probability expected values for
typological classes of the investigated sector tend to decrease for buildings made of low-quality
masonry.
Keywords: Historical centres, Typological classes, Vulnerability, Fragility curves, Resilience curves.

1.

Introductory remarks

The concept of resilience was introduced in the early seventies. Resilience is the capability of a socialecological system of absorbing disturbing actions, restoring the previous equilibrium state [1]. In
particular, resilience describes the degree to which the system is capable to self-organize after
adaptation to external stresses [2]. Over the years, vulnerability studies have become fundamental in
natural hazard context with the aim of developing a disaster-resilient society. These studies have
established that the only efficient and accessible method to reduce pressure of natural hazards is to
decrease the vulnerability level of human communities exposed to risk. Many of these researches [3]
delineate a working path starting from a redefinition of the resilience concept, aimed at the development
of planning actions to enhance the urban system ability to resist and recover from a seismic event. In
general, the resilience term refers to the ability of natural systems to absorb disturbances preserving its
functions and structure. In contrast, the term vulnerability indicate the inclination of structural units,
persons or activities to take damage or modifications at an event occurrence. Therefore, it constitutes a
fragility measure of individual buildings or infrastructures to absorb the impact of an event. With
reference to that definition, the system vulnerability can be seen as the opposite of its ability to absorb
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adverse disturbances or as the opposite of its resilience. In practical way, in the seismic field, the
passage from a building or physical vulnerability to a systemic vulnerability (Fig. 1) is a correspondence
function between the earthquake action and the organization of the functional and social spatial system.
On the basis of this concept, an analysis method is herein proposed for the urban seismic vulnerability
estimation. It is divided into two phases: in the first phase, criteria for identification of homogeneous
territorial units are defined with the purpose to both develop a set of indicators and articulate the
mentioned units into vulnerability classes. On the other hand, the second phase consists in experimental
projects to test an urban area with outlined criteria referred to given construction periods, morphological
characteristics, presence of large functional building compounds and monumental districts. The selected
sample herein used for testing is a partition of the historic centre of Marigliano, a town in the district of
Naples. After classified the area in homogeneous typological classes of buildings, considering their
constructive nature, the application of measurement indicators to estimate their systemic vulnerability
has been done according to the RISK-UE method. Later on, starting from the fragility curves developed
on the basis of the vulnerability indicators achieved from the mentioned method, resilience curves,
representing the capability of each building class to be recovered after different grades earthquakes,
have been plotted in order to assess the spatial and functional reorganization of the examined area after
seismic events.
STRENGTH

RESILIENCE

Fig. 1: Conceptual difference between strength and resilience.

2.

History and urbanism of the historical centre of Marigliano

Marigliano is a municipality of 22.6 km2 located 30 m above sea level, approximately twenty-seven km
far from Naples [4]. There are no reliable data on the origins of the town. Certainly, it existed already in
Roman times, as evidenced by funerary inscriptions and archaeological finds dating back to the I and II
Centuries before Christ. After the fall of the West Roman Empire, Marigliano was subjected to a bitter
controversy between the cities of Nola and Naples, which claimed the possession of those lands. The
first document attesting the existence of Marigliano, dating back to 917 March 27th, is a parchmentwriting act of donating a fund near Marilianum. Before subjected to the Norman (1132) and Angevin
(1197) dominations, in 1422 Marigliano passed to the Aragonese control. Property of the Mastrilli’s
family until 1799, after the brief Bourbon restoration, Napoleon Bonaparte appointed his brother
Giuseppe King of Naples, who in 1806 declared the feudality extinct and, therefore, transformed
Marigliano into a free municipality. On 1896 April 2nd the King Umberto I and President of the Council,
Francesco Crispi, signed the Decree granting to Marigliano the title of "Town". The Marigliano area
suffered underdevelopment conditions throughout the 20th Century and the extreme uncertainty of living
conditions in the post-war period. Even though it was spared from World War II bombing, in the postwar period agriculture suffered a major damage from the dagger of the tuber production, which was
devastated for years, causing enormous repercussions on the economy of the area especially in the
1950s. Since the 1960s, Marigliano was affected by agricultural modernization, timid industrialization
(more linked to the Pomigliano d'Arco pole) and the development of construction and handicraft.
The historic centre of Marigliano still retains its original appearance, created by a Roman military
castrum, with its network of decumani orthogonal to each other. Until the middle of the XIX Century, the
boundary walls and the four access doors, coinciding with the cardinal points, were still visible. Via
Giannone, the ancient cardo maximus of the military camp, continues to be the main street of the town,
marked by some of the most significant architectures, such as the Collegiate complex, the Church of
San Biagio and the Church of Purgatory. Among the civil architectures, there is the Nicotera palace, an
interesting complex born in the XVIII Century from unification of several buildings, from an earlier period,
to a single manor house, the Cesarano palace, which still retains the original drawings dating back to
the XVIII century, and the so-called "Orneans Catalan" palace.
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The largest part of an insula, overlooking Via Giordano Bruno, is occupied by the Carmelite monastic
complex of Saints Giuseppe and Teresa, which became a Jesuit house in the XVIII Century and then
the headquarter of the Antonia Maria Verna school until the 1980, when the occurred earthquake
determined its closure.

3.

The RISK-UE project

The seismic vulnerability of the examined historical centre has been estimated through the European
RISK-UE project "An advanced approach to earthquake risk scenarios with applications to different
European towns". This methodology is based on an inventory of elements at risk by means of the
analysis of their value and vulnerability in order to both reduce losses caused by earthquake and to
generate action plans for mitigation of seismic risk [5].
The classification of the ordinary built-up into different typologies allows for developing vulnerability and
fragility models outlining relationship between conditional probability of potential damage to structures
and adequate seismic risk. In particular, within the method, two analysis levels for seismic vulnerability
evaluation of the European built-up were proposed.
The first analysis level, used in the current paper, is a macroseismic type method, where the evaluation
is expressed in terms of vulnerability index. Once defined the building classes within the Building
Typology Matrix (BTM), it is immediately possible to determine the typological vulnerability index for
each building type. The final vulnerability index is then provided by the sum of this index and a behaviour
modifier factor taking into account aggregation of buildings, construction local characteristics, state of
maintenance and so on. More in detail, the typological index is modified by a regional vulnerability factor,
introduced to consider the better or worse quality of some buildings types, encountered at the regional
level, attributable to traditional building techniques and particular characteristics of used materials. The
value attributed to this factor is determined on the basis of the expert knowledge on the built art and in
situ tests, if available. Moreover, the factor related to the behaviour modifiers, computing the contribution
of all construction properties (height, plan and vertical irregularities, state of repair and construction
quality) influencing its response against earthquake, is taken into account. The scores of these modifiers
for masonry and reinforced concrete buildings have been attributed in line both with an evaluation
conducted on national territory large areas [6] and according to weights given to different parameters
considered in the Italian GNDT vulnerability method [7]. This procedure allows for plotting the Damage
Probability Matrixes (DPM) corresponding to the BTM types. Finally, once the seismic input is known,
the damage representation of the built-up is gotten.
The second analysis level is, instead, based on the so-called “mechanical” methods through behavioural
displacement analyses, which require greatly detailed investigations for definition of structural
parameters of buildings, whose performance in the non-linear field was already investigated and
catalogued, by the others, both in the ATC 40 code [8] and the HAZUS project [9].

4.

Vulnerability and damage scenarios

According to the RISK-UE method, masonry buildings of a selected urban sector of the Marigliano
historical centre (Figure 2a), have been grouped into typological classes. The investigated sector is
composed by 104 buildings (Figure 2b): 68 M3.3 class masonry structures with composite steel reinforced concrete floors (65% of the built-up); 26 M3.4 class masonry structures with rc floors (25% of
the built-up); 7 M3.1 class masonry structures with timber floors (7% of the built-up); 1 RC1 class rc
frame (1% of the built-up) and 2 non-residential buildings (2% of the built-up).

b)

a)

Fig. 2: The examined urban sector (a) and the related grouping of buildings into typological classes (b) within the
historical centre of Marigliano.
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The method used for vulnerability evaluation has been developed for the above classes by introducing
a synthetic vulnerability index VI defined on typological basis and considering all structural, technological
and constructive parameters able to influence the building seismic response. Therefore, the vulnerability
indexes have been calculated for all 103 buildings investigated. The distribution of such indexes is
plotted in Figure 3 with reference to all the typological classes, except that the RC1 one. The obtained
results show that buildings n. 23, 59, 93 and 96, having VI > 0.80, are the constructions most at risk,
because they are made of vertical tuff masonry structure with poor mechanical properties and in plane
deformable floors that do not give a proper box-like behaviour to the whole structure.

a)

b)
Fig. 3: Vulnerability indexes of buildings belonging to M3.3. (a), M3.4 (b) and M3.1 (c) classes.

c)

The Damage Probability Matrices (DPM) express the occurrence probability of a certain damage level
for different typological classes under dissimilar seismic intensity grades. They can be generated by
referring to a generic damage scale expressed in terms of a qualitative estimation of the different
damage degree that buildings may undergo. From the practical point of view, DPM can be constructed
after binomial coefficients are known. In the examined case, reference is done to the study of the GNDT
SSN-2002 working group [10], that provided binomial coefficients from statistical analysis of the damage
suffered by the various building types under occurred earthquakes (Figure 4).
From the above curves, the binomial distribution is achieved, it corresponding to the conditional
probability of having a certain damage threshold (Di) differentiated in function of the macroseismic
intensity (SI).The distribution of the binomial coefficients in Figure 5 shows how the damage degree for
different structure types herein examined tends to growth with increasing of the macroseismic intensity.
As it is shown in Figure 4, the binomial distribution has the highest values for the M3.1 typological class,
that is the worst one, after followed by the M3.3 class, whereas significantly reduced values, very similar
to each other, are noticed for the M3.4 and RC1 classes, which exhibit the best seismic performances.
Once vulnerability indexes VI are known, the average degree of expected damage µD of buildings
belonging to the different typological classes has been assessed for each value of the macroseismic
intensity I, evaluated according to the EMS 98 macroseismic scale, on the basis of the relationship
provided in [11].
So, fragility curves for each building examined have been plotted with reference to the five damage
levels, from I (slight structural damage) to V (structural collapse), defined in the EMS 98 macroseismic
scale (Figures 6 and 7), as already done in previous researches [12, 13].
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Fig. 4: Damage Probability Matrixes for the different building classes within the urban sector of Marigliano.

Fig. 5: Distribution of binomial coefficients for the inspected building classes.

Fig. 6: Fragility curves of buildings of the M3.3 typological class.
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 7: Fragility curves of buildings of the M3.1 (a), M3.4 (b) and RC.1 (c) typological classes.

Considering the damage representative parameter µD (average damage degree) occurred for different
earthquake levels, it has been possible to define the expected number of buildings that undergo a certain
level of damage through the representation of appropriate damage maps. Therefore, the macroseismic
intensity I has been changed from VII to XII, while for the average damage degree parameter five ranges
(0 < 𝜇𝜇𝐷𝐷 ≤ 1 Absent damage; 1 < 𝜇𝜇𝐷𝐷 ≤ 2 Moderate damage; 2 < 𝜇𝜇𝐷𝐷 ≤ 3 Considerable damage; 3 <
𝜇𝜇𝐷𝐷 ≤ 4 Severe damage and 4 < 𝜇𝜇𝐷𝐷 ≤ 5 Collapse) have been considered.
For the sake of example, the damage maps of the inspected part of the historical centre of Marigliano
have been developed for seismic intensity levels equal to VII, IX and XII (Figure 8).

a)

c)
Fig. 8: Damage maps of the investigated urban sector for I =VII (a), IX (b) and XII (c).
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b)

In the last figure, going from a seismic intensity I = VII, where damage is moderate or absent, to an
intensity I = IX, the widespread presence of buildings with significant and serious damages is noticed,
whereas only 30% of total buildings suffer moderate damages. Finally, for the degree of intensity I = XII
the collapse of all buildings in the area of interest is recorded.

5.

Fragility and resilience curves

In order to estimate the expected damage degree for a given seismic intensity, an important vulnerability
assessment tool is the class fragility curve. It is defined as the probability, by varying the seismic
intensity, that a given building class reaches a certain limit state as the conditional probability P[SL|I]
that a limit state "SL" occurs at the intensity "I".
In order to build fragility curves for each typological class investigated, it is, therefore, essential to add,
for each intensity level, the probability values corresponding to the relative damage. Aiming at
representing these values for mechanical analysis, it is recommended to transform seismic intensity in
terms of peak ground acceleration ag through appropriate correlation formulas.
Even if different correlation laws between intensity and acceleration values exist, in the current study
the two laws proposed by Guagenti and Petrini [14] have been used. They were developed on the basis
of Italian historical data and refer to macroseismic intensity measured in the MCS (Mercalli-CancaniSieberg) scale, which can be assumed coincident with the EMS-98 scale for macroseismic intensities
greater than V. These correlation laws are reports as follows:
𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔 = 𝑒𝑒 0,602 𝐼𝐼−7,073
(1)
(𝐼𝐼−5)

𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔 = 𝑐𝑐1 × 𝑐𝑐2

(2)
where c1 and c2 coefficients define, respectively, the acceleration value corresponding to the
macroseismic intensity I and the correlation curve slope. In the case study examined, both relationships
have been taken into account to provide fragility curves for the examined urban stock of Marigliano
(Figures 9 and 10). From these curves it is possible to determine for each value of ag the damage
probability, calculated as the difference of cumulative probability, to reach or exceed a given damage
state. In particular, from Figure 9 it is clear that, as the damage level is increased, the probability to
accomplish or overpass an assigned level of damage for a given seismic acceleration is progressively
reduced. For simplicity, the classes of buildings analysed have been named with letters from A to D
according to the classification of Dolce and Zuccaro [10]. Particularly, M3.1 and M3.3 typological classes
have been indicated with letters A and B, respectively. Instead, C and D have been used to represent,
respectively, the M3.4 and RC1 typological classes.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 9: Fragility curves of the investigated M3.1(a), M3.3.(b), M3.4 (b) and RC1 (d) building classes according
to the first Guagenti and Petrini’s correlation law.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 10: Fragility curves of the investigated M3.1(a), M3.3.(b), M3.4 (b) and RC1 (d) building classes according
to the second Guagenti and Petrini’s correlation law.

Starting from fragility curves, the concept of reliance curves can be developed. The resilience of an
urban system can be seen as the inverse of the damage degree recorded. In fact, if damage increases,
resilience tends to be proportionally reduced. Resilience curves have been developed based on results
obtained by applying the two different laws of Guagenti and Petrini. These curves allow for evaluating
the residual capacity of a particular class of buildings after a certain seismic input (Figures 11 and 12).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 11: Resilience curves of the investigated M3.1(a), M3.3.(b), M3.4 (b) and RC1 (d) building classes
according to the first Guagenti and Petrini’s correlation law.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 12: Resilience curves of the investigated M3.1(a), M3.3.(b), M3.4 (b) and RC1 (d) building classes
according to the second Guagenti and Petrini’s correlation law.

Referring to the typological class A (the weakest), the resilience probability to exceed a certain damage
threshold tends to decrease with increasing of the buildings damage. In fact, for low seismic acceleration
values [0 - 0.1g], the highest resilience probability of this building class is attained, it tending to unit
value. This means that there is a probability of 100% that buildings do not suffer any damage and,
therefore, the structural systems are able to cope with the earthquake without altering their functionality.
In contrast, for acceleration of 0.4 g, the expected resilience probability tends to be reduced. In this
case, for the R4 curve, 40% of buildings are able to overcome the seismic event presenting moderate
damages, while 60% of buildings collapse providing for a null residual resilience. On the other hand,
with reference to the typological class D (rc building), the resilience probability curves tend to decrease
with increasing damage, but with a lower slope than curves of other classes. This means that, for an
acceleration of 0.4 g, 99.9% of buildings can overcome the seismic event presenting almost no damage.
Finally, the comparison between curves achieved from applying the two Guagenti and Petrini’s laws
allows for detecting which relationship can be used to estimate safely the resilience probability. For the
sake of example, if resilience curves obtained from the two correlation laws are applied to the typological
class D (Figure 13), it is observed that the second law provides resilience probabilities higher than those
deriving from the first law. In fact, if for simplicity, a ground acceleration of 0.2g is considered, the
resilience probability deriving from the curve obtained from the second law is approximately equal to
69%, which is a value greater than that (about 49%) gotten from the same curve obtained by using the
first law. For this reason, the first law proposed by Guagenti and Petrini provides results on the safe
side, since it overestimates the number of buildings recovering from seismic damages and, therefore, it
underestimates the resilience probability of the examined building typological class.

Fig. 13: Comparison between R1 resilience curves achieved for class D buildings by using the first (1) and
the second (2) intensity-acceleration correlation law proposed by Guagenti and Petrini.
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6.

Concluding remarks

In the paper the seismic vulnerability, damage and resilience of an urban sector within the historical
centre of Marigliano, a town in the district of Naples, has been faced and discussed. First, vulnerability
analysis showed that almost all buildings have average-high vulnerability indexes. Later on, through a
damage scenario analysis, obtained by comparing expected damage for different seismic intensities, it
has been shown that for modest seismic levels buildings show moderate or absent damage level,
whereas for high seismic intensities almost all buildings should collapse. Finally, based on fragility
curves plotted for the investigated typological classes of buildings, the resilience curves have been
derived. From these curves it is apparent that the resilience probability of building classes tends to
decrease with increasing propensity at buildings damage. In particular, the worst behaviour is shown by
the A building group (M3.1 class), followed by B (M3.3 class), C (M3.4 class) and D (RC1 class) groups.
In conclusion, since resilience curves have been plotted starting from fragility curves achieved by
applying the two intensity-acceleration correlation laws proposed by Guagenti and Petrini, it has been
shown that the curves deriving from using the first law can be used on the safe side, since they
underestimate the resilient behaviour of inspected urban sector.
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Abstract
The present study aims at examining the gap between both the exponential openness of Palermo to
the international scene, causing a wide acknowledgement of its cultural attractiveness, and its
unflappable management of city services that will face after the consequent increase of tourist and
urban flows to the historical and cultural areas of the city. Our interest is especially focused on waste
to be intended as resource flows in a circular management system. Compared with the other urban
areas, the management of city services in the old town center is characterized by some operative
issues to be faced: its specified morphological urban texture and its immaterial, psychological, and
symbolical values acquired over the centuries.
The overall situation of the old town center of Palermo is featured by a delayed reply to the current
emergency that, of course, cannot be considered as a sustainable reaction to the difficulties met.
The circular re-organization of a service - such as the management of material flows - is the ideal
opportunity for a landscape regeneration: in this case, landscape is not just a mere protected site but it
is involved in circularity becoming a resource, an attractor, and an active component playing an
important role for the local economic development. In other words, it is a resource to be enhanced
through a long-term planning and led by a systemic vision where both tangible components
(technologies and infrastructures) and intangible ones (socio-cultural identity and relational factors)
are boosted and complementary.
Keywords: Palermo, Capital of culture, resources flow, circularity, waste

1.

Palermo, the Capital of Culture between planning and emergency1

In spite of all its contradictions and delays, Palermo is the cultural capital par excellence. It is a city
with a wide heritage made up of knowledge, beliefs, traditions, customs, architectures, monuments,
and art owning also natural and landscape relevancies that, regardless of decay and oblivion, are still
recognizable and usable. Thanks to this new central role, today Palermo is trying to start its
regeneration and re-foundation from this cultural background characterized by a syncretic and
multicultural past. Looking ahead, the city aims at an ambitious plan: its culture, newly proposed and
reaffirmed with tenacity, will become the cornerstone of a new urban planning and vision. This attempt
has been already bearing fruit with important, unique, and recent awards showing the first
fundamental results. UNESCO inscribed Arab-Norman monuments in Palermo on the World Heritage
rd
List. On 3 July 2015, during the 39th session of the World Heritage Committee held in Bonn, the
‘Arab-Norman Palermo and the cathedral churches of Cefalù and Monreale’ site was inscribed on the
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This paper is the result of a wider research coordinated by Antonella Mamì and destined to the participation in PRIN 201011(projects of national interest by the Italian Ministry of Education) with seven research units. The historical urban area and the
case study of the old town center of Palermo were the subject of Elvira Nicolini’s PhD thesis. So, it arises from a common and
shared project. In this contribution, however, the author of paragraph no.1 is Antonella Mamì while paragraph no. 2 and no.3
has been written by Elvira Nicolini.
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World Heritage List (WHL). This site is composed of nine monuments: seven architectures are in
Palermo while five of them are located in its old town center.
This award responded to the criteria established by UNESCO that are: "To exhibit an important
interchange of human values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the world, on
developments in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design"
and "To be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a)significant stage(s) in human history".
In this way, UNESCO recognizes that “the whole ‘Arab-Norman Palermo and the Cathedral churches
of Cefalù and Monreale’ site bears witness to a particular political and cultural condition characterized
by the fruitful coexistence of people of different origins (Muslim, Byzantine, Latin, Jewish, Lombard
and French). This phenomenon encouraged the interchange of human values and the formation of a
lively cultural syncretism; as for the monuments, it generated a conscious and unique combination of
elements derived from the architectural and artistic techniques of Byzantine, Islamic and Western
traditions and suggested new models of synergy between environment and monument. This new style
contributed to the developments in the architecture of the Tyrrhenian side of southern Italy and spread
2
widely throughout the medieval Mediterranean”.
Palermo is also the Italian Youth Capital 2017.
The jury, composed of representatives of the organizing committee (Forum Nazionale Giovani, AnciGiovani, Agenzia Nazionale per i Giovani and Dipartimento per la Gioventù e il Servizio civile
nazionale) and the city of Perugia, Italian Youth Capital in 2016, announced the winning city among
the other finalist candidates. The City of Palermo applied with a proposal involving several realities
that usually work with the young such as associations, private companies, and the University.
The proposal is structured on five general themes on which activities will turn next year: ‘Palermo
efficiente e trasparente’ (Efficient and Transparent Palermo); ‘Palermo città educativa e culturale
(‘Palermo, an educational and cultural city’); ‘Palermo solidale’ (‘Palermo, a solidarity city’); Palermo
vivibile (’Palermo, a pleasant city to live in’); ‘Palermo produttiva’ (‘Productive Palermo’).
Palermo will be the Italian Capital of Culture in 2018 after Mantua (2016) and Pistoia (2017). Thanks
to this nomination, the city will receive also one million euro for the realization of the proposal and the
exclusion of the resources locked up in the Stability Pact. We can learn from the application form that
the City Council approved guiding acts for participatory strategies in 2016/2017. The strategic
objectives have been divided once again, into five categories: ‘Efficient and Transparent Palermo’;
‘Palermo, an educational and cultural city’; ‘Palermo, a solidarity city’; ’Palermo, a pleasant town to live
in’; ‘Productive Palermo’.
"Palermo is like a patchwork: each single element is the expression of different worlds. Over the
centuries it has always shown a DNA, an attitude, and a vocation as a place of cultural interfaces. As
a city-link, it has been destined to the syncretic realization of intercultural processes; we can see this
extraordinary vocation in its landscape, language, monuments, cuisine, and urban tissue. A
quadrilingual tombstone kept at the Zisa in Palermo points to this symbolic condition. It is a funeral
stele dated 1149 whose inscriptions are in Jewish, Latin, Greek, and Arabic; here we can read the
various dating systems in the world testifying the multi-ethnic court during Roger II’s reign and the
3
respect for all religions and peoples living in Sicily in those times (…).”
There is no doubt that these awards and present or future events will be true development
opportunities for the whole metropolitan area and Sicily.
In other words, they will bring funds and resources, events and a wide anthropic presence in the
cultural field but they will be also precious occasions for business turning on events and initiatives.
The anthropic presence in Palermo, tourists and not only, will increase significantly. New works and
infrastructures will be realized too in order to regenerate the city and improve its services giving a new
image of Palermo, a city finally freed by that unbearable burden made up of criminal records and
southern inertia. For this reason the city is under pressure - it is often difficult to sustain it! - acting as a
counterpart to optimism and planning to which the city has been longing for so much time.
On the other hand, it is true that the city has always dated difficulties and some of them are true
emergencies like a chaotic public and private mobility and a difficult waste management. Even if the
whole unresolved problems have not been able to upset a still rich and interesting city like Palermo,
they acted as an inner and endogenous disaster. Although they are similar to an instantaneous stress
for their limited temporal dimension like a seismic or war event, these issues have acted as a cancer
attacking the tissue of this metropolitan reality in all its dimensions. A real disaster or an unlucky star?
Misfortune or maybe darkness on the city? Both waste and mobility have a strong influence on the
social, cultural, and economic life of the city but they also have a strong impact on its physical reality.
2

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Application form for inscribing the Arab-Norman Palermo and the cathedral churches of Monreale and Cefalù site on the World
Heritage List, December 2014
3
Application form of the city of Palermo for the Italian Capital of Culture 2018 title.	
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In particular, municipal waste has critical management features with great problems in addition to
collection network devices (under private and public management) whose physical presence in the city
is often uncomfortable and binding. It happens especially in the old town center of Palermo, an area
characterized by a high quality tissue, and typological and morphological relevancies. It is still the
recognizable representation of the city. Because of its extension and location, it impacts on the service
and mobility dynamics of the whole city; then, in case of cultural and touristic initiatives, it is the ideal
scene of these events being so dense and rich in attractors. To regenerate the city and to plan a big
event (the latter is now very common in urban governance since an event organization brings various
kinds of resources to city tissues such as the old town center of Palermo) are two actions aiming at
essential goals like: the preservation of features defining the urban landscape identity and legibility;
the environmental impact mitigation of historic landscape due to service management systems and,
especially, to MSW; the landscape quality improvement through integrated infrastructure interventions;
the attractiveness, use, and value increase of urban heritage through the development of new high
performance network services. So, we need possible planning solutions considering the features of
each urban space characterized by a specified conformation, infrastructural, technological, and
organizational heritage in addition to a waste and resource management strategy of the whole city.
Degradation - caused by unsolved technical and environmental issues related to service management
- often affects the vulnerability of the old town center features.
The present paper indicates the partial results of a wider research about the relation between cities
and their waste collection/processing system; the subject deepened in this paper can be considered
as an important part of this relation.
It is clearer and clearer waste issue is not only a problem concerning urban hygiene and health, nor it
must be faced only from an economic point of view: nowadays it is a resource to be reprocessed.
It is a problem concerning programming and urban planning too; the latter should not consider waste
disposal and collection devices and systems as external elements that are tolerated under normal
conditions and outcast in emergency. On the contrary, they should be part of the city equipment and
integrated into urban landscape replying properly to both service and user qualitative and quantitative
needs, and urban landscape constraints and requirements. More than ever, MSW collection is not just
a temporary or permanent placement of devices but also a slow and impacting mobility of specialized
vehicles whose type and size are often improper with respect to the historical urban tissue.
So, on the one hand we should consider the vulnerability requirement of the old town center, the
whole city and its public and private spaces; on the other hand, we should take into consideration the
need to increase the city’s resilience aiming at receiving and hosting people in better conditions even if
it will always face a flow estimation difficulty. Quantitative and qualitative direct estimation of
permanent inhabitants, commuters, students, tourists, cruise passengers, migrants, and other
subjects. Indirect estimation of waste amount according to waste quality and heterogeneity modalities,
time, and places of waste production and disposal. Recently waste sorting has been proposed and
implemented step by step. Anyway, its services have been expecting to define reality paying little
attention to the fluctuation of numbers and of users’ habits even if their quantitative estimates are
correct. This is the reason why waste sorting has not been implemented in the old town center yet, an
urban area composed of prestigious but small and tight spaces.
It is fundamental to ask users for their collaboration for a successful service but users should not
conform to its limits and constraints being inappropriate. A service for community should conform to
users’ needs even if the general context is complex or undefined.
To ignore this kind of intent – that is almost axiomatic for the architectural technology and the city leads to inefficiency and dysfunction.
Our research aims at the possibility to develop tailored design approaches starting from elements
connoting urban systems with reproducible and repeatable features.
In order to reach these goals, the actions to be promoted are: short-range circularity, fulfilment of
proximity and self-sufficiency principle, development of a service network. Other goals to be reached
are: strategies and infrastructures bringing to the reduction of waste (prevention), the reduction of
waste fractions quantity at source (organic, paper, glass, etc.) with positive effects on flows and
transfers reducing costs, time, and atmospheric emissions, the large diffusion of treatment plants for
the on-site waste transformation into a resource (the proximity and self-sufficiency principle).
In particular, each module composing the current search has been developed according to the
following steps:
- Analysis of data concerning users and productions of Municipal Solid Waste in qualitative and
quantity terms according to the places of production (houses, tertiary sector, schools, tourism,
etc.);
- Study of the physical features of contexts, restrictions, peculiarities, infrastructural
potentialities;
- Analysis of the waste treatment chains working on separate waste. They have been often
subdivided and completed in wide territories precluding any possibility of self-sufficiency and
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proximity. Fractions are often transferred to deposits or dumps that are hundreds of kilometres
away from the places of collection; in order to be converted into resource, they can be
transported also ten thousands of kilometres away;
- Analysis of flows of treated or not treated fractions, identification of the management plans
layout for a reconversion of waste into resources in nearer territories. As already underlined,
the organic fraction reconversion into compost can take place on site;
- A feasibility theory on integrated urban networks of appliances and infrastructures whose
development and features are also applicable on the built environment in terms of integrability.
The built environment features nearly always suggest the choice of specified technical and
infrastructural solutions.
As already mentioned, we need also to face the waste issue referring to an established historicalurban plant for the ‘city-system’ preservation in response to the progressive increase of waste
production. In addition to contribute to the environmental degradation, this waste increase often alter
urban landscape from different points of view: physical, social, cultural, and economic ones. The
desire to preserve shared values by this community makes us reflect upon the possibility to find
solutions to this problem that could able to integrate with the historical-urban context features.
2.

A proposal of a circular management integrated in the old town center

Today cities seem to be a mixed context where available resources are limited while material flows are
considerable. Resource flows go through the urban system without paying attention to their origin and
destination but following a linear metabolism in which inputs and outputs are mutually independent.
The disequilibrium generated by inflows and outflows affects the urban context from an ecological
point of view; it also requires sustainable local policies destined to the improvement of the relationship
between the city, its community and the environment, above all, where the city functions do not satisfy
inhabitants’ life standard.
On the contrary, according to the circular process, a city is similar to a living being whose metabolism
absorbs energy producing resources in relation to various cycles divided into different functional and
temporal scales organized inside a single system through a balanced way.
We should adopt the circular economy in order to exploit the value of materials, labor, energy and
capital (products themselves have a capital value at the end of each cycle of use) in a better way.
Global capitalism must make a choice: to create circular systems trying to stop the rising of resources
prices or to suffer from their rising costs being conscious their increase is caused by a rooted
disposable tendency by consumers on which globalization is founded. Resource flow management
can constitute an operational problem with very serious effects on historical areas because of the
urban tissues size and the exigency to protect the landscape values. Degradation - generated by
unsolved technical and environmental issues related to a service management - often affects the
vulnerable features of the historical city. A not circular method, characterized by a resource scarp
during waste disposal and processing, often determines alterations in the urban landscape; at the
same time, it makes the cultural, economic and social relationships within communities in difficulty.
Then, the problem management is closely related to the features of each area marked by a specified
conformation and an infrastructural, technological, and organizational heritage.
A true awkwardness is present in a consolidated historical and urban plant in relation to a critical
management of solid waste. It is caused by an existing operational difficulty that the other city districts
do not have. The morphological singularity of its urban tissue, as well as its intangible, psychological,
and symbolic values acquired over the centuries, constitute vulnerable aspects to recognize and
appreciate. The desire to preserve shared values by this community makes us reflect upon the
possibility to find solutions for this problem that could integrate themselves with the historical-urban
context features. However, the circular re-organization of a service - such as the management of
material flows - is the ideal opportunity for a landscape regeneration: an old town center is not just a
mere protected site but it is involved in circularity becoming a resource, an attractor, and an active
component playing an important role for the local economic development.	
  
Both the urban waste linear management and vehicular mobility in the old town center of Palermo
present some weaknesses. The reasons are several. Firstly, a delayed modernization of the urban
network puts the city at a disadvantage compared to other European urban realities with the same
characteristics. Secondly, this inhomogeneous territorial area - owning unique structural and
morphological features - has often determined conservative policies that have tried to resolve these
environmental issues in an extemporary and prompt way only when these problems could not be put
off. Then, in relation to material flow management, the complex relationships between preservation
and social dynamics have sometimes caused sector-based initiatives characterized by a little
matching reality between city districts and municipal infrastructural systems flow with not very
sustainable results: waste collection is still undifferentiated and equipment and devices used are
obsolete and polluting (atmospheric and landscape pollution). In order to add other systems and
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devices to be used for waste collection and pre-treatment, technical consultants and administrative
staff express their decisional power. Anyway, this equipment must meet users’ requirements to
preserve the physical-environmental context features in which they are used adding new potentials to
it. The management of resource flow system and its technology play an instrumental role: they make
landscape more attractive and stimulate the relational potentials between community and the area
productive ability, and between service performance and optimization of resources increasing the
landscape vitality and usability as a whole.
Since waste sorting is fundamental for circular flows, to plan a household waste collection could be a
solution for the critical accessibility to inlet points; in this way, it is possible to guarantee the proximity
principle to this service for users. Expressing a human dimension of a place to live, this principle
encourages collaboration and the opportunity to develop innovative policies meeting inhabitants’
requirements and making community engaged consciously. If a management system affected a lower
number of users, the area would be under a better control since waste treatment could take place
where waste itself is usually produced reducing time and costs for its disposal. The ‘domiciliation
4
principle’ must relate to historical context features (operative area difficulties, typological and material
characteristics, limited spaces, etc.) and the opportunity of defining hand-delivery ‘complementary
circuits’ (urban collection centers, eco-points, movable delivery points) in order to promote virtuous
5
behaviors too.
The establishment of eco-points or collection areas at secondary façades on the ground floor (center
of hand-deliver differentiate waste collection with an economical refund) can become a way to valorize
historical buildings, an occasion for expressing users’ virtuous behaviors, engagement and civic
education. We could obtain these results also through the adoption of movable garbage bins –
replacing fixed systems – to be used in areas with a limited number of inhabitants and old town
centers. Then, to adopt automatic aspiration circuits could be useful too, once checked its feasibility
through on-site surveys.
Generally speaking, when we plan circular systems, it is fundamental to fix specified parameters in
relation to operative choices of collection systems such as: fermentation speed causing different
constraints in terms of collection frequencies; a specified weight and compressibility requiring the
adoption of different vehicles for material collection and transfer; daily consumption; any consumption
peak increase after events. Related to circuits for old town centers, contents are very important in the
integration of complementary or substitutive systems of the present collection circuit especially in the
urban planning of waste concentration and disposal, with proximity collections, and in case of
organizational difficulties met in the management of a standard household waste collection because of
quantities conferred and contextual features (for example, lacking areas where collection devices can
be stored). During this step historical landscape is a resource to enhance so much through a longterm planning led by a systematic vision in which tangible and intangible components are exalted and
complementary. In relation to these components, that are unique characteristics of a landscape, some
constraints for the preservation of a historical site are determined addressing the decisional choices of
any solutions and assessing any possible impacts generated by planned transformations. Being
conscious of this requirement, we have to find an assessment method about the landscape impact of
resource flow management systems in the old town center of Palermo. This method is based on the
use of an informative instrument, that is to say, simulating the planning of a WSA collection plan in an
area of the old town center of Palermo, the so-called ‘Mandamento di Castellamare’. The
experimented methodology is composed of three steps: analysis, hypothesis, and assessment. Each
step is indispensable for the development of next one; all of them are complementary.
The analysis phase is composed of three specified territorial surveys destined to the acquisition of a
complete cognitive framework and choices:
1. Analysis of an old town center: it analyzes tangible and intangible components by an old town
center in relation to its settlement structure and/or tangible and intangible components acquired over
the centuries. This analysis consists of two searches: the first one is composed of a completed
document with ordered data, that is a real screening of environmental and technological systems
characterizing the historical area; the latter one indicates the landscape quality level assessing the
presence of specified observation criteria and their influence grade from a quantitative point of view on
the base of qualitative descriptors.
Since intangible aspects can be present in an area under different ways, expressions, and values, the
presence of a specific element can affect historical landscape sensibility or quality much more. The
more sensitive landscape is, the more identifiable it is; besides, it is much more possible to note any
4

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Waste is picked up directly at home with integrated systems according to the territorial context type.
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disequilibrium a new transformation intervention can be determine on the existing reality. The analysis
is led selecting sub-criteria for macro-criteria such as morphological, perspectival and symbolic; an
assessment class is associated to each of them describing the status of belonging to a place and
participation in its sensitivity. If some features described by sub-criteria present some traces of the
historical and cultural identity of a place, landscape will be more sensitive to changes.
Class
I. Very low
sensitivity
II. Low
sensitivity
III. Medium
sensitivity
IV. High
sensitivity
V. Very high
sensitivity

Table 1. Classes of landscape sensitivity. Morphological method
Descriptor
The sub-criterion is not so frequent; it does not participate in singularity and
organization of urban landscape.
The sub-criterion is not clearly identifiable or it hides among landscape
elements contributing partially to the specific identity of urban system.
The sub-criterion is perceptible and its presence affects the legibility and
recognition of landscape quality of an urban system.
The sub-criterion is recognizable and its presence determines the belonging of
an urban space to a landscape as a structured system of correlated elements
connoted by shared linguistic and formal features.
The sub-criterion can be found easily and its presence expresses the belonging
of urban spaces to one or more systems structuring the organization of an area
and a place.

Value
1
2
3
4
5

Our morphological study underlines the settled plant of the old town center of Palermo through the
presence of several free places causing the mixing of public and private spaces where public life has
been concentrated nowadays. Urban tissue morphology is composed of a compact and locular net
under a dense capillary system made up of streets and alleys with a difficult practicable viability and a
complex waste collection system. The old town center is rich in culture and history; there are four
historical markets where we can find several historical buildings and lots of irregular shaped public
spaces. From a morphological point of view, landscape is recognizable as a structured system made
up of elements characterized by common linguistic and formal features making it highly sensitive to
any new transformations. As far as the perspectival criterion is concerned, the territorial conformation
allows considerable perceptive relationships being recognizable from different and panoramic points of
the city with lots of landscape and cultural itineraries. The following table is an extract of a much wider
analysis file that has been realized according to the following criteria: morphological criterion,
perspectival criterion, and symbolical criterion. Some analytical features for the morphological criterion
are indicated in the following table.
DATA SHEET 1.2 - Analysis of the landscape sensitivity
Morphological Criterion
Presence
ID
Level
MS1.2
4
Geomorphological features
Yes
MS1.3
4
Agricultural and naturalistic
No
features

Historical and settlement
features

Witnesses of formal and
material culture

Criterion
Geomorfological

Historical –
settlement

Yes

Yes

Description/notes
Legibility of soil stratifications
Morphological plant of the historical urban tissue

MS4.1

4

MS4.2

4

MS4.3

5

MS5.1
MS5.2

5
4

Legibility of the space organization and historical
stratification of settlements
Presence of fundamental elements of the
historical settlement and its structure: itineraries
Façades of a museum (former nunnery), church,
oratory
Typical and unique stylish solutions
Use of building techniques and specified materials

MS5.3

4

Treatment of public areas

Landscape sensitivity – Morphological dimension
Sub-criterion
Legibility of soil natural shapes
Legibility of soil stratifications
Presence of morphological structures characterizing landscape
Legibility of space organization and historical stratification of settlements
Presence of fundamental elements of the historical settlement and its structure:
itineraries, canals
Presence of centers, private residences, abbeys, castles, defensive walls

ID
MS1.1
MS1.2
MS1.3
MS4.1
MS4.2
MS4.3

From a symbolical point of view, the landscape in the old town center of Palermo is rich in historical
and cultural elements recalling public events and religious rites. For several years squares have been
a meeting point for the young in the late evening but they also have been a reference point for the
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tourist in the morning. An old town center is one of the places expressing the circularity of urban
6
processes ; here public and private functions weave together and economical, social, symbolical, and
cultural exchange takes place.
2.
Analysis of resource flow management: it refers widely to the current management concerning
uses, services, users, and all the elements involved in differentiated fractions, quantitative estimates
and short-term goals that the municipal administration aims at in relation to the current regulations and
communitarian strategies.
The analysis of resource flow management targets at verifying the effective circularity of disposed
materials. If a circular system – organized according to the flow idea – is not closed, a resource waste
takes place in addition to considerable environmental damages and a reduction of earnings deriving
from waste sorting or energy recycling whose management should be supported by the municipal
administration. This management is analyzed at the current stage according to several aspects that
assess it in relation to its performance; some sub-criteria are used in this assessment process
assuming a quantitative value.
3.
Analysis of active services: it describes the current status of services working in a specific
area and related to the resource flow management (for example, mobility service is one of the
analyzed services whose we study any constraints to vehicles deriving from spatial features and
morphological and dimensional site characteristics). The urban plant of a vehicular collection has
effects on urban landscape quality in relation to:
- Social welfare: sound emissions produced by vehicles and interference in pedestrian viability
through waste loading operations;
- Environmental quality: polluting emissions by vehicles;
- Preservation of a historical landscape: it is consequent to the presence of devices and
vibrations caused by heavy goods vehicles and the negative impact generated by loading and
unloading waste operations.
If an area is vehicle accessible, the whole effects deriving from the passage of waste collection means
and any other type of vehicle amplify potential damages on urban landscape.
The described analysis plays an important role in the hypothesis phase. During this step operational
scenarios are defined in order to improve the current status. Three different scenarios have been
individuated where it is easy to find the gap between the present flow management status and the
ideal state of continuous waste disposal in respect to the hypothesis based on the direct flow
destination to a pre-treatment center.
The second scenario is a sort of intermediary solution that has been taken into consideration in order
to reach the ideal waste collection goals but using different operative and structural methods. This
intermediary solution has been already activated in some urban districts; the city council has
programmed its activation in the old town center too. The second scenario could be implemented
rapidly; it should be activated during the organization of events mentioned at paragraph no. 1.

Figure no. 1: From the planimetry representing the current status of waste collection in an area of the old town
center of Palermo (the so-called ‘Mandamento Castellammare’). Planimetry by Elvira Nicolini

Today we have individuated few containers for waste sorting (bottle banks and other containers for
metals) several hundreds of meters away from each other. Waste collection is mainly undifferentiated;
the waste sorting collection is managed by a van along larger streets and a small trash compactor for
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smaller alleys. During collecting and transferring operations, these vehicles emit a huge quantity of
pollutants in the air and block up the area characterized by limited and badly ventilated spaces.
With the second scenario, ‘door-to-door’ system is mostly used. In this case waste is collected directly
at home where differentiate fractions of paper and carton, plastics, humid fraction (organic waste) and
not recyclable residual fractions are collected in addition to glass fraction collected through common
bottle banks. This project is characterized by the use of a ‘domiciliation’ system with less bulky
movable devices, eco-points, or small collection centers that could be integrated on the ground floor of
all buildings.
With the third scenario we have an automatic aspiration collection system. Through an air flow
aspiration, this system transfers material flows from their origin points to a terminal collection station
through an underground piping system; the final collection center is located at strategic urban areas
where it is possible to sort out these flows. A network links the collection station with inlet points
consisted of collection trapdoors and a vertical pipe connecting to the intake valve of the main pipe.
The following planimetry shows these inlet points, a piping network and the collection stations studied.

Figure no. 2: From the planimetry representing waste automatic aspiration plant (inlet points, pipes, and
collection stations). Planimetry by Elvira Nicolini in collaboration with Envac Iberia SA

The assessment phase aims at evaluating the impact generated by a new planning approach and
any chosen technological systems in a such complex context. The impact assessment is correlated to
the analysis on the definition of landscape sensitivity class of a site. From this analysis it is possible to
find some elements that – even if consolidated over the centuries – could be vulnerable at the same
time being tarnished in one or more dimensions. These scenarios are evaluated through some impact
sub-criteria whose goal is to guarantee in advance if the occurred transformations – that are
mandatory for their realization – could change the existing site and any tolerance level. In order to
compare these scenarios, criteria are hierarchized creating a mathematical binary comparison model
giving a square and symmetric matrix in relation to the main diagonal line. This matrix is defined
7
according to the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) that establishes an importance order to criteria;
each of them is ordered according to a preferability principle. To prefer a criterion against another one
is a consequence of the previous study about the reference historical landscape and preliminary
hypothesis related to the impacts that could be generated in relation to each criterion.
Processing of results: From this binary comparison we can see door-to-door system and automatic
aspiration system have several benefits for the prevention of the historical urban landscape. In relation
to the morphological dimension, the second scenario is limited from the visual point of view during the
exposition of disposal devices if not located in a hidden place in case of delays in collecting waste or
an increase of waste beyond the planned limit.
The present status can damage considerably the relational continuity of historical and cultural
landscape features. Generally speaking, automatic aspiration system has good effects but it is
important to pay attention to the plant components installation.
The environmental assessment indicates a gap between the current status (undifferentiated collection)
and the waste sorting solutions concerning greenhouse gases emissions with a 70% reduction. We
7
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can obtain a 98% reduction of emissions through an automatic aspiration system; in this case,
vehicles are used only partially in the historical area. As far as transfers are concerned, door-to-door
collection could guarantee some disadvantages due to the increase of disposal points; on the other
hand, the results with differentiate fractions will compensate these negative notes. The following data
sheet is about ‘door-to-door’ solution.
DATA SHEET NO. 3.1 Assessment of impact level on urban historical
Scenario 2
landscape
Dimension Presence ID Level Description and/or notes
Possible changes in the linearity of streets because of the alternation of
Yes CM2 3
exposition/ collection of disposal devices at public areas
Morphological
Yes CM3 2 Slight modification of urban section profiles for the introduction of devices
features
Slight modification of inner volumes of ground floors for locating inlet points
Yes CM4 5
when they are not located at public areas.
Possible modification of architectural relationships during the exposition of
Yes CR1
3
devices and waste collection
Possible modification of cultural and historical relationships in case of an
Yes CR3
4
increase of waste quantity
Relation
features
Modification of the street continuity during waste collection and transfer to
Yes CR4
3
treatment plants
Building entrances obstructed during waste collection; devices allocated next
Yes CR6
4
to building entrances
Yes CV1
4 Overview interruption during device exposition
Visual
Yes CV3
2 Interference with points of interest and itineraries during waste collection
features
Devices for waste disposal at historical and monumental places with the
Yes CV5
3
consequent concealment of perspective visions

Another positive benefit is the interface with users. Waste sorting collection, organized through
integrated systems, could involve citizens in the regeneration of spaces.
Some disadvantages emerge in relation to the maintenance of automatic aspiration system; it is
necessary to intervene under the soil causing a consequent setting-up of construction sites and safety
works involving the whole area.
As far as economical assessment is concerned, the investment payback time is calculated dividing the
cost estimated for the implementation of each solution for the difference between earnings deriving
from the analyzed scenario and earnings deriving from the current management. Compared with the
current annual management earnings, the proposed solutions esteem the following annual earnings:
19% for door-to-door solution and more than 150% for automatic aspiration solution. These earnings
could be an economic incentive both for the municipal administration and the city community that
could participate together in the development of the resource flow circular process.The following table
shows a comparison among the three scenarios according to the individuated criteria.
Dimensions

Criteria

Morphological

Morphological features
Typological feautures
Relational features
Visual features

	
   Sound impact
Environmental

Social

Olfactory impact
Atmospheric Impact
Emissions– residual quantities
(kg CO2eq/year)
Emissions- collection and transfer
(kg CO2eq/year)

Present Door-to-Door Automatic
Percentages of preferability
4
3,6
4,8
2,4
2,6
3,6
1,8
2,5
6,4
0,8
1,7
6,0
Percentages of preferability
3,1
1,7
2,6
1,1
3
7,9
0,7
0,7
5,7
12.136.500

3.678.750

3.678.750

335.435

453.685

9513

Percentages of preferability
0,6
2
6,4
0,7
5,4
7,2
4,7
1,8
3,4

Symbolic perception
Interface with users
Service management

Investment cost expressed in €
Difference costs-earnings from annual
management expressed in €
Investment payback time (year)
Landscape impat class
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0

3.877.485

17.880.166

-2.428.430

-1.974.080

1.377.332

0
IV

0
II

5
I

	
  
3.

Conclusions

Events and development occasions related to the awards assigned to Palermo in the following years
could make this city one of the most visited Italian touristic places. As a consequence, some urban
areas – already limited for their morphological nature – could result congested. Resource flow
management – if not well planned – could be an emergency threatening the integrity and identity of
the old town center of Palermo that is as rich as vulnerable. Resource flow circularity can be the reply
to waste emergency and its planning can become an occasion to regenerate landscape; the latter is
not just a mere protected site but it is involved in circularity becoming a resource, an attractor, and an
active component playing an important role for the local economic development.
In a few words, urban space – even if equipped with technical plants that are necessary and adequate
for the foreseen functions – must respect landscape elements, and environmental standards and let
community to continue with its daily life and socializing, recreational, working, and touristic activities
also in case of an increase of urban flows.
Experimentation is a repeatable method for evaluating ameliorative or pejorative incidence resulting
from a new planning approach and devices chosen and applied in a complex context like the old town
center of Palermo. Intervention must take into consideration requirements expressed by the site itself
in order to improve its external image without losing its original identity and, at the same time,
integrating with the existing parts. To regenerate the inner value of a place means to activate its ability
to represent a symbol of common features shared by the whole community over the centuries. An
efficient project considers these aspects through different disciplines and presents a result deriving
from a systematic analysis of descriptive variables of a specified context in which we should intervene.
It is a resource to enhance through a long-term planning and led by a systemic vision where both
tangible components (technologies and infrastructures) and intangible components (socio-cultural
identity and relational factors) are boosted and complementary. The resolution to such a problem –
especially in a consolidated urban and historical plant – is necessary for the preservation of the ‘city
system’ where the historical and identity value is a consequence of a physical recognitive process.
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Abstract

The development of industry, from the industrial revolution onwards, has had a significant impact on
the landscape, so as to give rise to a new landscape: the industrial landscape. Today, many industrial
centers arisen in the post-war period reveal a panorama made up of large disused warehouses,
operating companies, and buildings of great architectural quality, as in the industrial center of
Marcianise. Inside, there is a factory made by one of the most influential designers of the twentieth
century, Marco Zanuso. At the height of his creative history, he met an entrepreneur who has elevated
the workplace to an ethical dimension, Adriano Olivetti. The aim of this study is to evaluate
developments, technological experiments, utopias and missed opportunities of a territorial
transformation in which the Olivetti factory played an important part.
Keywords: Marco Zanuso, Olivetti, Marcianise, industrial landscape

1.

Industrial transformation of rural territories

The area north of Naples was chosen at the end of the 50’s as an area of industrial expansion. There
already were, albeit isolated, some important industrial realities, such as Caserta’s Saint Gobain,
designed by Davide Pacanowski, the Buton distillation plant and the Pierrel pharmaceutical plant in
Capua. Thanks to State funds, other plants were soon opened: 3M in San Marco Evangelista, Texas
Instruments in Aversa, Pozzi-Ginori ceramic inSparanise, the 1962 work of Luigi Figini and Gino
Pollini, and, lastly, Olivetti in Marcianise’s ASI SUD area [1].
In order to facilitate industry and employment in the South of Italy, the Development Fund for the
South of Italy (Cassa per il Mezzogiorno), a public body aimed at funding industrial initiatives for the
economic development of the South of Italy, was created. Consortiums were created to equip and
manage the areas, while the partly State-owned companies were obliged to locate 60% of industrial
plants and 40% of overall investments in the South of Italy. The new plants, together with the
infrastructures, were meant to combat the migration of southerners to the North in search for jobs and
bridge the economic and social gap between North and South. It was a case of “creating the
necessary conditions for steering the long-standing southern issue towards a definitive solution” [2].
Owing to State funds, 14 industrial parks of the ASI consortium were planned in Caserta, in formerly
rural areas, especially in the municipalities of Marcianise, Santa Maria Capua Vetere and Capodrise,
located on a plain, where it is still possible to read the traces of Roman centuriations correctly
orientated “secundum caelum”, i.e. following east-west [3].
Up to today, the built-up area follows the rules and the grid of cultivated plots of land, thereby
bequeathing a thousand-year old idea of territorial design.
The area selected seemed quite suitable, as it was flat, serviced by infrastructures, and far from the
inhabited centres.
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A landscape with an agricultural vocation seemed destined to a glorious industrial future. The
transformation, however, failed to yield the fruits hoped for [4]. Currently, only part of the companies
are active. Industrial production, as was already the case elsewhere, has made room for chain stores.
The industrial development that was hoped for, and the resultant transformation of the territory, have
never concretely materialized. There are still, however, lingering signs of a fully-fledged industrial
utopia, highly significant buildings for the history of industry and the history of architecture, among
them the Olivetti factory designed by Marco Zanuso and Eduardo Vittoria.
.
1.2 Marco Zanuso (1916-2001) and industry-focused architecture
Marco Zanuso (1916-2001) [5] was an Italian designer and architect who carried out an exemplary
activity in terms of versatility. He worked in close contact with industry, and he actively took part in the
architectural debate during the post-World War II period. He was in fact editor-in-chief of the “Domus”
magazine (1946-1948) and editor of “Casabella-Continuità” (1953-1956). In his activity as contributing
editor, he tackled all the most topical problems: post-war reconstruction, prefabrication, industrial
production processes, the relationship between architecture and design, the testing of new materials,
the relationship between architecture and art, and the architect’s role in the industrial society.
Significant are Zanuso’s reflections on building techniques and design methods, particularly
prefabricated and modular ones.
Through the figure of Marco Zanuso, we may compare the “design techniques” of architecture and
those of the typical industrial design of the time. Ultimately, he has produced nearly four hundred
projects between architecture and design, and has implemented almost two hundred and fifteen of
them, tackling every building type: offices, houses, factories, schools, theatres, parks, hotels, and
exhibition stands. Moreover, since the early years of his activity, Zanuso meets the world of industry,
designing furniture such as the famous Lady Chair for Arflex, Gold Medal at the 1951 Triennale. The
idea of the armchair stemmed from the assembly of elements produced separately in order for them to
be assembled later, through a fully-fledged assembly chain, from the single component to the global
unified image [8].
Zanuso loved to study the infinite variants that could be achieved from the premise of a single
prototype, testing the use of various and innovative materials and their susceptibility to self-assembly
(= modularity). An approach to design, this one, that will accompany him for a long time, deeply
characterizing the results of his architectural and design production [6].

Fig. 1: Lambda Chair by Marco Zanuso and Richard Sapper for Gavina, 1959; Algon television by Marco Zanuso
and Richard Sapper for Brionvega, 1964; Lady Chair by Marco Zanuso for Arflex, 1951.
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Zanuso and modular composition
Modular composition has been one of the design methodologies more extensively explored during the
years following the post-war period.
Zanuso has tackled the issue in different contexts, both in architecture and in the design of objects,
offering a great contribution of ideas. As example of modular composition, we might cite the Lombrico,
couch, designed in 1967 and presented at the Triennale din 1968. The modularity of the couch
stemmed from its possible use in the public furniture market, as it was in fact capable of adaptation to
any context, owing to the extreme flexibility of its size.

Fig. 2: Fiberglass 'Lombrico' Modular Sofa System for B & B Italia, 1967;

From a constructive viewpoint, the system consisted mainly of two parts: a fiberglass structure and the
soft polyurethane seat.
The module was a response to a utilitarian need as well as a tool of aesthetical guarantee, one which,
in its iteration and continuity, provided a dynamic image. A repetition, besides the functional
usefulness, in the sense of language.
In architecture, the module carried the same meaning: functional adaptability and aesthetic control of
the form. A constructive reality on the strength of which the ‘module’ (bay, supporting structure)
becomes construction object – subject, successfully capable through its flexibility of enlivening the
surrounding landscape. An architecture susceptible of expansion and freely manageable. The module
furthermore enabled a rational organisation of times and costs of the construction yard.
Technology was never an end in itself or a virtuoso exaltation of the detail and the single component,
but rather a tool for improving the quality of the (architectural and design) product, without
underestimating the economic aspect.
At the height of his creative history, Zanuso meets an entrepreneur who has elevated the workplace to
an ethical dimension, Adriano Olivetti. Their collaboration continues even after the death of the great
entrepreneur, through the design for the three factories of Scarmagno, Crema and Marcianise. The
Marcianise plant, the least renowned and studied of them, repeatedly reconverted and reused, attests
this positive encounter, turning into the testing ground of a technology made up of modules freely
arranged in space. The same technology used in other factories, adapted however to the place and to
its specific production [7].
Interestingly, some of the most significant examples of Marco Zanuso’s architectural production
coincide with his encounter with Adriano Olivetti. It is a case of two great personalities meeting up. On
the one hand, the engineer who transforms the paternal business from a semi-handmade to a mass
industrial reality, drawing inspiration from the most cutting-edge organisational theories, while adapting
them to the specific production of his factories; and, on the other hand, the designer who found in the
factory a new source of inspiration, the place where he could put into practice his theories on building
industrialization and prefabrication.
Prior to 1954, the fateful year in which Adriano Olivetti contacted him, commissioning him to design
the Merlo plant, near Buenos Aires (Argentina), Zanuso had never concretely tackled a work of that
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size. The design represented a challenge for both: for the architect, it is an important commission, due
both to the importance of the customer and the size of the intervention; for the engineer, realizing a
first plant in South America means opening up to an international market, directly challenging the
American competition. The collaboration will further extend to the accomplishment of the next Brazilian
production complex in Sao Paolo, and will not be interrupted even after Adriano’s death in 1960, when
the new management entrusted to him the three factories of Crema, Scarmagno and Marcianise,
jointly with Eduardo Vittoria, who had earlier worked like him for Olivetti.

The Olivetti industry
In the 50’s, Olivetti switched from manual mechanical models to electro-maechanical ones, in order to
draw closer to the most developed techniques and products already depolyed by the American
industries, while simultaneously opening up to the new markets by establishing branches abroad.
Olivetti, however, does not only mean production. Adriano created a global project that involved the
industrial product, architecture, town planning, and publishing. Exhibitions were set up, and the design
of his shops, scattered around the main cities of Europe and America, was entrusted to the most
representative architects of his age, such as Carlo Scarpa, BBPR and Gae Aulenti.
A very evocative image was born, along with an internationally renowned “Olivetti" brand.
The results achieved in terms of image were significant. In the architectural field, a significant tribute
was paid to rationalism through the designs entrusted to Luigi Cosenza, Ignazio Gardella, Ludovico
Quaroni, Ridolfi, Cattaneo, Mollino, Nizzoli, and others.
Ultimately, Olivetti realized a substantial number of quality industrial architectures. Besides the
aforementioned plants, we might cite the 1954 Cedis District; the plant, offices and workers’ houses in
Palermo; the Filtra plant in Via Gallarate in Milan; the expansion of the Necchi plant in Pavia; the
1963 Brinel plant in Casale d’Asolo, Treviso; and the 1970 Edgars offices and warehouses in
Johannesburg.
Olivetti’s activity later extended to the context, since the realization of a production complex not only
meant creating jobs for workers and employees, but also involved the surrounding area, and
contributed to its economy and its growth in social and economic terms by providing collective
services and social community opportunities.
In that connection, an important contribution came from Adriano Olivetti’s ideas on town planning. He
chose to enrol at the National Town Planning Institute (INU), becoming an executive board member of
it in 1948 and its chairman in 1950, and turning the Institute into a tool of debate, conception and
proposal, in an attempt to implant a nationwide understanding of the importance of town planning as a
means of rationally planning the country and its resources, eventually succeeding in creating in the
Canavese area a Concrete Community (Comunità Concreta) and pursuing local projects.
It is in this atmosphere that we must locate the collaboration between Olivetti and Marco Zanuso, who
becomes one of the designers the company relies upon not only for the construction of workplaces but
for the sake of its own image as well.

Adriano Olivetti and industry-focused architecture
Adriano Olivetti had realized at once that the factory is not only a production place, let alone an
exclusive issue of the employer’s profit, but much more than that, a place of ideas and part and parcel
of a complex system linked to the area. Around the factory, the tools of a modern democratic society,
with its social services, were supposed to arise.
The company had to leave a strong imprint on the country hosting it, a town planning, architectural,
cultural sign.
Even abroad, the new plants were conceived as elements for promoting the ‘Olivetti image’.
The first factory born out of Zanuso’s collaboration with Olivetti was the Merlo plant, to produce
typewriters and calculatoes, designed in 1954 and built between 1958 and 1960, with a reinforced
concrete structure and main beams in prestressed concrete. A modular model was experimented to
extend the factory depending on production needs, taking into account the well-being of workers and
using the service areas as filter towards the outside, in accordance with that typical Olivettian
interpretation of the factory not as a closed place but as an open one adapted to the surrounding
environment [8].
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The year 1956 saw the design of the Sao Paolo plant, in Brazil, likewise devoted to the production of
typewriters and calculators, this time, however, with a structure of triangular modules in reinforced
concrete with a vaulted roof in armoured clay.
In 1959, Olivetti finalizes the acquisition of Underwood, but his death, dating from just the following
year, puts and end to both the political and cultural world that had arisen around his thinking and the
large expansion programs in the field of electronics.
The first factory realized in southern Italy was that of Pozzuoli, inaugurated in 1955 and designed by
the Neapolitan engineer Luigi Cosenza. The Neapolitan factory represented an essential opportunity
for the times, inasmuch as it inserted in the economically and socially backward reality of the postWorld War II era a factory driven by innovative systems, which manufactured products with state-ofthe-art design and a modern production system.
The complex, entrusted to Cosenza’s design, left an indelible mark in the history of rationalist
architecture.

Fig. 3: Olivetti Factory in Scarmagno, Marco Zanuso, Eduardo Vittoria, 1962-1971.

The Marcianise plant was built long after, Adriano Olivetti having already died long before. The place
selected, Marcianise, was identified within the scope of the political strategy aimed at promoting the
South of Italy.
In those years, the corporate model so eagerly sought by Adriano Olivetti in his companies went
through a crisis and was soon replaced by State intervention.
It is precisely the State intervention that paved the way for the industrial reality of Marcianise, sprung
out not from a need to expand products and markets, but rather from a desire to rebalance the NorthSouth gap in the industrial field. The contributions granted by the Development Fund for the South of
Italy (Cassa del Mezzogiorno) for the construction of the new plant aimed to realize a new industrial
reality, thereby contributing to reduce the indebtedness to the banks.
On the other hand, for Olivetti, too, the successes scored by the calculators and the typewriters
(Summa Prima 20, Divisumma 24, and Olivetti Lettera 22 and 44), machines of worldwide success
that had backed up the company and the social policy pursued by Adriano Olivetti, had come to an
end.
The Marcianise plant was accordingly born in an already difficult time for the company, especially with
the aim of creating employment in a scarcely developed area from the perspective of industrial
production.
The first post-Adriano plant had been Scarmagno, in Turin, where the collaboration between the
Neapolitan architect Eduardo Vittoria, formerly a collaborator of Luigi Cosenza, and Marco Zanuso,
was tested for the first time.
Eduardo Vittoria, (Naples, 1923 – Rome, 2009) [9], had been called when he was only 28 years old by
Adriano Olivetti to Ivrea, where he had designed the office of the study centre and had gained
experience. Afterwards, he realized the roofing project for Workshop H at ICO’s plants in Ivrea; the
San Bernardo factory in Ivrea, in 1956; the thermal power plant (1958), the community centre in
Palazzo Canavese (1952-55) and, in 1958-61, the research and production centre of SGS (Società
Generale Semiconduttori), by then a subsidiary of Olivetti.
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Marco Zanuso and Eduardo Vittoria explore the possibilities inherent in the new technologies, in
search for new standards of excellence susceptible of being replicated everywhere. In particular, a
modular prefabrication adaptable to the functional needs of the factory and variable in its details
thanks to a mobile construction yard [11].
Zanuso had conceived the design in terms of prefabricated elements, produced in the yard, pursuant
to timeframes conceived and rationalised in such a manner as to enable a scheduled assembly,
“adapting the characteristics of the yard to the assembly requirements”.
The creation of prefabricated elements takes place directly in the construction yard, through a mobile,
trasportable and repeatable system. An important point is that the module may be repeated and used
in order to expand and adapt a factory, but cannot be used ad infinitum, as it is in any event part of a
single and original design, conceived in relation to a given production and a given context [12].
The same structural technology is used in different factories yet adapted to the place, the context and
the specific characteristics of production, with man and work as the focal point of it all [13].
In all three factories, we come across this unified constructive system in prestressed reinforced
concrete consisting of prefabricated pillars and beams assembled, by mechanical connection,
rectangular bays, with a 12X18 metre module.
The Marcianise plant
The Marcianise plant, built between 1969 and 1970, occupies a total surface of 554000 square
metres, 59.000 square metres of which of covered area.
The modular blocks of the factory are all placed at the same level. This stratagem, besides being
functional from an operational viewpoint, granted the opportunity to extend the factory on all sides by
shifting the closing elements. The canteen blocks are structurally distinct from from the workshops
through a 6X6 iron grid structure stopped up by sandwich panels in thermally insulated sheet
alternating with large glass windows.
The workshops do not host large assembly chains, but rather small productive units where a portion of
product is completed.

Fig. 4: Olivetti Factory in Marcianise, Marco Zanuso, Eduardo Vittoria, 1970, image from Google Earth, 2017.

The prestressed concrete structure makes room for large free surfaces; the main beams, in the shape
of an inverted V, 1.65 high, rest over the pillar heads, connected by steel linchpins, with the
interposition of neoprene and Teflon bearings. The secondary beams have a height of 1.3 metres. The
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Fig. 5: Olivetti Factory in Marcianise, Marco Zanuso, Eduardo Vittoria, 1970, ph. Gianni Berengo Gardin, Archivio Storico
Olivetti; Photo taken by the author, 2017.

Fig. 6: Olivetti Factory in Marcianise, Marco Zanuso, Eduardo Vittoria, 1970, Photo taken by the author, 2017.

roof boasts skylights fitted with resin sun-blinds and metallic tunnels for the plants. The zenithal
sources of light are studied by Renzo Piano, who had been collaborating with Zanuso already at
Politecnico di Milano (Milan’s Polytechnic University).
What we have are partly fixed and partly openable skylights. The perfect organisation of the said yard
studied by Vittoria and Zanuso made it possible to daily implement structural modules over an overall
surface of 500 square metres.
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With this structure, an aesthetic and spatial continuity is attained that absorbs all the internal functions,
overtopping them with a concrete grid that generates different frames depending on the viewpoint
chosen. A beam-pillar system of far-reaching plastic impact, which remains the sole element common
to the three factories; the vertical closures, in fact, vary both in design and in materials (types and
composition of the fixtures, prefabricated closing panels). The inverted-V beam, with its great bearing
capabilities, takes on a graphic meaning with a strong impact on the landscape. Quite sculptural is
also the pillar, moulded and extended in its upper part [14].
The experience in Olivetti represents for Zanuso, once again, the chance to try out new building
methods; here, prefabrication is put into practice more methodically than in the previous examples of
Merlo and Sao Paolo, perhaps limited by the local building options. The prefabricated structural
elements were the most appropriate response to the size of the plants, whereas recourse to the
‘mobile yard’ has enabled the optimization of times, generating economies in the building phase.

Evolution of the factory function
It is to Marcianise that the Olivetti Controllo Numerico was first moved, followed by agreement on a
plan to transform the plant into one better suited to the construction of heavy machinery. An operation
that entailed a radical transformation with the construction of a further 15000 square metres of
covered area and a strong upgrading of workers. What was lacking on site was an effective research
capable of competing on world markets, as that was still left in Ivrea.
The consequence was that, in 1984, the site was already in crisis. Thereafter, Olivetti departed from
the computer scene, and the Pozzuoli plant was reused for several other activities. Marcianise’s story,
too, eventually ended when the plant was sold to third parties.
At present, the plant is abandoned and in disuse. The whole area follows in part the fate of other
industrial landscapes; and yet, the creation of the industrial area had been loaded with so many
expectations: the economic rehabilitation of the area, with a resultant cultural revival, was expected.
From rural as it was, the area was supposed to become an active industrial centre, with the
inhabitants kept there and contributing to found a new development.
Not even the presence of Olivetti, however, succeeded in accomplishing that. We were already in the
70’s, and as we said earlier, the drive of ideals and the social and cultural aggregation ability of the old
company had drawn to an end.
Lille was likewise left of that workplace elevated to a ethical dimension, as conceived by Adriano
Olivetti.
The creation of large industrial areas was meant to be but the start of a large town planning and
territorial transformation, and the Olivetti factory was intended as an important component of this
environmental transformation.
Today, instead, the factory lies at the centre of a desolate landscape made up of large neglected
depots, but also of perfectly functioning companies, where chain stores represent the single
hegemonic force, a clear sign of our times, in which productions makes way for large retail centres.
Here, too, we can witness the occurrence of a progressive switch from the industrial to the postindustrial society; from a society chiefly producing «material goods» to one mostly producing
immaterial goods, especially services.
«Factories are essentially ephemeral, inasmuch as they are the faithful mirror of times and
places», wrote Gillian Darley in 2007.
In this case, too, the factory narrates times and places perfectly, but over and above that, it also
narrates strong values, it is loaded with architectural sense and meaning, it is the culmination of an
industrial history that has punctuated the whole of the twentieth century.
This is why it must be preserved and safeguarded, nay, it must serve as a regeneration hub, culturally
as well, of the ASI area, within a project that lends order to a town planning development seemingly
taking increasingly diverse and uncertain directions.
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Abstract

The disasters of World War II left in Naples, more than in the rest of Italy, a void to be filled. The need
to restart an economy that had suffered from war trauma, combined with the urgent need for housing
for displaced and homeless people, found its natural response in the vast process of reconstruction
that began after the war.
A large number of professionals took an active part in this process, having to both meet the public
demand as the private one in a weak regulatory environment, where the lack of available planning
tools gave way to various interpretations, often influenced by speculative interests.
This article focuses on the practical contribution of the architect Renato Avolio De Martino to this
period of reconstruction. De Martino was an active figure in the Neapolitan architectural Panorama,
albeit unrelated to the theoretical debate and the world of academia. He engaged in various sectors,
ranging from public to private, residential and industrial, always keeping a good balance between the
wishes of the client and the environmental problems linked to the local territory, without ever distorting
his vision of architecture.
The analysis of his architecture presents us with an innovative figure, which is tied to the principles of
rationalist architecture that will accompany him throughout the course of his long professional career.
Keywords: reconstruction, practical contribution, innovative.

1.

War devastation

The Second World War represented a turning point for the city of Naples, its horror and devastation
bringing to the most difficult time in its history.
Due to its geographic location, Naples had become a strategic junction for the activities of the fascist
regime, its importance dramatically growing with the beginning of the conflict. The port of Naples,
which already was the starting point for the fascist expeditions to Italian Libya, became one of the
main bases of the Italian Navy. For this reason, Naples was one of the main targets for war enemies,
this situation resulting in a dramatic amount of bombings, roughly 200 raids between 1940-1944, of
which 181 in 1943 only. The raids caused between 20.000-25.000 casualties, mainly civilians [1].
At the end of the World War, the need of rebuilding the city of Naples became even more urgent
considering the additional damage caused by the last eruption of Vesuvius.
The post-war years saw an extremely active building industry, with the main professionals of the field
involved in the reconstruction. Among them, the Neapolitan architect Renato Avolio De Martino, one of
the first students of the “Regia Scuola Superiore di Architettura di Napoli”. His career developed along
the years of the reconstruction, resulting in his significant role both in politics and planning of the
rebuilding process.
Renato Avolio De Martino was actively involved in the urban reconstruction process since the end of
the conflict, first as a member of the “Commissione Edilizia” (Building Commission) in 1945-1947 [2],
and then as an urban planner in the technical committee of the Public Works Agency of the Campania
region [3].
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The first commitment was redacting the reconstruction plan, which was now mandatory based on the
Decree Law n.154 of the 1st of March 1945. Such plan represented the starting point for the rebuilding
process, providing the guidelines for the reconstruction of Naples.

2.

Subsidized housing

The reconstruction process began during the inevitable post-war economic crisis. In order to reignite
the economy, the State needed to face the lack of jobs and housing for thousands of people who lost
everything during the conflict. Public housing and building became the main subject matter of the time.
Specific programmes, such as the draft law INA-CASA [4] in 1949, pointed to the need of subsidized
housing for the lower classes, in order to guarantee more affordable rents and financial support for
purchases.
The law also aimed to fight unemployment by encouraging new building activities, which would create,
together with the related industries, a remarkable number of jobs [5]..
The creation of working-class neighbourhoods involved not only the manpower, but also a great
number of architects and engineers.
These events allowed Renato Avolio De Martino and his colleagues to confront large-scale urban
development projects, which also required special attention to the needs of those who would reside in
such districts.
One result of this intense architectural activity was the quality improvement in public housing, thanks
to the realization of projects thought by architects and designers who, free from commissioners, were
able to renovate the concept of housing architecture.
Renato Avolio De Martino played an active role in rebuilding and renovating the working-class
districts, thanks to his ability and expertise in architectural design and urban planning.
The first district which Avolio De Martino contributed to plan and build was the INA-CASA MianoPiscinola [6], located in-between the two municipalities. The 1957 plan, designed in cooperation with
architect Stefania Filo Speziale, envisaged structuring an urban space with two parallel streets and
row buildings with open courtyards, amounting to 2.250 living units.
The project focused on primary residences connected by living and social spaces, which contributed
to the creation of a cohesive neighbourhood.
Following the Miano-Piscinola experience, Avolio De Martino joined in 1959 the designing of the INACASA Secondigliano II district. The plan was redacted with Giulio De Luca and Stefania Filo Speziale,
aiming at the completion of the working-class area, whose construction had started in 1957
simultaneously with the Secondigliano I project by Carlo Cocchia. Albeit part of one building complex,
the two designs were significantly different. Cocchia’s project was influenced by organic architecture,
with curved and uneven lines, while the Secondigliano II design favoured an extremely regular
orthogonal plan [7].
What connected these two projects and, actually, all the designs of the second phase of INA-CASA in
Naples, was the innovative approach aimed at overcoming the neo-realist trend of the first seven
years.
Avolio De Martino’s last work for INA-CASA was a building destined to RAI (the Italian state
broadcaster) employees, erected between 1960-1962 in via Testi in Naples.
Starting from 1963, Law n.60 of 14th February established the take-over of GESCAL [8], which lead to
a new course in the building industry management.

Fig. 1-2: Site plan and aerial view of the quarter “INA-Casa Miano-Piscinola”, 1957.
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Fig. 3: Model of the quartier Secondigliano II.

In 1965, Renato Avolio De Martino took part in the realization of the third design plan for the GESCAL
residential area in the Traiano district, together with a team of architects coordinated by Marcello
Canino. The plan, wanted by CEP [9] (Coordinamento Edilizia Popolare) and conceived for 24.000
residents [10], managed to overcome the fragmentary nature of small units, towards a more closelyknit quarter. The selected area, located between the Soccavo and Fuorigrotta districts, was the perfect
setting for organic architecture designs. The pilot project revolved around a large sinuous parkway
surrounded by seven residential buildings linked by a big central park, equipped with schools,
community centers, medical assistance, sports facilities and more [11]. The community facilities were
actually never built and, with the contributing factor of a remarkable population growth, the district
turned into the typical suburban ghetto, in striking contrast to the original project idea, which started as
one of the most interesting urban designs of post-war Italy.
During those years, the reconstruction did not only concern housing projects. With Law n.646 of 10th
August 1950, the Italian State established the “Cassa del Mezzogiorno”, a public institution intended to
promote the economic and social development of Southern Italy by programming and funding special
works. For this purpose, the Cassa del Mezzogiorno created a register of designers and directors of
works.
Renato Avolio De Martino took part, as a registered member, in several works of the institution, such
as the restoration of the Capodimonte porcelain factory between 1969 and 1971, and the building of a
secondary school in the Pianura municipality in 1972.

Fig. 4: Plan of the districts of Secondigliano I and Secondigliano II.
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3.

The SPEME

Beside many assignments in the subsidized housing field, Renato Avolio De Martino also designed
several private residential projects in the Neapolitan area. His partnership with the Lancellotti family,
owner of SPEME, was particularly important, since this company was responsible for the parceling
plan of the Posillipo hill. “With the Agreement of 20th October 1926, the Naples city council
empowered SPEME to build the new Sannazzaro-Posillipo district on the southern side of the hill,
between Mergellina and higher Posillipo. Three other agreements followed in 1930, 1935 and 1948;
finally, the Decree Law n.75 of 22nd January 1960 approved a modification of the city plan limited to
the eastern Posillipo area, which consequently led to the parceling plan of 10th October 1960…” [12].

Fig. 5-6: Plan and section of Lancellotti Palace.

Following the end of the Second World War, the Lancellotti family resumed the plan that was started
before the conflict, commissioning Renato Avolio De Martino the design of different works, their
realization being assigned to the firms Lauro, Cafiero and Fiorentino.
His first assignment was the design and realization of a building intended to house the company’s
technical staff. The building, known as “Palazzo Lancellotti”, was built on the first tuffaceous ridge in
via Orazio, close to the Clinica Mediterranea, but with access from the top of the street [13].
In the same year, he realized another SPEME project, also located in via Orazio. The two buildings
were the first works concerning the Posillipo hill, a peripheral but expanding area at the time. In both
projects, Renato Avolio De Martino was able to manage the complexities of the territory, a steep
tuffaceous hill characterized by natural height differences. His use of solid and void on the façades of
both buildings results in the continuity of perspective, especially noticeable from the sea-facing side in
via Orazio.
The Lancellotti family, pleased with the result, decided to assign Avolio De Martino the design plan of
the gardens of Villa Orazio. The lot, situated in the first bend of via Orazio, seemed to be the perfect
spot for a big work that could emphasize the natural beauty of the site. Architect Avolio De Martino
perfectly managed the difficulties caused by the scarce depth and the steepness of the lot, designing
two separate buildings located at different heights. The space optimization combined a remarkable
number of living units with a large green space, preserving the beauty of the location [14].

Fig. 7-8: Plan and section of “Villa Orazio”.
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Once finished, SPEME sold the entire complex to captain Achille Lauro, from whom the name Villa
Lauro originated. One of the apartments was actually given to Renato Avolio De Martino, who made it
his home until his death and his studio for many years.
The excellent relationship between the architect and the Lancellotti family brought him outside of
Naples with assignments also in the city of Rome.
The works of the Posillipo hill, although remarkable for their architectural features, were somewhat
linked to a context of speculative overbuilding, a phenomenon from which Avolio De Martino tried to
distance himself, but that unfortunately characterized the Lauro era in Naples.

4.

IRI and the industry

Post-war reconstruction was clearly not limited to building houses for all those people who had lost
their homes during the conflict. The Italian State needed to get the economy back on track by
reigniting the manufacturing industry and creating new jobs. For the same reason, after the First World
War, Benito Mussolini’s Fascist regime established the IRI (Institute for Industrial Reconstruction), a
public holding company which intended to restructure and finance private companies which could not
be helped by the banks in a time of deep recession [15].

Fig. 9-10: Prospect and aerial view of the thermoelectric power station “Vigliena”.

Renato Avolio De Martino collaborated with companies of the IRI group during his entire career,
designing relevant projects for big companies such as SME, RAI, ENEL, UNES, MEDEDIL, MCM.
These projects went from the renovation of pre-existing buildings to the realization of new offices,
production sites, research centers, skyscrapers and industrial buildings, proving the versatility of a
professional who was able to approach different branches of architecture, always preserving the
quality level of his creations.
His first industry plan was commissioned by SME in 1950 and concerned the enlargement of the
thermoelectric power station “Vigliena”, formerly “Maurizio Capuano” power plant, built in 1924. The
project included moving back the quay by 190 meters in order to create more moorings for the tankers
carrying the fuel necessary for the plant; the expansion of the pre-existing pier and the construction of
a new edifice, in front of the old factory buildings to house new and old electric machinery. The original
power station had suffered severe damage during the 1943 bombings [16].
The IMI-ERP funding aimed at the renovation of the Italian industry through modern and more efficient
equipment which would reduce the production costs making Italian factories more competitive on the
international markets, with an increase in both production and employment [17].
Six years after the end of the enlargement works of the Vigliena station, during a time of remarkable
economic growth, SME commissioned architect Avolio De Martino the realization of a new
thermoelectric 300MW power station, next to the the old plant. The construction works for the
“Levante” station lasted from 1958 to 1961, affecting an area of 80.000 square meters, of which more
than 50.000 obtained by filling a body of water. A rock barrier was also built to protect the site from
coastal storms. The buildings included spaces for engine rooms, electric panels, offices and accessory
structures, covering a total of 6.100 square meters [18].
In the following years, architect Avolio De Martino’s partnership with SME became even stronger after
the company was acquired from ENEL. He designed and realized several big projects, not merely in
the Neapolitan area, becoming one of the main professionals of the company.
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Fig. 11-12: Views of the thermoelectric power station “Levante”.

His intense professional activity thus linked to the history of Naples the name of an architect who,
although not renowned, had a relevant role in the reconstruction of a city devastated by the brutality of
war, always remaining true to his vision of architecture.
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Abstract
The collapse of communism left Tirana in the 90s as a city filled with gray cubes of precast concrete or
silicate brick residential construction. Arrays of unnamed buildings. In spite of that, there was a perfect
geometry of rational architectonic forms and volumes with clear and well-defined urban boundaries. In
those buildings, construction materials and architectural elements were clearly visible.
The vigorous economic development oriented the attention of Albanian architects towards the
possibility of creating new buildings neglecting the need for rehabilitation of existing building stock. In
this urban environment in search of visual identity artists, invited by the municipality, found the perfect
canvas to experiment their fantasy. Buildings in Tirana were transformed in giant canvases. These
interventions erased the rationalist identity and perception of the residential blocks built during the
communist period.
This paper aims to analyze how has changed the visual perception of those architectural spaces in
Tirana after a color intervention has been applied by artists and painters. The research is based on
data obtained from physical observation of the built environment and computer models analyses and
stimulation.
Keywords: Color, Building, Housing, Perception, Space

1.

Introduction

Albanian communist regime guided the population to a minimum living standard. Housing structures
couldn't escape this standardization. Under this ideology were developed several residential
typologies based on the experiences of the Eastern Block. The common denominator of these
typologies was the grayness that surrounded everything.
Despite these limits, Albanian architects tried to produce a rationalist architecture with pure geometry,
which clearly distinguished building materials and architectural details. But this local interpretation of
the modernist architecture lacked one visual characteristic that has strengthened its position in the
new century: Color
Political and socio-economic changes that took place in Albania created an ideal ground for the
outbreak of visual experiments in the built environment of Tirana. First, in a limited local level and
then, inviting in the game architects and artists from all over the world. Tirana became a colorful
playground for grownups with power.
Ashamed of this build testimony of our past we covered it up with rainbow dust.
Architects, still neglecting their concrete legacy and the importance of color in reviving it were left
behind. Dull, gray environment was no more. An explosion of rainbows had covered every brick,
beams, columns.
But in all this joyful artistic game we lost: the building; the identical elements that define the perception
of architecture.
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2.

Communist building stock

Fig. 1: Aerial photo of the housing complex "Puna" (Labor). Source – Arkivi Teknik i Ndërtimit
Fig. 2: Aerial photo of Tirana city center. Source – photo from the authors

Fig. 3: Urban plan of the housing complex "Puna" (Labor). Source – Arkivi Teknik i Ndërtimit

The main problem to be solved was housing in Tirana newly arrived workers from all over Albania.
Residential buildings were constructed with minimal spaces, low construction quality, showing
construction materials not as decoration but as aim to minimize costs, but still a perfect urban
geometry with clear boundaries, defined functions and architectonic elements. Total uniformity that
erases the individuality of the architect, designer of the building and furthermore the individuality of the
each inhabitant relegated in his cell within this ant colony. Yet this geometric grayness defines a
historical and architectonic identity and we can't be so eager to erase it.
In the 90s the total absence of maintenance on this buildings led to their constant physical
degradation. Illegal additions, falling plaster, air conditioners and satellite dishes biting facades,
window zoom or locking turned these buildings in urban Frankensteins.

Fig. 4: Physical degradation of the housing buildings. source - photo from the authors
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3.

Coloring the city

During the years 2000-2015 the local governance of Tirana tried to change the perception of the city's
urban texture. The easiest and fastest way was to paint the facades of the old housing buildings.
Doing this also help to clean the shame for our communist past.
Ashamed of this build testimony of our past we covered it up with rainbow dust.

Fig. 5, 6: Color intervention at Wilson Square. Source - Municipality of Tirana

These interventions are quite interesting and change drastically the way we perceive the build
environment. They are very artistic ( are made generally by foreign artists ) and joyful. In this way the
façade aberrations are covered and this makeup helps to forget the physical condition of the buildings.

Fig. 7, 8: Color intervention of residential buildings along Lana River. Source - Municipality of Tirana

With the help of color we see beyond the building. This kind of intervention breaks the image of the
urban wall, the build volume and elements. We perceive only the color contrasts. The geometrical
uniformity of the communist period is replaced by the uniformity of multicolored facades. Yet again the
architects individuality is at risk. On the other hand from a historic point of view we are erasing the
traces of an important period of the history of Tirana. These stylistic traces must be preserved as a
testimony of an era.

4.

Losing the identity of the building

Modeling the image of the city is a work for many people but the architect's role is to be the
coordinator of all. The building itself is a result of an agreement between the architect-designer, the
owners-inhabitants and local municipality-administrator of the public space. Every urban intervention
must consider this agreement. An artistic intervention is mainly interested in the surface of the façade.
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Doing so, we have erased the definition of a building. We erase the perception of the volume,
architectural details, history, function, and identity. We erased the building identity.
Even in advanced color interventions like those of the artist Friedensreich Hundertwasser the building
and his inhabitants were the centers of his ideas. He declares that he outlines the boundaries of every
apartment in the building to give its inhabitant a sense of individuality and self-esteem. Furthermore,
the colored outlines of the windows are a manifestation of the inner space in the outside world. Every
person who lives in a specific room paints the outline of his window with a color of choice and only the
surface he or she can reach with the brush in their hands.

Fig. 9: Hundertwasser House, Vienna, Austria (F. Hundertwasser).

Thus acknowledging the positive effects of the color interventions it should be designed on an
analytical basis and not just through artistic sensitivity. The Architect must reclaim his position in the
process of shaping the image of the city and help its inhabitants to understand, use and interact with
the urban space.

5.

Methodology

At the Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism in Tirana color interventions research has become an
important issue in order to consider this characteristic of the building during the design process. We
have experimented with the design of some color interventions on the facades of the communist
period buildings based on analytical research. The analysis considered many aspects of the buildings,
site's location, and its inhabitants. Also, we established 3 main groups of interest in this process:
architects (artists) as designers, inhabitants as owners of the building and the municipality as
administrator of the built environment.
The work was organized in three phases:
a. Analytical research: the history of the building, function, site location, construction materials,
original volume and the additions, architectural details, the state of degradation, colors of the
building, colors of the site, sidewalks, streets and urban furniture, window/façade ratio, etc.
b. Intervention concepts and ideas: the color intervention is used as the problem solver for the
main issues observed during the analysis trying to preserve the building's identity.
c. Testing of the ideas: different concepts of the color intervention are discussed with the
community of inhabitants of the building trying to choose the best solution for physical and
visual problems.
After the analytical work was finished we proceeded to the final design solution for the color
intervention. The main concern of the workgroup was to preserve the architectural identity of the
buildings, reinforcing architectural details, style, and volume visual impact.
These projects were designed from an architectural point of view and differ from the artistic
interventions in the relation they establish with the building itself.
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5.1 "Vasil Shanto” residential housing case study

Fig. 10, 11: "Vasil Shanto” housing buildings. source - photo from the authors

The highlighted contrast used in one building plan tends to lead it to a color collapse thus losing the
depth perception of the construction elements. The painting that is done in one plan, in an artistic
form, has led it into a de-constructivist façade violating its constructive features.
The case study of the block as well as the entire area, buildings represent damages mainly in finishes,
which have been degraded from the moisture and atmospheric conditions. Additions are distinguished
on the top floor, made by the residents, not missing nor the additions on the ground floor in all
constituent block buildings for use as stores, bars or housing.
The intervention concept in objects consists in the disappearance of deconstruction in observing three
particular points:

Fig. 12: 3d render of the building after the intervention. Source – FAU archive

•
•
•

Color does not interfere in volume;
Color does not ruin the unity of the construction elements;
Color respects the appearance form.

The interference also realizes the disappearance of the facade's discoloration. Colors that are been
used are represented by a material in order to express volumetric characteristics and features of each
building. Architects share a common interest in maximizing the depth of the surface through the
material, capturing the environmental variables, increasing the translucent reflective spaces etc.. So,
this intervention has managed to soften the strong contrast, moving away from the use of colors in
plans and reinforced the effect of depth.
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Fig. 13, 14: Façade and window detail of the color intervention. Source – FAU archive

5.2 “21 Dhjetori” residential housing case study

Fig. 15 , 16 , 17: "21 Dhjetori" housing buildings. Source - photo from the authors

A major problem that is identified in this area is the self-restoration finishes phenomena, using colors
that distinguish apartments themselves, creating a so multicolor stripe which compresses eye-catching
show tastes of each of the residents.
It is also noted the presence of the air conditioner, the deposits and the aspiration tubes of bars.
Several colors and contrasts may be found within a building facade. Over years, due to weather
factors, finishes comes damaged in many parts therefore affecting the aesthetic appearance of the
facade and the perception of pedestrians.

Fig. 18: Façade of the color intervention. Source – FAU archive
Fig. 19: 3d render of the building after the intervention. Source – FAU archive
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After urban analysis, the 5-floor object-s material is scheduled to be kept as it is, with silicate bricks,
interfering in window frames with pre-selected colors, generating thus visual communication between
blocks.
These building's extensions, which are colored-plaster material, will be coated with silicate brick to
come closer the existing state of the buildings and will be added to the framework laid down for
intervention.
5.3 "S. Frasheri Street" residential housing case study
During the period 26 years old of pos-communism, there are made innumerable interventions, mostly
from individual families or businessmen, forcing the block's view to change in a non uniform manner,
first with uncontrolled additives and second with plaster and painted facade according to their own
desires, without strategy.

Fig. 20: Building in "S.Frasheri street". source - photo from the authors

Degradation of the bloc's identity first is seen in extensions that families have done to their
apartments. It is noted mostly the collision of materials in the facade, as these additives appear in a
disharmony with brick material, thereby undermining its esthetics.
The most obvious problem that is seen, is that both the building's material and the architectural style
are drowned by different materials and colors that are not related to, therefore blocking the building's
identity.

Fig. 17: Façade of the color intervention. Source – FAU archive

These problems lead to an urgent need for a coloristic and material surveying, to maintain a balance
between the old block and the new extensions.
The intervention consists in:
• integration of functions within the street
• reducing the difference between service and residential floors
• unification of the building add-ons apartment
• restoration of damaged weatherproof material.
To maintain a pure architectural style and to give vitality the services floor, is thought a minimalist
intervention with base colors in some particular elements not only keeping brick material intangibles
but thus creating an approach between the massive old facade and new elements added in recent
years.
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Fig. 18: 3d rendering. Source – FAU archive

6.

Conclusions

The last century Albania experienced radical changes in her political and socio-economic systems,
changes that in other countries happened in 200-300 years. This tight historical layering makes
difficult to build and preserve historical identities. The last revolution we saw is an artistic one. Tirana,
the capital of Albania has been covered in rainbow dust and its once gray buildings are now a fullcolor palette.
• Artist from all over the world found their Eden in Tirana.
• Artistic interventions are erasing the visual architectural identity of the city.
• Artistic interventions don't resolve the physical degradation of the old housing buildings.
• Arising the elements that define the building identity will erase the visual image of the building
itself.
• Albanian architects must reclaim their role in the process of reshaping the image of Tirana.
• Color interventions impact positively in the interaction between inhabitants and the urban space.
• Every color intervention should consider the specific characteristics of the building.
• Inhabitants should have their voice during the process.
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Abstract
The new “Piazza” is the result of the union of three areas affected by the damage done during the
earthquake of November 23, 1980. It is the oldest area of the city of Rionero, located between Piazza
XX Settembre and Piazza Giustino Fortunato, which overlooks the historic Palace of the famous
scholar of the Southern italian question. Piazza Giustino Fortunato occupies the upper part of the
entire complex. Piazza XX Settembre, home to a weekly market, is at the lower level, the closest to
the park. Between the two squares is located the area formerly occupied by the Theater of war
veterans: Liberty building demolished because of serious damage reported. Overall, the Square
following a single plan all along its extension. In terms allusive, it recalls the ancient track of Rionero
river: the place of origin of the whole city. In terms evocative, the square is set up as an auditorium set
against natural contours of the site. A planimetric system concentric sectors is willing to highlight
reference points perspective. The whole project evokes the ancient function of the square: the
privileged place of our ancestors here were exchanging products of the earth and the words. In fact,
not far from the premises of the theater demolished there is a new space for exhibitions and shows.
Access is at altitude while the auditorium is underground, lit by large arched openings playing as
elevation waves in contrast to the circular sections of the “Piazza”.
Keywords: earthquake, piazza, earth, space, underground

1.

Previous Status

The project is the result of a design contest drawn up by Geneviève Hanssen, Mario Pisani and Luigi
Foglia.
In the original state, the project area is delimited northeast from the Palazzo Giustino Fortunato
building prospect, northwest from a continuous building front, southeast from a parallel opposite front,
and southwest by the area of the Fighters' Theater.
The site has a remarkable slope, with a difference of 6 meters between the Giustino Fortunato palace
level and the terminal part of the lot. The center of the square was occupied by a trapezoidal plan like
a podium. In the area of the first intervention, the pavement of the podium was in white limestone,
about 3 cm thick, placed in opus incertum. The side streets to the podium were in high-quality lava
stone, with a thickness of about 20 cm.
The triangular part of the Fighters' Theater was floorless and completely covered with carry land.

2.

Context-related issues

The square as a whole is shaped like a cavea attached to the natural altimetric profile.
The reasons that led to the proposed solution communicate the close relationship with the physical
context and with the evocative memories of the place.
This concentric sector system - arranged according to particular perspective points - gives the square
a unitary appearance.
Considered as a whole, the square is structured in large steps that slowly recover the existing levels
up to the side edges.
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Each step is conceived as an extrusion of the ground that rises on the next terrace for a such height
that allows the introduction of benches and valuable trees for shading.
The perimeter area of the square is reclaimed to its natural riverbed to allow the transit of cars for
safety and unloading of goods.
This division between the central area of the square and the perimeter edges is marked by a series of
lighting poles.
A series of bright spots on the ground illuminated the dark gray stone flooring, which, wet by the
humidity of the evening, tends to black as the typical stone of Vesuvius.
The square exalts its own kind of receptive and welcoming space to attend concerts and
performances, but also to public events and political parties.

3.

Nature of intervention

In relation to suggestions and constraints of historical, cultural, artistic and landscape nature, all the
projecting activities recall the ancient function of the square: the privileged place of our progenitors
who exchanged earthly products and the words.
Near the demolished theater, there is a new underground space for exhibitions and shows featuring
ample waves-like arc structures.
Inside of the square are highlighted the possible connections with historical emergencies, in particular
with Palazzo Fortunato, Piazza della Fontana Grande, the Mother Church and the old district called
Costa.
In addition, the presence of some vegetation islands with tall trees make a screen from a
cumbersome building projected on XX Settembre Square and seem to indicate a possible path to
Fortunato Palace's garden.
Finally, a series of water spring drawn a path. Similar to those announcing the presence of a natural
source, they seem to come from the earth.
These water springs, together with the pavement, the artwork and the building formed by a wavy
concatenation, create a set that seems to confirm the presence of the ancient river of Rionero: a lost
element but capable of revive with always new aspects.
Under this unusual dress, the water srping system is comparable to a fountain that eject ever new
water, such as the many sources in place.
The largest difference in altitude in the first building lot is exploited to alternate slope steps. In this way
you get a maximum altimetric detachment between one step and the other of about 45 cm.
This altitude difference is used to insert curvilinear benches, which are placed in alternate planimetric
planes.
Towards the right side of the Giustino Fortunato Palace there are planted two group of trees useful for
the shading.

4.

Materials, furniture elements, memories

The parterre of the first lot is conceived in a unified way and is made up of a new base of dark basalt
stone with thickness of 10 cm.
Inside the parterre the existing volcanic stone basins are reused in the rest area near the benches and
tree areas.
In memory of the "Rionero" the square is scattered with small water chalices carved in the same
basalt stone of the pavement.
The water springs receive water from the incisions at the base of the steps. The system is conceived
both for rainwater harvesting and natural irrigation of green areas.
In addition, a recovery system allows the water to pluck out of the water springs that, with the led
points, give birth to light and water games of particular evocative character.
The water will signal metaphorically the outbreak of the source rush that drives from the subsoil.
Irrigation engravings will remember the winery and rural farming activities of the site as vertical rays of
light during the evening will re-establish the perimeter of the destroyed Theater of Fighters in bright
bands.
The main furnishing elements consist of the lighting system with poles and bollards to safeguard the
pedestrian center of the square.

Autor of the pictures n. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 Angela Rosati
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Fig. 1 Previous situation

Fig. 2 External view
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Fig. 3 External view to Palazzo Giustino Fortunato

Fig. 4 External view on the other side
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Fig. 5 External view to Torre dell’Orologio

Fig. 6 External view by night
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Fig. 7 External view to public garden

Fig. 8 External view
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Fig. 9 External view

Fig. 10 External view
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Fig. 11 Details

Fig. 12 External view
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Abstract

Within the numerous tourist types, the "hydrotherapy" is a very important sector.
From Roman times we witness to the creation of the first thermal baths, become real places of
encounter and a source of mental and physical well-being, creating a tourism centered around the
Spa-centers, promoting the transformation of the urban context and the body care.
Although this sector has had a continuous swing between moments of greater or lesser success, after
the substantial increase of tourists had to the nineteenth century and the crisis had in the early
twentieth century, the present society still has positive image of ' spa industry.
Today this type of tourism is linked to the "wellness" industry and the improvement of the spa facilities,
enhancing the value of the areas in which they are located.
The research aims to the analysis of the transformation of the spa resort places that characterized the
nineteenth and twentieth century, focusing on the importance attached spa industry to architecture
and the environment seen as opportunities for enhancement of the territor.
Keywords: Bath, wellness, Spa, thermal industry

Section

The establishment of spas and spa facilities is one of the greatest contributions received by the
Romans for the history of architecture and customs. From the realization of the first spa baths, what
was originally a necessity, in time became a true ritual.
The farsightedness of the Romans continued to this day, alternating phases of strong decline (see the
fall of the Roman Empire and the advent of Christianity) when the baths were considered "a place of
sin, to phases when , especially in the nineteenth century, spa establishments were only frequented
by the highest social classes, resulting in "elite thermalism.
Between the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the 20th century, the advancement of science,
medicine, studies on mineral waters composition and the creation of railway networks to reach even
more remote locations, allows greater support to the field of thermalism, so that visits to spas are
made by a large number of users of all ages and social classes.
It is in this context that, thanks to the enhancement of the spa sector, there is interest in the creation
and expansion of real "water cities".
The structure and construction of the thermal complex is thus directly related to the orographic
conditions of the territory on which it develops, and the historic city.
In this respect, architectural solutions are proposed from a process of careful analysis and study of
precise situations such as urban fabric, spatial relationships with the environment and man needs
faced to future architecture, which intersect or even modify the urban layout of the city within which
they are installed. This is how spas, originally conceived as places that are merely aimed at body care,
expand in size and become resorts of true relaxation, equipping themselves with spacious living
areas such as parks, panoramic pavilions and luxurious hotels, giving visitors the opportunity to retreat
and entertain themselves.
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Fig. 1: Caracalla’s thermal baths, 217 d.C. general view.

Fig. 2: Plan of Caracalla’s thermal baths, 217 d.C.
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Following the English example of Bath, which represents the spa town by definition, developed at the
end of the 17th century, together with the Belgian city Spa, which towards the end of the eighteenth
century is even better known for the transition from body care to leisure, Spa tourism develops
becoming a nearly generalized fashion all over the continent.

Fig. 3: The great baths, Bath, England.

Fig. 4: ancient bath, Spa, Belgium.

In Italy, however, this type of tourism starts in the middle of the 19th century and reaches its boom
before the outbreak of World War I, overcoming this way the phenomenon of "baths" and considering
this as the golden period of the thermal industry.
The years of the Italian belle époque were dictated above all by the image that the spa centers
managed to evoke. The innovative character and space solutions of the spa resorts were marked by a
local interest development linked mainly to the context, introducing logic of physical, economic and
social enhancement of an evolving reality.
The first city to realize the importance of the thermal industry was San Giuliano Terme, first known as
Aquae Pisanae, in the province of Pisa, where in the wake of existing baths, new investments were
promoted and an authentic spa village was built.

Fig. 5: ancient postcard , San Giuliano Terme di Pisa.

The development of the villes d'eaux spa concretizes in concomitance with a season that finds
expression in the Liberty style. Some clear examples are, San Pellegrino, which was an Alpine
township transformed into an elegant town with the Palazzo delle Fonti, the Thermal spa, grand hotels
and villas; Montecatini, where the use of spas was the rethinking of many existing places such as the
Tettuccio plant, restructured in the first decades of the 20th century on the plant of the ancient
leopoldine spas, and the creation of others able to satisfy the demands of tourists; followed by the city
of Fiuggi, which well exploited its proximity to Rome and its places of interest, Recoraro, Euganean
thermal baths and the thermal baths in Campania.
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A different case is represented by Salsomaggiore, which was literally invented from nothing as a
tourist center.

Fig. 6: San Pellegrino Terme.

Fig. 7: Tettuccio’s thermal establishment, Montecatini.

Fig. 8: Berzieri’s thermal bath, Salsomaggiore.

In this perspective, the phenomenon of thermalism and the resulting architecture cover a fundamental
role in the process of enhancing the territory by enabling space transformation on all levels, from
urban to interior care.
Today, a new phase in the spa industry is being witnessed, the concept of "wellness" is associated
with body care, in this regard we can talk about spa activity as "a process of territorial production” and
this is why tourist itineraries combined with the stay at the thermal resorts are also encouraged.
The anthropological and scientific history of this topic, accompanied by new economic and productive
requests, endorses the significance of an investigation projected to recover the principles that spa
architecture has always incorporated within the anthropized territory and the relationship systems that
lay in it.
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Abstract

The development of digital survey with Structure From Motion (SFM) technology, a few years away
from its introduction and diffusion, allows to make some thoughts about the feasibility of these
systems. This sector, rapidly evolving in previous years, has reached a point of stability for the quality
of the currents products.
In the literature there are a lot of papers about the archaeological survey and small architectural
details. Today it’s possible to make the survey of facades or parts of buildings both for archaeological
and architectural purpose.
Subject of this work is a comparison of a survey made by the laser scanner and the point clouds of the
same object obtained by the SFM software. The occasion was provided by the facades of some
baroque religious buildings in Catania, previously surveyed by 3D laser scanner, and today again
photographed for the elaboration by the Zephyr 3Dflow software. The bibliography is recent and it is
based on papers about SFM experiments, in the acts of the previous three International Meeting of
Teachers of Representation Disciplines and the Congress of the Italian Union for Drawing. The
methodology used in this work takes into account the comparison of results obtained by high dense
image matching procedures and digital survey already performed by 3D laser scanner. In particular,
we want to verify the accuracy and the reliability of metrical measurements, of the point cloud, of the
mesh and of the texture. The aim is to determine how far a SFM survey can be considered a reliable
alternative to a laser scanners survey.
Keywords: Representation, drawing, survey, Structure From Motion, 3D modeling.

1.

Introduction

The disaster created by an earthquake produces a sequence of effects that have consequences for
the community. The first effect is about people safety, followed by the paralysis of the economic and
productive system, then the loss of buildings, identity and memory.
The disaster occurred in Catania with the earthquake in 1693 shortly follows the lava flow in 1669. The
lava flow, coming down to the sea, has redesigned and moved the coastline. Between the two events,
the earthquake disaster certainly procured more damage. About the buildings in the city, the historical
news report that were saved only greek theatre, the Odeon, the Roman Amphitheater, the Norman
transept of the cathedral; so the earthquake completely destroyed the city. The year 1693 is the year
zero for the city that was rebuilt according to the style of the time: the baroque. This style is the start
for the reconstruction of the city, and certainly with its articulated facades in the projections and in the
formal movement, is a good opportunity to fully test the efficiency of automated systems of survey.
The results of this article move in this context taking a cue from three reconstructed churches, three
Baroque architectures, analysing the survey and the consequent representation of the facades
obtained with SFM digital technologies. The digital 3D reconstruction, with image based techniques,
today is possible thanks to the development of Structure from Motion (SFM) techniques, integrated
with dense matching algorithms. The results were compared with measurements taken previously with
the use of 3D laser scanner. This study was developed as part of some research on the survey and on
the documentation of the historical centers of eastern Sicily, with the integration of different traditional
methods of representation and 3D techniques.
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The choice of the three churches stems from their unique and different characteristics for the survey.
The St. Camillo Church, has a curved facade and not obstructed at the front of the square; while the
facade of the church of St. Benedetto is preceded by a railing with a variable distance from ten
centimeters to just over one meter; the facade of the church of St. Francesco Borgia is characterized
at the bottom by a stairs and balustrade. The presence of an obstacle in front of the facade results in
terms of photography in a discontinuous element that creates “noise zones” on the facade, interrupting
the continuity. In terms of survey, to solve the difficulties due to the presence of obstacles like the
railing or the balustrade, it is possible to take the pictures beyond the obstacle; but these pictures will
be photos of the detail that, according to the size, can not find a link to the entire photo shoot. For the
three churches were performed two different modes of elaboration as discussed in detail below. For
both the studies, we used two amateur cameras, a Canon EOS 5D with stabilized optics 24-105 mm
and optical 17-40 mm and a Canon EOS 350 with stabilized optical 24-105 mm.

2.

St. Camillo

2.1 Historical notes
The temple is dedicated to the patron saint of hospitals and the sick, and from the beginning was
entrusted to his followers: the crucifixes fathers. The events that lead to its construction began in the
aftermath of the earthquake of 1693 [1]. The construction is due to Bishop monsignor Pietro Galletti
between 1735 and 1737, at the behest of father Domenico Antonio La Barbera, who directed the first
part of the work. The church was finished with stucco and ornaments in 1770, while the construction
works of the annexed convent began in 1777 and are attributed to Francesco Battaglia. In 1859 the
religious house is provisionally “hospital for convalescence of the military garrison of Catania”, in 1876
is home to the Urban District Court and, in 1878, the school of chemical and meteorological
observatory of the University of Catania [2]. Due to the large square it is located in retracted position
relative to the road line; a limestone stairs, large as the facade, bridges the difference in height. The
facade has a statue of San Camillo placed inside the large central niche, while the two lateral niches
are empty. The facade is then completed by two obelisks or spiers and a limestone cross. The
planimetry is central and almost oval in shape, with four altars placed on the diagonal axes, while on
the longitudinal axis, are located on the one hand the large presbytery and on the other the main
entrance on Crociferi street. On the transverse axis, there are secondary entrances. The interior is a
magnificent baroque architectural space and is attributed to G. Palazzotto and G.B. Vaccarini [3].

Fig. 1: Planimetry of convent and St. Camillo church.
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Fig. 2: Facade of St. Camillo church.

2.2 The SFM processing – St. Camillo
For the San Camillo church were taked two sets of images. The first was acquired covering with every
single image the entire facade of the church; the photos were performed at two different heights,
approximately 1.50 m and using a monopod at about 3.00 m. The photographic parameters are: focal
length equal to 24 mm, f 6.3 aperture, shutter speed of 1/125 sec. These values were chosen to have
a good depth of field and thus a focus of detail. The photos were taken with a cloudy sky, in order to
have uniform brightness and the absence of shadows, good conditions for SFM photo processing.
Subsequently, a second photographic set was run in which they were framed zones of detail with a
cover of approximately 20-30% of the entire facades. For this second photographic set we were
maintained the same parameters as the previous, with the exception of the focal lens setted at 47 mm.
The program used for the SFM processing, was the Zephyr 3.0 3D flow [4], in aerial version. In the
first elaboration was used the first photo set, with the full frame of the facade, for a total of 83 images.
It is used the standard procedure of the program with the default values, considering a good
compromise between speed and quality. The results were evaluated to decide any subsequent
manual interventions for the setting of calculation parameters. The program includes sequential
processing in four steps: the creation of a point cloud, the creation of a dense cloud of points, the
construction of the mesh and mesh with texture. Without entering into the detail of the parameters
which is outside the present study and for which consult the manual [5], here follows general
considerations. It should be noted that the quality of the photo shoot, has a significant effect on the
final result. The photos that frame and define the overhangs, are essential to the 3D processing. It is
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preferable a large set, rather than small, in fact the program performs better with a larger quantity of
photographs. The hardware slowdown for processing is compensated by the ability of the software to
find the same architectural detail over multiple frames. It is also the consideration that what you can
not get as quality at every single stage, can not be improved in the next. For example, if in the phase
of elaboration of dense cloud you get a poor quality, the mesh processed in the next phase will also be
poor, and so also the subsequent phase of the texture processing. It is understandable how the first
two phases, especially the second, are essential for the successful completion of an elaboration. After
obtaining and evaluating the results of the first processing, we intervened on the setting of the default
parameters, by selecting ameliorative values, defined “advanced” in Zephyr program, but obtaining a
longer processing time. The results were improved, but did not reach a good quality. So we started a
new elaboration, inserting the photos framing the full facade and those of the details, with the default
parameters. The whole set considered the elaboration of 103 images, the first results have already
shown a considerable improvement defining: pilasters capitals, the spherical and cylindrical part of the
niches, the ashlar, and the corner area with the 'inclusion of the facade of the convent. Reassured by
the results obtained, we started a new elaboration increasing the incidence of the values of the various
parameters. The final result, taking into account the compositional geometries of the baroque facade,
was satisfactory. The three-dimensional geometries of the formal system and the silhouettes of the
various details were maintained [6]. The results are shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Elaboration SFM of facade of St. Camillo church.

3.

St. Benedetto

3.1 Historical notes
The entire monastery is located in the first section of the Crociferi street (from the arch of S. Benedetto
to Sangiuliano street) and does not respect the alignment of the road. It’s known that for some
historians, the complex was started under the leadership of Abbess Ignazia Asmundo. The previous
convent dating back to 1355 and, with the disaster caused by the 1693 earthquake, the monastery
collapsed and in July of that year it’s began to rebuild it. In 1702 was built the “parlatorio” and other
rooms. Between 1771 and 1777, it was continued the work under the direction of architect Francesco
Battaglia. From 1795 to 1798 we find Antonio Battaglia, an architect who rebuilt the decorations to fit
the neoclassical covering the baroque frescoes [7]. The majestic prospectus preceded by the railing is
made of limestone, a marble staircase leads inside. At the center of the facade there is the statue of
the Immaculate, at the sides other two figures, then ten half columns, four cherubs, the coat of arms
and the bust of St. Benedetto. But it is in the articulation of its parts that the prospectus reaches one of
the best examples of expressiveness of the Baroque. The planimetry has a single nave with four side
altars placed symmetrically, there is no transept and the altar is under the apse.
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Fig. 4: Planimetry of St. Benedetto church.

3.2 The SFM processing – St. Benedetto
For the church of the nuns of St. Benedetto were performed two sets of images. The first set of photos
concern the entire facade of the church with its railing. The pictures were taked at two different
heights, approximately 1.50 m and approximately 3.00 m. The photographic parameters are: focal
length equal to 24 mm, aperture f equal to 7.1, shutter speed of 1/250 sec; the camera was also setted
on the aperture-priority to maintain a good depth field. The pictures were taked during a bright day (so
shadows are present in the photos), aware that this condition would have an impact on the final
results, but even more on the elaboration of the mesh with texture. In the second photo shoot we
weren’t unable to intervene on the area to be framed. The presence of the railing close to the facade
has led to perform these shots close to the railing itself. We tried to best use the equipment supplied
with the possibilities provided by the wide-angle lenses for obtain the largest angle possible. Although
in the manual was specified to avoid the use of wide-angle lenses, we wanted to test how this
assumption was valid. We avoided to use the optic with fixed focal lenghts of 11 mm, considering it
excessive, so we used the two previously described lenses: the first with a focal of 24 mm and the
second with focal length of 17 mm. The values of the times and the diaphragms are variable for this
second photographic set: infact we used the automatic mode setting, to cope the variable light
conditions due the presence of the chromatic variation between the white and lava stone. The
software is the same as previously described: the Zephyr 3.0 - 3D flow in Aerial version. In the first
elaborations we loaded the first set of pictures, with the full frame of the facade, for a total number of
30 images. Even in this case we used the standard procedure of the program with default values. The
first results showed the difficulties of the elaboration due to the presence of the railing and the
presence of shadows in the upper part due to the overhangs that hide the parts behind.
We intervened on the setting of the default parameters, selecting the parameter values at higher
values, against getting considerably longer elaboration times. The results are improved in the
elaboration of the columns and the elevated part, but without solving the "noise" of the railing on the
facade. So we started a new elaboration with the default parameters, inserting the photos framing the
full facade and those of detail. The whole set considered the elaboration of 57 images, the obtained
results have not improved the previous elaboration. We increased the number of photos of the details
about the areas behind the railing performed in wide angle. In the elaborations the software has
discarded the photos taken with the wide angle 17 mm and some executed with 24 mm. The condition
laid down in the manual has been confirmed by the facts. These photos framing only detail areas did
not allow the software to find points in common with the other photos of the first set. So we tried to
execute the elaboration changing manually some parameters but without success. In conclusion, the
presence of the railing close to the facade does not allow the elaboration of the lower part [8].
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Fig. 5: Scan and the elaboration of the facade of St. Benedetto church.

Fig. 6: Elaboration SFM of facade of St. Benedetto church.

4.

St. Francesco Borgia

4.1 Historical notes
The first implant of the Church of St. Francesco Borgia coincided with that of the Church of the Holy
Ascension and with some rooms of the annexed building used as a hospital (remained unused after
the merge with the hospital San Marco). The granting of these areas occurred in 1556 by the city's
jurors to the Jesuits at the behest of Bishop Nicola Maria Caracciolo. To the jesuits was assigned the
task to teaching Christian doctrine. The church and the annexed buildings were the object, already in
1565, of the expansion projects completed in 1578 (leading to the construction of the college university).
The 1693 earthquake destroyed the entire Jesuit complex which was however rebuilt on the same site
between 1698 and 1736 by architect Angelo Italia. The work inside the church was completed only in
1740, dividing the space in three very wide and bright aisles [9].
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The facade of the church is made up of two rows of marble twin columns; in central position stands the
portal of entry and, at a higher level, a big window. The portal (and consequently the decking of the
Church) is placed at a higher level than the road: a double stairs bridges the difference in height
between the street level and the interior of the church and characterizes the facade of the Church
itself.

Fig. 7: Planimetry of St. Francesco Borgia church.

4.2 The SFM processing – St. Francesco Borgia
The elaboration by SFM software of the Church of St. Francesco Borgia starts from two photographic
shoots. In both the sets three photographs were taken for each station point, trying to frame both the
ends and the middle part of the facade with wide overlapping areas. The photos were taken from two
different heights: one from the height of the photographer and the other achieved using a monopod.
The photographic parameters used are the following: focal length equal to 24 mm, aperture f equal to
7.1, shutter speed of 1/250 sec. The photographic sets were performed in different weather conditions:
the first during a clear day (which has led to the presence of shadows on the facade), the second
during a cloudy day (optimal situation to obtain a homogeneous illumination of the subject of the
survey). During the first set, moreover, the focus was the overview of the church, from closely spaced
points station on Crociferi street. The first restitution of the three-dimensional model was obtained by
the Aerial version of the Zephyr software - 3D Flow, using about 70 photos of the first set. The
software includes, as already described in the previous cases, some steps: the reconstruction of the
point cloud, the dense cloud, the construction of the mesh and the mesh with texture. In the first
elaboration (point cloud) the model has given successfully the primary geometrical shape of the
Church; otherwise in the second step, the creation of dense point cloud, we started to notice the wide
noise area on the facade, due to the balustrade of the symmetrical double stairs. In the last processing
steps, the creation of the mesh and the mesh with texture, in addition to the emerge of the shadow
area on the facade, it was also manifested an excessive staining difference between the illuminated
areas of the facade and the shaded areas. The second set then, in addition to being performed during
a cloudy day, was also focused on the portions of facade "hidden" by the balustrade of the stairs and
its fence (present for the entire balustrade with the exception of the central part where the stair
reaches the decking level of the church). In addition to the photos of the whole facade taken from
Crociferi street, many photos were taken even from the church’s stairs, framing hidden portions of
facade. These photos were taken at a very close distance to the church, having as a limit the width of
the ramp itself. However, it was also tried to frame portions of the facade that could be recognized, as
notable points, in Zephyr elaborations. While maintaining unchanged the default parameters of the
software, in the second SFM elaboration were included a greater number of photos (about 130 photos,
some of which of overall and some of detail). The result, especially when compared to that obtained
with the first photographic set, appears to be better despite a longer time of elaboration. Because it
was possible to frame some remarkable points on the overall pictures, the photos taken from the stairs
were been properly oriented and inserted into the model better defining the facade and the stairs [10].
Overall, the three-dimensional model obtained from SFM technology can successfully show the image
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of the Church in its geometric shape and its decoration, but with some difficulty in presence of
obstacles.

Fig. 8: Elaboration SFM of facade of St. Francesco Borgia church.

5.

Conclusion

In the contex of studies on the historical centers of eastern Sicily, already documented by direct
surveys, photogrammetry, 3D Laser Scanner, is some aspects were examined, including 3D modeling
using structure from motion (SFM procedures) and dense matching, add a value of high perceptual
value to the documentation of some historical buildings, and assess the accuracy of these techniques.
The study of the three churches in the historic via Crociferi, already Heritage Site of Unesco, provides
food for thought about the feasibility of these processing systems in virtual 3D models. In recent years
they were described and published several works on the subject, aimed at testing performed on small
objects. Only recently the software house are able to create programs that work on an architectural
scale. The work carried out to date and there which was noted, some of which are still in progress,
allow to formulate initial conclusions for the architectural scale. These software with appropriate
precautions in the various phases, allow for prospectuses devoid of obstacles and in the absence of
noise to achieve good results comparable, with the appropriate cautions, with the work carried out with
3D laser scanner. The presence of close-up pictures of the subject, due to obstacles such as railings,
balustrades, walls etc, does not solve the drafting of shadow zones created in the pictures in full
subject. The problem is not easy to solve, and depends on the distance of the obstacles. In these
situations the SFM processing, can not replace the work carried out with 3D laser scanner, but can be
integrated to obtain a 3D visualization. The result obtained, finally, that can not be further enhanced, if,
at the same time, it assesses the sustainability of the times and costs of the survey, both in the
acquisition phase that processing, which is significantly lower than any other major technical. From a
collection of photographs you can then get a complete volumetric documentation to accompany the
more traditional architectural scale representation methods[11].
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The multidimensional analysis and open platforms for the census in risk zones.
The rapprochement between man and nature, specifically between man and environment, is the
cornerstone of who feels deeply the responsibility towards future generations who have the right to
inherit the resources of those that we ourselves have inherited from previous generations [1]. This
need does arise the need to analyze, monitoring, managing critically the changes that contemporary
landscapes are living. Therefore, the multi-dimensional representation of architecture and its first
elements is the only tool that contains all the knowledge and design requirements, thus enabling the
measurement of the pathologies of today's scenarios.
The representation is the process by which a concept, a content of perceptions, imaginations,
judgments and ideas, comes to consciousness and as this is so reproduced. So the representation is
the mental process that is made real. In the specific case of this scope of the representation office it is
the only real operational scenario that encompasses the technique for recognizing the critical issues
and places resources. The representation to be even more effective for the government and land
conservation must be applicable on the date, and therefore the need of immediacy data acquisition
and software, it is here that come into the Open field instruments.
Keywords: Monitoring, Multi-Dimensional, Representation, Gis, Free-Download, Open-Platform

1. Introduction
The disastrous events of the past decade have tended to the man a strong rapprochement
all'ambente and always raise its awareness nature more towards the issues of protection and
preservation. The phobic neurosis of modern man is to be afraid of being taken by surprise, not to be
made upon has little confidence in learning quantitative and qualitative informations from the most
common channels of dissemination of information such as TV, radio. The city requires and continually
on the internet data capture toolsarrival natural disasters. Each environment or context is almost
always perceived as a hostile and changeable place.
It is inherent in man the sense of fear that is needed to perform the recognition of the dangers posed
by the external environment. The safety protection requirement creates the need for control, analysis,
monitoring and management in a critical and conscious changes that the landscape lives every day.
The population, more and more specific and precise, they want the purity and information security,
seeking its reliability as workers have jobs. Another critical step in the acquisition of information is to
know what are the portals are safe and tested where to get reliable informations.
The mapping may be, in fact, intended as a tool of representation of the territory as document analysis
and recognition of what has been lost; Read the cartographic sources means questioning of urban
ancient paths and shapes to compare with the current situation. The historical maps provide
information useful for the study of the territory and for its correct modification [2].
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This is why you chose to carry through the multidimensional representation and platforms Open a
database with quantitative and qualitative informations of the built and natural, enclosed in a GIS
platform where you can manage, cross and implement data over time.
The GIS platform is considered as a "Swiss boxcutter." Your use of the "Swiss boxcutter" is to always
have with you a minimum of useful tools to achieve our goal in a simple and rapid moment[3].
Gis in this case is our Swiss boxcutter, this contains many if not all available means to the
representation, government, control and protection of the territory it natural or anthropogenic. Together
with GIS, however, we need to have "a suite of open source geospatial tools available to academic,
research, governament, and commercial users of geospatial data is rich and production ready.
Often, the greatest challenge in utilizing them is understanding where the desired capabilities exist
and how they can be connected” [4].
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The GIS platforms are extensively used for the processing of the data which the government of the
territory, the Open Source software like QGIS are essential for those who process data, the Open
instruments represent a real resource for those who want to analyze, understand, protect, govern and
plan the future territory at 0 cost. For the reliability of the data you need to have a selection of reliable
online platforms, in this study we will analyze the information found by the National Geoportal.
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With the working tools QGIS contained within the platform it is possible to automate the processing of
a large amount of data, it is also possible to ensure the repeatability of the processes that have been
used; for example, the categorization option of layers covering a territory in Bolivia can be used on
Italian territory, having as input information different data because different territories, but the output
will have the same type of result. So this ensures the repeatability of the processes present within the
string of possible operations within the QGIS software.

So it mixes technology and theory, the multidimensional representation of the natural environment,
architecture and of its elements through the first Open platforms constitute a single tool that
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incorporates all the cognitive and design requirements, thus enabling the measurement of the
pathologies of today's scenarios.
When working with open tools must take into account the fundamental principles of open tools,
Interoperability, Availability and Access, Re-use and redistribution and the Universal Participation.
In the specific case of this scope of the representation office it is the only real operational scenario that
encompasses the technique for recognizing the critical issues and places resources. The
representation to be even more effective for the government and land conservation must be applicable
at the time, and therefore the need of immediacy and data acquisition software, it is here that come
into the Open field instruments.
1.2 Point and Operational Methodology
The aim of this paper is to provide clear guidelines for the use of open software and retrieval of data
free, for a risk analysis in the Italian territory.

The orthophotos or the most common basic maps, only the raster image, an image that we get from a
camera, satellite, from one another scan is but a collection of millions of pixcels.
The raster are composed of pixel matrices (also boxes) called, each containing a value that represents
the conditions of the area covered by the cell (the pixcel).
Raster images contain visual information, recognizable thanks to the awareness and experience of the
observer, this type of data makes us perceive the area as one continuous element.
These types of data can be obtained in various ways, the two most common are aerial photos and
satellite images. With aerial photos, the aircraft flies with a camera on the area below, the photographs
and then uploaded to a computer and geo-referenced.
The satellite images are created by the passage of the satellite orbiting with special digital cameras
that point on earth, having detected the image is then transmitted to earth with radio signals to special
receivers and processed stations. Then in the end there are air scans with appossiti acquisition
sensors such as the sensor hyperspectral CASI, the image acquired by the aerial scanning is
transmitted to competence centers that process and the process Runlines without georeferirle,
because already georeferenced by the sensor via the fixed or mobile antenna during data acquisition.
These capture processes raster data from aerial or satellite form the discipline of Remote Sensing. [5]
Therefore our starting point is the raster image introduced in the Open-GIS platform is decomposed in
n cognitive Layers which then will from time to time information is populated geographical and alphanumerical, transforming a given area continuously and discontinuously territory drenched information.
Methodological basis for this procedure is as multidimensional land survey to measure the infinite
dimensions of reality and conveying it to integrate with each other in a single georeferenced
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information container. By this we mean the transformation through the relief raster image to vector
data, vector data are divided into three categories, points, lines and polygons to which are attached
the n attributes such as quantity and quality.

The descriptive information associated with each point, line or polygon are of unique nature but are
contextually implemented to date. In this regard it is important to emphasize the importance both
methodological and information technology of Open platforms, QGIS platform as processing software,
data management and implementation, and the open-source telematic portals, open-date, opencontest as the base date of data acquisition ancillary.
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The portal used for this study is the National Geoportal. The National Geoportal offers its online users,
multiple amounts of data related geographically to the various scales of representation: the municipal,
provincial, regional, national, and in and for some sensitive informations are also vector data of mapbased European and world.
1.3 Results and Discussion
Why
use
Open
platforms
for
the
complex
representation
of
the
territory?
The Open platforms ensure that consultation and data capture respects: Cost, Direct Report,
Optimization, Transparency, Increment-action.
- Cost: saving in economic and ecological resources, the use of data and software is no cost to users
and is eliminated entirely cellulose waste, everything happens via the cloud;
- Direct relationship: between the user and the data or software there are no intermediaries, it flows
direclty to the data or software;
- Optimization: they eliminate all bureaucratic procedures, waiting times are virtually eliminated, we
must no longer wait times to have infinite layers, orthophotos, documents;
- Transparency: to know the real potential of the software and the real content of the data, it often
happens that the demo data or software are different from reality, and in this way to permanently
delete this unfortunate problem of closed data;
- Increment-action: as the word says the same boost with action, always and always updated
software data can be implemented over time through upgraded shares of open platforms.
1.4 Conclusion
The aim of this study was to demonstrate through the portals and the Open Software, how simple and
effective management, and capture data to create a full database of basic informations to manage,
protect and contemporary design scenarios for future development.
It provides guidelines for readers to approach and then pursue the multi-criteria analysis of the
complex representation through different channels.
The web world The web world is a reality that surrounds us today, anyone who has more ease to
consult websites that libraries, necessary to know the right channels to consult, where to get news and
reliable informations one must have educated enough to be able to deepen and integrate different
streams of information (data) that the web brings to users.
Every method of representation communicates a particular message with the most appropriate means
and every observation is also the product of an individual way of perceiving and communicating. We
can't assign to the drawing the unique mission of document typology that can only record any
historical transformations-formal, but rather a strategic role to properly manage the knowledge of a
complex system, every work of architecture that can be re-established and represented [6].
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Abstract
The traumatic, but not destructive effects of an earthquake are similar to the consequences of the
repeated transformation and/or manipulation of a building over thousands of years. Appreciating the
importance of this proposed similarity, a clinical-scientific research on potential stem cells can be
considered comparable to a critical survey of a building in order to trace all the construction phases
since its initial foundation.
This is the approach we adopted to study Baldassare’s “invention” for Agostino Chigi: Villa Farnesina in
Rome. Today the building is completely transfigured due to neglect and the changes made to it over the
years. Our recently completed study also allowed us to establish its harmonically designed layout.
In this article we focus on Peruzzi’s design of the original building and his idea to place an outdoor area,
deliberately designed as a stage, in front of its main entrance.
Keywords: Scenography, Survey, Virtual reconstruction, Documentation

1.

Introduction 1

Having completed the survey of Villa Farnesina in Rome and the studies to establish its building phases,
we can now state that Peruzzi’s masterpiece satisfied all the needs and multiple interests of its client,
the rich banker Agostino Chigi. Construction began in 1505, but since then the main parts of the Villa
have been altered. In fact, changes were made during the second half of the seventeenth century, in
the second half of the nineteenth century and finally again when it became the seat of the Reale
Academia d’Italia. However, most of the construction was completed between 1518 and 1520 and
reflected the initial and overall design ideas of both its designer and client. Although Agostino Chigi
entrusted the design and construction of his new residence to the young Baldassare Peruzzi, he also
commissioned the greatest contemporary artists to decorate it with figurative works which - using indirect
mythological references – essentially represented events in Chigi’s personal life. Apart from Peruzzi
(architect and painter), Sebastiano del Piombo, Rafael, Sodoma, and many other artists all worked in
Villa Farnesina, turning it into a palimpsest of world-famous works. Whilst establishing the building
phases and history of the building we noted that its design satisfied both the client’s functional
requirements (e.g., the possibility to have exclusive use of one wing of the building) and his cultural
interests; Agostino Chigi had lived in Rome for many years and the fact he was used to attending the
papal court had sparked a marked interest in the arts.
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Fig. 1: View of the points cloud of Villa Farnesina from the Auditorium

During his everyday life Chigi was undoubtedly influenced by the learned Cornelio Benigni, whom he
had chosen as his registrar and who convinced him to sponsor the reprinting of old works in the new
residence. The conception of the Loggia of Cupid and Psyche with its five arches is particularly important
(the name was attributed after Rafael finished his fresco cycle on the ceiling); the loggia opened onto
the garden and acted as the main entrance to the Villa, its architecture alone functioning perspectively
as a scenic backdrop. In addition, a stalls area/stage for performance was built in front of the entrance,
between the two wings of the building: actors could either act on the stage, from the loggia or from the
windows in either wing of the building.
This scenographic setup was part of the initial design and is mentioned in two short poems written in
honour of its venerable client in 1510. In the first few years the light-coloured vault (visible through the
five open arches) was simple and elegant, but later it became a new, unique element of the
scenography; the decorated surface of the vault (painted by Rafael and his collaborators between 1515
and 1518) and the lattice of leaves and fruits (by Giovanni from Udine) not only represented a covered
garden, but also alluded to the rich banker’s wealth.

2.

Survey methodology 4

The decorations and elegant architectural forms in Villa Farnesina have made it famous the world over.
The survey criteria (Fig. 1) were adopted in order to document and analyse the architectural organism,
provide its general and detailed conformation, and develop a digital model that reflected, as far as
possible, the real characteristics of the building after establishing that its basic traits corresponded to
Vitruvius’ three principles [10]; the analysis also focused on establishing the history of the building and
what it looked like at the end of each main construction phase.
The survey also included a re-interpretation of the sixteenth-century building so that we could
reconstruct the facies of the building phases. This involved consulting archival sources, extensive use
of virtual modelling, and assessment of existing surveys performed in past centuries. The study also
considered all the other iconographic representations that could usefully input into the reconstruction of
the history of the building, first and foremost, the survey by Gerolamo Toma in the second half of the
eighteenth century, and the one performed by M. Carla Grossi and Elisabetta Piccione in 1984.
The second of the two tables drafted by Gerolamo Toma during his eighteenth-century survey is the
most interesting. It shows not only the main façade (north), a “longitudinal section”, which – in an eastwest direction facing south – cuts through the two loggias and the Hall of the Frieze, but also a
“transversal section” facing west. This latter section cuts through the old reception room and the Loggia
of Cupid and Psyche and reveals the façade of the avant-corps of the west wing. In the same table, the
plane of the “transversal section” cuts through the centre of the building, i.e., the central arch of the
Loggia of Cupid and Psyche, the door leading into the old reception room and the door from the latter
to the secret garden. It also shows a window above the opening towards the garden on the southernmost
wall and, on the upper floor (where the Hall of Perspectives has been sectioned), both the window and
a smaller window above it.
Paul Letarouilly’s survey, performed over a period of many years beginning in 1820, instead focuses
chiefly on the general plan and clearly reveals the grandiose design of the overall project. This overview
is particularly important because it provides details about the entrance courtyard; for example, the old
proscenium in front of the Loggia of Cupid and Psyche is no longer present; Letarouilly accurately
records the internal vaulted ceilings (in the loggias and old reception room), but neglects to consider the
walls built to plug the arches of the Loggia of Galatea.
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Fig. 2: East/west section and towards the north showing the combined points cloud of the raised floor. From left:
the Hall of the Frieze, the Loggia of Cupid and Psyche and the Loggia of Galatea. The ramp of the main staircase
is superimposed on the image.

After accurate documentary research we decided to focus on the following objectives: to develop
infographics, including a 2D restitution and 3D models of the whole building, in order to reconstruct the
facies of the construction phases; secondly, to create a general digital model of the building and all its
surfaces. The creation of the digital model was accompanied by a series of reliable, comprehensive
drawings of its current state. The survey was also programmed to complement a computer system
developed to store all the intermediate and final products of the survey. The system can be used by
visitors to access the data they need to understand the monumental complex and each individual
building, either in digital form or online. The photographs were taken mostly with a Reflex Nikon D3100
and classified according to the floor and each individual room. They were then inserted into a topophotopgraphic archive that can also be consulted on a topic-related basis.
We decided to electronically survey the Villa using a laser scanner (Fig. 2). When this was impossible,
progressive rather than partial measurements were taken to avoid over-approximation and/or adding
error to error. Although the electronic scansions were initially programmed so that the instrument would
be, as far as possible, in the centre of each room and each wall, during the actual survey it was instead
positioned to achieve the best possible intervisibility between the rooms and stations, thereby facilitating
the next phase: uniting the points clouds. Apart from the general scansions of each room, we also
performed detailed scansions of specific areas (including the exterior) and adjusted the density on a
case-by case basis. Obviously the electronic scansions were performed on both the exterior and interior.
After examining the plan and volume of the building we decided to acquire images at different heights
so as to record all the external surfaces. The digital survey was also influenced by the structure of the
general computer system which, as mentioned earlier, had a sort of “hierarchical” documentary
structure. The building was in fact divided floor-by-floor and also per room and façade.
As a result, when we programmed each scansion, and considered the natural link between them through
the various openings, we adopted similar criteria and divided the building into multiple parts. During
processing this helped to create a seamless 3D virtual model. Starting with a basic element – a room –
we obtained an initial aggregated element: many rooms make a floor. Accordingly, every room/area was
considered as an independent “Project”; all together the “Projects” complete a floor, i.e., a “Level”.
The survey drawings (plans, sections and elevations) and overall virtual model were developed based
on the recorded measurements, data classification and accurate geometric-morphological analysis as
well as on continuous interaction between 2D restitution and 3D modelling.

3.

The Model based on a geometric-morphological analysis5

The general virtual model was based on the critical and scientific survey of the building and a careful
analysis of available literature and historical iconography documenting the current state and history of
the complex. It reflects the different construction phases, in particular the transformation of the old
entrance: from the backdrop of the terrace-stage used for performances, to an area of transit. The
transformation was achieved by “removing” additional elements and/or changing them over a period of
time. These operations were based on a geometric-morphological analysis of each room and the whole
complex; said analysis was crucial in order to faithfully and accurately reflect the forms (of the vaults,
etc.) and ensure a reliable model.
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Based on the huge amount of metric data, we were also able to examine in-depth the aspects leading
to the creation of Vitruvius’ firmitas; these aspects often reflect the form-structure relationship, one of
the most important in the history of architecture. The metric data also allowed us to review the figurative
decorations which, apart from the fact they are independent artworks created by skilled craftsmen, would
not normally exist if it were not for the wall support; this helped to identify the facies that are no longer
present. The fact a laser scanner was used throughout the survey enabled us to faithfully record the
geometric configurations of each room of the building and its exterior. It also allowed us to apply accurate
procedures not only when we interpreted and modelled the compound surfaces, but also when we
applied the textures of the decorations during the metric and chromatic restitution of the vaults, coffered
ceilings and floor patterns.
We paid special attention when we surveyed the vaults which are nearly all cloister vaults with lunettes.
We not only performed a preliminary geometric analysis on each vault to establish its regularity and
possible symmetries, but also studied the intersections/compositions in the final configuration.
It is important to emphasise that the figurative decorations on the vaults nearly always depend on their
respective geometric conformations; this helps when copying the figurations on the corresponding
surfaces of the virtual model.
As regards the piano nobile and the (fake) vaults of the entrance and ticket office, the two most important
cloister vaults with lunettes are located in the two loggias famous for their figurative decorations: the
Loggia of Galatea overlooking the gardens towards the Tiber, and the Loggia of Cupid and Psyche to
the north. Both have lunettes on all four sides; the intersections between these lunettes and the main
vault are not always visible because they are covered in figurations.
We decided to establish just one procedure to morphologically analyse these vaults; said procedure
was used during the survey and construction of the relative models. The geometric analysis of the
complex surface of the vault in the Loggia of Cupid and Psyche involved: verifying whether or not the
profile along the longitudinal axis was constant; analysing the relationship between this axis and the
orthogonal axis of the short side; and ascertaining the exact curvature of each lunette and the directrix
of extrusion. Having found all this data we were able to build a reliable model based on the points cloud.
In practice, we obtained two standard profiles transversal to the main axis of the vault; the first
corresponded to the centre line of the pilaster strips on the side walls (repeated with each pair of pilaster
strips in order to make a comparison); the second was located in the keystone of each lunette. The
second profile was used, in the planes of the outer walls of the main vault, as a genetrix to develop the
surface of each lunette. In fact, the curvature of each lunette was obtained by sectioning the points cloud
with planes coinciding with the walls of each room. Each curve, extruded according to the directrix
obtained with the transversal sections, enabled us to build the surface of the relative small vault and,
finally, define the line of intersection with the main vault of the Loggia (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3: View of the axonometric projection (north-south) of the virtual model of the building as it was in 1511 and as
it is now.
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Fig. 4: Left: establishing the basic generatrices for the construction of the model of the vault in the Loggia of Galatea.
Right: diagrams showing the removal of the crowns from the basic surface of the vault in the Loggia of Galatea.

We also needed to examine the relationship between the figurative decorations and their immediate
surroundings in order to get a better understanding of the “artistic importance” of Peruzzi’s invention, in
other words the remarkable way in which he combined the architectural and figurative invention, making
the former compatible with all other artistic media, for example theatricals.
The aforementioned morphological and geometric analysis was accompanied by a meticulous
application of the textures of each individual part. In fact, since the composite surface of the vault was
divided into geometrically defined parts, the relative texture was applied to each part, thereby reducing
approximation to a minimum. It is important to point out that despite our desire to achieve similarity
between the model and reality – which was more than accomplished - any “reduction” in scale always
involves condensing the real form (visible in the graphic representation).
The same procedure was used to create the surfaces and models of the other vaults, whether cloister
or not. It was also used to build the models of the coffered ceilings, document their uniqueness and
create the necessary hypographs and relative profiles.In particular we focused on identifying the
geometry and construction of the new entrance to the Villa and successfully relied on the electronic
scansions. By correctly combining the scansions we were able to establish the profiles we needed to
immediately interpret the forms of the intrados of the vaults of the rooms that currently occupy the space
of the old reception room. By comparing them with the scansions of the small window on the first
mezzanine floor and with the first floor windows we were able to recreate the original facies and establish
the changes made to the old reception room.
The results of the geometric-formal analyses enabled us to virtually rebuild the original configuration of
the piano nobile of the Villa with a north loggia: the latter was initially “the old entrance to the palazzo”
[5] (its decoration acted as a highly scenographic backdrop for the theatrical space in front of it) but was
later turned into a corridor.
Not only was it very different to Peruzzi’s invention, it was further modified after a new entrance was
created along the south façade, probably built when the old reception room was divided in two by a wall
that started in the basement, and by the arches built to support the damaged vault (a false ceiling now
covers the arches) (Fig. 5).
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4.

Changes to the old reception room and relocation of the old entrance3

Compared to the first complete configuration (circa 1511) the overall plan of the Villa is now totally
different; in fact, during five longer or shorter periods it underwent radical changes to its structure and
layout. A massive, late nineteenth-century gate now constitutes the access to the Villa along Via
Lungara. The gate, a replica of the original gate currently located a little further away, was part of the
restructuring plan sponsored by the Duke of Ripalta and designed by the architect Antonio Sarti who
moved the main entrance from the Loggia of Cupid and Psyche to the south façade so that the building
had a new, more convenient entrance closer to the street.
This entrance is on the same side as the secret garden which, although its has been recreated is no
longer a private area to be discovered and enjoyed at the end of a walkway. The building is accessed
up the short flight of steps that has replaced the double ramp between the garden and the raised floor.
One should not forget that when the building was constructed the level of the garden around the house
was 80 cm lower compared to what it is today [1]. On the one hand this made it easier to appreciate the
additional light pouring through the lunettes on the side walls of the basement of the building, but on the
other it created a bigger difference in height between the level of the garden and the paving of the raised
floor. This difference allowed seats to be placed in the entrance courtyard so that people could watch
the plays staged between the two wings of the building which – to the north, next to the entrance loggia
– created a terrace used as a stage for performances. A short flight of steps leading to the Loggia was
located on the other side of the terrace. It’s easy to imagine actors reciting their parts either from the
windows of the side buildings, or standing on the stage, or in the Loggia, undoubtedly creating a
scenographic unicum even before Rafael painted the ceiling a short while later.
At the end of the first building phase of the Villa the Loggia of Cupid and Psyche occupied a privileged
position. Visitors were welcomed in the beautiful north loggia with its five open arches positioned
between the two side wings of the building; it communicated with the Loggia of Galatea (with its five
arches opening onto the garden and the Tiber) and with the big living room between the two loggias.
From the living room people could access both loggias, the secret garden and the two pantries from
where it was possible to reach either the stairs down to the kitchens in the basement, or the staircase
leading to the upper floor. The original living room included the current entrance hall, the bookshop and
the corridor at the rear. The office (and relative mezzanine) of Chigi’s registrar was located north of both
the Loggia of Galatea and the stairs leading up from the basement and ending in the Loggia (a second
ramp was located next to the east wall). The current entrance gate to the building was created by
transforming the former balcony through which one could access the “secret garden”.
The original configuration of the piano nobile of the Villa was gradually modified compared to Peruzzi’s
design.

Fig. 5: New south entrance and diagram of the work on the old reception room with the structural transformations
and other changes implemented during the second half of the nineteenth century (designed by the architect A.
Sarti) as well as later transformations (designed by G. Massari in the first half of the twentieth century).
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Fig. 6: The Loggia of Cupid and Psyche: before the late sixteenth-century interventions (1521); after the late
seventeenth-century interventions; as it is today.

First the arches of the Loggia of Galatea towards the Tiber, and then the arches of the Loggia of Cupid
and Psyche were plugged, depriving the latter of its role as a backdrop to the theatrical space in front of
it. Finally in the 1860s cracks were found not only in the ceiling of the old living room with its cloister
vault and lunettes on each of its four walls, but also in other areas of the Villa. Based on an accurate
survey by the architect Antonio Sarti on 13 June 1861 a decision was taken to divide the room in two in
order to reinforce the ceiling: a wall was built from the basement up and arches were constructed to
support the damaged vault (now hidden by a false ceiling) (Fig. 6). Old archival drawings (1925/1930)
reveal that further consolidation had been envisaged, including a corridor to facilitate the independent
use of the lift that had been installed to satisfy the requirements of the new Reale Academia d’Italia.
During that period Sarti recommended that the main entrance through the Loggia of Cupid and Psyche
(north façade) be shifted to the south façade and the new room be used as a foyer, while the Loggia
painted by Rafael was to function simply as an important hall in the complex. As a result, the old room
between the living room and the secret garden was modified and a new door was built with a small flight
of steps in front of it.
When the former living room was divided in two and the vault was reinforced with arches, each of the
new rooms required their own uniquely decorated ceiling.
The ticket office was further reduced in size in the first half of the twentieth century after a corridor was
built so that a lift could be installed (Fig. 5).
Today only the main building of the magnificent villa built by Agostino Chigi in the first two decades of
the sixteenth century remains, surrounded by a much smaller garden. However, even this building has
been repeatedly modified to accommodate the new requirements of the owners who have lived in it over
the centuries. In fact the original configuration of the villa has been altered, making it difficult to interpret
the design criteria and ideative and constructive phases invented by Peruzzi.

Completion of the decoration of the Villa during restoration in the seventeenth
and nineteenth centuries2
2.

Our critical interpretation of the history of the Villa included its new pictorial works and the other
decorations completed in the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries during the third and fourth building
phases which introduced several changes to Peruzzi’s initial design.
In the first half of the seventeenth century the old villa was a typical renaissance residence. The piano
nobile, essentially used to welcome guests, included the Loggia open towards the Tiber to the east and
the Loggia of Cupid and Psyche facing the north entrance and gardens.
Only the ceiling of this loggia had been frescoed by Rafael, but between 1693 and 1694 Carlo Maratta,
supervised by the archaeologist and literato Giovan Pietro Bellori, completed the pictorial decorations.
We still do not know whether this was the period when a decision was taken to plug the arches of the
Loggia of Cupid and Psyche with wooden shutters and windows in order to protect the paintings from
the weather. In fact glass shutters were installed destroying its function as a backdrop for the theatrical
performances originally held on the terrace/stage between the two wings of the building.
When Maratta was tasked with this commission he undoubtedly needed to complete the pictorial
decoration of the Loggia of Cupid and Psyche in order to uniform it with the nearby Loggia of Galatea
which had been completely frescoed. During this initial phase Maratta naturally respected what already
existed; without wanting to compete with the existing frescoes, he added to and completed what had
been left unfinished up to the cornice. He decided to cover the walls in an architectural trompe l’oeil and
entrusted its execution to two expert trompe l’oeil painters: Domenico Paradisi and Giuseppe Belletti.
The task of the perspective architecture was to complete the decoration of the room because its white
walls “jarred with the well-painted ceiling and made the beautiful figures seem coarser and almost
offensive” [11]. The vanishing point of the frontal perspective, coinciding with the eye of any visitor
accessing the Loggia from the garden through the main arch, is on an axis with the door in the south
wall.
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Fig. 7: Loggia of Cupid and Psyche. The themes of the fresco in a zenithal projection of the rendered and texturised
model.

In fact, the Loggia was the main entrance to the building until the Duke of Ripalta commissioned this
work in the second half of the nineteenth century.
The extremely scenographic decoration of the Loggia, with its reinterpretation of the myth of Psyche,
fulfilled a dual role: to amaze visitors and honour the client Agostino Chigi. The chiaroscuro of the fake
niches feigns the shadows created by the real light source flooding in from outside the building (Fig. 7).
In the nineteenth century, however, the Loggia lost its distinctive traits and could no longer be used as
such when Sarti proposed that the entrance to the building be shifted to the south façade and the old
living room be divided in two by a wall (required to support the room above on the first floor, located
between the Hall of Perspectives and the Hall of Alexander and Roxana). Obviously the two rooms had
to have new, embellished and lavishly decorated ceilings.
We know that Ludovico Seitz painted the frescoes in the anteroom, but we ignore whether or not he
also painted the decoration in the second room because the style is different and the room was further
reduced in size in the first half of the twentieth century when a corridor was built to allow a lift to be
installed.
The very small, remaining traces of the frescoes – small grisaille portraits in profile inside tondi - are
believed to have been painted by someone other than Seitz. At present it is impossible to establish what
the decoration looked like: three portraits each on a different segment would seem to suggest that there
was at least another tondo in order to reflect the double symmetry that the cloister vault creates along
the two orthogonal axes. Nevertheless, it is highly probable that the fourth clipeus has disappeared. In
fact the fourth face was executed after the room was further reduced in size to allow a corridor to be
built at the rear.
By analysing the surviving pictorial images (Fig. 8) we can speculate what the original decoration looked
like, but there is no archival documentation to support our theory.
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Fig. 8: Attuale biglietteria. Particolare dei resti dei clipei encomiastici con i probabili ritratti dei più importanti artisti
rinascimentali.

Nevertheless, the intervention is not only part of the more general grotesque topic present in the corridor
on the first floor, it also represents the main trait d’union with the renaissance origins of the Villa. Except
for the new entrance anteroom this kind of decoration is variably present on all the floors.
In fact, in the new anteroom Seitz decided to measure himself against Rafael and introduce a new topic
that followed on from the renaissance decoration of the other rooms, albeit distancing himself from the
grotesques used elsewhere in the Villa. His first and most obvious reference is to the decoration of the
Vatican Loggia; in fact he repeats the architectural foreshortening motif that dematerialises the real
surface of the vault and simulates an open loggia with a blue sky.
Seitz’s frescoes fit perfectly into the iconography of the Villa, initiated four hundred years earlier by
Baldassare Peruzzi in the Room of the Frieze; the style of several images is not only a direct reference
to renaissance painting, especially by Rafael, but also is also reminiscent of the sixteenth-century
allegories used to honour the client.

3.

Conclusions 1

The survey of Villa Farnesina, starting with its current configuration, allowed us to establish all the
different construction phases; we then systematically used virtual modelling to verify the reliability of
each phase. As a result we can say that our survey satisfied the institutionally envisaged requirements:
to work backwards to establish reasons for the construction of the Villa and its history as far back as the
original design.
During the study we noticed one new and very obvious element in Baldassare Peruzzi’s design: that it
is coherent with the requirements and personality of his rich client. This suggests that he and Agostino
Chigi were both on the same wavelength. If we be permitted to express our thoughts, we feel that
Peruzzi wanted to repay Agostino Chigi for his long-standing esteem and respect by creating a very
unique and original design, for example the Loggia of Galatea (the reconstruction of the situation in
1511 allowed us to appreciate its unique link with the luxurious gardens) and the Hall of Perspectives
(built between 1518 and 1519) in which Peruzzi - very probably unwittingly - wrote one of the most
important pages not only in the history of the figurative arts, but also regarding the relationship between
architecture and painting.
This research was jointly executed by all the authors. As regards this contribution the authors have
mutually agreed as follows: Cesare Cundari (Introduction, Conclusions); Giovanni Maria Bagordo
(Completion of the decoration of the Villa during restoration in the seventeenth and nineteenth
centuries); Maria Rosaria Cundari (Survey methodology); Gian Carlo Cundari (Changes to the old
reception room and relocation of the old entrance); and Giuseppe Antuono (The Model based on a
geometric-morphological analysis).
Apart from the authors of this contribution, Prof. Andrea Giordano (Università di Padova) the architect
Beatrix Jaczko and the industrial technician Salvatore De Stefano also participated in the research
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Federal And State Historic Preservation Tax Credits In The United
States (U. S.) And Economic, Housing And Other Benefits: Update To
2016
David Listokin
Urban Planning, Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, NJ, U.S.
Abstract:
In our discussions with our Italian colleagues, it is apparent that one of the biggest constraints
to historic preservation is the financial gap between the costs of an historic preservation project
and available resources. In the U. S., a primary means of bridging the financial gap is through
the use of federal and state historic tax credits (HTC).
The U.S. nationally has a considerable historic stock with about 1.6 million buildings listed in or
contributing to historic districts identified in the federal National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP) which is maintained by the federal National Park Service (NPS). Not surprisingly, many
of these properties would benefit from rehabilitation.
The federal HTC (FHTC) is a federal income tax credit equal to 20% of the
qualified rehabilitation cost of income-producing historic properties (further detail on the federal
HTC in Table 1). In other words, a rehabilitation investment of $1 million in an historic hotel,
office building, retail store or apartment rental complex would reduce the federal taxes owed in
the U.S. by the investor by $ 200,000. (About one-fifth of the NRHP 1.6 million historic buildings
are income-producing.) The FHTC is administered by the NPS and state government historic
agencies. Started in the late 1970s, the FHTC has cumulatively been used in about 42,000
completed projects and the rehabilitation associated with the program has in the aggregate
amounted over 1978 through 2016 to about $132 billion in inflation-adjusted 2016 dollars. In
2016 alone, the FHTC rehabilitation activity amounted to about $6.5 billion.

The FHTC is a powerful subsidy for developers. A Newark new Jersey adaptive reuse project
(office building converted to hotel) with a total cost of $47 million was financially feasible with $7
million raised from the FHTC. A $20 million renovation of the famous Apollo Theater in Harlem,
New York City was made possible by the FHTC. The adaptive reuse of a former American Can
Company complex in New Orleans into apartments and retail space, and the reuse of a 1929
Procter & Gamble soup factory into a 400,000 square foot corporate office campus along
Baltimore’s inner harbor were similarly realized by the federal tax credits.
National cumulative economic impacts, including direct and multiplier impacts of the FHTCrelated investment to date (1978-2016), amounts to a total of 2.4 million jobs. In 2016 alone,
FHTC-related investment generated approximately 109,000 jobs. While most of the jobs were
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in the construction, manufacturing, and services sector of the economy, all sectors benefitted,
including finance, wholesale and retail trade, and transportation.
About half of all FHTC transactions include housing. From 1978 through 2016, the HTC has
been involved in the creation of 549,005 housing units (49.4% existing housing units that were
rehabilitated and 50.6% were newly created housing units). In addition, 153,255, or 28% of the
total housing units produced were affordable to poor families. About one-seventh of the projects
were office space and about one-sixth contained other commercial uses.
The FHTC is a tax expenditure and has a public cost, namely the tax credits extended to
investors. Weighing against these costs are the significant economic impacts and tax revenue
generated by FHTC-aided rehabilitation. An important finding is that the FHTC yields a net
benefit to the U.S. Treasury, generating more money in federal tax receipts over the life of the
program compared with aggregate program costs.
In addition to the FHTC, about 35 states in the U.S award additional state HTCs (SHTCs),
where state taxes are reduced by investment in historic rehabilitation. Reflecting dynamic
federalism, the specific state provisions vary tremendously. While most SHTCs offer a 20 to 25
percent credit on rehabilitation, the outlays range is from 5 to 50 percent. Missouri has one of
the most extensive SHTCs in the nation (25 percent state credit for both income-reducing and
owner- occupied historic buildings) and we illustrate its implementation in the following case
example. The Gateway (built in 1917) and Statler (built in 1922) were iconic hotels in the St.
Louis Centre business district, but as this city’s central business district declined, so did the
Gateway and Statler – both were closed in the 1980’s. About 2 decades later both were
rehabilitated and historically restored at a total (two-hotel) project cost of $200 million. The
$200 million outlay was subsidized by both the FHTC ($34 million) and a Missouri SHTC ($12
million). Other aids were used as well, such as property tax incentives.
In addition, there are tax credit programs which are not dedicated exclusively to historic
rehabilitation, but can be applied to historic projects (see Table 2). Two prominent federal
examples are the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) and the New Markets Tax Credit
(NMTC). The LIHTC offers up to a 9 percent annual credit over 10 years for providing
affordable housing. The NMTC gives a 39 percent total credit over 7 years for economic
development projects in needy areas. Both the LIHTC and NMTC can be used for new
construction or rehabilitation and both may be used in historic properties.
To illustrate, the historic rehabilitation of the iconic King Edward and Standard Life buildings in
Jackson Missouri, a combined $123 million project, tapped $26 million in equity raised from the
FHTC, $18 million in equity from the SHTC (and other state sources), $29 million in equity
raised from the federal NMTC and about $3 million from tax increment financing (TIF, a
property tax program).The $39 million adaptive reuse of the Quaker City Dye Works in
Philadelphia to affordable housing, retail and office space for non-profit groups was aided by
$10 million in equity from the NMTC, and $6 million in equity from the FHTC. The $50 million
restoration of the historic Saenger Theatre in New Orleans was aided by multiple tax credits
($15 million SHTC, $12 million NMTC and $10 million in FHTC).
“A picture is often worth a 1,000 words” and iconic historic preservation projects in the United
States fostered by the National Trust (for Historic Preservation), Community Investment
Corporation (NTCIC), and using the FHTC and other tax credits previously described are found
in figures 1 to 4.
Despite the many benefits of the FHTC, tax credits (or other preferred tax treatment such as
the LIHTC and NMTC) more broadly are under assault in the U.S., especially at the federal
government level. As other countries, the U.S. faces a growing federal budgetary deficit and
this has led to proposals to both reduce direct governmental outlays for social support
programs as well as to limit provisions that reduce the collection of taxes, such as tax credits.
Time will tell what transpires with the HTC, LIHTC and NMTC. Their loss would be a
tremendous setback to historic preservation affordable housing and economic development
investment in the U. S.
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Table 1: Qualifications for 20% U.S. Federal Historic Tax credit (FHTC)

Table 2: Historic and Other Investment Credits in the U.S.
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Figure 1: American Brewery Project, Baltimore, Maryland (U.S.)
Project: A 5-story Broadway East neighborhood rejuvenated-brewery complex, once
characterized by poverty and a high degree of abandonment and blight is now home to
Humanim and other social service programs.
Financial: $24 million project funded by $19 million in FHTC and NMTC and other sources.
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Figure 2: Knapp’s Centre Project, Lansing, Michigan (U.S.)
Project: The completed project contains approximately 101,000 square feet (sq. ft.) of
residential space for 23 mixed-income apartments; 10,000 sq. ft. serves as small business
incubator space; and many green building features.
Financial: $36 million project financed by $8 million NMTC, $8.5 million SHTC, and $6.2 million
FHTC.

Figure 3: Carpenter Theatre, Richmond Virginia (U.S.)
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Project: Former movie theatre restored and reopened as performing arts center.

Financial: $50 million project financed by $9.5 million SHTC, $4.9 million FHTC, $1.5 million
NMTC, and $23 million foundation loan

Figure 4: Williamsburgh Savings Bank Brooklyn, New York (U.S.)
Project: Historic bank building converted to event and banquet space in a Brooklyn
neighborhood undergoing rapid transformation.
Financial: $23 million project financed by $3.5 million FHTC, $2.0 million SHTC, and other
sources
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Abstract

The Royal Decree Law no. 225 of 21 March 1928 reestablished Pompeii's identity, a territory that was
already known and identifiable in Sarno Valley, through a social and cultural awareness. The reading
of some maps, from 1815 to date, showed the places before and after the promulgation of the Decree,
opening up evaluations on the modification of the territorial tissue, from purely agricultural then, to
urban and industrial in recent decades.
An intersection between the catchment area of Sarno and the road network – after cataloguing the
data on a GIS platform – put in evidence the canalization and the burial of some waterways, in order
to allow urban expansions, maybe in the 1960-1980s. In fact, along the way of Sarno River, there are
many overflow areas, that nowadays are occupied, as a result of destructive human actions.
With a critical redraw of the geo-form and the anthropic forms of Sarno Valley over the centuries, it is
possible to analyze the negative works and create favorable conditions to inspire the natural power of
resilience of this territory.
Keywords: Pompeii, Sarno, resilience, GIS, landscape.

1.

Introduction

2.

The Sarno Valley

In the process of transformation which affected Sarno Valley's territory, Pompeii is a case in point. The
town prevailed in the flat region between Vesuvius and Sarno River, as a very interesting
archaeological and religious site. It became an independent town with the Royal Decree Law no. 225
of 21 March 1928 and had the title of City in 2004. It is very complex to study the morphology of lands
and architecture in the Pompeii's area and to recognize and analyze the territory and its modifications.
Over the centuries, the historiographical tradition has preserved the myth of the ancient roman city,
neglecting events after the eruption of 79 AD, up to the archaeological revival, in the 18th century.
This paper aims to highlight how the geoforms have influenced the anthropic forms, but also how the
latter had generate disasters and negative works, making necessary favorable conditions to inspire
the natural power of resilience of this territory. Through a critical interpretation of the different
modifications, it is possible to produce different maps, in order to read “the natural phenomena and
observe the relationship between man and his environment” (R. Parente, 2016) [1].
It is possible to reconstruct a parallel history of Sarno Valley by reading ancient maps and literary
works or books. In the 1800s, the historians gained awareness of the fact that hashes had never
covered completely the ancient city of Pompeii. In fact, the Amphitheatre and other massive buildings
had been partially exposed, so that peasants, conscious of the presence of ancient ruins, used to call
that place Civita. Under the reign of Bourbons, on 30 March 1748 (ten years after the first survey in
Herculaneum), some Pompeian ruins were found in the territory known as Quadrivio di Orfeo. News of
the archaeological dig of Herculaneum and Pompeii aroused considerable interest among the scholars
in the 18th century, which published numerous printed booklets on the subject. At the beginning of the
19th century, plots of land and buildings above the ancient city had been confiscated, in order to make
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way for new digging operations, which definitively removed any trace of architecture and landscape
modifications through a thousand years of history .[2] [3] [4].
Since 1872, the new city of Pompeii, as we know it today, grew outside the digging area, thanks to
Bartolo Longo (1841-1926), a lawyer which officially is the founder of the modern Pompeii. Valle di
Pompei was a little portion of territory, caught between the archaeological site and Scafati. It was
crossed by a road called Regia Strada delle Calabrie and by a sinuous perpendicular road that went
from Castellammare to Nola, called, in its final stretch, Stolella. Moved by a strong religious
motivation, Bartolo Longo decided to restore first places and then souls. He faced with a no-place,
without a name, without communication, without icons and without an event, which instead existed for
Lourdes, Assisi and Montevergine, that the Lawyer took as models. The new town developed from the
crossroad made by the Regia via delle Calabrie and the via Stolella, with the building of the new
Sanctuary of Pompeii. Longo pursued humanitarian principles for the growth of this foundation town
and developed the religious and pedagogical features of social life, neglecting any productive activity.
In this way, the territory of Valle di Pompei was divided between the municipalities of Torre
Annunziata, Scafati, Gragnano and Boscoreale. Bartolo Longo worked to give to Pompeii its
administrative acknowledgement, but he died before seeing his last project realized [5].
2.1 The redrawing of the administrative boundaries
With the Royal Decree Law no. 225 of 21 March 1928, the new administrative boundaries were
definitively approved and redrawn. The whole spatial planning of the Sarno Valley was upset: border
roads began central roads; the urban settlement was extended to South, over the Sarno; the boundary
between the Province of Naples and Salerno changed its configuration [Fig 1-2]. The towns that gave
away parts of their territory for the new administrative boundaries of Pompeii, were: Boscoreale, with
2
an area of about 1,512 km , that was the 9% of its total area; Gragnano, with an area of about 3,073
2
2
km , that was the 14% of its total area; Scafati, with an area of about 5,011 km , that was the 24% of
2
its total area; Torre Annunziata, with an area of about 2,639 km , that was the 26% of its total area [6].

Fig. 1: Maps: IGM Monte Vesuvio, 184 II NE 1907, IGM Boscotrecase, 185 III NO 1909, IGM Castellammare di
Stabia, 185 III SO 1909 [7]. The maps have been converted from an analogical to a digital format, after being
geo-referenced.
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Fig. 2: Maps: IGM Monte Vesuvio, 184 II NE 1936, IGM Boscotrecase, 185 III NO 1936, IGM Castellammare di
Stabia, 185 III SO 1936 [7]. The redrawing represents the boundaries before and after the Royal Decree Law
(R.D.L.). Data have been recorded on GIS platform.

3.

Focus on: Sarno River

2

Sarno River and its valley form a large floodplain of about 500 km , that is the 4% of the area of
Campania region. The Sarno is 24 km long, and has a lot of tributaries along its course. It divides the
plain in two parts: an Eastern, in the Province of Salerno, and a Western, in the Province of Naples.
The main direction of the River is from North to South and the main direction of its tributaries is from
East to West. It flows into the Tyrrhenian Sea. There are several theories on the origin of his name:
according to Giliberti, it derives from Sarinus, a pre-italic term; according to others, it derives from
Sarus, the name of the mountain that overlooks the fountainhead of Foce; Siani, instead, thinks that
the name comes from Saron, a term by which the Phoenicians would designate the region. In ancient
times, the Sarno, whose oldest track appears in the Tabula Peutingeriana, was worshiped: votive
statues were found in the excavations of Foce. The abandonment of the area after the fall of Rome
transformed the plain into an unhealthy swamp and probably the popular fantasy changed the myth of
Sarno: throughout the medieval period the River was recognized by the name of Dragon [8].
3.1 The Sarno River, natural limit and administrative boundary
Over the centuries, the path of Sarno River has been changed many times, both by natural or manmade causes. In the Sarno Valley, where today there are fertile lands, there probably was a great
shallow stretch of sea water. The geological instability, caused by the movement of plates and
volcanic activity, contributed to fill the basin of the Sarno. Also the alluvial material from the limestone
mountains of Sarno helped to hold the River. The plain of the Sarno has also suffered numerous
eruptive cycles, until the eruption of the 17th century BC, during which the fallout of pyroclastic
material directed the River water to Pompeii. In 63 AD, the territory was devastated by a terrible
earthquake that diverted the course of the Sarno. A few years later, in 79 AD, there was a catastrophic
eruption, that covered all the eastern tributaries, advanced the coastline for a few hundred meters into
the sea and covered the Sarno with volcanic material, turning it into a narrow and poor water stream.
After 79 AD, numerous eruptions occurred and the course of the River drastically changed his path,
moving away from the base of Mount Vesuvius. In 1486, the County of Sarno became a royal
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property. In 1803 the Superintendent of Roads and Bridges realized artificial channels to convey the
water of some streams, in order to prevent the numerous flooding in the area of Nocera. With this
action the basin and range of the Sarno River were increased artificially. In 1850 the Sarno
abandoned his natural bed, falling into a new artificial river-bed. Ferdinand II decided to make the
River navigable again, in order to easily reach the city gunpowder, Reale fabbrica d'armi di Torre
Annunziata, from the sea. This measure completely changed the structure of the Sarno: its sinuous
lines were deleted forever and its length decreased 7 km. Even after the fall of Bourbon’s Reign and
the proclamation of Italian unification, the straightening of the path of the Sarno continued, to favor a
higher outflow speed.
The River Sarno was distorted and the whole territory was robbed of the ancient River landscape,
which was a cultural heritage, natural and administrative boundary of the ancient Vallo.
3.2 The Ground Control Polylines (GCPly), permanent hydrographic lines
At this point of the research, there was an analysis of the geographical permanent elements that
survived over time. The so-called Ground Control Polylines (GCPly), permanent hydrographic lines on
the territory, were identified and redrawn realizing some shapefiles, made of polylines, on GIS
platform. Recording data, the hydrographic network has been differentiated into six types − fiume,
alveo, canale, torrente, vasca, canale di irrigazione – in ascending order of flow rate. For each map,
every feature in the shapefile represents an element of the River and is identified by type, name, and
its permanence compared to the previous map (yes/no parameters).
The purpose of the redrawing was to highlight the artificial changes, but above all the deviations and
adjustments at the mouth of River. The comparison started from the map Castellammare e dintorni,
created in about 1815 and so before the River path correction (about 1855) [Fig. 3]. It is interesting to
notice how the geo-forms, as the old course of the Sarno River, influenced the anthropic forms. In fact,
in many parts of the Sarno Valley, the municipality boundaries still follow the old River path, although
this was rectified; the natural limit has been maintained even if Nature has not imposed anymore [Fig.
5]. There are no important differences between the hydrographic network of 1907/1909 [Fig. 4] and
that of 1936, so the map is not included in this paper.
The redrawn on the 1954/1956 map, instead, highlights a strong urbanization of the Sarno Valley and
also a higher accuracy in the cartographic representation of the minor hydrographic network [Fig.6].

Fig. 3: Maps: Castellammare e dintorni, CA 00643 - CA00644, about 1815 [7]. The redrawing represents the
hydrographic network of Sarno Valley before and after the River path correction (about 1855). This map had
unknown spatial references, so it has been necessary to geo-reference it on the other maps.
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Fig. 4: Maps: IGM Monte Vesuvio, 184 II NE 1907, IGM Boscotrecase, 185 III NO 1909, IGM Castellammare di
Stabia, 185 III SO 1909 [7]. This map shows the Sarno after being rectified.

Fig. 5: Map: IGM Carta d'Italia, 1954/1956. This chart represents a comparison between the current municipal
boundary of Castellammare di Stabia (red) and the hydrographic network over the years (blue). The boundary
has maintained the geo-form of the old River path, even after the rectify (about 1855).
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Fig. 6: Map: IGM Carta d'Italia, 1954/1956, focus on Sarno Valley. In this map, a better accuracy in the
representation of a large number of new canals and natural streams, in the lower part of the valley, especially in
the area of Gragnano.

Fig. 7: This chart, with an overlapping of the current road network to the hydrographic network of 1936 and 1954,
shows a case study in Poggiomarino (NA). This stretch of the Regio Canale del Sarno has been probably buried,
with the construction of a road, via G. Iervolino.
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4.

Conclusions

The reading of some maps, from 1815 to date, showed the places before and after the promulgation of
the Royal Decree Law no. 225 of 21 March 1928, opening up evaluations on the modification of the
territorial tissue, from purely agricultural then, to urban and industrial in recent decades.
The redrawing of administrative boundaries favored a critical interpretation of the hydrography,
analyzing permanent points, lines and transformations of the territory. The cartographic evolution of
the hydrographic network refers to two different aspects: the first one strictly related to the semantics
of the cartography, the second to the transformation of agricultural areas in urban. An intersection
between the catchment area of the Sarno and the road network – after cataloguing the data on a GIS
platform – put in evidence the canalization and the burial of some waterways, in order to allow urban
expansions, maybe in the 1960-1980s [Fig. 7]. Along the way of Sarno River, there are many overflow
areas, that nowadays are occupied, as a result of destructive human actions.
The problems which affected the Sarno are caused by the high impact of domestic and industrial
waste (faeces, agricultural, pesticides, fertilizers, etc.), that are all related to its heavy pollution, which
affects the entire Gulf of Naples. Until the 1960s, the Sarno was a fishing and thermal river,
characterized by healthy and pristine environments; in 1992 it was clear that the Sarno was highly
polluted and the Institutions began a difficult process for the clean-up [9].
We actually need a restoring wilderness, as an ecological cure for this World of prosthetics: giving
back the land, it will return the products. In territorial governance, “we must make smart designs with
ancient knowledge” (C. Gambardella, 2017). We must encourage an evolutionary resilience, a resilient
model that, instead of returning to an original balance, looks for a new balance which can also be
understood as a new territorial planning. The resilience can act as a form of project, only if it's
presented as an integrated concept, which exceeds the territorial separations.
Knowledge is the starting point for thinking about a change. New different techniques of surveying,
such as hyperspectral remote sensing, aerial photography, allow us to have a nearly complete
overview of territory, cultural heritage and architecture. “The comparison between the papers of direct
and indirect survey allows to highlight the different methods; the first allows you to have a map of the
state in that moment of the surveyed area and a typo-morphological chart […], while the elaborate
obtainable from airborne surveying activity is an image, continuous plot in which it is necessary to
discriminate, through algorithms, the different types of structures and ground covers. […] Different
nature techniques can resolve ambiguities of interpretation of remotely sensed images and provide
faster results available, in spite of the long survey time on field.” (R. Parente, 2016) [1]
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Abstract
The evolutionary dynamics of urban processes have always been closely related with the territorial
ecological processes and cities, with their forms and functions, they have helped to ensure that these
landscapes have been slowly fragmented, "crumbled", impoverishing ecosystems and their ecological
value.
In this scenario of "fake" development, interpretative and planning paradigms that had conditioned the
gaze to choices addressed to the importance of the city as the central element of urban issues, have
undergone a rapid aging leaving space for new models of development and to an urban planning
hybridization with other disciplines related to the landscape and its many aspects.
The redevelopment of the line of Castel Volturno city costs exceeds these dynamics, it projects new
ones by putting the gaze on the importance of landscape networks and on how these draw the
territories and help to transform the "disasters" in "new cultural identity ".
The proposed strategies and tactics are based on the design of public spaces, on their relational
value, on the role they played in the reconfiguration of urban spaces and for the ecological re-stitching
of these places already in strong ecosystem depression. The conducted choices point to the urban
resilience, to the ability to adapt to the continuous changes of natural and anthropogenic processes
that affect them, up to regain a state of systemic balance, fundamental equilibrium for the sustainable
development of these territories, of these landscapes.
Keywords: Density, Resilience, Landscape, Ecological connections.

1.

Introduction

Throughout its history the Earth has experienced events and calamities that have characterized its
evolution.
These natural events have defined its shape, favoured the development of ecosystems, have created
new life. Yet today, with varying degrees of emphasis depending on the event, we talk about
"disasters".
It fills pages and pages of newspapers with this word, binding it unscrupulous, to the word "natural"
when of "natural" often there is very little. It should rather be questioned, seriously, that in the last
twenty years these calamitous processes have degenerated more and more, endangering the lives of
the "inhabitants" of the planet. We hide behind the veil of innocence proclaiming us victims of an
adversary fate. With the same ease with which we use the term "disaster" we would quickly forget the
causes of these events. The environmental risks associated with human activities are the main cause
of climate change that has upset and continues to upset the planet, becoming a central issue in
national development policies.
In recent years the concept of resilience has become part of the vocabulary of the disciplines that
study the city and the territory. Cities, which represent the predominant settlement pattern of the
twenty-first century, are the focus of new interpretative paradigms capable of promoting design
strategies and tactics aimed at urban resilience.
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This new design season has one basic purpose: pushing the limits of urban planning focused on the
simple "made safe" territories. Cities are called to respond to these new challenges such as
environmental risk, climate change, scarcity of resources, enabling truly "resilient" development
processes and hinged on the adaptive capacity of the territories to these transformations.
This contribution focuses on a very special case study concerning the municipality of Castel Volturno
in the province of Caserta where unplanned territorial development has caused urban fragmentation in
places rich in biodiversity and history, compromising the ecological relationship. An example of a
"latent" city that at the same time represents a challenge, an opportunity, to put into practice these
new design theories.

2.

Defragmenting scrap territories

One of the reasons why the territories have lost over the years their ecological value, intrinsic and not
replicable element, was the lack of vision and realization of planned and designed territorial
development; this has led to a progressive fragmentation of the territories.
This urban dispersion process affects most of the American and European metropolises, though in
different times and intensities. The city at this stage loses its contours, its shape, it frays expanding in
a confused and disordered way invading periurban territories and agricultural areas, transforming the
landscape and its elements. You lose the sense of territoriality understood as the set of relationships
that societies have with the surrounding physical environment.
In order to counter these territorial fragmentation processes and the associated soil consumption,
intervention strategies aimed at "defragmentation" must be activated. As in the field of computing,
where the defragmentation process relocates and restores damaged clusters in an operating system,
so urban planning, through a multiscalar, multidisciplinary and dynamic approach, must be able to
intervene in "scrap" sites by regenerating them in form and in essence.
The only "trajectory" to pursue is to rethink these spaces as new knots placed at the center of the
urban ecological structure and at the same time enhance its strategic value.

Fig. 1: Cluster elements.

The idea behind the reasoning is to use these places to restore ecological connections by improving
their quality and viability, providing them with public spaces. The centrality of public spaces, a theme
that is back in the debate on the contemporary city, is a key issue in the activation of defragmentation
strategies as it is in these places that, by interrogating on the new forms and new meanings that are
taking on the spaces of collective aggregation, the city can find the right forms of adaptation. It is in
these spaces that it promotes territoriality, improves the quality of life, processes for urban resilience
and reconnects the ecological corridors.
Incardinate urban projects in this type of area planning practical means to overcome a number of
limitations that urban planning has brought with it over the years.
A disciplined evolution that is ever necessary, capable of responding to "new" urban and territorial
issues.
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We must develop new strategies, new tools and new visions shared quickly because as Boudelaire
1
predicted “the form of the city changes, alas, faster than the heart of a mortal”.
The Castel Volturno study case wants to be an example of this new design season that rediscovers
the landscape and its intrinsic features.
Its description is intended to facilitate the reading of this contribution, to support theories of urban
resilience and a practical example of urban design as "the regeneration can only take place through
2
project-oriented actions supported by research, education, innovation ".

3.

Green density. Ecology of public space.

In recent decades the issues related to the landscape and the elements that compose it have
increasingly intersected the city and its "design." In particular, the "Landscape" and its ecological value
is re-evaluated and with it the importance of public spaces and their usability.
A step forward towards these theories has been made with the introduction, in 2013, of the "rules for
the development of green spaces" according to which the principle of containment of the soil for the
purposes of soil conservation and preservation of municipal non-urbanized areas can be implemented
through the reuse of abandoned residential and productive settlements and the reconfiguration of
drosscape.
“The elements that make up the complexity of the urban problem in our region are: the appalling
condition of the building fabric raised after the war; the absence of public spaces not dedicated to
traffic and simple advances of the built-up areas; use of the land, now at danger point; the capitulation
of urban life to wheels and motors; the crazy consumption and relative cost of energy; the question of
3
waste and non-recyclable materials; in short, the urban de-humanisation».”
Retrieve the relationship that binds men to their own territories is therefore an essential value on which
to base strategies and tactics for the design in which “to regenerate the city” means to intervene on
geo-functional aspects of the "landscape" system.

Fig. 2: Strategies and tactics for urban defragmentation process.

Designing with territorial strategies defragmentation means transforming the territory by working in
those spaces where people move and relate to each other and to the places they inhabit. An urban
regeneration based on the principle of valorisation of the collective space. Castel Volturno is an
emblematic case. A place where the urban form was generated by unplanned processes that led to
strong territorial fragmentation with a consequent loss of public spaces and ecological networks.

1

Charles Baudelaire
Gambardella Carmine in “iPompei. Smart and community city”.
3
Freyrie Leopoldo in “Superurbano. Sustainable urban regeneration”.
2
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The project focuses on the research and the regeneration of these areas, in particular on the recovery
of degraded public spaces, green, technological and production areas abandoned by a design able to
reconnect these places. A design that is self-generated on the shapes of blue and green landscaping
networks that intersect the red infrastructures for a large and complex green network project where
public spaces represent "nodes and joints of a complex polygon" (Gambardella 2014).
New green boulevards, new squares, and new public facilities are the tools to redefine the urban form
of Castel Volturno. Landscape and urban regeneration focused on the concept of "smart territories"
notion that "must be understood as the promotion of" intelligent "territories, capable of combining
innovation, environment and quality of life" (Gambardella 2012).

Fig. 3: Project site area.

The "ecological" dimension of this urban project is also reflected through the connection between the
coast line and the hinterland with its agricultural landscape. In this strategic vision falls another wall,
the one that marked the boundary between city and nature. Borders become labile, permeable. The
city is an eco-logic component and interacts with the territory through its components: energy
networks, infrastructure networks, green and blue networks.
The project proposal focuses on the possibility of interpreting Castel Volturno as an open area, free
from any form of barrier and in which public spaces can get out of any rigid prescription and taxonomic
indication. Clusters are transformed from isolated fragments into active elements, urban quality
catalysts. Clusters are not just abandoned free areas but also all those unused structures in
neighborhood equipment and therefore in continuous dialogue with the context. Roads, farms,
squares, residual areas are transformed into places with a new identity. No more residual spaces but
places with a social destination.
Densify through territorial defragmentation strategies means reconfigure the open spaces, reconnect
them spatially and ecologically in order to improve the quantity and quality. The project therefore
envisages the realization of new public spaces and their functions, a green densification in which the
nodes represent not only the places of "public" life but also eco-logical places and energy producers.
Transforming these places, these "white mines" (Schultze 2013), into truly urban spaces means giving
shape to the void, allowing to cross the city, live it, and orient yourself in it.
“The nature of the metropolis is part of the original equation of the relationship between open space
and built space, both in the low density of the villa and in conurbations such as Los Angeles and
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Houston .... The challenge is therefore to restore and rethink the original equation, which could Solve
4
in an exciting and stimulating nature where to grow and develop our homes“, where to live.

Fig. 4: Project solution.

The design idea is to replace damaged "clusters" with new forms of public space capable to
consolidate urban structure, in full respect of the landscaping value of these territories, overcoming
any form of latency; not a series of green spaces or urban parks, but a much more complex system of
urban centralities with their own logic and regenerated in form and function. Spaces that are really
adaptive, resilient, able to overcome the limits of chaotic and unplanned development of these
territories. Calamities of a complex system of spatial and social relationships. Public spaces, streets or
squares that are, represent the future on which to redraw the city, places where focusing on urban
planning tactics and strategies for territorial defragmentation, aimed at "green density".
Public space and related projects must return to the center of urban politics, involving private actors,
activating truly participative social processes. Public spaces are the places to "dense", "urban
infrastructures" that are useful and necessary to rediscover the "sense" of the city. Whether it is lines,
spots, or surfaces, it is important that these sites form networks because the true city, a city that
works, is made up of public spaces with different forms and uses of quality and "civil beauty"
(Brandolini 2005).

4

Lerup Lars in “After the city”.
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Abstract

The contribution comes from a research in the Laboratory of History and Criticism, conducted by Prof.
Danila Jacazzi with the collaboration of Professor Maria Carolina Campone, on the theme of diffusion
of triconch ancient Christian world. The study, part of which is still in progress, has produced a
triconca atlas architectural as one of its first results which synthetically anticipate only the area relative
to North African, analysed in detail by the architect Raffaela Fiorillo. The archaeological record and the
recent progress in the study of ancient art on Christian art have provided interesting new data on the
spread of architectural models in the whole Mediterranean region. The trichora cell is used in several
territories of Roman Empire principally as a representative hall in the very ancient villas, but also as a
th
th
funerary and thermal environments. Between the 4 century and 6 century the spread of triconch
reached all the Christianised areas. It was initially used in funerary purpose in martyria; later the
trichore cells were used in the configurations of basilicas: triconch presbyteries find in Egypt, Algeria,
Libya, Palestine and Jordan. The three-lobed form fits well in symbolizing important christian
concepts. The short hallway before the space occupied by apses alluded to the Cross, the first
emblem and the most important symbol of martyrdom and redemption. The tripartite division alluded to
the Trinitarian concept, as suggested by the churches dedications followed of trefoil (Lérins, Vercelli)
and the mosaic decoration of the subject of the Trinitarian choir of Basilica Nova in Cimitile, described
by bishop Paolino from Nola (Epistle 32).
Keywords: Early Christian Architecture, Triconch, Mediterranean area.

1. Genesis and diffusion of triconch architectures.
Danila Jacazzi
The geographic picture of Christian architecture is as vast as the chronological one: the diffusion area
corresponds to the entire territory of the converted Roman Empire. Among the Christian communities
there was circulation of patterns, schemes and architectural types, and the dominant centers
trasmittend the own models to the farthest suburbs of the Empire thanks to the convinient links
ensured by the vast branches of the road network and the pilgrimages, especially those going to the
Holy Land. Among the buildings, there was a particular spot occupied by the Triconch architectures as
it is a recurrent type in the geography of Christian art from the ancient time until the Justinian era. New
spaces for new functions, in particular in the Mediterranean area, took up new architectural
configurations in which Hellenistic and imperial survival, Byzantine and Syrian influences, coexisted
with technical and formal elements derived from the local tradition. To identify the matrices and the
reasons for the adoption of a trichonch endings in the Christian basilican churches, it should be
considered that the trychora was used in pagan architecture for the construction of mausoleums and
cemetery halls. Numerous studies have shown that the diffusion and the popularity throughout the
Mediterranean basin where, in the Christian era, was used in a similar way to the funerary prototype.
In Cimitile the triconch is directly linked to the cult of the martyr Felice and in the presence of relics,
expressly recalled by Paolino in his works. It is, therefore probable, that the scheme adopted by
Paolino at the beginning of 400 formed the prototype of similar planimetric configurations that
constitute a homogeneous series in the places of the first Christian communities of the 5th century.
Starting from the analysis of Basilica Nova of Cimitile, one of the first examples of the adoption of a
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triconch apse endings, a group of professors from the University of Campania has devoted series of
research into the genesis and the spread of the triconch in the ancient Christian world. Hence the
project to stet up a sort of atlas of the Triconch architecture of the Christian world, dividing the fields of
analysis into three large geographic areas: Roman Africa, continental Europe, the Aegean and the
Balkans area, which constitute the territories of greater propagation of Christian art. The
documentations relative to early Christian architecture, particularly to the triconch configuration, has
often found differentiated editorial results: many updates have been published in specific journalsof
the sector, in conference proceedings, and in volumes that not eusly available; therefore it was
considered useful to gather in a single study a synoptic picture of the triconchs monuments known to
archaeologists and architects in order to identify the origin, development and dissemination of such a
configuration in urban and rural Christian communities between the 3rd and 6th centuries: from late
antique villas „thermal rooms, small cellae memories, to the widest endings triconch of basilicas and
martyrs' complexes. In the present work the triconch buildings, both in the home and in the burial and
basilic areas, have been collected, classified and analyzed not only in relation to those of
geographically close centers, but also those of distant areas, in an attempt to highlight the structural
analogies to recognize a probable identity of the derivation matrices. This survey, which has a specific
goal monograph on the subjects, has long been underway. In particular the data collected allow to
propose, already in this case, a first summary on the territories of Mediterranean Africa. First of all, it
should be noted that the spread of the triconch was fairly uniform throughout the Mediterranean area,
from Italy to the Near East, from Gallia and the Iberian peninsula to Africa, from Slovenia to Pannonia
and the Balkans to the Aegean islands. Under the Constantinids impulse, the Christian art experience
its first monumental season, freeing itself from the private dimension of the catacombs, from the
necropolis or the most generic funerary production, and manifested with the creation of new
architectural system, promoted and desired from imperial commission. Particularly from the
Constantinian age, triconch environments became elements which were always present in the
configuration of the domus in the ancient time; usually located on the central axis, at the entrance of
the buiding or the areas of representation it was assumed that they were reception areas, courtrooms
and representation rooms, or triclinia, environments used for official ceremonies [1]. In the same
epoch, the buildings which were destineted fot the previliged burial took different forms from those
commonly adopted earlier and often comparable to those tricliniars halls, with the difference that they
are single structural units and united to a Christian basilica. During the 4th and 5th centuries the
architects responded to the needs of Christian liturgy by creating new variants of the type of the
Constantinian basilica, while respecting forms and characteristics already consolidated: rectangular
plan, longitudinal axis, beam roof or covered by coffered ceiling and finally a rectangular apse. The
Roman public halls were chosen as a model for basilicas; the mausoleums and thermal rooms
became the reference models of monumental Christian tombs, baptistery and commemorative
buildings. But in some cases, the two types were merged into an original configuration outlined on
contaminations of different matrix languages. The basilicas with tricoch endings responded, then, the
dual need to create an adequate space to accommodate the faithfuls and to mark with a monumental
structure the martyrdom, a place of worship of saints and martyrs placed in the apse. Probably, when
relics, holy bodies and monumental burials started getting more frequent in the churches (from the end
of 4th to the beginning of the 5th century), it seemed natural to exploit a specific environment
associated with martyrdom liturgy. Secluded memoriae with triconch plan were common in the 3rd and
4th centuries in pagan and Christian cemeteries. In post Constantinian age this type is mainly found in
the funerary chapels of Tunisia and Algeria, but triconchs apses at the end of a central nave is found
essentially in Egypt, northern Africa and the coasts of southern Italy [2]. In northern Africa, mainly in
Mauritania (West Algeria), Numidia (East Algeria) and Tunisia, the triconch use is attested in a series
of trychorae cells concentrated in small areas (Hippona, Cabilia, Tebessa, Damous el-Karita, Ksar
Hellal, Henchir Redès, Bir Ftouha, Thibar), possibly introduced from one area the territories to the
other during the 5th century, in connection with the martyrs worship. More complex configurations
show the trychorae annexed to basilic plants such as the basilica of Kherbet bou Addoufen in Algeria,
El Fauar Béja and Sidi Amor Bou Hadjela in Tunisia. In the Early and Middle Egypt around the middle
of the 5th century there was a type of church in which Aegean and Western matrix elements were
merged: a basilica with galleries completed by a triconch transept (Hermopolis, Marea) or three apses
joined to form a elevated trychora with respect to the nave from which it is separated by a triumphal
arch supported by large columns (Deir el-Abyad, Deir el-Ahmar, Denderah, Dayr Abu Fanah). In the
inner regions of the Middle East, architectural issues absorbed in coastal areas were reinterpreted by
local monastic communities. In Syria, one of the richest provinces of the Roman Empire influenced by
Hellenistic-Roman culture, autonomous evolutive processes created original and different models from
Egyptian ones. The peculiarity can be seen the presence of the sides of the semi-circular apse of two
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Martyrium of Damous El Karita,
Carthage, Tunisia

Trychora of Ksar Hellal,
Siliana Valley, Tunisia

Trychora of Henchir Redès,
Tunisia

Chapel of Bir Ftouha, Carthage,
Tunisia

Chapel of Thibar,
Tunisia
Martyrium of Aguemmoun Oubekkar,
Cabilia, Algeria

Martyrium of Tebessa,
Algeria

Presbitery of Kherbet bou Addoufen,
Central Numidia, Algeria

Trychora of Sidi Mohammed el Gebiou,
Sidi Amor Bou Hadjela,Tunisia
Martyrium of the basilica di
El Fauar Béja, Tunisia
Fig. 1: Cellae trychorae in the North-Africa
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walls that separate the lower naves from two small environments disposed at their extremities: the
diaconicon and the protesis. The two environments and the apse form, in these examples, a sort of
autonomous building characteristic of the Paleochristian architecture of Syria (Fafertin, Serdjilla, Dar
Qita, al-Ruṣafa, Umm idj-Dj imal) [3]. Triconch ending presents, instead, the church dedicated to Saint
Marta in the Saint Simeone Stilita the younger complex, near Antioch. The written sources point to the
existence of memories and sanctuaries in areas adjacent to the Jordan River, such as the place of the
Baptism of Christ at Ainun Saphsaphas, the sanctuary of Moses on Mount Nebo, Tisbeh locality linked
to Prophet Elijah and others. At Ras Siyagha, on Mount Nebo, the basilica of the 5th century was
completed by a trilobated part of the 4th century, the martyrium whic marked the place of Moses'
death. From this brief summary it is clear how triconch buildings or triconchs absidia endings have a
distinct affinity even in distant territories among then. The preservations‟ state of monuments often
prevents a more thorough study: some are known only to the plant, others are only fragments of the
original buildings. In most cases, funerary triconch buildings (memoriae, martyria) pre-existed in the
great basilicas dating back to the 4th century, forming the original nucleus of subsequent basilicas; in
other cases they constituted the apsidal area of original basilic configurations.

2. Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan and Syria
Raffaela Fiorillo
Algeria occupies most part of the territory in the northern Africa and extends south to Western Sahara.
From the 2nd century the region was converted to Christianity, presumably starting from Carthage and
the coastal cities; martyrs and saints are remembered, the most famous of which was Augustine,
bishop of Hippona. In Algeria, the Christian basilica is generally constitued of a rectangular hall, long
twice the width, oriented to the East, with entrances from the western front; examples are the Basilica
of Peace or the Great Basilica in Hippona (4th-5th century), Tebessa Basilica (early 5th century) and
the martyrium ruins of Aguemmoun Oubekkar (4th-5th century) in Cabilia [4]. The Basilica of Peace
was within the Christian Insula, a 6000 square meters with a northwest space, not distant from the old
shore of the sea. A large three-nave basilica was built inside the neighbourhood with a 37,70 m long
nave and wide 18,50 m, longitudinally divided by 10 pillars. The raised semicircular apse, was 8,50 m
wide and 7 m deep. On the opposite side an nartheus probably separated the church from the street.
Near the basilica stood a trilobata room with columns inside identified as martyrdom of Santo Stefano.
A little distance from Carthage, in Tebessa there was the largest Christian complex in North Africa.
The worship hall, richly decorated with mosaics, was divided into three naves ending in a central apse
and two lateral compartments. Access was from the right nave, through steps, a triconch chapel where
was found an epigraphic text that mentioning some martyrs like the holy local Crispina, killed during
the persecution of Diocletian. It was entirely made of stone. In the Byzantine period, the complex
underwent some readjustment including the addition of walls with towers in defense of the monastic
complex. In Cabilia, a region north of Algeria, stood Aguemmoun Oubekkar‟s martyrium, which
included a rectangular space of 6,50 m which had to be covered by the vault; three apses on the north
side, west and east had 5,50 m opening and 4 m deep, while the south side was destroyed. At the
center there was four columns arranged in a square, as supports of a ciborium [5].
Tunisia, the eastern region of the «Maghreb Island», is the African country of Arab culture closest to
Italy. The early Christian churches of the region have a three-nave basilica, sometimes five,
exceptionally seven and very large monuments such as the great Tipasa basilica (4th century) and the
Damous el-Karita basilica (4th century) in Carthage. The apse was raised and often framed by
enclosed lateral spaces within perimeter terminals of rectangular plane. In the churches the floor
mosaic was largely used, especially in the fourth century. The early Christian architecture of Africa is
also characterized by some specific liturgical provisions such as the location of the altar, well
advanced in the central nave, the absence of the amphora, the frequent presence of a second center
of worship opposite the apse – a martyr or funeral character - which often assumed the form of a
counter apse and, finally, the frequent orientation of the apse to the west, especially in East Africa (as
it happens in Italy) [6]. The martyrs‟ worship was greatly developed along the Tunisian coasts: many
martyrdom have centralized plants with four or three apses. Among these are the Triconch of Thibar
(4th-5th century), the Clover's House at Thuburbo Majus (4th century) and the Grand Basilica at
Belalis Maior (4th-7th century). Though only the foundations and fragments of columns belonging to
the basilica complex of Damous el-Karita remain, the archaeological site had enormous importance in
the history of the Carthaginian community. The area included a wide complex with two basilicas and
numerous buildings on the site of a Roman and later Christian cemetery. Here there are the main
basilica with 9 longitudinal naves and 11 spans. The main apse was at the bottom of the large southwest nave. The north-east front looked out on to a peristyle semicircular atrium, on which a trilobated
chapel was opened (perhaps a martyrdom).
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The Great Basilica, Algeria

Chapel of Aguemmoun Oubekkar, Algeria

Early Christian Basilica of Tebessa, Algeria

Fig. 2: Trychorae in Algeria
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The Great Basilica Belalis Maior, Tunisia

Clover’s house in Thuburbo Maius, Tunisia

Basilica of Damous el-Karita, Tunisia

Fig. 3: Trychorae in Tunisia
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Starting from archaeological excavation data in 1878, P. Delattre considers the atrium and the trichor,
part of the original nucleus [7]. Located about 60 km south of Carthage, the archaeological site of
Thuburbo Majus testifies the presence of Christianity, with a temple transformed into a church in the
5th century. The Clover's House made up of two main areas, the Clover area - so called for its trilobed
chamber - and the area with annexed environments connected to the triconch hall through a
descending corridor. The two sections, which are separate residences, were probably built during the
first half of the 4th century. The "clover section" of the house, located northwest of the complex, is
preceded by a rectangular peristyle, whose center was occupied by a large pools with two semicircular pool at either end. The triconch apses floor were laid with figurative mosaics, of which only a
fragment remains, representing Cupid. Thibar's triconch is one of the smallest monuments in Tunisia.
It was discovered in 1935 by the missionary-archeologist Padre Lapeyre and was built on the site of a
former rectangular building that had a small apse (probably not a Christian basilica). Made of recycled
materials, the triconch measures about 11 meters in length and width. Another large early-Christian
complex that houses a basilica with arcades and a cemetery area, probably destined for pilgrimage is
situated at Bir Ftouha. The excavations of 1928-1930 brought to light a triconch funerary chapel with
several burials, and in front of the chapel, a space sub-divided, seemingly, in four naves. The structure
is part of a larger early Christian complex that can be dated to between the end of 4th and the
beginning of the 5th century and recently subjected to an archaeological campaign. It is unclear the
relationship between the triconch chapel and the basilica, perhaps joined by an underground
cemetery.
Egypt is a northeastern African state, extending also to a territory traditionally considered Asiatic.
Under the growing influence of Rome, Egypt became a Roman province from 30th BC when it was
acquired by Ottaviano Augusto. At this stage, the country experienced an intense process of
Christianization which translated into a massive adherence of the Egyptian population to the Coptic
Church. An influence of Coptic art is found in the great white church (Deir el-Abyad) (5th century) at
Sohag, built by the Abbot Schenute. The church is characterized by a three-nave basilica with a
triconch presbytery. Triconch endings also feature the church of the Red Convent (Deir el-Aḥmar) (5th
century), Marea‟s basilica (5th -6th century), Denderah (5th century) and the monastery of Apa Bane
(Dayr Abu Fanah, 5th century). Other significant examples occur between the fifth and sixth centuries
in the urban area, like the case of the episcopal of Hermopolis Magna (el Ashmunein), a large basilica,
located in the center of the ancient city. The urban cult buildings had a rich sculptural decoration, while
the monastic churches were largely devoid of them. The Red Convent building complex refers to the
first Christian basilicas, which, by proposing the longitudinal canonical hall, finds in the Presbyterian
area the privileged architectural nucleus, structured in a triconch system. The church, with three
naves, is devoid of narcissus and has on the south side, a side corridor (or pseudo-nartece) used as
an entrance. The triabsidated presbytery is flanked by two symmetrical environments with an inverted
L plant, and is decorated by a double order of elegant columns that include deep niches [8]. Of similar
configuration is the church of the White Convent that was built almost entirely with burial materials of
the Pharaonic period. Externally of parallelepiped shape, it has three aisles that run on the short side
and a tricon-shaped presbytery, articulated with columns along the curved walls. The church is
preceded by a narthex and accompanied by a long hall on the long east side, both terminated on the
short side with a colonnade abdidiola [9]. On the west bank of the Nile is the town of Denderah, whose
Christian church was built using the temple hall of Hathor. The three-nave plan diagram has a broadly
connotative three-part apse, almost an autonomous branch. The apse is a triconch, with central dome
and two lateral environments (prothesis and diaconicon) in communication with the lateral apses and
naves. Not far from the Nile Valley, they are the ruins of Apa Bane Monastery. This church also has a
trichonch ending. The semi-circular apse is adorned with circular columns. The transverse front space
is narrow and has a simple rectangular form. The original plant had an isolated triconch, later the
triconch's apses were transformed into two rectangular environments. About fifty miles south of the
city of Mallawi are the ruins of Hermopolis Magna. The original basilic building had a colonnade
running all along the whole aisle and continued uninterruptedly in the transept defining the space of
the exedra. The construction of the basilica destroyed the pre-existing structures using the capitals of
the former Ptolemy temple for the foundations of the church. The 29 monolithic granite red columns
with their Corinthian capitals are almost all that remained of the basilica, covering an area of 1,195
square meters. The excavations carried out in the 1940s allowed to recognize the pre-existing
structures and remains of the early Christian basilica [10].
Jordan, between the Mediterranean and the Arabian Desert, has always been the natural corridor for
moving from East Africa to Asia and Europe, to become the privileged link between the great
civilizations of the Nile Valley and Mesopotamia. Jordan's position, the wealth of the Jordan River, and
the presence of many other resources have made this nation habited since the earliest times. The
territory of Jordan preserves important testimonies of the late Christian and early Christian period: to
remember the important sites of Gerasa, Kerak, Madaba, Petra, whose study started with the
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Deir el-Abyad, Egypt

Basilica in Marea, Egypt

Apa Bane Monastery, Egypt
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Basilica of Hermopolis Magna, Egypt
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Fig. 4: Trychorae in Egypt
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Tomb of Moses, Jordan

Saint Simeone Stilita the younger complex, Syria

Fig. 5: Trychorae in Jordan and Syria
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archaeological investigations of the nineteenth century and the church of the Tomb of Moses on
Mount Nebo of 5th century [11]. The region of Mount Nebo is known to be the probable place from
which Moses showed the promised land to the people of Israel, where he was destined to die and
where there is his grave. Built in 4th-5th century on the top of Siyagha, the church on Moses' tomb
features a longitudinal plant with three aisles lined with funerary chapels and triconch presbytery. The
first structure of the basilica, built in 1933 at the end of the first excavation campaign, is credited to the
Spanish Franciscan James Lull. Archaeological excavations directed by Virgilio Corbo between 1967
and 1970, aimed at understanding the original configuration of the basilica and analyzing the ceramic
material found, induced Bellarmino Bagatti to place the foundation of the first church at the beginning
of the fifth century. The first topographic survey of the entire Siyagha summit, affected by ancient
structures, was realized by Bagatti. Eugenio Alliata and Susanna Bianchi, based on previous studies
and thanks to structural evidences, stratigraphic wall relationships and the construction and
modification of the sanctuary, have identified nine constructive phases confirming the dating of the first
church (trichora cell) at the beginning of the 5th century [12].
Syria is a state of South-West Asia. Founded in 1946, today's Arab republic of Syria corresponds only
partially to "historical Syria", which in ancient times encompassed the whole western region of the
"fertile Crescent" and went from the middle part of the Euphrates basin, Karkemish to Mari, To the
Mediterranean, thus encompassing the entire coastline from Antioch to Beirut and Jerusalem. Syria
played a significant role in the history of Christianity; Christianized in 37th, was the place of Saint
Paul's mission after his conversion. To the north of Aleppo is the monastery of San Simeone Stilita the
younger who presents the martyrdom where the remains of San Simeone and those of his mother
Marta were kept. The monastic complex is cross-shaped and contains three churches with three
naves, with different features. In the first classical church, the remains of mosaics on the floor can still
be observed. From an invocation to Theotokos found in one of the tombs in front of the entrance, it
can be said that it was probably dedicated to Vergin Mary. The central church, dedicated to the Holy
Trinity, is the richest of decorative elements with capitals, architraves and columns, carved in a
sumptuous and original way. The third church, very sober, was the monastery of S. Martha, which is
called martyrdom. The plan of the monastic complex is characterized by the positioning in the
octagonal central courtyard of the S. Simeone column. On the opposite side of the mountain are the
monks' accommodations.
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Abstract
On the occasion of disaster it refers to comforting value of memory. Memory is comforted by
objects that make it concrete. The same objects which we consider cultural goods are also
representation of the culture of the places. It is therefore necessary that happen disasters to have
greater awareness of the historical and artistic heritage. It should enhance the possibility of access
to even artistic heritage through the playback methods of the property.
Keywords: Preserving monuments, Plural accessibility, Restoration.
1
The attention to make more accessible the cultural heritage, also to disabled people, has been
greatly increased and become, especially in the last decade, one of the most important topics of
the debate on the management and conservation of the architectural and archaeological heritage.
Considering the accessibility problem linked only to the holders of physical handicap is actually a
short-sighted vision of the more complex management of cultural heritage which, by their specific
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Naples Airport, copies of archaeological sculptures

vocation, can not be a pretext discriminatory compared to the broader category of potential users.
For this reason, a teachers team of the University Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli” are giving rise to the
concept of “plural Accessibility", imagining a radical change about the approach to the problem
and identifying "disability" as a shared heritage.
The same past conceptions on cultural heritage constituted categories discriminating than even
the assets that they intended to promote.A first substantial change to be made in the Culture
Preservation is a happier and updated way to "communicating by art" the products of human
creativity.
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authenticity issues as indispensable value for transmission to the future of those goods. Modern
technologies - which allow the three-dimensional geometric surveying such as to enable a very
detailed modelling of an object - can however be a versatile tool for the monuments’ management
their preservation. The digital model are becoming the traveling companion needed in the
management of the architectural and restoration projects. It is used to provide the actions, to
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calculate and simulate the structures and the users, to locate the technological elements and to
store the information neatly. The same techniques used for surveying, the digital processing and
modelling are a source of interest and communication: among others, they are an antidote to a
misperception, confusing the model with the real, as they provide awareness of the context within
which perception takes place.
3.
Equally interesting may be useful and help to modern preservation and to preserve cultural
heritage in danger during disasters also some traditional detection methods and the definition of
cultural property used frequently in the past. The technique of "frottage", for example, not only
returns the object studied in its true scale, it has also been used by an artist like Max Ernst to
represent his avant-garde approach to its modern contemporary world production of 'art. More
recently, Antonio Forcellino used the "frottage" in order to identify, within a work of art sum as
Michelangelo's Moses, the surfaces sculpted by the master and those undertaken by the aid. With
the technique of copying by contact, using the bio-medical materials of phenolic foam, it is
possible to derive scale fingerprint true representatives of the object to be preserved. This allows
not only to preserve an artifact in its original size and shape, but also to be able to make it
accessible to those who, for particular disability, has no chance to enjoy the cultural property.
Likewise also bring to a wider audience of art (as in the work conducted on the occasion of EXPO
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2015 with the copy of the Madonna del Duomo in Milan for the Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo)
still experience considerable social value.
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Nola, Foundry Del Giudice, copy Madonnina Milan Cathedral

4.
The Madonnina is one of the major symbols of Milan and also an interesting experience of the
traditional knowledge technique. The statue is one of the most important solutions in the artistic
and historical fields for its particular position, or as part of Cathedral’s decoration and completion.
The sculpture’s structure, in fact, was built (1774) with a complex skeleton of forged irons on which
were mounted in gilded copper foils, in order to solve the weight and transport problems of an
object of nearly 5 meters height, to about 108 meters above the ground. The restoration,
conducted during the XIX, XX and XXI centuries, behaved material replacements and upgrades of
some of the technologies used at the time. For this reason, a few small details allow us to focusing
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the different phases that occurred in the last 100 years, through the images stored in the Archives
of the Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo.

Nola, Foundry Del Giudice, copy Madonnina Milan Cathedral

5.
The prototyped bronze statue of the Madonnina is the concrete expression of the more interesting
integration between technological innovation and the traditional material, achievable in the first
decades of the twenty-first century. The researcher and the surveyor, the modeller and the CAD
drawer, the smelter and the CAM prototyper braided their subjective and objective actions,
alternating between three models: the original-1774, the digital one, the original-2015.
The bronze model of the Madonnina becomes a critical task that is 'modern' and 'postmodern'
together: in the ‘original ones’ the subjects (or the observers) and objects are distinct, the latter is
fixed and the people aim to it; in the ‘digital model', the subject and the object does not distinguish,
mix up, overlap itself.
As in architecture, rapid prototyping of digital model point cloud or meshing, puts a strain
variables: scale, time representation. This paper traces some brief critical reflections on these
three variables, remembering the value that the models (or copies) had since ancient times to the
statement and the good fortune of the originals. Hence the definition of ‘migrant icon'.
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Naples, Church Sant’Angelo a Nilo, wood’s door, impression

6.
The bronze reproduction by the lost-wax casting is an interesting experience comparing the
performance manner between ancient and new manufacturing techniques, that on this occasion it
was possible to rely on 3D laser scanning, a modern technological process about the shape
capturing data from the original one. The realisation of a polystyrene prototype by CNC machines,
on which was affixed a finishing layer, served to realise on the full scale model, the execution
procedure of 35 bronze elements, in which the Madonnina was divided. The reconstruction of the
Madonnina’s copy was the result of several ordered activities: the waxes processing; the spruing
ducts’ connections and the sealing into the fire-proof mould, clay-based; the moulds’ firing; the
liquid bronze pouring into the casting moulds, and the subsequent removal of the clay mould and
metal leftover; final finishing with golden leafs.
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Note iconography
The photos and graphics pads and impressions with phelenic foam of the wooden doors of Antonio
Barracca.
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Abstract

After the disaster of the earthquake of 1794, the most interesting first views of Benevento, that return
the beauty of the city, are offered by Saverio Casselli’s hand, architect and topographer, who works at
the service of the Papal States between second half of the 18th century and the first third of the 19th
century. Casselli’s remarkable artistic quality, already proven in the note design topography of
Benevento, drawn up as part of the urban renewal program promoted by Pius VI, to which is dedicated
the topography, are better expressed in the three views of the city, preserved in the Library of the
Archbishop of Benevento. The interest in the city of Benevento, home to a number of Roman
monuments among the best preserved in the Kingdom of Naples, attracts writers, antiquarians and
scholars from all over Europe. Also, infact, the abbot J. C. Richard de Saint Non it provides direct
testimony in the description of his arrival in the city. In line with the contemporary approach to
immortalize the monuments visited and described by many travelers, Casselli, practically the only true
designer in Benevento between the end of the 18th century and the first thirty years of the 19th
century,realizes the autograph urban views, dated 1818 composed three drawings that help to
emphasize the multifaceted architect training, capable of dealing with different artistic genres.

Keywords: urban views, Benevento, 19th century

After the disaster of the earthquake of 1794, the first sights of the most interesting Benevento,
which again returns the delights of the city are offered by Saverio Casselli’s hand, architect and
surveyor, who works at the service of the Papal States in the second half of the eighteenth and
the first three decades of the nineteenth century [1].
Saverio Casselli, alongside the clerical charges of Monsignor, Waiter of honor in purple dress
by Pope Pius VII and supernumerary secret waiter papa Leone XII, covering public roles
prestigious religious environment is Archbishop Architect and Superintendent of ecclesiastical
Factories Benevento, a member of the Roman Sacred Congregation of the Good Government,
and Architect Deputy bridges and rivers Benevento.
Casselli is, also, renowned archaeologist and antiquarian, author of detailed surveys of ancient
monuments such as the Roman Theater and the Trajan Arch in Benevento.
The remarkable artistic quality Casselli, already proven in the design of the known topography
of the city of Benevento, engraved by Carlo Antonini, and drafted under the Benevento urban
renewal program promoted by Pius VI, which is dedicated to the topography, are more
expressed in the elaboration of three views of the city, kept at the Archbishop's Library in
Benevento [2].
The fashion of gender views, especially widespread since 17th century, sees his true
development in the second half of the eighteenth century thanks to continued demand for
highly refined commission and the many publishing initiatives related to the Grand Tour
1468

phenomenon. Much of the spread the views both of individual monuments of the city and
glimpses of landscapes is closely linked to the activity of foreign travelers who immortalized
the places visited and the emotions experienced in the processing of watercolors, gouaces,
drawings and paintings.
In Naples, for example, among the most sought landscape settings in paintings and in such
prints are included the views of the gulf, the Campi Flegrei and Vesuvius.
William Hamilton, English ambassador to the Bourbon court, for example, published in 1776
Phlegraei Fields, Observations on the Volcanos of the Two Siciles (...) as they have been
communicated to the Royal Society of London, and since 1781 the abbot Richard de Saint
Non published in Paris Voyage Pittoresque de Naples et de Sicile [3].
In the early nineteenth century the new bourgeois commission composed mostly of bankers,
traders and government officials requires the production of another kind of view, gouache that
has characteristics similar to a picture in front of a simpler and less reproducibility purchase
costs [4].
As a result, most of the production of paintings, prints, views and gouaches, with a few highquality collections and absolute originality, perform the function of tourist souvenirs [5].
Even Benevento has not escaped the curiosity of foreigners in general, after the stop in Naples,
organized a stage papal enclave to visit the most famous monuments. It follows the city a
production of prints and views of the monumental architecture such as the Roman Theater, St.
Sophia's Fountain, the Arch of Sacramento, Trajan's Arch and the Castle.

Fig. 1. Saverio Casselli, Topografia della Pontificia Città di Benevento umiliata alla Santità di Nostro
Signore Papa Pio VI dai Consoli della medesima, engraved by Carlo Antonini, 1781, IGM, carte storiche,
b0006909.
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Fig. 2: Saverio Casselli, Veduta di una parte della Città di Benevento dalla parte Settentrionale e
propriamente ov’è piantato l’Arco Traiano volgarmente detto, Porta Aurea preso dal Cantone della Casapalaziata del Signor Marchese di Carisi-Capobianco. Biblioteca Arcivescovile F. Pacca, Patrimonio Casselli.

Fig. 3: Jean-Louis Desprez (dis.), Jean Du Plessys Berteaux (inc.), Trajan's Arch in Benevento, 1783.
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The interest in the city, home to a number of Roman monuments among the best preserved in
the Kingdom of Naples, attracts writers, antiquarians and scholars from all over Europe. The
abbot J. C. Richard de Saint Non offer direct testimony in the description of his arrival in the
city: «Giungemmo a Benevento intorno a mezzogiorno, e benché stanchi per il caos di una
strada detestabile all’arrivo volemmo andare a visitare il famoso Arco Traiano, uno dei
monumenti meglio conservati e forse il più intero che si incontra in Italia, perché non manca
che qualche pezzo della cornice. Nell’insieme e nei dettagli, questo monumento, tutto di
marmo, è così somigliante all’Arco di Tito a Roma, che non si può dubitare che ne è
un’imitazione» [6].
In line with the contemporary approach to immortalize the monuments visited and described
by many travelers, Casselli, practically the only real artist in Benevento in the late eighteenth
century and the first decades of the nineteenth century, carries the autograph views, dated
1818 published in 1987 by Giovanni Giordano, composed of three sepia drawings.
The first design - according to the current location at the Archbishop's Library in Benevento shows a view of Trajan's Arch.
The drawing, entitled View of part of the City of Benevento (...) so close is the northeast
entrance of the city, with Trajan's Arch, also known as Porta Aurea [7].
The Casselli already in 1790 had made the album Raccolta di disegni de Prospetti dell’Arco
Trajano statements kept in the Historical Archive of Benevento Diocesan.
In the series of views of the Arch is represented rather than as a single ancient monument,
classical architecture testimony, as a gateway that flanked the palace of the Marquis CarisiCapobianco and the Lucarelli family garden, as a unique example with the city walls [8].
Today, the monument has been completely isolated following the intervention planning
envisaged by Pius IX in 1849 and maintained in 1855 [9].

Fig. 4: Saverio Casselli, Veduta della Città di Benevento, e sua Campagna dalla parte di Ponente Presa
dalla Cappella de SS Cosmo, e Damiano. Biblioteca Arcivescovile F. Pacca, Patrimonio Casselli.
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Fig. 5: Saverio Casselli, Veduta della Città di Benevento, e sua Campagna. Presa dalla parte di Levante, e
propriamente dal Cancello del giardino del Signor Marchese Simone. Biblioteca Arcivescovile F. Pacca,
Patrimonio Casselli.

Despite Trajan's Arch is the classic monument detected and illustrated by numerous travelers
and architects, the view from the North is one of the rare iconographic sources that portray the
arch is still contained in the medieval walls [10].
In the legend they are given the house of Mr. Parziale, the San Vitale casino, belonging to the
Marquis Pacca, and the road that leads to San Pasquale. Special care is the design of the
Arch, the medieval city walls with its inclusion of sculptural details shelves and counting
elements of the countryside and the characters that animate the representation with
picturesque notes.
The second view is titled Veduta della Città di Benevento, e sua Campagna dalla parte di
Ponente Presa dalla Cappella de SS. Cosmo, e Damiano.
In the foreground on the right edge of the view probably a building in rural destination is added
as suggested by farm wagons represented the entrance. At the center of the view, the
landscape is characterized by the design of the fields that frame the western city walls
represented in the background.
Outside the walls you acknowledge the convent and the church of Santa Maria delle Grazie
and further down the ruins of the extensive ancient Roman building, named in the Middle Ages
to the SS. Quaranta [11], in keeping with the taste of the mid-eighteenth century to represent
the unusual and irregular in opposition to the balance of the classical world.
They also designed the Pacca Marquis garden, the palace and the Pedicini Marquis garden,
the port of San Lorenzo, the Pacca palace, the viewpoint of the monastery of San Pietro, the
cathedral and the bell tower, part of the Archbishop's Palace, convent of San Domenico, the
door of Calcare, the Pontifical Fortress, the church of the Annunziata, the Sant'Angelo chapel
to Savone, the home country of the family Pellegrini, of the Pace Vecchia and of Isernia count,
the Arsa port (also called Pantano Arc ), the mill of Terragnoli Marquis, the Lebbroso bridge
and the chapel of SS. Cosmo and Damian.
Immediately after the cathedral is recognized, within the walls, an area almost completely free
of buildings corresponding to the zone placed before the Roman theater. The view is probably
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the only one that fully portrays the city from the western side, as iconography frequently
Benevento is the choice of viewpoint place in the East.
It also appears evident the succession of churches and convents, reported characteristic, in
1827, by Domenico Bartolini in Benevento description inserted into its Viaggio da Napoli alle
Forche Caudine…,: «E’ situata su un dolce pendio di un’umile collinetta tra i fiumi Sabato e
Calore (…). E’ cinta di mura con otto porte, quattro delle quali, cioè la porta di San Lorenzo,
l’opposta al Castello, l’Aurea, e la Rufina hanno bellissime strade di uscita. Numerosi sono i
corpi morali, che vi esistono; essendovi oltre del capitolo metropolitano, due collegiate di
canonici, due collegj di cappellani insigniti, quattordici confraternite, undici monasteri o case
di Religiosi, un monastero di dame Benedettine, un altro di religiose Orsoline, ed un
conservatorio di Donzelle obblate, all’infuori di altri monasteri rimasti soppressi» [12].
In the third, the view of the City of Benevento, and his campaign “Presa dalla parte di Levante,
e propriamente dal Cancello del giardino del Signor Marchese Simone”, the city is seen from
the east.
They depict the Government Palace, the Pontifical Rocca, the bell tower of the former rectory
of St. Sophia, the La Vipera palace and the De Simone palace, the church and convent of San
Pasquale, the casino of Cardone-Albini family, the Caprara feud, the seals of Collenea families
and Pacca Marquis, the Royal Apostolic Camera called Francavilla, the properties of Andreotti
Marquis, called Francesca and of Mosti and Terragnoli Marquis, the casino and the estate
called Crovacchini them and Marquis De Simone’s territory called l'Almora, the territories of
gentlemen Saberiani and Margiacca.
By using streetview recognize the third Casselli view of the prototype of the Views draw later
by renowned artists as James Duffield Harding, Achille Gigante and Charles Bentley, which
take up the viewpoint and the compositional scheme used by the Benevento [13].
For example, the Benevento view designed by the surveyor and lithography professor James
Duffield Harding and engraved by landscape architect Robert Brandard resumes engraving
standpoint of Casselli from the southeast, in particular representing a glimpse of the Castle
[14].

Even the press, dated 1843, signed by the neapolitan Achille Gigante and contained in the
collection of ninety views of the city and Kingdom of Naples, shows a similar angle, combined
with the view, less realistic, entitled Scene in Benevento. The principality of Talleyrand,
designed by Charles Bentley and engraved by John Godden [15].
The Casselli, while adapting to the taste of transformation that occurred between the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, is primarily aimed at documenting the topography of the area. Defined
by Giovanni Giordano unique pages of art, history and documentation [16], Casselli’s drawings
are of particular importance because, for the attention to detail, let you know the real state of
the places in the first two decades of the nineteenth century. Rich in legend notations and
realistic details, the views are as obvious feature graphic restitution "romantic" in the sky with
big clouds dark tones that dominate the city. In fact, the documentary curiosity Casselli combines
a special ability to evoke the charm of the place through the wise use of the design, in addition
to describing architectures even the rural landscape.
Ultimately, the development of urban views combined with the drafting of the topographic map
of Benevento help to emphasize the multifaceted architect training, capable of dealing with
different artistic genres.
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Fig. 6: James Duffield Harding (dis.), Robert Brandand (inc.) Benevento. The Castle, 1826-1850.

Fig. 7: Achille Gigante (dis.), C. Liberali (inc.), Benevento. The Castle, 1843.
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Fig. 8: Charles Bentley (dis.), John Godden (inc.), Benevento. Il Castello, stampa sec. XIX.
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INNOVATIVE STRATEGIES FOR EMERGENCY HOUSING POST DISASTER:
The use of three-dimensional technology
In the era of widespread digitalization of the fourth industrial revolution, and the total global connection
between producers and consumers, including manufacturing processes and everyday objects takes
place the new vision of the use of the design discipline. A vision based on the evolution of the design
culture, on the ethical and historical roots to be protected and dedicated to the invention design and to
artificial ecstasy, which is based primarily on the relationship with the new technologies but also to
design new applications in the field of first emergency interventions in the circumstances of natural
disasters affecting the historical and artistic heritage of humanity.
Based on the analysis of certain applications, or reconstructions of artifacts and homes, occurred in
recent emergencies, which generated errors and merits, you try to test a new idea of intervention,
developing an advanced model made of instruments and procedures for the realization of an open
residential building system, high density and totally reversible through the use of three-dimensional
printers.
Will it be possible soon, then, housing tens of thousands of people at once, quickly, comfortably and at
low cost, to solve the emergency post-disaster housing with innovative instruments in urban areas,
without compromising definitely the territory?.
Keywords: fourth industrial revolution, makers, digital design, 3D printing, emergency.

1.

Introduction

For several years there is much talk about 3D printing. The enthusiasm is the immediacy and
application of this technology, in some ways still under development, in various fields, from sports to
medicine, from food to furniture, even up to building parts or entire volumes edified. Many efforts, in
fact, have been made both by printer manufacturers and by software developers to make every aspect
increasingly simple and intuitive, so that today the capabilities required of the user are much lower
than those of a few years ago. And much will be in the future. [1]

3D Printing
2.
A revolutionary idea, which in its most advanced application, such as the construction industry, may
even lead to the creation of a new economy. However, the step from theory to practice is long, the
types of printers are different, as well as the materials used and their relative applications. A 3D
printing process can be defined as the physical creation of an object based on a project in digital
format. Over the years there have been developed various technologies that have some common
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characteristics, the basic one is that all, for the creation of artifacts, deposit a layer of material on the
other until the completion of the object. This system is called "additive manufacturing”.

Fig. 1: The system “additive manufacturing (https://www.google.it/search?q=stampa+3d&source)

The technology used by the printer is only one of the parts of the three-dimensional printing process.
To print an item, whether for small or large scale, one must have first drawn in digital format,
creating this way a complete plan of all necessary information to the printer for its production. This is
probably the most active phase, as it requires that the user has remarkable mastery of the programs
that is the three-dimensional modeling software. On the market, there are different types, some
even open source.

Fig. 2: Example of software used for modeling (https://www.google.it/search?q=stampa+3d+software)

3.

Construction and 3D printing: some examples

3D printing is evolving constantly looking for new materials and new applications, one of all,
experimented for two years, and is the application of three-dimensional printers in the building sector.
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The use of three-dimensional printers in architecture is a growing phenomenon. Precisely in the
context of construction, the use of three-dimensional printing is not a distant horizon, but more of a
reality, able to respond to man's needs, adapting to each place.
From printing houses 0 km, to the design and realization of free forms for the construction industry. 3D
printing is now the revolutionary response to the changes that have affected not only the construction
industry, but also the entire process of adaptation and human settlement on Earth. The threedimensional printing industry is constantly evolving and, for this reason, open to new solutions and
applications. Cutting-edge technologies that allow you to create structures, buildings, in a totally
innovative way compared to the past but at the same time, call for a new idea of thought and planning
that takes account of this potential, up to now unknown. [2]
The immediacy and speed of this type of edification, completely new, still being tested, tie it to a
current social problem, that is the emergency post natural disaster. In fact, problems as a result of this
type of disaster are always: the assessment of the effects on the territory, the return to normality and
especially emergency management. It is in this context that the digital design, with the help of new
machinery, wants to develop new housing solutions at low cost, in a short time, tailored and innovative
in terms of materials and technologies.
In Italy, in Massa Lombarda province of Ravenna there is the world's highest 3D printer "Big Delta",
conceived, developed and designed by WASProject. The idea was to create a printer that could print
homes with the use of earth, straw and clay materials found on site, so houses 0 km. These type of
printers, all dedicated to the professional / business field, are characterized by some special features
that distinguish them from the competition immediately. The presence of three motors, one for each
axis, making it among the fastest in absolute terms, also feature heated top, at a controlled
temperature environment and bowden amortized. [3]

Fig. 3: The Big Delta (https://www.google.it/search?q=big+delta&source)
In China, there are other types of printers and printed buildings, placed in the Shanghai industrial zone
and are intended for office use. The cost of each of the buildings is between 20 and 30 thousand
Yuan, that is between 2,500 and 3 thousand euro. Not only inexpensive and quickly made but also
ecologically friendly. In fact, the materials used are much more environmentally friendly than the
traditional ones and using this technology there are not waste products, but the little that is discarded
can be reused for the construction of another building. The advantages compared to a traditional
construction site also affect the costs: the saving is around 60% on materials and 80% on labor. [4]
Another application already taken place in Dubai where it was inaugurated a building completely
printed in 3D. The building, 250 square meters, was built in 17 days and had a total cost of $ 140
thousand. The special printer used to construct it, 6 meters high and 36 long, used an automated
robotic arm to implement the printing process. The initiative is part of the 3D Dubai project, which aims
to make the city of the Arab world leader in 3D printing. By 2030, 25 percent of all the buildings in the
country will be built with this technology.
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Fig. 4: Example of a project office in Dubai (https://www.google.it/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc)
There are many applications that are being developed taking shape in architecture. So can you think
of a future where the three-dimensional printing can truly revolutionize and change the methods of
approach to natural disasters, such as earthquakes, landslides and hydrogeological risks, where it is
required the immediate housing need?
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Abstract

A traditional culture is a social agreement, a flexible process of self-identification that small ethnic
groups encounter with in the present multicultural context. Community museums as a space for
representation and communication of local culture are a new format that Russian provincial museums
are adopting. A project of creating the Community Museum of Disappeared Villages was launched in
the Republic of Udmurtia (the village of Sep) in 2016. The experimental nature of the project lies in the
fact that it was initiated by the local community of one of the Republic’s northern settlements that
witnessed disappearing of several neighboring villages. The curatorial concept is based on the idea of
“demegalization” of history and the importance of understanding the role of particular and “significant”
stories, which make up a basis of civilization as such, for a general historical process. The scientific
concept is premised on the principles of new study of local history, penetration of history as a science
into everyday life of the rural territory; contemporaneity as the basis of an effective way to preserve
historical memory where local culture becomes one of the universal languages. The goal of the
project: support historical and cultural local initiative in creating a participatory village museum. The
objectives: to create a new museum institution by using modern methods and technologies of
presenting historical material; provide conditions for systemic work of the resource with the help of
new competences obtained by the local residents and the development of the civil society institutions
in the rural area. The idea was supported by the expert, scientific and academic communities in
several cities (Izhevsk (the Udmurt Institute of History, Language and Literature of the Ural Branch of
the Russian Academy of Sciences), Nizhny Novgorod (Volgo-Vyatsky Branch of the State Museum
Exhibition Center ROSIZO), Samara (Samara State Technical University)), the regional and district
administration, as well as Vladimir Potanin Foundation [1] and the Perspektiva Foundation in Support
of Civic Activity in Small Towns and Rural Areas. [2] Nonprofit Organization KAMA records provides
overall coordination and management of the project.
Keywords: participatory museum; disappeared villages; new study of local culture; contemporaneity

1.
Participatory design in the realization process of a community museum
model in Udmurtia
1.1 General information about the object of research
Location: Sep, the Igrynsky district, the Republic of Udmurtia, the administrative center of the
municipal unit of Sepskoye. Population: 715 people. Ethnic composition: Igryinsky district (the year of
2009): Udmurts – 50.3%, Russians – 44.7%, Tatars – 2.1%, other nationalities – 2.9%. Udmurts are
the indigenous people of Udmurtia. They are one of the largest representatives of the Finno-Ugrian
ethnic group and the fifth after Hungarians, Finns, Estonians and Mordvins according to the population
size. [3] Udmurts have their own language and system of writing. However, they do not use their
native language in everyday life. The Udmurt culture is characterized by a sustainable vorshud (tribal)
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mentality in which the matriarchal and pagan social nature of relationships is still strong. In general,
despite the fact that a high percentage of Udmurts live in cities (almost 70% of the total population,
40% of which reside in the Republic’s capital Izhevsk), they have a stable connection with the village
culture as they are its direct representatives. The Igrynsky district is one of the 16 rural districts of the
Republic where Udmurts make up the majority.
Small settlements are gradually disappearing from the map of the region as a result of globalization,
natural migration, and insufficient economic, social and cultural infrastructure incapable to provide a
decent level and quality of life for the younger generation, diverse leisure activities and new jobs.
Another reason for their disappearance is related to economic inefficiency in providing services to the
remote territories. Thus, over the last few years, the Igrynsky district has lost 7 villages that used to be
located around the village of Sep: Luzhany, Nykolayevka, Verkh-Palym, Bisar, Mitroky, Troitskoye,
Yzhnyuk. According to the latest census of 2012 the villages of Luzhany (112 people) and VerkhPalym (20 people) were abandoned by their last inhabitants and the settlements were excluded from
the administrative register.
1.2 Main principles of the museum concept
In order to stop the “washing out” of the roots and preserve what can still be archived or reconstructed,
including face-to-face communication with “living” witnesses of history – the outgoing generation, it
was decided to create a platform that would combine several functions: a museum, a library, and a
communication center. Owing to the energy and desire of the local residents, the engagement of
researchers, museum specialists and developers of the museum concept, a new institution – the
Community Museum of Disappeared Villages (CMDV) – is being created in the village of Sep.
The project team: Alexander Yumanov, the founder of Nonprofit Organization KAMA records, the
Head of Multimedia Department of Volgo-Vyatsky Branch of the State Museum Exhibition Center
ROSIZO / Arsenal (Nizhny Novgorod) – the head of the project [4-7]; Elena Popova, Candidate of
Historical Sciences, Senior Researcher of the Udmurt Institute of History, Language and Literature of
the Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Izhevsk) – the research supervisor of the
project; Elena Shlienkova, Candidate of Philosophical Sciences, Associate Professor of the Samara
State Technical University (Samara-Togliatti) – the head of the museum exposition concept
development group; Tatyana Mosova, the Director of the Sep Village Cultural Center – the head of the
initiative group of Sep village. The project gained support at different local levels: the Administration of
the Igrynsky district and the Administration of the municipal unit of Sepskoye. There are prerequisites
for including the project into the Territory Development Program of the Ministry of Agriculture of the
Russian Federation as well as for enhancing the tourism potential of the Republic of Udmurtia.
The main principles of the concept of the future museum can be formulated as follows:
 CMDV is a museum of a new type conceived as a multiple use cultural center.
 The initiative for creating CMDV belongs to the residents of the village of Sep.
 The museum constitutes a single and indivisible whole with the village library.
 The museum exhibits are provided by the residents of the village of Sep and the disappeared
villages located nearby.
 The Community Council runs the museum; all work and activities are carried out on voluntary
basis.
 The museum facilitates the preservation of the place identity and unites the residents of the
disappeared villages and their descendants.
 The museum collects personal and family stories and creates museum images of the territory
through interpretation of objects, documents, testimonies, and memories.
 The village cultural life centers around CMDV in terms of contemporary culture and
educational activities.
 The territory of the disappeared villages is marked with the help of CMDV.
 CMDV is an object of cultural tourism: for the residents of the disappeared villages who
moved to other places, the residents of Udmurtia as well as for a wider unidentifiable audience
interested in local history.
1.3 Stages of the project
The work on the project involves several stages: from the introduction of the local initiative group to
modern methods and technologies of presenting historical material to the design concept development
and its implementation on the basis of participatory design methods. This material will become a
resource for new cultural and social events that will change the quality of life in the village. It would be
impossible without regular training sessions aimed to turn the initiative of the villagers into systemic
historical, museum and educational work that will be transformed into the territory development
resource. The terms of the project: October 2016 – November 2017.
Two stages have been planned:
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Informational and educational stage: the formation of the basis for further long-term
independent work of the museum after the project completion (training sessions for the village
residents, theoretical knowledge, practical skills, technical literacy).
 The museum creation stage: the creation of a modern museum based on the participatory
culture logic and fundamentally different from a typical village museum. A story about the
seven abandoned villages located around the village of Sep is behind the creation of the
museum. There is some amateur material collected by the village club employees, active
residents and schoolchildren that will be expanded, comprehended and adapted for the future
museum exposition.
The involvement of different generations into the work with memories, personal emotional experiences
will be a step towards the strengthening of social ties that facilitate the transmission of historical
experience. Approximately 400 residents of the village will take part in the project.
Holiday of the Villages held by the residents will attract additional audience. An unexpected interest in
the holiday and the village initiatives is quite impressive: the interested audience has been growing in
a geometric progression (about 700 people in 2015; more than 1000 in 2016; about 3000 people are
expected to visit the museum opening ceremony in the autumn of 2017). On the one hand, this fact
makes it difficult to accommodate such a big audience, and therefore considerable investments are
required for the development of the territory hospitality and service infrastructure. On the other hand, it
will allow the resource to become a part of a new tradition. For instance, the presentation of the
museum creation project held during the village holiday Gurtlen Tazalykez – Adiami Bordyn (Health of
the Village Is in the Hands of Its Residents) attracted more than 200 people on October 28, 2016.
At the first stage of the project development, the educational format is given a special role in securing
its sustainability (November 2016 – January 2017): 4 training sessions, 18 hours of lectures, 28 hours
of seminars, 32 hours of practical classes, 4 training expeditions have been held, 7 field expeditions
are planned. More than 30 people (school teachers and staff members, high school students, the staff
of the village library and cultural center, local history researchers, the Igrinsky district residents) are
currently involved in the project. The project participants, especially the representatives of the middle
and senior generation, have a good knowledge of the disappeared villages and their natives, some of
them come from now abandoned villages, have experience in self-publishing of family archives (based
on their parents’ memories), publications in the local press. The project team is actively working on
collecting, searching for and describing factual material, deciphering and translating the interviews.
Materials that will be included in the exhibition: authentic objects of everyday life made of wood, birch
bark, metal, ceramics that belong to different times; textiles (men and women clothes, towels,
tablecloths, blankets, rugs); tools; archival materials (documents, local newspapers published in the
20th century, photographs (original historical, modern panoramic), maps, albums, oral stories (printed,
video interviews, multi-channel audio), a sound picture of the place, authentic furniture, and folklore.


1.4 The thematic basis for educational and research work on the formation of basic
competences of the project initiative group
The project uses a wide spectrum of the topics and methods to develop the skills of museum thinking
of the local community initiative group, which is reflected in the chronicle of the project:
November, 2016, Sep, Session 1: topic “General methodical issues of field study. Work with historical
documents” (what is history? rare historical items; practical work with documents and archival work).
December, 2016, Sep, Session 2: topic “Technical requirements for collecting historical material”
(skills of audio fixation and audio editing; video fixation and video editing; scanning; archiving of
documents; retouching; digitization of analog materials).
January, 2017, Nizhny Novgorod, Arsenal, Session 3: topic "Organization of the museum space"
(multimedia and interactive technologies in the museum work; new local history study; cultural and
educational functions of the museum; ways and opportunities to promote reading in the modern
library; how to include the writer into the circle of actual reading; bibliotherapy: how it works; programs
for working with children on the museum territory; the development of excursion routes).
February, 2017, Sep, Session 4: topic "History in things" (situational historiography – the history of
everyday life; oral folklore and songs of the Igrinsky district of Udmurtia).
February, 2017, Sep; 4 training expeditions aimed at: collecting personal stories of the residents of the
disappeared villages, testimonies, eyewitness memories; creating a map of the abandoned villages.
At the moment, the initial requirements for the processing and publication of documents, the correct
references, different types of sources for solving museum, scientific and exposition tasks have been
studied. In general, a comprehensive approach to collecting sources was a new knowledge for the
group despite the previous fragmented experience of working with archival materials. The skills of
good generalization of many topics, a careful elaboration of the questions that the local researchers
were interested in, the understanding of the value of the everyday life history culture, rich factual
material should be noted. There are plans to publish a study guide based on the results of the training
sessions, which will allow further independent work.
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Fig. 1: Training sessions for the initiative group of the village of Sep (2016/ 2017).

1.5 Complexities and resources discovered during the realization of the project
 The local initiative has a very high cultural potential and possibilities for involvement of
different generations. A new type of activity (intellectual, scientific, professional) is built into
everyday life of the village, which is characteristic of a post-agrarian village. The creation of
the museum in the logic of participatory culture is a complicated process that requires a high
degree of trust to experts, as well as high interest of the local community.
 The lack of scientific and museum thinking. High involvement in daily activities and other
projects. Extremely difficult communication with the outside world (the lack of high speed
Internet, advanced mobile communication systems).
 The building allocated for the museum is not adapted to accommodate it and serve its needs
(a one-story non-residential building constructed in the 1990's (96 sq. m., 9 large-sized
window openings, etc.). It requires sufficient construction and decoration work before its full
operation. At the moment, there is a library in the building, and therefore it was necessary to
take into account its integration with the museum. The peculiarities of the Udmurt climate
(high humidity, a short light day, etc.) make the process of preserving the building and the
museum exhibition complicated.
 A complicated process of synchronizing the participants and partners of the project. These are
different organizations with different functions, plans, and work speed. They are also
geographically remote (Izhevsk, Sep, Nizhny Novgorod, Samara, Moscow).
However, those complications were expected and therefore not fatal as sustainable and long term
relationships with the village and the district administration allow the project team to solve many
economic and organizational problems.

2. Design concept of the museum exposition

The project work on the museum exposition concept involves three key stages:
 The diversity of the conceptual proposals aimed to maximally broaden the project participants’
awareness of the museum typology, the principles of museum thinking and special features of
designing the museum. The express design lasted only 1.5 months and as a result 8 basic
design concepts were developed for further discussion and the choice of the final solution.
The first and second year students majoring in graphic design, Innovation Design Department,
the Institute of Architecture and Civil Engineering of Samara State Technical University, under
the supervision of Elena Shlienkova took part in the concept development.
 The detailed design stage was based on the chosen concept and the possibilities to
implement the project taking into account the handicraft and restoration skills of the local
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specialists. It was a principle position of the project initiators because it allowed to put into
practice the culture of participation and enable the residents to be active in the future when
the museum opens its doors to visitors.
 The most important stage is the construction of the exposition (April-September 2017).
Special attention was paid to the inclusion of authentic materials and surviving artifacts found
on the territory of the disappeared villages into each of the presented concepts.
The project initiators set rather general philosophical and aesthetic questions for the designers. This
approach was partly conditioned by the fact that the traditional museum creation mechanism, which
immplies the availability of a collection or a represented set of objects, was not possible. The
documents collected by the villagers and arranged as series of albums are rather the fact of the local
residents’ interest in the topic than the basis for the creation of the museum. Every group of the
participants had a different vision of how the museum should look, depending on its notion about the
subject and professional experience. So it is completely natural that the ideas of the curators, authors,
experts and residents about the museum in general and the Museum of Disappeared Villages in
particular were absolutely different. These visions excluded a technical specification as a set of
requirements for the project team. The project assumes engaging different communities (local, expert,
and professional) in horizontal interaction, establishing personal connections and encouraging
personal interest. This approach gave the designers a certain freedom, an opportunity to take as the
basis their idea of the Udmurt culture and the topic of disappearance. Each proposed concept has a
right to be implemented. At the same time, it should be understood that the result has yet to be
comprehended in order to understand whether this approach was a mistake or it could serve as the
basis for the methodology of creating a community museum.
However, the following requirements for the object of design were set forth:
 application of the principles of interactivity, replaceability, complementarity, mobility that do not
violate the integrity of the exposition;
 forecasting the principles of the exposition development;
 use of traditional and eco materials;
 developing the principles of zoning that take into account various types of the object
functioning (exposition and excursion activity, educational programs for different age groups,
communication and expansion of the museum’s content by its integration with the library,
archives and depository, etc.).
The conceptual development of the museum exposition assumed: the formation of the integral image
of the place, the study of the geographic features; cultural and ethnic codes, including those of the
Finno-Ugric group; traditional mythology and a picture of the world; religious and cultural traditions;
psychology and the type of perception; administrative sources; primary sources (the materials of the
expeditions, the interviews with villagers; photo fixation of the place); a search for the ways to organize
the museum space; the inclusion of the museum building in the environmental context; its interaction
with the territories of the disappeared villages; creation of a legend that could serve as a basis for
transforming the museum exposition and setting the rules for its arrangement.
2.1 The Melody of the Disappeared Villages/ Music Box and Sacred Grove Lud concepts
The Melody of the Disappeared Villages/ Music Box [Fig. 2]. The basis of the concept is a legend
about the origin of a ritual musical instrument of the Udmurt people (the Great Krez), the ritual detail: a
traditional box for keeping a sacred tribal relic (a box of vorshud). Sacred geometric shapes (circle,
rectangle, hexagon) turn into notes. The space is organized according to the principle of a poetic line.
The museum is a music box where every disappeared village is a note. The territory where the
villages are located is a vorshud shelf (the idea of using the territories adjacent to the village of Sep).
History is perceived as a map of disappearing melodies. The visitor as a composer can reconstruct the
disappeared melody or compose a new one using the given components.
Sacred Grove Lud [Fig. 3]. The core of the concept is a legend about Mudor-Kuz Fir Tree (Mother of
the Woods). The key elements are the motives of the circle and a fir tree. The space is built according
to the natural composition of a softwood forest. The museum represents a sacred tribal grove, the
space between the sky and the earth that is favorable to the man. The fir tree supports the ceiling (the
dome of the heavens), hides the sun in its branches (playing with illumination – daylight/ nightlight).
Wandering in the abandoned/ disappearing grove symbolizes the search for yourself and your roots.
In the dmurt mythology: yulehsm rt (Forest Man), Nyuleskuzyo (Forest Master).
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Fig. 2: A series of interconnected conceptual solutions the Melody of the Disappeared Villages/ Music Box and
Sacred Grove Lud, author Hristina Kaygorodova.

Fig. 3: Model of Sacred Grove Lud concept, author Hristina Kaygorodova.

2.2 Italmas concept
Italmas (globeflower or Tróllius europaéus) is a flower of sunny yellow color and the symbol of
Udmurtia. It is associated with love and sorrow, faithfulness and parting, hope and joy. The image of
an unfurling flower Italmas underlies the concept of the museum. Seven disappeared villages as
seven petals form a blossom cluster – a common history of the region. The visitor finds himself a part
of the flower – its core. The constructive features of the museum suggest several zoning scenarios: a
solar sign, a bud and a flower meadow.
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Fig. 4: Italmas concept, author Alina Shishkanova

2.3 Mysterious Forest concept
The idea of a virtual reflection of the past and the present, a gap between the real and the sacral, a
terrestrial path and memories. Representing the image of the sky and a magic reflection of the
nonexistent villages, the imaginary ceiling fixes the special features of every zone. The visitor can
independently build his own routes and determine the direction of the movement. When in the
museum, he finds himself in a mysterious forest that exists outside of time and space and keeps all
memories of the seven disappeared villages. The main concept is built upon several types of the
space functionality and three phases of the day: morning, afternoon and evening, which set three
scenarios: morning – “a morning forest”/ staticity, afternoon – “an afternoon forest”/ uniform motion;
evening – “an evening forest”/ activity/ interactivity.
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Fig. 5: Mysterious Forest concept, author Ekaterina Gorelova.

2.4 Portal concept
Traveling through time, the transition to another dimension and space. The portal is a source (the
museum is the place for knowledge and an information platform); energy (that many generations of
the Udmurt people expended); a new state/ atmosphere (a new emotional state); a transformation (a
qualitative change in perception; an intrigue (questions and interest); eternity (history must live on); the
cosmos (a mystery; inaccessibility; infinity).

Fig. 6: Portal concept, author Anastasia Filatova.
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The symbols of the boundary sections of space have a special meaning to Udmurts. They can be
natural (a river, a mountain, a forest) and cultural (windows, doors, gates, a fence). A corridor that
makes a way/ path in the portal prepares and at the same time brings the museum visitor to obtaining
the information flow. Three supporting pillars located in the center of the space become the
composition and construction core of the project. It is said that Udmurts are reserved people. This led
to the idea to turn the pillars into a place for storing valuable information and objects that could be
hidden.
2.5 Labyrinth concept
Travelling around memories as around the labyrinth of the seven disappeared villages. The paths of
the labyrinth lead to different corners of memory (boxes). Seven villages are seven boxes filled with
stories, documents, and photos. The visitor travels through the labyrinth and watches how the
memories become material. It is impossible to escape from the labyrinth until he passes all the way
and overcomes all obstacles to recall the most forgotten stories and meetings. Communication with
the past is personified and physically gripped in a vice of every box. The way out of the labyrinth
symbolizes getting into the open space where a strong connection with the past can find an emotional
release in energy exchange and search for common connections.

Fig. 7: Labyrinth concept, author Grigory Samoylov.

2.6 Ark concept
The concept is based on a phenomenon of “memory”. Memory is lost as new events occur and only
the most significant moments remain. The seven villages are as boats-memories in the flow of
forgotten history. They continue to exist in people’s memory. The image of the ark-cradle allows to
retain a special binary tonality “birth-preservation”, the suggestibility of the dmurt cultural tradition
and its vorshud (tribal) character. The image of a split house like a split into halves destiny intensifies
the effect of the personified stories presence. Spatial chaos and the lack of gravitation organically
develop the topic of the line of destiny that we choose.
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Fig. 8: Ark concept, author Ivan Bykov.

Conclusion

The authors of the project are ready to work on any concept that will be chosen through discussion as
an important part of the search for mutual understanding with the local community and cultural
context. However, this choice turned out to be nonlinear for the residents of Sep during the training
session held in Nizhny Novgorod in January 2017. In the first emotional perception of the ideas, the
initiative group identified a number of concepts that reflect the local color most clearly: Sacred Grove
Lud (as a deep and native one); the Melody of the Disappeared Villages/ Music Box (as the most clear
one); Italmas (as dmurtia’s main and most popular symbol). After further internal discussion the
group paid attention on the idea of “Memory Labyrinths” (however, the material offered by the author –
a wood strip – caused rejection as it is a common household object of the village everyday life). The
Ark concept that was read as the Cradle by the residents became the favorite of the discussion.
The next stage of the discussion marathon with a broader number of stakeholders directly on the spot
proved once again that the first resonant reaction to the Ark concept was correct. One of the most
complex and symbolic ideas proved its relevance, which demonstrates the multidimensional and
multilayer thinking of the territory residents. A new round of discussion about the expediency of this or
that decision was initiated by the district administration that paid attention to the Portal concept. This
idea has a number of technological difficulties from the implementation point of view, but at the same
time, it is the most architectural one and it sets a new level of understanding the theme of
“disappearing” and its transformation.
Nevertheless, the traditional model – the Italmas concept – won as it allows to read the symbols
characteristic of this place and establish sustainable emotional connections with it. The final decision
was also influenced by the fact that a natural phenomenon in the form of a large amount of flowering
plants Italmas (globeflowers) that have a shape of a river is located on the territory of the village.
Another reason was the residents’ desire to organize a festival that will have the same name and will
be dedicated to Udmurt folklore and poetry.
As a result, a museum unique for the rural area will be created. The application of the modern
expositional practices will allow to easily adjust, complement or change the exposition in the future.
There will be a reason to apply intellectual and creative effort in the everyday life of the village that will
be beyond the ordinary leisure and educational sphere. This will level out the cultural gap between the
city and the village, the center and the periphery, which is so important for the development of the
remote territories and the young generation.
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Fig. 9: Italmas design project. Authors Elena Shlienkova, Alina Shishkanova, Ivan Bykov. Zoning scheme and
equipment elements.
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Abstract

Floating between the earth and the sky – this is the concept of the new Science Centre. Its form is
simple, light, transparent, ‘held’ by steel girders in memory of the event of 4th March 2013, when we
were all left ‘holding’ our breath on hearing the news of the tragedy. Inspired by the sculpture of the
artist Dani Karavan, “The Way of Knowledge”, which miraculously escaped the fire, a new morphology
for the Science Centre was created: a parallelepiped facing the sea, suspended on steel girders, raised
1.25m from the ground, with a double-glazed cladding inserted into another masonry parallelepiped
perpendicular to it. The masonry building, 11.50m high, is lit by a transparent semisphere and
incorporates the old building with its 4 arches facing south - east, which partially survived the fire.
Between these 2 parallelepipeds and the pre-existing theatre another structure has been created, in the
shape of an “S”, which acts as “filter” between the 2 parallelepipeds and the pre-existing theatre.
Keywords: Science Centre, Dani Karavan, parallelepipeds

1.

FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS

Beginning our virtual tour of the new Science Centre, let us start from the entrance and so, from the
ticket office, envisaged in a central part of the entire complex, that is, looking onto the “piazza by the
sea”, between the bridge under construction (future access to Corporea from the seaward side) and
the new Science Centre. The piazza by the sea is a fundamental part of the project, not only because
entrance to the museum visits start from here, but also because it will be a venue for open-air events
and shows, interpreted as a public piazza, and not as a space enclosed in the City of Science. This
means that anyone can enter it, to reach the seaside promenade and thence the beach. The ticket
office will be reached by means of a broad stairway that gently winds towards the piazza, reaching a
height of +1.70m, which is the floor height of the glass building suspended on steel beams. From the
ticket office begins the real visit itinerary, leading to the area for permanent exhibitions organised on 2
floors, for a total of 4000 m2, which will alternate between a properly soundproofed auditorium,
workshops and services. In the middle of the visit itinerary, exactly where the piazza with the
smokestack is, there will be a generous “filter” space that can be crossed from east to west and vice
versa only by visitors holding a ticket and which will directly connect the piazza with the smokestack
with the sea, and with the children’s workshop. The glass building, which is 164 meters long, is joined
to a masonry building perpendicular to it. In this adjoining area there will be the children’s workshop
(1000 m2) with access to the outside, to an outdoor space, controlled and fenced in, with educational
games. This space, too, will have special services designed to be child-friendly. The space devoted to
children is perfectly integrated into the exhibition itinerary and not separate – an exhibition space
designed for families who must enjoy together the experience of learning.
1.2
Masonry building
The masonry building, which borders the road located to the south, in addition to containing part of the
children’s workshop, will contain the workshop of the exhibits and fab lab and two of the three multifunctional halls, as well as a large warehouse space. The south - east prospect of the new complex
will include the structure of the ancient Bourbon building, that is, part of the 4 arches that escaped the
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fire, which will continue to give character to the new exhibition space. To emphasise the historical
memory even further, the outline of the surviving roof trusses will be highlighted by means of a glass
panel that will follow the shape of the trusses themselves. In this way the memory of the ancient
Bourbon building, the memory of the tragic event of 2013 and the future exhibition space will blend
together in a harmonious manner.
1.3
“Filter” building
In the “S-shaped” building, located close to the theatre, there will be: a 400 m2 multi-functional hall
and the service spaces required for autonomous re-functionalising of the theatre (services, storage,
dressing rooms) as well as its own separate ticket office. The bar and the shop have been placed at
the end of the visit itinerary, near the secondary access, exactly where the piazza with the smokestack
is. Both have separate entrances and can be independent of the exhibition events. The visit ends by
crossing the piazza with the smokestack, passing the “inspirational muse of the project”: the exquisite
sculpture “The Way of Knowledge”.
1.4
The outdoor spaces
The outdoor spaces have been designed as an outside extension of the interior exhibition space, a
meeting place and splendid access to the sea and to the wonderful and unique panorama of this area.
The piazza by the sea, interpreted as an open-air amphitheatre, will host events and shows. The
winding, broad staircase that gives access to the Science Centre will be the cavea providing seating
for spectators to the events, while other generous seating is available on the opposite side. The
seaside promenade, accompanied by external exhibits, will be divided in two by the arches that
survived the fire, which will continue to frame the splendid view of Nisida. In memory of the ancient
building that was destroyed, the arches facing the sea and part of the vaults connected to them have
been conserved. The flaming arches are still the image symbolising the conflagration, so it was
decided to conserve them to give them new life, while at the same time preserving the memory.
Beside the workshop and the bar there will be an aquarium, where experiments and specific
educational lessons can take place. From the seaside promenade, it will be possible to reach the
beach, on which experimentation and learning can continue at closer quarters with the sea.

2.

THE TOWN PLANNING – LANDSCAPE CONCEPT

The project arises with ease and fluidity between the existing buildings and the sea. Between Nisida
and the hill of Posillipo it was thought better to employ delicacy and simplicity, on tiptoes, without
aggression, recovering the memory, with an almost immaterial sign: transparency. Thus was created a
building with a "double skin", chameleon-like in its versatility of being able to completely close and
open to the Mediterranean with "smart" photovoltaic strips, creating and re-creating ever-new
perspectives and views for the visitor. So a visit to the new Science Centre will always be a new
experience.

Fig. 1: Project – View from sea.
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Fig. 2: Project – View from sea.

Fig. 3: Whole project
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Fig. 4: Sculpture of Dani Karavan -inspiration for the project -
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Abstract
The questions of monitoring of acoustical radiation of urban territories are considered. Analysis of the
negative impact of noise to urban territories is carried out. Analysis of acoustical pollution of urban
territories on the example of Samara region of Russia is described. Analysis of noise measurements
results of the biggest towns of Samara region of Russia is allowing to determine the most significant
values of acoustical pollution and exceeding of sanitary norms. Measures of noise impact reduction in
conditions of urban territory of Samara region of Russia are considered. Results of research are
allowing to make the general conclusion about the necessity of provision of noise safety of urban
territories.
Keywords: Noise, urban territory, monitoring, safety

1.

Introduction

Negative impact of different ecological factors in conditions of urban territories is constantly growing
[1-8]. The most intensive is growth of impact of physical pollutions (electromagnetic, acoustical,
infrasound, vibration, ionizing, heat etc.).
Acoustical pollution in urban territories in the last period is significantly growing due to the several
reasons: development of new technique, growth of transport, different branches of industry, 0civil
engineering etc. Noise level in big cities is increasing every year and makes significant input to the
man and to environment. Noise level in large cities is growing every year approximately up to 0,5
dBA. Serious problem is not only impact of increased levels of environmental noise, but also industrial
noise and noise in domestic conditions. Therefore provision of noise safety is very important task.
This paper is devoted to analysis of acoustical pollution of urban territories on the example of Samara
region of Russia, analysis of noise measurements results, development of measures of noise impact
reduction in conditions of urban territory of Samara region of Russia. In total results of research allow
to increase noise safety of urban territories.

2. Analysis of negative impact of noise in conditions of urban territories
Acoustical pollution in urban territories may be considered as specific negative factor of modern cities,
[1, 2, 5, 7, 8]. More than 60% of population of large cities is living in exceeding noise conditions,.
Statistic data about noise affection to the human population shows, that approximately 100 millions
people of West Europe and North America are suffer from noise "inadmissible", exceeding 65 dBA,
and 300 millions - from noise "undesirable", exceeding 55 dBA. This tendency is remain despite on
the restriction of norms to transport noise. Disturbing acoustical impact is appreciated by half of Earth
population.
More than 60% of population of large cities is living in exceeding noise conditions. Damaging influence
of intensive noise to the human's health is not restricted only by impact to ears. It is known, that noise
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is affecting to the human's central and vegetative nervous systems, influencing to the human's
psychological condition etc.
Increased noise levels affection to the housing estates leads to cities population disease growth. It is
well known, that the strongest impact produced by noise effects on man is in frequency range from
1000 to 4000 Hz (middle- and high frequencies). But for industrial city environment the most strong
noise impact to the city population is first of all caused by low frequency noise (from 20 to 300 Hz).
Analysis of inhabitants complaints confirms it. Low frequency noise is spreading for a long distances
without significant absorption. There are also some peculiar characteristics of low frequency noise
affection such as the resonance of humans body, the association with natural phenomena etc. Thus,
we can determine the zone of main physiological discomfort in frequency range 1000 - 4000 Hz, and
the main ecological and psychological discomfort in frequency range of low frequencies.
Thus, it is possible to conclude that acoustical pollution of environment (natural, industrial, domestic)
presently is the global problem of ecology and of life protection.

3. Analysis of acoustical pollution of territories on the example of Samara region of
Russia
Samara region is one of the leading regions of Russia in industry and transport development,
especially automobile transport. The biggest cities of Samara region are Samara (the capital of
region), Togliatti (automobile capital of Russia), Syzran and Zhigulevsk.
As typical industrial cities Samara, Togliatti and Syzran have as a number of large industrial
enterprises as considerable automobile transport park, making significant acoustic impact to abutting
dwelling territory. Samara also has railway transport, trams and metro; Syzran - railway transport. The
problem of noise impact in these towns is intensified by the fact that some industrial enterprises and
highways are closely adjoining to cities dwelling areas. As result significant part of cities population is
affected by increased noise level [1-7]. The peculiarity of Zhigulevsk town is that it is situated near to
the Zhigulevsky reserve and Russian national park Samarskaya Luka. In a meantime Zhigulevsk has
transport roads with intensive traffic and some industrial noise sources.
Thus, there are several main noise sources on the territory of Samara region. But the most important
source of disturbing noise for the population of Samara region is automobile transport. Noise of
moving automobile is induced by the noise from the engine and its systems, automobile aggregates,
oscillating body, tires, noise of auxiliary equipment etc. Taking to account continuous growth of
automobile park of the region, the problem of transport noise impact to the inhabitants is coming more
significant with every year.
Preliminary analysis of acoustic situation of Samara region shows that in the big cities of region there
are the zones with noise levels significantly exceeding noise values limited by Russian sanitary norms.
In years of 2005-2016 collaborators under supervision of author have investigated external noise
sources levels on the territory of Samara region. Measurements were carried out by using of "Octava
101 AM" sound level meter and other equipment.
As a measuring parameter equivalent sound levels LA and maximal sound levels L A max (dBA),
octave and 1/3 octave spectra of sound pressure (dB) were used. Measurements have conducted in
daytime in weekdays mainly in rush hours and during the lunch-time; and in night time (since 23.00 till
7.00). Measured noise levels were evaluated according the requirements of [5]. Measurements of
noise levels in places of living territories adjoining to noise dangerous zones have been conducted in
strict correspondence with sanitary requirements. Measurements were conducted during weekdays'
daytime mainly in rush hours and also during to the lunchtime. Measured noise levels evaluated
according to hygiene requirements, stated by valid sanitary norms SN 2.2.4/2.1.8.562-96, according to
requirements of which normative parameters for unstable noise are equivalent sound levels L Аecv and
maximal sound levels LAmax, dBA. For evaluation of obtained results following normative values of
equivalent and maximal sound levels were used:
LА ecv norm = 55 dBA + 10 dBA = 65 dBA,

(1)

LА max norm = 70 dBA + 10 dBA = 80 dBA,

(2)

Requirements of Russian Building Norms and Rules were also taken into consideration.
Results of measurements in every point have been presented as measurements registration forms,
which including date, time and place of measurements carrying out, measuring points numbers and
digital data of readings of noise levels in measured point, as well as in form of spectral presentation of
sound pressure levels.
In Samara city noise levels were measured in some of the most important streets. The most significant
exceeding values of sanitary norms requirements were obtained in Kuibyshev Street, Stara Zagora
Street, Stavropolskaya Street and Moskovskoye Highway. An example of spectral presentation of
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sound pressure levels on the point of measurements Stara Zagora street, 255, Samara city is shown
in figure 1.
In Zhigulevsk town the most significant noise levels were fixed near to the living houses situated near
to railway station and highway Moscow-Chelyabisk.
The most significant noise levels in Syzran city were measured near to the Central Supermarket and
railway station.
Population of Togliatti city is approx. 800 thousands people, and at least 100 thousands are living in
areas with increased noise levels. The most serious problem of noise influence is for the dwelling
territories of Central district adjoining to transport highways.
For Togliatti city comparatively homogeneous composition of transport flows is typical - rail city
transport is absent, impact of aircraft noise is excluded. Transport and industrial enterprises are the
main noise sources for Togliatti city. As object of study living territory of the Avtozavodsky, Central and
Komsomolsky districts of Togliatti city was selected near to the streets with intensive transport
movement and near to industrial zones. In total over 150 points have been investigated [6].
The most significant excess of standard equivalent noise levels have been observed for the following
points. Komsomolsky district, night time: point K-07, Matrosova Str., 60, the value of exceeding of
normative requirements of equivalent noise level is 8 dBA, maximal noise level - 6 dBA; point K-12,
Yaroslavskaya Str., 11: the value of exceeding of normative requirements of equivalent noise level is 5
dBA, maximal level - 8 dBA; day time: point K-10, Chaykina Str., 67, the value of exceeding of
normative requirements of maximal noise level is 9 dBA; point K-13, Yaroslavskaya Str., 61, the value
of exceeding of normative requirements of maximal noise level is 9 dBA. Central district, night time:
point C-18, Lenina Str., 98, the value of exceeding of normative requirements of equivalent noise level
is 10 dBA, maximal noise level - 5 dBA; point C-23, Mira Str., 60, the value of exceeding of normative
requirements of equivalent noise level is 12 dBA, maximal noise level - 12 dBA; day time: point C-24,
Mira Str., 114, the value of exceeding of normative requirements of equivalent noise level is 4 dBA,
maximal noise level - 3 dBA. Avtozavodsky district, night time: point А-32, Dzerzhinskogo Str., the
value of exceeding of normative requirements of equivalent noise level is 8 dBA, maximal noise level 3 dBA; day time: point A-04, Topolinaya Str., 21, the value of exceeding of normative requirements of
maximal noise level - 19 dBA.

Fig. 1: Spectral presentation of sound pressure levels on the point of measurements Stara Zagora Street, 255,
Samara City

Analysis of measurement results of external noise levels in living territory of Togliatti city shows, that
there are noise dangerous zones of dwelling territory. Population of Togliatti city is approx. 800
thousands people, and at least 100 thousands are living in areas with increased noise levels. The
most serious problem of noise influence is for the dwelling territories of Central district adjoining to
transport highways. Values in a number of measured points are extremely close to maximally admitted
normative requirements.
Thus, it is possible to speak about the existing of real problem of noise safety of Samara region
provision. It is necessary to carry out further investigations of noise levels in all large cities of Samara
region.
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4. Development of measures of acoustical pollution reduction on the example of
Samara region of Russia
In whole all measures of noise reduction in the urban territories may be conditionally divided into
several big groups:
1. Urban development and building-acoustic methods of noise control: rational acoustic planning of
neighborhood units, industrial enterprises and highways, erection of noise-protecting shields, noiseprotecting planting trees and shrubs, increasing of sound-insulating qualities of buildings, development
of noise-protecting screens constructions, foaming of the systems of settling groups on the basis of
mass velocity passenger transport with definite functional zoning of the territory, removal of dwelling
areas from intensive noise sources, using of compositional grouping of buildings etc.
2. Administrative-organizing measures of noise reduction: noise levels reduction due to decreasing of
intensity and noise of transport flows; improvement of roads quality, using of road surface with lower
noise; provision of rational velocity of movement; provision and even exclusion of automobile
(especially lorry) transport traffic in central parts of town and in living area streets etc.
3. Legal acts, technical norms, prohibitions of noise generation in living zones etc.
4. Using of the technical means of acoustical radiation reduction.
Measures to reduce transport noise may be widely divided to two groups: reduction of transport noise
levels in the source of its generation and on the ways of noise propagation.
Many scientists are supposing that the most efficient measure is transport noise reduction in the
source of its generation. Design and exploitation of noiseless automobile constructions, especially in
low frequency range, is one of the most efficient and economically reasonable ways of noise levels
reduction in the living area. At city's level it is necessary to unite the efforts of scientists, designers of
"AVTOVAZ" cars perspective constructions, specialists of transport department of administration. It is
necessary to restrict responsibility for noisy automobiles using. While toxins of automobiles exhaust
are strictly controlled by state automobile inspection, noise control of automobiles during exploitation
is completely absent.
Some other measures of noise reduction should be used: rational organization of transport flows,
prohibition of transport movement at some districts etc, as it pointed out above.
It is necessary to reduce intensity and noise of transport flows. It is required to exclude lorry transport
traffic.
Secondly, it is recommended to use noise-damping road surfaces. Such surfaces have been
developed presently by many foreign companies. For example, there is road surface "Viaphone",
having reduced granulation and insignificant thickness of layer (2-3 sm). Other type - porous draining
road surfaces. For example, "Gerland Routes" company suggests road surface Epsibel. "Colas"
company is using in "Golsoft" mixtures recycled rubber from the automobile tires in two layers,
providing noise reduction 8 dBA.
Along with using of administrative-organizing measures of noise reduction and using of noise-damping
road surfaces in this case it is efficient to use acoustic screens. Noise reduction effect of screens is
provided by varying of it height, length, distance between noise source and shield. For noise reduction
in urban territory of Samar region of Russia it is possible to use acoustic screens of combined type,
combining acoustic screens-walls with fill or hollow. Efficiency of such shields may be significantly high
without additional expenditures, connected with increasing of hollow depth or fill height. In order to
achieve noise attenuation in all frequency range, it is necessary to use hybrid type shields, combining
muffling properties of acoustic panels with sound absorption material and active noise mufflers.
Construction of hybrid acoustic screen have been developed. Construction includes active sound
emitters and at least two independent controllers with using of multi-channel adaptive signal for lowfrequency sound attenuation. Construction is patenting. It is possible use to use tunnels for noise
reduction in this zone.
In total, effective noise reduction in living areas may be achieved by provision of complex
administrative-organizing, urban development and building-acoustic measures: acoustic screening,
noise-protecting planting trees and shrubs, increasing of noise insulation of buildings windows etc.

5. Conclusions
Negative impact of acoustical pollution now is one of the most serious problem as for populations
health as for town's environment. At least half of inhabitants of towns are presently affected by
increased noise levels. Noise level in urban territories is trend to be increased. Thus, it is necessary
taking into account noise factor as a serious problem of ecology and life protection.
Analysis of measurement results of external noise levels in urban territory of Samara region of Russia
using developed noise maps shows, that noise level in the territory is increased approximately in 0,5 1 dBA per year. Especially urgent problem of noise reduction in night time: measurements data
shows, that for the most of measuring points of urban territory of Samara region normative
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requirements were exceeded. Values in a number of measured points in day time are exceeding the
norms or extremely close to maximally admitted normative requirements. Thus, it is possible to speak
about the existing of real problem of noise safety of Samara region of Russia.
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Abstract
The risk assessment methodology is the effective analytical tool for the characteristic of influence of
factors of the environment on the state of health of the population. Besides, it became one of the most
important instruments of improvement of urban medium quality. It is known that risk factors are the
conditions of the environment significantly increasing probability of diseases of the population. Risk
assessment is an objective way of assessment of potential impact of man-caused factors on health of
population and on ecosystems of biosphere.
New methodological approaches to complex assessment of man-caused ecological risks for health of
population of urban territories are suggested. Complex risk assessment of chemical, physical and
biological pollutants includes possibility of accumulation of pollutants (i.e. gradual accumulation in an
ecosystem or in an organism of the person of any harmful substance), of summation, addition of small
amounts of various harmful substances, and of mutual strengthening of effects (synergetic action).
Main stages of complex assessment of ecological risks for the health of population and for biosphere
are described. Results of risk assessment using suggested methodological approaches in conditions
of Samara region of Russia are described.
Keywords: ecological risk, urban territory, assessment, methodological approach

1.

Introduction

Presently due to the growth of negative impact of different factors in town conditions it is very
important task is to estimate man-caused ecological risks for the health of population and for
biosphere [1-9].
For the time being the urgent question is to develop the methodology of the analysis of risk for the
health of population in system of social and hygienic and complex environmental monitoring for the
purpose of ensuring sanitary and epidemiologic and ecological wellbeing of the population in the
urbanized territories. The risk assessment methodology is the effective analytical tool for the
characteristic of influence of factors of the environment on the state of health of the population now.
Besides, it became one of the most important instruments of improvement of the control system and
ensuring sanitary and epidemiologic wellbeing of the population. Assessment of risk allows to receive
a ratio between a certain concentration of the substance polluting the environment and probability of
negative impact on health of the person [1, 2, 4, 7].
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This paper is devoted to development of methodological approaches to complex assessment mancaused ecological risks for the health of population and for biosphere.

2. Analysis of researches in the field of estimation of ecological risks
Experience of researches in the field of an urban ecology in combination with ecological risk
estimation is showed in works of S.L. Avaliani, N. S. Kasimov, S.M. Onishchenko, B. B. Prokhorov, B.
A. Revich, S. A. Kurolap, G.S. Rosenberg, etc. Efficiency of researches has considerably increased
with development of geo-information technologies and thematic geo-ecological mapping which are
using as important instruments of territorial planning and ensuring sustainable development of the
urban environment [1-4, 9].
The analysis of relationships of cause and effect between the state of health of the population and
factors of the habitat defining him is based on numerous knowledge of causality of separate diseases
in which ecological the significant role is played by ecologically dangerous factors. The theory of
ecological epidemiology considers many diseases of the person as "response" to deterioration in living
conditions at influence of man-caused risk factors and decrease in degree of an adaptation to the
habitat. Decrease in adaptation is expressed in specific reactions of an organism to influence of
adverse harmful and dangerous man-caused factors. It is known that in the course of adaptation to
adverse changes of the environment the condition of a human body is characterized by tension of
compensatory and adaptive mechanisms which reserves are exhausted over time that is expressed in
significant growth in so-called "diseases of a civilization" and in increase in specific weight of chronic
pathological processes [1-3, 8].
According to WHO experts the main contribution to levels of cancerogenic risk for health of inhabitants
of the urbanized territories is made by air pollution by gasoline (66,4%), benzene (24,5%), chrome
(4,8%) and ethyl benzene (3,0%).
In a number of regional medico-ecological researches it is shown that pollution of atmospheric air can
be considered the leading parameter of differentiation of the territory of industrially developed cities on
a condition of the habitat [1, 2 9]. For example, at children in the cities with metallurgical industry and
high pollution of the air environment in comparison with control groups the physical and psychological
development which is shown in lateness of time is slowed down, the child starts walking and to speak,
in later emergence of teeth. Violation of normal development is observed also at more advanced age.
So, among children of 5-7 years living in problem areas also significantly more children with deficiency
and surplus of body weight there are much less children with normal physical development [2, 9].
Impact of atmospheric pollution is followed by change of function of external breath and cardiovascular
system. For example, in a zone of influence of emissions of a petrochemical complex and near
highways at children the vital capacity of lungs, reserve volumes of a breath and exhalation are
reduced by 10-13%.
Most quickly respiratory incidence reacts to pollution of atmospheric air. So, the priority toxins which
are the most often found in atmospheric air of towns and the most hazardous to health of residents
treat are formaldehyde, 3,4-benz (a) pyrene, ammonia, nitrogen dioxide, fluoric hydrogen, sulfur
dioxide, and among diseases of respiratory organs, such as bronchitis, sinusitis are most widespread
[2, 3].
Among other "indicator" indicators it should be noted hematologic parameters, characteristics of the
psychological and immune status. In process of increase in intensity of pollution of the air basin the
number of children with the increased maintenance of leukocytes in blood increases in industrial
regions by 1,6 times and to 2 times in the cities with the dangerous level of pollution. According to B.
A. Revich et al. the joint effect of dust and a number of pollutants in the modern cities have highly toxic
effect: a) benzene + nickel + soot + 3,4-benz (a) pyrene + formaldehyde - cancer effect; b)
hydrocarbons + heavy metals (lead, copper, mercury) - violation of reproductive function.
Now the new tendency in the field of ecological safety when the former concept of ecological safety
which was based on criteria of restriction of content of harmful chemicals (maximum allowable
concentration, PDV, PDS) gives way to the concept of environmental risk was outlined.
The available order of a regulation of state of environment which is based on sanitary and hygienic
standards is insufficiently effective. The ecological assessment of the environment of the urbanized
territories realized today includes generally the analysis of separate pollutant. The quality standards of
atmospheric air on 1080 chemicals, drinking water - on 1379, waters of fishery reservoirs - on 972,
and recreational water sources - on 14 connections are so far developed. At the same time effects of
joint influence of the limiting factors aren't considered in details.
It is obvious that the person can be affected not by one, and at once several pollutants. In actual
practice biological objects are affected by at the same time different adverse factors of the
environment.

3. Methodological approaches to complex assessment of risks
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From the point of view of creation of safety conditions for the person and the environment in the
conditions of the city with the increasing of man-caused impact, assessment of integrated impact of
factors of various nature on the person and ecosystems is necessary. In conditions industrial cities to
such factors, first of all it is necessary to refer chemical and physical environmental pollution and
influence of these factors on health of the person. In this regard it was outlined new approach complex assessment of environmental risks [1-3, 5, 8, 9].
It is known that risk factors are the conditions of the environment significantly increasing probability of
diseases of the population. Risk assessment at due execution is an objective way of assessment of
potential impact of a man-caused factor on health of the person, an ecosystem and the environment in
general.
Complex assessment of environmental risks from chemical pollutants, assumes need to consider a
possibility of a accumulation of pollutants, i.e. gradual accumulation in an ecosystem or in an organism
of the person of any harmful substance, a defiant disease and even death, and also destruction of an
ecosystem. Other effect is summation, addition of small amounts of various harmful substances. Such
amounts of substances in itself, separately can not pose threats for health of the person or an
ecosystem, but in the sum they become dangerous owing to mutual strengthening of effects
(synergetic action).
The main direction in complex assessment of environmental risk is now a research of mechanisms of
the simultaneous combined action of a complex of factors of various nature (chemical, physical,
biological) on a human body.
Now one of urgent problems of hygienic science is development of methodological approaches and
criteria of hygienic prenosological diagnostics of risk factors to health of the population. Problems of
hygienic prenosological diagnostics is definition and assessment of sources of risk. It is known that
emergence and development of many pathological states depends to a large extent on quality of the
environment. In these conditions scientific development and deployment of methodology and
methodical approaches of hygienic prenosological diagnostics taking into account regional ecological
features acquire special relevance. The state of health of children is the indicator of quality of the
environment because the growing child's organism with his intensive metabolism and
morphofunctional features causes the greatest sensitivity and a susceptibility to influence of negative
ecological factors. In this regard results of studying of the state of health of children are considered as
a reliable indicator among other criteria of hygienic assessment of degree of risk of development of
ecological pathological states. Special attention is paid to prenosological, morphofunctional indicators,
indicators of adaptation opportunities of a children's organism, and also dynamics of their changes
under the influence of the environment. High efficiency of hygienic prenosological diagnostics
indicators the morphofunctional of features of children, the biochemical and immunological status,
parameters of a fabric homeostasis, micro-ecological system of intestines, and also a condition of
odontogenic and cardiovascular systems, existence of different types of an allergy have [1, 2, 7, 8].
There is one more serious problem of reliable assessment of risks to health of the population of the
urbanized territories. The system of environmental control of state of environment which is usually
applied now not always allows to define precisely degree of ecological danger from the main pollutants
and other harmful factors of the industrial cities. This control system doesn't reflect the level of mancaused impact on the population and biosphere, doesn't show reaction of live organisms to this
influence, doesn't consider the joint combined impact on the person of factors of various nature
(physical, chemical, biological). Carrying out the corresponding researches is necessary for more
exact and full assessment of ecological safety of the population of the urban territories.
The analysis of risk sets as the purpose the choice of optimum ways of his elimination or decrease in
this concrete situation and includes three interconnected elements: risk assessment for health,
management of risk and informing on risk [2-8].
At a preliminary stage it is expedient to develop the conceptual model of the territory representing
graphical or descriptive representation of possible interrelations between sources of environmental
pollution, influence routes.
At risk assessment according to the full scheme results of monitoring of concentration of chemicals in
the analyzed objects of the environment and/or the data obtained on the basis of modeling of
dispersion of pollution during not less than 3-5 years [1, 2, 3] are used. Full assessment of risk,
however, is very detailed research of all sources and ways of influence, the analysis of the chosen
options in relation to the concrete place. It is the tiresome and expensive procedure. Therefore usually
assessment is carried out step by step, step by step, so after each stage it is possible to correct
actions, to reject unimportant or excessively expensive options, having left priority, to change contents
and an order of works, to estimate the most important risks. The impact on the environment of mancaused activity is less, the smaller amount of works is carried out at assessment of risk [2, 8].
Complex assessment of environmental risk consists of several main stages:
− collecting and the analysis of data on sources, structure and conditions of pollution in the explored
territory.
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− choice of chemicals, priority for research;
− monitoring of objects of the environment;
− modeling of distribution of chemicals in the environment;
− definition of the characteristic of concentration in an influence point;
− assessment of risk of cancer and not cancer effects (at sharp and chronic influences);
− risk assessment at the multi-environmental, combined and complex influences of factors of various
nature.
In practical work on assessment of environmental risk big help is given by the computer programs
which are specially developed for this purpose. Except simplification and automation of calculations
when calculating, such programs in most cases contain databases with toxicological characteristics of
pollutants and descriptions of features of their influence that is absolutely necessary at the solution of
such complex and responsible challenge as risk assessment.
The information and analytical, predicted and operating computer systems allow to include full
information and to be guided by the wide database about all major and auxiliary factors influencing
health of the person and state of environment. Only existence of an exhaustive picture on actual state
of the environment relying on reliable results will allow to perform such calculations and forecasts. The
PDV (PDS) projects and ecological passports which are available at the enterprises reflect a
desirable, but not the actual situation. The lack of information in such projects doesn't allow to carry
out the serious analysis at the level of one enterprise, not to mention the city in general.

4. Results of risk assessment during complex multi-environmental influence
Let us describe the results of complex ecological risk assessment on the example of the assessment
of the territory of Togliatti city of Samara region of Russia. The total area of the territory is 18000 x
18000 m.
When calculating the following parameters characterizing climatic and physiographic conditions of the
considered territory were used:
- the coefficient depending on stratification of the atmosphere And = 160;
- land relief coefficient = 1;
- average maximum temperature of external air of the hottest month of year of t = 26 C;
- average temperature of external air of the coldest month of year of t =-12,5 C;
At the existing system of monitoring only concentration of priority pollutants are considered and
analyzed. For example, if to apply this analysis to results of measurements of concentration of carbon
oxide and dioxide of sulfur in various points of the city, then, obviously, according to data of table 1
that concentration of these substances don't exceed maximum allowable concentration (carbon oxide
(the CAS630 code - 08-0) maximum allowable concentration мр = 5 mg/m 3, and the actual
concentration the highest on the Gromov street - 3,6 mg/m3 and the Dzerzhinsky street - 3,47 mg/ m3;
and dioxide of sulfur (code 7446-09-5) MAC = 0,5 mg/ m3, and values of the measured concentration
don't exceed threshold limit values of priority pollutants in atmospheric air of the inhabited places (GN
2.1.6.1.1338-03). I.e. according to the logic of assessment of an ecological condition of the urban
environment on concentration of priority pollutants (including dioxide of sulfur and oxide of sulfur), in
Togliatti all are normal, there are no excesses of maximum allowable concentration and there is no
problem.
Table 1 – Results of measurements in various points of Togliatti city
Post
No.

List
of
posts
measurements

of

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Gromovoy St.
Yuzhnoye Highway St.
Obvodnoye Highway
Dzerzhinsky St.
Severnaya St.
Lenin St.
Lesnaya St.
Lesnaya St.

Dioxide
of
sulfur, mg/m3

Carbon oxide,
mg/m3

Noise,
dBA

0,009
0,012
0,02
0,006
0,015
0,02
0,014
0,016

3,6
2,13
2,01
3,47
2,4
2,4
2,9
2,3

67,55
73,12
75,98
71,94
78,78
68,84
68,76
61,54

Assessment of not cancer risk was carried out in compliance P 2.1.10.1920 - 04 "The guide to risk
assessment for health of the population at influence of the chemicals polluting the environment"
(Russia). The arithmetic averages of value of concentration and certain maximum values of
concentration of pollutants calculated during 2010-2015 compared to hygienic standards of GN
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2.1.6.1338-03 "The Threshold Limit Values (TLV) of pollutants in atmospheric air of the inhabited
places" and the reference concentration recommended by World Health Organization.
It is known that the characteristic of risk of development of not cancer effects is carried out on the
basis of calculation of indexes (coefficients) of danger: HI = ADD/RfD or HQ = C/RfC. At HI (HQ) equal
or smaller 1,0 the risk of not cancer effects is considered as negligible. With increase in HI the
probability of development of harmful effects increases, however it isn't possible to specify the exact
quantity of this probability. Calculation of indexes of danger is, as a rule, carried out for the critical
bodies / systems struck by the studied substances. It concerns also the combined action when at
impact of a complex of substances on the same bodies and systems the most probable type of their
action is the summation (addition). Though in practice count also the general risk (an index of danger,
HI) for substances with multidirectional action.
Results of calculations of indexes of danger provide the persons making the decision on regulation of
risk, first of all, information on total not cancer risk in the studied territory taking into account two
environments, ways of receipt and a combination of substances. It is possible to reveal the greatest
contribution of the certain substance both to the total size HI, and to risk of impact on critical bodies or
systems. So, the greatest contribution to the total size of an index of danger (HI = 23,7) is made by air
(HI = 16,7). At the same time the greatest danger is constituted by substances nitrogen dioxide,
carbon oxide, formaldehyde. In the analysis of total indexes of danger to the substances operating on
the same systems, the highest HI values are established for group of the substances influencing
respiratory system (HI = 9,1). Thus, information of HI values is used for definition of priorities at
decision-making on holding improving actions.
Results of calculations are presented in the form of the table which cells correspond to sectors on the
card, the card is broken into 100 sectors, 10 down, 10 across. The analysis of results of calculations of
the general index of danger in sectors has shown that the maximum value of an index of danger 13,96
is characteristic of the Central district where the main sources of chemical and physical factors of
environmental pollution are the industrial enterprises and traffic intersections which are close with
residential quarters. The index of danger 13,9 is characteristic of the area of Obvodnoye Highway
close with the enterprises of the Northern industrial hub.
Among the priority substances defining the maximum values of indexes of danger have been
revealed: nitrogen dioxide, carbon oxide, formaldehyde. These substances are related with specific
diseases (table 2).
Table 2 - Assessment of correlation dependence of incidence of the population on levels of
pollution of atmospheric air of the lake of Togliatti priority pollutants

CAS

10102-44-0

630-08-0

50-00-0

Name
of
substance

Nitrogen dioxide

the

Coefficient of Name of Classes of Diseases
Pair
Correlation (R)
0,68

Diseases of respiratory organs

0,77

Anomalies of pre-natal development

0,63

Diseases of blood and cardiovascular
system

0,78

Diseases of blood and cardiovascular
system

0,65

Diseases of respiratory organs

0,72

Anomalies of pre-natal development

0,71

Diseases of nervous system and
sense organs

0,63

Diseases of endocrine system

0,65

Diseases of urinogenital system

0,67

Diseases of respiratory organs

0,48

Cancer diseases

0,67

General incidence

Carbon oxide

Formaldehyde
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As a result of complex assessment of the risks to health of the person connected with influence of
chemical and physical factors in the polluted territory the most problem sites of the city have been
revealed and them it has appeared much more, from the point of view of not the acceptability of risks
for health of the population, than at the existing system of monitoring.
Table 3 - Results of researches of state of environment from complex influence of chemical
and physical factors in the urbanized territories of the city of Togliatti
Area
of
carrying
measurements

out

Central district

Results
measurements
general
4,9

of
К

Assessment of state of environment

Komsomolsky district

14,6

crisis

Avtozavodsky district

7,33

intense

Northern 27

21,1

crisis

Background

3,05

unsatisfactory

rather satisfactory

The calculations of complex chemical and physical factors in the urbanized territories of the city of
Togliatti have shown that the maximum value of an index of danger in the city of Togliatti 13,96. The
greatest contribution to values of this indicator is made by priority toxins: nitrogen dioxide, carbon
oxide, formaldehyde. Together with influence of physical factors priority chemical factors can cause
synergetic effects of influence that can lead to decrease in adaptation of the person, the increased
tension of compensatory and adaptive mechanisms, significant increase in probability of development
of ecologically caused diseases (pathologies of respiratory organs, diseases of blood, cardiovascular
system) and to increase in specific weight of chronic pathological processes.
On the basis of use of the new automated program specialized for complex assessment of risks to
health of the population there will be an opportunity to improve objective assessment of ecological
danger of residents. The results of research will be the basis for further development and realization of
nature protection strategy and the strategy of ecological safety of the city, as well as and adoption of
administrative decisions on regulation of influences.

5. Conclusions
The methodology of complex ecological risk analysis to the health and to biosphere is the perspective
and advanced approach in the system of control of quality of the habitat of the person and assessment
of ecological danger. Especially this approach is urgent for the cities with considerable pollution of the
urbanized territories by industrial and transport sources what is leading to the increasing of risk of
ecologically caused diseases from complex influence of factors of various nature. The problem of
man-caused pollution of the urbanized territories requires the complex solution and the accounting of
the operated risk factors.
Complex assessment of risks for health of the population in the urbanized territories taking into
account synergetic effects of the combined influence of chemical and physical factors is directed to
justification of the decisions on elimination or minimization of risks best in this situation, and also to
control (monitoring) of expositions and risks, assessment of efficiency and correction of improving
actions.
Results of risk assessment using suggested methodological approaches in conditions of Samara
region of Russia are described. For the purpose of decrease in risk levels various approaches can
purposefully be used: decrease in number and power of influence of sources of danger; increase in
efficiency of cleaning of emissions of pollutants; actions for landscape gardening and greening of the
urban environment.
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Abstract
The constant increasing of impact of different pollutants to the air quality in conditions of urban
territories is presently a serious problem causing serious negative effects for the public health and for
environmental state. Methods of estimation of atmosphere air pollutants as a factor of ecological risks
of urban territories are suggested. Results of analysis of main air pollutants in conditions of modern
town are described on the example of Togliatti city of Russia. Measurements results of atmosphere air
pollution are analyzed. It is determined that automobile transport is the main source of atmosphere
pollution. Recommendations for the improvement of air quality near to the main sources of air pollution
are considered.
Keywords: pollutants, atmosphere air, emissions, estimation

1.

Introduction

Atmosphere air pollution is one of the most serious problems causing significant negative impact in
towns. The constant increasing of impact of different pollutants to the air quality in conditions of urban
territories is presently a factor causing serious negative effects for the public health and for
environmental state [1-9]. Especially serious is the problem of automobile transport emissions impact
on public health and the environment.
Methods of estimation of atmosphere air pollutants of urban territories are different in different
countries and not completely efficient [1, 2, 4, 7].The lack of information about the level of air pollution
in towns is making difficult development of efficient measures of pollution reduction. Especially urgent
is the problem of the study air quality emissions from motor vehicles [1-9].
This paper is devoted to development of methods of estimation of atmosphere air pollutants as a
factor of ecological risks of urban territories.

2. Methods of estimation of atmosphere air pollutants as a factor of ecological risk
Air pollutants may be considered as serious factor of ecological risk in conditions of the city. In
conditions of industrial cities to such factors, first of all it is necessary to estimate atmosphere air
pollution refer chemical and physical environmental pollution and influence of these factors on health
of the person [1]. In this regard it was outlined new approach - complex assessment of environmental
risks [2-4, 6, 8, 9].
Method of estimation of air pollutants ecological risks of urban territories (including estimation of
different air pollutants influence to the health of population) may be subdivided to the different steps:
- identification of ecological danger of air pollutants sources and objects of urban territory;
- analysis of inhabitants complaints to negative air pollutions disturbance;
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- analysis of population sick rate in database of medical institutions (polyclinics, hospitals etc) for the
certain territories;
- development of integral generalized criteria of ecological dander of objects;
- selection and application of adequate mathematic-statistical method of analysis and of generalization
of experimental data of air pollutants levels:
- inhabitants self-estimation of health state depending on the conditions of protection from air
pollutions disturbance etc.
Assessment of ecological risks of atmosphere air pollutants includes:
− collecting and the analysis of data on sources, structure and conditions of air pollutants in the
territory of town.
− choice of chemicals, priority for research;
− monitoring of air pollution of objects of the environment;
− modeling of distribution of chemicals in the environment;
− definition of the characteristic of concentration in an influence points of air pollutants;
− assessment of risk of air pollutants impact effects (at sharp and chronic influences);
− risk assessment at the multi-environmental, combined and complex influences of fair pollutants
together with factors of various nature.
Modern strategy of monitoring and rsk estimaption of air pollutants is using ecotoxicological approach
to analysis of level and sequences of impact of air pollutants to the population health and to
environment; using of concept of estimation of possible ecological risks, analysis, estimation and
comtrol of risks. Using of ecotoxicological approach in complex monitoring of environment assumes
provision of special toxicological research of impact of pollutants to biota and to environment.
In practical work on assessment of environmental risk of air pollutants it is reasonable to use computer
programs which are specially developed for this purpose. Except simplification and automation of
calculations when calculating, such programs in most cases contain databases with characteristics of
air pollutants and descriptions of features of their influence that is absolutely necessary at the solution
of such complex and responsible challenge as risk assessment.
The information and analytical, predicted and operating computer systems allow to include full
information and to be guided by the wide database about all major and auxiliary factors influencing
health of the person and state of environment. Only existence of an exhaustive picture on actual state
of the environment relying on reliable results will allow to perform such calculations and forecasts. The
PDV (PDS) projects and ecological passports, including also information about atmosphere air
pollution, which are available at the enterprises, are reflecting a desirable, but not the actual situation.
The lack of information in such projects doesn't allow to carry out the complex analysis of the level of
air pollution by the one enterprise, but also not to estimate the city complex pollution in general.

3. Analysis of main air pollutants in conditions of modern towns. Results of
measurements of atmosphere air pollution caused by automobile transport
Typically, main sources of air pollution in industrial towns are automobile transport, industrial
enterprises and heat stations, [2, 4, 6-9]. Average year concentrations of air pollutants in the territory
of the city of Togliatti (year 2014) are shown in table 1.
Table 1 - Average year concentrations of air pollutants in the territory of the city of Togliatti (year 2014)
N
1
2
3
4
5
6

Kind of air pollutant
Nitrogen dioxide
Dust
Carbon monoxide
Benzpyrene
Formaldehude
Saturated hydrocarbons С1-С10

- Average year concentration, MPC
1,0
0,6
0,4
1,7
0,6
0,03

Important stage of air pollutants estimation is measurements of different emissions in air. As example
let us describe the results of instrumental assessment of the impact of vehicle emissions on air quality
in the nodal points of transport network Togliatti city.
The task is to сarry out laboratory instrumental research of air quality based on the average daily
concentrations of typical pollutants for motor vehicles (carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, hydrocarbons, sulfur dioxide) at the nodal points of the transport network Togliatti city with a
maximum intensity of movement.
Table 2 - The results of measurements of average daily concentrations of air pollutants in the urban
territory of the city of Togliatti
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N of points of
measurements

Characteristic of point of measurement

The estimated
substance

1

Stepan Razin Street

Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrogen oxide
Sulphur dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Saturated
hydrocarbons С1-С10
Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrogen oxide
Sulphur dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Saturated
hydrocarbons С1-С10
Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrogen oxide
Sulphur dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Saturated
hydrocarbons С1-С10
Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrogen oxide
Sulphur dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Saturated
hydrocarbons С1-С10
Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrogen oxide
Sulphur dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Saturated
hydrocarbons С1-С10
Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrogen oxide
Sulphur dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Saturated
hydrocarbons С1-С10
Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrogen oxide
Sulphur dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Saturated
hydrocarbons С1-С10
Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrogen oxide
Sulphur dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Saturated
hydrocarbons С1-С10
Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrogen oxide
Sulphur dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Saturated
hydrocarbons С1-С10

2

Sverdlov Street

3

Avtosrtoiteley Street

4

Karl Marx Street

5

Lenin Street

6

Banykin Street

7

Gromova Street

8

Yaroslavskaya Street

9

Matrosov Street

Results of
measurements
of С.a.c.
0,5MPC
0,2MPC
0,1MPC
2,9MPC
13,4 mg/m3
0,3MPC
0,2MPC
0,2MPC
1,9MPC
10,4 mg/m3
0,2MPC
0,2MPC
0,2MPC
1,7MPC
10,1 mg/m3
0,3MPC
0,2MPC
0,1MPC
2,2MPC
12,8 mg/m3
0,3MPC
0,2MPC
0,2MPC
1,9MPC
13,6 mg/m3
<0,1MPC
0,3MPC
<0,1MPC
2,0MPC
14,5 мг/м3
0,3MPC
0,2MPC
0,2MPC
1,9MPC
12,1 мг/м3
0,3MPC
0,3MPC
0,2MPC
1,5MPC
11,8 мг/м3
0,3MPC
0,3MPC
0,2MPC
1,6MPC
10,6 mg/m3

The measurements were carried out using a universal portable gas analyzer GANK-4. The feasibility
of using the gas analyzer GANK-4 for the study of air environment parameters proves that this device
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provides automatic periodic or continuous monitoring of the concentration of certain harmful
substances in the air with a relatively high degree of accuracy without special tools and pre-sample
preparation.
The results of instrumental studies of air quality based on daily average concentrations (С.a.c.) of
substances characteristic for motor vehicles (carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, nitrogen oxides,
hydrocarbons, sulfur dioxide) at the nodal points of the transport network of the Togliatti city with
maximum traffic are presented in Table 2.
It is possible to conclude that the air near the city district Togliatti highways with maximum traffic most
is highly polluted by carbon monoxide contained in motor vehicle emissions.
In addition, the mass of pollutants in the atmosphere of the city transport flows is calculated.

4. Recommendations for the improvement of air quality near to the main sources of air
pollution
Recommendations for the improvement of air quality near to the main sources of air pollution were
developed for the conditions of atmospheric air of Togliatti city of Russia.
The authors have proposed a number of recommendations, the most important of which are:
- conducting long-line greenery near major highways (on the road sections with high rates of
emissions of pollutants);
- creating the conditions to reduce the amount of transit traffic passing through Togliatti city
(completion of construction of an interchange on the M5 and the construction of a bridge across the
Volga "Togliatti - Klimovka" other construction of bypass roads);
- early introduction of intelligent management system of road traffic flow by setting the video fixation
systems, which will optimize traffic, traffic management by means of computer-controlled traffic lights,
introduction of information technologies for traffic control which will to use the principle of "green wave"
to reduce downtime;
- improvement of monitoring system of air quality of Togliatti city;
- development and reconstruction of the road network of the city;
- systematic raids to control the toxicity of exhaust gases of cars on major highways in all areas of the
city;
- speed control of automobile transport on the streets.
Finally, maps of total emissions for each district of Togliatti city were developed. In fig. 1 map of total
emission of pollutants into atmosphere of Komsomolsky district of Togliatti city from automobile
transport flows is shown.

Fig. 1 - Map of total emission of pollutants into atmosphere of Komsomolsky district of Togliatti city from
automobile transport flows
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For the purpose of decrease of ecological risk levels during air pollutions impact also such approaches
may be used as decrease of the number and power of influence of sources of air emissions; increase
in efficiency of cleaning of emissions of air pollutants; actions for landscape gardening and greening of
the urban environment etc.

5. Conclusions
Ecological risk analysis of air pollutants impact to the health of population and to biosphere is
especially important in present conditions of state of urban territories pollution. Methods of estimation
of atmosphere air pollutants as a factor of ecological risks of urban territories are allowing to improve
the level of control of quality of air in urban territory and to assess the ecological danger degree.
Results of measurements of air pollution in conditions of Samara region of Russia are described. It is
possible to conclude that the air near the city district Togliatti highways with maximum traffic most is
highly polluted by carbon monoxide contained in motor vehicle emissions.
Recommendations for the improvement of air quality near to the main sources of air pollution were
developed for the conditions of atmospheric air of Togliatti city of Russia.
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Abstract

Chile is a country of disasters because, due to its geographic characteristics, it is often devastated by
earthquakes, tsunamis, floods and volcanic eruptions. These recurrent natural catastrophes have
conditioned the urban development of several cities, generating a constant destruction of the built
heritage. In response to this challenge, authorities have introduced regulatory instruments, oriented
basically by the country's seismic conditions. Other types of disasters, e.g. fire, constitute a serious
threat to cities, including areas of maximum cultural value such as the Historic Quarter of the Seaport
City of Valparaiso, protected as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. This situation has worsened in recent
years as a result of large fires that typically start in the urban-rural fringe and advance towards the city
hills. Our work focuses on the risk analysis as well as the consequences that this kind of fires entail for
the conservation of the patrimonial area of Valparaiso.
Keywords: built heritage, protection, fire risk, Valparaiso, urban-rural interface

1.

Valparaíso heritage value

Valparaíso, a Chilean city declared World Heritage Site (UNESCO, 2003), stands out for its unique
natural and cultural qualities. Its built heritage expresses not only in monumental buildings, port
facilities and public spaces, but also in the houses on the hills. This anonymous and everyday
architecture is essential to understand the landscape and the urban image as far as it reveals a
historical process that different geographic and social factors have conditioned.
Valparaíso was inscribed on the World Heritage List (27COM 8C.41) under the cultural criterion (iii):
"Valparaíso is an exceptional testimony to the early phase of globalisation in the late 19th century,
when it became the leading merchant port on the sea routes of the Pacific coast of South America.”
[1]. In addition to the to the port heritage values, Valparaiso has a unique cultural landscape that
started with the emplacement of the city in a singular geographical frame constituted by the bay, a
narrow coastal strip and a set of 42 hills that surround the coastal plain in an imposing natural
amphitheater. The characteristic landscape of the city reflects the process of adaptation to this
topographic structure and from the beginning of the urban process was a prominent quality both in
graphic and written descriptions. In the engravings of Spilbergen (1619) [2] and Ovalle (1646) [3], the
hills are protagonists of the urban image. The drawing of Spilbergen shows the bay of Valparaiso
surrounded by the ring of hills that define the complex topography of the urban site. The drawing of
Ovalle also gives prominence to the hills, highlighting the first buildings that climb the slopes.
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Fig. 1: Fragment of Planta de algunas Yslas, y puertos delas costas de Chile. Puerto de Valparaiso. In OVALLE,
Alonso de. Histórica relacion del reyno de Chile, Rome: Francisco Cavallo.1646. Courtesy of the John Carter
Brown Library at Brown University.

The built heritage and the urban landscape reflect the geographic context and the cultural dynamics
that influenced the evolution of the city. For this reason, the natural configuration of the site where
Valparaíso is located can explain some of the most remarkable features of the city. The set of cerros
(hills) around the bay compounds a natural hemicycle with panoramic views to the seascape that
constitute the origin of the promenades-viewpoints on the slopes and peaks. The proportions of the
narrow coastal strip - known as City Plan - explains the continuous work of landfills to expand the
urban area appropriating the sea dominion. These works were carried out in several stages, with the
period between 1848 and 1885 as one of the most relevant from the public investment point of view.
The expansion and consolidation of the flat sector of Valparaíso was carried out by means of filling
works, which used material coming from the hills and debris generated by the earthquakes.
That is then reason why several places that today are part of the urban area were part of the seashore
or underwater sectors in the past. The Plaza Orrego (now Plaza de la Victoria) was a beach
periodically whipped by the storms until 1840. In the vicinity of the Plaza Municipal (now Plaza
Echaurren) there was a huge pole to moor the ships. At the base of Concepcion hill existed a rocky
promontory that the ocean struck at high tides preventing the passage from the Port to the Almendral
neighborhood. In 1769, the ship Nuestra Señora de la Hermite shipwrecked in front of the site where
the Germanic Bank of South America was later built. Finally, another ship shipwrecked in 1851 in the
same place where the Severin Library was built. [4].
The location of the productive system of the city and the expansion of the urban area destined to port
facilities, as well as commercial and financial activities, transformed the coast. Simultaneously, the
expansion of the residential areas modeled the ravines and slopes of the hills. Before being occupied
with residential neighborhoods, the hills of Valparaiso served as refuge to the settlers when the pirates
attacked the city.
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Fig. 2: Fragment of Abbildung dess hafens der Statt S. Jacob, Valparisa genann. In JACOBI, Durch Paull (ed.):
Historische Beschreibung der wunderbarlichen Reyse. Franckfurt am Mayn [Frankfurt am Main]:Durch Paull
Jacobi, 1619. Illustration; appendix, plate 6. Librarian notes: “Text describes Valparaiso as being the harbor of the
town of San Jago, perhaps Santiago, 80 miles from Valparaiso. Spilbergen and his men arrived on June 12,
1615. In 1614 the Dutch East India Company and the States-General commissioned Joris van Spilbergen to sail
to the Moluccas via the Strait of Magellan. Valparaiso was founded by Juan de Saavedra in 1536. This work is
taken from Willem Corneliszoon Schouten, Journal ofte beschryvinghe van de wonderlicke reyse, Frankfurt a. M.,
1619. The appendix is translated from Joris van Spilbergen, Oost en West-Indische spiegel, Leiden, 1619.
Theodor de Bry's America. Pt. 11. German.”. Courtesy of the John Carter Brown Library at Brown University

The main geomorphological features of Valparaíso are terraces and hills formed by the erosive action
of the sea and deposits of material carried by the precipitation waters that go down from the peaks to
the flat sector of the city. These natural water courses have generated deep hollows in between the
hills. The hills face the sea through cliffs and steep slopes that the action of the sea and the wind
transform constantly. This configuration has limited the urban expansion and explains the existence of
ascensores (funiculars) to connect the Plan and the hills. Ascensores are important symbols of identity
[4] and basic references of the urban landscape.
At the beginning of the 18th century, streams of water flew through the ravines feeding the vegetation
that covered the slopes with native species such as Litre, Boldo, Peumo, Patagua, Arrayán, Quillay
and Chilean palm (Jubaea Chilensis); The result was a fertile landscape that explains the place name
of Valparaíso (Paradise Valley). The forest logging, with the aim of clearing land to install new
neighborhoods, modified the form of the hills and softened the ravines in a landscape transformation
process that constitutes one of the main characteristics of the historical evolution of the city.
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Fig. 3: Valparaiso. In FEUILLÉE, Louis. Journal des observations physiques, mathematiques, et botaniques ...,
Paris: Rue S. Jacques, chez Pierre Giffart, Libraire, Graveur du Roy, & de l'Académie Royale de Peinture & de
Sculpture.1714. Plate; vol. 1, following p. 388. Courtesy of the John Carter Brown Library at Brown University.

Valparaiso‟s heritage is the result of the conjunction between urban development and economic
progress. The city is a commercial, fishing and military port. Each of these categories influenced the
social, cultural and economic evolution of the built neighborhoods in the plan as well as the hills. In the
beginning, Valparaíso was a small settlement spontaneously created, just as it happened with other
American ports. It as far as it was not founded, it was not traced like a city. In the colonial period, the
port activity, the fortifications that provided a military character to the town, and some religious
foundations, particularly Franciscans and Jesuits, sustained the slow development.
Nineteenth century was the period of greatest demographic and economic growth, when Valparaiso
was one of the main ports in the sea routes that communicated Europe with the coast of the Pacific
Ocean through Cabo de Hornos or across the Strait of Magellan. An important indicator is that
between 1810 and 1822, the urban population increased from 5,500 to 16,000 inhabitants, with a
floating population of more than 3,000 Chilean and foreign sailors, placing Valparaíso as the second
city of the country. In the mid-nineteenth century, Valparaiso consolidated its character as the gateway
to immigration in Chile. English, German, French, Italian, Yugoslav and American technicians and
workers came to work in the most promising port in the South Pacific. [5]
The arrival of immigrants and the scarcity of land in the Plan generated the first urban expansion to
the hills. This new way of settlement gave rise to a characteristic landscape in the city as a result of
the construction of neighborhoods charged with the cultural values and traditions that the immigrants
brought with them. These values included construction techniques and building typologies.
The hills landscape is quite rich and varied as far as every hill morphology reflects a functional
specialization. Cerro Artillería, for example, received his name because of the artillery barracks that
the army built in the summit in 1887. Due to a strategic position, the hill had been a defensive place
since colonial times. In 1594 stands on its top the oldest fortification of the city. In 1893 the
municipality builds an ascensor in order to improve the people access to the hill and to communicate
the hill with the Plan. After the 1906 earthquake, Neoclassical and Neogothic style chalets were built.
In 1911, the Paseo 21 de Mayo was built. It is a traditional promenade-balcony of the city [6].

Fig. 4: Valparaíso. In BOLOÑA, Nicanor. Álbum de planos de las principales ciudades y puertos de Chile.
Santiago de Chile: Dir. General de Obras Públicas, Of. de Geografía y Minas, 1896. Plano nº 7.
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The English families that settled in Cerro Alegre rised a neighborhood of detached houses with
gardens, enhancing the colorful image of the first group of inhabitants and inspiring the name of Cerro
Alegre (Happy Hill). Cerro Concepcion is adjacent to Cerro Alegre. Here it was where the British
railroad engineer and architect William Lloyd built the Anglican church of Saint Paul. It was
inaugurated in 1858, and in 1979 it was declared Historical Monument. [7]. In 1897 the German
Evangelical Church was built. Both temples met the religious needs of English and German
immigrants living in Valparaiso. They are landmarks of the urban landscape and their high towers
enable the location of these neighborhoods amidst the rest of the hills.
Cerro Panteón announces itself as a place associated to the funerary architecture because its wide
upper plain is occupied with the three oldest cemeteries of the city. In 1825, when the first of them was
installed, the incipient city was far from the hill, occupying the territory included between Aduana and
Echaurren squares and the space where Sotomayor Square would rise later. A wide and uninhabited
plateau was chosen to build the cemeteries as it was safe from the streams that frequently flooded the
slopes, ravines and plain of the city [8].
Cerro Bellavista is a particular case of urban expansion linked to a strong transformation of the
geographical structure. In 1832 the rock Peñón del Cabo was dynamited. It was a geographical
obstacle that prevented the connection between the central area of Valparaíso and El Almendral, a
large population located in the northern sector of the urban site. Cerro Bellavista is part of the
surroundings of the extensive El Almendral neighborhood and the name (beautiful view) refers to the
wide prospects that you can enjoy from the streets and the stairs of the hill.
By the end of the nineteenth century, the growing occupation of the hills showed that there families of
high economic and social level had settled. Big detached housing typologies manifested their wealth.
The prominence of the neighbors explains the installation of the first funicular service that started in
Valparaiso. In 1883, Ascensor Concepción was inaugurated, giving access to the Gervasoni and
Atkinson promenades, urban references of the amphitheater status of the port hills.
A set of 28 funiculars [9] was built to communicate to the hills with the plain and link two characteristic
landscapes of the city: the seascape of the coastal plain and the hills. The funiculars, besides working
as transport system, are viewpoints in movement, and during the trip it is possible to enjoy the
magnificent spectacle of the port, that unfolds slowly as passengers advance towards the top of the
hill.
The urban, economic and social trajectory of Valparaíso interrupted as violently in 1906 when an
earthquake caused enormous human and material damages. The opening of the Panama Canal in
1914 and the consequent decline of the port of Valparaiso explain the commercial depression of the
city and its neighborhoods. This situation sharpened as time passed. The economic crisis of 1929
initiates the industries exodus from Valparaiso to Santiago, beginning a period of depression that has
not been reverted yet. In this context, a spontaneous growth occupation in extensive areas of the hills
takes place, with precarious housing and deficient urbanization.
Today, the hills of Valparaíso, with its hillsides hidden by innumerable multicolored houses that do not
show any order, is one of the most symbolic and seductive images of the city. In the hills, the streets
are stairs and the promenades are viewpoints to the landscape. In this sense, it is important to
emphasize that the urban landscape is one of Valparaiso's main heritage values because as far as it
is a dynamic expression of the city's history and its inhabitants. On the other hand, changes in the hills
occupation patterns - developed in dense groups with low-income population - light and combustible
construction materials and the absence of basic urban services, generates an area of permanent risk
that, besides damaging these fragile sectors, represents a big threat to the close neighborhoods.

2.

The threat of fire on heritage

Valparaiso is a very vulnerable city to fire risk. Several circumstances contribute to this situation:
Firstly, the city is located in a coastal strip of Mediterranean climate with dry summers, winds that can
easily reach 40 km per hour and sclerophyllous vegetation. Secondly, the rural-urban interface is
constituted by forest plantations. Finally, neighborhoods with houses constructed of combustible
materials have occupied the slopes and ravines. These factors are determinants in the proliferation of
fires that have happened frequently throughout the urban historian, increasing in magnitude and
dangerousness during the last decades.
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A close look at these fires allows us to recognize the changes in nature, origin and destructive power.
Thus, the two large fires that ravaged the city in the middle of the nineteenth century (1843) and the
beginning of the twentieth century (1906), fundamentally affected central sectors of the city in the
Plan. However, as building materials and fire response services improved after the fire of 1843 (when
the city's fire service was created in 1851) there was a decline in the importance and extension of fires
in the city center. Subsequently, the strong urban expansion that happened in the twentieth century,
particularly during its second half, led to a progressive occupation of the ravines and slopes of the hills
surrounding the Plan. This circumstance, together with the progressive reforestation of the hills for
logging, constitutes the main cause that will explain contemporary fires.

Fig. 5: Plano de Valparaíso (después del terremoto de 1906). In RODRÍGUEZ, Alfredo and GAJARDO, Carlos:
La catástrofe del 16 de Agosto de 1906 en la república de Chile. Santiago de Chile: Imprenta y Litografía
Barcelona.1906. Courtesy of Memoria Chilena.

The large mass of flammable material in houses, mainly built of wood in dense clusters, together with
the dense vegetation cover in agricultural and forestry land near the urban-rural interface (Davis,
1990), will determine the magnitude and extent of the fires. Most of the fires in critical areas of
occurrence (either arson or negligent) have their origin in the margins of rural roads or on agricultural
land where stubble burns during the summer period [10]. The fire rapidly spreads to the forest
masses, where it increases in magnitude and progresses rapidly, supported by steep topography (>
50%), high temperatures (> 27ºC), low relative humidity (<35%) and presence of wind, until arriving at
the self-constructed slums in the tops of hills, slopes and ravines. From there, the fire continues to
reach even beyond Camino de la Pólvora Road reaching, just as it happened recently, the immediate
vicinity of Avenida Alemania (≈125 meters above sea level), threatening the integrity of the town. In
the fire advance, areas with high density of vegetation cover, high slopes and densely populated areas
are particularly vulnerable.
Researchers such as Castillo [11] have analyzed fire records in Valparaíso in recent decades. The
region concentrates the highest number of urban-forest interface fires in Chile. During the period
between 1997 and 2010, 3.824 fires (an average of 273 per year) took place in the north-central area
of the municipalities of Valparaíso and Viña del Mar, affecting 5.720 hectares. The average is 115,78
fires/year/100km2. This figure is well above the regional averages (17,88 fires/year/100km2) and
national averages (3,37 fires/year/100km2) [12].
The most serious fire both by extension and by destruction that happened in the history of Valparaiso
was that of 2014, in which 15 people died, 965 Ha (1.113 Ha according to other sources [13]) burned
and 2900 houses dissapeared. This catastrophe had an unprecedented size and is an obvious
example of the risk derived from this interface fire where all the triggers contribute to the formation of a
large fire. The fire was an antecedent to alert about the vulnerability of Valparaiso in the face of these
phenomena and to show the high danger of fires of high intensity and high speed of propagation, as it
was in this case. Unfortunately, though different authors had warned about fire vulnerability in areas of
the Urban-rural interface, mainly due to the lack of preventive measures, the fact is that there has
been no significant progress in this matter [14]. On the other hand, it must be admitted that, except in
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the case of the distorting effect of 2014 fire, the average size of fires has decreased significantly in the
central Chile area since the beginning of the century.

Fig. 6: Incendio de Valparaíso. 15 Marzo 1843. In GAY, Claude: Historia física y política de Chile según
documentos adquiridos en esta república durante doce años de residencia en ella y publicada bajo los auspicios
del supremo gobierno. Paris: Chile, en el Museo de historia natural de Santiago, En casa del autor.1854, Atlas
v.1. Plate nº 2. Courtesy of Missouri Botanical Garden.

Several studies have provided measures to prevent and control these fires. The creation of buffer
strips of 800 to 1000 meters of minimum width, depending on various factors, between rural and urban
lands, has been formulated by authors such as Adriaensen, et al. [15]. Other measures are: Removal
of dwellings in danger areas such as flood bottoms, steep slopes or difficult access areas, installation
of efficient hydrant network, creation of access roads for fire trucks, control of uncontrolled landfills,
control of vegetation with the creation of perimeter firewalls and periodic management of the vegetal
mass [16], implementation and monitoring of compliance with fire protection regulations in the
construction of houses, development of Civil protection and evacuation plans, awareness campaigns
and training of the local population in the incorporation of prevention activities. All these measures
have been recurrently raised by the scientific literature.
In addition to the obvious danger that fires pose to the inhabitants and homes, as well as the urgency
that exists to take measures to prevent the spread of fires in the hills of Valparaíso, it is also
necessary to consider the efficient protection of the most valuable patrimonial areas of the city. This
risk has been partially analyzed in the MAR VASTO project (Risk Management in Valparaíso) [17],
which studies the impact of earthquake, tsunami, fire and landslide hazards and vulnerability on three
historic Valparaíso (La Matriz, the Sisters of Divine Providence and San Francisco) and a pilot set of
buildings in the historic area of Cerro Cordillera, establishing guidelines for urban planning. In relation
to the fire hazard, the project assesses about the type of construction of the buildings in the historic
center and their vulnerability to fire by using of wood as a construction material. It analyzes, as
background, the 2007 fire at Serrano Street, in the center of the UNESCO protected area, produced
by a gas leak, estimating that "fire risk is the most dangerous and common catastrophe in the urban
area" [18]. The precariousness of the electrical and gas installation, vandalism, "lack of education" and
the presence of fires in the surrounding forest areas are considered the main causes of this risk. Other
contributing factors are: constant wind, tortuous and narrow streets and entrances, the use of wood as
a construction material and insufficient water pressure in hydrants. The accumulation of combustible
material in the port areas constitutes another causal factor. The project proposes the detection of the
most fire-prone areas in Valparaíso by considering the risk based on a series of parameters: road,
vegetation cover, slope exposure, property fragmentation and property surface. As a result, a fire risk
plan is obtained with the most prone areas to suffer, verifying the model by checking two fires
produced prior to the design. However, this model is not concerned with analyzing the potential threat
to patrimonial areas from fires originating from the urban-rural interface.
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Fig. 7: Map showing the city of Valparaíso, highlighting the area declared World Heritage Site (UNESCO, 2003)
and the buffer area around it. 1906 and 2014 fire affected areas have aslo been highlighted. Source: the authors.

After the experience of the fire of 2014, the need to rethink fire prevention and control model seems to
be clear. Fires of the interface must ne considered a real threat on the old part of the city. This
catastrophe affected urban areas located at a lower level than Germany Avenue (which follows the
approximate course of quota 125), which constitutes the eastern apex of the buffer zone of the
Heritage Site World of Valparaiso. The western front of advance of the flames reached heights of less
than 60 msnm. (In the vicinity of Sta. Elena Street), affecting the surroundings of the Plan of the city. If
a similar fire had reached the urban area in the sector, it would have affected the area declared World
Heritage Site.
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3.

Conclusions

In Valparaíso, considering the close and particular relationship between the natural context and the
constructed context, it is essential to recognize the importance of the landscape as a result of the
action of man over the territory along time; In this sense, it is imperative to recognize the link between
heritage and historic urban landscape, a concept which, as stated by UNESCO in its Records of the
General Conference, 36th session, Paris refers to " The historic urban landscape is the urban area
understood as the result of a historic layering of cultural and natural values and attributes, extending
beyond the notion of “historic centre” or “ensemble” to include the broader urban context and its
geographical setting." This document also indicates that "This wider context includes notably the site’s
topography, geomorphology, hydrology and natural features, its built environment, both historic and
contemporary, its infrastructures above and below ground, its open spaces and gardens, its land use
patterns and spatial organization, perceptions and visual relationships, as well as all other elements of
the urban structure. It also includes social and cultural practices and values, economic processes and
the intangible dimensions of heritage as related to diversity and identity.” [19]
From this perspective, the geographical context and its manifestation both in the urban landscape and
in the built heritage are the same reality. The hills of Valparaíso constitute the geographical frame and,
at the same time, they are the basic structure of the singular urban image of the city. On the other
hand, when analyzing the process of urban development of Valparaíso, it is noticed that the
geographical context has been determinant for the conformation of the city and its neighborhoods.
Similarly, the urban image, from its earliest representations, shows the integration between the city
and the natural environment, expressed in the conjunction between the architecture, the Plan and the
hills.
However, despite its importance for reading and understanding the urban heritage of Valparaiso, the
protection actions do not consider the surrounding landscape. This is particularly worrying in fire risk
management because in the territory bordering the heritage area relies the greatest threat and fires
have been progressing towards the historic center. In this sense, it is important to remember that fire
risk has changed with respect to previous situations because the occupation of the urban-rural
interface, added to the effect of climate change, has increased the frequency and magnitude of these
disasters.
On the other hand, in addition to recommending actions to contain the fire risk such as those
mentioned in this work, it is important to relate the protection of the historic center to the protection of
the whole urban set, including the cordon of hills, as it is necessary to preserve the natural
amphitheater as a homogeneous landscape. This argument is based on conceptual reasons (the
landscape structure is indissociable) and also on practical grounds, since the threat to the hills, even
those furthest from the patrimonial area of the city, is also a threat to the protected area as far as both
them form a territorial continuum.
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Abstract
The process of conserving architectural heritage is a societal perquisite and a necessity for this
generation, for it brings together the past, present and the future that is passed by generations to
strengthen the existing civilizations. Heritage is what best portrays identity and originality, and is
considered the first mark of civilizations that dominated then perished in the area of the
architectural heritage across Jordan and Saudi Arabia; our study focus, their architectural heritage
is found to be a distinguished art and a legacy that differ from the rest of the region by its variations
as a result of the many historic eras that both countries have witnessed. This paper will address the
issue of conserving architecture and urban heritage and its development within the Jordanian and
Saudi experience, which is characterized by its abundance and diversity. The paper will review the
concepts of development of the process of preserving architectural heritage, where not only the
customary processes were approached but the community and environment were included as well.
The primary research question is determined by the nature of the factors that influence the
attainment of the architectural and urban preservation approach, which will be stated at the end of
this study. The paper at hand presume that any city acquires its architectural character from the
consistency and harmony between its components over various successive eras, hence, one of the
most important and notable projects that was implemented in southern Jordan and northwestern
Saudi Arabia will be examined, this project is connected to the preservation of architectural and
urban heritage as well as the rehabilitation of these areas, an analysis of the steps of execution of
selected models that include the most important of these areas will be conducted. The paper aims
to identify the components that ensure that the preservation process is auspicious and interactive
with the surrounding environment in a sustainable and satisfactory by the onlookers. This study will
adopt the descriptive analytical method with which information will be collected, field visits,
photographs and personal interviews with the concerned parties will be used. The acquired data
will be analyzed to introduce results and recommendations.
Key words:
Preserving and developing heritage, urban heritage, architectural heritage, conserving heritage in
southern Jordan, conserving heritage in northwestern Saudi Arabia.
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Introduction:
Conserving architectural heritage is a community requirement in this era, it joins the past, future
and the present that has been passed through generations and carried to fortify current
civilizations. Heritage represents the identity and originality and is considered the imprint of the
civilizations that ruled and perished in this region. A variety of strategies has been followed to
preserve heritage, organizations that support this case multiplied, among these organizations is
UNESCO, which held many conferences and seminars and implemented plans on the ground that
are connected to this issue. Jordan and Saudi Arabia were amongst the first countries to have such
projects to revive the copious architectural heritage dispersed on their lands in all of provinces.
The follower of the architectural heritage in southern Jordan and northwestern Saudi Arabia – the
study focus – finds in its heritage a distinguished art and a legacy that is characterized from the rest
of the region by its diversity resulting from the different historic eras the region witnessed, it is
observed that the urban architectural heritage regions come with individual formations as a natural
result of the area’s topography together with the origins of the residents, which earned the
heritage the feature of unique formation and a distinguished architectural style.
Research Problem
The grandeur and beauty of any place is derived from the interaction of residents with the history
and the legacy of their environment, which is a result of the strong determinative relationship
between the human, heritage and the surrounding environment, and that is exactly what we
witness in the region of Jordan and Saudi Arabia, which is considered living examples of the deeprootedness of the attended heritage, which gave the region a distinguished character, in light of the
new architectural developments and the utilized techniques in the science of conserving
architectural and urban heritage. Jordan and Saudi Arabia were granted the opportunity to
implement a group of projects related to conserving their primary traditional and urban landmarks,
however, what is the extent of the local community’s involvement in this process, and have these
projects been applied in a manner that achieve sustainable development where the project meets
the aesthetic and functional purposes of its implementation? Hence, the research problem is
determined by the need to involve the development concepts in the processes of urban and
architectural heritage in the Arab World by studying the most important applied projects related to
preservation in Jordan and Saudi Arabia alike.
2.1 Research Objectives:
This part of the paper includes:
The study of the most important projects implemented in southern Jordan and northwestern Saudi
Arabia in the field of preserving architectural and urban heritage in addition to the rehabilitation of
the regions, and conducting an analysis for the steps of execution for selected models that include
the most Important areas.
Identifying the components that makes the preservation process successful and interactive with the
surrounding environment in a sustainable and accepted manner by observers.
Highlighting the importance of preserving architectural heritage and its role in improving the local
community and its characteristics that play a role in increasing the aesthetic and functional value,
and its reuse and employment to attract observers from the outside.
And to be able to achieve the main goal, the theoretical framework will be implemented, and
displaying several successful applied projects.
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3.1 Research questions and hypotheses
This study assumes that any city obtains its architectural style through the unison and consistency
of its components over the different successive eras, and the process of architectural preservation
is an essential requirement for this consistency to continue to accomplish development in the
surrounding environment. This paper presents inquiries and offers answers in results and
recommendations, these inquiries include: what are the factors that affect the success of the
process of architectural and urban preservation? And is introducing the element of sustainable
development assists in increasing the chances of success?
4.1 Methodology
The paper will depend on the following to achieve its objectives:
Theoretical study, stage of collecting data:
The descriptive analytical method will be employed, where the most important Jordanian and Saudi
experiences of architectural preservation process will be presented and displayed, and the
distinguishing characteristics of the applied projects will be discussed, in addition to its role in the
development of the regions where the projects exist.
Practical study:
To obtain factual and real information, several tools will be employed in the field work including
observation, photography and conducting personal interviews with the concerned parties, down to
the conclusion and final recommendations. The necessary plans of the process of analysis in
addition to the photographs that describe those projects were reviewed.
The detailed topics that will be presented in the paper have been divided according to a clear and
successive structure, the research plan will include:
First section: Preserving heritage: what it is, its importance and application.
Second section: Architectural heritage in Jordan and Saudi Arabia during the prehistoric period to
the current period.
Third section: Jordanian experiences in the process of architectural heritage preservation in the
southern region.
Fourth section: Saudi experiences in the process of architectural heritage preservation in the
northwestern region.
Fifth section: Results and conclusions.
2 Preserving Heritage
The process of preserving heritage is considered as one of the components to display successive
civilizations for any nation, and to highlight its development stages through different eras. Heritage
is considered a fundamental fortune for any civilization, for it embodies its history and reflects its
particularities, since it is the tool that convey the peculiar identity and the roots of the civilization.
Conserving heritage is associated with protecting and maintaining monuments, landmarks and
historical sites and keeping traditional landmarks, the way they were received, without any changes
or alterations that affect their essence, or any damage that causes their deformation, and
preventing them from being smuggled or stolen, in addition to reviving this legacy considering it the
background of our cultural formation, by revealing, maintaining and restoring it through scientific
approaches, or by collecting, displaying, introducing and studying it. (Al Maliki, 2004).
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2.1 The importance of preserving heritage
Heritage together with its types is considered the foundation of civilization and its past, it is the
cornerstone and the axis that helps the wheel of evolution to turn. The process of preserving
heritage is a major contributor in strengthening the knowledge obtained from different sciences.
The importance of heritage lies in its role in giving each nation its identity that distinguishes it from
other nations, and offers it an inveterate history that gives pride to any nation, and what is even
greater that this history contributed in impacting and developing other nations, heritage that exists
in a region is not just for a specific nation but it is a legacy for humanity. (Rhyne, 1995)Heritage
carries within it lessons that strengthen its role in modern life, and is considered a fundamental
knowledge source that convey religious, social and historical values that represent the interaction
between people and their environment, and that can be used as a source for income in the region,
since heritage is considered a significant element that attracts tourists and provides job
opportunities for residents.
2.2 Conserving architectural heritage
There are several approaches that are used in dealing with archaeological structures, they differ
depending on the condition of the structure, and they require an attentive and thorough
understanding from those who work in the field of monument protection and preservation to
achieve the desired outcomes. Among the most important available approaches the following: (Al
Dweik, 1993)
Maintenance: the process of limiting damage that happened to the building or preventing its
occurrence, this process is done periodically and when unexpected damages take place, so that the
damage does not get worse or increase. Maintenance is a primary component when it comes to
prolonging the life of a building and giving it the best appearance.
Repair: means to save the archaeological building from collapsing by replacing some of its parts,
which requires the use of materials identical or similar to the original construction materials used in
the archaeological building, while keeping in mind the importance of preserving the building’s
architectural concept.
Rebuilding: the rarest available process, which is considered the last resort and the only means due
to the fall or collapse of some parts of the building and that leaves no other options. There are
some examples of this approach including rebuilding the center of Munich and Warsaw using the
exact same architectural style when those cities were destroyed during wars.
Restoration: the process of handling deformations that happen to the archaeological structure due
to either natural causes or human interventions, and it requires getting rid of those factors and
restoring the building to its first image without bestowing a hint of renewal on the building.
Rehabilitation: to use the building for a certain function to ensure the continuation of life in it,
because the beginning of the destruction of any building is abandoning it. Rehabilitation might
require some adjustments done to the building to match the new function, and that leads us to the
next approach, renovation.
Renovation: the renovation process depends basically on adding new elements such as electricity,
elevators, fire escapes, air conditioning and others. However, this might give an impression that is
different from the nature of the archaeological building, and that is the main reason as to why
these renovations processes must be conducted carefully, or otherwise it may cause the
deformation of the archaeological structure instead of preserving it and its archaeological value.
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3 Architectural heritage in Jordan and Saudi Arabia during the prehistoric period to the current
period.
Jordan is located in south western Asia, and mediates the southern part of the Levant region
located to the north east of Saudi Arabia. Jordan is positioned between the longitudes 59⁰ to 31
east and latitudes 34⁰.52 to 39⁰.15 north, and it occupies a special location between the continents.
As for Saudi Arabia, it is located in southwestern Asia, and it comprises the largest part of the
Arabian Peninsula, with an area of approximately 2 million square kilometers. Saudi Arabia is
bordered by Jordan and Iraq to the north and Kuwait to the north west.
3.1 Architectural heritage in Jordan
The topography in Jordan varies with deserts, highlands and mountains covering most of its
terrain, and with this variation the historical and architectural heritage varies as well through
successive eras, and the following is a summary of each:
Prehistoric era: among its notable monuments, Ain Ghazal, an archaeological site that dates back to
the Pre-Pottery (Neolithic Era), located in the north western part of Amman, the site was
discovered in 1974 during excavation works of a main road. This archaeological site occupies an
area of nearly 120 acers, which makes it the largest site of the Neolithic Era in the Near East. It can
be divided into 3 main parts: the line of the western upper edge, mid plain that is divided into 2
parts (south agricultural field and tiered plain) and the western plain adjacent to the highway. (Al
Nimri, 2002)
Roman and Byzantines: perhaps what can reveal how civilized Jordan was during the reign of the
Romans and Byzantines is the amount of the monuments and landmarks that remained standing
over the years, and covers many areas in different parts in Jordan, where we can find a great
number of edifices and structures including basaltic churches and mosaic floors that depict the
cities and the lives of people during that time. Among the main areas that is best known for its
history is the city of Madaba. The most important Roman monuments existing to this day is the
Roman Theater, located in Amman and dating back to the reign of the Roman Emperor Antonius
Pius.
Islamic Arab Reign: during the Umayyad era, the Umayyads built a great palace on the Citadel Hill,
and Amman became an administrative center, where the prince lived, coins were manufactured
(coining) and its garrison watched the road of trade caravans and guarded the Pilgrimage route in
addition to reservoirs such as Zizia and Al Qastal. Jordan became a part of the state of the Ayyubid
throughout the Fatimid era, where it witnessed great stability, as for the Ottoman era, Jordan
became a part of the administrative divisions in Syria, and during this stage the Hijaz Railway was
established, which passed through most areas of Jordan.
3.2 Architectural heritage in Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia is full with a number of archaeological and historical sites, which are but an indicator
of the region’s history and roots that recounts the most fascinating stories throughout different
historical periods. Saudi Arabia possesses deep-rooted civilizational legacy extending since the
stone age through other historical periods and the Islamic era, in addition to the most exquisite
prosperous areas both culturally and architecturally represented by forts, palaces, military
installations and old buildings.
Discoveries and archaeological excavations confirmed that the human settlement in Saudi Arabia
dates back to approximately a million years as indicated by the early stone age monuments found
in Alshuayhtia in Al Jawf region, as for the monuments of the middle stone age that dates back to
50,000 B.C, they were found in Jabba in Ha’il and AbarHumma in Najran. Other monuments were
found that go back to the later stone age that dates to 10,000 B.C in the eastern region in addition
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to Al Jawf and Ha’il, there are other archaeological sites in Saudi Arabia that date back to the Ubaid
period approximately 5,000 to 3,500 B.C.(Alansari, 2002).
Although the Islamic Caliphate center was moved from the Arabian Peninsula, it witnessed a
cultural prosperity in both the Umayyad and Abbasid eras in addition to other eras. Many parts of
the Arabian Peninsula were subjected to the reign of many states following the Abbasid Caliphate
such the Ayyubid state and others, and other states opposed to the Abbasid Caliphate including the
Fatimid state and more. There are some landmarks in Alhijr region that go back to Islamic eras such
as Alhijr Castle that was built during the Abbasid era, some alterations and additions were done
through the following periods, and the Hijaz Railway station, which was amongst the main stations
on this road that extends from Damascus to Medina. (Alansari, 2002).
4 Jordan experiences in the process of architectural heritage preservation in the southern region
It is no secret that Jordan accommodates many historical sites, some archaeological and others
traditional, and several mausoleums and tombs of the companions. This distinct combination rich
with different classes and its distribution to include several fields in the country including public
institutions, ministries and private institutions is but an indication of the existence of many parties
that can participate in preserving the heritage and historic buildings in Jordan.
4.1 Al Karak experience
Al Karak is considered one of the most important historic cities in Jordan, however, it is faced with a
fundamental challenge, which is to regain the urban centralization within the regional surrounding,
and that is the main reason that led to implementing a project through an organized program that
aims to arrange corporeal procedures and others that intend to set up buildings’ occupancy within
this city. The targeted part in this program is Al Karak city center with an area of 500 m², and it
focuses on strengthening the urban aspect of the city and restoring a group of heritage buildings
located in the southwest part, the other segment of the program is regarding the establishment of
a path inside the historic space of the facility that will be called “heritage path”. This path portrays
the pinnacle of Al Karak city heritage development project, where the visitor is given the
opportunity to be a part of the heritage scene, and by walking through this path, the visitor will also
interact with the local community. The path starts from the Pond Square through the adjacent
Square Historic Tower passing through Althalaja and Alshahabia streets above the square, then
going up the stairs and alleys to finally reach the tiled square of the castle and its historic buildings.
The development plan also includes running and organizing parking lots via special procedures that
include creating 51 booths allocated for parking along Alhussain commercial street, that in addition
to upgrading the ambient street network and developing an inclusive traffic program in the historic
center.
4.2 Wadi Rum visiting center
This experience is among the unique experiences in Jordan, a project by the architect RasimBadran
in Wadi Rum, located in southwestern Jordan. This site is characterized by its splendid view and
unparalleled topography, which dates back to many past eras, in addition to its being among the
unique natural historic sites in the region. The project has an area of approximately 12240 m² and
was built in 1999. Wadi Rum center was established to provide a protected main entrance to the
area, and include all the activities that interest tourists, local community and businessmen, an
information center, a service center as well as showrooms were built to meet this objective. All
tours starts from the center to all different parts of Wadi Rum, where the center includes the
course of the trips and tours regarding maps, cars, directions and the tour guide. The purpose of
Wadi Rum center is not merely to protect nature and livestock, but to offer the local community
the opportunity to work through protecting the environment. The project is comprised of the main
entrance, ticket booth, several nature shops, a restaurant in addition to the administration and
various conference rooms.`
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Figure(1),Top view of the project and how its interaction with the surrounding environment,
(Authers.2015).

Figure(2), The project plans in addition to the main elevation (Anthers, 2016)
4.3 Founding King’s Palace – Ma’an
The Founding King’s Palace is one of the palaces that are called a palace even though it was not
built for that purpose, however, it was used by the Hashemite Family. The Palace was originally one
of the administrative buildings of the Ma’an railway station, built in 1908, and was occupied by
Prince Abdullah I when he arrived to Ma’an on November 21st, 1920 as a representative of his
brother Faisal I King of the Arab Kingdom of Syria, to work on liberating the Syrian lands following
the events of the Battle of Maysaloun. This edifice has become a command center and headquarter
that His Majesty named “National Defense Center”, and from this center the journey of the
foundation of the Jordanian State on 28 of February, 1921 towards Amman. This site is currently
renovated under the name “Founding King’s Palace” to become an incorporated national museum
that describes a momentous historical era that starts from the Great Arab Revolt to the day of
founding the Jordanian State.
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Figure(3), Founder King Palace - Ma'an, (Authers, 2015)

The basic materials used in the construction of the palace are stone and brick, the palace is
comprised of a single building, surrounded by 5 buildings; the boiler building, administrative offices,
guest house, desalination plant, services building and the site exhibition. This site is of historical and
cultural importance due to the founding king stay in the palace, and because it reflects a significant
historical era in the history of Jordan ( the period of founding the Emirate of Transjordan). Reuse
process of the building started in 2007 by the Jordanian Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities. The
process included removing some damaged parts and their restoration, maintaining some parts like
stairs and adding blocks to serve the new purpose of the building, adjustments included cleaning
floors and ceilings, strengthening the ceilings and installation of bricks, removing the exterior
plaster, removing old windows and doors and repairing them. When the renovation process is
completed, the building will be used as a historical museum that contains: a health unit, King
Abdullah I car gallery, an internet café in addition to the building for the caretaker and for tickets.
4 Saudi experiences in the process of architectural heritage preservation in the northwestern
region.
Saudi Arabia is rich with a unique and diverse urban heritage that is comprised of 3 main elements:
cities and old neighborhoods, traditional villages and urban landmarks. These elements are
reflected through the different architectural styles and designs of buildings and their decorations
(Al Zahrani, 2012)
4.1 Al Hijaz Railway
The establishment of Al Hijaz Railway took place in May 1st, 1900, the inauguration of the railway
connecting Damascus and Daraa was on September 1st, 1900. The project’s purpose was that
stations should be close to one another, a station was built every 20 km or less, in order to guard
the railway that pass through secluded areas with no civilized communities nearby in addition to
providing water and a place for lodging. The most important stations were Amman, Tabuk and
Medina stations.
The three countries where the railway passed through agreed to establish a new wide railway to
connect them together, and plans were made regarding this project and the results were favorable,
that until it was decided that each of the countries should complete the part of the railway within
its borders at their own expense. A committee was formed under the name “Rerunning the Hijaz
Railway Committee” that includes members from the three involved countries.
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Figure(4),Hijaz Railway Station - Tabuk (Authers,2015)
As for Saudi Arabia, several stations and their facilities were rehabilitated, most notably the
renovation and restoration of Medina station to be turned into a museum that is comprised of
several halls that recounts the Islamic history through different eras, it also includes a workshop for
repairing train wagons in addition to a display of the history of Al Hijaz Railway. The 16 buildings
comprising Mada’inSalih station were restored. (Al Riyad, 2015)

4.2 Alaznm Castle
Alaznm Castle is located in Alaznm Valley in Saudi Arabia, and is considered one of the castles in
northeastern region of the kingdom. Two types of stones were used alternately in its building; the
first is light colored sandstone and the second is dark mountain stone. For the roofing tamarix and
palm were used, the plaster used to cement the rocks was brought from Median Island using the
boats docked in the Gulf of Aqaba. (Al Awfi, 2015).
The different parts of the castle are characterized by their stability and splendor, it includes four
perpendicular walls, and at each of the four corners of the structure there is a slatted tower from
the outside, and each tower is comprised of two floors. At the southern wall there is a large Iwan
roofed using three crossed vaults.

Figure(5). One of the outer wall towers before and after the process of restoration, (Awfi, 2015)
4.3 Marid Castle in Dumat Al Jandal
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The Marid Castle is a historic fortified castle located in the city of Dumat Al Jandal that dates back
to the 1st century AD. The castle is originally rectangular in shape, however, it is oval-shaped now. It
is comprised of two floors, the first built from stones and the second form mud, there are four
conical towers that were created at different times, each is approximately 12 meters in height.
Within the castle there are several wells in addition to rooms for guards, archery and surveillance.
The castle is surrounded by a great stone wall with many openings used for surveillance, the wall
has two entrances; from the south and from the north. Some parts of the castle were rebuilt
between 1416 AH and 1423 AH. The visitor of the castle needs about half an hour to climb to the
top of the castle through a stairway that includes 1,000 twisted stairs. Excavations in 1976 revealed
Nabataen and Roman pottery that date back to the 1st and 2nd centuries AD. The excavation team
finished its work in the eastern part of the castle in addition to the wall. (Al Sudairy, 2005)The castle
is among the most important landmarks in Saudi Arabia.

Figure(6),Almared Palace, Jandal - North Saudi Arabia (Sudairy, 2005)
Some of the parts were rebuilt, however, the majority of the structure remained in the same
condition when the castle was built. The original shape of the castle is a rectangle, and some
additions were made including conical towers that were built in later times, the lower part of those
towers was made from stone, whereas the upper part was made from mud.
5. Conclusions:
The process of preserving urban heritage does not only mean the restoration of historic buildings
but it also includes development actions for the environment, the residents and the local
community, and it is concerned primarily in sustainable development that involves locals, visitors
and the historic buildings in this process.
The new function assigned to heritage buildings does not burden it, but it is a way to conserving the
building and creating an inexhaustible source of funding in addition to supporting the heritage area
as a place to assemble different artistic and cultural activities.
Developing heritage must be done in ways that ensure representing the values, history and the
culture of the society. Planned development of these sites can contribute in increasing community
affiliation to preserve those buildings by providing services that benefit them.
The archaeological sites in the northern and western parts of the kingdom can be linked to tourism
programs in Jordan. It is likely that this type of intra tourism with the neighboring countries is easy
and facilitated due to the cultural similarities between archaeological sites in Jordan and those
countries.
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Preserving historical and archaeological sites will reflect the image of our community, since
conserving those sites contribute in offering a clear representation of our culture, identity and lives
from the past to the present.
By reviewing the previous examples about the experience of Jordan and Saudi Arabia in conserving
architectural heritage, it is found that the plans made by the administrations responsible for the
execution of those projects have put strategies to achieve sustainability by increasing the social and
economic benefits of the locals in a way that respect the local cultural identity and promote the
contribution of residents and the private sector.
The processes of conserving urban and architectural heritage are connected, it is not sufficient to
restore and rehabilitate a building without developing the surrounding urban areas in a way that is
convenient to the building’s new function by adding courses and studying the movement of the
building’s visitors.
The process of urban utilization is more efficient than reusing the same buildings, due to activities
in the old area such as bus stations and municipality, and these obligatory activities revive the area
more than using the building as elective public building like museums.
The laws and legislations in addition to the support of the state institutions are among the most
important reasons for the success of the idea of conserving architectural heritage in Jordan. The
efforts done by all authorities that contributed in displaying those ideas architecturally and
publically must be praised in addition to providing all the necessary means to preserve historical
buildings.
The processes of architectural preservation must not be separated in any way from planning, and
all parties must be included to put laws with shared goals that are in the best interest of the
building and the environment. The urban fabric next to heritage buildings must be divided in a
manner that preserve the authenticity of the environment, according to a general plan of the cities
or the heritage centers and building codes.
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Abstract

Preservation of the cultural heritage, intended as common patrimony, is a cultural achievement that in
territories like Sicily, which has often suffered the lack of legality, is the result of a difficult process of
implementation. Cultural heritage is not ruined exclusively by natural calamities: damages caused by
social and cultural disasters may at times be even more devastating.
The archeological park of Agrigento, born in 1947 after a natural disaster (a landslide in 1944), hides
a history of a half century of battles between the illegal land use and legislative measures to protect a
cultural heritage recognized worldwide (registered in the WHL in 1997).
After fifty years of attacks against the archaeological park, a slow process of collective re-appropriation
of the Valley of Temples has begun since 2000. A law established by the Sicilian Region has launched
this process; this law, unique in its genre, is finally producing long-awaited results.
Herein, we describe battles lost and won, stakeholders took to the filed, failure and successes that,
during the last decade, have transformed the Valley of Temples from a synonymous of illegality and unauthorized building into an example of excellent enhancement of the cultural heritage. In 2017, indeed,
the archeological park has been awarded the Italian Award for the Landscape and then brought up by
the Ministry for Cultural and Environmental Heritage as candidate to represent Italy for the European
Council Landscape Award.
Keywords: World Heritage, Archeological Park, Town Planning, Landscape, Agrigento

Fig. 1: Agrigento, Valley of Temples. Stenopos from the Agora to the Sacred Way.
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1. Introduction

The archaeological findings in Agrigento’s territory (AG, Sicily, Italy) are the remains of the ancient city
of Akragas, founded in the sixth century BC by rhodium-Cretan populations. The Greek city has had a
lifetime of almost a millennium and was one of the largest and most sumptuous of Ancient Greece, “the
most beautiful city among mortals” [1].
The temples of the city situated along the Via Sacra have dominated the landscape seamlessly since the
fifth century BC. In 1863 the entire ancient city was detected for the first time by the Technical Office of
the king and the archaeological excavations have brought to light, in the course of the twentieth century,
many public buildings, monuments and a residential district. However, it is a very small percentage of
the original size of the city; the area of the entire ancient city covers 250 hectares. The site therefore has
an extraordinary archaeological potential still to be found, as shown by the excavations in the spring of
2016 that seem to be bringing to light the stone-made theater of the city.
After a (troubled) set of constraints affixed to the area, the regional law n. 20 of 2000 established the
Archaeological and Landscape Park of the Valley of the Temples. The park covers a total area of 1,400
hectares and was established to protect both the archaeological finds both the landscape heritage and
environmental values that characterize the territory [2].

2. A fifty years war between preservation of the archaeological heritage and land consumption

In the middle of the last century, for three times Agrigento has been affected by natural disasters (or rather, as descibed below, by anthropic / natural disaster): the landslide of 1944 which crippled the northern
part of the Hill of Girgenti on which the city was concentrated, and that brought down the Bibirria Square;
the landslide of 1966 that affected the western end of the hill, collapsing most of the Addolorata and St.
Michael neighborhoods; the landslide of 1976 that affected the slopes of the hill of temples, near the
temple of Juno Lacinia (this landslide has damaged one of the lintels of the Temple of Concord).
The first landslide would have to alert administrators and citizens of the fragility of the territory on which
they have developed their city since the ninth century. Instead, in these years the city of Agrigento is
growing exponentially: while in 1944 there were 15,889 rooms and the population had 37,814 inhabitants, the Building Program plans a city of 160,000 inhabitants (Agrigento today has fewer than 60,000
inhabitants) with building ratio index of 14.4 mc / sqm.
2.1 The first battle: declaration of significant public interest of the Valley vs the Program of building expansion
Until the postwar period, in Agrigento the building constructions were regulated by the Building Regulations issued in 1870; in the same year, Julius Schubring published archaeological studies that showed

Fig. 2: Agrigento, Valley of Temples. Temple of Concordia. Igor Mitoraj Statue.
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clearly the consistency of the entire city of Akragas [3].
Following the landslide in 1944 and the war disasters, the city is included in the lists of damaged centers
in 1945. In 1947 the city was included among the settlements to be consolidated by the Government. In
the same year, the Superintendent Pietro Griffo begins to constrain the archaeological heritage under
the Law 1089/1939. In synergy, since 1948 the Provincial Commission for the protection of the natural
beauty starts compiling the list of heritage landscapes under the Law 1497/39.
In 1953 Agrigento is included in the lists of severely damaged cities; a Reconstruction Plan (Del Bufalo,
Granone, Biuso) is drawn up in 1954. In the same year, the Provincial Commission for the protection of
natural beauty presents the areas that should be subject of constraint. The plan is not approved: it must
be changed according to archaeological and landscape restrictions. The constraints are greatly hampered at local level; the Mayor is not favorable to the delimitation of the area of the Valley of the Temples
as it would limit the “expansion desire of citizens seeking the sun” [4].
In 1956 Agrigento is included among the municipalities obliged to adopt the General Plan, for the edited of which a national competition is launched. Pending approval of the Plan of Reconstruction and
waiting for the General Plan, it is proposed the drafting of a Building Program (the real motivation is the
undisguised intention to evade the urban plan as an instrument of control and guarantee of legality).
The Building Program is drawn up in suspiciously short times by a commission formed by the leaders of
political parties and approved in 1957 by the City Council: the most obvious feature is the excessive size
of the population to be settled (160,000 inhabitants) and urban expansion (12,491.425 mc) thanks to the
high construction indices. The battle in the construction of the city was punctuated by shots of homebuilders; they built more and more tall buildings that have given the epithet of “city of tolli” to Agrigento.
Although the archaeological monuments of the valley were protected by the archaeological restrictions,
the building threat was likely to affect the landscape. For lack of law, the archaeological restrictions was
linked only to the presence of very interesting findings; consequently, the landscape constraint is used
to protect the ancient city and its surroundings. The Ministry of Education declared the Valley of the
Temples “patrimony of significant public interest”; it submits to landscape protection 824 hectares and
binds six lookout views with the D.M. n. 165 of 1957.
The landscape of the Valley is threatened but still not seriously endangered by the pressures of expansion
building; since the second half of the 50s, at the national level, the intense bond of the ancient city with its
historic landscape is recognized as a priority value; at the local level, however, priorities appear very different.
2.2 The second battle: Government interventions vs landscape constraint violations
In 1958, Julius Schmiedt and Pietro Griffo publish the results of the photo-interpretation of the Valley of
the Temples [5]; the studies represent the ancient topography of Akragas with a high degree of approximation. The exceptional extension of the ancient city was well known, but the city of Agrigento continues
to grow at an exponential rate, and in a disorderly manner, turning its expansionist aims towards the Valley. The continued violations of the landscape constraint cause the attention of the Ministry of Education
which, in 1961, proposed the preparation of the Landscape Plan of the Valley of the Temples.
In 1963 the Superintendent communicates to the mayor to order the suspension of buildings within an
area subject to constraint; the illegal spreading to the point that, at the request of the Parliamentary Anti-Mafia Commission, the President of the Sicilian Region requires a special inspection on the building.
The Vice-Prefect Di Paola and the sergeant major of Carabinieri Barbagallo quickly put in evidence the
many irregularities perpetuated in the municipality of Agrigento.
The following year, the landscape plan is drawn up (Berardi, Chiurazzi) and covers an area of 1,282
hectares. In 404 hectares it is forbidden to build, in the remaining areas, divided into five zones, the
building rights were limited but is still allowed to build housing for 49,271 inhabitants. The plan would
have to safeguard the landscape of the archaeological finds, but in fact allowed the building rights
around the archaeological area, opening the way to an inevitable urban siege of the ancient city of Akragas and an irreversible impairment of contextual landscape.
Another blow against the archaeological area protection is dealt by the local administration who questions the perimeter of the area to be subjected to constraint: the provincial Commission for the protection of natural beauties, duly amended and supplemented, is forced to review the list of properties
to be protecting. In 1965 the constrained area is reduced to 1,207 hectares and are eliminated two of
the six points of view concealed by construction of buildings. At the completion of the procedure of the
landscape plan, the constrained area resulted resized to 1,202 hectares and the lookout viewpoints are
reduced to one. The City Council released in the meantime many building permits with the excuse of not
being able to apply a constraint that was not certain.
The contestation of the bond and the continued erosion of its perimeter in favor of the interests of builders, justified by the desire not to exacerbate the housing crisis and unemployment, denounced in the
background the serious cultural disconnect between the population and the territory in which it is established; government intervention has been seen as a top-down imposition of a constraint only subtractive
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and proved all the more counterproductive; the Superintendent, responsible for constraint management,
has proved deaf to the needs of the population, mute in the dialogue for the sharing of values, unable to
urge the collective participation in the defense of the most precious values of the area. These were the
main causes of bankruptcy protection and its rejection by society.
2.3 The third battle: speculation vs environmental fragility
In the mid-60s, the malleable planning instruments and a waiver system, which did not take long to become a rule, embossed uneven shapes and contradictory directions to urban development of Agrigento:
a ring of high density buildings, with well volumes double those already abundant provided by Building
Program, now is surrounding the old city, almost completely obscuring the view of the medieval town
and imposing itself as a backdrop of the Valley of the Temples; the slopes of the hill, despite their fragility and hydrogeological danger, are invaded by construction along all sides; the south of the valley is
now definitively compromised by many construction “in derogation”; dangerous urban fringes protrude
further south invading the Valley of the Temples and building episodes flourish even close to the most
important archaeological monuments.
The landslide in July 1966, caused by excessive anthropic weight on a geologically fragile land, shakes
national public opinion and the city government has put in front his responsibilities; by decree of President of the Republic (issued in 08.06.1966 and converted into the Law no. 794 of 28 September 1966),
the Valley of the Temples was declared “archaeological area of national interest” and the constraint
protection is extended from the north of the Valley to the waterfront of San Leone. The event exposes a
situation of disorder and lawlessness such that the Government urges the Ministry of Public Works to establish an investigative Commission (Martuscelli Commission, to be followed by Grappelli Commission).
The implementation decree provided by the Law 794/66, known as Gui-Mancini decree, is issued in May
16, 1968: in the archaeological area is forbidden to build buildings, in the areas around the construction
is limited, because it was also necessary to constrain the areas not directly affected by the presence
of archaeological monuments. The perimeter is under appeal by the President of the Sicilian Region in
July 1968, requesting the annulment for unconstitutionality of Gui-Mancini decree because it invaded
the regional jurisdiction. The application is rejected and the area is constrained.
The Gui-Mancini decree, integrated later by Ministerial Decree dated 10/12/1971 (called Misasi-Lauricella), has diligently fulfilled the task of tying a large part of the territory in order to safeguard the environment and landscape values, but it is configured once again as a top-down imposition of a system of
prohibitions; restrictions have not been accompanied either by communication and participation measures or by prescriptions aimed at enhancing the regulated area. The constraint is therefore opposed by
the local community because it limits the building in the most suitable area for the construction.

Fig. 3: Agrigento, Valley of Temples. Olympieion Ruins. In background, the city of Agrigento.
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2.4 The fourth battle: the inscription into the UNESCO WHL vs the heavy artillery of the illegal
building amnesty
Despite the impressive special regulatory deck set by the Government for the protection of the Valley
of Temples and its context, the illegal building phenomena continue to affect also the restricted areas.
Following the dramatic ‘solution’ to the problem of unauthorized building, introduced by the laws on amnesty land-use violations, in Sicily it is approved the Regional Law 37/85.
The law introduces, Article no. 25, a special clause to the Archaeological Park of Agrigento suspending
requests for amnesty, for the buildings constructed within the restricted areas, until the enactment of a
decree by the President of the Region.
The decree (called Nicolosi) was issued in June 13, 1991; on the thrust of the numerous requests for
amnesty, the President of the Region reduces the park only to the area A (archaeological area) and
defines the remaining areas such as completion and compared areas. The exclusion of these areas
from the perimeter of the park, in fact, has allowed the rectification of numerous construction abuse [6].
In 1997 the Agrigento archaeological site is inscribed on the World Heritage List of UNESCO for the wide
range of temples present, which makes up one of the most significant collections of art and monuments
of Greek culture, considered among the most extraordinary Doric architecture from around the world;
Akragas was one of the greatest cities of the ancient world, with its exceptional state of preservation,
thet testifies the Greek influence in the Mediterranean world and the interchange of human values.
Not even the lights of the UNESCO limelight, however, manage to win the local sloth and Archaeological
Park continues its existence on the margins of the socio-economic dynamics. Although the park continues to attract an increasing flow of tourists, it remains marginalized from the life of the local population
and fails to trigger development processes due to lack of infrastructure and tourist services.

3. The paradigm shift: social reconquering of cultural heritage

A few years from Nicolosi Decree, which seemed to have sealed the victory of the illegal building against
the safeguarding of cultural heritage, the Sicilian Regional Assembly establishing a “regional system of
archaeological parks” aimed at the full development of the archaeological heritage of Sicily (R. L. 25 /
93, art. 107). The article will be transformed into the more comprehensive Regional Law 20/2000. It is
an innovative law, the only one in Italy destined for archaeological parks, which opens the way towards
a paradigm shift towards alliance between archaeological heritage and territorial development.
The law introduces the institute of Archaeological Park as entity with “scientific, search, organizational,
administrative and financial autonomy”; the Director of the Park coordinates the activities of protection,
scientific research and enhancement; the Council of the park, which advises the Director, provides the
scientific advice and representation of the local community; the Park of the Plan is established for the
management of archaeological sites and landscape; enhancement of the archaeological heritage is
implemented as a regional system.
3.1 The Park’s resilience: Kolymbetra garden flourishes again
The administrative awakening is accompanied by a socio-cultural revival: on the initiative of the University of Palermo (Department of Arboreal Cultivation), in 1999 the FAI (Italian Environment Fund) and the
Regional Department of Cultural Heritage conclude a Convention for the recovery and the enhancement
of a small as a significant fragment of the Valley of the Temples, the garden of Kolymbetra.
The artificial reservoir of Kolymbetra was an ingenious hydraulic work carried out by Theron in the V
sec. B.C.; Diodoro Siculo describes it as “a large tank (...) the perimeter of the seven stages (...) deep
twenty yards (...) where the Aqueducts Feaci
flowed, a nursery of sophisticated flora and
abundant wildlife” [7]. Finished the function of
water reservoir, the site has been used for agriculture and has been cultivated until the 80s
of the last century. Subsequently abandoned
by farmers, both for aging of manpower and
failure of generational replacement, both for
the expropriation of archaeological areas that
has severed the sense of belonging, it was
transformed into a heap of brambles and was
improperly used as landfill.
The FAI receives the grant without charge of
Kolymbetra for a period of 25 years for the
realization of a project for the restoration,
maintenance, promotion and tourist use. The
landscape was reconstructed thanks to the
Fig. 4: Phaeacians Aqueducts and Kolymbetra Garden.
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collaboration between the teams of the FAI and the Superintendency of Agrigento and old farmers and
local laborers, custodians of the ancient and traditional cultivation techniques and water regimentation;
it has been returned to the public in 2001, equipped with new paths of fruition, guided tours, dining area
(Fig. 4) [8]. This is the first of rebirth sprout, blossomed thanks to the collaboration between public and
private after half a century of hostility. It is the witness of the need to change from a constraint and repressive model imposed from above to a collaborative model and proposal to grant also opportunities
for private initiatives.
3.2 A new planning tool: the Plan of the Archaeological Park
The Regional Law 20/2000 introduces a new active protection model for cultural heritage. It integrates
the protection of the archaeological heritage by protecting the landscape, defining the enhancement as
a key component to a policy of cultural heritage, promotes the participation of local communities and
partnerships with private entities.
The Law also addresses the issue of management, relevant question for archaeological parks in Sicily,
extend over large areas. The reference entity for the management is no longer an administrative office
(the Superintendent) but the Director of the Park which are delivered wide margins of autonomy, and the
instrument for land management is the Plan of the Park.
The plan is a tool comprehensive, multi-level, adaptable: it is therefore able to manage the resources
and the dynamics of an area, to combine the conservative aims with processes of social, cultural, environmental and economic development.
The plan operates on a vast territory that includes: the archaeological areas, the environmental and
landscape areas, the equipped areas. For each area are provided rules for safeguarding and enhancement, aiming for a productive use of the territories compatible with their vocations: the protection of cultural heritage prevails in the archaeological areas; land use compatible with the maintenance or recovery of the landscape is regulated in environmental and landscape areas; the use or the implementation
of the services necessary for the enjoyment of the park is provided in the equipped areas.
In the specific case of the park of the Valley of the Temples, its archaeological and landscape nature
raises the question of the need to prepare an adequate instrument for the protection and enhancement
of a cultural complex, in which coexist archaeological sites of exceptional importance with farmland,
residential, commercial, cultural and productive activities [9].
Because the site is inscribed on the World Heritage List, the Management Plan was drawn up in 2005,
based on the analysis of the Plan of the Archaeological Park and the Guide-lines of the Landscape Plan
of Sicily Region (2000).
The Management Plan manages the protection of the archaeological heritage and the local context;
it aims to identify strategies to reconcile the requirements of the protection of archaeological heritage
with the development and promotion actions. The general aims of the Management Plan are included in
those of the Plan of Archaeological Park, as provided by the Law 20/2000; the latter is a more complex

Fig. 5: Pedesrtian walkway provided by Pilot Project no. 1.
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and comprehensive tool and, once approved, will replace the Management Plan. So it will be possible to
ensure a more praying management of the Valley with a specific, implementation, management, promotion and systemic instrument, connected with the regional archaeological heritage of Sicily.

4. Projects for the Valley of the Temples

The Regional Law 20/2000 created the conditions (organizational and financial autonomy) so that the
park could take concrete actions to value and promote the archaeological and landscape heritage, involving public and private entities. The new targets are: to overcome the impasse in the bond intended
as misappropriation of resources to the economic and cultural development; become a launching pad
for qualitative growth for the region and the settled community.
4.1 Pilot Projects
The plan for the Landscape and Archaeological Park of the Valley of the Temples is currently under investigation. The Plan contains seven Pilot Projects: the projects are tools of urban, environmental and
landscape planning for the solution of urgent problems. The interventions involve the arrangement of
roads, internal mobility of the Park and accessibility from the outside; the management of forests, olive
groves and almond orchards; the recovery of rivers and waterfront; the establishment of an Eco-Museum of the Valley of the Temples.
Waiting for the Plan, some projects are in progress or have been made, in order to overcome the current
difficulties. Among the projects, it was built pedestrian walkway overpass the highway that passes through
the park, in the midst of the Temple of Hercules and the Temple of Jupiter (Fig. 5). It is a temporary work,
which must be maintained until the completion of the project for the internal mobility of the Park [10].
4.2 Patrimoine et Créativité Project
In 1991 the University of Palermo has established a decentralized university center in Agrigento; at the
beginning was opened the “School for Technical-Scientific Operators in Heritage and Culture - Archaeological Field”. Subsequently, new degree programs were opened, including degree programs in Architecture, Archeology and Cultural Heritage (for operational reasons, these courses were closed in 2016).
In twenty-five years, the University of Palermo has developed numerous studies on the knowledge of
the cultural heritage of Agrigento and drafted many enhancement projects.
Among the most recent, is the project DO.RE.MI.HE. which ended in 2016 (scientific directors Maurizio Carta, Abdelhamid Fenina). The project was funded by the European Commission under ENPI
CBC Program Italy-Tunisia. The project partners are: University Center of Agrigento (Italy), University
of Tunis (Tunisia), UNESCO Chair for Cultural Heritage of University of Evora (Portugal); collaborators:
University of Foggia (Italy), Institute of Historical Research of University of Gerone (Spain), School of
Architecture of Barcelona La Sala (Spain) [11].
The project addressed the issues of preservation and enhancement of the archaeological heritage in a
cross-border vision and in an innovative approach. The project is based on creativity: it is a complement
to the conservation of cultural heritage and to the sustainable development, in search of still viable places but underutilized, cultural identities disconnected from the dynamics of development, fragile places
but global renown .

Fig. 6-7: Alternative mobility in the park. Patrimoine et Créativité
Project, 2016.
Fig. 8: Scheme of “Territorial Metabolism” of the Valley of Temples.
Patrimoine et Créativité Project, 2016.
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Fig. 9: Project of new functions and interconnection between the urban center and the park of the Valley of Temples.
Patrimoine et Créativité Project, 2016.

With creativity, cultural heritage is reinstated within the region through new technologies and innovative
solutions; all actions are sustainable and reversible, and link to the full involvement of local people to
produce qualified cultural offer and to attract sustainable tourism.
The project developed a participatory dimension with the Forums: local political representatives, provincial and regional administrations, educational institutions, representatives of the category, professionals, Club Service operating in the territory and citizens were invited to participate in the work. Thematic
tables were formed where were discussed the emerging themes of the Park and proposed initiatives
from all subjects.
The project has also developed a project dimension with the Campus; the theoretical principles and proposals that emerged from the Forums were applied to two major case studies: the Valley of the Temples
in Agrigento (Italy) and the Temple of the waters in Zaghouan (Tunisia).
The projects prepared for Agrigento addressed the following topics: traffic and sustainable mobility inside the park; thematic itineraries for the use of the various components of the park; facilities and
equipment for cultural tourism; reconnection between the historic center, the contemporary city and the
park; utilization and management of internal agricultural areas in the park; introduction of new functions
compatible with the park; increased use of the archaeological heritage; system enhancement to the
outside area of the park (Fig. 6-11).
4.3 Landscape Regeneration Project
The Archaeological Park has developed the Landscape Regeneration project with the cooperation of
public and private partners: the University of Palermo (Department of Agriculture and Forestry, scientific
manager Giuseppe Barbera), organic olive oil Company Ltd. Val Paradiso, the Garden Kolymbetra managed by the FAI, the Association of culture and activity station Kaos Railways and the winery Company
Canicattì CVA. The project, divided into different initiatives, is based on the principles of sustainability
and reproducibility: it is based on the recognition and promotion of the local multi-functionality of traditional agricultural landscapes, including in it not only the fundamental productive functions, but also the
environmental, social, ethical and aesthetic functions.
Starting from the landscape as an element of creative inspiration, the project aims to recover the historical memory of ancient farming practices, to propose and develop them inside the archaeological park.
In collaboration with leading companies in the food industry, the traditional high-quality products have
been recreated through the use of agronomic practices of the ancient Sicilian tradition.
The added value of the project is to put together different initiatives, some already underway, which
contribute together to the active protection, quality production and tourist use of the park. In particular,
the initiatives supporting the following four axes:
1. Exploitation of the environment:
• educational exhibition of the six hectares of the Kolymbetra garden-orchard, biodiversity depositary
with old varieties of citrus, ancient knowledge, production, environmental and cultural values and
material culture in the process of disappearing;
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• educational exhibition Goethe’s Orto, with the description of crops and agronomic techniques of
end 700, as described by Goethe in his travel in Italy;
• construction of environmental route, along nearly 4 km from the Temple of Vulcan to the Temple of
Demeter, which adds a thematic itinerary to the archaeological tineraries, now often limited to the
Hill of the Temples;
• educational exhibition “The vegetable Patriarchs” between the monumental specimens of olive
trees, carob trees and myrtles.
2. Agricultural Production:
• concession to private management of some of the agricultural soils of the park for the production of
olive oil and wine of high quality, sold under the brand Diodoros which is part of the park’s marketing. The initiative has been the appreciation and the emotional involvement of the local population
for the rediscovery of traditional and local production methods; for private partners, the project was an
opportunity for investment and economic development by creating jobs and generating a new economy;
• Agri Gentium project that has granted more than 152 hectares of the park agricultural land used for
three types of partners to pursue different goals: social gardens; agriculture for the rehabilitation
and reintegration of disadvantaged people; productive agriculture with high-quality products with
Diodoros brand.
3. Environmental Education:
• construction of the Germplasm Laboratory for the characterization and conservation of almond,
olive and pistachio germplasm;
• realization of the Almond Living Museum, a field-collection that contains about 300 traditional variety of ancient culture of the almond tree and displays the traditional cultivation techniques;
• environmental education program Oliver: from olive to oil, involving schoolchildren; children are
involved directly in the production process, from picking
olives in the field to grinding in the mill.
4. Recovery and enhancement of landscape:
• Thousand Almond project that allowed to be planted in
the valley a thousand almond seedlings in order to contribute to the recovery of almond trees damaged;
• alternatively mobility with the recovery of the railway track,
dating back to 1874, which crosses the park.
The Landscape Regeneration project won Italian Award for
the Landscape in March 2017 and then brought up by the
Ministry for Cultural and Environmental Heritage as candidate to represent Italy for the European Council Landscape
Award.
The project has been awarded for being able to: maintain a
harmonious interaction between nature and culture through
the protection of the landscape, ensuring the traditional land
use, preserving the artifacts and social and cultural expressions; support the lifestyle and economic activities in harmony with nature and with the culture of the communities
concerned; maintain the diversity of landscape and habitat,
conserving biodiversity; avoid inappropriate use of the soil;
create opportunities for the public with recreational and tourist activities; create economic opportunities with the local agricultural products and tourist services.

Conclusions: the battle must continue

The Agrigento archaeological park has lived, in his first fifty
years, in a war fought between two opposing requirements:
on the one hand, the need to protect the archaeological heritage of the ancient city; on the other hand, the economic and
construction needs of the contemporary city.
The two requirements does not consist in a common policy
for two reasons: on one side, the constraints on the archaeological heritage and landscape were imposed from above
(from central government) without the participation of local
government (which has opposed the bond continuously); the
protection proved to be poorly effective and not suitable for Fig. 10-11: Organic farming in the park.
the cultural enhancement and the socio-economic develop- Patrimoine et Créativité Project, 2016.
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ment. On the other, the interests of the local population have focused mainly on building construction.
Moreover, urban expansion was not properly guided by appropriate urban planning, many buildings were
built in derogation of the urban forecasts and many other illegal buildings were also built in the Valley.
The main resource of the area is the archaeological park, but it was in fact ignored and insulted until
the end of the twentieth century due to legal deficiency, entrepreneurial inability and cultural disinterest.
This has caused huge disasters to the territory and cultural heritage: the contemporary city is chaotic
and dysfunctional; the archaeological park remained marginalized from the socio-economic development processes. The case demonstrates that the damage caused to the cultural heritage by the social
and cultural disasters can be, at times, more damaging than natural calamities.
The Regional Law 20/2000 has produced a paradigm shift in cultural policy. By assigning administrative
and financial autonomy to the archaeological park, it inaugurated a new management model for cultural
heritage. The aim is no longer exclusively the protection, but it is associated with the enhancement;
private actors interact with the public authorities to promote activities and produce economies; the local
population is involved in cultural heritage reconquest processes.
The resilience of the Valley of the Temples, whose beauty is as undeniable as imperishable over the
centuries, has been able to re-emerge after half a century of adverse battles; it is flourishing thanks to
a new collective appreciation of its historical, cultural and identity values. As in the pseudo-memories of
Emperor Hadrian, “construire, c’est collaborer avec la Terre” [12]: the success of a policy is measured by
his ability to recognize the values expressed by the territory, to exploit the full potential, to reinserting the
cultural heritage in the circuits of contemporary life [13], to reduce the degradation and the risk factors
and, above all, to activate the collective participation of administrators, citizens, researchers, experts,
technicians and entrepreneurs to share development decisions and their implementation.
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Abstract
The frequency of flooding in Venice has drastically increased over the last 50 years as a major
consequence of natural and anthropogenic land subsidence, and a more active lagoon hydrodynamics
induced partly by deepening of the largest navigation channels. Is Venice dying, a victim of its
environment and of its own success? Many people fear so: the local residents who observe the
decline of their beloved city, the Italian authorities, the millions of visitors. Beyond the splendour of
restored churches and palaces, beyond the magnificent façades the reality is dramatic: the city is now
often admired from gigantic ships in the Giudecca canal by cruisers of modern times. The survival of
Venice as a living and vibrant city is at risk. The lagoon environment has always been characterized
by a pronounced morphodynamics, inducing important morphological changes to the lagoon setting
over the relatively short time of a few centuries. The aim of this paper is to analyse the disasters
history of this fascinating world surrounded by waters. In fact, the economic system and the existence
of the “Serenissima” Republic itself was based on “water”. Water meant refuge, safety, nourishment,
wealth, military strength, and prospect for new developments.
Keywords: Venice, flood, acqua alta, environment, human agency

Every year Venice repeats the ceremony of her “marriage to” the Sea. The sea is what Venice
depends on and at the same time is threatened by. Venice and water, it’s a story of love and hate.
Love and death. The canals and the lagoon are the main characteristic of Venice and give the city its
relaxed atmosphere. Rowing and regatas are part of the daily life of every Venetian. On the other
hand, the destructive power of the water is also the biggest enemy of the infrastructure of the city. The
frequency of flooding in Venice has drastically increased over the last 50 years as a major
consequence of natural and anthropogenic land subsidence, and a more active lagoon hydrodynamics
induced partly by deepening of the largest navigation channels. Is Venice dying, a victim of its
environment and of its own success? Many people fear so: the local residents who observe the
decline of their beloved city, the Italian authorities, the millions of visitors. Beyond the splendour of
restored churches and palaces, beyond the magnificent façades the reality is dramatic: the city is now
often admired from gigantic ships in the Giudecca canal by cruisers of modern times. The survival of
Venice as a living and vibrant city is at risk. The lagoon environment has always been characterized
by a pronounced morphodynamics, inducing important morphological changes to the lagoon setting
over the relatively short time of a few centuries. The aim of this paper is to analyse the disasters
history of this fascinating world surrounded by waters. In fact, the economic system and the existence
of the “Serenissima” Republic itself was based on “water”. Water meant refuge, safety, nourishment,
wealth, military strength, and prospect for new developments. The Venice Lagoon was formed about
6000 years ago during the Flandrian transgression, when the rising Adriatic Sea flooded the
easternmost part of the Po River Wu¨rmian paleoplain. The subsequent intensive depositional phase
created an early lagoon that was supposedly smaller than the present one and that communicated
with the sea through a larger number of inlets with respect to today. According to the reconstruction
made in 1799 by the Venetian historian Teodoro Viero, the lagoon had nine inlets around 1000 A.D.
compared to the three it has now. The lagoon environment has always been characterized by a
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pronounced and fast morphodynamics, inducing important morphological changes to the lagoon
setting over the relatively short time of a few centuries. The lagoon’s first inhabitants were fishermen
and hunters. Legend says that the fugitives from Altino, a nearby inland town, found refuge inside the
lagoon in 452 A.D. under the pressure of Attila’s barbaric hordes. The story of Venice begins in the
5 th century A.D. After the fall of the Western Roman Empire, barbarians from the north were raiding
Rome’s former territories. In order to escape these raids, the Venetian population on the mainland
escaped to the nearby marshes, and found refuge on the sandy islands of Torcello, Iesolo and
Malamocco. Although the settlements were initially temporary in nature, the Venetians gradually
inhabited the islands on a permanent basis. In order to have their buildings on a solid foundation, the
Venetians first drove wooden stakes into the sandy ground. Then, wooden platforms were constructed
on top of these stakes. Finally, the buildings were constructed on these platforms. Although the
Venetian Lagoon had long been inhabited and other historical accounts (or legends) exist,
the foundation of Venice as a city is traditionally considered to have taken place at noon on the Feast
of the Annunciation of the Archangel Gabriel to the Blessed Virgin Mary, 25 March, in 421 AD, when
Venice's oldest church, San Giacomo di Rialto, was consecrated. In the following centuries Venetian
people tried to face the threat of water’s dangers using every kind of means. The religious one was
one of the most experienced. In order to struggle the threat of flood they organized processions
invoking the main saints of the Serenissima: Saint Mark and Saint George. The processions were held
on a boat at sea: these moments represented the defense against sea dangers with the hope to save
the Lagoon world, within its symbolic and geographic frontiers. It was the traditional marriage to the
sea. The third saint who protected the Lagoon was Saint Nicholas, whose relics were brought in
Venice during the First Cruisade. The catastrophic events were sometimes considered as
consequences of rage of God towards human mistakes and sins or, more often, they were due to the
Devil. The Devil commanded winds and seas, according the medieval mentality. The medieval
chronicles still evoked the dangers of a huge anthropization and the effects of the human intervention
when those people decided to settle “tra le fluttuose onde del mar”, “in mezzo il vertice del pelago”, in
this kind of environment. The Venetian basin in fact reprents the widest group of lagoons of the
Adriatic northern coast.
A 17 th century book which explains in detail the construction procedure in Venice demonstrates the
amount of wood required just for the stakes. According to this book, when the Santa Maria Della
Salute Church was built, 1,106,657 wooden stakes, each measuring 4 metres, were driven
underwater. This process took two years and two months to be completed. On top of that, the wood
had to be obtained from the forests of Slovenia, Croatia and Montenegro, and transported to Venice
via water. Thus, one can imagine the scale of this undertaking. The city of Venice as we know it now is
not a natural island (or group of 118 islands), but an artificial city built on the water. In the 8th and 9th
century, Venice was only an archipelago of small islands separated by one large and many narrow
canals. These islands became inhabited from the 9th century onwards. When the population grew and
houses became increasingly larger, they shored up the ground and created additional land. The
Fondamenta Nove for instance was built in the late 16th century, whereas the Riva degli Schiavoni
and the Zattere were added in the 19th century. One major problem in those old times was the
preservation of the lagoon environment from silting up due to the incoming sediment flow of the major
lagoon tributaries, namely the Adige, Bacchiglione, Brenta, Sile, and Piave Rivers. In fact, the
economic system and the existence of the Republic itself was based on “water”. Water meant refuge,
safety, nourishment, wealth, military strength, and prospect for new developments. In 1399 a
‘‘Commissione di Savi’’ (Committee of Wise Men) was appointed by the Grand Council in order to
address the issue of the lagoon protection and survival. They had huge power, and under their
supervision the Republic of Venice (survived as an independent state until 1796) undertook
impressive works, such as the diversion of the rivers to the Adriatic Sea and the construction of
protective seawalls (‘‘Murazzi’’). Long jetties at the lagoon inlets and the excavation of internal
navigation channels were completed in the 19th and 20th century, respectively. As a major
consequence, a marine-type environment tended to dominate, with the number of high tides, the socalled “acqua alta” increasing. The phenomenon of acqua alta (high water) is very well known, even to
people who have never visited Venice. Acqua alta generally takes place in winter time, when a
combination of astronomical tides, strong south wind (scirocco) and sea waves cause a larger inflow
of water into the Venetian lagoon. The consequences are that part of the city is flooded, paratie have
to be put in front of the doors and the heightened walkways have to be set up. Most of the times, the
flooding is limited to a rather small area around the San Marco square and it only lasts a couple of
hours, until the tide changes again. Exceptional high tides (140 cm above sea level), which
correspond with a flooding of approximately 50% of the city, have happened only 8 times since 2000.
The early Venetians would have never expected that one day in the future, water was to become their
most dangerous enemy and a most severe threat to the city’s existence. In fact, the first mention of
acqua alta dates back to 589 A.D., but the frequency of Venice flooding has grown significantly with
time, especially in the second half of the 20th century. A number of factors may account for this
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increase: land subsidence, both natural and anthropogenic due to groundwater overdraft, sea level
rise due to global warming, and deepening of existing canals for internal navigation. The average
relative elevation loss of the city can be estimated at 23 cm over the last century, with sea level rise
and land settlement contributing 11 and 12 cm, respectively.
The whole city is supported by millions of wooden piles, each about 14 cm thick and up to 3 metre
long. To give you an idea, 12,000 tree trunks were used to support the weight of the Rialto bridge,
100,000 for the campanile on the San Marco square and more than a million for the Santa Maria della
Salute Church. Not only the woods of Venice’s Italian hinterland were almost completely cleared for
the construction of Venice, but also the coasts of Istria and Dalmatia, on the opposite side of the
Adriatic. The barren landscapes of the eastern Adriatic coastline still bear witness to this deforestation.
These piles are driven deep into the soil, until they reach hard clay which could hold the weight of the
buildings. The wooden piles have been (more or less) intact for more than 500 years and kept the city
above the water, thanks to a combination of reasons. First of all, the type of wood used (oak or larch)
is very water resistant. Second, wood only rots when both air and water are present. Hence, the
wooden piles were protected due to the lack of oxygen in the water underneath the buildings. Third,
the extremely large amount of silt and soil blasted the wood, which turned it into stone at an
accelerated pace. Finally, the piles were placed as closely together as the soil of the ground would
permit and stone and rock were thrown in between to keep the silt from rising up.
Also the houses needed and need to be constructed in a special way, as they have to stay upright on
an unstable soil and resist the forces of the water. You might for instance have noticed that most
buildings in Venice have marble floors. The rationale behind this is not only related to aesthetics, but
mainly due to the fact that marble is impermeable to water. Other examples of specific Venetian
construction requirements are the outer walls which are wider than inner walls and which have larger
and deeper foundations or the ‘paratie’ that you find in front of the doors to avoid water entering the
house at acqua alta. Mencini writes in the conclusions of his recent E-book: “l’acqua alta è vissuta
dalla popolazione con grande disagio e con una insofferenza maggiore rispetto al passato,
probabilmente anche per il cambiamento del tessuto sociale della città sempre meno “giovane” e più
“vecchia” con esigenze pertanto di vita diverse. Situazioni sociali mutate, attività economiche sempre
più legate allo sviluppo turistico, diminuzione dei finanziamenti per la tutela e il restauro dei
monumenti storico-architettonici e delle stesse abitazioni dei residenti, i cambiamenti climatici in atto,
rendono sempre più indispensabile fermare le acque alte a Venezia”.
Even though acqua alta is something ‘common’ for Venetians, it always gets a lot of attention from the
world media, who seem to worry much more about it than the residents. Venice is often referred to
as the “sinking city”, and unfortunately there is some element of truth in it. The city is now 25 cm lower
compared to the sea level than at the beginning of the 20th century. One of the underlying reasons is
the use of the ground water from the subsoil under the city for the daily life. As a result, and as you
can see on the graph from the “Centro Previsioni e Segnalazioni Maree”, the frequency of reaching a
water level of 110 cm is increasing over time. The current problem of the climate change and the rising
sea level adds another level of complexity to it. Jay Griffin, an architecture student from the
Technology University of Sydney, looked into this topic and compared Venice to other regions in the
world with the same problem. There is also the opposite phenomenon, i.e. acqua bassa. When this
happens, the water in some canals is so low (from -50 cm, even down to -70 cm) that boats get stuck
and the waterways cannot be used. The destructive impact from the water on the houses is also
visible at that time below the waterline. Acqua bassa happens less often than acqua alta, but it has
been occurring more frequently in the last years due to the fact that many canals haven’t been
dredged and cleaned for a long time. Due to changes in the law (Legge Speciale), all financing went
primarily to the Mose project instead. As with acqua alta, it’s a matter of patience (of a couple of
hours) until the water flows again normally.
The precariousness of the Venice setting and the risk for her survival received universal recognition
after the catastrophic inundation of 4 November 1966, when water attained the unprecedented
elevation of 194 cm above datum and with the city below 100 cm of water for 15 hours. A tide of 194
cm completely flooded Venice, as well as Chioggia and other islands and villages in the lagoon. At
that time, UNESCO launched an international request for funding to repair the damages to the city.
Several international committees were created, of which many still exist to preserve the history of
Venice. Fifty years after the 1966 Venice flood, the “Fondazione Giorgio Cini” held an international
workshop devoted to the theme ‘Sustainability of local commons with a global value: Venice and its
lagoon’. The theme was addressed by international experts from various disciplines: economics,
ecology, political science, sociology, tourism, urban planning, and cultural heritage. These experts
decided to assemble the main ideas and proposals raised during the meeting in this document, which
is meant as a sort of ‘manifesto’ addressed to public opinion and politicians. At that time in fact an
endless debate started about the most appropriate solution to the acqua alta problem, which seems to
have come to a final conclusion with the official approval of the Modulo Sperimentale
Elettromeccanico (MOSE) project. MOSE consists of 79 mobile barriers made from hollow steel boxes
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20 m wide and 20 m long. Normally, the barriers are filled with water and rest horizontally hinged on
the bottom of the three lagoon inlets. They are rotated up to an angle of 45 to prevent seawater from
entering the lagoon any time the elevation in the Adriatic achieves 110 cm above the official Italian
datum.
The Mose project is not only focusing on the problem of the increase in high tides and floods, but it
is an integrated project that intends to restore and protect the ecosystem in the lagoon as well. The
erosion of the littorals resulted in the gradual disappearance of beaches, while the environmental
deterioration led to a loss of typical habitats such as salt marshes and shallows. The Mose project is
therefore much more than an installation of mobile barriers as it also implements solutions for these
environmental issues. The following actions have already been taken and/or are ongoing.
Recreation and protection of salt marshes to safeguard the natural habitats and to guarantee the
essential ecological biodiversity in the lagoon.
Reconstruction of (new) beaches and coastal dunes and construction of outer breakwaters to defend
from sea storms and stop the erosion.
Raising of quaysides and public paved zones in the lowest parts to defend urban centres from floods.
Improving the water and sediment quality by isolating polluted land from the canal shores in Porto
Marghera and from dumps and by creating special wetlands between the mainland and the lagoon to
filter the water.
Installation of mobile barriers at lagoon inlets to protect against floods.
The installation of the mobile barriers is a technically challenging project. There will be 4 barriers of
approx. 200 metres wide at the inlets of Lido (2 barriers), Malamocco and Chioggia. Each barrier
consists of approx. 20 gates, which can be manipulated individually. The barriers should protect
Venice and the other lagoon islands up to a sea level of 300 cm, way above the historical level of 194
cm. The control and management of the system takes place from the control room at Arsenale Nord.
So far, the barrier in the Lido-Treporti inlet is already finalized, while the foundations of the other 3 are
in place and they will be fully installed in the coming two years. The system will only be used once all 4
barriers are complete.
The barriers will be raised to separate the lagoon from the sea when a high tide of 110 cm or more is
forecasted (although this could change in the future depending on the requirements). In such an
event, the barriers are filled with compressed air to rise up out of the sea. Once the danger is gone
(usually a 4 hour period), the barriers are filled with water to lower them below the sea level.
Depending on the tide, they might be used simultaneously, separately or even partially with only a
limited number of gates. To avoid interference with the normal port activities, locks have been installed
next to the barriers of Malamocco (merchant ships), Chioggia and Lido (fishing boats, emergency
vessels and pleasure craft) to ensure that ships can enter or exit the lagoon when the barriers are up.
The only ones who will be stuck are the large cruise ships.
A few authors have expressed severe criticism of MOSE [Umgiesser, 1999; Ammerman and
McClennen, 2000; Pirazzoli, 2002]. According to those authors, MOSE, in the first place, does not
protect Venice from floods between 80 and 110 cm (at 80 cm, San Marco square is flooded) when a
significant (up to 12%) fraction of the city is submerged, and this situation can occur a sizable number
of times. Thus in a season such as the 2002 fall, with the city experiencing several ‘‘acqua alta’’ below
but close to the limiting 110 cm
value, a strong pressure by the Venetians to have MOSE work for these floods might be anticipated.
In this case the frequency of MOSE operation would increase, causing reduced renewal of lagoon
water with potential severe impact on the preservation of the lagoon ecosystem equilibrium. Secondly,
MOSE might become rapidly obsolete because of the expected sea level rise due to global climate
change. Other proposals, such as raising the pavements or increasing the resistance to water flooding
at the three inlets are also controversial. Some of these solutions are currently being implemented. For
example, in the lowest suburbs, the sidewalks and the channel banks have been raised up by 50 cm,
while works at the inlets are undergoing. Complementary to the raising of street pavements, which is
being implemented wherever possible in the city, we study the possibility offered by deep fluid
injection to raise the entire lagoon bottom below the Venice area. The basic idea is concerned with
injecting seawater into a brackish geological formation located 600–800 m below the city and raising
the lagoon bottom as a consequence of the rock swelling caused by the pore pressure increase in the
injected formation. Injection technology is currently available from the petroleum industry and has
been used worldwide over the last 40–50 years, with facilities across the United States discharging a
variety of fluids into more than 400,000 injection wells [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA), 2002]. Water injection is performed for different purposes. Reinjection of salty formation
water has also been accomplished in the northern Adriatic basin (the same basin that underlies
Venice) by ENI-E&P, the Italian national oil company. The water extracted along with gas from the
Malossa field, located about 200 km west of the Venice Lagoon, has been pumped at a rate of 1000–
3000 m3 d_1 for a number of years through two injection wells into a 1100- to 1350-m-deep sandy
formation characterized by average porosity and permeability of 23% and 3_10_7ms_1, respectively.
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The increasing challenge posed by flooding may be solved, at least for a few decades, by completion
of the MOSE system in 2018-2019. Yet in the meantime residents are fleeing the historic city. The
frequency of floods, the pressure of tourists, the high price of property, and the opportunities created
by extending the hospitality industry into private homes are all contributing to the exodus. Corrosion by
salty water menaces houses and historic monuments, like the Basilica of San Marco. Moreover, the
designation of Venice as a World Heritage site has immensely increased the attraction of the historical
city, whilst cheap mass transportation and the diversification and growth of tourist accommodation in
the historic center have triggered a massive influx of people that the fabric of this fragile city is unable
to absorb. 50 years after the 1966 disastrous flood, the works supposed to better control the tides and
“acqua alta” are not yet completed in spite of the huge amount of financial resources put in that
venture. And more financial resources will be needed for its very costly maintenance. Yet there is no
indication which authority will be in charge of managing and funding its operations. Even worse, the
system of governance of the complex eco-system (the historical city and its lagoon, the “terraferma”,
the port and airport and their related activities) is completely inadequate and does not encompass the
entire set of interrelated problems facing this unique city. Too many different authorities locally,
regionally and nationally are involved in managing the city and the lagoon. They have differing
priorities and the coordination costs are huge with everyone able to veto decisions to address the vital
issues. In a scene reminiscent of those in the movie Water World, the Nova documentary Sinking City
of Venice contains a dramatic computer-simulation of a future flooded Venice with only the top third of
the Campanile and the Dome of San Marco peeking out among the waves. The sea level around the
world is predicted to rise anywhere from 8 to 88 cm by the start of the next century. Venice is therefore
the first city to face sea level rise as a consequence of climate warming due to being flush at sea level.
In this respect, the present conditions in Venice are a presage for what the future might bring
elsewhere. Or as Tomasin dramatically worded it in 2004: “Sea level rise is like a rope that is
tightening around the neck of Venice”.
Venice can draw inspiration from other cities around the world, such as Amsterdam, Bruges or
Barcelona that are facing similar challenges of excessive tourism growth and environmental
degradation to varying degrees. Money and regulations are important but they are not enough.
Protection is a necessity, revival is a duty.
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Abstract

Liguria and in particular the Western Liguria has been repeatedly, over the centuries, upset by
earthquakes that have heavily influenced the life of the inhabitants, on building, on landscape and
urban planning. A violent earthquake shook the Western Liguria the Christmas Day 1222, this
catastrophic event remain limited information because of past centuries. Liguria Western trembled at
length between March and July of 1564, the chronicles tell that the people slept outdoors for months
because of the repetition of earthquake. In the nineteenth century have been registered numerous
earthquakes since 1802, the most disastrous of 23 February 1887. To better understand the building
codes it is essential to analyze the damage caused by the earthquake that occurred in Liguria during
the course of the nineteenth century. The integration of written documentary sources and graphics,
drawings and early photographs allow a complete picture of the damage and reconstruction
interventions. The integrated interpretation allows us to understand the transformations of Liguria, the
drafting of zoning and building regulations. The research in the future aims to analyze and integrate
the documentary sources with the reading of the territory and being enshrined with the rules of the
redevelopment plans and master plans up to current regulations through the analysis of data and
sources using geographic information systems and multirelational database.
Keywords: Liguria, earthquake, government aid, reconstruction, development plan, urban zoning

1.

The earthquakes in Liguria

2.

The Ligurian Earthquake of February 23rd

Liguria and in particular the Western Liguria has been repeatedly, over the centuries, shaken by
earthquakes that have heavily influenced the life of the inhabitants, the built texture, the landscape
and urban planning.
A violent earthquake shook the land of western Liguria the Christmas Day of 1222. Of this catastrophic
event remained little information due to the elapsed time. The western Liguria trembled long again
between March and July of 1564. The chronicles tell that the people had to sleep outdoors for months
because of the succession of shocks. In the nineteenth century numerous earthquakes have been
recorded since 1802.
Of the 1831 earthquake the archives keep the description of Intendant (administrative official
corresponding to vice-prefect) Alberto Nota of Sanremo. Mr. Nota played accurate inquiries on the
event and on the damage occurred in the district of Sanremo. A few houses in San Remo were left
unharmed: vaults and ceilings fell, the Courts Building was injured, so the Olmo Borea palace, the
Monastery of SS. Annunziata, and the churches St. Stephen's, St Mary of the Angels, Madonna della
Costa.
Severe damage was recorded in Arma. In Taggia houses around the castle and some churches were
damaged, and the arches of the bridge over the river Argentina collapsed. Also collapsed buildings in
Bussana, Castellaro, Pompeiana, Terzorio, Santo Stefano, and in neighbouring villages. Few people
died because the shock of greater intensity occurred when the population was engaged in farm work.
On February 23rd, 1887 in the Western Liguria the earth began to tremble at 6.25 AM. The shock of
6.30 AM injured the vaults of the churches and the roofs of houses. The third shock of "frightening
intensity" occurred at 9.00 AM. Church bells and the home ring bells began to play moved by the
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waving shock. Houses, churches, palaces collapsed: descriptions of the event chroniclers are
disastrous. They were affected 71 municipalities in the province of Genoa, 106 in the province of Porto
Maurizio, and 59 in the province of Cuneo.[1] [5] [11] [13]

Fig. 1: Isoseismal map of the Ligurian earthquake of February 23, 1887 [11]

There was also a seaquake with waves up to four meters in Alassio after the sea had receded by 30
meters from the coast between Menton and Albissola Marina causing many damages here. The
damage was detected by the Italian geologist Arturo Issel (Genova 1842–Genova 1922) in the
department of Alpes-Maritimes. He left a detailed report of the situation [4] summarized in a letter from
Porto Maurizio to the Director of the Civic Museum of Genoa, published in the “Italian Illustration”
journal. [3] In the early eighties the Issel studied the ground oscillations which he called bradyseisms
(The soil slow oscillations or bradyseisms, Genoa 1883). He conducted research on earthquakes of
the Ligurian Riviera in 1887 and Zakynthos in 1893; with D. Zaccagna and L. Mazzuoli drew up the
new Geological Map of the Ligurian and the Maritime Alps Riviere (in Bull. of the Italian Geological
Society, VI [1887], pp. 209-224) and played intense geological activity of campaign He was reflected
in the geological map of Liguria and neighboring territories (Genoa 1890). [18]
The earthquake was felt between Villefranche-sur-Mer and Beaulieu-sur-Mer, up to Montpellier
(France) causing damage in Grasse, near Nice. Houses collapsed in Mentone: The earthquake was
felt up to Basel (Switzerland), and reached Northern Sardinia. Some buildings were damaged in
Vellecrosia and Ventimiglia.
Minor damages were recorded in Bordighera. Likewise it was damaged the Nervia Valley; collapses
were recorded in Camporosso and Dolceacqua. Serious damage hit Castelvittorio [14] and Apricale,
Oneglia and Diano Marina. The event was called “the earthquake of Diano Marina” as appeared in the
articles of the reporter of “il Caffaro” newspaper: ” No. It is not the earthquake in Liguria; it is really the
earthquake of Diano Marina. All damages, all fears, all partial catastrophes of Savona, Noli or
elsewhere disappear almost faced with the enormity of Diano Marina, this pearl of the west coast.”

Fig. 2: The ruins of the parish church of Baiardo and the ruins of Diano Marina (engraving from “L’Illustrazione
Italiana”)

A dramatic situation was recorded in Baiardo where the vault of the parish church, that was erected at
the top of the village, collapsed. At the time of the collapse in the church there were about 400 people:
two hundred of them perished under the rubble. The houses in the upper part of the country, already
hit by previous earthquakes collapsed almost completely. The effects of the earthquake had an
appreciable effect on urban development. Whole areas of the affected countries were razed and the
reconstruction of the new buildings was controlled by municipalities, that opened new roads, squares,
etc. The densely built Ligurian villages with narrow streets were vacated from collapsed houses in
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Sanremo, Diano Marina, Porto Maurizio, Oneglia, and on the esplanades new direction and wider
roads were drawn.
Albisola: some houses collapsed, 2 dead ; Apricale was reduced to a bevy of rubble, had no victims,
the people at that time had gone out of home for the Viaticum; Castillon: two victims, the country
destroyed and rebuilt lower Diano Marina: a third of the houses demolished; countless deaths (from
300 to 500) and injured; Entrevaux: a victim in the hamlet of Saint-Pierre, minor damage; La BollèneVésubie: two victims; Le Bar-sur-Loup: Two casualties, severe damage to some houses; Loano:
damaged the roof of the cathedral, then demolished and rebuilt dome; Marseille: a victim and slight
damage to older buildings; Menton: no casualties, severe damage to homes; Triora: a lot of damage;
Montalto Ligure: completely destroyed; Noli: several houses collapsed, 15 deaths; Nice: 2 dead,
destroyed the nursery of Saint-Etienne district headquarters, affected the old city; Oneglia: many
houses collapsed, pulled from the rubble of the dead, including a soldier, 25 wounded including 10
soldiers and three policemen; Porto Maurizio: collapsing some houses, eight injured and one dead;
Savona: several houses collapsed, 11 dead, 15 injured; Ventimiglia: no casualties but damage to
homes and buildings. In Diano Marina remained not one single house remained, a third of the country
was totally destroyed, the victims were initially calculated at 300, slightly increased after to 500. [2]
Bussana was one of the urban centers of the western Liguria most affected by the earthquake. The
houses in the upper part of the village, already weakened by previous earthquakes, collapsed almost
completely. The church was seriously damaged, but many of the faithful survived the vault collapse for
being repaired, on the recommendation of the pastor, in the side chapels. The seriously injured village
was guarded by soldiers who prevented access to the houses for weeks. Many people died under the
rubble. [10]
Readily arrived in Liguria the Minister of Public Works, Francesco Genala, who, in eight days, visited
all the affected centers. Among the first who expressed their solidarity with the affected populations
was King Umberto I, with an offer of 150,000 Italian Lire- Pope Leone XIII sent a donation of 20,000
Lire. In Sanremo a Rescue Committee in a few months picked up numerous offers from private
citizens, among which stood out in particular the German and British tourists. In Rome, the National
Committee for the Cholera Epidemic in Naples, founded the previous year, became Rescue National
Committee for the Earthquake Damaged People in Liguria. The Military Engineering Corps compiled a
list of 236 municipalities eligible to avail the contributions, including 71 in the province of Genoa, 106
in the province of Porto Maurizio and 59 in the province of Cuneo.[6] [7]
Insufficient resulted immediate relief. The rescue work was undertaken by two Companies of the 14th
Infantry, which drew numerous corpses from the ruins. Critical was the absence of medical aid and
medicines, in Diano there was only one doctor. On site arrived two Parliament Members, Antonio
Capoduro and Vincenzo Massabò. Among the journalists there was the reporter of “Il Secolo XIX” and
Gennaro Amato, pf the newspaper “Democratic Era”, who drew the sketches from which were derived
the published engravings.
The news of the disaster spread with the media o the time, some local newspapers and the weekly
national journals. “L’illustrazione Italiana” devoted to space news for several weeks starting on March
13 publishing not only information about what happened but a detailed account illustrated by sketches
of the reporters, transformed into engravings to be reproduced in print. Issue n.11-1887 of
“L’Illustrazione Italiana” on the cover sheet showed the "town hall cabin in Diano Marina" built by the
construction company Cesaroni, at cost price, on the square "where was the old Town Hall."

Fig. 3: The wooden municipality building under construction in the first days after the earthquake of Diano Marina
(engraving from “L’Illustrazione Italiana”)
Fig. 4: The cabin of the kitchens of Diano Marina (engraving from “L’Illustrazione Italiana”)
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Fig. 5: The ruins of Diano Marina (engraving from “L’Illustrazione Italiana”)

The picture shows us a completely wooden two-story building with two men sitting astride the roof in
the act of nailing the boards. Access to the first floor was via an external staircase connecting the
ground to a balcony from which to access directly to the premises. All around there were rubble,
household goods and wooden planks ready to be used in the construction. The trees, still leafless,
suggest that it's been a few days by the earthquake and the nature has not yet woken up this image
Underthis picture, a second one shows us a group of bewildered people, camped around a fire in front
of a tent: the caption says: "the earthquake of 23 February. - Strangers waiting for the departure of the
train in San Remo. (G. Amato’s live hand sketches) ".
The chronicle reports "a very severe earthquake felt on the coast of Provence and Liguria, extending
to the entire Piedmont and Lombardy in the night from Tuesday to Wednesday, 22 to 23, the last night
of carnival: It happened at about 6 ½ in the morning and it lasted more than half a minute. In the
Ligurian coast, according to initial reports, the damage is considerable. In Savona, many houses
collapsed and deplored 11 dead, 8 injured; one dead in Porto Maurizio; 6 dead in Noli, 15 in Oneglia.
In Nice a house collapsed burying three people; also in Menton there where deaths and injuries. The
train service was suspended in the Riviera because of the danger of the many galleries ".
The Genala minister was accompanied in his visit to the earthquake area by the writer Edmondo De
Amicis counting on the possibility to have a report on the disaster written by a great writer.

3.

The “Diano Marina earthquake”

The "Diano Marina earthquake” is definitely the first earthquake of which we have extensive
documentation of what happened: the collapses, the damage, the first aid, the creation of first tentcities, the wooden barracks. The images of the area damaged by the earthquake also provide us with
plenty of information on building techniques of the time. [13]
We have news of the "cabin of the kitchens of Diano Marina", a wooden construction, with a single
pitched roof, the walls built with rough boards, where there are assembled people waiting for a meal.
An engraving illustrates "a street of Diano Marina" at the time of the catastrophe. The illustration
represents one of the main routes of Diano, parallel to Via Garibaldi. There are houses standing only
the outer walls and some main wall, smashed roofs, walls with through injuries, piles of rubble that
reach the first floor, people on the run. Due to the danger of the situation "was not allowed to rescue
teams throughout the day after that disaster, to penetrate that way. They went later and could even
save people buried under the ruins. "
In Diano it seemed have remained intact only one house: the house of Mayor Ardizzone. In San Remo
there were extensive damage but no victims were registered. The town that hosted many foreigners,
used to spend there the winter, had a lot of problems of communication and logistics, because direct
trains to Genoa and from France were insufficient to meet demands. The railways resulted interrupted
by landslides occurred along the coastline.
It soon became evident that the situation was serious so that “L’illustrazione Italiana” deemed to
publish a letter written by Arturo Issel dated 5th March in Porto Maurizio to the Marquis Giacomo
Doria, Director of the Museum of Genoa. In the letter the scientist expressed "his impressions on the
earthquake that struck with such force the western Liguria”.
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Fig. 6: The ruins of Diano Marina (engraving from “L’Illustrazione Italiana”)

"After the descriptions of the ruins of Diano Marina and Oneglia, read in our newspapers I imagined
that the disaster affected the two cities was very serious. But I ensure you that the horror of the sight
has exceeded by far my expectations. Whole streets are turned into rubble of buildings smashed,
shattered; nor they are ruined just old huts, but holiday houses and palaces, manufactured according
to the rules of art and materials chosen. [...]It started here a few days a rush of bricklayers in shoring
up walls, to make sure beams, to repair rooftops, while from everywhere are removed furniture and
household goods from injured buildings and wooden huts rise to shelter the residents. With equal
alacrity the distribution of aid proceed [...]. To give you an idea of the intensity of the scourge, I'll tell
you that I have seen in Oneglia a big piece of the railing large as the body of a man crashed through
the roof of a building and thrown seven meters on the roof of another house across the De Geneis
street. [...]The penitentiary of Oneglia, a building which resembles the fortress, has the massive walls
and broken open, pendants, times and broken floors, roofs disrupted; the monumental dome of the
rotunda that occupies the center of the building threatened to collapse. In Porto Maurizio the schools
building is in even worse shape, but this is an old building that was already in miserable conditions.
[...] In the Villa Muratorio, elegant building recently built and one of the buildings that have not suffered
in Diano Marina, not only the scale has collapsed, so the inhabitants had to flee from the window, but
there are in main walls two slits systems that intersect at a right angle, which hint at a swirling motion,
which has the same walls subjected to a kind of torsion.. Also here there are produced those
phenomena which accompany earthquakes and arouse so much wonder in the common people. After
the first shock of February 23, the sea receded some meters from Porto Maurizio beach (ranging
testimony about the extent) exposing a shallow, and returned soon after rising in the lido at about one
meter above its average level and then again lowered. Of some water sources located on the heights
the flowrate decreased; while others were enriched, and certain sources gave turbid waters. Some
days ago prof. Vassallo saw along the road from Oneglia to Portomaurizio several slits that intersected
the soil in various directions; but when I visited the town they had disappeared. It is announced that
other wider and deeper slits are open above Oneglia at Mentone. The assertion that in the territory of
Portomaurizio and Diano there are places of ancient volcanoes and that the earthquake of 23rd is
dependent on these volcanoes, is absolutely unfounded. Between Albenga and Ventimiglia the
geological structures do not give anything volcanic, and apart from small strips of marl, sand, and
recent conglomerates (dating Pliocene), and today's alluvial deposits, are those same limestone and
shale that form the soil of our cities. The nearest between volcanic emersions is a small portion of
trachytic lavas, located on the Capo d’Aglio near Monaco and dates back to very ancient times
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(Miocene). These lavas are certainly connected to the volcanic formations of the Valley of the Var and
Provence. [...] According to my view, the phenomenon that has plagued the Riviera would properly
one of the so-called tectonici earthquakes. A very extensive tract of the earth's cortex would have
suffered as a result of slow ground movements, whose traces are evident among us, energetic lateral
pressures, until these overcoming the force of resistance and the elasticity of the rocks, it would be
suddenly a break of equilibrium occurred , hence the disastrous shaking waves. [...]In my opinion, the
memorable earthquake of February 23rd did not have a center but an axis that was produced mainly
along a linear direction near the interested towns.
If the assumption is true, once the break occurred, the rock masses are expected to resume gradually
a stable equilibrium and therefore it is very probable that shocks will became more rare and more
slight and then disappear altogether [...] ". [3]

Fig. 7: List of damage to people and buildings in the earthquake of 1887 by Artur Issen, 1887

4.

The reconstruction

On 31st May 1887 was enacted the Law n. 4511 for the earthquake damaged people, staring at
1,800,000 lire the sum to be paid as an aid for the people of Genoa and Porto Maurizio provinces
affected by the earthquake, and to 200,000 lire to the direct damage of the Cuneo province.
The effects of the earthquake had appreciable effects on urban development. Large areas of the
affected towns were razed and the reconstruction of the new buildings was controlled by
municipalities. In the affected towns they were opened new avenues, squares, plazas, sights, scenic
views.
In Bussana the City Council, after having questioned the opportunity to undertake the repair of the
damage and the recovery of the village, chose the abandonment of the old site of the village by
imposing to the inhabitants to leave the old houses and to rebuild them at Capo Marine, an area near
the via Aurelia and the sea, as in Castillon in France, where the destroyed village was reconstructed in
a lower position.
Bussana Nuova was organized by a Master Plan with wide and straight streets and a convenient
setting of greenery able to give shade and healthy air. The Master Plan was drawn up by the
Genovese engineer Salvatore Bruno of Sanpierdarena in May 1887. Bussana Nuova was completely
rebuilt between 1891 and 1894.
In San Remo, Porto Maurizio, Oneglia and Diano Marina new Master Plans were prepared. All the
current urban structure of Western Liguria is the result of urban planning subsequent to the 1887
earthquake.
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Fig. 8: Diano Marina at the time of the earthquake and after the reconstruction in 1891. (engraving from
“L’Illustrazione Italiana”)

Imperia (i.e the two towns of Oneglia and Porto Maurizio) in 1885 were in full urban development
committed to creating boulevards, villas and other great works - carried out by a French company
under the guidance of the engineer Gutton - on the basis of the Law of 25 June 1865. The
enlargement project was interrupted 23 February 1887 due to the earthquake that struck the Riviera.
Public and private buildings suffered crashes and injuries.
"In Porto's old center, which is most sensitive of the effects of the telluric movement, among the public
buildings only the former convent of the Annunciation and the daytime theater are irreparably
damaged. [...] The Government on May 31st emanates a special law for earthquake damaged people
which in Article 5 gives the right to municipalities, within a deadline of six months to draw up a master
plan or of enlargement with the rules prescribed by the law 25 June 1865; Article 7 also provides
standards for issuing specific rules for building construction and renovation. It was also established the
Royal Commission for damaged people by the earthquake, with the task of giving consultancies on the
royal decrees and regulations proposals, as well as the allocation of subsidies and loans to provinces,
municipalities, the moral and private entities. " (Archivio di Stato di Imperia, in the following A.S.I., Ex
Comune di Porto Maurizio, fald. 390)
The two towns immediately undertook the processing of zoning and of sanitation, asking the
applicability of the law 13 February 1885 (the so called “Naples Law) which was used to extend the
expropriation for the public interest even to the already built-up areas.
To old buildings actual damage it must be added the typical mentality of the period which considered
the historic centers as "dark and unhealthy neighborhoods," almost without large spaces and crossed
by very small alleys. It seems to be significant the introduction of the Master Plan for the restoration of
the city of Porto Maurizio, prepared by engineers Lorenzetti and Lodi where it is claimed that "the
current civilization does not allow the existence of these centers remains longer to destroy many lives
and to sap the fiber and to corrupt the blood of so many human beings.”
Give to this most agreeable hill deserved life, take off the black and melancholy hood that weights on
its head, cover the hills with gardens, villas and houses and develop wide streets, full of air and light.
No more on this side the sight will burden the bad memory of the impression received by its current
state, but on the contrary all the people will run and breathe the healthy and fragrant air and admire
the wide expanse of the sea of the Riviera ' (A.S.I., Ex Comune di Porto Maurizio, fald. 401)
The processing of planning instruments had to take into account the "earthquake-proof" regulations
which established, among other things, the shape, the height (no more than three storeys) and the
type of material to be used in the construction of buildings. These regulations prohibited the to use
vaulted ceilings between two floors, with the exception of underground, and also prescribed a series of
special iron chains for consolidation. In line with these requirements the Article 10 of the Regulations
for the Master Plan and expansion of Oneglia, dated September 24th, 1887, states that new buildings
“could have two floors plus the ground floor; and to exceed this limit it will be necessary to present a
special application to the Board with all drawings and other documents necessary to demonstrate the
stability and security of the building. In any case, never shall be possible to exceed the height of 15
meters from the ground level to the eaves.
For the industrial factories this height could be overtaken when requested by special needs. However,
it remains always the obligation to justify the structural soundness of the building. " (A.S.I., Ex Comune
di Oneglia, fald. 323)
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Fig. 9: General plan of Porto Maurizio before the earthquake of 1887 drawn up on the basis of the Archive
Cadastral tables of Imperia State (from Boggero, Paglieri, 1993)
Fig. 10: General plan of Porto Maurizio after the earthquake of 1887 drawn up on the basis of the Archive
Cadastral tables of Imperia State (from Boggero, Paglieri, 1993 reworking author)

At the turn of the century the image of the two cities underwent a marked change. Inside the ancient
urban texture of Oneglia were created squares and plazas (Piazza Doria and Piazza Maresca) and
were rectified the historic streets (via Doria, via Des Geneys, via San Sebastiano, Via San Giovanni
Battista) with the demolition of portions of buildings. In those years it was rearranged the crossroads
called “La Crocerà” (the crossing), between Via San Giovanni and Via Bonfante, with the creation of
new arcaded buildings in the style of those built in 1821.
The church and the St.Francis barracks were almost completely demolished, and the St. Francis
square was created. [8]
On another wing it was created the area for the new building of the Court, built by engineer Berio in
1891. The areas between via Belgrano and the public garden of the embankment, firstly thought as
expanding residential area, in a second time were intended for industrial sites, the future pole of the
local economy.

Fig. 11: The Master Plan of Porto Maurizio after the earthquake of 1887 (from Boggero, Paglieri, 1993)
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The Municipality facilitated in any way the establishment of new factories and companies yielding land
and exempting the enterprises from tollhouse regime. One of the first companies to take advantage of
these facilities was the Agnesi who in 1888 planted a big mill in the village of Pian del Moro, occupying
an area of 5,900 square meters of which 1,300 donated by the city.( A.S.I., Ex Comune di Oneglia,
fald. 373) The project of arrangement of the Moro village, involved the demolition of the old houses of
the fishermen and the east detour of the brook of Saint Lucia, with the subsequent construction of
cottages and a Grand Hotel, according to a project of the municipal technical office is dated 1891.(
A.S.I., Ex Comune di Oneglia, fald. 322, 330)
The reconstruction of Porto Maurizio consistently followed the addresses mapped before the
earthquake by the “Piano Guttin” that would raise the city to tourist activities and initiatives. The tourist
development was to take place through the tracking of a number of communication lines essential for
the development of the town and a more rational link with the ancient center. The Plan would have
planned the partial demolition of some existing buildings in favor of gardens and viewpoints. In
particular, the Master Plan established the formation of the Piazza Carlo Alberto at the intersection of
Via Garibaldi and the current Via Cascione, the connecting road between Via Garibaldi and Piazza del
Miradore (now Via Aurelio Saffi). It was envisaged: a ring road between the square of Miradore and
the bastion of the Foce; the Marina village partial demolition and the direct connection to via Garibaldi,
by the extension of Garibaldi and XX Settembre streets.( A.S.I., Ex Comune di Porto Maurizio, fald.
401) [17]

5.

Conclusions

Oneglia, town of Savoy tradition, with street arcades on the Piedmontese model, in late nineteenth
century looked at industrial development in the food industry due to the trading possibilities offered by
its harbour. Porto Maurizio with its hilltop palaces on Parasio, and with its location overlooking the sea,
a unique landscape and climate, was projected to a tourist development following the model of
Bordighera, San Remo and the French Riviera, trying to open the doors to an international tourism.
The earthquake of 1897 undoubtedly helped the urban renewal of the two centers favoring multiple
large squares and streets, healthier and safer homes.
At the same time, the resulting crisis became a brake on the tourism development in Porto Maurizio
that even with the presence of a large number of villas along the slopes of Parasio, facing the sea, did
not reach the tourist development of San Remo and Bordighera, nor assisted to a rise of large hotels.
It was not until the regime era, and the administrative merge of the two centers, with the creation of
Imperia (the city of the Empire, the river that flows between them). The coastal area between Oneglia
and Porto Maurizio, free from buildings, had a hinge function, and saw the rise of all those
administrative structures for the new province capital, such as the Municipal Palace, the Palace of the
Land Registry and the Post Office Main Building.
To better understand the building regulations in the coming centuries it appears crucial to analyze the
damage caused by the several earthquakes that in Liguria occurred during nineteenth century.
The integration among written documentary sources and graphics, drawings and early photographs
allow a complete picture of the damage and of the reconstruction work. In addition, the integrated
reading allows us to understand the transformations of Liguria territory, preparation of the urban
development plans and zoning, and of the building construction standards. The future development of
the research aims to analyze and integrate the documentary sources with a territory reading . It
becomes mandatory a cross reference with the rules of the redevelopment plans and master plans, up
to current regulations, and acting through analysis of data sources, by means of Geographic
Information System (GIS) and MultiRelational Database (MRDB) will produce useful tools..
Earthquakes in their tragic and destructive power can become source of new opportunities for
rearranging the urban and land development, but many other constraints have to be taken into
account and the civil society must be able to manage its own future with responsibility and use of
modern techniques. [9] [19]
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On additional services of the Royal Palace of Caserta. Genesis
Abstract
In the field of the management of cultural heritage, it is appearing a new culture of quality and efficiency. The
choice of the organizational model that can be applied to the cultural assets it is considered as an incisive
factor of success for the policy of this field.
The use of new formulas of management is established also in our country in a context of development of
managerial logics in the public administration’s system. The starting point consist of passing the so-called
direct management and looking for new forms of management of the cultural heritage, which are different
from the traditional ones.
The history of additional services in public museums is a history of intuition that had incredible difficulties to
be transformed in a suitable and correctly established management model able to find the exact balance
between opposite needs and able to outline the roles of different actors involved in the connected field.
In this essay, we will try to outline the genesis of indirect management and additional services at the Royal
Palace of Caserta.

1.The management of additional services in the years between 1999 – 2003
th

On the 14 August 1998, because of the management of additional services of the at the time called
Superintendence of the Architectural, Environmental, Artistic and Historic Assets for the provinces of Caserta
and Benevento, it was published on the Official Gazette of Italian Republic the first tender notice to entrust of
the service’s management “in particular of a) the management of editorial services, catalogues selling and
cartographic subsidy of the art. Two comma 1 of Ministerial Decree 24 March 1997, n. 139, for the for-year
period 1999 – 2003”[1]. Later, on the insertion Paper n. 235 of the Official Gazette of 8 October 1998, there
was a correction of the tender notice[2]. It was included also the Service’s management “in particular the
letters a), e), g), to manage the entry tickets”[3]. All the subjects, included in the art.2 of the above-written
decree[4], could request to participate to the tender. In addition, “The gathered enterprises or the ones who
declare the will of gathering in accordance with the art Ten of the Legislative Decree 24 July 1992, n. 385”[5]
could also participate. The annual auction fee was set, at the beginning, at L. 6.100.000 (six million one
hundred thousand Lira) to which one should add a percentage of the 10% on the gross annual turnover of
services management. In the correction of the tender, the annual fee was raised to L. 21.120.000 (twenty-
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one million one hundred and twenty thousands), leaving unchanged the percentage. The winning, a private
bid with the prohibition of subcontract, was done according the criterion of the most economically
advantageous offer. It had to be determined based on the elements and factors denoted in the same tender.
The award, a private bidding with a prohibition of subcontracting, was made based on the criterion of the
most economically advantageous tender, to be determined based on the elements and the weighting factors
indicated in the notice[6]. On March 29, 1999, as evidenced by the draft minutes, the Superintendent's Office
convened the Bidding Committee and, at the same time, formed the companies participating in the
competition in the people of their representatives: Arethusa Srl, Engineering for Culture Srl, Cosmofilm SpA,
and Electa Napoli Srl And Gebart S.r.l. They presented themselves as ATI[7] groupings having as agent their
lead company. The procedure for the competition was carried out by first examining the certificates attached
to the applications and then opening the envelopes containing the offers, including the economic one, as set
out in the notice. Then the envelopes were opened, considering four weighting elements: the offer for the
rent, the percentage increase on the annual turnover, the drop in the number of tickets and the annual
investment for promotional activities. On 7 April 1999, the second meeting of the Commission was held. At
that site, they started opening the lots containing the tenders and the weighted values that had to be kept in
mind. At the end of the stage, for compiling the schedules for the score attribution to the individual
companies participating in the competition, the result saw the company Arethusa achieve a coefficient of
78.06 [8] and, according to these results, it won the additional services for the four-year period 1999-2003.
On July 9 1999 the concession act and the ancillary agreement was signed by Architect Livio Ricciardi,
Superintendent of Architectural, Historical and Artistic Environmental Assets for the Provinces of Caserta and
Benevento and legal representative of the peripheral office of the Ministry for Cultural Heritage and Activities,
and by Ferdinando Palanti, the chief of the temporary grouping of companies, as well as President of
Arethusa. With them, the Superintendence outsourced the management of the additional services. Those
services consisted in the execution of what is described in the special specifications and in the offer
submitted by the successful tenderer, which constituted an integral part of the act.
The company "Arethusa Consortium of Research and Development Srl", with a turnover of about 22 billion
lire in the last three years of the past millennium, has its base in Montalto di Castro (VT). “Born in 1989 in
order to produce goods and services in the Management, conservation, use and cataloging of cultural and
environmental assets fields[9], It has as a major partner of the consortium " CoopL.AT ", one of the most
important Italian cooperative in the field of services supply," consisting of 2,500 members with A turnover of
about 100 billion"[10]. The temporary chief of the enterprises, when submitting the offer, it indicated the other
companies of the group, specifying also the parts of the supply, which would be carried out by the single
undertakings. Coordination and organization of works for CoopL.A.T; Skira Editore, Colonnese Gaetano and
Guide Book for Editorial Service. The bookstore service and the sale of objects were entrusted to the Library
Colonnese, the Libreria Guida and to Arethusa that would run to manage the administrative services,
administrative management, and especially reception, information, tour, teaching assistance, ticket sales and
anything else provided in the special specifications.
The concession set the deadline for the activation of the service[11], after obtaining the spaces assigned to
the concessionaire[12]. The prohibition of subcontracting, as required by the award procedure specified in
the notice of invitation, was mentioned in Art. 6. It is only by analyzing jointly the concession act, the special
specifications and the offer that the real nature and scope of the management of the concession services
can be better understood.
The executive editorial plan, the production of objects one and the sale of books and objects one, as well as
the one regarding all activities related to reception, information, guidance and teaching assistance[13],
advertising and promotional activities[14], will form a semi-annual comparison between the Superintendent
or the Head of the Superintendence Additional Services Office and the dealer, in order to verify their validity
and feasibility[15]. With regard to the editorial service, the Superintendence made available to the
concessionaire the assets in delivery for photographic reproductions, while holding the copyright[16], "the
concessionaire, while committed to strictly respect the scientific content of the texts delivered by the
Superintendence, has the faculty of adapting them to the educational and commercial purposes of the
product"[17]. Arethusa in the offer planned to create through the tours, catalogs, books, multimedia products,
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objects a support to promote the image and the cultural line of the whole complex and to elaborate, together
with the Superintendence, a coordinated graphic design that shows its official character so that it is clearly
recognizable.
In the offer presented in point A.1 [18], an editorial program was expected to be carried out and developed,
with strong presence in the grouping of a publishing house such as Skira. The mediation between the
application, the concession act and the offer of the concessionaire is summarized in the special clauses in
point 2 [19], which defines in detail the publications. A half-yearly bulletin containing the presentation of the
programs and activities of the Superintendence; In addition to the "short" tours to illustrate the Palace and
the Royal Park, created thematic brochures, called "reasonable folders", that took care particular aspects of
the Vanvitellian complex. The grant agreement fixes the terms of publication and the burden of the text
translation[20].
The Superintendence gave to the concessionaire the right to propose or reject other editorial achievements,
even in digital format, and the prelate right for the issue of creation of exhibition catalogues which may have
been realized or which are hosted in the complex with the burden of translation of the texts.
Regarding the library service, the Dealer undertook to carry out a multimedia library service, a cultural
activity center, tour services and information service for the public, as well as selling books and items
inspired by the heritage of the Vanvitellian complex. The organization of the service should have kept in mind
the heterogeneity of the public and the resulting variety of demand, with particular attention to children,
adolescents and foreigners[21]. Inspired by a new centrality of the Royal Palace of Caserta, from the
cultural, tourist and socio-economic point of view, reception services, information, tours and teaching
assistance through flow analysis, and bearing in mind the tremendous potential of cultural attraction, it allows
identifying and proposing different and flexible modes and contents. These contribute to increasing the
overall quality of the cultural offer and the enjoyment of the entire heritage. Arethusa's offer had the dual
objective. 1) "Consolidating the present presence of visitors and encouraging and promoting a new
request"[22], remodeling times and ways of visiting in relation to the different "public" and their specific
needs. 2) Offering an appropriate range of tools to support the visit: it is from the organization of the entrance
to the museum that the visitor receives essential information to make his choices on how to carry out the
visit.
Venues with ticketing and information point should have been a real center of operation and orientation "run
by a multilingual staff specially trained in receiving, which will provide information and suggestions on how to
visit the structure and all activities created within the entire complex "[23]. There was also a fully
computerized and networked ticket booth connected with the Superintendence to provide real-time access
data and organized counters to provide differentiated access between individual visitors and groups. Driving
and teaching services were, from the description in the offer, designed to be carried out in close cooperation
with the Superintendence, according to a predefined and coordinated program. The division of services was
conceived according to the different categories of visitors, different age ranges, level of education,
preparation and / or motivation. To this end, two major areas of intervention were identified: one for the
schools, the other one for the young and adult public both Italian and foreigner, with a further subdivision
within the two areas to meet the different categories of visitors. The aim of school education was to root the
visit of the structure in the school curriculum of the schools of different orders and degrees as an effective
tool for the knowledge, analysis and study of the complex not only as a wonderful architectural building but
also as the highest example of society and culture of the golden age. By organizing visits and educational
programs for different age groups, it was foreseen the possibility of "creating real packages including
different combinations of participations: from simple visits, to lessons with a visit, to laboratory activity, to
subsequent verification"[24]. In accordance with the provisions of the concession act and the
specifications[25], two booking services were activated: a visit with didactic assistance and provision of
editorial material produced according to the guidelines and the organization determined by the Educational
Service; Visit with didactic assistance on predetermined training itineraries. The didactic services provided by
Arethusa's, pointed towards a youth audience, not necessarily framed in school groups, were meant to
provide critical training support too. In addition to the various information and training support tools provided
in the margins of the ordinary visit, special services will be offered to an adult audience, both Italian and
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foreign, first of all will be carried out on guided tours to be realized at fixed times and in different languages.
Pay-per-view guided tours are available for reservation for specific groups or individual visitors. The activities
would follow a double address: on the one hand, the creation of paths with thematic and / or specialist
content. On the other hand, there is the realization of special events to be carried out in times and in ways
that allow the extension of the period or the space of fruition of the Palace. Finally, a didactic service was
offered for people with physical and psychic disabilities and for those who are generally excluded from
cultural activities. This was possible by using professionals and tools capable of promoting new forms of
communication that stimulate the knowledge of the Palace, "generating a pleasant and rewarding
experience. Alternative techniques and methodologies will be adopted, which will integrate into the most
traditional verbal language "[26].
In addition to teaching services, the Dealer undertook to ensure the management and rental [27] of
audioguides at the information point and ticket office. As it was written in the bidding, the dealer would also
handle the ticket booth, pre-order and reservation service for the Royal Palace of Caserta according to the
current regulations[28]. "The provision and management of the system for the issue and cancellation of
payment or free access securities, as well as their warehouse management and the related treasury and
cash operations, the provision of access control system management and the provision of Management of
the telephone information service and booking and ticket sales networks"[29]. According to the special
instructions of the Superintendence, various types of tickets were issued: personalized according to types of
buyer (homage, whole, or individual, schools, group, etc.), depending on the type of service (simple
entrance, time zone entry, Entrance with guided tour, entrance with audio guide reservation[30]). We used
the technology of the company TicketsLive Corporation [31], of which the associated TicketOne is the
exclusive distributor for the sale of ticketing software and ticket booking partners. The user can choose the
type of visit, service, day, time zone by seeing the actual availability at that time; the system, in addition to
ensuring better management and greater control, allows optimization of visits and services

2. The four-year period 2003-2007
At the expiry date, as provided by Article 28 of the Concession and the Supplementary Agreement deed n.
122 of July 9, 1999 [32], and pursuant to art. 117 paragraph 1 of the legislative decree no. 490 of October
29, 1999 [33], art. 3 of Law no. 352 of October 8,1997 [34] it was believed to renew the same for a period of
four years. On 27 November 2003 at the headquarters of the Superintendence for Architectural heritage and
Landscape for the Historical Artistic and Demoethnoanthropological heritage of the provinces Caserta and
Benevento, the regent superintendent Giovanna Petrenga and Virgilio Crocco, chief executive for the
signature in place of Mr. Maurizio Cantini, legal representative and chairman to Arethusa Consorzio di
Ricerca e Sviluppo S.r.l board of directors, signed the concession to operate the management of the
additional services.
Proceeding to a timely analysis of the new deed of concession, holding constantly the comparison with the
previous agreement, the attention will be only focused on the present news. The Article. 12 of the new
agreement fixed the percentage owed to Arethusa for the Management of the ticket service to 10.98%[35]
exactly as planned in the first agreement [36] and as it was established in the offer submitted by the dealer
[37] at the moment of the deed for the award of the tender ,which together with the invitation letter and to its
special specification, integral part of the deed; to the article 20 is fixed the annual concession rent with a
fixed share of € 78,225 and a "percentage share of 25,02% of annual gross turnover (excluding VAT) made
in the management of services, except of Tickets" [38] as previously planned in the first Granting deed and in
the offer of Arethusa [39].
The substantial real news has to be found in Article.3 [40] when one of the designated areas for the
accomplishment of the activity is also reintegrated an area at the ground floor of the Complex for teaching
laboratories. Even before the signing of the agreement, we had activated to allow that the start of the
laboratories coincide with the beginning of the school year. Although the management of educational
laboratories at the Royal Palace of Caserta was already foreseen in the agreement for the four-years period
1999 – 2003 to the art.11 [41] was never carried out except in a convention already widely expired and one
week in advance of the conclusion of the renewal that reintegrated to the art. 9 [42] together with the other
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hosting services, educational guidance and assistance. With regard to the promotional activities,the new
deed stipulated didn’t explicitly foresee the extent of the investments, as it used to happen in the first
agreement [43], but indeed committed the dealer to guarantee "only" the 20% than previously expected [44].
Despite what you might believe Arethusa pointed much on promotional activities [45] to give life to an annual
program of events and cultural activities spread over the year, in order to attract visitors even during periods
with less affluence. Returning to the differences detected by a detailed comparison between the two
concessions the Article 8, dedicated to the production and sale of objects and reproductions, retains all the
requirements already present in the previous act, and also confirming the commitment of the parties to
“agree every six months to the production and the sale plan" [46] did not provide the types and quantity of
products to achieve.

3. Additional services management after 2007
On November 26, 2007 the convention n.120, already the subject of a renewal, expired. It was signed on
November 27, 2003 with the ATI Arethusa Society for the management of ticketing, bookshop, guided tours
and educational assistance in the Reggia di Caserta. With the note. 25447 of November 27, 2007, the
Superintendent Guglielmo, in accordance with the provisions of art. 14 of Law Decree no. 159 [47] which
extended the effectiveness of the established relationship “up to the adjudication of the tender, which has to
be announced by February 28, 2008” [48] stated that the deadline of November 26 was extended until the
start date of the tender procedures and from the announcement of that date, the grant has to be considered
effective for an additional semester [49]. The extension was in fact initially accepted by the dealer without
alleging anything about it. In a letter dated December 11, 2007 Arethusa communicated the unwillingness to
extend the same economical conditions "stating that public contracts must be in writing form ad substantiam
and no tacit acceptance hypotheses being so configured” [50]. The dealer for the purpose of a regular
continuation of the report was made immediately available to the conclusion of a new contract, prior to
renegotiation, but getting a negative feedback. The extension was granted on the same contractual
conditions imposed by the convention Rep. N. 120 of November 27, 2003, also in light of the views
expressed about the Legislative Office of the Superior Ministry with note no. 10163 of May 6, 2009 and by
the Directorate General for Budget and Economic Planning, Promotion, Quality and Standardization of
Procedures, Section III, with note no. 3331 of March 10, 2009 in which it was emphasized the inadmissibility,
under the extension of a contract renewal with changes of the previous contractual conditions. The necessity
of the request for these opinions advanced by the Regional Directorate of Campania arose at the instance
later produced by the company ATI Arethusa on April , 2009 by which was sought the renegotiation of the
contract for the additional services already in place in the Vanvitellian complex. The Regional Office, who
had been given the competence, prior the examination of the superintendents of the sector to have direct
commitment or in concession of the activities and the public services for the enhancement of the cultural
heritage as required by the decree of the President of the Republic n. 233 of November 26,2007 and
confirmed by the Ministry of Heritage and Culture with the Decree of January 29, 2008 [51], in a note dated
June 25, 2009 n. 10821 [52], unable to proceed to the commitment of services in maturity through insolvency
proceedings, "due to technical - administrative – legal reasons" [53], but having actually managed the
Superintendence to proceed to the formalization for the extension of the concession, having proceeded to
various meetings at the same offices to find appropriate solutions to the problems arose, stating the
unavailability of Arethusa, at maturity of the first year of extension. to continue the same in absence of
renegotiation of the terms and having a note dated May 21, 2009 n. 9196 proceeded to tell the dealer the
negative opinion of the Minister, believing tacitly accepted the extension to the same terms and conditions of
the agreement for the four-years period 2003/2007 not having received any reply, it ordered the extension for
18 months “period strictly necessary for the accomplishment of the commitment procedures” [54]. In
response with a note dated July 10, 2009 [55], Arethusa, having passed two years after that the contract has
expired and being fully spent also the extension time and not having the Grantor proceeded the completion
of the new tender for the award of the management service for the additive services, stated that he intended
to start the dismissing procedures for the staffs, in order to allow the cessation of all performances in the
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palace by the date of September 30, 2009, but he also said that he would have been willing to examine both
uptime termination and possible offers, different from the one formulated, for a prosecution of the service
even after that date. In order to ward off, trying to mediate and to resolve the threatened dismissal of the
Arethusa personnel, there were followed some meetings in the presence of the Regional Directorate of
Campania, the Trade Unions and the Superintendent at the Prefecture of Caserta and subsequently, on
September 21, 2009 , at the General Directorate for the enhancement of cultural heritage of the Superior
Ministry. In this meeting, the Ministry declared itself available to carry out a direct assignment in favor of
Arethusa, pending the completion of the procurement of the additional services at the most favorable terms
and conditions put forward by the company. By the contract of October 28, 2009 [56], signed by the Regional
Office and the ATI Arethusa, following the refusal opposed by Arethusa to the extension of the Convention
was willing the reliance on private negotiations to the same ATI, pursuant to the art. 57 paragraph 2, letter c)
of the Legislative Decree no. 136 of April 12, 2006 [57], of the temporary management of the selfsame
services already carried out previously for the period which stretches from November 1, 2009 to June 30,
2010 with possibility of extension for another three months, with a renegotiation of the contract terms. The
dealer fearing an imminent disposal, with the immediate suspension of all the educational activities but also,
and above all, those of the ticket services paralyzing the access to the complex resulting in the dismissal of
the staff and citing objective data, the drastic decrease of the tourists flow in year 2008 in conjunction with
the waste emergency in Campania, which, fueled by a relentless media overexposure, had disastrous
repercussions on the tourism sector, whose effects lasted up to the year 2009 [58] managed to obtain the
renegotiation of contract terms: The royalties on gross annual turnover in service management, excluding
the ticket service, in favor of the Administration was set at the 15%[59] while it was previously 25%[60]; the
percentage share owed to Arethusa for managing the ticketing service was 25% compared with the 10,98%
owed until then. Only the concession fixed rent remained unchanged. The impermanence immediately
attributed to the deed of granting involved a poor definition of the service, in contrast to what were the two
previous deeds that they listed, in some cases punctually, in the specific characteristics and modes of
execution of the services. The reference is explicit to the publishing service, reasonably recognizable as the
tip of the diamond of the partnership between the Superintendence and concession company in the field of
museum education. In the new deed of concession to the Art. 6, despite the title given, there is no mention of
any editorial service, in contrast, it entirely brings what was previously reintegrated in the article dedicated to
the production and sale of objects and reproductions. The nearly decade relationship between dealer and
Educational Service ends inexorably relegating teaching to guided tours and educational laboratories to no
longer provide any support to the visit, especially the "public" of the school age, stressing that the
relationship crystallized in in time with the Dealer has tipped the balance in decision-making on the activities
to offer such additional services from the latter, which has definitely veered towards activities of "economic
importance", the laboratories [61], at the expense of longer-related edutainment activities but little profitable.
The remaining part of the grant does not envisage any substantial changes. Although, as previously noted,
the new document did not include a fixed fee as an investment for promotional activities was on this that
strongly pointed the dealer, especially through "Percorsi di Luce", despite the aftermath debtors that
characterized the early editions. The State Attorney in a note dated December 23, 2011[62], following up on
previous correspondence showed that the Arethusa company had to be liquidated by the date of June 21,
2011 but before that, is by a deed dated July 27, 2010 who had given the company to Civita Musei Siti e
Aree Archeologiche s.r.l..”This business transfer agreement provided for the transfer in favor of the
transferee of all the contracts in progress concerning the same Arethusa, contracts stipulated with the
permission of Cultural Heritage and related to the award of a number of additional services at several
archaeological sites. Today it is the Civita Group which manages the additional services at the Royal Palace.
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Abstract
In the past, only material structures were considered as heritage. Recently, thanks to the UNESCO
Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage (2003) this concept – previously
considered, even if not explicitly developed, in the Nara Document of Authenticity (1994) - enlarged its
scope to include the intangible heritage. Thus, also the practices, representations, expressions,
knowledge, skills – as well as the instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces associated - start
to be defined and protected as heritage. According to these issues, what is the role of the intangible in
the growing recognition of the values of a Site? How does it affect the definition of new boundaries of
Cultural Sites? The paper aims at developing these issues through the case study of the Sassi of Matera,
in Southern Italy, declared UNESCO site in 1993 for its unique urban environment in which people used
to live in almost total symbiosis with nature, taking advantage of every possible resource in a smart and
sustainable manner. Furthermore, the city of Matera, has been recently appointed as European Capital
of Culture for 2019. Presenting the last initiatives on conservation and promotion of heritage, in
preparation of the 2019 event, it will be outlined the relationship between the tangible and intangible
aspects in the value assessment of this heritage site. Through a series of examples, it will be presented
how cultural spaces as well as intangible aspects play a key role in the broadening of heritage’s
boundaries and, as a consequence, in the conservation and promotion initiatives.
Keywords: European Capital of Culture, Intangible Cultural Heritage, Buffer Zone, Conservation,
Promotion
1.
Introduction
Matera is a small size provincial capital in the region of Basilicata, in the southern part of Italy. It is one
of the oldest continuously inhabited sites in the entire World. Its first settlements dates back to 9000 BC,
embodying the development, through the millennia, of agricultural systems and urbanization.
The focus of this stratification is the UNESCO site of “The Sassi and the Park of the Rupestrian
Churches of Matera”. This site has been the first World Heritage Site in Italy recognized within the
category of ‘Cultural Landscape’, due to the outstanding historic development of the town combined with
the natural environment.
The area of the Sassi (literally stones) hosted for centuries inhabitants together with their animals
(indeed, the Sassi were used as houses hosting also the work animals, such as donkeys, chickens,
etc.), commercial and handcrafted activities. With the urban development of the XIX century, the process
of marginalization and overpopulation of the Sassi began. This process led to the worsening of living
condition within the Sassi, that suffered a complete decay, until the relatively recent rehabilitation
projects where started in 1986, thanks to the national law n.771/1986 named “Conservazione e
recupero dei Rioni Sassi Matera” (Conservation and recovery of the districts of Sassi of Matera). The
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law allocated 100 billion of Italian lire (around 110.000.000 of current American dollars) in order to
preserve the historic area of the Sassi, converting it in a cultural and touristic site. After its recognition
as a World Heritage Site (WHS) in 1993, the city and the local population started to develop rehabilitation
and conservation projects of the whole area.
According to these considerations, the recent nominee of Matera as European Capital of Culture (ECoC)
in 2019 can be the opportunity to develop integrated actions for conservation and enhancement of the
city and its surrounding context. The combination of different elements characterizing the place identity
such as the gastronomic heritage, handwork, craftsmanship, local events and tradition can lead to the
rethinking of the boundaries of the WHS including its tangible as well as its intangible values and
meanings.

Fig. 1: The Sassi of Matera with the Park of the Rupestrian Churches on the background. Source:

flickr.com
Firstly, the relation between the Sassi and the City along the history will be presented. This part will
provide an overview of the foundation of the Sassi and its urban development as well as its happenings
in relation with the social and political history of the XIX and XX centuries, in the Italian context.
Secondly, the role of the intangible for an integrated preservation of this area will be presented. This
section will consider the different elements contributing to the significance and unicity of the site. Starting
from the UNESCO criteria of the World Heritage Site, the missing features that should be considered in
order to provide a holistic heritage’s engagement of the site will be outlined. These aspects will be
structured in possible actions that can be included in the Management Plan of the site. For the definition
of these actions the state of the art of the ongoing initiatives will be investigated. Some of the presented
initiatives will include the project of communication and territorial marketing Matera Città Narrata (Matera
Tales of the City). Then, the main facilities for the protection and preservation of the intangible heritage
as, for example, the institution of the museum of demography, ethnography and anthropology (IDEA)
and the Virtual Museum of Collective Memory (MUV), will be analyzed.
For a comprehensive understanding of the intangible heritage of the area, traditions and handworks
connected to the territory, such as the patron saints feasts (mixing religious and secular, processions,
parades, concerts, fireworks displays, food festivals, etc.) are presented. Furthermore, the gastronomic
and culinary tradition will be described in accordance with its important role, especially in this region
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which is one of the areas of the Mediterranean Diet, listed as intangible element in 2010 in the List of
Intangible Cultural Heritage.
The proposal identifies the risk of a ‘musealization’ of the site that can be avoided through an integration
with the intangible elements involving the local population in heritage conservation and promotion,
safeguarding the spirit of the place as well as its identity.
Lastly, it will be stressed how all the mentioned aspects can lead to a rethinking of the boundaries of
the heritage site and the related consequences such as the extension of the average stay times (one of
the target of the ECoC 2019 dossier) for a slow tourism which allows for a more comprehensive
understanding of the site and its meanings. This would preserve the site desirability creating a durable
and stable local development.

Fig. 2: Sassi Core zone and Buffer zone. Source : www.unesco.org (modified by the authors).

2.
Matera and its Cultural Heritage
The district of Sassi is divided into two neighborhoods, called “rioni”, Sasso Barisano and Sasso
Caveoso. The two “rioni” developed similarly to other cities of the Mediterranean area, with rooms totally
or partially excavated in the rocks, (in the case of Matera a kind of limestone, called “calcarenite”, easy
to carve) taking advantage of all the natural resources of the site. The Sassi became a symbiotic
environment between human and nature. Due to their particular geological morphology, a complex
system of water management was developed. Moreover, in the caves, rooms got adequate ventilation
and illumination, offering at the same time protection from inclement weather and strong sun; every
space was efficiently used (Laureano 2012).
The decadence of the whole environment started in the XVIII century, when the Sassi reached their
maximum possible extension, limited by the growing surrounding richer neighbourhoods. Therefore, the
Sassi began growing up on themselves, converting in dwellings caves previously used as warehouses
and cisterns or sub-dividing the existing dwellings, leading to a sharp decrease of the inhabitants’ living
conditions quality. This process brought to an unbearable population density that eventually led
politicians to promote the relocation of the population of the Sassi, giving them more respectable
accommodation (Valente, 2010).
The interventions during Fascism, contributed to further decline of Sassi, even if the interventions with
a greater impact remained uncompleted due to the Second World War. Immediately after the war, the
Sassi issue regained relevance in the public debate. This was also due to the publication, in 1945, of
the successful book "Christ stopped at Eboli" by Carlo Levi. In 1952, a Parliament law launched a
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program for the development of innovative solutions for the Sassi issue. During these years, Matera
was also knew as “urban laboratory” due to the involvement and contribution of Italian and foreign
architects, planners, sociologists, historians, economists, etc., under the guide of the Istituto Nazionale
di Urbanistica (National Urbanism Institute) and with the funding of the European Recovery Program.
The main aim of the operation held in Matera consisted in moving out the inhabitants into new districts.
On one hand suburban districts, following modern criteria about green spaces and public equipment,
were built in farmlands just out the town. On the other, the most innovative aspect of the plan, consisted
in the realization of several rural villages planned at a distance of approximately 10 Km from the old
town. These villages were set into a wider reorganization of the entire territory, in the general framework
of the Land Reform of the beginning of the ’50. The Reform promoted the redistribution of land, against
the phenomena of the “latifondo” (a wide extension of land usually not well exploited), in order to
encourage local development dividing the estates into smaller properties for all the farmers. The rural
villages around Matera such as La Martella and Venusio, were thought as self-sufficient communities
which main aim was to give land to poor farmers. Soon this process of relocation of the population
showed its weakness. Most of Sassi inhabitants moved reluctantly, in spite of unquestionably better
standard of life the new districts could provide. The process of change would have taken at least one or
two more generations, but soon the new neighbourhoods started to decay. Particularly, the rural villages
- among them the famous La Martella, masterpiece of the Italian Neorealismo in architecture - failed
almost completely since only three of the six villages initially planned were built. In fact, the farm lot were
not big enough to guarantee economical support to families furthermore, people did not want to live far
away from the city center.
Only in 1986 the first plan of rehabilitation of the Sassi was presented, with the aim of preserving the
built heritage but also taking daily life back to the Sassi. In 1993 the two districts together with the
Rupestrian Churches and Murgia Materana Park were declared World Heritage Site by UNESCO.
Currently, the Sassi host the biggest number of cultural facilities of the town, a great number of touristic
and entertainment services. By now, the Sassi district host almost 3000 inhabitants.

Fig 3: Boundaries of the World Heritage Site and the relations with the Matera urban perimeter. Elaborated by the
authors

3.
The role of intangible and its preservation
The UNESCO protected site includes the old town of the Sassi and the Park of the Rupestrian Churches
of Matera. The two entities are strictly connected, indeed the Sassi settlement is the result of a long
process of human adaptability to the natural site. The particular site morphology has been shaped by
the local population along the time, creating a strong symbiosis between natural and human
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environment. It is then worth to mention the three motivations which the site has been listed into the
World Heritage List (WHL) with, in 1993:
 Criterion (iii) Matera's Sassi and Park represent an outstanding example of a rock-cut settlement,
adapted perfectly to its geomorphologic setting and its ecosystem and exhibiting continuity over
more than two millennia.
 Criterion (iv) The town and park constitute an outstanding example of an architectural ensemble
and landscape illustrating a number of significant stages in human history.
 Criterion (v) The town and park represent an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement
and land-use showing the evolution of a culture which has maintained over time a harmonious
relationship with its natural environment. (Source: http://whc.unesco.org).

Fig 4: Cultural facilities of Matera at different scales. Elaborated by the authors

Since the inscription of the Site in the World Heritage List (WHL) the intangible aspects have been
considered. Nevertheless, several difficulties in the management of the Site and delays in the
rehabilitation process left aside this issue. The following paragraphs will outline the different ongoing
initiatives and projects aimed at preserving and promoting the intangible values and meanings of the
Site.
3.1 Matera Tales of a City
In order to preserve the intangible cultural heritage, the first step consists in the definition of an
informative system. Matera developed a project of communication and territorial marketing which
outcome was a digital platform named “Matera Città Narrata”, Matera Tales of a City. The goals of the
platform consisted in making users more aware about the Site, its uses, habits of the people that used
to live there, religious elements, traditions, local building techniques, craftsmanship, etc.
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Fig 5: Screenshots of the platform “Matera Città Narrata”. Source: www.materacittanarrata.it

In a first instance, the platform helps users to plan their future visit to Matera through the website. Then
it gives the possibility to download a web-app for mobile device (such as smartphone, tablets, etc.) that
can be used, once there, getting geo-referenced information about the tangible and intangible aspects
of the Site. The web-app includes:
▪
▪
▪

a storytelling digital guide of several areas of the Site;
the temporal evolution of the site through historical pictures;
aerial views of the city.

A part for these aspects, the web-app includes videos with tales of witnesses of Matera daily life, in the
last century. Then, a special web-app for children, based on virtual game strategies, transforms the Site
tour in a ‘treasure hunt’. The city plan becomes a treasure map, with clues hidden in monuments. The
clues are linked to riddles, puzzles or questions, through which the user can learn about dialect,
traditions and culture of the place. Thanks to this initiative, it is possible to discover the Sassi trough
edutainment process. The name of the web-app itself - O’Munaciedd - is related to the traditional
heritage. O’Munaciedd, literally the little monk, in local dialect, is in fact the character guiding the user
all over the game. This character, rooted in the tradition of the agricultural culture in Basilicata region,
was believed to be a spirit appearing in child form dressed as a monk, who used to prank people and
every little problem (broken or missing or falling objects, little injures, etc.) were attributed to him. Until
the second half of the XX century Munaciedd was the main belief among the poorer and less educated
social classes.
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Fig 6: Screenshots of the edutainment App O’Munnacied for iOS systems

3.2 The I.D.E.A.
In the ’50, in order to protect and preserve the intangible heritage, local stakeholders conceived the
institution of a Museum of Demography, Ethnography and Anthropology. Only in 2010, Fondazione
Carical elaborated a concrete project for the museum, to be realized within the abandoned caves of
Sasso Caveoso. Within the framework of the bid for the 2019 European Capital of Culture the idea of
the Museum of Demography, Ethnography and Anthropology has been included in the official dossier
as one of the key strengths to support the nomination of Matera as European Capital of Culture in 2019.
To strengthen the concept of a museum about the anthropological and ethnographic roots of the
territory, the local administration planned the creation of the Istituto DemoEtnoAntropologico (IDEA) –
Institute for Demography, Ethnography and Anthropology. The Institute will include documents and
artifacts of daily life of the Sassi inhabitants. It will be the core of a scattered museum. The goal is to
collect the archives of the Basilicata region all together, creating a network of all the regional collections,
a comprehensive virtual database, digitalizing under Creative Commons license all the documents in
the different museums, preserving the physical objects in the museums’ archives. These archives store
artisanal utensils, agricultural equipment, art masterpieces as well as audio documents and ethno-music
files, photographic and cinematographic collections, letters and historical documents.
The most innovative feature consists in mapping the oral heritage of the city of Matera and of the
Basilicata region, documenting traditional costumes, rituals, events, dialects and also wine and food
production. The main goal of the whole operation is making the intangible heritage of Basilicata open
and accessible to everybody improving collaboration and international exchange.
3.3 Traditions and Handwork
Basilicata still preserves lot of traditions, such as the patron saints feasts, that involve the entire
population of every town of the region, being an attractive element for tourism. They consist in several
days of celebrations, combining religious and secular aspects such as processions, parades, concerts,
fireworks displays, country fairs, etc. Matera hosts a main celebration every July 2, honoring the
Madonna della Bruna, identified as intangible heritage by the Istituto Centrale per la
Demoetnoantropologia (Central Institute for the Demography, Etnography and Antropology) delegate
agency of the Italian Ministry of Culture (MiBACT) for the Italian intangible heritage. The main moment
of this local celebration is the destruction of the triumphal chariot by the population. This event, recalling
an ancient legend, represents the people’s strength against every form of dictatorship and tyranny.
Every year, a new more beautiful triumphal chariot is re-built renewing the meaning of this celebration.
Furthermore, the triumphal chariot is made of papier-maché, typical production of the region
manufacturing.
The papier-maché triumphal chariot is built in a dedicated building, named Fabbrica del Carro (Chariot
Factory). Recently, in order to provide more visibility to this factory and its typical production, preserving
the know-how related to the papier-maché art-production, a museum of the triumphal chariot and its
related production process has been planned. In addition, the museum will include an art school related
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to the papier-maché design and production and special events to keep this craftsmanship tradition alive.
These initiatives will be concluded by 2019 on the occasion of the European Capital of Culture event.
3.4 Food
A further important asset to be considered as intangible heritage is the gastronomic and culinary
tradition. This aspect is really important especially in Southern Italy, that is one of the birth-place of the
Mediterranean Diet, listed as a humanity intangible heritage by UNESCO in 2010. In the case of Matera,
the general goal is to recover products, foods and varieties which were almost or risked to be lost,
preserving the old methods of food production, employing at the same time innovative tools. An
additional goal consists in restoring this kind of production chain, fostering its connection with tourism,
supporting in this way an entire economic system.
Matera has a long tradition in wine and olive oil production, and is particularly renowned for its bread.
National quality assurance labels such as Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) for the bread,
Controlled Designation of Origin (CDO) for the Matera wine (consisting into five wine types: Rosso,
Primitivo, Moro, Greco, Bianco and Spumante), Protected Geographical Indication (PGI) and Traditional
Specialties Guaranteed (TSG) guarantee the protection of these products.
The purpose of local administration of Matera consist in:
 strengthening the connection between the UNESCO site and the intangible heritage of the
Mediterranean diet, cataloguing and identifying food and wine related to the production sites;
 reclaiming old techniques and tools for the products manufacturing;
 disseminating actions about traditional production processes;
 innovating the traditional production processes with the support of the new technologies.

Fig 7: Agricultural production chains in Basilicata and Alta Murgia. Source: Authors.

Furthermore, the institution of the International Center for the Studies and Culture of the Mediterranean
Diet in Matera, promoted by the Chamber of Commerce, developed an archive to catalogue the local
food and wine specialties and different initiatives and activities to disseminate the local know-how
related to food preparation, involving local inhabitants in the training processes, thus contributing to the
enhancement of food culture.
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Additional actions consisted in the recovery of the old mill Alvino, one of the first industrial mills of the
city in the XIX century. The building and its area are now object of a rehabilitation project. Thus, the mill
will produce again pasta using local wheat, preserving the local wheat varieties that risk to be lost due
to the industrial production. Furthermore, the mill will host a museum of the ‘white art’ (wheat and flour),
combining art and food culture, displaying bread, pasta, etc., production techniques. In addition, events
as well as a school and a market are also planned. The project aims to turn the mill into the reference
point for Matera food chain.

4.

Conclusions

Matera is an outstanding example of the integration between natural and urban environment.
The cultural heritage can be the driver of local sustainable development, exploiting the opportunity of
the World Heritage Site (WHS) of Matera as well as the intangible elements of the city and its territory,
both included in the UNESCO Cultural Intangible Heritage List and other elements characterizing the
identity of these places.

Fig 8: Conceptual diagram presenting the tangible and intangible elements characterizing the Word Heritage Site
of Matera and its territory. Elaborated by the authors

This contribution provided an overview of the state of the art and of the ongoing initiatives that the city
of Matera is developing in preparation of the 2019 event. This framework has been useful to understand
how to address further initiatives and projects exploiting the opportunities of the European Capital of
Culture (ECoC) event for a sustainable and sustained development of the territory employing its tangible
and intangible resources (in term of knowledge, folklore, cultural identity, know how, local capability,
etc.).
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Fig 9: Conceptual diagram presenting the tangible and intangible elements characterizing the Word
Heritage Site of Matera and its territory. Elaborated by the authors
Further researches could address the following issues, in term of policies:









the development of strategies and programs on a long term base, exploiting the opportunities of the
European Community programs for the territorial development; i.e. the HORIZON 2020 program
that provides several types of funding, such as the European Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development (EAFRD), the European Capital of Culture (ECoC), etc.;
an in-depth identification and analysis of the key elements for implementing the promotion process;
stress the role of the intangible heritage in order to orient the development policies in line with the
territorial identity (in term of local cultivations, production methods, craftsmanship, etc.);
the promotion of the strategic role of a shared knowledge through the development of an effective
database to collect, organize and manage the data;
the reconsideration of the boundaries of the current buffer zone of the World Heritage Site,
enlarging its limits including the place of ‘production’ strictly related to the intangible features in
terms of food production and manufacturing, tradition, handicraft, etc.
Concerning new tools and technologies further developments could include:
the elaboration of an integrated strategy employing the Building Information Model (BIM) and
Geographic Information System (GIS) technologies to support the local administration that operate
in the field of safeguard, preservation and management of the cultural and natural heritage.

Finally, in term of strategies, further improvements could:


address the threats of the site such as the ‘musealization’ of cultural heritage (with the consequent
prevarication of tourists over inhabitants), avoiding the risks connected with the touristic invasion as
it is happening in the historic centre of Venice, where the number of the local residents decreased
of the 60% in the last 100 years due to a mass tourism unsustainable for the site (Settis, 2014).

Promotion of the intangible as living element in daily life could avoid the risk of ‘musealization’ of the
Site. This will keep alive local know-how, promoting local products and discouraging depopulation.
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Finally, one of the goals of broadening the heritage’s boundaries through the intangible heritage is to
make more enjoyable the user stay and to extend the average stay times of permanence in line with the
target of the ECoC 2019 dossier.
The reconsideration of the Heritage boundaries should take into account the buffer zone not only from
the physical - in term of preservation strategies - but also from the intangible point of view. The outcomes
of this approach are policies that can protect the local traditional activities (i.e. artisanal bread making,
papier-maché design and production) for an adequate sustained conservation and promotion of heritage
places with the engagement of local inhabitants.
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Abstract
This paper is focused on a particular point of view about enviromental context to find a temporal
continuity until nowadays and use disciplinary source that connect in a unique destiny homo faber’s
experience, the rules, material culture, technology, knowledge to expande the point of view.
The scope of the data collected through remote sensing are varied and open to new research. The
multilevel image, resulting from the activities of design from above, can orient specific studies in the
archeological area of Pompeii like suggest land reclamation if it proves affected by the presence of
materials deposited illegally, spies of human activities occurring on it.
Keywords: Design, Drawing, Pompeii, Remote sensing, Landscape

1.
Introduction
In the title the future is understood as a development of the skills in the Design supported by the
technology that allows to settle together, in a single process diachronic without wastage or temporal
interruptions, the research of the representation of the Design of the already done and the Design in
progress.

What is the link between Vitruvio, Strabone, Architecture and Geography or Archtecture’s
treatise and Geography’s treatise? It is an important topic for deal with the comparison
between the survey’s design, the design of existing, at different dimension, and the design of
future as project’design referring at current technology of representation.
This paper is focused on a particular point of view about enviromental context to find a
temporal continuity until nowadays and use disciplinary source that connect in a unique
destiny homo faber’s experience, the rules, material culture, technology, knowledge to
expande the point of view. In fact, Vitruvio and Strabone have the same theoric apporach
that we could define cosmogonist; Universe e the Earth dictate the material and spiritual
dimension to live with eyes focused on Universe, inspecting, preventing, managing evolution
and modification. The convention of point of view at 1,70 m isn’t used to represent building or
landscape.The goal of Vitruvio and Strabone are very similar to contemporaneous thought of
know to see, understand and reestabilish, modify, preempt the thought for adjustment of
technology. In fact, in our activity of design/survey, we perceive a reality also with prostheses
and aids, for example in the design from above, it is necessary to estabilish a difference
between who think the city, the territory like a part of the Earth to survey e draw on date with
geometric-mathematic rigor and instead who think it like a space where live and where the
surveyer must represent including the sense that the word life has.
In both positions, the thing in common is determined by the technological evolution that
integrating and linking together multi-disciplinary knowledge to design/survey a physical
reality, as a part of the Earth, a city, a territory, an artifact, gives a temporal dimension and
movement to static representation that becomes dynamic.
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An evolution has resulted in a short period of time if we think about the artistic experiences of
Picasso said of himself he painted as he thought and not like he saw, giving at the thought a
value of modification dictated by need of an intense rationality aimed to push the
investigation inside the object, in search of its components and its geometric and volumetric
relationships
to
deepen
insight
from
multiple
sides
and
in
moving.

Fig. 1: Thomas Moody, Pompeii, Charles Knight, Pall Mall Est, Londra 1831.
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The focus on the different scales that become layers represent the future that has an ancient
heart and that thought is always ahead of the technologies.
Technologies such as representation’s tools are prosthetis that technological evolution offers
to the observer; therefore, they adapt to the times without damaging the thought.

Fig. 2: Airborne remote sensing Methodological process.
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Fig. 3: Representation of Daedalus data on archeological site of Pompeii, source: Benecon Scarl.

The area of the representation of the territory, within the Science of representation, benefited
from technological innovations due exclusive use of digital techniques. The availability of
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significant amount and variety of data, satellite or aerial, has facilitated the development of
GIS systems generating more and more advanced mode for the representation of the
territory.
The airborne remote sensing provides a powerful regulatory mechanism of territory because
is an innovative techniques of survey ensuring the representation of three-dimensional or
two-dimensional views of the manifold phenomenology of environment analysis object. In
order to preserve a particular area, the step of knowledge is very important in this direction
satellite data and those from aerial platform perform a strategic role for two fundamental
aspects: the width and quality of the detected area.
One of the advantages of remote sensing is the possibility to investigate and interact with
places non-invasive methodology extending sensory capacity and multiplying the potential of
analysis.
The activities of airborne remote sensing is considered essential for different environmental
and ecological applications. The remote sensing is competitive with traditional techniques of
survey thanks to continuous technological developments of its tools. In particular, a survey
by hyperspectral sensor is useful for a sampling of the roofs of buildings or to an automatic
identification of the object. The detection allows to assess spectral similarities or differences
between the different surveyed areas; this procedure is important for the identification of
probable polluted area. Finally, you can have information on the bad management of sites in
an archaeological area that are the primary source of tourism in Italian cities. The airborne
remote sensing provides new and detailed knowledge elements about the environmental
situation in the degradation areas. It is a valid tool to detecting and preserving the Drawing of
the City and Landscape.
This research concerns the activities conducted in synergy with Air Exploration Group (GEA)
of the Guardia di Finanza, as part of the agreement signed on March 21, 2011 among the
General command of the Guardia di Finanza (Italian Governmental Police) and Benecon
Regional Research Centre of Competence and renewed on February 25, 2014. The images
included in this paper, were acquired and processed at the Regional Center of Competence
Benecon SCaRL whose CEO is Prof. Arch. Carmine Gambardella.
In particular, in the archaeological area in Pompeii, Benecon carried out an optical, threedimensional and thermal survey in 2010.
A first survey was performed with LiDAR sensor Leica ALS50II; the collected data were used
for the construction of a DTM (25 cm resolution) to support the orto-correction of the
subsequent survey planes, the characterization of ground control points (GCP), and the
creation of a mesh. The photogrammetric survey was carried out with Leica ADS40 sensor,
the integration with the DTM has allowed a good orto-correction.
The photoframmetric survey and LiDAR data were used together to identify archaeological
ruins covered by invasive vegetation.
Subsequently, the creation of thematic mapping was supported by hyperspectral and thermal
airborne survey, and respectively: hyperspectral acquisitions were accomplished by sensor
Itres CASI 1500, while the thermal survey was performed with Daedalus AA3500. In
archaeology the thermal survey is useful to identify areas where the differences of thermal
inertia are attributable to water infiltration.
The research has been integrated in December 2015. The Technology Platform that allowed
to return an image of the City of Pompeii and part of the municipalities F3 consists of a
Hyperspectral Sensor (of Benecon Scarl) and a high-resolution camera. F3 is a territorial limit
STS F3 " Miglio d’Oro, Torrese – Stabiese e Pompeii", where the "F" indicates the coastal
landscape and cultural territories predominantly, so defined by Territorial Regional program
(Campania Region). This territorial limit contain towns of Pompeii, Boscoreale, Boscotrecase,
Castellammare di Stabia, Ercolano and Portici, San Giorgio a Cremano, Torre Annunziata,
Torre del Greco and Trecase.
In part of this area, hyperspectral sensor returned a geo-referenced image of investigated
area because it is installed with INS inertial platform and GPS antenna.
The optical sensor performs, instead, a survey at high spatial resolution, although not georeferenced. The level of detail allows the identification of individual objects and, compared
with the hyperspectral survey, guarantees the resolution of any ambiguity. Appropriate
planning of activities also allows you to use the sensor for photogrammetric surveys.
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In the activity of airborne remote sensing, the role of detector is fundamental because he has
to guide the work of the survey depending on the expected result aimed at the critical reading
of the data that is processed.

Fig. 4: Flight planning on area F3, flight track in December 2015, source: Benecon Scarl.
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This aspect underlines how technology does not replace human intelligence but it is a great
help tool for discrete representation, georeferenced and three-dimensional of reality.
In this representation are automatically connected to all spectral information for a
multidimensional reading of the territory.
The detector has the task of planning the flight activity by drawing the lines depending on the
area of interest and the target to pursue.

Fig. 5: Elaboration of Red vegetation index, source: Benecon Scarl.
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2.

The case study of Pompeii

Fig. 6: Elaboration of Principal Component Analysis, source: Benecon Scarl.
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In the present case of study, the planning activity allowed to process images ground
resolution of 1 m. The choice of the type of sensor configuration is 36 spectral channels
modality so as to maximize the number of spectral channels that can be acquired within the
conditions imposed by geometric resolution of one meter of ground and pixel integration
times required for the detection of radiant energy. Data processing gives information through
which may emerge the "geo-referenced marks" referring both to natural and anthropic tracks
featuring the territory. In this way the complex reality is measured – beyond form plastic –
and made corresponding minimum elements on layers in discontinuous layer (multidimensional Analysis). Selective analysis of spectral data captured by the airborne remote
sensing, allows multiple representations of the territory in relation to targeted processing. The
possibility of using hyperspectral data allows you to, operate between bands to create new
images and extract accordingly for more information compared to the original, increasing the
ability of the human eye. The operations between bands involves more channels at a time of
hyper-spectral. Most commonly used are the arithmetic operations or sum, difference,
product and relationship. The aim is to highlight the different spectral responses of surface
coverings, in several part of the spectrum; in this way vegetation index are calculated. The
results obtained by image processing procedure can be compared with data derived from
direct survey of the area; in this way the indirect detection search confirms in the direct and
vice versa. In the case of study, by processing software, it was possible to represent the part
of territory in images in true colors or sampled in electromagnetic wavelengths discernible by
eye photorealistic human reading. That type of representation arises as the term of main
comparison between photo interpretation and the subsequent processing including RedVeg
(Red Vegetation) and PCA (Principal Component Analysis). In Red Vegetation image the
shades of red are directly proportional to the vigour of vegetation. The PCA allows, therefore,
of diversify spectral measurements and to synthesize the information into a small number of
channels with a high information content. [10]
3.
Conclusion
The high resolution photographic image serves as test of the processing and clarifies any
ambiguity hyperspectral data generated during the operations carried out. It is clear that, a
picture like this helps a surveyer in field and make the job of analyzing and cataloguing more
immediate. The comparison between the two methods allows you to emphasize the
advantages of data integration-based methodology remotely sensed data and knowledge on
site. The scope of the data collected are varied and open to new research. The multilevel
image, resulting from the activities of airborne, can orient specific studies course of the Sarno
river but also suggest land reclamation if it proves affected by the presence of materials
deposited illegally, spies of human activities occurring on it.
An other application can be aimed at mapping the green of this area and it extract qualitative
information about stress. The algorithms and methodology applied lend themselves to the
reproducibility and obtained quickly update of sector studies. At architectural scale, this
survey can be useful for a sampling of roofs of buildings or semi-automatic identification of
greenhouses. Also the activity of investigation allows to evaluate similarities or differences in
spectral behaviour between the different areas under investigation; this procedure is very
useful for defining class types for the purpose of identifying areas allegedly polluted.
Finally, you can get information about the mismanagement of assets that fall in the
archaeological area and constitute the primary source of tourism in the area of Pompeii. This
is in line with the idea of Alessandro Ciambrone about the strategies related to cultural
promotion, like to link survey, analysis and representation with the proposals for the
enhancement of heritage connected to the needs and wishes of local communities. [11]
A complex vision that, quoting the above concepts, is able to link design that is expressed by
remote sensing at the thought. Therefore the remote sensing acquires a connotation more
appropriate in design from above; it is evident that only use of technologies cannot represent
the permanent factor where the relationship between nature and man is inscribed. It is
unthinkable reduce the Earth, in a meaning non-organic, as a simple surface, like a
geometric reality that contains data; through “the design from above” you can give again at
the Earth the link between the life and to live.
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Fig. 7: Elaboration of PCA on archeological site of Pompeii, source: Benecon Scarl.
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Abstract
Urban creativity is a hard challenge, because it doesn’t need rules or models, but adaptive protocols
applicable in different local contexts, able to mount resources, capacity building and creative
environments. It challenges us to find local features that could provide good practices to be turned into
methodologies or components to forge new urban and human regeneration tools, based on the cultural
armature and citizens engagement. We live in a Creative Land composed by generative cities, a wide
palimpsest of innovation labs, as experimented by several worldwide networks supporting what’s
variously termed social enterprise, community interest companies, impact economy, organizations that
aim to create positive social impact through enterprise. The Creative Land could be seen as a spatial
network of social catalysts, and creative cities are living organisms. Culture is more than the tangible
part of sustainable development through the heritage or the intangible part through the creativity, but it’s
the collective intelligence that puts in connection tangible heritage and intangible identities, cultural
infrastructures and creative economies, historical sites’ conservation and urban innovation. So, an
effective creative urban agenda asks for practical actions, all grounded in local contexts and formulated
and implemented through a collaborative approach, and a panel of initiatives that could act as the beta
testers of the new creative-driven paradigm of sustainable development.
Keywords: cultural identity, creative city, urban regeneration, sustainable development.

1. The urban/human regeneration
Urban creativity is a hard challenge! It doesn’t need rules or models, but adaptive protocols applicable
in different local contexts, able to mount resources, capacity building and creative environments. The
planning effort for the creative city requires not limiting to the identification of the creative milieu's general
features [1] or the identification of operational universal tools [2]. It challenges us to find local features
that could provide good practices to be turned into methodologies or components to forge new urban
and human regeneration tools, based on the cultural armature and citizens engagement. Urban areas
undergoing transformation and rural land in transition can catch up and implement the new architectural
and social quality and liveability of public spaces provided they aspire to overcome the creative singlecluster logic promoting a more effective creative eco-system – a true creative land – able to connect and
extend the districts' influence in a polycentric and reticular view.
Cities should rethink existing activities and identities (capitals and talents) through an urban/human
regeneration, made by space rehabilitation, social innovation, rural development and districtualization
strategies involving economic, social and infrastructure initiatives to implement innovative projects
fuelled by the soft economy [3] based on spatial quality, local excellence and the wide cultural armature
of the territory. The current phase, focusing on tangible anti-crisis policies requires that creative
investments are even more effective, losing too intangible or purely financial features to work within the
local socio-economic context, hence the global one. Economy and urban policies can use the creative
city's swing power to emerge from the quagmire of the crisis, plus creativity's added value, which
optimises acceleration to be used as cultural 1594
growth machine given its ability to simultaneously
influencing the overall size of the networks and the territorial local dimension, the tangible dimension of

urban regeneration, the architectural heritage enhancement and the intangible dimension of cultural
activities promotion and cultural heritage valorisation.
We live in a Creative Land composed by generative cities, a wide palimpsest of innovation labs, as
experimented by several worldwide networks supporting what’s variously termed social enterprise,
community interest companies, impact economy, organizations that aim to create positive social impact
through enterprise. By connecting members, co-working places, talent gardens, creative incubators,
rural communities the Creative Land aims to create collaborative relationships between talented people
who can turn thoughts into action when dealing with today’s social, cultural and environmental issues.
In the creative-based transition towards a permanent interaction among informations, innovation,
education and research, also the university-city ecosystem must be enforced for acting as a more open,
dialogic and connected source and as a power for urban regeneration, activating creativity and
innovation, sharing knowledge and intelligence and educating to sustainable development. Building
creative communities is one of the main topic of the new strategic agendas of universities fo
synchronising the development of the campuses with that of the cities in a more effective creative
metabolism.

2. Mapping the creative land genome
Culture could be most effective sustainable dimension of development [4] if it’s able to deeply interact
with other dimensions, constituting their fertile base for developing. In this generative vision, creativity
is an enabling device for culture-based sustainable development, and it can act as an "upgrader” for
cities and communities in the Neo-Anthropocene, characterised by a more sensible, intelligent and
resilient action of people on planet.
In the Neo-Nthropocene creativity is one of the most important component of the new urban genome,
defining its urban/human identity. The creative genome needs a fertile ecosystem – not just as an
environment – for developing a powerful human settlement able to act as a generator of new cultural,
social, economic and, above all, spatial relationships.
We live in a creative land and we have to map its genome for understanding not only the components,
but the opportunities and the operational actions. As showed in Fig. 1 the creative land genome
combines and interfaces the traditional creative capitals (talent, technology and tolerance) with creative
chromosomes [5] and their smart city’s accelerators for contributing to sustainable development main
tasks. The first interface agent is Culture, the territorial identity, steeped in history yet also extending
into the future contribute . Tangible and intangible culture is the most distinctive and competitive
urban/rural resource, its identity and diversity as products of its history. Because the talent of a
community could generate value, it must be submerged in the virtuous circle of the culture economy,
the geography of experience, the design of quality. Culture, therefore, plays a part in the field of
Resources, enabling cities to become more creative in the sustainable development sectors of living,
economy and environment.
The second generative factor of creative genome is Communication, namely a city’s ability to inform,
divulge information and involve in real time its citizens and multitude of users, using all kind of technology
and making possible interventions aimed at cutting down congestion and deterioration: a city which
makes effective use of innovation technology is, indeed, also one which cuts down on travelling, keeps
a check on pollution and improves the way we work, delocalizing services and repositioning their
centrality. Communication provides the setting of Tools for development acceleration in the fields of
economy, mobility and governance.
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Fig. 1: Conceptual diagram of the Creative Land.
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And finally, the third creative factor is Cooperation¸ because, in global and multicultural cities, tolerance
implies not merely the acceptance of other cultures and ethnic groups which remain at the margins of
mainstream city life. The challenge faced by creative/generative land lies instead in the explicit
collaboration among diversities, through cooperation among all users, between city centres and
suburbs, between urban and rural functions. The creative land is not merely more open, multicultural
and multiethnic, but it must be capable of mobilizing its diverse component parts in the pursuit of a plan
for the future. Cooperation, therefore, redefines the Community, assigning it new roles and clearer
objectives for empowering smarter people relationships with governance and environment.
We may identify three main stages of urban policies enabling to activate the creative ecosystems by
connecting polycentric clusters, spreading the district effects and reducing the negative effect of the
creative polarisation [6].
First, an effective urban policy must strengthen districts' competitiveness by adopting leverage
strategies (identity, cultural resources, city branding) to be integrated with the metropolitan dimension
increasing both its extension and scope, hence its power. Mobility and communication infrastructures
shall therefore be strengthened, especially focusing on the large transnational networks (ports and
airports), and the development of provision services for industries, especially high-added value
innovative services promoting networking. The importance of interventions aimed at extending and
strengthening human capital, skills and expertise available shall not be neglected, that focus on
education and research as well as promoting interaction between actors within clusters and inter-cluster,
including intermediary parties (agencies, joint ventures, advisor, etc.). Likewise, tax and financial
incentives acting as a link with strong clusters in the sphere of creativity are of paramount importance,
just as much as promoting new latent activities starting from the social capital in the less central areas.
The second stage relates to policies for the spreading of creative clusters effects in the entire human
settlement within an ecosystem perspective. These are mainly aimed at reducing the environmental and
energy impact, providing stimulus for the social accountability of established industries, by including
rules for encouraging financial compensation of the fees for planning permission and the negotiated
reallocation of part of the profits for urban quality interventions.
A more aware territorial planning project must lead and settle the activities and businesses within the
creative ecosystem so as to reassess the generated flows, and above all to avoid possible congestion
risks owing to new land and services demands.
Transferring the results of a successful creative cluster ought to focus on the overall image of the city,
leveraging the brand for the purpose of strengthening credibility and the resulting attractiveness of
investments, people and users, including flagship project as accreditation (Bilbao has set the standard
in this sense). Naturally, how some of the best known urban projects will be redefined is unknown yet,
because of the global economic crisis, but there is no doubt that in times of infrastructural and
construction anti-crisis measures, a clear, comprehensive and consistent strategy facilitates the
allocation of public resources in projects where a positive private business case already exists, retaining
initial investments (Nantes, Marseille and Hamburg projects provide some empirical evidence).
Urban creativity is definitely exit from its intangible sector entering in urban sustainability policies, not
only by affirming principles but demonstrating practices. The 116 cities of the Unesco Creative Cities
Network call for placing creativity and cultural industries at the heart of urban development in support of
economic, social, cultural and environmental sustainability, and actively cooperating at the international
level. The creative-based cities thus work at both the local and internationals levels, developing
partnerships involving the public and private sectors, as well as civil society, and sharing best practices
towards: strengthening the creation, production, distribution and dissemination of cultural activities,
goods and services; developing hubs of creativity and innovation and broadening opportunities for
creators and professionals in the cultural sector; improving access to and participation in cultural life, in
particular for marginalized or vulnerable groups and individuals. And, overall, the cities must integrate
culture and creativity into their sustainable development plans and processes.
The challenges faced by the creative cities include the need to transform derelict areas for contemporary
urban uses, to enhance the inclusion of socially-marginalized groups, and to improve the dynamics and
diversity of their urban economies. Creative cities are tackling these challenges, among others in a
holistic approach, by instigating activities linked to their respective creative field and fully capitalizing on
their creative assets as a basis for building sustainable, inclusive and balanced development in
economic, cultural, environmental and social terms. Solutions include built interventions in the urban
fabric, the organization of urban festivals and events fostering cultural participation, reinforcing the
capacities of cultural professionals, training and supporting new talents, investigating new forms of
creation and the adoption of policies and measures that support an enabling environment for local
creative industries. Thus, by focusing their actions on human capital and local know-how, creative cities
not only reinforce their inhabitants’ sense of identity and pride, but also their capacity to generate new
values, sources of income and social cohesion.
Cities based on creativity are hubs of innovation and breeding grounds for the development of new
strategies, policies and initiatives aimed at making culture and creativity a driving force for sustainable
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development and urban regeneration, helping to increase opportunities for a broader range of
communities, while contributing to more inclusive social patterns and urban economies.
In this way, creative cities respond to major local challenges such as the economic crisis, environmental
degradation, demographic growth and social tensions, and can exchange experiences and best
practices at the international level. They demonstrate that the creative assets play a vital role in
sustaining local economies and in creating new economic opportunities. They help improve access to
and participation in cultural life, as well as the enjoyment of cultural goods and services, particularly
among marginalized or vulnerable groups and individuals. Moreover, the Unesco Creative Cities offers
exceptional opportunities for cities to draw on peer learning processes and collaborative projects at the
regional and international levels in order to foster the creativity inside the planning and management
structure. "Human Cities: Challenging the City Scale", for instance, is a four year-long programme led
by the Cité du Design in Saint-Étienne (France), implemented in the framework of Creative Europe 2020,
which explores the reshaping of public spaces through design, with the overall objective of affirming the
central role of creativity in the public policies and action plans of cities.
In the field of creativity-driven development, the synergy between universities and cities could activate
concrete actions by setting up the transition of urbanity towards the “univer-city”: city as an opensource
laboratory of sustainable habitat oriented to creativity and innovation, and based on a close collaboration
between universities, enterprises, institutions and local communities. Many case studies highlights how
international cooperation between cities and universities has produced new sustainable settlements. To
mention just some of them, in Nantes, the Quartier de la Création is based on the interaction between
universities and enterprises by facilitating the forces of innovation and productivity. In the international
consultation Grand Paris it has been outlined the establishment of an Université Libre as open,
democratic and creative structure able to bring together all those invested in the construction of an urban
strategy for the future of the metropolis, reinforcing the local presence of the university.

Fig. 2: Detroit (USA), the O.N.E. Mile project is dedicated to advancing the idea that creativity and design can be
a catalyst for change.

As for the third stage, it encompasses actions to reduce the negative effects of a creative cluster, either
within the property market realm to contrast gentrification, which would level out the cultural and
generational diversity, thus flattening creativity through compensation policies (rent control, reserve
allowances for social housing, tax benefits for young couples etc.). Even the improvement of urban
mobility through infrastructure planning and the promotion of intermodality and the proper management
of public transport systems significantly contribute to avoid the burden of congestion and land use, other
than strengthening the ecosystem view.
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3. Creativity as social urban catalyst
The creative city could be seen as a spatial network of social catalysts. "Cities are living organisms: if
they are not cultivated in the right way, they wither and die. The architecture has the power to place
individuals in a community and to revive the forgotten corners of our urban fabric; communities use it to
plant a flag and reunite", says Marc Kushner, founder of the online platform Architizer. In our creativebased vision social catalysts can be art galleries, youth centres, education buildings, creative incubators,
shared spaces, libraries or museums: powerful urban tools to encourage the responsible action of the
social body. Main challenge for advanced urbanism must be plan the urban rooting of these social
catalysts and design the connection with other networks that shape the city.
Focusing on the social capital is essential not only regards improving the labour market’s skills, but by
promoting empowerment, thus encouraging self-employment and association networks, in order to
facilitate the transition towards the creative economy.
The intense and strong ties between institutional actors and stakeholders involved in the creative
ecosystem is a critical success factor, hence urban planners' need to encourage the emerging of such
ties in terms of urban plans, projects, norms and conditions.
In this sense, the presence of places of proximity and relationship (urban center and living lab,
community centres and incubators, co-housing and co-working) and the localisation of cultural, sport or
leisure services act as social catalyst and it is an important prerequisite for strengthening the social
capital among the different actors involved in the ecosystem. The Center for Social Innovation
inaugurated in 2013 in New York is an example: 24 thousand sqm dedicated to offices (Diller and
Scofidio have their), co-working, social enterprises incubation and NGOs in few years has encouraged
the enhancement of social capital in the districts and the rooting of cultural networks already present in
the area. In Detroit, Unesco Creative City of Design, the O.N.E. Mile project is dedicated to advancing
the idea that creativity and design can be a catalyst for change, connecting context, program, and people
(Fig. 2). Starting in 2014 the project improves collaborative planning, cross-pollination of ideas, and
consultation with the original members of Parliament Funkadelic, contributing to the idiosyncratic visual
and cultural quality of the Oakland North End district.
It’s in Southern Italy that we assist at a peculiar alliance between historical heritage and creative
innovation, between identities and prospectives, producing several experiments of creative-based urban
regeneration oriented to catalyse new social capital. Matera’s Unmonastery Project is a community of
young digital natives that share their skills with the community acting for its digital empowerment. The
Re-action City Project and other projects by Pensando Meridiano in Reggio Calabria act as citizenship
activator recycling disused areas, infrastructures and landscape for realising new community spaces.
The knowledge atelier ex Fadda in Puglia is a public space for participation, creativity and social
innovation with a strong orientation to economic self-sustainability. In the art-based regeneration
initiative by Periferica in Mazara del Vallo a community of young urban professional share their skills
with children, aged person and immigrants for building a new creative and multicultural community able
to revitalise the declining historical centres of the towns.
The best Italian experiment ongoing of creative social catalyst – with an international reputation – is the
FARM Cultural Park in Favara, a little town just 8 km from Agrigento's Unesco Archaeological Park
“Valley of the Temples”, but seven years ago it had never featured on any tourist map. Until now. Today
FARM acts powerfully as a tornado in the current debate about how to make small communities survive
global changes and economic crisis, and how to identify unused resources to make them an empowering
instrument of sustainable growth and social innovation. The project was born in 2010 from the desire,
passion and ability of the patron of the arts Andrea Bartoli (cultural agitator he says of himself) and his
wife Florinda, who recycled an abandoned district turning it into a worldwide cultural centre devoted to
contemporary arts, architecture, design and social innovation. The creative district, called “Sette Cortili”
(seven courtyards), includes a breakthrough contemporary art museum, a residence for artists from
around the world, an innovation-oriented co-working space, a space dedicated to an innovative School
of Architecture for Children, a leisure garden – called "riad" as tribute at the Moroccan tradition – with a
high stars hotel suite for art travellers, a bookshop, a concept store and several ethnic food spaces that
mix Mediterranean culinary traditions. Exteriors of buildings are used as canvases for huge paintings
and sculptures by young artists such as Fabio Melosu, Frabianco, Sara Fratini, Make and Analogique
(Figg. 3, 4), courtyards feature permanent or temporary installations. "FARM is a museum of people",
says Andrea Bartoli to underline the community meaning of the successful experiment: not a cold fusion
of art and city – like a lot of other gentrification-oriented practices – but a hot alliance among local
community, regeneration space, private initiative, global art networks, creativity and identity.
The initiative, at its seventh year, has contributed to regenerate the entire old town of Favara with
numerous shared urban design initiatives to return it to citizens and connect it with European
counterparts through international cultural and tourism networks. Today the great ruin of the Cafisi
Palace, ex scythes factory and then asylum in the center of town is reopened and made available by
the young artists of Rudere Project, hosting exhibitions, literary events and temporary installations
pending the launch of its complete restoration as part of a new interest of investors for Favara’s real
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estate. Last FARM's challenge will be the realisation within five years, only by crowdfunding, of the first
Children's Museum, restoring an old building near the district as a young empowerment machine for
educating and nurturing a new "FARM generation" of creatives, innovators and changemakers, from
South of the world to act in global arena. FARM is one of the best experiment of Cityforming Protocol
(as explained in chapter 10 of this volume), because it has refused a masterplan approach, impossible
to realise in that context, preferring a project-based incremental approach timed by colonisation,
consolidation and development phases. In its first seven years FARM Cultural Park has acted as a
creative colony for forming an adequate ecosystem and a sufficient cultural atmosphere for farming a
true community of visionaries and innovators, designer and artisans, dreamers and entrepreneurs able
to consolidate the initial local experiment for further development and propagation to entire town.

Fig. 3: Favara (Italy), the FARM Cultural Park is a benchmark in urban/human regeneration strategies.

SOU, the School of Architecture for Children (Fig. 5) is the new ambitious project of Farm Cultural Park:
educational activities after school, related to urban planning, architecture and the environment,
community building, but also to art, design, urban agriculture and nutritional education will involve
children, young people and their parents. The SOU's mission is to stimulate reflection, planning and
action for the betterment of society. Promoting education in the host values, participation, tolerance and
solidarity, generosity and social commitment.
The effect was the reactivation of the entire cultural, social and economic system of Favara through a
new attractiveness of the small Sicilian town for the worldwide creative class and through emulation by
other initiatives that feed the FARM’s brand: cultural centres, art exhibition spaces, urban agriculture,
urban center.
FARM is not only an effective renewal of houses, public spaces and streets that form the seven
courtyards, but it is the activation of a true creative ecosystem that acts both physically and on the social
and economic development: many people from Favara and its environments got involved, young and
old, creating job and volunteer opportunities for many in the community.
Based on the successful experience of FARM, a steady schedule of cultural activities of various entities
has been programmed, although the group operates in extremely frugal conditions in terms of economic
resources: urban gardens, shared green spaces and sensorial square – as Zighizaghi – were created
together with other places of art exhibition in the heart of the historical quarter. The economic
sustainability is being implemented relying on specific activities of fundraising by numerous patrons,
benefactors and supporters among individuals and private companies that share the spirit and the
objectives of the project.
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Creative city and identity of places, experience economy and quality of life, cultural hubs and armatures,
strategic planning and efficient good governance are not only new keywords to drive the urban
development but integrated tools aimed at reactivating the urban organism re-encoding its cultural Dna,
bringing practical resources and innovative procedures back in the game of the city development.

Fig. 4: Favara (Italy), the FARM Cultural Park is a space where a new alliance among creativity, social innovation
and education reshapes the urban policies.

Fig. 5: Favara (Italy), the School of Architecture for Children is one of the most powerful sustainable strategies.
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4. Osmosis, connectors, and interfaces: three devices for creative archipelago.
The primary condition of policies and actions needed to strengthen the heritage and creativity relations
lies in the ability of spatial planning and urban projects to transform the several “islands of excellence”
into a “creative archipelago”, in which the connections are as important as the nodes, in which the
relational contexts are the switching points between identity and innovation, heritage, and creativity,
including residence and production. The geography of the archipelago requires us to define not only the
functions of the islands (the places with the highest quality and resilience), but also the roles of the
connecting spaces as holders of latent resources that can complement the interpretation of new spatial
values. We need to define the influences of the atolls (potential creative districts) that point out the
presence of functional relationships. We must use the wealth of biodiversity of reefs that structure the
arms of the sea, not forgetting the people who move to take advantage of the cultural and natural
resources and creativity: the human network that interweaves the archipelago.
The territorial project that wants to act on the cultural dimension of the archipelago and that wants to be
its activator and generator must be able to propose adequate territorial devices, both in a spatial
dimension and in terms of policies, which act on territorial metabolism especially stimulating the social,
economic, educational, touristic, and landscape-related roles of connectivity, for a more powerful “hypermetabolism” [7].
To this end, I recognise three main territorial devices: osmosis, connector, and interface [8]. All three of
them perform a relational and connective function and are enabled communication devices, but, acting
in different ways, they should be used according to the spatial, social, and economic resources on which
they have to act (Fig. 6).
The territorial osmosis is able to generate the spread of cultural and environmental heritage existing in
the new development territorial system through a “porous membrane” of services and activities able to
continually evolve its state of greatest conservation (the heritage identity) to the state of larger
transformation (the urban creativity) and vice versa. It is therefore a process that generates innovation
from conservation and that induces new conservation from fruition. Since osmosis is a spontaneous
physical process, i.e. without external energy input, it feeds on itself constantly through the tendency to
reduce the concentration difference of protection measures and conservation of heritage with those of
exploitation and innovation. As in biology it is one of the most important phenomena, even in territorial
development policies osmosis allows to facilitate the relationship between conservation and valorisation,
and therefore between rural heritage and urban creativity, through a permanent connection. It activates
a low power consumption and therefore it does not consume land and economic resources. The osmotic
project generates cultural and creative clusters and districts where the initial components disappear.

Fig. 6: Osmosis, connectors and interfaces as active devices for the new alliance between heritage and creativity.

A territorial connector is a spatial and functional device capable—through a contact relation—to link
different territorial components, and, once stabilised, it becomes a new infrastructure, a new territorial
equipment. The connection lies in access to a functional network—a transport, energy, tourism, culture,
or production network—and in the switching to an innovative state, which allows it to raise the status of
the connected area. The connection is made through distinct phases, similar to those that are
established in the telecommunications field. The first step is the establishment, in which the new
territorial device relates the components of the cultural heritage before establishing a connection; the
second phase is the completion of the communication service between places or services, in which the
territorial device enters the functional allocation of the entire territorial context, ensuring communication
between different resources. Finally, and this is the most delicate stage, we have the so-called reduction
of the connection, that is, when the connector is transformed into a territorial infrastructure no longer
dedicated to one relationship between cultural resources, but it becomes a multimode device, a new
backbone territorial body. The territorial project of the connectors produces new reticular cultural
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infrastructures, networks of places, and relational contexts leaving intact and recognisable the rural and
urban components.
Lastly, the interface is the most seductive and attractive device due to its generating capacity of new
relationships between the parties, which constitute the connecting element. We live a life made up of
interfaces, all our activities are increasingly managed through interfaces that build a mediation between
data, information, and knowledge, including sensors and actuators, including actions and reactions. Also
in the field of territorial sciences and architecture interfaces, we are now at one of the most advanced
fields of experimentation, and every day more, and more powerful, new urban interfaces are generated
[9]. The territorial interface is a “communication device” that allows permanent interaction between
different types of spatial/social entities. In creative settlements, each entity exhibits a face (an
agricultural area, infrastructure accessibility, a village, an archaeological park, a protected area, an
urban fringe, etc.), with its own language and communication protocol, derived from its identity and its
prevalent users. The interface device interposed between them takes charge of activating
communication through a multi-language translation that allows you to generate a new site with a new
identity in which different components work together in order to constantly innovate new creative
archipelagos. The interfaces generates new knowledge-based and creative-oriented metabolisms
based on continuous flows and two-way cultural, social, productive, and economic settlements,
producing a constant breath between the two dimensions. The heritage-creativity interface is configured
as a device capable of establishing a relationship between the time/place of spatial supply and the
experience/place of use, establishing an amending connection of space and time, that is the localisation
and fruition mode of the activities and facilities in the creative archipelago.
The interface area becomes a fluid communication infrastructure that provides cultural, social, and
productive services and generates the one that which in computer science is called a ubiquitous
interaction: an interaction that involves multiple, dynamic and distributed interfaces. An ubiquitous
interaction between past and future, place and community, formal and informal actors, heritage and
creativity, based on a variety of interfaces—with different styles, languages, and ways—which
establishes a multi-level and contextual interaction.

5. A new creative urban agenda
Culture is more than the tangible part of sustainable development through the heritage or the intangible
part through the creativity, but it’s the “operative system" of the sustainable development: the collective
intelligence that puts in connection tangible heritage and intangible identities, cultural infrastructures and
creative economies, historical sites’ conservation and urban innovation. As already mentioned this
operative system for being powerful and context-oriented must be opensource, built by the several
“coders” that act in the cultural ecosystem following a collective urban agenda for creative cities and
communities.
So, an effective creative urban agenda asks for practical actions, all grounded in local contexts and
formulated and implemented through a collaborative approach, and a panel of initiatives that could act
as the beta testers of the new creative-driven paradigm of sustainable development. We need five
operative tools that could be implemented and tested for using culture and creativity as active tools in
sustainable urban regeneration:
a) Creative Labs: integrated urban regeneration programs based on the development and consolidation
of creative districts as living labs and incubators of ideas, culture, production and social development
within which integrate and enhance public demand and decision-making, talents, resources’
consumption reduction, energy efficiency and incentives with the opportunities for private
entrepreneurship.
b) Covenant of creativity: drawing up of creative regeneration agreements or action plans formulated
in highly participative ways in support of environmental and social sustainability, accompanied by
monitoring benchmarks based on parameters related to the metabolism of buildings and public spaces,
mobility, the waste cycle and the digital infrastructure. The value of culture and creativity for generating
income and jobs has been largely proven. What should be measured first now is what is the cost of not
valuing culture and creativity in urban planning.
c) Creative capacity building: activation of project-oriented, economic-driven and management-based
local agencies or steering committees to enhance the creative cooperation at the city level contributing
to foster the development of public-private-civil society partnerships and to attract investments,
connected to a responsible simplification and to a greater effectiveness of the administration in the field
of culture and creativity policies.
d) Convergence and cross protocols: developing positive convergences between the different
creative sectors but also between them and the other sectors of the economy following integrated and
transversal approaches and operative protocols based on exploration, co-creation, experimentation and
evaluation. Creative urban policies have to encourage spill-overs and spin-offs and cross discipline
collaboration.
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e) Creative dividend: designing innovative tools for the creative city governance through the promotion
of new culture-based frameworks for spreading the creativity’s impact in everyday life. The creative
dividend, through the six factors drawn in the external circle of the Fig. 1 (identity, dynamism, potentiality,
multisectorality, interaction and development), acts on quality of life and spatial equalization, on
environmental active protection, on people empowerment and social innovation, on multilevel
governance and management incentives, on sustainable mobility, and on taxes and fiscal leverage. The
structural interaction of six factors of creative dividend is able to enhance the social return on investment
in culture and creativity and the spread of positive effects and effective impacts. The ethical dimension
of culture and creativity needs a creativity dividend as an active instrument to improve the values’
generation for reduce inequality and differences. We’re moving from the creative economy to creativity
in the economy as creativity is a catalyst leading to new business models in every sector, building
notably in the opportunities offered by the alliance between digital technologies and social innovation.
The creative dividend must become an active part of the new rights to city and a money in the new
marketplace of cultural capitalism. But, creativity on its own doesn’t stand a chance for the cities. It’s a
contextual practice, one that needs spatial relations, efficient planning and responsible community. It
asks for collaborative planning, sharing of ideas and active participation of the citizens. The creative
dividend is the booster of the raising cultural welfare, because new perspectives are opening up for
reshaping cultural policies with strategic and multidisciplinary alliances in favour of urban welfare. In the
Creative Land the players in the cultural processes will have no option but to reorientate themselves
towards a new alliance between institutional competences and social challenges. For the first time at
the global level, the United Nations Sustainable Development Agenda for 2030 [10] acknowledges the
key role of culture, creativity and cultural diversity to solving sustainable development challenges. It
highlighted the dual nature of cultural activities, goods and services: they have both an economic and a
cultural dimension, providing jobs and revenues, driving innovation and sustainable economic growth,
and at the same time conveying identities and values, fostering social inclusion and sense of belonging.
We need to reshape cultural policies to redefine the role of culture and creativity in sustainable
development (Unesco, 2015), but even more we must witness the multiple advantages of this fertile
alliance, as a force for both social and economic sustainability, as a driver to promote human rights and
fundamental freedoms.
So a creative-oriented urban agenda will bring about a positive transformation of the entire sphere of
the arts, design, culture, a deep change in the mechanisms of price formation and distribution, a coming
together of cultural communities, development of more refined tastes and an improvement in the
material situation of the creative class. The city enhanced by creativity will make it possible to co-ordinate
cultural initiatives targeted at territorially dispersed groups of consumers with demand, and will
reshaping the demand itself. It will help to enhance and spread cultural activities in order to make
knowledge, cooperation, social innovation and to reactivate a productive metabolism.
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Resilience of cultural heritage to natural disasters:
The recent involvement of Science Academies
Giovanni Seminara, Antonio Sgamellotti
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei

The list of recent catastrophic events that have severely affected cultural heritage and art cities
worldwide is extensive, encompassing the devastating effects of earthquakes, floods, hurricanes,
landslides, debris flows, volcanic eruptions, tsunamis and fires. Unfortunately, for the most part,
little has been learnt from these catastrophic events. A striking example in this respect is the case
of Florence: an assessment of an independent International Committee has ascertained that, after
50 years, insufficient action has been taken to reduce the risk that an event analogous to the 1966
floods would lead to a similar tragedy today. 1 This conclusion is even more worrying in a century
marked by the threat of climate change that may lead to increasing frequency and intensity of
weather related catastrophes.
Cultural heritage and particularly art cities, can be better protected from natural hazards by
integrating resilience strategies developed in the general field of disaster risk reduction with ad hoc
actions needed to account for the specific features of cultural heritage. Cultural assets are indeed
unique and once lost they are lost forever. This ‘uniqueness’ should prompt national governments,
international institutions and non-governmental institutions to enhance the special attention for
preservation and protection of heritage that initiated with the Convention on the Protection of the
World Cultural and Natural Heritage adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO in 1972.
Both the public and private sectors should be encouraged to embrace the responsibilities, shared
with societies locally and worldwide, to preserve tangible and intangible cultural heritage for future
generations. This responsibility is reflected in the concept of intergenerational equity. 2
Science Academies may also play an important role in various respects. Firstly, Academies have the
rare privilege of being most often devoid of any conflict of interest: this makes them the best
candidates to contribute to the assessment of progress made in risk mitigation of major at-risk
heritage sites. Moreover, Academies may provide a permanent forum to debate and promote
research on major unsettled issues, e.g. those related to hazard mapping and to the economic
evaluation of the non-market value of cultural heritage. Science Academies may also contribute to

1

The International Technical and Scientific Committee (ITSC), comprising of six distinguished scientists and en
gineers from Europeand USA, chaired by Gerald Galloway (Glenn L. Martin Institute Professor of Engineering
at the University of Maryland, USA), was appointed in 2014 by the Mayor of Florence, Dario Nardella, and the
President of the TuscanyRegion, Enrico Rossi. The task of the ITSC was to assess progress made in mit
igating the risk of flooding of the Arno River in the city of Florence. The Final ITSC Report was presented a
t the International Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei-InterAcademy Partnership Conference: Florence 19662016 Resilience of Art Cities to Natural Catastrophes: The Role of Academies (Rome, 11 -

13 October 2016).

2

This principle was introduced in the report Our Common Future of the Brundtland Commission (World
Commission on Environment and Development, 1987. Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 27,
ISBN 019282080X).
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raise, especially among the young generations, the awareness that cultural heritage is a crucial
element of the identity of communities.

Fig. 1. Florence (Italy): Ponte Vecchio during the flood of November 4th, 1966. Photo by Joe
Blaustein. Historical archive of Florence district.
This awareness has also been propagated to UNISDR, thanks to the action of the Inter Academy
Partnership (IAP), the global network of Academies, and in particular of the Accademia Nazionale
dei Lincei. The inclusion of cultural heritage among the global targets of the SENDAI Framework for
Disaster Risk Reduction, (SFDRR) 2015-2030 3, was indeed strongly and successfully supported by
the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei. This action followed a three-year cycle of conferences focusing
on enhancing resilience of cultural heritage, with particular regard to art cities, and addressing the
topic from different perspectives: art history, engineering, geosciences, law and economics. The
first conference (November 2014) focused on hydrogeological catastrophes and produced a
statement entitled Resilience of cities of art to hydrogeological catastrophes: success and failure of
3

The declared goal of SFDRR is a “substantial reduction of disaster risk and losses in lives, livelihoods and healt
h and in
the economic, physical, social, cultural and environmental assets of persons, businesses, communities and co
untries”.
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the Italian experience, 4 which was presented at the Third United Nations World Conference on
Disaster Risk Reduction, held in Sendai (March 2015). The second conference (November 2015),
was dedicated to the issue of enhancing resilience of historic cities to earthquakes, quite timely in
view of the catastrophic earthquakes that would devastate central Italy in 2016. The third
conference (October 2016) marked the 50th anniversary of the great Florence flood but focused
also on the earthquakes which had occurred in shortly before. This Conference concluded the
foreseen cycle with a glance at the international perspective, highlighting the role of Science
Academies and approving a final statement entitled The Charter of Rome on the Resilience of Art
Cities to Natural Catastrophes. 5 In this document, the actions needed to enhance the resilience of
art cities and the role of Science Academies to pursue this goal are outlined.
The cultural effort that Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei has pursued since 2014 culminated into its
leadership of the drafting of a statement, namely Cultural heritage: building resilience to natural
disasters, 6 approved by the G7 Science Academies meeting in March 2017. This meeting was
prepared by a drafting Committee with strongly interdisciplinary membership, with the help of a
thorough consultation of the G7 Academies. The statement approved was then presented to the
Government and to the President of the Italian Republic on May 3rd 2017 and to the G7 meeting in
Taormina (Italy) on May 26-27th. The purpose of this statement is to mobilize the attention of
governments and international institutions on the issues discussed in the Rome Charter suggesting
the need for novel educational, scientific, technical and economic actions to be undertaken by the
governments of the world. As a first action towards the fulfillment of the Rome Charter and G7
Statement, a center of coordination will be established, namely “Interregional Centre of Integrated
Knowledge”, to promote resilience of art cities towards natural disasters of Umbria, Tuscany and
Marche.

Fig. 2. L’Aquila (Italy), earthquake of 2009: ruins of Government Palace by night. Photo by Luca
Sgamellotti.
4

www.lincei.it/modules.php?name=Convegni&file=lista&func=Convegni_scheda&Id=1151.
www.lincei.it/modules.php?name=Content&pa=showpage&pid=173#docs.
6
www.lincei.it/modules.php?%20name=News&file=article&sid=2024.
5
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Fig.3. L’Aquila (Italy), earthquake of 2009: first-aid intervention on artworks. Photo by Luca
Sgamellotti.
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Circular economies and regenerative for the city
Ecology, resilience and metabolism of the urban waste areas
Michelangelo Russo, Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II

Today’s economies are largely consuming natural resources to create value, consequently
involving the production of important quantity of waste (EC, 2010b, 2011; EEA, 2015),
influencing the climate change, and generating irregular urban growth (IPCC, 2014; UNHabitat, 2010; UNDP, 2005).
In Europe, the recycling of materials and the energy produced from the waste treatment is
capable to recover just the 5% of the original raw materials. It is possible to register a
significant wastefulness also in sectors that are considered mature and optimized, like in the
mobility and the third sector (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013).
It is estimated that in Europe the resource consumption per capita is around 16 tons of
materials (EC, 2010a). The spatial results of this unbridled model of consumption affect both
urban and peri-urban areas, becoming part of the (peri-)urban ecosystem, for instance as
landfills, plants for the treatment of wastewater, and other kinds of infrastructures.
In the field of industrial ecology the inflows and outflows of materials and energy are part of
the ‘urban metabolism’ (Allen, Broto, & Rapoport, 2012).
Considered that our future will develop in urban areas, there is the need to intervene in the
city to ensure a better management of resource and an efficient use of them (Timmeren,
Henriquez, & Reynolds, 2015).
The waste cycle affects the structure of metropolitan areas. In the book “Geographies of
Trash”, Rania Ghosn e El Hadi Jazairy (Ghosn & Jazairy, 2015) stress the necessity to
understand that waste create a new urban geographies. For example, the transportation of
waste from their place of generation towards the areas where they are treated and disposed,
generate new spatial organization that produce and are produced by new settlements.
Very often, the waste flow takes place outside of the urban core, implying a certain lack
of citizens’ awareness of the problem of waste management and the related environmental
challenges: among them derelict lands generate neglected geographies.
Waste geographies and eco-innovative solutions related to their management 1 with the
1
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The Reseacrh Group of the Department pf Architecture,
University of Naples Federico II is developing ecoinnovations for peri-urban waste management in the project REPAiR - REsource Management in Peri-urban AReas:

involvement of local actors can help to refocus on waste as a central theme for urbanism,
towards circular economies, as actually requested from local, regional, national but especially
European policies. Therefore, waste can become “a resource for peri-urban landscapes
planning”(Amenta & Attademo, 2016), redefining the interaction between ecological, social and
economical systems (EC, 2010b, 2014), focusing on the potentialities present in the
environmental contexts object of the study.

Fig 1. Mosaico di aree agricole e spazi di scarto nell’area est di Napoli (Ph. Paolo De Stefano);

Metabolic processes that govern cities can not be reduced to linear processes of life cycles:
indeed they are intertwined with human, physical, cultural, biological, and socio-ecological
aspects (socio-political ecology, Swyngedouw 2006). The model of reference is an open city
that can be interpreted as a complex eco-system of interactions between natural, artificial,
socio-economic, and cultural processes (Clementi, 2013; Pincetl, Bunje, & Holmes, 2012). The
abandonment of the model of unlimited urban growth is necessary, moving towards circular
urban metabolisms.
European policies indicate very clearly which is the path that European countries need
to follow towards a more circular approach; for example they stress that in the next future the
role of landfills in the management of waste should progressively be reduced. In this respect,
Italy is very late if compared with other European countries.
The complexity of urban systems requires innovative instruments that are able to
reinterpret it. A better understanding of material and non-material flows in metropolitan areas
requires innovative approaches that are arising lately, and that facilitate the functionality of

Going Beyond Urban Metabolism, coordinated by Prof. Michelangelo Russo, toghether Libera Amenta and Anna
1610 Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
Attademo. REPAiR has received funding from the European
programme under Grant Agreement No 688920.

urban systems 2.

Fig 2 Sito di stoccaggio Ecoballe Agglomerato ASI di Pascarola a Caivano (NA) 2007, (Ph. Paolo De
Stefano)

A sustainable approach moves beyond linear urban metabolism, focusing on urban
resilience (Davoudi, 2012) with a circular approach, in which waste are recycled and become
again inputs for the system (Girardet, 2000), reducing the dependence of cities from raw
materials. In this way, cities can become more independent, sustainable and accessible.
In this paradigm shift the actors involved in the management of waste are involved in
the new circular metabolic processes, co-creating together new landscapes in which a better
quality of life and of the public spaces is ensured.
The understanding of the limited availability of raw materials, requires to move back to the
territories, adding new local value, and starting from agriculture that needs the rediscovery of
the soil fertility, to reconstruct a green economy (Ruzzenenti, 2011).
REPAiR aims to the co-design of innovative solutions for the collection and management of
waste, as well as to investigate all the infrastructure dedicated to the waste treatment, and to
their spatial configurations, identifying in this way all the areas in which is possible to intervene
through the specificities of urbanism and architecture.

2

One example is the well known “Senseable City Laboratory” at MIT, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (“MIT
1611
Senseable City Lab”). The recycling of waste is studied through
tag GPS systems that enable the study of the real
urban metabolism (Ratti & Claudel, 2016).

Fig 3 Schema strategico del progetto “REPAiR - REsource Management in Peri-urban AReas: Going
Beyond Urban Metabolism”” (Horizon 2020), unità di ricerca di Napoli, coord. Prof. Michelangelo Russo
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Fig 4 Gasometri e aree dismesse, Area est di Napoli (Ph. Paolo De Stefano)
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Planning in the Face of Risks. Naples Metropolitan City and
volcanic risk
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1.

The risk as a variable

From territorial planning point of view, the metropolitan area of Naples could be seen as a bipolar
landscape in which two major risk fulcrums (the Vesuvius and the Phlegrean Fields) must determine
the visions and strategies for the territory.
If large-scale planning involves promoting co-operative forms and co-planning with local realities, the
scenario that prevail is particularly complex and connected with the new tasks attributed to the
Metropolitan Cities. The contextual nature of risk perception and response is very typical of
contemporary society and of a “second kind of modernity” [1], in which the risk factors “described by
science” are relativized by the cultural background of the society in which they occur, exposing to
oblivion some obvious risks or, conversely, believing that anything is potentially dangerous, according
to the perspective from which the events are observed [2].
Throughout the metropolitan area of Naples, there is an overlap of risk factors that periodically
generate more or less serious events: landslides, soil pollution, earthquakes, volcanic hazards, which
are quite infrequent but extremely dangerous.
In particular, in this area, the risks connected witch volcanic activity are real evolving ones (among the
biggest all over Europe), that should be weigh significantly on territorial planning, on its possibilities
and on direction of its development paths.
The relativization of this risk and the characteristic cultural approach held by population [3], have
almost reduced its perception and only in the last decade, institutions have undertaken preventive
works, planning actions and regulatory constraints.
In this sense, risk constraints are a decisive variable, but above all a potential that can help define a
“paradigm shifts” [4] needed for a more effectual and strategic planning at the metropolitan level.

2.

Two Places, two Risks, one strategy

The territory of the Metropolitan City of Naples is a complex and complicated area.
Some important issues are concerned with waste of the metabolism of one of the most dense
urbanization of Europe (with a peak of about 12.000 inhabitants/square km of the town of Portici).
The Naples Metropolitan Area is subject to various types of risks with which to contend, adapt and reformulating (recombinant) [5] the paradigm through the tools of the landscape and ecological urbanism
[6].
The whole metropolitan area is characterized by the presence of four volcanoes: The SommaVesuvius system, Campi Flegrei and Ischia resurgent calderas, Procida volcanic field [7].
In particular, the landscape between the slopes of Vesuvius and the plain surrounding the volcano is a
result of multiple events, which over the centuries have changed the “palimpsest” and rethought the
way of living and relationship with places. A transformation that has two fundamental points: the
eruption of 79 d.c. and the impetuous and disorderly transformation of soils occurred in the second
fifty years of the XX sec. Both forms of sudden and disruptive change, which generated waste, frische,
drosscapes stratified and consolidated rapidly.
Likewise, the great area of the Phlegrean Fields, located to the west, is characterized by a mixture of
landscapes and episodes of degradation, wasteland and illegal buildings.
So this land is a palimpsest, as Corboz wrote [8]: a territory rich in textures, signs, “wounds”, that the
project must be able to understand and calibrate in a new vision of the future.
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Fig. 1: The Vesuvius and Phelgrean risks in the Metropolitan Area of Naples (graphic Giuseppe Guida, Giovanni
Bello)

3.

Plans, Programs, Policies

The urban planning structure of the Campania Region and the Naples Metropolitan Area is complex
and does not adequately assess risk issues. While, for example, hydrogeological risk is planned by
the various plans of the Basin Authorities, there is no real co-ordination for volcanic risk.
The regional urban plan that provides standards and rules for the territory of the whole Campania
region is the Regional Territorial Plan, a plan that contains, above all, scenarios, frames and a
strategic approach.
At a metropolitan scale the referring plan is Provincial Coordination Territorial Plan that only adopted
(but not yet approved) by the Metropolitan City of Naples.
At the municipal level, urban plans needs to be adapted and updated. Most of the 52 municipalities
content in the Metropolitan City of Naples are dated and contain strategies no longer in line with the
most recent economic, cultural and social mutations [9]. Especially evident is the lack of coordination
between the different zoning rules of the plans of each municipality and the risk issues are almost
completely absent. Therefore, there is a need for new coordination at the metropolitan level. To do
this, the Constitution Law of the Metropolitan Cities in Italy (56/2014) and the Statute of the
Metropolitan City of Naples provide the two planning and programming tools: the Strategic Plan (which
sets the actions to define the “identity and growth horizon of the metropolitan area, in order to improve
the living conditions, health, relationships and well-being of citizens”) and the Metropolitan Territorial
Plan.
Finally, the Campania Region (the authority appointed to territory administration and coordination of
risk prevention) has been promoting actions and instruments of coordination-prevention in order to
form a strategic reference frame in dealing with natural disasters. The final outcome will be a network
of plans and programs connected to emergence. The main tools of this network are the Emergency
and Civil Protection Municipal Plans that define, localize and organize the activities and all the
procedures adopted in case of expected disasters in an area. In this regard, the Civil Protection Plan
can have a strong connection with urban and territorial planning, partially overcoming the intrinsic
sectoriality of the approach.
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At the central level, the National Civil Protection Department has prepared two National Emergency
Plans: the one for the Vesuvius of 2001 (updated in 2007 and 2016) and the one for the Caldera of
Phlegrean Fields in 2001 (updated in 2016).
In particular, the Plan for Vesuvius identifies a “red zone” and a “yellow zone”. The red zone is the
immediate area around the volcano, and is the most dangerous because it is potentially subject to the
invasion of pyroclastic flows. The yellow zone has a lower risk than red and corresponds to the whole
area that may be affected by the relapse of pyroclastic particles, which may exert excessive overload
on the roofs of the buildings until they determine the breakdown.
The National Emergency Plan for the Phlegrean Fields also marks a red zone and a yellow zone. The
red zone includes the area exposed to the invasion of pyroclastic flows, consisting of a gas mixture
and high temperature solid material that moves at high speeds.
Despite this risk scenario, the urbanization of both areas grew up along the second half of the 900, in
a fragmented, uncoordinated and, of course, partly illegal way. It is obvious, therefore, that this
condition of the territories and landscapes should be a central issue also for metropolitan urban plan
and strategic plan.

Fig. 2: Excerpt of an Emergency Plan in the Phlegrean area (City of Bacoli): Volcanic Risk Scenario (planning Giuseppe Guida,
Giovanni Bello)
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Fig. 3: Urbanized Territory on the slopes of Vesuvius (ph Paolo De Stefano)

4.

Metropolitan city, metropolitan risk, metropolitan plan

In the face of such a risk, what policies have been put in place? What actors have the effective
responsibility, especially in relation to the risk areas?
Faced with these challenges, there is still no local government tool able to coordinate sector planning
to provide a single framework capable of supporting true metropolitan governance. Therefore emerges
with greater clarity the new role Metropolitan Cities can play in defining new models of territorial and
urban governance.
Article 44 of Law no. 56 of 2014, States that the Metropolitan Cities are attributed the following
"fundamental" functions:
a) adoption of a three-year strategic plan of metropolitan territory;
b) general territorial planning.
A couple of planning and programming tools that can act in synergy. According to its Statute (art.35),
the Metropolitan City of Naples carries out the planning of coordination and general territorial planning
of its territory in relation to the Strategic Plan and in accordance with the regional legislation on
territorial governance through “a single planning act called Metropolitan Territorial Plan”, which
includes a structural component and an operational component, with territorial equalization measures
[8].
In addressing what we might call “contexts of uncertainty”, therefore, the metropolitan spatial planning
becomes an innovative and interesting challenge.
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Home Rebirth - Nirvana of a deserted village
Kang YIN

China Academy of Art, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
From a haphazard opportunity, a hidden ancient village - Tong’s Village locates at Huzhou
City, Zhejiang Province is being discovered. The village is about 150 km east from
Shanghai, 60km southeast from Hangzhou, one of the China’s most popular tourism city
and 20km northeast away from Lake Tai, China’s largest freshwater lake.(Figure 1)

Fig 01

From the village gateway, the path is along with stone houses, broken walls and wood
beams that are covered by vines and bushes. (Figure 5,6,7,8,9) It merges perfectly with the
nearby valley that is full of trees and bamboos (Figure 2) and with a stream flowing gently.
(Figure 3) At the end of the path, it is the utopia, the Tong’s Village. (Figure 4)
In this remote village, it used to has 22 villagers. However, due to China’s economic boom
in the past two decades, most of the villagers have already left the village, only one old man
have decided to stay behind and be the last guardian of the utopia.
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From the village only mansion (Figure 10), the local store locates at the village centre
(Figure 11), the warehouse (Figure 12) and the remaining wrecks (Figure 13), it is not hard
to tell this is not used to be a wealthy village.

Fig 2

The Investor has acquired the entire village and prepare to transform it into a resort. Once
the Project design is being accepted, the abandon ancient village will be brought back to life
and turns into an exotic getaway resort.
The stripped yellow paint job on the rammed earth wall has left us a profound impression
after the first site visit (Figure 14). On every 40cm of rough rammed earth wall, there is a
layer of block stone, which brings rich contrast and texture into the wall structure. Such
contrast and texture have inspired our design and it will be the design focus for the entire
revitalisation project.
After more detailed investigation on the remnant wrecks, the original structure has surprised
us.
To begin with the century old rammed earth and block stone wall structure (Figure 15). The
rammed earth and block stone combination is not only build for the overall aesthetic feeling.
In fact, it creates tubular pinch effect and effectively minimise the deformation of the
rammed earth wall, which explain why there is no major “up and down” cracks on this
century old wall.
Second, all the anode angle of the building and armour layer are either sealed or directly
replaced by bricks (Figure 16). This approach not only protects the corners, richen the wall
texture, but also effectively resolved the stress concentration issue at the building corner,
which is similar to setting up constructional column at the corner of the building in the
context of Modern Architecture.
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What is more, in the village there is a complete symmetrical 4 rooms apartment that is
completely contrary to the traditional Chinese three rooms apartment(Figure 17). By adding
a wall along the middle pillar, the 4 rooms apartment can be easily divided into two double
rooms apartment for two independent family. This apartment should be owned by a family
with 2 children, where the parents have already planned to divide the apartment into two for
their children future use at first place, from which sociology concept applies and proves real
needs is more important than traditional practice.

Fig 3

Lastly, the village base stone apartment also reflects how villagers’ economics ability
affects the building style. The simple base stone apartment was owned and built by the
village poorest farmer family, where they were unable to afford a rammed earth apartment
(Figure 18 & 19).
The overall design direction gradually finalised through out the research process. The
village will be transformed to a resort composed by 22 farmhouses, warehouse and shops,
which provide city residents a getaway destination.
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First of all, the design is based on the original buildings to protects and restores the original
village texture. Besides, it will also based on the existing village roads to develop an
enhanced road system that meets the resort basic needs.

Fig 4

Secondly is to hire the villagers near by to clean the terraced fields to recreate the original
idyllic countryside view. (Figure 22)
Thirdly, to expand and alternate the existing warehouse to be the reception, conferencing
and dining area. (Figure 23 & 24) While the local shop at the entrance will be transformed
to be a motel and be the village information centre once again. (Figure 25)
Fourthly, to retain the original walls and combine it into the new building by using new
technology and materials to ensure the buildings’ structural safety. (Figure 27) The
collapsed rammed earth and block stone will also be reused to further recreate the original
village scene. (Figure 26)
Lastly, the new village square will be used as a recreation centre. (Figure 28) In order for
the new village square to blend into the surrounding environment, it will be constructed in
traditional village practice and all of its landscape construction materials will be obtained
from the woods.
The Project has been operating for around a year and built 3 sample house, (Figure 29 40) which lays a solid foundation for the future construction.
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Fig 5
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Fig 6
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Where to go The Predicament of Protection and Development of
Traditional Chinese Village Culture
Sun Yidong1, Bi Cunbi 2
China Academy of Art, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
Abstract: Chinese traditional villages carry the five thousand years of farming civilization of the
Chinese nation, and their diverse landscapes and multi-ethnic cultures shows the world a
colorful habitat culture, which is not only the root of Chinese civilization, but also an important
part of world civilization. With the process of globalization and industrialization, China has
rapidly transformed from the largest agricultural nation in the world into the largest industrial
nation. The traditional Chinese villages have rapidly deteriorated in the process of
transformation. If they are not protected and developed in a timely manner, the world civilization
will lose an important chapter. However, the protection and renewal of traditional Chinese
village culture is a complex and extremely complicated comprehensive project. This article
combines the author's related research practice, aims to reflect the mechanism and the results
of practice in the cultural protection of current Chinese traditional villages, and calls for that the
protection of human civilization development is the responsibility of all mankind.
Key words: Traditional Chinese Village; Cultural Protection; Predicament
Confucius, the great thinker of China, said "people will search something elsewhere if they
lose something". "Li" means etiquette and ritual. "Ye" means suburbs, referring to the folk. The
meaning of this sentence is that if the rituals have been lost, people need to visit and search in
folk. It also has another meaning: if even the traditional etiquette, morality, culture, etc. are lost,
it would have to find them in folk, because there are rich historical and cultural accumulations.
Folk is the place where our Chinese "Li" lies in, but also the place of Chinese "root". Cities with
rapid development in China lose its proper context, and the traditional Chinese village is our

Author: 1 Sun Yidong (1966 -), male, Zhejiang Zhuji, senior engineer, engaged in traditional Habitat culture and cultural and creative industry research;
2
Bi Cunbi (1989 -), male, Shandong Qufu, Hangzhou and Shan Tang Cultural Heritage Development Co., Ltd., designer.
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"root", and is the place where Chinese "Li" lies in.
I. The Cultural Connotation of Chinese Traditional Villages
Chinese traditional village is the crystallization of China's five thousand years of farming
civilization, and is the comprehensive presentation of China’s material and non-material cultural
heritages. Chinese traditional village is the collective memory and wisdom crystallization of a
group, community, clan, and nationality. The basic necessities, religious beliefs, weddings and
funerals and other traditional folk cultures of aboriginal people in traditional Chinese villages are
the source and core of national culture. Chinese traditional villages are influenced by social,
economic, natural, religious, cultural and other factors to different degrees from the
establishment of villages to the formation, evolution, and development process of villages.
There is a difference on the overall environment of different regions in the development
process, so distinctive traditional village patterns and regional cultures are formed.
1. Choose and gather together
China's villages scatter 9.6 million square kilometers, with different forms and shapes,
charming and wonderful. There are water villages and boats in the south of China, there are
courtyards in Jiangbei Plain, there are islands and store houses in the east of China, and there
are villages in the west of China. There are caves in the gullies of the Loess Plateau, there are
rows of wood garrets at the edge of southwest, there are Tibetan houses made by soil and
stone in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, and there are earth buildings of Hakka in Lingnan. Northern
hunting herdsmen have yurts which are warmer in winter and cool in summer, Wannan houses
have green bricks, black tiles and firewalls, Bai nationality has its typical building with three
rooms and one wall, and Tu nationality has courtyards which can keep its people safe. Each
place has its conditions for its people and villages. Heaven is the soul of the village and the
realm. The village deserves to the collective memory and wisdom crystallization of a group,
community, clan and nationality. At the same time, colleges are also the historical monument of
a glorious or lonely group.
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Water Village in Wuzhen

Village of Gaoligong Mountain in Yunnan Province
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Village of Hemu in Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region

Ganlan-styled Houses in Southwest Guizhou
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The mountain houses in Chongqing

Terraces village in Yunnan Province
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The Cuandixia village in Beijing

The Huangcun village in Anhui Province
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Cave-house in Shanxi Province

The Zhuge village in Zhejiang Province
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Courtyard-space of North China

The Open-patio of South China
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Songyang County in Zhejiang Province

Stone-house in Zhejiang Province
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The Village of Lisu Nationality in Yunnan Province
2. Spiritual belief
Chinese traditional villages embody the kinship, which are not only the tie for the spirit of
folk beliefs and the rule and regulation of clans, but also the spiritual home and cultural roots of
the Chinese nation, and historical and cultural heritages which are difficult to reproduce. Its
spiritual beliefs reflect the timeliness of history, the diversity of culture, the value of heritage, the
consciousness of aesthetics and the necessity of protection. Chinese traditional villages carry
awe of nature, loyalty to the nation, and respect for parents and teachers. Confucianism,
Buddhism and Taoism are integrated and shining, carrying the good wishes of Chinese people
on nature, life, and the future.
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The Disappeared Civilization of Jiaohe Ruins

The Four Major Civilizations Convergence Zone of Toyukmazar
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The Bao Memorial Archway in Anhui Province
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Temple in Tibetan
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The Memorial Tablet of belief in Guizhou Province
3. Wonderful workmanship excelling nature
Chinese traditional villages are deeply permeated with the philosophical concept of "heaven" of
Chinese traditional culture in the overall layout. Most of the materials used in the construction of
the villages come from the place where they locate in, and they are built according to the local
conditions. These villages are in harmonious with nature to a high degree, achieving the realm
of "built by people but actually opened by nature". Chinese traditional villages are filled with the
pursuit of perfection in the art through wood, stone, brick, walls and other carriers. Chinese
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traditional villages reveal the aesthetic concept of "pursuing refinement and achieving abroad
realm" in the architectural sculpture art. In the environmental color, Chinese traditional villages
follow the aesthetic view of pursuing simplicity advocated by Taoist philosophy, making the
traditional villages seem simple, atmospheric, and grand, smart but rigorous, ancient but luxury,
with unique artistic beauty and high artistic value and cultural value.

Like Birds Fly With the Wings Open
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The wharf wall of fire prevention function
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Art of Brick Carving in Yongzhou City,Hunan
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Ceramic Door Gods in Tengchong City,Yunnan
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Wood Carving Art of “happiness-handsome salary-longevity pattern”
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Brick Carving of Lucky Character in Wujin City,Hebei
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Material and Color
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Texture of Gray Tiles

Texture of Stone
4. Solar term and custom
"Twenty-four solar terms" is the product of ancient Chinese working people who have
observed, explored, researched and summarized astronomy, weather, and agriculture, which is
the Chinese nation's long folk culture and historical deposition, to promote China's agricultural
and pastoral development in thousands of years, in particular, inherited the traditional Chinese
village culture. Today, these solar terms are still able to guide the agricultural activities, which
have a profound impact on production. According to the "twenty-four solar terms", a large
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number of rural folk activities derive, and these folk activities include the Chinese people’
longing for good life, and composed of the essence of traditional village culture.

Tibetan Wedding Ceremony in Xiaojin County of Tibet

The Firebrand Festival of Lisu Nationality in Deqin County，Yunnan
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Jisa Festival of Dong Nationality in Congjiang County，Guizhou

Yundou Town，Shanxi

Rural Scenery
II. The Predicament of Protection and Development of Traditional Chinese Village
Culture
From the 19th century to the beginning of the 21st century, with the transformation of
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China's social industrial structure and the rapid development of urbanization, a large number of
rural people flocked to the cities, leading to the hollowing out of traditional Chinese villages, and
the aging problem has become increasingly prominent. Production and lifestyles carried by
Chinese traditional villages suffered a huge impact, and China's urban construction completely
lost its national characteristics. According to the relevant statistics, the total number of natural
villages in China plummeted to 2.52 million in 2014 from 3.63 million in 2002, and nearly 1.1
million villages decreased in just ten years. Villages and their farming culture, traditional
customs, production and lifestyle, and ancient houses die out quickly. General Secretary Xi
Jinping pointed out in the 2013 Urbanization Work Conference that "urban construction should
reflect the respect for nature, conform to nature and the concept of harmony between man and
nature, integrate the city into nature by relying on the existing landscape and other unique
scenery, so that residents can see mountains, drink water, and remember nostalgia." Since
2014, the central government invested more than 10 billion yuan to help more than three
thousand villages to develop protection and development planning, to explore restoration and
protect cultural heritage, with all-round promotion of the protection of traditional villages. There
were 1602 Chinese traditional village lists in the fourth batch jointly approved by the Chinese
Ministry of Housing and Urban, Ministry of Culture, and the State Administration of Cultural
Heritage in 2016, plus 2555 of the previous three batches, so there were 4157 Chinese
traditional villages. Although agricultural civilization heritage groups with large scale, rich
contents and values, complete protection and dynamic heritage are formed gradually. Due to
the gap between government, capital, aboriginal and other social circles on the understanding
and appeal of traditional Chinese villages, natural, cultural and ecological destruction of
Chinese traditional villages are still continuing.
1. Local government departments lack of enough understanding
Local government is the main practitioner of traditional village culture protection and
activation. However, due to the government functional departments lack of enough
understanding on traditional Chinese village history , culture, and coordination between the
various departments, they perform according to their own ways, which cause traditional village
protection lack systematic and scientific planning, construction methods are simple and crude,
only focusing on the construction of appearance but ignoring the basic implementation of
construction and cultural ecological restoration. At the same time, there is no reasonable
industrial structure constructed, so the traditional village protection and activation lack of
sustainable development protection.
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Philistinism of Folk Cultures- Red Lantern Hung Anywhere

Philistinism of Folk Cultures- Harshness Wall-painting
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The Humanities Ecological Havoc of Lijiang
2. There are many problems in commercial investment activities
The development of traditional Chinese villages requires economic support.In the
commercial development process, however, most investors blindly pursue the maximization of
business interests, lack of respect for regional culture, thus destroying the living environment of
original traditional villages. Therefore, in the development process of traditional villages,
homogenization of the ancient villages and towns living style gradually appears. Aboriginal
traditional production and living customs are developed into commercial performances on stage
in order to make profits, which not only does not help to improve the quality of the village, but
undermine the cultural dignity of the nation. Such as Yunnan Lijiang, Dali, etc., in the tourism
development process, the natural and human ecological environment deteriorate sharply.
Chinese traditional villages have always been the source of inspiration for artists and
designers. With the increase of attention to the protection and development of traditional
villages, more and more artists and designers join the construction area of traditional village
protection and development. This is an encouraging and gratifying move, but with a sense of
cultural superiority to overlook the countryside, they wantonly express their feelings, ignore the
regional culture and diversity of village culture.
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Toward the augmented HBIM: the BIM model as historical witness
Domenico Russo
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Abstract

Tourism represents 13% [7] of the Italian Gross Domestic Product (GDP), with 185 billion euro of an
estimated value. An undoubted value resource that not always optimize the cultural and the economic
profits. The main reason is the lack of cooperation of multivalent abilities, which have the purpose of
combining efforts in the management.
The figure that can fit such as an ashlar, that can be a bridge, between the traditional values and the
most modern and intuitive modelling and asset management technologies is the architect. The skills,
that characterize this figure, bring him to create a connection between those technologies and general
people, who usually do not interact with the knowledge processes.
The tool proper of the architect is the critical survey. Starting from the conventional drawings, moving
through the laser-scanner technologies, the methodology that fits more with the need of preserving the
acquired data, is the BIM [5] one.
In this paper it explores the possibilities that the BIM modelling offers compared to the historical
heritage, from the elements modelling, in a classical parametric bookshelf, to the geometrical and
multidimensional information which are present in the model, to the way to deal the data kept by the
model. Data that needs to be set on interactive platforms ready to be queried by the users that
interacts with the BIM model.
Keywords: Heritage Building Information Modelling, Laser survey, Heritage Tourism, Critical Survey,
Cimitile.

1 Introduction: Heritage tourism, the role of architect and the BIM modelling

Heritage tourism is the branch of the tourism that affects the artistic and cultural history and tradition of
a Country. The target of interest shows the artistic and human heritage, including not only public
works, but also tradition and customs.
It is important to make a distinction between tangible and intangible heritage. Tangible heritage are
tangible goods, which have cultural experience in locus history. On the contrary, intangible heritage is
directly linked to tradition, dialects, holiday and typical customs, which characterize the profile of a
native social group.
Architectures, monuments, neighborhoods, parks, or whole parts of the city are part of the category,
which includes tangible heritage “property”, and, in this field, the architect shows his ability to optimize
the expressive capabilities, able to generate a return in terms of knowledge and in economic terms.
The ability that it needs to achieve this result, comes directly from changed requirements in the
relationship between the user and the benefited, who see the need for creating a bipolar experience
between them, in which user’s enrichment must occur in a personal and creative way (with an active
participation in cognitive processes), but at the same time respectful of the tangible goods. This
precondition is necessary because tourism and preservation have not always worked in tune,
especially when in several centuries economical requirements of the Country have negatively
interacted with the heritage to be protected.
Historical heritage, especially the one located in the Italian peninsula, have undergone an important
period of change during the centuries, it is a basic process to recognize the constructive phases and
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critically analyze the disposition of the various identities at stake, in this way it is possible to calibrate
cognitive experience behind the symbiotic relationship between the user and the benefited.
In this regards, the figure of the architect is certainly the most qualified in managing the theoretical and
visual information of architectural heritage, to the knowledge of purely historical events, the mastery of
constructive techniques that characterize the genesis and changes of the factory.
The tool that the architect can rely on his work is certainly the Critical Survey [3].
The closed link between documentation and preservation of architectural heritage on the one hand,
and the knowledge of the artifact, on the other hand, makes architectural survey one of the most
important moments of the analysis’s methodology of the historic building, a survey that is supported by
current technologies presents itself to the creation of real informative database that manage sensitive
data (such as geometric) and intangible (such as the analysis of different temporal configurations).
The modern modelling and management platforms of the monuments are addressed uniquely towards
the use of increasingly wide-ranging approaches, which involving the different skills within more and
more complex speeches. For this reason, the BIM modelling research, put with the incorporated digital
survey, is increasingly being trained by international heritage asset managers, especially adapting it to
the tourist needs.
In order to cover these needs, the attention to virtual models must be the one that supplies information
directly from the primary source: the monument.

Fig. 1: The chart describes the whole work process, starting from the data gathering, to the creation of the model,
to the model management (including the online upload)
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2 Survey as support for the BIM models

The research activity is the way to give meaning and cognition to the cultural heritage. At the same
time, it represents the foundation of the work of those who must preserve, monitor and maintain
historical sites with cultural values. The main tools related to the research activity in architecture are
usually survey methodologies. In the last years, these methodologies are moving toward the adoption
of new kind of technologies, both hardware and software.
Through these technologies, the whole campaign of data gathering shifts toward new ways to manage
the historical sites. The accuracy that these tools are able to offer, brings to the creation of always
more truthful geometrical models (the laser-scanners technologies are the main example of this
progression). The strength of these processes are, surely, the great quality of the data produced and,
of course, the benefits of having the geometries always available, with the possibility to query these
geometries, to extract plants, sections, and prospects at any time.
However, the use made of these data is purely "technical" because it involves a circle of professional
figures that hold the ownership of a document that is not accessible to everyone, also in terms of skills
needed to manage it.
The need of creating models that can interact with broader users (i.e. web tours, virtual reality) and
that are able to bring the advantages of this kind of technology to everyone, is moving toward the
application of the BIM methods also for the cultural heritage. In fact, the EU moved the first steps
through the adoption of the directive 24/2014 (then adopted in Italy through the public procurement
code of 2016 art.23).
The BIM modelling works with 3D geometries merged with the whole group of information developed
during the lifecycle of a building.
By assigning textual, numeric, raster, or hypertext parameters it is possible to compose an
architectural environment where even the smallest element, that appears to be unimportant to the
common eye, contains information that enriches the knowledge linked to the monument.
The final aim of the BIM modelling is the creation of dynamic models having the stability of a
crystallized reality and the dynamism of a model that is always open to be updated, expandable and
consultable in each component, this process is known as Scan to BIM.

Fig. 2: Visual summary of the processes followed, starting from the point cloud data (right), to the mesh model
(middle), to the BIM model (left). In particular, the mesh model is a “connection” between the different software,
because is possible to save this kind of object as a *.dwg file, that could be read by a great number of technical
applications
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3 HBIM modelling referring to the case study of Cimitile

Starting from the last considerations, the creation of the BIM model of squared portico of the basilica
of S. Felice, belonging to the ancient complex of churches of Cimitile, interested the implementation of
informative models through the creations of classical contents, in order to build a library that can be
used to generate geometries rich of information. Through the information collected, some from the
instrumental and direct surveys (respectively laser scanners and preliminary surveys), some from the
major treatises of classical architecture, the constituent geometries of each object have been
extrapolated, subsequently modelled and contextualized in the early Christian reality of Cimitile,
coordinating these data also with the history behind the complex.

Fig. 3: An example of a component that populate the virtual library of the project, in particular the model shown
represent a parametric torus belonging to the Cimitile’s early Christian complex

In this regard, the case study will integrate all the difficulties related to the genesis of the elements, in
particular, their being, in most cases, typologically not standardized, as a result of creation processes
different from the classical canons and constrained to the real needs of a site made up reusing older
elements. Most of the sources concerning the BIM modelling and, in particular, related to Heritage
goods are usually developed by libraries of elements created acquiring dimensions and ratios from
theoretical sources, such as treatises on architectural orders, and then adapting them to the real
case.The advantage of this kind of work leads to the creation of flexible elements that can then be
reproposed changing the parameters of the model [8,10].The difficulties encountered in adopting such
an approach to an ancient site (the arcade was built up with reused elements belonging to the I-V
century [2,4,6,9], in contrast to the proportions defined by Vitruvius) highly stratified and modified, as
in Cimitile, concern some elements, which, because of their uniqueness, cannot be treated as "library
items”, such as arches and capitals, as they are not directly related to known proportional schemes, as
the result of a work of art that at the time had to relate with the preexistences and with spatial
constraints.
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Fig. 4: Example of preliminary survey for one of the seventeen columns belonging to the squared portico in
S.Felices’s church. The name used for identifying each column is taken from the work of C.Ebanista on the
archaeological site of Cimitile (works mentioned in the bibliography at the end of the paper)

From the previous considerations, it is clear that the transition from the surveys to the HBIM model
represents a "sensitive" step, that is important to manage in the preliminary phases, in order to
coordinate the acquired documents and the modelling processes, complying with the main objective.
The first steps are directly related to a phase of knowledge of the building, translated in the drafting
and optimization of digital and / or analogic product, in this case, respectively, the laser scanner
survey, and the preliminary drawings.
The laser-scanner station1 provides a precise geometric footprint of the entire environment, but
analyzing the individual entities it shows up his inadequacy in giving a precise shape to the geometric
profiles related to the different objects; in this regard, it is necessary to integrate digital data with the
measurements recorded in the preliminary drawings, through site surveys.
This phase needs to be oriented to the final goals to reach; the geometrical perfection (that could be
reached just working on the point cloud, and the related mesh model), in this case, is not one of them.
The main aim of this kind of work is to create a database in which the geometry is only one of the
different point to deal with. One of the main topics, to approach with, is about the quality of the
information linked to the 3D model, not only the geometrical data but also information related to the
maintain conditions, to the historical transformation, to the genesis of the different element, etc.

The laser scanning operation started from the registration of the cornerstones with GPS/GLONASS antennas,
the first one located on one of the vertex of geodetic network of the Istituto Geografico Militare, the second one
arranged on the site. This kind of preliminary works, establishes the real position of the surveyed object. The laser
scanner used, in this work, is a Leica phases-shifting sensor positioned on a tripod; 64 scans were produced to
cover the whole Cimitile’s site [1].
1
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Fig. 5:For each column, each arch, were produced boards (42 board, A3 format) to represent the whole work
process. At the right side is shown a traditional survey board, that contains drawings, pictures and information
linked to the analogical survey while on the left side a board with all the data bonded to the digital part of the work
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Depending on the geometric LOD (Level of Development [5]) to reach, it will be necessary to
determine the number of objects that will compose the families in the model; according to the future
parametric adaptability of them, it is important to establish the editable parameter to set in each family
to nest.
It is quite intuitive that having a large number of parametric components can lead to the creation of
different manageable entities, implementable individually, but this choice brings complexity to the
model, that usually brings to higher chances of getting clashes between the nested families.
To avoid these clashes, it is necessary to calibrate the number of parameters with the flexibility that
the model needs to have. Since more parameters means less flexibility, it is important to establish a
range in which the model needs to “move”, with values beyond this range the model could collapse.
Thus, it is important to know that the range will be always respected by the future changing of the
parameters in the model (that means reduce to a reasonable number secondary elements and
secondary parameters). To define the range, it is good to know which values, positive and negative,
will not be reached during the future edits, as the radius that fixes the boundary of an arch will be
always set inside the boundary of the arch itself, so it will never reach some values.

Fig. 6: 3D model, and parameters, of a twisted column set to rotate around 3 points (one to each section built to
create the model) free to rotate around themselves, and linked through a loft command

In the case of the model of the squared portico of S.Felice the criterion sought for modelling wants to
create macro-categories, composed nesting secondary families, in order to show clearly the different
stratigraphy and the composing elements. Another choice linked to the modelling phase is about
avoiding the use of too complex geometries, that would alter the immediate interaction between the
parametric objects.
The main elements modelled are arches and columns.
For the columns it was desired to maintain the fractionation of the element into sub-dividable
elements, hence the division into capital, shaft and base, which in turn can be broken down according
to the parts that compose them. Each geometric identity is represented by its own parametric family,
from multiple to sub-multiple. The intent is to give formal completeness to a model that could always
be implemented successively, starting from a kind of "puppet element" that traced a proper base
boundary. Each element is rigorously positioned on latitude, altitude and longitude directly derived
from the spatial information associated with the point cloud imported into the model, through
georeferenced sections, that reduce the positioning error2 to few millimeters.
2 We could analyse two different kinds of “error”. The first one is linked to the approximations of the geometries
modelled, usually the handmade columns were not perfectly symmetrical, so the model can slightly move of the
boundaries marked by the sections taken from the point cloud. The second kind of error derives from the
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Fig. 7: The nested families structure set for the model of the early Christian complex. Each element is grouped in
one family, which could be divided in three other different families, capital, shaft and base (if we are speaking
about a column). Each sub-element could be considered as another nested family composed by secondary
families (ad torus, abacus, scotia, echinus, etc.) The boundaries highlighted behind the model represent the
shapes extracted from the point cloud to locate whit precision the different elements.

Regarding the arches, it is important the will to represent each stratigraphic element in an independent
family. Each layer, structure, arriccio, plaster, mosaic, it is bonded parametrically to the others but
clearly separated when the element is analysed in section. Under this choice there is the will to
investigate the constructions processes behind the model, with a different approach the model could
be represented by a unique “block” without internal layers despite a loss of information.
The parameter itself in this situations, in which the thickness of the represented parts may remain as
"unknown", works properly whit the “arch” element. Although we do not know the thickness of the
compositional layers, we can include a provisional, calibrated on historical sources, concerning
Byzantine architecture, in this case, preserving an ever-modifiable value.

Fig. 8: An image from the BIM model shows how the different layers interacts parametrically. Each layer is
modelled in a different family, but all the parameters are connected in the nested family so with few changes in
the edit window, it is possible to regulate the thickness of each part of the stratigraphy.
“inaccuracy” of section between the work-plane and the point cloud, we could evaluate this miscalculation in
plus/minus half millimeter
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4 An accessible database

The information gathered, geometrical and not, will be part of a catalogue ready to be inspected and
updated, as it was mentioned in the introduction. The opportunity to handle all the data set in the
model, opens to the possibility to walk through the model also when it is offline, query each part of it,
view all the linked documents.
The data can be structured in various ways in order to interact with different figures, starting from
technicians or administrators who are working on the historical site, with free formats of the files (as
IFC format) is possible to visualize all the features of the model, to check parameters, to read the
attachments or download files through links; the knowledge processes are simplified, the opportunity
to manage different kinds of information at different levels, in different software. Sharing documents,
images, videos, or technical drawings, is part of this kind of processes that involve all the actors to be
part of the history of the heritage site.
More and more are in fact the applications able to handle this kind of products, many available in free
version, easy to interact with; and, maybe, for this reason, it is not impossible to hope for the
opportunity to introduce these models also to enrich the touristic experiences, and to open a new field
of development linked to the promotion of heritage sites with remarkable cultural values.
More of them allows to add comments, attach document, to give the opportunity to each user to enrich
the model.

Fig. 9:Screenshot taken from TEKLA BIMsight. An IFC file of the BIM model, was imported in this BIM visualizer
where is possible to query all the elements, which make up the model. The kind of the information that could be
taken from the model depends by all the parameters set in the different families (right side of the picture), is also
possible to query the model in order to get distances and dimensions. Another important feature of this kind of
models is the possibility to link different kinds of files to each geometry: drawings, pictures, documents, videos,
point cloud files, etc.; in order to interact with the figures (technician, administrators, tourists) who can access the
model.

5 Conclusion

This article has presented a new approach that deals with the heritage properties, creating models
ready to be queried in each part.
The geometrical models, the information, the parameters, set in the model are oriented to interact with
common people, that are more frequently involved in the knowledge processes. For this reason, is
important to coordinate the geometrical and the parametrical content of the model to be perfectly
integrated with a dynamic way of interacting with architecture.
The simplest way to create a bridge between the reality and the information kept by a heritage site is
the BIM modelling.
Moving from the survey up to the BIM model the great part of the processes can be shown in free
visualizer easy to be handled by the tourist, that more frequently are looking for new kind of
experiences, in which beyond their cultural enrichments there is also the possibility to give feedbacks.
The heritage tourism could be defined as the movement of people from their place of residence to
gather new experiences that satisfy their cultural need, in this case the creation of a reality that goes
beyond objects, is part of a creative way to enjoy the tradition of a place, to create a bridge between
the modern technologies and historical sides, to link people and their stories.
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Abstract

We mainly use parametric modeling of Architecture for the creation of project models and not for the
creation of models that describe the existing. However, we can also identify a great potential for this
second sector.
We mainly use parametric modeling of Architecture for the creation of project models and not for the
creation of models that describe the existing. However, we can also identify a great potential for this
second sector.
The proposed example of the study and parametric modeling of the windows of the workers' houses in
Piazza Bartolo Longo in Pompeii shows how practically the above advantages materialize and opens
a reflection about the BIM approach and the fact that developments directed towards the HBIM .
Keywords: bim, hbim, parametric modeling

Introduction

We mainly use parametric modeling of Architecture for the creation of project models and not for the
creation of models that describe the existing. However, we can also identify a great potential for this
second sector.
Elements with similar shapes but with variable dimensions and proportions, if directly modeled, require
the creation of any model ex novo, making the part of "digital reconstruction" a demanding operation in
terms of time. [1]
BIM technologies allow a parametric approach thanks to which it is possible to create the structure of
a model from ‘primitive’ forms in which it is possible to decompose the object. The parametric
structure, create in this way, is applicable to all other elements of the same type by changing only
some specific dimensions and proportionality report, and adapting the form to the actual Dimension of
the object.
An essential condition for effective parameterization is a critical knowledge of Architecture, which, in
the case of the modeling of the existing heritage, appens through the design and the relief of the
architecture. The result that we want is a smart and suitable model for similar cases, which are
classificable through direct and instrumental relief. In fact, in BIM systems, the user has to provide and
define constraints, relationships, and dependencies of the features to ensure that all related geometry,
that was related in the preliminary phase, is updated by default.
The presented study shows the advantages of parametric BIM modeling applied to the existing and
the critical analysis of architectural elements detected for model creation.
Material and methods
The study carried out concerns The “workers' houses” (Case Operaie) in Bartolo Longo Square in
Pompeii, built between 1887 and 1890 on the design of Neapolitan architect Giovanni Rispoli, and in
particular the BIM modeling of the building with particular deepening on the parametric modeling of the
windows.
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The building stands out for its "chessboard"
shape, obtained from the singular volume
arrangement that creates an alternation of full
and empty. The decorative register of the
façades - defined by the “bugnato” of the wall
facing, by simple mouldings separating the
different levels, by the top cornice - expresses
the sobriety canons of the architecture of the
cheap houses of the time.

Fig. 1: worker houses, photo

The study starts with a first geometric analysis, which can be schematized in some architectural
elements characterizing: moulding, top cornice, door and window compartments. If we can obtain the
moulding modeling by sweep as is the case for CAD systems, more interesting is the modeling of
doors and windows.
With a second geometric analysis, we note that there are two types of windows throughout the
building, which differ for the different configuration of the decorative elements; one is on the ground
floor and the other on the first floor.

Fig. 2: woreker houses, two prospects showing the windows

With a third dimensional analysis, we note that the type on the first floor is present in 2 different
dimensions, which correspond to the one-door window and the two-door window, while the type on the
ground floor is present in 3 different dimensions, a one-door window , a two-door window, and the
entrance door (whose decorative elements have the same configuration as those on the ground floor
windows).
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Fig. 4: scheme of window cornices in the building

So we have identified the fixed parts of the geometry and the variables (the dimension w in the first
type and the dimensions w and h in the second type). At this point, the base structure of the window
was created, consisting of four reference planes defining the perimeter of the window/door, width and
height were associated with two parameters that allow the two dimensions to vary in base to the value
associated with the parameter.
In this way, by creating the two types of frames, you will have practically all the frames of the building,
you just need to change the parameter values depending on the circumstances.
Each constituent element of the window/door is individually designed according to the variables w and
h of the window compartment. Then they are imported in the main family of the window, and then
placed correctly in the space, bound to the reference planes of the main structure, the parameters of
the individual elements are associated with those of the main structure and to determine certain
particular behaviors some formulas are applied.
In this way all parts of the window will be a single "organism" that will have uniform behavior in all its
"organs".
The following is an example image showing the steps of the nidification of the decorative elements of
the window/door, with its formulas for each element:
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Sill_w = w+(x*2)
x, sill lateral ledge

Cornice_span_w = w
cornice_span_h = h

molding_span_w = w

Fig. 5: steps of window nidification

The advantages of parametric modeling certainly increase when geometry presents a greater degree
of complexity, this is the case for the superior molding. The desired result was that, by changing the
window width, dentils changed their number and not their dimensions. In particular, the part underlying
the window compartment must be the variable one, and the two lateral parts underlying the vertical
piers of the cornice should instead remain fixed.

Fig. 6: window molding

Then after creating a matrix of dentils, the number of these was parameterized by applying the
following formula:
dentil_n = molding_span_w / y
y, sum of the width of a dentil and the distance between two dentils

Fig. 7: dentils matrix, design of the model
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Results
The following image shows the behavior of the window when the parameter w changes, as all of its
components follow the movement of the structure to which they are bound and how the moulding
dentils change their number instead of being stretched.

Fig. 8: the behavior of the window when the parameter w changes

The benefits of using this approach are now listed:

• The modeling of each element was done only once, the dimensional variants were obtained by
simply changing the value of the parameters;
• Management as well as any modification of the model, both in construction and when they are
completed and included in the project, is much more immediate and more intelligent than in a direct
modeling approach;
• The BIM model also allows you to associate information to each modeled element;
• The logic of BIM software and its ability to bring more elements to basic families allows a better
classification of architectural elements in the project.

Conclusions
The presented study, which is an excerpt of a wider work across the entire Bartolo Longo square,
shows how parametric modeling can be applied with great benefits not only for the design but also for
the modeling of the existing heritage.
These advantages are not only of a practical nature. BIM approach, in fact, because of the way its
technology works, leads to see the creation of the digital model not only as a purely mathematical act
of graphic restitution, but also as a cognitive and Study moment of the object in question, the rules
governing its morphology, its relations between the parties and the function of the parties.
However, it remains clear that existing BIM technologies are designed for design. In fact, there are few
cases of HBIM application, and the great potential that this technology possesses could better target
this area and offer more specific tools and methodologies to be able to see this approach in managing
existing heritage.
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THE NEW RISKING HERITAGE
by Mosè Ricci

In modernity genius loci coincided with genius saeculi, the forms of the city, of architecture,
of fashion fulfilled the epoch. In the modern age it was unthinkable to dress or to design
furnitures, houses or cities as they did in the previous century.

Today it is no longer the case. The distance between gestalt and zeitgeist never has been
so dramatic. The paradigm that binds the aesthetics to the projection of time blowed up.
The overcoming of modernity lies especially in this. We live like an eternal present. Where
the sensitive forms and their representations in solid space no longer carry an idea of the
future. They seem to be always more or less the same. Immutable and increasingly
displaced in the rush of the sharing information technologies revolution that is upsetting the
system of social relations and the way in which things and places are related each other.
Even today everything changes and so much faster than before. Innovation is conducted in
the intangible areas of the net rather than in the material solid spaces. The way to
experiment and disseminate informations and knowledge are especially mutating in a
vortex of accelerated change where the tools and virtual synapses materials involve the
activities and lifestyles linked to them while the more traditional and unconnected spaces
tend to remain inert, equal to themselves. Or they change slowly. Architecture makes it
difficult to understand this new condition. Although in the first postmodern phase of the ‘80s
for many scholars and designers it became clear that it would be more meaningful to
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project tradition into form than to explore the semblances of future in the cultural space of
modernity already exhausted. The solution to build new architectures in the features and,
often, in the materials of tradition has been interpreted as a passatistic and retro choice.
Today, however, after fifty years and in the midst of the most pervasive technological
revolution in history, the breakdown of the causal relation between function, form, sign and
sense in architecture (which has been eroded by the Venice Biennial of 1980 and 85) can
assume a different and, in many respects, anticipatory value. There is a New Heritage in
cities that should not be canceled. If, in the 1980s, history became a reservoir of images
and projections, the timeless present today offers an immense legacy of empty spaces
already existing to which architecture can give meanings and new beauty.
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Detroit is the manifesto of the new urban condition that identifies the new paradigm of
recycling as a conceptual device for the cities in the age of the eternal present.

Detroit is the American Pompeii. As a result of the crisis of the economy that had
generated it, the Fordist metropolis Detroit was forced to think about the problem of
its survival and its fate. In the space of just a few years its population had fallen
from 1,850,000 to 740,000, more than 2,000 buildings had been knocked down,
resulting in the abandonment of the center for an area with an approximately eightmile radius that is glaringly evident. Its public spaces are emptied of meaning and
they do not express a traditional urban figure any more. But they can suggest a new
and different inhabiting way. Something that is impossible to imagine from an
European perspective, that is impossible to imagine if you don’t go there. The
Detroit case is extreme but is not unique in the United States or even in Europe.
One might say that Detroit is a city sentinel, an urban Hazard Analysis Critical
Control Point (HACCP), a sensitive measure of the risk of disappearing of of the
twentieth century metropolis.
In Italy, the booming costruction phase of the last 20 years has left several cadavers
on the territory. According to CRESME (an authoritative Italian observatory on the
building market) Italian cities have grown enormously in recent years. Between
1999 and 2012, about 300 million cubic meters of new buildings were built, the
trend declined slightly in the years to come. On these, the percentage of illegality is
irrelevant. The results are obvious to anyone. Since the collapse of the real estate
market in 2007, the territories affected by the economic and environmental crisis
suffer from disasters of abandonment and disposal often also for the most recent
works. There are at least 6 million empty homes on more than 10 million "blocked"
properties. 20 million square meters of dismantled or dismantled railways, at least
5,000 km of non-used railways, 20,000 miles of abandoned roads, of which 2,600
unused. There is no count of the number of abandoned shops and industrial
werhouses. The new infrastructures, which are the cornerstones of economical
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growth according to some, often remain unused to embark on development and the
costs of their senselessness are paid by everyone. Gioia Tauro, Tiburtina Station,
Bre-Be-Mi and now the Expò are just the most obvious examples of a policy that
always wastes twice as much on building new fetishes of a past modernity and
again abandoning the greatest historical- Landscape, world heritage, for which no
strategic investments are envisaged.
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This is the point. The simultaneous action of three key factors: the economic crisis, the new
environmental awareness and the sharing information technologies revolution is so deeply
changing our lifestyles and the way we imagine and we want the solid forms of our future
that all our design knowledge suddenly seems inadequate both as an interpretative tool of
the current condition and as a device capable of generating new environmental, social,
economic performances and new beauty.
Nothing surprising. In the history of architecture and the city the great technological
changes have produced major changes in the lifestyles, in the forms of living and
consequently in the way in wich we design them. If the major paradigm of modernity was
about the best possible spatial synthesis between function and architecture. Today, with the
information technologies revolution, we have the opposite problem. To give meaning,
narrative and uses -even temporary uses- spaces that have already given forms. And turn
them into ecologically efficient, attractive and convenient places to live.
This phase of modernity disposal demands new paradigms (such as new points of view on
the future) and a new project idea of physical space. It is a major challenge for the
architectural culture. A challenge that gives value to the New Heritage with conceptual
devices that work on the shift from sign to sense and on the new life cycles of solid spaces.
A challenge that takes in consideartion the context as a project, the landscape as a new
infrastructure that produces values for linvig and the present time of the city as a collective
and not authorial project.
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Abstract
The study focuses on the cyclic response of brick-cement mortar masonry walls under constant
compression and cyclic shear force. The objective of the study is to calibrate a FE model available to
simulate the behavior of masonry structures under cyclic loads, such as in case of earthquakes. A
previous experimental campaign has been carried out at the “Politehnica” University of Timisoara
(Romania) on real scale specimens of 1500 x 1500 x 250 mm tested in cyclic shear-compression. The
test revealed a diagonal cracking with the damage of the corners for rocking, typical of shear failure
mode. A non-linear FE model in Abaqus has been developed based on the obtained results to have
the same global response of experimental tests. A macro-modelling strategy has been followed
defining Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) material model of the software’s library. CDP allows to
consider the mechanical non-linearity of the material, both in compression and in tension, through a
post-cracking smeared approach in which the openings of the cracks are artificially simulated with a
stiffness lost. CDP also provides stiffness recovery when passing from alternative compressive and
tensile stress. Uniaxial compression have been defined according to the provisions of Eurocodes,
while uniaxial tensile have followed the fracture energy criterion, by means of a stress-displacement
formulation. The post-cracking behavior, both in compression and in tension, has been set defining the
damage parameters as an exponential degradation of the elastic modulus. The performed FE
analyses reveal a very good agreement with the test in terms of stress-strain distribution, forcedisplacement curve and total dissipated energy.
Keywords: shear-wall, masonry panel, FE model, cyclic test, non-linear analysis.

1.

Introduction

Masonry is a combination of mortar and brick and so the mechanical behavior depends on their quality
and assembly techniques; its mechanical properties can be described in general terms as:
- inhomogeneity (because of different material components);
- anisotropy (because of assembly of the masonry wall);
- asymmetric (because of different behaviour under compression and tensile stresses);
- non-linear (because of non-linearity stress-strain response).
In Italy, masonry buildings represent about 60% of building heritage except for monumental ones.
Considering the high seismic risk in Italy, the knowledge on masonry structural behavior under seismic
action represents a real priority. Masonry buildings present low tensile strength, small deformation
capacity and low ductility. Under dynamic excitations, there are two main failure modes: out-of-plane
failure mechanism (MODE I) and in-plane failure mechanism (MODE II). Out-of-plane mechanism is
favored by the lack of internal connections and exhibits the cinematic modes of portions of the
constructions, that lead to the collapse of the structure for loss of balance. In the case of in-plane
failure mechanism, buildings present good internal connections, and failure appears because of the
overcoming of material resistance. In this study the MODE II mechanism is investigated.
The in-plane damage of a masonry shear wall after seismic actions occurs because of the
combination of axial, bending and shear forces. Based on the geometrical ratio of the wall
(height/width), the mechanical behavior of a masonry panel can be characterized by a combined axial
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and bending failure mode in the case of slender panels (h/b>2), and a diagonal or horizontal shear
failure mode in case of stocky ones (h/b<1). In slender walls, the usual in-plane cracking is due to the
overcoming of material compression strength, which causes the appearance of vertical cracks at the
compressed corner of the base section and respectively horizontal tensile cracks at the opposite
corner. The shear failure mode strictly depends on the boundary conditions and on the level of
compression force. This mode is also highly influenced by the relative quality of the base materials
(brick and mortar). Cracks can develop along the horizontal and vertical mortar joints, or simultaneous
across bricks and mortar (in the case of comparable stiffness). A closed form formulation for
assessing the capacity of masonry walls under cyclic actions is not available and it does not represent
an easy task to be achieved. In fact, the base material has a very high mechanical complexity, in the
post-elastic domain rocking mechanism starts to appear, and, in the case of impulsive action, it can be
also recognized a time dependent local response. Generally, the masonry shear wall under cyclic
actions, can be divided into two main families: low dissipative cycles (combined axial and bending
failure mode, Fig. 1a) and more dissipative cycles (shear mode, Fig. 1b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Hysteretic curve in combined axial and bending failure (a) and shear failure (b) [1].

2.

Experimental test on reference specimen

The reference specimen has been selected within the experimental activity carried out at the
“Politehnica” University of Timisoara (Romania-RO) on full scale brick-cement mortar walls of 1500 x
1500 x 250 mm tested in shear-compression in unreinforced and reinforced configuration. The
experimental program, which was developed within the EC funded PROHITECH 6th FWP research
project [2], is illustrated in [3]. The walls were constructed in solid bricks with compressive strength in
the range of 9.0÷10 MPa and cement mortar with resistance in the range of 6÷10 MPa. A vertical
compression force of 300 kN was applied by using an actuator located at the top of the specimen
throughout a rigid beam, while the horizontal displacement was transferred from an actuator at the
bottom of the wall. The base section was restricted at rotational DOF. A displacement control test was
carried out considering the following program: ±0.5 mm, ±1.0 mm, ±2.0 mm, ±3.0 mm, ±5.00 mm and
±2.0 mm for each subsequent cycles. The test results are shown in Fig. 2, where it can be noted that
the initial elastic behavior is followed in the post-cracking cycles by a strong reduction of stiffness and
dissipative capacity, which is typical in case of shear failure modes. The unreinforced wall revealed a
diagonal cracking failure with the concentrated damage of the corners for rocking. The test has been
used as a reference target for the calibration of the FE Model.
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Fig. 2: Test results: Force-displacement response (a) and picture of the wall after test (b).
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3.

Masonry material modeling

3.1
General
The model of masonry panels by using Finite Element technique needs some choices regarding the
level of accepted approximation and the constitutive material model, these two issues being strictly
connected to each other. Such choices depend on the demanded accuracy and the purposes of the
analysis, needs of simplification and eventually necessity to reduce the time of analysis.
3.2
Level of approximation
In case of masonry, using the continuum model approach, three levels of approximation might be
applied: micro-models (detailed or simplified) and macro-models (Fig. 3). In a detailed micro-model,
unit, mortar and interface are modelled as three different elements. Using simplified micro-model
means to introduce the normal and tangential contact surface instead of/or together with mortar layers
[4]. With macro-model units and joints are not represented and the geometry of masonry constituents
is lost, as an anisotropic continuum model is used.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3: Modeling approaches: Detailed micro-model (a), simplified micro-model (b) and macro-model (c).

A macro-modelling strategy has been adopted in the present study. By using this level of
approximation, the computational effort of the analyses decreases together with the level of accuracy.
But a macro-modeling strategy requires an extra process (homogenization of masonry), where
constitutive models must be well calibrated to obtain acceptable results.
3.3
Constitutive model
Several possibilities to model masonry material in the post-elastic are available in literature. In
particular, the main approaches differ from each other in relation to the adopted modeling strategies
for cracks and material constitutive models.
Two main crack approaches are used to model homogeneously the discontinuous nature of structural
masonry: “discrete crack” models or “smeared crack” models. In discrete crack models, when the
stresses or strains at a node (or the average in adjacent elements) exceed a given value, the node is
redefined as two nodes and the elements on each side are allowed to separate. The smeared crack
approach simulates the crack development by modifying the material properties at the integration
points of finite elements.
Constitutive models may be different in the post-elastic behavior; to this purpose, they can be
subdivided in two main groups: plasticity models (fig. 4a) and damage models (fig4b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Constitutive models: Plasticity model (a) and damage model (b).

Plasticity models do not provide reduction of stiffness when material exceeds the limit value of stress.
In this constitutive models strain state, after limit elastic strain, is irreversible. In damage models,
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deterioration of material can be considered by introducing a continuous damage variable, which
operates on the initial stiffness value and describes the post-elastic behavior of the material. Damage
models are particularly suitable for cyclic dynamic analysis, where frequent alternative passages from
compression to tension occur. By combining plasticity theory and damage theory, a plastic-damage
model can be implemented [5]. The most important characteristic of this constitutive model is that not
all nonlinear behavior of the material is represented by irreversible (plastic) deformation: at least, in
early stages, it may be caused primarily by stiffness degradation, and the model accounts for this
situation. In this study a plastic-damage model with a smeared approach is considered.

4.

The adopted model

4.1
General
The FE Model adopted in this study has been developed by Abaqus [6], which is a software suite
for finite element analysis and computer-aided engineering, firstly released in 1978. More specifically
Abaqus/Explicit has been used with a “quasi-static” scheme of load transmission. This core software
product is a special-purpose FE analyser that employs explicit integration scheme to solve highly
nonlinear systems with many complex contacts under transient loads.
4.2
FE model characteristics
Since a prevalent bi-dimensional problem has been studied, the shell elements CPS4R with four
nodes and reduced integration have been used. A mesh size of 10 cm has been adopted after
preliminary mesh sensitivities analyses. The model has been assembled by linking the nodes at the
top and the base of the masonry wall to two control nodes (a superior and an inferior reference point
RP), so that the reference points transfer the loads and the boundary conditions.
The compression load and the cyclic displacement are applied in two steps, to the upper reference
point and to the lower one, respectively. In the first step, a vertical force is applied, the superior RP
have free vertical DOF while the inferior RP is fixed. Then, in the second step, the obtained vertical
displacement of the previous step remains fixed, and an entire DOF restriction for the superior RP
(built-in) is applied. The inferior RP presents a free horizontal DOF, while the following displacement
path is applied: ±0.1 mm, ±0.1 mm, ±0.2 mm, ±0.3 mm, ±0.4 mm, ±0.5 mm, +2 mm, -1 mm, +4 mm, -2
mm, +5 mm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5: The adopted FE model. 3d view (a) and boundary and load condition in 1st step (b) and 2nd step (c) of the
analysis.

4.3
Constitutive model
The constitutive model used in this study is the Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP), which is available
in the software’s material library. CDP is dedicated to model concrete response, but is suitable also for
many cases related to the use of brittle materials, like masonry [7]. In CDP model is possible to define
an isotropic damaged elasticity combined with an isotropic tensile and compressive plasticity. In case
of cyclic loads, the combination of non-associated multi-hardening plasticity and scalar (isotropic)
damaged elasticity describes the irreversible damage that occurs during the fracturing process.
Furthermore, it is possible to control the stiffness recovering effects during cyclic load reversals. In Fig.
6 the CDP behavior under uniaxial cyclic load is represented.
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Fig. 6: CDP model under uniaxial cyclic load.

By increasing the amplitude of the displacements in the loading cycles, tensile cracks and crushes are
followed by a reduction of the elastic modulus according to the following law:

Ed  1  d c  wc  d c   1  d t  wt  d t E0

(1)

where E0 is the initial undamaged Young’s module, Ed is the damaged Young’s module, dc and dt are
the damage parameters (for compression and tensile), defined for each inelastic strain level, wc and wt
are compression and tensile recovery in the case of reversal load.
Irreversible plastic strain εpl are defined, both for compression and tensile, as:

 d c ,t

 pl   in  



 

(2)


 1  d c ,t E 0 

where:











εin is the inelastic strain corresponding to stress state σ.
Yield surface is so function of the strain rate and it is defined by following parameters:
E0, initial undamaged Young’s module;
Compressive and tensile stress-strain behavior in the non-linear range;
dc and dt, stiffness degradation variable in compression and in tension defined for each
inelastic strain state;
wc and wt, compression and tensile recovery factor in case of load reversal;
fb0/fco, ratio of initial equibiaxial compressive yield stress to initial uniaxial compressive yield
stress;
ψ, dilation angle that physically represents ratio between unit uplift and lateral sliding. Refers
to Fig. 7a dilation angle is ψ=arcotan(δn/δs);
ξ, eccentricity that define the rate at which the flow potential function (Drucker-Prager
hyperbolic function) approaches the asymptote;
Kc, parameter that defines yield surface in the deviatoric plane (Fig 7b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: Dilation angle ψ (a) and Kc (b).
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5.

FE model calibration

5.1
General
The adopted parameters for the FE model material have been calibrated based on the experimental
evidences, which has been already used for similar FEM analyses developed and described in [8].
5.2
Definition of Young’s module and compressive and tensile non-linear behavior
The initial Young’s module (E0) has been estimated from the horizontal stiffness value returned by test
results as follow:

 h3 5h 

E0  Kel   
 I 2 A 

(3)

where Kel is the elastic horizontal stiffness, h is the high of the panel, α is function of the boundary
condition (α=12 in the case of double fixed panel), I is the moment of inertia of the lateral panel face,
χ=1.2 and A is the lateral panel area.
The values of Kel (defined as ratio between force and displacement) and corresponding E0 estimated
in the linear range of the analysis are summarized in Table 1.
F [kN]
358
295
304
403

d [mm]
0.54
0.32
0.3
0.49

Kel [N/mm]
662963
921875
1013333
822499

E0 [MPA]
9281
12906
14187
11514

Table 1: Determination of initial elastic module.

E0=12000 MPa has been obtained averaging values of calculated E0.
Compression limit stress has been estimated as σk= E0/1000=12Mpa, while the tensile limit stress as
σt0= σk/10=1.2MPa.
After a preliminary push-over analysis, compressive and tensile uniaxial laws have been defined as
follow:
 In compression, parabola-rectangular law with an elastic limit at σ=8.4 MPa and ultimate strain
of 0.35% (Fig. 8a);
 In tension, fracture energy approach with a stress-displacement linear constitutive law
(ultimate displacement ut0=1mm and Gf=600 N/m) (Fig. 8b); the fracture energy has been
estimated on the mesh size by defining the ultimate displacement at 1 mm (Gf=600 N/mm).
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Fig. 8: Compressive (a) and tensile (b) uniaxial stress-displacement laws.

5.3
Damage parameters and recovery factors
In order to define the damage parameters, it has been previously established the condition of no
recovery of stiffness passing from compression to tensile stress (wt=0) and small recovery of stiffness
passing from tensile to compression stress (0.25≤wc ≤ 0.3). Therefore, a small recovery of stiffness
obtained due to closing of micro-cracks because of reversal load has been taken into account. The
evolution of the damage has been introduced by the following exponential formulation [7]:

d c  1  e ( c  in ) ;

d t  1  e ( t  in )

(4)

where αc and αt are constant parameters applied to the inelastic strain levels εin both in compression
and in tension. These values depend on the material properties and the damaging process. Referring
to the test result of Fig. 2, in the last cycle it can be calculated that the damaged Young’s module is
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the 10% of the undamaged (Ed=0.1E0). Therefore, by assuming wc=0.25 and wt=0 and using equation
(1),the following condition can be assumed:

1  d

c ,max

 0.25  d c,max  1  dt ,max   0.1

(5)

where dc,max and dt,max are the maximum values of damage factors in compression and tension.
It is worth noticing, that by increasing the αc and αt values, in relation to the εin value corresponding to
the precedent strain state values, value of εpl negative or less than one could be obtained. Obviously,
this condition should be avoided, representing an impossible situation.
In compression, it has been assumed that dc,max corresponds to an inelastic strain of 0.45%. αc,max has
been evaluated by imposing εpl,0.0045=εpl,0.0044 (i.e. value of εpl with εin=0.44% equal to εpl with next
inelastic strain value εin=0.45%).
Therefore, by using (2) and (4), αc has been calculated by the following equation:

 1  e  c 0.0045
 1  e  c 0.0044
 
 





 
0.0045  
0
.
0044
 c 0.0045
 c 0.0044

E0 
E0 
1  1  e
1 1  e







(6)



where σ and E0 are assumed equal to 12 Mpa and 12000 Mpa, respectively.
By using the above values, by eq. (6), it has been obtained αc,max=283.4, and therefore αc=280 and
dc,max=0.72.
In tension, the maximum inelastic strain has been evaluated as the ratio between the last
displacement and the length of the panel, as εin,max=0.06%. dt,max has been calculated by eq. (5)
according to the following:


0.1 
1
d t ,max  1 


 1  d c,max  1  wc

(7)

1

1

0,9

0,9

0,8

0,8

0,7

0,7

0,6

0,6

dt

dc

Therefore, a value of dt,max=0.85 has been obtained.
Then αt,max has been calculated by including εin,max and dt,max values in (4), obtaining αt,max=3161.87.
Therefore, it has been assumed αt=3160.
Damage parameters dc and dt for tension and compression assume the form shown in Fig.9.
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Fig. 9: Damage parameters in compression (a) and tension (b)

5.4
Remaining parameters
Remaining parameters have been defined through an iterative calibration process, developing FE
analyses by changing the values of fb0/fco, ψ, ξ and Kc. In this process, also wc has been included
considering this value significantly influences the analysis result, more than the other parameters. In
Table 2, the values assigned to each parameter are provided.
fbo/fco
1.16
2

ξ
0.1
0.3

ψ
11
35
55

Kc
0.5
0.67
1

Table 2: Values assigned to different parameters for parametric analysis.
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wc
0.25
0.27
0.3

500

600

400

500

300

400

200

300
200

100

F [kN]

F [kN]

By combining all these values, 108 FE analysis have been carried out. A the end, the following values
of considered parameters have been assumed:
 fb0/fco=1.16;
 ψ=35°;
 ξ=0.1;
 Kc=1;
 wc=0.27.
In the following figures, force-displacement curves obtained by the parametric analysis are
represented. In each graph, all mentioned parameters have been varied singularly according to the
above table, taking all the others constant and equal to the considering value got by the calibration
procedure. It can be observed that ψ and wc influence more significantly the analysis results. In fact wc
is indirectly proportional to the stiffness reduction and the dilation angle ψ physically represents the
ratio between unit uplift and lateral sliding. The other parameters have an influence on the analysis
results in terms of stability, especially in the last cycles, when the elastic modulus is damaged and so
a smaller time increment is necessary to satisfy quasi-static conditions.
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Fig. 10: Result of the parametric analysis.

6.

Numerical analysis and comparison with experimental results

The results of the cyclic analyses on the FE model are given in Fig. 11, where the force-displacement
numerical curve is compared with the experimental one. In Fig. 12 the comparison in terms of
dissipated energy, which is computed as the area under the curve for each half cycle, is provided. It
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can be observed that at the end of the analysis, the total dissipated energy determined by the
numerical analysis differs of about 10% respect to the one evaluated by experimental tests.
The failure point of the test is assumed at the largest displacement value of +5 mm, where in the
numerical test of the specimen the overcoming of compression strength at the corners and a heavy
cracking diagonal were reached, as shown in Fig.13.
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Fig. 11: Comparison between FEM and experimental results in terms of force-displacement curve.
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Fig. 12: Comparison between FEM and experimental results in terms of dissipated energy.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13: Compression plastic strain (a) and tensile logarithmic strain (b) at the considered failure point
(displacement of + 5mm).

In general, it can be concluded that the FE model results are in a very good agreement with
experimental results. In particular, it is worth noticing that the obtained force-displacement curve is
able to reproduce all the strength peak points corresponding to the assigned displacements. On the
other hand, the slope of the curve obtained for each cycle do not correspond exactly to the ones got
by the experimental tests; nonetheless, the proposed model presents a good capability to reproduce
the actual dissipated energy and the failure mode of tested specimen.
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7.

Concluding remarks

The evaluation of shear capacity of masonry walls represents an important issue for a correct
assessment of the seismic response of masonry structures. In the present study, a finite element
model for interpreting the cyclic behavior of masonry shear walls subjected to constant compression
has been presented. It has been developed by using a macro-model strategy, where the constitutive
model used is Concrete Damage Plasticity of Abaqus, which is a plastic-damage material model with a
smeared approach. A detailed description of the modeling procedure has been presented. Than, the
mechanical parameters defining the material model have been calibrated based on the results of
available experimental tests carried out at the “Politehnica” University of Timisoara (Romania-RO),
within the European project PROHITECH, on full scale brick-cement mortar walls of 1500 x 1500 x
250 mm.
The comparison with test results has shown that the FE model results are in a very good agreement
with experimental evidence, proving the reliability of the proposed numerical model. In particular, the
obtained force-displacement curve is able to reproduce all the strength peak points corresponding to
the assigned displacements. In addition, the developed numerical model presents a good capability to
reproduce the actual dissipated energy and the failure mode of tested specimen.
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Abstract
The inadequacy of administrations and their lack of sensibility for public spaces that have elements of
recognized interest, leads to continuous and almost irreversible damage to the historic and architectural
heritage, especially thinking about the unlinked and out of context constructions that have been and will
continue to be realized in places with incredibly strong identities throughout the Country’s territory, with
particular emphasis on its Provinces. This is the case of the large rectangular square on the Appia Antica
and in front of the Anfiteatro Campano of Santa Maria Capua Vetere (Ancient Capua), violated along
the rural curtains extended on its long sides, from unnecessarily ambitious contemporary building. The
same area has been recently object of an Architectural Competition, the outcome of which is the base
of its new configuration which includes and introduces the imprint of ancient Republican Spartacus
Amphitheater and the architecture of the following one, much larger and well preserved. Everything that
is happening in this archaeological site today requires a serious critical reading of the transformations
that have taken place in relation to the site’s history, as well as appropriate studies of what can still be
done to qualify its rural frame, especially considering the recent years surprising tourist revival, due to
the widespread interest in the archeology it has sparked.

Keywords: Anfiteatro Campano, historical heritage, public spaces, identity of the place.

Anfiteatro Campano
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1.

Reading

The problem dealt in this paper concerns the entire Italian territory, and in particular some of its smaller
Provinces. It also concerns Italian schools of architecture and organizations that are trying to defend
and solicit good architecture by indexing the results they have gained so far (competition note/inarch).
The schools for future Italian architects, inaugurated in the Fascist era, had in Naples among its founders
Alberto Calza Bini, Marcello Canino, Ferdinando Chiaromonte and others. All committed, with a long list
of very young assistants (whom later became our masters), in the postwar reconstruction and to create
the dream of a modernity that would fill the spaces devastated by bombing and decentralized suburbs
of equal quality and beauty, and whom never could imagine the mockery that occurred and that is still
going on. For a similar period of time, superintendents have monitored architecture, archeology and
landscape perhaps without sufficient mutual coordination, leaving clear signs of the administrative voids
determined. The prevalence of their opinion on other competent bodies, including the University,
especially on the topic of the correct relationship between ancient and modern, and how to intervene
when closely interwoven, emerges in the last decade during which a stronger acceleration in processes
has occurred. The uncertainties have in the meantime led contemporary architecture and its forms (still
considered abnormal compared to the boxy and tranquilizing one of past ages buildings) to a further
step backwards than in the years immediately following the Second World War, when a wind of
reconstruction and radical change blew across the whole Europe. Who actually took advantage of the
current immobility was the technical commercialism that uncritically mimics the existing, building
neighborhoods and homes in "pseudo modern" style or, even worse, “fake antique" in the vast majority
of Italian suburbs (it is estimated that over the last 50 years in the southern provinces of Italy more than
80% of construction works have been run by surveyors and engineers, former graduates already in
service on technical offices).

West building curtain

East building curtain
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Another important information is how much territory is being plundered daily while local administrators
await the regulatory plans’ saving action, or of new urban planning tools. In opposition to such a
widespread disaster carried out on a daily basis on our national territory, self-assembled groups of
citizens are growing in the recent years, animated by a renewed interest in local cultural assets, today
actors of a modern Gran Tour, who observe more than ever the forms and transformations that have
taken place and their consistency. A new feel to be stimulated and driven by engaging professionalism
and high scientific expertise.
2. Analysis of the area
This study heads back to the issue of "irreversible damage" suffered by the historic and architectural
heritage, using as a gradient map of aforementioned critical restraints the place of a surprising tourist
revival: the large free area surrounded by rural houses, in front of the Spartacus Amphitheater of Capua
(note 1)

Santa Maria Capua Vetere Plan, Square and Amphitheater

Profiles with indication of focus buildings (red: demolished buildings, yellow: recoverable court)
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and the weird buildings that recently appeared on the scene despite the uninterrupted protection of
historical-archaeological identity (NOTA TUTELA). On the rectangular shaped 15000 sqmt square - the
short side of which is to south and perfectly corresponding to the Appia Antica path (nowadays called
Aldo Moro Street), to north opened towards the important archaeological excavation site over the
Anfiteatro Campano and the two lateral ones with continuous profiles that highlight the rural character
of the housing systems with great internal courts - two very recent episodes of contemporary building

New East Curtain Buildings

Case study_1

are faced, that are pointlessly ambitious, which modify the ancient area’s sobriety with no clear reason.
Of the two long tuff curtains featuring the visible profiles of the roofs, the one towards the center of the
city is multiplied with additions and subtractions, whereas the opposite holds the characters of the past
by suggesting, where the last court crosses with Appia and shows a good typological conservation level,
a pilot of ancient recovery and iterated conformation to autonomous pavilions of the inner courtyard,
dotted with scaffolding and floors.

Corner between the Appia and the Amphitheater
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Other forms and relationships with the two coexisting souls, archaeology and agriculture, could have
been imagined, to be renewed without stylistic falsification, both functions and spatiality. The area,
though facing to east by the presence of a very large apartment building that scandalously blossoms
behind the rural curtain,

East building curtain, red new buildings
was fortunately in 2006 the object of a architectural competition, the outcome of which created strong
foundation for discrete quality buildings, for the new junction of slope, between the height of the
present city and the three meters lower one from the ancient Capua, today at the center of a renewed
and widespread interest in archeology.

Square 1 October, winner project. Luca Zevi, Stefano Tonucci, Maximiliano Pintore, Davide Marchetti

The instrument of the competition, which is itself a guarantor of architectural quality, stems from a
profound awareness and will of the administrations to affect urban quality. In historically more sensitive
contexts it has the power to generate collective awareness of places, revealing its potentialities, such
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as in Mérida, Spain, or in some Porto or Lisbon districts in Portugal or in emblematic interventions on
historical curtains such as the Wohnhaus in Berlin by Alvar Siza and the Ginger and Fred in Prague by
Frank Gehry.

Wohnhaus Schlesisches Tor in Berlino_Alvaro Siza, 1984

Ginger and Fred in Praga_Frank Gehry, 1996
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3. Case Study_1
Specifically to check the liability percentage of the Authorities as to anomalous things that may happen
on a historically bound site, in the 1990s, much before the observed buildings and the competition won
by Luca Zevi, we conducted some studies on urban form in the focus area and in particular on the old
courtyard building for years abandoned at the corner between Via Tifatina and the square. The building
had morphologically well-defined fronts and still a compact tuff although marked by various
transformations over time, both on the square, where it was matched by age, size and state of
preservation to another old building, and on the orthogonal road Tifatina, that stretched very solidly for
a few dozen meters.

Photo survey and study hypothesis sketch
This study, based on the redefinition of the building’s layout as well as on the re-interpretation of its
windows, faithful to the principle of original heigths’ non-modification of, shows that the comparison
between past and present architecture is absolutely necessary and inevitable; and that all this can no
longer be postponed, but desirable just to stem memory aggressions.
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Alignments between new and old

Studies on the Amphitheater-front facade
After the abandonment of historic centers for the construction of suburbs, since the 1970s, we are
witnessing a slow re-appropriation for some years, which does not exclude the risk of a new violent
attack on the territory. Building within the built fabric becomes more and more a real necessity, and
everyone's mistake has been to lower the guard, judging fit in the historical context each and every other
type of experimentation, even if it distorts proportions and geometries. Anyone who does not have the
tools to be able to interpret or give judgment on contemporary architectural projects will no longer be
considered able to preserve that sense of “place” that is the true essence of people's cultural heritage.
New agreements with Authorities, Administrations and Associations will have to be stipulated by
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architects, explaining the dangers at the gates and how, conversely, the encounter between the past
and an proper modernity can make beautiful and functional places where we will live in the future.
Revealing how much the latter is at the door and in any case, shortly, rampant.

Profile on Via Tifatina with the discovery of shaded openings

Open study, sketches
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Note 1 (Karl Marx, Lettera a Friedrich Engels, 27 febbraio 1861)
"Spartacus is the most flamboyant man in ancient history. A great general, a noble character, truly representative
of the antiquity of the proletariat "
Note 2 The Ministry of Environmental and Cultural Heritage on September 20, 1982:
"The archaeological remains located within the property owned by the State Demanio in the Commune of Santa
Maria Capua Vetere (CE), on the Arms Square on October 1, 1860, marked on Fq 14/2 landfill, united planimetry,
belonging to the State, pursuant to art. 49 of Law No 1/6/1939, no. 1089, are recognized as of particular
archaeological interest under the law itself because they are contiguous to the urban perimeter of ancient Capua,
antistanti and comprised among the best public buildings of the city such as the Amphitheater Campano,
Criptoportico, the Theater, the Forum and partially insist on 'Area where the first Republican Anfiteatre falls.
(Rome, 20 Sep.1982)
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Abstract
The paper presents the research results of the International Agreement signed between the UP
Diliman College of Architecture at the University of the Philippines and the Department of Architecture
at the University of Naples Federico II. The scientific collaboration focuses on the post-disaster
reconstruction in Bohol Island. The cultural value of the Bohol’s architectural heritage has a strategic
role in recovery and regeneration actions: the abandonment amplifies and extends the effect of natural
disasters, with a powerful influence on the collective memory. The scale of damage has profoundly
altered the typological, morphological and pre-existing urban relationships.
The necessity to integrate physical, economic and social values into a general urban regeneration
strategy, highlights the importance to define a new system of rules to guide transformations into a
coherent design. Project choices involve psychological, perceptual and behavioural aspects of users,
in a process that requires local community involvement, with the aim to define new rules of the project
for a renewed cultural heritage. The examined cases allowed to develop design processes and
solutions to extend to the general religious heritage of Bohol and to other areas of the Philippines.

Keywords: Keywords, no more than five (Arial – 10 pt – Lower case letters – Justified)

1.

Introduction

In recent years, the Philippines have been affected by earthquakes, typhoons and other natural
disasters, which have caused victims and massive destruction. They are not new issues: the
vulnerable condition of the Philippines has been constantly manifested throughout history and it has
affected features and materials of architecture, till the point to represent one of the main factors of
local identity. In October 2013, a new earthquake struck the Bohol’s island, placing territorial
administrations in the condition to choose between alternative intervention strategies, aimed at remaking available the architectural heritage. In this framework, in 2015, an International Agreement has
been signed between the UP Diliman College of Architecture at the University of the Philippines and
the Department of Architecture at the University of Naples Federico II, with the aim to provide an
extensive scientific collaboration in the field of design on the theme of the post-disaster reconstruction.

2.

The case of Bohol Island, Philippines

Bohol’s architectural heritage is characterized by Jesuit and Augustinian religious complexes set along
the coast, that were founded in the eighteenth century and that have been subject to different changes
in the next centuries. The cultural value of these buildings has a strategic role in recovery and
regeneration actions: their abandonment amplifies and extends the effect of natural disasters, with a
powerful influence on the collective memory. As a result of the earthquake, a lot of churches and
convents suffered damages that would no longer allow their use. In these cases, local administrations
have realized architectures conceived as temporary solutions to fulfil the essential functions of
settlement systems, while waiting to restore the efficiency of damaged buildings. The purpose has
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been to repair the destructions in a transitional form, consolidated in time, by modifying the
organization of the religious space. The new link between the inhabitants and the temporary
architectures has determined the need to extend their life cycle and to identify new uses for existing
buildings, that are testimonies of the community history, to be preserved in order to restore a
continuity with the past. Numerous factors affect the assessment of possible interventions: the use
requirements; the need to give back identity to the territories; the desire to restore and if possible to
increase the quality of cities and landscape, together with policy priorities and financial available
resources.
In this context, three intervention sites have been identified, which represent significant examples
since their different contextual conditions and their different types of damage. In Albur, the Santa
Monica Church is almost intact; therefore, it needs a timely consolidation intervention. In Dimiao, there
are more consistent damages, which do not affect the compactness of the whole volume. In Loon, the
Church of Our Lady of Light is completely collapsed. In particular, in Loon a substantial change has
been made in the construction of a new reinforced concrete church, after a first phase in which
religious functions were carried out in the open space, under temporary roofs.

Fig. 1: Aerial view of Alburquerque’s religious complex, Bohol (Philippines).

Fig. 2: Aerial view of Dimiao’s religious complex, Bohol (Philippines).
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Fig. 3: Aerial view of Loon’s religious complex, Bohol (Philippines).

Fig. 4: Dimiao’s new temporary Church, Bohol (Philippines).

A such large differentiation of the damages caused by the seismic event derives from the different
local conditions and the different reaction capacity of the structural systems, resulting from numerous
transformations. In fact, the churches are the result of an articulated construction process: the
lightweight traditional materials (coconut wood and bamboo), which characterized the early religious
settlements, have been gradually replaced by coral stone blocks with a granular texture and with
decorative carvings, in a real process of “petrification” of local architecture.

3.

Architectural themes and processes of conservation and transformation

The examined cases allowed to develop design processes and solutions to extend to the general
religious heritage of Bohol and to other areas of the Philippines. The scale of damage - extending to
the whole conventual complexes and the adjacent built areas - has profoundly altered the typological,
morphological and pre-existing urban relationships.
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Fig. 5: Loon’s new temporary Church, Bohol (Philippines).

In these situations, the architectural intervention has to argue on the continuation of a life cycle that
has already begun. The pre-existence has to be returned to the community in a new condition, which
can not only regard the building itself, but all the contextual relations, an articulated “palimpsest”, in
which financial resources and inhabitant’s needs are intertwined, but also the ideas of space and
architecture and the available materials. These relations involve not only the churches, but also the
convents and then the other open spaces and buildings, that are the elements which kept surviving
even after the earthquake, although in a different state than the previous one.
The design proposals for reconstruction and return to normality must necessarily support the
processes of transformation that have been made or that are still in progress, following a logic of
continuous adaptation to new needs. The intervention is an opportunity to trigger regeneration
processes, marking new destinies for urban areas, which, however, ensure the survival of cultural
heritage by restoring its use or attributing new functions to it. In particular, reuse interventions deeply
mark existing fabrics, user relationships with urban sites and the role of the affected areas. The need
to reassemble around mutated balances, that change urban quality, requires re-linking connections
altered by physical site transformations and new introduced functions. The expectations of the
community in relation to the expected outcomes in terms of improving the field of intervention, of
functional endowments, of infrastructure and services increase generate positive effects on the social
and economic context. The necessity to integrate physical, economic and social values into a general
urban regeneration strategy, highlights the importance to define a new system of rules to guide
transformations into a coherent design.
The projects for Bohol are based on a system of constraints dictated by the desire to protect the
multiple values of cultural heritage, testimonies of the past ages. The performances of the buildings
are adapted to the new use requirements through interventions compatible with the pre-existing ones,
taking into account the degree of destruction that has affected the area and the level of modification
that buildings have already recorded over time, in relation to the evolution of constructive
technologies. In the analysis of Bohol’s architectures, three categories of transformation constraints
have been defined, linked by many relationships: perceptual-cultural constraints (related to the
preservation of artistic values, historical documentaries values and of the local identity features);
morphological and dimensional constraints (related to the geometrical configuration of the building and
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its elements, that have specific recognized significance; material-constructive constraints, (related to
the conservation of materials and technologies of the local constructive tradition).
The proposed projects for Bohol preserve the spatial organization of the buildings, characterized by
unitary spaces connected by central paths and constructive elements that have resisted the
earthquake, consisting of coral stone wallings, pitched roofs supported by wooden trusses and
partitions tabique panpangoo, made with wooden structures and bamboo closures.

Fig. 6: Alburquerque’s religious complex, Bohol (Philippines): partitions tabique panpangoo.

Fig. 7: Design section of the Alburquerque’s religious complex, Bohol (Philippines).
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The buildings considered by the intervention represent the history of community, which gives them
specific symbolic values. For this reason, the proposed solutions are intended to realise recognizable
transformations, allowing the permanence of identity characters and a clear dating of the interventions,
compatible with the pre-existing ones; preserving the configuration of elements and spaces and
avoiding the use of materials and technologies that can speed up processes of degradation or that can
alter the relationships which link the elements of the constructive system.
In particular, the conservation of matter and of constructive logic aims to protect the testimonies of
local material culture, making “readable” the existing system. Finally, the reversibility of
transformations allows to return the building to conditions close to what precedes interventions,
limiting the loss of matter and identity.
The project for Alburquerque is based on the restoration of the convent, intended to be reused as a
restoration school; on the realization of a new service building in substitution to a temporary structure
and on the strengthening of the school, into an integrated urban regeneration program.
The project for Dimiao’s religious complex provides the consolidation and security of the pre-existing
church. These interventions will allow to re-use the church built after the earthquake for new functions,
in the context of an urban project that includes the reconfiguration of the convent as museum, a new
school and the arrangement of the archaeological space of the ancient cemetery of the Eremita.
In Loon’s case, after the collapse of the church, the community expressed the need for a
reconstruction conceived in order to perpetuate its use and to protect the memory of the lost heritage.
The design proposal starts from the observation that the new reinforced concrete church, though
smaller than before, has replaced the previous one.

Fig. 8: Axonometric design layouts for Dimiao: San Nicholas Tolentino Church and Convent, new elementary
school, auditorium, Eremita ruins.

Fig. 9: Axonometric design layouts for Loon: expansion of the new temporary Church, ruins and shifting covering,
Museum in the Convent ruins, Park of the religious complex “Our Lady of Light”.
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The building seems to be able to grow, to progressively expand, to accommodate a new aisle and a
bell tower and then to grow again, with the introduction of other elements, incorporating pre-existing
volumes. This situation involves a mechanism that incorporates the structure built during the
emergency, which has multiple and diversified directions of growth and which is configured as a work
open to different solutions in the present and to future developments that are not easily predictable
now. The area of the ruins of the pre-existing church, that today is a large open space, constitutes a
theme of great fascination and complexity.
The project involves the “reconstruction” of the façade and the altar, with part of the area behind,
simplifying the pre-existing decorative apparatus. The identity of the church before the disaster is
intersected and overlapped with that after the event, in which the building becomes ruin and memory.
The new church tells the story of the previous ones, also recalling images of other ruins, produced by
other disasters, which inevitably come into play when reasoning about these places are made.

Fig. 10: Design model of the interventions for the religious complex of San Nicholas Tolentino in Dimiao, Bohol
(Philippines).

Fig. 11: Prospective design section of the auditorium inside the new temporary Church and the new school
building of Dimiao, Bohol (Philippines).
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Fig. 12: Prospective design section of the Eremita ruins in Dimiao, Bohol (Philippines).

Fig. 13: Design view of the new school building of Dimiao, Bohol (Philippines).

Fig. 14: Prospective design section of the shifting covering in the collapsed Church of Loon, Bohol (Philippines).
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Fig. 15: Design view of the shifting covering and the new façade in the collapsed Church of Loon, Bohol
(Philippines).

Fig. 16: Design model of the interventions for the religious complex of Our Lady of Light in Loon, Bohol
(Philippines).

4.

Conclusion

The post-emergency strategies developed for Bohol’s religious complexes suggest the research of
new balances between conservation and transformation. The experimentation of protocols to ensure
the conservation of the heritage identity, preserving its figurative and material qualities, does not give
up to meet the new needs created by its use. The experience in the Philippines allows to outline
guidelines for urban conservation and regeneration interventions, to be extended to all areas affected
by earthquake. Project choices involve psychological, perceptual and behavioural aspects of users, in
a process that requires local community involvement, with the aim to define new rules of the project for
a renewed cultural heritage.
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ABSTRACT

The “Agro Nolano” is an area located to the north of Vesuvius, in one of the most fertile areas of the
Campania region and the cultivation of the “Corylus avellana L.” is present in the III century. B.C.
Designing in an "original innocence" means looking at things in their essence, recovering all those
connections that have been cut through the memory of these places. Landesign® recovers that
memory and protect it through a process of education able at stimulating a deep dialogue between the
nature of man, the place and the social-relational context in which he is immersed and from whom he
is indivisible. Giving "the story of the place" in a creative and destructed key to adults and children
means to encourage the "growth of joy". This is how the fairy-tale-game was born: "The Hazelnut
Tree_ De-sign of Joy". Here Gioy discovers the rhythms of nature, of her life and of her growth with a
strange travel-mate, Monster. The Hazelnut Tree is a co-protagonist, indeed it guards their path of
education and discovery of values that risk to be lost.
“Lĕgĕre” from lat. means to pick up. We try to recover the deep meaning of the reading, avoiding the
staticity of bound pages. The chapters are magnetic tables(130x 55 cm) where the magnetized texts
can move freely. Reading, designing and creating new stories are instruments to create a place of
growth and joy. Rolled boards are stored in a playable container that can rotate to generate the
possible change.
Keywords: original innocence, the story of the place, growth of joy, fairy-tale-game.

1. The ideal Home
«What is missing is accompanying and meeting people in everyday life, in the difficult choices of life, I
refer mainly to teenagers, young people, who need above all to feel welcomed, listened, understood
as a precious and not to feel judged by the adults as it often does. I'm glad to see young people in
Catholic Action doing just that, and it's just beautiful. Don Mariano, in these seven years, has also
shown me that by taking care of people is a contagious way, it allows people to take control of their life
and I’m seeing beautiful flowering of life, in the sense that they start to take seriously their life in all its
dimensions. [...] To pull people together is necessary a welcoming place [...] staying with them and
supporting their ordinary life, because the Christian is a man with a full life. Our parish should be a
home of education, giving to the people the possibility to understand that the Gospel is full life». 1
With these few lines, my friend Paolino, showed me a new way for my research and so many lights
have been turned on my way, suggesting me concrete actions to find out how to make this project.
The word “Thesis” is already the story, the report of what has been discovered and experimented.
1

IORIO, Paolino. La mia vita speciale - Diario di un giovane testimone del Vangelo. Edited by Mariangela Parisi. 1° ed. Roma- Italia. AVE,
2012.
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Enzo Mari in his life has verified that all his discoveries have been passed through a method:
2
Practice- Theory and again Practice- Theory .
The idea of rebuilding a house was the main point to emerge with force, but not any house, THE
HOUSE, with furniture, roof and inhabitants that they had never imagined before.
«A wild plot of forest land is rendered fertile—and in the process, the trees of pride are felled,
whatever weeds may be growing inside souls are pulled up, and the ground is thereby prepared so
that bread for body and soul can flourish[13]. Are we not perhaps seeing once again, in the light of
current history, that no positive world order can prosper where souls are overgrown?».3
1.1

The Practice
In October 2011, during the first phase of the work, I started from the place which Paolino spoke
about, to meet the wishes of “ future men and women”, the same place where I met him for the first
time in 2004.
In the parish church hall “ Maria SS. della Stella ”, with the collaboration of some friends from the
“Azione Cattolica” (Mariangela, Carmela, Lina, Marco, Mina, Luca, Emanuela, Francesca) we
separated children of the association by age and they had to create on A4 sheets personally and
freely the theme "MY IDEAL HOME". In this composition the only limitation was the presence of at
least one of the four elements that emerged from the experience of Enzo Mari:
• The sign of beauty
• The preferred form
• The sign of love
• The preferred color
«Beauty moves me, it hits my heart, but this is not enough for me: I want to understand at all costs
how to get there. [...] form must be eternal, out of time, free of fashion, and its quality must be
accessible for who made the object [...] A shape is good if it is. A form is bad if it seems.
[...] When they ask me who is the best designer I know, I always answer: an old man who plants a
chestnut forest. He knows very well that he will not live enough to eat the fruits, warm up with his wood
or use it to make a stem, not refresh in summer in the leaves shadow. He does not plant it for himself
but for his grandchildren».4
At the beginning we met some initial difficulties. First of all imaging a home never proposed before has
been very hard for most of the children, especially because of the concern to make mistakes. Take a
step towards a new project, landing on their agile thinking wasn’t so easy.
Left the rigors of past generations we ended up in a new one, which I would call dryness that makes
us less flexible, despite of the fluidity of the touch-dimension, we are so dried and absorbed by
technology that are easily broken from new situations, especially when we need to interview our
creativity.
The aim was to break children’s schemes, because drawing a home is one of the most represented
theme by children. I wanted to stimulate them to have a new look, and after the first resistance they
began to “enter their own home”.
After a week there has been a second meeting where children described in few lines the drawing they
had made before so that I could decode their ideas easily.
«A bed to sleep, a cabinet to put the clothes, a dinosaur to make me pass the hiccup when I need, the
pot to eat, the sea to swim».
Paolino 6 years old
«I drew a bull because I like it. I drew a beach with a beach-umbrella and a beach-chair to see the
sea, two forms a triangle and a circle (which is my favorite form), the sun (light up the day) the stars
(they are sparkling) clouds (because they release the rain when the weather is bad) lips because they
can smile, me on another beach-chair because I want to sunbathe. A snake because they are long
and I like long stuff. I like when the sun is orange and when the sun is red».
Matteo 7 years old
«I drew the television because I like it, the drum because I like playing it, the trumpet because I like
playing it and a Spanish guitar».
Lorenzo 6 years old
«Stars and flowers because I like it, Jesus because he remembers me when I went to the nursery
school, a dog because it remembers me my little dog Jenny. I did not want to draw anything else».
2

MARI, Enzo. 25 modi per piantare un chiodo. 1° ed. Milano- Italia. Arnoldo Mondadori Editori S.p.a., 2011. p. 130.
RATZINGER, Joseph. Benidictus XVI, papa. Spe salvi. Città del Vaticano- Italia. Libreria Editrice Vaticana, 2011. p. 11.
4
MARI, Enzo. 25 modi per piantare un chiodo. 1° ed. Milano- Italia. Arnoldo Mondadori Editori S.p.a., 2011. p. 114 e p. 160.
3
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Lorenza 6 years old
« I drew a gift because I would like it for my birthdays, I drew the Napoli flag because I cheer Napoli, I
drew the flowers because I like it».
Valeria 7 years old
«A field because I like flowers, the flowers because they are colorful, the butterflies because they can
fly, the swallows because they are black, the sun is shining».
Giuseppina 7 years old
« I drew television because I like watching it, I drew a door to get out, a banana and an apple to eat, a
kite to play, a bow to dream, the moon and the stars because I like looking at them».
Maria 7 years old
«In my home there are dinosaurs, windows, doors, rooms, a kitchen, a bathroom. It looks like a castle
of fairy tales, I also painted a tree because I like it and because of the refresh in summer when stay in
its shadow and when I go on top of it, I want to add flowers because I like them and I put the child
because I like him».
Sara 6 years old
« My home represents a church with a slide. I like a lot of shapes, this time I drew the sun. My favorite
color is red, for me the sign of love is a rose and of course the heart».
Matteo 9 years old
«I painted a flower-shaped house with a yellow door in the middle; inside there is a staircase where
there are many petal-shaped doors and balconies. A garden with lots of flowers. I forgot to draw in the
middle of the garden a large fountain that lights up during the night. The sign of love for me is the
shape of the house and its brightness».
Francesca 10 years old
«I wanted to represent my own home with the shape of a star. I chose my favorite form, that is the
star, my favorite color, that is red and the symbol of love, kisses, according to me there is no other
way to represent love especially between two people who love each other. I wanted to put some
butterflies and flowers, but since I had no time I could not draw them. Anyway I'm happy with my
drawing because it represents me at least a bit and reflects my sweet and romantic personality, I drew
kisses cause my friends call me “kiss ”: they said I am a romantic, dreamer and I have my head in the
clouds for the boys».
Giusy 11 years old
« I wanted to represent my ideal house with a heart shape because it is my favorite one; its color is
blue because it is my favorite one. I drew two people who squeeze their hand to symbolize love ».
Francesca 9 years old
«In this drawing I represented my ideal house. As favorite color, I used the rainbow-color because I
like all colors, my favorite form is the star and two people who love each other are the symbol that
reminds me of love. In my ideal home, I also wanted to represent all the broken-lines that surround the
drawing».
Davide 11 years old
«This house represents the love of Jesus, my favorite form is the flower so I painted it. My favorite
color is pink».
Martina 12 years old
Later, I realized with them and my friends "OUR IDEAL HOUSE".
Through a brainstorming "Let's Play with the Free Thought" they answered five specific questions that
I had previously elaborated to build the dreamed home:
• Who do we put in our home?
• What do we put into our home?
• What does it grow?
• What is being built?
• What do you learn?
Through their enthusiasm, I tried to capture everything they spontaneously expressed.
But in a second step, putting together everything that has been expressed by the children, I divided it
into two big categories clear and unclear.
CLEAR it is something that we don’t have to interpret, which must be as it is:
6-8 years-.old.
We, mom, dad, sisters, my brother, family, all the world, Don Mariano, uncles, friends, cousins,
Antonio, educators, teachers, workers, a dog, a cat, a rabbit, a hamster, all the farm, kittens, chicks, a
butterfly, a tree, plants, leaves, a garden, roses, flowers, light, water, fountains, clothes, signed tshirts, toys, a balloon, a tennis net, a basketball court, a soccer field, a trumpet, musical instruments, a
guitar, a drum, a bathtub, a coat rack, a table, furniture, a bed, a broom, a room, a computer, books, a
plane, a car, a fridge, colors, wood, a blackboard, a stereo, candles, an ice cream;
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Let’s learn the prayer, reading, the poetry, a song, playing the flute, eating, listening to the music and
the buzz, dancing, the past, school subjects, the light, discovering the Jesus’ Love.
9 to 12 years-old.
Monsters, a magician, a princess and a prince, clowns, Tarzan, the sheriff, corpses, Jesus, a child,
pirates, Superman, Batman, Flor, God / "tornado", boogeyman, Terminator, Spiderman, Cavani,
Paperon de Paperoni, Lavezzi Forlan, Gheddafi, Abramovich, Fantasy, Ghosts, Scooby-Doo, a
werewolf, the Simpson, Lupine, The Third Mother, the Naples team, a leopard, a tiger, a wolf, a snake,
a bear, panda puppies, a lion and its cubs, crocodiles, a bull, rhinoceros, sharks, dinosaurs, dolphins,
iguanas.
Let’s learn to sleep, build rules, use swords, fight, walk, sting, fall in love, feel nature's music, how
growing love, naked women (sexuality), joy, cheerfulness Peace, destroying school, killing Gheddafi.
UNCLEAR it is something that we have to deconstruct to obtain a knowledge of it, it needs to be
explored
6 to 12 years-old
Entry road: a street, a box, a jar, a wardrobe, a window, a door;
Exploration: the world, the universe, the space, the house, the church, the swimming pool, the sea, the
backpack;
Decoding reality: colors of the desert, the rainbow, glasses;
Creation: a castle for princesses, a plant, a puzzle, a workshop
Growth, degeneration: milk teeth, Dracula's teeth
Beauty: picture, Monnalisa;
From the Latin “monumentum ”, means "memento", it comes from monère, "remember": a statue, the
Eiffel tower, the Pisa tower, “Gigli ”, the Statue of Liberty, pyramids;
The superfluous: a limousine, earrings;
The tools to fight: a gun, an armor, a sword, the cross of Jesus.
The result was amazing because in this free space emerges their ability to contemplate everything: life
and death, good and evil, peace and conflict, nature and technology, music and silence, love,
sexuality and beauty.
1.2

The Theory
I realized that the IDEAL HOME is the place where our heart stays, lives in life. All the things they
have told me, everything they have drawn, colored, cropped with so much dedication has been
regenerated inside my illness, discovered in the following weeks. Exploring the deepest folds of my life
in the light of what was emerged during the two workshops helped me to put in my trip all the children I
had met and ideally, generally speaking, all those I would meet to tell them and to testify them that
happiness exists and that there is a real place to grow your dreams and to realize them, it is life, our
life, which is God's gift.
«A society unable to accept its suffering members and incapable of helping to share their suffering
and to bear it inwardly through “com-passion” is a cruel and inhuman society. […] Truth and justice
must stand above my comfort and physical well-being, or else my life itself becomes a lie. In the end,
even the “yes” to love is a source of suffering, because love always requires expropriations of my “I”,
in which I allow myself to be pruned and wounded. Love simply cannot exist without this painful
5
renunciation of myself, for otherwise it becomes pure selfishness and thereby ceases to be love».
6
In this hungry of understanding how this project could give birth to their IDEAL HOME, on the ashes
of my suffering came to life a phoenix that with its wings has explored from the top to the bottom its
mountainous walls and its roof as high as the sky until I understood to be in Agape, the home of Gioy,
the protagonist of the fable that was born when my look is came into the various homes that children
had imagined during workshops designed to meet the authentic beauty of dreams they have in their
heart.
« It’s the time to go out from the tidy borders of the small object, of the light bulb or of the toothpick to
make the look bigger and go inside the power of a bigger project, extended for everybody».7

2. The Mother Earth
« The drama that we are living it comes from our imagination, where nature has been made to be
consumed at any level. Sacredness means deep connection, taking care, respect, being irreplaceable.
5

RATZINGER, Joseph. Benidictus XVI, papa. Spe salvi. Città del Vaticano- Italia. Libreria Editrice Vaticana, 2011. p. 23.
MARI, Enzo. 25 modi per piantare un chiodo. 1° ed. Milano- Italia. Arnoldo Mondadori Editori S.p.a., 2011. p. 14.
7
MARI, Enzo. 25 modi per piantare un chiodo. 1° ed. Milano- Italia. Arnoldo Mondadori Editori S.p.a., 2011.p 159.
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If it doesn’t go back to the individual and social imagination, to all the languages that characterize it
and that give to it the possibility to be itself, whether they are conceptual-aesthetic, planning or if we
want, fairy-tale, we don’t understand».8
Children still want to hear what this Earth can tell. It is like a Mother, a mother who for centuries has
become a slave to industrialization. As we played to build OUR IDEAL HOUSE, decisively an answer
has come to the question about what we learn: "To hear the music of nature!" When you think of a
home to build only the innocence of a child can remind us that building implies respect for this music,
this harmony that is not a boundary but that is a project.
The Earth that, with its rhythms and laws underlying it, tells us of a beat that also lives on us, and we
rarely keep listening in daily rush. The drama is that, especially in the last century, this connection has
gradually been cut off in a disposable vision that has made us more stranger, distracted, out of the
river of life.
« We have all witnessed the way in which progress, in the wrong hands, can become and has indeed
become a terrifying progress in evil. If technical progress is not matched by corresponding progress in
man's ethical formation, in man's inner growth, then it is not progress at all, but a threat for man and
for the world.».9
The aim of the fable is introducing the reader into an adventure that is discovered by himself, but only
if he will be humbly able to open himself to the ideas in which he will stumble chapter by chapter.
In the field of architectural design everything has been done, and giving my imaginary fable to adults
and children is means encouraging the growth of joy, supporting the beauty of projects that can fill the
heart more than the superfluous need of having.
The greatest miracle invisible to unbelieving eyes is that my heart has become a HOUSE, the trees
that live here have sunk their roots giving a solid foundation to the house and building relationships in
music that someone asked me to respect with its rhythms and colours.
«Saying “I know that I don’t know” Socrates opened up all himself to give the full availability to
everybody. He cleaned himself and so he allowed the access to the intuition, to other things. It is an
ancient knowledge, a spirit of adventure, is the old and new one, wider adventure. Generosity,
therefore, also to the nature, generosity and respect for the other. Respecting the nature and the
mysterious power that governs it. [...] we could say that it is a time of decline, it is time to focus ourself
on the great topics of the gift and forgiveness that are the basis of civilization»10
We don’t need of cement containers, but we need to live the hearts of people we live day by day. Who
chooses to design he cannot longer think to create with a selfish aim. In the last decades, we have
created needs that didn’t answer to any of the founding needs of our being, and we were
overwhelmed with concrete and stuff that filled our spaces, but not our need to love and be loved.
Designing in an original innocence means looking at things in their essence, recovering all those ties
that have been broken. The pain that our generation is feeling comes from the breaking and the
refusal of the rural life of our recent past. It floats in the blurred way of living without any direction and
ability to choose because we are not fixed in a place and we don’t understand who we are and what
we want. The loneliness and the anguish flourish. On the contrary, the sharing is a reality that only our
grandparents tell us like a dream far away. The material well-being of these decades has attempted
on several fronts to eradicate, with pride and contempt, a culture that preserved the knowledge
handed down for generations.
Memory keeps us anchored and makes us aware about who we are and fortunately, beyond our
neglect, our land keeps track of it and with careful eyes, dedication and care we can recover the
mystery that undergoes the flow of life.
« The memory of oneself and of the own community is indispensable to the care of oneself. Memory
means care and local memory means care of places ».11

3. Hezelnut Tree your Sevior
Observing the place where my research started, my interest was focused not so much on the potential
of the architecture but on the hazelnut tree around the Church “Maria SS. della Stella”, inaugurated in
8
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the early 1960s. Of course, part of the hazelnut trees was gradually eradicated to make space for the
building foundations and in 2007 a new street was opened to improve the entrance to the parish
community.
The heritage of this traditional cultivation is invisible and in all these years I have never considered it
as part of creation that tells the flow of silent life.
When my vision became clear, it was born a new desire that this new vision turned the look of the
others through the fable of which the Hezelnut Tree is a co-star.
The “Agro Nolano” is an area located in the eastern part of the valley, which is extended to the north of
Vesuvius, in one of the most fertile areas of the Campania region. In fact, the cultivation of the hazel
trees is very ancient in this area. The Latin literature attests about its presence already from the 3th
century BC and the archaeological finds of charred hazelnuts, at the National Museum of Naples, they
give us with absolute certainty its presence.
The spread of this cultivation in the rest of Italy seems to have begun just from the Campania region,
so that already in the 17th century the trading of hazelnuts, especially towards other nations, had its
economic relevance.
Nola is the city where I live and is one of the oldest cities of Campania. In this place, since prehistoric
times, there were Bronze Age villages buried by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius (1860-1680 BC). In
the temple consecrated to Jupiter, house where the Emperor Augustus took his last breath in the 14 th
century. In antiquity, its geographical location was a gateway to arrive at Sannio and Irpinia’s valley,
the most important route for the people from Campania, mediating between two economic realities of
the regions: inland and coastal.
Archaeological excavations have come to light numerous and interesting finds of the Greek period,
some traces of two Roman Amphitheater made in marble and laterizio brick and the Necropolis.
But everything can tells this land happened at the time of “campania felix” that has made the life
possible, as the proliferation of civilizations there have been over the centuries.
In fact in our tradition the hazelnut gets important also in the culinary field, showing how hazelnut has
dictated the rhythm of the work of these territories.
In fact, the "tutero" is the typical nougat (torrone comes from the Latin verb torrére = to toast and from
the spanish turròn = to toasted, being the toasted hazelnuts the first and indispensable ingredient of
this specialty). Its shape is cylindrical and is made with sugar, honey and hazelnuts, strictly local,
which is traditionally given to all women on San Felice's Day, who is the patron saint of my town.
The hazelnut tree is very singular in its vegetative structure with its shrub-shaped very branched from
the base. Also one of the characteristics of the hazel is the flowering era that is certainly out of season
as it happens in the winter.
The hazelnut tree is in the history of humanity and this evident not only because of the archaeological
finds but also thanks to the whole tradition and symbolism of this singular tree.
In Christian tradition: a symbol of blessing and salvation.
The hazelnut tree is associated with the figure of the Virgin Mary. Is telling that one day the Virgin
Mary went in search of strawberries for Jesus Child.
Suddenly an infernal viper emerged from the grass; The Virgin, frightened, abandoned the
strawberries collected, took refuge behind a bush of stone from where she did not move until the viper
had left. Out of the hideout the Virgin directed to the plant that saved her, she said, "As today the
hazelnut has been a refuge for me, so will it be for others in the future."
A Christian legend associates the Hazelnut tree to a tree of goodwill and a blessed: according to the
popular belief that it is impossible to be hit by the lightning thanks to the Madonna who, surprised by a
thunderstorm while visiting Elisabeth, would be saved under the Hazelnut tree.
In fairy tales: a symbol of salvation.
In the "Cinderella" fairy tale by C. Perrault, it was a branch of hazel tree to save the beautiful
Cinderella from the stepmother's persecution allowing her to marry the prince.
In fact, when the father, who was going to the fair, asked her what present she would like to have, the
girl did not answer "embroidered clothes" or "jewels" as the two step-sisters did, but only "the first
branch that hit your hat on the way back ". When Cinderella had that gift, happy she ran to plant it on
his mother's grave and watered it so much that it grew rapidly and became a lush plant. The girl went
there three times a day, and each time she found a white bird sitting on the tree, it immediately
granted all her wishes. It was that little white bird, which allowed Cinderella to take part to the party organized by the king for the son to choose his bride and helped her dressing a "gold and silver dress
and silver and silk quilted ballet slippers". It was the same bird that allowed her to wear glamorous and
shining clothes the following two times and gave her the two glass-slippers, one of which will be lost
by Cinderella when she will suddenly leave the party; It will be the one that will give the prince the
possibility to find the mysterious girl and make her bride.
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In Art: symbol of the Trinity.
Hazelnuts, walnuts and dried fruits they are considered symbols of the Trinity as they consist of three
parts: the green exterior one, the shell and the inner sweet seed.
The exterior part symbolizes Christ's passion because of its bitterness. The woody hull symbolizes the
strength of the spirit. The inner seed symbolizes the sweetness of divinity and the oil of the unction
that saves the world. In art we find all these symbolisms in some masterpieces. An example is the San
Zeno altarpiece made by Andrea Mantegna (1431-1506) and exhibited in the Basilica of San Zeno in
Verona. If you put attention in the detail of the festoon, over the head of the Virgin the hazelnuts with
the foliar shell to symbolize the Trinity and Salvation are illustrated there with mixed fruits.
The cherries symbolize Jesus' passion. The strawberries symbolize the paradise and the incarnation
of Christ.The Lemon is the symbol of salvation.
Although hazel tree has left its own mark inside the tradition, the art and the literature, this mark has
been increasingly overlooked and underestimated, so in my fable I tried to make it a silent coprotagonist. Not far from Christian symbols I chose to identify in the “Hazel tree of the crossed
branches” the Tree of Life, Jesus Christ, He leads the protagonist saving her life and also the
characters’ life she meets. The Lord God made all kinds of trees grow out of the ground—trees that
were pleasing to the eye and good for food. In the middle of the garden there were the tree of life and
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.
« And out of the earth the Lord made every tree to come, delighting the eye and good for food; and in
the middle of the garden, the tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil».12

4. The revealed color
Seasons represent the cycle of life: birth, adaptation, reproduction, development and death.
The colors mark the transformation that takes place in every alive being and are a distinctive sign of
the life cycle that go through the phases of a fruit’s maturation. The protagonist of the fairy-tale is Gioy,
she travels through his inner path from death to rebirth following the rhythm of the seasons and of the
growth of the fruits of the hazel tree. The color reflects clearly what is happening, becoming a symbol.
« Color is everywhere; But wherever it was, there is already a symbol ».13
« Colors are one of the alphabet of the world; Not only the sea, the fields or the fire, but also the
feelings, words, situations, and even ideas have their own color ».14
«When we talk about color, inevitably, it evokes feelings, emotions, symbols, memories. If you try to
separate colors from these values it will be like to separate words from their meaning.
Colors are the living language of nature, a special symbolic language made up of suggestions whose
perception does not only occur within the eye, but also on a mental and imaginary level. Man has
always used color as a symbol, associating it with the natural elements, which were the fundamental
framework in a primeval concept of the world. The colors, in fact, were associated with the four
elements red to the fire, white to the air, green to the water, brown to the ground.
The ancients recognized as primitive colors only two of them, white and black, from which all others
derived».15
Applied psychology distinguishes between warm colors and cool colors. In the first category there are
red, orange and yellow and they would have a stimulating power; in the he second one there are
green, blue, violet and they would have a sedative and calming power.
Purple: border between visible and invisible. Seed awaiting the light.
Blue: Depth and centripetal force. The core, the germ.
Light Blue: Reflection. Small fruit.
Green: Growth sensation. Balance between warm and cold colors. Immature fruit.
Yellow: First phase of maturation of the day.
Orange: Fruit ripening.
Red: sparkling, active vitality. Intense and maximum maturation.
White: It is the satisfaction, the fusion of all moving colors.
12
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Brown: It is the sum of inactive colors, fixed, (from yellow to dark red to deep purple, to black). It is the
earth that swallows all the colors of the nature and turns them into brown like in autumn: to macerate
in order to reborn and explode.
The characters that the protagonist meets along her path are a “sign ”, because their color represents
the union between shape and content, the relationship between the sign and its meaning.
The color, which is the reflected light of every character in the fairy tale, tells her the deepest aspect of
the characters’ “heart” that she will encounter and with whom she will fight.
Light also warms the soul and darkness slows not only our tone and bloody flow, but also our
emotional responsiveness.
Warm colors such as red, yellow, and orange act on breathing, as if they were a natural boost to life,
pleasure, and activity; darkness and shadow induce a state of calm, even depressive or defensive.
This aspect enters into the story especially in an emotional and psychological dimension.
The fairy tale is therefore modulated on human ancestral connections.
«It is possible to give each color a single and a unique meaning under a threefold meaning: physical,
chemical, and spiritual. According to Rousseau, there would be a certain "eternal philosophy" of
colors. It means that their language is universal and it is one of the key to connect the universe.
Rousseau considers colors as a form of "universal soul" language, as a key that allows us to open the
door of ancient mysteries, a sort of Arianna wire that brings us back to the unity and understanding of
the universe, characterized by the fact of having more than one meaning».16

5. The vital roll - Alive roll
In the era of digitization and touch screen, what does it mean reding a fairy tale on a paper support
mainly handmade?
Read ... from Latin lĕgĕre means pick up. To pick up within a fable’s flow I need to be a part of it, I
have to be able to share, I have to interact with history concretely and I have to become part of the
story, as co-protagonist, you don't have to be a passive spectator. By shaping the various techniques
of representation, the suggestion emerged from unrolling the sketch was illuminating for the choice in
the execution phase. Life is continuity, it’s a continuous flow, and its mystery is hidden and revealed in
the research, unrolling its meaning, in its playing. From the late Latin rŏtŭlus means wheel.
We try to recover the deep meaning of the reading, avoiding the static nature of bound pages which
bind the same reader in a fixed-scheme. In this way the signs left by the children on books are not
“scrawls”, but they add value as signs of their participation. Rolled boards are stored in a playable
container that can rotate to generate the possible change.
«From Lat. Rotulus or volumen is the most common form of book used in the ancient time, eastern
and western civilization. It consists of regular sections of different materials (silk, papyrus, parchment),
glued or sewn to form a long strip, wrapped around a small cylinder of wood, bone or ivory (the navel)
with two projecting ends of ivory, gold, silver (according to the value and type of the manuscript), with
the title of the work to attached on the strip of leather. The writing perpendicular to the rolling direction,
arranged in columns (pages) consisting of several lines, is only in the inner part and runs parallel to
the fibers on the recto (front) of the sheet.The rotulus was superseded by the book in code form, in
Greek and Latin culture, between 4th and 5th centuries. A.D.»17
The text and the drawings were arranged in the space with the Golden Section. It belongs to universal
natural laws, which are manifestations of an even higher law.
So, the flow of the fairy tale is not perpendicular to the rolling direction as in antiquity but follows a
spiral motion.
«It is time to start modifying laws and behaviors, resizing the self-defeating dream of the present
standard of living and pointing to a conscious decline [...] We may find that quality of life is not going
to Seychelles at Christmas, but bringing up our children decently, to do independent work that gives
some satisfaction for "knowing oneself," as the Greeks said, and even discovering the
pleasure of real contact with other human beings instead of making friends through a
computer screen. These aren’t consumer goods and they aren’t inside malls, but they make people
quite happy».18
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So, the fairy tale can be written again by deconstructing all the elements present to be re-assembled
by the child or children playing this discovery.
Rolled boards consists of a thin magnetic surface. Some elements can be disconnected and
reattached, so children can intervene on the unfinished illustrations and they can coloring and drawing
because it’s a work in progress (ongoing process).

Fig. 1: Rolled boards are stored in a playable container that can rotate to generate the possible change.

Fig. 2: 3th Capter. THE GIFT. The text and the drawings were arranged in the space with the Golden Section.

Fig. 3: The Game:«Pick up your favorite words and you can write a new story… Once upon a time…»
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Abstract
This paper concerns the geometrical rules of the hypogeum structures of the Amphitheatre in Pompeii,
as result of three-dimensional analysis of the point cloud model. The hypogeum has the double value
of reference masonry for the elliptical shape tracing, and main distribution path for public circulation
in/out the cavea. The geometrical evaluation of the horizontal, vertical e spacial shape of the annular
barrel vault are particularly described, because the Heritage Building Information Model of the
Amphitheater (the authors are carrying out) starts from the real geometrical construction of the
hypogeum. The authors are carrying the BIM out, think the logical function between the ancient
building site development and the 3D modelling.
Keywords: Pompeii, Amphitheatre, geometry, 3D laser scanner survey, BIM

1.

Introduction

This paper continues the research started with the integrated digital survey of the Amphitheatre in
Pompeii taken place on Spring 2015, which merged four different acquisition data: 3D laser scanning;
traditional and GNSS topographic survey; high resolution photographic mapping; and digital
photogrammetry techniques [1:Abitare la Terra primo articolo]. This complex activity opened a wider
field of investigation on the geometrical rules analysed straight into the georeferenced point cloud
model, to reach the BIM fitting the real shape of the building. So surveying, analysis and modelling
activities concerned the three-dimensional configuration of the amphitheatre about the elliptical
structural elements, the complex hidden distributive paths, and the auditorium terraces.
Among the several results in progress the geometrical analysis highlighted that the Amphitheatre’s
hypogeum has the double value of reference masonry for the elliptical shape tracing, and main
distribution path for public circulation in/out the cavea.
For these reason, the Building Information Model of the Amphitheater starts from the real geometrical
construction of the hypogeum following the logical function between the ancient building site
development and the 3D modelling.
Starting from the arena inputs, places the extremes of the ellipse’s major axis, the hypogeum develops
as four independent corridors, interrupted at the intersection with the minor axis, and traced back to a
single elliptical footprint. In fact, the inner wall follows the elliptical shape with negligible variations
against the regular curve and, as described below, the annular barrel vault follows the geometrical
role. The stairs’ system towards the levels of the auditorium is anchored to the inner wall. In each
sector of the hypogeum, four straight ramps alternate with four pairs of opposite ramps: the first ones
lead to the intermediate portion of the ima-cavea; the second ones lead to the lowest. Straight ramps
follow the direction of the ellipse’s rays, traced along the inner wall of the corridor. The pairs of
opposite ramps follow an elliptical profile parallel to the wall on which they are engraved. These two
constructive elements further emphasise the ordering function of the masonry of the hypogeum.
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Fig. 1: Pompeii Amphitheatre: hypogeum ambulatory during topographical survey by total station and 3D laser
scanning activities.

The complexity of the paths is the result of a clear and functional public distribution project, which
gives to the hypogeum the intangible function skeleton of the building. The division of the elliptical
annular vault into four independent sectors guaranteed a more fluid inflow or outflow of the public (the
Amphitheater had a maximum capacity of 20000 people). The spectator approached one of the four
corridors, then picked the straight or opposite ramps, depending on the level of the cavea to which he
had access. In the ima-cavea he could attend the shows in the front row. Starting from the lower part
of the media-cavea he could rise up to the highest level of the summa-cavea, following the staircases
that subdivided the terraces into homogeneous fields. The direction of these stairs follows the ellipse’s
rays, traced according to the path of the hypogeum.
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2.

Geometric consideration on the plan shape of the hypogeum hallway (A. Avella)

The Blaise Pascal theorem is the most suitable method for assessing the planimetric trajectory of the
hypogeum hallway of the amphitheater, ellipse or oval. This Theorem verifies the conic curves through
the relationship among six of the same curve points by means of alignment of three points inside or
external to the same curve. The theorem is verified through the intersected sides of the hexagon,
having the same six selected points on the horizontal cross-section (999 meters above sea level) of
the hypogeum foundation structures. The theorem, in particular, was applied by selecting points in the
cross-section of the hypogeum inner wall. The analysis was performed in the north quadrant of the
amphitheater, whose geometry is not compromised by brick support arches, unlike other corridors.
The Theorem applied shows the curve is a conic (hyperbole, parabola, ellipse), specifically an ellipse
because it refers to a closed curve, though composed of four branches.
Defined the elliptical geometry of the horizontal cross-section of the hypogeum, the next step was the
graphical identification of the ellipse’s notable points: center and axes (through the plane polarity
theory of projective geometry) and foci.
The center position was calculated by the polarity theory of the projective geometry by performing the
homologous transformation of a circumference into an ellipse. In projective geometry, the polarity of
the theory is a correspondence of three points and straight lines of the projective plane. The search for
constituent elements of the transformation homology (center, axis and pair of corresponding points or,
alternatively, center, axis and straight line) of the circumference in an ellipse is the prerequisite for
applying the polarity theory, thanks to which the center of the conic and the improper straight line pole
can be determined. This property applied to the conic can also be used to locate the axes of the
ellipse: each diameter of a conic curve is polar of an ideal point on the plan, its conjugate diameter is
polar of an ideal point in the direction in which is polar; the axis of the conic curve are the couple of
conjugate diameters that are perpendicular each others.
Axes are determined by another homology that turns the ellipse into circumference (it is the case of
an homology with an ideal point as center).

Fig. 2: Pompeii Amphitheatre: hypogeum ambulatory during topographical survey by total station and 3D laser
scanning activities.
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Fig. 3: Pompeii Amphitheatre. Geometrical and graphics determination of hypogeum ellipse shape and its center
and axis.

3.
A critical and geometrical analysis on the hypogeum barrel annular vault (P.
Argenziano)
The analysis on the plan geometry of the hypogeum space has been the starting point for subsequent
elaborations with reference to the type of arc of the covering vault on this space. The geometry
analysis of the arc required preliminary considerations on the layout of the plans on which the survey
has to be conducted. As explained in the previous essays by the authors in reference to the space of
the ‘cavea’, the elliptical shape plan requires the definition of the direction of the rays, traces of the
planes of the vertical sections on which to analyse the elevation of the structure of the amphitheatre.
For each point of the inner and outer wall ellipse, as well as the elliptical axis of the four corridor parts,
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it is possible to conduct a radius through the center of the ellipse, perpendicular to the ellipse itself or
in a direction which identifies segments of the same length along the three aforementioned ellipses, so
we analyse the sections generated by these different vertical planes for such rays.
The directions identified by the rays that divided the ellipses with same center in equal part recall the
tracing operation of the elliptical compass described by Guidobaldo del Monte, that is, the instrument
capable of tracing continuously the conical section corresponding to the ellipse.
The "regola del filo" (twine rule) is based on the tracing rule of the curved line with a continuous
trajectory. Its theoretical foundation is in that chapter of geometry known as "Theory of the Conical
Sections". According to this theory, the plan shape obtained by applying this rule corresponds to the
conical section called ellipse, that is a convex, continuous and closed plan curve. The application of
the "regola del filo" on the ground is still confirmed today by the way in which this practice is
distinguished from others. In the technical drawing manuals, in fact, the "regola del filo" is usually
associated with the specification of "gardener's method", referring to the practice used by gardeners to
trace neutral ground with the aid of such technique.

Fig. 4: Pompeii Amphitheatre. Vertical section plan on the 3D laser scanner model perpendicular to the inner,
medium and external ellipses of the hypogeum ambulatory.

The invention of elliptical compasses capable of tracing with a continuous motion such curve is far
away. Recently, some drawings contained in the “Atlantic Code” allow to ascribe to Leonardo da Vinci
too some studies on the construction of mechanical instruments for tracing the conic with rapid and
continuous motion. Some original drawings represent, in fact, compasses capable of describing
parables, while some original copies Leonard's drawings show elliptical compasses consisting of three
legs and a brush.
The sections were performed and obtained from the continuous mesh model, point cloud processing,
using the planes passing through these rays and verifying and comparing the results in order to define
the curvature of the arc generator.
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Fig. 5: Pompeii Amphitheatre. Vertical section plan on the 3D laser scanner model according to center of the
ellipses.

Fig. 6: Pompeii Amphitheatre. Vertical section plan on the 3D laser scanner model according to the directions
identified by the rays that divided the ellipses with same center in equal part.
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4.

From the geometric modeling to BIM of the hypogeum (N. Pisacane)

The analysis of the planar profile of the hypogeum corridor and the definition of the geometry of the
arc are the necessary precondition to determine the surface describing the intrados of the annular
vault. The annular vault is a particular type of barrel vault and its geometric genesis develops on a
curvilinear axis instead of straight line. The arc profile, moving along the curved line, describes the
surface. In the case of an annular ring circular, the arches will lay on radial planes with respect to the
center of the circumference, always keeping perpendicular to the circumference and dividing it in
equal intervals. Similarly, in the case of polycentric curve directrix axis -an oval, for example- arc will
lay on radial planes according to the different centers that will define the curve. The case of the
amphitheater of Pompeii and its elliptical plan such geometric considerations is no longer valid since,
recalling the properties of elliptical curves, a straight line passing through the center of the ellipse and
for a generic point of the curve will never coincide with the perpendicular direction in the same point
(except the major and minor axes of the curve). Both directions (radial and perpendicular) will never
divide concentric ellipses in segments of equal length. In fact, it is not possible to trace two equidistant
ellipse in each point along normal directions or through the axis from the center of the curve. The
equidistance between these curves is verified only along the straight lines that have the same
direction used for the ellipse design according to the construction of the cycloid. Along these same
straight lines must be considered the planes containing the generating curves of the annular surface of
the vault.
The defined geometric rules are the basic elements for the BIM processing. The constructional
elements libraries are being developed and their modelling is benefiting from previous geometric
evaluations, also for determining morphological invariants and parametric logic. This is because the
building can be transferred to an orderly system of constructive types, adapted to the amphitheater's
real shape for better approximation between point cloud model and BIM’s objects.

Fig. 7: Pompeii Amphitheatre. Geometrical structure and genesis of the annular barrel vault of the hypogeum
corridor and 3D modeling of the surface of the vault itself.
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Abstract
The Domitio Coast extends for 40 kilometers on the coastal area of the Province of Caserta in Italy
and it includes four Municipalities. The author shortly presents in this paper the main sources of
environmental and landscape degradation on the Domitio Coast in the Caserta-Naples metropolitan
area, as well as the main natural, cultural and intangible assets of the area. The attention focuses on
the City of Castel Volturno, which extends on 27 out of 40 kilometers on the coast. Moreover, the
author highlights the most important projects, which are able to propose a territorial enhancement and
a strategy of urban regeneration in order to start a process of cultural and environmental requalification for the coastal area
The analysis takes into account the legal and abusive urban settlements built on the coast since the
late 1960s, through a brief historical reconstruction of the main events that have defined the current
landscape of the territory, along with its social and economic structure. According to Carmine
Gambardella the method for the critical reading of the environmental disasters as well as the historical
and landscape beauties in the municipal boundaries is linked to the principles of multi-criteria and
multidisciplinary analysis [1].
The methodology finds an operational application on the territory in the Strategic Participated Tourist
Plan on the Domitio Coast [2]. In this framework, and in line with the mentioned critical approach,
Rosaria Parente states that the knowledge process in the analysis of cultural, landscape and
intangible assets must be supported by modern technologies through a multidisciplinary approach,
integrated with the historical matrix of the places, in order to manage the territorial governance [3].
Keywords: Complex representation, urban design and planning, landscape, territorial governance

Historical background and project in progress for the Domitio Coast
The strategic idea defined by the Plan elaborated by the Campania Regional Research Centre of
Excellence for Cultural Heritage, Ecology and Economy (Benecon), UNESCO Chair on Landscape,
Cultural Heritage and Territorial Governance proposes for Castel Volturno a potential tourist role in the
metropolitan area of reference, betwenen the Provinces of Naples and Caserta, node and junction of a
network of assets at the large territorial scale.
This vision is a part of an ambitious project on a regional territorial scale, at the base of a
Memorandum of Understanding signed on May 28th, 2009 between Benecon – institutional partner of
the Forum UNESCO University and Heritage – and the World Heritage Centre [4].
The Domitio Coast and the City of Castel Volturno are characterized by important landscape and
environmental assets such as the Mediterranean protected forest that until the end of the 60s
extended along the entire coast. In the last decades this protected area was destroyed for 50 per cent
in the City of Castel Volturno to build illegal villas, residences and villages. From the original 27
kilometers of Mediterranean protected forest today the remainder 14 kilometers are fenced with a tufa1723

stone wall. Another important natural heritage is the Oasis of Variconi, protected by the International
Convention of Ramsar, one of the few original humid area in Campania, and an international pole for
birds migration and nesting in the Mediterranean basin.

Domitio Coast. City of Castel Volturno. Map with main cultural assets and degradation – disaster
sketch by Alessandro Ciambrone
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To the period of economic and tourist development experienced by the Domito Coast in the '60s and
'80s, thanks also to the realization of the illegal Village of Pinetamare - central location on the territorial
coastline - there have been events during the years, sometimes escaped to the attention of
administrators and sometimes too difficult and unpredictable to be controlled [5]. They resulted, in the
last 40 years, in a slow but inexorable decline of the whole territory. Among the main causes that have
produced such degradation, the authors mentions: the realization of numerous illegal buildings in
areas of flooding and hydro-geologic risks; water pollution, mainly due to the conduct of the Regi
Lagni, exceptional work, at the time, of hydraulic engineering built by the Bourbons for the irrigation of
the agricultural areas of the Province of Caserta; the occupation of the territory by more than thirty
thousand people displaced by the earthquake in Naples in 1980 and bradyseism of Pozzuoli from
1983 to 1984; the illegal immigration mainly from Africa. To the twenty thousand resident people were
added twenty thousand ‘new residents’ who often do not find work. Thus, they dedicate to illegal
activities; the presence of numerous clans of mafia that recruit ‘manpower’ at low cost among young
people and illegal immigrants given the miserable conditions in which they live [6].
To contrast these illegal realization and restore the original state of the area, it began in the 80s and
90s a dispute between the State and the entrepreneurs, who realized the abuses in order to
rehabilitate the environmental damage they caused. In this logic, on May 10th, 2001 was signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (with the participation of the Campania Region, the Province of
Caserta, the City of Castel Volturno, the neighboring Municipality of Villa Literno, and private
entrepreneurs) for the realization of a ‘Environmental rehabilitation and socio-economic recovery of
the Litorale Domitio’. The memorandum of understanding was transformed in ‘program agreement’,
which was signed on August 1st, 2003. Its approval consists in a declaration of public utility and
urgency of the works in it planned. The ‘program agreement’ provides important works for the recovery
of the entire Municipality, such as the urban, environmental, infrastructural and functional
redevelopment of the Medieval Castle and the entire ‘Borgo San Castrese’ in the historical center; the
works to secure the Domitiana road axis, which runs through the Domitio Coast; and the
redevelopment and expansion of the new port of San Bartolomeo in the Village of Pinetamare, which
will be realized in project financing. Twelve hundred boat places and two thousand five hundred
parking spaces in an area of seven hundred and fifty thousand square meters; ferries and hydrofoils
for the islands of the Campania and Lazio Regions; private concession for sixty years; one hundred
and thirty million euro in cost (all private investments) and thousands of new job opportunities. At first
impact, these numbers seem to have the strength to develop the economy of a Region characterized
by very low employment rates and damaged by decades of speculative exploitation of the soils.

Domitio Coast. Castel Volturno. Illigal villa on the beach, photo: Gino Spera
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The strategic position of Castel Volturno, bar-centric for the important centers of Naples and Caserta,
its proximity to the Campi Flegrei - among the most prestigious places of the past, where the oldest
noble families of Rome built luxury residences and campaign villas - the numerous historicalarchitectural and landscape assets, as the ancient Borgo San Castrese, the Torre and the Lago di
Patria, and the Oasis of Variconi, together with an efficient and extensive network of connections, as
well as the projects in progress, represent undoubted potential because the City can aspire to become
one of the most important tourist centers of the Region.

Domitio Coast. Castel Volturno. Historical center and stratification, sketch by Alessandro Ciambrone
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The author believes, however, that the Domitio Coast may express its full potential, only if part of a
project to a supra-municipal scale. The area in this project must be considered one of the main focal
points of a provincial tourist system, including the World Heritage property of the 18th-Century Royal
Palace at Caserta with the Park, the Aqueduct of Vanvitelli, and the San Leucio Complex [7].
In fact, to confirm this hypothesis, the author records that there are already planned many
infrastructure projects that will make more and more the City a tourist attractor at the regional scale, as
the port on the Volturno River, the planned international airport of Grazzanise (ten kilometers far from
the Domitio Coast), the under construction port in the Village of Pinetamare. In addition, within a
radius of thirty kilometers, it were realized major shopping malls and hotel complexes, including the
Tarì of Marcianise (gold market), the CIS of Nola (Made in Italy clothing market), Holiday Inn and
Hyppo Kampos / Euro-Mediterranean Resorts, which, respectively, with their golf courses and sports
facilities surrounded by nature, attract visitors from around the world. In this sense, the Domitio Coast
could represent the referent sea point of the ‘Cultural district’ of the Province of Caserta proposed by
the Benecon Research Centre’s project.
In this framework there are many public projects that can have the force to reactivate a process of
territorial development. The author in his position of Director of the International Civic Art Museum of
Euro-Mediterranean is coordinating two public projects for the Administration of Castel Volturno. The
first project is related to the ‘Faber Park’. This is an illegal Park composed by 36 villas on the sides of
an rectangular lake. During the period of the construction of illegal buildings in this area, there were
many excavation to keep sand used to construct illegal buildings. All these excavations on the soil
become, thanks to the hydrological underground system, lakes which today characterize the City’s
lake system (around 30 lakes) of Castel Volturno. In the last three years around 100 illegal
constructions, managed before by local criminal organizations, passed under the control of the Public
Administration, which does not have public funds to invest and restore them. In fact these construction
were built without any legal authorization.

Domitio Coast. Castel Volturno. Historical center Church of Annunziata, sketch by Alessandro Ciambrone
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They do not have public system of water or any other public infrastructure, such as streets, connecting
the park to the local system of circulation. Also, all the laws for seismic and fire systems, mandatory
for private and public constructions, were not respected. The idea of the Public Administration, under
consideration, is to gift the ‘Faber Park’, with the 36 villas, to an important and recognized Italian or
foreign enterprise / firm. The only condition for this gift is that the interested society / firm is able to
restore the villas and to create conditions to realize a local enterprise, involving local people and
increase the market of labor. If the Public Administration decides to carry out this idea it will be
publish a public announcement of interest involving all the Italian Chambers of Commerce in the
nation and worldwide.
Another important project is to create a tourist district in the Village of Baia Verde along the Domitio
Coast, close to the Village of Pinetamare and the historical center of Castel Volturno.
In this area is located a skeleton of a huge residential building, an abandoned public garden park as
well as an abandoned cultural center and seaside beach. The project consist in realizing a culturaltourist district among these four poles, as part of a unique art district. In fact the cultural center can
become the headquarter of the new realized City International Art Museum Euro-Mediterranean,
connected with the art resort, the art garden park and the art seaside beach all close each other within
a diameter of one kilometer.
This project can be realized with the support of all the cultural association of the City, which are
involved in the management of the Museum. These Association are in charge of 12 laboratories within
the Museum that can generate the cultural activities and the economic development for the entire
area. The thematic laboratories are: Architecture and Design; Figurative Arts and Sculpture;
Photography; Graphic Design; Interior Design; Processing of the traditional San Leucio Silk;
International Communication and Territorial Marketing; Visual Art; Environmental Protection;
Enhancement of Cultural Differences; Mediterranean Cuisine; Cinema, Theatre and Music.
All the artists participating in the art and cultural activities of the Museum can create a Community in
the ‘Cultural district’ able to develop art and cultural tourism in the area. In fact, scientific researches
highlight that especially visitors coming from foreign countries are really attracted by Italian art, style,
culture and history. These two project are under the evaluation of the Administration of Castel Volturno
as well as by local and regional entrepreneurs.

Domitio Coast. Castel Volturno. Historical center, river port and bridge on the Volturno River
sketch by Alessandro Ciambrone
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Conclusion
To ensure that the proposed project can actually be achieved, the author considers essential the
participation of key stakeholders of the area in the planning process. The entire community of the
Domitio Coast and Castel Volturno must recover the identity matrix of the territory and regain a sense
of belonging. This makes people proud of a place, and participative in the decision process, which
outline the development of the city [8].
The structural projects should be integrated with a set of intangible assets such as security and trust,
which are the necessary preconditions for the development of the area. These conditions enable to
start a virtuous cycle of improvement of the environmental system. It is in reference to this complexity
that must be planned an appropriate action of knowledge of the territory, which constitutes the base
for the protection and enhancement of the environment in all its components, material and intangible
[9].
These actions for cultural, environmental, landscape and industrial assets, represent the engine of the
territorial development, which finds its roots in the genius loci. This is the fruit of memory, traditions
and ancient knowledge, as well as the material evidence of the past that have shaped the physical
form. We consider that these are the essential conditions of departure to let become the projects of
territorial development the driving force for the cultural, social and economic rehabilitation of the City.
In particular in the specific case of the Domitio Coast and Castel Volturno, the situation is dramatic
because there is a lack of public and economic investments in infrastructure and security. The territory
extend on the coast and it is very difficult to control it entirely, even for public agencies and police. It is
even difficult to understand exactly how many illegal immigrants are present in the territory. According
to many reports and journal articles, it seems that in the only City of Castel Volturno there are 20
thousand residents and the same number of illegal immigrants, as well as the 80 per cent of
constructions on the coast are without any kind of legal authorization. In this condition is very difficult
to approve and put into force an Urban Plan, which is able to satisfy the needs of the local Community.
Anyway there are a significant number of cultural and natural assets that can be symbolic elements of
the area’s rebirth. It is necessary that all the forces and entities of the territory work together in the
same direction, through an unique project. Public Administration, Universities, Research Centers,
Cultural Associations and entrepreneurs should cooperate for the cultural, social, environmental and
sustainable development of the territory [10].

Castel Volturno, Baia Verde, skeleton of public building in the protected Mediterranean Regional Reserve
‘Costa di Licola – Foce Volturno – Lago falciano’, photo: Gino Spera
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Castel Volturno, Pinetamare, Fontana Bleu illegal village on the waterfront, photo: Gino Spera
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Castel Volturno, Faber Park, illegal village (36 villas) on artificial illigal lake, photo: Gino Spera

Domitio Coast, Castel Volturno (Caserta) – Bridge on the Volturno River, photo: Gino Spera
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Castel Volturno, the touris port of Pinetamare under construction, sketch by Alessandro Ciambrone
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